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Early-Order Discount.

Our Specialty for over 30 Years has been the Manufacture of all Kinds of

BEE KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Including Bee-Hives and Frames, Section Honey-Boxes,
Shipping-Cases. Honey and Wax Extractors, Bee-Smokers,
Bee-Comb Foundation, Comb-Foundation Machines, Comb-
Foundation Fasteners, Perforated Queen-Excluders, etc.

In fact, a full line of every thing required by bee-keepers. The
superior excellence of these goods is such that they have a world-

wide reputation, and dealers handling them generally say:

"ROOT'S GOODS at ROOT'S PRICBS"

Catalog for 1904f 93d Edition.—Our Catalog is

full of valuable information, and is ready for mailing. Apply at

once to the nearest agent or branch house, or to the home office. We
send it free to all applicants.

Gleanings in Bee Ctiltvire.—If you will give us
the names and addresses of ten or more bee-keepers we will send you
in addition, if you request it, our 44-page semi-monthly journal,

Gleanings in Bee Culture, for 3 months free. Price $1.00 per year.

A.gentSd^ Because of the great demand for Root's Goods
we have established agencies all over the United States and in many
foreign countries. Some of the more important are mentioned below.

M. H Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Mich.
C. H. VV. Weber, 2146 Central Av., Cincinnati, O.
Walter S. Ponder, Indianapolis, Ind.
Vickery Bros., Evansville, Ind.
Joseph Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montg. Co., Missouri.
Rawlings Implement Co., Baltimore, Md.

Prothero & Arnold, DuBois, Clearfield Co , Pa,
F. H. Farmer, iSs Friend Street, Boston, Mass,
Carl F. Buck, Augusta, Butler Co., Kan.sas.
Griggs Brothers, Toledo, Ohio.
L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colorado.
A. F. Mc.\dams, Coltmibus Grove, Ohio.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto. Out
Nelson Bros. Fruit Co., Delta, Colo.

In addition to the above mentioned we have hundreds of others

who handle our goods in large or small lots, some of them handling
specialties only, like Root's Cowan Extractor, Root's Weed Comb
Foundation, etc. When you want standard Bee Supplies place 3'our

order with any of the agents or branch houses mentioned on this page,

or write our home office for name of agent nearest you.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
Main Office and WorKs. Medina. OKio, \J. S. A.

-B R A. N C H E S-
CHICAGO, ILI.., 144 Ea.st ErieStretl.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 10 Vine Street.
SYR.\CUSE, N. Y.
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.

ST. PAUL, MINN., io;4 Miss. St.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, 438 W. Houston St.

WASHINf.TON, D. C, noo Md. Av., S. W.
HAV.^N.\, CUB.4. San Ignacio 17.
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Editorial Commente
)

Volume Fopty-Four Begins.

The Atnerican Bee Journal, with this issue, begins its forty-fourth

volume. In a few years more the half-century mark will be reached.

Id its first eight or ten volumes it had two editors, and in its past

thirty or more it has had only two. While not its editor except dur-

ing the past twelve years, for nearly twenty years we have been closely

connected with its publication ; that means for almost half of its en-

lire existence. It seems quite a long time. Especially so when one

thinks of the many changes and advances made in the pursuit of bee-

keeping during that length of time.

While it has been the American Bee Journal's aim to keep in the

vanguard of progress, it does not claim to have done all that has been

done. It has helped. It will continue to help. It will try to make
the year upon which it now enters—its forty-fourth—the best and
most helpful year of its whole existence. It is in a better position

now, in every way, to do better work—to be of more value than ever

before to its readers.

The American Bee Journal's friends and supporters have grown
with the years. It has become in thousands of homes a welcome
weekly visitor. We are often told in most appreciative and grateful

words of its helpfulness to those who have read and studied its con-

tents most faithfully from year to year. We rejoice that it is so. It

goes far to brighten and illuminate our pathway, to know that our

efforts have not been in vain. It will also be an encouragement, per-

haps, when we say that without the loyal and enthusiastic support

the American Bee Journal has had throughout the passing years, we
could not have carried out our part of the program. So we are each

dependent upon the other. No man liveth to himself.

It is our aim to make this forty-fourth volume of the American
Bee Journal the very bast of all. We can not do it alone, but with

the hearty cooperation of the reading, wide-awake, progressive bee-

keepers of this and other lands, we know that success can be con-

quered—be compelled to companionship with the old American Bee
Journal.

FouF-Piece vs. One-Pieee Sections.

The danger that basswood lumber will become .so scarce that it

can no longer be used for making sections, is not viewed with any
great degree of alarm by those who prefer four-piece to one-piece sec-

tions. Editor Hill says in the American Bee-Keeper that he would
rather pay full price for four-piece sections than to receive the one-

piece kind as a gift, and James Heddou is still more emphatic, saying

in the same paper:

" I have gone through every phase, with sections, allotted to the
bee-keeper, and, oh, horror! I would not accept one-piece sections as
a gift if a ?10 bill was presented with every box. I have found more
objectionable features connected with them than I had any idea ex-
isted. I wonder that they are in use at all. They glue up far worse
than the four-piece with their entire open top. They are soft, soak-
ing honey, and daub and stain much more easily than the white pop-
lar. They do not come into square position when put together. Some
are stained, and others are loose. They will not bear cleaning with
water when a little honey drops on them, as will white poplar. They

are a miserable thing to handle in and out of cases and shipping-
crates, and it is only a trifle faster that they can be put together than
the four-piece sections. I want no more of them, and I can not con-
ceive that a basswood one-piece section (and no other kind of wood.
seems tit to make them of) can much longer satisfy American bee-
keepers. Good-bye, one-piece sections tor James."

If, perforce, we must go back to four-piece sections, we may as

well take all the comfort we can out of the advantages they offer.

They can be made of any kind of wood, and no one pretends that bass-

wood is the best lumber for sections where no bending of joints is

needed. It is true that a one-piece section that is not square can be
made square, but it will not stay square unless rigidly held so, while
a four-piece section stays square of itself. There is generally danger
of breaking some sections in putting together one-piece sections un-
less the joints are wet, and it is extra trouble to wet the sections aside

from the danger of discoloration from wetting. This breakage and
wetting is saved when using four-piece sections. Besides the breaking
when folding sections, there is the breaking that sometimes happens
after the foundation is put in, which is worse, and very much worse
if it occurs after the section is filled with honey. Four-piece sections

avoid this. Possibly we may find comfort in discovering other advan-

tages, but these are enough to show that the change, if the change
must come, will not be an unmixed evil.

"The Rival of the Bee."

This, in large type, is the heading of a full-page three-column

advertisement we saw in one of our exchanges recently. To make it

more deceptive, at each end of the headline is the picture of a straw-

skep. The first column of the wonderful, rivalling stuff started off

like this:
" Words sweet as honey frnm his lips distUVd."

—Iliad op Homek.

Long has the honey of the bee reigned as sweet of sweets. Homer,
Milton, Shakespeare, Tennyson and others of the poets made tribute
to its sovereignty, using its name as the superlative of sweetness.

When these men wrote, and until a recent day, the industrious
bee toiled on without a rival.

But twentieth century skill and science came upon the field to
wrest from the bee his laurels. Man went to Nature, even as the bee
does, but with better equipment, (inly the blossoms, with their mites
of sweet, are open to the bee for his sources of supply. Man may go
where the store is richer though more strongly guarded.

So he drew upon the King of Nature's cereals, corn, and made
therefrom a syrup clear and golden as the honey of the bee ; richer in
nutriment, sweeter in flavor, less in cost.

And when this syrup is placed where the bee may have access to
it, he forsakes the roses and the clover, mutely acknowledging his
vanquishment, and making the triumph of man complete.

This wonderful syrup, extracted from the golden grains is

meeting with a warm welcome from the housewives of America, won
by its purity, flavor, nutriment, and low cost.

It is being used in place of honey and other syrups on griddle
cakes and as a spread—because it is " better than honey for les?
money." It is being used instead of molasses in baking and candy
making, because it is purer, more nutritious, and more digestible.

How eloquently beautiful that is! Then think how goes " the

bee for liis sources of supply "—the blossoms. But when he (the bee)

finds this great " rival," " Tie forsakes the roses,'' etc.

It is safe to say that the chap who wrote the nonsense quoted
doesn't know any more about the genuine honey produced by honey-

bees than he does concerning the Uowers from which it is gathered

;

and, also, he seems not to know that the he bees do not gather nectar

at all.

But just for our own satisfaction we asked Mrs. York to buy a 10-

S./n^^l
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cent can of this great " rival of the [he] bee," so that we might per-

sonally know about what is " better than honey for less money." We
pride ourselves on having a fair taster tor sweet things. But to call

thestufl we got (a mixture of corn-syrup and cane-syrup) "better

than honey for less money," proved clearly to us that the one who

wrote those rhythmical words must have had in mind a poor grade of

honey-dew, or amber honey spoiled by overheating. It tasted more
' like New Orleans molasses. He certainly never tasted the fine white

clover, alfalfa, basswood, sage, or other fine bee-honeys with which to

compare his glucose product.

To be sure, we got about a pint of the stuff for 10 ceats. Yes, it's

cheap. Everybody knows that glucose is cheap.

We doubt not some good people will believe the catchy advertise-

ment, and buy a sample of "he-bee molasses," thinking they are

really getting something better than genuine honey-bee honey. After

sampling it, we think they would agree with us, that if the fixed- up

glucose is " better than honey," we surely wouldn't want either the

corn-syrup or genuine honey.

But we doubt if many people can be fooled into investing very

heavily in this " he- bee molasses."

Does Deliquescence Increase the Weight of Honey ?

"Tork County Bee-Keeper '' says in the Canadian Bee Journal:

" From my limited observation I am led to believe that honey does

not to any appreciable extent increase in weight by addition of mois-

ture attracted to it. Perhaps there is some chemical inversion of the

component parts of honey, such as the saccharine matter being turned

into water or something of like nature."

This writer is not alone in the view that there is no appreciable

increase of weight by addition of moisture, although, perhaps, not all

would express it in exactly the same way, for there is a manifest con-

tradiction in addition of moisture without increase of weight. The

real question is whether there is a real attraction of moisture or merely

a change of some kind in the honey itself without any actual addition.

Is there any ground for the belief that there is^no real addition of

moisture from the atmosphere? It would not be a very difiicult thing

to weigh a quantity of honey before and after the chunge, and that

ought to decide in a very positive manner whether there is an actual

increase of weight. In the meantime it may do no harm to attempt

to clear our views by a little reasoning.

If there is no real addition from the atmosphere, how is it that a

can of honey hermetically sealed will not attain the watery condition?

Or, how is it that such condition will not be attained in a dry atmos-

phere, no matter how open the vessel of honey ': Or, how is it that

when honey is changed from a moist to a dry place it becomes thicker,

then thinner again when changed to a moist place, a change occur-

ring just as often as the change is made from one place to another.

Do chemical changes alternate in this way ?

Every bee-keeper may have observed that when a comb of sealed

honey is left long enough in a damp place, the air-space between the

cappings and the honey disappears, the space being tilled with honey.

Still later the honey oozes through the cappings and runs down in

drops over the face of the comb. There can be no question as to the

increase of bulk, can there be any as to the inorease of weight ?

Very likely, when the actual test is made it will be found that no

change whatever takes place except the addition of moisture from the

air, and that the increase of weight will correspond exactly with the

amount of moisture thus added.

(
Miscellaneous Items

]
Mr. K. B. Huffinan, of Winona Co., Minn., died of consump-

tion on Dec. 4. He was 78 years old. lie was a strong friend of the

old American Bee Journal. So one by one they are passing away

from earth, and others must take up the work.

Ur. Miller's Keport for the season of 1903, is as follows:

Mr. EiiiTOK :—In the very interesting report of the Ueneral Mana-
o-er of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, I see I am put down as

having harvested the past year 14,000 pounds of comb honey. I think

that report was given to him during the convention at Los Angeles,

and it was about as near a guess as I could make at the itime. But

while I was fooling around California, my assistant was having a very
busy time gathering in the rest of the crop, and my full report is this:

From 124 colonies I increased to 284, and harvested 18,461! pounds
(20,051 sections) of honey.

Giving particulars: 100 colonies run for honey gave 184-';; pounds
(2001^ sections) per colony, and 24 colonies run for increase gave 666
percent increase. C. C. Miller.

Let's see. Dr. Miller is over 72 years of age, and he has just had

his best season with the bees. Conundrum; If Dr. Miller lives say

50 years longer, how large will his best honey crop be next time? His

answer would likely be: " I don't know !" Neither do we.

Christmas Greenery is the title of an article written by Hon.

Eugene Secor, of Winnebago Co., Iowa, and published in his local

newspaper, the Forest City Summit. It is a most interesting literary

production on the origin and use of evergreen decorations at Christ-

mas-time. Mr. Secor doesn't seem to lose any of his old-time elo-

quence and descriptive power as the years come and go. May the

memory of him and his be ever green in the thoughts and hearts of

those whom his brain-children delight and uplift.

Mr. H. C. 3Iorehouse, secretary of the Colorado State Bee-

Keepers' Association, writing us from Boulder Co., Colo., Deo. 24,

had this to say about the wintering of bees in that State:

Up to date bees have wintered magnificently in Colorado. The
weather has permitted frequent flights, and while the consumption of
stores is heavy m consequence, the bee-keeper will hardly regret it,

since the bees are in No. 1 condition. The ground is now covered
with snow, and to-morrow will be the first white Christmas in nine
years. H. C. Morehouse.

Tin-Can Prices Canceled.—We have received the following

notice from Mr. France

:

The Annual Report of National Association for 1903, on page 53,
gives prices of tin honey-packages. I wish to state that those prices
will not be granted any longer. N. E. France, Gen. Mgr.

Mr. France sends us a further financial statement on the Annual
Report and Voting Ballots as follows:

3200 copies Annual Keport for 1903 and mailing same. .S142 00
Less advertising in the Report 66 00

Total cost of Report to Association 876 00

I Voting Ballots, printed on both sides $18 50

Patronize Our Advertisers.—We take considerable pride in

the extent and character of the advertisements in the American Bee

Journal. We have every confidence that all our advertisers are en-

tirely reliable, or they would not be permitted to appear in these col-

umns. Hence, we feel like inviting all our readers to patronize them

whenever t is to their interest to do so.

And please do not forget to mention, when writing, that you saw

the advertisement in the American Bee Journal. It will help both the

advertiser and us if all will kindly do that.

By the way, there are a great many more of the smaller bee-supply

dealers, queen-breeders, etc., that should be represented in our adver-

tising columns. Our rates are very moderate, and can be had on

application.

N. B.-K. A. Stamp.— Alfred Atherton offers the following for

consideration

:

One suggestion I would like to make: When I was preparing my
honey for market this fall, if I could have had some sort of stamp
bearing the letters "N. B.-K. A.," perhaps it might give the commis-
sion man a little more respect for the rights of the shipper.

Alfred Atherton.

We should very strongly oppose the use of such a stamp until

some sort of provision is made to prevent frauds getting into the mem-
bership of the Association. Unless such a stamp were rigidly safe-

guarded, it would be of no value to any one.

The fact is, the Association is not organized for the purpose of

doing all kinds of business. We think it has enough to do when it

simply keeps within its legitimate lines of work.

Mr. H. J. fiercer, a member of the California National

Honey-Producers' Association, called on us last week. He is quite

enthusiastic over the prospects of the great value that Association is

proving itself to be to its members. It has done wonders already in

helping to keep up the price of California honey. At least one of the

heretofore honey-dealers in San Francisco, who thought he could do

as in former years, has become a wiser it not a richer man. He sold
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15 car-loads of extracted honey, ahead of the season, at 4'.; cents a

pound. When he came to buy the honey to fill his order, he had to

pay 5 cents a pound. He will know better next time.

Mr. Mercer says the Association expects to be in a position

another season to furnish certain lines of bee-supplies to its members
at greatly reduced rates. Keep an eye on those California folks.

They are out to do business. With the bee-keepers of Colorado, and

California, and Texas, organized to accomplish results, something

worth while may be expected. Success to allot them. They are on

the right track.

(
Sketches of Beedomites

DEATH OF HM. R. GRAHAM,

Wm. R. Graham died at his residence in North (ireenville, Tex.,
Nov. ST, 1903, in the 76th year of his age.

Mr. Graham was born .Jan. 14, 1S2S; his wife, who was Miss Eletta
Poteet, was born .June 5, 1S30; they were married Aprils, 1851. They
were born, reared and married in Lee Co., Va., where they resided
until they came to Greenville, Te\., in 1874.

When the Civil War broke out, Mr. Graham enlisted in the Con-
federate Army.

Shortly after coming to Texas he became interested in scientific

bee-culture. He was the prime mover in the organization of the Texas

WM. R. GRAHAM.

State Bee-Keepers' Association, which was organized in IS"?. Mr.
Graham was the first president. The late and lamented .Judge W. H.
Andrews, of McKinney, Tex., was elected president in 187S, which
position he held up to the time of his death in ISS", when Mr. Graham
was again elected president. In isill, the late Rev. W. K. Marshall,
of Marshall, Tex., was elected president, and held the otUce up to the
time of his death. In 1895 Mr. Graham was for the third tipe elected
president of the association, which honor he bore with distinctive
pleasure and pride up to the time of his death. Outside of three
meetings held at .Judge Andrews' residence, in McKinney, all of the
conventions have been held at Mr. (iraham's home in North Green-
ville. This association is now the oldest organization in the State,
being 26 years old, and has never missed a single annual meeting.
The writer is the only original charter member living.

The writer, in ISSO, established, on a small scale, a manufactory
and sale of bee-keepers' supplies a few miles northwest of Greenville,
which soon grew to such proportions that it became necessary to move
it to Greenville, where, in 1884, in company with Mr. Graham, it was
enlarged to supply the increased demands. Mr. (iraham, the same
year, became sole proprietor, and the following year erected at his
home suitable buildings for his business. His popularity as a practi-
cal bee-keeper and a home manufacturer increased the demands, so
that in 1893 he built and equipped a large factory, to which was later
added machinery for general work ; this was operated under the firm

name of W. R. Graham tt Son. This is the oldest and largest estab-
lishment of the kind in the State.

In the death of Mr. Graham the Texas State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion has lost an honored president and faithful worker, the community
a valuable citizen, each personal acquaintance a noble brother, and his
family a devoted companion and loving father.

W. R. (irahani was an exemplary Christian and lovable character
from his early life. For the last three years he was an invalid, for
nearly a year entirely helpless. Through all of his alllictions he never
murmured ; he patiently awaited the final summons, often praising
the Lord ; he passed away without even the appearance of a frown,
to that peaceful sleep of the lust.

Mrs. Graham is now 73 years old, and in good health for one of
her age. During her 53 years of married life she has lived to see her
children grow up to useful men and women, and become honored
citizens. While death has claimed her dear companion and four of
her children after arriving at mature age, she has yet five children to
make her remaining days less lonely, and her burdens lighter. The
surviving children are: Mrs. H. L. Russell, Wm. M. Graham, .John
E. Graham, Marion R. Graham, and Mrs. .J. W. Morrow.

Wm. R. Howard.

It was our good fortune to meet Mr. Graham at the National con-

vention of bee-keepers in 1893, during the World's Fair in Chicago.

He was an ardent friend and continuous subscriber to the American

Bee Journal for many years. We are glad to give space here for his

picture and biographical sketch. The old leaders in bee-keeping are

fast passing on. May their equals succeed them in their beloved pur-

suit of bee-keeping.

Contributed Articles 1

Keeping Bees Near the Blossoms.

BY G. M. DOOLITTI,E.

SOME six or eight weeks ago a correspondent wrote me
that he had not seen anything from my pen in the
American Bee Journal of late, and wished I would write

again, sending along a question on which he desired my
opinion in the paper mentioned. As I was too busy then to
answer his questions, and as they would keep, I have defer-

red the matter till the present time. The question sent in

is as follows :

" I must change my abiding place during the coming winter, and
I desire to locate my apiary about a mile and a half from the thickest

pasturage of the vicinity to which I am going : but I am undecided
what to do for fear my bees will not do nearly as well as they would if

I sacrificed my own convenience and moved right in among the flowers
of the best bee-pasturage. What would be the difference, if any, in

the quantity of honey gathered from a certain field of clover, basswood
or buckwheat, if my apiary is right among the blossoms, or from one
to one and a half miles away * Please tell the readers of the American
Bee .Journal what you think in this matter."

Some claim that a colony whose bees all have traveled
one or two miles from home for their stores will soon be-
come depopulated, the result being a half less honey, with
very weak colonies in the fall, over what would accrue had
the apiary been located right in the midst of the flowers.
Others claim that every young bee that enters upon the ser-

vice of field-worker must learn where the best forage-
grounds are before it can work to the best advantage ; while
theory claims, in view of the fact that bees do not know in-

stinctively how to go directly to the nectar-bearing flowers
in the vicinity of their homes, but must depend upon their
smell and an industrious search for profitablt. honey-gather-
ing, that therefore it stands to reason that less time would
be lost in getting the whole force at work on the honey-pro-
ducing flowers, where the latter are plentiful very near the
apiary, than would be the case if the pasture were from one
to two miles away. Probably no one could give a very
definite answer to the question without trying the experi-
ment with a number of colonies right in the midst of the blos-
soms, and an equal number one or more miles away, for a
number of years ; and this is something that I have never
done, therefore I cannot be considered as authority in this

matter. I can only give my experience, which the ques-
tioner and others can take for what it is worth.

My experience would indicate that those who argue
that bees must be set right down in the very center of the
honey-producing flora do this more from theory than from
actual knowledge ; for I am led to believe that there would
not be enough difference in the results, at the distance
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named, to pay for moving the apiary up to the bloom dur-

ing the time of the blooming of the flowers, and back
again for the rest of the year. ,

From many times of watch-
ing at the top of a hill near my apiary, over which the bees
pass, I find that they fly very rapidly when from one-fourth
to one-half mile from the apiary, and the exercise seems to

be invigorating ; and if those who argue depopulation of the
hives when the bees have long distances to fly, could be
here in years when the bees work on basswood from four to

eight miles away from home, following the flow back and
up to the top of the high hills, as the bloom fails here at

home, and then further and further away, and see how the

honey in the sections grows as if by magic, with hives gain-
ing in number of bees while this work is going on, I think
they would incline to the same opinion I do, namely, that
the claims which they have been putting forth are only fal-

lacious.
From this experience of mine, and the many proofs

given in the back volumes of the different bee-papers, I

am convinced that bees go from one to three miles from
home for nectar, from choice, during the summer months,
during which months the larger part of the storing of honey
is done ; and if I were in the questioner's place I would not
give to the amount of ten dollars in sacrifice, in changing a
position a mile and a half from the honey-flora to one right
in its midst.

A few years ago it rained all through the apple-bloom,
while it was at its height at my home, which is situated in

a valley, the rain stopping only about a day before the
bloom fell here. At the same time the bloom was just open-
ng on the hills five mile away, and the orchards in the in-

termediate or intervening space were all the way from just

failing in bloom to just opening. The weather now became
fine for nectar-secretion and the bees began to roll in the
honey, and kept right at it day after day till the bloom failed

on the hills, the farthest being eight miles away. And I

thought the yield was even greater, if possible, when all

bloom was gone up to four miles away, than it was during
the first three days, when the bloom was nearer the apiary.

Then I have had good crops of buckwheat honey stored

-when there was not a square rod of buckwheat in sight of

the apiary, and not to exceed 13 acres within the distance
stated by the questioner (a mile and a half), while hundreds
of acres lay from three to five miles away.

These experiences, together with having tons of bass-

wood honey stored from the top of the heights seven or

eight miles away from my apiary (these same being those

from which the apple-blossom honey was gathered as

spoken of above), during the past 30 years, lead me to think
that the center-location parties are not entirely sure of the

premises they have taken.
Of course, where one could have things just as he would

like them, a location in a valley full of honey-producing
flora together with rising hills on either side, the same be-

ing covered with all manner of nectar-yielding flora clear to

their summits, the summit of which would be from one to

eight miles away, would be the much-desired location for

the person who is to keep bees for a living. But as it is im-

possible for all to enjoy such a location, and as other envi-

ronments are likely to enter into any location in which we
are placed, or must be placed on account of our own welfare.

or the welfare of those whom we love and wish to help to a

schooling or a business, or something of the kind, it is well

to accept the situation as it comes to us, and not be stam-
peded from it by the " scare crow " of the thought that it is

positively necessary that flowers must be in abundance
right where we are located. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Three-Bottom-Board Plan of Handling

Swarmimg:.
BV W. C. I.YMAN.

I
HAVE been using, during the past season to some ex-

tent, a method of handling bees during the swarming sea-

son and honey-flow which might be called the "three-

bottom plan;" and I will say first that the bottom-boards
used were the B bottom as sent out by The A. I. Root Co.

the past season, excepting that the side-pieces on both sides

of the board on which the brood-chamber rests extend the

full length of the board instead of being cut the length of

the brood-chamber only.
The illustrations given on the first page will help to

make my description plain ; and the one showing a hive
and brood-chamber resting on three bottom-boards is the

one I wish to describe. The hives were set up on a large
box for the purpose of taking the picture.

The illustration in which I am shown holding two parts
of a bottom-board on top of the hives, shows another form
of bottom-board used for the same purpose, and which is

similar to the Miller bottom-board, but as it is more expen-
sive, and no better, I would not recommend it.

The whole idea is to hatch out brood in a rear hive, and
to run the bees under the bottom-board of a front hive and
unite them with the bees in the front hive at the entrance.
I accomplish it as follows :

When the time comes to make a shaken swarm I go to a
hive and move it back on its stand (I use the Dr. Miller
stand), letting the front end rest on the back edge of the
stand, and rest the back end on bricks to hold it up in place ;

and on the stand in front of it I put another bottom-board
with its open end tight up against the front end of the one
moved back. On this one I put a third and this I draw back
just far enough to leave a ,'i-inch crack at the front end of

the two, so that bees can pass under between them, and
come out at the front.

On this third board I put a brood-chamber prepared as
for a shaken swarm, and the honey-board and supers, with
what bees may be in them, from the hive moved back.

I have now only a brood-chamber containing bees,

queen, and brood, on the rear bottom-board. I next find the

queen and put her, and also a fe«v bees, into the front hive.

There will be a small space over the front end of the rear

bottom-board, between the two hives, left open. This I

close up bee-tight with a small piece of board. No bees can
now get out from the rear hive except by running the length
of the hive in front, and out at the little crack left between
the two bottom-boards in front.

I don't want the field-bees to find that little entrance to

the rear hive, so I take a three-cornered stick as long as the

bottom-boards are wide, with the lower edge "s-inch thick,

and running up to a sharp edge just on a level with the

floor of the upper board, and put it on the projecting end of

the lower board, leaving a bee-space between it and the

front edge of the upper board, for the bees from the rear

hive to come up between to the level of the upper bottom-
board. When they get there they are right at the entrance
of the front hive. The hive is now as shown in the cut, and
this season's experience indicates that only steady work
need be expected from that colony for at least three weeks,

and nothing need be done with it but to give needed room.
For the first few hours there will not be so many bees in

the front hive that they will swarm out, and there are no
^•babies" (very youug bees) to bother as with a shaken
swarm, for they won't come out from the rear hive until

they are old enough to fly.

The old brood-chamber being placed directly behind the

new one does not distract or take the attention of the field-

force as is the case where two hives, or brood-chambers,
are placed side by side. This I first observed when using

the Heddon method of preventing after-swarms.

There is nothing on top of either hive to prevent the

free and easy manipulation of either.

The hatching of young queens in the rear hive made
little or no difi'erence, but I think it would be better to cut

out the queen-cells made there unless they are wanted for

use.
Some bees return to the rear hive, and I think it is best

for them to do so, but in no case was any honey stored there.

I am aware that it takes time to test new plans, also

that this plan is similar to some older ones, but slight

changes sometimes make quite a difference, as I think will

be found in this case.

If there are cold nights when the brood in the rear hive

is nearly hatched out, it would be well to look after it.

After three weeks, when the brood begins to hatch

freely in the front hive, if the honey-flow still continues,

the bees may swarm unless looked after.

And, lastly, if the season is a long one, and the process

of moving back the brood is repeated to give the queen room,

one may get quite a new idea of what a good queen can do

at producing bees, and what the prospect is of breeding up

a race of non-swarmers. Dupage Co., 111.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the

copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent

by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and

thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00

for your Bee Journal subscription a full year tn advance,

we will mail you a Wood Binder free—if you will mention it.
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Convention Proceedingsin§sj

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceeding's of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23. 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE, SEC.

The first day of the convention was devoted almost ex-
clusively to the business interests of the Association.

The report of the Treasurer showed no funds on hand
since the payment of the expenses of the joint meeting of

this Association and the National, in 1902.

The Secretary's financial report showed total receipts

since the last annual meeting of $51.00 ; total expenditures
$49.25, leaving a balance to the credit of the Asssociation
of $1.TS. The Secretary is allowed a salary for his services

of 20 percent of the membership receipts, but on account of

the financial condition of the Association, he presented no
bill for salary.

PRESIDENT HARRIS' ADDRESS.

I congratulate you to-day, in this our twenty-fourth an-
nual convention. When we look at the wonderful resources
of our State, we should feel proud that we live within its

boundaries. We are first in precious metals, first in the
great sugar-beet industry, first as to climate, perpetual sun-
shine, and God's greatest blessings, health, happiness, and
prosperity. When we look at our immense interests, coal
sufficient to supply the world, cattle on a thousand hills,

gold, silver, and lead not yet developed, manufacturing,
agriculture, horticulture, apicultural and the other diversi-

fied industries, and all of these industries yet in their in-

fancy, we can all proclaim what a great future Colorado has
before her.

Many of you may not be aware of the great honey-in-
dustry of the United States, but from reliable source the
production of comb and extracted honey and beeswax ex-

ceeds $25,000,000 a year. Our own State alone, with a fair

crop, will produce about 100 car-loads, or a net price to the
producer of something over 5300,000. When you take into
consideration the possibilities of irrigation in this State,

and the many ditch enterprises now in contemplation, the
interests of the horticulturist, the farmer and the bee-keeper
can be added to tenfold.

In the near future, on the Western Slope, there will be
put under irrigation between one and two hundred thousand
acres of land, with water in abundance to irrigate every
foot of this soil. It may not be out of place at this time to

state that when the fruit season shall have closed the great
Grand Valley, and the western slope of the Gunnison, will

have shipped 1200 cars (a conservative estimate) of peaches,
pears, apples, cherries, plums, etc. We should make known
to the world that there is still room in Colorado for thou-
sands of families, and locations that can be gotten without
intruding upon the rights of any one.

I would call to your attention the pure honey law that
was passed at the last session of the Legislature, and give
proper recognition to those who assisted in getting this law
where it rightfully belongs on the statute books. I would
have you remember the Colorado Honey-Producers' Asso-
ciation, that has done much to equalize and protect our in-

terests-throughout the State. We should also be mindful
of the courtesies and kindness extended to us by the officers

and members of the Denver Chamber of Commerce.
I would bring to your minds the matter of the World's

Fair at St. Louis next year. We should have an exhibition
there covering our industry that the Colorado people could
well feel proud of.

The railroads should not be forgotten, especially those
centering in Denver, for the kindness shown us in giving
us a rate for our meeting.

I hope that in our deliberations we will all conduct
ourselves in such a manner that will go down in history as
a credit to ourselves as well as our State. This Association
must not take any backward step. Let our motto ever be
"Progression." t,et our banner fly to the breeze with the
words, " Patriotism, Justice and Honor."

Thanking you one and all for the courteous treatment
at your hands as your President, I trust that we may all

remain steadfast to the interests of the Colorado State Bee-
Keepers' Association. Jas. U. H.irris.

APPOINTMENT OU Four, BROOD INSPECTORS.

Mr. Morehouse—As our foul brood law is now it is pos-
sible to appoint as bee-inspector one who is not qualified.

There should be a provision in the law to guard against
that. He should pass an examination before constituted
authorities.

Mr. Carlzen—The inspector should send out notice when
he expects to be at such apiary. People do not like an in-

spector to come in their absence and tear up things.

Mr. Aikin—The law is quite defective, but I don't know
whether it is advisable to revise it.

Mr. Gill—I fear doing anything with the law for fear
of losing all we have. Bee-keepers themselves should form
a great vigilance committee to see to its enforcement.

Mr. Porter—I feel just so. It is probably better not to

undertake it, but to reform our inspectors instead of the
law. I have nothing against the inspectors, but they some-
times don't do the work they should. There is a tendency
for them to get as many hives on their list as possible in

order to draw pay. One of the worst cases I ever knew was
examined by three inspectors in succession, and nothing
done by them. A lot of foul-broody combs were stored in

a granary. The owner told plausible stories to the inspec-
tor, saving he would clean it out, but did not. When that
inspector's term expired the new inspector was told the
same, and was equally inactive. So with the third inspec-
tor. Finally I went myself. The place had been re-rented,

and the tenant had thrown out the stuff and strewed it all

around, honey and all, and the bees had been roaring over
it since October. At another place, of which the inspector
had said the yard was not as good as it might be, I found
brood in dead colonies standing out. Such work as that
ought not to be allowed.

J. B. Adams—The great difficulty is, the inspector
doesn't have a fair chance. There is too much in one
county for an inspector to see to. There was a similar case
in Boulder county. The man did not know he had foul
brood until his bees were dead. The inspector can not fix

such cases until they come before his observation, and he
can not put his attention to all such cases in a whole county.
In one case I notified an inspector two or three times, but I

could not get him. Consequently, every season some
develops.

Mr. Aikin— I am one of the bad inspectors. One day I

went out inspecting, and at one place found one foul-broody
colony alive, two dead recently, and one that had been dead
two years. A new tenant was on the place. I asked him
to take care of the matter. He said no. I said, " If you
don't, I will." It was late evening, and I wanted to get
home. He had a fire where he had been burning some rub-

bish, and I set the hives on it. Then I looked up the law
and found I had overstepped it, so I took a witness and went
to the owner, bought and paid for the hives, and then told

him what I had done. The great majority of inspectors

can't afford to leave their own bees and go out inspecting,
and when fall comes it is not the right time to inspect. The
one remedy for the situation is to get it in such shape that

those of us who have bees won't have to leave them in order

to inspect. The problem is a serious one. Really, the first

thing to do is to get all the bees into the hands of practical

men. A State inspectorship might be better so that the

office would give a man his living.

Pres. Harris—We might get knocked out if we tried

anything with the Legislature, and some man with a politi-

cal pull might get the State inspectorship. If you were
sure of an honest man, it would be well enough.

Mr. Gill—A State inspectorship is impracticable in

Colorado. There are as many bees in Boulder county as

in the whole State of Wisconsin. The best we can do is to

"jack up " the inspectors. At the same time, the inspectors

have done lots of good.
Mr. Rhodes—We had better not undertake to amend the

law. We must attend to its enforcement ourselves. Every
one knows of a source of infection. It is impossible for the
inspector to do everything. There is a clause in the law
which makes it obligatory on any one who knows of foul

brood to report it. If, as bee-keepers, we stand up and do
our duty we will make it a success.

Mr. Spencer—We have not had an inspector in our
county (Boulder) for about a year, and I have been doing
some missionary work myself. The owners would hardly
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ever fail to say to me, " Do just as you please in burning
and transferring-."

Mr. Porter—That is just the point where we can do good.
Qualifications are not the point. A qualified man may not
have the time. That mess I referred to I cleaned up myself,
and now it is gone. At this time of year bee-keepers are
not very busy, and can do that. But I believe that when
the inspector finds a bad mess he ought to inspect.

PURE HONEY 1,AW—COMMITTEE REPORTS.

Mr. Morehouse—During the last session of the Legis-
lature the legislative committee, of which I was a member,
prepared a Pure Honey Bill, and were successful in getting
it enacted as a law. Mr. Rauchfuss and Mr. Thompson
assisted us, and as they were on the ground, residing in
Denver, they can perhaps tell you more than I of the eiforts
made in putting it through.

F. Rauchfuss—We tried to secure as good a law for the
protection of honey as could be had. We provided our-
selves with copies of the pure food laws in other States in
framing it, and secured an attorney to see that it was prop-
erly drafted, and had the attorney general also to correct
the draft, and an attorney to push its passage before the
Legislature, and secured the co-operation of bee-keepers
by circulars. All this involved great expense, and some
bills are still to be paid. Pres. Harris helped us by his
canvassing of legislators during a visit to Denver, and
Fred L,. Stone, also, was very useful. Since its enactment
I have had applications from various parts of the United
States for copies of the law, showing that it is recognized
as a good thing.

Mr. Thompson—The attorney we employed was an ex-
member of the House, who had served for three terms, and
was thoroughly posted on legislative routine. His knowl-
edge saved the bill on two critical occasions. Mr. Murto,
the member of the House who introduced the bill, also saved
the bill, and gave other effective help. Those of us who
watched over its course were made to realize thoroughly
that the only way to get legislation is to stay right with it

all the time, for if we do not attend to it no one else will
for us.

Mr. Harris—The workers for the bill not only put in
their time, but also their money. They should be remem-
bered in the resolutions.

Reporting for the committee on Transportation, of
which I am a member, we, this year, fur the first time, got
recognition from the railroads. We secured a half-rate
from all parts of the State to attend this convention. Noth-
ing is so marked as our getting this recognition. Bee-
keepers were the only ones who got this rate. The horti-
culturists were not recognized. The ice is now broken, and
I hope the attendance will be larger.

Mr. Thompson—Reporting for the committee on the
Constitution, Mr. Lytle is the chairman, but he is not pres-
ent. A year ago we had done some work toward drafting a
new constitution. I made copies embodying the work done,
and gave one to each member of the committee. Mr. Lytle
wrote out full comments on the same, and sent them to me.
I then made the type-written carbon copies, putting Mr.
Lytle's corrections and additions in the margin, opposite
the sections to which they referred, and sent a copy to each
one of the committee, requesting them to make their com-
ments and return within a specified time, but received no
reply from any of them. Mr. Lytle and I have done our
part, and it now rests with the other members of the com-
mittee to explain why they have not done theirs.

Mr. Aikin—To start with, I must state that I am not in
sympathy with the movement to revise the constitution. I
feel that since we have had our market association the State
association is doing very well as it is. I received the copy
referred to, and fully intended to answer it, but press of
work prevented. If it came to a vote, I should vote against
revising the constitution. The best thing to do now, is for
the members of the constitution committee to get together
and make a report. [Agreed to.]

Mr. Rhodes—I have been trying all the year to find
the other members of the historical committee, and have
only just discovered that Mrs. Booth is the chairman. I
have all the matter that was furnished me a year ago.

Mr. Gill—Put that among the unfinished business.
Mr. Porter—The Arbitration committee report that no

complaints were made to them the past year.
The election of officers then took place, as follows

:

President, J. U. Harris ; Vice-President, M. A. Gill
;

Secretary, H. C. Morehouse, of Boulder ; Treasurer, Mrs. R.
H. Rhodes; member of Executive Committee, F. Rauchfuss.

(Continued next week.)

[ Hasty's Afterthoughts
|

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hastt, Sla. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

FOUL BROOD—EXPENSIVE IGNORANCE.

Ignorance is apt to be expensive, and calling an inspec-
tor 300 miles to see a clear case of something else than foul
brood is a plain illustration. At best, there will be some
cases needing an expert to decide, but we should most of us
keep well enough posted to recognize the evident something
elses, as well as most attacks of the dread destroyer itself.

As to the degree of care we must exercise against foul-
brood germs, I can be patient with considerable differences
of opinion ; but it nettles me to see the same individual hold
such contradictory positions when he advises others. Con-
sistency here, seems to me, to be a quite necessary sort of
jewel. If I'm told that the hive itself, which has had foul
brood in it for a year, is all right as it is, but the innocent
bystander who has done nothing at all but touch the hive
with his hands—his hands must be disinfected—well, I

might say, "See here, mister, etc.!"
Formalin as a hope seems to be fading. Last season's

experience of Inspector France would hardly encourage less
capable operators to fuss with it. Page 742.

LARGER OPENING FOR HONEY-CANS.

If one can reinforce thunder with milder sounds, I'm
willing to add my amen, to that voice like " t'under " call-

ing for a honey-can that can be handled and got into better
than the current one. Page 744.

SCATTERING SWEET CLOVER SEED—HONEY-BARRELS.

Some years ago a well known Western bee-man owned
up to scattering sweet clover seed ; and now Mr. Pouder
confesses, also. Two guilty parties, eh ? But when he tells

of the poor-flavored honey, and the greenish tint, and the
lack of any surplus nine years out of ten, it reminds one of
an old saying. They used to say a sinner would work
harder to get to the bad place than the saint works to get
to Glory. Does that about fit us? Haven't we been sow-
ing ourselves out of pocket ? And mightn't we profitably
"quit our meanness?" The rest of mankind are pretty
nearly unanimous against sweet clover, and indignant
against those who spread it. How came so small a section
of the race as we'uns to have all the wisdom ?

For a barrel of honey to lose 80 pounds in weight, and
the owner to let it go as a mysterious but inevitable short-
age, sounds hardly believable. Isn't "60 to 80 " in that
case a misprinted 6 to 8, I wonder? That much we might
lay mostly to the absorbent power of dry staves. Page 745.

THREE STATES FOR CO-OPERATION IN HONEY-SELLING.

So, we now have, at least three States to watch and see
how joint action in honey-selling gets along—Colorado, and
California, and Texas. May they all get what they want

—

and want only what they have a right to get. Page 745.

A COLONY WITH NON-SWARMING FORTITUDE.

The colony that first reared and then killed and carried
out 42 young queens without swarming deserves—well, a
ticket for their fortitude—to crib an old joke. Still, the
colony with no need for such fortitude doeth better. Page
748.

SOME WHITE-ROBED TEXAS "CRITTERS."

Of a certain queer old ballad, I recall that it said among
other things

:

" O what is that, that critter there,

A swimmin' off so fasti"
" It's nothiDg but a porpoise, sir,

Tliat's just been swimming past."

I incline to demand information of Mr. H. H. Hyde con-
cerning " that critter there " that has him by the collar on
the picture page of No. 50—that spirituelle cloud of fluffy

white with some slight evidences of a living and angelic
being inside of it. Are such " critters " plenty in Texas ?

And do they develop from the invisible world and grab a
fellow unawares ? Do they let go after awhile ; or do they
hang on permanently ? In case one had to go through
Texas on urgent business, is there some kind of strong net-
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tinp, or some pungent sort of smoke, that can e relied on
to keep 'em off ?

MENDtESON'S MOUNTAINOUS LOCATION.

How grand, in mountains-round-Jerusalem sort, is the
location Mendleson, of California, has got into ! Beauty of
scene, indeed, brings in no dollars directly, but it enters
into one's life—supplies in one's life some things which
dollars might omit to supply. Some one long ago has said,
" I am a part of all that I have met." Page 753.

[ Our Bee-I4eepln§ Sisters]

Conducted bj' Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Pretty Cold Weather.

The thermometer stood at 16 degrees below zero this
morning—Dec. 26. Glad our bees are snug and warm in
the cellar. I think I would feel like providing each colony
with a hot-water bottle if they were out-of-doors. And yet
those people are to be envied who don't have to fuss about
getting bees into the cellar.

The Sisters and the National.

A look over the list of members in the Annual Report
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association is by no means
devoid of interest from the Sisters' standpoint. As in other
lines, the sisters are for the most part silent partners, wives
sometimes doing work for which husbands get credit. So
it is that only a small proportion of the names that appear
in the list of members are those of women. Quite a num-
ber, however, appear in the list as members in full stand-
ing, and it may not be amiss to select these and make a lit-

tle tabulated report of our own. Unfortunately, in too
many cases the name alone is given, and we are left in the
dark as to the number of colonies and the honey harvested.
In the first column will be found the number of colonies,
spring count, except in the case of California members, and
in the National report only the number of colonies in the
previous fall (1902) is to be found for California. Very
likely, however, the spring count is much the same, for in
California they do not make much of a business of winter
losses. The list is as follows :

both appear as members—an example well worthy of imita-
tion. The Association is at present a power, its power
largely depending upon the number of its membership, and
this is one of the places where a woman may count as much
as a man, and where she also stands on an equal footing as
to voting.

Shall not the sisters do their part in joining our Na-
tional Association ?

Dr. Miller's Answers ]
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Drawn-Out Poundatlon In Cold Weather.

W ill 30 below zero have any effect upon drawn-out foundation
which I left in the yard? It got moldy in my cellar.

Minnesota.

Answek.—No, nor ,50 below, so long as Ibe foundation is .not
handled, for of course it is brittle when so cold and would break easily.
It is doubtful whether any great harm would come from its being
moldy in the cellar, for the bees are good at cleaning.

Different Strains of Bees In the U. S.

How many different strains of bees are there in the United States?
Illinois.

Answer.—I don't know ; thousands of thera. If you get Italians,
that's one strain ; if you have blacks, that's another strain. The first

cross will make an additional strain, perhaps a number of different
strains, tor if there are differences even very slight that will different-
iate one colony from another, you may say that they are of different
strains. At least I think that's the way it is; but if any scientific

breeder thinks I'm wrong I'll cheerfully stand correction.

Bees on Shares—Moving Bees on the Railroad.
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dovetailed hives with a nuilt over the frames (Ho£fman), and the
supers are tilled with chaff; bottoms, supers, etc., securely fastened
by Daitiug lath dia{,'onally on both Fides. What classification would
they come under as freight? Would owner or other party have to ac-

company them? Ordway is on the iMissouri Pacific railway, while this

point is on the Union Paeiflc. Would transfer be necessary! Would
early March do to move them, and would wire-cloth over the entrance
be all right for ventilation? Nebraska.

Answers.— 1. To be entirely frank, I must say that although I

have heard and read much about bees on shares, I don't know enough
about the subject to answer your questions with any degree of author-
ity. There is no fixed rule on the subject, and the share business is

not at all sure to Ije satisfactory to either party. The plan you pro-
pose would be all right in some cases, providing both parties should
agree to it, although usually you would be expected, I think, to fur-
nish all supplies. I don't know of any way you could protect your-
self thoroughly against a dishonest man.

3. A good tiiue to remove them is after the severe weather of win-
ter is over, for when very cold the combs are brittle and likely to break.
Place in the car so the frames shall run from front to rear of car. If

room enough, better not tier up. If necessary to tier up, fasten in

some way by boards nailed across the car. Classification differs; ask
your freight agent. Not necessary to accompany them. You could
prolmbly arrange to have them go through in the same car. Early
March would be a good time; and at that time wire-cloth over the
hive-entrance would probably give sufficient ventilation, unless the
entrance be small.

Spacing Frames- Number of Frames.

1. What distance are your frames spaced from center to center?
and if you were starting anew what distance would you space them?
What are your reasons for your preference for either distance;

2. How many frames of Langstroth capacity do you use for comb
honey? and if you were starting anew how many would you use? And
what is your source for surplus honey, when does it commence to
bloom, and how long does it last? Ohio.

Answers.— 1. My frames are spaced 1,?^ from center to center,
and it I were starting anew I think I would make no change. One
reason for this spacing is that it is the fashion ; in other words. I think
the majority favor it. It is true that some report 1'.. as the prefer-
ence of the bees; but even if that should be so it must be remembered
that the bees figure in drone-comb, and I don't.

2. Iff were starting anew I would use the same as I am using now,
the 8-fraraehive, part of the time using two stories. Unless, however,
I intend to pay much attention to my bees, I should use 10-frame
hives. My chief source of honey is white clover, which begins to
bloom about the first of June, sometimes failing utterly to yield nec-
tar, sometimes yielding two weeks, and from that on up to two or
three months.

Rearing Queens Early-Sample of Honey.

1. What is the best way you know of, to rear queens and drones
very early in the spring, so I can get them purely mated before my
neighbors' bees get to flying? I want only a few queens, but I want
some good ones.

2. I am going to mail you a sample of honey which my bees gath-
ered in the month of September, and as long as I have kept bees I have
never seen anything like it. Is it honey-dew! Do you think bees will
winter on it? They would bring in 8 or !> pounds a' day, by the scales,
and I have a thousand pounds of it. New Hami'shibe.

ANSWERS.—1. It isn't easy to hurry up the business of queen-
rearing much before the usual time. About the only thing you can
do is to stimulate by feeding, and strengthen by exchanging combs of
sealed brood. A colony thus treated will have drones earlier than it

would otherwise, providing it has drone-comb in the center of the
brood-nest. The same treatment applies to the colonies to be used for
rearing queens.

2. The sample received is water-white and of good flavor. I don't
know from what it was gathered, but it was not honey-dew, and I
should have no anxiety about its being good winter food.

Sowing Sweet Clover Seed Near a Coal-Mine.

I have read that sweet clover will grow on almost any kind of soil,
that it will grow on such barren places as old coal-dumps, for example.
These dumps are not made of coal, but are composed of the clay that
comes out of the mine with the coal together with disintegrated soap-
stone. There is an abandoned shaft near my apiary which has a very
large dump by the side of it, and probably several acres of ground
about it that is of no use whatever for cultivation. The question is
this:

1. Do you think it would pay to seed that dump and the surround-
ing ground with sweet clover? I should add, perhaps, by way of ex-
planation, that there is an abundance of sweet clover within a mile of
the dump, growing wild. I have never seen the plant grow on those
places as a result of natural causes.

2. When is the best time to seed the ground, provided it seems
advisable to do it? Illinois.

Answers— 1. Sweet clover seems to be fond of places or soils
avoided by other plants; stiff clay for instance; and the likelihood is
that it would do well on those dumps. It wouldn't pay you the first

year, for you would get no blossoms till the second year. The second
year you might get enough nectar from it to pay for the seed, but it is

doubtful, for there being abundance of the plant within a mile, and
your not having many bees, you would hardly see much difference in
your crop. But for all that, if I were in your place I would invest a
half dollar or a dollar in seed, and scatter it in the thinnest manner a!l

over that ground. . Then a year later I would do the same thing. That
will give a start, and the plants will in a few years cover the ground,
ready to render the increased harvest needed by your increased num-
ber of colonies.

2. Sow in early spring, as perhaps the best time, although any
time from the time seed is ripe until late the following spring will do.

After writing some other things following your questions, you say,
"Please pardon me for writing so much." Please don't say that
again ; it isn't pretty talk. Although I haven't the time for writing
private letters to the many good friends in the world of bee-keepers, 1

do have time to read their letters, and always enjoy having, aside from
the questions, something not intended to go into print. It rests me.
Do it again.

Some Expert Ooinion
In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

Lse of Separators -Kind, and Why?

It for some reason you were to start i new to keep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Qiies. S.—Would you use separators? If so, what kind! Why?

N. E. France (Wis.)—Yes.

Wm. Rohriq (Mo.)—I do not produce comb honey.

O. O. Poppleton (Fla.)—I do not produce comb honey.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)— Yes. Tin. Because they last, and are
always in good order.

C. H. DiBUERN (111.)— 1. I would not produce a pound of comb
honey without separators.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—Yes, between the sections. Because
perfect comb honey can be secured in no other way.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—Surely. Plain wood. They cost so lit-

tle that I can afford to throw them away after using once.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.) —We always use wooden separators. We
have used tin, but wood is better—warmer—better ladders, etc.

2. Wood
;
yellow poplar preferred in solid .sheets, as wide as the

sections used. To insuregood, straight combs, of even weight.

h. Stachelhausen (Tex.)— I would use separators to get straight

combs in the sections. Probably fences are the best separators.

Geo. W. Brodbeck (Calif.)— Yes. The fence separator. To
secure uniform sections. The fence secures this with the least ob-
struction.

.1. M. HAMBAUon (Calif.)—Were I producing comb honey for the
markets, yes, every time. Tin was always my favorite. It is less

bulky and more desirable.

El GENE Secor (Iowa)—In the supers? Y'es, every time. Kind!
That doesn't matter so much. I have used tin, veneer and fence.

Don't see much, if any, difference.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif. )— I should, as I found I could not get
as good, straight sections without them. I have licile choice between
wood and tin. Cheapness and convenience would guide.

C. Daa'enport (Minn.)—Yes, I would use separators of some
kind. I have never used the slotted or fence separator, so I can not
give an opinion as to whether they are superior to the old style or not.

Mrs. L. Harrison (111.)—I've never used separators. Our honey
is sold in the home market. We use a very small comb-guide, and
if any sections are built the wrong way, they are easily disposed of to

families.

E. E. Hasty (Ohio)—Most assuredly. Tin. I think it on the
whole handier. I think bees not quite so much inclined to build onto
it as onto wood. For certain strains of bees, that need to be coaxed
ii/i in every possible way, perhaps wood should be chosen.

.Ias. a. Stone (111.)—Y'es, all the time. The fence, with plain

sections l^.i inch, for the reasons that bees fill them much better to

look at, and will put in as near a pound as in a wider section, as they
fill so much closer to the wood, and they are more easily cleaned.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—I might use them in producing comb honey,
but not in extracted honey. Because, when producing extracted

honey, it is of small importance whether or not we have absolutely

straight combs, and the separators are always in the way of the bees.

E. S. Lovesv (Utah)—I would use tin or wood separators be-

tween every other row of sections, scalloped at both edges, with sec-

tion-holders above and below the sections. This keeps the sections

clean, and makes the honey good weight, which is satisfactory to the
purchaser.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—Y^es. The fence. To secure uniformly
filled sections. Also, none bulging so as to prevent casing. The
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honey coDiins; close to the edges of the sections, makes them look
much better. The absence of corners (plain sections being used with
the fences') facilitates the casing, and also the cleaning of propolis
from the sections.

K. WniTcoMB (Nebr.)—Yes. The fence separator. For the rea-
son that the bees are able to gel to and from their work more easily,

and seem to do their work more perfectly. If separators are to be
used at all. and we believe that they are, the fence seems to be the
ideal one.

.1. A. Green (Colo.)—Yes, most decidedly. I have not yet made
up my mind that there is anything better than the old tin separator.
I use two slat or " fence " separators in each super, one between each
outside row of sections and the side of the super; but aside froui this,

I have not seen enough advantage in their use to offset their disad-
vantages.

Rev. M. M.\iiin (Ind.)—It I expected to produce comb honey in

large quantities for shipment, I think I would use separators. But I

sell allof my honey at home, and am not able to supply the demand.
I have never seen the fence separators, and with my present light I

would choose the plain, because they seem to me more simple, and
more easily manipulated.

Dr. .J. P. H. Brown ( tia. I— I would not. With me the honey-
flow does not come in " a flood,'' liut is slow, and does not come in a
rush at any time, and when the passage to the surplus department is

encumbered with obstructions, the bees are slow to go there to de-
posit their honey, but will store it outside if there is any place to put
it. Were I to use separators I would use tin in preference to wood.
The tin does not warp and twist, and the bees do not gum it up with
wax and propolis as readily as they do with wood.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—Yes. Wood separators of three strips; bot-
tom and top strips one inch wide, and center strip just wide enough

;

allowing one-quarter inch between the strips to make the separator as
wide as the section is tall. For the 4 '4x4 '4 section the center strip
will be r., inches wide. These strips are fastened together with suit-
able tins, cheaply made and easily put on. May behalf bee-way strips
and a section to suit would be preferable, but I never tried them. ()f

this I atu well persuaded, that is. the spaces in a separator should not
be less than a quarter inch.

G. W. Demauee (Ky.)— It depends upon the honey market as to
whether I use separators or not. Separators are a decided hindrance
to the yield of honey in pounds; therefore, as my home and railroad
men, customers, take all the comb honey I now produce, and as thev
prefer it cut out of the section-boxes, and packed in buckets and jars,
and covered with honey in the extracted state, I would lose by using
separators. This season my comb honey, packed as above described,
netted me 1.5 cents per pound at my honey store-room. When I do
use separators I prefer plain tin separators. Why* Because they are
less " fussy " Ihau other kinds.

Mrs. .T. M. NfLL (Mo.)—Yes. Have had but little experience
with fence separators, but that little causes me to incline towards the
plain separator. Why? Does that mean why do I have a preference,
or why do I advocate the use of separators* If the former, I beg a
little more time, as I am not sure my inclinations are in the right
direction; if the latter, to insure uniformity of sections. Indirectly
they are great missionaries, almost, if not quite, eliminating that fret-
ful feeling which so frequently accompanies the casing of bulged
sections, and the profane language, so all-important a factor with
many on such occasions, shrivels into insignificance, or steps down
and out, when separators have been used.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo. )—Separators ./(/.</, la.it, and nil Ike time. I

think it would be fence separators, but want mine a little different
from those commonly used. Never produce comb honey without

j
separators of some kind.

So far, my experience is better finish with fence than the old style,
but I must be honest and say that I have used fences only with 4x5
sections in my shallow-frame divisible-chamber hive, while the 4"4
sections have been used with the old separators. No, I will take that
back, I have used a good many 4x5 sections with fences on Langstroth-
frame hives, but have never used many 4I4 sections with divisible-
chamber hives. Where ever used the 4x5 sections with fences show
best results, both in tinish and readiness with which the bees worked
in them. Though the experience covers two. and somewhat three
seasons, using both styles, little doubt exists, though to be positive
and conclusive 4'4 sections should also have been used with fences.

Other reasons are, that no apiarist can fully control conditions so
as to get evenness of weight, and smoothness of finish, and honey all

within the wood.
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Had to Feed for Winter.

We have not had a rain until to-day, in this
vicinity, or part of the south, since August
6, while it rained the latter halt of June and
all of July, almost continuously. Our honey-
flow down here generally closes with June. I

have had to feed my bees over 500 pounds of
granulated sugar, and half a barrel of honey
that I extracted last August or July, in order
to winter them. We winter our bees on the
summer stands, without any extra prepara-
tions. John Kennedy.
Adams Co. , Miss., Dec. 0.

" Arizona Baelielop Bee-Keepers
Want a Car-Load of Wives."

The above headed clipping went the round
of the Associated Prers and was copied by the
American Bee Journal, Nov. lu. As my name
appears in it prominently, I beg to explain.
As I have a large alfalfa farm, 1.50 head of

cattle, 14 apiaries, a wife and children, I sel-

dom have time to write for the Bee .Journal, but
since I am called on I will not shrink from
duty. In a private letter to Mr. J. Few Brown,
of Virginia, I explained the future prospects of
the bee-business in the arid west, referring to
the fact that the government was spending 16
million dollars to put in large storage reser-
voirs, the one for this county covering IS
square miles, with water from 100 to 230 feet
deep, to be used in irrigating vast tracts of the
finest valley land, nearly every acre of which
will be seeded to alfalfa, increasing the out-
put of honey from this County 50 to 100 car-
loads a year, and other parts of the arid west
in proportion. Little did I think, :-l5 years
ago, while reading the American Bee .lournal,
and taking my first lessons in bee-culture,
that to-day I would be in the midst of The
Great American Desert, producing and ship-
ping to the eastern market nearly halt as
much honey as all of Ireland, and all from a
start of taking bees on shares. 7 years ago,
working over store-boxes into movable-frame
hives to hold them. Nor did any one think,
ba years ago, that Arizona, Colorado and Call-
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fornia would to-day rule the price of honey in

the West and figure in the market of the
,

world.
I referred to the fact that the American peo-

ple were great for independence and a home
of their own, and tliat the government en-
couraged it by giving each a farm of 100 acres,
providing they live on and improve it for 5
years; and said that thousands of the most
enterprising young men, the very llower of
the East, had come West to get free homes,
and grow up with the eountrj', nearly all leav-

ing their " best girls " behind, tilling the West
with bachelors, and the East with maids and
widows. Fully a quarter of the businessmen,
one-third of the bee-keepers and farmers, and
over two-thirds of the mining men, are single.

I said that wages for assistant housekeepers
was many times greater than that of the East,
and that there was a great demand, and that a
car-load could be placed in our little valley,

and over 500 in the capital of Arizona, in the
best of families. I advised emigration, and
those of limited means to fill positions of
trust and honor until they could egtablish a
home of their own. The Associated Press, by
some means unknown to me, got hold of my
letter, and thinking they had received a new
revelation heralded it over the wires to nearly
ever city in the United States. Mr. York re-

ceived the electric current from Richmond,
Va., and copied it, but seems to think the bet-
ter class will prefer to remain in the East and
be old maids, rather than be " peddled out "
to the Western bee-keepers, as he calls it. He
forgot that it is their brothers, cousins, and
old schoolmates, that were attracted west-
ward and have opened up a vast empire, and
with the Government aid in storing water,
and the arrival of the ladies, the arid West
will be a land of happiness, milk and honey.
Chicago being the great supply market for
this new empire, Mr. York should have an
eye on this rapidly growing section, from
which he must expect his largest increase in
business.
My second wife took her first ride on the

cars, and that all alone, when she came to
marry a busy Arizona bee-keeper, leaving her
old homestead, with a 15-room mansion, in
Pennsylvania, and doesn't consider she was
"peddled out,'' as Mr. York calls it.

B. A. Hadsell.
Maricopa Co., Ariz., Dec. 5.

[Well, Mr. Hadsell, you'll have to settle

this with Miss Wilson, and not with us. She
it was who suggested the " peddling-out ''

business.

Y'ou surely have a great country, where you
live, and many another lonesome Eastern girl

might do well to take a final trip down your
way, and " double up " with your hustling,

get-there bee-keepers and ranchers.

—

Edi-
tor.]

Ventilation of hives.
I don't know whether this will be timely or

not. My soured honey, page TSH, tempts me
to say a few words on ventilation. I mean by
this the size of the hive-entrance, for I be-
lieve the bees know how to use the air if they
can get it, and do not need any help in that
line.

My mind was busy looking for light on the
question of honey souring inside of the hive,
and when Dr. Miller said his hive-entrances
at times were two inches high, and the full
width of the hive, I concluded that it was
sun-up at least.

When a bee-keeper with numerous hives to
manipulate catches an idea he has the chance
to verify it, and if he has everything about his
bee-work, even to the smallest details, down
in black and white in a book, as he should
have, it is still easier. Now I can take my
book, go into the bee-yard, and come very
near proving a i)oint to my own satisfaction.
I notice that the hive-entrance, and the ac-
count of the past season's work, tally to a dot

;

where one is small so is the other. All bees
are not alike, though ; to my mind they show
as many traits and characteristics as so many
people would. One colony will carry in more
nectar than they can lake care of. Supiposing
in each case they lack ventilation, the conse-
ciuence is a poor lot of honey. Another will
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bring in only what nectar they can turn into

good honey, but in that case they don't store

ranch, while in the next hive the bees do not
believe in working under difficulties, so they
loaf all summer. It does not seem to me that

I ever saw bees loafing that had a broad, open
entrance to the hive, if there was anything
for them to work on. I knew the entrance to

some of my hives was too small, but they
were big, old-time Langstroth hives, with the

bottom nailed on. I did not see what I could
do about it; besides, I did not know how im-

portant it was that I should do something.

Now, if the honey-llow is extended and not
too much at one time, this trouble will not be
noticed so much, and while we are losing

honey all the time, if we don't know it, it

doesn't hurt. But when one colony of bees is

carrying in honey at the rate of SI .00 per day,
and the bees in the ne-xt hive are sitting in

the shade fanning themselves, it is enough to

make the ordinary bee-keeper "wild." 1

don't want you to think I have this all cut
and dried, and never expect to have any more
loafers. My rule for bee-keepers is, " Expect
just anything, and prepare for it the best you
can." Now if that isn't an India-rubber rule,

what is^

To digress a little: Those old-time double-
top Langstroth hives, I notice the bees in

them don't swarm much; in fact, the past
season, when everything else was " crazy " on
swarming, they did not send out a swarm.
Maybe Dr. Miller would just as soon have an
"Ideal" hive as some "Ideal bees," if it

all came to the same thing in the end.
Now, I am not writing this for ithe bee-

keepers that know more than I do (which is

the majority), but for the fellow that is grop-
ing around in the dark, as I am. But lest I

should lead some one too far, let me say that a
large entrance is of no use to the bees when
they don't need it, but is rather a detriment,
and at times can be a very bad thing. A good
honey-tlow and hot weather call for a large
entrance; but nothing calls for a draft of air
through the hive, in any locality I know
anything about. J. T. Reno, .!r.

Cedar Co., Mo., Dec. 6.

Swarming Bees Locating a Home.
Bees sometimes locate a home before leav-

ing the parent hive, and after resting for a
few minutes or hours leave for parts unknown,
and tiy until tired out, then settle down on a
bush or fence-post, or on the ground; then
the hunt is for a home. Hundreds of scouts
leave the cluster in search of a home, and
clean out half a dozen places for the same
swarm, and the most favorable place will be
accepted by the swarm, and when the swarm
is gone to their new home hundreds of bees
that have been hunting another home will re-
turn to the former location, not knowing
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can Bee Journal when writing.

HE WANT WOHKERS
Boys, Girls, old ftndyouDK alike,
make money working for ub.

— We faroiah capital UisUrtyoa in boai.
E—a. Send gi tOc itampa or illTtr (or full In.lractloni and a line o(
mpl.ik.workwtth. ORAPER PUBLISHINQ CO..Cfalca(o.lll.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

BOIS

PARADISE ,x,x
The editor of the IJee-Keepers' Review has

visited nearly, if not quite, as many parts of

the country as has any bee-keeper, and, while
he has seen several e.xcellent locations for

honev-productioD, he has yet to see the equal of

some portions of Northern Michigan. For 3

years he has had these regions under observa-
tion, last J uly spending two weeks, with camera
and pencil, right ou the ground, and he is satis-

fied that, for the next 20 years, at least, this

part of the State will be a veritable paradise
for bee-keepers.

The December issue of the Review is a spe-

cial number, devoted to Northern Michigan,

nearly a dozen pages of descriptive matter and
beautiful pictures showing up the bee-keeping
capabilities of that part of the country- a coun-
try that, in many places, is notyet stocked with
bees. Why eke out a scanty living in a poor
locality, when there are rich fields unoccupied?
Send $1.00 for the Review for vm, and you

will get, not only this December issue, free, but
all of the other issues of this year. In other
words, as long as the supply holers out, all of
its numbers of this year (l'i03) will be sent free
to the man who sends $1.00 for 1904. This year
(1903) and ne.xt (1004) for only $1.00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

I WE HAVE GROWN f
;^ TOO BIG FOR OUR PRESENT QUARTERS. S^
f^ The rapid expansion of our business has driven us out, and on January Ist we S;
.^ will be located at 51 WALNUT STREET. This forced change will remove us ^^
;^ only half a block from our old home, but there we will have four floors with increased S^
.^ facilities, and a TREMENDOUS NEW STOCK OF BEE-SUPPLIES. **'

i^ We Have To Do This. We Lead. ^
^5 Ih the new place nothing will be lacking. You will find a complete line of every ^
• ^> thing in the bee-line. ^ ^'^ The MUTH SPECIAL, the REGULAR STYLES OF DOVETAILS, OADANT'S FOUNDA- ^
^^ TION, etc. Soecial Discounts for Early Orders. COME AND SEE US ^•"" QUEEN-BEES and Nuclei in season. Send for Catalog. "

^
2 The FredW^MuthCa, "'''"*

^c-.'n^S'nTt,. OHIO. ^
Plepse mention Bee Journal wlien writing,

SCRAWNY CHICKS
'^X lack sufficient nourishment. Fatten them
^^ —make tbcm healthy—feed them Mrs,
I Pinkerton's Chick Food. It prevents bow-

el trouble. It's all food—easily digested. Write
I

forcatalogof prize birds at St. Louis and Chicago
|

I 1903 Showa. Gives prices and valuable information.

I Inna L Pinlierton Company, Boi 27 . Hastings, Neb.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
'al Discounts to the Trade.

REMOVAL NOTICE. \
We wish to advise our friends that on and after Jan. 1st we shall be k

located in our new 3-story building-, 521 Monroe Street, where we shall T
keep on hand at all times the largest stock of W

Poultry and Bee- Keepers' Supplies in the West. \

Remember, we handle ROOT'S GOODS exclusively, and with the low L.

freight rates, and the 4 percent discount which we offer during- December, -

enables Toledo to excel all other shipping points. Thanking you for past
favors, and soliciting a continuance of the same, we remain.

Yours truly,

GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.
Free Catalog. Ask for it.

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,OHIO.

Please mention Bee Journal when -wxltlns
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where the swarm has gone, cluster there, and
remain for a week or more, and dwindle away
one by one until they have all disappeared.

Sometimes a swarm will settle in a wild

grape-vine, or under a limb of a tree, and be-

ing full of honey start combs, and the queen
lays a few eggs, then the scouts fail to entice

the swarm to leave its young, and remain all

summer to make comb and rear brood ; but I

never found any honey to amount to much,
only enough to feed the brood. But woe to

them when .Jack Frost puts in an appearance,

or a ring-tailed coon reaches his paw in the

combs and breaks them apart; then the poor
little bees have to bid farewell to this cold,

vain world, and pass to that bourne from
which no bee has ever yet returned.

G. POINDEXTER.
Dewitt Co., III., Dec. 14.

c
Beedom Boiled Down

)
Pawn Your Watch and Get a Bee=

Book.
A beginner wrote to a well-known American

apiarist, asking for a few pointers on bee-

keeping, as he had no money to buy a bee-

book. The reply was at once laconic and
practical: " Pawn your watch and get one."
—Gilbert Wintle, in Canadian Bee Jour-
r.nl.

How to Keep Honey Indefinitely.

Mr. Charles Weber, son of C. H. W. Weber,
told me that it was no trick at all to keep all

honey except alfalfa liquid indefinitely under
all conditions. The temperature must be
brought up to 145 degrees Fahr., and kept
there continuously, without variation, for S6

hours. That is the whole secret. "But,"
said I, " will this not darken the honey? "

" No, sir, if you do it right. Lonr/ heating,
f07i(m!/ci«s/7/ applied at a muderate tempera-
ture is much more effective than a high tem-
perature for a short time. The latter spoils the
flavor of the honey, as well as darkens it,

while the former leaves it with its original

delicacy of flavor, and with no darkening of

color."
He emphatically stated, however, that his

formula would not apply in the case of

alfalfa. He could liquefy it, of course, but it

would not keep in a liquid condition nearly
so long.—Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Bees Wintering in Spite of Distur-
ances.

L. C. Root, well-known to older bee-keep-

ers as the son-in-law of Moses Quinby, and

himself a successful bee-keeper, on account of

other business gave up bee-keeping some

years ago. He says in Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

ture:

Although living in the heart of the town I

was lonely without my bees; and as an experi-

ment I secured in the spring of 1001 a single

colony, and placed it in the loft of my barn.
During the season I made from this colony

NO GAS TO KILL
often
the

SVRE HATCH INCUBATOR
hef-ause it's heated by ourrustless, heavy
fopper, hotwater'circulator. Don't waste
money and lose good ej^g-s experiment-
inp with poor infubators. Send for free
catalogue.B 10 and learn whv the Sure
Hatch hatches 3» re. 8ure Hatch Ineu-

bator Co.. Clay C'eiiter, Neb. and ludlanapolU, Ind.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote jou prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

•GRANDEST FEATURE-
"The removable ehic-k tray is the grandest feature
an incubatorcan have." Mr.ElIison, Poultry Judge,

said tb;it about the

GEM INCUBATOR

: GEM INCUBATOR COMPANY, Box 52, Dayton, Ohio
|

Please mention Bee Journal wnen writing

850,000GRAPEVINES
Uescriptlve price-list Iree. Lewis Roesch. Fredonla, N.Y.

Ijice l>o More than to eat your fowls.
They eat your profits, for they sap the energry
of the hen and talie the " life " out of her. If

the lice problem is neglected, a flocli will not
lay half as many eggs as you would get for
your feed and work if you keep them free

from lice. It's a big job to catch each fowl
and grease or dust it by hand, and yet some-
thing must be done to keep down the lice. It

has taken American inventors a long time to

.solve this problem, but at last a machine has
come on the market that is simple and practi-

cal. It does the business in a common-sense
way, and thoroughly cleans six to a dozen
fowls at a time with less work than you have
to do in dusting one by hand The first thing
it does to them is to make them rutlle up all

the feathers on their bodies, so that a surpris-

ingly small amount of powder will kill all the
lice on them. It is a simple, inexpensive ma-
chine, and will pay for itself in a year if you
have only 25 fowls. It is one of those thing
that you wish you had thought of yourself

—

it is so simple and practical. It is the inven-
tion of a practical poultryman and is endorsed
by some of the leading poultry experts in the
United States. Any one who wants the whole
story can obtain free a little book that tells

all about it, and gives a lot of practical infor-

mation on the lice yuestion, by addressing the
manufacturers, The Chas. Schild Company,
Ionia, Mich. Please mention the American
Bee .lournal when writing.

9 I Q.80 Fsr
I ^ 200 Egg
iNCUSATOR

Perfect
action. Tiatches every fertilt

egg. W:ile for catalog to-day,

QEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III

Please mention the Bee Journal.

THE EASY WAY
HOEING CULTIVATING.

No. 4 Combined Drill does gardening "the easy way." It Is ni>w absolutely i

PLANTING
THE "PLANET JR
rows and drops accurately in liills—

and vei^etable seeds. Undeniably the best general purpose tool obtaiDableatany for the private gfardei

an artificial swarm and took 100 pounds of
surplus in sections, both colonies being left

in good condition for any experiment in win-
tering.

The hives were placed on the eoulh side of
the stable, which is in a protected location,
affording the bees frequent flights, for in the
south of Connecticut there are often mild and
sunny days even in mid-winter. A fire is kept
in the lower room of the stable in severe
weather, and this, with the animal heat con-
stantly radiated, maintains an even, moderate
temperature. The advantage of this position
lies in the fact that it is a compromise be-
tween the exposure of outdoor wintering and
the confinement of the usual indoor practice.

Two horses belonging to a physician are
stabled directly under the hives; and as feed
is kept in the loft, and all stable work done in

the barn, the bees are subject to disturbance
at all hours of day and night. Even with
other conditions in their favor I did not believe
it possible that bees could winter well in a
location when they would be so continuously
disturbed. Much to my surprise they came
through in extremely good condition ; in fact,

they wintered so well that I have increased
them during the present season to eight colo-
nies, although I attribute part of my success
in securing this increase to my good fortune
in obtaining extremely good Italian queens to
supply the new colonies.

If it can be proved that noise and jarring
are not detrimental to bees in winter quarters,
the knowledge may be useful to bee-keepers
of all classes; yet my chief motive in relating

this experience is that it gives encourage-
ment to those who, like myself, have but
limited room, and can not keep bees except in

a buildittg where disturbances are unavoid-
able.

California Honey and Producers.

The California producers of honey have or-

ganized a combination or trust, whose object

is to relieve the industry from the slough of
low prices into which it has fallen for the last

few years.

Prices of California honey have ruled low
for several seasons

—

i to 5 cents per pound
f. o. b. for extracted honey, and 9 cents for

comb—owing mostly to competition among
producers to unload at a time hardly consis-

tent with buyers' operations, which are al-

ways best in the fall. This condition has
been remedied, however, by the forming of

the Honey Association, and, as honey is so

much money, the same has found its way
into storage, with prices held high, so that

moving East brings 5'.^ cents, carload lots, for

extracted, and 13 cents for comb honey.

Producers generally are in better condition

financially, are operating on a larger scale,

and are not forcing a market.

Honey associations have had a wonderful
effect in giving stability to the business, and
producers generally are holding for higher

prices than the associations, of which there

are five in Southern California, with the new
large one just formed in Central California.

These associations are now affording facilities

for storage and necessary advances, and have
yet to take up the distribution and advertis-

ing of a famous article of food.

The value of California honey has deteri-

orated for years past, owing to careless pro-

duction, the sacrifice of tiuality for quantity.

This is the cause of so much thin, unripe

honey, and has practically killed the large

European trade we enjoyed years back, and
to an extent destroyed the esteem in which
California honey was held.

With the good effect of association work
and the interesting of men of modern ideas,

California will attain the reputation again,

and, with careful inspection of the product

by men who are thoroughly familiar with and
are producers themselves of the best grades,

will in time create a large demand, gaining

lost trade. This will mean a vast increase in

production. Here is an opportunity for capi-

tal and enterprise, with a system of labels and
brands and the knowledge of where the grades

are best distributed, to build an immense en-

terprise. I have sold honey to an Eastern

packer at 5 cents to be resold at 16 cents per

pound under his own label.

The United States produces less than one
pound of honey per capita, while sugar rates
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nearly ~i> pounds, with butter at, :*1 pouuds.

California is the lareest honey-producinfj

State in the Union, shipping more than twice

as much asTexBS, the next largest producer.

The list of the main honey States are as fol-

lows:
No. Cars No. Cols. Av, lbs.

California 300 to .500 229,444 oO

Texas 320 392,644 12

New York 160 187,208 IS

Missouri 151 205,110 14

Illinois 135 179,953 Hi

Kentucky 130 203,820 1

3

Tennessee 110 22.5,7.S8 13

Iowa 120 138,811 18

Pennsylvania... 120 161,670 16

Wisconsin 120 106,090 2B

North Carolina.. 110 224,539 10

Michigan 100 100,297 21

Ohio: 100 . 151,397 13

Alabama 100 205,369 10

Virginia 85 139,064 12

West Virginia. . . 83 111,417 15

Georgia 83 187,919 9

Ten other States yield from 80 carloads of

honey all the way down to Arizona, 45 cars.

Other States yield from a few to 40 carloads.

—O, P. Wasuburn. in New York Grocery

World.

"\V. H. Scarff, of Xew Carlisle, Ohio,
is offering some decided bargains in his ad-

vertisement in this paper. Mr. Scarff handles

only the best varieties, and, considering qual-

ity, his goods are remarkably cheap. He sells

everything for the fruit-grower, and mails a

splendid catalog to all who write for it. It

you are interested in strawberries, read his

offer of three new plants free. Please men-
tion the American Bee Journal when writing.

t95
TO START YOU IN BUSINESS
We will present you with the Hrnt 85 you

take in to Btart you In & jjrood paying liusl-

ness. Send 10 cents for full line of Bamplea
and directions how to be^ii.

DRAPER PUBLISHINQ CO.. Chlcii-i lilt.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "mritlna

CONVENTION NOTICES.

New York.—The annual meeting of the New
York State Association of Bee-Keepers*' Socie-
ties will be held in the City Hall. Syracuse.
N. Y., Friday. Jan. 15. 1904. N. E. France, W.
Z. Hutchinson, and other prominent bee-men
will be in attendance. An interesting- program
is being- prepared. All interested in bees are
invited to be present. Special rates have been
secured at the Manhattan Hotel for accommo-
dations. C. B. Howard, Sec.
Romulus, N. Y.

Minnesota.—The Fillmore Co., Minn.. Bee-
Keepers' Association will held their regular
yearly meeting in the Court House at Preston,
on Thursday and Friday. Jan. 14 and 15, 1904.
All bee-keepers are invited to attend and take
part in the meeting. P.B. RamerScc.

New York.—The annual meeting of the Os-
wego Countv Bee-Keepers' Association, will be
held at Oswego, N.Y., Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1904.

N. E. France, (.leneral Manager of the National
Bee-Keepers' Aesociaiion, will be present and
address the meeting. All persons interested in
bee.i are cordially invited to be present.

Chas. B. Allen, Sec.
Central Square, N. Y.

Hinnesota.—The annual meeting of the South-
eastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin Bee-
Keepers' Association will meet at Winona,
Minn., at the Court House, in the Countv Com-
missioners* rooms, on Tuesday, Jan. T' (and 20),

1904. A full attendance of the members, their
wives and friends, is invited to this, our annual
meet. All bee-keepers everywhere are cordially
invited to attend. W. K. Bates, Pres.
Stockton, Minn.

New York.—Mr. N. E. France, of Platteville,
Wis., General Manager of the National Bee-
Keepers' As^iociation, has been secured by the
Bureau of Farmers' Institutes to speak at a
series of Bee-Keepers' Institutes in connection
with the local bee-keepers' societies as fol-

lows: Canandaigua. Jan. 6 and 7: Romulus,
Jan. m; Cortland, Jan. 9; Auburn, Jan. 11; Os-
wego. Jan. 12; Amsterdam, Jan. 13; Syracuse,
Jan. 14 and 15. The meeting on the 15th will be
that of the New York State Association of Bee-
Keepers' Societies. C. B. Howard, Sec.
Romnlns, N. Y.

CliibbiDg OffersS
Modern Farmer $0.50
Western Fruit (Irower 0.50
Poultry Gazette 0.25
Gleaaiogs in lieeCulture 1.00

$i.2S

All one year only $t.oo.

Write for others just as good.

New Subscribers can have the A.mkr-
ICAN Bee Journal in place of Glean-
ings, if they wish, or all for $1.60. Re-
newals to American Bee Journal add
40c more. MODERN FARMER,

bt. Joseph, Mo.

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACHIRERT
Read what J. I. Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter,
SO chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood-
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will doall

you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Please mention See JDumal 'wh.eu 'WTitlii&

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

uUy covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street, - Los Angeles, Cal.

The American Poultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

Alr^llfnnl *^^* '^ o"^^"" ^ quarter of a^VIUl lltll century old and is still grow-
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

Ameriean Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee journal -when writinK

4')Ctf

POULTRY SUCCESS.

llv ilUistratfJ.SOcyr.,
)i..\\ I" >ur,rL-a With I'l-iillry.

..1 Intro.liK-tor.v Offer.

- sI;]lll|,^iLLlHpted. Sample
I }s pn^'e illustrated practical

prmitry r.i.i.K free to yearly eubscribers.
Catalogue of poultry publication^ free.

Poultry Success Co., l^A^,,^.o.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED—Comb Honey in <juantity lots.

We are perhaps the only dealers in this article
owning as much as 150,000 pounds at one time.
Please state quantity, quality and price asked
for your offerings, Thos. C. Stanley & Son.
24Atf Manzanola, Colo., or Fairfiei-d, III.

WANTED I'^'^^c^^B HONEY
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W.Muth Co.
32Alf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wanted »o^'^^
' ' ».»•"« •-~^« cases; als.

To buy FANCY COMB
)-drip

cases; also amber Ex-
tracted in barrels; spot cash

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. Street, Indianapolis. Ini).

lAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

$300,060,000.00 « TEAR
and you may have part of It If you work
for UB. Uncle Sam's poultry product paya
that lum. Bend lOo for BampleB and partJo-

olan f7e fnmlBh capital to start you In

bojdnest. Draper PnblUliiB|Co.,Chlcato,IU.

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Dec. 7.—At this season of the year
there Is not much trade in honey, retailers hav-
ing laid in their stock for the holidays. Fancy
comb honey for the Christmas trade has
brought I3'^jc; No. 1 grades, 12!^(a>13c; amber,
i(gjl0c. Extracted while, brings 6(«'7c; amber,
5@6c. All extracted honey is sold on its tlavor,
quality, kind and style of package. Beeswax,
28@30c. R. A, Burnett & Co.

Philadelphia, Dec. 10.~Large lots of comb
honey being offered from Slates that were not
supposed to have much stock. Bee-men, as
usual, wake up now to the tact that they want
to sell their comb honey and push it on the
market, thus breaking the price. If they would
only offer their honey in September, they would
get more for it and it would be better for the
producer and dealer. We quote fancy white,
14@16c; No. 1, 12(4il4c; buckwheat, Uc. Fancy
extracted, Sc; amber, 6(g»7c. We are producers
of honey, and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selsek.

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 15.—Market very dull,
and lower since the cold weather. Quotations
have to be shaded, and concessions made to ef-
fect any quantity sales. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, Nov. 2^.—The demand for comb
honey is slower now than it was six weeks ago,
owing to the enormous quantities offered on all
sides. Fancy comb is sold in single case lots
at 14c. The supply of extracted honey is big,
although the demand is good. We are selling
amber extracted in barrels at 5^(ai6!^c. White
clover, in barrels and cans, 7J^@S^c, according

Boston, Dec. 21.—The demand for honey con-
tinues good, with an ample supply of comb, and
a light supply of extracted. We quote our
market as follows: Fancy white comb, 16@l7c;
No. 1, 14@15c: and practically no No. 2 to offer.
Extracted, 7(ajSc, as to quality.

Blakk, Scott & Lbe.

KansasCity, Dec. 30.—Instead of our honey
market improving, it has grown worse as far
as comb is concerned. The receipts have in-
creased and fancy comb and No. 1 have been
sold as low as $2.50 per case of 24 sections. We
do not look for any improvement in prices be-
fore February, if then. We quote: Fancy
white comb, 24 section cases. $2.60; No. 1. $2 50;
No. 2, $2.40. Extracted, white, per lb., 7(at7Kc;
amber, h@tMc. Beeswax, 25@28c.

C. C. Clemons & Co,

Cincinnati, Dec. IS.—The market on comb
honey has weakened, as the supply has been
larger than the demand. F'ancy water-white
14c; off grades, lower. Extracted, amber, in
barrels, 5Ji@554c; in 60-lb. cans, %c more; al-

falfa, water-white, 6(&i6iic; fancy white clover,
7@Sc. Beeswax, good demand; 30c for nice. Cj

C. H. W.Weber.
New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honey is arriving

in sufficient quantities to supply the demand,
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We quote
fancy white at 14c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, ll@12c;
and buckwheat, 10c. Extracted, light amber,
at 6c; white, 6J4c; Southern, 5S@60c per gallon;
buckwheat, 5^c. Beeswax, 28@29c.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

San Francisco, Dec. l6.—White comb, 1-lb.

frames, 13@14 cents; amber, 9@llc. Extracted,
white, 5J4(a*6c; light amber, 4J4@Sc; amber,
4@4V;c; dark amber, 3^@4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27Ji@2'>c; dark, 25@26c.
Demand is not brisk and is mainly for the

choicest and most ordinary, or for water-white
and for dark honey. The latter is in moderate
request from bakers for honey-cakes, which
serves for this purpose as well as light honey,
and is given the preferenceon account of cheap*
ness. Present stocks are largely medium am-
ber grades and these are moving slowly.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbh St. Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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: The Best Bee-Ms
^ Id the World....

^^^^^^^^jk^^^M.

are no better than those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy of us yoii
'will not be «li»«appointe<l.
'We are undersold by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N.H., carries
a full line of our ^oods at catalogr prices.
Order of him and save the freight.

•»
Please 'nention Bee Journal when -wTiting,

I. J. STRINGHflM, 105 Park Place, S

NEW YORK I
Manufactures and carries in stock every <J>

artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND it
QUEENS IN SEASON. §
Apiaries—Glen Cove. L.I. Catalog free, -jl

OR. PEIRO'S

OXYGEN
TREATMENT lor

WEAK LUNGS
The Certniu, Pleasant, Quick aud
Permanent cure for diseases o(

iLungs, Heart aud Nervous System.
I Full particulars on application,
Free. DR. PEIRO, Specialist,

l52 Dearborn Street, ChicurO.

Please mention Bee Journal. Dept. 314.

WE HAVE IT!
A Cement-Coated Staple for securing hive-

bottoms, bodies, etc.; two sizes, 1J4 and 2-iach.
The only staple for bee-keepers.

IT DOES NOT WORK LOOSE.
1 lb., by mail. 30c: 5 lbs., by e.'cpress, $1.00; 10

lbs., by express. $1.75.

THE WOOD^BRUSH BEE-HIVE
AND BOX CO.,

lA2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B
IINGHAN'S PATENT

Smokers
T. F. BINOHAM, Parwell, Mich

QQSSSQSSQSSQ)!fi»R.ift.i.i«»1^^5S5«J!

Bee=Supplies I

Don't Walt ftmj Longer to Buy. S
BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §
Write us to-day and say what you zZ

want, and g-et our prices. New catalog Ji
will soon be out; it is free, S
We also handle the famous ^

ttoosier Incubators and Brooders, g
CM. Scott & Co. g

Dept. A. 1004 East Washingto
Indianapolis. Ind.

, Street,

^ieaae zueuuou nye- . jaiuiii wattu w.'-iunj?

E.E.LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MO.
(Bo>: >), breeder of

Fine Italian Queen Bees
Orders booked now and filled

in rotation. Send for price-list.

Please mentioa Bee Journal when wrltliie.
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'^^^Dadant's Foundation
^^^^

Year Year
t can anybody do?
PURITY, FIRnNESS,

No SAQQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Whv doe<H it sell so well ^ Because it has always given better satls-
VY 11^ UWCd IL sell »l» WCII r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, ijut thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies |
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Rev^ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESW^AX V\ZAIVTED at all times.

DADANT & SON. Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Please mention Bee journal when T^mtlii&

Our New Catalog
Now Ready= 68 Pages-

Illustrating, describing- and listing all of the standard,
up-to-date articles used by

Send for a copy at once. Discount for Early.Orders.
Three percent during .

ifi.3Hi.i*iLifii.
?»??»T?(ii??»?

Lewis One-l"iece Higlilr Pcjlished Sections are perfect. Fifteen Millions sold 1

All parts of our Hives are made to Kit Accuratel.v. Perfect Workma
Material. No trouble in setting them up. Our customers aay it is a pleasure.

selling goods on NAME ONLY, but on their QUALITV.
Twenty Tbousand Additional Square Feet of floor-space just added to c

now haye oyer Forty-Fiye Thousand square feet of rtoor.apace. "We certainly <

iif your orders pi-omptly. Remember That.

Two New Features.
Our Acme Hive, the sliallow body style, simple and cheap. Our New -Wisconi*

:i Portico Front, and the same inside arrangement as the regular dovetailed.

One of IVIany.
New haven, Iowa, Ju

G. LEWIS CO .Watertown, Wis.

Gentlemen :—I must say something in regard to the goods you have sent me.

very good, and 1 received them in tine condition and consider same cheap,

make their c»wn hives, but I think this is a foolish plan when you can get gt

well made, neatly finished and in such perfect condition, I have used low sections i

everythitig all right. If anybody wants to know where to send for the best

tell them to write to me. Yours for business,

BENNIE DIE!

Complete list of Agencies will be found in Catalog.

a B, LEWIS COMPANY, q
Manufacturers Bee^Keepers' Supplies, ^

WATERTOWN, WIS,, U. S, A. A8



National Election Results.
(SEE PAGE 20.)

Honey the Best Food.
PROF. A. J. COOK.
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Bee Journal
Published by GEORGE W, YORK L CO., 144 L 146 E, Erie Street.

WEEKLY-SI.00 A YEAR.

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., JAN. 14, 1904. No. 2.

^ Apiarian Display at the Illinois State Fair, 1903. |
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(See page 30.)
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ROOT'S The
BEE=
SUPPLIES

Known
Best the World

Quality Over
1904 Catalog (93rd edition) free. Also sample Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Be sure you get Supplies bearing this TRADE-MARK.

^'^l^M^^^'^y =
Don't
take
our
opinion
but
read
wliat
our
custo-
mers
say.

Our
goods

r-i ,fim> _ are sold

TheAI-
^G> Medina

Root Co
Ohio. c)_

the
best
dealers.

• Agents
for
them
are
found
in ail

coun-
tries.

IT INSURES YOUR GETTING BEST QUALITY.

TESTIMOINIIALS.
" I have some of jour hives in use, and I find they give

more satisfaction than any other hive in the market. It all

goes well I will be ordering more of them before long."

Cape Colony. South Africa. R. J. King.

The bee-fi.xtures that I ordered of you came to hand in

good order, and are the finest work I ever saw. Every
thing went together like the leaves of a book. The supers

fit my Quinby hives perfectly, and are sure to give better

satisfaction, although costing a little more than what I

could have got them for from your agent in Portland, Oreg.

Thanks for your promptness in filling my order for odd
sizes. H. A. March.

Fidalgo, Wash.

" I have been using the fence separator, and find them
much superior to solid goods. The 4.50 shallow hives you
made for me are giving good satisfaction."

Vigo, Tex. J. E. Chambers.

I have just now unpacked and examined the goods sent

by you, and am greatly pleased with the lot.

Scoltsville, Ariz. W. H. Gill.

These hives have proven very satisfactory, and I now
wish 25 more of the same kind.

Very truly yours,

Tecumseh, Mich. P. W. A. Fitsimmons.

While writing you this, I must say the hives I ordered

of you were first-class in every particular, and not one mis-

take. F. L. Powers.
Artemisa, Cuba. W. I.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.
IJenrNIrs:—The shipment of hives and bee-supplies,

which you sent me, arrived in excellent condition, and every
one who has seen them, is delighted with the accuracy and
precision of the workmanship of every detail, both of the
goods and the manner in which the order was executed.

Yours veiy truly.

Cape Colony. Frederic T. Bioletti.

" People are beginning to change their bees to the Root
hive. My trade being so much better this season than pre-
vious years." Yours for service,

Pennville, Ind. Alfred Grissom.
^m

The a. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio.
Oentlemen:—I am well pleased with your prompt way

of doing business. The goods are just simply nice. Many
thanks. Yours truly.

John D. A. Fisher.

The goods ordered have arrived, and are very fine, giv-

ing entire satisfaction, as is invariably the rule when order-

ing from you. Allow me to thank you for your promptness
which I appreciate more this time than usual, as I needed
the goods very much. I can get goods from your factory

in about the same time that it takes to receive a reply from
some parties at no greater distance. W. A. Klogk.

Herkimer. N. Y.

Your chafi hive, the last one. Is the thing. I had them
out with no protection, not a fence or tree, and the north
wind howling around them with mercury at 4S degrees be-

low, and that wide entrance all open. I did not expect
them to come through. It seemed that enough arctic cold
would come in the entrance to freeze brass bees; but these
came out strong in spring. S. J. Harmeling.

Marion, S. D.

BRANCH OFFICES.

CHICAGO. ILL.. 144 East Erie Street.

PHILADELPHIA. PA., 10 Vine Street.

SYKACUSE, N. Y.
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.

THe ft. 1. Root Go.,
Main Office and Factory.

BRANCH OFFICES.
ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Misp. St.
SAN ANT0NIO.TEX., 43,s W. Hon
WASUINCTON, D.C.. 1100 Md. A

v

HAVANA, CUBA. S.-in Ig-u.icio 17.
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Editorial Comments

Work of the National Association.

In the report of the General Manager, issued last month, 35 cases

are enumerated that were looked after and defended by the Associa-

tion during 1903 ; of which one was in Arizona, 4 in California, 3 in

Canada, 3 in Colorado, 3 in Illinois, 1 in Indiana, 4 in Iowa, 3 in

Michigan, 2 in Minnesota, 3 in New Jersey, 1 in New Mexico, 4 in New
York, 1 in South Dakota, 2 in Texas, 1 in Utah, and 3 in Wisconsin.

Details are given of live ot the more important cases.

General Manager France urges that members should be careful

about getting into trouble with neighbors on account of bees, saying

that from the scores of letters he has received he is satisfied that in

many cases the owners of the bees could have avoided the trouble.

He says: " Members must not assume any obligation expecting the

Association to reimburse them, without first getting the advice and

consent of the General Manager.''

The General Manager seems to agree with those who think it

would be as well to have a smaller number of directors; saying, "The
number of members on Board of Directors is none too small, as ex-

perience has proven in many cases."'

From the last United States census is given for each State the

number of colonies of bees June 1, 1900, and the pounds of honey for

1899. For the whole United States the number of colonies was 4,Ui9,-

626, valued at $10,186,573; honey 61,196,160 pounds, value of honey

and wax being 5^6,664,904.

The part of the Report, however, which will be studied with great-

est interest by many is the statistical report that accompanies most of

the names in the list of members; and, no doubt, many will regret

that some have failed to send in any report. The headings of the

columns in the report are: Fall Count 1902; May Count 1903; Win.
tered in Cellar; Taxed Valuation; Comb Honey Produced; Extracted

Honey Produced.

All in all, the outlook for the future of the Association is most

promising.

Honey of the Baekwood's Bee-Keeper.

Mr. Allen Latham, of New London Co., Cjnn., sends us the fol-

lowing:

Dear Mr. York :—It would interest you to see some ot the honey
exposed for sale here in our best stores. Connecticut is still primitive
in certain respects. There are farmers about here who still brimstone
their bees and take the honey, bee-bread, cocoons and all to the store,

where it is laid in great slabs of tough comb on a platter, sometimes
under a glass, sometimes exposed to dust and dirt. And the price at
which it is retailed out is—what do you guess?—22 cents! It almost
took my breath away when I saw it, for I was retailing the choicest
chunk honey at 15 cents; honey thai would command the very fan-
ciest price were it only in sections. How it happened not to be in

sections may be the subject of an article later on.
Allen Latuam.

There is a large amount of public education to be done by up-to-

date bee-keepers, not only among some of those who attempt to pro-

duce and market honey, but among grocers and storekeepers.

Really, in many ways, bee-keeping and honey-production are only in

their infancy. Mr. Latham's experience can be duplicated all over

the country, 'tis sad to say. There are doubtless many bee-keepers

who dump their honey on the city market, who could realize much
more out of it by selling it near home. There are many grocers who
never have handled honey put up in present-day style.

Certain very good people are urging bee-keepers to " keep more
bees." That is all right for some, but we believe what the majority

of bee-keepers need first is to develop a better and more remunerative

market or demand for the honey their present number of colonies

produce. Better prices may often more than equal more bees, and

with less risk and work.

Some Big Bee-Keepers of Oup Country.

In the Natianal Association's Annual Report appear 30 names of

bee-keepers haying 500 colonies or more each. Unfortunately, some

among the largest bee-keepers on the list give no figures. Those that

do appear are as follows

:

F. M. Hart, Calif
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days old Aug. 6, would be only 40 days old, thus conflmiing the gen-

erally accepted belief that the average 'life of a worker-bee in the busy

season is about six weeks.

Just how any one—even one who knew nothing about bees, but

who had a dim knowledge of the general fact that living things pro-

ceeding from eggs required some time from the laying of the egg

—

how such an one could deliberately assume that a fully matured bee

should emerge from a cell on the same day on which the egg was laid

in that cell, is a thing that can be considered only as one of those

unaccountable slips for which there is no satisfactory explanation,

and for which no adequate apology can be made. The one softening

feature in the whole miserable affair is the Isindly spirit with which so

many have called attention to the error. Let us hope that the interval

between such blunders may be a long one.

(
Miscellaneous Items ]

The National's Election.—We have received the following

from Mr. W. F. Marks, chairman of the Board of Directors of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association

:

To W. F. Marks, Chicago, III., Dec. 31, 1903.

Chairman Board of Directors N. B.-K. A.
We, the committee, selected to count the ballots cast at the annual

election for General Manager and three Directors of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association, also on Amendments to its Constitution, having
duly counted the same, report as follows:

RESULT OF THE BALLOT.

Total number of votes cast 552; necessary to elect, 37".

For General Manager.—N. E. France, 518; George W. York,
6; Emerson T. Abbott, 5; W. L. Coggshall, 4; Dr. C. C. Miller 3; and
the following 1 each: C. A. Hatch, O. L. Hershiser, .1. F. Molntyre, E.

S. Lovesy, Louis Scholl and W. Z. Hutchinson.

For Three Directors.— R. C. Aikin, 444; P. H. Elwood, 404;
Wm. McEvoy, 268; E. R. Root, 195; George W. York, 30; Prof. A. J.

Cook, 19; Emerson T. Abbott, 10; W. L. Coggshall, 10; G. M. Doo-
little, 9; J. F. Mclntyre. 9; Wm. Rohrig, 9; E. S. Lovesy, S; H. H.
Hyde, 7; H. C. Morehouse, B; Dr. C. C. Miller, 6; D. W. Working, 5;
Frank Benton, 4; N. E. France, 4; M. A. Gill, 4 ; C. H. W. Weber, 4;
Frank Rauchfuss, 4; C. P. Dadant, 3; L. Stachelhausen, 3 ; O. L. Her-
shiser, 3; W. Z. Hutchinson, 3; M. H. Mendleson, 3; W. O. Victor, 3;
the following 3 each : J. .J.Cosby, J. T. Calvert, Fred W. Muth, W.
F. Marks, A. C. Miller, F. Wilcox, Chalon Fowls, F. E. Brown, Jas.
A. Stone, .J. L. Strong, W. S. Pouder, J. T. Moore, Wm. A. Selser, J.

E. Crane, J. B. Rick; and the following 1 each: .John Rick, .J. N.
Hunter, Wm. Stolley, J. W. .Johnson, Udo Toepperwein, Arthur Stan-
ley, Harry McCombs, C. A. Hatch, G. W. Brodbeck, ,J. P. West, H.
W. Coley, Mrs. H. G. Acklin, Mrs. N. L. Stow, W. J. Craig, J. S.

Bruce, E. E. Hasty, C. M. Morris, E. C. Atkin, J. M. Hambaugh,
Huber Root, E. B. Tyrrel, N. L. Stevens, W. D. Wright, J. A. Green,
F. P. Jansen, .J. Q. Smith, Gus Dittmer, .J. E. Chambers, J. E. Hether-
ington, H. G. Quirin, H. H. Keeler, I. J. Stringham, F. Greiner, J. U.
Harris, H. G. Acklin, Wm. Russell, Frank Moeser, A. B. Mellen, Chas.
W. Voigt, .John Terens, F. A. Salisbury, .J. M. Jenkins, R. B. Ilerron,

H. E. Wilder, S. C. Ferguson; W. A. Hickox, A. A. French, J. F.

Flory, Wm. Couse, M. V. Facey, M. Hart, J. W. Ferree, Henry Alley,
J. G. Corey, J. C. Morrison, Geo. E. Hilton, John Myers, Chas. Stew-
art, C. P. Gillette, Edwin Bevins, N. D. West, and C. H. Pierce.

For Amendments, 491 : Against Amendments, 10.

George W. York, Secretary.

C. C. Miller, Director.

Whereas, N. E. France having received "a majority vote of the
members voting" for (Jeneral Manager, is elected General Manager of

the National Bee-Keepers' Association.

R. C. Aikin and P. H. Elwood having received " a majority vote
of the members voting " tor Directors, are elected Directors to succeed
themselves. No one having received " a majority vote of the mem-
bers voting" for a Director to succeed E. R. Root, E. R. Root will

hold over as provided in the Constitution under which this election

was held.

The Amendments to the Constitution having received " a majority
vote of the members voting," are adopted. W. F. Marks,

January 1, 1904. Chairman Board of Directors Jf. B.-K. A.

Illinois State Fair Apiarian Display.—At least one de-

partment of the Illinois State Fair held at Springfield, Sept. 30 to Oct.

3, 19U3, exceeded all former displays, if not the largest and best ever

put up at any State Fair anywhere. This was the apiarian exhibit. It

was simply superb. It almost equalled the World's Fair display in

1893. It did in quality, at least. In quantity, of course, it fell short of

that at the World's Fair, astlierewere but five exhibitors at the Illinois

Fair. We show four of the displays on the first page this week, and
j

would have given these sooner had the photographer, Mr. Percy Stone,

been able to send the pictures to us earlier than he did. It is amateur
work, and had to be done when Mr. Stone found the time to develop

the negatives. But the pictures are just as interesting now as earlier.

Mr. Geo. M. Rumler, of Indiana, also had a fine exhibit of honey,

beeswax, and bees, but for some reason unknown to us, a picture of

his display was not taken, so we can not show it also. Mr. Rumler
won a number of the premiums, as will be seen by referring to the list

given below.

Referring to the four displays shown, we may say that Mr. Becker

had a pyramid of beeswax in various size cakes near the center of his

exhibit, and also the words, " 111. State Fair'' over " 1903," in bees-

wax. At the left of the center was comb honey in a pyramid, and at

the extreme left candied honey ; at the right of the beeswax display

were observation hives of bees.

Mr. Poindexter had no candied honey. He had the full amount
for scoring of comb honey, but it was not removed from the shipping-

crates. At the left front of his display were bees; next a snag of a

tree made of beeswax representing a bee-tree. At the center of the

exhibit was a glass ease covering a figure of a beautiful woman made
of honey, and these words attached :

" Boys, I'm your honey !" At
the right was a jar of honey in which floated a miniature fish. He had

a wonderfully amusing story that he told visitors concerning this, but

we can not recall it well enough to reproduce it here.

Mr. and Mrs. Coppin also had no candied honey. The center was

a pyramid of the fanciest of fancy comb honey in small cases of his

own ordering, the honey being in 4x5 sections. On each side was ex-

tracted honey.

Jas. A. Stone & Son (Percy) had their beeswax in the form of a

two-rail fence (round rails) In the front center of the display. The

comb honey was on the lower shelves, arranged between the drop

points of twelve diamonds of candied honey extending up and down
between the jars of liquid honey.

These exhibits were all shown in the new $18,000 Dairy Building.

It is a grand place for making exhibits—especially of liquid extracted

honey in glass jars. Bee-keepers are certainly treated royally by the

Illinois State Fair management. The premium list is fairly liberal,

and Mr. H. J. Cater, the genial and competent superintendent of the

department in which the apiarian exhibits are made, takes good care

of all who come under his efficient supervision.

The Editor of the American Bee Journal had the honor of being

judge of this great apiarian display, and the following shows the

awards and premiums as made:

Display of comb honey—Ist, A. Coppin, $20; 2d, Jas. A. Stone &
Son, -S15; 3d, Chas. Becker, $10.

Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or more pounds of white
honey from different flowers—1st, A. Coppin, 4^8 ; •2d, Chas. Becker,

-55 ; 3d, Jas. A. Stone it Son, ?3.

Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or more pounds of amber
or dark honey from different flowers— 1st, Chas. Becker, S8; 2d, Geo.
M. Rumler, S5 ; 3d, George Poindexter, 83.

Case of white clover comb honey, 13 to 24 pounds—1st, A. Coppin,

$4; 2d, Geo. M. Rumler, iS3; 3d, Chas. Becker, ?2

Case of sweet clover comb honey, 13 to 24 pounds—Ist, Chas.
Becker, $4; 2d. George Poindexter. ?3; 3d. A. Coppin, S2.

Case of basswood comb honey, 13 to 34 pounds— 1st, Geo. M. Rum-
ler, ?4; 3d, A. Coppin, .53; 3d, Chas. Becker, $2.

Display of extracted honey— 1st, Chas. Becker, $30; 3d, Jas. A.
Stone & Son, $15; 3d, Geo. M. Rumler, $10.

Honey extracting on the grounds—1st, Jas. A. Stone it Son, $5;
3d, Chas. Becker, .53.

Frame of comb honey for extracting—1st, Chas. Becker, $5; 3d,

A. Coppin, ^i; 3d, Jas. A. Stone iV; Son, $3.

Display of candied honey—1st, Jas. A. Stone & Son, $30; 2d, Chas.
Becker, $15; M, Geo. M. Rumler, $10.

Display of beeswax—1st, Chas. Becker, $15; 3d, A. Coppin, $10;
3d, Geo. M. Rumler, $.5.

One-frame observatory hive of dark Italian bees—1st, George
Poindexter, $4 ; 3d, Geo. M. Rumler, $3 ; 3d, A. Coppin, $2.

One-frame observatory hive of golden Italian bees—1st, Geo. M.
Rumler, $4; 3d, Chas. Becker, $3; 3d. Geo. Poindexter. $2.

One-frame observatory hive of Carniolan bees— 1st, Geo. Poindex-
ter, $4; 2d, Chas. Becker, $3.

Honey-vinegar, i.. gallon, with recipe for making—1st, A. Coppin,

$4; 3d, Jas. A. Stone 'iV: Son, $3; 3d, Geo. M. Rumler. $3.

Display of designs in honey—1st, Geo. Poindexter, $10; 3d, Chas.
Becker, $7; 3d, Jas. A. Stone it Son, $5.

Display of designs in beeswax— Ist, Jas. A. Stone & Son, $10; 3d,

A. Coppin, $7; 3d, Chas, Becker, $5.

Amount of exhibitors' individual awards—Chas. Becker. $107;
Jas, A, Stone it Son, $78; A. Coppin, $63; Geo. M. Rumler, $46; and
Geo. Poindexter, $36. Total, $330.

See Langstroth Book Offer on page 30 of this copy of

the American Bee Journal.
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[ Ccntributed Articles |

Honey the Best Food—Digested Nectar.

BY PROF. A. y. COOK.

THE quotation from Gleanings in Bee-Culture, regarding
Dr. Kellogg's opinion of honey, interests me. I read the
original article with satisfaction, as I al\yays feel that

truth. is safe, and if I am sure a thing is true, I always feel
that any counsel to suppress it is ill-advised and mischiev-
ous. Dr. Kellogg says, " I consider honey as much prefer-
ab e to cane-sugar as a food. It is practically a fruit-sugar,
and is ready for absorption." Again, " Digestion of cane-
sugar converts it into honey, so honey is practically cane-
sugar already digested."

It will be remembered that when these sentiments were
stated some years ago, there was a great furor created. The
writer of the article was denounced in unmeasured terms by
many, and even by two of the prominent editors of the
country.

I remember, a few years ago, that a serious disease at-
tacked the fruit-trees in a region of very profitable orchards
near one of the cities of the country. The watch-cry was,
"Hush up! Say nothing; property will be injured." I

regret to say that this advice was followed, and I regret
even more to say that many of the largest orchards changed
hands. The presumption was that the purchaser knew noth-
ing of the dangerous disease. Soon the orchards of this
special fruit in that region were utterly ruined, and the
place suffered a great back-set. Another city not far dis-
tant, adopted a very different, and, I think, a much wiser
course. The cry was— not hush, but ;!>k4/zVz7_)'. The people
said, " Let us learn all we can, and combat the disease the
as best we may." A few years afterwards I knew the fruit
of a single orchard, in this latter place, to sell for many
thousands of cloUars.

It seems to me that one of the blessed uses of our Chris-
tianity is to teach and persuade people to let in the light.

Even if the fact, as given in the last statement above
from Dr. Kellogg, were unfavorable to the bee-keeper's in-
terests, I would not hide it. I am very strongly convinced
that the bee-keeper, and also the editor, is wisest who takes
for his motto, "Let on the light." I always admired Mr.
Root in this respect. He never denounced this little piece
of truth-telling. He, perhaps, might have been louder in
urging that the truth never ought to injure any honest busi-
ness. I think it might be put stronger—never will injure.
Yet I did not feel like blaming him, for it may be better,
sometimes, to be conservative even in matters of such im-
port as stating truth.

The truth of the matter is just as Dr. Kellogg puts it.

The nectar of the flower is not honey. It is virtually cane-
sugar, slightly flavored with some organic extract from the
flower. The bee gathers this nectar, mixes with it, as it

passes the mouth, some digestive ferment from the large
glands of the head and thorax, and thus converts it into a
mixture of dextrose and levulose. This is honey. Dr.
Kellogg says, " practically into fruit-sugar." I dare say
this is correct, yet it is quite possible that this sugar of
digestion is more suitable as a food, and may have impor-
tant nutritive difference from the other sugars usually called
glucose. If we eat starch or cane-sugar, we have to digest
them. I know some very excellent phjsicians, other than
Dr. Kellogg, who think that we are injured by eating so
much cane-sugar. In the early days of mankind the prin-
cipal sugar was honey. This was a great favorite. It was
greatly relished, and for two important reasons : First, the
body needed it ; and what we need we crave. When we are
thirsty we need water in the blood, and how we long for it,

and are almost crazy if it is not forthcoming. The fact that
children, especially, so long for sugar is reason sufficient
that some kind of sugar is absolutely requisite in our food.
The child craves candy because the body needs sugar. A
very important function of the great gland—the liver—is

to form liver-sugar. This is very like honey, and may be
quite identical. It is, without doubt, just what the body
needs. Before birth, we need even more sugar than the
liver, then enormously large, can furnish, and so a pre-
natal organ—the placenta— helps the liver in this office of
providing sugar. Thus, as I stated, our ancestors in the

days before maple and the sufj.ir from cane were produced,
depended upon honey, and relished it, and could say noth-
ing better of a country than that it produced richly of
honey. How often we have in the Bible the words, " A land
flowing with milk and honey," as the best thing that could
be said of a land.

Again, honey was the only sweet at that time, and thus
for a second reason our forefathers prized greatly this, the
only sugar.

As the races of early times did not have to digest their
sugar as the then sugar (honey) was already digested, the
body was not fitted to digest cane-sugar. We can see, then,
that very likely the eating of a very large quantity of this
new product might cause functional disturbance. The body
had to adapt itself to this new food. We know, to-day, that
cane-sugar must be digested, as it is not found in the blood,
and if injected into the blood, passes out unchanged, as the
body seems unable to use it. There is some doubt as to just
what digestive liquids do this work. It has been supposed
that one of the elements of pancreatic juice—amylopsin, the
same that digests starch—does this. Some think that it has
been proved that the intestinal juices from two important
kinds of glands in the walls of the intestines do this work.
In either case there had to be adaptation to this new food.
I do not feel, then, to take issue with the very able physi-
cian who once remarked to me that he thought Bright's
disease was much more common than of old, and he believed
the reason that this very fatal disease was victimizing more
people than formerly was because of this inordinate use of
cane-sugar.

Should not the bee-keepers, then, be quick to acknowl-
edge the truth, that honey is digested nectar, and it is with-
out doubt the safest sugar that we can eat? that in case we
eat honey we are saved digestive efforts because the bees
have done it for us 7 In their evolution, the bees were
developed to do just this work, and thus are uninjured in the
process. Indeed, the great glands in the head and thorax
which secrete this digestive juice add materially to the argu-
ment. If we keep on eating cane-sugar as we are doing,
and as we doubtless will continue, we will in time become
perhaps as able as the tees to perform this function. We
may not be so yet. Let us, then, urge that there is no
sugar so suitable as honey for food. Let us urge that it be
on the table at every meal, and let us encourage the children
to eat it ad libitum. I think the bee-keeper is wise who
makes free use of honey in his own family.

I thus feel assured that Dr. Kellogg is equally correct in

the first quotation given above, and that honey is a very
safefood.

THB GLUCOSE SUGARS.

There are several sugars that may be classed with
honey. Chemically they are all alike, and in my lectures to

my classes I speak of them all as the glucose group of
sugars. In composition they are all alike, and are composed
of 6 atoms of carbon, 12 of hydrogen, and 6 of oxygen. While
they are chemically the same as honey, I feel certain that
they have differences, possibly important ones. These
sugars are liver-sugar, honey, sugar of digestion, honey-
dew, fruit-sugar, and commercial glucose. I believe that
the best of these are liver-sugar and honey. Probably the
sugar of digestion would be equal except for the efforts in

the body to produce it, especially if produced from cane-
sugar. I am not sure but that fruit-sugar—the common
sugar of all our fruit—and honey-dew, are not equally safe
and valuable. The honey-dew from some insects is rank,
probably from some other substances excreted by the insects

that form it. Commercial glucose, or corn glucose, on the
other hand, I do not believe wholesome, and, if I could avoid
it, I would tfever eat any. I proved years ago that it was
unwholesome to bees. We know that bees are not attracted

to it if they can get other sweets. If there is much of it in

our candy or syrups, or if honey is adulterated with it to

any considerable extent, it leaves a brassy taste in the

mouth, which is very offensive to me, and which, I think,

would create general distaste for these adulterated articles,

if the taste could be associated with the article. I often find

candies that leave this objectionable taste in the mouth after

they are eaten. The high-priced chocolate drops often

give this taste, and I have been told by dealers that they

are not favorites, though a little less cost may sell large

quantities of them.

I said above that liver-sugar and honey were probably
the best sugars of this group for human consumption. There
is physiological ground for this opinion. These sugars are
more readily soluble and assimilable than are some, if not

all of the others. I hope that some day we will have a pure-
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food law that will kill the whole nefarious traffic in com-
mercial glucose. Nearly all the articles into the composi-
tion of which it enters are fraudulent, and one dislikes even
to think of it. There is, however, so much money involved

in its manufacture, and so much profit in its production,

that its demise will come only through the united and per-

sistant efforts of all consumers.

CANK-SUGAR—FROM BEETS AND FROM SUGAR-CANE-

A word about cane-sugar while I am on this topic : It

is often suggested that cane-sugar produced from beets is

quite different from that produced by sugar-cane. It is also

stoutly affirmed that the former is far inferior to the latter

for fruit-canning purpose. This is not true at all. The
sugars are precisely the same, and contain 11 atoms of car-

bon, 22 of hydrogen and 11 of oxygen. Of course, if either

product is not perfectly refined it would not be pure, and
would differ from other products perfectly refined,

whether from the same or the other source. I think
now that the sugars either from the cane or beet factories

are very pure, and that there is little preference. When I

first came to California, the use of beet-sugar—there is a
large factory within sight of us—was generally denounced,
as not fit for preserving fruit. I secured some and made a

thorough trial, and we never had better success in keeping
our canned fruit than we did that year. It only remains to

be said that if our fruit fails to keep it is either because it

was not heated sufficiently, or sufficiently long, or else that
the can was not perfectly sealed.

We all remember that fermentation, like putrefaction,
is the result of bacterial affection. We heat the fruit to kill

the bacteria ; we seal the can that no more may gain access.

As has been frequently pointed out in the bee-papers, most
bacteria are killed at less than boiling temperature, but
many, if not all, of these minute vegetables (bacteria) have
what is called a resting stage in which a sort of germ more
tenacious of life, and far more difficult to kill, is formed,
usually in one end of the bacterium. If these are present,
even boiling will not always kill the germ. It may take
several minutes.

I once had some maple syrup of very fine quality that
showed the presence of germs. I boiled it, but the unpleas-
ant flavor did not disappear. I then added quite a quantity
of water and boiled for quite a long time, after which the
unpleasant flavor seemed entirely absent, and the quality
of the syrup was quite restored.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Report for 1903—Feeding to Stop Robbing.

BY WM. STOLLEY.

MY bees wintered without loss in the winter of 1902 and
1903, and the spring opened up very favorable for
them. During the month of March they were out 15

days, gathering pollen and a little honey, but the month of
April was much less favorable, and we had more or less
freezing weather from the 13th to the 2Sth, followed by a
severe freeze of 18 degrees Fahr. in the night of April 29th
and 30th, which destroyed all bloom, and even injured trees
permanently.

It took from ,S to 6 weeks after that before my bees re-
covered fully from the shock they received, notwithstand-
ing the copious and frequent feeding " in the open " that I

resorted to right in front of my bee-shed, which worked
very satisfactorily, and caused no trouble about robbing. In
all, I thus fed 485 pounds of honey, diluted with about 400
pounds of water, to 34 colonies of bees. Thus I got my bees
in fair condition, and ready to take advantage of the sweet
clover and alfalfa honey-flow, which commenced the later
days of June. But the entire season proved to be abnormal,
wet and cool, and closed with an early but light freeze in
the night of Sept. 16th and 17th, so that bees could find but
very little to gather after that.

All these unfavorable conditions tended to curtail my
honey crop greatly, and all the surplus in extracted honey I

got from 30 colonies was 2750 pounds ; and from 4 colonies
in Heddon hives run for section honey, 297 well-capped sec-
tions, while 72 sections were but partly filled, and the bees
were allowed to clean them up for next spring's starters.

My best colony run for extracted honey gave 175 pounds,
while the best colony run for comb honey gave 105 sections
capped

; but on an average I got about 90 pounds per colony.
By reading the " Old Reliable " I noticed that many

apiarists complain that their bees swarmed excessively last

season, and my bees are no exception in this respect, since
I had 17 swarms from 34 colonies. The last part of August
I allowed myself an outing to the Hot Springs in South
Dakota, where I remained about three weeks. On my re-

turn home I found that 2 more swarms had issued and had
decamped, and that the entire apiary was in a fearful up-
roar, and robbing—caused by carelessly allowing the bees
to get at some extracting-combs. Such wholesale robbing
I never saw before in all the 24 years that I have been keep-
ing bees

Now, the question with me was. How is this fearful
robbing to be stopped quickest ? I reasoned thus : When
bees get all they want they do not rob. During a good flow
of honey they never rob. Ergo, if 1 cause a deluge of honey
within their own hives they will quit robbing. Acting upon
this theory I set to work, and hurriedly inspected all colo-
nies, thus ascertaining approximately the amount of stores
on hand in each brood-chamber, which I noted down. Next
I made a calculation as to the amount of stores required, so
as to give each colony about 30 pounds of winter stores.

This done, I prepared 300 pounds of dark, fall honey by
warming it properly, mixing in suS5cient hot water to make
it of proper condition for fall feeding—and now for the
attempted cure :

With the approach of the setting sun I tipped all hives
backward, and, according to my prepared memorandum I

proceeded, and poured the quite warm liquid out of a gallon
measure right into each hive. Thus some colonies got but
'2 gallon, others one gallon, and a few l^'i gallons.

The next morning, quite early, I let all hives down and
put on entrance-blocks, regulating the size of the entrances.
I am glad to say that this procedure stopped all robbing, and
my bees, at the same time, were properly supplied with suf-
ficient stores for wintering in quick order.

A week later (working only towards evening, and under
suitable conditions), I once more inspected each colony very
minutely as to their queens, and at the same time equalized
stores where needed, and thus every colony was ready to be
packed for out-door wintering in the open bee-shed, which
was accomplished by Oct. 20. I now have 36 colonies win-
ter-packed in double-walled hives, in the bee-shed ; 3 nuclei
with fine, young, extra queens, in single-walled hives, in
the cellar, which holds the temperature at 50 degrees F. in
the coldest zero weather ; and 5 colonies in Heddon hives in
a specially prepared winter vault

—

lAe best of all for winter-
ing bees. Hall Co., Nebr., Nov. 22.

[ Convention Proceedings
]

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceeding's of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23. 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE, SEC.

(Continued from page 8.)

H. C. Morehouse then read the following paper on,

HOW CAN THE STATE ASSOCIATION BE MADE TO
BETTER SERVE THE INTERESTS OF ITS

MEMBERS?
In choosing this subject for discussion, I do not wish it

to be inferred that I underrate, or do not appreciate, the mag-
nificent work that the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion has accomplished for its members in the past. I have
chosen it because I believe that the sphere of its usefulness
and influence can be enlarged, and because I have some
recommendations to make to the members along that line.

The record of the Association, during its 15 years of
corporate existence, is one that may well cause our hearts
to dilate with honest pride and enthusiasm. Numerically
we have the largest State organization of bee-keepers in the
United States. It has taught us the power and value of
organization, and to-day we are better organized than any
other rural industry, and there are several subsidiary or-

ganizations in the State that are directly or indirectly off-
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shoots of the State Association, and that have contributed
very materially to the advancement of the bee-keeping in-

terests of Colorado.
The foul brood law, the law forbidding the spraying- of

fruit-trees while in bloom, and the pure honey law, are all

products of our State organization. The enforcement of
these just measures has saved, and will continue to save,
the bee-keepers of the State many thousands of dollars. In
respect to legislation, our Association has accomplished
more than any other bee-keepers' association, not excepting
even the National.

The past two seasons have been hard on bee-keepers,
and on bee-keepers' associations as well. The season of
1902 approached the nearest to a total failure ever known
in the State of Colorado. The present season, while not so
bad, was away below the average. The effect of these two
off years has beeij to cut out nearly all surplus revenue from
the bee-industry, and the beekeeper, in order to make both
ends meet, has been compelled to practice many petty
economies undreamed of in the palmy days gone by.
Strange to say, many of them began by allowing their
membership in the State Association to lapse. The finan-
cial receipts of the Association during the past year have
been very light, while the expenses consequent upon enter-
taining the National Association, and preparing and forc-
ing the passage of the pure honey bill have been very heavy,
not only draining the treasury of its accumulated surplus,
but several unpaid bills are staring us in the face ; besides,
we are powerless to furnish the funds necessary to a proper
enforcement of the law now on our statute books, provid-
ing for the punishment of adulterators of honey.

The greatest need of the Association to day is more
paid-in-advance memberships, and a revival of interest and
enthusiasm among those who are now in good standing
upon its books. Hence, my first recommendation is that
each member appoint himself a committee to secure new
members. The larger the Association the greater will
be its power and influence, and there is no use in trying to
run the Association and conduct its work without money to
pay its necessary and legitimate expenses. We can and do
hold our annual meetings without incurring very much ex-
pense, but that is about the least important of the many
functions of the Association. In a State that boasts of
3000 bee-keepers, at least 1000 of them ought to be patriotic
enough to join the State Association, if the matter was
properly presented to them.

I have often thought that the State Association could
be of greater benefit to its members by gathering and
furnishing them with reliable crop reports during the crop
season. I have heard bee-keepers say they would be will-
ing to pay $10 per season for such service, and know they
are getting the truth. Such reports would cost something,
and they would be worth something, but if the State Asso-
ciation did the work it could be done with comparative
cheapness. This is a matter worth thinking about.

During each biennial or extra session of the Legisla-
ture, the State Association ought to maintain a legislative
committee in Denver (resident in Denver, if possible, to
save expense), whose duty it would be to watch the trend of
legislation, and oppose vigorously any threatened legisla-
tion inimical to bee-keeping interests. The expense need
not be great, and it might, sometimes, prevent the sneaking
through of legislation that would be very hurtful to the bee
and honey industry.

The pure honey law should be amended to the extent
that all fines collected from violators of the law should be
paid into the office of the State Dairy Commissioner, to be
used exclusively for the purpose of enforcing the law. In
this manner that branch of the office wonld soon be self-
supporting.

I think it would be a great benefit to the bee-keepers of
the State if the Association would publish an annual year
book, containing the foul brood law, the anti-spraying law.
the pure-honey law, directions for treating foul brood
according to the latest approved methods, a brief history
of the prosecutions brought under these various laws for
the protection of the bee-industry, and other matters of gen-
eral interest to bee-keepers might also be included. Such
a book, issued in pamphlet form, and containing 20 to 24
pages, on the basis of a thousand copies, would cost about 2
cents each. Perhaps enough advertising could be secured
to defray the whole cost of the edition.

These are only a few suggestions looking to increasing
the usefulness of the Association to its members that have
occurred to my mind. I trust that others will make addi-
tional suggestions, and that the whole matter may be thor-

oughly discussed, and if thought best that some definite
action be taken. H. C. Morehouse.

Mr. Working—I wish to emphasize the importance of
publishing such a year book, containing the Association
history of the current year. Who knows fully what the
Association has done this year ? It would be especially
valuable to put in the hands of people who want informa-
tion, and to give to reporters.

Mr. Morehouse— I think such a book, put in the hands
of the bee-inspectors for distribution, would increase the
membership of the Association.

F. Rauchfuss—I am often asked, " What are the in-
spectors doing ?" The law requires the inspectors to re-
port yearly to the State Association. I often found diffi-

culty in getting proper reports from them when I was sec-
retary. Their reports should all go in such a book, and il

they did not report properly, the fact should be mentioned,
too. Hence, it would be an incentive to them to fulfill their
duty. I am in favor of such a book.

Mr. Gill—It would be something new and progressive,
and I think we could well afford it.

Mr. Rhodes—I move the matter be referred to an
advisory committee, consisting of the Secretary, F. Rauch-
fuss, and D. W. Working. (Carried.)

A letter was read from Manager France, of the National
Association.

Mr. Rhodes— I move this be referred to a committee to
report during this session as early as possible. (Carried.)
H. Rauchfuss, J. N. Cornelius, and F. H. Hunt were ap-
pointed as the committee.

J. B. Adams, F. L. Thompson, and J. Cornelius were
appointed a committee on Resolutions.

FOUL BROOD—CAUSa AND CURE.

Mr. Aikin—I wish to add about the comb of foul brood
that is on exhibition here. I do not just understand what
the inscription on the top-bar means.

Mr. Francis—The bees of a diseased colony were shaken
off on starters and one of the original combs kept. That
is it.

Mr. Gill—I wish to ask the opinion of the members on
this point : Last year I had 75 cases of foul brood in one
yard, not bad, but just developing. At the foot-hills I had
an apiary that had wintered poorly, giving me a lot of
combs. I shook those 75 colonies on full combs during a
heavy flow of honey, so heavy that scarcely any smoke was
needed. What do members think the result was ? The
original colonies showed the disease very slightly.

Pres. Harris—When a man has one smallpox pimple,
he's got the smallpox !

Mr. Gill—Just two cases of the disease appeared, and
they showed only one cell a piece.

Mr. Aikin—To what extent were they manipulated in
shaking ?

Mr. Gill—The rew hives were set on the old stands, and
the bees shaken off vigorously, so that they were nearly
drowned in the new honey shaken out with them, between
the hours of ten and two.

Mr. Adams—I should say they might come out all right
and they might not.

H. Rauchfuss—I think there was no chance for those
bees to have diseased honey in their sacs. They get foul
brood by robbing now or next spring.

Mr. Adams—Suppose a nurse-bee, which had just filled

its sac before the shaking was shaken off among the others,

and deposited its load in the new hive. It might take three
years for the disease to develop.

Mr. Gill—There was precious little sealed stores in the
hives, and those that had any were shaken off on starters,

and not on combs. But even in that event there would be
about one chance in ten thousand that a nurse-bee would
transmit it.

Mr. Aikin—My opinion is, Mr. Gill is pretty nearly per-

fectly safe if the disease was just starting. But if he would
undertake to shake on combs in any other condition than
those he mentioned, he would be pretty sure to have it to do
all over again. If the average owner of bees undertook to

follow Mr. Gill's example, you can imagine just how he will

do it. He will be sure to manage so as to have his bees
scattering into adjoining healthy colonies, and taking in

infected honey with them.
Mr. Porter—I had some colonies close together on a

platform. One of them became badly affected during the
flow. I shook them off onto starters, and some off the bees
ran along the platform and entered another hive. Of
course, I felt badly about it, but, after all, the other colony
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did not take the disease. Still, I feel about foul brood as
Mr. Lyons did in a similar discussion in one of our meet-
ings, when he jumped up and said, " Don't monkey with
foul brood."

Mr. Adams—Why not produce a honey-flow by feeding ?

If not, why not ?

Mr. Gill—Because you can't get the bees to do as you
V?ant them to. You can't get the conditions the same, so
that all the bees will be handling the feed.

I remember that remark of Mr. Lyons, but Mr. Lyons
has monkeyed with foul brood since then, and the result is

he has some more now to monkey with. No amateur should
get this method in his head to go by. I am sorry I said
anything.

Mr. Porter—This season I had a good many cases simi-
lar to those 75 with the disease just starting. It made me
feel blue, and I began to think I would have a hard time
getting rid of it. I shook one yard, and the other yards
were delayed, as the flow was just coming on. But foul
brood did not further develop in the yards not shaken,
though the ropy consistency and the turning brown were
present in one or two cells per hive.

Mr. Aikin—A few years ago I had a foul colony in my
home-yard. I set a hive beside it containing a comb with
a little healthy brood and the queen, and covered the en-
trance of the old hive with wire-screen, and fixed a cone so
it would empty the bees from the old into the new hive,
according to the Baldridge method. The plan succeeded.
Sometimes I do refrain from saying things in convention
for fear of misleading, but I will say this, that sometimes
when a foul-broody colony is next to a healthy one I take
it away and set it beside another in another part of the
yard, and in a week or two beside another in another loca-
tion, and so on. In this way it gets so depopulated, and so
little honey is gathered by it, that there is not much of any-
thing left of it at the end of the season but the foul brood,
and then I attend to it. I have also shaken foul-broody col-
onies, when the day is so far advanced that every bee is full
of nectar, right back into the same hive on starters, taking
all their combs away. As for myself, I have not that in-
tense dread of foul brood that has been alluded to. Usually,
in my yard, a robbing of one only goes into three or four
out of a hundred. That percentage is not very large. In
one instance I discovered ten colonies dead of foul brood
three miles from one of my yards. They had fixed four to
six in that yard of mine. I have had several such cases.
Where one case develops in one year, from five to ten will
in two years, when it is let alone. Where one colony would
be badly foul the first year, I have had 10 colonies that were
slightly foul the first year and badly the second. When
there are yards of 10 to 30 colonies within reach of your
bees that get badly foul, then look out.

Pres. Harris—Are not the conditions different with dif-
ferent colonies ? I have known people to get among small-
pox cases without being vaccinated and not take it, while
with others may they not take it because they are just in
the condition to ? Is it not so with foul brood ? •

Can or will foul brood be carried or distributed by any
other means than through honey ?

H. Rauchfuss—I think only through honey. Mr. Aikin
shook bees right back into their old hives, and if they had
no brood-combs it was all right. You can shift bees from
one hive into the other and be perfectly safe. You can put
the old hive over a bee-escape on top of the new hive, and
be perfectly safe. I have transferred many that way bv
using a Porter bee-escape, and allowing no cracks in the
upper hive. There should be no gunnysacking used above,
as the bees will gnaw it and make fuzz, which will stop the
escape. Perhaps it would be better for that purpose, to
have more than one escape in a board, as one escape may
become clogged with a dead bee, though I have never tried
more than one escape. Once in awhile I found it stopped
up. I never found that the disease was carried down to the
hive below, though sometimes the upper hive was left on a
month later than it should have been. It is not as conta-
gious as we think. It has to be carried in the honey. The
bees that go into the new hive don't carry the old hive with
them.

Mr. Rhodes—I have my doubts about that position.
Smallpox can be conveyed without contact with the person.
I remember a case in which a postmaster, by request, read
aloud a letter from a person sick with the smallpox. The
postmaster took the disease and died, though he was many
miles away from the source of infection. Our professors
make a culture of foul brood, and inoculate several other
successive cultures without honey. During the early devel-
opment of foul brood in Colorado it was very virulent, just

as bad as it could be. The same is true of other contagious-
diseases. It may be from the condition of the germ, or the
patient may be more susceptible, but I am satisfied that it

may be communicated otherwise than through honey.
Mr. Adams—Somebody says it may be conveyed'

through pollen, fed by the nurse-bees.
Mr. Aikin—That would not be different. Pollen comes-

under the same head as honey. The disease is a disease of
the larval state. Unless a spore gets into the system of the
larva it is not going to have foul brood. The only way it

gets it is by feeding. We have all had cases in which the
combs on one side were thoroughly rotten with it, and the
colony had moved over to the other side and established its

brood-nest there, and it was perfectly clean. The point is,

the disease must be introduced through the food into the
larva. Making new cultures is just the same thing as put-
ting it into the larval bee. Therefore, I say, that probably
999 cases out of 1000 contagion is by food. But we must be
careful in applying this. I said you could shake bees into
the same hive they had before and have them clean. But
suppose the bees that were shaken up and full of old honey
get to flying around and entering adjoining hives, you have
not accomplished the object. Especially will they do so if

the new hive is different in appearance from the old one.

Mr. Gill—Smallpox and foul brood are hardly parallel.
That postmaster who took it was in a recipient condition.
It is possible for 12 or 15 diseased colonies to be in the
neighborhood and be robbed by strong colonies without
communicating the disease at this time of year. If ten days
or so of severe weather follows immediately, the bees will

cluster up and consume every bit of the honey robbed, and
spring will find them healthy.

H. Rauchfuss— It is wrong to shake off bees in trans-
ferring for foul brood. They are taken out of a hive that,

to them, is in normal condition. After being shaken off

and flying around they return and find a hive that is not
the same, and the hive sitting next, that has brood, seems
to them more like home, and many thus go to other hives.

It is the same with making forced swarms ; shaking causes
many to go elsewhere, and it ought not to be done.

Mr. Frances—Is it not all right to use the old hive
again, with starters in it, to shake them in front of ?

H. Rauchfuss—No, because the inside of the hive is

different.

Mr. Harris—Might not the foul brood develop some-
times in a light form ? In Georgetown, in 1877, the small-
pox broke out in a very severe form. About every one that
took it died. In Mesa County we have had it in a light

form. Conditions in surroundings may have an influence.

Mr. Gill—Is it not a fact that foul brood is a progres-
sive disease, mild at first, and bad later?

H. Rauchfuss—Is it not possible that one larva might
catch it and not die, while another would catch it and die ?

Mr. Adams—Several times I have known of colonies
badly diseased being robbed without imparting the infec-
tion. But that was at a time of year when there was no
brood.

Mr. Aikin—If your bees have foul brood, and can't tend
to it right away, carry the infected colonies to a corner of
the yard by themselves, or to a special yard reserved for
that purpose—a pest-yard. But don't handle it among the
others, even in a heavy flow.

H. Rauchfuss

—

If that is done at a time when bees are
robbing, and there are not many young bees, the change of
position will leave the colonies weak, and exposed to at-

tacks by robbers.
Mr. Aikin—Don't do it except during a honey-flow.
Mr. Porter—Have any of the members observed foul

brood as a disease of the bees as well as of the brood ? Mr.
Benton's pamphlet speaks of it as a disease of the bees and
brood, and Cheshire says the spores are found in the bees
and the queen. I have made my home lot a pest-yard for
diseased colonies, as there are no other colonies there. I

brought one small colony home and put with it the brood
from three others, so that in a short time it became of im-
mense size, and also became very foul, so it could be smelled
outside. Pretty soon I noticed every day SO to 100 bees
straggling around on the ground outside. They would
unite in a little cluster on the grass in the evening, and in

the morning they would be dead. Finally, I shook the col-

ony onto starters, and after the third day there were no
more stragglers. So I am quite satisfied that foul brood is

a disease of the bees as well as of the brood.
H. Rauchfuss— I don't think that is conclusive. I have

had plenty of bees acting the same way that had no foul
brood at all.

Mr. Porter—If the bees got well after shaking that is
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proof. That occurred about the first of last August. I have
seen no paralysis this season.

Mr. Gill—I have had a case of paralysis that was simi-

lar. I don't know whether it was from excess of pollen, or

a certain kind of pollen, but I think it was bad nutrition.

It was certainly a condition of the alimentary canal. When
they got food from a new source because of shaking the

paralysis ceased.
A Member—Paralysis occurs only in the spring.

H. Rauchfuss—I think some of it occurs later in the

season.
Mr. Lindza—Eighteen years ago I had a few colonies

on the dry prairie, six miles from any others. They took
the foul brood from an empty hive I got elsewhere.

Mr. Gill—When did the first foul brood arrive in

Colorado ?

Mr. Lindza—The first I knew of was 18 years ago,
among the bees of Dave Wolcott.

H. Rauchfuss—It would be difficult to find out, as the
first bees that had it simply died out without it being rec-

ognized as foul brood.
Mr. Spencer—Under what conditions will a colony

develop foul brood the first time ? It must have a starting
point.

H. Rauchfuss—We might as well ask where does the
first corn come from ? or where do we come from ? But
you can't raise corn unless you plant corn. It is impossible
to generate it ; chilled brood will never develop it.

Mr. Adams—A neighbor of mine was positive that he
could develop foul brood from chilled brood. I told him I

would give him $10 if he could. He tried his best, but he
had to admit that he could not.

A Member—Give a plad for managing colonies that are
being run for extracted honey in districts where foul brood
is prevalent, without spreading the disease.

H. Rauchfuss—It is not a good plan to produce ex-

tracted honey in such a district.

Mr. Adams—Don't run a badly infected colony for ex-

tracted honey, but keep it separate.

(Continued next week.)

(Our BeC'ReeplnS Sisters]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Lonesome for Bee-News.

I am still at the hospital. Providence permitting, I will

start for Florida in a few days. Mr. Harrison, who is an
invalid, accompanies me ; also our daughter Lucy. I can
not read the American Bee Journal now, but am in hopes to

be able to do so before long. I'm lonesome for bee-news.
Peoria Co., 111., Dec. 23. Mrs. L. Harrison.

It would seem from Mrs. Harrison's card that the opera-
tion had proved successful, and she was soon to have the
use of her eyes again. This is welcome news to her bee-
keeping sisters, who hope she will not have to be " lonesome
for bee-news " much longer.

For Colds, Coughs, and Chapped Hands.

I am delighted with your department in the American
Bee Journal, and if you will allow me to be a sister for the
time being, I will add my mite of information for the gen-
eral good.

These are the days when a " hot toddy " at bedtime,
after exposure to the inclemency of prevailing storms is not
only a pleasant beverage, but may forestall the advent of
serious trouble.

This is how to do it : Take a big spoonful of extracted
honey, put in a quart mug, add the juice of half a lemon (or

a teaspoonful of good vinegar will do nearly as well), pour
upon this boiling water, stir, and drink warm as possible
just before jumping into bed. In ten minutes you feel as if

in a Russian bath—exactly what you need to break up a
bad cold or congested lungs. It is good, and, of course,
perfectly harmless to old and young.

Talk about "two-lip" salve for chapped lips! Two

tablespoon fuls of honey, one of finely chipped camphor, a
small piece of wax, all thorou^^hly heated together, and let

cool, is the finest application for all sorts of chaps—hands,
face, etc., and for burns. Well, you just try it.

You know how we ladies often get hurt, cut and
scratched, especially about the kitchen. Well, a sticky
salve made of equal parts of honey, camphor and rosin
heated in a pan of hot water—that is, the ingredients put in

a tin cup, and the cup into a vessel of boiling water, well
stirred and cooled ready for " business. " Have that cup
handy ; it will be in frequent demand. A clean rag wrapped
over it is an additional protection.

. Let me tell it again : A pint (in that proportion) of
honey and a tablespoonful of spruce-gum, pounded fine,

dissolved in the honey, makes one of the very best cough-
balms to sore throats or lungs known. Dose, a teaspoonful
every hour. It exactly fits grandma's case for that racking
cough, and little Ethel won't have to be coaxed to take it

—

it is so good. My, what a blessing is honey, if the people
did but undrestand its benefits.

Did I hear you say, "Hold—enough ?" Well, then I'll

quit. With compliments of the joyous season.
Emm Dee.

The sisters will, no doubt, feel like giving a rising vote
of thanks for the valuable suggestions given by Emm Dee.
It may be something of a shock to some of them to be told

to take a hot toddy, but when they find out that it consists
of nothing more dangerous than extracted honey, lemon-
juice, and hot water, it will be all right. I think they will

heartily approve of such a toddy.
When he comes with such a bundle of helpful things,

Emm Dee may always feel just as sure of a cordial welcome
as if he were Emma Dee.

Smoking Bees.

On page 838 (1903) Mr. John Kennedy says, " Beginners,
and especially lady bee-keepers, generally use too much
smoke." Does he speak from observation, or just on gen-
eral principles ? I was not aware that lady bee-keepers

used any more smoke than the men. He further says,

"You can handle bees so as to require little or no smoke."
To be sure, you can (that is, some bees), but if your time is

very valuable does it pay to use too little smoke ? I once
went to one of the out-apiaries and forgot my smoker, con-

sequently I either had to work without one or go back home
after it. Rather than take a five-mile trip for it, I worked
all day without the smoker. I don't remember that I re-

ceived so very many stings, but, dear me, I had to be so

very careful of my every movement, so as not to irritate

those bees, that it was a very long and tedious day, and you
may be sure I did not forget my smoker again.

A puff or two of smoke at the entrance, and again over

the top of the brood-frames as the cover is lifted, may save

you from having to give, and the bees from having to re-

ceive, a good deal more smoke ; for if a colony is once
aroused it requires usually a good deal of smoke before it is

subdued. At any rate, I will take my chances on the ounce
of prevention rather than the pound of cure.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo. Ohio.

SLAUGHTERING ROADSIDE TREKS.

Yes, Prof. Cook, let's plant trees by the roadside ; but

how about those everlasting telephone lines and electric

roads that slaughter the ornamental trees after they have

become things of beauty and of joy ? Might not our legis-

latures profitably put some sort of a limit to such hideous

slaughter ? Page 760.

" SOME EXPERT OPINION " (>N I.ANGSTROTH FRAME.

And here, risen from the prave, is the old-fashioned

symposium set of answers to a question. The none too

spiritual Solomon, in a grandly, beautiful passage, tells

how everything has its time, and everything is admirable

in its time—but didn't think to mention that there was a
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time to rise again. Birth, and death, and slaughter in his
mind readily, but somehow not resurrection. Well, here on
page 770, is a welcome and timely resurrection. We hailed
the birth of the thing with general acclaim, when the de-
funct Apiculturist started it so long ago. It wore by
degrees—got threadbare by degrees—wore out—all tired of
it—decently buried. Already " the heavens be changed "

(to quote Job—more spiritual than Solomon) ; and here be-
hold our department ready for a new term of useful life !

And, meantime, the Langstroth frame appears to have
been holding its own, if not a little more, since it was ques-
tioned about last. About 17 for it against 10 to all others.
Of the 10 about 4 are for a long, shallow frame—and no
other three in a class. The growth of sentiment in favor
of the very shallow frame is not at all huge ; but apparently
it does grow some.

CAI,IFORNIA NEW-COMERS AND OCEAN WATER.

So the self-renunciatory Californians bid the new-comer
take water out of the Pacific Ocean, just as if the stuff was
free ! Page 762.

SWARMING AND NON-SWARMING QUEENS.

Methinks, deciding the relative rank and real value of
the queens that swarm as compared with the queens that
don't swarm, is one of the most difficult things we have to
do. If it's rattleheadedness that causes the swarming, of
course we don't want it. Very doubtful if it is always that.
If a higher order of vim, against unfavorable weather and
circumstances, puts them above the swarming level when
all others keep below it, it seems rather hard to condemn
them just because for one year the surplus account figured
smaller—and go to breeding from something with less nat-
ural vigor. Page 762.

ONE IN 10 FOR THE NATIONAL.

Modest request, truly—that one in ten of the beekeep-
ers that take the papers shall also join the Association.
Keep agitating and I guess they will. Yes, and here's my
own membership out, or nearly so, and I hadn't thought of
it for a long time—and wasn't likely to. Make us see our
duty big and often, somewhat as we have to see the last
new cereal in the newspapers. Page 755.

ON INDOOR WINTERING OF BEES.

As to that mild two weeks in November, I don't believe
a colony outside consumes any more than when inside.
May be I'm all wrong there. And some more of the edi-
torial reasoning on page 755 I am not quite inclined to ac-
cept either. It's not the abstract length of the confinement
that counts, but the number of days after they get to stir-
ring and eating more freely than their first style of deport-
ment. I suspect that that first and very desirable period of
placidity is variable, variable to a large extent, and that
how to make it as long as possible is one of the most im-
portant wintering problems left for us to solve.

THE COLOR FAD IN HONBY.

I can support Mr. Pryal, that the demand for extreme
whiteness in honey is somewhat a fad, and likely to mod-
erate eventually. But one consideration comes in there
which will hinder a little. While an amber honey, or even
a dark honey, may be better than a given white honey, the
honey from the same species of plant varies a good deal in
color, and it's best when it's whitest. Basswood honey, for
instance, is much better when it is nearly water-white than
vrhen it is yellow. Page 757.

DISINFECTING FOUL-BROODY HIVES.

So the smell of foul brood is to the smell of black brood
as old glue is to rotten apple.

I think page 759 suggests a style of treating hives that
if not new is near enough to it to be the better for repeat-
ing. Premising doubtless that the inner surface is scraped
entirely clean, brush it over with a mixture of gasoline and
bisulphide of carbon—brush it in such a free way that part
of the fluid must needs soak in before it evaporates—and
one-quarter bisulphide to three-quarters gasoline will an-
swer. Don't trust too much to so green a doctor as I, but I
should call this a good way to do.

Amerlkanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is
a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, SI. 00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Dr. Miller's New Year's Greeting.

I am sitting at my typewriter, coat and vest oil—I'm not always
clad in such a summery manner in the middle of winter, but often warm
up at my work—and was just about to attempt to answer the first ques-
tion appearing before me for 1904, when it occurred to me that this
being the first day of January I might at least wish a Happy New Year
to all the good friends who honor this page by looking over it. To be
sure, this may not appear in print until after the first number of the
Journal for 1'.KI4 has seen the light, but, at any rate, I'm taking the
right day to utter the wish.

When a man doesn't eojoy his work there's a misfit somewhere.
However much I may have come short in doing satisfactory work in

this department, I am sure I'm not a misfit at least to this extent, that
I have thoroughly enjoyed the work. I like to talk about bees and
tell what's the best thing to do with them, and only wish I knew more,
so that I could tell more The many kind words that have come to
me from time to time have cheered me more than I can well express.

If I should ever live to be old enoiigh I suppose I won't care for kind
words, but at my time of life they are greatly relished. The only re-

gret is that I cannot reply in kind, but hope you will take this brief
acknowledgment in lieu of a personal reply.

So, on this first day of January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand nine hundred four, I am heartily wishing you, my good friends of

the Journal family, a very Happy New Year. C. C. Miller.

[The foregoing from Dr. Miller did not arrive at this office in

time for it to appear in last week's issue. However, its kindly spirit

and grateful wishes will doubtless be just as acceptable to all as if

they had arrived "on time."

—

Editor.]

Cellar-Wintering of Bees Short of Stores.

I am a beginner, and also a new subscriber to the American Bee
Journal. On December .5, I bought 4 colonies of Italian bees in dove-
tailed hives. These bees were apparently in good condition, but had
almost exhausted their winter stores. I put them into the cellar, but as
soon as I started to feed them they became uneasy and flew around the
cellar. I closed the entrances with wire netting, and fed each of them
7 pounds of sugar (made into syrup) with a Miller feeder. I then put
them in one end of the cellar, with a curtain across to keep out
what little light came in. After they became quiet I removed the
wire and turned the bottom-boards to give them more ventilation,
and they have remained very quiet ever since. I see in the Bee Jour-
nal that you advise feeding sugar syrup only when the bees can fly.

1. Please give the reason.
3. How many pounds of sugar would you feed a fair-sized colony

to winter them in the cellar?

S. How many pounds when wintering outside?
The cellar in which I have these bees has a cemented-bottom, and

a hot-air furnace in one end. The temperature varies from 38 degrees
F. to 50 degrees F. So far, the end in which I have the bees has kept
about 50 degrees.

4. Have I any chance of bringing these bees through to the har-
vest. Westchester.

Answers.—1. You have yourself partly answered the question
when you say that feeding syrup made the bees become uneasy and fly

around the cellar. There is also danger of diarrhea resulting.
2. 20 or more.
3. HO or more.
4. Yes, if they will only remain " very quiet '' they may pull

through all right. Unless your thermometer marks too high, they
would probably do better to be no higher than 45 to 4S degrees.

Arrangement of Sections in t Supers—Bees Dying in
Winter.

1. What is the arrangement of sections in your supers, as shown
in " Forty Years Among ihe Bees," pagelHS As the outside dimen-
sions of an 8-franie hive is 20 inches, assuming the super is the same
the inside of super, if tnade of '„-mch lumber would be 18'4 inches, a
row of 4'4 sections would be only ir inches. What tills up this 134-
inch space at the end of the super, as you, I believe, use 5 tins in
place of section-holders?

2. I am wintering bees on the summer stands, in single-walled
hives, and in cleaning the bottotn-boards I find from a pint to upwards
of a quart of dead bees. The colonies are the strongest and heaviest
in the apiary. If it were weak colonies losing bees it would not be
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hard to guess the trouble. But, as the weaker ones with half the

honey are apparently wintering without much loss, I don't know what
to tliink. The bees are Italians, and the frames are unusually full of

honey. Jly guess is that the combs are so full that the bees have not

room to cluster rightly. Please give what you think is the trouble,

and also whether it would be a help or detriment to contract the en-

trance down to about an inch. Iowa.

AsswEHs.— 1. I'm ashamed that you should have had the oppor-

tunity to ask such a question, for it should have been told in the book
without being asked. As you say, four sections make 17 inches in

length, and a little extra length is needed in the super, so it is 17-'h

long, inside measure, and I'.i', outside measure. That's shorter than

the hive; ami a strip of wood is laid on the hive at one end, or else the

strip is nailed on the super. The latter is the better way, only my
wagon-box is of such size that the supers pack in it better without
any strip nailed on. I thank you for calling attention to the omission.

2. I don't know what the trouble is—possibly nothing. For the

stronger a colony is the more bees there are to die off. Still, a quart
of dead bees before the close of December seems like a pretty heavy
mortality. Combs too full of honey may be the cause, i/ there is not

room for the bees to cluster below the bottom-bars. With a bottom-
board two inches deep, it is doubtful that the combs can be too full,

for in that ease the bees have plenty of room to cluster below the
frame: but if there is only half an inch or so below the bottom-bars,
and the frames are solid full of honey, the bees will be obliged to

spread up into the spaces, and with sealed combs between the layers

of bees it would be hard for them to keep up the heat. After all, it is

a rare thing that you will find the combs so full of honey that there

will not be a plenty of empty cells in the lower parts of the combs.

Distlnsuishlnsf Pure Honey from Adulterated.

Is there any way by which I can tell adulterated honey from pure
honey? All the honey I sell is stamped " Pure Honey," and I see

honey in the market which I think is not pure. Michigan.

Answer.—I don't know of any way by which you can certainly

tell without having the honey analyzed. But if it is adulterated with
glucose, you may readily distinguish the glucose taste after you have
become acquainted with it, especially the disagreeable after-taste.

Plans to Prevent Increase—Outside Feeding of Bees.

I wish to run my apiary without increase. I would rather dimin-

ish, and have several plans in mind.
1. When a swarm issues, if I cage or kill the queen and run the

swarm back will it be likely to swarm again that year, if I destroy
queen-cells in time*

2. If I cage the queen and insert her between the combs will the
outside bees feed her ? It so, and I keep her caged until I hear the

young queen piping, then destroy the young queen and all queen-
cells, will they be likely to swarm again i

3. If I unite I have a lot of brood-combs which are hard to keep
until swarming-time unless left on the hive. Suppose I destroy one
queen in uniting and set the queenless colony on top of the other,

with a queen-excluding-board between. Then, when the swarm issues

from any hive I take this upper hive olT and set it on a bottom-board
and put it in place of the swarming colony. Will the colony be
likely to swarm again, if I destroy iiueun-cells at the proper time!

4. I have a few hives packed oiitof-doors. If there should come
warm spells through the winter that tjees could lly out, would it be an
advantage, or an injury, to set honey outside for feed; They may be
short if they consume more than in the cells. Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Yes if you kill all cells but one you will likely end
swarming for the season.

2. They will be sure to feed her, and it may, and it may not, end
swarming. Localities differ, and it is worth while for you to make
the experiment, for it may work all right with you.

3. Likely not.

4. If short of stores it would bean advantage, provided you do
not start robbing.

Preventing Other Bees from Robbing.

Is there any way to keep other bees from robbing mine!
Minnesota.

Answer.—Sure. Keep your colonies so strong they can defend
themselves. Don't allow queenless colonies. Don't expose honey to

start robbing. Don't open hives unnecessarily when no honey is

coming in. You see, it's a matter of " don'ting" rather than doing,
for if the colonies are queen-right and strong there is no danger of

their being robbed unless there is some fool thing done on the part of
bee-keeper. But remember that if you have more than one colony
there is just as much danger of robbing from your own bees as from
other people's bees.

« » »

Trouble wltti Bottom-Starters.

1. I have tried your method of tilling sections with foundation,
but could not make the bottom piece stand upright. It would droop
over, and lay down Hat like a cabbage-plant under a hot sun. What
do you do to make it stand upright!

2. How would it do to cut foundation in a triangular form, like a

saw-tooth, fasten the wide edge of the foundation to the upper side of

the section clear across, and let the lower point of the foundation
rest on the bottom of the section ' Kansas.

Answers.—1. Nothing is done to make the bottom starters stand
up straight, and there is no trouble on that score. The starters are

only *s of an inch deep ; they are put in with a Daisy fastener, the
bottom starter put in before the top starter, and the sections immedi-
ately turned over to fasten the top starter in. The work is usually

done in cool or cold weather. If done in hot weather it might not
work so well. Neither would it work so well, probably, with any-
thing like the Parker fastener. I don't know how would be the best

way with a Parker, but it might be something like this: Have the

foundation pretty warm, and put in quite a number of bottom starters

before putting in the top starters, setting each section upside down
as fast as the bottom starters are put in, so they would cool off In

place.

2. If you allow the foundation to touch the bottom, even at a sin-

gle point, you will probably find that the starter will stretch suffi-

ciently to make it sag to one side.

To We«.ltK
The farmer who is making the most
profit now-a-days is the farmer \\ lio

is making the most of modern equiii-
ment. In this he'll find

Stromberg-Carlson
Telephones

ilircct wires to wealth. The reasons
for this are tersely told in our book
F-4 "Telephone Facts for Farmers,"
sent free. Address nearest olttce.

Strombrrg - Carlson Tel.
RooheMter, N. Y.—ChJcBKo, III

Please Meutlon Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

t FROM MANY FIELDS
3

A Very Good Honey Crop.

Not having a report of the honey crop from
around here, I will write one. We had a very
good crop this year. I had 8 colonies, spring
count, and got MK) pounds of extrated honey,
and about 200 pounds of comb honey in one-
pound sections. I increased to 13 colonies.

There was quite a lot of swarming this sea-

son before it was expected. .Jas. Kane.
Dubuque Co., Iowa, Dee. 14.

Oklahoma as a Bee-Country.

I have just returned, after a 30-days' visit,

from Oklahoma Territory. While there I

visited the Agricultural and Mechanical Col-

lege, and Government Experimental Station,

and am under many obligations to the profes-

sors and officers in charge for many courtesies

shown me.
I was told that Oklahoma was not a good

bee-country. The professor of entomology
informs me they abandoned experiments in

bee-culture, yet there is a bee-keeper in Kip-
ley who has a large apiary, Ripley is near the
Cimarron river, and bottom land is the only
place where alfalfa does well. I think Okla-
homa may be a good fruit country, although

100^ HATCHES
tf. S. Send for a copy and read the proof. ' It is free.

Buckeye Incubator Co., Box SS, Sprinsfleld, O.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let OS quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

EVEN THE WIRE.
and mode of cotistruction, are very different. Pace
Fence is tlio only woven fence made of Basic.
Hlgh-CarbDn wire stock. That l9 better.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian, Michigan.

if you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicnltnral Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
'I DiKoanU to the Trade.
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BARREL
of Vitse-Ope is not necessary to convince you that it is the best remedy
in, on or out of the earth for ailing people, to ppove tO you positively
that it vpill cure yoUP ills, as it has the ills of so many others. One OUnce
of the Ope (one package) mixed with a quart of water, one month's
tPeatment, is all that you need for the test, all the evidence we want to
submit, and we want to send it to you at OUP pisk. You ape tO be the
judge ! One month's treatment with this natural Pemedy will do for
you what six months' use of other advertised treatments cannot. If it
does not, you to decide, we want nothing from you :

Read Our Special Trial Offer.
Y\^E WILL SEND to every subscriber or reader of the American Bee
' ~ Journal or worthy person recommended by a subscriber, a full-sized
One Dollar package of VIT/E-ORE, by mail, post-paid, sufficient for one
month's treatment, to be paid for within one month's time after receipt if
the receiver can truthfully say that its use has done him or her more good
than all the drugs or dopes of
quacks or good doctors or pat-
ent medicines he or she has
ever used. Read this over
again carefully, and under-
stand we ask our pay only
when it has done you good
and not before. We take all

the risk
;
you have nothing to

lose. If it does not benefit
you, you pay us nothing.
Vitse-Ore is a natural, hard,
adamantine rock - like sub-
stance—mineral—Ore—mined
from the ground like gold and
silver, and requires about 20

years for oxidization. It con-
tains free iron, free sulphur
and magnesium,and one pack-
age will equal in medicinal
strength and curative value
800 gallons of the most power-
ful, effi,~acious mineral water
drunk fresh at the springs. It

is a geological discovery, to

which there is nothing added
or taken from. It is the mar-
vel of the century for curing
such diseases as Rheuma-
tism, Bpight's Disease,
Blood - Poisoning, Heapt-
Tpouble, Dpopsy, Catapph
and T h p a t Affections,
Livep, Kidney and Bladder
Ailments, Stomach and Fe-
male Disorders, La Grippe,
Malapial Fevep, Nepvous
Prostration andGeneral De-
bility, as thousands testify,

and as no one, answering
this, writing for a package.

' SICK UNTO DEATH.
Had Kidney, Liver and Stomach

Troubles for 3Iany Years.

" A New Lease on Life."

For many years I have had Kidney and Liver
Complaints and for the last three years I have
had Stomach Trouble. I kept growing worse
and weaker every day, and tried doctors and
several patent medicines without any relief un-
til I had given up all hope of ever getting any

better. I saw your
ad and thought I

would give Vit;e-
Ore a trial. While
waiting for the
medicine to come,
I grew so weak I

could no; sit up
more than 5 min-
utes at a time. My
neighbors said I

was going to die
and my wife want-
ed to send me up
to the hospital at
Portland, but did
not know how to
get me there, as 1

was unable t o
stand the ride. I

received the full thirty-day trial treatment ad-
vertised, and began immediaiely to take the
Vit;i' Ore as directed. In four days' time I was
able to sit up all day, which I had not done for
six months, and now I am able to ride to town,
a distance of fifteen miles, over a hilly country,
and walk two miles to the Postoflice. I am now
on my second package of Vita>-Ore. All my
neighbors and friends marvel at the great
change in my condition in so short a time, and
all give full credit to your treatment. I cannot
say enough for the Viliif-Ore treatment, but
thank God and the Theo. Noel Company for a
new lease on my life.

M. BUTTERFIELD, Cleveland, Ore.

will deny after using. Vitse-
Ope has cured more chronic, obstinate, pronounced-incurable cases than
any other known medicine, and will reach such cases with a more rapid,

powerful curative action than any medicine, combination of medicines, or
doctor's prescription which it is possible to procure :

VITjE-ORE will do the same for you as it has for hundreds of readers

of this paper if you will give it a trial. Send fOP a $1.00 package at
OUP pisk. You have nothing to lose but the stamp to answer this an-

nouncement. If the medicine does not benefit you, wpite US SO and
there is no hapm done. We want no one's money whom Vitse-Ore
cannot benefit. Can anything be more fair ? What sensible person, no

ff jj / f ^ ~'\yi>i^ (4,1%. ^ matter how prejudiced he or she may be, who desires a cure and is willing
i„,1si«i'A:^.,''.^^^^0'i^i, Ji r/iirvCM^ ^- I to pay for it, would hesitate to try Vit£e-0re on this liberal offer ? One

package is usually sufficient to cure ordinary cases; two or three for

chronic, obstinate cases. We mean jUSt What we Say in this announcement, and will do just what we agree. Write
to-day for a package at our risk and expense, giving your age and ailments, and mention this paper, so we may know
that you are entitled to this liberal ofl^er.jLr_i - . SENT BY MAIL. WE PAY THE POSTAGE.:?./^ .^j, jUT.. CJ

Tilts offer will i-hullniiji' tlie atimtkm mid cvmidiratiuii, and tijtfrunrd l/ic gratitude of ivenj liviiig person lelio desins hetttr healtli, or uho suffers

p-iiiis, ills and diseases whir/i have defied he medinil leorld ,inil t/roin, leorsr liut/i age. iVc rare not for your skeplicisiu, buluskjint!/ ymirjneestiga-
tion, and at our expense, regardless of what ills you luvr. In/ .smdini/ in us i\>r a jiaehn/e. Jddress., l_'- il — '--—

i CD [_r

THEO. NOELICO., J. P. Dept., Vitae-Ore Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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fruit-trees take on ft dwarfish appearauee. I

saw no pear-blight or evidence of codling
moth and similar injurious insects. Price of
lands range from .*10 to J50 per acre.

W. P. HogARTY, V. S. A.
Wyandotte Co., Kans.. .Ian. 1.

Pollen and Foul Bpood.

In every case in which foul brood has been
examined by a man competent to undertake it,

the pollen of a certain plant is always found.
There are pollen-grains of different plants
found in the cells of all healthy bees, but in

every instance where foul brood has been exam-
ined the pollen of this one plant has been dis-

covered, and is also found in the stomach of
bees that have died of foul brood. Without
being .positively certain about the origin of
these diseases among bfees. might it not be the
case that the pollen which the bees store away
furnish nutritive ground for the bacillus
growth, which takes its start from this one
particular kind of pollen that is always found
in connection with the disease? in other
words, might it not be the case that stored
pollen made a culture-field similar to that of
a mushroom bed in which, when a grain of
pollen from a certain plant (to me unknown)
is introduced, the result is a microscopic
growth which spreads through the entire bed,
and this causes the disease known as foul
brood i In other words, may it not be the re-
sult of the pollen of some one plant?
This would appear to be the probable cause

as this characteristic pollen is always found
in connection with the disease. I do not state
this as a fact, I ask the question in regard to
the possibility of such being the case. It
would not necessarily mean that wherever
this poisonous plant was found that foul
brood should of a necessity follow, but it

would show that if the conditions were right
for the development of the bacilli, and that
the introduction of this particular pollen pro-
duced the disease, it would be certain that we
have found the cause. What do our scienti-
fic people think about it * Kane Co. , III.

Eucalyptus for Arizona.

After reading Prof. A. .J. Cook's article, on
page 760, " Roadside Tree-Planting and Refor-
esting," I am of the impression that the
eucalyptus or gum-tree would thrive and be a
paying investment to the farmers of Salt River
Valley, as they have all their irrigating ditches
planted with cotton-wood (a very poor wood
except for firewood,

)

I see no reason why the gum-tree would not
thrive along the ditches as well, or better
than in California, where they plant on the
hillside, or "any old place."
Why not have Prof

. Cook " go us one bet-
ter," through the " Old Reliable," and inform
us of some reliable nusery-men in California
where we bee-keepers of Arizona may send
for seeds or young plants of the gum-trees
that would be true to name, that we might
give them a trial? I would like to try them
on a small scale, to see how they would stand
this climate, and I believe there are others
that would be interested. L. E. Redden.
Miricopa Co., Ariz., Dec. 14.

[There is nothing to hinder some reliable

California dealer or nursery man from adver-

tising such seeds or plants in these columns.
—Editor.]

WintepingBees—Other Experiences
I will give to the readers some of my ex-

perience for the last season. I started in the
spring with one colony of blacks ; they were
very weak, and on July -.'-J I put on one super
with -r4i4x4'4 sections, and the bees put in
18 full sections of nice honey. On .July 30,
I received a choice queen, and on that day I
divided them, taking out '2 frames of brood and
putting in -Z frames of full combs from hives
where the bees had died the winter before. I
put in about a (luart of bees and stopped
them in tight, let them stand for H days
and then introduced the queen, using tol)acco-
smoke. On Aug. 30 the first bees flew, and
in October the hive was full of bees and full
of honey.
On Sept. 36 I got a swarm from a limb of

Mi Sit >li>tt>fe ite >fc >tt >li >!'i >ti >te >li ife. >tiMt >te >li sit>Ji

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Qoods at Root's Prices.

Everything used by Bee-Keeper:
apt Ser

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
512 Mass. Avenue, - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

>pr>K>?« 5?« >J« >?*f >{«">??>?«W^ >?« TjiT >?<:>;« Tj? >?« TfT -jj? ?Pf>i«

1 3 Percent Discounf B"?,"'^,"'"'^ ^ ^
^

"

® Send for our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. Our

I
HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in workmanship and material

S By sending^ in your order now, you will save money, and
j* secure prompt shipment.

I PAGE & LYON MFQ. CO., New London,Wis. l>sa

r
riarshfield Manufacturing Co.

Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO. Marshfield, Wis.

CCilOEl STRONGEST
miluCi MADE. BuU

SnnfMkfiUn T,
^^^" strong, CWcken-

ttUnOTtfUffAl ^'^"^- Sold to the Farmer at WholpBale
.»!» — ^ - -J Frlct'w. Fully WarmnteiJ. Catalop Free

COILED SPRING FENCE ?0.
Boi S9 Wlnchenttr, Isdluii, D. 8. A.

Please mention the Bee Journal

BOYS
WE WANT WORKERS
Boys, GirlB, old and yoimp alike,
make money working for us.
W« furnish capit&l toitArt yoa id bosl*

tiflu. Seodoi 10c vUmps or illTer for fall initructions and a Hoe o(
tmplMto work with. URAPEK PUBLISHiNQ CO.«ChicaKo.m.

Please mention Bee Journal -wlien writing.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
We wish to advise our friends that on and after Jan. 1st we shall be

located in our new 3-story building, 521 Monroe Street, where we shall
keep on hand at all times the largest stock of

Poultry and Bee- Keepers' Supplies in the West.

Remember, we handle ROOT'S QOODS exclusively, and with the low
freight rates, and the 4 percent discount which we offer during December,
enables Toledo to excel all other shipping points. Thanking you for past
favors, and soliciting a continuance of the same, we remain,

Yours truly,

GRIGGS BROS., 521 Mouroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.
Free Catalog. Ask for it.

Headquarters F»" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H.W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI.OHIO.

Please mention Bee Journal when writins
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an apple-tree; they had been on there long

enough to make quite a piece of comb. Then
I took 2 more combs of honey and pollen

from the old hive and put new bees on, with

3 empty combs, and fed the lot with sugar

syrup, until all had stores for winter, then I

made outside cases and packed them the fol-

lowing way:
I put in 5 inches of line hay, and then set

the hives in, and filled to the supers all around
as tightly as possible with same kind of hay,

then tacked a piece of burlap on the bottom
of the super, and set it on and filled that with

the same, then covered to about the depth of

a foot, then put on a good cover that was
tight. I will report how they winter.

My old colony carried out its queen on Aug.

19; there were about 100 bees that seemed to

crowd her along ahead of them, until they

got her to the edge of the alighting-board, and
then a few took her and went into the air

with her, and that was the last I saw of her.

D. B. BOTNTON.
Oxford Co., Maine, Deo. 26.

A Good Report—Bee House.

This has been a good year for bees here. 1

had 19 colonies, spring count, increased to ai,

and have sold $450 worth of honey, and have

850 or S60 worth more on hand.

For 10 years I have not shipped a pound of

honey ; I always label it, and by square deal-

ing try to increase the trade at home. I have
sold 85 dozen quart-jars of extracted honey.

I send you a cut of my apiary ; since that

was taken I have built 3 more. I just started

the air would take from, and not add to, any
liquid. Honey will become thinner in a mois-

ture-laden atmosphere, and contains more
water, but it will be at the expense of the

other ingredients of that honey ; or in other

words, it is only a form of decomposition.

Moisture is necessary for any natural decom-
position. Honey, or any liquid or substance, if

left exposed to the air will decompose to some
extent. All natural decomposition of any
substance is due to unseen vegetable life,

hence moisture is necessary to favor the

propagation of the same; and when any
liquid absorbs moisture from the air it is

merely an exchange of solid for water. Hence
the said 100 pounds of good honey would
weigh less after it became ^i water, and after

that honey had been again evaporated
down to good, thick honey, it would be less

in both bulk and weight than when you first

started.

Honey oozing out through the cappings is

probably due, to some extent at least, to the

gas caused by said decomposition.

This is the way I understand the problem.
I am perfectly willing to stand corrected, if

wrong. J. E. Johnson.
Knox Co., 111.

Report fop 1903—Honey from
Houses.

I will give my figures for 1908. I started

with 12 colonies, and increased to 30, but I

caught a number of swarms. I have taken
off 23T4 pounds of comb honey and 406 pounds
of chunk honey; I got I'i'.j cents per pouud

-^ IMlf "g'
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waehtub full, four 10-gallon cans, -' large

dishpans, and 5 pailf. Now this may sound
"fishy " to some, but I have a picture of it

before it was talien out, and the comb is in

plain view.
I have taken honey out of 7 houses this fall,

and li of them averaged about 100 pounds
each. I have my bees in sheds, and pack
them in leaves for winter. I have done so

for several years, and find it the best place I

have ever tried.

Now about red clover queens in this State:

When red clover has small heads we all must
have red clover queens for they work on it

splendidly.
Well, I cannot handle bees without the

American Bee .Journal. H. Gilbert.
Jasper Co., Iowa, Dec. IS.

Poorest Honey Season Ever Known.
The past season here was the poorest for

honey that I have ever known. King Solomon
said that what has been will be again; but I

do not want another poor season like the past,

to be again. B. F. Stone.
Preston Co., W. Va., Dec. 35.

Perfect In '

egg. Write for c:

GEO. H. STAHL, Quiacy, III.

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

WE INVITE all readers of the Amer-
ican Bee JoaRNAL who seek a col-

lege for themselves or friends to inves-
tigate

MountUnlonGoilege
^ Our motto iu all departments is ''Max-

S imum efiBciency at minimum cost."

8 Our scholastic training is equal to the

S best, our reputation first-class. All ex-
•3 penses for a year, aside from he cloth-
•' fng and traveling, less than $20v. ''0. Co
•2 education, health conditions, mor.. ' and

% religious influence, superior.
•? Send for catalog.

ff MOUNT UNION COLLEGE,
0) Alliance, Ohio.

W/ — — .i 1 To buy FANCY CombWanted honey m uo-dnp
' **»«»-»'** cases; also amber Ex-

tracted in barrels; spot cash
C. M. SCOTT & CO.

1004 E. Wash. Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
lAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED—Comb Honey in quantity lots.

We are perhaps the only dealers in this article
owning as much as 150,000 pounds at one time.
Please state quantity, quality and price asked
for your offerings, Thos. C. Stanley & Son,
24Atf Manzanola, Colo., or Fairfield, III.

WANTED I-'^^^^B HONEY
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32At£ Front and Walnnt, Cincinnati, Ohio.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION "^^^"^^'''

Has an established
AND PUREST and ii

ing- wax into fouudat

WHOLESALE
jutatioa, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
11 respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
i for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog, with prices aad discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

3 percent Discount |
IN JANUARY g

On all orders where cash
accompanies. We fur- ft

nish everything needed S
in the Apiary. g
Catalog and price-list |5

FREE. S
AQENCIBS. li

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., 4?
Chariton, Iowa. •?

Trester Supply Co. 1 Sf

Lincoln. Nebr. ij

KK,B3TCHM:E3K, Ti/L'F'O-. CO
, ^"'^'^''council'^Blu'ffs, Iowa. S

R,ED OA-PC, lO'W.A.. Chas Meyers, Leipsic.Ohio. g

I WE HAVE GROWN f
i^ TOO BIG FOR OUR PRESENT QUARTERS. ^^ The rapid expansion of our business has driven us out, and on January tst we »
.^ will be located at 51 WALNUT STREET. This forced change will remove us ^
;^ only half a block from our old home, but there we will have four floors, with increased »
.^ facilities, and a TREMENDOUS NEW STOCK OF BEE-SUPPLIES. ^
^ We Have To Do This. We Lead. 5

In the new place uothing will be lacking. You will find a complete line of every- ^
^ in the bee-line. ^^
The MUTH SPECIAL, the REGULAR STYLES OF DOVETAILS, DADANT'S FOUNDA- S*^ TlON.etc. Soecial Discounts for Early Orders. CO ME AN D SEE US. &

;^ QUEEN-BEES and Nuclei in season. Send for Catalog. ^
fS nri C J WT" A Tl .it /~^ Front and Walnut, ^
l5 1 he rred W, Muth Co,, Cincinnati, ohio. ^•

(

flep«e Tuention Bee Journal "when "WTiting

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.\KKKT QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Jan. s.—The new year opens with
a quiet trade iu honey, retailers havin^f usually
a supply from the stock laid in to make a (food
show at the holiday time. Prires are without
essential chang^e in No. 1 to fancy comb, which
brings about 13c; very little doing in off grades
at from l(ai3c less. Extracted, white grades,
bring from 6(§i7c, according to flavor and other
qualities; ambers about Ic less; especially
weak are those lacking in flavor and body.
Beeswax steady at 28@30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Jan. S. —The market on comb
honey has weakened, aa the supply has been
larger than the demand. Fancy water-white,
14c; off grades, lower. Extracted, amber, in
barrels, 55i@5^c; in fiO-lb. cans, %c more; al-
fa.lfa, water-white, 6@6Mc; fancy white clover,
7®8c. Beeswax, good demand; 30c for nice.

C.H. W. Weber.

Philadelphia, Dec. 10.—I^arge lots of comb
honey being offered from States that were not
supposed to have much stock. Bee-men, as
usual, wake up now to the tact that they want
to sell their comb honey and push it on the
market, thus breaking the price. If they would
only offer their honey in September, they would
get more for it and it would be better for the
producer and dealer. We quote fancy white
14@16c; No. 1, 12(atl4c; buckwheat, 12c. Fancy
extracted, 8c; amber, 6@7c. We arc producers
of honey, and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selsej«.

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 15.—Market ^ery dull,
and lower since the cold weather. Quotations
have to be shaded, and concessions made to ef-
fect any quantity sales. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, Nov. 2^.—The demand for comb
honey is slower now than it was six weeks ago,
owing to the enormous quantities offered on all
sides. Fancy comb is sold in single case lots
at 14c. The supply of extracted honey is big,
although the demand is good. We are selling
amber extracted in barrels at 5^i(g'6!^c. White
clover, in barrels and cans, 7H@S>^c, according
to quality. Beeswax, 33c.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Boston, Dec. 21.—The demand for honey con-
tinues good, with an ample supply of comb, and
a light supply of extracted., We quote our
market as follows: Fancy white comb, 16@17c;
No. 1, 14@15c; and practically no No. 2 to offer.
Extracted, 7(&xc, as to quality,

Blake, Scott & Lhe.

Kansas City, Dec. 30.—Instead of our honey
market improving, it has grown worse as far
as comb is concerned. The receipts have in-
creased and fancy comb and No. 1 have been
sold as low as $Z-SO per case of 24 sections. We
do not look for any improvement in prices be-
fore February, if then. We quote: Fancy
white comb, 24 section case?, $2 6U; No. 1, $2.50;
No. 2, $240. Extracted, white, per lb., 7@7Kc;

New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honey is arriving
in suflScient quantities to supply the demand»
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We quote
fancy white at 14c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, ll^l2c;
and buckwheat, 10c. Extracted, light amber,
at 6c; white, 6'/2c; Southern, 55fS)60c per gallon;
buckwheat, 5!^c. Beeswax. 28@29c.

Hildreth & Segelken.

San Francisco, Dec. 16.—White comb, 1-lb.

frames, 13@14 cents; amber, 9@llc. Extracted,
white, S}i@(jc\ light amber, 4J^@5c; amber,
4@4J4c; dark amber, 3^i@4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 2754@29c; dark, 2S@26c.
Demand is not brisk and is mainly for the

choicest and most ordinary, or for water-white
and for dark honey. The latter is in moderate
request from bakers for honey-cakes, which
serves for this purpose as well as light honey,
and is given the preference on account of cheap-
ness. Present stocks are largely medium am-
ber grades and these are moving slowly.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago, III,

ftease memion Uee Journal wnen siatlng
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The Best Bee-Goods

ID the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy o( us yoit
tf'ill not be diisiappoiiited.
We are undersold by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; la its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M, Gerkish, Epping, N.H., carries
a full line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save the freight.

••
Please »nRntion Bee Journal -when -WTitrng,

1. J. STRINGHflM. 105 Park Place, I

NEW YORK I
Manufactures and carries in stock every w
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND Ir

QUEENS IN SEASON. 3>
Apiaries— (ilea Cove. L.I. Catalog free, 'jl

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail. $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold
for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta sua, east ST, LOUIS. ILL.

WE HAVE IT!
n A Cement-Coated Staple for securing hive-

bottoms, bodies, etc.; two sizes, IH and 2-inch.

The only staple for bee-keepers.
IT DOES NOT WORK LOOSE.

1 lb., by mail, 30c: 5 lbs., by e.xpress, $1.00; 10

lbs., by express, $1.75.

THE WOOD-BRUSH BEE-HIVE
AND BOX CO.,

ijA-iTsiisra-, - x/cicH.
lA2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
T. P. BINQHAM. Parwell. Mich

:=Supplies I §

uuii I Wait flnu Longer to Buu>

Big Discount !or Orders Now. «

Write us to-day and say what yon S
want, and g-et our prices. New catalog S
will soon be out; it is free. X
We also handle the famous

tloosier Incubators and Brooders.

C. M.Scott & Co.
Dept. A. 1004 East Washington Street,

Indianapolis, Ind,

fiease oiuuuou oo^ j

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGrifbU
to iDfwt the- WHO work for as. Cow teep^^re ul >, .y»

Ih.T. mODO^- W* BUrt jroQ in biMlnesa, You iiiak,

llRrg«pT0fiU. Cuy work. W« hiniliih capital. S«Qd
' 10 mdU for fall itoe of umpicaud pvtlcular>-

DRAPER PUBLISBINQ (^..^Chlcaeo. Ills.

Please mention Bee J oiumal wben 'wntUie
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i^ Dadant's Foundational?
VG (juarantee oaListaction. beauty, "purity, firhness.
No SAGQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of i

Because
iipliments.

Send name for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee—Re\/isec]
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESVNZaX VNZSNTED al all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton. Hancock Co., 111.

'»T*»T*»T*»T?»T?»TT»r?|i??f- Tf- Tf- 7<? ^«^ !».• >^

Please mention Bee journal when wntina

JpQO!

Our New Catalog is

Now Ready:

1
— 68 Pages

Illustrating, describing- and listing- all of the standard, finest and
up-to-date articles used by

Send for a copy at once. Discount for Early Orders.
Three percent during January.

Lewis One-Piece Highly Polished Sections are perfect. Fifteen Millions sold last year.

All parts of our Hives are made to Fit Accurately. Perfect Workmanship and Finest

Material. No trouble in setting thera up. Our customers aay it is a pleasure. We are not

selling goods on NAME ONLY, but on their QUALITY.
Twenty Thousand Additional Square Feet of floor-space jU3t added to our plant. We

now have over Forty-Five Thousand square feet of Hoor-epace. We certainly can take care

nf your orders promptly. Remember That.

Two New Features.
Our Acme Hive, the shallow body style, simple and cheap. Our New Wisconsin Hive.

a Portico Front, and the same inside arrangement as the regular dovetailed.

One of IVIciny.
New Havkn, IOWA. June 27. I903.

G. B. LEWIS CO.. Watertown. Wis.

Gentlemen :— I must say something in regard to the goods you have sent rae. They are

v«>ry good, and I received them in fine condition and consider same cheap. Some people

make their own hivea. but I think this is a foolish plan when you can get goods like this

well made, neatly finished and in such perfect conditii)n. I have used low sections and find

everything all right. If anybody wants to know where to send for the best bee-supplies,

tell them to write to me. Yours tor business,

BENNIE DIEDBRICH.

Complete list of Agencies will be found in Catalog.

G, B, LEWIS COMPANY,
Manufacturers Bee-'Keepers' Supplies,

8
WATERTOWN, WIS., U.S. A.
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ROOT'S
BEE=
SUPPLIES

The Known
Best the World

Quality Over
1904 Catalog (93rd edition) free. Also sample Gleanings In Bee-Culture.

Be sure you get Supplies bearing this TRADE-MARK.
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IT INSURES YOUR GETTING BEST QUALITY.

TESTIIVIONIALS.
' I have some of youi- hives iu use, and I find they give

more satisfaction than any other hive in the market. If all

goes well I will be ordering more of them before long."
Cape Colony, South Africa. R. J. King.

The bee-fixtures that I ordered of you came to hand in

good order, and are the finest worl< I ever saw. Every
thing went together like the leaves of a book. The supers
fit my Quinby hives perfectly, and are sure to give better
satisfaction, although costing a little more ihan what I

could have got them for from your agent in Portland, Oreg.
Thanks for your promptness in filling my order for odd
sizes. H. A. March.

Fidalgo, Wash.

" I have been using the fence separator, and find them
much superior to solid goods. The 450 shallow hives you
made for me are giving good satisfaction."

Vigo, Tex. J. E. Chambers.

I have iust now unpacked and examined the goods sent
by you, and am greatly pleased with the lot.

Scottsville, Ariz.
'

W. H. Gill.

These hives have proven very satisfactory, and I now
wish 25 more of the same kind.

Very truly yours,
Tecumseh. Mich. P. W. A. Fitsimmons.

While writing you this, I must say the hives I ordered
of you were first-class in every particular, and not one mis-
take. F. L. Powers.

Artemisa, Cuba, W. I.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.
/)«!)• *(/•*.—The shipment of hives and bee-supplies,

which you sent me, arrived in excellent condition, and every
one who has seen them, is delighted with the accuracy and
precision of the workmanship of every detail, both of the
goods and the manner in which the order was executed.
• Yours very truly.

Cape Colony. Frederic T. Bioletti.

" People are beginning to change their bees to the Root
hive. My trade being so much better this season than pre-
vious years." Yours for service.

Pennville, Ind. Alfred Grissom.

The a. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio.
Oentlemen :—I am well pleased with your prompt way

of doing business. The goods are just simply nice. Many
thanks. Yours truly,

John D. A. Fisher.
mi

The goods ordered have arrived, and are very tine, giv-

ing entire satisfaction, as is invariably the rule when order-

ing from you. Allow me to thank you for your promptness
which I appreciate more this time than usual, as I needed
the goods very much. I can get goods from your factory

in about the same time that it takes to receive a reply from
some parties at no greater distance. W. A. Klock.

Herkimer, N. T.

^^
Your chaff hive, the last one, is the thing. I had them

out with no proteclion, not a fence or tree, and the north
wind howling around them with mercury at 42 degrees be-

low, and that wide entrance all open. I did not expect
them to come through. It seemed that enough arctic cold
would come in the entrance to freeze brass bees; but these
came out strong in spring. S. J. Harmeling.

Marion, S. D.

BRANCH OFFICES.
CHICAGO, IL,L.. 144 East Erie Street.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 10 Vine Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.

THe f\. I. Root Go.,
BRANCH OFFICES.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Miss. St.

... „•, , .- - - SAN ANTOXrO, TEX., 43,s W. Houston St.
Main Office and Factory, WASUINCTON. D.C . IIIX) Md. Ave.. S.W.

IvIEJDIN'A-, - OHIO. HAVANA. CUBA, S.in Isrnacio 17.
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Editorial Comments

Out of the Honey and Bee Supply Business-

It seems that a good many ot our readers either have forgotten it,

or else did not notice the announcement made in these columns, that on

Oct. 1, 1903, we severed all our connection with the honey and bee-

supply business; also beeswax. We are now devoting our whole time

to the American Bee Journal, and find plenty to do, we can assure you.

For anything wanted aside from the American Bee .Journal and
bee-books, we respectfully refer our subscribers to the advertisements

to be found in these columns. We believe every one of our adver-

tisers is entirely reliable. If we did not feel so we would not adver-

tise for them, as we are more than ever against all kinds of frauds and

crooked dealing of every kind. Kindly patronize our advertisers, and
when writing any of them, if you will also say you saw their advertise-

ment in the American Bee Journal, it will be greatly appreciated.

Lectures on Bee-Keeping at Farmers' Institutes.

When work of this kind is done, why is not some one engaged for

it who is an up-to-date bee-keeper? In the report of the New Jersey

State Board of Agriculture appears a lecture given before that body,

which lecture had been given at' the various institutes throughout the

State. Here are some expressions used in the lecture:

'The average life of a working bee is about five weeks."
"They have a queen-bee, and she rules them all, and as she moves

majestically from cell to cell, is followed by a retinue of attendants
who fulfill her every wish."

" A bee's bite injects into the system formic acid."
" Comb honey has one advantage over strained honey."

This lecture was delivered by Mr. D. Everitt Lyon, Ph.D., and

some reporter or printer may have been responsible for saying " five

weeks " instead of " six weeks," and " bite " instead of " sting;" but

any up-to-date bee-keeper, even though untitled, ought to know bet-

ter than to say " strained " instead of " extracted," and to talk about

the queen ruling all, aad being '' followed by a retinue of attendants

who fulfill her every wish."

Grading Honey by Quality.

Why is it that in most, if not all. the attempts at making rules for

grading honey the matter of quality has been left unmentioned? It is

of vastly more consequence that honey should be of the best quality

than that it should have two cells less or more unsealed, or two cells

more or less travel-stained; then why not make quality instead of

looks the leading item in grading? Is it possible that until now no

one has ever thought about it? Hardly.

Well, shall the rules be amended so as to make quality stand first?

Tery many will probably reply at once in the afflrmative, but when
asked how it shall be done, the reply will not be so prompt. The spe-

cific gravity has something to do with quality, and that can be meas-

ured in extracted honey, but not easily in comb honey. Besides, very

heavy honey may be ot very poor flavor. How are you going to meas-

ure flavor? What shall be the standard?

In defense of the Washington rules, and, indeed, perhaps of all

other rules, it may be said that although no mention is made of quality,

the matter is not utterly ignored, for " the honey is to be classified

according to color, using the terras white, amber, and dark, and the

color generally tells sometliiiij/ about the quality.

It is easy to shy stones at the rules. Let the next one who does it

please tell us /ww the amended rules should read.

Some Big Crops of Honey.

Some enormous crops of honey are reported as having been har-

vested by members of the National Association, although only part are

reported. One is somewhat at a loss to know how to compare these,

for some of the big crops are partly or wholly of comb honey, and
plainly a thousand pounds of comb honey is worth more than an equal

amount of extracted. Perhaps it is not out of the way to say that 1000

pounds of comb is equivalent to 1500 pounds of extracted. Figuring

on this basis, and reducing the comb honey to terms of extracted, the

crops reported that equal or exceed 50,000 pounds are as follows:

J. F. Crowder, Cal..
N. E. France, Wis..
W.L.Coggshall.N.Y.
J. F. Mcfntyre, Cal.

Jos. Moffatt, Cal . .

.

J.C.Stanley^t Son. Ill

T. F. Arundell, Cal.

Wm. Rohrig, Ariz.

.

51,800
54.000
57,500
00,000
60,000
00,000
64.000
T2,000

Emerson Bros., Cal. S0,00O
W. D. Moffatt, Cal, 80,000
W.T.Richardson, Cal 84,000
L. E. Mercer, Cal... 100,000
M. A. Gill. Colo.... 112,500
H. H. Hyde. Tex... 122,500
M.H.Mendelson,Cal. 123,000
W. H. Pain, Haw.Is. 300,000

There is some room for believing that one of the ciphers should be

erased from the last number, for K00,000 pounds of honey from 300

colonies hardly comes within the range of probability. Omitting that

name, we still have 15 bee-keepers securing the equivalent of 1,181,300

pounds of extracted honey, or an average of 78,753 pounds each.

Doubling Shaken Swarms.

M. A. Gill reports in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that he uses two

colonies of bees to make a shaken swarm, using only starters in the

brood-frames, and that these mammoth swarms build 95 percent of

their combs with worker-cells.

Sheet-Lead for Hive-Covers.

This is suggested by A. H. Wilkes in the British Bee Journal. In-

formation is lacking as to cost and durability—two important factors.

He says

:

"May I suggest thin, or laminated (technical term) rolled sheet-

lead of the strength necessary to weigh one pound for one square

yard? It can be quickly and easily fixed on any shaped hive-root, and
is absolutely weather-proof so long as the surface is not pierced.

Sheet-lead in this form can be had of any plumber. It only needs to

cut the lead of such size as to allow plenty of length to overlap on all

sides, and if secured with a copper lack here and there, it will carry

off rain effectively."

Why Do Bees Build Drone-Comb ?

Some discussion on this point is occurring in Gleanings in Bee-

Culture. M. A. Gill thinks the bees do not prefer to store honey in

drone-comb, but when they build drone-comb it is because they desire

to rear drones. He cites as proof the bees building drone-comb in odd

corners busily until a swarm is shaken, when they will build only

worker-comb. M. W. Shepherd says that when a heavy honey-flow is

on, "if there is any comb to be built, it will be store or drone comb, no

matter whether you use light, medium, or heavy brood foundation;"
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and Geo. W. Phillips makes the remarkable statement that according

to his experience (and he has had a large experience producing ex-

tracted honey in Jamaica), " bees will build drone-comb after a swarm

is shaken, about the same as before."

c
Miscellaneous Items

Capt. J. E. Hetherington, of Otsego Co., N. Y., passed away

Dec. 31, after an illness of about three weeks. Had he lived until Jan.

7, he would have been 64 years of age. The notice came from his son,

Hubert B. Hetherington, dated Jan. 8. Capt. Hetherington was one

of the most extensive and successful bee-keepers in the whole world,

counting his colonies by the thousand. As soon as we can arrange it,

we will be pleased to give in these columns a picture and biographical

sketch of Capt. Hetherington, whose departure will be deeply felt by

not only all who knew him Intimately, but by thousands of bee-keep-

ers who were aware of his value as a leader in bee-keeping.

Later.—Jan. 12 we also received the following from Mr. P. H.

Elwood, referring to the death of Capt. Hetherington:

Friend York:—The closing hours of 1903 bereft us of our Ije-

loved Capt. Hetherington. To his family and intimate friends the

loss is immeasurable. Among bee-keepers the one has fallen who for

more than a generation has stood at the head of progressive, practical

bee-keeping in this country. Yours truly,

P. H. Elwood.

Picturesque Cincinnati is a most beautifully illustrated 80-

page pamphlet, 8;'.jXlOJ'.i inches, printed on the finest paper. It

" shows " that city in elegant style. It is indeed a work of art. It

was sent to us with the compliments of the publisher (Albert O.

Kraemer), J. C. Frohliger, and the Fred W. Muth Co. Price, 50 cents,

it you wish a copy. Mr. Frohliger asks in a letter, " How will this do

for a convention city?" We should say it is just the place for the

National Bee-Keepers' Association to meet some time.

Mr. Wni. F. Ware, of Cumberland Co., N. J., gives his opin-

ion of this journal in these words

:

" Thrf American Bee Journal has been a big help to me in working
with my bees. I can not get along without it. How any one who
keeps only a few bees can, is more than I can tell. So, please send
along the good " Old Reliable" for one more year, and If we do not
get a good crop of honey next season, it will not be its fault."

A New Bee-Keepers' Organization.—The bee-keepers of

Jefferson Co., N. Y., recently organized with the following officers:

President, M. C. Harrington; 1st Vice-President, A. A.French; 2d

Vice-President, Pearl Symonds; Secretary, Geo. B. Howe, of Black

River; and Treasurer, D. R. Hardy. All beekeepers in that region

are invited to join. Dues are $1.00 a year.

Mr. Etienne Giraud, of France, writes us as follows:

"The year 1903 was not a good one for queen-rearing. Rainy
weather is not propitious for the mating of queens. The bees pre-

ferred by us are produced from a Cyprian queen mated to an Italian

drone."

The Apiary of Theodore Steger is shown on the first page.

Mr. Steger wrote us as follows:

Mb. Editor:—I send you pictures of my house and apiary. The
hives all face to the southeast. Fifty-five colonies can be seen, the

other 7 being in the garden, and one is under a cherry-tree. The big

building on the right is the barn. The two boys on the right are Peter

and Paul, aged 13 and 15 years; I am standing next, then our oldest

child, Dora, 17 years old, and little Mary, aged 9; then her dear ma,

Mrs. Jennie Steger. The picture was taken about the middle of

August, and we were standing about with the bees flying around our

I got 8400 pounds of extracted honey from 60 colonies. We could

not take any honey from the last swarms, but they stored enough for

winter. The supers are all removed, and as soon as cold weather

comes we can put them into the cellar.

Dora and I enjoy reading the American Bee Journal, and I think

she will be a pretty good bee-keeper, too. The boys and little .Mary

are also very handy.
I would write oftener about our bees and bee-keeping neighbors,

but I am a German, and it is hard for me to write letters.

Washington Co., Wis., Nov. 7. Theodore Steger.

The Apiary of Hans Christensen appears on the first

page. When sending the picture, Mr. Christensen wrote as follows;

I send you, under separate cover, pictures of myself, bee-yard,
and my house where I keep bachelor's hall. I am leaning against a
hive in the apiary, and the other person is Mr. Hansen.

The hives in the picture look rather irregular, mainly because
some of them are raised in front, and an inch block put under the
corners, to enlarge the entrance.

My honey harvest this year consisted of 160 pounds of extracted,
and 35 or 40 pounds of comb honey. A year ago I had 2300 pounds,
all extracted, but this year the bees gathered nothing since wine-
maple stopped blooming. Hans Christensen.

Skagit Co., Wash., Oct. 6.

Hon. Eugene Secor is still the " poet-laureate " of bee-keep-

ing. His latest production is the following, which will doubtless be

read with deepening interest by all:

y When the Bees are Coming Home. ^

X\ 'Tis evening ; Day has folded its tired wings flj

S^ To rest, fann'd by the scented Southern breeze; ^
"S And homeward fly the prudent honey-bees 2^W To join their happy sisters 'neath the trees, W
Xj Content if some small gain their labor brings.

(J)

"* The fragrant grass is cushion'd seat for me, SJ
(j) And in my lap the head of soft brown hair W
flr) That once my heart entangled lying there

—

ffl

^ More youthful then, but not more dearly fair

—

flh

y And sweet her lips as nectar sipt by bee. a
M " What fools we mortals be !" We fume and fret

(J)

A Because of life's unceasing round of toil, fl)

[S Permitting gold our happiness to spoil, A.

w When love and service are the holy oil ^® That sweetens all the things we need to get. W

S The soft, low hum that falls upon our earf, a
"* As darkness creeps upon the glowing West, 2:

® Is Labor's song proclaiming that the best W
(*| Of all that's good is found thro' daily quest

—

(!)

(5 And duty leaves no time for useless tears. A
«' Eugene Secor. 2,

Accompanying the foregoing was this paragraph about the

weather and the bees:

We are having most delightful winter weather. Several days of

late the bees might have flown a little if they had been out-of-doors,

but mine are in the cellar, as usual. I am practicing, of late winters,

a little of the Barber idea. The temperature of my cellar stands, from
fall until spring, at from 48 to 60 degrees. During the early part of

the season the bees are perfectly quiet at even the last-named tempera-

ture, but towards spring they get a little uneasy, and I have to keep
the room very dark. The trouble with my cellar is, that I can't con-

trol it entirely, as hot-water pipes run through it.

Eugene Secor.

Mr. Secor has been doing considerable writing on bees and bee-

keeping outside of the bee-papers the past year. He is now the bee-

editor of the Northwestern Agriculturist, which claims to have a

weekly audience of at least 150,000 people; and the Twentieth Cen-

tury Farmer, also, has contained quite a good deal apiarian matter

from Mr. Secor's bright pen-point. In addition to the foregoing, he has

written a number of papers for State associations to which he belongs.

Besides the multitude of interesting things in Mr. Secor's apiarian

contributions, they possess the additional very important character-

istic of authenticity. No errors or drivelling nonsense about them.

His readers can feel a confidence in reading his writings on bees that

they can not indulge when reading the most of the bee-matter found

outside the strictly bee-papers.

The Apiary of H. M. Carr, a picture of which is on the

first page, is thus described by its owner

:

In regard to photograph sent, as will be seen, the hives are placed

in pairs—two pairs (4 hives) with entrances in opposite directions

form a group. There is a passage-way of about 2 feet between the

rear ends of the hives. The enclosure is 30 yards square, and contains

56 hives, honey-house and space for wax-extractor. There are some
advantages in haviut: the hives arranged in this way, but the bees get

confused, as all the hives and groups look just alike. I lost a large

percentage of virgin queens at this yard last spring, that could be
accounted for in no other way than that they went into the wrong hive

on returning from their first flight. The worker-bees do not mistake
any hive in their own group, but a hive in another group that has the

same position as their own, seems to trouble them. I intend placing
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some odd objects about in the apiary another season that they may
the better mark the location,

I use the regular S-frame hive, and like the Hoffman frame the

best. I have been keeping bees for eight years. The first year I pro-

cured some thick-top, loose-hanging frames, and have used them right

along with the HoSman, but I do not like them. I now use staples

to space the thick-top frames that I have.

I sell all my honey in the home market, and have no trouble in

building up a good demand for it.

I like the American Bee Journal. I have been taking it four

years, and am with it to stay as long as I live, I think.
Bosque Co., Tex. H. M. Carr.

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceeding's of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23, 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE, SEC.

(Continued from page 25 1

BEST USE OF DXFINISHKD SECTIONS.

Question.—Which is the more profitable, to sell un-
finished sections or extract the honey and use them for bait-

combs the following season ?

Mr. -Vikin—I have pretty nearly decided to do away
with bait-combs, but conditions determine when they can
be used profitably. If one uses shallow frames bait-combs
are not much good. If you add to the depth and use of a
10-frame width you need bait-combs. Then it is profitable

to extract your unfinished sections and use them as bait-

combs. But if you do not need bait-combs, it is better to

sell them.
Mr. Morehouse—I have had some experience that may

throw light upon this question. This season I sold all my
unfinished sections that weighed one-half pound or more at
the groceries in Boulder, receiving for them 7 cents per
pound by weight. I thought at the time that it paid better
than extracting them, but considering the higher price of
sections and foundation, together with their value as bait-

combs, I am now satisfied that I lost money. In the future,
unless conditions materially change, I will extract my un-
finished sections.

H. Rauchfuss—The biggest crop I ever had was one
year when I used no bait-combs at all. In another season
the bait-combs were the only ones filled in the supers. So
it depends upon the conditions.

Mr. Aikin—In Colorado, foundation alone fails to meet
the requirements once in 14 to 20 years. That is when the
flow jumps from nothing to a full flow in one to three days,
so that the bait-combs are filled almost before the bees can
get to work on foundation. But these conditions do not
occur often enough in Colorado to make it pay to provide
bait-combs on that account. When people offer me only
about half a cent more per pound for unfinished sections
than for extracted honey, the difference due to the value of
the wax makes it more profitable to melt up the sections.

Mr. Gill—There is a great deal more wax in unfinished
sections than you think. This fall, in cleaning up sections,
I had a lot of broken combs, amounting to 80 pounds in

weight, which, when melted up, gave me 16 pounds of wax.
Mr. Aikin—That would make about five pounds of wax

to the superful of sections. How's that ?j __, _, ; i C j

Mr. Gill—There were a great many sections,>hundreds
and hundreds of them, and many were so light as to contain
only about a tablespoonful of honey. They had been built

on full sheets of foundation. But I am quite a friend of
bait-combs, as will be seen when I tell you that I had 180

cases of honey that had been bait-combs.
Mr. Spencer—A bait-section is about as clean when

taken off as when it was put on, if it was cleaned before it

was put on.
H. Rauchfuss—That all depends upon the locality. If

the bees have access to much narrow-leafed Cottonwood,
they will paint it red all over, and if you case that section it

is not No. 1, while in other localities the bait-combs stay

clean. Again, when the flow is heavy, the bees use only
wax when they would otherwise use propolis.

GETTING RID OF MICE IN HIVES IN WINTER.
Ques.—How can we get rid of mice in the hives in the

winter-time ?

H. Rauchfuss—Don't let them in.

Mr. Porter—It is not so easy in practice to have hives
that are mouse-proof, and only one of my honey-houses is.

Last winter I wet some wheat in honey-sweetened water in

which strychnine was dissolved, dried it, and set it around
in dishes. There was no damage done in the two honey-
houses thus treated, and I found a number of dead mice
lying around. The hives outside, in those yards, were not
entered by mice, because all had access to the honey-houses.
I should think I used two or three grains of strychnine to a
quart of wheat.

PREVENTING SWARMING BY TIERING-UP.

QuES.—Has any one been successful in preventing
swarming by tiering-up hives, thus giving more room to

the bees ?

Mr. Morehouse—This season I managed part of a yard
for extracted honey, and tiered-up full-depth bodies as fast

as the bees needed more room for storing. None of the col-

onies thus treated swarmed in a yard that went crazy with
swarming.

Mr. Porter—I have been successful with this plan in

running for extracted honey. But if any have been suc-

cessful with it in producing comb honey I should like to

hear from them.
POSITION OF EMPTY SUPER ON HIVES.

QuES.—Can more honey be obtained in a good honey-
flow by placing the empty super under the one partly filled,

or on top of it 7

Mr. Aikin—You will get more honey by placing the

fresh super under the full one, but I will not guarantee that

you will get any more money. The finish will not be so

good. If the one already is about three-fourths full put the

fresh one on top, because the bees will finish the one already

started more rapidly by so doing ; but when it is nearly
finished change places. If the next time you look a third

super should be necessary—because both of them are almost
finished, but neither one entirely—then put them both above
the added super ; but if one is almost finished, and the

other not so much, put the new super between them, with

the one almost finished on top. Keep the one that is being
finished next to the brood-chamber. It makes better finish

and better weight.
Mr. Porter—I agree exactly, especially in changing

the places of the supers when one is almost finished. It is

then ready for taking off in a few days.

Mr. Gill—I am trying to get the most out of the busi-

ness. I don't contend I can get a better finish, but I can
sell more cases by putting my added supers under the old

ones at any time in a good honey-flow.
Mr. Porter—If you have a good flow how do you know

that it is going to last ?

Mr. Gill—It is in the air. It seems as if one could know
by feeling it. If the bees come up to condition in a rush,

and the alfalfa and sweet clover begin to yield at the

proper time, the honey is pretty sure to come. Have you
ever noticed a " honey-day ?" This last season there was
nothing sticky in the atmosphere. •-"<8 .) CI^j

Mr. Aikin—How many got a yield this season from
sweet clover ? [Six.] This year the sweet clover did almost

nothing for me, and out of 100 acres of cleome I got only

the first taste of cleome honey. But the alfalfa yielded the

whole season through, the first, second, and third crops.

There was a fine bloom of sweet clover.

Pres. Harris—A man in Mesa County has three or four

acres of yellow sweet clover. The bees go wild over it.

He says it does twice as much as the white to build up his

bees.
Mr. Gill—I never saw the time when sweet clover did

not yield something.
J. B. Adams—I never did.

Mr. Gill—Yellow sweet clover would be a boon to bee-

keepers. It commences to yield May 28th to the first of

June. Last year it yielded splendidly. I shook the apiary

within reach of it. The best swarms pretty nearly filled

their hives with comb in a week.

SEPARATORS OR NO SEPARATORS.

QuES.—Can more honey be obtained in a good honey-

flow by using separators in the supers or without them ?

Mr. Aikin—Rather more without, but no more profit.

(Continued next week.

)
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Contributed Articles

Producing Comb or Extracted Honey—
Which?

BY C. DAVENPORT.

WHICH will be the more profitable for me to produce,
comb or extracted honey ? is a question that those
starting- in our pursuit sometimes ask, and as I have

produced both comb and extracted honey in quite a large
way for a number of years, my opinion on this question may
be of interest to such. But it is a big subject—much too
large to discuss in detail in one article, so it will be neces-
sary for me to be brief, barely touching, or not even men-
tioning, some things that may have a good deal of influence
on the matter.

It has often been said that it requires less work, skill and
experience to produce first-class extracted honey than it does
to produce first-class comb honey, but, in my opinion, it re-
quires just about as much skill and experience to secure
first-class extracted honey as it does the same grade of comb
honey ; and, as far as the work is concerned, I would rather
do the work necessary to produce, say $1000 worth of comb
honey, than I would to produce the same value of extracted.
It is true that there would be more work about the comb
honey, but by far the largest part of the work with comb
honey can be done during- the comparatively leisure time of
winter, early spring, and in the fall after the rush of our
sweet harvest is over.

In my locality the main, or hardest part of the work
about extracted honey, has to be done rig-ht in the rush of
harvest. Of course, enough combs and upper stories could
be provided so that the extracting could be left until after
the flow, but there are a good many difficulties about this be-
sides the large expense and storage-room required. It is
considerable work and expense to take care of and keep
such a large number of combs free from moth-worms dur-
ing the large part of the time they are not in use. But this
plan is prohibitive here, owing to the fact that most seasons
our clover and basswood honey gets so thick after it is
sealed that it is impossible to extract it—that is, the larger
part of it does.

And, now I am g-oing- to mention something that to
many may seem at least strange, if not hard to believe,
which is, that, in many seasons here, weak colonies will
not produce first-class extracted honey. This has been
noticeable the last two seasons, which have been excep-
tionally cool and wet during- part of the flow. I have, in my
store-room at this writing-, between 5000 and 6000 pounds of
extracted clover honey from last season's crop. Some of
this is so much inferior to the rest in flavor that I am selling
it for 1 !2 cents less a pound. It was all extracted at or about
the same time, and the only cause of or reason for its being
inferior is that it was taken from weak colonies. It was
kept separate, for the difference, when extracting, was very
noticeable. The honey in the combs, taken from strong
colonies, would be so thick that it was hard to throw it out.
It was also hard to uucap it, for the honey was so thick and
waxy that the knife would gum up badly before one side of
a comb was uncapped. But the honey in these combs from
weak colonies was altogether different, though they were
left on the hives until well sealed. A knife would work on
these combs all day without gumming up, and it took but a
few turns in the extractor to throw the honey out, and while
this honey was very thin, compared to the other, it was not
sour, but it had a different and inferior flavor.

Now, another fact that may seem strange, is that this
thin honey is now candied so solid and hard that it is almost
impossible to dig it out of an open can, while the other is

just beginning to granulate.

Although I am straying from my subject, there is an-
other thing I would like to mention. Last season I did not
order enough 60-pound cans, so I used a large number of
round dairy or milk cans ; these hold about SO pounds, and I

prefer them to the square cans for my retail trade, but as
they have open tops and loose covers they do not answer to
ship honey in.

I sent samples of this second-grade honey to many of
my customers at a distance, and received a good many more

orders than I expected, probably on account of its cheap-
ness. In order to get it into shipping-cans I had to heat it,

and as I thought it did not have much fine flavor to lose or
injure, I just set these cans in a large tank of boiling-hot
water, and kept the water at or near the boiling point until
the honey was melted ; and this treatment, instead of injur-
ing its flavor, improved it greatly, according to my own
taste, as well as a number of others to whom I gave samples
of the two kinds. Afterwards I treated four cans of the best
grade in the same way, in order the more easily to get it into
shipping-cans, and nearly, or quite, ruined it for table use ;

and I find that it is almost impossible for me to liquefy this
best grade slowly and carefully enough but what its flavor
is injured.

Now, just what should make this difference in honey
gathered from the same fields at one time, by the same race
of bees, I do not fully understand. I have often noticed the
difference in honey gathered by weak and by strong colo-
nies other seasons, but I never had it occur in such a large
way as it did the last two seasons. But this I can easily
account for, because I never had so many weak colonies be-
fore, and never before in my time was there such cool, wet
seasons as the past two were.

The way I account for the matter is this : In a wet, cool
season these weak colonies are not able to generate heat
and thoroughly ripen honey as it should be.

And now, while on this subject, I should like to say that,
in my opinion, no extracted honey ever was, or ever can be,
produced in commercial quantities that is equal in flavor to
Jirst-class comb honey. I believe that where bees are pro-
vided with ready-drawn comb to store in, they fill and seal
these combs before the honey is as well ripened and fla-

vored as would be the case if they had to build their own
comb and store more slowly. But there is a great deal I

don't know, but what I would be safe in saying is, that the
largest part of the comb honey that is marketed is far from
being first-class.

Another thing that might be considered against the pro-
duction of extracted honey, is that here a large percent of
these colonies, especially if there is much black or German
blood in the yard, will have to be fed heavily for winter. I

have a large and growing trade worked up in extracted
honey among a class of people who are not able to use much
comb honey, and, anyway, at the relative market prices I

can make more money from a large yard, by producing both
comb and extracted than I could from either one alone; so,

unless there is some radical change I shall continue to pro-
duce both kinds—about " 'alf and 'alf," as the Englishman
said. Southern Minnesota.

Packing Bees for Winter—Other Matters.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

I
HAVE nearly completed the work of packing for winter
my 168 colonies of bees. It is quite a task to pack so
many in the way I do, but I do not believe there is any

way more successful for this latitude. It is simply to put
an empty super on the hive, then fill with a chaff cushion,
and then set up an outer case which allows a space of about
4 inches between the sides and the back ends of the hives,
which space is filled with wheat or cut straw packed firmly.

Some bee-keeper said in the American Bee Journal not
long ago, that he left the section-holders in his supers when
packing- for winter. L,et me say, that I think his bees would
be better off with no bee-space between the frames and
packing.

DOUBLING UP COLONIES.

I did not start to write this article with the idea of giv-
ing- anybody advice, but I will say a few words in answer to
the inquiry of F. P. Briggs, on page 76S. In doing so, how-
ever, let me say that I make no claim to the title of veteran.
I have doubled up colonies of bees every year, and at all

times of the year excepting in winter, and have one invari-
able way of doing it. When, for any reason, I wish to unite
two colonies, I choose a time when the bees are all at home
—either a cool day, or very early in the morning, or when
the bees have become quiet towards evening. Smoke the
bees of both colonies a little at the entrance, remove the
cover of one hive, smoke the bees of it a little at the
top, put two thicknesses of newspaper over the frames,
punch a little hole in the paper, then take the other hive
from its bottom-board and place it on the hive from which
the cover was removed. The bees slowly eat the paper
away and unite without any fuss. I never could be induced
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to practice a method that takes more time, and this has al-

ways been successful with me.

PERFORATED SEPARATORS—SUPBR-ROOM.

Now, I want to say to Mr. A. F. Foote, page 767, that I

have used sawed separators with holes in them, cut with a
sharp point of a jack-knife, quite extensively for two or
three seasons. If the holes are too large the bees will some-
times bulge the face of the sections opposite the holes ; if

the holes are too small the bees will endeavor to fill them
with propolis. Occasionally I have found sections attached
to the separators, but not many. My opinion is, that the
holes are not much of an advantage anyway, and no great
disadvantage.

In answer to his question whether it pays to use separa-
tors I would say. Use them, every time. Owing to a short-
age of the supply this season I was compelled to have a
good deal of the honey stored in sections without separators,
and want no more of it. No, sir, you did not give your bees
plenty of super-room. My bees, this season, built lots of
comb where it should not have been, and all because of lack
of super-room. I could not get sections when needed, al-

though I kept telegrams and letters flying in every direc-
tion, and the consequence was that supering to a degree that
would answer the requirement of the bees was simply im-
possible. My losses on this account were several hundred
dollars. I had to traverse the yard day after day, from
early morning until sunset, finding where the pressure was
greatest, and contriving means for temporary relief, then
go to bed and lay awake a good share of the night trying to

think of some new expedient, and solacing myself with the
hope that the mail would bring me, next day, a letter from
some supply-dealer that he had sent me something. But I

had to see many days come and go by with many hives and
supers filled to the brim right in the midst of the heaviest
honey-flow known for years, and not a thing to give the
bees to store in.

SPRING FEEDING OF BEES.

I wrote, last spring, that I was feeding 100 colonies of
bees. At the opening of the honey-flow, late in May, the
number had been reduced to 90 colonies. The losses were
due mainly to loss of queens, and consequent doubling up.
One colony I lost by starvation in spite of my watchfulness,
and one colony I lost by fire.

Right here, I will pause to say to Mr. Hasty that the let-

alones are welcome to smile the year around at the way I

fed my bees last spring. In consequence of this feeding I

had rousing colonies of bees ready to do big work in an un-
limited field carpeted with white clover bloom.

SWARMING AN EVERY-DAY OCCURRENCE.

Swarming commenced about June 1, and was an every-
day occurrence from that time until the middle of July.
From 1 to IS swarms had to be cared for every day, and
there were 250 in all. The expedients for caring for all of
these swarms were as many as those for keeping the hives
supered with insufficient supplies, but my losses were in-

significant when swarms would issue, and sometimes 2 or 3

would issue at a time, and at a time when there was not a
thing in sight to hive them in. Persons around me would
be flying around in an exciting way asking, what I was go-
ing to do now. I would just say to one, you do this, and to

another you do that, and we'll take them in, and we did.

The 250 swarms were hived in a little less than 90 hives.
The rush and roar of these great masses of bees in the mid-
dle of a hot afternoon was terrific. A timid person had no
business in the yard.

Of course, many of the colonies thus made proved to be
queenless, and these queenless colonies have been united
with other colonies. Many times I would find a ball of bees
soon after hiving 2 or 3 swarms together, and then I would
release a queen, cage her under a glass tumbler, give Vier

a bit of honey, put a hairpin under the edge of the tumbler,
and keep her until I saw a colony where the bees seemed to

want a queen.
One morning, rather early, I thought the cry came that

a swarm was clustering on a small branch of a small plum-
tree down at the lower end of the yard. I went down with
a hive, and found the bees so low down that I set the hive
on the ground and shook the bees from the limb. Some
went into the hive, and some returned to the limb, but be-
fore half of the bees could be gotten into the hive, anotlier
swarm clustered on the same limb, or mingled with the bees
that were entering. This thing was kept up until 10
swarms had come to the same spot. I would fill a hive with
bees, take it away, and then fill another. I think I run the
10 swarms into 7 hives.

The freaks of swarming where there was so much of it

are too numerous to mention. August 25, a large swarm
was seen clustered in a peach-tree. There was just one
hive on the premises not in use, but not a single frame or a
bit of foundation, so I borrowed 3 frames of sealed honey
from other hives and hived the bees on these, letting those
that could not cluster on them cling to the sides of the
hive and the underside of the cover until frames and foun-
dation should arrive, which I felt sure would be next day.

The next day another large swarm issued, and was said
to be clustering where the swarm had clustered the day be-
fore. I went to see what could be done, and found the bees
going in with the swarm of the day before. What bees
could not get in the hive clustered between one side of the
hive and a board I had leaned against it for shade. When
my supplies came, instead of filling up the hive with frames
of foundation, I borrowed more frames of honey from other
hives, filled the hive with the swarms with these, put on
two supers of sections, and set this great force to storing
comb honey. Then the bees that had loaned me the filled

frames were set to work drawing out foundation.
I have another colony which issued as a swarm early

in September. I am preserving it because I believe it to be
one with a young queen, and young queens do good work
the following season.

I will remark before I forget it, that bee-escapes were
not needed in the height of the season. Supers could be
set on end anywhere in the yard, and the bees would grad-
ually leave them, and other bees would pay them no atten-
tion.

BEST SIZE OF HIVE.

In the infancy of my bee-keeping days I rashly promised
that I would some time give the readers of the American
Bee Journal my opinion of the 8-frame dovetail hive. I am
reluctant to fulfill the promise because of the fact that com-
parisons are sometimes odious. This I will venture to say,
that I am still making hives, but am not making any, or
many, of that size. If I were a comb-honey producer ex-
clusively, like Dr. Miller, and were a younger and stronger
man, I might revise my opinion of it. It takes too much
watchfulness and too much work for me. I used a good
many of them this season, and practiced contraction with
some colonies, and got some splendid work done in these ;

but the wintering is where the shoe pinches. I am now
making the 10-frame dovetail and the Dadant-Blatt hives
for my own use.

RESULTS OF THE SEASON OF 1903.

Of the financial results of the season's operations it

may be well to observe some reticence. The out-goes have
been larger, and the incomes smaller, than they would have
been if my foresight had been as good as my hindsight.
Probably 7 tons of honey, ?j comb, is my share of the plun-
der.

GETTING UNFINISHED SECTIONS CLEANED OUT.

To Mr. Whitney, who criticised my way of getting un-
finished sections cleaned out in the fall, I will respectfully

say, that it seems to me that he is not in position to be a
fair critic, as he says that he had never tried it in the fall.

I have had the work done this fall in the manner before
given, and with perfect success. This season I used the
uncapping-knife on all sections that had sealed honey, and
I was surprised at the rapidity with which the honey went
below. I have proved this season that the firmer chisel is

an awfully good thing in the bee-yard, but I do not use it

for an uncapping-knife.
I wish Mr. Whitney lived near me, for I have scrip-

ture warrant for the belief that we would soon speak face to

face. Decatur Co., Iowa, Nov. 30.

Successful Wintering of Bees on the Sum-
mer Stands.

BY ROBT. A. HOLEKAMP.

AS under " Editorial Comments," contributions from
readers are requested, I will describe my way of win-
tering bees on the summer stands, which has proven a

success with me, and may be of interest to some who are
beginning in bee-culture.

In the fall, when the supers are off the hives, I examine
every colony by lifting the hive, and if I am not certain

that an 8-frame dovetailed hive weighs at least 50 pounds,
or a 10-frame dovetailed hive 60 pounds, I put it on the
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scales, and if the weight is not up to my requirement I

mark the weight on a slip of paper, which is put under the
brick on top of the hive. I also mark it down on a sheet
of paper opposite the number of the hive. When I did the
last extractiug- I set aside a sufficient number of full combs
for feeding, and I now go over the hives and give those
that are short in weight, in these combs, sufficient honey to
bring them safely through the winter. After this is done I'

lay a Hill's device of my own construction— I call it a bridge
—over the center of the frames. These bridges are made
out of 6 pieces of plastering lath, each about 10 inches long,
by laying two pieces fiat down parallel to each other about 6
inches apart, and nailing the other four pieces across, with
their ends flat on the first ones about ^4 of an inch apart.
I then put an empty section-super on the hive, cover over
the bridge a piece of cotton sheeting, or any other cheap
material. This piece of sheeting is of a size to cover the
bridge fully and the frames in the hive. On this sheet I

lay a cushion made out of an oats sack filled with leaves
or corn-husks. I now place the winter cover over the hive,
and the bees are safe for winter.

I have some winter-cases which I bought from supply-
dealers, which I put together carefully, puttied them up
and painted them, but the covers soon cracked and leaked.
I then covced them with tar-paper, and since then I have no
more winter-cases. I now make winter-cases usually out of
empty shoe-boxes, which are made of thin, light, matched
lumber, and which I can buy at a low price from shoe-
stores. I make them of a size to fit easily over the hives,
and to cover them down to about an inch from the bottom-
board. I cover the top case with tar-paper. If these cases
are handled carefully, and are stored away during the sum-
mer, the paper will last for years.

My reason for placing a piece of sheeting over the
frames before I put the cushion on is this : The sheeting
prevents the bees from gluing the cushion to the bridge and
frames. If I wish, for some reason, to lift out the cushion I

can do this without disturbing the bees.
When there is a nice, sunny day in winter I go through

the apiary, lift the winter-cases off the hives, and let the
sun shine on the cushion. It will dry out any dampness
which may have accumulated in the hive, and if I desire to
turn the cushion I can do it.

Last year Host a few colonies by mice eating the honey
out of the hives. I had been away from home, and during
this time the mice did the mischief without being noticed.
To prevent a recurrence of this, I am going to put entrance-
guards on all the hives this fall.

I have noticed complaints in the bee-papers about leaky
hive-covers. For winter covers I have found the tar-paper
to be very satisfactory, it being also inexpensive.

My colonies are all very strong this fall, as I succeeded
in preventing swarming this year, but I have had in other
years some very weak colonies, and have wintered them
successfully in the above-described manner.

St. Louis Co.. Mo., Nov. 16.

I
Our Bee-Hcepins Sisters

j
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

The Smoking Habit Among- Bee-Keepers.

In the Progressive Bee-Keeper is found the following
aragraph written by Somnambulist

:

" G. C. Greiner says :
' I am not a very heavy smoker,

but when I expect a very hot time I always light it, and lay
it in a great measure to my pipe (md gentle treatment) that
I can handle my bees almost entirely without a veil, and
mittens I never use.' Small comfort this to most lady bee-
keepers."

Now, Somnambulist, I must enter a mild protest. When
you say, "Small comfort to ntosi lady bee-keepers," that's
a pretty strong insinuation that at least some of them use
the nasty weed. Is there a single lady beekeeper in the
circle of your acquaintance that does ? Did you ever hear
of one ? I didn't.

Furthermore, your saying it is small comfort to most of
the lady bee-keepers sounds too much like saying it will be

large comfort to most of the geniletnen bee-keepers. Please
call up in your imagination a procession of gentlemen bee-
keepers and see how many of them are given to the tobacco
habit I Don't you know that at conventions of bee-keepers
it has been a very noticeable thing, during the recesses,

that scarcely a man of them was ever seen smoking ? I'm
pretty sure you don't smoke yourself, for if you did you
might set the house on fire some night when sleep-walking 1

Besides, I don't believe a man with a pipe in his mouth
would always write in so clean and interesting a manner as
you do.

A Hard-Working Sister in Oregon.

I have no bee-keeping sisters in this neighborhood, and
it is only through the " Sisters' corner " that I find what
other women are doing with bees. I could tell Sarah J.

Griffith (page 680) that I, too, make hives—in fact, my
hands are more used to the kind of work she describes than
they are to the use of the pen, as you no doubt can see.

Although I have only about 30 colonies of bees, I do all the
work about them myself. As I am in a little out-of-the-way
place in the mountains, it is not always easy to obtain bee-
supplies. I usually get good crops of honey, which is never
sold for less than 12'2 cents per pound ; frequently it brings
IS cents. The past season was the poorest for honey that I

have known since I kept bees, which has been about IS

years. Mrs. R. M. Hornbr.
Marion Co., Oreg., Dec. 6.

"Peddling Out" Wives Among Arizona Bee-
Keepers.

On page 12, Mr. Hadsell seems to object to what is said
on page 746 about wives being " peddled out " to Arizona
bee-keepers, and Mr. York lays upon me the responsibility of
the suggestion. It doesn't belong here, Mr. York. I merely
christened the suggestion—and I pass along the responsi-
bility to where it properly belongs—to the man who wrote
that clippling on page 746, where he says : "J. Few Brown
is asked to send a car-load of Virginia wives to the bachelor
bee-farmers of Arizona." If that doesn't suggest "ped-
dling out," I don't know what would.

It was to that clipping that I referred, and not to what
Mr. Hadsell says on page 12, which is quite another matter,
and of which I knew nothing. What he says is all right,

unless it be in the last paragraph, which is open to more
than one interpretation. If Mr. Hadsell's wife was an old

acquaintance, and followed from Pennsylvania the man
who was too busy to come back after her, she did entirely

right. All honor to the girl who has grit enough to follow
to the ends of the earth the man whom she loves ! But if

she went all the way to Arizona to marry a man whom she
did not previously know—well, I've already said all I need
to on that score.

I must also enter a protest against the Editor's foot-

note, if he means that an Eastern girl " might do well " to go
to Arizona to marry an unknown man. But I don't believe

he means that; that"A"«a/ trip " rather infers that the
man had thought enough of her to make one or tyro previous
trips her way.

[We—we—we—that is, we—some of us—we—we—got

hit pretty hard by Miss Wilson, didn't we, Mr. Hadsell ?

We " might do well " now to turn this whole subject over to

"Our Homes" department of Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

and let A. I. Root " figure it out," and may be he can get

the right answer to it. As Mr. Hadsell and the writer are

not at all interested in getting married (and Miss Wilson,
herself, has persistently stood out against it for—well, some
decades 1), perhaps we'd better let the Eastern bachelor
girls do the hunting themselves for the Western bachelor
bee-keepers, if they want them for husbands. Or, if the

latter want any of the former, why in Grand Canyon don't

they take a trip to the East in the winter-time and help
themselves—to what is " left " down there ?—Editor.]

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for S1.7S. Address
all orders to this office.
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Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Kural, Toledo, Ohio.

HATCHING OF EGGS OF BEES.

Barely possible (if Dzierzon says so) that in exceptional
circumstances an egg might be hatchable two weeks after
being laid. Wish I knew more about the usual time of be-

coming worthless. I'll guess it at four days—or one day of
utter neglect—and let somebody who knows better poke me
up about being so green. Also, I entertain a suspicion that,

sometimes, from drying, eggs become non-hatchable in

much less than a day—perhaps not dead absolutely, but
might as well be. You see, if it was usual for bees to keep
eggs two weeks, we should have after-swarms issuing 14
plus 16- 30 days from prime. Page 763.

GROWING OF CATNIP.

Thanks to J. W. Johnson for his catnip experiment.
Nine and a half acres seemingly well put in in spring just
died out under a not-over-severe dry-spell. Presumably the
case of a spring without any dry-spells might bring an ex-
ceptional success. To be feared that an extra-severe drouth
in the fall might also mean failure. Well to note that it

doesn't bear cutting well when little—the half acre among
the weeds lived in spite of spring drouth, while the big field

was dying—but died incontinently when cut with a mower.
From the natural habits of the plant we may conclude that
what it hankers after is partial shade—a thing we can't
well give it on a large scale. Page 766.

GNAWING WOOD SEPARATORS.

" Some " on gnawing, I should call A. F. Foote's bees,
to take down wood separators a half inch in one season.
Give 'em some tin to break their teeth on. Page 766.

CHANGING THE COLOR OF HONEY.

Interesting to see that they succeeded in making a sam-
ple of dark extracted honey light with three hours of ex-
posure to ozone. But the coloring matter in honey is not
always the same thing chemically. There's the carbon
(soot) in the honey of a big city ; and it's not only possible,
but probable, that different plants put in different sub-
stances as color. One experiment is not quite full assur-
ance of the process working on other chemicals than it has
been tried on. Sunlight has been found to work well on the
soiled cappings of comb honey ; wonder how it succeeds—or
might succeed—with extracted. Page 771.

'give CHILDREN SWEETS—PLENTY OF HONEY.

I'm not much on Dowie, but he's right on children and
sweets. Have the candy made under your own supervision,
and so be sure there is no harmful thing in it, and then
keep them from eating too much by having it on the table
everyday. I don't think we do well to do much scolding
abQut candy and jam. L,et's tell the truth about them, and
say give the children the choice between candy and honey
—reasonably plenty of both. As bee-keepers, let us meet
the competition of pure candy in diamond-cut-diamond
spirit. Undoubtedly children (and their elders, too) very
often suffer from too large a quantity taken into the
stomach—and then the blame is put on whatever tastes
best. That's not a fair conclusion, though very natural.
Neither is it fair to lay it down that a health-food must of
course be something that does not taste very good. Not
creditable to the Creator if thesanseshe has made always
err in judgment of what is good and what is not. Page 772.

CZl _V; CARBON-BISULPHIDE AND MOTH -KILLING. CZI C3
So if you get the under-floor space of your dwelling per-

meated with carbon-bisulphide, in your moth-killing efforts,
you have to pay for it with a long spell of bad smell while
it takes its own time to work out again. Easy to see ; but,
perhaps, not so easy to foresee. Page 783.

NICK, CAPPED HONEY SOURING IN THE HIVE.

When nice, new, capped honey sours in the hive (and I

think it's not such an uncommon affair), it is usually be-
cause the colony has swarmed, and left it uncared for in
hot, damp weather—moisture also steaming up from thou-

sands of brood below. I incline to " bet a cooky " that J.
T. Reno's bees, page 783, swarmed and went to the woods
when he knew nothing about it. And sour honey, if you
don't lose it you'll probably do worse than lose it. Same
might be true even in case you try to make vinegar of it.

SUGAR-HONEY IN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

Here's a fine kettle of fish—and what are we going to
do about it ? In the Hawaiian Islands bees can make sugar-
honey right from the cane-fields and sugar-mills—and mix
it with floral nectar brought in at the same time. Page 783
notes the arrival of 121 cases of such honey. May be more
a scare than anything else, but still a report to set one
thinking. Not at all impossible that the report may be a
mean and groundless suspicion of some extra-fine honey.
Imports into a new field oft before have encountered just
such. And if the stuff were deadly poison it wouldn't scare
our folks half as readily.

Some Expert Opinion
• In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

The Best Size of Sections.

If for some reason you were to start in anew to keep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Ques. 4.—What section would you choose? Why?

N. E. France (Wis.)—4x5 plain.

Wm. Rohrig (Ariz.)— I do not produce comb honey.

O. O. POPPLETON (Fla.)—I do not produce comb honey.

Geo. W. Brodbeok (CaHf.)~4x5xl3B. They make the best dis-

play for the quantity.

Mrs. L.Harrison (Ell.)—The regular one-pound section, that

fits into our surplus-cases.

.1. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)—Whatever the markets call for. A
more ready sale is my reason.

C. Davenport (.\Iinn.i—I don't know, but one thing I do jnow
is, that I am in favor of a standard of some size.

R. L. Taylor (Mich. I

—

i^^s.i'^i, 7 to the foot, 4-piece. Because
they are the neatest, hold the right amount of honey, and suit me best.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)— I think I prefer the one-pound, one-
piece section. The plain section with fence also has much to recom-
mend it.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—One-pound nailed section. Because
stronger, and of a more symmetrical appearance than the 4J^x4J^
section.

Eugene Sbcor (Iowa)—Perhaps the tall ones, but I am not quite

sure that they are any belter. The i}i'x.i}<i makes the finest shape for

table use.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—4x5 for unglassed sections; 4x43.2 for

glassed sections; 1°-^ inches thick. Bees will store more honey in a

large section.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—4^^x414x1'^, with insets, open top and
bottom. They are most nearly standard of any, and suit my trade

better than anything else I have tried.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—The 4>4x4}4. Because it fits well on the

hive mentioned, and has proven satisfactory, while all other sizes are

more or less fancy, and have not been thoroughly tested.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)— I prefer the " open " bottom and top sec-

tion. Why? Because they can be worked with or without separators,

and are adapted to the " tiering system " without any additions.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—Whatever the market would prefer.

Here, at the present time, the 4'4x4>4 is the one adopted. The plain

section with fence separator, for the reasons stated in the previous

question.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—The plain section, \}4 inches wide. Because

I find the bees fill closer to the wood than they do in the wider section,

and therefore about the same weight as the 1% section, being in most

cases right at a pound.

Rev. M. Mauin (Ind.)—That is a pretty hard question for me to

answer. All of my experience is with a section SxexlV^, and without

separators, would have little difficulty in casing the honey. I think

bees will occupy large sections more readily than small ones.

L. Stacueliiausen (Tex.)— [ would use 4x5 sections, if I could

get the same price as for the .itandard, 4,'4x'4 sections. It is some,

what easier for the bees to build combs in larger sections. We have

more sections in one super, consequently save some handling.

C. H. Dibbern (111.)—I have used the whitewood 4-piece 4.'.4x4^-

XIJ4 for the past ten years, and prefer them to all others, unless it I9
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the same size plain section. The only objection I find to the latter is

the additional cost of fence separators; then, too, I think the bees are
much more inclined to brace the combs to the slats unless they are
made of plain sheets with cleats, as in the fences.

E. E. Hasty (Ohio)—I would not be strenuous about this, but
think the old-style pound section, perfectly square and 's wide, would
be my choice. " Feared " of the prevalent moral itch—wishing to sell

for the highest possible price less honey than there seems to be.

Mrs. J. M. Ni'll (Mo.)—414x414x1',. Largely for the sake of
uniformity. A change, if in size of section, means several other
changes. Remedies for the reduction of size of the pocket-book are
not in demand among bee-keepers. No need of anti-fat in connection
with them.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—The Danzenbaker. Because it looks best
when filled properly. In order to excel in producing honey it is

good policy to cater not only to the eye of the customer, but as well to
his appetite. An article that looks well is liable to sell better, and to
taste better after it is sold.

Dk. J. p. H. Brown (Ga.)—I would use the 4,i4'x4i4xl% one-
piece section if I could get them. Because they suit the present mar-
ket—the people are familiar with this size. Years ago, before dove-
tailed sections were made, I used a nailed section 4I4X.5I4. that was
very satisfactory. Bees will go to work more readily in a large sec-
tion than in a small one.

E. S. LoYEST (Utah)—I would use the regular 4I4X4J4XIJS sec-
tions, because they fit the section-holder, and can be transferred with
little time or trouble from the super to the shipping-case, as they re-

quire little or no cleaning. The supers can be tiered up to any num-
ber desired, and while the bees have free access through them, they
can not get to the outside of the sections to stain them, hence they
look new and as clean as when they were put into the supers.

•J. A. Green (Colo.)—If it were not for the inconvenience sure to
arise from using an odd size, I would use a section 4i4x5xl;'4. My
only reason for changing from the 4I4X4I4X7 to the foot, which is the
size I use now, would be to increase the weight of the section a little,

which would suit our Colorado market better. I would not use a sec-
tion thicker than 1''4 for the regular style, or l-i, for the plain sec-
tion. 4x5 is not heavy enough, and is an inconvenient size in a hive
of regular length.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo. )—My choice is a 4x.5, and fi., thick (wide),
scalloped i-^, and clear out to the side-bars; fences to be full-depth of
section, thus the scallop is necessary to allow easy bee-passage, and
will also give better finish to tops and bottoms because the width of
top and bottom is the thickness of finished comb, and it looks better
both in and out of the case. A comb being built will naturally be
built downward more rapidly than sidewise, so a 4x5 section will be
filled out in the lower corners quicker and better than the wider,
shallower section. It also enables me tp use brood-frames of same
depth, and still not get them too very shallow; thus, so far as the
super-body is concerned it is identical with brood-chambers; lean
use either one for the other. This year (WOS) I had about 5000
pounds of comb in 4x5 sections, and it cleaned easier and was nicer,
and averaged heavier than old-style sections, and as they were aecord-
ng to the above description, they had to be made to order.

Dr. Miller's Answers
]

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Hives Painted Inside and Outside.

Will paint on the inside of hives be an'injury to them?
In remodeling our church, of which I am pastor, I obtained quite

a lot of clear pine lumber which had been in use for pews for 34 years,
and had been painted repeatedly on both sides. I have thought of
making it up into hives. Will so much paint be offensive to the bees?

Minnesota.

, Answer.—No, bees will not object to paint inside the hive unless
it be too fresh. The lumber you have will be all right.

A Peculiar Colored Comb Honey.

I am an old man, and have been in the bee-business for 50 years. I

have now 5 apiaries, my home apiary containing 20 colonies. The out-
apiaries are within a radius of 3 miles. I run for comb honey only.

The past season I had a new experience with my home apiarv. I

found 300 or more sections of a different grade of honey from any
that I ever saw before. It is of a purple shade ; it came iu with the
while clover. I first gave credit to milkweed, but had to give that
idea up as it came after milkweed was gone. My home customers
were afraid of it. It was of a fine Havor, something on the order of
red clover.

Can you give me any light on it? There is a field of alfalfa within
half a mile of me, and has been for 2 or 3 years. From what I have
learned from reading, there is no honey in alfalfa this side of the

Mississippi river. If that is so, where did that purple honey come
from ! Is alfalfa honey a bluish-colored honey '. I have never had the
privilege of seeing any. If it is not alfalfa, what can it be J I never
had anything like it before. My out-apiary did not give a single sec-
tion of that color. New York.

Answer.— I can't even make a guess. Can any one help usi
For a long time it seemed to be true that alfalfa yielded no nectar

east of the Mississippi, but lately reports have been made of its yield-

ing in Wisconsin, and it is possible that it may yet become a good
yielder in general east of the Mississippi. The honey from it, however,
is not a purple shade ; it is as white as white clover, if not whiter.

Miller Brood-Frames—Foundation—Splints.

1. Where can I get the Miller brood-frames ? I have never seen
them quoted in the catalogs?

2. What weight of foundation do you use in them, light or luedium
brood?

Do you use the splints on both side of the foundation?
Illinois.

Answers.—1. You can probably have them made by any manu-
facturer by asking for " Miller brood-frames," and possibly you could
get them through any supply-dealer.

2. So far I have used medium. Possibly lighter would work all

right.

3. Only on one side.
•*-*-*

Basswood Lumber for Hives.

I am well pleased with the American Bee Journal, and think ft is

sound in "doctrine." But I was nearly knocked out by one of Dr.
Miller's answers, on page 763 (1903), where he says basswood swells,

shrinks, and warps so that it is not fit for any part of a hive. And
this right on top of my experience with some 30 hives made of cotton-
wood and basswood, that I have been using for 6 or 7 years, and never
found any fault with them. In fact, I think so well of them that I

have just had a lot of the same lumber sawed to make more. I make
my own hives, loframe size, and run for extracted honey; I buy
frames in Hat. If Dr. Miller will try a few hives and make them of
boards a full inch thick, after being seasoned and dressed, nail them
together properly, then give them 2 or 3 good coats of paint; I will

stand good for the result. My objection to pine is, it is not thick
enough, and costs about three times as much as the other. I advise my
Missouri friend to use basswood in spite of Dr. Miller's answer.

Missouri.

Answer.—I am very glad if you can use basswood successfully,

especially where it costs so much less than pine. It is quite possible
that I am " away off " in thinking my littte world is the whole of the
world. I have tried basswood for brood-frames, and they twisted
badly. Mr. Niver says it is diflerent with him. Possibly the place in

which basswood grows makes a difference, and possibly the age of the
trees makes a difference. I certainly wouldn't want anything about a
hive made of such basswood as I have tried. I wish we might 'know
the whole truth about it.

.*-•-*-

Honey Turning to Wax—Foolish Notion.

Enclosed find a clipping from a newspaper. I would like to know
the exact truth in it. My opinion is, that the honey Noah took into

the ark would not yet be beeswax. New York.

The clipping referred to reads as follows:

" Honey will turn to wax it left untouched for some years."

Answer.—I am entirely of your opinion.

Forming Nuclei.

1. I have nearly all the standard apiarian authors, and have read
considerable, I have nearly 100 colonies of bees, some Italians, some
Carniolans, but mostly black or native bees. What I want to learn is

about forming nuclei in order to rear several Italian queens with which
to Italianize my apiary. I will outline a policy, and then you can
kindly give me your opinion and comments.

Take No. 1, June 1. It sends out a swarm ; while it is clustered I

prepare a hive and put them into it, and set them by the parent hive.

In the meantime I have prepared a suitable bottom-board on which to

set the parent hive, as follows: By putting a bottom strip '„ inch

all the way around it, on which the hive is to set, then saw out little

pieces of the strip for entrances for 3 different nuclei in the same hive,

by adding one or more division-boards. Then I remove the hive from
its bottom-board and put the new one in its place ; then, before placing
the hive on it I go through it and divide the frames with adhering bees,

so as to give 3 frames to each nucleus, with a queen-cell to each. Then
I put the 3 brood-frames in one department, and then add a division-

board, then 3 more frames, bees and all. When the hive is set on the

prepared bottom-board there will be an entrance already made by saw-
ing out a piece of the bottom strip •'„ inch deep, and each nucleus will

have a separate entrance; if two nuclei only, there will be an entrance
at each end, but at opposite ends. If 3 nuclei in one hive, I will have
an entrance at one side, and one at each end, say 4 or 5 inches wide,
and '•'c

deep, or whatever is the thickness of this bottom strip; the
division-board to be tight, coming smooth to the ground floor and at

the ends, and even with the top edge of the hive, so the bees can't pos-
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sibly mix. Then cover over the lop, first with a suitalile piece of some
kind of cloth. (I cover all ni.v hives with something under the wooden
cover.) Then as soon as these queen-cells hatch out, and tht-y are
fertilized and begin laying, I can dispose of them as I please— intro-

duce her to a colony of natives by removing first their queen and then
add another queen-cell to this same nucleus, and continue as long as
desired the same process, keeping an eye to removing the brood when
it accumulates too much in this nucleus.

All my hives uoii' are I.angstroth size, with Laugstroth frames. I

have a few, however, of my old pattern, the frames of which are
14x8i.2, 'hat I thought of using for nuclei especially, instead of the
standard size. But here develops one trouble in that case; Suppose
colony No. 1, that we have been discussing thus far. is in a standard-
size hive, and it sent out a swarm, and I propose to form a nucleus
out of the parent colony after it has sent out a young swarm. In that

case won't I have to convert the colony (although of standard size)

into nucleus form, as above mentioned J

2. My apiary is located in an orchard, and faces northeast, and is

nofth from my dwelling, say 100 yards. I desire to place 5 Italian and
one Carniolan colony south of the residence, facing southeast, with
the dwelling and some large trees between them and the apiary gener-
ally, so the natural flight of these will be southeast, and that of the
general apiary northeast. Out of these 5 Italians and 1 Carniolan I

wish to rear all the queens with which to Italianize the whole apiary.

Do you think these 6 colonies will furnish drones sufficient! and will

those drones not be most likely to meet those young queens on their

wedding-flight before the drones of the apiary would, with this condi-
tion of things? While I know it is not a certain thing, by any means,
would it not be very likt'ly, and somewhat safe, to think the drones of
these Bcolonies would meet the young queens first?

3. Could nuclei be successfully formed out of the young swarm
that came out of hive No. 1, as soon as it can be hived, if so desired?
Which of the two is the best to form nuclei out of, the parent or the
young colony? ,

4. Could you successfully form nuclei out of a colony that has not
swarmed, but is getting ready to do so, by removing the old queen and
distributing the combs as above outlined, supposing, of course, they
have built queen-cells?

5. Now comes the most important question to me of all. You
understand by now the situation. The 5 Italian and one Carniolan
are by themselves, separated by 100 yards from the apiary proper, and
that i wish to rear all my queens from these with which to rei|ueen

and Italianize the entire apiary. Now, will you kindly outline a plan
—the most practicable for a man not exactly a beginner, but one
along in the junior or sophomore class in bee-culture, and one who
craves to graduate an up-to-date apiarist, some time in the future? In
this last question I won't make any suggestions, but listen to you, and
won't confuse you by asking any more questions on other subjects in
this letter. Mississii-i'i.

Answers.— I. When you put your nucleus hive on the old stand,
the probability is that the nucleus entrance that comes nearest the old
entrance will receive so many bees that the nuclei in that apartment
will be undesirably strong. You may do better to set your nucleus-
hive on a new stand, and put the swarm on the old stand. With this
modification the plan ought to work satisfactorily. I don't see,
though, how you can carry out the plan by using frames of different
size in your nuclei.

2. With a reasonable amount of drone-comb in the hives, the six
colonies would furnish an abundance of drones; but I'm afraid you're
counting too much on position. I don't know just what the chances
would be, but I should expect numbers to count for more than posi-
tion. But you could make the chances good by encouraging drones
in the six colonies (better use onefoniueens and theothers for drones)
and surpressing drone-comb in all others, providimj no other drones
are within a mile or two.

3. You will not find a swarm a very good thing out of which to
form nuclei; the old colony is much to be preferred.

4. Yes, by making such a colony queenless for two or three days
it could be nicely divided into nuclei ; only there would be a prepon-
derance of bees at the point where the old entrance was. You might
modify it in this way; When you find queen-cells about ready to seal,

take the queen with a frame of brood and a frame of honey together
with adhering bees and put in a hive on a separate stand. Two to five

days later take away the old hive and form your nuclei in a new place,

and let the hive with the queen take the place of the hive on the old
stand.

5. The plans outlined in 1 and 4 ought to work well, and these
plans being your own gives them some advantage. If I should sug-
gest anything else it would only l)e to repeat what I have given in
" Forty Years Among the Bees," which you say you have, for I really

don't believe that the locating of those six colonies at a distance of 100
yards cuts any figure in the case, nor the directions in which the
entrances face; so I should proceed the same as if all were in the same
apiary.
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3

Good Season for Honey.

I have had a good honey season this year. 1

started with 16 colonies, and increased to 33 by
natural swarming. I have taken off 42^
pounds of extracted honey, all of which I

have sold to my home customers.
Lewis Schmebtman.

Will Co., 111., Jan. 9.

Egg-Hatching Humbug on a Colony
of Bees.

Simply putting hens' eggs over a colony of

bees and not having them hatch would not,

in every ease, prove that the whole pretense
of the possibility of incubating hens' eggs by
bees is a delusive lie, concocted out of noth-

ing but a guess by someone who knows but
little or nothingabout the incubation of chick-

ens, or bees either. For one missing link in

the business would spoil the whole chain; and
I concerning the business, "one fact is worth a

great deal of theory," so I will try to submit
such a fact.

I resolved that I would not be rash in my
conclusions, but I would give it a fair test.

Now, I said. ' If hens' eggs can be hatched
by the warmth that rises from a colony of

bees, I think that it would, evidently, have to

be under the most favorable circumstances,

and I resolved to give it the advantage of

every possible circumstance; and I claim

that the Common-Sense Bee-Hive has every

point of superiority in that direction, as it is

virtually a double-walled hive, having thick,

closed-end frames inside a body-box or case.

(Point 1 in favor of bee-hatched chickens.)

Some of you will remember that I aa-

nouncd the plan of this bee-hive several years

ago, when a gentleman and scholar at Notre

Dame took it up and tested it, and eulogized

it. It has about 3000 square inches of comb-
surface, which every bee-master knows will

accommodate a good, large colony. (This

would be good point No. 3.) My plan, also,

joins the super-case directly to the brood-

chamber, so as to avoid the waste of heat
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above the brood-chamber by the space usually
allowed between them. This is to make a
warm hive in the sprintj for early brood-rear-
ing, and to invite the bees in the section-cases
to work sooner than they would otherwise go
there. (Large point No. M.)

Then, I said, the hot summer weather, when
the days are nearly warm enough to hatch
eggs without the help of either chicks or bees,
would surely be in favor of the project far be-
yond the uncertain spring weather with its

freezing nights, so I will try them in the
month of July, and this will make point No. 4
to its advantage. Then I took a rousing-big
natural swarm, large enough for two colonies,
and crowded them all in that hive. (A strong
point No. 5. Point No. was that the hive
was well filled with full-cell brood comb.)
Now if there was any hope in the case, would
not these points that I comprehend in prepara-
tions made thus far reveal it!

And now we will look at the super. I took
a neatly made case of ''H-inch lumber, with a
wire-screen bottom, and a thin rim to set down
snugly on the top of the hive, so as to get all

the heat among the eggs that the bees might
send off; and over the screen-bottom of the
super I put a thin piece of coarse burlap to
make it less probable that the bees would glue
up the mesbes of the screen. I tore up a
piece of bed-quilt, and made of it a large, soft
roll and packed it around the inner sides of the
super, leaving a nice, large nest in the middle
for :,'5 select-brood Plymouth Kock eggs on
the thin burlap bottom described.
Over this I put a light board-cover, amply

quilted on the under side, and fitting down
snugly, just over the tops of the eggs.
Now, every body who has brains enough to

bait a mouse-trap, knows that all these con-
ditions combined would fetch eggs to a hatch-
ing warmth if it were possible to do so over a
colony of bees.

Now we will shut it up tightly, and leave
them there to warm up. It won't take three
weeks to test the matter, for the proof of the
thing is right in touch, as you will soon see.
The colony had been hived for several days,

as I was waiting to set one of my select Ply-
inouth Rock hens in the park at the same
time. She came to a sitting fever in good
shape, so that I set her that same afternoon,
and in about an hour's time she had her 1.5

eggs all nicely warmed up under her. Then I

went and slipped my hand into the "super-
nest " over the bee-hive—'(«</ would yuu be-

lieve i(—all those 35 eggs were also nice and
c-c-c-c-cool .' So they were that night, and f;o

they were the next morning, and the next
evening they seemed to be just as cool as they
were when I put them In.

Now, if those eggs would not get warm
over a colony of bees in the middle of July,
fixed that way with everything in their favor
for 24 hours, how many years would it take to
hatch them there? It an egg could be put
right in the midst of a brood-chamber, and
kept covered with bees with some way fixed
to turn it over every day, it might hatch till it
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I Anna L Pinkerion Company, Box 27 * Hastings, Neb.

flea ! meuiiou Btttj J( WUrtll wntUMi

Lice Killing Machine
"'"'^kills all lice and mites. No injury to

birds or feathers. Handles any fowl,
ipMsmallest chick to larpept pobbler.

f.
!
MMado In three sbefl Paja for itself flrat eeaaoa.

KUling Powder, P-.ulfry
etc. We secure Bpedal low

? tni^l«J free. Writ^torit.

CHARLES SCHUD, Ionia, Mich,

Please riention Bee Jouma) v/tien -wTitiiie

BARGAINS IN PLANTS AND TREES
worth double the i

200 Marie Strawberry «1

100 Oh
20 Niagara Grapes 1

20 Worden " 1

Everything: for the fruit
Free catalog of (rreat
plants free for 6 nam
W. N. SCARFF,

^ney.bymail postpaid

00
I
20 Wilder Currants Jl 00
20 Fay " 1 00
20 Elberta Peach 1 00
10 Pear assorted 1 00
10 Cherry assorted 1 00
15 Apples " 1 00

best varieties cheap.prow
b;irKains-3 ne

9 of fi uit prowers and -J. _ _ ...^.

NEW CARLI<^LF. OHIO

450,000

pefialists extort
in be saved by a

tain home cure which has
ly saved (dollars for thousands, but

The enormous char;
for treating the e^res

simple but

saved eye sight of inestimable value. The

>*) Chilian Eye Treatment
removes cataracts without the knife, at
home, cures eranulated lidfl, fioatini?

specks- scums, prowths, S'ire and Inflamed
eyes, failinR si-bt. or v.« refund your
money. Send full description of your case
and ask for our free booklet and advice.

Chilian Remedy Co., .67 G St , Bushnell, Illinois

wuuu wnuxifc

A THOUSAND DOLLAR EGG
—a touching story of devotion telling' how Mandy paiJ
the mortt'aj^e and saved the farm Telia how to make
money from poultry. Also K^^r icmid and Calendar foi
mi. Mailed free. (ieo. II. Lee €o., Omaha, >'cb.

tlease xuenuon Bee joumai 'wnm ^mtuift

CHICKS THAT LIVE
get strong and health
Bteadily in weight, are
hatched in Keliable In

The Reliable
provides automatically a constant

(

uniform temperature—chicks pip, hatch and '

der its nature-like conditions. Send 10 cents ai

our iiOth annual catalnL'— full of poultry inforiii;iti<ia.

Reliable Incubator and Brooiler Co., Box J-153«Quiocy. Ill*

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote jou prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in
December. M. H. HUNT & SON.

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

p
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Lan^strothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those

large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $1.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

144 .« 14« Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

$300,000,000.00 k YEAR
and you may have part of It It you work
for OB. Uncle Sam'B pooJtry proauct pava
that BTUn. Bend lOo for samples and partio
olars We fnrniah capital to start yoa in
btulneat. Draper PobUsUif Co..Chlcaco,l U
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and asking him simply to write "Yes "or
" No," it he was too busy to write a letter. I

received no reply to this. He must have re-

ceived the letters or they would have been re-

turned to me. I have thought, perhaps he

had a good thing and did not care to share it

with any one else, unless there was something
in it for him, as in his first article on the sub-

ject he said he had applied—I supposed he
meant—for a patent, and would have the plan

before the public before next spring. As the

present is the time to prepare for it, why
would it not be a good plan for the American
Bee Journal to re-publish the article so that

any bee-keeper who would like to do so may
try it, starting about the same time as the

bees begin hatching? A. W. Macbraik.
Hamilton Co., Ohio, Jan. 6.

[Suppose you read the report on this sub-

ject as given by " Common-Sense Bee-Keep-

ing," on another page of this very number.

If you want to hatch hens' eggs, get a live

hen, or incubator. Don't waste time in trying

to get bees to do something different from

what they were intended to do.

And here comes another report:—Editor.]

In answer to Miss Wilson as to hatching

eggs with bees, I will own that I was the loser

of 14 eggs last spring; it makes me laugh
when I think of it.

My mother is a great lover of chickens, but

has not kept any for quite a few years, owing
to being so close to neighbors' fields. But
last spring I asked her how she would like to

see me hatch a fine sitting of eggs without a

hen. She said she would like to see me do it

before she would believe it, but would be glad

to accept the clutch of fine chickens. Of
course, I could see the 14 snow-white chicks

running around—in my mind.

So oil I started, and got a hive ready to

make into a fine old " hen." I had a rousing

colony of bees, so I got a super and put a

screen in the bottom, and padded the sides

with some pieces of old carpet. Next I sent

my little brother 3 miles for eggs, which cost

me SI. 00, but I got good measure—14 eggs
for a sitting.

Well, 1 put the eggs on the screen and cov-

ered them with :-! layers of carpet, marking the

date. I used to go and turn them 3 or 'A times

Texas dueens!
3 and 5 banded Qoldens

from a reliable breeder.
You all know him-DANIEL
WURTH-the Queen bpec.al-
ist~who fills orders by Re-
turn nail. I am here to

stay, and thank my many
friends and patrons for
their liberal patronage in

the past. Wishing you all

a Happy New Year, I am
ready as usual to furnish
Tou with the best of Queens.
'Tested, in March and April,

$1.25 each; Untested, in

April and May, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. Breeders,
yellow all over, $3.00 each. I am booking orders

for early delivery.

DANIEL WURTH, Karnes Gitu, Tex.
3D6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Millions In Oats.—SaUer's New National Oats
yielded in 1903 in Mich., 240 bu.; in Mo., 2SSbu.;

in N.D., 310 bu. ; and in 30 other states from ISO

to 300 bu. per acre. Now this Oat if generally
grown in 1'I04, will add millions of bushels to

the yield and millions of dollars to the farmer's
purse. Try it for 1104.

Salzer's Spellz, Beardless Barley, Home
Builder Corn, Macaroni Wheat, Pea Oat, Bil-

lion Dollar Grass and Earliest Canes are
money-makers for you, Mr. Farmer.
JUST SEND THIS NOTICE AND 10c in

stamps to John A. Salzer Seed Co., La Crosse,
Wis., and receive in return their big catalog
and lots of farm seed samples. F. P.

UAIRYMENARED|Utini^^
We Kt«rt yon In buslneen. You link*

[ Urge proflli. EImv wotk. We funush capital, bend
' lOoenU for fall lloe of BWDplesaod r%rtu-ul3T«.

DRAPER PUBLISDINQ CO. ' :hlcaso. Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien ^mritinp

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY'-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POtJDER,
5'3-5'5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

"iff yti yti ysi vr» >j« "ijf yfi yii ytf >i< yji >j^ >k>k >K >l^ >J^ yf^ >l<

3 Percent Discount S"a5."™l£:^xA
Send for our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. Our ^

HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in >vorkmansliip and material |By sending in your order now, you will save money, and S?

secure prompt shipment. ^
I PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us.a |

WMY ITS ROUND
Who ever saw a square hen's nest? We Imitate Nature's way in the "Iowa
Round Incubator." As result, there are no half heated corners—no
superheated centre drannhts—no chilling or overheating eggs. Buy a
Hound Incubator, the Iowa, and get big per cent hatches. Directions
simple. Ask now for free illustrated catalogue.

IOWA INCUBATOR CO., Box 198. Des Moines, la.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
We wish to advise our friends that on and after Jan. 1st we shall be

located in our new 3-story building, 521 Monroe Street, where we shall
keep on hand at all times the largest stock of

Poultry and Bee- Keepers' Supplies in the West.

Remember, we handle ROOT'S GOODS exclusively, and with the low
freight rates, and the 4 percent discount which we offer during December,
enables Toledo to excel all other shipping points. Thanking you for past
favors, and soliciting a continuance of the same, we remain,

Yours truly,

GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.
Kree Catalog. Ask for it.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSMFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis. |

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for (xolden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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a week. During the last week mam would
ask me how her chickens were coming on. I

told her I could hear them peeping I So we
waited tor the 31 days, and when it came we
went to get the chickens. But, my ! there

were no chickens there. So we broke the

eggs, and from the first to the last of them
they were about as fresh as if they were just

laid the day before. So ma had a good laugh
at me, and I didn't blame her a bit— I had to

laugh, too.

Ma said it must have been the bees I heard
peeping. 1 said, •' I guess it was."
So all our bee-keeping brothers and sisters

can laugh with us. James P. Kane.
Dubuque Co., Iowa, Dec. 31.

["Good-bye" to another impractical idea.

—Editor.!

LARGEST
Clover, Grasses,
Timothy and
Fodder Plant
Seed Groivers

In the U.S. Operate over 5000 acres. '

FOR 8 CENTS
1(1 the name of tliis paper we will maU, free,
.iiiples .! Clover. (;ra88e8. Fodder I'lants,
c . tot^eilier with mammoth 1 40 page St-ed
utaloKue. well worth guw to every wide
.vake fanner. Send to-day. F. 04.

JjOHN A.SALZEJ^
Seed Co.i""

JIaCrosse.Wis.i

PleasG mentton Bee Journal "when "wrltliift

OUT-HATGH-ONE TRIAL
Any one with common care can
get a hitih per cent of chicks
the first time when fertile

eggs are put in a

Sure Hatch
Incubator. Sure regulator—even hen
temperature—no guess at ventilation—
clean, pure air for eggs
and chicks. Send for
free catalogue B-IU that '

tells of Improvements
and other conveniences.

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.

Clay Center, Neb., or

Indianapolis, Ind.

An Egg-Tester Free, together with an incuba-
tor and brooder catalog, containing among
much other valuable and interesting informa-
tion a colored plate, showing by 18 views of the

development of the chick in the shell, i kee. by
mentiouidg the American Bee Journal and
sending to Geo. H, Stahl, Quincy, 111., 4 cents
to pay for postage and package.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

CONVENTION NOTICE,

Wisconsin.—The aunual convention of the
Wisconsin State llee-Kcepers' Association will
be held in the Capitol, at Madison, on Wednes-
day and Thursday, I'^b, 3 and 4, beginning at
10 a.m., Wednesday. We are and have been
doing our utmost to make this the most enthu-
siastic convention ever held in the State, and a
most complete and interesting program will be
presented. We are at this time assured of 8
papers on interesting subjects, by prominent
bee-keepers, among ihem George W. York, W.
Z. Uutchinson, and of course President and
General Manager France. A free to all ques-
tion-box will also be a part of the program. We
urgently invite all who are not members, to
participate with us; it will pay you in every
way—In fact the social part alone is worth it.

Come and get acquainted with our visitors and
the bee keepers of the State. Reduced rates
will be given by the hotels, and the railroad
fare will bel't for the round trip. Just ask
your agent for a l'^ fare round-trip ticket. It
will save lots of time if members, and all those
wishing to become such, will remit theirannual
dues to me prior to the convention. The dues
are $1.00, which also makes you a member of
the National Association. Exhibits of honey
are solicited, and suitable premiums will be
awarded. Gus Dittmer, Sec.
Augusta, Wis.

GOOD BEE-HIVE OHEAP

!

Called the poor man's hive. Either 8 frame or
10. Sections sold at last vear's prices. Full line
of SUPPLIES. Subscription to bee-journals
with orders. Send for list.

R. D. 3. W. D. SOPER, Jackaon, Hich.
3Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Kind of Garden-Tool you use has about
everything to do with the success of the crop,
as well as the pleasure people get out of the
calling. The line of Planet, Jr. tools is suited
to every purpose. The users all tell the same
story. One of them in Iowa, C. F. Sanderson,
of Linn Junction, puts it this way: *' I pur-
chased a No. 4 Drill of Hamilton Brothers, It
is the best tool of the kind I ever saw. It can
be used in so many different ways. You can
discover a new use for it every time you see it."
Don't fail to note the Planet, Jr. advertisement
elsewhere, and please mention the Bee Journal
when writing.

Wanted Ste^'^^-
ICY Comb

•drip
cases; also amber Ex-

tracted ia barrels; spot cash
C. M. SCOTT & CO.

1004 E. Wash, street, Indianapolis, Ind.
lAtf Please raentioQ the Bee Journal.

WANTED—Comb Honey in quantity lots.
We are perhaps the only dealers m this article
owning as much as 150,000 pounds at one time.
Please state quantity, quality and price asked
for your offerinjfs. Thos. C. Stanley & Son,
24At£ Manzanola, Colo., or Fairfield, III.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writina

wantedP^^^^bIoney
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mention Bee Jotimal -when •writing

H
i^tiHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
2SA tf T. F. BlNaHAMT F^rweir, JvTlch?

Plea"5e mention Bee Journal -vvnen -wrritina

MooniUnjojGollGOG
Opep to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-

pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal i^rade. Any young person

with tact and energy can have an educa-

tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COLLEGE.
Alliance, Ohio.

iTiease mention wnuug.

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Jan. M.—The new year opens with
a quiet trade in honey, retailers having usually
a supply from the stoclfclaid in to make a ?ood
show at the holiday time. Prices are without
essential change in No. 1 to fancy comb, which
brings about 13c; very little doing iu off grades
at from l@3c less. Extracted, white grades,
bring from 6@7c, according to flavor and other
qualities; ambers about Ic less; especially
weak are those lacking in flavor and body.
Beeswax steady at 28@30c.

R. A. Bdrnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Jan. 8. —The market on comb
honey has weakened, as the supply has been
larger than the demand. Fancy water-white,
14c; off grades, lower. Extracted, amber, in
barrels, S!<@5Jic; in eo-lb. cans, Mc more; al-
falfa, water-white, 6@6)4c; fancy white clover,
7@8c. Beeswax, good demand; 30c for nice.

C. H. W.Weber.

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.—There has been very
little call for honey since the holidays. The
first two weeks of the year are the dullest dur-
ing the season; people become somewhat sur-
feited with sweets, lessening the demand. The
market is somewhat weaker, with quite a few
arrivals. We quote fancy comb at 15@16c; No.
1, 13@14c; amber. 12c. Extracted, white, 7!^@8c;
amber, 6@7c. Beeswax, 31c. We are producers
of honey and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selser.

Albany, N. Y., Jan. IS.—Honey mrket ex-
tremely dull since the holidays and cold
weather. Quotations are nominal, and asking
prices mostly. We are quoting 15c for fancy
white; 14c for A No. 1; 12(ai3c for dark and
mixed, but would shade theseprices now rather
than lose sales. Extracted, inquiry improving
somewhat, especially on the buckwheat and
darker grades. H. R. Wright.

Nov. 20.—The demand for comb
honey is slower now than it was si.x weeks ago,
owing to the enormous quantities offered on all
sides. Fancy comb is sold in single case lots
at 14c. The supply of extracted honey is big,
although the demand is good. We are selling
amber extracted in barrels at S^(<i6Mc. White
clover, in barrels and cans, 7ii@Siic, according
to quality. Beeswa.x. 30c.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Boston, Dec. 21.—The demand for honev con-
tinues good, with an ample supply of comb, and
a light supply of extracted. We quote our
market as follows: Fancy white comb, 16@17c;
No. 1, 14@15c; and practically no No. 2 to offer.
Extracted, 7(§iSc, as to quality.

Blaele, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Dec. 30.—Instead of our honey
market improving, it has grown worse as far
as comb is concerned. The receipts have in-
creased and fancy comb and No. 1 have been
sold as low as $2.50 per case of 24 sections. We
do not look for any improvement in prices be-
fore February, if then. We quote; Fancy
white comb, 24 section cases, $2,60; No. 1, $2.50;
No. 2, S2.40. Extracted, white, per lb., '®7iic;
amber, 6@5>ic. Beeswax, 2S@28c.

C. C. Clbmohs & Co.

New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honey is arriving
in sufficient quantities to supply the demand,
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We quote
fancy white at 14c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, lt(3H2c;
and buckwheat, lOc. E.xtracted, light amber,
at 6c; white, 6!^c; Southern, 55(3600 per gallon;
buckwheat, S'^c. Beeswax, 2S<a29c.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

San Francisco, Jan. 6.—White comb. 1-lb.
frames, 13@14 cents; amber, 9@llc. Extracted,
white, Sii(Slbc; light amber, 45i@5c; amber,
4@45ic; dark amber, 3^<@4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 275i@29c; dark, 2S@26c.
Spot stocks are not particularly heavy, but

trade is slow. Only for most select qualities
does the market show firmness.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consu

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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i The Best Be^Ms
< in the World..

are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. It you buy of us yoii
>«'ill not be disappointed.
We are undersold by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPEK; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epprng, N.H., carries
- a full line of our goods at catalog prices.

4 Order of him and save the freight.

•y•
Please "nfintion Bee Journal -when wriliUB

1. J. STRlNGHftM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free, i

•lease mention Bee Journal when writing.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold
for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO ,

1 Alta Sita. east ST. LOUIS. ILL.

QSSQVSSSSSSQQS^N»^SB^N»^'iSQ<

I Bee=Supplies I

S Don't Wail flnu Longer to Buy.

P BiQ Discount tor Orders Now.

K Write us to-day and say what you
/§ want, and get our prices. New catalog

^ will soon be out; it is free.

7ft We also handle the famous

g tloosier Incubators and Brooders,

g > C. M.Scott & Co.
Dept. A. 1004 East Washington Street,

iNDIANAPOUrS. IND.

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

Please mention Bee Journal
wben writing advertisers.
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Year Dadant's Foundation v,^ $
No SAQQINO, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

Why does it sell so well? facuoTJLan'ti"^^'^'
26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands

name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langslrolh on the Honey-Bee—Re\/isecl
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, SI. 20, by mail.

BEESW^AX VNZAIMTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

#

Please ineuuou Bee joumaJ when wrttina

8

I

S

Our New Catalog is

Now Reacly=

1
— 68 Pages-

Illustrating, describing and listing all of the standard, finest and
up-to-date articles used by

Send for a copy at once. Discount for Early Orders.
Three percent during January.

Lewis One-Piece Highly Polished Sections are perfect. Fifteen Millions sold last year.

All parts of our Hives are made to Kit Accurately. Perfect Workmanship and Finest

Material. No trouble in setting them up. Our customers say it is a pleasure. We are not
selling goods on NAME ONLY, but on their QUALITY.

Twenty Thousand Additional Square Feet of floor-space just added to our plant. We
now have over Forty-Five Thousand square feet of floor-space. We certainly can inlie care

of your orders promptly. Remember That.

Two New Features.
Our Acme Hive, the shallow body style, simple and cheap. Our New Wisconsin Hive,

a Portico Front, and the same inside arrangement as the regular dovetailed.

One of Many.
NewHavBN, IOWA, June 27, 1903.

G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown. Wis.

Ge.ntle.men ;— I must say something in regard to the goods you have sent me. They are

very good, and I received Ibem in fine condition and consider same cheap. Some people
make their own hives, but I think this is a loolish plan when you can get goods like this

well made, neatly fluished and in such perfect condition. I have used 1u(K) sections and find

everytliing all right. If anybody wants to know wherr, to send for the best bee-supplies,

tell them to write to me. Yoxirs for buslnes?,

BKNNIE DIEDERICH.

-»7-»7T»TT»T

§

Complete list of Agencies will be found in Catalog.

G, B, LEWIS COMPANY,
Manufacturers Bee/Keepers' Supplies,

WATERTOWN, WIS., U.S.A.



Chicago-Northwestern Report. Feeding Bees in Winter.
C. p. DADANT.

5ee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.OO A YEAR.

Published by GEOFGE W, YORK & CO., 144 d 146 E, Erie Street.

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., JAN. 28, 1904. No. 4.

APIARY OF L. HIGHBARGER, OF OGLE CO., ILL.

(See page 52.

APIARY OF
GEO. L. SEWARD, OF MARION CO., OREG.
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noxEY-HousE AND HOME OF R. c. AiKiN, OF LAKiMER CO., COLO.—Rocky Mountains in the Background.
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ROOT'S
BEE=
SUPPLIES

The Known
Best the World

Quality Over
1904 Catalog (93rd edition) free. Also sample Gleanings In Bee-Culture.

Be sure you get Supplies bearing this TRADE-MARK.

= i^K

Don't
take (3
our
opinion
but
read
what
our
custo-
mers
say.

j£b.

TheAI
^Q Medina

^y
Ôur
goods

best
dealers.

• Agents
for
them
are
found
in all

coun°
tries.

Root Co
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IT INSURES YOUR QETTINQ BEST QUALITY.

TESTIIVIOIVIALS.
" I have some of your hives in use, and I find they give

more satisfaction than any other hive in the marljet. It all

goes well I will be ordering more of them before long."
Cape Colony, South Africa. R. .J. King.

The bee-flxtures that I ordered of you came to hand in
good order, and are the finest work I ever saw. Every
thing went together like the leaves of a book. The supers
fit my Quinby hives perfectly, and are sure to give better
satisfaction, although costing a little more ihan what I

could have got them for from your agent in Portland, Oreg,
Thanks for your promptness in filling my order for odd
sizes. H. A. March.

Fidalgo, Wash.

"I have been using the fence separator, and find them
much superior to solid goods. The 4.50 shallow hives you
made for me are giving good satisfaction."

Vigo, Tex. J.E.Chambers.

I have just now unpacked and e.xamined the goods sent
by you, and am greatly pleased with the lot.

Scottsville, Ariz. W. H. Gill.

These hives have proven very satisfactory, and I now
wish 25 more of the same kind.

Very truly yours,
Tecumseh, Mich. P. W. A. Fitsimmons.

While writing you this, I must say the hives I ordered
of you were first-class in every particular, and not one mis-
lake. F. L. Powers.

Arteinisa. t.'uba. W. I.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.
Dear Sirs:—The shipment of hives and bee-supplies,

which you sent me, arrived in excellent condition, and every
one who has seen them, is delighted with the accuracy and
precision of the workmanship of every detail, both of the
goods and the manner in which the order was executed.

Yours very truly.

Cape Colony. Frederic T. Bioletti.

" People are beginning to change their bees to the Root
hive. My trade being so much better this season than pre-
vious years." Yours for service,

Pennville, Ind. Alfred Grissoii.

The a. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio.
Oenlhrnen:—I am well pleased with your prompt way

of doing business. The goods are just simply nice. Many
thanks. Yours truly,

John D. A. Fisher.

The goods ordered have arrived, and are very fine, giv-

ing entire satisfaction, as is invariably the rule when order-

ing from you. Allow me to thank you for your promptness
which I appreciate more this time than usual, as I needed
the goods very much. I can get goods from your factory

in about the same time that it talies to receive a reply from
some parties at no greater distance. W. A. Klock.

Herkimer, N. Y.

Your chaff hive, the last one, is the thing. I had them
out with no protection, not a fence or tree, and the north
wind howling around them with mercury at 43 degrees be-

low, and that wide entrance all open. I did not expect
them to come through. It seemed that enough arctic cold
would come in the entrance to freeze brass bees; but these
came out strong in spring. S. J. Hakmeling.

Marion, S. D.

BRANCH OFFICES.
CHICAGO. ILL.. 144 East Erie Street.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 10 Vine Street.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.

THe fl. I. Root Go.,
Main

iia:E3i3ii>T.A,

BRANCH OFFICES.
ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Miss. St.

j_ . SAN ANTONIO, TEX., 43S W. Houston St.
nd Factory, WASHINGTON, D.C., lldH Md. Ave.. S.W.

OEIIO. HAVANA, CUBA. San Ifru.icio 17.
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Editorial Comments

A Double Number This Week.
Did you notice it? Just 32 pages of the old American Bee Jour-

nal this time. But we don't suppose any one will object to it, if tve

don't.

This number should serve for two pretty good meals of apiarian

literature. And the prospects are for a few more double numbers

later on. We think it will not be our fault if any reader does not get

" value received " for his investment of a dollar for the American Bee

Journal for 1904.

Is Disposition Inherited from the Drone?
Editok American Bee Journal—

Can't you get an article from Prof. Benton as to the basis for his

belief—recently expressed in your columns—that the drone gives the
trait of gentleness or crossness? Some of us would like to know if he
can prove it. Roxbcrt.

It might not be an easy thing to prove directly from the bees

themselves that the trait of gentleness is inherited from the drone,

even though it might be the accepted belief that, in general, traits of

character are inherited from the male parent. Is there, however, en-

tire agreement upon this? and is. there anything like positive proof in

the case? Space will be gladly given to Prof. Benton, or any one else

who can answer satisfactorily.

Plain Board Covers.

These are not so much in use as they were a few years ago. The

objection is made that in spite of cleating they warp., and even if held

rigidly by iron cleats without the possibility of warping, they will still

twist. But aside from the objections urged against them, Editor Root

gives another reason why they are going out of use. He says in

Gleanings in Bee-Culturg:

"The fact is, clear wide boards in sufficient quantities to care for

the trade for such covers can not be bought at any price. The big

pine trees are nearly all gone. Manufacturers have simply been foin-

pclled to adopt a. root covered with paper or metal, or some form of

three-piece design that would permit of the use of one or more narrow
boards spanned by a ridge-piece to close up the. cracks. Such boards

are readily obtainable at a moderate price, because the small trees are

not all cut out yet."

Performance Before Prettiness.

There are not a few who favor breeding from queens whose colo-

nies have distinguished themselves in the matter of stormg without

regard to pedigree or color. With proper precautions it may be a

good thing to do. " A York County Bee-Keeper " says in the Cana-

dian Bee Journal

:

This brings to my mind my experience with a colony of genuine
" blacks " the past two seasons. A year ago they stored something
over 350 pounds, and the past season over 250 pounds of choice clover

honey, never swarming either year. Although they are quite irritable

to work with, yet this fall I took extra care to put them in good con-

dition for wintering, for notwithstanding the fact that there are some
choice queens of both the Italian and Carniolan races in that yard, I

would not care if the whole apiary were of the strain mentioned, even
f I did have a little extra stinging while working with them.

Big Average Yields of Honey.

Estimating 100 pounds of comb honey as equaling 150 pounds of

extracted, and reducing all to extracted, the following large average

yields per colony may be gleaned from the report of the National

Association

:

Harry Lathrop, Wis . .

.

Ernest J. Smale, Calif.

.

Jos. Scroggins, Mo
Chas. A. Brown, Calif..

Mrs.L. S. Coleman,Utah
Harry K. Warren, Nev.

.

D. C. McLeod, 111

H. J. Chapman, Iowa.

.

N. E. France, Wis
C. P. Dadant, 111

C. H. Pierce, Wis
Anthony Schmidt, Wis.
Mack Shrontz, 111

N. Louffburrow, Kan. .

.

W. D. Moffatt, Calif...

Rail Baker, Wis
E. B. Tyrrell, Mich
L. Stachelhausen, Tex..
J. T. Hairston, Ind.Ter.
Dr. H. Copley, 111

H. W. Lee, III

Byron Whitney, 111

E. J. Baxter, 111

W. S. King, Calif
Robert Taylor, 111

Andrew Nelson, Utah..
Geo. W. Rowley, Calif..

Henry Ahlers, Wis
J. A. Delano, Calif
Ole Sorenson, Utah. . .

.

Christian Nielson, Utah
Rev. H. A. Winters, Wis.
W. T. Brite, Tex
S. S. Brite, Tex
Dr. C. C. Miller, 111....

C. K. Ercanbrack, Calif.

G. W. Vangundy, Utah.
L. A. Hammond, Md. .

.

Rev. R. B. McCain, 111.

C. H. Stordock, Wis....

Two others are given with figures far 'exceeding ^anyof these:

Franklin Young, of Utah, 1333, and W. A. Pain, Haw. Is., 1500; but

there must surely be a mistake in some of the figures that would give

such averages.

It may be observed that the increase throughout the list is quite

gradual till it comes to the last four, and they seem to be in a class by

themselves. We may account for the unusual averages of Messrs.

Hammond and McCain partly by the fact that the former had only 4

colonies and the latter 2; but Mr. Vangundy had 109 colonies which

yielded 175 pounds comb and 32,000 extracted, while Mr. Stordock,

with 94 colonies, had the very remarkable yield of'15,500 pounds comb
honey and 15,400 pounds extracted !

Tight vs. Loose Horizontal Wiring.

Some insist that when brood-frames are wired horizontally the

wires must be left slack if there is to be no buckling or sagging, while

others say there is no trouble with horizontal wires tightly drawn.

M. W. Shepherd is perhaps the first to give the philosophy of the

buckling in some cases, and thinks it the end-bars are sufliciently

thick the trouble will disappear. He gives in Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

ture this explanation for the buckling that occurs with tight wiring:

"The end-bars, only I4 -inch thick, are too light. When you pull

the wire tight, the end-bars spring in as the bees keep adding weight.
The end-bars spring in more and more; and how can buckling be
helped! The wire stacks, a,ad that tells the story. This is how it

works with us." _^^_^_^^_^_

Read Up Your Bee-Papers Now.

Last summer you were so busy that you hadn't time to read your

bee-papers carefully. Read them over at your leisure now, and you

may find a goad many new things in them.

Prime Swarms Settling Low.

In a first prize article in the Australasian Bee-Keeper, in his in-

structions for hiving a prime swarm, George W. Commins says to get

a hive ready with frames, starters or foundation, bottom-board, quilt,
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all complete, " carry to where the bees have clustered, by putting an

empty box or step-ladder under them you can raise the hive until the

frames touch the cluster, then brush them onto frames." "This

method," says he, "will answer for all early swarms, because old

queens always settle near enough to the ground to get the hive up to

the cluster."

The question is: Do prime swarms on this side the globe, when

they have opportunities for settling on higher places, always cluster

so low that they may be reached from a box or step-ladder? Do

they generally ?

The Veterans Read the Bee-Papers.

Tho.se who have already achieved success at bee-keeping are the

very ones who take the most bee-papers and do the most reading.

The time never comes when one has finished learning all there is to

be learned about bee-keeping. The beginner who gives the most dili-

gent study to the pursuit upon first entering it, is likely to be the one

farthest on when he becomes a veteran.

Miscellaneous Items

Mr. Geo. Li. Seward's Bee-Shed Apiary is shown on the

first page. He says it is " the best protection for hives in this locality.

The shed is 45 feet long, 7 feet wide, and gives room enough to stand

erect, or run a wheelbarrow behind the hives."

The Apiary of Mr. Highbarger is pictured on the first

page this week. It contained 60 colonies the past season, and pro-

duced 3000 pounds of comb honey. Mr. Highbarger is one of the

older bee-keepers, and has been a constant reader of the American Bee

Journal tor many years.

An Apiarian "Conuinberfuni."—We found the following

in one of our exchanges last week

:

Why is a bee-hive like a bad potato? Ans.—A bee-hive is a bee

holder; a beholder is a spectator; and a specked 'tater is a bad Hater.

We might have sent the question to Dr. Miller, and then after-

ward compared his answer with the one given above. But we knew

pretty well what his answer would be. Simply, " I don't know,"

Split Sections are what Mr. A. Coppin used in his exhibit at

the Illinois State Fair, as mentioned on page 20. There was an error

in the size. His sections are 4I4X5 instead of 4x5, as stated. He has

the comb foundation made 5x17 inches, and puts the full sheet be-

tween the halves of a row of 4 sections all at one time ; then by wedg-

ing up the sections the foundation is held firmly in place, and also a

full sheet of foundation is thus in each section. There is no falling

down of full sheets or starters in this way. Mr. J. C. Wheeler and

others follow the same plan, and like it.

The Chicago-Northwestern Convention Report is lie-

gun in this issue. The whole of the report is twice as long as that of

the National held at Los Angeles. It was an enthusiastic gathering

here in Chicago early last December. They did business all the time.

Any one who fails to attend an annual meeting of the Chicago-North-

western misses a good, profitable time. Every bee-keeper within -.iOO

or 300 miles of Chicago ought to make a desperate effort to be present.

There Is no good reason why Chicago should not have the largest an-

nual meeting of bee-keepers held anywhere in the United States.

The Onondaga County Bee-Keepers' Association met in

Syracuse, N. Y., Thursday Jan. 14, 1904. Fres. S. D. House occupied

the chair. Owing to blockades of snow the attendance was rather

small, but those present were naturally the most enthusiastic mem-

bers. Mr. Irving Kenjon gave an address on improved methods of

producing comb honey, in which were many good points, and Mr. W.

J. Morgan gave his experience in carbonizing comb honey to destroy

wax-worms. A lively discussion followed.

At the afternoon session, N. E. France spoke on the work of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association, and W. Z. Hutchinson conducted

a question-drawer.

In the evening. Prof. Thwing, of Syracuse University, spoke on
questions connected with location ; R. F. Holtermann on the preven-

tion of swarming, and N. N. Betsinger, Moderator, in his report urged

the production of a better class of honey. Oflicers the same as last

year were elected, except that the Moderator is Mr. Kenyon.
We hope soon to publish a report of this convention.

An Inspector's Association for mutual help and exchange

of ideas was organized at Syracuse, N. Y., recently, by Messrs. France,

Hutchinson, Stewart, Stevens, West, and Wright, inspectors of bee-

diseases. It will probably be made national. Such an organization

should be able to help secure laws against bee-diseases in those States

where no such laws exist. We wish great success to the new organi-

zation. May it never iieeil inspection !

Mr. N. Staininger, of Cedar Co., Iowa, was so unfortunate

as to have had two daughters in the awful Iroquois Theatre fire, which

occurred here in Chicago, Dec. 30. They were badly burned, and

were not able to leave the hospital for two or three weeks after the

fire. As most of our readers know, there were about 600 people burned

to death, and several hundred others burned and injured so that they

will likely be disfigured or maimed for life. Aside from the fire dan-

ger, we think the great majority of theatrical performances are pretty

good things to stay away from'. We attended our last just 20 years

ago next April, in company with Mr. Thomas G. Newman. We have

never had any desire to go again.

Mr. Howard Miller, editor of The Inglenook Magazine, some

time ago visited the home and apiary of Mr. J. E. Thompson, Sr., in

Kane Co., III. As a result, a very readable article on bees and honey

appeared in The Inglenook for Aug. 25. It is always a good thing for

bee-keepers to invite the editors of local newspapers or magazines to

inspect their apiaries. It almost invariably results in the publication

of an article on the use of honey, which will help increase its demand.

All such things help the bee-keepers. Also, the information about the

keeping of bees and the production of honey is a good thing to have

scattered among the people. Don't forget to invite your local editor

to spend a half day in your apiary next season. Then see to it that he

takes home with him a nice little memento that will keep him and his

family sweet for a week or two.

The New York State Association of Bee-Keepers' Socie-

ties met in Syracuse Friday, Jan. 15, 1904, Fres. W. F. Marks occupy-

ing the chair. Among those present were General Manager N. E.

France, W. Z. Hutchinson, Chas. Stewart, Mortimer Stevens, N. D.

West, and W. D. Wright, foul brood inspector in New York State, and

R. F. Holtermann and Morley Fettit, of Canada.

In his opening address Fres. Marks laid particular stress on the

enforcement of the pure honey law. Other addresses were given by

N. E. France on diseases of bees, N. D. West on foul and black brood,

R. F. Holtermann on marketing honey, and O. L. Hershiser on crop

reports.

The staff of officers were all re-elected.

We expect to publish a report of this convention later.

Mr. A. T. Cook, of Hyde Fark, N. Y., is in the seed business.

His catalog is unique. He is also interested in the crop of boys and

girls that are being brought up in this country. That being the case,

he has scattered all through his seed catalog some good advice for

young people, as well as for older folks, too. Here are a couple

samples:
TO MT FRIENDS—THE BOYS.

Please do not use tobacco. It will enslave your mind, defile your

body, and waste your money. If you h<ur begun—take my advice and

stop at once, and you will be grateful all the days of your lite.

Be temperate. Shun the deadly, soul destroying saloons. Let

your motto be, " Touch not. Taste not. Handle not the Intoxicating

Cup." Be brave enough to be above temptation, and dare to do the

right. Your friend, A. T. Cook.

We can never be too careful what the seed our hands shall sow;

Love from love is sure to ripen, hate from hate is sure to grow.

Seed of good or ill we scatter heedlessly aloug our way.

But a glad or grievous fruitage waits us at the harvest day.
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Contributed Articles
1

Feeding Bees in Winter—Sugar Candy
BT C. P. DADANT.

" I have a colony of bees that has been neglected and is very light,

I do not believe that they have honey enough to last them to the end
of the month. How would you feed them? Would you advise using
the Hill atmospheric t)ee-feeder, which you have recommended i

"

—

Illinois.

Feeding bees in the winter after they have ceased to fly

has always been a risky task. Even if the weather is warm
enough for the bees to be able to go about the hive a little,

if they are fed they are induced to fly out more or less, for
the feeding of liquid food gives them the idea that there is

something to be found in the field. But if the weather is

cold, they are unable to reach the food, or, if they can reach
it, they are apt to stir about and some of the bees will get
chilled by leaving the cluster. The feeding of liquid food,
unless it is in exact quantities so as to leave no residue in
their intestines, will compel them to seek flight. The more
liquid the food, the more necessary it is fpr them to be at
liberty to take wing.

We would therefore deprecate the feeding of honey or
sugar syrup in the hive in winter. But there is a method
by which bees may be fed sufficiently to keep them alive till

the weather is warm enough for them to take and use liquid
food. It is by feeding candy. This food is taken with
more difficulty by the bees than sugar syrup or honey, and
they seem to use it only as far as their immediate needs re-

quire. It does not excite them, does not prompt them to
leave the cluster in search of more, in fact it seems to be to
them as that much sealed honey, to be used when they want
it. For it is a fact well known to apiarists, that although
honey and sugar syrup fed in the liquid form in any sort of
feeder cause the bees to stir, and promote and increase
breeding, the same quantity of honey furnished to them in
clean, sealed combs does not excite them, and they use it

sparingly as needed, just as they would if it was their own
stores.

This candy for bee-feed is not a new thing. The first

suggestion of it belongs to a German apiarist—Weigel, of
Silesia—who, more than half a century ago, recommended
its use, and it was very much commended by German apia-
rists. The method of preparing it was given in the early
editions of Langstroth. He recommended brown Havana
sugar mixed with enough water to dissolve it, and boiled
until the water was evaporated. Later it has been found
much better to use the best granulated sugar with as little

water as possible. Stir this constantly while heating, so
that it will not burn, for burnt sugar is not nourishing, and
would be a dead weight on their stomachs, and therefore
much worse than no food at all. To know when it is done,
all that is required is to dip your finger, first in cold water,
then into the syrup. If what adheres to the finger is brittle,
it is boiled enough.

It is then poured into shallow pans or on thin paper,
and allowed to form into cakes. The pan should be slightly
greased to keep it from sticking. The cakes are then broken
into pieces of what ever size you may wish, and placed over
the cluster in the hive. The quantity of such candy to be
given to the bees need not be very great. It is very rich
food, does not contain more moisture than they require, and
so there is no loss. Three or four pounds will help a colony
along quite a while, though of course very much depends
upon the strength of the colony and the temperature.

The feeding of bees in this way, on their summer
stands, is not generally successful because the bees are
often unable to move owing to the cold. So they may starve
almost in reach of the food, unless it is given on a warm
day, when they will be able to move up to it. Of course,
the space above the feed must be kept warm, that is, the
upper story must not be left empty. On the contrary, it

would best be filled with a cushion or some absorbents
which although helping to remove the moisture will never-
theless prevent a current of cold air from passing through.

A much better way yet is to remove the colony to the
cellar. It is not necessary to have a special cellar. One or
two destitute colonies may be kept through the cold weather.

in a dark corner of any ordinary cellar. The main require-
ments are quiet and darkness. If the cellar is too light, a
very efBcient partition may be made by hanging an old
carpet between the hive and the light. The greatest ob-
jection to cellars is the warmth, generated by the bees,
which causes them to be restless ; but a cellar that will keep
potatoes without freezing will keep two or three colonies
very nicely, for their warmth is insufficient to raise the
temperature.

Usually, destitute colonies are weak, and such colonies
are easily carried in and out. They are not heavy, and not
easily aroused. We have kept small colonies often in an
ordinary cellar with the hive-cover entirely off, placing the
candy over the frames and simple covering the hive with a
thick cloth. So, without much trouble, the condition of the
bees can be ascertained at any time, and more feed may be
added, by using the precaution of avoiding a jar, that would
disturb them.

Honey-sugar candy, or what is called the "Scholz"
candy, or "Good " candy—thus named from the two persons
who first recommended it, Mr. Scholz in Germany, and Mr.
Good in the United States later—is also very good bee-feed.
It is used mainly in mailing of queen-bees, or transporting
of colonies that are without food. This candy is made by
heating a little honey and mixing with it as much pulver-
ized sugar as it will absorb, until the mass is hardened to a
thick paste. The honey is heated in order that it may ab-
sorb the more sugar. If it were not heated, it would soften
when placed under the influence of the bees' warmth, and
might liquefy enough to run. In either case it is very im-
portant not to overheat the honey or the sugar, and the
very best grade of either must be used so as to avoid the
feeding to the bees of any foreign substance that would in-

crease the load in their intestines during the time of their
confinement. Hancock Co., 111.

Observatory Hives for Learning Bee-Habits.

BY ALLEN LATHAM.

WE may read all about the actions of bees inside their
hives and accept as truth all that we read. It is thus
that error gets well-grounded until a later observer

of independent thought comes forward with the truth (as he
sees it). Possibly both observers are right, at least saw the
same thing. Why, then, do they not agree 7 Presumably
because they interpret differently. After having inter-

preted an action in a certain way, that observer will here-
after have perverted vision.

The late controversy between Messrs. Dadant and Mil-
ler was a source of enjoyment, and fun as well, to me.
Neither one (in my opinion) was wholly right or wholly
wrong, and in some instances, surely, they agree without
realizing it. That is, they agreed in the mind of a third and
unprejudiced observer.

Allow me to illustrate : Both gentlemen have seen the
queen making her way about the comb over a path made
free by receding workers. One says that the workers get out
of the way through respect for their queen ; the other says,
" Not so ; they will do the same for a bee of their own
rank." Each gentleman is right, and any one who wishes
to investigate will see for himself. Workers make way for

their queen sometimes, but not always ; workers make way
for workers on certain occasions. Why the path is cleared
at one time and not at another I have not as yet decided. I

suggest that it may depend entirely upon the task which
the traveling queen or worker may be about. If not respect
for queen, it may still be respect for the welfare of the col-

ony—for bees are socialists.

It is not, however, my purpose to revive the controversy
mentioned above. My purpose is to interest my fellow bee-

keepers in the means of observing for themselves. Let one
see for himself that bees give with folded tongue, but take
with extended tongue ; fhat field-bees rarely, if ever, put
honey into cells, handing it over to younger bees instead ;

that bees rest, those of different ages having their own
special way of taking rest ; that young bees do this task,

older ones that ; that at one time the queen is surrounded
by a crowd of solicitous attendants, at another is off in a
corner alone with no sign of royalty ; that honey is cured
inside the bee, being frequently expelled and retaken
again ; that, in fact, there are a host of facts which will in-

terest the observer for hours.

The making of an observatory hive is not difficult. A
man handy with tools can make one in two hours. After
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the bees are in, it should be set in the window, a hole
through a board placed under the sash. Thus set, in a
north window, it may stay summer and winter. Since there
is small space for storing honey it will be necessary to feed
frequently. This is best done by setting a tumbler of
syrup inverted in a saucer on the window sill outside near
the entrance.

I have at present two such hives in a north window. In
one is one comb : in the other are ten little cross-combs
built to the top-bar and to the glass walls of the hives. I

can by means of these two hives get nearly all the doings of
the colonies.

These colonies—at least the one with the single comb

—

are not a source of expense entirely. I have several beauti-
fully straight worker combs built there through the sum-
mer. It takes about ten days to get a full comb built, and
two weeks more to replenish the working force before the
comb is removed and an empty frame inserted. Possibly
the history of such a colony during the past season will in-

terest the readers of the American Bee Journal.

A year ago this observatory-hive colony went into win-
ter quietude with about 3,000 bees and five pounds of honey.
It wintered perfectly, taking only two or three flights.

There were wrapped about it several thicknesses of paper
and denim to shut out the light and to conserve heat. The
room in which it was, and is, was occupied by an 8-year-old
boy, who is not by any means always quiet. The coverings
were often removed that the winter cluster might be ob-
served. By the way, the bees were clustered in only the
coldest weather ; at other times scattered throughout the
hive. During one or two zero spells I placed a small lamp
beneath the hive till the weather moderated.

The bees outside had begun to breed some time before
this little colony warmed up and the queen started to lay.

But when work was once started it was pushed so well that
a healthy, if not large, swarm came out May 11th. That
swarm is to-day of full strength in a hive which is filled

with comb. //, itself, swarmed in July, the swarm getting
away to the woods. The old colony also swarmed in July,
going to the woods. It thus follows that from that small
colony three (possibly four) swarms came, and besides that
I got three full combs built.

It is of course necessary to add that some 20 pounds of
sugar were fed, off and on.

I paused a few minutes just now (it is December 18th,
9:25 in the evening, with a temperature outside of 20 degrees
above freezing), to take a look at my two observatory hives.
The bees were loosely clustered in spaces 8 or 10 inches
across. Several bees were fanning their wings. Small
pools of water were on the hive-bottoms. Two or three dead
bees were in each hive. One queen was seen huddled in
with the workers without any circle of attendants. Bees
show no indication that confinement was injuring them as
yet, though we have had a long spell of cold weather.

These hives are a source of much interest to ray chil-
dren, to their friends, and every one who sees them. I think
that they pay for the trouble they cause, many times over.
I strongly advise every one to set such a hive in a north
window on the second floor. He will get well paid.

New London Co., Conn.

The Making of the Queen-Bee.
From mi, (iddress by Pastor Kline, delivered before the Wanderversimun-

lu?ig, ill Strassburg, and Translated

BY F. GREINER.

IN regard to the physiology of the worker and the queen
bee I have concluded, after a close observation, that the
female bee-larva, when but little developed, embraces

within her little body two distinct possibilities or tenden-
cies, viz : 1st, to develop either into a mother-bee, or, 2d,
into a nurse or worker bee. One is irresistibly forced to the
conviction of its being an error, that the worker-bee is a
dwarfed or undeveloped female bee, for in the worker as
well as in the queen do we find different organs in the high-
est state of perfection. The worker is endowed with that
wotfderful system of glands, the pollen-baskets, the
stronger tongue and jaws ; the queen with those perfect
organs of reproduction.

One and the same egg may produce a worker or it may
produce a queen, according to the treatment it receives.
When the reproductory organs begin to develop in the larva,
the faculties and organs peculiar to the worker remain
dormant, and vice versa. There is no possible way'to pro-

duce a queen-bee with the strong worker tongue, and the
fully developed pollen-baskets. When a five-day worker-
larva is transferred to a royal cell, from which a royal larva
has just been removed, the faculties peculiar to the worker
are already in the beginning of their development, and this
process is then stayed as quickly as possible, and the re-
sulting insect has the appearance of a queen, but small, and
with very small pollen-baskets and short tongue.

In reality we have' ?;o^ an animal which combines the
qualities of worker and queen as we find it the case with
other related insects, as wasps, etc. One would naturally
think there would be a distinctly defined line between the
two. But we find it not so. The manner in which the
embryo larva is fed decides the direction in which the in-
sect is to develop, and, when persistently continued, begins,
conducts and completes the development.

When a three-day worker-larva is selected for a queen
by the bees, the larva has not yet been fed undigested pol-
len, and one might expect that at this stage the worker
faculties have not yet made a start even in their rudimen-
tary beginnings, but it must be taken in consideration, that
on the third day the worker-larva is not as lavishly fed as a
queen-larva at this age ; also, that before the cell in which
the selected worker-larvae lies can be changed over and
built out into a queen-cell, the fourth day will probably
have come. A miserable little queen will be the result. We
occasionally come across queens which have characteristic
marks of the worker plainly visible. In practice, we better
steer clear of the idea that a three-day worker-larva is good
enough for a queen.

What do we know about a larva developing into a
worker in one case, into a queen in the other ? It is believed
that we must look for a certain admixture in the larval food,
or that the latter is more plentifully administered, and thus
produces the queen-bee. It appears that as soon as the
larval food is changed the development changes with it,

but it comes very gradually. I have taken five-day worker-
larvK and transferred them to queen-cells. They should
have been sealed after one-half day, but it was accomplished
only in a full day, and yet the resulting queen could hardly
be distinguished from a worker

The older the larva selected for a queen at the time the
change is made, the nearer the resulting queen will be like

a worker.
Worker-larva;, when from 1 to I'/i days old, have hardly

received other treatment than queen-larvse. Not till the
end of the second day can we notice that the larval food is

more scantily supplied to worker than to queen larvae.

Even when a three-day worker-larva is placed into a queen-
cell full of royal food, its growth is slower than that of one
that has been in a queen-cell from the beginning, and we
can notice some distinguishing marks in the natural insects
between those that were reared from one or two day larvae.

Merely to prove the theory, it might be of interest to
know what a queen-larva would do if placed back into a
worker-cell, but the latter is not roomy enough for it. From
young larv;i; taken out of queen-cells I have reared five work-
ers, none of which showed characteristic marks of the queen

.

The past season I made another experiment in the same
line. I transferred thirty ji to 1 day old worker-larvx- to
queen-cells, let them remain therein for two days, and
finally returned them to worker-cells. I succeeded only with
two. One of the larva; was immediately sealed after the
second transfer and produced a perfect worker-bee ; the
other one was not sealed quite as quickly, and produced a
queen, small and weak, showing a round head and curved
hairs on the hind legs, and possessing a short tongue. This
experiment shows that the queen-larva can be changed over
into a worker.

This may have no practical value except to show by the
results obtained, that whatever has been neglected in the
earlier stage of bee-life cannot be made good later on by the
very best treatment. The moral of the whole is this :

" The
earlier a larva receives royal treatment, and therefore the
more lavishly she is fed, the better and more perfect will be
the resulting gueeti."

COMMBNTS BY THE TRANSLATOR.

While I fully endorse the moral, I wish to say this : Our
positive knowledge in this mysterious matter is restricted
to the fact that the queen-larva is fed more lavishly, and
slightly difi'erently during the later period of her life. We
do not know that this difference in the food and food-supply
produces the results we see. I believe the real cause is not
understood, and what we see are only the accompanyinglfir-
utnstances. Ontario Co., N. Y.
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I
Convention Proceedings

j

CHICAGO-NORTHWESTERN.

Report of the Chicag-o-Northwestern Bee-Keep-
ers' Convention, Held in Chicag-o, Dec.

2 and 3, 1903.

The convention was called to order by Pres. George W.
York, after which Pres. J. Q. Smith, of the Illinois State

Bee-Keepers' Association, offered prayer.

Pres. York—I am sure we are all rejoiced this morning
to find as many here as we have to begin with. I am sure

we shall have a pleasant gathering in this nice, quiet room.

The first on the program is introduction of bee-keepers from
a distance. After this I wish you would speak to them as

you meet them.
Dr. Miller—Is there any law against speaking to any

others who are not introduced?
Pres. York—Yes. You must not speak to others at all

!

At this point, Mr. Griggs, Mr. Hutchinson and Mr.
Binger of Michigan, Mr. Coverdale and Mr. Benton of Iowa,

Mr. Whitney and Miss Candler of Wisconsin, and Mr. Niver

of New York, were introduced to the convention. After this

the annual report of the Secretary-Treasurer was read. On
motion, the financial report was referred to an auditing com-
mittee.

Blank paper slips having been distributed for questions,

they were gathered up, and then discussed. The first sub-

ject was

:

GRANULATION OF WELL-RIPENED HONEY.

"Will thoroughly-ripened honey granulate?"

Pres. York—Don't all speak at once, because the reporter

couldn't take it all down

!

Mr. Niver—I would like to ask a question. Is there any

honey known that will not granulate?

Mr. Whitney—I asked that question. I have some honey
that is uncapped, that I have had three years exposed to the

air and it does not granulate. I have it here with me in my
room. I think it is thoroughly ripened; it is just like wax,

but there is no granulation. I took from my honey-house
last spring a number of frames of honey that I had stored

away for use among the bees in the spring, 30 or 40 of them,

and not one of them that passed through zero weather, gran-

ulated. That prompted the question whether thoroughly-

ripened honey will granulate. I think that that was thor-

oughly ripened.

Mr. Niver—To explain my question. I have had a good
many calls for honey that will not granulate. I would be very

glad to be able to get it. I was told that the Cuban honey did

not granulate. I sent there for 500 pounds of it. I was want-

ing it to supply the patent medicine trade. Their trouble is

to .get honey that will not granulate, but I found that Cuban
honey in our country will granulate as any other honey. If

Mr. Whitney has any way to keep it from granulating, or

bees that produce honey like that, he struck something good.

Mr. Abbott—The honey made from Mexican Spanish-

needles doesn't granulate for me. I have had some for three

years and it has never granulated any ; but I have never got-

ten any Spanish-needle honey that did granulate.

Mr. Niver^—How are you keeping it?

Mr. Abbott—It is just in the cans. I suppose it is no
trade secret. I mix alfalfa with it, half and half, and I can

keep honey in the stores the whole season through without

granulating.
Pres. York—That's the kind of "adulterating" or mixing

that the bee-keeper is permitted to do.

Mr. Abbott—I supposed so, or I wouldn't have told it

publicly! I don't know that that is characteristic of all

Spanish-needle honey, but I had noticed that, and it never

granulated on my hands.

Dr. Miller—To answer that very fully there ought to be

some modification, possibly, of the question. The question

might arise. What do you mean by thoroughly ripened? Will
it granulate? Some would say, and I think very fairly, if it

doesn't granulate within a year we say it doesn't granulate,

yet it may granulate in two or three years. I want to sug-
gest in the first place that there is no question but what
there is honey that doesn't granulate. There are two or
three samples right here. There are samples of honey that

do not granulate, and I am quite a little of the opinion that

almost any honey that you or I have may be made non-
granulating, simply by ripening for a very long time. By
keeping it warm enough, long enough. Those two things

—

warm enough, long enough. I saw some samples of comb
honey in two places, one in Pennsylvania and one out in this

State, tliat had been kept over the winter in a zero place, that

were not granulated and the comb not cracked, and I don't

know any reason why it might not have kept for years in that

way: and all the secret was, the honey had been kept during
the summer season up in one of those hot garrets where
you can hardly breathe, and you wish you could get out. If

you put your honey in one of these places and let it stay

long enough, I am of the opinion it will not granulate, and

it will be as Mr. Whitney says, it will be waxy. That will

fill your trade, Mr. Niver. That's one of the things all of us

need to learn, whether it be extracted or comb, to keep it in

a warm place if you have any, or a place warm enough, long

enough, and it will be non-granulating.

Mr. Wilcox—Won't you say in an open vessel ?

Dr. Miller—You must remember my weakness. I am a

comb-honey man. Extracted honey should be open enough

to allow the air to penetrate.

Mr. Kanenburg—I had an experience with my own honey.

I have an attic where I keep my honey for over winter, in

an attic with just shingles on the roof where it is zero almost

all of the time. I have had honey there for at least two

years. I had a couple of boxes up there in the summer, and

in the winter I let them stay right in the attic.

Dr. Miller—How near zero does it get in that attic in

the summer?
Mr. Kanenburg—There is no zero there in the summer!
Mr. Wilcox—I have had quite a considerable experience

in the line suggested by Dr. Miller, and I have found from

repeated trials that it does not granulate if you will evaporate

it. It is no longer a syrup, but it gums; but it is impractica-

ble to do that for the market, therefore I cannot see much
benefit, and some honey, if placed where it will absorb

moisture from the air, will granulate. It isn't in the char-

acter of the honey, but simply the care that is taken of it.

Pres. York—What we want is something that will pre-

vent it from granulating in grocery stores. The great dif-

ficulty I have found in selling honey in the city is to prevent

the granulation in all kinds of temperature. Some of the

groceries are warm and some are cold, some don't have fire

all night in the winter. What we want is more than a little

sample of it. If a honey-bottler had a carload or two he

would get a good price for it. What we want is a large

quantity that doesn't granulate.

Mr. Whitney—I stated that I took a number of frames

from my honey-house that had passed through zero weather,

and that didn't granulate. Honey in a shipping-case would

keep, it seems to me, from granulating just as well as that

comb honey from the honey-house during zero weather, pro-

viding it has been thoroughly ripened. I don't know why the

grocer cannot keep tons of it unless as Mr. Wilcox says, the

weather should be very damp. Of course, it would gather

moisture, but in any ordinary dry weather I don't see why

they couldn't keep tons of it through zero weather from

granulating.

Mr. Hutchinson—It is possible we don't know yet what

makes honey granulate. Mr. Boardman claims to have some

secret process, at least he doesn't tell what it is. that pre-

vents honey from granulating in the comb. We found that

when years ago I was rearing queens, I would unite nuclei

in the fall and lots of combs would have unsealed cells, and

we would naturally think that that honey wasn't ripened, be-

cause it was not sealed. That would be in the very warm

weather. In the winter those combs would hang there with

the Iioney in the unsealed cells all winter long and not gran-

ulate. There may be some point in the granulation of honey

we haven't gotten onto yet.
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Mr. Josephson—Why do we want to teach the people to

buy liquid honey? I was born in Sweden. In that country
we consume a good deal of honey, but can never sell liquid

honey. They want granulated, and considered liquid honey
unfit to eat. They said it wasn't ripened. We are teaching
the people to buy liquid honey here. Why don't we teach
them to buy granulated honey, and we get out of all that
work?

Pres. York—Perhaps we had better ship our honey to
Sweden!

_
Mr. Starkey— I have had the same difficulty in my ex-

perience in handling honey. The fact is, that my trade wants
liquid honey, and we find that out when we try to teach them
to use something else. My experience is that honey that is

once brought to the proper temperature that drives out the
moisture, evaporates the water particles, if kept so that water
does not again get into it, it will not granulate. But this

gentleman's question would conflict with that. Small par-
ticles of honey, as in a cell exposed to the air, will not ab-
sorb moisture so that it will contain it long enough to cause
granulation, but if you want to prevent your liquid honey
from granulating after it is once ripened, then it must be kept
scaled, or else this bulk of honey will absorb sufficient mois-
ture to again bring about granulation. That is my experience.
I believe we can answer the question, the reason his does
not granulate, that is, exposed to the moisture, is that the
smaller quantity will not contain it sufficiently but will

evaporate exposed to the air as it is. But to prevent larger
quantities it is necessary to keep it sealed. You can keep it

indefinitely if you will bring it to the proper temperature and
then seal it in glass.

Pres. York—What is the proper temperature?
Mr. Starkey— I would say from 150 to 160 degrees, if

quickly. If a slower process, lower temperature will do it,

but it takes longer time; as in Dr. Miller's suggestion, an at-

tic is an ideal place if the honey is left there long enough
to ripen thoroughly. Speaking again of the Spanish-needle.
In 1879, when I began in Missouri, that was my main honey
crop, and I sold hundreds of pounds in the market and in the
stores, or anywhere they kept it, and I never knew it to
granulate. I kept it in sealed jars. I was selling there two or
three years, and I never knew any of the merchants to have
any of it candy on their hands.

Mr. Kanenburg—About two or three years ago I had
quite a little difficulty with honey granulating on my hands,
and so I figured it out that if I got a box and put a glas.s

over it and put it in there and peddled honey, it wouldn't
granulate. It succeeded perfectly. Let me state that in the
tight box with the glass over it the temperature was 150 de-
grees. I took the temperature two or three times. I kept
that honey two or three years and it never granulated.

Dr. Miller—If you have your honey brought, as you may
call it, to that waxy state before it ever granulates at all,

then you can get along a good deal better than if you have
honey that has granulated. Never allow it to granulate. You
say that you can get a sample that will not granulate but a
larger quantity is another thing. That's true; but if there's
price enough you can get the larger amount. You could have
a place arranged— it would take but very little difference in
the price of a pound for making a building for it and put
a large amount there. It isn't the bringing it to a certain
temperature. One hundred degrees is better than 160, and
if 160 degrees will do it in a short time the 100 degrees will
in a long time. There is something in the long time that
counts. We are taking quite a little time on this, but I be-
lieve it is important, and I believe there is only one way that
we can do a little more than we do do in having it ripened
and never allowing it to granulate. And, by the way, I may
say to the president, no matter how bad the place that the
grocers have, if it is not allowed to granulate, and is so
treated that it has got into that waxy condition, that grocer
will have to take some special pains to have it granulate if

it has first been put up without granulating.

Mr. Abbott—I agree that it is very important, and we are
just touching the danger-line. This waxy condition spoken
of is very easily gotten by a little carelessness, and if you are
not very careful you will spoil the flavor of the honey. There
is a plan of ripening honey by a system of steampipes, and I

bought some of this honey once. It never granulated, and I

don't know but in the start the honey was all right and pure,

and of that waxy consistency that nobody wanted it. It

wasn't exactly burned, but it was like chewing molasses candy
that hadn't been made quite thick enough, and it wasn't de-
sirable honey for the family trade. Every once in a while I

have myself permitted a can to get just a little bit harder
than it ought to be, and while it wouldn't be burned at all, it

would get thick and waxy, and it had to go back to Mr.
Somebody, where it was used for candy or printers' rollers.

It is a very easy matter to spoil honey while endeavoring to

keep it from granulating.
Mr. Whitney—Do you mean spoil by overheating or get-

ting too thick?

Dr. Miller—I don't believe it.

Mr. Abbott—You can't with the sun.

Mr. Moore—There is a train of thought that went
through my mind when I heard Mr. Abbott speaking, and I

ask him if there is any suspicion of glucose in that.

Mr. Abbott—No, sir.

Dr. Miller—Had a great degree of heat been used in that?

Mr. Abbott—Yes, sir.

Dr. Miller—There's where the trouble is. It is the long
and not the high degree of heat that we want. I doubt very
much if it ever ought to go above 120.

Mr. Abbott—140 degrees.

Dr. Miller—That may be, but if you keep it at 100 long
enough, I won't be much afraid of it.

Mr. Niver—Just one more word on this subject. .Mr.

Morton, of New York, had a special building for his comb
honey : he believed in heating comb honey to ripen it. to make
it thick so it would ship better, and he had this special

building covered with steel that kept warm, and over night,

if it was going to be cool at all, he would heat it. He kept

his comb honey in there from four to six weeks. I attribute

his success in holding the trade, and nobody could get it

away from him. to ripening his comb honey after taking it

off the hives. You cannot leave it for the bees to ripen it. for

it will get all travel-stained. In New York we have to take

it off just as quick as capped, or else it will get travel-stained.

By taking it up in this building and keeping it there for a

month or six weeks, we got honey we could ship safely. It

was very thick, and waxy, and heavy.

Mr. Duby—Do we know the cause of granulation? I be-

lieve from my experience that it may be in the method of
'

handling the honey, because I got some of the same quality

that had been canned, and some would granulate and others

would not, and I noticed in handling it that sometimes there

are air-bubbles, and I had an idea that that's what caused the

granulation. If we could prevent these air-bubbles, perhaps

it would not granulate. That's only a question I am asking.

Pres. York—Do we know the cause of granulation of

honey? Don't keep it a secret if you do; we want to know.

REGRANULATION OF RELIQUEFIED HONEY.

"Will honey that has once granulated and then been re-

liquefied, granulate quicker after that than the first time?"
Dr. Miller—Very much quicker.

Mr. Abbott—That's not my experience in 20 years.

Mr. Duby—Not mine, either.

Mr. Wilcox—If you reliquefy it most thoroughly. Keep
it hot a long time, and after you think it is sufficiently melted
so that there will be no particles in it. be sure it is all lique-

fied, and it will be all right.

Dr. Miller—I am very sure that Mr. Wilcox is right. I

said yes, it will granulate very much quicker the second time,

and I said to Mr. France, "There is one of the things that

I am sure I know," and two or three said I was "off," and I

found I didn't know after all. I am sure in a good many
cases that I have tried it, it granulated very promptly after

being liquefied, but it was simply liquefying and not ripen-

ing. Now, Mr. Wilcox is speaking about heating it and
retaining it at that heat until every particle is dissolved. You
simply heat it up enough to melt it, at least in a great many
cases that I tried it, to melt quickly and it will granulate
ever so much quicker.

Mr. Abbott—I think this is something I know something
about because I have been handling it. We sell honey in

glass-jars, and our grocery men don't want it when it is

granulated. We take it away at once whenever we find any
in the stores that's granulated. We re-liquefy by dry heat in

the glass, without taking the labels off. There is no more
heat than is necessary to liquefy used. It is heated until it is
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absolutely clear, which we tell by holding up to the light, and
when clear there is no more heat applied. After done, it is

set in the stores and it will keep liquid four or five times as

long as it did the first time when it was put in before granulat-

ing at all : and I believe if liquefied that way by dry heat it

will keep longer. That has been my experience.

Dr. Miller—Mr. Abbott is bringing in another thing

again. He is right, too. You heat honey up to i6o, I don't

care how quick you do it, get it to that and seal it up, and
that will keep a long while without granulating. He has it

sealed up and that counts in the case. He is right in that.

We have the three different things. We have to sum them
up.

Mr. Whitney—Do you loosen the cap of the jar?

Mr. Abbott—No, sir; we use corks. There is a label

put «n top and nothing is interfered with. It is just left

as it is.

Mr. Baldridge—I have had a little experience in hand-
ling honey with the family trade. We ought to teach people

to use granulated honey. I have been trying to teach my
customers for the last three years to use granulated honey.

I sell all my honey by sample. I carry granulated and liquid

and I give them their choice, and in three years' time I think

my customers have selected about four or five orders of

granulated honey. I must have a queer class of customers
to teach.

Pres. York—You are a poor teacher, perhaps I

Mr. Baldridge—They won't buy it if they have their

choice.

Mr. Whitney—I have a few customers who use graii-

ulated honey, or rather extracted honey, I should say, and I

have placed some of it in the stores at Lake Geneva, Wis.
Pres. York—Granulated extracted honey?
Mr. Whitney—Yes, sir. My best trade in extracted honey

want the granulated. They say, "We don't want the liquid

honey. Give us the granulated honey."

Pres. York—Are there a lot of Swedes up there?

[Laughter.]

Mr. Whitney—Not at all. The very fashionable trade

along the Lake, and I ship a good deal here to Chicago, gran-

ulated solid. They want it. I have sent it to Kansas City,

St. Louis, the slightly granulated.

Pres. York—You haven't sent any to St. Jo, Missouri?

Mr. Whitnej'—I believe I ought to.

Mr. Niver—Mr. Baldridge and I are working along the

same line. I am working here in Chicago putting in gran-

ulated honey. I am right in a Swedish neighborhood, and
they tell me of that yellow Swedish honey. The.v say it is

the finest honey in the world. It doesn't suit my taste. A
good many prefer the granulated honey and I give them their

choice.

Pres. York—Mr. Josephson has a sample here, and lie

asked me what kind it was. I couldn't tell except I called it

granulated Spanish-needle honey. It is heather honey.

^Ir. Niver—The Swedish people like it granulated, and
use it like butter. I have quite a percentage of families that

take it that way from choice.

Dr. Miller—While this is here, let me mention one point

in which it differs from any honey we have in this countrj'.

I am not .sure about Sweden. In some places the heather

honey cannot be extracted.

Mr. Josephson—They can extract it, but the reason is

that they are very backward in bee-keeping. It can be ex-

tracted if it is done about three or four weeks after being

gathered, but if it stays in the cold it granulates right in the

hive, and it stays granulated if kept until the next year. By
this you can see whether they had honey the year before. It

will never go back to the liquid form.

Dr. Miller—I understand the honey was always in that

shape even before extracted. The only way to get it out is

to press it.

Mr. Josephson—They smash up the combs, and put it in

a strainer, then keep the honey three, four or five weeks in a

room where it is warm.

F.\LL ITALIANIZING OF BEES.

"Who thinks the fall a good time to Italianize a colony

of bees?"

Pres. York—How many think so? Raise hands. Eight.

Mr. Smith—My experience is that you usually have

young, vigorous bees for the spring work by Italianizing in

the fall. That has been my experience. You have better

results.

Mr. Hutchinson—Mr. Smith has just about told it. You
have young, vigorous bees, and you will have more young
bees to go into winter with. That queen is right in her
prime, and that queen will build up quicker. You can get
queens cheaper then ; they arc easier reared in the best of
the season. I prefer to Italianize in the fall.

Mr. Wilcox—How late in the fall in this State?
Mr. Hutchinson—I wouldn't want to wait too late to rear

the queen. I wouldn't care if it was in October, but I

wouldn't want to rear a queen that late.

Mr. Baldridge—It is a good time to Italianize in the fall

or any other time.

Mr. Whitney—I didn't raise my hand, as Pres. York
didn't put the question on the other side, but my experience
has not been very flattering. I would think it might be a
good time to re-queen in the fall, provided you had a queen-
less colony and would be 'likely to lose them if you didn't
re-queen. Late in the season I got a couple of valuable
queens and I undertook to introduce them and they came
pretty nearly setting my whole yard wild trying to rob each
other, and they fought the colony of bees so frightfully that
they actually destroyed it. The colony killed their queen, 2
or 3 days after introducing, as they were so disturbed. I had
almost a similar experience trying another. It is the first

experience I ever had introducing queens in the fall, and it

seems to me that if they are introduced in the spring during
flight-time, or after that, she would be during her prime and
would have a .good colony of bees to go into winter quarters
with. It seems to me to be a much better plan. I have a
clipping here which says the fall is the best time to introduce
bees. I don't think so. That's what my experience taught
me. Perhaps I don't do it right. My experience was very
unfavorable.

Dr. Miller—I raised my hand because I think the fall is

a good time. I doubt whether it is the best time. I doubt
whether I ever introduced a queen in the fall, but if I had a
queenless colony in the fall. I would think the fall was the
best time to introduce the queen rather than to hold that

colony queenless until spring. Whatever may be the dis-

advantages, there is this one advantage in introducing the

queen in the fall, that you don't interfere at all with the

honey crop as you may do by introducing a queen early in

the season.

Mr. Abbott—The man that interferes with the honey crop

in introducing a queen doesn't know how to introduce a

queen.

Pres. York—Don't know when?
Mr. Abbott—Don't know how. Let me tell you how to

introduce a queen so it won't interfere with any honey crop.

The bee-papers have never found this out, and the people

who write bee-books.

Dr. Miller—I thought I told them you said so

!

Mr. Abbott—Put the queen on the hive and pay no at-

tention to the queen that is in there. After she is in there

let her lay all she can, and all she will, and when you get

one in, pinch the other queen's head off and turn that loose

and go on about your business. You can get five or six on
top of the hive, as many as you want, and let all six out.

There isn't any use of this fool nonsense, telling people to

make their bees queenless. It is like hundreds of other things.

It has been in bee-papers and agricultural papers until nearly

everybody thinks it is absolutely the way to do this, and you
can't do it any other way. and if a man once in a while tells

a different way, they will ridicule him and go on doing the

same thing. I would like to see Dr. Miller get up and say

that this nonsense stop, and we quit making colonies queen-

less a minute. That is, if we want to get use of the queen. I

should like to know what you mean. The best time for what,

or for whom? Do you mean the best time for the fellow who
has the queens to sell, or the best time for the colony of

bees, or the best time for the man's pocketbook? If you
m.ean the best time for the man who has tfiem to sell, why
then that's a good time. He wants to get rid of them and he
would like to have some fellow think that that was the time

to buy them. If you mean the best time for the colony of

bees, then it would have to be a queenless colony; and if you
mean the best time for the man who is investing the money.
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I would say, don't do it. If you mean the best for success

—

now you may buy one for $S.oo in the spring, you may buy
one for $2.00 or for $1.00, but if you pay $1.00 for a queen

in the fall, and buy five queens for five colonies and you lose

them, then you are out your $5.00 which you might just as

well have had in your own pocket as in the other man's

pocket ; but of course he didn't think so because he had queens

to sell. A great deal of this is gotten up like the patent

medicine man, all sorts of diseases, and you must think you

have some of them. You can diagnose your own case, and
his medicine cures it. and you buy his stuff.

Mr. Starkey—Let me tell you the best way to introduce

a queen. I agree that Mr. Abbott's plan is all right, but

I want to give you an improvement on it. [Laughter.] His
way would be to open the hive and put the queen on top. Put

the queen on the inside of the cover.

Mr. Abbott—Any place about the hive where the bees

can get at her.

Mr. Starkey—I would only open the hive once. He will

open it twice. I have to open the hive only once because I

put the queen in the box that she shall remain in until the

bees take her out by eating the honey or candy between. I

introduce her in this manner. Now, of course, lots of men
introduce queens that way, but that way will work. Now, in

regard to the best time, we will have to say for what purpose.

If a man wants to change a colony of bees, kill the old queen

and introduce a better one, the fall of the year is a good
time. Mr. York knows whether or not I have been buying

them, because he sold them to me. I am not speaking for

Mr. York, or any other man, but bees certainly do introduce

nicely in the fall. As to robbing, they will rob whenever
you examine them, if you happen to get robbers at them. If

I have had any time to introduce after the harvest was on.

I don't remember it. I have introduced several since. I be-

lieve the fall is the better ; you can get the queens cheaper,

and you can get them more promptly, because the bee-men

have them on hand. That is the great difference over the

spring-time, but you have to carry her over the winter If

you count on losing your bees. I say, don't introduce them.

If you wait until spring when the queen is once laying, there

is just as much chance of robbing, and I believe it is better

to do it in the fall. Then another advantage, you have got

no brood to lose when you open the hive to find your queen.

Mr. Abbott—Let me make that a little clearer. Now.
what I mean, I won't open the hive but once. I sometimes

have four or five queens. I sell queens, to illustrate. There
are four or five that I want to get. I take these cages and

put them on top of the frames under a cloth and turn them
down so that the bees can get at them. May be I want to

introduce one of these to that colony. After they have been

on the hive 48 hours I take any one of the five or si.x I had

on there. I first hunt out the old queen and kill her, and

make it so the bees can get at the candy. I want them to

do it in about an hour, and if I don't think they will do it

in an hour, I make a hole so I think they can eat it in an

hour, and I go on about my business, and I have never lost

a queen by that process.

Mr. Whitney—I have no doubt it is a good way to in-

troduce a queen, but we seem to digress from the subject.

The question is not how to introduce a queen, but what is

the best time. I read in Gleanings, "I think you can easily

Italianize your bees in the fall ; in fact, that is the best sea-

son of the whole year in which to do it." Now. I haven't

listened to any argument here yet that has satisfied me that

it is. It may be the experience of others, possibly, but, in

our locality, we haven't had good success in introducing the

queen in the fall. It was almost impossible to keep the bees

from robbing the colony after you open it in a certain season.

I thought I could manipulate a colony of bees and do almost

anything I wanted to with them, but I came pretty nearly

being beaten trying to introduce a queen in the fall, and I

never had any trouble introducing a queen during the sum-
mer-time ; I have never had any successful robbing during

all my experience of seven or eight years, until this fall.

Dr. Miller—I want just to refer to that point. With
Mr. Abbott's plan he saves 48 hours of the queen's laying

1h cause he puts the caged queen in there, and leaves her

there with the old queen, and he saves that 48 hours' laying.

Now, don't settle down right away to that. When he takes

away the old queen and liberates that queen, that queen

doesn't commence laying right away, and the interference is

more than two full days, because if the queen does as they

do with me, they will sometimes be several days before they

begin to lay, and when they do they begin on a small scale.

and he saves that, too, and that makes his plan that much
better ; and after all there isn't so very much difference, and
you cannot put in a new queen and have the laying go on
without any loss. Set that down.

The convention then adjourned to meet at I '.30 p. m.

FIRST DAY—Afternoon Session.

After Pres. York called the meeting to order, the audit-
ing committee made its report thus, which was duly approved,
and the committee discharged

:

Dr. Miller—Mr. President, your committee has the honor
to report that we have examined the treasurer's books and
found them correct.

Pres. York—I see on the program that the first thing
after dinner is the President's Address. It is a good thing it

didn't come before dinner. We probably all feel better about
it now, and can stand it.

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS.

Another year of bee-keeping experience has rolled around
since last we met. To many of the bee-keepers of the central

portion of our country it was a year of abundance of swarms
and of honey. To some it brought the largest crop of honey
they had ever had. Consequently to-day they wear a broad

smile in addition to their good clothes.

Perhaps on account of the unusual crop, it seems the

price of honey has weakened a little lately. But this ought

not so to be. There is never enough honey produced to sup-

ply all who would eat it if they only knew its true value as

a food. The fact is, a lot of people do not know that their

health would be better—their life pleasanter and sweeter—if

they would add to their regular daily "bill of fare" the honey

that bee-keepers produce and offer for sale. Some day I

hope to see honey advertised in the daily newspapers, along

with Uneeda Biscuit, breakfast foods, etc. When the people

once realize what a healthful food honey is, there will be no

further trouble about keeping up the price to where it ought

to be.

THE ILLINOIS BEE-KEEPERS' LAW.

Since our last meeting, the committee then provided, in

conjunction with the State Association, has secured an appro-

priation for bee-keeping in Illinois, amounting to $2,000 for

a period of two years. Already an inspector of apiaries, Mr.

J. Q. Smith, and a deputy inspector, Mr. Herman F. Moore,

have been appointed under the law. Another spring they

can be called upon, and will do what they can to help put an

end to bee-diseases in this State.

While this law applies only to Illinois, all bee-keepers are

interested in it, regardless of what State they may live in:

for every State added to the list of States having laws in the

interest of bee-keeping makes it just so much easier for the

States without such laws to secure them.

CO-OPERATION AMONG BEE-KEEPERS.

This is a subject that received considerable attention at

the Los Angeles convention of the National last .A.ugust.

Something has been done about it in a few of the Western

States, but it seems that not much effort has been made to

get the bee-keepers of the Central and Eastern States together

for their own benefit. Ours is a large country. If you doubt

it, just make the trip to California even from Chicago (in-

cluding a walk down and up the Grand Canyon), and I think

you will agree that we have a big country. There is no

question in my mind, but that bee-keepers should form com-

mercial organizations, for the control of the marketing of

their product. But liozv can it be 'done? It is very easy to

say a thing ought to be so and so, but it is quite a different

matter to make it so and so—or, in other words, to do it.

I haven't the least doubt that properly organized and

conducted, honey exchanges would be most excellent things

for the producers. It would also help the consumers to have

confidence in honey, when they could be assured that all "Ex-

change" honey is absolutely pure, because bearing the "Ex-

change" label or brand. There are great possibilities along

these lines, I feel assured, but I am not wise enough, or suf-

ficiently experienced, to lead the way to success. However,

I am interested enough to be willing to do what little I can

to help stir up the subject until such time as it shall result
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ill something tangible and really of valne to bcc-keepers.

For nearly a half century bee-books, bee-papers, and bee-

keepers' conventions, have been devoted to the teaching of

bee-keeping and honey-production—to hives and apiarian

paraphernalia and their manipulation. It seems to me that

it is high time that bee-keepers begin to pay more attention

to the other side of their calling—to the selling side—to the

disposition of their honey product. The most of them know
how to get the honey. The next thing is to turn it into more

money than the most of them have been getting for it in

recent years.

But I must not longer occupy the time of the convention.

We are here to discuss matters of deep interest to all. You
all have questions that you wish to ask, and all wish not only

to have their own questions answered, but may want to

answer the other fellow's questions. That is what we are

here for. That we may have the best and most profitable

meeting ever held by bee-keepers in this great, overgrown

city, is my earnest wish ; and that all may return to their

homes feeling that it has indeed been good for them to be

here, is my fondest hope at this time.

George W. Vokk.

Mr. Abbott—Is the President's Address open to discus-

sion ? I don't want to discuss it. I want to ofifer a protest.

I don't think it is fair for The American Bee Journal to ad-

vertise Uneeda Biscuit and not get paid for it. I move that

be expunged.
Dr. Miller—How do you know that he isn't paid for it?

Mr. Abbott—I know from the look on his face.

Mr. Wilcox—.'Vs long as they buy our honey we will ad-

vertise their biscuit.

PREVENTING HONEY LEAKING FROM GLASS JARS.

"How do you keep honey from passing out from under
the rubber of a sealed glass jar, creeping out as it were?"

Pres. York—I use glass-top jars, and the honey doesn't

leak out from under the rubber ring under the glass.

Mr. Moore—My brother has put up honey for the retail

grocery trade for six or seven years. He has always used one
package, and that is the jelly glass holding, I believe, eight

ounces of honey. It is put up like the historical Muth jar.

It has flat sides to make it look larger, and is creased here
and there, eight creases all the way around so it makes it

look really fine, and looks is considerable. That trouble of
the honey getting out of the jars is one that has always
troubled the people who put honey in jelly glasses. I used
to blackguard the other fellow by saying that they never
could get good honey in a jelly glass. My brother has a steel

stamp. It cuts out pieces of paper just the right size so that

when he puts the tin cover down, it makes it air-tight—not
air-tight, hut honey-tight.

Mr. Reynolds—That must be something like they are
using on the milk-bottles.

Mr. France—Have you tried that with a mason fruit-jar,

putting a oaper underneath?
Mr. Moore—No, sir.

Dr. Miller—The milk-dealers have a piece of heavy
manilla paper cut with a stamp that makes a tight fit, and
they put that down in the glass bottle, and it stays there. You
can turn it upside down and it stays there.

Pres. York—You can do that with honey, with the
ordinary jars that are used for honey—the screw-top jar with
a rubber band.

Mr. Starkey—Should the honey-jar be so full as to have
the manilla paper touch the honey?

Dr. Miller—I don't think it is absolutely necessary to

touch it.

Mr. Reynolds—Yes, sir.

Mr. Smith—I have sold p. good deal of honey in jars, but

I have never had any leakage. I don't use rubbers. I use
a jar like the cylinder preserve jar, which has a screw top,

and on top of that it has a thick paper cut just to fit the lid,

and when you screw that down it lets the air pass but the

honey never leaks. You can turn it upside down. I have
had the best results with that jar.

Pres. York— I have had the same jar, but the consumers
couldn't get it open half the time. They would return it to

the grocer because they couldn't open it.

Mr. Moore—This question of packages for honey is one
that I have observed considerable. I will have to condemn
the Mason jar first, last, and all the time. It is the cheapest,

most worthless jar that is made at the present day. My own
choice is the Lightning jar with that pry-over beer-bottle

snap. 1 believe you all know what it is,

Pres. York—No, we don't all know. [Laughter.]

Mr. Moore—It is the only jar that is worthy of attention.

It has a lever fastening.

Mr. France—We are not all familiar with beer-bottles

!

Mr. Moore—Honey that gets air, if it has a chance to do
so will expand. If you fill a jar honestly full, it will come
out, every tijiie. The only objection to the Lightning jar,

which is the only first-class jar on file market to-day, is its

expense. Any jar that has a leverage fastening, or a strong

steel bar, ought to fill the bill. The jar Mr. Smith speaks of,

I am not familiar with. He ought to put the Association in

communication with these people. If the thread of these

jars is good—the Mason jar is not good enough, it is too

short.

Mr. Smith—Mr. York says he can't unscrew it. If you
will just pour a little hot water on the top, you won't have
any trouble unscrewing it.

Pres. York—We almost gave away the last lot on that

account. '

Mr. Abbott—It seems to me nobody has touched the rea-

son why the Mason jar leaks. We use some, also another

jar, a round, glass one, and the glass lid fits far down on top

on a rump, and then a wire around the top and the sloping

hill on each side would come under, and that jar never leaks

honey. There is no chance for the honey to get up over.

The Mason jar with top screwed on, there is a space be-

tween the jar and the lid, and it never leaks until somebody
turns it upside down. You can fill it full and it will sit there

on the shelves for weeks and not leak ; but as soon as some-
body comes in and turns it up, there is that little honey up

behind, it will always stick there. It is the same way about

the milk. If you don't turn the jar, the Mason jar would,

never leak. Our jars do not. I

Pres. York—I think there is a jar that won't leak, "" i

Mr. Abbott—The two-pound Muth jar.
'

Mr. Moore—I spent weeks traveling through Indiana a
year a.go on this matter of sellin.g honey, and I sold honey in

these jars that Mr. York handled, and the Roots are now
selling and using—the Tip-Top. For a J^-pouifl jar it is ab-

solutely the best. I am not plugging for Mr. York nor for

Mr. Root. It is absolutely a first-class jar to put honey in

to-day. Mr. Meredith puts horseradish in them. In my
travels I found these same jars used for everything—horse-

radish, jams, etc.—all over, and not a single grocer had a

complaint to make of it.

Mr. Meredith—Is that the jar referred to there, having
the spring top?

Pres. York—This is not the one. It is a difi'erent jar.

Mr. Meredith—The one I put horseradish in I find a

very serviceable jar for both horseradish and honey. Horse-
radish is put up cold, but where honey is put up warm, I think

often the contraction will form a vacuum that has a great

tendency, so much so of course, that with the rim removed, it

would be still tight.

Pres. York—The question is : How do you keep honey
from passing out from under the rubber of a sealed glass

jar, creeping out, as it were? I suppose the best answer is,

Don't use that kind of a jar.

Mr. France—I agree there, but, in case you do, take

heavy manilla paper and put on top first. I tried that to get rid

of some of them. I use them because after the fruit-season

the grocers have a lot that I can get at a discount. Put a

heavy manilla paper on top of the Mason jar before putting

on the cover.

Mr. Clarke— I don't see why honey cannot be put up in a

Mason jar just the same as fruit can. Now. we know that if

there is any leakage with fruit, the fruit is spoiled. Why is

it that our best housekeepers use the Mason, or Ball, or some
of these jars? Merely a question of air-leakage which prob-

ably gets to the honey. With fruit it is spoiled if there is

any leakage, so I don't see why we couldn't put up honey

just the same way as fruit.

Mr. France—I submit that Mr. Abbott hit the point

there. If it is carefully carried and put right side un it will

be all right, but our honey is tipped up.side down. If honey

were carefully handled it would be all right.

Mr. Clarke—I think entirely different from Mr. France.

I know it is the law of the ladies that are successful with

putting up fruit (I have done a good deal of it myself) that

it is invariably turned upside down. The next_ day, if there

is the slightest particle comes out, the bottle is put to one
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side, but not one in 50 will leak, and there is no possible

means of the hot fruit creeping.

Mr. Abbott—Mr. Clarke seems to ignore one fact. You
create a vacuum and you get the weight of external air equal

to tons. It is hot, and when it cools it leaves a vacuum as

they bear down on that lid with force. When you put the

honey in there is no air pressure at all.

Mr. Clarke—You are mistaken entirely about that. In

screwing down it makes the vacuum on top of the liquid,

you turn it upside down and the liquid goes to the bottom,

therefore the pressure must be on the liquid underneath and
therefore it would come out from underneath the stopper.

Mrs. Stow—I think Mr. Abbott is correct.

Mr. Abbott—The idea of the vaccuum is correct. Turn-
ing the can upside down doesn't make any difference.

Dr. Miller—I would like to ask a practical question as to

what Mr. France said—whether that piece of manilla paper

put on the top is to go down inside of the jar or over the

top of the glass?

Mr. France—The way I have done, it sets down in, and

the edges turn up a little.

Dr. Miller—That's coming right back to the milk-bottle

arrangement again.

Mr. Kanenburg—The Mason jars are not made like the

milk-bottles, they are wider down below than on the top.

How can you put a piece of paper in there to make it f^ush

with the jar? You cannot get it tight enough then.

Mr. France— I said there was a portion of them that

leaked. I condemn the package, but it is a great help to use

the paper flange, and then when we let go, the expansion

brings it back.

Mr. Whitney—If a piece of paper thick enough is put

under the cover of the jar. and pressed down onto it, and
that piece of paper fits on the top of the jar. and you screw
your cap down, it won't leak. It won't leak even with the

piece of paper right on top of the jar.

Mr, Meredith— I think that the expansion of honey, or any

Other liquid that is contained in a jar, if put
_
up under

ordinary temperature, will have a tendency to raise the top

of the jar as a safety-valve might.

Mr. Wilcox—I would like to know if it is really admitted

here that a Mason jar will leak honey with a cap put on

between the jar and the top. I have not had as much ex-

perience as some, but I never had any leakage until I opened

it the second time. When I screw it back I suck that out,

and I have always taken it for granted that I took the honey

out, and not that it leaked out if I left it sealed.

Mr. Johnson—I have had experience with Mason jars

and others. I concluded that the Mason fruit-jar is my
future package for extracted honey, I always use a new
rubber and screw it down real tight, and they never leak.

I suppose a Mason jar wouldn't be used for shipping very

much anyway, but for a package to sell around home. I be-

lieve it is the best package that you can get, and you can

get it cheap. Of course, the smaller the package the smaller

the margin for selling them, because after you pay for the

package you haven't much left. I sell my honey for a dollar

a gallon, and ten cents for the package, or they can bring

the package back and the money will be returned.

Pres. York—It seems to me a dollar a gallon is pretty

cheap for retailing honey.

Mr. Chase—I asked that question, and I feel qnite sat-

isfied with what has been said on the matter, especially what

Mr. Abbott said in regard to the pressure caused by heat. I

put my honey up exclusively in Mason jars, and when placed

upon the market I find considerable trouble. It seems to

creep out over the top and spoils the labels. I didn't know
but what it would be possible that something could be aoplied

to keep it from creeping over. I think it is the space between

the cf)ver and the jar that allows the honey to come through.

Mr. Thompson—I agree with Mr. Wilcox on that sub-

iect, if put up rightly in the Mason jar it won't leak, and I

have that confidence in the Mason jar that I would replace

all packages that leak free of charge.

THE HONEY CROP OF I9O3.

Pres. York—How many had an unusually good crop the

past season? Raise your hands. Fifteen.

Pres. York—How many about an average crop? Raise

your hands. Thirteen.

Pres. York—How many less than an average crop?

Raise vour hands. Five.

Mr. Hogge—There is a gentleman sitting next to me—
a new man in the business. He says he started out with

two colonies, and had 500 pounds of honey and 8 colonies in-

crease. He didn't hold up his hand.
Rev. McCain—This is my first season, so I cannot say

whether it was comparatively good or not.

Mr. Whitney^Pres. York asked for an average crop.

Now perhaps an average crop for some people would be bet-

ter than an extra good crop for somebody else.

Pres. York—I had to ask the questions as they were
written, you see.

Dr. Miller—I think that has nothing really to do with
the case. The question is, What has been the season, no mat-
ter whether I am in a good or bad locality? Has it been un-

usually good, or bad, or has it been an average season? I

think there has been quite a little light thrown on the sub-

ject by these answers. I think it is a remarkably good year
everywhere. The fact is that one man will have a good crop
and do such a lot of crowing over it that everybody thinks

they have it. It is nothing more than an ordinary year, tak-

ing all the answers that are given—fifteen, thirteen and five.

The fact comes out that there are quite a number here who
have not had as good a year as usual.

Pres. York—I will ask Secretary Moore to bring forward
Mr. Huber H. Root, who is to speak to us on Wax-Presses
this afternoon. He is the youngest son of A. I. Root, whom
we all know so well. Last year we had Mr. Root on the

program and I promised him if we lived we would hear from
him this year, as last year in some way his address was over-

looked. I was very sorry indeed, and so offer this apology.

Dr. Miller—Before you give him another chance, and be-

fore we are through with this Root business. I want to say

that there is another member of the family, Mr. Ernest Root,
who was scheduled to be here, and I know that he expected

and desired very much to be here, but he felt it his duty to

attend the Ohio State meeting. They are trying to get a

foul brood law there. He is very soon thereafter to attend a

meeting in Washington, making it really impracticable for

him to be here. As his name was publicly mentioned, I

thought it best to make this explanation. I beg pardon for

taking your time.

WAX PRESSES AND WAX-RENDERING.

I will tell you how that was last year at the convention.

Mr. York was so interested and delighted, and I was so in-

terested that I forgot all about it until I got home and the

first thing I remembered about it was his writing a letter to

me which made me feel badly. I felt badly because he seemed
to feel so badly. I hadn't felt badly, because I was so de-

lighted with what I had heard.
As I look around here to-day, there is Mr. Hutchinson

and Dr. Miller, and others that I am aching to hear from,
that can speak from years of experience, and it occurred to

me that this subject of wax was rather common-place, that

it didn't amount to very much, but I believe it does amount
to more than we would ordinarily think.

Down in Cuba there are a lot of men keeping bees for

the wax only. They spill the honey—use it to wash with, I

suppose—but here a good many don't care anything about

the wax we get ; we are all after the honey. Some of us go
after the wax, but we don't get it all. I don't know that it

would be very hard to give an estimate as to how much wax
is wasted in a sun wax-extractor. There is so much left in

the old combs that cannot be gotten out. I am very well

aware of the fact that many don't use the sun extractor, but

most people use the method that I will designate as the cold-

pressure method. I mean they heat the old comb in some
other place and then press it in a press, and they don't sur-

round that mass of wax and old comb with any heat during
the time of the pressing.

About a year ago I spent considerable time working on
this very question. My brother was anxious to see, if he
could, which was the best method to use, steam, hot water,

or this cold-pressure method, and also to determine which
was better, a lever or a screw, and I was very much interested

in these experiments that I conducted myself at that time.

I don't intend to make this an advertisement for the

German wax-press. In fact, I shall not speak of that. I will

describe the method that I used, in which I got more wax
by considerable extent than I did by pressing under a screw

and applying no heat at the time of the pressure. I found

that I couldn't get anywhere near as mucli wax by pressing

on wax without the heat at the time, and it seemed to me
that this was the reason: The wax as it is being pressed.

oozes out. It oozes out and comes in contact with a little

cocoon, little piece of the debris. It is chilled. I reason in
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this way, that if there was some heat to carry that on out

we could get so much more wax. That is a tlieory. Now I

will try to show that this theory is a good theory.

I found that I could get—of course the amount of wax
varies greatly that could be gotten from the comb. We had
8 or lo barrels of old comb that had been accumulating
around there for a year or so. With that old comb I found
that with the hot water method I could get about i8 ounces
of pure wax out of five pounds of the old comb. Using the

same old comb and pressing without heat, that is, having
heated the old comb in some other place, I found that I

could get only about lo to 12 ounces. That would seem to

show that there was something lacking in that method. Well,
I thought then that perhaps I didn't do it right some way or

other, so I had some satriplcs sent in from men who used
that tiiethod of pressing out the old comb, having heated it

some place else with a little water, perhaps. A man sent in

a sample, and said that it was from cappings, and he defied

me to find any wax in it. By the hot-water method I found
that it contained 25 per cent of pure wax. It astonished me.
I didn't expect to find anywhere near that much. I don't
suppose that there would be that much, ordinarily, but I

think that that experiment proves that not anywhere near all

the wax is obtained by that method of pressing, without any
heat at the time of pressing.

Now I will describe the hot-water method that I used.
I had an ordinary oil-barrel, I think. I cut it off so that
it made a tub about one foot high, and then nailed ribs down
through that about ^ of an inch square. I made a frame of
oak, 2x4, to surround that tub—one piece underneath, one
piece on top. and two side-sticks, and to connect those we
got heavy cleats. Then I had an ordinary carpenter's bench-
vice. I was careful to take only such material as could be
obtained at any hardware store in any town. This screw was
three or four threads to the inch. I took the nut and placed,

it on the under side of the cross-stick, and there I had my
wax-press.

The method I used was slow. I wrapped up about five

pounds of the old comb in burlap: made a nice package of it

that would just sit down in the bottom of the tub. Then I

took a pail of boiling water and poured over it, and let it

stand for perhaps a minute, and then applied the screw. 1

guess I left out the plunger under the screw. It was a hard
wood piece sawed to fit the tub. After applying the screw on
this amount of wax the wax immediately flowed on top. I

could tell right away that I was getting a lot of wax. 1

turned the screw down with all my might, and then raised
it, and with a stick pawed over the contents, and then applied
the screw and found more wax. and the third time I found a

little more wax. but the fourth time I didn't get enough to

say so, so I applied the pressure about three times, and in this

manner I obtained an average of 18 ounces : once I think it

was as high as 24: again, down to 15, but it averaged about
18 ounces out of five pounds.

There was quite a little discussion at the time as to

which would be better, a large 12-foot lever or this screw,
and I tried both of them. It is a mathematical fact that there
is more mechanical advantage with the pressure that can be
exercised with one arm on the pressure of a screw than a
man's weight on the foot of a lever. It is not only a
mechanical fact, but a fact that I proved by experiment, but
I don't know whether the pressure is what I want. I don't

believe we want a lot of pressure. It was the press-

ing, and giving reasonable heat while pressing, and then
raising uo and pressin? again, under the continued hot-water
heat, and so I found that I could get just as good results

with the lever as I could with the screw, but I had to employ
a man to help me—a good heavy man to sit on that lever

while I was at the other end, whereas with the screw I just

used one arm. And then with the lever I had to have a good,
strong post at the end, for the end of the lever, as a fulcnmi.

There is a tremendous pressure on the floor. Of course the

screw and the strain is all on the frame. So I found that al-

though I could get as much wax with the lever it was a lot

more trouble. It took about the same length of time, and
I had to have somebody to help me, and then continually dur-

ing the work the lever would slip off and bother me. I don't

believe a lever is as good as a screw. It is too much trouble.

Then there is this question : How are you going to get

that wax off of the top of that hot water? You can't dip it

off: stand there and dip it off a spoonful at a time, it would
take you forever. Just simply pour it out into another pail

somewhere, and let it stand in it for half an hour, and voii

can take the cake of wax right off. It takes four or five

pailfuls to keep going. It seems like a very mussy method,
but it gets the wax. There are a good many who argue that
they would rather get a little less wax and do the work
quicker, but am I not right in saying that when a bee-keeper
is rendering wax it is at a time when his time is not very
valuable, and he can afford to take a little more time in order
to get all that wax? I am sure that if any of you will try
the two methods side by side, giving them a fair trial, you
will be surprised at the amount of wax that can be gotten
from the pressing with continued heat.

Now I would like to hear from some of the rest of you
who can talk on subjects they have been working at for 40
years.

Mr. Wilcox—Mr. Root, would you melt that in another
vessel and pour it into the wax-press and press it. or set the
press on the stove and heat the water there? Which would
be the better?

Mr. Root—It was a wooden tub. I should use the steam,
and let the steam come right up in. I neglected to say that
in my experiments with both steam and hot water it was the
same—you get just as much wax one way as the other. The
hot water took a little longer, but steam is so much nicer to

work with, the wax is in nicer shape, and you don't have to

pour it out and cool it, so that I prefer the steam, although
steam could not very well be employed in a home-made wax-
press.

Mr. Meredith—What about the amount of wax that we
obtain from a solar extractor as compared to 18 ounces you
got from five pounds?

Mr. Root—I really cannot answer that question, as to

how much can be obtained from a given amount of wax in

the solar, as to the hot-water method. I don't know. Of
course we had two or three solar extractors running all the

time, but I wasn't home long enough to work that out, but

some time I intend to put five younds of wax in the solar and
give it a good trial, and see just how much wax we obtain;

but I know I obtained lots of wax from the refuse of the

solar, but of that I didn't keep any data, and I wouldn't even
assume to state the amount.

Dr. Miller—In using the lever as compared with the

screw, the lever exerts a continuous pressure and the screw
vou screw down and it stands right there, and it doesn't fol-

low on down. Don't you think there is an advantage in that

continuous pressure on the lever?

Mr. Root—I cannot see that. As I applied the screw I

kept my hand turning right around, and just as soon as I

got it down I turned it up and pawed up the contents. Tlie

screw was continuous pressure because I kent it going all the

time. The lever went down a good deal quicker, but I could

not see any advantage or difference whether it went down
quickly or slowly.

Dr. Miller—In actual practice you wouldn't expect some
one to be there all the time.

Mr. Root—I was at it to keep it turned down all the

time until I put it up and pawed it over.

Dr. Miller—You can't work for me! [Laughter.]

Mr. Moore—Would it be a good idea to work a solar

extractor and the steam wax-press together, in order to work
over the material that comes from the solar?

Mr. Root—I think that would be a very good plan. "The

wax that comes from the solar is such a good quality—nice,

clear and clean.

Mr. Moore—Would you think it more economical to do

the entire work with the steam-nrcss?

Mr. Root—That's a pretty big question. The solar wax-

extractor is handy to have around to throw wax into.

Mr. Wilcox—With the solar wax-extractor you save

nearly every ounce of honey.

Mr. Root—That's true.

Mr. Wilcox— I would use the solar, anyway.

Mr. Root—I think it is economical to use the solar in

connection with the others, but I wouldn't depend on that

entirely, because I don't think that it gets more than half

the wax out.

Mr. Moore—Do vou consider the German wax-press cm-

bodies all the best urinciples that are known to-day as carried

out bv vour exneriments?
_ _ _

Mr. Root—You put me in a rather embarrassing position.

Mr. Moore—You are simply an expert. Tell us what

you think.

Mr. Root—I got just as good results with the steam-

press and the hot-water press. T couldn't find any advantage

in the actual result one over the other, but the hot water

took a great deal more time than the other and was mussy.
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Mr. Starkey—Did you find that you got all the wax bv
either process?

Mr. Root—No. I found that if I kept on I could con-
tinually get a very, very little, but it was so little that I
didn t think it paid to fuss with it any more. I suppose that
if there was some method used whereby that refuse (I call
It cheese), could be scraped up as in a cider-press, I think
you could get a little more wax out of it, but I don't think it
is worth the trouble.

Mr. France—I have had considerable experience, and in
fact the first day I used the German wax-press I rendered
out 2,ooo combs. You speak about turning the screw down
and then up, and then down again. Now, didn't you turn
the screw down until the wax oozed out, and then you turned
It up and pawed it over, and the oozing out of the wax per-
mitted you to turn it down lower?

Mr. Root-I forgot to mention that. I turned the screwdown only as the wax oozed out and let me turn it downThere is no use exerting a lot of strength. Turn it down
gradually, and then you can move it and turn it down a lit-
tle lower.

Dr. Miller-That's right. (I may hire you after all!)
J here must be time allowed for that wax to work out It isnot going to go on a jump. When you squeeze it down tight
It must have time to work out. Here is a practical question:
Suppose that I am at work at something, and I come andscrew that down, and I have it standing on the stove Idon t want to stand there screwing all the time. I want to

htr,l ?i u'"
'"'""fes. I would like to have a wavthat there would be a constant pressure. I want to know i'fthere is any law against having a spring there' If therewere a heavy spring and you screwed it down, that spring ismaking a constant pressure there until you come back again.What would be the objection to that? Cost?

w^mU*"-
J^°°'-Cost is one thing, but I don't believe you

h^^} J'u
^"^ '""-e wax that way, and I think you wouldhave to be around there just about as much. That is thatoperation of pressing is short. It didn't take me ove; fiveminutes to get it pressed after I got it ready, and it was r^yexperience that it is better to do one thing well than ?o Tryand do two things and do neither well. But perhaps it is a

fha°t%e'V*:nS"
'''''' ""'"^ ^°" «"^ an/advrnta'ge^n

Mr. France-No. I melted it in another package. I hadthe press on the stove and kept it hot, and as fast as twoiron kettles would melt it, I pressed it. We ran fou wagonloads of combs through the press that day

out ^ in^th^'7^'°"
''"'/'' '' '" ^"°*''^'' '•^"ptacle and thenput it in the wax-press?

Mr. France—Yes.
Mr. Root—It is a question how much it will pay youIf you are working for time you had better do that way but

If you are working for wax you had better have the steamgenerating while pressing
Mr. Moore-Mr. Root, you are a civil engineer. It is anordinary lever used to turn the screw. Now in the presence

s rin ?

*'''^"'''"^°"' ^°''"- wo"'d y°" ^^dd to it at all with a

Dr. Miller—You can't add to it.

Tf ^"^^^u^^"^^ "^"V'*^
""^^^ "" ^^'y complicated apparatus

It would be so complicated and bulky that it wouldn't pay

SuldTe'"s''<l-''°"
""""'^ ^''^' ^'°'" "^^ "^^ °f 'h<= ^p'-g

Mr. Moore—Infinitesimal, wouldn't it'
Mr. Root—Yes, sir.

Mr. Moore—It would be zero, wouldn't it'

r!'"'
f'oot—It would require a very strong spring.

Dr. M,ller-I protest against that. The screw herebrings It down to a certain point. Within a very short timethere is no pressure there. Now, if you had a spring ther^
iTtW l"'7?u

''""", ' '"''"^ "^^' ^'«"ds ^"'Kht inches. Now
w 11 .IlowTl,!

."' ''°"^' """^ '^' ^'"'^'"^ ^^"^y °f this masswill allow that to come down to fen inches. Of course there
IS a constant pressure. Don't understand me for a minute tosay that that spring will add a quarter of a grain to theforce. It can't nossibly do it

has feasedTo~aJt"'
"''" ''' '"""^ ""' ''' ''''" "^« ^<^^«-

Dr. Miller-That's the point. It is a matter of time.
Mr. Root—Whv not turn the screw down a little more'

Is your time so valuable'

much^r
^'""-J"^' -'=°- When I hire you I won't mind so

Mr. Root—It takes so little time, the whole operation.

that I fail to see the advantage of the spring.
Mr. Whitney—I simply want to .'isk the Doctor if he

wants to hire Mr. Root?
Dr. Miller—Yes, I am getting him trained!
Mr. Root—I would like to work for him.
Mr. Starkey—We will say that this block that rests on

top of the wax has on top of that spring—one of the little,

common, coil springs like under a wagon-bed. On top of
that a plate that this screw comes to. If the screw strikes

on that spring and forces it close with this pressure on the
block, and goes down to where the wax is, instead of the
pressure being lessened this spring continues to draw the
pressure on this block-head to every part that has given way
by the wax. I think that is a very valuable point. Instead
of having to come back, this spring will carry the pressure on
four or five times, and it will save valuable time that a man
might be doing something else.

Dr. Miller—Mr. Root says it is so little time that it don't
count.

Mr. Meredith—I should say a spring strong enough to

give that pressure would be something a little larger than is

used on the ordinary passenger coach.

Mr. Root—I understand that spring would act only when
the screw wasn't acting. It is their opinion that the spring
would do what you would do when you got back there.

Dr. Miller—Yes.
Mr. Root—You can't make me believe that the spring

would be strong enough to do what you would do.

Mr. Starkey—We don't contend that it would do all, but

it would continue to exercise the pressure. If we should
happen back we might turn once, but you would turn four

times.

Mr. Root—In the meantime, the whole operation takes

seven or eight minutes.

Mr. Moore—The temptation to trip Dr. Miller up is too

great.

Dr. Miller—I am down by now.
Mr. Moore—How many tons pressure is there in that

screw pressing down the wax, as nearly as you can tell?

Mr. Root—Three or four.

Mr. Moore—You take the strongest spring you ever saw
in a lumber-wagon, and put three or four tons on it, how
much good will it do you? Mr. Meredith says a spring on
a passenger coach.

Mr. Meredith—With a screw of four or five threads to an
inch, it might be capable of exerting twenty tons.

Mr. Root—There is hardly any limit.

Dr. Miller—I don't think the point is worth holding to.

A snrinCT that will exert one pound of pressure will con-

tinue thpt nress'ire.

Mr. Root—I admit that.

Dr. Miller—And the strength of the spring doesn't count,

but the whole thing is settled when he says it takes so little

time to do it that the time cost isn't worth counting.

Mr. Root—Dr. Miller wouldn't have a good deal of time

to get away to his other work before he would have to get

back and put in another comb.
Mr. Stewart—Have you ever cut up timothy hay and

put in with your cheese?
Mr. Root—No, I have not.

Dr. Miller—Have you done that?

Mr. Stewart— I have, and with very good results. It

gets it separated.

Dr. Miller—I want to remind Mr. Root to read a period-

ical that is published in Medina, Ohio, in which that was
mentioned as being done in Germany.

Mr. Root—You've got me there.

Pres. York—What's the name of the publication?

Dr. Miller

—

Scrapings—or something of that kind.

Mr. Root—I will read it.

Dr. Miller—I think it was your brother who asked

whether a central affair, something in the middle of the

cheese, allowing the wax to come out through, would help

any. He tried that, I think.

Mr. Root—As I look at it, the wax below wouldn't go
up to that, and when I get about the wax that I could get

anyway, I don't see the advantage of it. You would have to

have twice the amount of wax, and you cannot give it the

amount of pressure it ought to have.

Dr. Miller—I tried it and I don't believe it helps.

Mr. Abbott—How many people are there here who get

loo pounds of wax every year? [Six.]

Mr. Abbott—Now you see you can get, what percentage
more?
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Mr. Root—I can't give the exact percentage more, but

probably one-fourth.

Mr. Abbott—One-fourth of a pound would be 25 per-

cent of wax. What does a German wax-extractor cost?

Mr. Root—$14.
Mr. Abbott—25 pounds of wax at 20 cents a pound

—

what I am trying to get at is an opinion as to how much in-

terest there is in this convention investing $14 in a machine.
Not all these theories will work, but they must ultimately

work out in dollars and cents or else they are of no use.

Just trying to see how much it would amount to, to this con-

vention, provided they save what he says they can save. You
have six people saving 2$ pounds of wax in a year, and what
I want to see is if it would pay you to invest $14 in any
kind -of a machine.

Mr. Root-—I don't think it would pay the small bee-
keeper to get a German wax-press. I don't know what my
brother would say, but I believe that.

Pres. York—You can tell the truth here! [Laughter.]
Mr. Root—I believe my brother tries to tell the truth. I

would try hot-water pressure.

Mr. Baldridge—Especially on cappings.

Mr. Root—You can get almost all the wax out of the

cappings.

Mr. Baldridge—By setting in water it will all rise.

Mr. Root—This I am speaking of is only in reference

to combs.
Mr. Abbott—May I tell a small bee-keeper how I do?

It seems like a simple, small way. If you have 50 or 60
pounds of combs, pour warm water on it and let it soak
thoroughly. My wife does that; I don't suppose I would
bother with it. Then she has a large pan that fits inside of

the oven. She puts in the wax that would weigh four or five

pounds on top of a large sieve, and shuts the oven door and
goes on about her business. In a little while the wax is all

down in the water, and then she takes the sieve and puts
more in, and if done that way it about all goes to wax.
There isn't much left to throw away.

Mr. Root—Are they old combs or new?
Mr. .\bbott—Any kind she wishes; just combs that are

thrown in a barrel or box, sometimes sections. Directly she

has a cake of wax that weighs eight or ten pounds ; but she
always soaks it in warm water and doesn't scald or do any-
thing else with it.

Mr. Root—I have heard of that method before. You
put the wax in the receptacle right in the oven.

Mr. Abbott—Yes, and she keeps it there and shuts up the

oven, and in the morning the settlings are all out and she

has a cake of pure, clear, yellow wax. She makes it in lit-

tle cakes, and we sell it for 60 cents a pound.

Dr. Miller—I have been figuring that over, and it looks

to me a little like this, after raising the question of whether
I could afford it or not: The expense of the machine and
time will cost me about two dollars a year, perhaps, allow-

ing a good interest on it. Now, I must make that two dol-

lars every year, and if I get 28 cents a pound for my wax,
as I suppose I can, then I must get seven pounds of wax
extra in the year to pay expenses, and if there is left any
debris in the slumgum as much as one-fourth of the wax,
then that seven pounds represents the total of my wax for

the year at 28 cents a pound. So if I am getting 28 pounds
of wax every year, then I can afford to have the German
steam wax-press.

Pres. York—It is all right outside of Missouri

!

Mr. Moore—I think Mr. Abbott had these small bee-

keepers scared. You know how much you expect from your
bee-hives and wax-press. The cost is $14. If you can make
20 per cent, $2.08, that makes nine pounds of wax per year

extra ; then you can afford to have a German wax-press.
Dr. Miller—I called it 7 pounds.
Mr Meredith—Cannot a German wax-press be made

on a smaller scale, and price in proportion?

Mr. Root—The way the press is made, the money is in

the workmanship more than in the material, and it would be

just as hard to make a small one as a larger one. Another
thing, the small machine wouldn't begin to be as effective.

Mr. Meredith—In what way?
Mr. Root—You could get about the same amount of wax,

but the pressure has to be just about as great for the small

machine as for the large, and, if you make a small machine,

you have to make it as strong as a big machine, and the

workmanship on it requires about as much brains and tools.

Mr. Abbott—What would a home-made machine cost?

Mr. Root—Not 60 cents.

Mr. Abbott—How much better would the German wax-
press be? Would it get more wax?

Mr. Root—You wouldn't get any more wax, but you
would get it so much quicker. As I said, I can get just about
as much wax from the hot-water method as I can with the

steam, but it is more mussy, and I have to work harder.

Mr. Abbott—My wife attends to the work!
Mr. Root—May be the bee-keepers are not all blessed

with wives.
' Mr. France—I was at a local bee-keepers' convention and

this subject was brought up. They decided the wax-press
was a good thing, but in a small way could they afford It?

We, as members of our local association, can afford to own
one, and that one press has gone the rounds, and each mem-
ber has rendered all the wax he has, and at only a cost of

IS cents.

Dr. Miller—I want to say that of all the mean things

Mr. France ever did to me, that was the worst. I was going

to tell what they did in Germany. That's what they do there.

The local societies own the machine. That's the way to bring

the price down.
Mr. Root—Isn't it a fact that farmers will club together

and get a binder or mower, and then they trade around?
Mr. Smith—They might do that in Ohio, but not in

Illinois.

Mr. Root—I know of several who do.

Mr. Wilcox—Partnership ownership of necessary tools

is not satisfactory.

Mr. Root—I won't dispute you about that.

Dr. Miller—That's a matter of locality

!

Mr. Smith—I was born and raised in Ohio, and I re-

member we used to have an apple-butter kettle, and that's

the way they boiled their apple butter. In the spring, when
it came sugar-making time, we couldn't do that because the

sugar had all to be made at the same time, and that spoiled the

scheme—it wouldn't work. The Ohio farmers are not as

large, and they can work reciprocity more. The great secret

to get the wax out is to keep the wax from going into the old

brood-comb cells or cocoons that are left by the young bee,

and if you water-soak them in warm water— if the wax melts

and runs into these cells you have to heat them to get it out.

The wax is on the outside between the walls of these cells.

Fill the comb thoroughly with warm water, and mash, and
then put in the oven wet over a drip-pan, and you will get

better results than with an ordinary press, and you can do it

at any time.

Mr. Root—I don't see how that can be done in a whole-

sale way.
Mr. Smith—A man who has 30 or 40 hives—comb that

isn't brood-comb—can extract that at any time ; but when you
come to an old brood-comb and lay it in the solar extractor

dry, the cocoons fill, and the center of gravity will lie in that

position so it can't get out.

Mr. Root—I have the advantage over the wax-press. I

picked brood-comb many a time with a knife and have taken

a very small handful of it and put it in a little cloth package

in boiling water, and but very little wax could I find in there,

and that's doing it in a wholesale way. It is all donein bulk.

If a man had three or four barrels, I don't see how it would

pay him to do it in an oven.

Mr. Starkey—About how many pounds of wax will

ordinarily be taken from one filling of the wax-extractor, of

mixed and broken combs? How much wax from one filling

of the machine?
Mr. Root—Do you mean with the German wax-press?

Mr. Starkey—Yes, sir. How much will its filling once

ordinarilv do?
.

Dr. Miller—Allow me to preface this question with this:

How much do you consider desirable to put in at one time?

Mr. Root;—10 Dounds.

Mr. Starkey—How much wax will you get out of that?

Mr. Root—It averages a little less than three pounds.

I remember taking note of the fact that the average was

not far from the exact proportion that was obtained from

the hot-water press.

Mr. Starkey—I would like to relate a little experience

that I had. I gathered together a great many old combs of

all descriptions and broken, and some that had a great deal

of cocoon. I had possibly a barrel full after it was well

packed. I had one of these ordinary lo-gallon wash-boilers,

and a two-burner gasoline stove. I filled the boiler with

four inches of water in the bottom and set the gasoline stove

to going with both burners. I nut in this boiler almost two-

thirds of this barrel, so as to allow me to stir it as the water
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heated. On top of that I put a board that I cut round so as
to fit inside loosely, and took an ordinary gunny-sack and
wrapped it over that so it would be around the edges, and
pushed that in sung. I boiled this about ij^ hours while I

w?nt on about my other work. I took an ordinary Lang-
stroth frame, and from a point three or four feet from there
I put a board about the same height. This frame would go
inside the boiler, and the board rested on something else to
prevent it from falling over sidewise, and to prevent it from
breaking down, and whatever happened to be handy I threw
on top of this board and this frame pressed the board down,
that I had the gunny sack on. and when I came back it had
gone down within six inches of the water, and the water had
risen above the slumgum and board. I simply threw off the
weight and poured it in Simplicity bee-hive covers—they will
hold about 14 pounds of wax

; I poured out 24 pounds of wax
from this rendering. I didn't spend more than ?4 of an hour.
I got very little wax from the slumgum. That would be
about as simple, and take less time to get the same amount
of wax.

_
I have used the German wax-press and I like it,

and I think it is a very handy thing to have, but I can get
along so easily the other way that I wouldn't think of buy-
ing one.

A Member—You simply used Mr. Abbott's sieve in an-
other form.

Mr. Starkey—The weight is so light that the water boil-
ing would stir up the cocoons that would hold the wax, and
allow the wax to escape, which it would always do, to the
top, the water being very heavy. The water is a very im-
portant element. It is heavier and it gets through the cloth.

Mr. Root—Your method would take a great deal of time
compared to these other methods.

Mr. Starkey—In what way? I did nothing but fill the
kettle and pour ofif. I would go and put in more as it cooked
down, as it melts.

Mr. Root—Your actual work was little.

Mr. Starkey—Very little.

Mr. Root—That might be a very gofid way.
Mr. France—Did you clean that boiler or let the house-

wife do it?

Mr. Starkey—I cleaned it. There was some slum. My
wife don't use this boiler. I never let her look at it, eveii.
I scraped the slum out when it was dry. I had no trouble
doing it. While I am speaking on this subject I want to say
that I wouldn't even ask my wife to let me cook it in her
kettle.

Mr. Niver—When Mr. Coggshall is getting old combs
and scrapings off of the floor and everywhere else that he
gets them from, he puts them into gunny-sacks as fast as he
gets them, and at some time when he has not too much to do
he puts them in a kettle, sinks in several gunny sacks of this
comb, and puts under a long lever with weights on it. and
then he goes on out to the barn and presses a carload of hav ;

then comes back and takes out what wax there is. and com-
mences over again. That is his method under the lever pres-
sure in a qaldron kettle with fire under it. That gives heat
and pressure.

Mr. Root—Do you think he gets all the wax?
Mr. Niver—He hasn't time to worry much about that.
Mr. Roo't—That's the question. I don't think the wax

can be gotten that way, so much of it, compared to the pres-
sure. In my experiment I found that if I put a great deal
under pressure I didn't get it all. The question is whether
you want the wax or the time. If your time is valuable, I

would by all means use some method as that, or the press
when the wax is heated in some other place. If you want the
wax. I still insist my method gets it.

Mr. Wilcox—Do they leave it in the kettle cold?
Mr. Niver—It rises to the top of the can. He will have

several hundred pounds at a time at work.
Mr. Wilcox—You leave it there to cool. I think I have

observed others who have tried it, and there is danger of a
little iron-rust coloring the wax.

Mr. Thompson—Has anyone ever used additional screens
in the solar extractor for turning after it had gone to the
bottom once? I had an extra screen made for mine last
sumrrier and I think it was satisfactory. I couldn't find any
wax in the refuse after that, where if allowed to remain in
the bottom there would be wax on the edges and around the
bottom.

Mr. Moore—How many have the German wax-press?
[Four.]

Pres. York—Mr. Wheeh.T tell us about it: you raised
your hand.

Mr. Wheeler— I think of nothing but what has been
spoken of.

REPORT OF THE FOUL BROOb COMMITTEE.

Pres. York—We will have the report of the foul brood
committee. I think they are here now, and perhaps ready
to report.

Mr. Moore—A year ago Pres. York appointed three of
us as a foul brood committee to co-operate with the com-
mittee from the Illinois State Association to get a law
through the legislature. Your Secretary, Mr. Kanenburg,
and Mr. Clarke, were appointed to act as such committee.
I will simply say we did a lot of work, and we got the law.
The two associations working together seemed to carry
weight with the legislature, and it didn't seem to be a hard
matter to get that law through. The law is now on the
statute books, for an appropriation of $2,000 for the Illinois

State Bee-Keepers' Association. It had to be in the name
of the State Association, first, because it is a State organiza-
tion, and second, because it is incorporated. The proceedings
were very interesting, and if there was lots of time we might
tell you about it in detail. There was a lot of work done.
Letters and circulars were sent out to every bee-keeper we
knew of. to every member of the legislature, especially, mem-
bers of the committees to which our bill was presented, and
representatives of the House and the Senate, telling them the
strongest things we could think of on the subject. We told

them we had just as good a right to have a foul brood law
as we had to have a law against smallpox being carried
around in the public schools and along the street. The re-

sult is we have the law. And there don't seem to be any
reason why the Association should not have this money ap-
propriation every year as long as they choose to ask for it.

Mr. Starkey—I would like to know if any arrangements
or provisions have been made for the members of the bee-
keepers' association to get copies of that law or enactment?

Pres. York—It was published in the American Bee
Journal.

Mr. Smith—I will just state that a great many bee-

keepers think that there is a compulsory clause, and there

is not. It simply says: "To be used by the .Association for

the extermination of foul brood." Of course, if a man has
foul brood in his apiary we can go there and tell him so, but
we can't make him clean it up unless he chooses so to do.

What we would like when the next legislature meets is to

have a compulsory clause, so we could do something with
the people who are notified that their bees have foul brood
and will not clean it up. In my last fall's experience in going
over the State, I found people paying no attention to it at

all. Some people's bees had it and they were cleaning up
their bees but. their neighbors across the lots had it and
wouldn't do anything. Now there is where the trouble comes
in. and at the next legislature we propose to have an act

submitted, and we would like the co-operation of this Asso-
ciation to get that passed, because that will be the only way
by which we can get relief in the proper way.

Mr. Moore—Have any bee-keepers having diseased bees

refused to let you examine them?

Mr. Smith—No. sir : but some might. We would like

soon to have a law so that the foul brood inspector can go
there and demand the right to inspect all their bees. I guess
Mr. France knows something about that.

Mr. Moore—Did you ever suggest to them that there

was a way that they could be got at : that they were harbor-
ing a disease?

Mr. Smith—They want to know the law right away. I

haven't any law. The first question is, Have you a law? If

so, I want to see it.

Dr. Miller—I am exceedingly thankful for the appropria-
tion, but the truth is we haven't any foul brood law. There
is an appropriation for the State Association, but we haven't
anything in the shape of a foul brood' law in the State, and
we need one. I would like to ask Mr. Franco how much he
thinks he would be helped in the matter ; how much difference

would it make in your work in the State whether you go
with the law back of you, or simply with enough money back
of you to bear expenses?

Mr. France— I would feel like resigning my work. I go
lo A : his bees have foul brood. He is glad to take care of
it. B, C and D have a few bees and they don't care, and
they are not going to take care of it. Now in Mr. Smith's
position he has no authority, and it is pretty bad. It doesn't
make any difference whether one colony or 100 colonies have
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the disease, it must be treated or it is a violation of the law,

and the man allows you to inspect or treat his bees.

Mr. Pottenger—There is a man keeping bees near Kan-
kakee, who says he would like to see someone come into his

vard. He would not permit anyone to come in and see it

at all.

Mr. Whitney—If you had the Wisconsin law he would.

Mr. France—The first summer out I had to meet men
at the gate with a shotgun or a bulldog, who demanded me
to—.

A Member—The official has the authority of a sheriff,

and if they undertake to bother you, give them over to the

authorities, and you treat the disease. If a man interferes,

put him luider cover.

Mr. Smith—That's what we want.

Mr. France—I would suggest that in order to get that

law it v.'ill be necessary to show how much benefit your As-
sociation, through your inspector, has had through the ap-

propriation, and how much more has gone undone because of

the need of this law.

Mr. Smith—We w-ill have a report of that kind.

Pres. York—The legislature meets a year from this

winter.

Mr. Kanenburg—Why didn't they put in that clause in

the first place? When we put in our bill we were a little

later than the men of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, so of course our bill was a little too late. If that

clause had been in, I suppose we would have gotten the law
just the same. I know Representative .Austin would have
gotten that just as well as the law we did get.

Mr. Smith—We interviewed the members of the Ap-
propriation Committee and they refused to put anything in

in a compulsory way; said that it would not pass, and there-

fore we put it in in this way. We thought this would be an
entering wedge.

Pres. York—It was either that or nothing.
Mr. Kanenburg—This law was put out of the tracks al-

together, and if it hadn't been for Mr. Austin we wouldn't
have had it.

Dr. Miller—As j\lr. Smith has placed before us, they
would do nothing about a law if you insisted on putting this

compulsory clause in it. They said we will give you the ap-
propriation. The question was. Shall we take the appropria-
tion and get a little done by it? and I believe they were very
wise in taking it. We haven't any foul brood law. Let's get

one. He can tell them at the next legislature. Here, you gave
us so much, and we can do so much good with that, but we
need a law if we are going to do any good.

Mr. Smith—The idea was this : By getting this appro-
priation—of course, it was late last summer when we got it

into our hands, and too late to do anything to amount to

much, and we thought this winter we could have pamphlets
printed on this subject and distributed all over the State to

every bee-keener, and published in the farm journals, and
especially in the bee-oapers, and in that way we thought we
could reach the people so that the bee-keepers would assist

us in having a law passed that would make it a penalty, and
I think we can do that. We expect to have quite a lot of
material printed this winter, and mailed out to all the bee-
keepers we know.

Mr. Wheeler—One question in regard to how many peo-
ple were helped by this law. How many are there here who
were helped by the foul brood inspectors of Wisconsin and
Michigan? I would like to know who they are. and what
report they give. A great deal depends upon what they re-

port, to know what we want. We have listened to the in-

spectors, now let's listen to the people who have been helped.
Mr. Wilcox —There isn't a man., ivoman or child here,

or elsewhere, but what has been helped directly or indirectly,

for everything that helps to nromote the bee-keeping industry,
helps neighboring States. It helps all who buy honey, bees
or supplies; it helps all who have any dealings whatever with
bee-keepers, and a foul brood law, in fact any law. that helps

the Wisconsin bee-keeper helps you. You are helped by our
law, and it is morallv certain that all the good we do is

shared, indirectly at least, by all.

Mr. Wheeler—Has ' Mr. Wilcox been helped, or anv of
his neii^hbors that he knows, so that the disease has been
stamped out?

Mr. Wilcox—If vnn hud the smallpo.x here in our cnm-
munitv the Board of Health would exterminate it.

Mr. Wheeler—We are not talking about smallpox; I .mi

talking about foul brood.

Mr. Wilcox—It is the same kind; it is an infectious dis-

ease, and it spreads rapidly and far distant. Our Wisconsin
law is copied after the State Veterinary law, and is carried

for contagious diseases among live stock with the same
powers and duties, and all are benefited because we a/TC bene-

fited.

Mr. Meredith— I will say this in regard to those being

benefited. Last year I brought a comb in here, not know-
ing what the condition of it was, and I found it foul brood,

and by following up the treatment as suggested by the Wis-
consin inspector I have cleaned up my yard of what little I

had. So I have been benefited by knowing that my bees had
foul brood, and by using the suggestions about taking care

of it.

Mr. Abbott—How long has Wisconsin had a foul-brood

law?
Mr. France—Our law now has been running seven years.

Mr. Abbott— It ought to show results.

Mr. France—I don't like to be personal, but going over

into Mr. Wilcox's district, I found apiary after apiary that

they said they hadn't gotten any honey from for years, and

they called it bad luck and a poor season. Another season

I came back there and they said they had the biggest crop

of honey they had had for years. Now, as to the amount of

seven years' work, I have cured over il,ooo cases of it, and

I don't know of but three places where they had it that they

have it to-day. What would you do if you had ii,ooo cases

of some very contagious disease?

Mr. Abbott— I want the real gist of it. You may have

cured ii.ooo cases, but if the ii,ooo cases are cured, are there

22,ooo cases left? Here's the point: A noted stutter doctor

had a great many patients coming to him, and he had a

world-wide reputation, and people were all hunting him up.

There was a man going along the street who wanted to be

treated. He met a man and asked him about this doctor.

He said, "Well, I—I—have known him; he—he—he—
c—c—cured m—me." Now, then, that's the question. Have
you done it that way, or is it being wiped out of these places?

I am inclined to think that it is being wiped out. Can you

wipe it out?
Mr. France—We will never wipe it out until all the

States have the law. Illinois has imported it. Over four

or five times I stopped it coming into my State. To-day I

know of it in only five counties, and when I started it

was in so.

Mr. Wheeler—That's Mr. France. Now, the question is,

if after Mr. France goes into an apiary and treats it, is that

apiary forever cured of it, or apparently for one year or a

little time? He may lay it to some other State, or someone

else in the neighborhood, but I have my doubts about it, and

I would like to know. Stick to the same question that I put

first. Are there people here who, after six or seven years,

have had foul brood permanently cured by Mr. France or any

other State inspector?

Mr. Horstmann—I have cured foul brood. I know that

they can do it as well as I can, and people are bound to be

benefited. I had foul brood just about as bad in my apiary

as I ever heard of. or knew of, and I don't believe there was

a bit last vear, and I had any amount of it year before last.

We want a foul brood law in this State so that the inspector

will have a right to go in and examine bees and treat them.

I would never hunt up an inspector to come and treat my
bees. I would dig right in and treat them myself. The peo-

ple who will not treat their bees are the ones we want to

get after, and if there was a foul brood law we could force

them to clean up. I am rid of foul brood now, but there

isn't anv telling how long I will he. The bees may get foul

brood from some other apiary. I cleaned out an apiarv to

get it out of the neighborhood. Will it return? I may have

had a cold last vear and have another this year. It is not

the same cold, "^'ou may cure your foul brood this year and

it will be new next year. That's the way I look at it.

Mr. Wheeler—I call the gentleman to order. We are not

talking about colds nor about smallpox. We are talking

about foul brood.

Mr. Horstmann—We must give illustrations to make

people understand what we say.

Dr. Miller—Without using any illustration, let me say

to you how I would feel supposing I knew of a case of foul

brood in the apiary of a neighbor. I would send word to

Mr Smith that I wanted him to come there, and he comes.

I don't know enough about it to decide whether it is foul

brood or not, and I will go with him over to the neighbor's,

and the neighbor says, "You go to . France!" and Mr.

Smith and I will have no chance to go in there, and if there
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was a law back of liim we could go in there, at least Mr.
Smith could, and I suppose I could go with him if he ap-
pointed me to assist him, and we could do what can be done
toward eradicating that disease there. Now I am helpless.
Anyone who has foul brood can come and set it down within
half a mile of my place and I can't help myself, and it isn't

germane to the question whether I can tell a man who was
helped this much and that much, and it is germane to use
something analogous. The fact is that smallpox has never
been wiped out. It is in existence now in the same form
that it was when I was a boy, and in spite of all the laws and
endeavors it continues, but you don't see people marked with
smallpox to-day as when I was a boy, because it is sup-
pressed. Smallpox isn't foul brood. Foul brood can be sup-
pressed to an extent. Suppose now it is entirely wiped out.
Even then I am safer if I can have done what can be done
with a diseased apiary close to me. There is no sort of a
question but what a great deal can be done to overcome it.

Some of the New England States have foul brood laws; also
in Colorado, Michigan, etc. They have them in Canada.
They have had them for years. They are tried there. In
Canada, Mr. McEvoy did a grand work. If there had been
no foul brood inspector, wouldn't it have gone on and wiped
out all the bees? They have their bees there is spite of the
disease. Now if there is a law that obliges a man to do what
he can to crush out the disease, that will be a help to me, no
matter if he is clear over on the Wisconsin line. Mr. France
is helping me because I am only 15 miles from Wisconsin,
and any day it may come—within two years at least—to my
place. There is no question but what we need the foul
brood law, and the States that do have it don't go back on it.

They have it, and don't say it isn't of any use, and we won't
have it. We need the law. and we need to do what we can.
I venture tp say that there is more foul brood in Wisconsin
than is desirable, notwithstanding the good work Mr. France
is doing, and he will be old and gray-headed, but it would be
a great deal worse if they didn't have a foul brood inspector
there. We simply have that appropriation, and Mr. Smith
has done—I don't say how much, but he cannot do what he
ought to do until we get the law. I want it for my own per-
sonal security.

Mr. Moore—It seems to me that perhaps this discussion
has gone on about long enough, but if you will pardon me,
I will give an illustration. How many times, Mr. Smith, have
you tried to get a law since 1894?

Mr. Smith—Every legislature.

Mr. Moore—Last fall there was ground broken to get
a law for bee-keepers. Mr. Smith and the State Association
had been doing what they could, and we didn't get awakened
up until several months later. I think it was in Januarv
that we got to talking about it. We decided that the Chi-
cago-Northwestern Association would join hands with the
Illinois State Association and see if we couldn't get a foul
brood law. so through the American Bee Journal's help and
other personal help we went for the bee-keepers. We said.
"Subscribe your money, and we will do some work." and
with the Illinois State Association we went and got a law.
We did everything we could think of. Dr. Miller gave us
valuable suggestions which we carried into effect, and we
carried into effect every suggestion that our friends gave us.
We told them, "This won't do, but it is one of the things we
must do to get a law." A day was appointed, and our Secre-
tary had the honor of .going to Springfield on the day the
bill went in. and the committee on annropriations for the
House and for the Senate both had their hearings the same
day, and very kindly listened to the committees addressing
them. Our Secretary went to the State House and got a
copy of the bill as introduced. It was our intention to fol-
low the Wisconsin law as we supposed should be done. The
members of the Illinois State Association said they con-
sulted with their friends close to the legislature, and that
they failed everv time so far since 1894, and were told that
if they put a bill in with that clause in it they would fail,

and consequently introduced a law that would pass. When
iur committee got there we found it had already been intro-
duced by a member in the House and a member in the
Senate. I personally consulted with Mr. Austin, a friend of
Mr. Kanenhurg's. I told him it was a personal matter in

which I was interested, and then asked him as a friend to
push it. I talked to him at great length. He talked to me
about this drastic clause. I said, "Mr. .Austin, we are going
to have that in the law."

When I eot to Snringfield I found the bill was already
introduced. We could go en and introduce another bill if

we chose, or Mr. Austin would introduce it for us, but our
friends said if you introduce another law the chances are we
would kill both of them, so we decided it was best to get

what we could this time and hope for better things in the
future. Mr. Austin said, "What is the matter with it? There
is no clause in there for compulsory inspection." I explained
to him that they had already started their bill through the

grind, but I said, "Mr. Austin, I tell you, if it comes to me
to enforce the law, I will put in motion the machinery we
have aside from the Wisconsin law to compel any given
party to submit to proper things. I said there is a general
nuisance law under which any person can be prosecuted." I

would first write to such a party, "We have information that

you have foul brood in your apiary, and we recommend you
to submit to the treatment." If he doesn't answer, I would
say, "Now, sir, a certain day we shall prosecute you before

this court for maintaining a nuisance." I tell you, ladies

and gentlemen, I believe in a majority of cases moral suasion

will work, but this authority of prosecution, that is my
thought, and as I explained it to Mr. Austin, and if any case

of that sort comes up to me I will make these people, and if

I am backed by the Association. I will carry it into court

and do something under the nuisance act. There is a

nuisance act. and it will cover every possible case of a

nuisance.

. We have been blamed for not getting what people

thought we ought to have gotten, and I spent weeks on this

question, and felt sensitive that we were blamed for getting

half a loaf when we ought to have gotten a whole loaf. We
would have gotten nothing. That is the situation, and Mr.
France has said if we make a showing before the next legis-

lature that we have done well, as good and faithful servants,

they will give us any law we ask them. They fired questions

at us. Why didn't you get your law last year? It is a point

in our favor with the next legislature that we got some kind

of a law at the hands of the last legislature.

Mr. Wheeler—You may think I am overbearing. I am
interested in this question, and I would like to hear from the

people who have been helped by the state inspector. I don't

care to hear from the people who have wax or foundation to

sell, and people who are inspectors, but from the men them-

selves who are interested and have bees.

Mr. Smith—I will just state that the men who are here

are practical bee-keepers, and they are their own foul brood
inspectors. A man that will allow foul brood to come and
stay in his apiary is no practical bee-keeper, and I don't be-

lieve a man of that kind would belong to an organization.

Outside is where the trouble comes. I was within 17 miles

of Dr. Miller's, I was near Crystal Lake, as far as Mattoon,

and south to East St. Louis, and Danville, and when I was
out 20 days I had visited 42 apiaries, and there were over

.?oo colonies that I treated. You see, I only had 20 days to

do it in. I would have been out longer only sickness at home
brought me back. I was due up at Kankakee, but the season

got so late we couldn't do much. We all have to work to-

gether, and if there is any bee-keeper who knows of a case of

foul brood it is his duty to correspond with the inspector and
have it treated. We have men in this State that are selling

bees and queens that have foul brood. I want to get after

those fellows. They are the ones that are scattering it

broadcast. I lost 83 colonies of bees by buying queens. "Two

of my neighbors near by lost 102, and another lost 42. It

wiped their apiaries clear out. They didn't know what was
the matter until they were all gone. They brought their

queens from the same party. I understand this party has

been buying bees promiscuously and shipping them all over

the State. He doesn't care anything about it. I understood

parties in Cook county bought bees of him, and they were all

diseased, and their apiaries had never had it before. If we
can't work as a unit as bee-keepers, we can't do any good.

We want to all stand together. If you know a case in your

county, it is your duty to report it.

Dr. Miller—I didn't know there was one.

Mr. Smith— I don't believe all foul brood will ever be

exterminated any more than smallpox.

Dr. Miller— 1 would like to have a minute and a half of

private conversation with Mr. Wheeler. If you had no foul

brood in your own apiary, and there was a case that you
knew of within a half-mile of you, a man who had one

colony, and that colony was rotten with foul brood and you
knew it, would you. or wouldn't you, want to oblige that man
to burn up that colony or treat it in some way? Wouldn't
you want the chance to say that he 7iiust do that? You know
you would. I want to tejl you that if it comes to that, you
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\von"t stop to ask how many have been helped by it. Vou
would say, I want that law right here now to help me.

Mr. Wheeler— I couldn't answer that. It would take

too long. I rather think I would treat that with moderation.

Dr. Miller—You would want to force them.

Mr. Wheeler—You are not the man I took you for. I

have other reasons.

Mr. Abbott—This is a matter in which I have been try-

ing to get certain facts before the public. I understand there

is a reporter taking this, so we want to be careful what we
say. There is no use of Dr. Miller talking to Mr. Wheeler,
and Mr. Wheeler talking to him. It is a fact that no man
can get around, that legislative committees are influenced by
facts, and not influenced solely by the facts tliat are presented
by the official. If the official, when he gets there and makes
his statement, cannot have it backed up by the individuals
who have been helped by these actions, that report of that

official will not be worth very much before the legislative

committee down in Missouri. What I was after was to get

such facts from the people who had been helped as would
make a tremendous leverage under the legislature of Missouri
so as. if possible, to boost them up and give us a law. What
we want is combined influence. Co-operation. How? If

these bee-keepers have been benefited in Illinois, and they
have been benefited in Wisconsin, and they have been bene-
fited somewhat in Michigan, is it not possible to use this

as an accumulative force to use in other States? That is

what Mr. Wheeler is trying to get at. I expect to be before
the Missouri legislature to talk on this subject, a'-d I want
something to talk about. I don't want to have to say the
commissioners report so and so, but I want to be able to say
that the neople who have the bees say so and so, and we are
interested.

Pres. York—There are hardly enough here who have
been helped. In Illinois we haven't had the inspector long
enough. There are only a few bee-keepers here from Wis-
consin, and only two or three from Michigan.

Mr. Johnson—It seems to me ss if the question to be
discussed is as to whether it would be important for us to

have this conmulsory clause in this law. The law we have
is good fi^r Illinois. If I get foul brood among my bees T

can send for Mr. Smith, and he would come and rid me of
it. but if my neighbors have foul brood, which they very
likely will have if my bees have it, Mr. Smith can't go over
and do anything until they are willing to have him, and if

they are willing he can do so, and in that way if the neigh-
bors are willing the law is good and it is all right just as it

is. It would make it more complete if we had this clause
in it, and that is just what we want. What encouragement
can this committee, Mr. Smith and others, give us that we
can get this in the next legislature?

Mr. Starkey—I would like to address mvself straight to

the Question if it were possible. The question is one sup-
posed to be answered by the people who have had benefits.

The very fact that this law has been in force only a very
short time, and that possibly with the exception of three or
four people in this house, and also the things that have been
done could not apply to the auestion of the gentleman be-

cause none of the work that has been done has been done
more than three months, and if that is true, no man could
get up and say that two vears ago I had some things none
and it is well done. I believe the question is not appropriate
under the conditions of this convention.

Mr. Reynolds—Mr. Wheeler was talking about the law
in Wisconsin.

Mr. Starkey—The Wisconsin people are not at this con-
vention. My statement is still true. It cannot be answered
in this convention.

Mr. France—I may be considered as a man having an ax
to grind. The bee-keepers of the United States—why, I don't

understand, but the conditions are so. Say I am insoectnr of

Illinois, and I should go to one of your apiaries and find the

disease there. It would be treated. If in mv annual report

I would say I have been to Mr. York's apiary, he having
suDolies to sell or queen-bees to sell, or he even buying and

•selling, the making public of the fact of foul brood the bee-

keepers would ignore him and they wouldn't touch him, or

put their hands on him. Experience has proven that we must
not publish the names, but if vou want a list of those whose
bees have had foul brood in Wisconsin, and have not g'M it

now. I can give you pages of them.
Mr. Coverdale—Nineteen years ago foul brood was in-

troduced right close to me. It happened that I was right on

the ground and saw it before it got into more than three

colonies. These colonies were hunted up and treated, and

exterminated, and banished on the spot. If I hadn't seem

these we wouldn't have been able to do that. There isn't a

case of foul brood among my colonies now. I think a great

harm was headed right off. I believe in extermination of

foul brood. I thought I did a grand thing.

Mr. Wheeler—I doubt if those bees had foul brood at all.

Mr. Coverdale—I am familiar with it. I can tell or smell

it, or if any other bee-disease, 1 can tell it,

Pres. York— I think so.

Mr. Smith—If there are any in this audience that

haven't seen foul brood, or don't know anything about it, I

have a full comb of it in the other room. They can go in

there and acquaint themselves with the condition. If you

get a smell once, vou will never forget it.

Mr Duff—We bee-keepers in Cook County ought to know

the names of the queen-breeders who sent out diseased

queens. It is only just. An ounce of prevention is better

than a pound of cure.
_ t j j

Mr. Smith—I will just state that in this case I judged

from the results. They were persons whose bees never had

foul brood until they got queens from that dealer.

Mr. Duff—I should think that would be enough.

Mr Smith—That man has an apiary at his home place,

but I understand that he had three out-apiaries. I am going

down there to demand inspection of his apiaries, and he will

say "That's where I rear mv queens, go and look at it. i

look there and find no foul brood, but I don't know the con-

dition of his out-apiaries, and as long as I I-iave "o law to

go there and demand an inspection, he might say. My bees

are all right, and vou mind your own business.' UntU we

have a law of that kind I would not be willing to say who

the party is but Mr. York knows those in Cook County that

have had queens from him, and their results are the same

They never had foul brood until they got queens from that

Mr Hogge—The main point is, Do we want help from the

le°-islature in the wav of this compulsory clause. It is not

a "question whether somebody has been done good or not,

but the question is. Do we want the inspector to be em-

powered so that he can go in case we do know, or do be-

lieve, there is foul brood near us?

Pres. York—Do you want to put it to a vote?

Mr. Hogge—Yes, sir.

Pres York—All in favor of having such a compulsory

foul brood law in this State, raise your hands. [Practically

a unanimous vote in favor.]

Mr. Clarke—Foul brood being carried by queen-bees, 1

would like to know in what way it is carried.

Mr Smith—Bv the honev that is in the queen-cages, and

by the no doubt taking out the infection of the queen-cage.

I think it can be carried that way.

Mr Kanenburg—As long as we have voted that we want

this compulsory clause in the law, I wish to make a motion

^
Mr Moore—Some of us may not know that the legisla-

ture meets onlv every two years, so nothing can be done until

December, 1964. This is merely breaking the ground for

what we want to do at that time.

Pres York—What will you do with the report of the

foul brood committee? They can do nothing more until the

legislature meets, which is a year from this fall.

Mr. Starkey—Thank the committee for its work, and

'^"^

Dr^ M'iiler—I want to mention one point which possibly

might surprise you a little. There was a certain amount of

money raised to pay the expense of the log-rolling that wa

to be done to get what legislation we could get. As you

know there were some of us who were appointed an auditing

committee to look over the accounts of the treasurer, and

one of the items that surprised me was a certain sum, some-

thing like $9.00. that was turned into the treasury of this

socifty that was left of the amount raised to pay for the

work of that foul brood committee. Now, I would like to

know why this committee didn't use up all the money in

junketing?^ I don't understand it. So instead of this society

being out any monev, it actually made a profit out of it

!

Mr Horstmann-I like Mr. Starkey's motion with the

exception of discharging the committee. I think they should

be continued. I offer an amendment, that the report of the
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committee be accepted, that we thank the committee, and
that it be continued.

Mr. York—With the consent of the second we will make
that the motion.

A vote being taken, the motion was declared carried.

(T De continued.)

Report of the Proceeding's of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23. 24. and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE, SEC.

[Continued from pa^e 37 )

Ne.\t was a paper by R. C. Aikin, of Larimer Co., Colo., on
the subject of

HOW TO PRODUCE FANCY EXTRACTED HONEY.
The subject is not well stated. If it said " tine "' or " No.

1 " e.xtracted honey, it would suit me better. The people who
put up their honey in fancy packages are the ones who put
up the fancy article. I believe I know how to produce a No.
1 article that may be sold as fine or No. 1. I am consider-
able of a crank on this subject, the same as in methods of
management of bees.

What is No. 1 e.xtracted honey? It is well-ripened and
thick, and has a good flavor. The flavor depends largely upon
the bloom ; the body or quality depends largely upon the
management. Many advocate and practice extracting before
the honey is fully sealed. In a damp climate this is altogether
wrong. In a dry climate it is not altogether wrong, but noth-
ing is gained by it. Never, in any climate, extract before
the combs are half to two-thirds sealed. Let it remain on the
hive long enough to become all ripened. But to get a good
article, that is not all. In extracting you always incorporate
with the honey minute chips of wax and bubbles of air. Both
of these, in their relation to honey, are impurities. The honey
should be clear, and free from all impurities. As the honey
weighs 12 pounds to the gallon, and the wax approximates 7
pounds to the gallon, if there are any chips of wax in the
honey, gravity will separate them. The same is true of air.

When a tank is filled with honey, it contains a large quantity
of air. The warmer the liquid the quicker impurities come to
the top. Almost any impurity will rise to the top. There-
fore, it is necessary to have a large settling-tank. It not only
secures well-strained honey, but is also a great saving in other
ways.

A number of producers advocate extracting at the out-
yards. Evidently they do not have a large settling-tank. It
is true, many haul their honey home after extracting and put
it in a tank. But I do say the man who fills his retail pack-
ages from a small tank will never have a first-class article.
There will be too much foam and too much wax in it, and,
when it reaches the consumer, there is something on the top
that is not inviting to look at. A tank will also go a long way
in eliminating thin or unripe honey, as it will rise to the top,
while the faucet drains ofl' the thick honey from the bottom.
I have a tank of five tons capacity, and other tanks, besides.
The large tank is one of the greatest of savers.

I haul all my extracting-combs home, and extract the
honey and put it in the tank on the upper floor of the honey-
house. It holds all I can extract in ten days. I am never
bothered with honey overflowing, or being obliged to draw it

ofl before it has all settled. When the honey is in the tank I

let it remain as long as it does not candy. When it begins to
candy I drain it off. It is a permanent investment. It cost
me S35 on board the cars at my station. It is of galvanized
steel, and to-day the same tank would cost $50. At that esti-

mate, it amounts to half a cent for each pound of what it

holds at one time.
Suppose one is anticipating a flow, and buys cans ahead,

how much does it cost him ? Not less than three-fourths of
a cent per pound, and the cans will be gone when he sells the
honey, while the tank will last for 25 or 80 crops. You don't
have to store many crops before the tank pays for itself.

Don't undertake to extract without a big tank.

In the tons and tons I have shipped and sold there was
never a single complaint as to the quality of the honey.
Everywhere it goes it is satisfactory, and the customers want
more, and for the last two years I have not been able to sup-
ply the demand. Why don't they buy from the rest of the
bee-keepers ? One reason is, many do not produce the quality
of honey that I do. They think it requires too much expense
to remove the impurities, and that if the honey is candied

they have to liquefy it. Honey with granules in it can not be
strained, except by gravity.

I was rather late with my extracting this year, and dur-
ing the last two weeks extracted several thousand pounds that
had more or less granules in. One chamber of combs with
granules through the honey will so stop the cheese-cloth
strainer that nothing will go through. The strainer I ordi-

narily use is a box set in the top-floor where I extract. Three
or four inches from the bottom of the box is a wire-cloth

covered with cheese-cloth. The honey, after going through
this, passes out through a spout to the next floor below.
When extracting combs that are slightly granulated, I have
another box between the extractor and the tanks, divided into

two compartments, one large where the honey flow-; in, the
other an inch wide, and extending from the top to about an
inch from the bottom with an overflow spouton the side oppo-
site from that next to the extractor. With the help of this

box I can extract all day long without interruption. The
thickest and cleanest honey passes under the partition, and
overflows from the top of the small compartment. It requires

a box of considerable capacity to do the work ; not less than
would hold 100 pounds, and 200 or 3oO would be better. If

the honey were made to pass up and down several times in-

stead of once, it would be more efficacious. So far, I have
found that many impurities pass under the partition, and
have to be skimmed later from the surface of the big tank.

But the great body of chips of comb is left in the gravity
strainer. The time the honey remains in the settling-tank

depends upon the amount of heat and the thinness of the
honey. If the honey is thick, and it is warmed, the impurities

separate much more readily.

My tank is supported by a circular wall of stone-work,
making a shaft at the bottom of which, in the cellar of the
honey-house, is the heating stove. The tank itself is sur-

rounded by a wall of brick at a distance of two or three

inches, closed at the top so that the tank is kept enveloped in

a volume of hot air. It is surprising how much difference it

makes in the handling of honey to heat it. It is almost im-

possible to draw well-ripened honey through a nozzle an inch
to an inch and a quarter in diameter. But when thoroughly
warmed by a fire underneath, it runs three or four times
faster.

When the honey in the tank is so nearly candied it will

not run, if it is warmed and stirred with a stick it will run out

as if it were greased. In the multitude of business I once had
80O pounds of honey candied solid in the tank. I did not

think the fire below would heat it enough to make it run. My
heater is an old range cook-stove enclosed in brick-work. I

set that going and put in a heating stove besides, and fired

that, and so softened that 800 pounds that I could draw it

off. It was not liquid, but candied solid in a very few days.

As to the other end of the subject, the management in

the yards, on the hives, I build up in the spring the same as

for comb honey. But when it comes to equipment on the

hives, I never produce extracted honey without a queen-ex-
cluding honey-board. Some say let the queen go anywhere.
I don't allow that to influence me. It is economy in time to

take olf a chamber of extracting-combs and know it is all

honey. It will cost twice the effort to get the bees out if

there is brood. I don't shake the bees off ; I smoke as many
of the bees down as I can, and then take the chamber off just

as it stands—just as I handle comb honey by the super—and
set the chambers criss-cross over each other in the yard.

They catch the infection of excitement from one another and
begin to hustle out. The bees are practically all gone when I

load up. I just put the chambers on, perhaps blowing in a

little smoke. I have a large covered wagon, bee-tight, with

an escape in it. When I load up almost all the bees are out,

without having handled a single frame. If I take off the

chambers when the bees are robbing I do the same, only I

shove them right in the wagon and lock the screen-door.

Each time I open the door again a lot of bees fly out, and, be-

sides, there is a bee-escape in the wagon.
Therefore, you don't need to go to handling frames unless

you want to, and you don't need to extract in the out-yards.

You have to transport the honey in anyhow, and all the addi-

tional capital needed is an extra chamber for each hive, and
you need that anyway.

Never produce extracted honey with one set of extracting-

combs. The extra labor saved will pay for the extra set of

combs. When you pay money to a laborer it is gone ; but

when you put it in extracting chambers and a honey-house it

is still your money, and not the other fellow's. Don't stint

necessary appliances—tanks, chambers, combs—put money in

them at the start; it will pay better than putting a whole lot

of work in extracting during the flow. Have enough extras

to take the entire crop, and during the flow do nothing but
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lift off, replace, and take home. There is no business senses in

paying out for unskilled help a lot of money that may just as

well be in supplies, and, having them, you are ready for a big

rush, and out nothing but interest and insurance.
Therefore, equip yourself well with tanks, and do the

bulk of the extracting when the flow is over, or nearly so, and
by the time the packing is over you have just time to go to

the convention and get straightened out for another year ;

and do as Mr. Hutchinson has been saying for a number uf

years, " Make it your business, and keep more bees."
R. C. AiKiN.

Before the discussion of Mr. Aikin's paper, the president
appointed the following committees :

PuoGRAM—R. C. Aikin, P. Rauchfuss, and Fred Hunt.
-Exhibits—VV. L. Porter, H. Rauchfuss, B. W. Hopper,

Mrs. W. Lindenmeier, Jr., J. C. Carnahan, E. Milleson, Wm.
Broadbent, and J. S. Bruce.

Transportation—Arthur Williams (Secretary Chamber
of Commerce), H. C. Morehouse, and W. P. Collins.

Legislation—F. Rauchfuss, P. L. Thompson, and Fred
Hunt.

H. Rauchfuss—One who has only 12 colonies can not
afford to purchase 10,000-pound tank, and yet he can pro-
duce a good article without it. He should have sufficient

combs to hold the whole crop, and produce no unripe honey.
He can store it in cans or barrels, or smaller tanks, and strain

and settle it, skim it ; then wait until it is cool, not cold, for

bottling. It should not be so warm that the stream of honey
runs down into the vessel below, dragging small bubbles of

air with it. nor so cold that it wavers from side to side, thus
enclosing air. By observing these points one can produce a
good article on a small scale.

Mr. Gill—I would like Mr. Aikin to extract the honey be-

fore it granulates at all. To handle partly granulated combs
is a bother from start to finish. You can't get them clean,
and they are not in nice shape for wintei-.

Mr. Garhardt—It would make a great deal of trouble for

me to haul my honey home and put it in tanks. I use four
thicknesses of cloth, take off the impurity and feed it to the
bees again. I indorse the method of producing a pure article.

I never have enough to sell because I can't produce enough.
But it is very wrong to think of hauling the honey home to

extract. It comes out so much easier when it is warm from
the hives. I would have no time to do It with my 20 yards to

attend to.

Mr. Jouno—How do you keep the bees from robbing when
at out-yards ?

Mr. Garhardt—There are some certain days when the
bees are likely to keep on with their work. On such days I

can extract for three hours without being bothered by the bees.
Mr. Aikin—I did not advocate letting the hoiiey remain

on until it begins to granulate. But if you let the combs re-

main until September or October it takes only a few granules
to stop the strainer. The first flow of honey goes into the
cleanest combs, and can be extracted without a granule, and
will be solid in four weeks after extracting, oftentimes in two
weeks. Mr. Gill, or any other man, may get caught by stress
of work so as not to extract as soon as he would like to. I

usually get the combs perfectly clean by wholesale feeding
outdoors. I fill a barrel or tank with honey and water
made very thin—one gallon of honey to four or five of water

—

douse the combs in it and hang them in a box, and set it so
the bees can get at them. While they are doing that there is

no robbing, and hives can be opened the same as in a flow.

There is plenty of time when running 20 apiaries to haul the
combs home, but you will find you will have to extract many a
time when it is not the fit time to do so, if you extract at the
out-yards. Any day when you can take off a thousand pounds
you will have robbers when extracting, and it is foolishness to
take off combs when robbing is going on. You can not take
off a big crop and extract it during a honey-flow. I don't ex-
pect a large equipment, but I do expect properly ripened and
properly clarified honey. Let it stay on the hive until thor-
oughly ripened, and have your tank deep, and then you may
draw it in five-gallon cans. But those producers who find it

expedient to do so do not repack it in retail packages. They
sell It to their neighbors, or sell it to the trade in 60-pound
cans. Every bit of honey that is packed in a retail package
should be packed in a retail package in the first place. I have
estimated I can sell even more extracted honey than I produce
myself, and have hoped to receive honey from ray neighbors
and pack it, but find that only those who produce on a large
scale produce a satisfactory article. In Colorado, bee-keeping
is a business. The tendency is to specialize. The man who
will not do business on a large scale will not be fitted to do
business.

Pres. Harris—The convention should take up the subject
of queens. The vital importance of queens should be care-
fully considered.

(Continued next week.)

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Honey and Rtieumatism.

I have read that some people were cured of rheumatism
by the stings of bees. I have a customer who is very fond
of honey, and as she has the rheumatism badly, and is un-
der the doctor's care, she is advised against eating honey.
She was also at a Michigan bathing sanitarium and not
allowed to eat honey there. Will Dr. Miller answer this?

Ohio.

Answbr.—The fact that some people are cured of rheu-
matism by means of stings does not necessarily prove that
eating honey is good for rheumatism. Honey and bee-
poison are two very different things. Yet I have never un-
derstood that the use of honey was contraindicated in rheu-
matic cases. It is possible that in the case in question some
particular condition makes it advisable to deny the use of
all sweets ; but it is safe to say that if they are at all allowed
it will be better to use honey than sugar. That able author-
ity. Dr. Kellogg, at the head of one of the most noted sani-
tariums in the world, endorses the use of honey as being
more readily assimilable than sugar.

Questions by a Beginner.

As my health failed me, and my mind was very unset-
tled, I decided to keep bees, as I thought they would take
niy attention. I started with 5 colonies to winter, and
bought 13 more in May, 1903. They were in 8-frame hives.

I made extra stories, put 7 frames in the top story ; and I

also made 16 new 10-frame hives, thinking the 8-frame
hives were not large enough. I extracted 800 pounds of
honey from 13 colonies.

1. Which are the best, the 8 or the 10 frame hives ?

2. I did not extract any buckwheat honey in the fall ;

I left the supers on. Would it have been better to have
taken them off ?

3. When is the best time to put them on in the spring ?

4. When do you put the top stories on 7

5. How do you find the queen in the case of a weak
swarm which you wish to put back in the hive ?

6. How do you tell when the colony has no queen ?

7. How do you introduce a queen into a queeenless
colony ?

8. How do you avoid swarming?
9. When is the time to extract ? New York.

Answers.—1. After living with you for a year I might
give a better guess as to which is best for you. Without so

long a sojourn I'm pretty safe in saying you would better

have the larger hives if you're working for extracted honey.
For comb honey the large hives are also better, unless you
give the business close and careful attention. It is lighter

work, however, handling smaller hives, and in some cases

that is an import matter.

2. Unless the brood-chamber was well filled with stores

it was well enough to leave some honey above. But you
might have the supers taken off the hives and put some of

their combs of sealed honey in the brood-chamber.

3. A good time to take out of cellar is when you see the

red maples in bloom, or as soon thereafter as weather seems
fairly settled.

4. Put on the extracting-super as soon as you see bits

of white wax daubed on the sides of the top-bars or on the

upper part of the combs. If white clover is your first source

of surplus, put on supers when you see the very first clover

bloom. Better give supers a week too soon than a day too

late.

5. One way is to put excluder-zinc at the hive-entrance.
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allow the swarm to enter, and watch for the queen on the

zinc.
6. Look for eggs or unsealed brood. If you find none,

and it is at a time when the other colonies have plenty,

give a frame of young brood and if no queen-cells are started

you may guess that a young queen is present but not yet

laying. If queens-cells are started the likelihood is that no
queen is in the hive.

7. Put the queen in a provisioned queen-cage, and let

the bees free her.

8. As you are working for extracted honey, you may do
a good deal toward it by giving abundance of room.

9. Extract any time when a comb is sealed or nearly

sealed. When the white-honey harvest is over and a flow

of dark honey coming on, extract all the white honey before

the dark gets mixed in.

You ought to get a bee-book. That advice ought to be

worth five dollars at least to you ; but seeing it's you I'll

give it to you free. If half of those IScolonies live through,

and you get a bee-book this winter, if you will say next fall

that it wasn't worth five dollars to you, I'll apologize with
my hat off.

Feeding Sugar Candy in Winter.

Is it too late to make candy for colonies that have but
little honey left ? They seem to be strong with bees.

Some of my bees did not store enough honey to last them
until spring. Maryland.

Answer.—No, it's never too late to give candy to a

colony that is short. There's many a colony lost from
starvation that might be saved by SO cents worth—yes, in

some cases, 10 cents worth of candy.

Hive-Entrances Covered with Snow.

We are having lots of snow in this section of the State,

and there is a heavy fall of snow every 2 or 3 nights of the
week.

1. Would it do to keep the hive-entrances free from
snow ?

2. Can too much heat be gotten up in a hive by keeping
the entrances shut up by snow ? Michigan.

Answers.—1. Yes, it will be all right to keep the en-
trances clear.

2. There isn't much danger of it with loose snow at the
entrance, but it isn't well when the snow becomes water-
soaked and freezes up, so that the air can not enter the
entrance.

Spreading Brood—Open-Air Feeding—Smoky-Looliing
Honey.

1. Do you consider the practice of spreading the brood-
combs in the early summer, to secure greater brood area, of
sufficient advantage to justify the risk ?

2. I have quite a lot of ill-flavored honey in excellent
white combs. I want to feed it to the bees next spring.
The hives being packed, I shall be obliged to feed in the
open air. How can I do so without having the combs torn
to pieces by the bees ?

3. What causes the smoky appearance on combs of
sealed honey soon after winter sets in ? Does it render the
honey unwholesome for food ? Can it be removed ? If not,

how can I prevent it ? Pennsylvania.

Answers.—1. In the face of the fact that able men advo-
cate the practice, I dare not condemn it. Yet, in the hands
of many, and in most places, it is a safe thing to let it

alone. I may say for myself that if I should practice it, it

would generally be at a loss. If I should find a colony of
bees covering well five combs, with brood only in four, I see
no reason why I might not move one of the outer combs into
the center, and thus more quickly get five combs filled with
brood. But I do not find them in that way. As a rule they
have all the brood they can cover, and if any spreading
is done, it is pretty sure to mean chilled brood. So I do not
practice speading brood. Possibly with a different local-

ity or with different bees, practice might be different.

2. If you have a very large quantity, you may spread it

out so that the ijees can get to it with the greatest freedom,
and if there is plenty of it so there need not be any crowd-
ing, there will be little or no tearing of combs. But with a
small quantity that will not work at all. A way that is

safe in any case is to go to the opposite extreme. Pile up

the honey, and leave an entrance large enough for a sin-
gle bee. If you have a pile with about a hundred sections,
then you may leave an entrance at the top and bottom, and
if the pile is still larger leave an entrance for each SO sec-
tions, the entrances each large enough for the passage of a
single bee, and at different parts of the pile. It is easy to
make an entrance at the middle of a pile by shoving one
corner of a super to one side, then partly closing the en-
trance thus made with a piece of tin or otherwise.

3. I don't know. It looks like mould, and may be some-
thing after that order. It doesn't seem to do any harm, and
I think disappears when warmed up by the presence of bees.
Possibly other heat will help it. Keeping honey in a warm,
dry place will probably prevent it. If any one can tell us
more positively about it I shall be glad.

Shape of Hive in Which Bees Work Best.

When giving bees plenty of room, which way will they
work the best, in a wide hive, or a narrow one built up
higher ? That is, will they work as well in a lO-frame as
an 8 frame hive with the same amount of room 7

Missouri.

Answkb.—Just so far as the bees themselves are con-
cerned, the nearer a hive comes to the globular form the
better it will suit them. So a hive measuring the same in
height, length, and width would suit them best of all forms
of six-sided hives ; but there are other considerations hav-
ing reference to the convenience of the beekeeper. The
old-fashioned straw-skep is no doubt a better dwelling-place
for bees than any modern hive, but it would not suit the
bee-keeper. You would probably notice no difference in

the working of a colony in a hive with 8 or with 10
frames, unless the colony should be too large for the smaller
hive.

Prevention of Swarming.

I am anxious to know how you managed your 100 colo-

(as you report on page 4) to keep them from swarming. I

have a yard of 220 colonies and would like to know a sure
plan of precedure to keep from increasing.

In your judgment, what is the best method of keep-
ing bees from swarming, in yards of 100 colonies or more,
and run for comb honey exclusively ? Wisconsin.

Answer.—I don't know. With me it has been a matter
of cutting and trying for years, and I don't feel settled

about it yet. Neither, if one were settled about it, would
that settle the question for every one else. What works
exactly right in one place may work differently elsewhere.
What works right for one man in a given place might not
work exactly right in the same place for another man. With
my present knowledge—I may think differently six months
from now—I can give no better answer to your question
than this :

Look through the hive every ten days and destroy
queen-cells with eggs in them. When a colony is found
with cells farther advanced than to contain eggs, or at the
most very young larva?, remove the queen, destroying
queen-cells, and ten days later destroy cells and give a
young laying queen. With me that colony will need no
farther attention ; I can't say how it would be with you. If

a young queen cannot be given at the end of ten days, the
old queen, or another old queen may be given ; but in that

case watch must be kept for future swarming.

Do you mean that you're going to keep 220 colonies in

one yard ? I didn't know so many bees were kept on one
spot in Wisconsin. Won't you tell us as to your success?
How many have you kept in one apiary heretofore, and
with what success ?

Sectional Hives—Camlolans or Italians.

What do you think of my plan and hive ? I am going
to the eastern part of this State to engage in the bee-busi-

ness, having sold out here. The winters are very cold and
long, and no bee-weather from the first of November until

about the first of April, often getting as cold as 25 degrees
below zero, but the summers are very warm. The honey-
flow lasts from June 1 until August IS, and the land is not
under cultivation to any extent. It is hilly and wild, a good
chance to sow sweet clover and other honey-plants ; IS miles
to market, 65 miles to Albany. Now, bees do not winter
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well there on Lang-stroth frames ; if they winter at all they
are very little good for surplus. I am thinking of usinj; a
sectional hive, each body to measure 13x13'. by 7'^ inches
deep, inside measure ; it would give about the same comb-
surface as the 9*4 -inch Langstroth frames for the two sec-

tions. I would winter the bees on the two bodies, or more
if needed. There are plenty of bees in the woods, as I have
cut trees there that had over 300 pounds of honey each. The
super would take 21 4'+ -inch sections. Would that be sur-
face enough ? I do not intend to produce much section
honey, mostly chunk and extracted. Would such a hive do
for that kind of honey? I can make each section of hive 1

inch deeper—8?4 ; would it be advisable, or is 7ji deep
enough ?

What do you think of me getting Carniolan queens and
using to build up with, and then Italianize?

If you do not think my hive would do, what would
you advise ? I want one size, and one only, as I know what
different sizes in one yard mean—vexation.

New York.

Answer.—You are right in saying that frames of dif-

ferent sizes in the same apiary are a " vexation." To some
extent also there is always danger of vexation from having
a frame of different size from what others are using, and
you will do well to do some hard thinking as to whether
your own " get up " of hive and frame will be enough better
to warrant you in blazing a path of your own.

Do you know that Langstroth frames would not work
well for wintering in the cellar ? and are you sure that win-
tering in the cellar is not best in that locality ? However,
the hive you mention would work all right for chunk or ex-
tracted honey, as would also others.

A surface for 21 sections would work well, although
rather small.

If you use frames shallow enough to require two stor-
ies, you will probably do well not to have them so deep as
8^4 inches.

It would hardly be advisable to build up one kind of bees
and then change to another. Start at first with the kind
that you think will suit you best

Color of Goldenrod and Aster Honey.

I would suggest with regard to New Hampshire's sam-
ple of honey (page 10), that it might be wild-aster honey.
Such honey is water-white and of good flavor. My bees, in
September, carried in much of such honey. It was the first

that I had ever had, that I am aware of . I have kept bees
only since 1896. This past fall the wild aster in this section
bloomed in great profusion, even after the first light frost,
and the bees worked on it as they do on buckwheat.

Missouri.

This is something new to me. I have always had the
impression that asters, goldenrod, and most other fall
flowers gave dark honey. Asters and goldenrod are plenti-
ful here, but the bees seem to pay little attention to them,
so I have not had any chance to become familiar with honey
of that kind.

Horizontal Hive for Out-Aplary and Extracted Honey.

Although I have handled bees as a side-line for a num-
ber of years, with varied results, I am comparatively a ten-
der-foot. I use 8-frame dovetail hives, and work for comb
honey, but my bees have increased beyond the requisite
number to hold in one apiary, and obtain best results,
and wishing to start an out-apiary, run for extracted honey,
with the least possible increase and attendance, and hav-
ing seen a plan suggested in an eastern farm journal, and
wishing to consult some person with more experience than
myself, I submit said plan for your consideration and com-
ment. It is as follows :

Hive-bodies to hold 20 brood-frames, running crosswise
of the body, the frames and bees being transferred from the
old hive to the new, and closed up behind with followers
until the honey-flow, when the extra space is filled with
combs or foundation. Only one story is used—no tiering
up. Do you think such plan practical to attain desired re-
sults ? If so, when would you advise transferring and
moving ? Any other suggestion or plan you might think
better will be highly appreciated. Iowa.

Answer.—A horizontal hive, such as you mention, is

somewhat largely used in Europe, and to a limited extent

in this country, where it is called the Long Ideal hive. O. O.
Poppleton, one of the successful veterans, after many years'
experience with them, is a strong advocate of such hives.
Whether you would like them as well as 8 or 10 frame hives,
tiered up to make the same capacity, is a question not easily
determined without actual trial. Your wise course would
be not to try more than two or three of them the first year.
It will be most convenient for you to move colonies to the
new apiary in the 8-frame hives, transferring the frames
into the larger hives as soon as the 8-frames begin to seem
in danger of being crowded. Then, trying them side by
side, you can better determine whether it will suit you best
to use a hive containing 20 frames, or 8-frame hives three
stories high. If you expect to do much moving of colonies,
you must figure on the difificulties of moving such large
hives.

aueen-Cages and Introdnclns Qneens.

1. On page 248 of your " Forty Years Among the Bees."
you say, under substituting queen-cells—the first thing is
to provisions a number of queen-cages with the usual queen-
candy, tacking a piece of pasteboard on the end of the plug.
Is not this candy intended for the bees to liberate the queen
when she is out of the cell by gnawing out this candy ? If
this is the case, then what is the pasteboard for ?

2. Do you put the cell in the cage any way just so the
lower end is free, or do you use care to place it in a certain
position ?

These question may appear somewhat out of season,
but I am beginning to get things ready for next season's
work and reading up on queen-rearing, I find that I do not
quite understand you. Missouri.

Answers.— 1. The object of the pasteboard is to make
the bees longer in getting into the cage. In most cases it

is probably not necessary. Indeed, in many cases it might
not be necessary even to have the candy, because for some
reason the bees seem less inclined to tear down a cell in a
cage than when it is freely exposed on the comb.

2. The cell is put in any way that comes handy, just so
the point is clear for the young queen to get out of the cell.

Your questions are altogether timely ; for it is a good
way to have your plans made in advance. It would have
been a great privation to me if all my life I had been de-
prived of the pleasure of planning in winter what was to be
done the following summer.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

MESQDITK—HOI,Y LAND BEES.

In that remarkable quartette of pictures on page 785, we
see a mesqulte grove. Isn't it the first view we have had of
this remarkable semi-desert shrub 7 Hardly looks as my
fancy would have pictured it.

"The three people who are proving to us that Holy Land
bees sometimes are clever—well, they think they are smart.
" Sometimes " is a big word with any race of bees. And
such pictures do not prove nearly so much as the general
public would infer from them. 'Spects it would be within
the limits of possibility to illustrate Funics or Egyptians,
or any other hot-footed race, with just such pictures.

HONEY AS CANE-SUGAR ALREADY DIGESTED.

Remarkable sentence of Dr. Kellogg's : "Digestion of
cane-sugar converts it into honey, so honey is practically
cane-sugar already digested. " I would suggest that we do
not crow too much over this till we see what the multitude
of other authorities say to it. Will they say it's right, or
nearly right, or will they hammer it badly ?

Much experimenting with my invalid self on this point
(with preferences in favor of honey to start with), persist-
ently turns out about like this : Six ounces of honej' eaten
at one time, or six ounces of granulated sugar eaten at one
time—the sugar agrees with my stomach fully as well as
the honey, and harmonizes with otherfood previously eaten
better. I would be glad if it turned out the other way. Won't
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do to forget how full—chock-full—the world is of folks who
in dealing- with a subject in which they are professionally
interested, are continually selling a horse to themselves.
Page 787.

"guards" or "sentinels" of the hive.

Yes, the Britisher is clearly wrong in calling the pro-

fessional guards at the door " scouts ;" but he's right about
there being such a class. Our English cousins rather de-

light in getting different terms from those we use. (Or is

it we that delight in rejecting terms they have previously
established ?) At any rate, sometimes they beat us badly

;

but this time they missed it. "Guards " and "sentinels"
are better terms than "pickets," because pickets in war are

usually stationed off at a distance, as these are not. While
the bee that follows us around endlessly may be a degen-
erated guard, I almost incline to doubt it—a degenerated
robber, more like. Page 787.

MORE GENERATIONS, MORE PROGRESS.

Half-sister to your fortieth grandmother, eh ? Mr. Crum
certainly gets the "go ahead " part of the old maxim to a
remarkable degree, but the "be sure you're right" part
seems to be endangered a little. Still, I think his theory of
the more generations the more progress, a hopeful one to

operate on. If it should be that a certain look of the queen
goes with a certain quality of the worker progeny, the api-

arist may " catch on '" and be guided by that. Page 788.

THOSE BDLK-COMB HONEY-FOLKS.

So the bulk-comb folks think they are going to make
their boom run clear across the country. Well, let 'em try
it ; variety is the spice of life ;. only let 'em refrain from
cultivating , suspicion, and continually whispering that,

"This is the'^sure way to have genuine honey." Suggestive
that no one who gave up sections has gone back to them

—

but perhaps time enough has not elapsed yet. You remem-
ber it took quite a few years for the bicycle boom to " catch
cold." Interesting to see that the trade has mostly come
down from the biggest cans to small sizes. Well, Homer,
if you make section honey "almost disappear," the sad
trouble of basswood lumber being all used up will be much
mitigated, won't it ? We can hope to teach folks to like

candied extracted honey ; but I don't believe we can ever
make them admire nice comb, uncandied itself, but stuck
together with candied stuff—and first we know some of the
boys will be putting in part glucose ! We must scratch,
and dig, and bark some more till we conquer the problem of
a non-granulating sort of extracted.

[ Our Bee-KeepinS Sisters
J

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Hep Bees Did Very Well.

My bees did very well this year, considering the time I

had to care for them. I had 9 colonies last spring. I in-

creased to 18 colonies, and took off 1600 pounds of No. 1

white comb honey. I have sold it nearly all at IS and 16
cents a pound. Mrs. M. Thompson.

Kane Co., 111., Dec. 1.

That is a fine report. At IS cents per pound your honey
brought you $26.66 per colony, to say nothing of the in-

crease. I think it is almost a slander on your bees to say
they did very well. I should call that excellent work.

A Swarming- Time With Swarms.

I thought I would let you know what the bees did the
past summer. I got from 1 to 3>2 24-pound cases from each
colony. They swarmed, and swarmed, and swarmed, until

I did not know what to do with them. As I had no more
empty hives I doubled them up. Several of the new swarms
swarmed. I left the old colonies by the side of the new
until the seventh day, then moved them away, then had
after-swarms ; 2 left for the woods. I did not lose any
prime swarms, as I keep my queen's wings clipped.

I love the bees, and love to work with them. I long to

hear their hum again. I do not spend all of my time with
the bees, as I have other work. This has been a severe win-
ter so far. It has been from 15 to 20 degrees below zero for
several days ; sleighing is good. The bees have not had a
flight since Nov. IS.

I winter my bees on the summer stands without any
protection, packed with leaves on top. I have had fair suc-
cess wintering this way, when they have plenty of stores.

My honey is all sold, and has been for some time. I got
from 12,'2 to 16 cents per pound. I sold some of it in the
home market, but the most of it at the house. I could sell

more if I had it.

The most I know about bees I have learned from the
American Bee Journal. Mrs. L. Mack.

St. Joseph Co., Mich., Jan. 6.

Our blessings often come in disguise, so perhaps you
did not realize what a blessing it was that yon did not have
any more hives, and were thus obliged to double up. It is

not so much the number of colonies that counts, as the
number of bees in a colony. Good, strong colonies are the
ones that winter best, and give us the honey.

Sometimes the bees seem to go crazy, and swarm, and
swarm, until there is scarcely anything left of them. In
such cases it is best to double up until you have colonies of
sufficient strength.

A Pastoral Occupation.

As Arcadia would have been imperfect without the
sweet pipings of Pan, so pastoral life would be incomplete
without the hum of bees. To those who love country life,

and the care of bees, how fondly upon the heart fall these
lines from Rogers :

—

" Mine be a cot beside the hill

;

A bee-hive's hum shall sooth my ear;
A willowy brools that turns a mill

With many a fall shall linger near."

But if this idyllic life be denied to one who loves it, yet
a taste of its sweetness may be within reach, for even a
small garden, if adorned with trees and flowers, and pictur-
esquely set with bee-hives, has a savor of rusticity.

Like Goldsmith's Mr. Hardcastle, who seized every
opportunity to talk about the Duke of Marlborough and
Prince Eugene, so the enthusiastic bee-keeper is always
fond of talking about bees.

Certainly, bees are a most fascinating subject, and one
no more wearies of seeing them enact their same little

drama, year after year, than one does of seeing, times with-
out number, the unfolding of old, familiar flowers. Then,
too, the many unsolved mysteries of a bee's life give addi-
tional fascination, of course, to the study of apiculture,
while as regards robber-bees, the deeds of these invaders
and of the defenders, are certainly quite as romantic and
thrilling as any exploit of feudal times. But the culmina-
tion of tragedy is reached when we read of how, in the
tropics, ants and wasps sometimes invade hives, kill the
workers, and carry off the queen, much in the same manner
I fancy, that the Romans must have carried off Thusnelda.
What compassion one feels for the fate of those poor little

honey-makers and their queen !

Good tenants deserve good landlords, but bees, as well
as people, sometimes pay a very high rent for a very poor
house. How more worthy of stings than honey is that
landlord who gives his bees a miserable home, and how his
conscience, at least, must sting him, if in spite of all their

disadvantages, his little tenants pay him a surplus far ex-

ceeding their rent !

I once visited an apiary which reminded me of the
wretched tenement houses found in large cities. Every
hive was so weather-beaten and old, that some of them
were seemingly falling to pieces. One of them had even
no alighting-board.

Another apiary which I beheld, had a hive festooned
with spider-webs in every available place, while on the
side of one of the hives, a large body of ants were sealing
the wall. The owner of these hovels informed me that he
had lately hived a swarm in a hive containing dead bees
and rubbish, which he had found no time to clean, but that
his swarm was now engaged in cleaning out their dwelling.
In fact, he gave but little attention to bees, he said, which,
indeed, an observer of his apiary could readily believe.

What a sin to give these industrious little insects such habi-
tations I What marvel that they did not all take wing and
find homes in the friendly hollow of trees I

There is a tradition that ants dislike salt, but I have
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seen them tripping gaily and nonchalantly over salt that I

have scattered about a bee-hive. The best remedy that I

have found for keeping ants away from hives, was to anoint
the legs of the bee-stand with kerosene, using it, of course,
judiciously, so as not to injure the bees.

When one is wearied from housework, or when a list-

less, tiresome visitor has just ended a call, what a relief and
tonic to the nervous system it is to go out among one's
bees. Here one beholds cheerful activity, and hears delic-

ious melody. Ah ! what pastoral delights are encompassed
within a bee-garden, even if perspective and foreground
should happen to be small !

In reflecting upon the wonderful lessons that these lit-

tle creatures teach, of industry, patience, and order, this
extract from Swedenborg, in relation to bees, comes as a
closing and fitting ending to our sketch :

"Many other eurprising tacts are related of these animals; but
the fore-mentioned' are a sullicient proof that on account of their uses
to mankind, they are instructed by a divine influx, through the spir-
itual world, to model for themselves such a form of government as ex-
ists among men on earth, and even among angels in heaven. How
plainly must every man of uncorrupted reason perceive that such in-
stincts are not communicated to bees from the natural world! for
what virtue is there in the sun of the natural world, to contrive a
form of government so exactly corresponding with the celestial?"

Wayne Co., Ind. Katb V. Austin.
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A Good Report—Prospects Good.

The bees did wonders this season. I got
nearly 5000 pounds of comb honey from 48
colonies. The flow lasted here from the be-

ginning of June to the first part of August,
but the fall crop was lost by too much rain

and cool weather. I was more than pleased,

as I sold the honey as fast as the bees could
produce It.

The outlook for next season is good. White
clover will be well preserved if the snow stays
on the ground. Chas. Ltjebke.
Rock Co., Wis., Dec. 21.

Bee-Houses—A Coppeetion.

I notice, on page 30, I am made to say that

my bee-houses are open at the top in very
warm weather. It should read that the hives
open at the top. My bee-houses are shingled
with the best shingles I can buy, and have a

door at each end to let the air through.
I have taken the American Bee Journal

only a few months, hut X should have taken it

years ago if I had known how good it is.

Linn Co., Mo., Jan. 15. Irving Lons.

Hasty's Ballads and Texas
"Critteps."

Mr. Editor :—If there is any difficulty io

filling up the " Old Reliable " with suitable

matter during the winter months, when bee-

keepers may be supposed to be less " strenu-

ous " than at other times, might 1 suggest
that you get Mr. Hasty to dive into the caver-

nous recesses of his mind after more ballad?

(Seepages.) That little snatch he favored
us with was irresistibly droll, and you know
" A little nonsense now and then is relished

by the best of men." May be it owes some-
thing to the application he gave it, as a rather
indifferent jewel might gain by a fine setting.

I wonder if the man of H's [H. H. Hyde]
will feel called upon to give an exhaustive
answer to those questions. Lest he should

I The American Bee Jonrnal ^GleaoiDss id Bee-Culture I

^
^
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DOt, let me tell Mr. Hasty that whatever
might be the case, if a "critter" of the kind
got him (Hasty) in its clutch, the particular
lovely vision depicted had none too light a
hold on our Texas brother, otherwise he
could not have escaped so soon after the
honey-moon to be "one of the boys" on that
California trip. Moreover, I, who had oppor-
tunity to observe the manner and bearinj:^ of
the gentleman in que.slion, will give my testi-

mony that it was anything but that of a love-
lorn swain.
As to keeping them off, Mr. Hasty, "crit-

ters" of that ilk are no doubt much the same
in Texas as elsewhere. You might find to-

bacco-smoke pungent enough to avail some-
what. It ought to be entirely eHective, but
unfortunately one can not warrant it in all

cases. While their natural instinct is against
it, constant association blunts the sensibility
of the " critters." Nebraska.

Bee-Keeping in Southern Georgia.

Bee-keeping here in southern Georgia is

mostly on the old-fashioned style—gums made
of hollow logs and goods boxes, etc. The
strain of bees is blacks, and are so spiteful
that some of the gums are never robbed at all.

I have been keeping bees in this style for 15
years. Last year I got all the information I

could from bee papers and books, and trans-
ferred my apiary of 5!l colonies to the 8-frame
Langstroth hive. I lost one colony in the
operation, increased to S3, reared some queens,
bought some, and improved my strain of bees.
I got 1550 sections of honey, all No. 1, which
I sold at 12'.^ cents each. And I want to say,
I don't want to keep bees in the old-fashioned
way any more, although I was successful and
had good crops of bulk honey every year, and
got 10 cents per pound; and for some I got
12J.< cents. One contributor seems to approve
of this plan, as it is so cheap, and has gone so
far as to count up the expense for several
years ahead on the improved method. Yes,
and I am figuring ahead, too, but my bees
will pay their expenses, which they did this
year, and built all their combs from 1-inch
starters.

When I started to transferring in the
spring, other people, as well as bee-keepers,
laughed at me and said I was silly, and my
name is still going as a bee-crank.
My comb honey was all sold as fast as I

could take it from the hives, but the chunk
honey was harder to sell.

I will keep bees on a somewhat larger scale
another year, and I am expecting to have a
partner or helper.
The " Old Reliable " is a welcome visitor to

my home, and 1 wish it was a daily instead of
a weekly (through the winter, anyway). I
think I have read every line in every copy
since I subscribed. J. J. Wilder.
Dooly Co., Ga., Dec. 10.

Best Season in Many Years.
The best honey season was 1903 since I have

kept bees, and I have been at it since the lat-

ter part of the 'OO's. The early part of the
season was cold and rainy, so the bees did not
do much, good—in fact. I had to do a good
deal of feeding, and doubled back from au to
33 colonies; but after the middle of June the
bees went to wcrK in earnest, both in gather-
ing honey and swarming. It was not a very
fast flow, but right steady, without any inter-
mission, until near the middle of August,
when there was a liitle let-up for about 10
days or 2 weeks, when they went at it again,
and carried in over 1800 pounds more of late
honey. My bees increased from 33 colonies
to 51, 4 became queenless, and I doubled them
back to 47, all in fair condition.
My crop of honey for 1903 is 8360, 437

pounds being in 1-pound sections. If I had
been prepared for such a run I could have
had 10,000 pounds, easily. I got out of sup-
plies and extracting-combs, and had to let
several colonies be idle. One colony with a
queen became disgusted with things and
swarmed out. I saw them hanging in a tree
for an hour or two, but let them go to try
their luck elsewhere.
My bees are still on the summer stands; I

can not find a suitable day to put them into
the cellar. The weather is so gradually get-
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BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER, 1
5i3-5'5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND C

1
3 Percent Disraunf KlS."™!^^^A

ffi Send for our 1904 Catalog- and Price-List. Our ®

I
HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in >vorkman$hip and material |

j5 By sending in your order now, you will save money, and S
^ secure prompt shipment. ^
I PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. u s.a |

If you want tlie Bee-Booli
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Coolt, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
'al Discounts to the Trade.

DR. PEIRO'S

OXYGEN
TREATMENT lor

WEAK LUNGS
The Certain. Pleaaaut, Quick aud
Permanent cure (op diseaaea of
Lungs, Heart aud Kervoua System.
Full particulars on applicatioa.
Free. DR. PEIRO, Specialist.

tion Bee Journal

REMOVAL NOTICE.
We wish to advise our friends that on and after Jan. 1st we shall be

located in our new 3-story building, 521 Monroe Street, where we shall
keep on hand at all times the largest stock of

Poultry and Bee-Keepers' Supplies in the West.

Remember, we handle ROOT'S GOODS exclusively, and with the low
freight rates, and the 4 percent discount which we offer during December,
enables Toledo to excel all other shipping points. Thanking you for past
favors, and soliciting a continuance of the same, we remain,

Yours truly,

GRIGGS BROS., 521 Mouroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.
Free Catalog. Ask for it.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, ^^^ they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frkb Illustrated Catalog and
Price-Ivist.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURINQ CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters FO" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Oueens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H.W.WEBER,
Office and Salesrooms—21| 46-4S Central A-'e. y-^ | IV T/^ | IVTIVT A Tpl f\ |-| I /^Warehous;s--Freeman and Central Aves
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CYPHERS' MODEL
INCUBATORS

"Model" is the name tbat should be on the
Incubator and IJrooder you buy this season.
Why? They're made by Cyphers—the man who
has* built the most successful, world-famous
hatchers. The free catalos:: will interest von.
Write for it now and learn how to make monev.
CHAS. A. CYPHERS. 39-47 HENRY ST.. BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Please mention Bee Journal "when WTitin&

A Solid Gold

Fountain Pen
Free

!

Finally, we have found a
good Fountain Pen that is

reasonable in price. The man-
ufacturers of this pen say that
if you pay more than fl.2S for
other fountain pens, it's for
the name.
This pen is absolutely guar-

anteed to work perfectly, and
g-ive satisfaction. The Gold
Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with
selected Iridium. The Hold-
ers are pure Para Rubber,
handsomely finished. The
simple Feeder gives a uniform
flow of ink. Each pen is

packed in a neat bos, with di-
rections and Filler.

How to Get this
Fountain Pen Free!

To a present paid-in-ad-
vance subscriber, we will mail
this Fountain Pen free as a
premium for sending us 3NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the
weekly American Bee Journal
for one year (with $3.00).
Surely, this is an easy way to
get a good Fountain Pen. Or,
if unable to get the two new
subscribers, and you want one
of these Pens, forward to us
$1.25 and we will send it to
you by return mail. Or for
$2.00 we will send to any one
the American Bee Journal for
one year and a Fountain Pen.
This Fountain Pen would

be a splendid gift to a friend
or relative. Why not order
both Pen and Journal for some
bee-keeper as a present ?

Address all orders to

George W. York & Co ,
144 & 146 East Erie Street,

Chicago. III. i

I
MlNSnALi:5 gTToK POULTavl

FOR "" 1904 : f
It contains life-like Illnatrations of ns dif-
ferent breeds of Chickens, Turkeys. Geeee,
Ducks ; the price of same ; how to raise poul-
try successfully and how to treat diseas-
es common to them. All sent for 6c postage,

S. MINSHALL, BOX 451 I . DELAVAN, WIS.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
For Next 30 Days Only,

will mall »ur fine valuable Poultry
k KRKE. TelUyoaallab.iutpoultry,
• to malie bip money with poultry and

tains colort-il plate of fowls iQ

JOHK BAUSCHEfl, JR°, Boi °94rFREEP0RT, ILL

Flease mentlou Bee Joamal wiien wtoae.

ting cold tbat they can not get out to have a

cleansing flight, and I would not like to talie

Iheiu into the cellar without it; in Tact, I like

to make the time that they are in the cellar as

short as possible. Fked Beciily.

Poweshiek Co., Iowa, Dec. 20.

Cleaning Extpaeting-Combs and
Unfinished Sections.

As there has been some discussion lately in

regard to getting extracting-combs cleaned of

honey, I will give my method, which has

always been successful with me.

Stack up the supers containing the combs
30 or 40 feet from the hives containing the

bees. As soon as a tew of the bees have found

them, put on covers, and tack a piece of lath

over the entrance, in which a couple of

notches are cut just large enough for one bee

to pass in or out at a time. l)tii('t put any
rniiihs out nntil if.i, hair Jhdshnl l„ki„:/ off t/ie

lioiiey, so you will not have to open the hives

while the bees are working at the combs. Put

the first lot of combs out a little before sun-

down.
For getting partly-filled sections cleaned of

honey, make two frames of lath just large

enough to hold S sections each. Stretch wire

across one side of the frames to prevent the

sections from falling through. Fill the

frames and extract. After the bees have

worked a day or two on the piles of e.xtraet-

ing-combs, place one or two supers filled with

sections on top of each pile of extracting-

combs. The bees will not tear the combs as

they will if the sections are placed in a pile by

themselves. If you avoid opening hives while

the bees are cleaning the combs, no robbing

will occur. D- I- Wagak.
Wayne Co.. Mich., Dec. 22.

Swarms Settling in the Same Place.

Permit me to record an observation in ref-

erence to swarming habits. It may be useful

to those situated like myself, within the con-

fines of a few city lots. Of course, clipping

the queen's wings settles the problem in-

stantly; hence it is fur those who work their

apiary otherwise.
Fifty percent of my swarms alighted on the

same branch last spring. I generally left them
clustered some time, owing to the pressure of

official work. I imagined that gave the bees

time to do some little work preparatory to

comb-building, and, consequently, left the

branch on which they clustered permeated

with the odor of honey. How would it be if

one were to daub a branch or two in their

yard with honey '. Would it tempt the flying

queen to alight? What think you is the ex-

planation of so many of my swarms alighting

on the same branch! I do not think it due to

the convenience of location. Has any one a

like experience to minef
E. D. Russell, M. D.

Webster Co., Iowa, Jan. 12.

Alfalfa and Sweet Clovep^An En-
trance Regulator.

As the l3ee-season is over it seems to be in

order to report our success, be it great or
small. I have done very good business this

year, and while 1 have not produced the usual
amount of honey I have increased to a large

number of colonies, and should they winter
well I shall be kept very busy the coming sea-

son. The bees have gone into winter quarters
in fine shape.

I am located in a basin of some 2000 acres
in the foothills of Grand Mesa. The land is

all in alfalfa, and all along the irrigating

ditches are immense bodies of sweet clover,

that lasts long after the hay is all cut and
stacked. Talk about sweet clover being a

noxious weed I Why, the slock in the large

pastures eat it off while it is young and ten-

der, until it scarcely gets into bloom, and I

don't understand why a certain class of people
are so opposed to sweet clover. It is very
easy to kill it out in hay land. In cutting:^
crops of hay it never ripens any seed, and so
cannot do any damage to hay ; it is only in

waste-places tliat it flourishes, and I certainly
think all this talk on the subject will soon be
dropped.

I see that one correspondent would like a

Bee=Books
SENT POSTPAID BT

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

144 & 146 E. Erie St., - CHICAGO, ILL

Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr.
C. C. Miller.—This book contains '62>i pages,
is pound in handsome cloth, with gold letters

and design; it is printed on best book-paper,
and illustrated with 112 beautiful original
half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller him-
self. It is unique in this regard. The first

few pages are devoted to an interesting bio-

graphical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he
happened to get into bee-keeping. Seventeen
years ago he wrote a small book, called "A
Year Among the Bees," but that little work
has been out of print for a number of years.
While some of the matter used in the former
book is found in the new one, it all reads like

a good new story of successful bee-keeping
by one of the masters, and shows in minutest
detail just how Dr. Miller does things with
bees. Price, fl.OO.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona Col-
lege, California. This book is not only in-

structive and helpful as a guide in bee-keep-
ing, but is interesting and thoroughly practi-
cal and scientific. It contains a full delinea-
tion of the anatomy and physiology of bees.
544 pages. 295 Illustrations. Bound in cloth.

19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

Ijaogstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadaut.—This classic in bee-culture has
oeen entirely re-written, and is fully illus-

trated. It treats of everything relating to
bees and bee-keeping. No apiarian library is

complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. L. Langstroth—the Father of American
Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, §1.20.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & E. R.
Root. — A cyclopedia of over 500 pages, de-
scribing everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bees. Contains about 400 en-
gravings. It was written especially for begin-
ners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.'20

Scientific Queen-Bearing, as Practi-
cally Applied, by (i. M. Doolittle.—A method
by whicn the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees anQ Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.—It is nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages. Price, in cloth, 75 cents; in paper,
50 cents.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.—The
author of this work is a practical and enter-
taining writer. You should read his book;
90 pages; bound in paper, and illustrated.
Price, 50 cents.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
—This is a German translation of the princi-
pal portion of the book called "Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. New-
man.— Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather
binding. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00.

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews
the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.

"Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by
G. R. Pierce.,—Result of 25 years' experienco
Price, 30 cents.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
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hive-entrance that could be closed to suit con-
ditions. Now I have adopted a plan of my
own. I take a 2 inch crate-staple, drive it up
and down the edge of the sides of the body of
the hive, commencing at the side of the en-
trance and extend up 2 inches. Suppose you
have an entrance of one inch, now take a thin
strip of board ^{ inch and 1 inch wide, slip it

through the staples from the side, the same as
a bar, and drive the staple up against the 1-

inch strip so that it binds slightly. You can
raise the slat at will and have any size en-
trance from 1 inch to close up, which for
moving bees a short distance is very handy,
and I could not think of dropping this feature
after once using it.

The old American Bee Journal is getting to

be one of the most able bee-papers extant,
always containing something new and enter-
taining. W. H. Beverlin.
Delta Co., Colo., Dec. 15.

Chunk Honey Sells Best.

I have been keeping bees part of the time,
and a part of the time the bees have been
keeping me, for over 30 years. This has been
one of the best seasons we ever had in this

country. Chunk honey sells here better than
section honey. I have tried nearly all sizes of
hives, and the S-frame is the best for this

locality, as a larger size afiords but little sur-
plus. M. R. Ltle.

Bates Co., Mo., Dec. 32.

PepfoFated Separatops—Trowel fop
Tpimmlng Top-Bars.

I notice in the American Bee Journal that
A. F. Foote has been trying separators with
holes in them. I have tried them and like the
plan, only I do not make the holes as large as

a 16-guage wad-cutter. About *„ inch is the
size I used, some with one hole for each sec-

tion and some with 5 holes to the section. I

had no trouble with the bees building the
combs to the separators ; all were nice and
straight.

Did any one ever try a plastering-trowel to

cut the combs off the tops of the brood-frames !

Just try one and see how it works.
H. W. Keith.

Greene Co., Mo., Dec. H.

Winteping Bees on Sugar Candy.

On page 924, some bee-keeper from Iowa
doubts the advisability of feeding candy,
made of sugar and water, to bees in cold
weather, and wants to know whether from
personal experience such candy can be made
to do as some say it will. Let me answer this
question from actual experience.

Four years ago, late in the fall, in Cass Co.,
Mo., I discovered several colonies of bees in

almost destitute condition, not having over
5 pounds of honey each, and the weather was
too cold to feed syrup; I begau to think I had
acted very unwisely in not observing closer,

but concluded to make the best I could out of
a bad job.

Having several copies of the Busy Bee on
band, I began to search very diligently for a
remedy, and found the candy remedy. I at

once procured the sugar, and very carefully
went to work for results. I used a small 2-

burner gasoline stove to do the cooking, as
I could regulate the heat to suit me. I made
cakes of candy for each colony, weighing
from .S to 10 pounds. When the candy was
cooled and caUed it looked like rock candy,
very hard and clear, as though a bee could
never do anything with it. But I went ahead,
as directed, and right over the cluster I laid 3
llat pine sticks, ji Jnch wide and 7 inches
long, crosswise of the brood-frames, and upon
those pine sticks I laid the cake of candy, and
placed an empty super on the hive. I

then filled the super with burlap, tucking
down close to the edges, so no cold could enter
from the sides or ends of the hive, put a little

weight on the cloth, so it would settle down
close, put on the cover, and let them go.

Every one so treated wintered finely, with-
out loss, some of the candy remaining until
fruit-bloom the next spring; others use every
panicle of the sugar given them.

In my experience with sugar candy the

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION a?.^o*i!ks*S£E
Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
AND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work.
ing wax into foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at HIgnett Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog^, with prices and discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Ag-ents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Some Good GiuDDlng Oilers.
A good many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal should be renewed

at once. We wish to call special attention to the following, which we are sure
will commend themselves to many of our readers :

Wrt 1 The Bee Journal and Dr. Miller's "Forty Years
IJV. I Among the Bees " (book alone, $1.00) Both for $1.75

W/\ ly The Bee Journal a year and Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keep-
l^^}. A er's Guide," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

W/\ '1 The Bee Journal a year and Dadant's "Langstroth
nu. J on the Honey-Bee," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

Wrv A The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's "Scientific""• Queen-Rearing," (cloth bound) (book alone, $1.00) " 1.7S

Wfv C The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's "Scientific
nU. J Queen-Rearing," (leatherette bound) (book alone, 75c) " I.50

Wjx ^ Bee Journal a year and Standard Untested Italian
nU. U Queen (mailed in May or June, 1904) (Queen alone 7Sc) " I-50

M^ '7 The Bee Journal a year and a "Novelty Pocket-Knife"
nU, / vvith your name and address on it (knife alone, $1 25) " 2.00

lU|-> QJ ^
The Bee Journal a year and a " Wood Bipder," for

nU. O holding a year's numbers (binder alone, 20c) " l.OO

W/% Q The Bee Journal a year and an " Emerson Binder,

"

nu. V (stiff board) (binder alone, 60c) "
1. 40

WjN lA The Bee Journal a year and a Monette " Queen-Clip-
nu. lU ping Device," (device alone, 2Sc) " l.OO

fiSn jj The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
IJV. II Honey," (cloth bound) (book alone, 7Sc) " 1.50

W« j
<J

The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
nU. I A Honey," (paper bound) " 1. 10

1M« -I '1 The Bee Journal a year and Root's " A B C of Bee-
nU. IJ Culture," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

iy« -I A The Bee Journal a year and a Foster Stylographic
nU. IH^ Pen (Pen alone, $1.00) " 1.75

fjf^ 1 r The Bee Journal a year and a Solid Gold Fountain
IIU. ID Pen (Pen alone, $1.25) " 2.00

Send all orders to GEORGrE W. YORK & CO.,
144 & 146 E. Erie StPeet, CHICAGO, ILL.

100^ HATCHES
Our new catftlogiie containa hundreds of them obtained
by BUCKEYE ISCrBATOIt users In nU parts ot the
U.S. )Send for a copy and read the proof.' It is free.

Buckeye Incubator Co., Box 56, Sprlnsfleld, O.

SSSSQQQQQQQSQSQQSSQQSSQQQSQSSSQSSQSQQQQQQSQQSSSQOSSSQQ

3percent Discount
IN JANUARY

On all orders where cash
accompanies. We fur-

nish everything needed
in the Apiary.
Catalog and price-list

FREE.
AQBNCieS.

l(f

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., 4?
Chariton, Iowa. 4z

Trester Supply Co.,
Lincoln. Nebr. O

ShUGABT & OuKKN, fc?

Council Bluffs, Iowa. »
Chas.Mevers, LeipsicOhio. ie

ICK,H3TCI11»4E3R. XklFO. CO
R,E:ID OA.IC, lO^ATA..

QQSSSSQQQQQQQSQQQQQQQSSQSQQQQQQQQQQQQSQlQQGQOQQQQSSQO^
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secret lies in the making of the candy. It you
are in too great a hurry yo>i would better
postpone the making until you get control of
your patience, because if you scorch the
candy the least bit it is not fit for bees, and is

almost sure death to them. So I wish to say
that the recipe, in a time of scarcity of honey,
is a valuable one, if the proper precaution is

taken for the preparation. I don't know
whether Mr. Abbott is the originator of the
recipe or not, but let him be who he may, he
has conferred a great favor on the bee-l<eep-

ing fraternity, if they will be cautious in its

preparation, not to scorch or burn in the
least. As for myself, it I could prepare the
candy myself, I can winter a colony on the
verge of starvation. I know it is all right, if

properly done. J. B. AusMUS.
Benton Co., Ark., Dec. 26.

Appreciates the Bee-Papeps.

My duties in the railway office compel rae
to work with my bees mornings and evenings,
and I find it very pleasant and healthful, as
well as a remunerative recreation. I have
been very successful, so far, and I feel that it

is mostly due to the reading of the " Old Reli-
able " and other bee-papers. I could not get
along without reading such papers, if they
cost me five times as much as they do now.

Geo. H. Rea.
Jefferson Co., Pa., Dec. 34.

Wired Combs from Starters.

Dr. C. C. Miller, in reply to " Virginia" on
page 795, says :

" No, you cannot be sure that
the bees will build the septum directly on the
wire." Virginia had asked if it would tend to
insure strong, well-built combs to wire
frames when only starters were given. My
experience would lead me to advise the wires,
for it is very rarely, with me, that the bees
fail to build the septum on the wires, and I

always wire frames, even with half-inch start-
ers. I find two parallel wires sullicient, and
it is difficult in most cases to distinguish
combs from starters and those from full sheets
of foundation. I am not, however, an advo-
cate of starters. 1 prefer full sheets, as a
rule. C. S. Harris.
Volusia Co., Fla.

Moths Don't Come from Butterflies.

I would like to point out a glaring error in
a letter signed "Nebraska Subscriber," ap-
pearing on page 797. He is talking about the
moth—Galleria cerella—and says: "One of
the bee-keepers wanted to know what made
the moth. It is the butterflies," etc. ; and
further on he adds; "I kept all the butter-
flies killed off this summer and am bothered
no more."

I would like to point out that a butterfly
and a moth are quite separate and distinct in-
sects, as much as any two different species of
birds, say a robin and a whip-poor-will

!

Therefore he might kill every butterfly in
Nebraska, and not be doing the moth one
particle of harm.

Butterflies and moths are two groups of in-
sects which together form the order Lepidop-
tera. AU butterflies are diurnal in their flight,
while moths with many exceptions are crepus-
cular or nocturnal. The antennie of all but-
terflies agree in having their ends " knobbed "
or "clubbed," hence the name for them, Rho-
palocera; while the antenuie of moths are «(
)io (•«.«(• ever knobbed or clubbed, but may be
prismatic, serrate, pectinate, moniliform, or
filiform, and owing to this variety of anten-
na" moths have been termed Heterecera.

In butterflies the antenuM- are straight, and
stand out rigidly in front of the head, while
in moths they are usually curved and can gen-
erally be folded back on the body. There are
h main groups or families of butterflies, viz.
Papilionid;e, Nymphalid*, Erycinid;(>, Lycaen-
ida', and Hesperiid*. While moths are
roughly divided into Sphingida', Bombycidie,
Noctuida?, Geometrida;, Pyralid*, Tortricid;e,
and Pterophorida?.

It would be quite impossible for any butter-
fly to lay an egg that would produce anv kind
of moth, quite as impossible as for a queen-

SEED^POTATOESl
'^'500.000 BUSHELS

F

JFORSALEXHEAP^

Largest seed potato grolvers in the Ivorld t

Elegant Block. Tremendous yields.
From 400 to 1000 bushels per acre.

FOR 10 CENTS
and this notice we send you lots ot farm
seed samples nnd big catalogue, telliog
all about Teostnte.Speltz. Peaoat, Aerid
Land Barley, Macaroni Wheat, Bromus,
Earliest Cane, etc bend lor same today.-

JOHNA.SALZER.
SEED CO. LA CROSSE. WIS.
Please mention hiee jouniaj wnen wriima

Eucalyptus Trees

!

We can furnish them, and invite correspon-
dence. Address, GEO. W. BERCAW,

4A4t El Toro, orange Co., Calif.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS --^^^^

^.- Dang^hters of Select Im-

^y ported Italian, Select
jf Lioag-Tongve (Moore's),

and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5

miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select l.OO 5.O0 9.00 .75 4.25 S.OO

Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 150 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS. Spring Hill.Tenn.

B66-K66D6rS

!

Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell

you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey.
We sell Supplies at Factory Prices,

A. COPPIIN; Wenona, 111.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

"~i—T ~r I "I I

"
1 I in

—

CONUNDRUM.
What ouKht to be the dlflerence hptween one yard
and two jiirdh? Paue 16 bar Garden Fence.
PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Michigan.

Please mention Bee JonmaJ vrnan \rritlns

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. BuU
strong, Chicken-

Tlpht. Sold to the Farmerat Wholesale
Prices. Fally Warrantpd. Catalop Free.

39E26t Please mention the Bee Journal

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

WE WANT WOKRtHS
Boys, Girls, ol.] and .voqdk alike,
make money working for UB.
We fnrnleh capital loBlan yon in bosi*

DH*. SeDdtulOccUmpsorilWer for full instructlODa and a line ot

<wplMtowork With. DRAPER PUBLISHING CO..ChIcago.lU.

BOYS

bee to lay an egg that would produce a hornet
or a yelluw-Jaoliet.
The correspondent is also mistaken in

thinking that eggs are deposited on the bees,
as no bee would suflEer any moth to tal<e such
a liberty with her. It is a great deal more
liifely that the bees take the eggs into the
hives with their loads of pollen, as I have
often seen the moths hovering around any
bloom that bees frequent, and it is most likely
that they lay their eggs on those plants, and
the bees may accidentally gather some of
them with the pollen.
The remedy for moth is: Keep nothing but

pure Italian bees, and you will never be
troubled with them any more.

" A Bee-Keepeb in Virginia."
Augusta Co., Va., Dec. 17.

A Beginner's Report.

The "Old Reliable" is a line paper. I
would not like to be without it for twice its

price. I am just getting a start with bees. I

bought a colony in August, 1902, transferred
them on full sheets of foundation, and fed
them sugar syrup the first of September. They
came through the winter in fine shape. From
the one colony, spring count, 1!)0;^, I got H
good swarms, and from the first 2 swarms and
parent colony I got ".t pounds of surplus
honey, and all went into winter quarters with
plenty of stores.

I winter my bees on the summer stands,
with cushion frames on each side of the clus-
ter, also a cushion on top, and plenty of out-
side protection. O. C. Hotze.
Monroe Co., Ind., Jan. 3.

A Swarm on a Hat.

During the swarming season of 1903, I had
a swarm come out and alight on iny hat that
I was wearing. My assistant gave me another
hat, so all 1 had to do was to take my hat off
and shake it in front of a hive.
My crop of honey was very good for last

year.

I had 35 colonies, spring count; increased
to 35. H. Gibson.

Ontario, Canada, Jan. 11.

A Good Repopt for 1903.

This is my third year in the business, I had
38 colonies of bees last spring, built up to 84,
and had 4210 sections of honey to ship. I ship-
ped 1912 sections to North Dakota, and 464
sections to Nebraska, and sold at home 1454
sections, and the balance I still have. The
honey shipped brought mel2U' cents per sec-
tion, clear of freight and crates. Honey is

very plentiful here ; this is the best year in the
history of the State for bees and honey. There
were bees everywhere. I could have built up
to 200 colonies if I had wanted to out of 37
colonies. I put from one to five in a hive, and
had to put on supers and let the bees up in
them to give them room to work. I got as
high as 150 sections off some of the early
swarms.

I put the bees in the cellar Dec. 4 in fair
shape, and hope they will come out in the
spring in good order; and that next year may
be a good one for honey, and not so many
swarms. E. B. Pritchett.
Warren Co., Iowa, Dec. 26.

A Discouraging Season.

The past season has been a very discour-
aging one to western Nevada bee-keepers.
Prospects were never better in the early part
of the season. A heavj' frost on Sept. 5 com-
pletely killed off all nectar-producing flora,
consequently the second crop of alfalfa pro-
duced no honey — " Navada's honey-pro-
ducer." Prices also slumped; all the bee-
keepers of this locality sold for S and 7 cents,
respectively—No. 1 and No. 2 comb honey

—

and 4 cents for extracted, with the e.xception
of three of us, who managed to get 11 and 9
cents for comb honey. The crop was of ex-
cellent quality and grade when well handled.

I am thinking seriously of going out of the
business. High prices on bee-keepers' sup-
plies, to say nothing of long-distance freight-
rates and steals, and depreciating values of
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honey, makes itdiscouraging, to sayitlie least.

Farm laborers to-day, in Nevada, can save
more than the average bee-keeper with his

300 or 300 colonies run to their utmost capa-
city.

Bees are wintering finely up to this date.

Hardly a day, so far, that the bees could not
take a flight. Rather cold nights, but not
serious.

What has happened to Yon Yonson > He
must be off sleighing or skating; perhaps
digging a bee-cellar. About time he was bob-
bing up again. I guess he got mixed up with
" Central " over his pumpkin crop. Come
again, Yonsoo. CiSAGEBRUSH.
Washoe Co., Nevada, Jan. 4.

[
" Yon " will soon be on hand again. It is

not hie fault that he has not been heard from

lately.

—

Editor.]

A Good Year for Swarming.
I started last spring with 54 colonies of

bees. We had very warm weather in March,
and it was cool and dry during April and un-
til about May 7, but from that time on we had
plenty of rain all the rest of the summer and
fall. I got about 3800 pounds of honey, some
of the nicest I ever saw; only a little buck-
wheat honey.

It was a good year for swarming. I did not
care for any increase so I tried to prevent it.

My first swarm came out June 27, and then
after that for 3 weeks they would swarm any
way if it did look like rain. I had a swarm
come out when it was raining hard. I have a
home market for my extracted honey, but
ship Fome of my comb honey to commission
merchants.

1 siaried in the winter with 70 colonies; I

winter them on the summer stands. There
has not been a day they could fly since Nov.
13; we have had steady cold weather up to

this date. C. F. Baker.
Allegany Co., N. Y., Dec. 30.

Honey All Sold Out.

Bees are doing ,well up to this date, and all

have plenty of stores. Honey is in good de-

mand, selling for S'.i cents wholesale here at

home, and none to be had at that. No snow
in the mountains at the present for irrigation

for another year. We can't tell what may
come before the first of next .June.

G. W. Vangundt.
Uinta Co., Utah, Dec. 29.

Bees Did Well.
I am in love with bees as much as ever. I

had 14 colonies to start with in the spring,
which I transferred into new hives, but found
the combs in very poor condition. I could
use only about one-third, and the rest had to

be built new. Taking all into consideration,
I think they did fairly, for they increased to

20 colonies (all in flrst-class condition), and
stored about 1000 pounds of fine comb honey.
I will be ready for business the coming season,

I have been trying to get subscribers for the
American Bee .lournal, but have not suc-
ceeded so far. I have neighbors who are
keeping from 5 to 20 colonies, some get-
ting a little honey and others nothing at all. I

asked my next-door friend how much honey
he got from his 10 colonies; he said, "25
pounds.'' I told him the onl^' way to suc-
ceed is to take a bee-paper and study. But
most of them, rather than pay out a dollar,
go without it, and lose more than a hundred
by it. I would not think of keeping bees
without any bee-literature. Wm. Miller.
Yakima Co., Wash., Dee. 31.

A Wintering Experience.

My bees were neglected a good deal this
year, for I was too busy to give them the
proper attention, but I got a small surplus

—

385 sections and 3C frames of honey, by using
double hive-bodies, from 13 colonies, spring
count. Last winter I wintered my bees on
the summer stands, one-half facing south,
and banked up and over the top, and packed
between with straw held in place by boards,
the hives one foot apart. Now, in this half

Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—

L

atest ^Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantiaUy in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for S2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

144^ 146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

B

$300,000,000.00 A YEAR
and you may have part of It If you work
for MB. Uncle Sam'a poultry product pays
that sum. Bend lOc for Bamples and partio-
olars We furnish capital to start you in
buBlneBs. Draper PabllsUocCo.,Cblcato.[U.

INGHAM'S PATENT
25 years the best. ^ . -

T. F. BINGHAM. Farwell. Mich

I
^.80 F<ir

200 Egg
iNCUBATOR

Perfect in coDBtraction anu
action. Hatches every fertile

egg. Write for catalog to-day.

OEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. III.

45A26t Please mention the liee J
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah

Bee Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.tn. and 4:30 p.m. Among other important
qnestions to be considered will be the World's
fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of
WOS. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to further increase the fraternal in-
terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all bee-keepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building-, in Salt Lake City.
Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

Wisconsin.—The annual convention of the
Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held in the Capitol, at Madison, on Wednes-
day and Thursday, Feb. 3 and 4, beginoinf^' at
10 a.m., Wednesday. We are and have been
doing- our utmost to make this the most enthu-
siastic convention ever held in the State, and a
most complete and interesting program will be
presented. We are at this time assured of S
papers on interesting subjects, by prominent
bee-keepers, among them George W. York, W.
Z. ilutchinson, and of course President and
tieneral Manager Franco. A free to all ques-
tion-box will also be a part of the program. We
urgently invite all who are not members, to
participate with us; it will pay you in every
way—in fact the social part alone is worth it.

Come and get acquainted with our visitors and
the bee keepers of the State. Reduced rales
will be given by the hotels, and the railroad
fare will bel'i for the round trip. Just ask
your agent for a V/i fare round.trip ticket. It

will save lots of time if members, and all those
wishing to become such, will remit their annual
dues to me prior to the convention. The dues
are tl.OO, which also makes you a member of
the National Association. Exhibits of honey
are solicited, and suitable premiums will be
awarded. Gus Dittmek, Sec.
Augusta, Wis.

Eo packed I lost 5 colonies; they had plenty
of stores, all the dead colonies having from 3
to 4 frames of honey. Now, the other half

was a trifle more exposed to the weather, and
were not banlied up excepting when there
was snow, then I shoveled snow up and
around them, and these came out without a
single loss; these latter faced east.

This year I have 10 colonies in the cellar,

and 3 double-deckers out-doors. Those out-
of-doors are pretty " hot ones,'' and I don't
think it possible for a little cold weather of
30 or 40 degrees below zero to cool them down.
Anyway, they have over 100 pounds of honey
each, and from my experience with them I

believe them perfectly able to protect it. One
of those outside colonies is the colony I took
from that bee-tree I wrote about three years
ago. I have never taken a pound of surplus
honey from this colony, or captured a swarm
that issued, so I have concluded that where a
colony has been in the timljer in a wild state,

as this one was (it had been in the tree for at
least four years), they are predisposed to ab-

scond; at least my experience with this one
has so proven to me; and next spring, if

nothing happens, this queen will attend a
" pinching bee." Lewis Lamkin.
Woodbury Co., Iowa, Jan. 11.

No Rain in Southern California.

To date. Southern California has had no
rain. Heavy rains in Northern California did
not reach us at all, so that now all are
alarmed at the prospect, and have about given
up hope for any honey in 1904.

We have over .500 colonies of bees, and
fortunately have a car-load or so of honey to

feed back. G. F. Merkiam tt Son.
San Diego Co., Calif., Dec. 31.

Good Season for Bees.

I commenced the season with 50 colonies of
bees in fair condition, and fed one barrel of

sugar in the spring before the honey-flow
commenced. The bees commenced gathering
about May 20, and gathered enough for brood-
rearing, and that continued until June 28,

when the real honey-flow from the linden be-

gan, and my crop from that source was aljout

2000 pounds of fine white extracted honey.
Then the How was slow again until the first

of September, when the asters and goldenrods,
of many varieties, commenced to yield another
real harvest for the bees. So ended the sea-

sou with bees in good shape for winter. I

have about 80 colonies in all, and 3000 pounds
of surplus honey. A. J. McBride.
Watauga Co., N. C.

Season of 1904—Selling Honey.

I had 10 colonies, spring count, and on
Sept. 10, 11103, 1 had taken off and sold 2030 of

the finest one-pound sections of comb honey I

ever got; also 360 pounds of extracted honey
—poor sections mashed and pressed. I have
also on hand about 2.5 pounds of extracted

honey for home use, and about 23 pounds of
wax. I am not kicking, although I had to

do some hustling in June and July.

My best record was from a prime swarm
hived June 4, and it gave me 219 pounds of
fine section honey. That queen will be my
breeder this year.

My bees are all snugly packed in leaves on
the summer stands, and all were out very
thick on Dec. 31.

Some may wonder how I got rid of my
honey so qtiickly. 1 have taken great pleas-

ure in reading in the " t)ld Reliable " about
how to peddle honey, but as I am situated I

can not go peddling, so I hit on a way of my
own—and it worked.

I am located near a power-plant, which is

2'.J miles up the beautiful Iowa river, and the

same from Iowa City (State University), and
every tine Sunday there are crowds up to our
dam, boat-riding (also week days), and nearly

all take a rest and visit our electric plant.

Here is where I got my chance, and every
Sunday 1 always aimed to have two nice

supers of honey all cleaned up, and one super
just as it came off the hive, on my long bench
near a good window. Of course, I always had
nice, clean paper on the bench. Saturday
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would tie up about 30 to 50 nice sections

readj' for my " (lies " oa Sunday. (Naughty,
did you say?) Well, I can not tell you how
people admire fine honey, and the questions

they ask ; some would ask if the bees made it,

and others would ask whether it was good to

eat. Taking; up one of my "fly baits," I

would give it to a lady, tell her to try it and
let me know next time she was up how it

tasted. There is where my trouble began, for

after my first "baiting," I could not keep up
with my orders, for they would come out in

buggies and get their honey— for it was honey
this year. I could have sold twice my crop.

I will not have to give " baits " away in 1904,

for I have plenty of standing orders for 1904

—

if we get any honey.
The record for 1904 is one I am not ashamed

of, ortnsidering the other work I did during
the biggest honey-flow we have had here for

18 years, to my knowledge.

I have read lots of bee-books during my
life (44 years), but the book I think the most
of (and laugh the most when reading it), is a
little paper-covered book by Richard Smith,
and published at Oxford, England (my home),
in 1839. It is about 36 years ago since the
old bee-keeper gave me the book, and if he
could only see how we handle bees to-day, he
would think that in his day they knew very
little. John T. Paintix.
Johnson Co., Iowa, Jan. 3.

Results of the Season.

My crop was about 48 pounds per colony
this year, all comb honey, which I sold for 20
cents a pound, all in one-pound sections.

C. S. Guernsey.
Litchfield Co., Conn., Dee. 28.

Fear They Won't Winter Well.

My bees are snugly packed away on the
summer stands, and I am hoping they will

come through the winter all right; but I am
somewhat fearful they will not, for while they
had plenty of stores they were short on bees.

G. T. WiLHS.
Vermillion Co., 111., Dec. 30.

Bees WinterlnK Well so Far.

So far my bees have wintered well. Dur-
ing the latter part of the month of November
they had good flights on 3 days. In Decem-
ber, up to the 16th, it was too cold for the bees
to be out, but in the last 2 weeks we have had
8 days that the bees could fly, and on 3 days
the thermometer went up to 56 degrees. F., in

the shade, including Dec. 30 and 31. We have
had very little snow, and the lowest point
reached was 6 degrees above zero.

Wm. Stollbt.
Hall Co., Nebr., Dec. 31.

An Old Bee-Keeper.

I have been keeping bees ever since 1855,
with intermixture of success and failure. I

now have about 55 colonies in the cellar, I

think in pretty fair condition. Their con-
tented, low hum, when I made them a visit

seem to say, "All is well." I am past 85
years old, but I enjoy working with the bees
yet. N. Sanders.
Henry Co., Ind., Dec. 31.

A Beginner's Experience.

In January, 1903, I bought some bees,
brought them home, and piled the hives on
top of each other on the south porch—a good,
warm place. They had a flight, and then the
weather turned cold— IS degrees below zero

—

and I thought I would bring the bees into the
house (bee-room, adjoining room with tire)

until the cold snap was over. The entrances
were screened, and we went away from home
one day, and some one fmy wife) forgot and
left the door open, and they got warmed up,
and a whole raft of them got out some way,
and when we arrived home the bees were
everywhere. To prevent domestic trouble I

put them outside again, and did not put
them in the same place where they were
before, and when they flew again they mixed

up and fought, and the next morning I found
4 queens kicked out of the entrances. Later
on they commenced to get too friendly (i). 1

set them a rod or so in front of the porch, and
when they flew back they came, and come
they did, right uniler the door in the house.
I set some of them back on the porch to save
them, and how they fought and came in under
and around the door—trouble is no name for

it. I sat out by those queenless colonies and
knocked robbers on the head, waiting for the

queens I had sent for to come (in place of

uniting, as I should), and how they would
come dead; but the robbers wouldn't come
that way a bit.

But the strangest part is, that with all this

discouragement and loss I don't get discour-

aged and quit. I believe I would in some
other line of business. A. B. Tackaberrt.
Van Buren Co., Iowa, Dec. 33.

A Profitable Season.

This has been a very profitable season for

bee-keepers in this locality. The prospect is

not so good as last season, still we can't tell

;

there seems to be considerable white clover

left for next season. The average amount of

honey sold, per colony, spring count, for 1903,

was about $9 or $10, besides some for home
use. Jacob Seibold.
Champaign Co., III., Dec. 19.

Poor Honey-Year—Swarming.
We have had a very poor year for honey. I

had 7 colonies in the spring ; I shook one and
lost it, one of my best, too. I quit shaking
then and increased to IS by dividing, and got
perhaps 100 pounds of nice honey in small
frames, but no sections were finished. Some
of my colonies are very small, but are doing
well. I examined them Dec. 24. We have
had an exceedingly dry, cold fall and winter
so far, still the bees seem to be in better shape
than usual.

I wish some advice. We have peculiar con-
ditions here to deal with. Our best and
shortest honey-flow is from the poplars;

they begin to bloom usually about April 15 to

25, and last say 3 weeks. This crop is a very
certain one, too. I never knew them all to be
killed by frost but once since 1 can remember,
which is over 40 years. This poplar honey
is our finest honey ; very thick and rich, but
the trouble is, the bees are in the midst of

their swarming fever right at the very time
they are most needed for this flow. We have
swarms here as early as March 20, sometimes.
If any one can tell me how I can keep my bees

from swarming until after this early and
valuable flow, he will dome a great favor.

P. T. Lemaster.
Spartanburg Co., S. C, Dec. 31.

\1 T J 1 To buy FANCY COMBWanted honey in no -drip" Cl.lll.WV* ^^ggg. 3J30 amber Ex-
tracted in barrels; spot cash

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

lAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED—Comb Honey in (juantity lots.

We are perhaps the only dealers in this article
owning as much as 150,000 pounds at one time.
Please state quantity, quality and price asked
for your offerings, Thos. C. Stanley St Son,
24Atf Manzanola, Colo., or Fairfikld, III.

WANTED !'='^5',?,J;b HONEY
In dO-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quoteyour best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio

GOOD BEE-HIVE CHEAP!
Called the poor man's hive. Either S frame or

10. Sections sold at la&t year's prices. Full line

of SUPPLIES. Subscription to bee-journals
with orders. Send for list.

R. D. 3. W. D. SOPER, Jackson, nich.

3Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGH I cJ
to meet tho«e who -work for tu. Cow lieepintalwavt

have money. We sUrt yon In buatneBt, Yoq mak*

Urge protita. Emv work. We famisb capital. S*nd

10 cents for fall line of ««m plea and part'culam.

DRAPES PUBLISBINQ CO.."':hicazo. Ills.

Please znentiou Bee Journal when WTitin&

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Jan. 8.—The new year opens with
a quiet trade id honey, retailers having usually
a supply from the stock laid in to make a good
show at the holiday time. Prires are without
essential change in No. 1 to fancy comb, which
brings about 13c; very little doing in off grades
at from KmSc less. Extracted, white grades,
bring from 6@7c, according to flavor and other
qualities; ambers about Ic less; especially
weak are those lacking in flavor and body.
Beeswax steady at 28@30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Jan. 8. — The market on comb
honey has weakened, as the supply has been
larger than the demand. Fancy water-white,
14c; off grades, lower. Extracted, amber, in
barrels, 5K@5^c; in 60-lb. cans, %c more; al-

falfa, water-white, 6@6i4c; fancy white clover,
7@8c. Beeswax, good demand; 30c for nice.

C.H. W. Weber.

Philadklphia, Jan. 13.—There has been very
little call for honey since the holidays. The
first two weeks of the year are the dullest dur-
ing the season; people become somewhat sur-
feited with sweets, lessening the demand. The
market is somewhat weaker, with quite a few
arrivals. We quote fancy comb at 15@16c; No.
1, 13@14c: amber, 12c. Extracted, white, 7^@8c;
amber, 6@7c. Beeswax, 31c, We are producers
of honey and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selseb.

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 15.—Honey mrket ex-
tremely dull since the holidays and cold
weather. Quotations are nominal, and asking
prices mostly. We are quoting 15c for fancy
white; 14c for A No. 1; l2@13c for dark and
mixed, but would shade theseprices now rather
than lose sales. Extracted, inquiry improving
somewhat, especially on the buckwheat and
darker grades. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, Nov. 2f>.—The demand for comb
honey is slower now than it was six weeks ago,
owing to the enormous quantities offered on all
sides. Fancy comb is sold in single case lots
at 14c. The supply of extracted honey is big,
although the demand is good. We are selling
amber extracted in barrels at 5^^v6!^c- White
clover, in barrels and cans, 7i«6@8>^c, according
to quality. Beeswax, 30c.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Boston, Dec. 21.—The demand for honey con-
tinues good, with an ample supply of comb, and
a light supply of extracted. We quote our
market as follows: Fancy white comb. 16@17c;
No. 1, 14@lScj and practically no No. 2 to offer.

Extracted, 7(a'>ic, as to quality.
Blake, Scott & Leb.

KansasCity, Dec. 30.—Instead of our honey
market improving, it has grown worse as far
as comb is concerned. The receipts have in-

creased and fancy comb and No. 1 have been
sold as low as $2-50 per case of 24 sections. We
do not look for an^ improvement in prices be-
fore February, if then. We quote: Fancy
white comb, 24 section cases, $2 60; No. 1, $2.50;

No. 2, $2.40. Extracted, white, per lb., 7@7>^c;
amber, 6@(.>tc. Beeswax, 25@28c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honey is arriving
in sufficient quantities to supply the demand,
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We quote
fancy white at 14c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, ll@l2c:
and buckwheat, 10c. Extracted, light amber,
at 6c; white, 6i4c; Southern, S5@60c per gallon;
buckwheat, SHc. Beeswax, 28(a29c.

Hildreth & Segelken.

San Francisco, Jan. 6.—White comb, 1-lb.

frames, 13@14 cents; amber, 9(g;iic. Extracted,
white, 5^@6c; light amber, 4!^@5c; amber,
4@45^c; dark amber, 3!^fSJ4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27J4@29c; dark, 25(ai26c.

Spot stocks are not particularly heavy, but
trade is slow. Only for most select qualities
does the market show firmness.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consu

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Water St. Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Journal
when wrUing advertisers.
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^ ^ ^^-^ ^ ^^^^^^
The Best Bee-Goods

Id the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy of us yon
'will not be disapnointed.
We are iindersola by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; in its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. V.

W. M. Gbrrish, Eppioff, N.H., carries

a fall line of our g-oods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save the freight.^T

Flease "-venUon Bee Journal when -writiug,

I. J. STRINGttftM, 105 Park Place, I

NEW YORK I
Manufactures and carries in stock every <j>

artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND It

QUEENS IN SEASON. <!>

ir Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free, it

*lease mention Bee Journal -when writing,

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold
for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA, EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Bee=Supplies I g

Don't Wait flnu Longer to Buy. S
BiQ Discount lor Orders Now.

Write us to-day and say what you
want, and get our prices. New catalog
will soon be out; it is free.

We also handle the famous

tloosier Incubators and Brooders.

C. M. Scott & Co.
Dept. A. 1004 East Washington !

Indianapolis. Ind.

SDecial Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asliing.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

I rei^Dadant's Foundation FeiP IX We Guarantee Satisfaction. gyXuTv°''"BRrT^^'^flR^NEss. 2
^r NoSAQaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING. ^
?<? Wh-V HnP« it «f»n «n V]l/f» II V Because it has always given better satis- «»
Ui.

'^ "y UUCd 11, sell &U WCIl r faction than any other. Because in ^is^ 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments. ^^
is?
i»i**

#

Send name for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. 3^
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk. v^

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS. #

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee—Rev/ised ^
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. i^

^BEESVXZaX WANTED at all times. X
ji&

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. f

Pleaae menaon Bee journal wnen -writing

I Wherever You Are |
j We Can Reach You ... j
^ OIR AGENCIES : ^
^^P As is customary with all large concerns, we have Agen- '^^
^^ cies or Jobbers in different parts of the United States, where ^S^

-
>'^^ our goods are carried in stock. If you are located near any ^%^
^^ of those named below it will save you time and freight ^^

>^^ charges to send your order to them. Where the distance is ^^
''r not so great from Watertown to the Agency, these Jobbers ^,

.^O) sell the goods at our regular catalog prices

:

^|^
E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph. IVIo.

J. K. Hill & Co., Uvalde, Texas.
Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.

L. C. & A. G. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Fred W. Muth & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 51 Walnut St.

C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 1004 E. Washington St.

Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah.
Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo.
Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Junction, Colo.
Colorado Honey- Producers' Ass'n, Denver, Colo., 1440 Market St.

Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport, Iowa.
Paul Bachert, Acton, Calif.
Lilly-Bogardus & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Colorado Honey-Producers' Ass'n, R. C. Aikin, Mgr., Loveland,Col.
Wisconsin Lumber Co., Faribault, Minn.
The Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association (Incorporated),

Rocky Ford, Colo.
Chas. A. Gallagher, Maquoketa, Iowa.
Norris i: Anspach, Kenton, Cihio,

1 G. B. Lewis 60J3^«&«'^- i
Bee^Keepers* Supplies •s-*^*

a;a;a;a;a; send for our new catalog, 68
^(f-(f"(f"(f-f)-(f''f)"(f"(f-(f''9"<p''(f^^
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DANZENBAKER HIVE.
"FACTS ABOUT BEES"
A 64-page book written

by Mr. F. Danzenbaker,

giving a complete descrip-

tion of his famous hive

and directions for using.

Full of valuable informa-

tion. Sent free on receipt

of a two-cent stamp to pay

the postage. Send for it.

O. ly. Hershiser.

The Best Bee-keepers use it.

Mr. Hershiser, manager of the New
York State apiarian exhibits at the
himbian Exposition, 1S93, where he
credit for himself and State by his mag-
nificent display of comb honey, wa:
lected as superintendent of the apiariar
exhibits at the Pan-American Exposition
Being an np-to-date bee-keeper, and hav
ing a keen interest in the latest ani
cultural appliances, he installed a trial

apiary of 10 colonies of working bees,
mostly Italians, but with some hybrids,
and one colony of black bees. The last

named made the best record, storing iii

pounds in a Danzenbaker hive.

The Texas Honey Producers' Associa-
tion has this day endorsed the 4x5 section
super, and favor the Danz. style with H.
S. separators. We feel sure we will have
orders for you of from 1500 to 2000 Dauz.
supers. The Hyde Bee Co.

Floresville, Tex.. Dec. 30, 1903.

I have kept bees three years, and owe
my success to the Danzenbaker Hive. I

shall as soon as possible send you a re-
port of mv honev crop. But one thing I

know now. and 'that is. that one Danz.
colony gave me over 100 lbs. first-class

honey, while a ten-frame Dovetailed hive
gave 25 lbs., and the Danz. winters in fine
shape without feeding. Both hives had
an equal footing.

J.ASON B. HOLLOPETER.
Union Bridge. Md.. Oct. 26, 1Q03.

The great populari(v of the Dan,, hive has
shallowfranie into pi ominence. It tnust be

that no other contains the essential points <

brought the

if the Dam.

V :?"
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Editorial Comments

Carbon Bisulphide and Its Use.

Sulphur has played an important part with bee-keepers in the

destruction of the larvfe of the bee-moth, albeit there is less need for

it since the incoming of Italian bees. It seems likely, however, to

lose its importance and give way to carbon bisulphide as a more

efteetive insecticide. In this number appears an article which is quite

full and instructive with regard to this drug, and although there may
be nothing particularly new in the article, it will repay reading by

those who are likely to use it.

The one particular danger in the use of carbon bisulphide should

be kept fully in view : It is highly explosive. But there is no need

to run any risk in this regard ; keep away from it tire. Fire Is not

needed in its use, as it evaporates at ordinary temperatures, while sul-

phur can only be used by means of Bre to produce the fumes, and care

must be used to keep from burning up the building in which it is

used. Carbon bisulphide has the pre-eminent advantage over sulphur,

that it destroys eggs as well as larvte. It does not discolor white

comb, as sulphur sometimes does.

A pound of bisulphide is given for 1000 cubic feet of space ; that

would make a tablespoonf ul for about 37 cubic feet, or enough for 20

8-frame hive-bodies filled with combs, providing all is air-tight. In

actual practice a spoonful may be used for four or five hives.

Paraguay as a Bee-Country.

The British Bee Journal copies from The Field, an article by John

D. Leckie, in which Paraguay, in South America, is described as a

field well worth entering by those of adventurous turn. The climate

rivals that of Southern Calfornia ; the bees can store during eight

months of the year, and during the other four months they can find

more or less flowers, so that it is only necessary to leave in the hives

sufficient to tide over a possible ten days of wet weather.

The orange begins to bloom at the opening of the honey season,

continuing in bloom for about two months, followed by numerous

other flowers. "Orange trees are present everywhere in Paraguay

;

they grow wild in the woods in great abundance, and are, in fact, in

many parts the commonest wild tree." The thermometer never sinks

to the freezing point except sometimes in early morning, and rarely

reaches 100 degrees. Compared with Australia, expenses of living

and labor are much less, while prices for honey are higher. General

farming is not lucrative, but stock-raising thrives, and may well be

combined with bee-keeping.

Nothing is said as to society, and it is quite possible that a native

of the United States might not feel entirely at home in Paraguay.

Overweight Honey-Packages.

While some are complaining of light-weight sections, W. Woodley
complains in the British Bee Journal that so-called honey- jars hold

more than a pound, as he found it took 28 pounds of honey to fill 2tj

jars just up to the neck. Possibly the heavier body of Mr. Woodley's

honey had something to do with the case.

Election of the National Association.

As previously announced, no one received a majority of the votes

necessary to elect a successor to Mr. E. R. Root as director of the

National, thus leaving Mr. Root a hold-over. Having announced be-

fore the election that he would not serve if elected, he has now very

properly sent in his resignation to the Executive Committee, which

will choose his successor.

Fortunately, an incident of this kind is not likely to occur again,

for the amendment to the constitution lately passed, if a like vote

were to be taken again, would make Mr. Wm. McEvoy the director

elected, as heretofore an election could only result where a candidate

received more than halt of all the votes cast, whereas it is now neces-

sary only that he shall have the largest number of votes—in other

words, the amendment makes necessary only a plurality vote, not a

majority.

The Executive Committee have an easy task before them in the

present case, as they have only to conflrm the plurality vote received

by Mr. McEvoy.

The amendment giving all the members of the Association an

opportunity to vote for all the otficers is an improvement. In so large

a country as this the attendance at the annual convention must of

necessity always be largely local, and in the choice of officers elected

at such convention, there is some danger of local coloring, which will

be eliminated by the present arrangement. It is to the credit of the

majority of the members heretofore attending conventions, however,

that so little of local sentiment has appeared in the choice of officers.

Abundance of Upward Ventilation in the Cellar.

Four years ago, as C. F. Smith relates in the Bee-Keepers' Review,

a cover was moved half off one of his hives when being taken into the

cellar, and in the spring the colony in that hive was in perfect condi-

tion, while all the rest were wet, moldy, diseased, and half dead.

Since then he winters his bees without covers, although in a wet cel-

lar, and has not lost a colony nor had moldy combs.

An Automatic Bee-Smoker.

For some time there has been in use in Europe a smoker arranged

to run by clock-work. It takes about a minute to wind it up, and
about 20 minutes for it to run down, providing it is allowed to run
without stopping. But a little lever can be used to stop or start it at

any time, so one winding may do for half a day or longer, according

to the number of times it is allowed to act, and the length of time it

is allowed to run.

Some of the transatlantic bee-keepers have spoken highly of it,

but it has not come into notice in this country, although patented in

the United Slates two years ago. The Editor of Gleanings in Bee-

Culture has obtained one of the smokers, and speaks highly of the

ingenuity of the invention, and thinks an expensive set of dies must
be used in its manufacture. He further says:

This mechanical smoker sends out a very light blast of air—so
light that it can scarcely be felt. The smoke can, however, be sent
several inches from the nozzle, and perhaps it is far enough for a good
many operations. It weighs, however, about three times as much as
the average smoker, and the fuel capacity is only about a tenth of that
of an ordinary standard bellows smoker. It would do very well for a
small number of colonies; but for the average American apiarist I
doubt if it would give general satisfaction. The cost of it will be
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least five times as much as that of a commoa bellows smoker, I should
judge from its general construction.

The tendency in this country has been steadily toward a larger

smelter with capacity for a greater ciuantity of fuel. Togo bacli to

a smoker carrying only a tenth of the usual quantity of fuel would

hardly be tolerated. Add to this the small blast and great cost, and

Mr. Root is probably correct in thinlsing that such a smoker will not

find general acceptance in this country.

That Honey and Water Problem.

An inquisitive member of the Journal family writes us as follows

on this subject

:

On page 30, .J. E. Johnson says: "Crystals and dry substances
do absorb moisture from the air, but the same law in chemistry which
furnishes moisture tor the air would take from, and not add to, any
liquid.'' Please tell us what that law is.

He also tells us that honey becomes thinner in a moisture-laden
atmosphere, not by the addition of moisture from the atmosphere, but
by decomposition of the honey, that decomposition being favored by
the presence of the moisture in the atmosphere. Now, suppose we
have a sample of thick honey in a moisture-laden atmosphere at a

temperature of bO degrees. Then suppose we take a sample of the

same honey and thoroughly mix with it one-fourth of its weight of

water, and put it in ordinary atmosphere at 100 degrees. In the first

case tlie moisture that favors decomposition can acton the surface,

while in the second case it is thoroughly incorporated with the whole,
and can act on all parts at once, thus favoring more rapid decomposi-
tion, while the higher temperature is also more favorable to decompo-
eition. Now, please tell us: Will the second sample, in the higher
temperature actually become thinner with greater rapidity than the

first? and, if so, how much more rapidly? Suhscriber.

Will Mr. Johnson kindly reply to the foregoing ?

Visiting Apiaries Only Three Times a Year,

E. D. Townsend tells about it in the Bee-Keepers' Review. Extract-

ing-colouies pass the winter in chafl hives, or packed in chail packing

cases, each having 25 or 30 pounds of honey, are left untouched

whether weak or strong, through spring and until June, when they

are unpacked and upper stories put on. One apiary thus treated had

only two more visits for the season, although he says he would prefer

to visit them once a week.

Miscellaneous Items

Mr. Noah Thomas, of Horatio, Ohio, for many years a bee-

keeper, died recently at the age of nearly "8 years. His apiary con-

tained over 40 colonies. He was a regular reader of the American Bee

Journal for many years.

The California State Bee-Keepers' Association held its an-

nual meeting In Los Angeles Jan. 4 and 5. The officers elected for the

ensuing year are as follows

:

President, T. O. Andrews; Secretary-Treasurer, J. F. Mclntyre,

of Ventura; Vice-Presidents, E. Hart, L. E. Mercer, George Hawley,
George Emerson, J. K. Williamson, Delos Wood, F. E. Brown, L. L.

Andrews; Executive Committee, Geo. W. Brodbeck, M. H. Mendle-

son, and G. S. Stubblefleld.

The South Dakota Bee-Keepers' Association held its

fourth annual meeting in Yankton, Jan. 20, at 2 p.m. The election of

officers resulted as follows: President, Thos. Chantry ; Vice-President,

C. F. Lingo; Secretary, Jessie Mattison, of Tabor; General Manager,

J. J. Duffack; District Presidents, Ben Schlalfle, L. A. Syverud, and

R. A. Morgan.

A vote of thanks was extended the retiring officers for their effi-

cient work during the past year, and Manager Duffack was handed a

$b bill as a slight recognition of services rendered. The members of

the Association report a most profitable gathering, and that they had

enjoyed the convention exceedingly.

IVlr. G. F. Merriani, of San Diego Co., Calif., writing us Jnn.

19, said:

EuiTOH Yokk:—Southern California has had a rain at last—the

first—but it was so light that it was little or no good. Here, we got

about 14 inch, but this morning a cold north wind is blowing. We
never get any rain while the wind is in the north.

A man put out a fire last week which burned over a fine bee-range
for me, at one of my out-apiaries. G . F. Meekiam.

Surely, the prospects for the bee-keepers in Southern California

are far from flattering. In fact, if sufficient rain fails to come by the

right time, the honey-flow will be doomed, and the bee-keepers will be

in despair. How dependent we all are on water. What a great bless-

ing it is.

Editor H. C. Morehouse, of the Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal, writes

:

" Becoming effective Feb. 10, the price of the Rocky Mountain
Bee Journal will be advanced to jl.OO per annum, and enlarged to 28
pages."

This probably means what we have known for a long time, that

DO one can publish for any great length of time, a bee-paper worthy
the name at 50 cents a year, where it is wholly dependent upon its

receipts from subscriptions and advertising. If a bee-paper is worth
anything at all it is worth $1.00 a year to any bee-keeper.

A Dry Time in Southern California.—Mr. W. A. Pryal,

one of our valued California readers, wrote us as follows Jan. 13, from
San Francisco Co.

:

Deak Mr. York :—The clipping herewith sent you is from one of
our local papers. It presents rather a dark picture of things climati-
cally in the lower part of the State. It may turn out, though, that
there will be abundant rains through February and March, and I trust
such will be the case. It is not only the bee-keepers that need the
rain, but all other persons as well, who depend upon the products of
the earth drawn through roots of the vegetable kingdom. If I mis-
take uot, the fruit-growers require more rain than others, as the
ground has been dried out so deep that the soil will have to be well
saturated to make up for four or five dry years that have gone by.
While we had a fair rainfall in this portion of the State last year, still

there are places where fruit-trees suffered, owing to the fact that the
rain did not penetrate deep enough into the soil. .So far this year, in

the counties above here and pn the eastern side of the Bay, but not
inland, there has been plenty of rain. I have been told that some-
thing like 35 miles of here the rainfall has been less than half of what
there has been in this city. Why, here the ground seems to be thor-
oughly saturated. No one here looks for a bad year, though the out-
look in the San Joaquin and other valleys in the central and southern
portions of the State, the prospects are gloomy. Yet, as I have stated,
old Jupiter Pluvius—I think that's what they call him—may conde-
scend to favor the whole State with a liberal dispensation of the fluid

that makes plant-life grow, and thereby, cause the wheels of commerce
to hum.

While on this matter of climate, I shall take this opportunity to
add a few lines that will make you wish you were out here by the
Western Sea. I was over to the old home on both Christmas and New
Year's—I never missed a Christmas at the old home, the scenes of my
childhood, etc. Well, I went out with a l.^dy who was at our home
(she is from Los Angeles, I may add) to look through the raspberry
patch—a large sized one it is, too. I thought I would be able to get
some nice, ripe berries. And I was not mistaken. Some canes had
large clusters of large, ripe fruit. The lady was surprised— though
her people had been in the small-fruit growing business near the City
of the Angels, she never saw ripe raspberries on the bushes at Christ-
mas-time. And this lady is a native of Wisconsin.

Again, on New Year's, I had more berries off the same patch

—

there were boxes of them. And the bees were merrily humming amid
the flowers of these raspberries. Then the callalilies were in bloom at
the same time—and they and heliotropes, nasturtiums, and such-like
semi-tropical plants, were in bloom, too. .Just think, right about this
bay of San Francisco you can gather luscious oranges from the trees
in midwinter!

I notice by the papers that it is excessively cold in and about Chi-
cago. Say, wouldn't you like to be out here where the sun shines
nearly every day iB the year, and where the thermometer seldom
reaches as low as 26 degrees above zero!

But enough. We can not all live in one place.
San Francisco Co., Calif., Jan. 13. W. A. Pryal.

Now, look here, Mr. Pryal, if you don't stop holding up such

alluring temptations right before our eyes, as mentioned in your last

two paragraphs, we don't know what we will do to you. What do

you think we are made of, anyway, to withstand such suggestions?

But you don't say anything about the beautiful snow, and eight

weeks of fine sleighing, such as we have here this winter. Who'd want

to be melted all the year around, and befogged, and covered up with

dust, besides? No'p; we're going to 'Slangeles, some time, just to

rest up ; and may be to Catalina again. But that will likely be all

we can do, for on a weekly paper like the American Bee Journal we
can't be away very long at a time.

Oh, yes, here's that clipping you sent along with your good
letter:

DROnTH IN SOUTHLAND IS BECOMING SERIOUS.

Los Angeles, Jan. 13.—The drouth which has continued through-
out Southern California for more than three months, just at the sea-
son when under normal conditions there is the most plentiful supply
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of water, is becomingr a serious matter to ranchers, and particularly to

owners of livestocli.

According to a bulletin just issued by the Weather Bureau, this

season has been thus far the dryest since the winter of 1863 04, when,
according to the records, which were then kept by individuals, no rain

fell during the winter. There is water for irrigation, mucli of it from
artesian sources, but the artesian plan has been lowered to such an ex-

tent that many wells, which have always been llowing wells heretofore,

must now be pumped.

The expense to cattle-owners is enormous because there is no green

feed, and the prices of dry feed are accordingly high. In places the

absence of water is causing suffering among the cattle. No rain has

fallen here since Oct. 1. There have been slight showers in places, but

no general downpour of sullicient volume to do any real good. Despite

these unfavorable conditions the prospects are most Haltering for an
excellent citrus crop.

Some Expert Opinion
n the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

What About Reversible Brood-Frames?

If for some reason you were to start in anew to Iceep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Qnes. 5.—Would you use a reversible frame? If so, why* If

not, why?

X. E. France (Wis.)—No. No advantage.

EiGENE Secor (Iowa)—No. Too much monkey-work.

Mrs. .1. M. Null (Mo.)—I have no experience with reversible

frames.
P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—No. The reversible fad has gone by,

never to return.

O. O. PoPi'LETOS (Fla.)—No. Too much labor and bother for

the benefit obtained.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)—No. I do not consider it worth the

trouble and expense.

Mrs. L. Harrison (111.)—No. I'm too old to try new inventions.

I do not like changes.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.—No. Because its disadvantages are
more than its advantages.

Geo. W. Brodbeck (Calif.)—No. I can accomplish all that is

required without reversing.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—No. I don't know of any sufficient ad-

vantage to make it advisable.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—No. No advantage whatever. Useless
complication in fixing and handling.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—No. Reversing has never proved practical or

advisable, except in very rare instances.

C. Davenport f.Minn.)—No. I do not believe there are advan-
tages enough to offset their disadvantages.

E. E. Hastt (Ohio)—Think not. Advantages some, but not
enough to justify " fussing up " the frame.

Rev. M. Maiiin (Ind.)—I would not. I can see no advantage in

it. It only makes extra trouble for no benefit.

Wm. RoHRiG (Ariz.)—I think not. I have never used them to

any extent. If I had more of them I might like them better.

Jas. A. Stone (111.)—Because I never had faith enough in such
iittiflus opiriindi to give it a second thought, let alone trying it.

L. Staciielhausen (Tex.)—No. What advantages are claimed
for a reversible frame I can obtain in a cheaper and simpler way by a
two-story brood-nest.

E. S. Lovesy (Utah)—No. Because a reversible frame would
hardly be practicable in the style and size of hive and frame such as I

have given the dimensions of.

Dr. .1. P. II. BuowN ((ia.)—No. The extra expense in hive-con-
struction, the extra labor and the extra " fuss," would cost more than
the sceiiiuir/ advantages would amount to.

C. H. DiBBEKN (III.)— Yes, I have used a reversible frame for the

past 20 years, and while I find little use for reversing shallow frames,
it is soinetiiiies convenient, and makes a stronger frame to handle.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.) —After trying reversible frames carefully,

I discarded them long ago, and would not use them under any cir-

cumstances. Why? Because I have found them impracticable.

R. L. Taylor '(Mich.)—No. Because reversing frames is un-

necessary work. With my hive I can get all the advantages of revers-

ing by putting the lower section of the hive above the upper one.

Prof. A. .1. Cook (Calif.)— I hardly think so. I like simplicity.

If I wished to reverse—and it certainly is desirable at limes— I think I

should reverse the whole hive. The Heddon reversible hive worked
well in my hands.

.J. A. Green (Colo.)—Yes. A reversible frame can be entirely

filled with comb, giving more surface for brood or honey. Sometimea

reversing a frame will aid materially in getting honey transformed
into brood, or getting honey moved from the brood-chamber into the
sections.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—No. The advantages, if any, would not
compensate for the extras. Bees build the cells of their combs with
an upward angle, for very good reasons. When the comb is reversed
the angle of the cells with its advantages are reversed.

E. WniTCOMB (Nebr.)— No. Ueversing frames in the bee-hive
seems, in a measure, to disarrange their manner of housekeeping, and
to keep them working their former arrangements over again. For
ourselves we would not care to have some person come along occa-
sionally and turn our home upside down by turning the house over,

or reversing it, as the saying goes. Bees appreciate about the same
conditions in the hive, and generally we like to place every frame just

where we took it out when looking the colony over. '
•

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—I would not use a reversible frame; at least

I feel that way now. Such would have slight advantages in deep
frames. But, say, my shallow frames «)' reversible; they are exactly
alike either side up, but I do not practice reversing, generally. Be-
cause when I " alternate," putting the bottom part of my divisible

brood-chamber hive to the top, or in the middle if there be 3 or 4 sec-

tions as there often are, the combs that are toward tlie top will be built

solid to the bottom-bars. Split such a hive in the middle, putting the

lower half to the top, and the upper to the bottom, and you have
brood to the very last row of cells next the top-bar, so if they store

honey above the brood it nuist go above the brood-chamber. I do not
think reversing will pay with deep frames, and it is not necessary with
shallow ones. I do, however, when manipulating the little frames,

often turn them upside down, sometimes to get the comb built to the

bottom-bar, which now becomes the top, and sometimes to make the

combs fit better when changing the order in which I found them.

[siietclies of Beedomites
j

C. H. W. YVEBER.

Mr. Weber, whose excellent likeness appears on the first page,

was born in Hanover, Germany. After a good schooling he secured

employment in a dry goods house, and remained there from eight to

nine years. In 1860 he came to America, and upon reaching this

country started for Cincinnati, where he found work in the same line.

In 1808 he was employed as clerk by the late Chas. F. Muth, whom
he now succeeds. At that time Mr. Muth had just started in the bee-

business. Upon making his visits to bee-keepers, he would take Mr.

Weber along for company.

In 1872 Mr. Weber went into the grocery and seed business for

himself, and continued many years with success. After Mr. Muth's

death, the heirs asked Mr. Weber to be his successor. With the aid

of his ambitious son, Mr. Weber undertook the business, and he has

built up a large trade, handling from six to seven cars of bee-supplies

in a season. He also has bought and sold, this season, five cars of

comb honey, which was mostly received from the West. He has a

large honey-trade, as he handles nothing but the pure article. His

sales of extracted honey for manufacturing purposes amount to about

60,000 pounds per month. His honey-bottling department is greatly

improved, and he can now bottle 1.500 pounds per day. Before taking

any honey into his place, Mr. Weber makes a chemical analysis, as he

can detect any adulteration of even ;") percent.

Mr. Weber is a great bee-lover, and has a roof-apiary of hO colo-

nies, five stories high, used mainly for rearing queens. He has

another apiary 5 miles from Cincinnati, and still two other apiaries

in different places near Cincinnati.

Mr. Weber is treasurer of the Hamilton County Bee-Keepers'

Aseociation, and is doing all in his power to have a county inspector

appointed in order that the dreadful malady, foul brood, may be

wiped out of the country. Mr. Weber is satisfied that in one or two
years formaldehyde will be the extinguisher.

We had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Weber when attending the

Denver convention of the National, a year ago last September. He is

a sturdy, honorable (ierman, as his picture indicates. He is also one

of the American Bee .lournai's reliable advertisers.

Los Angeles Convention Report.—We find we have
left some complete sets of the American Bee Journal con-

taining the full report of the proceedings of the convention

of the National Bee- Keepers' Association, held at Los An-
geles, Calif., in August, l')03. There are 14 copies in a set.

n order to close them out quickly, we will send them, post-

paid, for only 10 cents a set, in stamps or silver. Better

order ai once if you want them.
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Contributed Articles

}
Life of Bees—England and America Agree.

BY G. M. DOOI,ITTI,E.

I
HAVE read aud re-read the comments of D. M. M. and
the editorial remarks thereon, as found qu pag^e 820
U903), and, notwithstanding the conclusion that " The

Life of Bees " might be a " matter that should be taken up
by the experiment stations," I do not see that such should be
the case from any material difference which comes from
the experiment as conducted by D. M. M., and those which
have been conducted in the United States. The experiment
of D. M. M., as he reports, really shortens the lengfth of life

of the worker-bee in the working season from the six
weeks, as formerly given by our experiments on this side of
'the water," to only 40 days on the England side ; instead
of its being 61 days, as figured out on page 820. [This was
corrected on page 19.

—

Ed.] Assuming that D. M. M. re-
moved his black queen on June 6, as he gives the matter,
the last black bee would not have emerged from her cell
until 21 days thereafter, which would make the date we
should figure from, in getting the life of those bees, as June
27. And as he says that all had disappeared on August 6,
we have the matter thus : 3 days remaining in June, dur-
ing which the last-emerged bee really lived; 31 in July, and
6 in August, supposing that the latest descendant of the re-
moved black queen died on that date (Aug-. 6). Thus, we
have in days lived by those last emerged bees, 3, 31 and 6
added together, which makes just 40 days instead of the 61

;

for in this matter we cannot consistently say that the bee is

living in the "real life form" while it is in the egg, larva,
or pupa state of its existence.

And if the above is right, to which think all will agree,
then it would go to prove that from some reason, such as
the state of atmosphere, longer journeys after forage, or
different environments, England is not so conducive to
length of life in or with the bees as is the United States

;

for our experiments here have repeatedly shown that black
bees live in this country 42 days, as against the 40 in the
experiment of D. M. M.

I see that D. M. M. marvelled over the rapid disappear-
ance of the black bees, especially during the last " fort-
night." That was just the way it appeared to me in my ex-
periments. But there is an item here that we often lose
sight of, and one that has much to do with the having of
the maximum number of bees on the stage of action in just
the right time for the honey harvest of any given season of
the year. That colony of his did not reach its maximum
strength, as given by that black queen, till June 27, or just
21 days after she had been killed or removed from the col-
ony

; that is, if his clime and localitv is anything as it is
here in New York State. He estima'tes that his colony had
30,000 bees in it at the time he put in the Italian queen, and,
if so, I venture that the same colony had at least 45,000 bees
on June 27, at the date of the last emerging black bee ; for,
with me, queens very nearly or quite double the amount of
eggs they lay during 24 hours between May 16 (the time
the last eggs were laid for those bees which were in the
colony when he estimates them at 30,000) and June 6. In
other words, if any queen is laying ISOO eggs a day on May
16, in this locality, she will be laying from 2500 to 3000
each day during the first half of the month of June. Hence,
all will see why it appeared that the " decrease in numbers
was something extraordinary " during the last fortnight,
for there were nearly double the bees to die each day during
that time that there were at the time of the introduction of
the Italian queen. My experience would say that the bees
were dying during the first days of August at the rate of
from 2000 to 2500, instead of the 500 that he gives as the
average.

Some seem to think that this age of bees, or how long
the3' live, amounts to nothing except as those who write
about it have a little scientific controversy over the matter ;

but I claim that on this thing hangs something of vital im-
portance to every practical bee-keeper. Supposing that
from some reason that Italian queen had been killed, and
that no other had begun to lay till 20 days later, as would
have been the result had no queen been given (as is usually
the case where nature takes its course after a queen is re-

moved)
; then D. M. M. would have had a colony right in

the height of the basswood honey-flow, had he lived in this
State, with a big shortage pf bees just when they were
needed the most.

I do not know that I have made this as plain as I might
have done, but the practical thing I wish to impress on
every apiarist is this: Don't remove any queen, if you can
possibly help it, from any colony during any time from 40
to 70 days previous to your expected honey-flow—that from
which you expect to derive a surplus ; for if you do, you will
cut the laborers short during your harvest by about 2,000 to
3,000 for each day there is no laying queen in the hive, and
this cutting short often makes the difference between a
paying crop of honey and no crop at all.

I knew a bee-keeper who once changed all his queens
during the last half of May and the first half of June, ac-
cording to the advice of a neighbor, allowing each colony to
rear its own queen, and the result was that he got scarcely
100 pounds of honey from his whole apiary, while the bees
about him did fully as well as usual.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Carbon Bisulphide as an Insecticide.

BY J. H. BEATTIK.

DURING the last few years carbon bisulphide has been
much used as an agent for destroying insects and ver-
min infesting grain, dwellings, mills, elevators, etc.

It has many qualities which make it highly desirable for
such purposes. It is not poisonous to the higher animals
when taken in small quantities, hence an inexperienced
person can use it with comparative safety. This is true of
very few of the best insecticides. They are either extremely
poisonous, or so difficult to handle that they can not be used
by any but an expert.

Carbon bisulphide, under atmospheric pressure, is a gas,
but it may easily be kept in the liquid state by keeping,it
in air-tight vessels. It may even be preserved by placing it

in an open vessel and covering it with water. The pressure
given by the weight of the water is sufficient to prevent it

from volatilizing. The specific gravity of carbon bisulphide
at 0° C. is 1.20. When in the gaseous state it has a
specific gravity of 2.63 as compared with air. This fact
makes it very useful for places like granaries where the top
is open while the bottom part of the granary is tight.

One of the greatest objections to the use of many of the
more common insecticides lies in the fact that they can not
be used where there may be either prepared or raw materi-
als. For example, hydrocyanic acid can not be used where
there are food materials, as it is a gas only at relatively high
temperatures, and hence will condense on cold subjects such
as potatoes, apples, etc. Again, it is very soluble in water,
and as all prepared food-stuffs contain a large percent of
water, it will readily be seen that these food-stuffs would
most surely be poisoned if the building containing them
was to be fumigated with hydrocyanic acid. On the other
hand, carbon bisulphide is free from both the above-named
faults. It will neither condense on cold objects, nor will it

in the least injure food-stuffs. It may even be used on pre-
pared foods, and, provided that it is given time to evaporate
these foods, may be used without the slightest danger.

Carbon bisulphide is not poisonous to man unless
breathed in comparatively large quantities. It will, when
taken in excessive quantities, produce dizziness, congestion,
coma, and finally death. It affects the heart action espec-
ially. Persons having weak hearts will do well to keep
away from carbon bisulphide.

The variety of uses to which carbon bisulphide may be
put is very large. It may be used around the dwelling to

destroy cockroaches, mice, rats, flies, etc. It may be used
to rid grain of weevil or similar pests. It may be used to

rid mills and elevators of the flour-moth, or, in fact, of any
insect or animal. It is quite often used to destroy ant-hills.

It has been used with great success to kill gophers or wood-
chucks in their burrows. It is quite often used in conserva-
tories to rid the plants of lice. It must be said, however,
that as a general rule hydrocyanic acid will be found more
satisfactory for this last purpose.

Carbon bisulphide may be obtained on the market in

cases of various sizes. The one-pound can will be found to

be a very satisfactory size for most people. Persons intend-
ing to fumigate large buildings will, of course, find it more
economical to buy the bisulphide in large quantities.

As to the amount of carbon bisulphide to use for build-

ings, proceed as follow : Calculate the cubical contents of
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the building, then provide one pound of bisulphide for each
1000 cubic feet of space. Also provide shallow dishes or

crocks, one for each 1000 cubic feet of space. Distribute

these vessels over the building as evenly as possible. Make
all windovrs and doors as near air-tight as possible. Com-
mence on the ground floor, and place one pound of the bisul-

phide in each dish. Work rapidly as possible to be consis-

tent with thorough work. When the bisulphide is distri-

buted over the first floor, proceed immediately to the second
floor, closing the door between the floors completely. When
the top floor is reached, leave the building by means of a

ladder previously provided. Do not go near the building
until several hours have passed.

It is well to begin the fumigation in the evening, and
by morning all the gas will have disappeared unless the

building is unusually tight. In some cases it will be well to

place a watchman to keep all persons away from the

premises.
One thing must always be borne in mind, the gas is ex-

tremely inflammable, and hence every precaution must be
taken to have no fire around. Incandescent lights are not
safe, as a spark is liable to be formed in switching the
lights on or off.

In fumigating such materials, as stored grain or ground
feed, it is generally thought best to proceed as follows : Al-

low one pound of the bisulphide for each 100 bushels of

grain, or in cubic feet, one pound of bisulphide for each 125
cubic feet of space actually occupied by grain. Put the
bisulphide in shallow vessels placed on the surface of the
grain, and leave the immediate vicinity at once.

If ordinary precautions are taken there need not be the
slightest danger in using carbon bisulphide.—The Agricul-
tural Student.

c
Convention Proceedingslin§sj

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceeding's of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23, 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE, SEC.

(Continued from page 69.)

QUEENS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE.

Mr. Gill—The queens that we have in the apiary put
money in the bank. There is a difference in races, and a
difference in individual queens. By careful selection, I have
been trying to improve mine. In Wisconsin I succeeded
admirably. I got my first in 1878, and in the succeeding 16
or 18 years I materially improved them with reference to
the traits of using wax instead of propolis, hardiness, wing-
power, and honey-gathering qualities. Last year I bought
250 queens, 25 to come a day during the swarming season,
of the same strain I had in Wisconsin years ago, from a
thoroughly reliable man. He had been running for ex-
tracted honey, and dequeening about June 25 for the bass-
wood flow. The queens had been reared last year from
good cells, and were taken from the hives in full condition.
This proved to be harmful. Today not 40 or 50 percent are
alive. Some did not begin to lay soon, and some were
drone-layers, and their colonies did not begin to be as good
on the first of August as colonies that had been given good,
ripe cells. Therefore, to take queens in the height of the
breeding season and mail them in hot weather is very un-
satisfactory. I also got 50 queens from Tennessee, young
queens just beginning to lay. They proved very effective
and satisfactory. Therefore, for much of the difference be-
tween queens the queen-breeder is not to blame, but it is a
matter of the proper conditions.

A Member—I had a little experience with young queens
from the South. Instead of putting them in large colonies,
I put them with one or two frames of brood as early in the
spring as I could, and built them up. I took as high as
three supers of honey from such colonies.

PLANTING OF TREES AND CONSERVATION OF
FORESTS.

Mr. Stone (President of the State Forestry Association)
—The subject I have to present to this convention will in-

terest every man who has to do with the soil, as all rural
pursuits depend so largely upon irrigation. Our State
Forestry Association was organized in 1884, and we have
kept up our activities ever since. It has been and is now
entirely a voluntary organization, with no official connec-
tion with the State, governor, or legislature, and conse-
quently no government patronage. As to our expenses, we
depend upon membership fees. What we stand for is con-
tained in our constitution—the planting of trees and the
conservation of forests. I wish that every farmer who owns
land would plant a few useful trees, such as black locust

and catalpa. In a few years he would begin to draw his

recompense.
Three weeks ago our association decided to try to in-

duce the authorities at Washington to increase our forest

preserves for the preservation of moisture. The Govern-
ment has already done much to stir us to action. On the
map that I show you, you can see that four areas are at

present reserved ; each of contiguous laud. But in these
four are six : The San Isbell Reserve, on the Sangre de
Christo range, of 120 square miles ; the Battlement Mesa
Reserve, including Grand Mesa, of 1850 square miles ; the
White River Reserve, of 1830 square miles ; the Pike's Peak
Reserve, of 279 square miles ; the Plum Creek Reserve, of

1086 square miles ; and the South Platte Reserve, of 1086

square miles, making a total amount that is about equiva-
lent to the area that we have under ditches. We propose, in

addition, to ask for a reservation beginning at Wyoming,
and going clear down the range. We can not have too

many reservations at the headquarters of streams. Our
petition to the Secretary of the Interior recites, first, that
agriculture in this State is almost entirely dependent upon
irrigation ; second, that that portion of irrigation which
comes from the high mountain ranges is dependent for the
quantity and quality of its flow on forests and the preser-

vation of forests ; that the effect of the careless removal of

the forests of these mountain areas has already tended to

dry up the streams and fill up reservoirs and canals with
sediment ; and therefore asks that all territory in the basins
of rivers and creeks, beginning with the Medicine Bow
range, and continuing south to include the Sangre de
Christo range and the Saguache country, and especially all

areas above 8590 feet, be set apart as forest areas, and
tracts reforested, except such as are necessary for mining
ranges.

Mr. Fellows— I didn't come to make a speech. I think
this is one of the most important questions that affect the

State. As a government official, I naturally realize it more
deeply. It is a fact that the water supply is so threatened
that it is almost a doubtful proposition. There are three

projects of government works for irrigation on the South
Platte, the Grand, and the Uncompahgre and Gunnison
rivers. No great project can be carried out on the first, for

the Platte supply is practically exhausted now ; that is, it

there were an average flow next year equivalent to what
has been the flow of late years, and all the reservoirs now
built took water, they could not all be filled and reserve
water priorities. The Grand River project is still feasible,

but the several ditches now built or projected would take
all the flow at Grand Junction. The Gunnison River tun-

nel is the most feasible, but at the same time the flow is so

low that it is considerable less than the tunnel will carry.

But there is ground for alarm lest denudation of the forest

slopes affect the latter two projects also. It is therefore
absolutely demonstrated that denudation is one of the prior

causes of the lack of water.
Mr. Stone—We have local petitions, but the one here

presented is the general one for the whole State, such as we
ask other State organizations to support.

Mr. Rhodes— I move we indorse the work presented,
and instruct our President and Secretary to sign the peti-

tion as presented by Mr. Stone. [Carried.]
Mr. Pease—If the water for the projected reservoir to

supply the High Line ditch is already exhausted, is it not a
waste of money to build it ?

Mr. Fellows—It may be successful in taking floods of
short duration. This would not be true if water were re-

quired to be carried to it for 100 or 150 days.

APIARIAN EXHIBIT AT ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.

Ex-Senator Swink made a strong plea for an apicultural
exhibit at St. Louis. He said it was the time of our life to

make an exhibit, as it was the biggest exposition ever made
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in the United States. Nearly every other exposition has
been somewhat local, but St. Louis is universally conceded
to be the best place for it. Though this last year has been
one of the off years, he is confident that a good display can
be made, by including next season. Some say they sent
exhibits to former exhibitions, but never heard of them
again

; but he will have charge of this exhibit, and will see
that everything is returned or sold, and the proceeds turned
over. He knows the exhibit he made in Omaha sold a great
deal of Colorado honey, and is sure that this will. A fine
display can be made if all chip in what they can. He ex-
pects to give all his judgment to the matter, and use the
judgment of others. He has the promise of the best space,
and the best location, in the Horticultural Building. He
especially recommended sending something special, out of
the common order, as it catches the eyes of many thousands,
and goes a long way toward the success of a general display;
it costs more to prepare such an exhibit, but it pays. The
superintendent has promised to arrange to have colonies of
bees there in working order.

Mr. Wilson spoke in the same vein, saying that Colo-
rado melons have a national reputation through Senator
Swink's advertising, and we can have the same reputation
for honey by advertising in the same way. Each individual
who sends an exhibit will be given credit for it.

Pres. Harris—Unless we look out the Mormons will
take the first prize. They are making extensive prepara-
tions for the Exposition.

Mr. Gill—I move the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation give earnest and loyal support in getting up a proper
exhibit at St. Eouis next year. [Carried.]

Mrs. Mary Wright, State Dairy Commissioner, was in-
troduced, and said she would do all in her power to aid the
bee-keepers in doing away with the competition of impure
honey.

Mr. M. A. Gill, of Boulder Co., then read the following
paper

:

TO WHAT EXTENT WILL IT PAY COLORADO BEE=
KEEPERS TO MANUFACTURE THEIR OWN

SUPPLIES?
In my opinion the time has come when the bee-keepers

of the West' should manufacture the most of their supplies.
In making our own supplies, as in buying them, one of

the vexations is that we require so many different systems,
which, of course, will require different kinds of hives. But
these notions of ours can be met just as well by making
them as by buying them ; the only difference will be, it

will cost a little more, like it does any manufacturer to be
all the time changing his machinery.

We should simplify our fixtures just as much as possi-
ble, and this will not only cheapen them, but enable us to
handle more bees. Most amateurs, when they look at a
complicated hive-cover, or a complicated frame that is hard
to make, will think that there is some hidden potency in the
construction that is necessary for them to secure the largest
production of honey, or the successful wintering of their
bees. But the practical, experienced bee-man knows that
the more simple we can meet the requirements of the bees
the better it is for the bees, as well as the most profitable
for the owner; and that many of the complications are a
trick of the manufacturers to head us off from making our
own supplies.

It has been said that Colorado had no lumber that would
make a good beehive, and I, myself, used to think that way.
But four years ago I made 200 hives and 600 supers from
white spruce. The lumber was well seasoned. I cut them
accurately and nailed them up in a workman-like manner,
and gave them two good coats of lead and zinc paint, and I
find them to-day in better repair than hives made from soft
pine by Eastern manufacturers. When I say better repair,
I mean the whole IS -story, which includes the super, cover,
and hive-follower, all of which are a nuisance as now made
by the factories.

There is also a species of soft white pine that grows
high up in the snow in the vicinity of Long's Peak, that
also makes a good hive. Most bee-keepers around Long-
mont have been making their own hives for the past four
years. We find it the most satisfactory to give our orders
for lumber right to the mill owner, and have our lumber cut
with proper regard to width and thickness, so that when
the lumber is seasoned, planed, and cut into hives, there is
the least possible waste.

We have bought our pattern slats (for supers) and HoflF-
man frames in the East, and for my own part, for comb
honey and rapid handling, I must say I prefer the Hoffman
frame, but as the price has gone to 2;i cents each, I think
we shall change to a plain staple-spaced frame, with heavy

top-bar, and made from our best, picked, native material ;

and I think they can be made for one cent each.
I will say to any one who intends to make his own

hives. Don't make them from any lumber you can pick up,
or you will be sorry you did not buy your hives at any cost.

Two years ago I could not get white spruce or white pine,
and so I made my hives and supers from what was called
Arizona spruce, and it proved very unsatisfactory. Mr.
Hickox also made a quantity that season from the same
material, and I think it about disgusted him with home-
made hives. Thus, I say, get the best native material,
have it well-seasoned, then make it up in a workman-like
manner, paint it good, and your hives will prove satisfac-

tory, and you can make nearly two for the price of one
Eastern hive.

Our Longmont hive is made so that all parts are inter-

changeable with the standard 8 or 10 frame hives, but, in

my opinion, it is a better and more substantial hive.

We have a better super, more convenient for rapid
handling, and more substantial. For my part, I do not like

the little wiggly, short-lived section-holders of the factory-
made hives. I do not like the hive-followers that are made
from the scrap-pile at the factory, nor do I like the covers
as furnished by the factories, that will leak and commence
falling to pieces within two years in this climate.

But I am not here to discuss my own likes and dislikes,

nor my particular kind of hive and fixtures, but that a good
hive can be made from Western lumber, and at a price that

we can afford.

I want to say that I have no complaint to make against
any Eastern manufacturer, nor any Western dealer, nor
have I any hives to sell, nor any interest in the sale or
manufacture of any hives or fixtures. I am simply a honey-
producer, and from this stand-point I find it sensible, as
well as profitable, to have as little money tied up in fixtures

as possible and still keep our bees in merchantable shape.

While we have never made any shipping-cases, I believe

they can be very profitably made somewhere in the West
for 10 cents each, even if they are not quite so fancy in ap-

pearance as the Eastern made.
We are told that the prices of sections have been nearly

doubled on account of the great scarcity of basswood
lumber, and that we must soon return to the use of the four-

piece section. I will say that when I can not have the

Rauchfuss press and the one-piece section, I shall return to

the production of extracted honey entirely. With regard to

this, let me say. Have no fear for the next few generations
but what the dealers will furnish us with basswood sections

if we pay the $4.00 and $5.00 per thousand. If I did not
know something about the millions of feet of standing bass-

wood to be found in that section of our country lying be-

tween the great Mankato woods in Minnesota and extend-

ing to New York, and including the Canadas, I should
think perhaps that the great shortage of basswood lumber
was the only cause for the recent excessive rise in the price

of sections ; but I know that the price of basswood lumber
in my old State (Wisconsin) has not risen as has the price

of sections.
There is a great future for the bee-industry in the

great West, and the new Moffet railroad will open up a sec-

tion of country where there are vast quantities of lumber
that will make good bee-supplies (not including sections),

and in my opinion there is a good field right now for the
extensive manufacture of bee-supplies right here in this

Western country. M. A. Gix,!,.

Mr. Gill—I want to say a few things not in the paper.

I feel that while we have been allowed to be carried along
in advance of the prices, the time has come to show those
people they can't infringe on us. Material is not so scarce.

The only way is to force them to come down.
F. Rauchfuss—At what price can you buy lumber in

Longmont suitable for hives ?

Mr. Gill—White spruce, just such ^yidths and thick-

nesses as are wanted, costs us $10.50 per thousand ; and
well-seasoned, $17.50 per thousand, and §3.00 for dressing.

F. Rauchfuss—How does it run as to knots ?

Mr. Gill—We picked the lumber. There are some knots,

but they are tight, and do not show through the paint.

Mr. Whipple—I made 300 supers at a cost of not quite 10

cents apiece, as good as anything I can buy.
Mr. Aikin—How shall we reconcile our use of native

lumber with our support of the Forestry Association ?

Mr. Gill—We will observe the laws, but this is a ques-

tion by itself.

H. Rauchfuss— I believe the time has come to manu-
facture our own supplies, not only in Colorado, but in the
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other Western States. The manufacturers have formed a

trust. Next year perhaps they will add 5 percent to their

prices, and next year again, and so on. We have to show
them we are fixed for making hives. I don't think we will

have to make very many.
Chas. Adams—For four years I have used Mexican or

Oregon pine in making hives, and found it satisfactory.

Mr. Gill (showing a 1'2 story hive)—This hive in the

flat costs about 80 cents, including the pay for labor, which
is 17 cents. The super- slats are <s inch instead of '4 inch.

Mr. Aikin—This discussion is intensely interesting, but

I see difficulties ahead. Where is the supply of lumber to

come from, especially when our forest reserves shall be
established? Perhaps the reservoir system may help out

the forests. But, after all, I have never been able to make
hives as cheaply as I could buy them, except once. But I

am heartily in sympathy with the movement. It may bring
the transportation companies to a recognition of the facts.

This transportation question is no small item.

Mr. Gill—The supply is not so limited as you would be

led to think. But if a large factory is established, then the

place to get lumber from would be Idaho, which has vast

forests. The new railroad to Salt Lake will open up many
tracts not at the headwaters of streams. I think Mr. H.
Rauchfuss struck the key-note in his remarks.

Mr. Morehouse—For five or six years I have made my
own hives from Mexican pine, and found it satisfactory. It

cost me S24 per thousand.
Mrs. Booth—Supposing we did get a factory, how long

would it be before an opposition would be started ?

Mr. Swink—The difference between lumber in the

rough and bee-supplies is simply enormous, so that the

freight-rates alone would be a big saving. There is no
question but we can get the lumber as well as they can.

(Continued next week,

)

Report of the Nebraska Convention.

(
Nasty's Afterthoughts

The Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association met in

the experiment station building at the University farm at

Lincoln. The attendance was large, and much interest

was shown in the discussions.

Pres. E. Whitcomb opened the program with an address
on " The Past, Present, and Future of Bee-Keeping in

Nebraska." He related that his interest in the bee-business

dated from the time he foraged a barrel of honey during
the Civil War. Bees were first found in Nebraska by sol-

diers, who usually robbed them of honey. An instance is

on record of a soldier being killed by honey obtained in this

manner. Mr. Whitcomb explained that honey was not
poisonous, but that when bees were mad, a poisonous sub-

stance called formic acid was dropped on the honey by
them, and this is why honey taken by the robbing process
is often fatal. He said that Nebraska had a great variety

of honey-producing plants, and that this fact accounted for

the great variety of honey produced here.

Mr. Whitcomb deplores the habit of nurserymen in

spraying their fruit-trees while in full bloom. The bees are
killed by working on these blossoms, and the spraying is no
more effective than if done at a later period. Nurserymen
would have but poor success if it were not for the bees.

The honey-production in Nebraska, he said, was 1.5

pounds per capita, and one pound of honey is as valuable
for food as two pounds of pork, and contains as much medi-
cine as any drug-store would sell for SO cents. He said that

because alfalfa has so little flavor some people think it is

manufactured. Comb honey can not be adulterated, but a
glucose mixture is often sold for extracted honey.

Miss Lillian Trester next read a very interesting paper
entitled, "The Supply Dealer." She said that supply deal-

ers like to meet their customers, and to encourage begin-
ners. They were always willing to advise customers, but
that sometimes it is better to let the customer have what he
wants, and then he will be better satisfied.

After a recess resolutions on the death of M. L. Trester
were passed and ordered spread on the minutes, and that a
copy be sent to the bereaved family. Mr. Trester was a
member and an ex-president of the Association.

The report of L. D. Stillson, as secretary-treasurer, was
read and adopted.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows :

President, E. Whitcomb ; Vice-President, L. H. Trester ;

Secretary-Treasurer, L. D. Stillson, of York.

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

THE " LARDING " OF BEK-QUII,TS.

A little rough on the bees, to give their new quilt of old

carpet a heavy daub of old, rancid lard. Probably they will

stand it rather than abscond (that is, providing they are

not a newly-hived swarm), and the real harm may be small,

except to the bee-keeper's own feelings. Some fussing
may be called for before all the underside of the quilt gets

propolized over—strips of it being protected by the wood of

the frame-tops. It is possible, however, to have it nearly

all coated the first exposure if there is just the right amount
of burr-comb to lay it on. I use enamel, and have lots of

trouble about bees eating holes. I think stray larva; of the

wax-moth start the hole in most instances, and then the

bees are zealous to enlarge it. Wonder if a sufficient daub
of lard would disgust the larva, and keep him from eating

holes. W. A. Moo'-e, page 796.

BUTTERFLIES DON'T PRODUCE MOTHS.

No, Mr. Nebraska, your killing all the butterflies, and
your not being troubled with moth-worms last summer, are

totally unrelated " happenstances." The mother of this

mischief is too small, and far too sly, to be attacked in that

way. And systematically killing the wrong kind of crea-

ture doesn't make us feel right in our own eyes, most of us.

Let's be sure we've got after the right villain, and then go
ahead with the killing. Page 797.

BURNING UP ROBBER-BEES.

Burning up bunches of would-be robbers with a torch is

a vehemence of warfare not to be followed in ordinary cases.

Barely possible that there may be extremes in which it

would be justifiable. But things come into my mind once

in awhile. Had the excited bee-man spent a couple of days
beating a tin pan, or in any other way of working oflf sur-

plus nerve force, might not the bees have become quiet the

third day just the same ? Page 798.

STEEL-PLATE NO GOOD FOR HIVE-ROOFING,

So 1 In the modern direct processes of making steel

they burn out some ingredients which used to protect iron

plate from corrosion. Eventually they will learn to put

these things in again at the close of the process ; but, per-

chance, a good many years of trouble will ensue first. Sad

to find that steel plate is no good for roofing any more—and
that even thorough painting does not make it so. My
•'notions" incline me to feel very contemptuous toward

painted cloth for roofs ; but it begins to look as if I should

have to do what others before me have had to do—give my
notions up. Page 798.

MAN-PICKED AND NATURE-PICKED DRONES,

If the alternative comes to man-picked drones or Na-

ture-picked drones—only that and nothing more—man is

going to worse than waste his time, I very freely grant.

But let men pick a thousand, and then Nature pick one out

of the thousand—what's the matter with that scheme ? At
any rate, we may be glad to know that Nature has a method

of breeding by selection which is very hard to improve on.

BANDED BEES IN EVERY APIARY IN CARNIOLA, NOT IN EVERS
HIVE.

I was intending to remark, anent a matter gone by, that

Frank Benton's corrected observations concerning bees in

Carniola, was that he found banded bees in every apiary,

but not in every hive. Guess it is not too late to make the

correction now.
BIG BARRELS IN CANADA.

We knew that Canada was a country inclined to big-

gishness, but we didn't know before that a barrel held 1000

pounds up there. Why, a barrel with 1000 pounds of honey

in it would be in the condition of some Yankee beekeepers'

heads I Page 803.

THOSE ANSWERS ON SIZE OF HIVE.

It's just nicely a which-and-'tother contest that the 8-

frame hive and the 10-frame hive have on page 804. Two
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dodge the question, and four give answers not readily ad-
justable with the rest. Of the 22 that remain, two are for
7, eight are for 8, two are for 9, nine are for 10, and one is

for 12. In other words, ten go for more than 9, and ten for
less. Thought be-sure I should show up lonesome when I

sent in my number 7, and, lo, 1 have such strong company
as P. H. Elwood. Page 804.

Our Bee"Meepin§ Sisters
j

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Getting Extpacting-Combs Cleaned.

If I should write a word in reply to Mr. Dadant's com-
ments will it be set down to a woman's desire for the last
word, or will it be said that I am following scriptural advice,
" Agree with thine adversary quickly ?" We are not adver-
saries, however. Both Miss Wilson and myself expressly
said that to haVe the combs cleaned on the hives is the best
way, when it can be so done. Probably it can be always so
managed in an apiary like his, where everything is done
"decently and in order " at the proper time. In the West
we get the name of being somewhat slip-shod in our meth-
ods, and I must admit that in my own case removing the
honey and subsequent operations have to be done when and
bow I can—always a little by little, and so I find myself
sometimes where I must, as it were, choose between evils,
and it was thinking of others in the same boat that led me
to give my choice in the case in point as, "Get the combs
cleaned up in the open air rather than store them as they
are."

I find I have practiced "the Taylor way "and "the
Miller way," too, to a limited extent, all unwitting that I

was in such good company.
Mr. Dadant's objections hold good, however. The

combs are not repaired. Neither can I see that they are
appreciably damaged.

Circumstances alter cases. My apiary is small, and at
the last inspection there was not a weak colony in it.

Neither is there a neighbor's bee within flying distance. " I

am monarch of all I survey."
While I am at it I would like to give Mr. Dadant a word

of appreciation. I am always ready to accord respectful
attention to anything he writes, and have not the least
desire to cross swords with him in anything, even although
it would then be mine " the stern joy that warriors feel in
foemen worthy of their steel." (Mrs.) A. L. Amos.

Custer Co., Nebr., Jan. 12.

Women as Rural Mail-Carriers.

Mr. H. E. Hathaway, of the carrier division of the Post-
OfSce Department of Washington, says :

" It has been the experience of the Department that women car-
riers take extraordinary pains to serve their routes efficiently under the
most adverse circumstances, and seem to take a pride in overcoming:
obstacles which would daunt the strongest man."

A woman may not lift as heavy a hive as a man, but in
some cases she will stick to her work when a man would be
discouraged.

A Sister's Experience With Bees.

I thought I would accept your kind invitation and write
a few lines to tell you how much I enjoy the Sister's depart-
ment in the American Bee Journal ; and also tell you of
some of my successful failures in bee-keeping.

I commenced handling bees in 1897. My brother, W.
D. Phillips, bought 5 colonies of Italian bees that spring,
got " A B C of Bee-Culture," and subscribed for two bee-
papers. My brother being in very poor health at the time,
he did the brain-work and I attended to handling the bees
and looked after swarms, and, as he had promised me I

could have every swarm I hived by myself, I attended
strictly to business ; when the swarming season was over I

had 5 colonies of my own, and a prouder person would have
been hard to find."

We did not secure very much surplus honey that year,
but the bees went into winter quarters in fine condition.
We wintered them on the summer stands with chaff-trays

over them. So we read our bee-books all winter and were
ready when spring opened to commence work again, as the
bee-fever had not abated the least bit. So he ordered more
supplies, and that year we had splendid success. We sold
over 400 pounds of white comb honey.

Well, my brother's health kept failing so fast that by
the next spring he was scarcely able to go into the bee-
yard, but as long as he was able to walk he would come out
and sit under the grape-arbor and watch the bees. So I

took sole charge of them myself, and would report to him,
but I could not give them the proper care they needed, for

I had my housework to look after and to wait upon him
;

but I did the best I could. Things remained in this condi-
tion until the spring of 1902, when he died, and left me with
25 colonies of bees to look after all alone. I now have 35

colonies in good shape, and have never had any disease

among my bees. Last year I sold over 300 pounds of sec-

tion honey and 100 pounds of bulk honey.
I love to work with the bees, and very seldom get stung

now, although I have had some picnics with them ; but I

manage to come out ahead, always. I use the Alley queen-
trap during the swarming season, and very few swarms
get away.

I have never tried introducing new queens, but have
just let the bees attend to that themselves, and this I con-

sider one of my failures. I am going to get Dr. Miller's
" Forty Years Among the Bees," and study it this winter
before I conclude to quit the bee-business entirely. I am 56

years old, and am bothered with sciatic rheumatism, so I

don't know but what I will quit if I can dispose of my bees.

This is a poorly written letter, but I have enjoyed the
Sister's department so much that I felt it my duty to con-
tribute a few lines, although I expect they will get no
farther than your waste-basket.

I wish you and all the sister bee-keepers all the success

in the New Year that you may have wished for in the past.

Adams Co., Ohio, Jan. 11. Mrs. Mary A. Ray.

Don't worry ; such interesting letters as yours do not
find their way into the waste-basket. Please write again.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Moving Bees a Long Distance.

The letter of Charles W. Sager, page 92, is of interest

because it relates just how a considerable number of colo-

nies were successfully taken in a car a long distance. Not
every one would think of its making any practical differ-

ence whether bees were loaded in the front or the back end
of a car, but a little thinking will satisfy one of the sound-
ness of his advice, to fasten the bees in the front end ; then
when severe bumping occurs hives can bump against the
front end of the car without fear of breaking loose the fast-

enings at the center of the car. C. C. M.

Perforated-Tin Separators.

In " Some Expert Opinion," page 10, after looking the
answers over, it does seem to me that a separator that is

made of tin with perforated holes, like the Root-Tinker zinc,

with holes '4 of an inch in width, and of the same length as
used in the zinc, might be used, as it would make a good
ladder with the holes in them ; and for 4'+ x4'4 use separa-
tors 4 inches wide. Now, I mean j4^-inch holes in width,
as the tin separators could be cleaned by boiling in soap
and water. Ilijnois.

Answer.—Such a separator would work very well if

one did not care for the expense. It must Oe remembered, too,

that tin does not work very well where loose separators are
desired, as there will be more or less bending or curving
lengthwise. With a surplus arrangement that allows the
separators to be nailed on, tin is all right.
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Peedine Glucose to Stimulate Bees.

Is it safe to feed bees on glucose or corn sugar to stimu-

late them 7 We expect to feed our bees a good deal the com-
ing spring, as they were rather short of stores last fall.

Michigan.

Answer.—Yes, and no. After bees can fly daily in the
spring it is safe to feed almost anything in the line of sweets,
but it may not be safe to trust to glucose to keep them
from starving, for it is possible that you may find that they
will not take it.

What Caused the Death of Queens?

The first part of April I lost 9 queens in three days, 5 of
them only 10 months old. I saw one coming out of the hive,

fluttering around a few times, and drop dead. What could
be the cause of this—poisoning? And from what ? No
honey was gathered, and no dead brood or bees found in

these colonies which were full of brood and bees.

Illinois.

Answbr.—I don't know. If it were poisoning, the
queens alone would hardly have suffered, and you say noth-
ing of any deaths but those of the queens.

Colony Died with Plenty of Honey.

The other day I looked into two of my hives, and found
the bees down at the bottom, dead. They had plenty of
honey ; the colony was about 3 years old. The bees seemed
to work well all summer. The trap had been on one hive
for two years, I get HO pounds of honey from it. I would
like to know what was the cause of it. New York.

Answer.—The bees may have died from diarrhea, in

which case you will find them badly daubed. If the dead
bees are dry and clean, it is probably a case of starvation.
You say, " They had plenty of honey." That may mean
they had honey in the fall but now have none. It may
mean that honey was left in the hive after the death of the
bees. It sometimes happens that a colony starves to death,
leaving a good supply of honey in the hive, but where the
bees could not reach it. Up to the date of your letter there
has been a pretty long and severe stretch of cold weather,
during which it would not be easy for the bees to reach the
honey if it was two or three frames distant from the cluster.

Qetting Started with Bees.

1. I am greatly interested in bees and want to start an
apiary. What make of hive would be the best for a begin-
ner ?

2. How many colonies should I start with, and what
breed or strain ?

-^ 3. Any other suggestions. I live near Medina river,

have mesquite, sage, or broom-weed, chapperal, etc., for the
bees to work on. Texas.

Answers.—1. The kind of hive for a beginner is the
one that will be best for him when he is no longer a begin-
ner. For it is not an easy thing to change from one kind
of hive—especially from one kind of frame—to another.

Neither is it desirable. Whatever hive you intend to use
when fairly launched, that's the hive to start with.

2. Generally speaking, a beginner should not start with
more than two or three colonies, increasing his number
with his experience. Special circumstances might make it

advisable to start with a large number, as where one is will-

ing to run the risk of the loss of a few colonies for the sake
of the experience.

3. If there is any one thing in the way of advice that a
beginner needs, it is the advice to read up well. If you do
not expect to keep more than one colony, you need one bee-
book. If you intend to increase to SO or 100 colonies, it will

pay to have several bee-books and several bee-papers. You
can do a lot of reading this winter that will make next sum-
mer's experience doubly valuable. Reading a bee-book will

be of much use to you ; studying several will be of very
much more use to you.

Wiring Foundation in Frames in Winter.

I have 1,500 wired brood-frames to fill with foundation.
After filling they will be stored in a room where the tem-
perature will be about the same as out-doors. I have plenty
of time to fill some now, but am afraid the foundation will
break loose from the wires and top-bar if filled during cold
weather. L/ater I will be very busy. Please advise me.

Wisconsin.

Answer.—Fill 'em now. Do the work in a warm room,
and while they are still warm set them where they are to

stay, and then see that they're not disturbed till warm
weather. The cold won't hurt them so long as they are not
moved.

Size of Hives and Supers.

1. If you had just 80 Langstroth brood-frames, and could
not get any more, and were a husky young man working
your bees for comb honey, would you put those 80 frames
in eight 10-frame hive-bodies, or would you put them in ten
8-frame hive-bodies for best results, speaking from a prac-
tical bee-keeper's standpoint?

2. Suppose you were running 20 colonies of bees for

comb honey, and you had one-half of them in 8-frame hives,

and one-half in 10-frame hives, the 10-frame-hive super
holding 30 one-pound sections, and the 8-frame hive super
holding 24 one-pound sections, which of the two sizes would
the bees fill tlie most supers in the season, under the same
conditions ? Illinois.

Answers — 1. I fancy I can see a rather satisBed smile
on your face in asking that question, as who should say,
" I rather think that will be a pretty hard nut for him to

crack." And so it is, especially with the restriction that I

am limited to the 80 frames, and allowed to have no more.
Now, really, do you think it's giving me a fair show to shunt
a question like that at me without telling me anythinu;

about what's on those frames? If you set before me the eight
lO's and the ten 8's, and say that the same number of bees
will be in each hive, I'll take the ten 8's quick. If you say
the eight lO's are to have in all just as many bees as the

ten 8's, I think I'll take the eight lO's.

2. I should expect the most supers to be filled by the 8-

frames.

HARDY FRUIT TREES
iflthe prnpa^'ute<i »li,-re .severe weuther prevails. It is with trees as wi
niun beiUk's the nuithener lan stand tile cold better than the southen
r sto.-lt IS raised in the blizzard belt of northern Iowa and will stand sev.
weather. Our siicoeas is due to the quality and fruitfiilness

- stock and honest dealing. Leaflet on hark ijraftlnK'. and .atalog free

The Gardner INursery Co., Box 713. Osade. Iowa
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The Ormas
There is but one kind of proof whieh
should have any weight in selei'ting

ap incubator. That is the percentage
of chicks it will hatch and rearto the
poiniof assured life. That's just where
the Ormas Incubatorleads. Itnotonly
'shells 'em out," but it gives them a

THE
INCUBATOR
THAT

SHELLS 'EM

OUT

The Ormas
Btronp htalthy start. Ifyouhaveany
doubt—or would like to read some
actual proofs, send for my new cata-

lotf. It is free and tellssorae truths in

words and pictures no one can deny.

L. A. BANTA
Llsonter, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal -wben 'writing.-

^
FROM MANY FIELDS

]
Moving Bees a Long Distance.

Uq page II, " Nebraska " .isked you about
moving bees oq tlie raili'oat). Haviiiff had a
lilUe experience in that way of movint; bees I

take the liberty to write you how I liaadled

them. I cut 2x4 scantliDgs just long enough
to reach across the car, nailed them to the
bottom of the car both at the ends and several

places to the Hoor. So much for that part.

My hives are the old-fashioned il-frame

Langstroth, telescope covers. I nailed the

caps down with S-penny nails, and nailed the

hive at each corner to the bottom-board, I

nailed with 8-ounce tacks a strip of wire-

cloth across the entrance, cutting it :i inches
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wide, and long enough to reach across the
hive front, bent in and tacked well. Be sure
on that point. Next I set the hives on the
two pieces of 2x4 and nailed them at three of
the corners with s-penny wire nails, leaving
the nails up about i,, inch, I could not get at

the fourth corner to nail that. Then I put
two other pieces of 3x4 across the hives, nail-

ing them at the end and toe-nailing them to
the caps. In that manner I placed 84 colonies
in one end of a box-car, putting L'x4's on the
top of the last and then piling empty supers,
etc., on top of the whole of them. I then
took some 2xi5 and put them across the car
against the ends of the whole lot, spiking
them solid, three of them straight and one
across, making the whole solid. I will say
right here, that they must be made so they
cannot move, or else all is lost.

In the other end of the car I had household
goods, and nailed boards across to keep them
from moving. Well, those boards lasted just
until the train, or rather the engine, ran off

the track, then the engineer stopped the
train with the air-brakes, and those boards
broke like matches.
Another thing : Put the bees in the front

end of the ear, if you don't have more than '.,

carload, as the sudden stops throw the stutl

in the car towards the front end oftener than
the other way.

I had all ready for 7 or '^ days, waiting for a
car, then it took 7 full days to come 1644 miles
by rail, and the next day to get them out of
the car, so it was 16 or 1" days from the time
the hives were nailed up until they were
opened, when I found just 2 of the combs
broken out of the frames, and two other hives
had the comb bruised so the honey leaked out
some, but not broken. One colony swarmed
out, but clustered on the side of their hive,
and I put them back and they stayed there.

I live about 7 miles from where I have my
bees; I went down there yesterday, and they
were flying out a good deal, and seem all

right to-day. I went west from here, to Out-
look, to see a man that has about 1.50 colonies
of bees, and they were Hying a good deal.
There are quite a number of bees in this vicin-
ity, but most of them are farmer's bees, and
the owners don't know or care to take much
care of them. I found one bee-keeper who
does not claim to spend much time with his
bees, but he knows that he can make it pay
to handle them, as he reads bee papers and
books.

I had to smile while reading Dr. Miller's ex-
perience in the days when he was trying to
keep bees at a distance, or at long range, as I

had tried something in that line myself. I

came out here (from central Minnesota) on
account of the cold winters. We have not
had any winter here yet ; the coldest was
Thanksgiving week, about 16 to 32 degrees
above zero, but the rest of the time it has
been mostly 38 to 35 degrees or warmer. We
have had a good deal of foggy, cloudy weather
during November and December and the first

week in January. There is a great deal of
alfalfa raised here, the only trouble being
that they cut it almost too soon for the honey
crop.

ilees are left out on the summer stands all

the time here, and no complaint about winter
loss. Chas. W. Sager.
Yakima Co., Wash., Jan. 13.

Bee-Keepingr in North Dakota.
The American Bee Journal comes along on

time and in good shape, and has been a great
help to me in the management of bees. I

have kept a few colonies for a number of
years. With the Journal I can without fail
make a success of them through all seasons
of the year, winter excepted !

I have put away for the past years, from
10 to 30 colonies, in a bee-house above ground,
built the best way I knew how to resist the
severe winter of North Dakota. My losses
were heavy, only saving about 2 out of every
10 or 12. Last winter I put 3 in the house-
cellar to try results ; 3 came out fairly good,
one poor. The 9 I put in the bee-house all
died.

I had grand success in building up these 3,
thanks to the American Bee Journal for its
guiding staff of writers, giving practical ex-
perience. I took them out of the cellar about
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TREES THAT GROW

CARL SONDEREGGER
Boi 99 Beatrice, Neb.

Eucalyptus Trees

!

We can furnish them, and invite correspon-
lence. Address, GEO. W. BERCAW,

4A4t El Toko, Orange Co., Calif.
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1903 Shows. Gives prices and valuable information.

Anna L Pinkerton Company, Boi 27 t Hastings, Neb,

A THOUSAND DOLLAR EGG
—ft touchjnt^ story of dfvufinn telling liuw Mandj paid
themorttrat,'ean..U:ivfathc larm Tells how to make
money from poultry. Also p;^:^,' record and (^"alendar foi

I90ft. Mailed free. Geo. II. Lt-e Co., Omahu, Neb.
t-ieaan (beotion Bee Journal -wtien wntLiUE

Texas Queens!
3 and 5 banded Qoldens

from a reliable breeder.
Yuu all know him-DANIEL
WURTH- the Queen Special-
ist—who fills orders by Re-
turn Hail. I am liere to
stay, and thank my many
friends and patrons for
their liberal patronag-e in
the past. Wishing you all
a Happy New Year, I am
ready as usual to furnish
you with thebest of Queens.
Tested, in March and April,
$1.25 each; Untested, in

,$l.[iOeach; 6 forfS.CO. Breeders,
,$3.00 each. I am booking orders

DANIEL WURTH, Karnes Gity^TeiT.
. 3D6t cPleasei mention tbe Bee Jcurnal
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Please mention Bee Journal -when writlnjr

BARGAINS IN PLANTS AND TREES
worth doulile the money, by mail postpaid

200 Marie Strawberry $1 00
lOOKini^'Kaspherrv 1 00
inoEa. King Blackberry 1 00 SCKIberta Peach 100
lOOOHmer '•

1 00 10 Pear assorted 1 00
20 Nia^'nra Grapes I TO 10 Cherry assorted 1 00
20 Worden " 1 00 | 15 Apples " 1 00
Everything for the fruit prower best varieties cheap.

, Free cataloj; of L'reitt bnrcains— 3 new strawberry
plants free for C numt's of fiuit growers and '^c stump.
W. N. SCARFF, NEW CARLISLE, OHIO

BEAUTIFUL PICTURE

Please mention Bee Journal "wnen writinp

Please mentaon i^e jounuu wikcm wrtton^

IT IS A FACT
other business; that anybody may
make a success of it without long

^ .. .^ training or previous experience:
that the Reliable Incubntor« and Itrooders will give
tbebest results in all cases. Our SOth Century Poultry
Book tells just why, and a hundred othei things you
should know. We mail the book for 10 cents. Write
to-day. We have 115 yards of thoroughbred poultry.

aaiABLE iHCUBATOB & BROODER CO., Boi B-153 Quiocyjll.

B66-K66D6rS

!

Send (or our FREE CATALOG. It will tell
vou how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey.
We sell Supplies at factory Prices.

A. COPPIIN, Wenona, III.
4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

1
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get a few pointers on cellar-wintering of bees.

This is the sore question. I am pleased with

his advice on the sweet clover question ; it

does well here, grows immensely, blooms so

long, and the bees seem to be on it all of the

time. It is well to have the yellow and the

white; the yellow will be in bloom 2 weeks
earlier here than the white.

Asother little wrinUle I tried for warmth
iu spring and fall, was to make an oil-cloth

• Take factory cotton (0 cents a yard) large

enough to cover the hives all oyer, less a few
inches at the entrance. Heat the boiled lin-

seed oil and with a paint-brush put it on the

cloth. When dry, put it on the hive, tie with

a piece of twine, and put a stone on top, to

keep the cover on. Indeed, I keep it on all

summer; no driving rain reached the combs
or bees. Robert McCradie.
Norman Co., Minn., Dec. 26.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Utah.—The spring coovention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among- other important
nnestions to be considered will be the World's
Fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of

1905. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to further increase the fraternal in-

terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.

We cordially invite all bee-keepers to be pres-

ent. We also invite them without delay to send

in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

fertile

catalog to-day.

GEO. li. STAHL, QulRcy, III.

Please mention the be

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^^^

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3!4 miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After Julv 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4,00 $7.50 $ J.Cl $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 S.UO 9.(0 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested l.SO 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1,50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

JOMN y\. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn

DR. PEIRO'S

OXYGEN
TREATMENT for

WEAK LUNGS
The Oertniu. IMeosai
Permaiitiit cum (or
Lunga, Ilt-art 1111(1 Ne iSys

• 52 Dei

Please mention Bee Jour
Cbicaeo.

Dept. 314.

81 you nam me Bee-BooK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
-al Discounts to the Trade.

Please meutloti Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

BEE = SUPPLIES!
>tt sfe. >li j>li >J< >te >t< >te >i< >ti >ti .'>te. >ti >{< >te. sti >t4 >te >!i ite.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices. '&

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. jj.

Prompt Service. ft
Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. 'x

WALTER S. POUDER, |
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND «

2 Pmmt Discount StfrSy"™^^x ^ |
Send for our 1904 Catalog- and Price-List. Our w

HIYES and SECTIONS are perfect in worlimanstiip and material
|By sending- in your order now, you will save money, and A

secure prompt shipment. 2;

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us a ^

. GRANDEST FEATURE-

—

! -The removable chick trav is the grandest feature
; an incubatorcanhave. "Mr.Ellison, Poultry Judtje

i ^B GEM INCUBATOR
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WT^-^-d-^^ To buy FANCY CombWanted honey m ao-drlp'^ »*»«l-V^V» cases; also amber Ex-
tracted in barrels; spot cash

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

lAtf Please meutioa the Bee Journal-

WANTED—Comb Honey in quantity lots.

We are perhaps the only dealers in this article
owning as much as 150,000 pounds at one time.
Please state quantitv, quality and price asked
for your ofFeriujfs. Thos. C. Stanley & Son,
24Atf Manzanola, Colo., or Fairfield, III.

HONEYCOMB
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ej
traded in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio

GOOD BEE-HIVE CHEAP!
Called the poor man's hive. Either s frame or
10. Sections sold at last year's prices. Full line
of SUPPLIES. Subscription to bee journals
with orders. Send for list.

R. D. 3. W. D.SOPER. Jackson, nich.
3Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Has an established r

AND PUREST and in
ing wa.K into foundati<

WHOLESALE
1 by a process that produces the CLEANEST
i most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog*, with
E. Grainger &. Co., Toronto, <

trices and discounts.
•nt., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

SQQQSQQQSSQQSSSQSSQSSSSSS«QQ««QV&QQQQQQSSQSQSSSQQSQSSS

"#^^.1

Si KiR-ETCHli^BK, l.IF'O. CO
,

g R/BO O-A-K:, IOW-A.. C

2 percent Discount
IN FEBRUARY

On all orders where cash
accompanies. We fur-

nish eyerything needed
in the Apiary,
Catalog and price-list

FREE.
AQENCieS.

Kretchmer Mfg. Co.,
Chariton, Iowa,

Trestek Supply Co.,
Lincoln, Nebr.

SHUGART & OUREN,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Chas. Meyers, Leipsic,Ohio,

iQQSSSQSQQQSSQCiQQ

PROFITABLE "PEEPERS"
Welcome sounds the tir>t faint jH'ej's''

heard coming from the evenly bt'Utec

Sure Hatch Incubator
Those sounds mean money profit for the owner. A Sure Hatch
starts chicks in life with strong luni;^. solid bodies and tiood con-
stitutions. Our free catalogue li 10 tells how. Write now.

Sure Hatch Incubator Co., Clay Center, Neb., or Indianapolis, Ind.

please mention Bee Journal wti^ii wrltliift

— WE HAVE GROWN f
TOO BIG FOR OUR PRESENT QUARTERS. S

The rapid expansion of our business has driven us out, and on January 1st we ^
will be located at 51 WALNUT STREET, This forced change will remove us ^
only half a block from our old home, but there we will have four floors, with increased ^
facilities, and a TREMENDOUS NEW STOCK OF BEE-SUPPLIES. ^

We Have To Do This. We Lead. 5
In the new place nothing- will be lacking. You will find a complete line of every- ^

thing in the bee-line. ^
The MUTH SPECIAL, the REGULAR STYLES OF DOVETAILS, DADANT'S FOUNDA- S

TION,etc. Soecial Discounts for Early Orders. COME AND SEE US. ^
QUEEN-BEES and Nuclei in season. Send for Catalog. *-

i-T'-t I"' 1 \vr K TT A-( /"^ Front and Walnut, »
1 he rred W, Muth Co,, Cincinnati, OHIO. 5

^'MICHIGAN '^

« We are Jobbers of BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES in this State, representing- »

^ The G. B. Lewis Co., and Dadant S Son, »
Wholesale and Retail.

Several carloads continuouslv on hand. Send for our 40-p:ige Illustrated Catalog.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, nich.

flea.se mention Bee Juomal wnHu writinc

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, Jan. S—The new year opens with

a quiet trade in honey, retailers liaviog usually
a supply from the stock laid in to make a good
show at the holiday time, Prires are without
essential change in No. 1 to fancy comb, which
brings about 13c; very little doing in off grades
at from l®3c less. Extracted, white grades,
bring from b@'c, according to flavor and other
(jualilies; ambers about Ic less; especially

por and body.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Jan. 8. —The market on comb
honey has weakened, as the supply has been
larger than the demand. Fancy water-white,
14c; off grades, lower. E.'ctracted, amber, in
barrels, S!<@5Jjc; in 60-lb. cans, 'Ac more; al-
falfa, water-white, 6@6Mc; fancy white clover.
7@8c. Beeswax, good demand; 30c for i

C. H. W. Weber.

Philadelphia, Jan. 13.—There has been very
little call for honey since ihe holidays. The
first two weeks of the year are the dullest dur-
ing the season; people become somewhat sur-
feited with sweets, lessening the demand. The
market is somewhat weaker, with quite a few
arrivals. We quote fancy comb at 13@16c; No
1, 13(ail4c; amber. 12c. Extracted, white, lii'SSc-
amber, 6@7c. Beeswax, 31c. We are producers
of honey and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selser.

Cincinnati, Jan. 25.-The demand for honey
shows little life at the present time. Have an
ample supply, although we are looking for a re-
vival of traiie in the near future. Prices are de-
clining, owing to the superfluous quantity in
this country. We are selling amber extracted
in barrels at S!i@6c; white clover, 65^@8c, ac-
cording to quality. Fancy comb honey selling
slow at 14@lSc. Beeswax, good demand, at 30cThe Fred W, Mdth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from 10{ai5c. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, i.><c for mixed, and S5^(ro6c for dark
and buckwheat. Beeswa.x, 28@30c.

a. R. Wright,
Boston, Dec. 21. —The demand for honey con-

tinues good, with an ample supply of comb, and
a light supply of extracted. We quote our
market as follows: Fancy white comb, 16@17c;
No. 1, 14(ai5c; and practically no No. 2 to offer.
Extracted, 7&.sc, as to quality.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Jan. 2s.—There is very little
change to note in our honey market since our
last report. The supply is still large and the
demand fair. We quote: Fancv white comb,
24-section cases, $2.60; No. l.$2.£U; No. 2, $2.40"
Extracted, white, per pound, 7c; amber, 6(glb54c
Beeswax. 25(s'30c. C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honev is arriving
in sufficient quantities to supply the demand,
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We qtiote
fancy white at 14c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, llCgii2c;
and buckwheat, lOc. Extracted, light amber',
at 6c; white, 6^c; Southern, S5@60c per gallon-
buckwheat, SHc. Beeswax, 28@29c.

Hildreth <t Segblken.
San Francisco, Jan. 20.—White comb, 1-lb.

frames, 12!-6@l3c; amber, 9(g)llc. Extracted'
white, 55^@6c; light amber, 41«@Sc; amber.
4@4>^c; dark amber, 3!^@4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27K@29c ; dark, 2S@26c
Values are showing steadiness, but the de-

mand is slow. There are complaints of doc-
tored or adulterated honey be'ng foisted on the
market and interfering with the sale of the
pure article.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. III.

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTEu
to meet those who work for ob. Cow lieepefsaUaye
htve money. We at&rt yoa tn buMlueBs. Yoa m:ik>

Urge profit Easy work. W« furnish capllftl. StnJ
10 e«nt« for foU llna of Bamplraftnd put*cularH.

DKAPEK PUBLISHINQ CO..-*^hicazo. Ills.
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The Best Bee-Goods

io the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not

so good. It you buy of us yoii
^viSI not be <Ii»«appointed.
'We are untlersola l>y no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping.N.H., carries

a full line of our goods at catalogr prices.

Order of him and save the freight.

1. J. STRINGtIftM, 105 Park Place, ;

NEW YORK ;

Manufactures and carries in st<'ck every <J>

artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND ll

QUEENS IN SEASON. <!>

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free, i^

20,000 POUNDS OF

PURE EXTRACTED HONEY.
If you need any tor your home trade, write us

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
At Lowest Pricks possible.

Catalog free.

XjEIA.H'S- 1-IFO. oo.,
1 ALTA Sita, east ST. LOUIS, ILL.

5A3t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bee=Supplies
« a. B.Lewis Co's Qoods.

Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buij. S

§ BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §

Write us to-day and say what you S
want, and get our prices. New catalog 7»

of 84 oages; it is free. %
Wealso handle the famous - %

Hoosier Incubators and Brooders, a
C. M. Scott & Co. l\

., 1004 East Washington Street, W
(J

Indianapolis, Ind. g

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees tor you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

F. H. FA.R-:ME3R,,
182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Up First Flight.

E.E.LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MO.
[Box 2>;i, breeder of

i Fine ItalianQueen Bees
Orders booked now and filled

in rotation. Send for price-list.

i
i»i•»•

i»i

i«t

i*i

#
i»i
•»T
i«i*?

i
i*i

i*i

i«i

Dadant's Foundation v^.
What more can anybody do?
BEAUTY, PURITY, FIRHNESS,

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

27tll

year

We Guarantee Satisfaction, ^eal
No SAaaiNQ, No LOSS,

Why does it sell so well? fa1:'itoTJL\''ln7'o'tfer Because "l

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

#

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee—Revised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, SI. 20, by mail.

BEESWAX WANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co.. HI.

Please mention Bee Jovrmal -when •writing

IWhereverYouAre |
:l We Can Reach You ... j

^fe<-

^ OVR AGENCIES: ^
*^^ As is customary with all large concerns, we have Agen- '^
fi^ cies or Jobbers in different parts of the United states, where ^^
>^P our goods are carried in stock. If you are located near any ^^
T^ of those named below it will save you time and freight S^

^^ charges to send your order to them. Where the distance is ^^
''r not so great from Watertown to the Agency, these Jobbers ^r

^^ sell the goods at our regular catalog prices

:

^^
s E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo. _*

,#!?S J. K. Hill & Co., Uvalde, Texas. tSSu^>^ Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111. ^^
i^ L. C. i A. G. Woodman, (irand Rapids, Mich. <^

^^<»S\ Fied W. Muth & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 51 Walnut St. (((Sa.
*^^ C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 1004 E. Washington St. >^"'

s^ Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah. °

,jg^ Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo. l^sU-*g^ Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Junction, Colo. ^J^^
s Colorado Honey-Producers' Ass'n, Denver, Colo., 1440 Market St. •l

v^^ Louis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport, Iowa.
^C(!!'X

*^^ Paul Bachert, Acton, Calif. ^^
s Lilly-Bogardns & Co., Seattle, Wash. •

„Oi Colorado Honev-Producers' Ass'n, R. C. Aikin, Mgr., Loveland, Col. (Mfji.^1 Wisconsin Lumber Co., Faribault, Minn. S^
e^ The Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers" Association (Incorpoiated), <•

J^ Rocky Ford, Colo. ^^*5^ Chas. A. Gallagher. Maquoketa, Iowa. Si>
» Norris i- Anspach, Kenton, Ohio. ^^

I G.B.Lewis 60. ««^ffl^«'^: I
Bee^'Keepers' Supplies*
a;a;aa;a; send for our new catalog, 68 G |C4<-



Both Increase and Honey. Comb or Extracted Honey?
J.E.JOHNSON. C. P. DADANT.

Bee Journal
WEEKLY SI.OO A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W, YORK £ CO,, 144 L 146 E, Erie Street.

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., FEB. 11, 1904. No. 6.

A Variety of Apiarian Views.

ift
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DANZENBAKER HIVE.
"FACTS ABOUT BEES"
A 64-page book written

by Mr, F. Danzenbaker,

giving a complete descrip-

tion of his famous hive

and directions for using.

Full of valuable informa-

tion. Sent free on receipt

of a two-cent stamp to pay

the postage. Send for it.

O. I,. Hershiser.

The Best Bee-keepers use it.

Mr. Hershiser, manager of the New
York State apiarian exhibits at the Co-
lumbian Exposition, 1893, where he won
credit for himself and State by his mag-
nificent display of comb honey, was se-

lected as superintendent of the apiarian
exhibits at the Pan-American Exposition.
Being an up-to-date bee-keeper, and hav-
ing a keen interest in the latest api-
cultural appliances, he installed a trial

apiary of 10 colonies of working bees,
mostly Italians, but with some hybrids,
and one colony of black bees. The last

named made the best record, storing iii

pounds in a Dauzeubaker hive.

The Texas Honey Producers' Associa-
tion has this day endorsed the 4x5 section
super, and favor the Danz, style with H.
S. separators. We feel sure we will have
orders for you of from 1500 to 2000 Danz.
supers. The Hyde Bee Co.

Floresville, Tex., Dec. 1903.

I have kept bees thr<

my success to the Dan
shall as soon
port of my ho
know now. an
colony gave v
honey, while f

vears, and owe
baker Hive. I

possible send >-ou a re-
ney crop. But one thing I
d that is. that one Danz.
ae over 100 lbs. first-class

I ten-frame Dovetailed hive
gave 25 lbs., and the Danz. winters in fine
shape without feeding. Both hives had
an equal footing.

Jason B. Hollopeter.
Union Bridge, Md.. Oct. 26, 1903.

The great popularitv of the Daiii- hive has brought the

shallowframe into prominence. It must df remembered
that no other contains the essential points ofthe Danz.

\'
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Editorial Comments

Four-Piece Sections PrefeFPed by Some-

The following paragraph appears in Gleanings in Bee-Culture of

recent date

:

" It begins to apear that there are many friends of the four-piece

section. It is argued that the extra time and cost of putting them
together does not cut very much figure, because they can be put up
by cheap help during the winter. The main argument in their f:ivor

seems to be that they will stay where they are put—that is, when
pushed into a square position they will not try to assume the diamond
shape."

Of course, this does not ignore the main argument for superseding

one-piece with four-piece sections, if such superseding takes place,

and that is the increasing cost of one-piece sections because of the

increasing scarcity of timber from which one-piece sections can be

made. It is just possible that if four-piece sections are as easily

obtained as one-piece, and at the same price, a large number may be

found who prefer the four-piece. While it may be true that four-

piece sections have been thrown out of the catalogs because of the

smaller demand for them, it may also be true that a good many have

been to a degree forced to adopt the one-piece because the four-piece

were not quoted.

Destroying Ants Around Hives.

Mr. H. Potter, in the British Bee Journal, gives his method of

getting rid of ants, as follows

:

" I mixed some bee-candy with arsenic, and put it under the hive,

placing a piece of perforated zinc over the candy, and a small bo.x over

all, to make sure that the bees could not get at it. The effect was sur-

prising! On the first day the candy was black with ants; second day,

only two or three to be seen ; third day, ants all gone ! I have had no
more trouble with them this season. Ants eat their dead, and there-

fore a wholesale poisoning had been set up by them devouring their

dead comrades."

Drones as Gatherers—Can It Be ?

A writer in Wegweiser reporied that he had seen drones working

on llowers. The editor doubted. Afterward Editor Freyhoff saw the

same thing with his own eyes. There was no mistake; a drone was

working on the flowers, head down, scraping with his legs like a pol-

len-gathering worker, and pollen was on his legs.

Is it possible that drones are yet to mend their idle ways!

More Colonies Rather Than More Worlc.

In place of spreading brood and stimulative feeding in spring to

increase the number of bees, E. D. Townsend says in the Bee-Keepers'

Review, that it is better to have a few more colonies and avoid the

extra work. The point is worth considering.

Solar Wax-Extractor—Get a Big One.

The editor of the Australian Bee-Bulletin thus advises

:

" If you get a solar extractor get a big one. Less than three fi et

by two, and six or seven inches deep, is foolishness. Wedon'lfctU

them; we give our experience."

Transmission of Traits in Bees.

That interesting writer, Dr. A. W. Smyth, says in the Irish Bee

Journal

:

How is it possible for the queen to transmit instincts acquired by
the worker-bees, unless they are in some way transmitted to her by
the workers? There is but one way in which this can be done.

Worker-bees occasionally beget drones, and these drones transmit
the instincts of the worker-bees through the queen. The intelligence

of the worker-bees would be of limited use if there were no means of

transmitting it from one generation to another. This means of trans-

mission is acquired by laying workers, whereby the drones, so pro-

duced, become the means of communicating an hereditary instinct

through the queen-mother.

If this be true, some of us are badly out of the way who think

laying workers an unmixed evil, only to be suppressed under all cir-

cumstances. But it will take considerable proof to make it generally

believed that the drones of laying workers are at all necessary in the

matter of transmitting traits. Indeed, Dr. Smyth himself says:

" That the arguments briefly stated in this article are suggestive

and not conclusive, the writer is well aware."

So we are likely to go on suppressing laying workers as so many

Barrels or Cans for Honey in America.
" In America honey is kept mostly in barrels," says Praktischer

Wegweiser. If our good German friends were to see the piles of tin

cans that are used here for honey they might change their minds. We
should say that at least three-fourths of ail the extracted honey mar-

keted In this country is put up in tin cans.

The Would-Be Inventors of Beedom.

A leading writer of sacred writ once said, " Of the making of

books there is no end." Almost the same thing can Ije said of the

making of new hives. It is getting to be almost a fad in these days

for certain bee-keepers to have a hive of their own. Of course, each

new hive gotten up (by them) is far superior to any other, no matter

whether it is half so good as some that have been thoroughly tried by

the majority of bee-keepers! The strange part of it all is, that the

would-be inventors of these new fads in hives are so queer as to think

that bee-papers ought to devote half of their space to pushing the sale

of these new creations. Yes, certain of them have gone so far as to

order their bee-papers discontinued because the editors did not see it

their duty to insist upon the bee-keeping public using their new hives.

No doubt the discontinuers thought they would kill the bee-papers if

they stopped subscribing for them. But they might be surprised if

they knew the papers they discontinued were having more readers all

the time.

What surprises us, is that the wise inventors of new hives and

other apiarian fixtures do not use the advertising columns of the bee-

papers. It they wish to make any money out of any of their inven-

tions, they should be willing to pay for the space used in the bee-

papers to tell bee-keepers about the good points in the things they

have for sale. We have had sufficient experience to know that a bee-

paper is far from being a charitable institution. We have yet to find

any bee-paper publisher who is able to be a philanthropist. Of

course, we know that most of them are generously inclined, and doubt-

less do their share when it comes to helping a worthy cause, but just

why they should be expected to run their papers for the benefit of cer-

tain would-be inventors and their fads we have never been able to dis-
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cover. We usually have been williag to anQOunoe to the bee-keep-

ing world the advent of new inventions, but after having done that we

ought not to be expected to see to it that the inventors make a fortune

out of their notions—and some of them queer notions at that.

In publishing the American Bee .Journal we endeavor to keep in

mind " the greatest good to the greatest number." We believe we are

succeeding by following this line. But, no doubt, there are a few who

are soselflsh as to think they are the only people, and that if we do not

come to their ideas of things, they will simply discontinue their sub-

scriptions, and then the old American Bee .Journal will go to smash.

They seem to forget that the world is wide, that there is room for all,

and that, perhaps, after they and we are dead and gone the American

Bee Journal will still be holding aloft its conquering flag, and still be

leading the hosts of beedom on to victory.

Formalin for Treatment of Foul Brood.

Reports of failure with this drug have been unpleasantly frequent

of late, shaking the faith of many, no doubt, who have been hoping

great things from it. Very likely they have thought, even if they did

not say it, "After all, what could you expect? Spores of Bacillus

alvei are notoriously hard to kill, and it is asking a good deal of any

drug to compass their destruction when protected by a full cell of

honey." Now comes Prof. F. C. Harrison, a man whose word has

weight, saying in the Canadian Bee Journal :
" I have actually noted

a destruction of the spores of B. alvei in cells filled with honey." That

is certainly reassuring. Prof. Harrison adds further:

In cases where the diseased matter has become dried up and ad-

hering to the side of the cells, I am confident that formalin gas, if

properly applied, will kill the spores, even when situated in these

dried-up masses. However, it might be advisable in such cases to

sprinkle the combs with water, as the disinfecting power of the gas

seems to be greater when there is moisture and some warmth (not over

100" F.) present.

I think that a large number of failures have been due to lack of

proper precautions in obtaining formaldehyde of proper strength, or

in not disinfecting in tight boxes, or in not leaving the gas long

enough in the disinfecting chamber.

c
Miscellaneous Itemsns

J

The Wisconsin Convention was held at Madison, Feb. 3

and 4. It was a good meeting, and well attended. Officers for the en-

suing year were elected as follows: President, N. E. France; Vice-

President, Jacob Huffman ; Secretary, Gus Dittmer, of Augusta; and

Treasurer, F. Wilcox. It was our privilege to be present and enjoy

the meeting. We may have more to say about it next week.

The Missouri State Convention was held Dec. 15, 1903. An

interesting session was held. The following were elected officers for

the ensuing year: President. J. W. Rouse; Vice-President, Emil F.

Nebel; Secretary, W. T. Gary, of Wiikenda; and Treasurer, F. K.

Thompson. A statistical report for 1903, so far as gathered, showed

36 bee-keepers ; with 1200 colonies, spring count, and nearly 1800,

fall count; 54,800 pounds of comb honey, and 48,000 pounds of ex-

tracted honey ; and about 1000 pounds of beeswax.

A Foul Brood Law is what Ohio bee-keepers are asking their

Legislature to pass this winter. We have received a copy of it, but it

is almost too long for publication. Every bee-keeper in Ohio should

write to his State senator and representative at Columbus, and urge

them to work for the Bill and vote for it. It ought to be passed at

once, and we believe it will be if Ohio bee-keepers do their duty. Wm.

J. Gi'uiland, of Silverton, Ohio, the secretary of the Hamilton County

Bee-Keepers' Association, can give any information that may be

desired in reference to the matter.

The House-Apiary of George Honess appears on the first

page. He wrote as follows concerning it

:

I have two house-apiaries just alike, 3 miles apart. They hold 75

colonies each, 30 facing south, 30 north, and 15 west. On the east side

is the entrance I like to work with bees in a comfortable place, bet-

ter than in the sunshine or rain, and it gives all the hives protection

alike as I found out when we had the last storm ; others in the neigh-

liorhood were pushed off the stands, covers all off, and bees drowned
and killed. The house is built on eight 4-corner water-tanks, made
from cement and sand. It keeps out ants and other little animals.

The hives are all double, each with 24 frames one foot square. It

works all right. Bees have a cool place in summer, and don't lay out-

side. There is plenty of ventilation. When I work on the first row
1 stand on the ground, or can sit if I like to, in position the same as

sitting on a bench, because I left room to work clear around between
the floor and the lirst row (20 inches), but iit the second and third I

have to stand on the floor. Each hive has a number on the little door
in the back.

Bee-keeping is not the only work I have to do. I am a truck-

farmer, shipping pineapples and tomatoes, and have to cook for myself
besides. That is what makes me think so often about the sisters who
are interested in bee-keeping, and who make the future still sweeter.

Dade Co., Fla., Oct. 31. George Honess.

Mr. N. Young, of Hardin Co., Iowa, writing us Jan. 14, said

:

Editor York:—I herewith enclose a poem I clipped from a news-
paper, that I think would be nice for bee-keepers to read in remem-
brance of the old veterans or loved ones who are passing away.

N. Young.

The poem referred to is the following, which is indeed a beautifvU

one, and we are glad to give it a place here

:

Auld Liang Syne.

It singeth low in every heart,

We hear it, each and all

—

A song of those who answer not.

However we may call

;

They throng the silence of the breast.

We see them as of yore

—

The kind, the brave, the true, the sweet.
Who walk with us no more.

'Tis hard to take the burden up
When these have laid it down

;

They brightened all the joy of life.

They softened every frown

;

But, oh ! 'tis good to think of them
When we are troubled sore

!

Thanks be to God that such have been.
Though they are here no more.

More homelike seems the vast unknown,
Since they have entered there

;

To follow them were not so hard,

W herever they may fare

;

They can not be where God is not.

On any sea or shore

:

Whate'er betides, thy love abides,

Our God, for evermore.

—John White Chadwick.

I!
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The Picture of a Fair Display, shown on the first page, is

referred to as follows by Wm. F. Carson :

I send you a photograph of the honey and bee display of J. J.

Measer and Wm. F. Carson, at the State Fair, Hutchinson, Reno Co.,

Kans.
J. J. Measer got $43 in premiums—on comb honey, $10; on ex-

tracted honey, 15; bees in observatory hives, $10 ; nuclei, $5; bees-

wax, $3; and bee-supplies, $10.

Wm. F. Carson, on full colonies of bees, $10; second on honey, .$5;

and second on supplies, $5.

Mr. Measer has about 100 colonies of bees, and is the largest bee-

keeper in the county. I have 28 colonies. Bees are becoming quite

plentiful in this part of the country. They did not do well the first

part of last season ; owing to the wet and cold weather, colonies grew
lighter instead of heavier until about the first part of July. I got but
one new colony during the season, and very little alfalfa honey, but
the fall crop of heartsease was quite good. Wm. F. Carson.

The Apiary of John G. Schoon is pictured on the first

page this week. He wrote us about it as follows:

I am a great lover of bees, and there has been only about 10 years

of my life that I was not wtth bees. In 1898 I started in again with

one colony in a box-hive, and increased to 34 colonies, which I have
at this time. Last season I started in with 13 colonies, spring count,

increased to 34, and produced 2137 pounds of comb honey, actual

weight. My bees are well cared for, as you will notice in the snap-

shot picture taken by myself, off one of my sheds, I have tw o sheds,

48 feet long.

I am a coach-builder. I attend to my bees mornings and evenings,

and during m,v absence my wife attends to the swarms and such things

as may be necessary.

I am a friend of the American Bee Journal.
John G. Schoon.
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Contributed Articles

No. 1.—Getting Both Increase and Honey.
BY J. K. JOHNSON.

ON page 792 (1903), W. W. McNeal not only criticises my
seemingly "wildcat plan" of bee-keeping, but gives
my article on page 600 a thorough overhauling, but does

it in a -fair, sensible manner. On page 714, Mr. Hasty very
kindly calls my atteiition to the fact that I am teaching the
children to play with fire. Yes, "I acknowledge the corn ;"

such is not the proper way to get both increase and honey.

First, let me ask Dr. Miller's pardon for trying to

answer a question in his department. I, however, emphati-
cally disagree with Mr. McNeal and Mr. Hasty on several
points. My total crop the past season was as follows: 2300
pounds of comb honey, 700 pounds of extracted, and 20
pounds of wax. I also have 100 shallow combs built dur-
ing the season ; and about 100 section-boxes of empty comb,
some of which the bees emptied, and some I extracted. The
honey from these sections was counted in the above 700
pounds, so in honey alone I got an average per colony of 250
pounds, spring count, and increased to 55 colonies—all good
colonies but 2, that are not very strong. I reported this to

the Editor some time ago, but did not want it published, as I

did not think people would believe it. It is not very pleas-
ant to have one's statements doubted when I know they are
true ; but I offered to pay the expenses of the Editor both
ways, if he saw fit to come and investigate, and found I had
exaggerated. Now I will ask for considerable room this
time, and in the future leave the space for other more ex-
perienced and better able writers. I have plenty to do.

I have kept bees altogether about 20 years (selling out
several times and starting anew in different localities). I

shall try to tell why I do so and so. It is not my intention
to brag, but first let me contradict Mr. Hasty's statement to

some extent, " Not possible to know of a season's peculiari-
ties before they arrive." Is it possible for us to know any-
thing of the future except as we judge from our experiences
of the past ? All our future work will be done properly only
when we use the knowledge gained by past experience : if

we should forget all our past we would be poorly fitted for
the future.

Two years ago was a very dry year, and all cattle-own-
ers had too many cattle for their pastures, and had a very
hard time to get feed. As soon as possible they sold off a
lot of their cattle and determined never again to be caught
with too many cattle for their pasture. Last year (1902) was
a very wet year, and the white clover made a good growth,
and this year the pastures were not overstocked with cattle,

and, consquently, not pastured so close. Now, judging from
past experience, I expected a dry, or medium dry year, owing
to so much rainfall last year, and I have not as yet seen a
good crop of white clover (from old roots well supplied with
tubercles) in a dry or medium season but what we had a
good honey year. So I was as certain of a good honey-year
as I was of anything in the future.

Here we have hilly land, north as well as south slopes,
also bottoms and big slough in the pasture, so clover will
last quite awhile, beginning on the southern slopes and
blooming late in sloughs and northern slopes. I live near a
small river, ,'2 mile to bottoms on the south, V mile to the
river on the east, J2 mile to a creek on the west, and about
1 mile to a creek on the north. Along these streams are lots

of soft maple, box-elder and elm. First blooms maple, then
elm, and afterwards wild gooseberry and box-elder ; then
wild plum, Japan plums and pears, then apple, and last, but
not least, quite a lot of wild crab-apple ; then raspberry,
both tame and wild, and quite a lot of wild blackberry, so
we have a nice, continuous bloom in spring, but bad
weather often hinders bees from working, and for this rea-
son they should be fed in spring to keep up a continuous
brood-rearing, and if properly done you may have good, big,
roaring colonies for the clover flow—if you have the clover.
Only once have I had bees swarm before white clover came,
and that was last year; 2 colonies swarmed on raspberry
bloom last year.

Now, this year (1903) I took pains to get my colonics
very strong early, by giving an extracting super to rear
brood in over frames, and by feeding ; or, in other words, I

reared a lot of bees and brood on early bloom and sugar and
water, and put them to work in the supers right in a good
white clover flow. No, Mr. McNeal, I would not take your
good combs, or full sheets, as a gift to hive big swarms on in

a good honey-flow ; they are all right for small swarms or
nuclei.

I can nearly always depend upon smartweed and other
late bloom for winter supply of honey, and sometimes
a good supply of surplus, and this I had in view,
as that rainy week in June caused corn to get weedy,
and when a little smartweed starts in a hill of corn, in a
wet spring, it is there to stay, and makes a big plant after
corn is laid by ; and if we would have had a good smart-
weed flow for 2 or 3 weeks I would have had 5000 pounds in-

stead of 3000, and possibly even more, as I then had 50 colo-

nies ready for it with many partly-filled sections and empty
shallow combs ready for filling ; but in this I failed, owing
to cold rains and the overflowing streams destroying smart-
weed (some call it heartsease). But if I had had a good fall

flow I would not have had the courage to report it.

When my other article came out I was surprised to see

that I thought I had taken off only 90 sections, and had 90
more soon to come off. I should have said that I had taken
off 90 sections, and that I thought there were 90 more soon
ready to come off.

I have 2 little boys, 4 and 7 years old, who are endowed
with a great tendency to ask questions ; also 3 girls that are

older, and are practicing music, so, sometimes, " the old

man " gets a little " rattled," especially in swarming-time.
I had not inspected that colony for awhile, and when I did

look after them I found that they had not been doing as

well as expected ; they, I think, had been superseding their

queen, and the honey had been going in the brood-chamber,
and sections were being capped before full. So all I got
above the 90 first sections were second-grade and unfinished
sections, but that was somewhat my fault.

Mr. McNeal speaks of young queens gathering honey.
None of my queens gather honey, or at least I never catch

them at it ; but their colonies do. It was from these second,

as well as first, swarms that I got most of my surplus. With
me, after-swarms very seldom come out until 12 days after

the first, and with 8 Langstroth frames and 8 shallow frames
pretty well filled with brood hatching out daily, those
second swarms were very large, and a good percent of those

bees were young, and by using only comb-foundation strips

they spent their energy in storing honey in the supers, not
in wholesale brood-rearing, but went at brood-rearing grad-

ually ; furthermore, they stored little or no honey in those
brood-combs; the young queens were soon fertilized, and
followed those comb-builders pretty close. Those brood-

combs were built for brood at that time. They had no in-

tention of swarming then—why should those bees want to

build a lot of drone-comb for a young, fertile queen to

deposit her eggs in immediately ? They did build some
drone-comb, but not a great amount ; some of them more
than others. I am not afraid of some drone-comb. I give
the bees credit for a good deal of sense, and if they want to

build some drone-comb under such conditions then it must
be for some good. I believe some drones are necessary in a

hive of bees whenever the bees want them, if for no other

reason than to satisfy that desire ; an all-wise Creator gave
them that desire or instinct. He is wiser than I.

The 12 colonies had combs containing considerable
drone-comb built on strips the same way, and reared plenty

of drones. When I find combs containing a large amount
of drone-comb I take them away and give foundation, when
I know the queen wants immediately to fill that comb
with worker-eggs, or, rather, when I think she does. I don't

want drone-comb in the center of the hive, and when I find

it there I move it to the side until I take it out.

In regard to wiring good combs in shallow frames, or

full sheets instead of strips, Mr. McNeal is entirely right.

I had not the comb, and feared I should run short of founda-
tion before I got more ; furthermore, I have always tried to

make the bees pay for their own supplies (last year was not
a good yean, still that was poor economy ; but when I put
on this super the queen was ready to lay in them, and the
bees had very little if any thought of swarming or super-

seding their queen; the result was mostly worker-comb;
some have little or no drone-comb, although some have quite

a bit, but only a very few have much drone-comb. I expect
next year to use only the best combs and will discard only
10 or 12 of them.

In regard to hiving bees in a hive containing only one
super, then in a day or two giving another next to brood-
frames, probably I did not express myself right when I said
chock-full of bees. I meant the super was full, and a large
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cluster in the brood-chamber which hung- to the floor of
hive ; of course the corners of body were not full. By using-
only one super the bees began to draw comb in both super
and brood-frames, then by slipping another super between
would stretch the bees out, as it were, and as they had be-
gun to draw comb in brood-frames there was no tendency to
store pollen in sections. Remember that the weather was
warm at this time, and getting warmer, and in warm
weather the bees can be induced to cover a much larger
space and work well than what it takes in which to cluster.
The bees can still be clustered thickly in brood-chambers
containing no comb if you have a large entrance, but when
given another super they will not hang in a big cluster on
these strips, but many will go to work in the super immedi-
ately over strips in the brood-chamber, which will soon con-
tain eggs, and, as I said before, that brood-chamber will be
built for immediate egg-laying, and will not contain an
enormous amount of drone-comb. The honey will go into
the supers, and in a little over 3 weeks some young bees
will begin to hatch, and soon they will do inside work, and
brood-rearing will not be at the expense of the best honey-
flow. If swarms are hived on comb, that queen will lay to
her fullest capacity, and soon they will consume nearly all
the honey they can gather to feed brood ; not only so, but
they spend their strength and energy in rearing a lot of
bees that will probably not be field-workers until the honey-
flow is on the wane. Then whit have you ? Even if the
honey season is not nearly over, the bees will have a ten-
dency to stick to the brood-chamber and not work so readily
in supers

; at least that is mv experience.
Knox Co., 111., Dec. 17, 1903.

No. 1.—Comb or Extracted Honey-Which?
BY C. P. DADANT.

TO the reader who wants his answer in two words, my
reply will be short. My preferences are for producing
extracted honey. But there are so many things to be

considered in the decision of a preference for one or the
other mode of bee-culture, that I wish to explain at length
my reasons, so that I may not lead astray those who are
still undecided. I will therefore deviate from my custom-
ary rule of writing short articles, and will occupy two or
more articles with this subject.

I will begin by comparing conditions as they were when
I began bee-culture, with present conditions. At that time,
some 35 years ago, the honey-extractor had just been in-
vented, and bee-culture was as yet in a very imperfect con-
dition. The honey was produced in little boxes weighing
from 5 to 8 pounds each. The best looking boxes were
made with only the top and bottom of wood and four little
posts at the corners to which four panes of glass were fast-
ened. The regular Langstroth hive was supplied with six
of these boxes, and they did not admit of tiering- up. About
36 pounds of honey was as much as any colony was sup-
posed to be able to store. The rougher hives had boxes
with only one side of glass, but the careful bee-keepers
would place guides of white comb glued to the inside top of
such boxes, next to the glass, in order to secure a smooth-
looking comb, straight and neat, for a better showing.
Otherwise the bees might have built their combs diagonally,
and the box, when fi led, would not have presented such a
fine appearance. These boxes had but one small hole for the
bees to enter, and were slow to fill.

The first section-boxes that I can remember for the
production of comb honey, were gotten up by Gen. Adair,
of Kentucky, who made a super composed of sections two
inches wide and fitting against each other. These sec-
tions were much larger than anything we have to-day, as
they usually held about three to four pounds of honey.
Comb foundation was not yet in use, and in order to secure
straight combs it was necessary to glue small bits of white
comb from a previous season to the top of each section.
But a great deal of honey was sold in this shape, and at
good prices. Mr. Harbison, and the other California bee-
keepers, were the first to make a smaller section with a tri-

angular top-bar, so as to secure straight combs without hav-
ing to use guides. Then a little later A. I. Root suggested
the making of a one-pound box for retailing, and also about
that time began the making of foundation, and the present
system was thus introduced to stay.

We had very quickly found out that the little-box sys-
em, with room for 36 pounds on the hive at one time, was
nadequate. Although not located in the best of honey-dis-

tricts we discovered that, when the honey was in the blos-
soms, a strong colony could use more space than was gen-
erally thought ample. We adopted the Adair super at
once. This, of course, enabled us to give the bees all the
room they wanted, but several things militated against the
production of comb honey as compared with extracted honey
in our experience. We noticed that the bees swarmed a
great deal more when they had to build their combs than
when combs already built were furnished to them in ample
quantities.

It is a now positively accepted fact that a strong colony
of bees may harvest as much as 20 pounds of honey in a sin-
gle day. If room is not found for this honey, some of the bees
have to remain loaded until room is found, and are therefore
kept from going to the field. Though it is a fact that this
honey is very watery, and evaporates perhaps as much as 25
percent within a couple days, yet the bees find themselves
crowded for room unless many empty combs are within
their reach. They then have nothing to do but hang in
clusters in the empty space till the honey which is contained
in their honey-sac is digested and changed into wax. This
is an inducement to swarm, and thai is why so many colo-
nies swarm with space still in their reach.

There are also other causes of swarming, even when
there is empty comb in the hive, but this question has noth-
ing to do with the present subject, as it is an exceptional
occurrence.

What I have stated above shows why colonies producing
comb honey will swarm much more readily than those pro-
ducing extracted honey. In the first case, they must be
crowded for room before they will build combs, and will
then crowd themselves and the queen both. In the second
case, if the extracting method is properly followed they will

have empty cOmbs at their disposal at all times, and never
need to crowd themselves or the queen. It is true that bees
produce beeswax, willy-nilly, during a good season, but the
quantity thus produced is never great, and is needed to re-

pair the combs that are given them to add to their depth,
and to seal them when the honey is thought by them ripe
enough for sealing. In a hive provided with a full stock of
extracting-combs, there are always some empty combs,
some combs partly full, and some sealed combs in one or
the other of the supers.

I said just now that the bees produce wax, whether they
will it or not, and this is confirmed by the experience of

scientists who have discovered wax-scales formed on bees
that were caught in the harvest-field. But the rapid pro-
duction takes place only when they hang in numerous fes-

toons in the empty portion of a hive. That is why a natural
swarm builds so readily, nearly all tVie bees having become
wax-makers. Their stomachs are full, and in order to empty
their sacs they must first have the structure in which to

deposit the honey.

So the bees that produce comb honey swarm much more
readily than those that are supplied with empty combs
from previous seasons, that have been emptied by the ex-

tractor.

In a large apiary, when natural swarms are not desired,

when, in fact, we are wishing to devote all the energy of the
bees and of the apiarist to the ultimate aim of bee-keep-
ing—the production of the best of sweets—it becomes
natural to want to reduce swarming to its minimum, and
that is one of the reasons why we have adopted the produc-
tion of extracted honey.

But I have several other reasons which I will give in

another number. Hamilton Co., 111.

Money as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3/2x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we are using it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts.; 25
for 40 cts.; 50 for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.

See Langstroth Book Ofler on page 111 of this copy of
the American Bee Journal.
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[ Convention Proceedings
J

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceeding's of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23, 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE, SBC.

(Continued from pa^e 89.)

Next on the program was the following' paper by Mr.
W. h. Porter, on

RECEIVING AND PACKING HONEY FOR CAR-LOAD
SHIPMENT.

Most of the honey in Colorado is produced by bee-keep-
ers that are making' a business of it, and through the long
summer months, as he is toiling at his work, he is con-
stantly turning over in his mind, How much cash will it be
possible for me to realize for my season's crop of honey ?

Then the question arises with him. How can I convert my
honey into the most dollars and cents in the shortest time
with the least labor and expense ?

The honey-business has reached such a large proportion
in Colorado that it is possible to market but a small portion
of the honey in our own State. Then, the second question
presents itself, which is a very important one. How can we
lay our honey down in the markets of the Eastern States
with the least expense, and get the largest possible price ?

This, I answer, can be done best by cooperation. We find
by observation for a number of years, that the first honey
ready for the market brings the highest price. My knowl-
edge on the subject has come mostly through my official

connection with the Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
and those working outside of the Association will probably
coincide with what I have to say.

The inquiries for honey in car-lots for August and Sep-
tember are numerous, and the demand is greater than we
can fill, as the supply is not as great as it might be on
account of the slowness with which bee-keepers get there
honey in. As the season advances, the calls for Colorado
honey are less, and the price weakens. If any of us are
fortunate enough to produce a car of honey, we can not
have it ready for shipment in August, as it is impossible
to have it all from the hives before Sept. 1st, and then it

takes time to handle it and case it ready for the market.

Then, if we wish to avail ourselves of the best market,
we can only do it by co-operation—each bee-keeper bringing
his honey as fast as he can get it ready to a common point,
and by so doing we can bring together a car at the earliest
possible time. In this way a car may be shipped in the last
part of 'July, a number of cars in August, and so on
through September and October, until the larger portion of
the crop has been sold. The bee-keeper that gets the most
of his honey early is the one that will realize the most for
his crop ; the one that gets it fairly distributed through
the entire season, is the one that will get the average price ;

and the one that gets his crop all in late will get the mini-
mum price. I base these assertions on facts gleaned from
an experience of from six to eight years, and the conditions
are such that it is bound to be the same in the future.

The bee-keeper that sells part of his honey early gets
part of his cash early, which enables him to meet his out-
standing bills that have accumulated.

Then assuming that all wise and up-to-date bee-keepers
will adopt the co-operative plan of marketing honey, I wish
to lay before you some plans for successfully gathering to-

gether and loading cars in a manner that will be success-
full, and will give satisfaction to ourselves and also to the
buyer and receiver of the goods. I loaded the first car of
honey shipped from Colorado, which was in January, 1891

;

since that time a great many cars have been shipped, and a
good many of them I have had the supervision of, receiving
and loading the cars, and I find generally it is pleasant and
agreeable. But sometimes it is not so easy, and there are
difiHculties that do not need to exist. If we all knew how
to get things in shape, and would act accordingly, many of
the difficulties of car-loading would disappear.

The first step, then, is to get the honey ready for the
market as early as possible. The bees in this part of the
State commence to finish up supers about July 10, and the
sooner the super is taken off the whiter will be the honey,
and the higher will it grade. The bees should always have
plenty of room, but not too much room. Many bee-keepers
seem to get excited when the honey-flow comes, and rush on
too many supers, and on this account I often find whole
crops of honey running light. So it is not satisfactory,

even in second or No. 2, when the producer thinks it ought
to be No. 1. This, I would say, is a common trouble, and I

want to caution you all not to tier up too fast. Give the
bees room enough, but not too much.

Another common trouble is bad grading. White and
amber honey are mixed ; this makes a contrast, and is sure

to throw the whole lot into No. 2, when a large portion
would grade No. 1, if kept separate. Put the white honey
in one case, the next shade in another, and so on up to the
darkest. In this way you will get more No. 1 than if you
mix it.

Have all clean, new cases. The double-tier 24-pound
case is becoming more and more in favor, not only in this

market, but in the East. Some of our Eastern customers,
this season, have requested that the honey be shipped in

the double-tier case. The manager of our Colorado Honey-
Producers' Association has cited a number of instances
where the flat and single-tier case has had the greater
amount of damaged honey. The cases are light and thin,

with a large surface on the top on which objects may be
thrown. They are of thin lumber, and give cornerwise, and
the honey is wrenched in the comb.

It would be far more satisfactory in loading if each
community would use a case made by the same factory, so

that they would be uniform in size. Or, it would still be
more sensible if all factories would make a uniform, stan-

dard case. As it is, each factory has a number of varia-

tions, some short and some tall, so that there is from one-
half to one inch in variation, and when you have put in 22

or 24 tiers, these variations make considerable, and you find

your load getting out of skew, and work is not so satis-

factory.
When you take your honey to the car or warehouse, take

a full load of No. 1 or No. 2, if possible. This is quite

necessary if you have to drive on a wagon-scales to get
weights. If you must take No. 1 and No. 2, place it in the

load so that No. 1 will be at one end and No. 2 at the other,

with paper or cloth between so as to make it easy to sep-

arate.

It is very important to have your honey in the ware-
house as soon as possible, and if you are so situated that

you must deliver at the car, then have it ready and classi-

fied at home so the car can be loaded on very short notice.

Don't wait until the car is on the track, then commence to

scrape and case, expecting to get it all ready before the car

is billed out. When parties do the work in that way it is

apt to be done hurriedly, and poorly done, and not satis-

factorily.

I wish to say in conclusion, that I see great improve-
ment all along the line each year, and no matter how much
honey we produce, if the work is done rightly, and we pro-

duce a good article, there will be a demand for all. As each
good lot of honey goes on to the market it is a glowing
advertisement for more. Thus, the demand grows, as well

as tlie supply. W. E. Porter.

Mr. Gill—The honey-producer doesn't stop to think that

the honey loses its identity in loading on the car, and that

the shipper is held responsible. There are duties of the

producer as well of the shipper. Eastern buyers say Colo-

rado honey ships the best.

F. Rauchfuss—Have you no way of finding out and
identifying the different lots in a car, so as to trace them ?

Mr. Gill—No. I can notice a great improvement of late

in the honey brought for shipment.
H. Rauchfuss—First, produce a first-class article, then

use a nice, clean shipping-case, then grade very closely.

There's the difficulty. Many do not know what the first

grade is. Some produce all dark honey, and think it is first

grade. Some have nice honey mixed in with inferior, and
think it is all first grade. The man in charge can't afford

to take out every section and examine it, but in some cases

he has to regrade, and charge the producer for his trouble.

A Member—I put my own name on every case of honey.

F. Rauchfuss—The marking of every case is objected

to by buyers. There is not so much objection to the Asso-
ciation mark, but they object to having the producer's name
on, because of the custom of many retailers of writing
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directly to the party whose name appears on the cases. We
have adopted the plan of giving every member of our Asso-
ciation a number, and putting that number on each of his
cases, instead of his name.

Mr. Porter—Variation in size of shipping-cases makes
a great difference in loading a car.

A committee, consisting of Messrs. Gill, Rhodes, Booth,
and Aikin, were appointed to bear the condolence and sym-
pathy of the State Association to E. Milleson, a former
president of the Association, who has been confined to bed
for five weeks as the result of a fall.

SELF-SPACING BROOD-FRAMKS.
" How many prefer self-spacing frames in the brood-

chamber ?"

(Many in favor; two opposed.)
Mr. Morehouse—I voted against them, but I have not

much choice. If you fill a hive with self-spacing frames,
and there is no follower, it is hard to get the first frame out.

H. Rauchfuss—If Mr. Morehouse will leave a space in
the first place, he will still have that space. In hiving
swarms on non-self-spacing frames, and carrying the hives
afterward to their position, the frames may shift a little,

and one may forget to space them again.
Chas. Adams—That's the only advantage the self-spac-

ing frames have, and that covers the whole subject.
Mr. Morehouse—I make my hives enough narrower to

leave no space for a follower.
Chas. Adams—There are four different widths of hives

in use.

Mr. Porter—I planed the edges off of my Hoffman
frames last spring. I would rather have a few frames get
out of place than to have the Hoffman frames.

Mr. Aikin—When you put a follower in an 8-frame dove-
tailed hive there is room for another, and nearly enough for
another frame. But in Lewis' 10-frame hives the followers
go in too tight. The 10-frame hives can be manipulated
without a follower, but the 8-frame hives must have them.
I would put out a follower that would stand a little prying.
The Root followers are thin, ilimsy things that are ready
for kindling the first time they are used. The ends of the
Hoffman frames should run far enough to rest on the rab-
bets on all occasions. I want long top-bars.

F. Rauchfuss—In the 10-frame hive a division-board is
furnished, but it is not intended to be used with the full
number of frames. Two little sticks are furnished with the
Lewis hive for nailing at the ends of one side, and if they
are in you can't get the division-board in.

Mr. Working—My difficulty is in getting both kinds of
frames mixed. I would prefer uniformity, whichever kind
the frames are.

Mr. Gill—As soon as the follower is left out the Hoff-
man feature is lost. If the Hoffman frame is used, by all
means use the follower.

INCREASB MBTHOD—INTRODUCING QUEEN TO QUEENLESS
COLONY.

"What is the best and cheapest method of making in-
crease ?"

Mr. Spencer—Natural swarming is the best method of
increase.

" In introducing a queen to a queenless colony, which
will produce the best results, a queen laying to her full
capacity or a young queen just beginning to lay, the queens
having been received by mail ?"

A Member— It varies according to the season.

WORKER-COMBS FROM STARTERS.

"Can nice worker-combs be secured by the use of start-
ers only?"

H. Rauchfuss—That is the only way to get a good
comb, though fairly good combs may be had with founda-
tion.

Mr. Gill—Eastern editors claim nice combs are impos-
sible without foundation. But with starters I get more per-
fect combs. The rows of cells near the top-bar are not
elongated as with foundation. I never had any trouble
when the conditions were normal, and don't see why it can't
be done. Many people hive a little, incomplete swarm, and,
of course, they fill out the hive with drone-comb. The
combs should be built while the incentive for comb-building
is to get workers only. If there is storage-room in the
super, 95 percent of the honey will be stored there. If the
swarms are not large enough, put several together.

Mr. Henthorne— I always used full sheets of foundation
in the East, and so did all the other bee-keepers. We
thought there was no other way to do. I worked for Mr.

Gill last summer, and made 400 increase, and could not be-
lieve my own eyes at the results.

Mr. Jouno—If the hive is turned end for end after small
pieces of comb are built in the ends of the frames, will the
bees fill it out with worker-comb ?

Mr. Spencer—My experience is, a small swarm is just

as apt to start in one corner as another. There is no differ-

ence.
Mr. Aikin—Mr. Doolittle has often explained in the

bee-papers how it is simply a matter of conditions. It de-

pends upon the age of the queen and the condition of the
colony. Mr. Gill is correct. You can hive a swarm on
starters and have nice worker-comb. If you remove a comb
from a colony in the spring, the bees will build drone-comb
in its place ; but those same bees, if they are made to start

entirely anew, and build all their combs, will build nearly
every bit worker-comb. It is simply a matter of the right

conditions. For every comb built from foundation I have
had 100 built from starters. I have never succeeded in get-

ting full, nice combs from foundation in hot weather. But
if you follow Doolittle's directions you will get nice worker-
comb. If the queen is old, perhaps after five worker-combs
are built, the sixth will be drone-comb ; but if the queen is

young, it will probably be worker.
H. Rauchfuss—If I were running for extracted honey I

would use full sheets of foundation, wired ; but in produc-

ing comb honey I prefer starters. For extracting, founda-
tion makes a stiff comb that will not break in the extractor.

I would not use self-spacing frames for extracting, but
eight ordinary frames in a lOframe chamber. One can not
uncap conveniently a comb that has a wide top-bar, and the

wide top-bar leaves a space between the wire-screen of the

extractor and the comb that breaks the comb when it is

whirled around. Therefore, for extracting the narrow top-

bar is better.

WRAPPING HIVES WITH TAR PAPER IN WINTER.

" Would you advise to wrap in winter your hives with
tar paper, whcE the moisture creeps in through the different

brood-chambers ? I use two brood-chambers—the Heddon
hive."

Mr. Jouno—I wrapped some hives in tar paper and
banked the paper with earth around the bottom, and found
the combs wet and moldy when the paper was taken off.

But if the hives were set above the ground, so there would
be a free current of air under the hives, it might make a

difference.
Mr. Spencer—I object to it theoretically. In this climate

it is hardly a week when the sun does not shine, and the

paper would keep the sun from warming the hives.

H. Rauchfuss—That does not apply to tar paper, for it

gets so hot in the sun that you can hardly keep your hand
on it.

W.\x-RENDERING EXPERIENCES.

Pres. Harris—Perhaps Mr. Rauchfuss will tell us how
hot it made his honey-house.

H. Rauchfuss- 'That was not tar paper, but building
paper. I had 15 pounds of wax melting on the stove in the
honey-house, over water. The fire got low, and I put some
more coal on and went in to dinner ; some one called out

that the honey-house was on fire. When I got there the

flames had already traveled along the ceiling and reached
the opposite side of the room. Thinking that room was
lost, I rushed around on the outside to another entrance, to

save something else. Just then my assistant, Mr. Steele,

entered the room with a bucket of water, closed the door
behind him, and dashed the water on the hot stove. The
flames went out all over the room like a flash, choked by
the steam. One should never attempt to melt wax without
a double can.

Mr. Porter—I always boil wax out-of-doors. I have the
tank in a brick furnace, so that it has a space around for

the heat to envelop it. It is much more economical than a

stove.
Mr. Gill—It is just as likely that one would set fire to

his house, if he melted wax in the house. Years ago I had
just such an experience in my shop, which had 1200 supers
in it at the time. I put the fire out in the same way. Here-
after I will melt wax out-of-doors.

[Coatinued next wpek.)

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, f1.00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address

i
all orders to this office.
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[ Our Bee-HeepinS Sisters]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

A Wisconsin Woman's Bee-Experience.

Dear Miss Wilson :—I have wanted to write to you for

the past six months, but " so much to do " is my excuse. I

almost feel acquainted with you and Dr. Miller, after read-

ing yOur writings for the past four years. Four years ago
this winter I took the bee-fever, and was not satisfied until

I possessed "A B C of Bee-Culture," and subscribed for

three journals upon the subject. I intend to have some of

the other books, also.

I began the next spring with one colony, and the way
the poor bees were overhauled every day was enough to dis-

courage them, but they cast a fine swarm, and put up over

SO pounds of comb honey. I bought more bees the next
year, and have increased until now I have 84 colonies,

which I put into winter quarters the last of November.
The last two seasons I had my bees 5 miles from town ;

a ladv friend was in company with me one summer, but not

being very strong she gave it up in the fall. Last summer
I ran them alone most of the time. During the honey-flow
I stayed out there 6 weeks, njy husband spending Sundays
with me, and my son would generally come out in the mid-
dle of the week to lend a helping hand for a day, and bring
provisions.

During the spring I would ride out there once a week,
also after the honey-flow. In the fall I went out quite often

to feed for winter, as they gathered very little after July.

During my stay of 6 weeks out there I missed my friend

of the year before, but had a young girl stay with me at

night. I was happy with my bees during the day.
I got 3600 pounds of extracted honey from 41 colonies,

and 150 pounds of comb honey from 3 others. My mission-
ary colony put up 44 pounds. I think they might have done
better. I enjoy the work, and feel so well when out-of-

doors. Some days I have to work hard, but I am rested by
morning.

I hope to attend some of the conventions, and meet the

good people whose writings I read with so much interest.

Richland Co., Wis., Jan. 9. Mrs. W. J. Hillman.

I wonder if you realize that you were having all the
benefits of a summer outing without the usual expense, your
outing being a source of profit instead.

I was very much interested indeed in the report of your
missionary colony.

I hope to have the pleasure of meeting you at some of

the conventions soon. The best part of the convention, to

me, is meeting so many nice people.

Bees Caring for Empty Combs.

Mrs. Griffith reports a bad year, May being the only
good month, and that is not usually a great month for sur-

plus so far north. Yet, in that month, each colony filled

with honey an extra story of brood-combs. After that the
season was so poor that not only was there no gain, but the
bees had to use up part of May's storing for their own sub-
sistence, leaving, however, some combs of sealed honey for

next spring's emergencies—not a bad thing to have.

She had a somewhat unusual experience in putting
empty combs under colonies to be taken care of, which she
relates as follows

:

As I had more combs than my box would hold, I put a story of

them under each hive : that was the last day of April. I had 6 left ; as

1 had only 1 swarm that I know of, and that wastheday before Decora-
tion Day, I settled it, and thought all I would have to do would be
to go and take the one I had put under, and when I took the super
off the top and set it to one side, then went to lift off the top-

body, it was all I could lift; the bees had fllled between the two
bodies with wax and honey, and 1 had to pry them loose. And what a

time I had ! Both bodies full of honey and brood, and what a mess of

bees'. Then what to do was the ne.xt question. I got another hive
and put pan of the comb and brood in it, and put the queen in it, and
they were all right.

"They had filled the 16 frames full, and had the super half full. In

the month of May, o of them had filled both of the bodies. One that

had no honey when I cleaned them up filled only its own hive-body, as

it was not so strong with bees.

The bees did not have a flight lust month, and it is so cold I am
afraid it will not be good tor them to be confined so long without a

flight.

I got only $12..iU cents worth of honey, but if 1 had what they
stored in the extra body ia hives, it would have made quite a differ-

ence; but the way the season turned out I would have had to feed
then]. Sarah J. Gkiffith.

Cumlierland Co., N. J., Jan. 5.

One would not usually expect bees to store so much in

the month of May in New Jersey, but it seems that, at least

in Mrs. Griffith's case, the combs needed some watching

—

not against worms, but against honey. An extractor
might have done good service. There ought, however, to

have been no trouble with combs and honey between the

two stories. The probability is that there was more than
one-fourth inch space between the top-bars of the lower
story and the bottom-bars of the upper story.

Mrs. Griffith is having serious trouble with her eyes.

She writes that she cannot see the least ray of light with
one eye, and that the other one is not good. She expects to

have them treated soon. I am sure she has the sympathy
of all the sisters in her affliction, and that they all unite

with me in the desire that the treatment may prove bene-
ficial.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS CROWDING EACH OTHER.

There are some rights and wrongs which the laws do
not cover ; in fact, it looks as if there were some that the

laws could not be made to cover. What then ? Shall we
look on with indifference while one brother wrongs another

brother? No, indeed! Public sentiment is a powerful

thing ; and we can to a great extent make or leave unmade
the public sentiment. In an atmosphere of pessimistic,
" You can't do anything about it," the well-meaning young
apiarist may develop into a scoundrel. Let us. in our jour-

nals and in our conventions, keep the subject in reasonable

prominence, and cultivate the doctrine of doing right in

regard to every other brother's bee-territory. Furthermore,

let us require it of every man that he respect such rights

else be considered, inside the fraternity, as an Ishmaelite

and a scamp.

A carefully worded and forcible declaration of these

rights, and our purpose to respect them in others, and claim

them for ourselves—the same to be signed, and the list of

signers published—might be one effective way to do some-

thing, in place of doing nothing from year to year. Our
previous weakness seems to have been that we delight to tie

the thing up into needless knots, and then drop it till the

next time. Page 805.

QUEEN-EXCLUDERS AND EXTRACTED HONEY.

Yes, Mr. Dadant, it's possible to run for extracted honey
and manipulate in such way as to have the honey uncon-

taminated and decent, and yet do without excluders. But

so many will not succeed in the first part of that (may be

not try very hard), that I regret to see such a course recom-

mended. It should not be considered as the regular way of

doing—excepting, of course, when nearly all the honey is to

be extracted late in the season. Wait late enough and there

will be no unsealed brood except near the heart of the nest,

wherever that is. Besides, one may not like to use half-size

combs to extract from. And putting empty combs above a

nearly full set may not seem to some as the best way.

Page 807.

FLAVOR AND QUALITY OF EUCALYPTUS HONEY.

E. V. Pagan does well to remind us that where eucalyp-

tus honey tries to sell in a foreign market there is lots of

desperate kicking about the quality of it. Sad, if we should

boom a honey for years only to find no one could eat it

!

How shall we harmonize or compromize these three dis-

cordant items ? (1.) The Australians say eucalyptus honey
is good. (2. t The British say they don't like the taste of it

—will have none of it—except in bottles as a medicine, and
not as a dessert. (3.) Our Editor has eaten excellent honey

alleged to be eucalyptus from California. Well, a foreign
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market is liable to get its back up and be hostile without
much reason except the selfish one. American pork in Ger-
many, and American beef in England, quickly found that
out. If prime basswood honey were exported to a country
having none, and traders combined to raise a hue and cry
against the taste of it, they would probably succeed in driv-
ing it out.

If we will allow it to be, our sense of taste is easily
moved, and easily placated in its first protests. Most of the
multitude of highly-praised tropical fruits don't taste good
till one learns to like them. Australians have learned to

like eucalyptus honey—while certain other folks viciously
won't try to learn. As for the California sample, perchance
it was more or less mixed with something better. (Did we
not, years agone, have samples of orange honey similarly
too good ?) Certainly, different species are liable to vary
a good deal in flavor ; and different samples of the same
species will vary to a less degree. The prime probability
is, however, that all will have a family likeness of flavor,
just as fall flowers of the great order Compositje do. More
witnesses are desirable, and perhaps more careful discrimi-
nation. Page 808.

QUEENS LAYING IN OUEBN CELLS—BEES MOVING EGGS.

Thomas Chantry, page 811, is a desirable witness on
another subject still needing testimony. Has often seen
queens lay in cell-cups—and has owned three queens that
were excellent at the business of laying in cells put in on a
stick.

Yes, and up bobs the question again whether bees ever
move eggs from one cell to another. Very hard job for bee
(or anybody else) to get an egg loose without breaking it,

and ditto to get it fast again as it should be in another cell.

L/ast time the matter was threshed over I believe the claim
was that bees wait till the egg hatches out and then move
the larva—a very much easier job.

Dr. Miller's Answers
)

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or lo Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Full Sheets of Foundation in Sections.

1. Would jou advise using full sheets of foundation in sections,
and have it fastened at the top and bottom*

2. Do you think it would stretch sufHciently to make it sag?
Illinois.

Answers.— I. No.
2. Yes. But you can succeed liy putting in a liottom starter ;V

deep with I4 inch space lietween it auj the top starter.

Uniting Colonies—Cocklefierry—Dead Brood.

1. Can I unite 2 or more colonies successfully by using a board
containing 3 or more Porter bue-escapes placed between the hives
whose colonies are to be united (after removing bottom-board and
cover of said hives), providing I remove one of the queens? Would 5
or ti p. m. be the bast lirae 10 test the same?

2. Is the cockle, or cockleberry, bush recognized as a honey-plant?
Late in October, 1903, oneof my culonies. which was very strong, be-
gan to hang out on the sides aud frunt of the hive. At hist I thought
they were fixing to swarm, but 1 could tind nr> queen-cells, but the
brood-frames were filled wiih honey. I then decided they wanted
more room, but thought it was too late to put on a shallow super,.butj
put it on as an experiment, with full sheeis of foundation, aud to my
surprise they filled it with honey in about 10 daj6. I then became

anxious to know where the honey came from, when I found thousands
of bees hard at work on the young cockleberry bushes. The honey is

light in color and of very nice flavor.

3. My queens have been laying all winter, and I notice the bees

carrying out dead brood to a small extent in the morning, their bodies

seeming to have been crushed or gnawed. Can their death be caused
by occasional cold snaps? The thermometer has never been lower
than 21 degrees above zero, and only for about 2 hours at a time, the

average cold being about 3.5 of 40 degrees above, and I always contract

the hive-entrances when I expect a freeze. Louisiana.

Answers.—1. It would probably prove successful in most cases;

and in cases where troulile was likely to arise there would be some ad-

vantage in operating in the evening, as at that time robber-bees would
not be so likely to stir up strife.

2. I know nothing about the plant, but you have given pretty

good testimony in favor of its being a good honey-plant.

3. Doubtful about the trouble being caused by cold. May it not

be the work of the wax-worm i

Fastening Full Sheets in Sections-Candied Comb
Honey.

1. In putting in full foundation in sections and frames, should it

come clear out to the edge, or should there lie a space?

2. What do you do with comb when it is full of candied honey ?

SoDTH Dakota.

Answers.—1. It is impracticable to put it in without a small

space, say 1-16 inch at each side.

2. Meltit carefully, and take off the cake of wax when cold.

Queen-Rearing-Curing Foul Brood—Spring Feed-
ing, Etc.

1. Which is the best method of queen-rearing, Alley, Doolittle, or

Swarthraore?
2. Will George E. Hinckley's method of spraying the bottom-

board, cure foul and black brood? This was described on page 825

(1903).
3. Can nuclei be formed by dequeening the colonies you want to

divide, dividing them aud inserting a sealed queen-cell in each
nucleus? If so, how long should the colony be queenlees before at-

tempting to divide?

4. Do you recommend spring feeding, by the Boardman method,
described on page 147 of A B C of Bee-Culture?

5. How do you introduce queens with water?
6. How much Light Brood foundation will ittakeforSLangstroth

frames?
7. Will eucalyptus grow here in southwest Texas. Texas.

Answers.—1. Alley's is best for Alley, Doolittle's for Doolittle,

and so on. I prefer something a little different from either, as I have
described in " Forty Years Among the Bees."

2. The statement of a foul-brood inspector, that he has succeeded
with such treatment, gives some ground for hope that it may be suc-

cessful.

3. Y'es, divide two or three days after the removal of queen, giv-

ing cells at the same time.

4. Mr. Boardman is excellent authority, but it may not succeed
with all as it does with him.

5. Simply hold the queen under water until she nearly or entirely

ceases to struggle, and then put her on a top-bar in the queenless

colony.
6. About 14 ounces.
7. I don't know; it's worth trying.

"Thin" Foundation for Bottom Starters.

What grade of super foundation do you use for bottom starters in

sections? Will the extra thin do? California.

Answer.—I use thin super foundation for both upper and lower
starters. I'm afraid extra thin might toppleover. Even if it did not,

I prefer thin to the extra thin. The latter is too likely to be gnawed
by the bees at any time when honey is not coming in ; and at least in

my locality there may occur even in the best seasons one or more days
when bees gather nothing.

j
^^^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^ I

y Is truaranteed to stand at the head for quality and worlsmanship, as it is made by ttie latest K
}» process sheeting, and purifying wax, and will defy competitors in its .[uality and purltv. »,
\ Send for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY. AS

J» 1' rieod Bee keeper, now IS .he time for von to send in your wa.x and have it worked into \^
\ Foundation. HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wa.'v B
Jl not accepted. A full line of Bbb-SUHfLlB '. 1^

^ AtGUST HEISS, Greenville, Wis.
^

iPlepse mention Bee Journal wben wntiii%.

A Cold Winter for Bees.

I do not believe 25 percent of the bees will

winter and spring within 50 miles of here.

A few years ago they filled up with honey-
dew, and I lost 180 out of 185 colonies. That
year we put them in the cellar. This year we
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PERSONAL TO SUBSCRIBERS!
WRITE FOR IT!

THIS announcement won't cure you I The reading- of it won't ease your aches and pains. The medicine advertised

WILL, but if you NEED it, if you WANT it, you MUST WRITE FOR IT.

I WE have it and are willing to send it to you ON trial, AT OUR RISK, YOU TO BE THE JUDGE, but we cannot

know. that you need it, that you want it, unless you write to us and tell us to send it to you.
* How many times have you seen " Personal to Subscribers " in this paper ? How many times have you THOUGHT you

would answer it and send for a package on trial, AT OUR RISK ? Now suit the ACTION to the THOUGHT, and write

for it to-day. Hundreds of your FELLOW SUBSCRIBERS have done what we ask you to do and are not sorry for having

done it. You do it NOW I YOU ARE TO BE THE JUDGE 1

READ OUR SPECIAL OFFER:
WE WILL SEND to every subscriber or reader of the .\mericao Bee Journal or worthy person recom-

mended by a subscriber, a full-sized One Dollar package of VIT/E-ORE, by mail, post-paid, snmcieat
for one month's treatment, to be paid for within one month'j time after receipt, if the receivercan truthfully

say that its use has done him or her more good than all the drags or dopes of quacks or good doctors or pat-

ent medicines he or she has ever used. Read this over again carefully, and understand we ask our pay only
when it has done you good and not before. We take
all the risk; you have nothing to lose. If it does not
benefit you, you pay us nothing. Vit£E-Ore is a natural,
hard, adamantine, rock-like substance—mineral—Ore
—mined from the ground like gold and silver, and re-

quires about 20 years for oxidization. It contains free
iron, free sulphur and magnesium, and one package
will equal In medicinal strength and curative value 800

gallons of the most powerful efficacious mineral water
drunk fresh at the springs. Tt is a geological discov-
ery, to which there is nothing added or taken from. It

is the marvel of the century for curingsuch diseases as

Rheumatism, Bright's Disease, Blood Poi-
soning, Heart Trouble, Dropsy, Catarrh
and Throat Affections, Liver, Kid-

ney and Bladder Ailments,
Stomach and Female Disordets, La Grippe,

Malarial Fever, Nervous Prostra-
tion and General Debility,

as thousands testify, and as no one, answering this,

writing for a package, will deny after us'ng. Vite-Ore
has cured more chronic, obstinate, pronounced-incura-
ble cases than any other known medicine, and will
reach cases with a more rapid and powerful curative
action than any medicine, combination of medicines,
or doctor's prescription which it is possible to procure.
VIT/E-ORE will do the same for you as it has for

hundreds of readers of this paper if you will give it a
trial. 3end for a $1.00 package at our risk. You have
nothing to lose but the stamp to answer this an-
nouncement. If the medicine does not benefit you,
write us so and there is no harm done. We want no
one's money whom Vita;-Ore cannot benefit. Can
anything be more fair? What sensible person, no
matter how preiudiced he or she may be, who desires

a cure and is willing to pay for it, would hesitate to try
Vitee-Oreon this liberal offer? One package is usually
sufficient to cure ordinary cases; two or three for

chronic, obstinate cases. We mean just what we say
in this announcement, and will do just what we agree.

Write today for a package at our risk and expense,
giving your age and ailments, and mention this paper,

so we may know that you aie entitled to this liberal

offer.
, , ,. .

This offer will challenge the attention and consideration, and afterward the gratitude o_t every living per-

son who desires better health, or who suffers pains, ills and diseases which have defied the medical world and

qrowH worse with age. We care not for your skepticism, bat ask only your investigation, and at our expense,

trgardlcis of what ills you have, by sending to us for a package.

i\ WVv

READ
AVhat a Minnesota Pioneer Says of

this Remedy.

Suffered for Years—Disease Pronounced by Doc-
tors " Cancer of tiie Stomach."

Browxsvii.le. Mt.vv.
1 wish to notify you and my ailing mankind that I

was suffering for many years, especially during win-
ter, when I could not leave the room formonthsand
could not do my work; neither could I do my work
in summer, for 1 felt pain if I exerted myself the
least bit. The pain was mostly in my stomach, hut
the heart was also atTected. I consulted several doc-
tors; one told me I had Consumption; the other that
I hart Liver trouble: and the third that 1 had Heart
disease, but none of them helped me. I also tried

different patent medicines and electric belts, but
with the same result—temporary relief and then it

was the same again. Every fall I thoueht that I

would not live to see spring. It finally became so
bad last winter that I once more consulted a noted
doctor, who pumped my stomach and examined it

carefully, and tnen declared that 1 had Cancer of
the Stomach, and that he could not helD me. He
also said that I could live only a few months longer.

I then read about VitaiOre in the German paper,
which I have taken lor many years, and just like

one drowning, grasps at a straw, so I grasped tor the
medicine. I hardiv had any confidence in it. but
tnonght I will try it in Go I's name, and if it does not
help it surelv cannot harm, and look here: After
using V.-O. fortwo weeks 1 felt an improvement,
and after I had used the entire package 1 could do
some work. Then I sent for another packaee and
after using the same I could help along with any
kind of work. I even helped along during harvest
time and in making hay. and this winter I feel bet-

ter than a long time before, and tnen, too. I am 61

years old now. If there is a medicine that cangive
new life and i energies it certainly is Vitse-

Ore. 1 am iniiebted for my Ufe to God's assistance

d to this medicine. JOHN Hembd.

Address, JHEO. NOEL COMPANY,
J. p. Dept., Vitae=Ore Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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have the same number, 1S.5, and have left

them on the summer stands. The year I had
them in the cellar the weather was very warm
and open ; this year is theewldest I ever knew.
At the next town south, Salem, N. Y., it has
been 47 degrees ; atFairhaven, Vt., 1 hear that
the mercury went as low as 48 degrees below

;

here about 34 to 36 degrrees below, and I ex-
pect over 100 colonies are dead now. I will

report later. C. M. Lincoln.
Bennington Co., Vt., .Tan. IS.

Bees Winteping Well.

I have 80 colonies of bees which are winter-
ing out-of-doors, and all are doing well. We
have had a regular winter for about 7 weeks.
We are having sleighing at present.
Madison Co., Ind., Jan. 18. Rot Cox.

Succeeding With Bees.

When I reported last I had only 16 colonies
of bees, and now I have about 70. I obtained
from my best colony last year $21.50 worth of
honey, and from the poorest about $3.00

worth, the average being about S-S.OO per col-

ony. I produce bulk comb and extracted
honey which brings here 133^ cents per
pound.

I have recently formed a partnership with
Mr. J. R. Sprinkle, who is " an enthusiastic
admirer of the elegant habits of bees," and
who realizes that practical knowledge is the
secret of successful bee-keeping. We are,

therefore, reading the best books and journals
pertaining to apiculture. I enjoy reading the
American Bee Journal more than any of the
other papers I have read on bee-keeping.

Chas. L. Sams.
Madison Co., N. C, Jan. 13.

Wintering All Right So Far.

The bees are wintering all right so far. I

don't think I have lostauy yet. I am winter-

ing 143 colonies. W. S. Feebaok.
Nicholas (Jo., Ky., Jan. 16.

Sweet Clovep foF Honey and Forage
I wonder how long those who find sweet

clover honey to be of poor quality leave it on
the hive to ripen. Now my bees have access
to between 8 and 10 acres of sweet clover, and
I find the honey very good. A bee-keeping
neighbor about 3 miles from here, who has
100 colonies, which also have free access to

this plant, produces excellent honey—good,
heavy, clear, rich honey—but we are never in

a hurry to extract our honey. We leave it on
the hive until the season is well over ; in fact,

it remains on until all (lowers are destroyed
by frost. I confess that I cannot let any
piece of ground lie around waste without
scattering some sweet clover seed on it. I

sometimes feel tempted to scatter it along
the roadsides, and I don't think I would be
doing much harm, then, either.

Talk about cattle not eating sweet clover

!

They will do it freely without any forcing,

when they get a taste for it. I have seen cat-

tle turn up their noses at alfalfa before now,
until they got used to it, and that is consid-
ered to be good enough for anything.

W. D. Harris.
Ontario, Canada, Jan. IS.

Report for 1903—Swarming.
I got my first bees 13 years ago, when in my

teens, and have been a faithful student of the
little insect since.

The season of 1003 was probably the best
ever known for honey in this locality. On
my return home from the west, on May 15, I

had 31 colonies, 3 of which were cjueenless
and soon died, leaving 3S colonies, most of
which were strong. They increased to 47,

and stored UHOO pounds of comb honey. I

took off the first honey June 15; the last, Sept.
23. The bees worked all this time, with the
exception of about 10 days the first of August.
The first part of the season several colonies

became queenless. 1 probably lost some
queens in manipulating, as, for instance, I

had been using an empiy hive, with a tele-

BEE = SUPPLIES!
>tt >lt >lt >te. >t<. >te- >t<>tt ite.>Ji >ti, .xi< >te jt4 itt >te. ite.Mt ik. >li

Root's Qoods at Root's Prices. S-

Everytbinc used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. f?

Lov? Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND

^

1
2 Percent Disccunt Sttty"™* x:,A

^ Send for our 1904 Catalog' and Price-L,ist. Our ®

I HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in workmanship and material
|

jsj By sending in your order now, you will save money, and k
V secure prompt shipment. SJ

I PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London, Wis. ijs.a ^

EVERY EGG GETS HEAT
at aaine teraperatLin;. No cold drau^ihts to kill in

tbis hatcher. Chirka Lattjh lively aod strontr from a

GREAT SCOTT INCUBATOR
Can't break our recrulatnr — it's beneath the top.
Needs little attenii.tn. New free catalog' tells how
to make enns and chickens bring money. Write now.

ScottlncubatorCo.,Box 93 indianapolls, Ind.

I A 200 Egg
INCUBATOR

Perfect ._

action. Hatches every fertile

egg. Write for catalog to-day.

CEO. n. STAHL, Qulncy. Ill

Please mention the Bee Journal.

S Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies? Re-

)? member, vou get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,
' and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you

S money. Is not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

I
Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.

9 We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies

8 of any house in the West.

§ HoNKY AND Beeswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

S illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

I GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
|

Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are M
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the j£

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE- W
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and M
Price-L,ist. .". .'. .". .". .". •'• '• M

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis. |

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the

lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. L,ang-

stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI.OHIO.
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scope cover on, for setting- the combs in,

which I would remove from a hive when the
robbers were bad. One evening, for some
reason, I raised the cover from such a hive,
and there in the top of it was a i|ueen and
about a dozen bees. Where she belonged was
a puzzle not easily solved. And the queens
not being clipped, I lost several at swarming-
tirae ; they would go out with the swarm, drop
down somewhere, the swarm would return,
and the queen would be lost. One such
swarm, after returning, went to work again
lively. In about a week 2 swarms united. I
took one queen and gave it to the queenless
colony, and destroyed every queen-cell. They
accepted the queen as though she belonged
there. But the next day they swarmed, and
a day or so later they absconded. I think if

I would not have had so many mishaps with
queens I would have reached the 4-ton mark.
The best colony. No. 33 (blacks), swarmed

June 6. The swarm was hived in No. 40, and
placed on the old stand, while No. 33 was
moved immediately to a new stand ; no queen-
cells were removed, and they cast no after-
swarms. No. 40 produced 303 pounds of
honey, and No. 33 produced 130 pounds—

a

total of 433 pounds. A number of other colo-
nies were not far behind. I did not try to
prevent prime swarms, but all after-swarms.
In a season siich as the one just past, I believe
one will secure more honey by letting the bees
swarm, as they seem to work with more
energy. Only one colony made no attempt to
swarm and it stored 243 pounds—a little less
than the average.
At first I would take and shake all the bees

off the combs with the new swarm, and give
the brood to the weak colonies until they were
all built up. Others I placed on the stands of
queenless colonies. It an after-swarm issued
I would place it on the stand of the parent
colony, putting the latter on top of the
swarm. In a week or ten days I would have
3 fertilized queens, when I would unite them
and have the whole force together again. I
believe as Dr. Miller does, in strong colonies
all the time.
One thing I observed and put into practice

;

When a swarm issues there will be as much
brood, or more, than the remaining bees can
care tor, let alone the eggs. After swarming
I would remove 3 or 3 combs containing eggs
and the youngest brood and give it to strong
colonies for about a week, when I would re-
turn it. This would make the old colony that
much stronger, because if left in that hive it
would have perished for want of warmth and
nourishment. This is quite a factor in the
early part of the season, but later on it would
probably not pay to bother. E. J. Babb
Stephenson Co., 111., Jan. 4.

Good Honey Crop.
We had a good crop of honey last season-

about 40,000 pounds—a little more than half
extracted. I had one young swarm, hived
June 8, that filled nearly ten 34-pound supers
in a yard that had about 340 colonies Bees
are all right. N. Stai.minqeb
Cedar Co., Iowa, Jan. 18.

Do Queens Lay in Queen-Cells ?—
Bees Moving Eggs.

On page SU (VMS), Thos. Chantry holds up
his hands in answer to my question, on page
766, asking if anyone ever saw a queen lay ic
a queen-cell. I have asked this question at
several conventions, and no one was willing
to answer in the affirmative, although some
thought that queens did. The fact that I and
a thousand others have not seen it, is no proof
that it does not occur, while one witness, who
has seen it, is proof that it may. For myself
I fear that Mr. Chantry is mistaken, as it com-
pletely refutes the Dzierzon theory of the
size of the cell controlling the sex of the egg,
and that is an accepted fact by our best bee-
keepers.

I will accept Mr. Chantry's invitation to
visit his apiary whenever he is ready, provided
he shall pay my expenses if he fails to show a
queen in the act of laying in queen-cells If
he succeeds, I will pay my own expenses, and
hold up my hands, and give a big whoop, also.

In regard to workers moving eggs from one
cell to another, he is correct in thinking I

2 percent Discount
IN FEBRUARY

On all orders where cash
accompanies. We fur-
nish everything needed
in the Apiary.
Catalog and price-list

FREE.
AQENCIES.

Eretchmer Mfg. Co.,
Chariton, Iowa.

Trbster Supply Co.,
Liacola. Nebr.

KRETCHMBK, MFO. CO., ^""""-^Sou "cU^^fuffs, Iowa,

g K.H!r3 OA.IC, lOTATA.. Chas. Meyers, LeipsicOhio.

Reaae mention Bee :;oumai wlitn -wrltliiB

i;<i^

WE HAVE GROWN f
TOO BIG FOR OUR PRESENT QUARTERS. ST

The rapid expansion of owr business has driven us out, and on January 1st we ^
will be located at 51 WALNUT STREET. This forced change will remove us ^only half a block from our old home, but there we will have four floors, with increased S
facilities, and a TREMENDOUS NEW STOCK OF BEE-SUPPLIES. ^

IVe Have To Do This. We Lead. 5
In the new place nothing will be lacking. Yon will find a complete line of every- ^

thing in the bee-line. ^
TheMUTH SPECIAL, the REGULAR STYLES OF DOVETAILS, OADANT'S FOUNOA- 9'

TION, etc. Soecial Discounts for Early Orders. COME AND SEE US. £
QUEEN-BEES and Nuclei in season. Send for Catalog.

' ^
2 The FredW^MuthCa, ''""*^c".SNTf,. OHIO, fc

flease mention Bee Journal "wnen writine.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS '•^

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3'A miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones, No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 8.0O
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

DR. PEIRO-S

OXYGEN
TREATMENT for

WEAK LUNGS
The re
I'e

Pie Quick and
diseases of

Lungs, Heart aud Nerr
lull particulars on application.
Free. DR. PEIRO, Specialist,
^. liearborn Street. Ohlcaio.

Uee Journal. Dept. 314.

DAVENPORT, t
IOWA f

Send vour orders for everything- in
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES to
the city nearest to you. Save Freight
and get prompt service. We are head-
quarters for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEC-
TIONS. DADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S
SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
213-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport, Iowa.
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!

Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell
you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey.
We sell Supplies at Factory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

EVERGREENS
Hardy s

Co $10 per 100-50 Great Bargftins to aelect
from. Write nt once for free Catalogue
and Bargain Sheet. Local Ag«Bt« wanted.

D. HilUsr^? Dundee.lll.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^fTo^LklS^E
Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANESTAND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing wax into foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog, with prices and discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Out., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
r^^^-y^^^^TTT>
Flease mention Bse JoumaJ vrtien wntine.
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never saw Ihem do it. But we can know a

thing is done without seeing the act. I have

placed a comb containing eggs in a hive con-

taining a queenless colony, and the eggs were

removed to another comb and they hatched

worker-bees.
1 once transferred a queenless colony and

gave them brood, and they built 2 queen-cells

on the wood splint that held a dry comb, and

fhey hatched 2 fine queens from those ceils

before any other cells hatched. In either

case, if the eggs were laid by laying workers,

they ought to have produced drones, and it is

certain that the eggs were removed by the

bees and placed in the other combs, or they

were laid by laying workers, as there was no

queen in either hive.

Thecasenows^oes to thejury of bee-keep-

ers, without further argument from me.

Santa Barbara Co., Calif. Delos Wood.

Dry Winter—Bees All Right.

We are having a very open, mild and dry

winter, which is liable to dry the white clover

out if long continued, although I think it is

all right yet. .

The bees are wintering well, and with tne

present weather continuing they will doubt-

less come through in good shape.
E. S. Miles.

Crawford Co., Iowa, Jan. 18.

Destroying Ants—No Rain.

Put a lump (about the size of a quarter) of

cyanide of potassium in the nest, wet it a lit-

tle, place a piece of paper on top and throw a

double handful of dirt on the paper to hold it

in place. In three days remove the cyanide

and put it in a new nest.J

This drug is a deadly poison, taut is all right

to use if one exercises a Utile care.

No rain here vet ; not a very good prospect

for a honey crop. There has been only one

day this winter that the bees did not fly. We
have had ice frequently this winter, at night.

Kern Co., Calif., Jan. S. R. C. Corky.

Severe Winter for Bees.

We are having a very severe winter here.

The thermometer registered 30 degrees below

zero on Jan. 5. We have over two feet of

snow now, and it is snowing to-day at the

rate of V-^ inches per hour. I don't know
how my bees will come out ; they have not

had a flight since the middle of November. I

have not bothered them, as they are pretty

well snowed under. I predict a big loss in

this State this winter, unless we get a warm
spell soon. G. W. Bell.

Clearfield Co., Pa., Jan. 13.

Making Hive-Covers, Frames, Etc.

I see sbme questions asked in regard to the

best hive-covers. I have tried almost every-

thing, and the very best cover I have found
yet I made from 4-inch flooring and 5-inch

matched rustic siding. I cut the pieces long

enough so I can nail them to a piece Ixl^.j on

the under side at each end, and allow }{ inch

play, so they will always go on and off easily.

Then get dry mineral roofing paint and mix it

quite thick with linseed oil, and give them 2

coats. I can make thera at a cost of 9 cents

apiece ; they will keep their shape better than

any patent cover on the market to-day, with

or without paint.

I think poplar makes one of the best hive-

bodies. For frames I use the liest grade of

soft pine lath, costing 45 cents per hundred
here. I can make them average one frame to

a lath, and they are just as good as factory

made frames. Take one lath and saw off a

piece long enough for 2 bottom-bars; the

other piece will make an end-piece. Rip the

piece for bottom-bars through the center, so

it will make 4 bottom-bars; and one lath will

make 3 top-bars and one end-piece, or 5 end-

pieces. The top-liars I rip off 51C from one
edge; I then cut that into pieces just long

enough to go between the end-bars, and I

nail it to the under side of the top-bar with

fine wire nails made from No. IS wire; that

stiffens the top-liar, and makes a comb-guide

to fasten the foundation to. I use the same

lOiOOO Plants for 1 6c

i offer:

For 16 Cents Postpaid yj)
'"

.lledlumnndLatwtubbaees, /j/j

did Unloni
lUUU Rare LusciouH Itadlshea,
1000 (lloriousij Rrilllant Flowpr-

nistiing bushels ofbrllUantfluM
and lots and lots of choice vegeta- -

blea.to^ettier without great catalog,
(

St^imps and this notice.
iioth 140-page catalog alone, 4c.

JOHN A. SALZER SEEO CO.,
'\ La Crosse, Wis.

Please znention Bee Journal -when writing.'

afGRAPEVINES
100 Varieties. Also Small Fruits, Trees, Ac. Best root-

ed stock. Genuine, cheap. 2 sample vines mailed lor lOcs.

Uescripttve price-list tree. Lewis Roesch, Frodonia, N.Y.

How to Organize
A Farmers* Telephone Co,

We have published a very In-
slruciive telephone book of K'8
pages, especially for the man
who wants to tnow j\LL about
telephone matters. It tells how
to organize, how to build tho
lines; about different types of
phones, construction, gives by-
laws, and constitutions, in fact

ephone encyclopedi
We ent

lion
per. or we will send FHKE

our book V- 4. ''Telephone Facts for
Fanners." Address nearest office.

Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.
Rochester. N. Y.-Chicago, III.

Eucalyptus Trees

!

We can furnish them, and invite correspon-
dence. Address, GtO. W. BERCAW,

4A4t El Toko, Orange Co., Calif.

WEAK
EYES
CURED
AT HOME.
CVARANTEED

Cataracts, Granulated Lids,. Inflammatio

Eve Growths, Opti'- >erve Diseaf_e8 Fa i.

ve'iii.'ht and all eve diseases can be cur

vltliouttlie knife ut home at little cost and

'^C^iiiairEye" Treatment
hirsTtemSni'MUt^ ""i/nc!/. NoUiingtopay for but aiitual

ChTllan"'Remedy Co"! 67 o'street, Bushneil, llllrois

iq MONEY IN POULTRY
For the Next 30 Days Only,

lall our line vahiublel-oi: try
Tells yo
ig roont.
1 colored plate i

tttir natural cvlura. Send lOo for mailing arm y^\i^.

JOHN BAUSCHER, JR., Boi 94. FREEPORT, ILL.

fine wire nails driven througti each end-bar
about equal distanee apart, and bend good
hooks on them with a pair of round-nose
pliers, like bicycle pliers; bend the hooks all

one way to put the wire on, and it is no job at
all to wire the frames. For a wire embedder,
i,'et a balance wheel from one of those small
round clocks, as thick a wheel as you can get;
the teeth are sharp like saw-teeth. Set the
wheel in a vise to hold it solid, then with a
small, three-cornered file cut a nick in the
ceuter of each tooth l-ji2 inch deep. For a
handle get a stick '\ square and 6 inches long,
saw into the end to let the wheel in deep
enough, and put a wire-nail through for the
wheel to run on. That makes the best wire
embedder there is riiade. If it gets off of the
wire it won't cut the foundation.

W. A. Moore.
Delaware Co., Ohio, Jan. 6.

A Discouraging Ppopliet.

Bees are wintering well, and white clover is

in abundance, and up to date is covered with
snow and in fine shape. However, for all this,

I still hold fast to the idea that this part of
the country will not yield nectar from clover
next season anything like the past season.
This idea is drawn from the fact that hard
freezing weather has prevailed ever since win-
ter set in, with only a light covering of snow
on the ground. Let us watch for the outcome.

Frank Coverdale.
•lackson Co., Iowa, .Jan. 18.

Managing Swarming.
My bees were very weak last spring, and I

had to feed a good deal. I lost several colonies.

I had 58 colonies when the honey-flow from
white clover commenced, increased to 100,

and extracted 8000 pounds of as fine white
clover honey as you ever saw ; it averaged me
8 cents per pound.
The last year I did not move the bees to the

bottoms, as I have been doing for the past
7' years; I had so much at home. When they
had the swarming fever so badly I would take
a frame of brood and nice queen-cells almost
ready to hatch, and the bees that were on it,

and then go to another strong colony and take
another frame of hatching brood, beesandall,
and put them in a new hive with one frame of
honey, and close them up bee-tight for 3 days
and nights on a new stand, and let them alone,

and they did well. I got about half of my in-

crease in this way. Of course, I helped them
when they needed it.

I was making a liee-cellar last fall, and it

made me late about getting my bees into win-
ter quarters. I put in 73 colonies Dec. 26,

and left 28 outside, as I want to see which
do the best. My bee-house is 12x10, and the
cellar is the same, and G feet and 2 inches
deep, walled with stone 4 feet under the
ground and 2 feet above, banked up roof. I

was in the cellar to-day, and everything was as
quiet as the dead hour of night.

I use the Simplicity lO-frame hive, and run
for extracted honey altogether. I had my
honey all sold 2 months ago. I could have
sold as much more if I had had it.

I used a 2-frame extractor, but I want a 4-

frame one, reversible. I have 2 hands in the
honey-house, aud myself out-of-doors, and we
extract 2 barrels of honey a day.

James Grover.
Brown Co., 111., Jan. 4.

Please mention tiee .journal wnen "wiitir^

Fumigating a Wliole Apiary.

A few days before Christmas I completed a

thorough job of fumigating ray entire apiary

for what seemed to be black brood. .The
odor was that of foul brood—also the coffee

color—but it would not stand the toothpick
test—seemed more like black, muddy water,

only a little thicker, but would hang to the

pick, break, and fly back. I used my honey-
tank, which is 3 feet high and about 6 feet in

diameter. I took the bees out of enough
hives to 811 the tank, shaking aud brushing
them into boxes, and when the tank was filled

with hives I placed a 'soup dish in the center

on the bottom of the tank and in it put two
spoonfuls of formaldehyde and one of water,

using a big iron spoon with a capacity of V
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gill. Then I covered the tank with S-ounce
duck, with oilcloth over the top, letting: the

cover hang down on the side all around, with
rope tied around to keep it air-tight. I fumi-
gated hives, combs, lilankets, lids, entrance-

blocks, bee-brush and chisel, for 34 hours.

Then I used these hives after pouring into

them a common tablespoonful of the best car-

bolic acid, and turning the hive so as to run
the acid around the edges of the tloor (as I

nail all bottoms to my hives) , and then satur-

ated the middle of the floor with eucalyptus
oil. Now the hives are readj- to shake other

bees in, using only the combs with honey all

sealed over and empty combs, both having
been fumigated, and tiering up second stories

containing partially tilled combs, and those
with broody matter in the apiary with a rag of

cotton on top of frames saturated with
bisulphide of carbon, and covered tight with a

20-pound stone on top. This was no holiday
leisure, to treat 100 two-story hives, many of

them full of honey from bottom to top, and
the eucalyptus oil seemed to make them rob
more.
The bees are all clean and nice, and queens

are laying at the time of this writing. I am
persuaded that the starvation plan is all bosh.

Also, that Prof. Cook's fire cure is out of

date. If the bees do not stay cured you will

hear from me again.
There is one question I wish to ask : Do

you think it safe to use these nice, straight,

new, wired coinl)S with foul-broody matter to

hive new swarms on next spring, after having
treated them as I have described !

Dr. W. a. Johnson.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Jan. 12.

[Will Mr. France kindly send to us his

answer to the question for publication?

—

Editor.]

CONVENTION NOTICES.

IVllchigan.—The Northern Michigan bee-keep-
ers will hold their annual convention March
30 and 31. 1904, in the Montague Hall, 127 Front
St., Traverse City, Mich.

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, Pres.
Rapid City, Mich.

Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among other important
questions to be considered will be the World's
Fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of
1905. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to further increase the fraternal in-

terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all bee-keepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

MWhatSs
U. S. Send for a copy and read the proof. ' It is f i

Buckeye Incubator Co., Box £8, Springfield, O.

Partner with ISOOO in cash
and bees. Unlimited range,

. ^ in best country on earth.
g proposition to right party. Address

Wanted
Interesting- propos

Gall Box 82, Floresville, Tex.
6Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
'al Discounts to the Trade.

FENCE!

39E26t

STROMGEST
MAOE. Buh
strong, Chicken-

TJ (Tht. Sold to the Farmer at Wholesale
Prices. Folly Warranted. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 89 Wlaebester, Indiana, C. 8. A.

Please mention the Bee Journal

OVER AND OVER AGAIN
farmers write naand s;i\ that they liave need PAGB
Fence for 15 years, and il is still in service.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Michigan.

Please mentiou Bee Journal 'wti^n 'WTitlnj!:

Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 <« 146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in Cleveland and
Indianapolis. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,
with complete description and lowest price
delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City
and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Th03. C. Stanley it Son, Manzanola, Colo.

mease mentioii Bee Journal when -wntinfi.

B
ItNGHAIH'S PATENT

SmokersX p. RINOHAM. Parwell, Ml
Flease mention Bee Journal when wimtmfr.

\'ir__-4._j To buy Fancy CombWanted honey .n no-dnp'^ •*»«•-*»»* cases; also White Clover
Extracted; spot cash

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

lAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED !'='^^',?^J;B HONEY
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. iVluth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnnt, Cincinnati, Ohio

Please mention Bee jotunal when writlns

GOOD BEE-HIVE CHEAP!
Called the poor man's hive. Either 8 frame or
10. Sections sold at last year's prices. Full line

of SUPPLIES. Subscription to bee-journals
with orders. Send for list.

R. D. 3. W. D. SOPER, Jackson, nich.
3Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Beli, Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS

]
Chicago, Jan. 8.—The new year opens with

a quiet trade in honey, retailers having usually
a supply from the stock laid in to make a good
show at the holiday time. Prices are without
essential change in No. 1 to fancy comb, which
brings about 13c; very little doing in off grades
at from KgJSc less. Extracted, white grades,
bring from 6@7c. according to flavor and other
qualities; ambers about Ic less; especially
weak are those lacking in flavor and body.
Beeswax steady at 28®30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Jan. 8. — The market on comb
honey has weakened, as the supply has been
larger than the demand. Fancy water-white,
14c; o£E grades, lower. Extracted, amber, in
barrels, 5K@5)ic; in 60-lb. cans, Kc more; al-
falfa, water-white, 6(ai6!4c; fancy white clover,
7(5)Sc. Beeswax, good demand; 30c for nice.

C. H. W. Webkr.

Philadelphia, Feb. S.—There has been a de-
cided decline in comb honev for the last 10
days. We quote fancy white, 14@15c; No. 1
13®14c; amber, 10@llc. Extracted, fancy white,
lhic\ amber, bUc. Beeswax, 3lc. We are pro-
ducers of honey and do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. a. Selsek.

CiKCiNNATi, Jan. 25.—The demand for honey
shows little life at the present time. Have an
ample supply, although we are looking for a re-
vival of trade in the near future. Prices are de-
clining, owing to the superfluous quantity in
this country. We are selling amber extracted
in barrels at 5;i@6c; white clover, 65^@Sc, ac-
cording to quality. Fancy comb honey selling
slow at 14@15c. Beeswax, good demand, at 30cThe Fred W. Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from lOfelSc. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, b}ic tor mixed, and S}i@bc for dark
and buckwheat, Beeswa.x, 28@30c.

H. R. Wright.

Boston, Dec. 21.—The demand for honey con-
tinues good, with an ample supply of comb, and
a light supply of extracted. We quote our
market as follows: Fancy white comb, 16@17c-
No. 1, 14@15c; and practically no No. 2 to offer'
Extracted, 7(S8c, as to quality.

Blake, Scott & Leb.

Kansas City, Jan. 28.—There is very little
change to note in our honey market since our
last report. The supply is still large and the
demand fair. We quote: Fancy white comb,
24-section cases, $2.60; No. 1, $2.£0; No. 2, $2 40
Extracted, white, per pound, 7c; amber, 6@6Hc
Beeswax, 25@30c. C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honey is arriving
in sufficient quantities to supply the demand,
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We quote
fancy white at I4c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, ll@12c-
and buckwheat, 10c. Extracted, light amber',
at 6c; white, 65^c; Southern, S5@60c per gallon;
buckwheat, SMc. Beeswax, 2S@29c.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKBN.

San Francisco, Jan. 20.—White comb, 1-lb
frames, 12^^@13c; amber, 9@nc. Extracted'
white, 5M@6c; light amber, 45^@Sc; amber
4®4Hc; dark amber, 3>^@4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27>i@29c; dark, 2S@26c
Values are showing steadiness, but the de-

mand is slow. There are complaints of doc-
tored or adulterated honey being foisted on the
market and interfering with the sale of the
pure article.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. IlLi

Please mention Bee Jotirnai "wnen "writinp

Clover, Basswood,
and Alfalfa Ex-
tracted HONEY.
Send sample and

state lowe«!t orice, quantitj-. and how put up.
THE A. I. ROOT CO.. IWedina. Ohio.

Wanted
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The Best Bee-Goods

ia the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. It you buy of us you
M*!!! not be disappointed.
tVe are undersold by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerkish, Eppiiig, N.H., carries

a fttU line of our ^oods at catalogr prices.
Order of him and save the freight.

« >
•lease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

1. J. STRlNGtlfllW, 105 Park Place, |
NEW YORK

I
Manufactures and carries in stock every #
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND 'D;

QUEENS IN SEASON. <E
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free. It

Please mention Bee Journal when wriunt

20.000 POUNDS OF

PURE EXTRACTED HONEY.
If you need any for your home trade, write us

at once.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
At Lowest Prices possible.

Calaloii free.

XjEA.n'S' li/CB'O. CO.,
1 ALTA SlTA, EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

5A3t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bee=Supplies I

Q. B. Lewis Go's Goods. (^

„ Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buy.

§ BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. (9

S 'Write us to-day and say what you S
j2 want, and get our prices. New catalog zi
S of 84 oages; it is free. ?•

JZ We also handle the famous ?4

S Hoosier Incubators and Brooders, a
§ C. M. Scott & Co. §

1004 East Washington Street, g
Indianapolis, Ind. «?

dease mention isee journal wtien 'writlxkflC'

SDecial Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees tor you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Jit

i«i•»•

i*i•»•

t
i»i•»•

i«i
•»T
4*i*»•

4»i

?»?^?»r?»r?»?ij?ij?^ii?^?i!f?(ii??»T^r^?^r'St?J?^^

^^^^Dadant's Foundations^'"
m

year year

NoSAGalNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS Sh'EETINQ.

\A/Vlvr f\f\f^a. li- cf^ll cr» \X7*»II V Because it has always given better satis-
yy liy UUCd 1L S»C11 S»U WCIl r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on Ihe Honey-BGe—Re^^ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESV\ZAX WZaiMTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

7(l??»T?»T*»T?»TT»T?»TT»T7»TT«rT»TT»TT»T7»TT»T

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writina

I Wherever You Are |
iWe Can Reach You ...i

#*
OIR AGENCIES :

As is customary with all large concerns, we have Agen-
cies or Jobbers in different parts of the United States, where
our goods are carried in stock. If you are located near any l^f
of those named below it will save you time and freight <L

charges to send your order to them. Where the distance is ^^<*
not so great from Watertown to the Agency, these Jobbers <,

sell the goods at our regular catalog prices : ^sV
E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo. =^
J. K. Hill & Co., Uvalde, Texas. bSL.
Dadaat & Son, Hamilton, 111. lO
L. C. & A. G. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich. e^
Fred W. Muth & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 51 Walnut St. fff!f,i.

C. M. Scott & Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 1004 E. Washington St. i^^
Fred Foulger & Sons, Ogden, Utah. o^
Robert Halley, Montrose, Colo. (^ft<.
Fruit-Growers' Association, Grand Junction, Colo. ^^^
Colorado Honey-Producers' Ass'n, Denver, Colo., 1440 Market St. <»

_v^^ Lonis Hanssen's Sons, Davenport, Iowa. trmtim"^^ Paul Bachert, Acton, Calif. I^T^ Lilly-Bogardus & Co., Seattle, Wash. <»

,jg^ Colorado Honey-Producers' Ass'n, R. C. Aikin, Mgr., Loveland, Col. t^U.
"(g^ Wisconsin Lumber Co., Faribault, Minn. ^T

a The Arkansas Valley Honey-Producers' Association (Incorporated), »

_i^^ Rocky Ford, Colo. (^t<.
"T^ Chas. A. Gallagher, Maquoketa, Iowa. "^T

a Norris & Anspach, Kenton, Ohio. g,

i G. B. Lewis cc^^^s^'^'^- i

^

Bee-Keepers' Supplies ***
:xx:xxx SEND for our new catalog, 68

;^f»'f>-f-^-f>-f»^f)-f)-f»'f>'f>-f)-f'^'f)^



Converted Cane=Sugar Not Honey. Increase and Honey.
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DANZENBAKER HIVE.
"FACTS ABOUT BEES"
A 64-page book written

by Mr. F. Danzeubaker,

giving a complete descrip-

tion of his famous hive

and directions for using.

Full of valuable informa-

tion. Sent free on receipt

of a two-cent stamp to pay

the postage. Send for it.

O. L. Hershiser.

The Best Bee-keepers use it.

Mr. Hershiser, manager of the New
York State apiarian exhibits at the Co-
lumbian Exposition, 1893. where he won
credit for himself and State by his mag-
nificent display of comb honey, was se-

lected as superintendent of the apiarian
exhibits at the Pan-American Exposition.
Being an up-to-date bee-keeper, and hav-
ing a keen interest in the latest api-
cultural appliances, he installed a trial
apiary of 10 colonies of working bees,
mostly Italians, but with some hybrids,
and one colony of black bees. The last
named made the best record, storing iii

pounds in a Danzenbaker hive.

The Texas Honey Producers' Associa-
tion has this day endorsed the 4x5 section
super, and favor the Danz. style with H.
S. separators. We feel sure we will have
orders for you of from 1500 to 2000 Danz.
supers. The Hvde Bee Co.

Floresville, Tex., Dec. 30, 1903.

I hav ? kept bees three years, and owe
; .to the Danzenbaker Hive. I

shall as soon as possible send 5'ou a re-
port of my honey crop. But one thing I
know now, and that is. that one Danz.
colony gave me over 100 lbs. first-class
honey, while a ten-frame Dovetailed hive
gave 25 lbs., and the Danz. winters in fine
shape without feeding. Both hives had
an equal footing.

Jason B. Hollopeter.
Union Bridge, Md., Oct. 26, 1903.

The great popularity of the Dan.2, hive has brought the

shallowframe into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other contains the essential points of the Danz.

Danzenbaker Sample Hive Outfit

for First Orders.

Five Danz. AD6 sample hives 4 put to-

gether ready for paint, including covers
and bottoms; one brood-chamber fitted

complete as a model, fittings for the other
four in flat, with foundation for one inch
starters $7.00

Five Danz. 4M sample supers including
sections and foundaiion starters. All 5
supers are nailed, and one has inside fix-

tures in place as a model, the fittings for
the other four in flat $4-75

The Danzenbaker hive is kept in stock
at all our branch houses and principal
agencies all over U.S. Our bee-supply

bsi

'
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Editorial Comments
]

Honey and Beeswax Exports and Imports.

For the year ending June 30, 1902, there was exported from the

United States, $106,112 worth ot honey ; for year ending June 30, 1003,

$64,220. Beeswax exports for the same years, respectively, $36,541

and 821,337. The honey imports were for the year ending June 30,

1902, were 167,301 gallons, valued at §56,383; for year ending June

30, 1903, 287,696 gallons, valued at -$115,400. The beeswax imports for

the same years, respectively, were, 408,706 pounds valued at $115,937,

and 488,576 pounds valued at S127,220.

Long-Ideal Hives—Doolittle's Experience.

Mr. Doolittle tells in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that some years

ago he made two hives each four feet long, according to the long-ideal

plan of having all in one story without tiering up. One was used for

extracted honey, the other for comb. Neither worked to his satis-

faction, the worst feature being that the bees in them died each win-

ter, lieing wintered outdoors because too unwieldy to carry in cellar.

Notwithstanding this, some good authorities in Europe have used and

advocated them ; and in this country no less a man than O. O. Popple-

ton has used them successfully for many years, both in Iowa and

Florida.

Some Apiarian Nuts to Crack.

J. B. Kellen. in Praktischer Wegweiser, offers for solution ten

problems of general interest, among which are the following:

Why do bees prefer to dwell and work only in the dark?
Why do queen-cells hang perpendicularly while worker and drone

cells are horizontaU 'Mere lack of room is hardly a sufficient answer.
What means the apparently playful vibratory shaking of the hind

parts of a bee as it waltzes over the comb!
What means the raking motion of the bees on the front of the

hive as they steadily move back and forth?

How long will eggs remain good without beioghatched?
How much, if any, influence do tbe drones exert as to the matter

of swarming?

The solution of these problems may have little to do with the

amount of honey to be obtained, but many who read them will be

likely to say, perhaps with a sigh, " I'd just like to know, you know."

Formalin Gas for Foul Brood.

J. E. Johnson writes as follows in the American Bee-Keeper:

Many think that germs are of animal life. The foul-brood germ is

a plant, and it propagates by sporulating, which is a sexual act. Bac-
teria, like the pear-blight germ, is a plant, but is non-sexual. Now,
don't forget this: Formalin gas will not of itself kill any germ at all,

no matter how strong; but when the gas and the air are combined
those two elements together produce formic acid, and the formic acid

is what kills the germs and spores. So many say, " Oh, your box was
not tight enough, therefore you failed," when the truth of the matter
was, the box was too tight. Remember that the air is just as neces-

sary as the gas. You don't want your box too tight. Let in lots of

gas and lots of air. As long as you do that you will continue to

produce formic acid. When the air stops eomiog in, you soon stop
forming the acid. When you apply formalin gas to an air-tight cham-

ber you only produce formic acid so long as that air lasts, or until that
air ceases to supply the necessary elements. After that, no matter how
strong your gas is you get no acid. Hence, it is not effective. Remem-
ber also that formic acid will hurt neither bees uor brood. Bee-sting
poison is formic acid, the same identical stuff that is produced by for-

malin gas and air.

If Prof. Harrison's instructions are not misunderstood, he directs

that a current shall pass through the box in which is the burning lamp,

and though the box containing the combs to be disinfected, there be-

ing thus a current of air passing entirely through both boxes, and

when by the smell it is ascertained that the gas is escaping from the

upper hole of the upper box, thus showing that said Ijox is filled with

the gas, both apertures of the upper box are closed to retain the gas.

However important it may be to have this box tightly closed, after it

is filled with fumes, according to Mr. Johnson it will not do to have

all tight before that time.

Formic acid plays an important part in the economy ot the hive,

but, according to the latest scientific investigations, the poison of the

sting is not, as Mr. Johnson says, formic acid, but something that Dr.

Langer has succeeded in obtaining entirely separate from that acid.

Hive-Covers and Their Requirements.

Of late there has been an unusual amount of discussion regarding

hive-covers. Absolutely essential is it that a cover be rain-proof. In

the opinion of some it is equally essential that a cover shall not twist

nor warp. A demand next in importance, some claim, is that a cover

shall be double, or have a dead-air space, thus making it a poor con-

ductor of heat, so that it shall be warm in winter and cool in sum-
mer. The plain cover made of a single board has probably seen its

day. Aside from its warping and twisting. Editor Root says that big

pine trees are liecoming so scarce that single-board covers are too ex-

pensive. Dr. Miller claims that double covers—the grain of the two
parts running in opposite directions—covered with zinc, will neither

twist nor warp; Editor Root thinks they will. They are expensive.

Who has tried the Arthur C. Miller cover, of cheap lumber, paste,

and paint?

What is the most satisfactory cover at moderate cost, anyway

;

Sweet Clover Not Yielding Honey.

Speaking of goldenrod and sweet clover, F. Greiner says in the

American Bee-Keeper:

" Undoubtedly they yield hpney in some sections of New York,
but, like catnip, the different mints, etc., they amount to nothing here."

That is not an unusual report of goldenrod, but has such a report

been made before of sweet clover and catnip? Is it because they pro-

duce no nectar, or are the bees liusy on something else?

Queen Rearing—An English View.

John Hewitt, the British queen-breeder, says in the American Bee-

Keeper that when royal jelly is put into cells and larva' added the bees

remove the jelly. Others have mentioned this; but .Mr. Hewitt adds
that when he tried putting in larva' without the food, he " found they

developed almost every one into queens, instead of just a few." He
continues;

I now pared drone-comb down, cut it into strips and put a larva
in every alternate cell, and these were all reared into queens, although
there was not a trace of royal food or the base of a (|ueen-cell.

I did not, however, feel satisfied as if 1 gave just-hatched larv;e,
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they at once.dried up in tlie cells, and very few would be developed. I

then adopted the plan of ffiving the larya? two days old, which were all

soon on their way to beooine queens; when the cells were half-lmilt I

removed these larv:i> and put in others just hatched from the egg, so

that they tumbled, as it were, into a perfect bath of royal food; these

queens invariably hatched out into splendid specimens.

Always on the " mend," I now used drone-larva- two days old, for the

following reasons: The bees start queen-cells on them just as readily

as on wurker-larvip, and should one get missed or overlooked, it devel-

ops into a drone and not a small queen to play " old Harry " two days
too soon ; and when one has to depend upon help, it does not do to

take risks.

A Milk and Honey Farm in Maine.
" A land flowing with milk and honey " has been a familiar ex-

pression for more than three millenniums, but a modern milk and

honey farm is not very common. C. D. Wiuslow is reported, in the

American Bee-Keeper, as the proprietor of such a farm in Maine. The

young man has so fur reached 20 cows and 40 colonies of bees, and

daily visits the city with his milk-cart, on which appears writ large:

" Pure Honey and Jersey Milk."

A Natural Remedy for Foul Brood.

Swarming is given by a writer in Praktischer Wegweiser as the

best remedy for foul brood. Much the same as in the popular treat-

ment, the swarm is thrown upon foundation or empty frames, and

why should not much the same result follow? The trouble is that

foul brood does not predispose to swarming.

Miscellaneous Items

The National Convention.—Announcement is made that the

annual convention of the National Bee-Keepers' Association will be

held in St. Louis, on or about Oct. 1, 1904.

Kditor Moreliouse, of Boulder Co., Colo., wrote us Feb. 1,

as follows:

We are having a very balmy winter, and I note that you in Chi-

cago are having an unusually cold one. One morning the mercury
was 4 below, but otherwise the lowest temperature of the season was
10 above, and since last September we have had almost continuous
sunshine. _

H.C.Morehouse.

3Ir. E. France, the father of General Manager N. K. France,

celeljrated his 80th birthday Feb. 4. He might perhaps be called the

"Father of Wisconsin Bee-Keeping." That he may be spared yet

many years will be the hearty wish of all.

N. E. France wrote us Feb. 6, that on that day his liees had their

first flight since November, and nearly all were alive.

Mr. C. H. Stordock, of Winneliago Co., 111., calls attention to

an error made in referring to his honey crop, on page 51, in the editorial

on " Big Average Yields of Honey." His crop for 190.3 was 15,500

pounds, 15,400 of which was extracted honey. It appeared as 15,500

pounds of comb honey and 15,400 of extracted. We are glad to make

the correction. The same error is found in the Annual Report of the

National. ,.„..«•.

A New Organization of bee-keepers was formed at Galesljurg,

111., Jan. 30, and the following offloers were elected : President, J. E.

.Johnson; Vice-President, J. H. Moore; Secretary, E. D. Woods, of

Galesburg; Directors—for 3 years, A. H. Bridge; for 3 years, F. E.

Brooks; for 1 year, C. H. Putnam. The next meeting will be held in

April, the exact time and place to be announced later. Ever\ bee-

keeper within reach of this new association should lieeome a member.

A Good Reason for discontinuing one's subscription to ;in.\

paper is all right, but here is a queer one that we received recently

:

Gentlemen ;—I thought I told you to discontinue the Americiin

Bee Journal on account of that Weber formalin treatise you got olT.

D. C. Bacon.

When we got the card with the above notice we showed it to a

friend of ours. Alter reading it he said, ' The foolkiller seems to i>e

negligent." That expresses it exactly. He must be a veritable igno-

ramus who would stop taking a paper because it published a new idea

or new experiment. We have often heard the expression, " He just

saved his bacon." But here's a kind of Bacon that we fear is too far

gone ever to be saved. He deserves the pity of sensible people.

Apiarian Advertising Novelties.—From time to time we
receive samples of the advertising novelties used by dealers in various

lines. Apiarian supply dealers are beginning to use them. Calendars

seem to lie those most generally used. We have received nice ones

from The A. I. Root Co., Jos. Nysewander, V. H. Fisher, and others.

Also from Walter S. Ponder comes a good-sized thermometer. All of

these have the card of the sender printed on Ihem. And all are use-

ful. Perhaps the thermometer has the more lasting qualities, as it

need not be sent out annually. But both calendar and thermometer

are very useful. All have our thanks for remembering us.

Keports from Diflferent Localities.—Mr. I. T. Osburn, of

Santa Clara Co.. Calif., wrote us as follows. Fell. 2:

" I don't see any letters about bees from this part of the country.
We have 23 colonies, all doing nicely. I read the American Bee Jour-
nal, and find it very interesting. 1. T. Osburn.

That Is all Mr. Osburn wrote, and, so far as we know, it is the

first time he has reported. Now, we can't manufacture reports. If

they are not sent in, we can't publish them. Suppose, Mr. Osburn.

that you set the example for your locality, and send in a report once

a year. Then there would lie at least.one reporting from your part of

the country.

Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., the new
secretary of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, has been very

sick. In a letter dated Feb. 4, he writes as follows:

Dear Friend York:—I am sitling up a little to-day, so I am
tempted to scribble these few lines to tell you that I have quite re-

covered from a severe attack of pneumonia It was a hard tight, but
good nursing, prayer, and a kind Prov.de.ice, seeuiingly have given
me a new lenso ul life. I have been condned to my bed for over a
month, and I am very weak, but the doctor says I am doing finely.

My trouble developed from having a fire at one of my apiaries.

Geo. W. Brodbeck.

Mr. Brodbeck's host of friends will lie pleased to learn of his re-

covery. He is not very strong physically, I lut with proper care, and

in the glorious climate in which he lives, he will likely last as long as

the most of us, if not longer. We hope he may be spared many,

many years to carry on the good work he is doing.
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The G. B. Lewis Co.—After the traveler bound for

St. Paul leaves Milwaukee, he sinks back in his comfortable

seat bidding farewell to all signs of activity until he shall

reach his destination in the morning. As he leaves Water-

town Station and crosses the Rock River, he sees on its

bank a large building lighted up hy thousands of electric

lights, with smoke issuing in dense volumes from its chim-

neys. He hears a mighty rumble of machinery above the

rush of the train, and in an instant he is past. This great

building which the traveler has seen but for a moment, with

a large warehouse, office building, and three immense lum-

ber yards near by, comprise the plant of the G. B. Lewis Co.,

one of the two largest in the world, given over to the exclu-

sive manufacture of bee-keepers' supplies, known far and
wide to the honey-producing population of this country,

Europe, and the entire world, and yet never heard of by

many at their own door, who are still strangers to the busy

bee. -

Five floors compose the main factory. A miniature

railroad runs into the ground floor, transporting the lumber
in its early stages from the yards to the planers. In this

department the wood is partially prepared, being planed for

hives, polished for sections, and by means of an electric

elevator is carried to the Boors above, where operations are

completed later on.
On the next floor below is found the iron-working

department where the boring is done, saws are kept in shape
by help hired for this purpose alone, and where special

machines are constructed.
On the third floor is found the bee-hive department,

where hundreds of saws sing from early morning till late at

night. Here the hive-parts are made.
On the next floor above, the long basswood strips are sawed into

correct lengths, and girls seated at benches sort these into different

grades. The sections are also manufactured, crated and marked here,

and finally sent down a long chute to wagons below, where they are

put into storage or loaded on trains. In this portion of the factory

are also made the woven wood and wire boxes in which bee-supplies

are packed. This method of packing has characterized the Lewis
shipments for years.

The fifth and top floor is given up exclusively to the packing
department, 20,U00 square feet of floor being used for this purpose.
On this floor is also found the library of the G. B. Lewis Co., where
every book known to the bee-student is for sale. Here comb founda-
tion by the ton is packed into neat boxes, ready for shipment, and
every other device that the bee-keepers can possibly want is on hand
in large quantities.

This large industry did not spring up in a night. It represents

the efforts, the study, the labor, and the persistence of over a quarter

of a century. Thirty years ago the late Mr. G. B. Lewis, then a young
man, engaged with his brother, Robert E. Lewis, in the business of

making sash, doors, and blinds. In those days bee-keeping was not a

specialty. A farmer here and there kept bees, and made, after a

homely fashion, his own hives and other appliances. Occasionally
one would come to the shop of the Lewis Bros, and have a few hives

made, and from this small acorn of crude carpentry grew the mighty
oak of Perfection in the machine-made bee-supplies turned out by the

Lewis Company to-day.

In 1878, Mr. Chas. E. Parks came into the business, Mr. Robert
Lewis having retired eight years before. In 1S90 the business was
incorporated, and ever since has been known as the G. B. Lewis Com-
pany. Mr. Parlts proved a most valuable acquisition to the firm, and
remained actively interested until his death, in 1895. He was a man
of great ambition, a mechanic of the highest type, and by his inven-

tive genius greatly improved the methods of manufacture. He was
also the originator of many new machines, and finally invented what
is now the well-known Parks' patent woven wood and wire shipping

and packing box. Owing to his successful efforts in this latter ven-

ture, he was sought by promoters throughout the United States, as

well as England and France.
The plant is situafed in the garden spot of Wisconsin. Sur-

rounded by Nature in its most beautiful form it rests—peaceful with-

out, though most active within—on the west shore of the river, and
with its tall smoke-stack and piles upon piles of lumber, presents a

most picturesque sight. Adjacent to the factory the beautiful Rock
River dam rushes and rumbles in summer-time to the aid of the great

engine, until its rumble, growing fainter and fainter, loses itself in

the distant fields beyond where it mingles with the hum of the bees

that profit by its toil. Conveniently located is this large industry,

easily accessible to the lumber regions of northern Wisconsin and
Minnesota. In the year 1903, 800 cars of basswood, elm, poplar and
pine were shipped into Watertown and switched onto the G. B. Lewis
Company's private tracks. To the average layman this seems enough
wood to supply sufficiently the bee-keepers of a continent.

To arrive approximately at the business that is done by this Com-
pany in a fair season, the following facts covering the year just passed

may be of interest: 50 car-load orders alone, and 10,000 smaller orders

as well were entered and shipped; 10 tons of comb foundation, thou-

sands of hives, and 15.000,000 sections were sold. The sections alone,

if placed unfolded in a straight line, would more than reach from Chi-

cago to San Francisco.
This concern now occupies in the business world a place of promi-

nence envied by many, and enjoys a reputation justly earned. Its

success is largely due to the modern and liberal methods employed by

Its officers, who exemplify the old adage, that " Liberality begets lib-

erality." At the helm of this institution is found Mr. Geo. C. Lewis,

its president, who has bad the active management of the business for

years. Mr. Lewis, whose portrait appears in this issue, is the son of

the late G. B. Lewis. He is a young man of rare business sagacity,

energetic, of high integrity, and thoroughly alive to the best interests

of his company and its customers. Geo. C. Lewis is well known, and
occupies a position of prominence among the leading manufactiu'ers

of bee-supplies.

The Lewis Company gives employment to over 100

people, and now, while the flowers and buds have not

yet arrived, and the bees are still sleeping, and the

ground is covered with snow, all hands are working,

toiling, sweating. Day and night must they labor, office

and factory alike, and voices are even now heard calling,

loudest of all the jobber, the wholesaler next, and even

the murmur of the bee-keeper himself is heard in the

distance, increasing as spring approaches till it drowns
out the noise of his swarming bees.

Having been in this hive of industry, we can per-

sonally testify to its greatness and superior qualities in

every way. G. B. Lewis are, and have been for years,

among our regular advertisers. Their goods and honor-

able dealing testify to their popularity as well as relia-

bility. «^^«_^^
The Adulterators of Honey in California are

likely to " hear something drop" very soon. The San

Francisco Examiner, of recent date, contained the fol-

lowing in reference to this matter:

"The food inspectors of the Board of Health have

been informed that much adulterated honey is being sold

in this city. Acting on this information they have, un-

der the direction of Dr. Hassler, chief food inspector,'

purchased a number of samples of honey from many
different dealers. These have been turned over to the

industrial chemist for analysis, with the result that the

suspicions of adulteration have been confirmed.
'" In a few days,' said Dr. Hassler yesterday after-

noon, ' we shall make arrests. The experiments have

not yet been completed, but we know already as a fact

that glucose is being used freely to adulterate honey.' "
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Contributed Articles

Converted Cane-Sugar is Not Honey.

BY MORLEY PETTIT.

WE know that chemists have succeeded in putting to-

gether the elements in their proper proportion which
constitute living organisms, but failed to add the

spark of life. It is facetiously related that hen's eggs were
produced which hatched chickens, but withoutfeathers. In

honey from different sources in fixed proportions, and if, for
any reason, they are unable to supply this particular flavor,

their sale of honey is seriously affected.

Now, if the statement that " honey is practically cane-
sugar already digested " were given prominence in the pub-
lic press, what would be the result ? A revival of the
" Wiley lie " with renewed vigor, and also a hard blow to

the reputation of extracted honey, whose good name we are
trying so hard to put beyond reproach.

I would say with Prof. Cook, "It seems to me that one
of the blessed uses of our Christianity, is to teach and
persuade people to let in the light." I would add, however,
that it is better, sometimes, to be conservative even in mat-
ters of such import as stating " truth," and to be especially

careful that we state a whole truth. Ontario, Canada.

No. 2.—Getting Both Increase and

Honey.
BY J. B. JOHNSON.

(Continued from page 102.)

HAD only one swarm abscond ; that was my
I fault. They lit in a tall tree, and in getting

them down I dropped them, and although I hived
them they were as mad as hornets, and I think that

is why they left. On a warm day, if I hive a large
swarm thus, I take a blanket or piece of carpet,

wet it in a tub of cold water, wring out some of the
water, and put over the hive for a day or two, letting

it hang down on the south side. I also use a venti-

lated cover, and have practically no trouble from
absconding. I have a young peach-orchard in and
near the apiary, and in there the swarms would
cluster and were easily hived. I always shake the

bees down in front of the hive and let them run in.

Now, in regard to raising that extracting super
and putting a super of sections between, I have
tried that plan and want no more of it ; that is,

when there is brood in it ;
queen-excluder or no

excluder, I get pollen in the sections, and some-

either case, while the scientist would understand

that his efforts had not been crowned with success,

he would need to report his results with caution lest

the public should receive a wrong impression there-

from.
On page 21, Prof. A. J. Cook has a scholarly

article on the chemistry of honey, and its relation

to the other sweets. While I indorse all the Pro-

fessor has said on its food-value and its superiority

over other sweets, I would guard against a miscon-

ception which might arise in the lay mind from
some of his statements with reference to nectar,

cane-sugar, and honey. For instance, "Digestion
of cane-sugar converts it into honey, so honey is

practically cane-sugar already digested." This
gives a wrong impression. The conclusion most
commonly arrived at would be that bee-keepers

were able to produce honey by feeding their bees

sugar syrup, and that they were in the habit of

doing so.

L,et us consider carefully this statement which
he quotes from Dr. Kellogg. There are two state-

ments, the second apparently meant to be the con-

verse of the first. But the word practically is in-

serted.

Let us see farther down : " The nectar of the

flower is not honey." True. "It is virtually [my
italics] cane-sugar." He then explains practically

and virtually by the incidental insertion of ''slightly flavored

with some organic extract from the flower." "The bee
converts it into a mixture of dextrose and levulose.

This is honey." No, not without the "organic extract,"

which, in most cases, more than "slightly" flavors it.

This constituent which distinguishes honey from all

other substances, is described by another eminent chemist
as "certain volatile oils and indefinable matter " which give
the flavor and aroma of blossoms from which it is g:athered.

What an important part the flavor and aroma play in honey
all dealers know. Some markets demand honey of a certain

flavor, and will have none of a certain other variety gen-
erally considered its equal. Prominent and successful deal-

ers have their standard blend of honey produced by mixing

times brood besides. I wanted those extracting supers for

brood-rearing. That was the means of my getting such

roaring colonies before they swarmed. Profuse swarming
from small colonies is disastrous to surplus honey from either

swarms or old colony, no matter how you work them. I have
not had good results by cutting the brood-chamber in two.

Now, as to natural or artificial increase, I have tried

both for something like 20 years (I have moved and started

anew in difterent localities several times). If, in a good sea-

son, I have only a few colonies, give me natural increase

every time for honey the same year ; but build the colonies

up big and strong by feeding judiciously and giving large

brood-chamber (I don't want anything but an 8 frame hive,

using an extracting super above at the proper time) ; and
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when you have large swarms they are a decided success for

surplus honey, if you work them rightly. If I wanted only
moderate increase, I would give the bees from the old stand

to the second swarm, and prevent any third swarms.
Nuclei are all right for increase, but you will have to

wait until the next year for your surplus honey. My best

yield per colony was 230 pounds, that was from a first

swarm ; 200 pounds of that was comb honey, and that col-

ony has an extracting super on now pretty well filled with

honey that I have not counted ; and, by the way, that queen
was reared last year from a 1-frame nucleus, the nucleus
building their own cell, and the frame was well covered

with bees. I had another queen reared this way, and she

was good, but did not do as well as this one.

Now, I have a neighbor bee-keeper of considerable ex-

perience, about 3 miles away, who uses full sheets of foun-

then be better enabled to know how to get the most honey.
I wish to add just a few words in regard to combs or

full sheets of foundation instead of strips for a large swarm.
When you put such a swarm on combs or full sheets the
queen will fill it clear full of brood, or the bees will fill it

with honey. Which is the better ? If full of honey, then
they will never empty it for her late in the summer, and you
will have a weak colony of old bees for winter. If the queen
fills it full of brood, it will take the honey of that best honey-
flow to feed that brood, and so on. Just like the man who
had a team. He kept them well. Each year he planted
corn enough to raise feed for his team. He worked all sum-
mer to attend to it, and when winter came he fed the corn.
Then the next summer he did the same way. The team
fared well, but as for himself he got nothing. You may have
your bees on nice all-worker comb if you like, having

worked hard against Nature to get it ; then get
some honey to rear bees, to get a little more honey
to rear a little more bees, and so on. But, for my
part, I want to rear a whole lot or bees just in time
to use them for surplus, and then put them to work
in supers not just to rear more bees. I aim to keep
bees for the money there is in it, not for the mere
fun of hiving swarms; and 250 pounds per colony,
spring count, is not merely the result of a good sea-

son, but of being prepared for it and manipu-
lating the bees according to the honey-resources
I have. I consider that that part made me half of

that honey as well as increase.

Now, don't understand me to say I want a large

amount of drones, but I don't begrude feeding quite

a few. I think some drones are a necessity for

good work. Perhaps the workers feel better and
work harder because they sing their song of cheer
to them. Don't begrudge the bees a little cheer-

fulness. Their life is short and full of hard labor.

Knox Co., 111., Dec. 17, 1903.

Why Not Help a Little—both your neighbor
bee-keepers and the old American Bee Journal—by
sending to us the names and addresses of such as
you may know do not now get this journal ? We

dation in brood-frames for swarms ; his increase
was a good deal less, and he got less than half the
honey that I did per colony, spring count (his was
all comb honej'). Also, 3 other bee-keepers of con-
siderable experience got only about 50 to 75 pounds
per colony, spring count ; but they lost several
swarms.

My honey is all sold but 11 cases of comb honey
and about ISO pounds of extracted, one little store
in our little village having sold, so far, 14 cases of
my honey. Some of these cases held 32 sections,
but most of them only 24. To private families I

have sold as high as 5 cases, and one man has taken
7 cases, and 1 gallon of extracted, but some of this
he sent to friends. To some families I sold as much
as 4 gallons of extracted. The extracted honey
I have sold only at my house. Several other stores
have taken from 5 to 10 cases. I sent 10 cases of
my best honey to a large city to see what it would
bring. After transportation and breakage was de-
ducted it brought me less than my No. 2 did at
home. There is very little honey in the bee-keep-
ers' hands near here now.

I am wintering the bees on the summer stands,
protected by newspapers and stores-boxes, except-
ing 8 colonies which are in the cellar. I have no
objection to any one following the old, orthodox
way of manipulating bees. The supposed-to-be-
proper way SO years ago is not the way of to-day ; neither
will the supposed-to-be-proper way now be the way forever
in the future. There is no orthodox way of manipulating
bees that will prove to be the only good way in all localities,

with all people in all seasons.

Now, in closing, let me drop one word of advice to the
beginner: Don't play with the fire. Don't invest a lot of
money in bees or fixtures expecting soon to make a fortune.
Don't try any way or plan of manipulating bees on an ex-
tensive scale until you have tried it in a small way. Don't
depend upon bees alone for your living ; but if you find after

several years' experience that you can handle bees success-
fully, then you will know if it will pay you to keep bees in

your locality, and as to its resources for honey. You will

will be glad to send them sample copies, so that they may
become acquainted with the paper, and subscribe for it, thus
putting themselves in the line of success with bees. Per-

haps you can get them to subscribe, send in their dollars,

and secure for your trouble some of the premiums we are

constantly offering as rewards for such eEfort.

Our Wood Binder (or Holder) is made to take all the
copies of the American Bee Journal for a year. It is sent

by mail for 20 cents. Full directions accompany. The Bee
Journals can be inserted as soon as they are received, and
thus preserved for future reference. Upon receipt of $1.00

for your Bee Journal subscription a full year in advance,

we will mail you a Wood Binder free—if you will mention it.
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Convention Proceedings

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceedings of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23, 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MORBHODSE, SEC.

(Continued from page 104.)

HIVB-COVBRS—LONGMONT HIVB.

Mr. Aikin—In that Longmont hive-cover, in which
there are two boards on top, covered by muslin painted on,
does not the muslin crack over where the boards join ?

Mr. Gill—A few covers split the cloth there, but when
the cover keeps on shrinking it does not tear the cloth. If
the boards swell, it will. But they will not swell if there is
a circulation of air underneath, and not too many quilts are
used.

H. Rauchfuss—I had about 150 covers covered with can-
vas painted on both sides. The canvas is now all rotten.
If I cover them again, I shall use Neponset building paper.
I have covered a good many with paper. I use a piece of
lath nailed next each side edge of the cover, on top. These
laths are not quite so long as the cover, so they leave a lit-

tle space at each corner for the water to run off. In this
space, at each corner, I fasten down the paper with the nails
and convex tin washers that are ordinarily used for build-
ing paper, so the paper is firmly fastened without depend-
ing upon the laths. The laths are also cut slanting at each
end, so as to guide the water to run off at the extreme cor-
ners, so it will not drip on any part of the hive. I find
paper is cheaper and better than cloth.

Mr. Gill—I use very thin muslin, costing 4 cents a yard.
Mr. Aikin—How much lumber is in an 8-frame Long-

mont hive ?

Mr. Gill—16 feet with the frames. The halved corners
keep in better repair than those of the dovetailed hive.

F. Rauchfuss—If the pieces of the dovetailed hive are
not put together for two weeks or more after receiving
them, they do not fit any more. With the halved corners
there is no such trouble.

Mr. Gill—The corners of the rabbets are also much bet-
ter in the hives with halved corners. With this hive I also
use an inner cover. Most inner covers are made to fit the
inside of the hive. This is the same size as the outside of
the hive, hence leaves no possible chance for outside bees
to get into the hive. I never use the inner covers in winter.
With this kind of outside cover, that has a rim all around-
the edge, I use but one thickness of burlap. The bees win-
ter better.

H. Rauchfuss—If you leave the burlap off
entirely the bees will winter just as well. I have
seen bees that wintered without a cover, besides
having the spaces between the combs half filled
with sand that blew in.

Mr. Gill—Do you think it best to winter with
supers on top filled with chaff ?

H. Rauchfuss—I used to do that, and I used
to contract the entrance. Those were two mis-
takes. The bees did not winter so well. The
combs became moldy and icy.

Mr. Gill—My wife picked a lot of colonies
that had young queens, and fed them 26 pounds
apiece of sugar syrup in the fall. That started
so much breeding that they consumed a great
deal of it. But they reared much brood late in
the season, and she wintered all of them. An-
^other lady had 65 colonies in a grove, with supers
full of chaff over each one. In the spring there
were 40 weak colonies left.

ADDRESS BY MRS. GRENFELL.

Mrs. Grenfell, State Superintendent of Ed-
iication, was called on for a speech. She con-
trasted the present conditions with those of 30
years ago, when mining interests were exclu

sively predominant, while now there are gold mines in
every line of work, and we need not fear if Aspen is a
shadow of what it once was, or if Gilpin County or Crip-
ple Creek become so, because we have opportunities in

agriculture such as no other State has ; suggested that we
need all the sweetening possible in these days of strenuosity
and scandal, and concluded by congratulating the bee-keep-
ers on the progress of their work, and wishing them the
greatest success imaginable, feeling grateful to them, and
especially to their pioneers for their work, and hoping the
meetings would continue in interest and value.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION AND BEE-DISEASES-

Pres. Harris—I don't think the proper effort has been
made by our Association in the way of getting the National
Association to get appropriations to investigate the differ-

ent diseases of bees. I hope the Committee on Resolutions
will take this up. I hope that in connection with the Na-
tional Association we may save ourselves many dollars in
this way.

H. Rauchfuss—I move this be referred to the Committee
on Resolutions, and copies of the resolution sent to the Na-
tional. We need such aid, not only in investigating dis-

eases, but also along other lines, and are justified in asking
it. [Seconded and carried.]

FEEDING SYRUP FOR WINTERING BEES.

F. Rauchfuss—Last winter many colonies had to be
fed, and sugar was resorted to. What has been the experi-
ence in feeding thick and thin syrup ?

Mr. Gill— I found it necessary to do considerable feed-

ing. It is claimed by many that the work of inverting the
syrup ages the bees, as the age of bees depends upon the
amount of work they do. I fed 8000 pounds of sugar, com-
mencing Aug. 20. The earliest fed was thin, the later

thicker, but it was never thickened enough to granulate.
At first the proportion of sugar and water was made half
and half, and later 90 pounds of sugar were used to SO
pounds of water. As an illustration, I fed 60 colonies

—

swarms that had been hived late, all with young queens—26
pounds of syrup apiece. They were fed late, until they had
built out their combs. The 26 pounds of syrup apiece was
worth say 75 cents. The colonies, after being fed, would
have brought $6.00 apiece. Ninety percent of them would
have died otherwise. It was not so much the feeding of
sugar that put them in good condition as the fact that they
reared large numbers of young bees, bees with vigor. It

makes no difference if we do wear out one set of bees, if

another set is reared. That yard was fed in the open air.

Other yards were fed with pie-tin feeders, using excelsior

as a float, under covers having a two-inch air-space. The
bees always keep the syrup warm in such feeders. You
would be surprised to find how late you can feed. Warm
water was used in making the syrup.

H. Rauchfuss—I fed some by taking the fixtures out of
a super, tilting the hive, and setting in the super, wrong
side up, a piece of propolized canvas that had been used for

a quilt, with the ends folded up. It would hold a good deal,

sometimes a gallon. For floats I threw in leaves. Some of

i^
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the colonies did not take it all down for a week, but they
took it whenever it was warm.

Mr. Gill— I found 8 queenless colonies on Oct. 8 ; made
the 8 into 4, and fed all they would take till Dec. 1, and
every one wintered, while 60 percent of the apiary they
came from died. That shows what a little stimulative feed-

ing- will do late in the fall. I would rather have a hatful of

late-reared bees than a bushel of July and August bees for

wintering.
INSPECTION OF BEES AND THE LAW.

Pres. Harris—Bee-Inspector Pease reports that the
attorney of his county has taken the position that unless
the bee-keeper calls on the inspector, the inspector shall not
inspect. I recommend action.

Mr. Gill—Isn't it a fact that under the existing- law the
inspector has no right to visit ? I don't believe, myself, the
inspector has a right to work in such a way as to get a lot

of names on his list. Our rights cease where others' begin.
Pres. Harris—This trouble will make a precedent, and

other counties, too, will take the same action.

F. Rauchfuss—Bees are taxed in nearly every county,
and require protection. As an illustration, a man near
Denver kept bees for 10 years, and had foul boood all the
time, but never would have an inspector near. If I have
such a neighbor I have a right to call on an inspector to

visit him.
Mr. Gill—If a bee-inspector finds foul brood, and leaves

it, go for the inspector. He is amenable. But he should
not use the summer salary-getting.

F. Rauchfuss—As one of the framers of the law, I will

state that we never intended to put such a narrow construc-
tion on it.

Mr. Pease—I received a card from a man asking me to

go and look at his bees. According to the interpretation of
Mr. Rush, I have no authority to go.

(Continued next week.)

Fillmore Co., Minn., Convention.

The Fillmore County Bee-Keepers' Association held
their second annual meeting at Preston, Minn., Jan. 14 and
IS, 1904. There was a good attendance and a good interest
manifested. It was decided to start a bee-keepers' supply
agency at Preston the coming year, where members of the
Association could get supplies at reduced rates, and where
beeswax could be collected and sent away in bulk to be made
into foundation. A grade of honey was established, and an
effort will be made to hold the price of fancy and comb at
not less than 12' 2 cents per pound for the local markets.
Heretofore the price has been as low in some cases as 8 and
10 cents per pound.

A meeting of one short session will be called to be held
during the next county fair, to ascertain the supply and
dictate the prices on the honey crop.

Our members all became members of the National Asso-
ciation in a body, and it was hoped that other associations
will do likewise. P. B. Ramkr, Sec.

Fillmore Co., Minn.

Worcester Co., Mass., Convention.

At a meeting of the Worcester County Bee-Keepers'
Association, held in Worcester, Mass., Jan. 9, 1904, there
was much amusement in the reading of the article in the
American Bee Journal about " He-Eee Molasses." How
much that thought is illustrated in every-day life, when an
ignorant man or woman tries to talk on some matter with
which they are entirely unacquainted. When a person gets
up in a bee-meeting and starts to talk it does not take long
to " size him up," so to speak, and determine the amount
he knows. But in the case of our convention, Dec. 12, we
didn't have to wait for Mr. Arthur C. Miller, of Rhode Island,
to speak to determine his caliber. His whole manner before
an audience is to impress one with the fact that here is a
man that can talk on a subject he knows something about

;

and so it was with Mr. Miller. If any of the readers of the
Bee Journal are ever near when Mr. Miller is to speak, put
yourselves to a good deal of trouble, if necessary, and go
and hear him.

Worcester and the State are waking up. We now have
a State association, small to be sure, but "from small be-
ginnings " great things have grown. We hope to do some-
thing with a pure-food law, and also to help out those whose

bees are suffering from foul brood. I am inclined to think
Mr. Miller is under the impression that it is not foul brood
but something else that is destroying bees in certain sec-
tions of our country.

Our society is progressive, and we are determined to
make 1904 a banner year. We have speakers in view, out-
ings and picnics in contemplation, and our aim is to usher
in 190S with 100 members. C. R. RUSSEI-L, Sec.

Worcester Co., Mass., Jan. 11.

[ Our Bee-HeepinS Sisters]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Delightful Winter Weather.

We are having delightful winter weather, and for the
last few days the bees have been enjoying a flight. All
colonies seem to be pretty strong.

The American Bee Journal is all right, and I enjoy
reading it very much. Mrs. Mary A. Ray.

Adams Co., Ohio, Feb. 8.

Cold Weather—Observatory Hive.

The weather is unusually cold, but my bees are well
prepared for winter on the summer stands, and are all in

good condition.
The honey crop was not very good last year, not nearly

so large as the year before.

I always read the American Bee Journal with much in-

terest, and its coming is always welcome.
I had a glass hive for observation in our garden last

summer. Its entrance opens through a fence, so the bees
did not disturb, or were not disturbed, by the people looking
at the hive. We found this hive much pleasure, and it had
many visitors among our friends.

Newcastle, Dela., Jan. 9. Mrs. E. G. Bradford.

An Experience With a Bear in an Apiary.

Dear Sisters :—How would you like to go out to the
apiary some peaceful evening, to look at the skunk-traps,

and have your vision confronted by overturned hives, and
have the conviction assail you that the expected had hap-
pened just when you didn't expect it, and at last a bear had
visited your bees ? That was what happened to me last

autumn.
I retreated in good order, returning with reinforce-

ments, and my father and I spent a strenuous time righting
the wreckage and killing bees on each other.

The next day we sent word to the third selectman to

come to our aid with his bear-trap. The bear wouldn't
notice that trap, but one of the cats did—he escaped by a
miracle, with a flesh-wound from one of the teeth, which
disabled a fore-leg for some time. That night we had the

worst thunder-storm of the season. Quite late my sister

and I went to see if the bear was in the trap—he wasn't.

But he had had more honey, and had left another hive lying

on its side, and papa and I once more righted things as

well as we could. Before morning the bear upset that hive

again and got some more honey.

About that time the postmaster offered his assistance,

and it was arranged that he and the third selectman, and a

young man that had been withdrawn from the hayfield on
the doctor's orders (because an able-bodied young heifer

had knocked him down and run over him), were to come the

third night and shoot the bear. Well, he anticipated them
and returned to the same hive for the third time ; that was
"three times and out" for the queen. Papa heard the

fence break, and hurried to the apiary in time to see a big

bear retreating in the late twilight across the narrow field

in front of the hives. He seemed reluctant to leave his

feast, looking back as he went.
The moon was young yet, and set early that night, and

although the bear returned, he would not venture out from
the thin growth of trees across the field until it was pitch
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dark. At last the three men waiting in the bushes deter-
mined to fire, and the three shots really " rang out as one."
He was hit, and must have been wounded seriously, for he
ran away with no care as to making a noise, leaving a trail

of blood. They tracked him next day until the trail disap-
peared, and as he has not been back since, I hope the poor
thief is dead.

When I regretted the inconclusive result, the third
selectman said mournfully, " Nobody feels as badly as I do."

Here is a clipping which may be the sequel to the
episode :

NOT A HOLE, BUT A BLACK BEAK.

The motto, " Look before you leap," has been handed down for
generations and generations, but it is a curious fact that a person lias

never suggested the thought of " thinking before looking." If there
had ever been a motto like the latter, it is probable that Gideon L. Joy
would never have received the shock to his system that he experi-
enced when he looked into a hole in the ground and found a big, black
bear about three inches from his nose. Mr. Joy did not stay looking
into that hole any longer than was necessary to recover from his
astonishuient, but got up, and the way he legged it for home and a
gun would probably have made the bear laugh if he had stayed to
witness Mr. Joy's sprinting act. When Mr. Joy returned with his
rifle the bear was nowhere to be seen, nor has he been seen since. Mr.
Joy will likely get his gun first and look afterward if such a case ever
comes up again.—Kennebec Journal.

The clipping is from the New York Sun, but the item
appeared originally in the Ellsworth American, our county
paper. Mr. Joy mentioned is a neighbor of ours, and
father-in-law of the third selectman. He said it was an
" awful thin bear," and sent word that he thought it was
the same one, "for he saw honey around its mouth!"
Please put one of Dr. Miller's joke labels on that last state-
ment.

You have missed me in making your list of sisters who
are members of the National Bee-Keepers' Association ; I

am one-third of the membership from Maine. That is not
so bad as North Carolina, but, still, Maine can not boast. I

am wintering 36 colonies this season ; they are packed on
the summer stands, which is the way I have wintered ever
since I began to keep bees, and so far my winter losses have
been insignificant. My honey crops are insignificant, too,
compared with yours of last summer. I am envious !

I hope Mrs. Griffith will have better success than I did
on hatching hens' eggs over bees. I only succeeded in
spoiling some eggs, and I am not a greenhorn at hatching
eggs, either, having had considerable experience and vary-
ing results with both hens and incubators. I am afraid it

won't do except in a warm climate. It was cold and rainy
here, and one colony I had them on began to die of starva-
tion before I was aware of their desperate state ; of course,
the eggs got stone cold. A. R. Adstin.

Hancock Co., Maine. Jan. 20.

I am very glad to add one more sister to the list of
members of the National. The name appeared on the list

merely as A. R. Austin, without any Miss or Mrs. attached
to it.

Poop Season for Honey in 1903.

Last season was a poor one for honey. We got an aver-
age of 25 pounds per colony, fall count, and increased from
16 to 20. Mrs. Ben Ferguson.

Ford Co., Kans., Jan. 7.

c
Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

OWNERSHIP OF HONEY IN BEE-TREES.

Those Iowa boys that cut the bee-tree—something
within me objects to calling them exactly thieves. 'The
most widely spread feeling in regard to this matter is that
wild bees and honey belong to the first finder, but that the
tree they happen to be in belongs to the land-owner, of
course. This general feeling looks to me like natural jus-
tice. With due apologies to the Iowa law and legal lumi-
naries, the boys didn't steal anything from the man, but
they cut his tree and trampled his corn, both damages that

natural justice says should be paid for. We must grant that
some States may have laws that do not conform to the
above ; and some localities may have public sentiment or
usages that do not conform. Apparently the boys sized the
man up, and decided that there was not much chance of
getting their property with his permission. He had the
possession, which is sometimes called nine points. There-
upon they took justice (and injustice, also) into their own
hands—and it didn't pay. But 'spects we might any of us
trust them to bring an uncounted sum of money home from
town all the same. Page 820.

BEES DYING WITH CANDY ABOVE THElVI.

Yes, good plan to keep in mind the fact that there is

such a thing as a colony's starving to death with plenty of
candy right over the cluster. It may not be very common,
but dry candy, and dry air, and bees which can not spare
any moisture from their bodies, spell death when the three
letters are put together. Page 824.

POI,I,EN-BOUND COMBS— APIARY BDI.I,ETIN.

Mr. Blunk wonders what my mind is about combs
blocked with pollen. Apparently he is already doing bet-
ter than my experience has usually been. Guess we must
each cut and try the different ways, and follow the way that
succeeds for the time being. Conditions vary widely, and
must be met accordingly. Solid pollen, dry, and. permeated
with white fungus, looking as if the cells had been filled

neatly with white lead, well, I should say give one such in
the middle of a new swarm. In four days look in, and
whatever they have not dislodged cut it out, combs and all.

Bulletin-board, eh ? Tip-top idea for forgetful folks.

Obliged to see duty staring us in the face. I think none of
the numerous published pictures of apiaries shows a bulle-
tin-board. Don't think I ever heard of one. Here's a
feather for his crown—inventor of the apiary bulletin-
board ! Still, "locality" may have its word to say. In
some localities it may call down such a deluge of pester-
some questions from outsiders that the owner may be glad
to exchange it for my way. Well, what is my way 7 Paper
fastened on a large cardboard, laid or hung where it will be
handiest, and backed with a solemn resolution to look at it

every day. Page 830.

GRAND CANYON—HOME OF BAD ANGEI,S.

The last front picture for the year 1903—Grand Canyon
as Hutchinson gives us a peep into it, is a very unearthly
sort of looking place. Still less does it look heavenly. Kind
of a home of the bad angels, with the angels all gone on a
vacation. (All gone but one, and he tempted 'em to go
down.)

RULES FOR GRADING COMB HONEY.

Unpleasant to be cutting into honey, and so few buyers
capable of judging it—presumably these are the reasons
that grading rules do not demand high quality. Neverthe-
less I guess R. L. Taylor is right, that such a rule ought to
go in. At least it would notify the many (who don't even
know that much) that there is such a thing as good flavor
and poor flavor in equally good-looking samples of honey.
Page 835.

MOVING BEES BETTER THAN PLANTING FOR HONEY—SOME-
TIMES.

Sorry to have to tell John Kennedy and others that in a
location where the natural flora are disinclined to " give
down," the highly recommended plants will probably fail

also, either in whole or in part. He has already seen it so
with buckwheat. Moving bees to where the pasture is

good may not seem an easy job, nor a desirable one ; but
there's more light and hope in it than in planting honey-
plants on barren hills. Page 837.

ANSWERS BY PRIVATE MAIL.

And would he just send the answers by private mail,
because they are so uncertain and unsatisfactory when
printed in the Bee Journal ? There you have it. Dr. Miller.
Plenty of taffy ofttimes—once in awhile a fine bolus of
anti-taffy to swallow. Page 838.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof. A. J. Cook ;

44 pages
;
price, postpaid, 30 cents. This is by the same

author as " The Bee-Keepers' Guide," and is most valuable
to all who are interested in the product of our sugar-maples.
No one who makes maple sugar or syrup should be without
it. Order from the office of the American Bee Journal.
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Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

What Caused Their Loss?—Langstroth Hive.

1. I had 14 t'Olonies of bees, mostly blacks, last season, but I find

on examining them, in their winter quarters, that 1 have only 5 livint;.

The rest died with plenty of honey in the hives. They were packed in

chaff, lioth in super and around the hive. Can you give me any rea-

son for their demise?
J. I have been using S-frame dovetailed hives, but wish to change

to the Langstroth. As there are none in this locality, would you tell

me the exact inside dimensions of same? Ontario.

Answers.— 1. The cold has been remarkably severe and long con-
tinued; the colonies ate up all the stores within reach, and the cold

was so severe that it was death to leave the cluster to go for more, so

they starved with plenty of honej' in the hives, but not within reach.
Under such circumstances the weakest colonies have the poorest
chance.

2. The dovetailed and Langstroth are the same size. In fact, a

dovetailed hive is nothing more nor less than a Langstroth hive with
locked corners.

Bees Dlsappearing- -Getting Increase—Strengthening
Colonies.

June 38, two large first swarms issued and clustered together. 1

hived them in a new hive containing frames, but neither brood, comb,
nor even foundation. I gave them boxes for surplus honey at once.

On July 9 I noticed a lol of them clustered on the front of the
hive (the day was a hot one), and the next day they "lit out" for

parts unknown without clustering at all. The next morning I tried

to investigate conditions. I bungled the matter enough to break down
about half the combs, and got discouraged, but found out this much

:

The 9 frames (Langstroth size) had been filled with comb. The 4

that broke down were over -3 full of honey ; only a few cells of brood
in those combs ; just about bees enough left to cover the remaining h

frames.
On Aug. 9 I looked for brood quite thoroughly, but found none.

Two weeks later, on examination, 1 found plenty of brood.
1. What made them go in that way after getting to work?
2. I have S colonies now, apparently wintering well so far. 1

should like to increase, another season, to about 20 colonies. How is

the best way to manage it so as to have them strong?
3. Two colonies are rather small. How can I strength them at

setting-out time? New York.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. The great heat, especially if the
hive was unprotected, may have had something to do with it. Are
you sure they're all right now i No brood Aug. S, and plenty of it two
weeks later looks a little like laying workers.

2. 1 should need to be a little better acquainted with you to say
just what plan for you, and perhaps I wouldn't know enough then.

Much depends upon the season, and if you have a poor season you may
be sure of weak colonies if you Increase from 8 to 20, unless you feed.

A safe way is to use the nucleus plan, at least for all increase after

doubling, and at the last make everything strong from the start.

Read, read. Study your bee-book carefully, as well as back numbers
of your bee-papers, and when you are thoroughly familiar with prin-
ciples you'll know better than I can tell you just what is the best way
for you. If you are going to have as many as 20 colonies, one book is

not enough for you. Neither is one paper.
3. You can't. At that time you would do more harm than good

to take from stronger colonies to strengthen weaker ones. Keep them
well protected, awaiting warmer weather, either letting them build up
themselves, or giving them sealed brood from other colonies when any
colonies become about strong enough to swarm.

Rearing Brood in February-Cellar Ventilation.

1. Will a colony rear brood in February or March if they have
been given frames of sealed honey in the fall? I gave them outside
frames, which, I don't think, had any pollen or bee-bread. This swarm
I cauglit late in August, so they did not have time to procure stores for

winter.
2. I carried my bees into the cellar, removed the honey-board, put

a Hill's device over the brood-nest, made a cushion of burlap, filled it

with chaff, put an empty super on top, and in it the cushion, and
mashed it down firmly. What I want to know is this: Do I need to

put on the cover? The cover is on now, but I find on examining them
that moisture gathers around the edges, and the cushion feels a little

damp. I thought by leaving the cover off, this might escape.

3. My cellar is 18x12 feet, and (J feet high, no windows or doors.

Now, as the snow has drifted over all, I have a trap-door from the
kitchen only. I have 6 colonies in here. Do they want any ventila-

tion from the outside?
Knowing nothing about bees, but having a liking for honey and

the care of bees, I made a hive and fitted it with frames of my own

manufacture. I do not know just the dimensions, but it was large
enough, as you can see, for I took the honey out of one frame and it

weighed 9 pounds, and the top-bars of the frames were only \ of an
inch, and they were bent nearly to the bottom of the hive. The bot-

tom is nailed on, with about ^.^ inch left for an entrance. The bees I

]iurchasedfor .'?1.00 in June, from a neighbor. Now, this was 3 years ago,

and I now have 11 colonies from this one, by natural swarming. What
I was going to say is this: I have been unable to get a pound of sur-

plus honey from this colony in all these years. They simply would
not go in the sections any way I cou'.d fix them. I have removed the
outside frames and put a shallow frame in its place until they had the

foundation drawn, and then I removed it above, but they would not
go an inch above the brood-nest. Wanting to increase as much as I

could I have kept this colony, but another spring I will transfer to a

modern hive. This colony has now about 4 inches of honey above all

frames, and at the back end nearly to the bottom. I have been reading
the American Bee Journal, also " Bees and Honey," and have found
out my trouble with this colony. The other colonies I have from this

one did well—and no trouble to get them in the sections.
Michigan.

Answers.— 1. A good colony wintered outdoors will be likely to

rear brood before February is over, if it has pollen. If no pollen is

present you need not expect brood till pollen can be gathered.

2. The moisture seems to indicate that the cover should be either

removed or raised sufficiently for the escape of the watery vapor.

3. For so small an\imberof colonies there can be little need of ven
tilation from the outside. If the tem]ierature keeps at about 4.5 de'

grees, and there is no mold, and no bad smell when you enter the eel"

lar you need have little anxiety.

Management for Comb Honey.

1. I have 3 colonies of bees; some were caught last spring. Two
of these colonies are on the brood-frames, and over the brood-cbamber

is a board—" a bee-board." Now, this board seems to be glued down
by the bees. In the spring should I take the board off and put the

supers over the brood-frames, or should I bore holes in the board and
put the supers on top of it?

2. What time in the spring should I do this?

8. How much space should there be between the brood-frames and

supers, or board, if left on?
4. Sections that have bee-ways on both sides, and where there is

only one tier—should the top have a cover on, or should it be left

open?
.5. How can I tell when they are full?

6. Should sections have foundation at top and bottom, or is the

top foundation enough?
7. How can I fasten this foundation? Can I do it without a ma-

chine? If so, how?
8. Will I have to smoke the bees when opening to place the supers

on? How?
9. What size supers are the best ?

10. One colony that I purchased is in a hive 3 stories high—the
brood-chamber, and then two above that. The two have no super in,

and it is so heavy that two men can hardly lift it, so I suppose the

honey that is in there is in all shapes. What would you advise doing

with that? Can I by any means place supers in it ? If so, how ?

11. Should foundation be placed in brood-frames? Should it be

done the same as in sections? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. I suppose you mean that the hive has movable
frames, and that a board covers these frames. The lioard should be

removed when supers are given.

3. In your part of Iowa while clover is probably the first source of

surplus honey, and you may give supers when clover first shows

bloom.
3. About I4 of an inch ; less rather than more.

4. L^nless the cover closes down within a quarter of an inch of the

tops of the sections, there should be an inside cover of some kind.

But if you have a good How of honey you will find more than one tier

necessary. Don't let your bees lack surplus room.

5. Look and see. Take off the cover, and if you find the sections

sealed at top raise up the super and peep below to see if they are

sealed down to the bottom.
(5. Botfi ways are used. The bottom-starters makes a more sure

thing of having the sections finished down to the bottom-bar.

7. It will pay to buy a machine. One way to do it without a

machine is to run melted beeswax along the joint.

8. Unless the bees are very good-natured you will find smoke
necessary. Use a bee-smoker.

9. That depends upon the size of your hive. The super should be

large enough just to cover the hive.

10. It is perhaps a chaff hive, and if so you will find room enough

to put supers inside.

11. Yes, at least you will probably find it best. Some use merely

a small starter of foundation in brood-frames, but in that case the

bees are likely to build too much drone-comb.

Some of these questions you will find answered in the bee-book

you have, and it will pay you to study the book thoroughly.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's liandbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and

neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both for f1.75. Address

all orders to this office.
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c FROM MANY FIELDS
]

Bees Did Well.

My bees did very well last year. I have 7
colonies, 3 Italians and 4 blacks. I took
about 300 pounds of honey from the Italians.

Three of the blacks held their own, and one I

had to feed. In the spring I intend to kill all

the black queens and introduce Italians.

F. G. Allin.
St. Louis Co., Mo., Jan. 29.

Not a Cold Winter.

This morning (for the first time during this
winter) the thermometer went 2 degrees be-
low zero. No snow yet, but we may get more
than we like before bees swarm again.

Wm. Stollet.
HallCo.,Nebr., Jan. 24.

Fine Season for Honey.
Last season was fine for honey; I got over a

ton from 40 colonies, and could have gotten
much more if 1 could have found time to care
for the bees, but other work kept me busy so
I had to neglect them.

I sold my honey at the house for 12'., cents
per pound, and have it all sold. The honey
was as fine as any I ever saw.

John A. Blociier.
McLean Co., 111., Jan. 12.

Swarms Deserting—Bulk Comb
Honey.

Pass your cookies, Mr. Hasty. I would like
to try them. I suppose they are real honey-
cookies, as they should be. It doesn't pay to
be too " dead sure " that my bees did not go
to the woods (page 41).

I have neither strength nor inclination for
anything but bee-culture, and loving it as I

do, I am—well—"Johnnie on the spot," you
might say. But my best reason, and one I

would like to hear commented on, is just this:
I have never, to my knowledge, had a colony
of bees swarm after once beginning work in
the super. I have been wanting to air that
for a long time. Is it locality, or what is it;

That it is not true of other places I know,

^ y^'^'^^Tiy-^ Healthy, hardy. viprorouB trees;
^ySTT*^ Xi*Mv^ IlaesL varieties: honest val-

i'rclfht prepaid. C&t»!ogu« fre«.

Gage County Nurseries

Box 646 Beatrice, Neb.

a THOUSAND DOLLAR EGG
Lion tellinp how Mandy paid—a touching: story

the mortt^iitie and saved the tarm Telia
money from poultry. Alao E(j;ij: record ajid Calendar foi
1901. Mailed free. Geo. U. Lee Co., Omaha, >'eb.

Lice Killing Machine

BARGAINS IN PLANTS AND TREES
worth double the money, by mail postpaid

200 Marie Strawberry 81 00 I 20 Wilder Currants ei (' " "" £0 Fay
20 Elberta Peach 1 00

Pear assorted 1 00
10 Cherry agsorted 1 00

100 Ohmei-

"

'
1 00

20 Niagara Grapes 1 .00
' ^ * 16 Apples

Kverythinj? for the fruit grower best varieties cheap.
Free catalog of great bJirgains— 3 new strawbeny
plants free for C names of fruit growers and '..•c stiunp.

W. N. SCARFF, NEW CARLISLE, OHIO
f^ease mention Bee Journal when writing

WHY IT S ROUND
Who ever saw a square hen's nest? We imitate Nature's way in the "Iowa
Round Incubator." As result, there are no half heated corners—no
superheated centre draughts—no chilling or overheating eggs. Duy a
Round Incubator, the Iowa, and get big.per cent hatches. Directions
Bimple. Ask now for free illustrated catalogue.

IOWA INCUBATOR CO., Box 198, Des Moines, Ia«

Wiease ^nention Bee Journal -when •writing.

i ^^^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^ l
'» Is guaranteed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest K
*// process sheetint', and purifying- wax, and will defy competitors in its ijualitv and puritv. |^
't Send for Sample and Catalog, and be yourowu judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY. V
J* Friend Bee Keeper, now is :he time for vou to send in your wax and have it worked iiito i^
'* Foundation. HIGHEST PRIDES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wax K
Jf not accepted. A fullline of BEE-SUFPLie 5. |-

4 AIGIST WEISS, Greenville, Wis.
j^

I
BIG INTEREST ON MONEY

An investment in a good farm wagon, one that embodies the greatest labor-s;

ing, time-saving and lasting qualities, brings bigger interest un the investment
than any other piece of farm equipment.

THE FARMERS' HANDY WAGON
marie with wood or iron wheels. i)roves the wisdom of its purchase with every
turn of its wheels. It ats every farm purpose, tills every wagon need and out-
wears anv other made. Ask your dealer or seud to us for the opinion of thousands
of farmers; also for the booklet "Thinliful ThouMhls for ThoutrhttulThinkers."

Farmers Handy Wa^on Co., Saginaw, Mich.

The Bantam
tained 61 ohloka frum 60 ogpB. The

time. C»talogueproT»Blt—sentfres.

Buckeye Incubator Co.'

Box, 58, Sprinefleld, O.

Please meutlon Bee Journal
wlieti writlna: Advertisers.

IT'S FUN
' to get high per cent hatches.

GEM INCUBATORS

ncubator Co.
I>uyton, O.

SECTIONS

NOW IN STOCK,

All Other Supplies in Proportion

ion 5000
Pounds
Dadant's Weed
Process

DISCOUNTS ON EARLY ORDERS.
68-page Catalog- now ready. Send us a list of the goods you want, and we

will tell you what they will cost. We want to hear from you.

LEWIS C. & A. Q. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Planet Jr. No. 4 Does It All.
m below on the left. A Hill and Drill Planter. Hoe. Cultivator. Plow, the gardener's comrlete
t of hand t^arden tools. Easily and quickly converted from one to another and there's hardly a
to its separate duties. Works between or astride rows, throwing earth to or from the plants as
ed. Strength to endure long and hard service and light running enough for boy's use.

PLANET JR. No. 12
_^ hoes, cultivates and plows. Like No. 4. it does peifoct work in

^ whether used between or astride the rows its equal is yet to be d

Planet Jr. 1904 Catalogue
shows forty different machines, including Seeders. Single and Double

Wheel Hoes. Hand, tine and Two Horse Cul-
rs. Horse Hoes, lleetSugarCuUivalors,
Over 100 illustrations, including 10

Ijcautiful half tones of home and foreign
larm and garden scenes. Mailed free.

S. luAIXEN&CO.,
Box 1I08-K Philadelphia, Pa.

Please Mention the Bee Joornal I^IJrSr?^?.
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«lse why are we advised to change the super

from the parent colony to the new in certain

cases; ^Yhen I just can't induce the bets

to begin work in the super, then I know there

is swarming to be done, and it suits my con-

dition to let them swarm.
While we have no large number of honey-

plants scattered throughout the season, with

the most of the crop coming in the fall, so

that a colony that swarms will, in connection

with the swarm, yield more honey than a

colony that does not swarm at all. In fact, I

have had a prime swarm store within :i

pounds of as much honey as the best one that

never swarmed.
- It seems, too, that when my bees make up

their minds to swarm they just will. I have

out out queen-cells and had them swarm,

leaving the parent colony hopelessly queen-

less, and that, too, after putting them back

every day for nearly a week, until I gave up

in despair and gave them a new hive.

I produce all my honey a ht Hyde, bulk

comb honey. I have a market for that kind

of honey; I also consider it the finest way to

SALZERS
,:^ FARM

SEED NOVELTIES

Salzer's National Oats.
Most prolific Oats on earth. The
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Wash-
Ington.says; "J^alzer's Oats are the

best out of over four hundred surta

tested by us." This grand Oat
yielded in Wisconsin 156 bu., Ohio
m bu., Michigan 231 bu., Missouri

255 bu.,and North Dakota 310 bu. per

acre, and will positively do as well hy

you. Try it, sir. and be convinced.

A Few Sworn to Yields.
Sal/.er's Beardless Barky, ICI bii. per A.

Sal/fr's lloiue!)uilder I'orn, SOI lia. p^rA.

Salzer's fii^ Four Oats, 250 bu. per A.

SaUer's »ff N'iitionalOats.SIO La. per A.

Saher's Potatoes. 'S6 bo, per A.

Salzer's Onions, 1,000 bn. per A.

All of onr Fami and Vegetable Seeds are
pedigree stock, bred right up to big yields.

Salzer's Speltz(Enuner).
Greatest cereal wonder of the age. It is

nut i-orn nor wheat , nor rye, nor barley .m t
(tats, but a golden combination of them all,

yielding 80 bu. of grain and 4 tons of ru-h
Straw hay per acre, drearest stock food on
earth. Does well everywhere.

Salzer's Million Dollar Grass.
Most talked of grass on earth. Editors and
College Professors and AKrii'ultural Le«-tm-*-rB

praise it witliout stint; yields 14 tons of rich
nay and lots of pasture besides, peracre.

Salzer's T^osinte.
Salzer's Teosi

Bweet, leafy sti.

feet high in 9u days; yiMldm-.' liilly m
tons of green fodder per arre, doing
well everywhere, Kast, West, South
orKorih.

Grasses and Clovers.
Only large growers of grasses and

BEE = SUPPLIES!
I

rytbi

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.

Low Freight Rates.
"""''' ' "nEW CATALOG FREE.

^
WALTER S. POUDER, ^

513-515 .Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND
^

>fr 7{« >j? >j«: Tjs: >;< >j«7^ >j<: >J< >}< TP^ >?< >15 "?;? >J« ?;«««>?« >15

1 2 Percent Discount
During the Month ^ ^ -
of February JSC a: a; A. a

^ Send for our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. Our ®

\ HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in workmanship and material
|

'^ By sending in your order now, you will save money, and
^® secure prompt shipment. r\

% PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. ^s.^ |

S Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies? Re-

5? member, you get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,

S and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you

money. Is not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

i Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.

S We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies

S of any house in the West.

S Honey and Bebswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

4? illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

g GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are

the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and

Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

-
i
2-°° '

200 Egg
l.'«CU<3ATOR

_'C:;. \rrite for catalog to-day,

I

GEO. H. STAHL, Qulncy,

45A.26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Hiv6-iHuiiiD6rs!

ALUMINUM.
LAXESr, and

as we use
iiples Free.

" Address, GEO. W. BERCAW.
4A4t Eltoro, orange Co., Calif.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

fiease mentioii Bee Jonmal 'w^en writing.

Headquarters '°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the

lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-

stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ;
for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
Office and Sale5rooms-21| 46^ Central Ave. /^IXI^'IIVIVATI OHIO
Warehouses—Freeman and Central Aves. ^| i>| V' I i ^ 1 ^/A. I \,,\J\\\\J*
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2 percent Discount
IN FEBRUARY

On all orders where cash
accompanies. We fur-

nish everything' needed
in the Apiary.

Catalog' and price-list

FREE.
AQENCIBS.

Kretchmer Mfg. Co.,
Chariton, Iowa.

Trester Supply Co.,
Lincoln. Nebr.

SHUGART & OURKN,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Chas. Meyers, Leipsic.Obio.i?,E}r3 oak;, io-wa..

Please mention Bee Journal wuvu writing

I WE HAVE GROWN f
•^ TOO BIG FOR OUR PRESENT QUARTERS. ^
-^g The rapid e.xpansion of our business has driven us out, and on January 1st we S
;^ will be located at 51 WALNUT STREET. This forced change will remove us ^
^^ only half a block from our old home, but there we will have four floors, with increased ^
1^ facilities, and a TREMENDOUS NEW STOCK OF BEE-SUPPLIES. ^
!^ We Have To Do This. YVeLead. $
t^ In the new place nothing will be lacking. You will find a complete line of every- 5?
• ^» thine in the bee-line. ^9 The MUTH SPECIAL, the REGULAR STYLES OF DOVETAILS, DADANT'S FOUNDA- 9^ TION.etc. Soecial Discounts for Early Orders. COME AND SEE US. ^'^ QUEEN-BEES and Nuclei in season. Send for Catalog. ^

5 The Fred W, Muth Co*,
^"^""^

uncinnati.ohio. J

flease mention Bee JoumaJ -wnen -writliiE,

SEEPS
BUCKBEE'S SEEDS SLCCtEB

!

SPECIAL OFFER:
^Madc to Build .New llu»lne«B. A trial will 1

make you our jieniiaTient customer.
' Drj7P fnUPrtinn lliiil>li." varieties; l-ptlore, 1

rl ItC UOIICLHUII 12 kii.jB; TomatoOT. 11 the '

finest; Turnip. 7 splendid; Onion, 8 beat varietiea; 10
]

Spring-flowering Itulbs—€5 varieties in all.

eUAK.VNTEE» TO PLEASE.

"^^'^"^^endTo^ents
to cover postage and packing and receive thin valuable
collection of 8eed» poHtpuld, togetbei

BUCKFORU, ILL.

APPLE TREES THAT BEAR
,'well and stand the ricors of wind and weather,
,' heat and drouBht are the varieties we sell.

Grown in blizzard belt of northern lowamians
irdv stock. Free ratalotr and leaflet tellinj?

ow to (rratt in summer without waxor string

Th« Gardner Nursonf to. Bo» 715,0»age, ll.^

FEATHERS VENTILATE BEST
«JB- Ihe hen i appi

feathers. I^'eather Incu-
bator walls are made of
Itathers— that's why it's

an ideal hatcher. Freo
catalogue tells all about
this remarkable machine.
Write at on re to

ZInuner Incubator Co.
Dept. m* Ft. Wayne, IncL

Vlsase mention Bee journal when •writing

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^-^-

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Lodg'-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3Kmiles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4,00 $7.50 $ .f.0 $3.25 $ o.OO

Select 1.00 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 S.OO

Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10 00 18.00 150 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M.DAVIS, Spring HiH, Tenn.

DITTMER*S FOUNDATION ^^H^Ilks^X^E
Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
AND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing wax into foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog, with prices and discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Oot., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

handle honey. In "Gleanings in Bee-Cul-
ture," H. H. Root puts bulk honey as a pos-
sible fourth class of honey, giving comb (sec-
tion honey) first, extracted second, and can-
died honey as coming third class. If 10 years,
or less, doesn't see bullf honey at the head of
the list, it will be my turn to furnish the
"cookies." .J.T.Reno, -Jr.

Cedar Co., Mo., .Ian. 2H.

Trembles for Outdoop Bees.

It is 15 degrees below zero here this morn-
ing, and now at 11 a. m., though the sun is

shining brightly, not up to zero yet. We
have been, and are, having the most severe win-
ter I have any recollection of. Bees have had
no flight, nor scarcely a chance to move more
than a couple of times since the middle of
Novetnber. I tremble for those packed on
the summer stands. Morlet Pettit.

Ontario, Canada, .Ian. 3.5.

Feeding Bees—Bottom-Boards—
Bee-Bpushes.

I feed bees as follows: Put a heavy cloth
over the frames to retain the heat, cut a slot
in the cloth toward the front end of the
frames 1 inch wide, then put on an empty
super over the cloth, put the bee-feed in a 2-

qtiart tin basin, cover the syrup or hone.v
with excelsior, and the bees will do the rest.

I also make bottom-boards as follows : Get
lumber full width if you can, it not make
them of two pieces; cut them 24 inches long.
Now rip a common lath in two strips, and nail

the strips on the bottom-board for the hive to
rest on. Nail two solid strips under the hot-

SCRAWNY CHICKS
'^A lack sufficient nourishment. Fatten them
^^ —make them henlthy—feed them Mrg.
I Pinkerton*s Chick Food. It prevents bow-

el trouble. It's all food—easily digested. Write I

for catalog of prize birdaatSt. Louis and (.hicaRO
]

190r-

Iath
1903 Shows. Gives prices and valuable informatio

I Anna L Pinkerton Company, Boi 27 . Hastings, Neb.

^teasfi menuon Bee J vmen 'vn'cm&

Never Disappoints
When you put eggs—fertile eggs into

Ormas Incubators fl^^^U
you are never disappnintefl with the
results. Not only hat.-hes them all;
hut hatches chicks that are stronp,

Guaranteed. The cheap-
est, good incubator made. Catalog Fr

A. BANTA. LIGOMER. INDIANA
PIe?se mention Bee Jonmal -when -writiiig,

ForSale 1000 lbs.

7A2t K. D.

NO GAS TO KILL
abator eye chnii
possiblj- crei-p i

SVRE HATCH INCVBATOR
because it's heated by our rustless, heavy-
copper, hot water circulator. Don't waste'
money and lose good epgs experiment-
ing with poor incubators. Send for free
catalogue,B 10 and learn why the Sure
Hatch hatches sure. Sure Hatch Ineu-

bator Co., Clay Center, Pieb. and Indlunapolltt, Ind*

Flease mention Bfie Journal wnen wntlnE,

FOB 1904
It contains lite-like Illustrations of S3 dif-

ferent breeds of Chickens. Turkeys. Oeese.

Ducks ; the price of same ; how to raise poul-

try successfully and ho
ommontothem. Allscnt for r.c postage,

S. MINSHALL, BOX 451 I ,
DELAVAN, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal wmeu vmunii
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tom-board to hold them rigid, or together; be-

ing cut 24 inches long gives the bees a good
aJightiog-board. I think bottom-boards sent
out with hives are too short.
There has been quite a discussion about bee-

brushes. I like the one I use. It is simply
some broom-corn tops tied ioto a round bun-
dle, 2,1

-J
inches thick at the butt. Cut it so as

to be IS inches long, throw out seed, and you
will have a good bee-brush.

C. W. Cooler.
Wright Co., Iowa, Jan. 29.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Michigan.—The Northern Michigan bee-keep-
ers will hold their annual convention March
30 and Jl, 1904, in the Montague Hall, 127 Front
St., Traverse City, Mich.

Geo. H. Kikkpatrick, Pres.
Rapid City, Mich.

Kansas —There win be a meeting of the Ar-
kau-as Valley Bee-Keepers' Association, at
Hutchinson. Kans., Mar. 5, at 10 a.m. All bee-
keepers and others interested are respectfully
invited to be present. Kked Wilber, Sec.

Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among other important
questions to be considered will be the World's
Fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of
1905. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to further increase the fraternal in-

terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all bee-keepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City.
Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

Michigan.—The Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its annual convention,
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 25 and 26, at the
Agricultural College. The Michigan Stale
Dairymen's Convention will meet at the same
place, Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday, and
the round-up institute of the farmers' institutes
will be held at the same place from Feb. 23 to 26.

One session of the Dairymen's Convention will
be a joint session with the institute, and one
session of the bee-keepers' convention will be a
joint session with the institute. There will be
half fare on all Micbig-an railroads. Dinnerv
and supper can be secured at the College; but
visitors will have to go to Lansing for break-
fast and lodging. There is an electric line that
takes passengers from the CoUeee to Lansing
for 5 cents. W, Z. Hutchinson.

CHICKS THAT LIVE
get strong and healthy—pain
steadily in weight, are cbicks
hatchf^din Reliable Incubatnr

The Reliable 4^^^
provides antomaticallj' a constant
current of odorless, warm air at a
uniform temperature—chicks pip, batch and thrive un-
der its nature-like conditions. Send 10 cents and tjet

our COth annual cataloi.'— full of p..ultry iuforniation.

Beliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Box j-lsStQuiacy. 111.

Please mention Bee Journal -wlien wTltlng

B66-K6eD6rs!
Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell
you how to pat foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey.
We sell Supplies at Factory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

DAVENPORT, t—IOWA— r
Send your orders for everythintr in fBEE-KEEPERS- SUPPLIES to L

the city nearest to you. Sa%-e Freitfht fand get prompt service. We are head* ^
quarters for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEG- T
TIONS. DADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S W
SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC. T
LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS, f

i 213-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport, Iowa. P

IT'S AN ACTUAL FACT
that Papre*Wire is t\\lcf> -a^ strone: as common wire ol
the same size. Try it, ami prove it.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Michigan.

Texas Queens
3 and 5 banded Qoldens

from a reliable breeder.
You all know him-QANIEL
WURTH-theQueenSpecial-
isi—who fills orders by Re-
turn flail. I am here to
stay, and thank my many
friends and patrons for
their liberal patronag-e in
The past. Wishing^ you all
a Happy New Year, I am
ready as usual to furnish
vou with the best of Queens.
Tested, in March and April,
$1.25 each; Untested, in

April and May, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. Breeders,
yellow all over, $3.00 each. I am booking- orders
for early delivery

DftNlEL WURTH, Karnes Gitu, Tex.
3D6t Please mention the Bee Journal

Please mention the Bee Jo'i

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
-I Discounts to the Trade.

B
IINGHAN'S PATENT

Smokers"'•' T. p. BINQHAM, Parwell, Mich.

Please mentiou Bee Journal wbeu wnuna

Oldest Bee-Supply House in
MISSOURI

Your wants fuUv supplied with anythin

needed in the Apiary. FULL STOCK OF A.

ROOT CO'S GOODS; Danzenbalser Hives, eti

Let us mail vou our 40-pag'e Catalog-. FREE.
JOHN NEBEL & SON.

7Dtf • HIUM HILL, Montg.Co, MO,

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in Cleveland and
Indianapolis. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,

with complete description and lowest price

delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City

and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Tnos. C. Stanley A: Son, Manzanola, Colo.

Flease mentloii Bee Joomal 'wben 'WTitlii&.

X-% r J. J To buy FANCY COMB
VVflnteCi HONEY in no -drip~" »*««•-*'** cases; also White Clover
Extracted; spot cash

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

lAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED !'='^c^<?^B HONEY
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price

delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.

32At( Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio

GOOD BEE-HIVE CHEAP I

Called the poor man's hive. Either 8 frame or

10. Sections sold at last year's prices. Full line

of SUPPLIES. Subscription to bee-journals

with orders. Send for list.

R. D. 3. W. D. SOPER, Jackson. Hich.

3Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WE Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in

Declmber. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Feb. 8.—The demand is better for
all grades of honey than at any time since the
beg-iuning of December of last year. Stocks are
now being-reduced^ but at the same time orices
are easy. Many have haditsolonE- that they
are anxious to make sales. No. 1 to fancy white
comb honey sells at 12(^13c; amber grades,
10@llc; dark, etc.. *)@lOc. Extracted, white,
6@7c, according to quality, kind and flavor; am-
ber, 5@bc. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Feb. 8.—There is a fair demand
for honey, but nearing the end of the season for
comb honey, with large supply, has pressed the
prices; fancy white, 13@14c; amber, in barrels,
SH@5^c; in cans, %c more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6Mc; fancy white clover, 7'/4@8c. Bees-
wax, 30c. C. H. W. Webkr.

Philadelphia, Feb. 8.—There has been a de-
cided decline in comb honey since last quota-
tions. Bee men who have little lots held back
and are afraid they can't dispose of it before
warm weatber, are shipping it in. selling at any
price they can get, breaking the market decid-
edly. We would quote fancy white at 14(aii5c;

No. 1, at 12(a.^l3c; amber. 10c. E.Ktracted, white,
6@7c; amber. 5@6c. Beeswax, 31c. We are pro-
ducers of honey and do not handle on commis-
sion. Wai. A. SELSEat,

Cincinnati, Jan. 25.—The demand for honey
shows little life at the present time. Have an
ample supply, although we are looking for a re-
vival of trade in the near future. Prices are de-
clining, owing to the superfluous quantity in
this country. We are selling amber extracted
in barrels at 5K@6c; white clover, 6J^(a-8c, ac-
cording to quality. Fancy comb honey selling
slow at 14@15c. Beeswax, good demand, at 30c-

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb, 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from 10(aa5c. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, t-J^c for mixed, and 5J^(gi6c for dark
and buckwheat. Beeswax, .I8@30c.

H. R. Wright.

Boston, Feb. 9.—There is little change to
note in the honey market. Strictly fancy E)ast-
ern honey is scarce. Western honey will not
bring as much here. We quote fancy white in
glass-front cases at 16c: No. 1, at 15c. Supply is
ample, and demand light at this time. Ex-
tracted, water-white, 8c; light amber, 7@8c;
with but little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Feb. 9.~Another cut in the
price of comb honey since our last quotations.
Strictly No. 1 white comb was sold at $2.25 per
case of 24 sections. We are holding our stock
at $2.50, with the hope of a better market, but if
shipments coutinue, we will have to let go with,
the rest. The supply of extracted is large, and
the demand light, at 6mSj7c for white, and am-
ber at S%@6c. Beeswax in demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemoks & Co,

New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honey is arriving
in sufficient quantities to supply the demand,
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We quote
fancy white at 14c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, ll(^l2c;
and buckwheat, 10c. Extracted, light amber,
at 6c; white, 6>^c; Southern, S5@60c per gallon;
buckwheat, 5^c. Beeswax, 28@29c.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

San Francisco, Feb. 3.—White comb, l-lb.
frames, 12!^@l3c; amber, 9@llc. Extracted,
white, 5M@6c; light amber, 45^@5c; amber,
4@454c; dark amber, 3J^@4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27M®29c; dark, 2S@26c.
The same (juiet condition previously noted

is prevailing in the houej market. In quotable
values there are no changes to note, but large
sales are not possible at full figures. That the
coming crop in this State will be light seems to
be now very clearly foreshadowed.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. III.

jplease mention Bee Journal -when writmp
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The Best Bee-Goods

io the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If jou buy of us yoii
^'ill not be «li!«appoiDted.
'fVe are undersold by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W, M. Gerrish, Eppin^, N.H., carries

a full line of our g-oods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save the freight.

1. J. STRlNGHflM, 105 Park Place,
|

NEW YORK
I

Manufactures and carries in stuck every y>
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND 'jl

QUEENS IN SEASON. 3>
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog- free. 'H'

20.000 POUNDS OF

PURE EXTRACTED HONEY.
If you need any for your home trade, write us

at once.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
At Lowest Pricks possible.

Catalog free.

rjEA.n"y :M.Fca: co.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

SA3t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bee=Suppiies I
|

Q. B. Lewis Go's Goods. Q

„ Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buij. §

I Big Discount tor Orders Now. 8

Write us to-day and say what you S
want, and get our prices. New catalog

J.
of 84 oages; it is free. %
We also handle the famous 7k

tioosier Incubators and Brooders. «
C. M. Scott & Co. g

1004 East Washii
IND

ssssssss&sssasasssss;

Special Notice to Beei^eepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

F. H. fa.r-m:bk,,
182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Up First Flight.

E. E. LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MO.
(Box 2S), breeder of

Fine Italian Qiueen Bees
Orders booked now and filled

in rotation. Send for price-list.

lease mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

i«i

i*i

4»i•»•

i«i
T»?

A»i

i»i•»•
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4*i

'/L'^Dadant's Foundation Fean
can anvbodv do?

BEAUTY. PURITY, FIRITNESS,
NoSAQQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SMEETINQ.

AVIlV flnP« if «pll «;n Wf^ll V Because it has always given better satis-
VV liy UOCd It &C11 &U well r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS. #

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee—Revised ^
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, SI. 20, by mail. ^

#
i^t BEESWAX VNZANTED at al! times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. f

your B66S won't siino you
YOU GIVE THEM LEWIS' GOODS.

OUR NEW CATALOG OQ^
IS NOW READY UOs

Everything tlie Bee-Keeper Heeds.

i Q. B. Lewis Company
J Watertown, Wis.



Reappearance of Foul Brood, Chicago^Northwestern Report,
C. H. W. WEBER [See page 137.I
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Part of the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Reepers' Convention,

(Held in Chicago Dec. 2 and 3, 1903.

1. 11. H. ChaEe.
4. E. F. Tiedt.
5. T. J. Toush.
G. W. W. Falconer.
7. T. E. Hogge.
S. S. A. Niver.
y. D. BentOD.

10. F. Wilcox.
U. J. E. Thompson, Sr.

12. Wm. Duncan.
l:j. Fred W. Muth.

22 '23iS 24% 25 ^.' 26

« ! r ^^% "^ y

14. Hulier H. Root.
15. W. C. Lyman.
16. Mathilde Candler.
17. Jno. F. Longsdon.
18. Frank Coverdale.
19. Mr. Barkemeier.
20. C. A. Fairbanks.
31. J. C. Wheeler.
22. Herman F. Moore.
33. MissM. A.Caldwell.
24. C. F. Kannenberg.

II. S. Duliy.
Leonard S. Griggs.
.J. H. Gerbracht.
L. M. Gilbert.

C. W. Finch.
Arthur Stanley.

N. E. France.
Miss Florence Caldwell
Wm. M. Whitney.
J. Q. Smith
J. W. Johnson.

3fi. J. E. Johnson.
37. M. M. Baldridge.
38. Lester Barr.
39. Mrs. N. L. Stow.
40. George W. York.
41. Dr. C. C. Miller.

42. Rev. R. B. McCain.
43. W. H. Horstmann.
44. Chas. Anderson.
45. John Dutnall.
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THEVOICE OFTHE PEOPLE
DANZENBAKER'S HIVE.

MORE HONEY. BETTER PRICES.

WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOHE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge, Md, Feb. 9, 1001.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
Gentlemen:—I saw in a recent issue of your paper

that you have a department .called "Reports Encourag-
ing." I shall send you my report.

I use the Danzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same, as the few dovetailed hives that I use do
not compare at all with the Danzenbaker. One colony
gave me over one hundred poinids No. 1 white honey
and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by
natural swarming of one hundred per cent. A friend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives in his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from my apiary. Long life Hie Dan-
zenbaker hive ! - It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours truly,

J. B. HOLLOPETER.

Mallet Creek, O., Sept. 25, 1902.

I have now 250 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees in

Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor
season, 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs. surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from these

colonies that I do from those in the old chaff hives.

With a 7-mch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

winters the bees better than the chaff hives.
Vernon Bi-rt.

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries five years, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the i'4 sections, and
use only 4x5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with
the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made 7nore money this season per hive than I

have any previous year in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales I get more
for the 4x5 sections, and have no work in cleaning
them. I ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4J{ section. 1 make
honey to sell, and anything that sells the best and for

the most money is what I want out of the bee-

business. S. D. Matthews.
In Gleanings, p. 931. Dec. 15, 1899.

Mountain View, N. J^ Oct. 6, 1897.

I have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shall increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next yeai. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section; were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My 4K sections, unglazed, sold

to grocers at i2'A to 13 cts., retailing lli cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the 4^, which cost nearly as

much as glass. B. F Onderdonk.

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

DANZY.

HONEY.

A RECENT

ORDER.

64-PA6E

BOOK.

Rock Valley, N. Y, Feb. 22, 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July 1. I had

only 1200 lbs., but I obtained a fancy price—15>^ for
"Fancy" and No. 1 white, and 14;^ for No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenkaker 4x5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the 4',:f.x4^ square sections, and I consider that
much difference is worth looking after—don't you?
The Danzenbaker hives doubled up, two brood-cham-
bers, are in fine condition, even better than my double-
walled hives. I intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as I can, and get
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly yours,

J. L. Haight.
It is not claimed that so large an advance in price as

is mentioned above can usually be obtainea for honey
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of general better appearance
It commands the highest prices and a more ready sale
in a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3, 1904.
The A. I Root Co., Medina, O.
Dear Sirs;- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

^100 Danzy. iDMM hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book, "Facts About Bees,"
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed i^uU of facts. If one
follows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honey, pro-
viding of course there is any honey to be h.id! This
unique little book will be sent free to all who apply
for it.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it, or for the pleasure thev get out of it. It is
conceded bv all who have trie'd this system that it is
highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large crops of
honey almost free from propolis makes us think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. What is
more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is
so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
article?

The great popularity of the Danzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into promiuence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. The success of this system depends
on having everything just right, .^o you should place
your order for the Dinzenbaker hive with our main
office, or any of our branches or regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES: Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A. BRANCHES:

CHICAGO II.I, 144 East Erie St. I SYRACUSE, N. Y. 1
ST. PAUI,, MINN., 1024 Miss. St.l .San Antonio, Tex., 438 W. Houston.

MECHANIC FALLS, ME. I
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 10 Vine St.

|
HAVANA CUBA, San Ignacio. I Washington, D. C, 1200 Md. Av.,S.W

(See list of Jobbing .\gents in .\merican Bee Journal, Jan. 7, page 2.

)

J
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Editorial Comments
)

Another Double Number.
Here we are with another double number of the old American Bee

Journal. We just had to do it. The report of the last Chicago-

Northwestern convention is a long one. But we have evidence that it

is appreciated by many of our readers. We have quite a good deal of

most excellent reading matter on hand that we hope to reach very

soon. We are doing the best we can to get caught up with it.

Improved Queens—Improved Bee-Keeping.

Some one has well said :
" Tell me what you are doing to improve

your queens, and I will tell you what you are doing to improve your

bee-keeping."

A Severe Winter In the North.

Whatever may be the weather for the rest of the winter, over a

large scope of territory in the North the cold has been so long and so

continuous as to awaken grave fears for the outcome of colonies of

bees wintered outdoors. Very strong colonies well protected may
suffer little, but those that do not come up to the mark in strength,

especially if poorly protected, will many of them succumb, and those

that remain will have a tough pull to get into any sort of working
order by the time of harvest.

The most that the bee-keeper can now do is to possess his soul in

patience—perhaps, rather, in impatience—and hope that ver^' soon

there may come a day warm enough for a flight; but it may do some
good for him to set his teeth together a little more firmly than ever

before, and make a very strong resolve that hereafter he will not he

caught with any but very strong colonies for winter, protected to the

best of his ability . Some may think it wise to resort to cellar-winter-

ing, in that border-line where it is hard to decide whether out or in-

door wintering is best.

Wind the Bees Worst Enemy.
Dobbratz, in Praktischer Wegweiser, pronounces it the wind, and

urges strongly the providing of proper windbreaks by fences or

hedj;es, especially evergreen hedges.

Sweet Clover Bacteria for Alfalfa.

According to the National Stockman, the Agricultural Experiment

Station of Illinois has determined that it is not necessary to obtain soil

from alfalfa regions with which to inoculate the soil in the East. It

was a matter of rejoicing to learn that alfalfa could be successfully

grown on Eastern soil at no greater expense than the procuring of a

small quantity of properly infected soil from some alfalfa-growing re-

gion. Fifty or 100 pounds of such soil scattered over an acre of

ground would serve to supply it with the necessary bacteria, and with

a small start the thing could be continued indeflnitely. Now, even the

email trouble of sending off for the necessary bit of infected soil as a

start is to be saved, if there be no mistake in the case. All that is

necessary is to find a spot where sweet clover flourishes—where abun-

dant nodules are found on the roots—and a small quantity of this soil

can be taken to inoculate the soil where alfalfa is to be grown.

For many farmers east of the Mississippi success in growing

alfalfa will be a great thing. For bee-keepers it will have little inter-

est unless alfalfa yields honey, and a number where alfalfa has been

grown east of the Mississippi have reported utter failure in that re-

gard. A few, however, have reported success, and if a single man has

succeeded in getting crops of honey from alfalfa in a region where it

is in general a failure, there is ground for belief that when the right

conditions of soil are attained others may have equal success. So let

us hope.

Falling Competition.

Here are some words wisely said by the Bee-Keepers' Review, the

pity of it being that the very ones who need them most will never see

them

:

Failing competition is the worst competition that a man can have.
A merchant may be able to withstand the competition of a successful
competitor, but the competitor who fails in business, and his goods
are sold at a sherifl's sale—that is the kind of competition that cuts
the ground from under a competitor. Bee-keepers have that kind of
competition to contend with in the shape of the fanner with a few
colonies of bees, who takes his honey to marivet and sells it for what
he can get. Some have said: "You must be a poor bee-keeper it you
can't produce honey as cheaply as the farmer bee-keeper." Let the
farmer bee-keeper try to make his living producing honey in this way,
and marketing it in this manner, and see how he will come out. The
facts of the case are, that his honey costs him more than he sells it

for, only he doesn't know it. It is competition of the failing kind.

A Bacillus Gaytoni.

A new disease is under discussion in foreign bee-journals as pro-

duced by Bacillus Gaytoni. Bacillus Gaytoni is nothing more nor less

than the microbe of liee-paralysis, according to Cheshire.

Extracting and Marketing Unripe Honey.

One of the things—in many cases it may be said the thing—that

has done more than all else to injure the sale of e.vtracted honey, is the

putting upon the market honey that is not well ripened. Such honey

does not improve in quality after it leaves the hands of the producer;

generally, if not always, it deteriorates, sometimes so much that the

producer would not recognize it as the honey he extracted. It be-

comes thin, inclined to sour, with a llavor so vile that it is not fit to

put on the table. If the one who puts such honey on the market were

the only one affected by it, it would be less matter. But the whole

market is to some extent affected. The consumer who gets a sample

of such honej' is easily persuaded to believe that it is no longer possi-

ble to get honey that is pure, or if he believes it pure he concludes

that he is not fond of honey, and does not care for more.

What are the inducements to extracting unripe honey? One is,

that it saves labor to extract before the honey is sealed. But the mere

saving of the labor of uncapping would be but a small inducement

were it not for the other and greater inducement of the larger quan-

tity. To get just a little more honey by extracting before uncapping,

some are willing to spoil the future chances of themselves and others

for the sake of the present gain.

Now comes Editor Hill, of the American Bee-Keeper, backed by

no less an authority than the veteran O. O. Poppleton, saying that

there is iwthini/ gained in quautiln by extracting Ijefore ripening.

Ninety percent of the total evaporation occurs during the first night in
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the hive, and the further improvement is not so much a matter of

evaporation as a matter of influence caused liy the presence of the

bees, an influence subtle, but positively Icnown to every experienced

apiarist, whereby the honey slowly hut surely attains that degree of

body and flavor that makes the consumer who samples it wish for

more.

The experiment stations would be doing good service if they

would decide for us just how much can be gained in weight by ex-

tracting unripe honey, but a little thinking outrht to convince any one

that the amount must be very small compared with the large amount

of mischief caused by placing such honey on the market. On any

good honey-day, take out a brood-comb and you can shake out easily

the nectar—not honey—therein contained; but go the next morning

before the bees have had time to do any gathering, and no nectar will

be found.

It can hardly be too strongly emphasized, that the gain to the man

who puts unripe honey on the market, if in any sense a gain at all, is

overbalanced by the resulting loss to himself, besides doing an irrep-

arable mischief to all other producers.

Some Expert ODinion
In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

Thickness of Brood-Frame Top-Bar.

If for some reason you were to start in anew to keep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Ques. 6.—Would you use a frame with thick top-bar? If so,

why? If not, why?

N. E. France (Wis.)—Ji-inch top-bar; Xx?^ inoli for the rest of

the frame.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—Yes, a half-inch, to make it solid enough
not to sag.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—Yes. If properly spaced they almost
prevent bridging.

Wm. Rohrig (Mo.)—Y'es. They do not sag, and burr-combs are

not so troulilesome.

Mrs. L. Harrison (111.)—No. The regular Langstroth frame is

good enough for me.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—No. Because it takes room, and its advan-
tage is no advantage to me.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—Y'es. No sag; makes whiter sections to

have them farther from the brood-combs.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)— Yes; at least % of an inch thick.

Obviate the liraee-corab nuisance largely.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—Y'es. Sufficiently thick and wide to

practically prevent burr and brace combs.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)— I have never used the thick top-bar till this

season, and am not ready to give my preference.

Geo. W. Bkodbeck (Calif.)—Yes. Not so apt to sag, and the

bees are not so inclined to extend their combs, etc.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—Yes. Because it makes a strong frame, and
in a great measure prevents the building of burr-combs.

O. O. POPPLETON (Fla.)—No. I use close-fittiug top-bars which
does away with all of the supposed need of thick top-bars.

Pbof. a. J. Cook (Calif.)—Y'es. It is proof against sagging; is

strong, and with such we are not so much in need of queen-excluding
honey-boards.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—7-16 of an inch is the thickness I use
for the top-bar to a Langstroth frame. Some call that thick ; others

thin. I think it just right.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—I would use a top-bar 5-16 thick, with
a triangular comb-guide. Such bar will not sag, and has advantages over
a thinner bar and over a thicker one.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—I would nse a frame % thick, 1 1-16

wide. A thinner top-bar is liable to sag, and a thicker one is a waste
of lumber and hive-space, in my opinion.

E. E. Hastt (Ohio)— Thick enough to make sure against sagging,

but not so thick as some would choose. Have got used to my burr-

combs, and do not dread them as much as some do.

C. H. Dibbern (111.)—I use frames with >V-inch top and bottom
bars, and think they stand the wear and tear of handling better than
thinner bars. There is also much less burr and brace comb built

when such bars are used.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—Yes. First, they are stronger for extract-

ing. There is more to begin with and to end up at in wiring, and they
should, if thick top-bars, be self-spacing, which is a great saving of

time in replacing the frames.

J. A. Green (Colo.)—No. In a double brood-chamber hive a

thick top-bar would separate the two divisions of the brood-chamber
too much. If I were to use a frame of the Langstroth depth, I would
use a thick top-bar. Because it would largely prevent the building of

burr-combs.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)—No. That is, I would not have the top-

bars of my frames any thicker than is necessary to keep the top-bar of
the frame from " sagging." Why? Because a too-thick top-bar is a
waste of room, and invites the bees to increase the nuisance known as

burr-combs between the top-bars.

L. Stacdelhausen (Tex.)—No. Thick top-bars are not neces-

sary in shallow-frames ; wide and thick top-bars are a hindrance for

bees and the queen. I estimate more wood as 'sX\ inches in the top-

bar as an intolerable nuisance, diminishing the development of the
colony, and reducing the honey crop considerably.

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)—I prefer to have the top-bar of just

sufficient thickness to secure the strength needed. I prefer jioney in

the broodnest or super to wood. I practice outdoor wintering, and
want all the honey along the top of the combs I can secure. Under
peculiar conditions it might mean the saving of a colony.

E. S. LovEST (Utah)—I would not want a very deep top-bar. I

use one consistingof a strip °^' scant by 1 3-16cut the required length,

then I nail a Irianglar strip in the center of the first strip or top-bar,

each angle being about 'j of an inch, and cut the required length to

form a shoulder for a self-spacing end. This makes a good frame,
and at small cost.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)—I would not. I have always used top-

bars only i.j inch thick, and burr-combs and all that sort of thing
give me no trouble. If the bees build bits of comb between the top-

bar and the sections, or the extracting frames, I shave them off with a

putty-knife, and it is quickly and easily done. A thick top-bar takes
up too much valuable room.

S. T. Pettit (Ont. )—No. Because, 1st, they cost more; 2d, they
add unnecessary weight; 3d, they unnecessarily occupy valuable space
in the hive; 4th, bees winter better on thin lop-bars, because they will

more readily pass over a thin one than a thick one; 5th, there will be
much less burr-combs and brace-combs between thin top-bars than
between thick ones. More than 30 years of observations and severe
experimentations have removed every doubt of my position from my
mind. Although I have admitted the necessity of care against old,

black wax from the brood-chamber, finding its way into the comb-
honey supers, I never have suffered from that cause. I was influenced
by the writings of others ; but if in reality there is any danger, I

would use other means than thick top-bars.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—I do not use the thick tops ; here I am again
ferninst the hive-makers, and have to have my frames a special order.

I am speaking of Langstroth frames now. The very fellows that will

jump onto my divisible brood-chamber hive, roaring about the bees'

"brooding sticks and spaces," will put a great lot of wood in a top-

bar, 1 inch, a space above that, and '-'^ more for the pattern-slat be-

tween the brood and sections ; then kick when we say honey-board to

them. Well, a honey-board added to all that would make it a long
way up to the sections.

I use top-bars, in Langstroth frames, 3,,' inch thick (deep), and
without any kerf or groove for foundation, putting starters on with
melted wax. Those saw-kerf-wedge things are a nuisance; the
wedges shrink and fall out, even when they have been pounded in.

The melted-wax plan is almost as speedy, it not fully so, and better,

and leaves a smooth top-bar to scrape clean of wax if one ever wants
to scrape it. An additional half-inch depth to a top-liar is so very
trifling more protection against burr-combs that it does not pay at all.

Put that halt-inch into a honey-board, and it will do ten times as much
good against burr-combs. A honey-board is an absolute necessity

sometimes, and always valuable ; no hive should be without one.

Contributed Articles

Reappearance of Foul Brood—Preventing It.

BY C. H. W. WKBER.

IN 1875, Hilbert discovered that bacteria are the origina-
tors of many infectious diseases.

In 1854, Cohn proved the vegetable nature of bacteria,
and showed that foul brood was caused by those bacteria.

Dr. Kolbe advocated salicylic acid for curing foul brood.
Since then, it has been proven, that the treatment of foul-
brood colonies with antiseptics is insufficient, and that a
successful cure is only to be expected of the colonies of bees
themselves, and of their natural treatment and development.

In 1883, the creator of foul brood was described by Che-
shire and Cheyneasa thin bacillus slightly rounded on each
end, having a length of 3-5 to 4 thousandths millimeter, and
only colored with difficulty ; they named it " Bacillus alvei."
The temperature most favorable for its development is

37.S degrees R., or 115 degrees F. (Maximum 47 degrees R.,
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minimum 16 degrees R.) The spores, which are thicker

than the actual bacillus, are formed on the ends of the bacil-

lus which assume the form of a spindle ; during- the forma-

tion of spores, they can be killed on being boiled for three

hours.
Prof. Harrison discovered that development of the

bacillus alvei is stopped by beta-naphtol, also by formic

acid, formaldehyde and thymol. On adding 10 percent of

formic acid to the food in the cells for the larvif the forma-
tion of the Bacillus alvei is prevented.

By my own experiments and trials with the foul-brood

germ I learned that the fumes of formalin will kill the

bacteria and spores on coming in contact with them. Thus
far it was thought that Bacillus alvei was a particular va-

riety of bacterium, only found in colonies of bees ; but Sep-

tember, 1902, Dr. Lambotte, of the University of Leige, pub-
lished that by careful examination he found that the bacil-

lus alvei is identical with the bacillus mesentericus vulgaris,

so plentifully found in Nature.
From Fluegge and Migula we know that, first, the

bacillus mesentericus vulgatus is found on potatoes and milk,

especially in the ground. Second, that the bacillus mesen-
tericus fuscus is found on potato pealing and in the air.

Third, that according to Globig, the bacillus mesentericus
ruber is usually found on potatoes. To these three varie-

ties Dr. Lambotte adds as a fourth the bacillus mesentericus
vulgaris, which species appears especially upon ill-kept

bread, and which is said to be identical with the originator

of foul brood. It is expected that other bacteriologists will

confirm Dr. Lambotte's statement.
The observations of Lambotte explain why so many

bee-colonies become affected with foul brood, where any
contagion from other colonies is excluded or absolutely im-

possible. They also prove that the destruction or burning
of the affected colonies is insufficient for the successful ex-

termination of the foul brood. Of what avail will the

destruction of affected colonies be when the cause of the

disease is spread over the entire universe, in the ground, in

the air, on the plants and fruits ?

Mehring writes in his book, that foul brood of the worst
form can be produced by feeding a colony with the juice of

dried fruit, which had been cooked and sweetened with
sugar. This shows that the bacteria must be on fruits.

Phil. Reidenbach says: "The foul brood bacteria have
not such destructive peculiarities that a larva, coming in

contact with it, must get sick and die." Then he says, that

he made a one percent solution of foul-brood combs in

water; this he added to the food for the larvse of different

ages in the cells by means of a camel's-hair brush. In spite

of this, all larvae developed into bees in due time, only
when he introdueed the pure foul brood to the food in the

cells, the larva; died, but the colony did not become affected

with foul brood on that account, for the dead larva; were re-

moved by the bees and the colony had been primarily a

strong one.
Some bee-keepers claim that they give frames affected

with foul brood to strong, healthy colonies in order to re-

clean them, without any sign of sickness or disease being
perceptible later on. Formerly it was customary to fight

against the foul brood by means of disinfectants, however,
without any satisfactory results being obtained ; finally,

the bacteriologists came to the conclusion that the bacillus

was merely killed, but not the spores, for whose extermina-
tion the disinfectants would have to be so highly concen-
trated that the bees were unable to endure it. If weaker
substances, for instance a solution of formaldehyde were
used, the malady was checked for the time being, but reap-

peared when the treatment was discontinued. These fail-

ures created a feeling of discouragement, and it was consid-

ered as foolish to try to cure the malady on these principles.

But it is not quite so bad as it seems to be, for the hard
work the bee-keeper undertakes by trying to disinfect his

bees, the bees themselves willingly relieve him of, because
Nature has fitted them out to best perform this work them-
selves. The bees are best adapted to free themselves most
rapidly of foul-broody nymphs and larvs ; for this purpose
they produce special substances for preventing the devel-

opment of the bacillus and spores, and for keeping them in

a latent condition.
We are encountering a new miracle of the apiary. The

keeping of the bacillus from further doing harm ; in other
words, the disinfection of their homes is executed by the
bees themselves by application of substances, which the
human intellect first discovered after many years of re-

search, and which, at present, are accepted as the most effec-

tive disinfectants for our homes.
First. The secretion of the salivary glands and the food-

chyle of the bees contain abundant vinous acid, which is

analogous with the acid in grapes and wine.
Second. A long time after the newly-hatched bee has

left the cell the brood-cells still produce gaseous formic acid.

Third. The larva; contain plenty of concentrated formic
acid, which is a free acid from the vinous acid of the food-

chyle oxidation.
Fourth. The ethereal oils, which the bees gather with

the nectar and pollen, serve as disinfectants, and act as a

stimulant or spice for their food.

Phil. Reidenbach claims, that on chemical analysis of

thymolatic Ajowan oil he found it to be a first-class stimulant
and antiseptic, nearly as effective as sublimate. This, Dr.

Lambotte endorses emphatically, saying that he arrived at

the same results by microscopic investigations ; that the

larva; contain substances of an antiseptic nature which pre-

vent the development of bacillus, for which reason bacteria

may appear in healthy larva;. The transsubstantiation in

the bees and larvae, the formation of formic acid from vin-

ous acid of the food-chyle by means of oxydation is of great

value for keeping foul brood out of the colony. If the bees

are to be energetic and ambitious, so that they clean up
their brood-frames and carry out all their dead larva; and
nymphs ; if they are to produce antiseptic substances in

abundance, and if they shall be healthy and resistible

against foul brood, the following conditions must be complied
with under all circumstances:

1st. A good ventilation of the hives.

2d. Good food, honey and pollen.

3rd. A normal queen which produces strong, healthy

population.
The results of poor ventilation of the hives are known :

In winter a wet colony, moldy combs which are unable to

produce formic acid, scarcity of air, increased wants for

food, rearing brood in unreasonable season, scarcity of

water, dysentery, chilled brood, foul brood. In summer,
overheating, dullness, poor quality and scarcity of food,

dying of the brood, and again foul brood.

Experience teaches us that foul brood is easily produced

in those colonies where there is poor ventilation. Honey is

the only food for bees ; sugar, containing hardly any albu-

men, will not have the desired effect. Whoever had the op-

portunity to see how bees prefer honey when sugar is set

next to it ; whoever has not observed that in spring the

colonies fed in winter with honey are in advance of those

reared on sugar, will have to learn from physiology that

the development of all animals and formation of nitrog-

enous organic substances depends upon the albumen in the

food ; hence the energetic active spirit of the bees depends

upon their food. This shows that the bees need honey and
pollen in order to be able to take up the fight against foul

brood. What has a colony of bees got to nourish its brood

in the spring, with a solution of sugar which contains

scarcely any albumen ? Nothing, not even what they need

to keep up the energetic spirit to throw out the dead larvae

and nymphs. How valuable the albumen is in the food we
can readily observe in the wild animals. Without albumen
where would their energetic spirit be ? A foul-brood colony

never shows life. Pollen is the food for bees, which con-

tains the most albumen. What pollen amounts to we can

learn from the Heide bee-keepers. Mr. Lehrzen, of Luene-

burg, writes : The bee-keepers claim that if the bees are

left in one place for three years they will be infected with

foul brood, caused, as the bee-keepers claim, by lack of pol-

len until late in the season. This also shows that the

originator of foul brood must be widely diffused, for if foul

brood appears in consequence of missing pollen, the foul-

brood bacteria must be very plentiful. When pollen is miss-

ing the bees will keep themselves for some time, as the honey
contains about from 1 to 3 percent of albumen, the most

of this in digested form called peptone, which does not melt

on cooking. The presence of peptone in honey I have found

on analysis. Out of the salivary glands, the peptone is

more or less transformed into a sugar solution, but in quan-

tities too small. Often the queen is at fault that the colony

becomes sick, if she produces more or less degenerated bees.

Degeneration shows itself on the creatures by organic de-

fects, insufficient development, small resistibility against

contagious diseases, short life, especially by laziness and
lack of energy. The degeneration is a consequence of ab-

normal conditions, especially copulation of near relation.

Look for good ventilation, good food for fresh blood and for

queens not related to your stock.

Other precautions for the prevention of the malady
which, however, are of secondary importance, must be taken

into consideration. Under all circumstances keep away
contagious combs and honey as much as possible. When
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buying honey for feeding, we should be very careful to

place no foul brood combs into healthy colonies ; watch the

brood-cells at all times, in order to detect the presence of

the disease in the beginning. Disinfect all used hives,

which come from other apiaries, fumigate them with forma-
lin. All bacilli and spores are positively killed by the
formaldehyde fumes under the following conditions : They
must be so exposed that the fumes can come in contact with
them; they may only be covered with thin materials, for in-

stance,paper, one cubimeterof airmust at least contain eight
grains of formaldehyde ; the air of the respective depart-
ment must be very moist and warm, and the fumigation
must be continued for at least seven hours.

Formaldehyde is highly recommended, because it leaves
no odor or residue in the hives or combs. For fumigation,
pastilles in a retort may be used, the fumes out of the
retort to be led into the hive, into which a vessel with boil-

ing water had been previously placed. After ten hours all

foul brood, bacilli and spores will be dead. Or, the lamp,
which I described about a year ago, may be used.

A 40 percent solution of formaldehyde is called forma-
lin. One pastille produces one grain formaldehyde. First,
it acts as formaldehyde, then as formic acid into which it

was transformed by oxidation. C H ljO (formaldehyde plus
zO oxygen)^C H O formic acid). Formaldehyde readily
oxydizes into formic acid in the air. It is not impossi-
ble that the escaping formic acid, which is generated in the
brood-cells, originates from formaldehyde.

Is it not interesting to know that science has found the
way of Nature, and that the antiseptics we now use and
which are acknowledged to be the best are the same which
Nature has forever used in the bee-hive 7 We no longer
place all our hopes upon the application of one remedy, but
rather upon the colony itself, upon the conditions prevail-
ing in the hives, upon the conditions of the colony, so that
it is able to produce the substance which is needed for the
prevention of evil, upon the energetic spirit which will

make the bees throw out the dead larv;e and nymphs.
The strength of the colony which has to be treated

must be taken into consideration. When the disease is no-
ticed in a weak colony, I would not try to cure it, but would
unite it with another one of the same condition, as the value
of time thus employed would repay the trouble. The sick-

ness passes through various stages. We may therefore make
two divisions, calling the one the first or harmless stage,
and when it is further advanced, the second or dangerous
stage. A strong colony throws out the nymphs and larv;i;

when dead at once, and can not become foul-broody.
If the colony suffers, however, under the depression of

unhealthy conditions by not having enough supply of
healthy food, or from exposure to the cold, or from over-
heating, then we notice dullness and laziness on the part of
the bees, and they no longer throw the dead larv^e and
nymphs out of the cells. These suffering bees may make
an attempt to do so, or may gnaw at the dead larvae and
nymphs, removing the cappings of the cell in which they
had died two days after being capped. In such combs, we
see uncapped cells among the perfectly capped brood. These
uncapped cells contain white and brownish nymphs which
died two days after being capped. This can be seen plainly
on the pointed head. Such a colony, which has uncapped
foul-brood cells, suffers from the harmless stage. If the
bees notice the foul brood, they gnaw the larva;, nymphs
and cappings, but cannot resolve to clean the cells. If,

however, better weather and food sets in, they often awake
to new life ; they clean the cells, and by so doing destroy the
harmless foul brood. The same result may also be obtained
by artificial means. If such a colony, where there is no
flow of honey, be daily supplied with prepared honey-pollen,
at the same time placing a piece of blotting paper on which
from 40 to SO drops of Ajowan oil, rosemary oil, melissen
oil, or anise oil had been poured on the bottom-board of the
hive, you will be astonished at the stimulating effect the oil

will have upon the colony ; how it will bring out new life,

and how the colony will recommence to clean up and cast
out the dead larvje and nymphs. It occurs that a colony
becomes affected with the harmless foul brood, and is again
cured without the owner noticing it.

On longer duration of the disease it becomes more and
more contagious, the number of dead larvae and nymphs
grow together with the depression of the colony. The bees
no longer uncap the cells, but leave the most untouched ;

they bite a small hole in the capping, and then the dead
nymphs begin to putrefy and transform into the well known
bad-smelling brood-mass. This is the dangerous stage of
foul brood. It now declines from step to step. But even
this dangerous stage is not always so bad but that the col-

ony may become re-encouraged if fed for some time or
treated with the above-mentioned remedy. There are sev-
eral cases known where affected colonies were cured by a
honey-flow. In such cases in which the colony was treated
with stimulating food and etheric oil without the desired
effects having been obtained, a better queen must be substi-
tuted for the old one. Disinfecting and changing the hives
is only necessary when the malady has developed to a high
degree.

Whosoever treats his colony carefully, and takes care
that his colonies are supplied with good and plentiful food,
fresh blood, good ventilation, and good queens, will be safe
from the bad or dangerous stage of foul brood. If foul
brood ever appears, the careful bee-keeper will surely cure
it in the described manner ; he will constantly watch the
brood, and if he notices any gnawed cells he will attend to

them at once, so that the evil does not gain the upper stage.
L,ast summer, after the honey-flow was over, I had the op-
portunity to witness a party using the McEvoy treatment.
For awhile we thought it had cured, but after some time the
sickness reappeared, although the treatment had been care-
fully performed. But, as only sugar syrup was fed, the
energetic, active, ambitious spirit of the bees was missing.
This I also noticed when formaldehyde fumigation was used
exclusively. This leads me to the conclusion that if healthy
honey and pollen in oils had been used the cure would have
been perfect. There always will be bee-keepers who will not
take proper care of their bees. For such, a foul brood law
compelling them to disinfect hives and colonies is necessary.

The prevention of disease and the natural care of colo-

nies are the main thing, but not the destruction and the
curing of the malady. The enemy is only to be kept out of
the apiary by natural ways. Keep them so that when
spring reappears and revives all Nature, your bees awake
from their slumbers strong and healthy, not weak, perhaps
so weak they are beyond recovery.

Hamilton Co., Ohio.

[ Convention Proceedin§s
j

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceedings of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23, 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MORBHOUSE, SEC.

(Continned from page 121.)

THIRD DAY.
The morning of this day had been appointed to visit the

foundation factory of H. F. Hagen, and see it in operation.

Three bee-keepers were somewhat earlier than the rest in

arriving, and witnessed the processof sheeting by the Weed
sheeting machine, which rolls out a continuous plain sheet
of wax, about an eighth of an inch thick, from a receptacle

of melted wax. Unfortunately the machine balked before
the rest of the convention arrived, but the latter viewed the
milling operation on another machine, and with the various
automatic devices for expediting the work and making it

exact. Mr. Hagen explained that the new machinery re-

quired some little time to be "broken in " before it would
run uninterruptedly. The factory seemed to be well

equipped for turning out a large quantity and good quality

of foundation.
The president of the Denver Chamber of Commerce

then addressed the convention somewhat as follows :

The time has arrived when the welfare of the commu-
nity can not be attained without the associating together of

individuals. The Chamber of Commerce has 600 members,
who are associated not for making money for themselves,
but for increasing the welfa'-e of the city of Denver, and
they naturally also increase the welfare of the State and of

their own pockets in attaining that object. The bee-keep-

ing industry of the State, he is told, amounts to many hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars, and adds to the wealth of the
community. The output of the cultivated soil of the State

is greater than the output of the mines ; and were it not for

the farmers there could be no rearing of bees. As repre-
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sentative of Denver, he welcomed the convention to the

city, hoped its labors would bear fruit, and stated that

whatever the Chamber of Commerce could do, it would be
only too happy to do if the convention would give sugges-
tions.

Secretary Williams, of the Chamber of Commerce,
talked of some of the work of the Chamber, especially the

Live Stock Show, of the early arrival of bees in the State,

and oflFered the use of the dining-room and the reading-room
to the bee-keepers during the convention.

PRODUCING FANCY COMB HONEY.

A paper by W. W. Whipple, on " How to Produce Fancy
Comb Honey," was read, but the Secretary did not get a

copy of it.

Mr. Morehouse—When putting the section super be-

tween the parts of the Heddon hive, have you no trouble

with queens ?

Mr. Whipple—None whatever.
Mr. Gill—I am satisfied with our grades. We shonld

aim to produce as little No. 2 as possible, and turn our at-

tention to those two grades.

Mr. Whipple—It is a question of the Eastern markets.
I am in favor of a fancy white grade.

Mr. Pease—We have lost on our honey by not having a

fancy white grade.
Mr. Gill—We have such honey.
Mr. Pease—But we don't get paid for it.

Mr. Whipple—I am in favor of selling our honey by
weight. This year my honey averaged 26 pounds to the

case.
Mr. Jouno—I am like Mr. Whipple, in favor of selling

honey by the pound. If our honey is a little light the con-

sumer comes back on us.

Mr. Whipple—The honest way is to sell honey by the

pound. Eggs, too.

Mr. Spencer—If we had grading rules so as to make
fancy honey, wouldn't it be an incentive for all bee-keepers

to try to produce fancy honey ?

Mr. Whipple—One year I had a ton of No. 2 honey.

Mr. Porter—It would merely complicate matters to have
a fancy grade. If you have fancy, somebody else will have
extra fancy. In our rules, No. 1 designates the highest. It

expresses a good deal. If a man produces nearly all No. 1

he is doing well. When it comes to sending telegrams and
writing correspondence about a fancy grade in addition to

the others, it is too much.

Mr. Whipple—The great reason for a fancy grade is,

that it is in all the other markets.

Mr. Porter—In selling anything it has always been my
rule to let the other fellow make a little money. I am sat-

isfied to have our No. 1 sold as fancy in the East.

Mr. Jouno—I am with Mr. Porter on that question. We
ought to have more honey in No. 3.

Mr. Whipple—If there were a grade of fancy white, I

should try to have some. I am in favor of changing the
grading rules, and also changing them to sell honey by the
pound.

Mr. Booth—The trouble in selling honey by the pound
is that if the sections overrun, the retailer will never get
anything for that. He would only get as much for IV
pounds in a section as for J4 of a pound.

Mr. Spencer—Will not some object to over-weight
honey ?

Mr. Porter—They do not object to it when they are buy-
ing by the case.

Mr. Gill—Our honey is full weight according to the
grading rules. Like the foul-brood law, our rules are not
perfect ; but if they were changed they would be no better.

The double-tier case was not wanted by the trade three
years ago, and now it is wanted.

Mr. Porter—Nothing is more important than this. In
a sense we do sell by weight. We all have our grading
rules, and our honey is guaranteed to come up to our grad-
ing rules. In some localities, to be sure, it is hard to come
up to them, because in those localities it is hard to get the
honey filled out.

Mr. Aikin—Mr. Porter's reminder is to the point. In
fact, we are selling by weight. Our rules give a little lee-

way. Suppose we do change to sell by weight. How long
will it be before the different buyers squeeze us down ? They
will buy by weight and sell by the piece to increase their
profits. Whenever we say to the buyer that we guarantee
certain weights, he is safe, and we are safe.

Mr. Whipple—They are not satisfied with that. Another
point : If they buy by the pound they can figure it up. Say
we ship a car-load, and Mr. Aikin brings in full weight, say
22 or 23 pound cases net, and another man puts in 20-pound
cases. Mr. Aikin's honey brings up the other to be No. 1,

and Mr. Aikin doesn't get enough for his honey.

Mr. Aikin—If I can sell by the pound, and get just as
much as anybody, I will leave separators out and stretch

the sections, and get more honey in each section. But
where will that lead to ? We will get into hot water a whole
lot quicker. With one-pound sections of honey, if they are

produced as they ought to be, we do not get 24 or 25 pound
net weight per case except in very rare cases, but, as a

whole, they run from 20 to 23 pounds to the case. The rules

limit us simply to protect us from 18 and 19 pound honey.
They don't lead us to produce crooked and ungainly honey.
To illustrate : A Fort Collins grocer said to me he had got-

ten some honey that weighed 26 pounds net to the case. I

told him that could not be separatored honey, and as a mat-
ter of fact you could not slip out half a dozen sections from
a case without damaging the honey.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Mr. Richards spoke a few minutes as a representative

of the horticulturists, calling attention to the independent
existence and distinction between the State Board of Horti-

culture and the Colorado State Horticultural Society, with

both of which he is connected, and inviting the Association

to appoint delegates to take part in the coming annual con-

vention of the Colorado State Horticultural Society, and
contribute a paper, for which he suggested a business sub-

ject as likely to profit both bee-keepers and horticulturists.

He emphasized the necessity of sticking to one's organiza-

tion, and declared that when it comes to the disposing of

produce, no people on earth were quite so weak as the hor-

ticulturists. If there were anything to be found fault with

they would kick and grumble, but would not go after the

man and see to it that matters were righted. He illustrated

the point by the story of the negro, who, as Thanksgiving
time approached, prayed often and earnestly for a turkey,

but without avail. As a last resort he prayed, "Oh, Lawd,
send dis nigger after dat turkey.'' He got it.

MANUFACTURING BEE-SUPPLIES IN COLORADO.

" Can not something be done at this meeting in regard

to manufacturing supplies in Colorado ?"

Pres. Harris—We can not go hastily. We need a good
business committee to investigate the prices of machinery,
and report at another convention.

Mr. Morehouse—I don't think this Association is ready
now to take up this question. Each one would have to chip

in more than a little. At the present time it is better for

each one to make his own hives.

F. Rauchfuss—It is quite a difficult thing in the present

situation. But we might do the same as the Longmont
people. All these supply orders would have to be filled

early. I move a committee be appointed to take the matter
under advisement, for this State and other States.

Pres. Harris—The chair would like to defer the appoint-

ment of the committee.

Mr. Morehouse—I would suggest that perhaps the Col-

orado Honey- Producers' Association could get such hives

made in Denver.
Mr. Frank Rauchfuss then read a paper on,

THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER QRADINQ OF COMB
AND EXTRACTED HONEY.

As Colorado is now one of the States foremost in the

production of choice white comb honey, which is shipped in

car-load lots to nearly all parts of the Eastern States, it be-

hooves every bee-keeper to give due consideration to the

question of carefully grading and packing of his crop of

comb honey.

As long as most of the honey produced was needed for

home consumption, this question of grading and packing
was not such an important one as it is now, when most of

the honey produced has to be shipped out of the State, and
comes in competition with the honey produced in other

localities.

The grading rules adopted by the Colorado State Bee-
Keepers' Association, some years ago, have borne some good
results, as now about 90 percent of the bee-keepers of north-
ern Colorado are using a uniform size of sections (the 4"+ x-

4;4xlJ.s) and a uniform style of shipping-cases (the 24-pound
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double-tier cases with glass fronts), and the most of them
are grading their honey according to Association rules. As
a consequence, the product of northern Colorado now has a
good reputation among the honey-buyers of the EJast, which
IS evidenced by their readiness to buy from this section in
preference to looking for their supply elsewhere ; because
they are assured of reasonably uniform grading, and of
having the honey put up in a case that will suit their trade,
as it is neat and showy, and withal the best suited for re-
shipping in small lots.

When it comes to the making up of car-load lots then the
question of having uniform cases to handle is a vital one,
as it is quite difficult to make a satistactory job in loading
when various sizes and styles of cases have to be dealt with.

Right here I wish to say that it is about time for the
large supply manufacturers of the United States to come to
some agreement in adopting a standard for the outside
dimensions of the various styles of shipping-cases used.
At present there is just enough difference in height and
length so that cases of the various makes will not pile up
satisfactorily.

While speaking about cases, I wish to say a word about
the nailing of them. During the past season the writer
has seen the contents of two cases drop on the sidewalk,
owing to the insufficient nailing of the bottoms. The cases
should be well nailed all over, the glass secured to keep it
from sliding out, and the cover nailed on with cement-
coated nails. The smooth nails furnished by some manu-
facturers for the nailing of the covers are too small to keep
from working out in hauling. The paper in the bottom of
the case should be neatly folded so as to form a tray, and
the drip-sticks in the bottom secured from sliding about by
daubing a little honey on their lower sides, or tacking them
fast with small tacks, which, however, should not be so
long as to stick through the bottom of the cases, as some
grocer may be tempted to use strong language for having
his counter scratched up. In double-tier cases it is well to
have a manilla paper between the upper and lower tier of
sections

; there should also be a paper beneath the cover to
keep out dust. This paper, however, should not be any
larger than the case itself, and not protrude beyond the
edges of the cover.

GRADING COMB HONBY.

Now, to come to grading of the honey. In removing
the honey from the hives an undue amount of smoke should
not be used, as it is liable to give the honey a smoky smell

;

nor should the bees be permitted to bite holes in the cap-
pings, as this disqualifies it for the first grade.

The honey should be graded in a room that is perfectly
bee-tight, and is well supplied with windows. Honey can
only be properly graded when a good supply of daylight is
available

; lamplight, gas or electric light is not suitable,
as it will not give the true colors.

Some bee-keepers are in the habit of having a shipping-
case before them for each grade of honey, and after scrap-
ing the propolis from the sections, they put the honey in
the case of the grade to which it belongs. I have tried this
plan, but it has not proven satisfactory to me, and I now
scrape about 20 supers of honey, and when I commence
doing this I start three piles, for No. 1, No. 2, and cull.
After I have that number of supers emptied, I commence to
case, and find that by having such a large number of sec-
tions to select from I have a better opportunity to get honey
of the same shade of color and finish in the same case.

In regard to the facing of the cases, I take the stand
that the face should represent the contents of the case, and
should not be better than the honey that is back of it ; how-
ever, I do not believe in going to the other extreme of drop-
ping the honey indiscriminately into the cases. Care should
be taken that the facing shows honey of the same shade or
color, and represents as neat an appearance as the contents
of the case will allow.

Regarding color of honey and cappings, and also the
weights of the various grades, our Colorado rules are suffi-
ciently explicit to answer all purposes, although there seems
to be some bee-keepers afflicted with color blindness, to
judge from the color of the honey which they are trying to
sell as No. 1 grade.

It is well to have scales handy while grading honey, so
as to make sure that it will come up to the required weight.

Now, there is one rule that no one should lose sight of
while grading comb honey, and that is this: Try tv put
yourself in the place of the buyer, and whenever you are un-
decided whether a certain section should go into the first or
second grade, as/i yourself the question, " IVould I be willing

to buy this for No. I myself?" If you continue to follow
this rule you will have no trouble about the grading of your
comb honey.

GRADING BXTRACTKD HONEY.

Any one who wishes to produce extracted honey suitable
for table purposes, should bear in mind the following
points :

He must be in a locality that will furnish a white' or
very light amber honey. Given such a location, he should
have the proper facilities in the way of suitable buildings,
extractor, tanks, and a large supply of extracting-combs,
so as to be able to produce a strictly first-class article of
thoroughly ripened honey.

It has been my experience that the finest honey put on
the market in this State is produced by those bee-keepers
that allow their extracting supers to remain on the hives for
several weeks after the bees have filled and sealed them ;

this honey has a smoothness and flavor about it that is lack-
ing in honey which has been extracted before it has been
thoroughly ripened in the hives.

Under certain climatic conditions even honey that has
been extracted when the combs are three-fourths capped
over is liable to ferment. When the writer was in Chicago
he saw a large lot of extracted honey which was produced
in one of our neighboring States ; this had been rejected by
the buyer because part of it had started to ferment. Fer-
mentation destroys the entire flavor of the honey, and
makes it unfit for anything except vinegar-making. I,

therefore, wish to caution our Colorado bee-keepers to be
sure not to extract any honey before it is thoroughly ripened.

After extracting, all honey should be carefully strained.
A strainer made of double thickness of cheese-cloth answers
very well for this purpose. As there is always a slight
variation in the color of each lot of honey that is extracted,
it is well to mark the cans that contain the honey of the
same extracting alike, and then give each subsequent lot a
different marking. Then, when it comes to the marketing
of the honey, it is easy to take a correct sample of each lot.

Now, in conclusion, let me say that the State of Col-
orado has the reputation of producing the finest honey in

the United States, and it behooves every bee-keeper to see
that this high reputation of our honey is not injured by
careless grading and packing. Frank RauchfuSS.

Mr. Morehouse—If we expect to maintain our reputation
we must grade with scrupulous care. One reason that ac-

counts for the low price of extracted honey at the present
time is the unripeness of some of it, which is fit only for
manufacturing purposes. Proper production would not
only increase the consumption, but also advance the price.

F. Rauchfuss then exhibited a case of comb honey that
had been sent to the Colorado Honey-Producers' Associa-
tion as No. 1 honey. It contained a few No. 1 sections, a
number that were No. 2, both as to appearance and weight,
and several that were much inferior to the No. 2 standard,
all mixed up in the same case.

Mr. Morehouse—In the exhibiting case at the State
Capitol, cull honey has been substituted for the No. 1 honey
that was there.

F. Rauchfuss— I move the Committee on Exhibits be
instructed to investigate and see how this came about ; to

see who is responsible for our being treated in such a rotten
manner.

Pres. Harris—This shows that there is "a nigger in the
woodpile." We should find out the cause and publish it to
the world.

A committee was appointed, consisting of J. U. Harris,
W. L,. Porter, and H. Rauchfuss.

Mr. Gill—The committee sent to Mr. Milleson present
the following report :

Resolved, That, whereas, our aged brother and former
president, and a beloved member of this organization, has
recently met with a serious and painful accident, causing
him much sufi^ering, and preventing his attendance at this
meeting ; therefore.

We hereby extend to Bro. E. Milleson our heartfelt
sympathy and good-will.

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be incorporated
in our minutes, and that a copy of same be delivered to Mr.
Milleson. M. A. Gii.i„Chm., R. C. Aikin,

\ ^
Mrs. M. a. Booth, K. H. Rhodes, ("

Adopted by a rising vote.

(Continued next wrek.)
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CHICAGO-NORTHWESTERN.

Report of the Chicag-o-Northwestern Bee-Keep-
ers' Convention, Held in Chicag-o, Dec.

2 and 3, 1903.

(Continued from pa^e 68.)

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The annual election of ofticers was held at this stage in

the proceedings, with the following result: President, George

W. York; Vice-President, Mrs. N. L. Stow; and Secretary-

Treasurer, Herman F. Moore, of Park Ridge, 111.

MOST PROFITABLE STYLE OF SECTIONS.

"Which are th.e most profitable sections for the pro-

ducer, the beeway or the plain?"

Pres. York—How many think the beeway sections are the

most profitable? Eight.

Pres. York—How many think the plain sections? Seven-

teen.

Pres. York—How many have tried both? Nineteen.

Pres. York—How many think it doesn't make any differ-

ence whether plain or beeway? Three.
Pres. York—How many don't know? Eight.

PRESENCE OF DRONES AND SWARMING.

"Does the presence of a large number of drones tend to

intensify the swarming tendency or impulse?"

Pres. York—How many think it does? Six.

Pres. York—How many think the drones don't make any

difference as to the swarming tendency? One.
Mr. Wilcox—How many think the swarming propensity

tends to increase the number of drones? [Sixteen.!

Mr. Whitney—I asked that question. On examining my
bee-hives I found a large number of drone-combs. I never

had so much swarming in my life among my bees. I had
.11 colonies to start the season with and I had 54 swarms,
i thought I knew how to keep down swarms. I increased,

pave them plenty of room, cut out aueen-cells and did every-

thing I could do, and yet they swarmed, and I never saw so

many drones as I had.
Mr. Moore—I would like to ask in this connection, when

you control the production of drones by workers, can you
thereby solve the swarming question?

Dr. Miller—No, you can't do it; and I would like to say

to Mr. Whitney that he will find that there will be years

when he will have exactly the same amount of drone-comb
in his hives, and possibly with the same amount of drones,

and he will have swarming more than other years. With quite

a number the last season was an unusual one for swarming.
It has been one of the worst years for swarming that I ever

knew. I know I spoke of it more than once. There seemed
to be a scarcity of drones, the smallest number of drones
I ever had was this year, yet I think it was about the worst
year for swarming. The two things don't always bear the

same ratio. Mr. Hutchinson says that if it wasn't for the
swarming you wouldn't have any drones. The two things are
not always in proportion.

,^

Mr. Starkey—I noted that drones would tend to increasq
swarming, but by doing so I meant this : That nistcad of
drOnes, if the same amount of labor had been expended in

producing workers we would still have had the same amount
of swarming tendency. I don't believe that the presence of
drones would increase it any more than the workers them-
selves. However, I believe that it would be an advantage
to the colony in, point of the value ta.the honey-producer if

these drones had been prevented.

Dr. Miller—If you suffer a large number of drones in

your apiary you will have more swarming, and I believe if

you allow a large amount of drone-comb in your hives you
will have more swarming for it. One of the means to help
cut down swarming is to allow as little drone-comb as possi-
ble to remain in the hives.

Mr. Longsdon—You may put a drone-comb into a very
small colony, but the colony that doesn't show any tendency
at the_ time of swarming, and immediately, almost, if other
conditions are favorable, that colony will swarm. I know
it is the change of the drone-combs that does it. I believe
the drones have a very great amount to do as regards the
swarming of bees.

Mr. Whitney—I attempted to prevent swarming by cut-

tinq- queen-cells. I had a hive-box that I would put the queen

in, and turn it in front of the hive so the swarm couldn't get

back, and they would all cluster in that box, and I cut the

queen-cells out. They would work for some time ;
perhaps put in

a case or two of honey and then swarm. I had one swarm
come out with 200 or 300 bees, and I made them a hive and
they are a good colony of bees today; but there was only

about 200 or 300 bees in the whole swarm, so you see what
I produced with the queen. She gathered 200 or 300 bees

and they swarmed out in a cracker-box. I merely mention

that as the tendency of swarming in my yard, as one bee

against four.

Dr. Miller—A single bee never swarms.
Mr. York—That's so; I believe they have to get married

first!

Mr. Duby—I don't believe a large or small number of

drones has anything to do with it. I have had colonies that

swarmed three timfes, and they had but very few drones,

and I have seen lots of drones and have had no swarming.
Mr. Hutchinson—Mr. Aspinwall is now working with a

non-swarming hive. I believe he spent $1,000 in making
wooden combs and his idea was that the bees wouldn't rear

drones, and he was going to get rid of swarming that way,
but the bees swarmed just the same with those wooden combs.

METHODS OF WIRING BROOD-FRAMES.

"Why are brood-frames wired horizontally and not ver-

tically?"

Mr. Hutchinson-—I have seen a great many that were ver-

tical.

Mr. Baldridge—I wire all of mine vertically. I never had
a pupil that went to the horizontal wiring.

Dr. Miller—I have had lots of them wired both ways.
One reason for the horizontal wiring is. it doesn't make any
difference with the strength of the top or bottom bar. A good
many have found by wiring vertically that there was a tend-

ency to draw together. The horizontal wiring is not affected

in that way. Mr. Hutchinson says put in an upright stick to

hold that. Yes, some have used that and some have used a
piece of tin, but that's so much more machinery. For myself,

I prefer to put in several little sticks.

Mr. Baldridge—The reason, perhaps, that I wire up and
down is because I commenced that way, and I found it a
very good way. I don't have to have a saw-kerf. The top-

bar is 5-8 thick, and the bottom-bar is 3-8 and I use only six

bars in a frame. I don't fasten my foundation at the top at

all. It is not necessary to fasten it at the top, and it is not
necessary to have a saw-kerf to insert, neither one, if it is

wired properly, and I can use narrow strips. I use the
standard shape of frame. I put all those strips on the per-

pendicular wire, and I use every particle, and when they are

done you can not tell that they are made of strips. You
can use a half inch or an inch strip that way.

Mr. Whitney—Do you split those strips?

Mr. Baldridge—No, they are all woven together, and
just as nice combs as though of solid foundation.

MATING OF A SUPERSEDED QUEEN.

"If a queen is superseded in the fall and not fertilized

then, will she be fertilized the next spring?
Mr. Hutchinson—I don't know.
Mr. Moore—She may be sometimes.
Dr. Miller—The Atchleys reported a number of cases in

which the young queen superseded in the fall laid in the
soring, but I think they claimed the queen would be fer-

tilized in the fall and didn't lay until the spring. For my-
self, I wouldn't give very much for the chances of a queen
being a good queen if she didn't lay in the fall.

Mr. Abbott—The probabilities are she will not be a good
queen. If she is superseded she will not be. She will be
dead.

SOUR HONEY IN THE BROOD-CHAMBER.

"Can the case of sour honey in the brood-chamber be ex-
plained? That is, where honey sours in the brood-chamber?"

Mr. Wilcox—I think it can be explained, but I don't see

how it can be helped. I have seen sour honey because it was
gathered from something that was sour before it was gath-
ered, and also because it absorbed so much moisture from the
temperature. It was a very weak colony, and it got just

warm enough so fermentation would commence ; but the
main cause is where it is .gathered from some sour sub-
stance.
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PRICES OF EXTRACTED AND COMB HONEY.

"What price must extracted honey be sold for to make

the average colony as profitable as it would be if run for

comb honey which sells for is cents per pound?

Mr. Baldridge—That depends upon whether you are go-

ing to wholesale or retail it. No man has any right to sell

extracted honey for any less than comb honey at retail. I

charge the same price and I give my customers their choice,

and my books will show that go pounds in ico are extracted.

What is the use of giving your honey away? I was in exis-

tence as a bee-keeper before extracted honey was brought

about. Nobody would ever have asked bee-keepers to have

done it if thev hadn't done it themselves.

Dr. Miller—Mr. President, Mr. Baldridge isn't answering

the question at all.

Mr. Baldridge—Fifteen cents.

Mr. Wilcox—That is a subject that I commenced study-

ing a good many years ago, and I thought that I could find

it by referring to the back numbers of the American Bee

Journal, and I spent a week at it. and now I am obliged to

guess at it, that about two pounds of extracted to one of comb
is an equal matter with the average. Of course, conditions

vary one season with another, and one locality with another,

and there are several circumstances to be taken into consid-

eration. It is a very practical question, and a very important

one for beginners. I wish to get at the facts. I produced

comb honey for ten years exclusively, and I was satisfied then

that that it was the most profitable, and I changed finally to

extracted because my locality produced principally dark honey,

and I am sure it is more profitable than the comb. I tried again

to produce the comb honey but I can't produce it now as well

as I could ,30 or 40 years ago. I believe I have lost the art.

I think when you take into consideration the losses, and
risks, and breakage, that it is about a fair and equal thing

to us, and that the price of comb honey should be just double

the price of extracted. That's my rule.

Mr. Horstmann—If you sell comb honey at 15 cents a

pound I think extracted ought to be sold for 10 cents. I have

produced both comb and extracted and I watched it very

closely. I produce more extracted than comb. I get 15 cents

for extracted honey ajid 20 cents a section for the comb
honey, and I am satisfied that the extracted honey at 15

cents a pound pays a good deal better than the comb honey
at 20 cents a section. There is no section to buy, no founda-

tion to buy, and after we have our frames in shape we can

use them over and over again, and there is less labor and it

is a great deal less expensive. The first cost is the principal

cost, and I believe about 10 cents a pound would make a

fair price for extracted, while comb sells for 15.

Dr. Miller—That's one of the questions that's perennial.

It began shortly after the extractor began, and it will be a

question for every beginner when you and I are dead. Mr.
Wilcox stated the full case when he said circumstances vary.

One man says it ought to be the same price. Every locality

is diff'erent. In many cases they ought to be just about the

same price. In other cases about twice as much. There is a

man sitting before me just now whose father years ago made
fun of me because I would do anything at producing comb
honey at all. I could do- much better by producing comb.
It wasn't difficult for me. What is true for this year may
not be true for me ten years from now, and you will never

get that question settled so that you will have one answer
that applies all over.

Mr. Moore—It is so hard to cover the whole case rightly

so that somebody won't be under a misapprehension. After
selling honey 17 years it is my conviction that when you sell

to the consumer you should sell comb and liquid honey at the

same price. When selling to the wholesale trade it is a differ-

ent case. You must get as much as you can. To us who are

catering to the city trade it is an entirely different thing from
those who are catering to the country trade. I have been told

that I ought not to sell extracted as cheap as the comb.
It is worth more to cat. As long as the trade is better satis-

fied to pay comb-honey price I say charge them the comb-
honey price every time you sell to the consumer.

Mr. York— I was in the honey business long enough to

know that honey is worth all you can get for it.

Mr. Niver—I wanted to know in a large apiary what was
the relative proportion of comb honey and extracted honey that

could be produced on the average, and how many colonies
could the apiarist or operator handle well during the same
year to make it the most profitable for his time to run for

extracted or comb, provided comb was selling at 15

cents. What would be the market price for extracted honey

to make it equally profitable? Of course, the sections, the

foundation, the work, all put in, and the breakage, amounts

to three cents per section on the average.

Dr. Miller— It is a little bit high.

Mr. Niver—I can take care of about three times as many

bees for extraced as for comb honey during the season.

Dr. Miller—Do you mean taking in the expense?

Mr. Niver—Yes, sir.

Dr Miller—It is hardly high enough then.

Mr. Niver—If I can get twice as much extracted from a

colony as I can of comb, and take care of three times as many
bees, I could sell the extracted honey at S cents, and make

as much money at it as I could selling comb honey at 15

cents. That would be about my judgment.

Dr. Miller—There is that "if."

Mr. Moore—I want to call on a gentleman here to an-

swer that question. He is very modest and seldom talks

unless he is called on. What can the average bee-keep>'r

do in producing comb and extraced honey? If he produces

1,000 pounds of extracted, how much comb can he produce'

Mr. France, will you answer that?

Mr. France—That has been fairly well answered. Gen-

erally speaking, I find about two pounds of extracted to one

of comb, taking it over Wisconsin. The amount of labor is

less in producing extracted, and the labor and expense of

producing comb are more.
Mr. Moore—^Do you mean to say that Wisconsin pro-

duces twice as much extracted as comb? That isn't the point.

The question is. If a man with 100 colonies can produce $1,000

worth of comb honey, how much extracted can he produce

with the same colonies, the same year, in the same conditions?

Mr. Francfe—About two to one. I think Mr. Wilcox one

year set apart a portion of his yard and it went a little over

three, did it not?
Mr. Wilcox—More than that.

Mr. France—I know that he was so converted to ex-

tracted honey that he has produced hardly anything else

since.

Mr. Starkey—This question is raised. If an apiary has

produced 1,000 pounds of comb honey in this locality I would
rather think they could also gather 2,000 pounds of extracted

honey ; that this locality would be suitable for twice that

number of bees if run for comb honey. I see in that a solu-

tion of over-crowded districts, where people running for

extracted get 2,000 pounds of honey, twice the number of

bees will certainly get the honey and store it in combs.
Mr. France—I was a little interested right along that

line, so I took my home yard of 100 colonies half for comb
and half for extracted, and kept a memorandum of it, but

I wasn't satisfied with one year. That year it ran three to

one in favor of the extracted. The next year it was two and
one-tenth in favor of the extracted. It varies so with sea-

sons. There are other reasons more than the pounds of

honey. You must put in the additional labor and additional

cost. It is the net orofits you are after.

Mr. Wheeler—There is one point that has been over-

looked, and that is the weight of the hive when the bees

are ready for winter. I find if you produce comb honey you
have a colony that's better prepared for the winter than when
you produce the extracted.

Mr. Longsdon—I am somewhat of the opinion that we
are exaggerating the amount of extracted honey that can

be produced over the comb. I will have to quote that old

saying, "In my locality." There were three or four bee-

keepers out there, and they had had considerable discussion

about this extracted and comb honey business, and one man
was radical on the side of comb honey, and he didn't believe

that they could produce so much extracted. One of them
ran about 40 colonies for extracted and the other ran 40
for comb, and they came out very nearly even, and 'they

gave both parts of the apiary the same kind of care. By the

way, the one party who ran entirely for comb took more comb
honey than any of the other parties did of extracted, and all

in a circle of five miles, and the locality was very nearly the

same. The one comb-honey man took and weighed it care-

fully, and I helped him weigh it. By the way, he produced
it in two-pound sections, and he took 215 pounds, of comb-
honey to the colony in big hives, 35 of them. I agree, al-

though he is perhaps a little too much on the other side,

but I believe extracted ought to sell for very nearly the
same amount as comb.

Mr. Wilcox—Supposing there were 225 pounds of comb
honey to the colony, then we will agree that there should
not be much difference in the price.

Mr. Horstmann—There is a great difference in locali-
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ties, judging from the report of my own colonies this year.

The best colony I had this year produced 139 pounds of comb
honey. I had a doublc-hivc colony which produced i(U

pounds of comb honey. The best for extracted was liyyi-

Now, you see the comb honey is away ahead. It must be llie

locality; I don't know what else. I have never yet produced
twice as much extracted honey from one colony as comb.
There has been many a time that I have produced more ex-

tracted than comb, but very seldom.

Mr. Meredith—Perhaps it might be that the man that is

running for comb honey might be able, with his manipulation,

to produce more comb honey than extracted; but at the same
time a man like Mr. France could double the amount of

extracted over comb.

Mr. France—I would plead for the rest of the country
not tcr be as my own State. Many of the bee-keepers in

Wisconsin, when they have hold of the extractor handle they

don't know when to stop. They extract too late.

Mr. Wilcox—There arc some bee-keepers that can have
all of the honey put into the supers so that the bees scarcely

have any to go into winter quarters with. That's in the

management.
Mr. Moore—There is a whole lot of this that enters into

the comparative production of comb or extracted honey. The
bees, of course, fill the comb all new. If you make them
build the large frames out of which we take extracted honey
of new— if, as in my brother's case, you have thousands or
tens of thousands of empty combs which simply have to be
filled with the liquid honey by the bees, yoii might get a great
deal more extracted honey than comb honey.

Mr. Longsdon—The parties had the combs all stacked
away—nice, clean combs, and the test was given fair and
square in favor of the extracted business.

Dr. Miller—You may go over this ground for ten years
and you will come out where you went in. There is the

same man, and he says I got three times as much one year,
and then he tried it again another year and he says it was a

mistake, he got only two and one-tenth that year. If the

same man in the same place finds that one year doesn't give
him the same results as the other, you may change your man
and change your place and you will have a different result

again. When a young man comes to me and says. What shall

I do? What is the ratio? The only answer is. Try it and
see. You have to try it for your own place, and your own
management, and you may thrash this over until after bed-
time and you won't be any nearer to a solution.

Mr. Baldridge—Mr. France says he had three times as
much one year and the ne.xt year two and one-tenth. Now,
perhaps the third year with more experience he won't get that
proportion.

Mr. France—I would say that these things vary accord-
j

ing to the season and management, and we may thrash this
over and over and you will find that that is the experience of
every man.

Mr. Clarke—As regards the extracting yards, especially in
Wisconsin, a few years ago we heard of a great loss of bees.
Wasn't it a fact that 90 per cent of these losses came from
where they extracted?

Mr. France—I would put it at that per cent. Quite a por-
tion of them were. There were a great many places where
the bees worked late in the fall, and there was something
gathered from the marshes and it caused diarrhea, and the
bees died.

Mr. Clarke—I think it was about five or six years ago.
I know it was a general discussion that the extracted was
paying down to the ordinary time, but that everything had
fallen off, and that they had bees they co'ildn't and wouldn't
feed. That is the year that we had low-priced honey, and
it seemed the extracted part of it came mostly from the ex-
tracting yards.

Mr. France—It is largely so, and I was disappointed
this year when I got back from the National Convention in
going over the State. I put the question: "In what condition
are your bees for winter?" And they said: "They are work-
ing nicely." I said : "Have you opened the hives really to
know?" No, they had not, and to their surprise what they
thought was wintering supplies had been used up. I can't
account for it. If they own a horse or cow they will feed
it up to go through winter, but they let their bees starve.

Mr. Abbott—Down in Missouri I can produce a little
over twice as much extracted as comb. I buy it with my
money

!

RETURNING SWARMS AND CUTTING QUEEN-CELLS.

"In case the queen is taken from a swarm and the swarm
returned to the parent colony, would the colony be likely to

swarm soon again, providing all queen-cells but one are cut
out?"

Mr. Hutchinson—No.
Mr. Whitney— I should say yes, because I had some colo-

nies swarming three or four times.

Dr. Miller—Did you cut out all but one?
Mr. Whitney—I returned the queen, but cut out every

queen-cell.

Dr. Miller—That wasn't the question.
Mr. Whitney— I have had that occur as stated in the

question, but not frequently. It did occur,
Mr. Wilcox— I am inclined to think they would. If you

cut out all but one they will build more queen-cells if condi-
tions are favorable.

"shook" SWARMING AND COMB HONEY.

"Can shook or artificial swarming be successfully carried
on while producing comb honey in several out yards?"

Mr. Smith—You can successfully shake your swarms, but
it will cut your honey crop short. You haven't the same
amount of bees to work in the sections when you divide a
colony.

Mr. York—According to Mr. Sinith the "shook" swarm-
ing is successful whether the honey crop is or not!

REPORTING THE HONEY CROP.

"There is no honey exchange or 'trust' of bee-keepers
to protect me on the price or I'aliic of my honey, then why
should I give the amount of honey I produce to the public,
for the benefit of the tradesman?"

Mr. Starkey—I would like to answer that by saying that
he would be compelled to do it for lack of time to peddle it

out himself. He can get his price for the honey if he will

go to the consumers and give it to them in the quantity that
they want, but that takes time and labor.

Mr. York—Why should he publish the total amount?
Dr. Miller—I think possibly the question may refer to

this : It is a common thing each year for some of the large
dealers to send out questions to those who produce honey in

quantities, and find out how much honey they have. Asking
them what is the crop in their region. Why should I give
this advantage to these large buyers?

Mr. Starkey—He should do it only for ignorance of his
own interest, because if he has a large crop—at least to give
them this knowledge would have a tendency to lower the mar-
ket price of this honey. If he informs the honey dealers that
there is a large crop they will be less inclined to bid high.
He would do it only through ignorance.

Mr. Whitney—This question brings to mind the report
I saw from the Rockford convention in northern Illinois,

That report gave information to dealers that the Northwest
here was flooded with honey, and that it could be bought
at 10 cents a pound without any trouble at all ; that people
were rushing about to give it away. It apparently came
from the report of that convention. It occurred to me that
bee-keepers were very unwise to publish the amount of honey
they had; that they were too anxious to get rid of it. I

havn't tried to dispose of any honey, yet I have sold it, nearly
all. I wouldn't give a dealer a report of the amount of
honey I had on hand if he should ask me.

Mr. Longsdon—Mr. Whitney'is getting down to where
the originator of that question wanted to get and he men-
tioned the Rockford convention. Prior to that convention,
in our little town, surrounding us honey was selling cheap,
selling for 10 cents a pound for comb honey, extracted for 8,
and there was considerable of it being disposed of at those
prices after that Rockford convention. They read those re-
ports, and the little country papers copied them. I had parties
come to me and tell me that we were robbing them, that
honey ought to sell for

.s cents a pound; people went crazy
over the low price of honey. Therefore that question was
asked to get at whether or not we, as bee-keepers, are pro-
tected by some kind of a deal or trust—whether it wouldn't
be just as advisable to keep to ourselves these tremendous
amounts of honey which are generally multiplied by four or
five, and be selfish for our own interests,

Mr. Wilco.x—I was just going to remark that there are
two sides to every question. I do when I am asked, and I
am asked every year, and I am asking others every year.
I want to know, and you want to know, everybody wants
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to know who has anything to do with it. I would much
rather tell these men who ask, than to have them get the m-

formation from someone else. If the facts are to be pub-

lished, I would rather give them the true ones, because I

prefer to be a little careful about what the reports are, was

my reason for not wanting that statement about getting 300

pounds of comb honey in a colony to be printed. There may

be a possibility of that occasionally, and it would be cited

and quoted and remembered as a common thing. I believe

we should withhold such large statements, especially when

talking before a reporter. Talk common, practical facts.

We can tell the truth and still tell it so it will not become an

exaggeration. I believe we should give these reports to every-

body who wants them, and let them publish them if they

wish. They will find out anyway before they will trade.

I won't buy until I have some idea what the crop is. They

must know, and will know, and I don't believe iii trying to

conceal it from them. I am in favor of making the reports

myself, and having all the rest of the bee-keepers do it, but

I want them to be careful and consider who they are talking

to, and what the facts generally are. Not one particular

colonv or apiary, but the crop of the country, the district in

which they are living. Have some regard for consequences.

Mr. Moore—There is no doubt at all in my mind but

what the bee-keepers of our country are out tens of thousands

of dollars each year by unwise actions. It is actually a case

of self-preservation. This is a little off the question but it

just shows how unwise we are. I will put it at 50 to 200

tons of comb honey was dumped on the Chicago market to

be sold ; that would have been enough for four to six months.

In all my travels I never saw so much. I saw 25 or 35

cases of comb honey in one place, and the distribution seemed

to be general all over Chicago. Some told me that they

had paid 10 cents, 11 cents, 12 and 13 cents, and one firm

with three or four stores were retailing their honey for 14

cents! The market was simply knocked all to pieces by this

dumping of honey on the market, and people have been after

me again and again. They know I have honey to sell and

they say: "What are you asking? Not asking much are

you?" I don't believe, far and wide, that we have an aver-

age crop. I really believe that there is not over an average

crop, but by an unwise dumping on the market you are out

two, three and four cents on the pound. The grocers said

to me so and so out here had 10,000 pounds of honey, as

much as to say that that was something. I say, keep those

things in your own bosom. Other trades keep their busi-

ness to themselves. Do a lot of thinking, and do very little

talking. If they ask you what the crop is, say : "Well, about

the same as last year, near as I can tell." Don't tell them
that there is lots of honey, or I had 10,000 pounds, or my
neighbor. "Be as wise as serpents and as harmless as doves,"

and everyone will gain.

Mr. Whitney—I believe as Dr. Miller does : I don't know.

Mr. York—Mr. Muth, what do you think about it ?

Mr. Muth—I believe in honesty. I believe when we
"have a big crop of honey throughout the country, dealers

should know it, because the law of supply and demand makes

the price. Suppose we would buy a carload of comb honey

at 16 cents, as it started off early this season, and we didn't

sell that carload? (I am talking from my standpoint now).

There is a concern in Nevada who a year ago sold us three

or four carloads of honey. They start ofif and offered me a

carload of honey this season at 16 cents delivered in Cin-

cinnati. I told my book-keeper they will holler a little bit,

and then they will come down to 15 cents. It was no more
than two weeks until they came down to 15 cents. I says.

"They are scared. There is honey coming in. They will

sell for ID cents before the season is over." I never even

answered their letters. It came down to 1314. Two weeks

ago they offered to deliver a carload of fancy white honey

at my plant for 12^/2 cents. I told the young lady : "It will

come down to 10 cents." It is the law of supply and de-

mand that makes the market. If you are selfish it will burst.

Here, on the other hand, you hold up your honey very high.

It was only this morning that I sold 15 barrels of honey
before I started ; this was before nine o'clock, at a price that

none of you folks would want to sell me your honey for.

I have to go outside to buy this honey. I will duck under you
and beat you every time. You hold up your end and I am
glad of it. It is the law of supply and demand ; it is finding

its level. These people in the West who have big crops of

honey, they will come down. If you want to select your
price for honey get it out earlier. Honey that is produced
in May—get it out. There is a demand early in June and

July. If you wait until everybody wants money you are

too late. If a dealer pays i6 cents and the next competitor

buys it for 12^ cents, how long will a fellow last in busi-

ness? I don't believe everything I read in the paper even if

it is in the American Bee Journal. I have my own deduc-
tion of this. When there is a big crop you don't tell the

truth, and a man who keeps the truth from the general pub-
lic—well, I will tell you it is not right for the general public.

It has made the demand for all the honey that's produced
in this country ; the individual bee-keeper, not at all. There
are others. There are people in the West that don't know
a queen from a drone that handle carloads. These fellows

dig in ; they sell honey. You don't care, you abuse the

dealer. You have got the wrong fellow. You want to get

at the National Bee-Keepers' Association to promulgate the

uses of honey. There was one fellow in California, I be-
lieve, three years ago, who had an awful crop of prunes.
They said prunes were scarce, and the wholesale grocer
throughout the country knew better, and they simply kept
the prunes. In San Francisco they had 500 cars of prunes
to put in storage, and it wasn't any time before the associa-
tion advertised throughout the State the good uses of prunes.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association could do that and
bring the price of honey away up. Any legitimate honey-
dealer wants to pay the bee-keeper every dollar there is in

it ; he wants his shipments ; he wants to make him happy.
I think I have covered the ground now.

Dr. Miller—I want to emphasize that one point. We
want the National Association to pet so large and to have
so much money that they can put a lot of money into adver-
tising. I saw those advertisements and they didn't always ap-
pear in the form of advertisements. They made me think,
"Why. I haven't been eating near nrunes enough." That's
what we need' in all the prints. We want those dealers to tell

the people the importance- of eatin.g honey. In regard to this

tellinc what our crops are, you may talk if you please about
keeping it quiet. If you are a born bee-keeper and you got
a big crop of honey, you want to tell somebody. I can keep
quiet and not tell, but I want to tell so badly that it wrenches
me terribly I

Mr. Smith—Dr. Miller said he wasn't full of prunes then

!

In my correspondence with dealers I find they don't always
tell the truth. They say honey is a drug on the market

;

it is worth 11 cents, choice snow-white is worth 12^^ cents,
and I have had individuals write me right from those places
where those dealers are saying that they can't buy a pound
of honey under 20 cents, and I have shipped honey in there
at 18 cents a pound right under their noses.

Mr. Wheeler—I don't want any reflections on Mr. Muth.
I send him lots of honey, and he always did the square thing,
and hasn't crowded the price down, either. I find him a bet-
ter man to deal with than some Chicago fellows.

Mr. Starkey—I am glad I said what I did, although the
impression wasn't what I intended. I am glad Mr. Muth
said what he did. He said something good for us. I am
a little misunderstood by Mr. Muth in reference to my state-
ment. The question was: Why should we tell the people?
It wasn't my idea that we should keep the facts from the
people who handle our honey, but the fact that there is an
enormous crop I don't think should be spread broadcast.
I don't believe in suppressing the truth, on general princi-
ples. There are such things, thou.gh, as discretion and honesty
with silence. The best point and most important thing that ha-
been said has come from Mr. Muth. We should increase the
demand for honey. I had about 4,000 pounds of honey, and
I could have rushed it into barrels down here, and I could
have received probably 5 cents for it; and I got 15 and 12^
cents where a man took as much as a dollar's worth. That
has been my price. I have probably got 200 pounds left.
I didn't go around to sell it. If we are patient when we
have honey we can say, "I will furnish vou honey at a cer-
tain price," and then wait for them to come and buy that.
You can get your price if it's right. I believe we ought to
advertise.^ and the National Association is our only means.
The National could spend quite a little money among the
newspaper men, even in the Ladies' Home Journal and the
Saturday Evening Post. I notice they are advertising a corn
syrup. They spent lots of money on that, but no more
than the National Bee-Keepers' Association could spend.
I called them up by telephone and asked them to send me a
sample, and it was clear and nice, and iust as sweet and
fine, and very much like the syrup produced back in the
hills from cane, exactly like it, and it is sweet and has the
same flavor. It is 10 cents for a pound and a half package
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It will no more take the place of honey than black molasses.

We want to advertise, and we want to appoint some one m
charge of that who can successfully advertise honey Let the

people know that honey is a good thing, and they will buy it.

Mr. Whitney—I tried to write this thing up a little once

within the last year, but we get together in these conven-

tions and we talk until the atmosphere is blue. We talk

everywhere, but we don't publish in our local papers at all

anything about the good honey would do people to eat it.

If we advertised the good uses that honey could be put to,

and stopped publishing so much in the bee-papers, we would

get our price for our honey.

Mr. Muth—It may be a little off the subject, but to create

a demand for honey might be a good point for the National,

and I would vote for that. Last summer I conceived an idea

of a showcase advertisement in a grocery like you see of

Maha Vita and other farinaceous goods. I told them

I would also put a' swarm of bees in there, a ope or three-

frame nucleus. To start the goods I would stock the whole

showcase with honey. I would get a lady demonstrator in

your store, and every lady who comes in and who, you think,

would be likely to buy a bottle of honey, you steer her over

to the honey stand, t put in $8oo worth of honey. I didn't

tell the grocer to buy one dollar's worth. I thought it might

pay me after it is all over for what we sold in the store.

We had the finest show you ever saw. One of my traveling

men was loo miles from Cincinnati, and at the hotel at din-

ner (he was known at the table by the other travelers) ;
he

was asked if he had seen that honey display, and they just

thought it was the finest thing on earth, and I could have a

million dollars in displays in windows today, but it gets tire-

some. In two weeks my young lady sold over $.^oo worth of

honey in that ^tore. I went one point further. I sometimes

get a notion to travel. I have got to go, you just can't hold

me down. I went East where they have a great departrnent

store which covers one block, and it is seven stories high.

I said : "Let me see the manager." When we came up to the

seventh floor there was an exhibition of everything that they

had for sale. I thought, "Here is an opportunity to sell a

barrel of honey ; stacks of it." I showed them my bottled

honey. If you please, there are other fellows in the East.

My honey was the best honey in bottles put up. I am proud
to say it. It is the truth. I told the manager that I would
like to put up a demonstration for a couple of weeks or

months. "I would just like to start you off here. I have
the finest thing on earth." I sold him nearly $1,500 worth
of bottled honey. Now, the National Bee-Keepers' Association

doesn't do a thing like that. We are the dealers that get

plugged in the eye every opportunity. Now, the Saturday
before Easter, I went to see somebody in Chicago ; I had
promised to eat Easter Sunday dinner with my friend. I re-

ceived a telegram which came from about 700 miles from
home which read : "Give me the price on a carload of honey

;

also the price on less than car-lots." This was Saturday
night and I knew by Monday morning I would be there.

I turned to the telephone and asked my good wife to fix my
grip, "instead of going to Chicago I will be gone about ten

days." Monday morning I arrived and the fellow said

:

"I jlist wrote you the other day." I said, "Yes, but when-
ever you tell me to give you the price on a carload of honey
I don't trust a letter, and I will go all the way across the
country to see you." He says, "I am awfully sorry, because
you came all the way here for that order, for I have prices

that will knock you silly." Just right; I just imagined it.

That's just the reason I wouldn't write a letter. To come
right down to business, he said he would buy a carload of

honey. I don't suppose yon folks know I am not a mil-

lionaire, when it comes down to a carload of honey. Now,
let me tell you while you folks are rated at $200,000, there are
times when I draw a draft on you for $3,000 and it is re-

turned. I said, "It would suit me much better if you give
me an order for 15 barrels, to be delivered the first of the

month, and 15 barrels to be delivered the 15th, and it will

come right along; but I ask you just the minute your honey
comes in the depot you fire the money in." He was surprised
to see me so honest. I told him I needed the money. Of
course, my bankers will advance more if I ask it, but I pre-

ferred to do that way. I knocked out adulterated honey,
and he paid me ^ of a cent more for pure honey than he
would have paid for adulterated honey. He said, "Are there
any more fellows in Cincinnati like you?" I told him, "Yes."
I travel to sell that honey. You folks have more prestige.

I would talk about the National Bee-Keepers' Association.
Inspire everybody. If you did this you wouldn't be selling

your comb honey *or 10 and 12 cents, and your extracted for

i; cents. The demand would be greater than the product. It

would be true, and the National Bee-Keepers' Association

membership—you wouldn't have to advertise it the way you

do to get your dollars. They would run for you. That would

be the best thing. [Applause.]
. . , ,

Mr. France— I hate to take any time here as it might look>

as I am in a position with the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation, that it would be better to keep still. There are two

sides to all these things, and I admit that I have thought

very many times of the discussions you had here years ago,

and one that rang in my ears a year ago at the National con-

vention, which means united efforts. There was a talk given

here a year ago, that the best thing for the National Asso-

ciation to do v/as to use printers' ink. But a little while ago

there was a paper in Sioux City, that published that comb

honey was being produced and manufactured without bees.

The "writer said he knew for he had been in the business for

years. He made statements that did thousands of dol-

lars' worth of damage to the United States honey market.

The editor refused to put in my reply. Within five days I

had, through the Minneapolis Daily Journal, made my reply

to it. It was the only one. I think that as soon as the mem-
bers of the National get together more harmoniously, there

is a great opening right along that line of advertising. We
have the subject of adulteration to face, but with the vast

amount of literature, and those of you who .get my report

may think I am exaggerating the amount of postage—I have

circulated "Bee-keepers' Legal Rights," 4,000 of those have

gone out. I also sent out copies of "Bees and Horticulture."

We have been saved many conflicting lawsuits by the litera-

ture that has gone out, and I have air-castled that we would

have another leaflet before 1904 was gone on, "Honey and

Its Uses, and Conveniences."

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

The evening session was called to order by Pres. York,

who introduced General Manager France. His subject was:

THE NATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

I hardly know how to take up this subject, there is so

much to it; it is so broad that my hands have been at the

pen trying to answer correspondence and keep the machinery

in order as best I could. There are so many sides to it; as

I said, I hardly know how to take up the subject, and there

are so many parts to it that I have not taken up this year

for the lack of means and time. It takes a great deal of

time ; and, as I said this afternoon, you will find that my
Annual Report will seemingly have consumed postage un-

necessarily,but it has been in the distribution of literature.pay-

ing postage on that, and the correspondence to keep peace and

harmony among our members and fellow men.

While we were on our Western trip attending the Na-

tional Convention last August, we had opportunity to see—

those who were favored by that trip—the effect of coopera-

tion locally. We had had considerable correspondence in

that line—articles written in our bee-papers. To see and

investigate some of the workings of cooperation in Cali-

fornia, Colorado and Utah was a part of my privilege while

on that trip. I do hope the day is not far distant when we
not only will boast of our numbers and the good we have

done, but that the subjects of marketing honey, cooperation,

furnishing supplies to the various members, and this other

subject which we rather run to at length this afternoon,

the subject of marketing honey—creating a demand for our

product. There is in Colorado, a honey-producers' association,

backed by its members with a guarantee. Any purchaser get-

ing honey of that brand, with the stamp and seal of the Asso-

ciation, is guaranteed that it is pure, and that has created

a surprising demand. I thought to myself. Could we have a

stamp or a seal upon the honey of the members of the Na-
tional Association that the world over would know there was

no question about, what a door there would be open for us

!

I hope that day is not far off.

There are conditions that favor this cooperation in Cali-

fornia, Colorado, Utah, New York; but when we come to

make it National, our interests, climatic conditions, the sea-

sons—we are so scattered that it will take a little time.

There is another point I might mention that was brought

up this afternoon, as to telling the amount of honey we have,

or advertising it, if you please, what we have received each
,

year. I rather am of the opinion, as a business, we do not

boast on what we have. I think it has been tried several

times, to get from the subscribers of certain bee-papers a

statistical report, that we might know what the honey crop
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was, and in part it has been a success, but largely a failure,

from the fact that when we have a poor crop we won't say

anything, and won"t tell of it; and when we get a good crop

sometimes we are a little—not only anxious to tell it, but

some way it enlarges as it goes on, until the product seems
to be immense. To overcome that partially, I believe it is

possible through the National Association ; it could bear the

expense. The membership ought to know at least twice dur-

ing the year what the bee-keepers of the whole United
States are doing. We ought to know what States have
produced an immense crop and what parts have little or

nothing. We ought to know about what the price will be,

and instead of—as Mr. Muth and some others have men-
tioned—throwing an immense amount of honey upon one
market, as has been done in Chicago, while other cities have
gone without, we ought to have some equalizer, through,
perhaps, this National Association, so that we would know
better. I have tried over my own State, while inspecting
diseased bees, to check sending the surplus of honey on the

Chicago market. Other places have been suggested, where
they have found far better prices. It is not always advisable
to crowd to the great centers with our product, because it does
not stay there, it has to go out. The first question asked by
the Reception Committee in California when we got off the

train was, "How are the Dakotas, Minnesota, the iron and
copper districts of Michigan and Wisconsin for a honey
market?" It was rather a stunner to me what California
wanted to know anything about that for ; but, through coopera-
tion, they had a salesman who was ready to go at a moment's
notice to sell honey in car-loads, and he did go immediately
after that convention, and he went right up into that coun-
try. He was investigating.

There's another side to what this National is doing that

I rather regret bringing up, in one sense of the word, that is,

there is a tendency, because we are strong in numbers, to

impose upon brothers and neighbors with our bees. Some
have done so, that could have been avoided, and had they
not belonged to the Association they would not have tolerated
what they have, and the boast has been made, "Oh, well,
my bees have bothered, or if they do bother in your vine-
yards, as they do in California and some of the fruit dis-
tricts, you will have to put up with it. I belong to an Asso-
ciation that will soon be 2,000 strong, and you dare not face
it." I have had to settle by correspondence and legislation
between .30 and 40 lawsuits in the short time I have been
in office—a part of a year. It is not a credit to our Associa-
tion, in one sense, that we have had that number of con-
flicts. I do say we have not lost a case as yet, although
there are two turned against us, but the appeals of these
look very favorable to our side; but almost all of these
could have been avoided. I wanted to make a brief of each
of those in my Annual Report, but I am sorry that, for the lack
of time, it could not have been done. One member wrote me
and criticised, saying, "Don't, under any conditions, if you
make a report of them, say anything in regard to my case.
It brings me personally out before the members of the Asso-
ciation, and I am really ashamed of the condition in which
I have been, and you. through the Association, have pro-
tected^ me and got me on my feet—just keep my name out
of it." So I have refrained from it, treating all as nearly
alike as possible, and in various cases I have simply men-
tioned the locality, and not named the parties, the same as
I do in regard to foul brood. There is something about
the bee-keepers partially unjust, that is, to retain these trou-
bles after they are corrected.

I am in hopes that we may, not far distant, have some-
thmg that will have a tendency to help on this subject of
marketing honey. The Association can do in many ways
what individuals cannot. I remember it wasn't many years
ago when this question of reduced freight-rate on shipping
of honey Was up. All honey went under the same class
whether it was comb or extracted honev. We all had to pav
a high rate of freight. There was a committee to go before
the railroad people to see if we could'not get a reduction
It tailed because it was not strong enough. It had been
renewed and failed. Then more of an organization took it
up, and got somewhat of a reduction. Through coopera-
tion, in the West, they can ship honey from California to
Colorado at much cheaper freight-rate than they could if itwere not for their cooperative work. Now there is a possi
bihty ahead that the National may secure something in that
line. There IS, as I said, a possibility that the Members of
the Association can get their supplies, what are necessary at'somewhat of a reduction.

There was a case which possibly it might be well enough
to call your attention to. Some years ago the trouble arose,

in Canada, and was not settled. It was partially a local

affair, but from the fact that we had so many other things on
hand our former General Manager was partially compelled

at the time being to ignore it, and it passed over until I be-

came General Manager. I found the conditions were these:

There were over there between 20 and 30 members in

the National Association, with a lot that wanted to join if

they could see there was any advantage to it, and one of

rheir number, who belonged to the .Association, had been in

Court, and had borne the expense, partially, and their bee-

inspector had gone into his own pocket and borne out the

rest, rather than see the bee-keeper beaten in a iust and hon-
est cause. They applied to me to know if the National Asso-
ciation cared enough about Canadian people to protect its

members. I said, "Yes, so long as the Canadian members
are a part of us, we think just as much of them on that

side as on this, in any suit. We are going to show no par-
tiality."

"That being the case," they replied, "we have had a
lawsuit, and there has been a considerable expense, and the
members of the Canadian Association feel that you ought
to bear a part of it."

I referred the matter to the Board, and got an order to

make settlement with the member. The result was they had
a convention in a short time, and we had something like 60
additional members. They have had another meeting lately,

which I have not had a report from, but I am satisfied there

will be a large number more increase from that.

In Texas, a little while before our National Convention
in Los Angeles, there was trouble at San ^A.ntonio. Two
little boys living on a city lot adjoining one of our mem-
ber's apiaries, took it into their heads to have a little fun,

so when they would go by the bee-hives they would either

hit the hives with clubs, or would throw stones or some-
thing which would jar and interefere with and trouble
those bees, and they would then hide and watch the passers-
by, and have the fun of it. That thing was tolerated for two
weeks, and nobody entered any complaint until one of the
boys got an eye swollen shut.

Now, the boy's father was working for the city, and he
immediately applied to the mayor to have the bees declared
a nuisance and moved out of the city. There was sym-
pathy, of course, and the case came up and the bees were
ordered out. But unfortunately there were a whole lot of
other bee-keepers in San Antonio, and when one apiary went,
all the others would have to go. We have a representative
on our Board of Directors there, so I turned the case over
to Mr. Toepperwein to take care of it. Through the sug-
gestions of the members of the Board he has carried that
case. It went into Court, and the Judge decided that there
is no law in Texas, or in other lands, forbidding the keep-
ing of bees in the city, and we won the case. But we could
not have done that if we had not had a man on the ground.
And when it came in Court we had present all the bee-keep-
ers from the City of San Antonio, who owned bees in the
city—like so many bees that had been dropped in the hive.

There were 121 bee-keepers of San Antonio standing there
in Court, buzzing mad, ready to fight. It meant something.
He could not have won if he had not been a member of the
Association.

We want these protections ; but let us not aggravate
troubles and thus bring them on unnecessarily. To avoid that
I sent out over 4,000 copies to the members and to those
who have been bringing complaint, of the little leaflets,

"What the Courts Say," and the other one, "Bees and Horti-
culture." It has been a help, and if there is any one page that to
me, in all of them, is dearer than any of the others, it is one
of the last pages in the leaflet, "To the City Bec-Keeper."
If the city bee-keepers—and it includes a large number of
our members—would heed the warnings therein it would
save us many dollars that we might use to spread out in
literature or in some other way that would be an advantage to the
members of the Association. For instance, soon after going out
of their winter quarters, the city bee-keeper's bees—the charge
will be brought by the wholesale ne.xt spring of bees soiling
the clothes on the wash-line. You know what it means when
they are taken out from the cellar, and it is quite an annoy-
ance to the neighljors adjoining these city apiaries. I have
suggested remedies—not a cure, but a help for it—that if

you know the day that your neighbor is to wash clothes, and
your bees are just going out, just delay putting those bees
out until after wash-day, so that they may have the balance
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of that week to fly, and you will avoid a great deal of

trouble.

Then, again, at a watering-place. I went a long dis-

tance at mv own expense, where parties could not let their

stock come up and drink at the tank. There were about loo

colonies of bees, and that was their only watering-place. I

took a little piece of timber and put it around on the inside of

the tank—a piece of 2x4,' sawed to fit. It was a round tank.

Then put a little waste-pipe and made a mud-hole away from

the watering-tank. It is dry around the tank, and the stock

come up and drink at their pleasure. The man who brought

that complaint is going to have some bees next summer.
There was a brickyard in California. The owner had

no bees, and had no interest in bees, but was com-
pelled to stop making brick because his neighbor kept

bees. and the bees crossed over the brick to the

alfalfa field, and - met the workmen so much that they

got stung and had to quit work. The teams would get stung

hauling the clay to the mixing. He applied to me to know
what to do. "We would be good friends and are now,"

he said, "but there ought to be something done so that I

could do my business without any trouble."

I asked for drawings of the ground, a plat of it. After

looking the situation over I brought the two men together in

this way: That on account of this you furnish your clay

dump-cars, and the bee-keeper shall pay the expense, and
transfer that apiary from there to the other side of the brick-

yard. They will be nearer the pasture, and will not have to

cross the brick}'ard. They are both living happy neighbors
ever since. Save trouble and keep out of court.

The growth of the Association has been one that per-

haps has not been equaled, and I do not see why it should

not continue until our ranks are doubled.
Suggestions have come to me from members, and I con-

fess that I am always glad to receive from any members sugges-
tions as to what they would like to have this Association take

up for its betterment. I, as your General Manager, am sim-
ply trying to do what is your bidding, and if you have any-
thing that you can suggest for the betterment of the Asso-
ciation, I wish you would give me your aid and help.

Through this we know better what to do to meet the re-

quirements of the various members.
The National pin represents an order, not only a group oi

bee-keepers, but an organization, and this is a day when al-

most every line of industry is condensed into organization,
into union, into trusts. I do not know that we ought to go
into a trust, but we can help one another greatly, and this pin
means something. Now, then, to explain a point : At the
National Convention there were a great many who were
not enrolled as members, but wanted pins—wives, daughters,
and sons, who had not joined the Association, and they
w-anted a pin ; they wanted to wear it in honor of the Asso-
ciation. The question was. Should they have it? I had my
instructions, and, of course, had to abide by them, and this

style of a pin on my coat has cost us quite a little, too. The
Board instructed me that the family could have as many as
they saw fit, but as they cost quite a little it would be better
that they pay the cost of the pin, that is, 10 cents each, which
includes the postage. I would like to see all members of
the families wearing the pin, but, of course, others look at it

in a different light.

As to the literature that has been distributed, there is a
possibility that some members of the Association have not
received all the various kinds of literature that have been
sent out. You will do me a favor if at any time there is any
of the literature that is a part of the Association that you
have not received copies of, or need more of them, if you
will let me know it.

I do not know that I have taken hold of any work that
has required almost night and day work as this has done the
present year. I have sometimes felt as I did with my State
inspection work, that it was too big a task with the other
cares that I have, and that I would resign and ask the Board
to put in somebody else. There's a great deal to do ; there
is going to be a great deal more to do ; and although the dues
have been reduced from a dollar to 50 cents on the larger
portion of members, the aggregate is going to keep our treas-
ury sufficient so that it will mean capital behind it, and I

hope for success for the National.

N. E. France.

Mr. Niver—I wish to point out a circumstance that oc-
curred to me with this button. The other day I went to
deliver a package of honey to a lady, and she said, "Wait. Are
you a member of the union? If you are a union member I will

take the honey, but if you are not a member of the union,

I will not take the goods." I said, "I am," pointing to my
Association button ! She paid for the honey, and I have the

button.
Mr. Craven—I wish to ask whether there has been any

move toward the organizing of the National Bee-Keepers'

Association in a commercial way. that is, the pooling of our

interests in the honey markets, and whether they have taken

into consideration the markets, like the citrus fruit agency of

California.

Mr. France—At the National Convention, Prof. Cook
gave us a most excellent lecture on that subject, which is

possibly an opening wedge, but the Association has not

taken up that matter as yet in a way that we are in shape.

A Member—They have not thought of taking it up yet,

have they?
Mr. France—Oh, various members and societies have

thought of it and suggested it, but we have not as yet gotten

into a practically working situation. For instance, the Cali-

fornia Honey-Producers' Association, then in Colorado and

the various States—they must develop something in their own
distrifts practical to their localities, and finally they will ad-

just themselves into the National. I do not think it would
be wise for the National to undertake it any other way. I

would saj', however, right on that same line, that if the

various associations would refer the matter of marketing
their honey to the General Manager of the Association he

might make a suggestion. For instance, one locality has an

abundance of honey and another has little or none. I have
thought that it would be a very good policy if the members
of the Association could know, each spring and fall, about

what the markets are, where there is a surplus, and inform
one another, and avoid, if possible, this overloading some
localities and others going short.

A Member—Mr. France, have you thought of collecting

reports of the honey-production of the different parts of the

country, and issuing it as a National report to the members,
or i^-suing an oflicial statement througli the bee-papers?

Mr. France—I wanted to get before the members of the

Association early the fact that there were parts of the coun-

try expecting a good crop, and a great deal expecting a poor

crop, and I wanted to get a statistical report of it early for

the benefit of the Association, and these reports have been

straggling in until there are something over 400 not in yet.

They come in slowly, but so far as they do come in they will

be a statistical report of the members' products in my Annual
Report. I must say that I candidly believe that it is going to

be one of the great opening doors for the marketing of honey
for the members. A great many sell not only their own
honey, but have to buy it, and there will be an exchange be-

tween members, and it will be a benefit to them. Dealers will

know a little better where to look for the honey, and as to

our concealing it from the wholesale men, we can't do it.

Mr. Wilcox—Will you not tell us if that same principle

can, be applied to the purchase of supplies as well as to the

sale of honey?
Mr. France—Yes, sir, I think it can, very largely. I will

admit that I have felt a little more duty bound to the mem-
bers of the State Association than to the National, and to

those of the State Association who were also members of the

National. I succeeded this year getting the 60-pound can

at about 18 cents' reduction, per case of two cans. Now, there

are two sides to this. We don't want to interfere with the

suoply business. We want the supplies to be good, and
we want the members to patronize the supply dealers ; but it

can possibly help to bring these things to the producers at

a reduction. I don't believe the Association ought to be a

supply dealer.

Mr. Wilcox—I wanted to suggest that the Association ex-

ists for our benefit, and not for the benefit of the supply

dealer, and that whatever we may do for the benefit of the

membership, legally, honorably, that properly should he done,

regardless of the consequences to individuals or certain deal-

ers or classes, but work for the common welfare of all ; and
I believe the purchase of supplies in large quantities may be

worked by the General Manager, perhaps it is even more prac-

tical.

Mr. York—But suppose the supply dealer is a member;
you would work for him, too, I suppose?

Mr. Wheeler—I have a peculiar point in view, in regard

to buying supplies this year. I sent for prices on 15,000

sections to two different parts of the country, to two dealers,

and these men did not vary a cent on price. They asked ex-

actly to a cent. What did that mean?
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Mr. Abbott—The price ought to be exactly the same for

the same kind of goods every place. That is the way we are

trying to do with honey ; we are trying to make it bring what

it is worth all over the country, and that is the importance of

having this very thing. Now, Mr. France has about the level-

est head of any man I ever heard talk, or ever had anything
'

to do with this National Association. I am talking right to

his face ; but I have a way of talking what I think whether

it suits or doesn't suit. My wife says I have too much of

that. But let that be as it may. Now, it seems to me that

we are getting at something, that we are mapping out sorne

work that is consistent, sensible, that is on the earth, and that is

on the principle of "live and let live," and the principle of

general helpfulness. When you are asking all of these ques-

tions, and talking about these combinations, you must always

remember that the other fellow can do the same thing. Now,
I read in an agricultural paper the other day that certain

trusts were doing certain things with the farmer, and if

they kept on doing that the farmer would do certain things,

and then look out! The editor thought that this was an evil,

iDut in order to correct that evil the farmer should do some-

thing else that was evil ; he should go at him in the sarne

way. Now that was a mistake. If the thing was wrong in

the other fellow, it was wrong in the farmer, and it was the

wrong principle. Everybody in the world has to live. The
man who belongs to a union wears clothes, and the man who
doesn't belong ought to wear clothes if he doesn't, and he

ought to have an opportunity to get the clothes, and to get

them honestly, and fairly, and boldly, and stand up and look

every other man in the face, as a man should do, and he

should not be disgraced and held up to public ridicule because

he is not this or that. He ought to be honored because he is

a man, and has within him a living soul, and because there is

something more of him than flesh or blood—because of his

manhood, and ability—or because of her womanhood, you
should apply it to women. Now we don't want to forget

this ; we are going to remember it. Now I am in St. Joe
dealing in supplies, and if you drive me out of keeping sup-

plies I will go to keeping bees and get in competition with

you, and give you a rattling time, and then you would want
to form a combination and drive me out of the honey-busi-
ness, and I would ,go to farming. I would be certain to go
to doing something, because I cannot die right away, and T

don't want to, and I would have to do something, and I

am just as apt to be in competition with you as I am in doinf
the thing that I am doing now. Now this is the way all this

looks to me. I wanted to say this several times, but I did not
have a chance to-day.

EXHIBITING HONEY AT FAIRS.

A Member—"Would it not be beneficial to the bee-industry
to make honey exhibits at fairs?"

Mr. Hutchinson—It is one form of ad-Wt^r, _ing.

show the public how the bees look, and when they go up to
the hives and see the bees storing honey you have a chance
to show them the honey and show them where it comes from
and show them the glass bottles, and you may get people to
eating honey that have never seen it before. It is one form of
advertising that is of benefit to us—to bee-keepers at large.

Mr. Niver—At the Pan-American they had a very elab-
orate show of honey, and immediately after that I went to
selling honey at Niagara Falls, and I found that had educated
those people there to the desirability of eating extracted
honey, and I had a very .good time selling it there. Now I

have thought if the National would take hold of the St. Louis
Fair in a practical way, and work it strong, it would pay
largely. I have thought sometimes of starting a booth there
myself, and selling buckwheat cakes and honey.

Mr. France—Right on that line of the Fair at St. Louis—
someone, I believe, made a suggestion at Los Angeles, of
having some central head to the St. Louis Exposition, and
that the various States, through the National Bee-Keepers'
Association, could, by some system, make the honey display
there a credit to the bee-keeping industry. Some of the States
have very liberal appropriations, so that they will have fine
exhibits, but I am ashamed to say that my own State has put
so much in other exhibits that if there is anything it will
have to be individual donations. A good many of the States
are going to wait a little too late, and the honey product of
this year, which is so fine, will have been disposed of, and what
will we have to make the earlier of the display at St. Louis?
I am afraid that_ vi^e are now even a little late, and if the
various State societies, through their secretaries, could come
in touch with the National Association through correspond-

ence, I believe we can, even yet, systematize this matter to

make that e-xhibit a little more creditable.

Mr. Duby—May I ask if there are any here who have ever

made exhibits at fairs, and what the results were?
Mr. Johnson—I exhibited honey once, in Allen County,

Kan., about 15 years ago, and I got the first premium. There
was no other honey there.

Mr. Abbott—I might say that I have exhibited at

fairs, scores of times. At the last one I had $1,200 worth of

stuff, and it all burned up, and I have not made any more
exhibits since. I had no insurance on it. But I think that

anybody in any community where there is a fair, can go to

work in four or five years, by working the matter properly,

and get liberal premiums offered—premiums enough to pay for

setting up their e.xhibits. and build up an excellent honey-
trade. When I came to St. Joseph there was nothing there

in the way of honey exhibits ; but I soon had them so that

they were paying $250 premiums. One season I got it

—

my wife bossed the job. She set the exhibits up and bossed
the job, and I furnished the money. But really there is a

wonderful possibility to it, especially if you have a city like

St. Joseph behind you ; and you have no idea, if you have not

studied the matter, how it will attract the attention of

people, if you put out colonies of bees. The people would
come along there, of those worthy 400—they live to eat, and
eat to live—and they would say, "Oh, there, see the wax

!

See the bumblebees!" Or, "What is that? Is that maple
syrup, or is it beeswax?" And they would ask you questions

for awhile, and say, "Oh, mamma, I wish you would buy a

case of that fine honey." And they buy it, maybe people who
had not used a case of honey in their lives, and the next year
they would have more honey, and the next year the coach-
man would drive around and say that Mr. So-and-So wanted
a case of honey, and he always paid a good, big price. Charge
him 5 cents a pound extra for it. And the problem was
solved as to where there was a market for some honey:
Now it seems to me that you could do a lot of that in any
large city, or even in a small place.

Mr. Whitney—I was simply going to say that I have
made a few exhibits at county fairs. I do not know whether
it resulted in any particular benefit or not. I never produced
any great amount of honey, but always got rid of it.

Mr. Craven—I think Mr. Root can tell us more about
exhibits at fairs. He was at the Pan-American, and ought
to be able to give us a few hints.

Mr. Root—I do not know that I can give any good in-

formation about this business. From the manufacturer's
standpoint it is of little value, if I am correct ; that is, during
my stay at the Pan-American I did not sell enough goods to

pay my v/ay, but it was simply in advertising and educating
people. I believe that it is a good thing to educate the people
at a fair. I will never forget some of the things I heard there.

People came in, and one very nice lady explained to another
how the bees bored a little hole into the cake of wax, and an-
other little hole next to it, and they bored so many little holes
that they had the combs, and the aueen-bee came along and
laid an egg in each of these little holes I It is very amusing.
I explained something to her after that that made her look at

it in a different way ; but they don't seem to know anything
that is the truth of it. They called extractors "ice-cream
freezers," and they even called my frame of bees "cock-
roaches." These things I will always remember. But the
thing, it seems to me, that makes this exhibiting profitable

is educating the people. I do not see how anybody could buy
honey, or would want to eat honey, if he thought it was made
by cockroaches or turned out in ice-cream freezers. The peo-
ple came there and were so interested that they staid two or
three hours when they had only one, two or three days at the
Pan-American ; and I am sure those people are going to buy
honey. And then there is another thing: I don't know
whether it is of any great practical advantage or not, but that

is, a good many school-teachers came up and wanted to learn

all they could about the bee-business, and they were going
home to teach the children in the public schools these very
things. I do not think that it does any harm, and the
school-teachers do not have an opportunity to find out about
such things. They don't seem to know where to get their

information. I think that it is a very good thing; but take it all

in all, it's educating the people that makes it advantageous.
Mr. Whitney—I happened to think that, speaking of edu-

cating the people, I have had during the past summer three-

score of people visiting my bee-yard, and I have taken special

nains to give them all the education I could possibly impart
in the yard. Even Mr. Baldridge was there. I did not at-

tempt to tell him an^'thing about bee-keepin.g, but there were
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plenty of others who were very much interested in bees, and

in fact, I know of two or three ladies who arc "ow keepnig

bees, after visiting my yard ; and I think that 1 imparted some

information in regard to the use of extracted honey, and I

sold nearly all of mine granulated to that class of people after

they had been to the yard and saw what I was doing.

Mr. Wilcox—I thought at first that I would not say any-

thing on this subject, because I am more anxious to hear

what others think. I have wanted to know this a long time,

1 have had this subject on my mind for about lo years.

1 was here, as you know, at the Columbian Exposition, m
charge of the Wisconsin State honey exhibit, and I mi.ght

say this at the outset, as Mr. Root has stated, the chief ad-

vantages are the educational advantages. It pays in almost

any industry to educate people, in bee-keeping especially. It

is the one thing that we need most. We are not educatmg

the people by making exhibits, if we simply go and place

our exhibit there in proper position, as attractive as we can,

and go away and leave it. Thousands of visitors will pass it

daily and never know that they have seen anything. Some,

perhaps, are so well acquainted that they will know it is

honey; others will see it and say it is prettv, or not pretty,

and go on. But if there is someone there to answer any

question that may be asked concerning the production or use

of the honey, then there is information given that does some-

body some good, and continues to spread, and as you con-

tinue going there from morning to night, day after day,

through the season, you have done a great work, and that

work tells for years to come. It is certainly a benefit, and in

this respect I might say that there is just the same benefit

in exhibiting honey at fairs that there is in exhibiting grains,

butter and cheese, and vegetables, live stock, or any other

commodity: they all do it for a purpose, to show to the people

what others have done that they may do ; it advertises, and

in many ways builds up trade. It promotes commerce and
production. It promotes consumption. It is promoting busi-

ness. If it is properly done, it is profitable; if it is improperly

done, it is a waste of means.

Mr. Smith—I wish just to state that I made exhibits at

the Illinois State fair several times. Mr. York will remem-
ber he was judge at one time when I had an exhibit, and
I made the first exhibit of section honey at the Illinois State

fair that was ever made. We had sections there which dove-

tailed. There were four pieces, and we would stick them
together, and the people wanted to know how the bees knew
there was a pound of the honey in them ! Three years ago

I had a miniature mill, representing an old-fashioned water-

mill. I had a full sheet of brood-comb ; then I had a stream
of liquid honey running from back of a curtain, through a

wax trough down into the mill, that turned the wheel, and
people would come along and see that, and say, "Are the bees

making that honey as fast as it comes out of the mill?" They
would ask all kinds of questions, and I had an extractor there,

and was extracting, and every once in a while we would ex-

tract, and they would say, "Look at that man churning
honey !" When I would hear that I would inform them, and

they would become interested, and stay and ask all kinds of

questions. One time there was a gentleman and lady came
along, and asked me if the bees were making that honey.

It was late in the evening, and I said, "Yes." The man said,

"It is dark. I don't see how the bees can make honey in the

dark." I said that I had succeeded in crossing a lighting-

bug with bees, and they worked in the dark ; and they actually

believed it

!

Mr. Niver—Mr. Hershiser, at Buffalo, says that he got

up an illustrated lecture and gave it at several of the public

schools, handling the bees and combs, and taught the chil-

dren. They are more teachable than the older people ; they

will remember longer and get things straighter. And he has

succeeded in working up a ver\^ nice trade in Buffalo. I have
thought sometimes it was possible to take a swarm of bees

and get them so that they could be shown in the schoolroom
for an illustrated lecture, but have never dared try it.

Mr. York—I have often wondered how we got orders for

honey from Buffalo. Now I know.
Mr. France—On the same idea, our State Normal School

sends out about 400 teachers a year, as teachers in the public

schools. While I was student there in the school I felt the

need of something of this kind, and there were suggestions
offered by the students, until it has been now the eleventh

year that the Normal School sets apart a piece of a day for

instruction on bee-culture, and they come to my house if I

have not time to go to the Normal School. They have been
there by the score ,and they want to know all there is about

the bee-business. This week my little boy, seven years old,

just starting in, got up and contradicted the teacher, and

said, "I know better." Well, they tried to down him, and it

you ever saw an angry boy he was one. When he came

home, he said, "Papa, when are you going to. have that bee-

le ture' The teacher goes on and says so and so about the

bee-stinger, and I told her I knew better." The class came

out the next day solely to learn what a bee-sting was, and

what the bee's mission is when it is depositing that honey,

and I explained it to them. On this subject the education is

going on, and it is a part of the Wisconsin requirement of the

teacher now to teach agriculture in all the schools, and bee-

keeping is becoming a branch of that in all the rural districts

Dr. Miller—I will tell you a little experience I had. and

I want to warn you if you go to lecturing in public school^

to practice a little at home before you go. Last week the prin-

cipal of the high school asked me to come and spend an hour

in talking to the pupils, and one of the first things I did

was to tell them about the bee-sting. I made a picture of it

on the board and attempted to tell them how it would work. I

had all the barbs running the wrong way, and the thing did not

work. If you are going to try it, practice at home a little.

Mr Moore—It is an old saying that Pres. York and

others have said many a time, that if the honey in this coun-

try was distributed as it should be, there never would be an

overplus. Every one of you, it seems to me, could work up

his own home market in some such way as this, so t'^at al-

most no honey would be shipped to the great centers. Now
you have no idea what can be done in the way of interesting

people with the commonest things around our apiaries. I

will tell you how I worked it here in Chicago. One summer-

time, to amuse myself and experiment on the people of Chi-

cago, I thought I would try a new thing for this neighbor-

hood. I got up a box of regular length and height of a Hoffman

frame, so that I could set in it two frames, with brood and

bees, having perhaps two or three thousand bees; glass on

both sides, and a handle going over the whole thing. I filled

that with bees, and I spent days and days on the streets of

Chicago. Now my experience was most interesting. In my
12 years here I had made acquaintances with policemen and

all sorts of people. I said to the policeman at the corner of

Adams and La Salle streets, "I will block your street in about

five minutes," and he didn't believe it. I had in my arms my
little nucleus hive which held probably 10 pounds, and held it

up to the policeman so that he could look at the bees. Every-

bodv that came there stopped—there wasn't a soul went by.

He began to look uneasy inside of three minutes, and said,

"I guess you are right." I moved on down the street. I took

the''bees into the private office of the Chief of Police, and said

"I want to talk on bees in the center of the city." Some of

the policemen and the inspectors knew me; and he said. That

is all right. He does not want to sell anything. He simply

wants to exhibit the bees." I went up on the Court House

steps—the top step on the Clark street side, and I soon had

two or three hundred people there. I don't know where they

got their leisure, but nobody seemed to go out of the crowd

while I was there. I had the top of the hive screwed on with

screw-eyes. I could screw them in and out with my fingers,

and I took out four, one at each corner. Then I took the

bees right out, and they thought it was something tremendous

;

and for three or four years after I made my exhibit people

would say, "You are the fellow that had those live bees.

Why, this fellow handles bees like flies. They go all over

him " and so on. I did not take the trouble to explain that

they were drawing it mildly, but I dropped that question, and

went on to teach whatever came up. I did other things. I

would take a frame of honey and a frame of empty comb.

After we have extracted our honey how beautiful the comb

is, if it is a bright yellow and empty; just the mere wax,

aiid you hold it up to the light, and you can see the cells on

the opposite side breaking joints, as I explained to them.

Three cells are opposite one cell on this side, is opposite a

third of three cells on the other side. And they would say,

"Is that so?" If any of our producers all over our great land

will take pains to exhibit but the commonest things, to get

acquainted by advertising in the journals and by exhibi-

tion of these common things, they can sell enough more honey

at home, so that the honey question and the price of honey

will be settled.

Mr. Meredith—I was going to say, in regard to the adver-

tising of honey, that a park adjoins my place, and I went there

with an exhibit of honey, for the purpose of exhibiting and

selling it. I put it up in bottles from half a pound to the

Mason fruit-jar. but my sales were slow. A candy-maker,

had no trouble in disposing of his wares in packages for five
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cents. I bought ten 2>< ounce bottles, got labels, filled them

up and sold them for five cents apiece to anybody, more es-

pecially children, and from that form of an advertisement I

increased my sales in two days from $6 to $34.50. I had signs

painted and nailed upon a tree, and I had verv curious ques-

tions asked in regard to the honey produced, whether I got

it out of the trees, etc. ; but I took that as a form of advertise-

ment to introduce and sell honey, and found it very satis-

factory.

KEEPING BEES ON A FLAT ROOF.

"How many here have ever kept bees on a flat-roof

house?"
Pres. York—Mr. Purple here in Chicago used to keep

about twenty-five colonies on the roof.

Mr. Muth—No, there is no objection at all. We produce

just as much honey in the city as you do in the country.

Mr. Horstmann—Do I understand Mr. Muth to say that

you can produce as much honey in the city as in the country?

I think if he was in the center of Chicago he would find he

was mistaken.
Mr. Muth—In Cincinnati you can take a hop, skip and a

jump to go over the city, but that is much smaller, and we
have hill-tops where there ig lots of sweet clover. In early

spring it is yellow, and in a week or two or three it is all
j

white as if a frost came; and we can produce as much honey,
j

near those hills as you do out in the country. I believe one
man had there ^50 pounds of honey to the colony, right in

Cincinnati. Of course, here you would not get the same re-

sults.

SELUNG HONEY BY THE POUND OR CASE.

"Should honey in the comb be sold by the pound or by
the case?"

Dr. Miller—Yes.
A Member—Whichever way you can get the most.
Mr. York—I prefer to buy it by the pound.
Mr. Niver—I prefer to sell it by the piece. I think mer-

chants prefer that, and greatly prefer it. My trade was in

the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, and I worked it for

10 years there, and found that it was much handier that way,
and my customers got so they insisted on buying it that

way. There is no figuring for the merchant. He buys for 12

and sells for 15, and he knows just what his profit is. If

he buys by the pound it takes a good mathematician to tell

—

he can't get it exact, and that is not pleasant for the mer-
chant. My idea entirely was to do the best thing for the
merchant—pack the honey for him so that he will have as lit-

tle trouble as possible, and we work for that idea steadily,
and that was one point I made : Pack in a case all exactly
alike; if it was No. i, put everything in there that was No. i :

No. 2 do the same, and charge in accordance with its quality.

If the merchant had a fancy trade he was willing to pay a
fancy price

; if he had a cheap trade he took the cheap
quality.

A Member—If the merchant buys by the pound, can he
figure by the piece?

Mr. Niver—One of the commission men told me he had
very great difficulty in selling very fine honey. It weighed
over a pound apiece, and the merchants did not want to sell

any such honey. They were obliged to sell by the piece, as
the competitor did who had lighter-weight honey. The finer
honey remained there, while the poorer honey went off rap-
idly.

Mr. Kannenberg—I think Mr. Niver is in a different light
than I am. I would rather sell my honey by the pound, and
I know the merchants to whom I sell it would rather buy it

by the pound, because they sell it by the piece, and they do
not have to figure if the box weighs an ounce or a quarter of
an ounce less. They sell it by the section for so much, and
don't have to weigh it at all.

Mr. Wilcox—I have had some experience. I wanted some
honey very badly this fall. A friend of mine 10 miles away
had some to sell. He was one of those men that was just as
positive as I was. He would sell by the piece and would not
weigh. I would buy by weight, and would not buy unless I

could see the pieces, and I could not buy it. They were
24-pound cases. We could agree on the price of the cases if

we could know how heavy they were. Could not do that.
Now these cases might have weighed 1.5 pounds, 24 sections.
They might have weighed 25 pounds ; they might have weighed
20 pounds. I know from years of experience that ordinarily
they weigh not less than 22 or more than 23, but some weigh
as low as 15 or 16, and some as hieh as 25, and I could not
afford to buy. I don't want to buy honey by the piece unless

I can see the pieces. Now if you guarantee them to weigh
or to average any certain weight, it is equivalent to weighing
them. That is the very point—if you guarantee these cases to

go about 22 pounds, and they do not go over 18, it is no sale.

If they go 26 pounds you have given them honev for nothing.

Mr. Niver—You have struck a point right there. I sold

by sample, and my sample was guaranteed to be the poorest

sample that could be picked out of any case that I sold. A
No. I would be guaranteed nothing poorer than that, and
that everything would be as good as that or better. I did it

that way. Why did the merchant prefer that? When you
sell by the pound the bee-keeper would put his fancy, his No.

I. No. 2, all in one case to make it average a certain amount;
but when the merchant tries to sell by the piece how is he

going to grade it? He cannot say, "Take your choice,"

when one is worth double what another is; one weighs 10

ounces and another 16. You are obliged to grade correctly

when you sell by the piece, and you are obliged to pack

your honey so that there will be practically no choice

—

the last section in the case you sell as quickly as the first

;

and that grading I advocated in New York City, and it went
into use so that it was quoted in the papers by the case in

New York a good many times. A good many dealers quoted

it by the case instead of by the pound, and I believe that that

suited the merchants much better, because if they had only

No. 2 honey they wanted to pay No. 2 prices, and if they

wanted fancy honey they paid for that.

Dr. Miller—If he graded them all so that each case was
exactly alike, how many grades did that make?

Mr. Niver—In our country it made nine.

Dr. Miller—Did you ever grade any honey that way?
Mr. Niver—Tons and tons of it. The way I came to do

that was that in our Association they gave me all the honey

to sell for a number of years. In our Countv Association

there were quite a large number who put all their honey in

my hands to sell, and I graded the whole of it. and we had

three colors for honey, and three grades. We had fancy. No.

I and No. 2; three colors, white, dark, and mixed, and the

mixed was sometimes three colors, and that made the nine

grades. i

Mr. Clarke—It seems that the thought is to educate the

bee-keeper or the merchant to beat the public. I think if all

these endeavors were to be put to educating the public to call

for what rightfully belongs to them. 16 ounces in their boxes,

it would help the bee-keeper a good deal more. Most of you
want a light box. He gets paid by the pound. Some of them
want 12 or 13 or 14—hardly ever 15 ounces. If the customer
comes in he thinks he is getting a pound. They charge 20

cents whether there is a pound of 16 ounces or not.

Mr. Hammersmark—I think if everybody was perfectly

honest, we could sell by the piece as well as by the pound

;

but the trouble is everybody is not honest.

Mr. Starkey—I believe we are all honest with ourselves;

that is, we claim for ourselves what is right. I noticed, a

short time ago. an enterprising groceryman in my town that

took a large quantity of honey, and he advertised it for sale

at 18 cents a package. But it happened that these packages,

he stated were full weight ; and I had noticed a great many
people there ; and he told me that he had a remarkable sale of

this honey, and it was good honey, but the fact that it \yas

full-weight honey had as much or more to do with his selling

it than any other thing. There is a great deal of honey that

is to be bought at the same price that is a little short, and
people are not so stupid as we are sometimes inclined to

think. There are certain places where people have never

made any inquiries, that have never heard that honey is ever

sold any way but by the section, and if they are wrong they

don't know it, and if they are satisfied with their price it is

all right; but I believe that if we will say, "I can sell you a

full-weight section," the bee-keeper's conscience will be

easier.
SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

Mr. York—We are fortunate enough to have with us this

morning Rev. McCain, who is in active service. He will

offer prayer.

Mr. York—The first number on the program is an ad-

dress by W. Z. Hutchinson, President of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association, entitled,

EXPERIENCES OF A FOUL BROOD INSPECTOR.

Mr. McEvoy, Ontario's most efficient Inspector of

Apiaries, says it is easier to manage the bees than it is their

owners, and I certainly agree with him. It is all right for an
inspector to understand foul brood, to be able to recognize it,
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know how to treat it, and all that, but unless he possesses

tact, and is a good student of human nature, he will labor in

vain.

The greatest share of our inspector's troubles come from
ignorance on the part of bee-keepers. The man who is largely

interested in bees, who reads the journals and books, seldom

gives the inspector any trouble. The man who has a few

colonies, knows but little of bee-keeping, and cares less, who
simply hives swarms and "robs" the bees in the fall, whose
colonies, when they die, always perish because of the millers.

This is the man who causes the inspector no end of trouble.

I visited one such man four times before I succeeded in rid-

ding his apiary of disease. Possibly I might have accom-

plished the same result with a less number of visits by invok-

ing the assistance of the law, but this is a course I have never

yet found advisable to follow, although I may some time be

driven to this expedient.

This man had once made considerable money out of his

bees, having as many as forty colonies at one time. They had
died out and dwindled away.

.
His idea was they had smoth-

ered in the winter, or were destroyed by the millers. Four
colonies remained alive. One (a swarm that had that year

built its own combs) was free from disease; the other three

were "on their last legs" with foul brood. On my first visit

he was not at home, but I showed the foul brood to his wife.

On the evening of that day. after 8 o'clock, I drove 12 miles

to see him and talk w'ith him. He had never heard of foul

brood, and didn't believe there was any such thing. Carefully

and thoroughly I went over the ground with him, several

times, read him the law, etc. He finally admitted that there

might be such a thing, but he knew that if it was of the nature

given it could never be eradicated. I told him that it was too

'ate in the season to treat diseased colonies; besides, his were
too far gone for treatment ; that they would die before

spring, and the honey that they left would be a source of con-

tagion to all of the bees in the neighborhood; that the only

thing to do was to destroy the bees and combs. I told him
I would be in that neighborhood in two weeks, when I

would call again.

He was quite glum and stubborn about it
—
"was very

busy, and didn't think he would have time." I left him
some literature and went on. When I came again he was
very busy picking peaches and couldn't possibly stop. I of-

fered to do the work myself, but he wanted to be present

and help if it "had got to be done."

Next time he had threshers and could not stop. I said

to him : "My friend. I have been patient with you, but I

can't keep coming here every two weeks. The next time I

come something must be done. Now set a time when you
can work with me and I'll come.

"

He set a day; met me at the station with his carriage,

took me home with him, and took care of me. He pro-

vided a large kettle or "cooker," and, the next morning, I

put on my overalls, and we went at it. The bees had died

in about three dozen hives. The combs had stood there and
been eaten by the bee-moth larvae, and mice had made their

nests in the hives, and, taken all in all, it was a nasty mess.

The frames were put into the big kettle and boiled; the

refuse in the hives burned under the kettle; the hives painted

on the inside with kerosene oil and burned out. The three

diseased colonies were brimstoned. and the combs burned.
We worked hard all day, and my friend was really pleased

with the results. He had at last become convinced that

there was such a disease as foul brood, and that the only

course to get rid of it was the one we were following. He
said

:

"I must say, 'Well done, good and faithful servant!' I

am glad you came, and made me clean things up. Perhaps I

can build up again now and make something." He drove
me to the station, and parted with every expression of

friendship. I think such a course more desirable than "en-
forcing the law."

At another time I was called into a neighborhood by a

young man who was trying to get rid of foul brood, but
could not. because there w'as so much of it scattered around
him. I found some three or four small apiaries that were
about "played out" with foul brood, and ordered the owners
to destroy them. It seems that my predecessor had been in

that neighborhood the year before, so the people had heard
of foul brood. When I came back in two weeks, not a

colony had been destroyed. At the first place where I called
the man had gone to the lumber woods to work ; the woman
was away visiting at a neighbor's, but a boy of 15 was at

home, and coolly informed me that "folks of that neighbor-

hood had been 'talking it over,' and had decided that they

were not going to have their bees destroyed." I wasted no time

on him, but hunted up his mother. She said her husband
had not had time ; he would be home in two weeks and
would surely attend to it. I reminded her that he had
made me a similar promise two weeks ago, but had not ful-

filled it. I could not keep coming every two weeks. I must
see the bees destroyed before going home. She questioned

my authority in the matter—said any one might come along

and claim to be a bee-inspector. I showed her that no one
could gain anything by so doing, and al.so showed her my
commission of appointment, with the big seal of the

government, and the signatures of the ofificers who
appointed me. This seemed to satisfy her on that

score, but she was very sarcastic. "They would be

having chicken inspectors yet!" But she would not consent

to the destruction of the bees. I told her that while I had
the authority to destroy the bees, and that she laid herself

liable to fine or imprisonment by her refusal, yet I preferred

to haye her consent. At last she said that I could "do as

I thought best." I asked her if she would come home and
see the work done. She came, but talked very bitterly all

the while it was being done.

The next bee-keeper, a neighbor of the woman just

mentioned, had said, so it was reported, that "no inspector

could burn any of his bees. He would set the dog on him."

By the way, he and I had had some pretty stormy arguments
upon my previous visit, but I had learned that a man can cool

down quite a bit in two weeks. I went into his yard, found
him at home, talked with him quietly, showed him how
much better it would be to destroy the diseased colonies and
thus be rid of the disease ; and that I was going to clean it

all up in that neighborhood. Finally, without 'waiting for his

answer, I said. "You go and get a spade and dig a trench,

and I'll light up the smoker and get it going and put in some
sulphur, and by the time you get the trench dug, /'// have
the bees dead." I looked him right square in the eye, and it

seemed to me as though it was my will against his, and that

he must yield. He started after the spade, very slowly

—

but

he zvcnt. The strain upon my nerves, however, was a little

severe.

Perhaps the most obstinate case I ever found was a

man with only one colony. I did not think there was any
foul brood there, and" stopped while going by on my way to

the train. The combs were fairly rotten with foul brood.

The owner stood back about a rod away in the cornfield

while I opened the hive. When I showed him the

rotten brood he declared there was just such looking

brood in every hive in the country. He offered to bet any
amount of money. He would show this brood to "Doc Smith."
I told him he was at liberty to show it to all the bee-keepers

he could find, but it would make no difference in the end, as

the inspector was the one to decide. He declared he would
not destroy his bees, nor allow them to be destroyed. I called

his attention to the law. how he was laying himself liable.

"He didn't care for the law." My time was limited. I had
no time to argue, so I drove on. When reaching home I

wrote him a long letter, sent him a copy of the law,, and a

notice either to destroy his bees or have them treated inside

of three weeks. I told him I should call again in three weeks,

and would shake them off or destroy them, just as he said,

if he had not done it. When I called he was away, but he

had left word that I might shake off the bees. I shook them
and burned the combs. His wife asked if they would not need
feeding. I told her thev certainly would, and gave her full

instructions how to do it. Of course, I know that the bees

will not pass the winter alive, but I got rid of the foul brood.

I think this should be the motto of every inspector, "Get
rid of the foul brood." Every case may call for a different kind
of treatment, but. whatever the treatment, let it end with

getting rid of foul brood.
Perhaps some of you may think that each man should be

treated alike—if you destroy one man's bees you ought to an-

other's. Not so. Here is a man with 100 colonies of bees.

There may be a few diseased colonies—slightly diseased. He
thoroughly understands the disease and its treatment, and is

doing all in his power to rid his apiary of the disease. As
fast as he finds a diseased colony he treats it. He has a neigh-

bor half a mile away who has four colonies in box-hives, or

in frame hives with the combs built crosswise; the hives are

old and rotten, the combs are rotten with foul brood, the bees

few in number, and the colonies will all be dead by spring,

when the bees from the lOO-colony apiary will come over and
carry home its diseased honey. The owner may promise to

destroy the bees but he does not perform. Can you treat
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these two cases alike? I say no. I burn up the colonies, bees,

hives and combs, slick and clean, and so far I have succeeded

without recourse to the law.

Unpleasant business? Well, you try it for awhile, and if

you do your duty, and "get rid of foiil brood," you will find

fully as many thorns as roses.

The professional bee-keepers give no trouble. They give

every possible help and assistance. They look upon the in-

soector as a friend. He is the man who can compel an obsti-

nate neighbor to "clean up"—something that they can't always
succeed in doing.

As I said at the outset, ignorance is the one great ob-

stacle. Mr. France has gotten out bulletins that have been
scattered far and wide, and I suppose thev have been a great

aid in his work. I wrote an article describing the disease,

giving methods of treatment, together with the law on the sub-
ject, accompanied by an engraving showing a comb of brood,
badly diseased, and this was published in one of the monthly
lulletins of the Dairy and Food Commission, and he had pub-
lished 2,500 extra copies. I furnished him a list of 2,000 bee-

keepers in Michigan, and he sent out copies of the bulletin to

this list. He gave me 300 or 400 to use in my travels. When
a bee-keeper complains of foul brood in his vicinity I send
him a dozen of the bulletins to scatter in his vicinity. By the

time I get around to visit him the bulletins have done more
than half of the zvork.

Every inspector should have some literature of this kind
at his disposal, and bee-keepers should take it upon themselves
to see that it gets into the hands of their neighbors.

Perhaps some good might be done by writing short arti-

cles on the subject and having them published in farm papers,
and in the general newspapers.

W, Z. Hutchinson,

Mr, York—Are there any questions you would like to

ask Mr, Hutchinson? We had this pretty thoroughly dis-
cussed yesterday,

Mr. Abbott—I want to make a motion along that line,

that just occurs to me, Mr, Hutchinson suggests sending
out these bulletins. It is a thing the National ought to take
un. and it seems that right now we might start the influence
that would do some work, and I don't see why the National
Association wouldn't give us a bulletin. I move that we re-
quest the Governor to request the Secretary of Agriculture
to issue a bulletin to be distributed with farmers' bulletins,
as others are,

Mr, Moore—I wish to amend this motion materially and
see if Mr, Abbott will accept it. I move that our convention
do request the National Association to formally ask the Sec-
retary of Agriculture to take this matter up with them with
a view of publishing a bulletin such as is mentioned, on foul
brood,

Mr, York—Will they be understood to work through
the National?

Dr, Miller—It looks to me this way, if we do that, wait
for the action of the National, we don't gain anything. Any-
thing we do here would do nothing more than to get the
National to act. If two men ask me a thing that will have
more efifect upon me than if one does it, and if the Governor
is asked by this society to do a thing, even if they say no and
somebody else asks it, I think we will do more by making it a
direct request, and then let the National make the request af-
terwards.

Mr. Abbott— I had that in view, and I should like to see
this motion on its way to Washington tomorrow. I am a
fellow who does a thing when I think of it. and while I am
m the notion. That was my reason for making it direct,
I thought first of requesting Mr, Wilson to do it. He will
do it without any request, and he will second it without a
request, but we better make the initiative and let Secretary
Wilson know we mean business, and I know him well enough
to know that you will get a response at once, and Wilson
will refer it to Benton. Secretarv Wilson is the head, and he
will attend to it.

Mr, Wilcox—Mr, Abbott put in what I was going to say,
and that is, that Mr, Benton is the man to publish the bulletin,
and he is well acquainted with the National Association, and
a personal request from them would probably produce the
result without any further action,

Mr. Abbott—My motion is to have it go to the Secre-
tary of Agriculture. It will go to Mr, Howard and then to
Mr, Benton, but if Mr. Wilson says it has got to go, it goes.
If you go to the other end, you commence at the wrong end.

Dr, Miller—I believe we will gain time if the mover of

the amendment will think of it right. What do we gain bv

using our influence second-hand.
Mr, Moore—I withdraw the amendment,
Mr, York—Mr, .\bbott, will you please state the motion

as it is now?
Mr, Abbott—I move that the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-

Keepers' Association request the Secretary of Agriculture to

issue a bulletin on foul brood and other bee-diseases as a

farmers' bulletin, to be distributed with other farmers' bulle-

tins, and that the secretary be requested, in forwarding the

motion to the Secretary of Agriculture, to give him such
statements as to the importance of a bulletin of this kind
as he may deem necessary.

The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. York—It might be well for individual members to

write the Secretary of Agriculture after it goes in.

Mr, Abbott—I move you that this body ask the General

Manager of the National Association to second the effort

we are making, to secure a farmers' bulletin on foul brood
throueh Secretary Wilson,

Mr. France—The subject was brought up at the Los
Angeles convention and if we hadn't gotten into some other

conflicts, there would have been a motion made on behalf of

the California convention, I had a talk with Mr, Benton and
he said, "You bring up your local associations and the more
that come the better." It bears its weight, I expect to be
down in New York in January, and they are going to have
their individual request for a bulletin, and I think it is not
far distant before it will be distributed,

Mr, Smith—As I am chairman of the official board of

the State Bee-Keepers' Association, I will also have our
Association make the request.

Mr. Muth—We have in Hamilton County, Ohio, a bee-

keepers' association, and I have the honor of being on the

executive committee, I am glad I am here.

Mr. York—So are we.
Mr. Muth—We will have that in writing and forward

it to Mr. Wilson, We will do that.

Mr, Abbott—I will see that the Missouri Association
sends in one,

Mr. York—We have the Secretary of the Northern Illi-

nois Association here,

J. W, Johnson—I fully decided in my mind that as quick
as I get home I will write the Secretary of Agriculture and
request him as we have spoken here.

The motion was put and carried unanimously.
Pres, York—Now, before we go on we will take up the

matter of joining the National in a bodv. We have to do this

annually in order to have half of the dues we pay here go to

the National. What will you do about it?

Dr, Miller—I move that we renew our action in the
matter and join the National in a body.

The motion was seconded and carried.

FORMING LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS.

"Should bee-keepers form local organizations? If so,

why? And how?"
Pres. York—I suppose that means in certain districts of

the State or county. We have one here in northern Illinois.

That would be considered a local association. They have one
in Cincinnati,

Mr, Abbott—In answer to that I would say that every
kind of people in every kind of industry on earth should be
alive with each other and in fraternal help, to help themselves
and attempt to help everybody else, and that's one of the best
reasons for forming these organizations that I know of. I

should say yes. As to what they shall do, that's a matter of
discussion for each local organization. Everybody sees how
the matter is. Secretary Wilson will pay more attention to

a dozen letters which he is sure to get in regard to this talk,

and every State and every county can do the same thing.

It isn't for the interest of the bee-keepers just here in Chi-
cago that it will work. It will work for every bee-keeper,
even those who never belonged to any association. Let it

go out that there is an advantage in union if it is only five

people. Take a church of five women and they meet together
every week and have a real, real good time, and promote
wonderful good in a community, and it is the same way in

other industries, and it always helps. It helps me to just
leave my store and go over and talk to John Smith who is in

the same business. I pretty nearly came all the way from St.

Joseph, Mo,, to see Mr. York because he is interested along
certain lines ; simply to get inspiration, suggestions, and help.

That lifts me up. That's my idea.
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Mr. York—Mr. Abbott says he very nearly came all that

way to see me. I don't believe it would pay him, but be

says he might do that. It would pay sometimes probably

for us to get together and see persons. I have had gentle-

men come to see me about certain matters, and it seemed
to do them good, and I know it was good for me just to meet
them.

Mr. Johnson—I am satisfied that local organization is a

good thing, and especially in selling honey, but I would like

somebody to tell us how we are going to get a local organiza-
tion,

Mr. Whitney—I think we will agree that an organization is

a good thing, but it is sometimes difficult to know how we are go-

ing to get them together. At our olace I have taken a little pains

to try to get bee-keepers together at Lake Geneva, and I

have written half ?. dozen letters and I don't get a response
from a single individual. We are going to try it, though,
and see if we cannot get an organization. I think if we had
an organization at Lake Geneva, individuals wouldn't be
rushing their honey to the grocers at lo cents a pound as

thev did, and lose money by it, too. I tell you, an organiza-
tion is what every county that has a number of individuals

engaged in the same business ought to have.

Dr. Miller—I very strongly suspect that if a man were
obliged to answer that perhaps he would answer it all right,

and he might say—well, I don't know all about it, and I would
like to call on Mr. J. E. Johnson to tell us just how he would
go to work to get up an organization in his neighborhood.

Mr. Johnson—I have been trying to organize an associa-

tion of our county, and of course, I would like to take in

other counties. I have talked with a preat manv, but I have
never talked with any but what say it is a good thing, just

the thing exactly. I have started out a little on that line, and
that is to write all the bee-keepers I know of in the county,

and put an advertisement in the daily paper to get the address
of all I don't know, and then try to have a meeting; then
organize, and your other meetings would depend upon the

success of that one.
Mr. Hutchinson—I started an organization in north-

western Michigan. I got a notice in all the bee-papers,
stating that on such a date a meeting for the purpose of or-

ganizing a local bee-keepers' association would be held. I

put a notice in all the daily and weekly papers, and in ad-
joining counties, and wrote the editors and said I would
thank them to give a notice of the time. I wrote to some of

the dailies in Detroit of our attempt to organize, and wrote
postal cards to any bee-keeper I knew in that county and
adjoining counties, and asked them personally to come and
organize an association, and when the time came there were
about ,30 bee-keepers present, and we organized. We have an
organization there now.

Mr. York—I want to say that you won't find the papers
charging you anything for the notice, and when you get
together you will find a date to suit the majority.

Mr. Niver—We have a bee-keepers' association. Two
men started that. Mr. Coggshall and Mr. Morton. They
announced a bee-keepers' picnic in June and advertised it

through the papers, and the bee-keepers from around there
as far as 2.=; miles all came to the basket picnic, and they
organized that way. It was a large gathering, and it wasn't
just bee-keepers, the whole public was invited and it has been
for 15 years a very prosperous association.

Mr. York—I don't think it is necessary to organize a
county association. There might not be enough in one county.
Perhaps one county is all right; Hamilton County, Ohio,
and Cook County, 111., would be, but we thought best to
spread out and get more. I don't think you can have more
than one really good bee-keepers' association in a State.

Mr. Abbott—Another word on the how. Now if there
should happen to be only three people come, then there ought
to be in that crowd that came three people that would make
the officers. If these gentlemen would go over and say lo
Jones, "Will you act as president?" and to Smith, "Will v"'
act as secretary?" and another, "You act as another officer"W ell, now, you meet at my house, and meet whether anybody
else comes or not. Elect Jones, Smith, etc. I will give you
a httle mside talk. Every reporter is aching for an item
as much as you are for a free advertisement. You go over
to the newspaper reporter and tell the longest story you canTwo people can have an enthusiastic meeting if you want to
Tell him the names of the officers, and get the names in all
the local papers you can, and also have them state that you
had an enthusiastic meeting of bee-keepers, and you will have
another enthusiastic meeting with a large crowd You will

see the next time there will be somebody there to make a
convention.

Mr. Whitney—Mr. Abbott has stated just what I intended
to say. They say some people's wit comes too late. In
Ohio I went to Mr. Botsworth, and said, "Will you be presi-
dent of the bee-keepers' association?" He said, "Yes." And
I found somebody else that would be secretary, and somebody
else that would be some other officer, and we got together
and organized. I drew up the constitution and by-laws and
there was just enough to make the officers, and it was adver-
tised that at a certain time we would meet at some promi-
nent bee-keeper's place. It was ri.ght in the midst of quite a
number of bee-keepers. Instead of three members we had 50.

Mr. France—There was a bee-keepers' organization com-
menced in Grant County, Wis., by E. France and his son, and
that's all who were there. We advertised it through the local
papers, and those right in our own county didn't even come.
In two years we had over sixty. They organized.

Mr. York—I have heard of a father and son having
an enthusiastic time, but it was in the woodshed. That's
not the case here, perhaps.

(To be continued.)

Our Bee-MceDin§ Sisters
|

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Sister Bee-Keepers Ahead in South Africa.

In that new land. South Africa, the sisters do not seem
to be crowded to the rear. The British Bee Journal has re-
ceived the prospectus of the Horticultural and Training
College for Ladies at Pinetown, Natal, South Africa, in
which Miss Ritchie is to be teacher in the apicultural
branch of the college.

A Hard Winter on Bees.

We are having the most severe winter within the mem-
ory of any one, and I fear the bees will suffer. To-day the
temperature has risen somewhat, so that I dug my bees out
of the deep snow, which lay upon the hives to a depth of 2
feet above the covers. The bees are all alive, but must suf-
fer, as they have had no cleansing flight since November.
One colony out of the 22 showed some dysentery. I fear
there will be much loss of bees this spring- because of these
conditions. Mrs. C. A. BAtL.

Oneida Co., N. Y., Feb. 5.

A Discouraged Sister Revived.

We have had, in northern New York, two exceptionally
hard seasons on bees and their owners. Both years, though
mine wintered well, but from the time they were put out 011
the stands until frost there was scarcely a day when we
could work in the yard without starting them robbing. We
could not "even up" feed, or make new colonies to supply
the spring dwindling, but had to leave them pretty much
alone. My apiary is rigged for extracted honey. In the
two seasons described our yard dwindled from 81 colonies to
64, and in the spring will, of course, be less.

We gathered last year about 2500 pounds of honey. We
usually get between three and six tons from our yard. My
other work has so driven me that I could not read the copies
of the American Bee Journal thoroughly, and, besides, felt
discouraged. However, having time, I got together my Bee
Journals for 1902 and 1903, sorted them out, and started in
to read them. It was as if scales had fallen from my eyes.
I don't believe I will ever again neglect them.

By the way, my bees are " banner bees " so far as crops
are concerned. They always bring in more honey than my
neighbors in this section and Canada.

I read, and study, and watch, and work, more than the
above perhaps would imply. (Mrss) F. E. Wheei,ER.

Clinton Co., N. Y., Jan. 22.

The foregoing illustrates the advantage of re-reading,
and brings out a point comparatively new. Not only do we
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gain in information by reading at our leisure what has been
hastily read in the busy season, but we are thereby stimu-
lated to greater efforts, and when discouraged revived.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

LOCATING BEES NBAB THE BLOOM.

A very practical problem for those who are about to

move, is the one with which Mr. Doolittle wrestles on page
5. About what's the difference between locating right in

the good forage and locating 1 '2 miles away ? His experi-
ence and observation is that the difference is not very great.
I can agree as to the main element of the problem. Given
two fields of clover, one right at hand and one 1 '2 miles
away, if the latter is yielding a little better the bees will
choose it and neglect the other—and make money by so
doing. They seem to esteem three half miles of flight a
very small matter—and I guess they are right. Time well
spent (quite apart from the journey) in elaborating the nec-
tar. It doesn't follow, however, that two apiaries 1'2 miles
apart are equal, or anywhere near equal, in value. Neces-
sarily there must be limits somewhere, and each apiary
probably leaves outside its limits several square miles which
are inside the limits of the other. So the theory and a mul-
titude of reports agree that there is sometimes great differ-

ence in the yield of two apiaries no farther apart than the
distance named. Even a half mile farther in the wrong
direction may prevent bees everfinding the edge of a region
on which they would profitably forage over a good many
square miles if they only found it once.

THRBB-BOTTOM PLAN TO PREVENT SWARMING.

Hardly know what I do think about the Lyman three-
bottom plan to postpone swarming. Guess each will have
to try and find out for himself how much it is worth. Mr.
Lyman is praiseworthy in the moderation of his claims in
regard to it. A postponement of three weeks is worth some-
thing—but fellows like me, they'll largely continue to let

alone, and—" Hope there won't be much swarming this
year." Page 6.

FOUL BROOD INSPECTION IN COLORADO.

Those Colorado boys are great—at showing us the holes
in their clothes—when it comes to foul-brood law and in-
spection. Three inspectors in succession inspect a bad case,
and, strange to say, inspection with nothing else done what-
ever does not cure it. Page 7.

THE GREAT MAJORITY FAVOR SEPARATORS.

In some things we get ahead a little in the course of the
years. Lots of writers used to urge and argue that separa-
tors could be dispensed with. Now, out of 26 respondents
22 favor them, and all the others are explanatory instead of
hortatory in their positions. As between wood and tin, 10
do not express choice ; 6 are for tin ; and 12 are for wood.
Page 10.

THAT CAR-LOAD OF WIVES.

Mr. Hadsell makes a good fight for himself about the
car-load of wives. Guess we shall have to admit that if any
violation of the proprieties was suggested somebody else
tacked it on. Page 11.

PREVENTION OF HONEY GRANULATION.

Honey kept hot for 36 hours very much safer against
granulation than that merely heated for a short time.
Sounds very reasonable, Mr. Weber. Also, not very easy
to get the arrangements to do that safely and cheaply!
Page 14.

THE DIFFERENCE IN SUGARS.

Very likely cane-sugar and beet-sugar are practically
the same for feeding bees and canning fruit, but a few more
experimental tests would not be amiss for all that. Chemi-
cal dir.ta do not make it a thing of course. You may meet a
chemist who will tell you that cane-sugar and maple sugar
are the same—and all common folks of good sense know
they are not. In the most important respect of all—the

sweetening power—they are not the same. And the judge
on the bench, he'll give you a good, healthy fine if you sell
them for the same. Chemical analysis does not at present
reveal any difference; and no one seems to know yet what
causes manifest differences in flavor and qualities in differ-
ent sugars. Wouldn't it be ever so much better if the
chemist could humble himself to say as much ? Page 21.

DISTURBANCE OF BEES IN WINTER.

With bees, winter disturbance is usually quite harmful—but continuously disturbed is not disturbed at all—pay no
attention to it. I was a little surprised that L. C. Root
should not be aware of this till he found it out by recent
experience. Page 14.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Foundation for Use in Sections.

1. Which kind of foundation do you use in the sections
when you use whole sheets, thin super or extra thin?

2. Which way do you cut the foundation 7 So the cells
run vertically, or crosswise ? Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. Thin super; when I have tried extra thin
the bees made too much trouble when no honey was comirig
in by gnawing it down. There might not be the same
trouble in places where the flow is less uncertain.

2. Vertically ; the foundation comes from the manufac-
turers so as to cut in that way, the sheets being generally
3%xlS52.

Getting Queen-Cells Drawn and Grafted.

Last summer I had trouble getting queen-cells drawn
and completed. It being said that young bees are desired
to do that work. I am going to try to get a colony of cell-

builders in the following manner :

During the day, when field-bees are flying strongest,
move a colony to a new location, putting another hive in
its place, and in it put all uncapped brood and a queen from
the colony moved. The old bees that were moved would re-

turn to the old stand, and I think the colony on the new
stand would contain but few old bees, and when contracted
to a few frames would be in condition to build cells when
given grafted cups. New York.

Answer.—If you operate as you propose, and use a
strong colony, you would have a good lot of bees of the
right age for cell-building. But they would not be in the
best condition for the work. There would be no honey
coming in for some time, and a discouraged lot of bees are
not what you want for cell-building. You would get better
work to leave the hive on the old stand, taking away queen,
brood, and as few bees as consistent with saving the brood.
Better still, take the queen with one or two frames of brood
and adhering bees for a nucleus, and distribute among
other colonies any brood you do not want left. It is not the
presence of old bees that does harm, but the absence of
young bees.

Black or Half-Bloods—Straight Comfis—Holy Land Bees.

1. You will find enclosed, in a little tin box, a few bees
which I wish you would give me the description and name
of the best you can. I would like to know what kind they
are, whether Italians or not. There are several different

colors in the same colony, from dark brown to bright yellow.

If you can make out what kind of bees they are, and
that they are not as good as pure Italians, what would be
the best for me to do, as I produce comb honey only. They
are descendants from a swarm my father caught about 10

years ago. They have worked well for me ever since I be-

gan, which is three years ago. I began with one colony, and
this summer I bought a few, and now I have 18 colonies,

and will stay with them as long as I can.
The last season was a pretty good one for bees, but it
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was hindered a whole lot by rain and cold weather. In
May, 1903, we had a frost that killed all the new leaves on
the trees, and the spring was cool until late.

2. Is it necessary to have straight orood-combs in a
colony that is run for comb honey only ?

3. Are the Holy Land bees a different kind from all the
others, or are they a substitute under a different name? I

would like a description of them, color, etc. Missouri.

Answbrs.—1. The dozen bees received look like black
bees with a very little mixture of Italian blood; yet they
may be half bloods. If all the bees of the colony are like

the ones sent, the colony is not far from being pure blacks.
If you have picked out the dark bees, and about half of the
colony have yellow bands, then they are half bloods. If

they do not do as good work as you like, it will be worth
while for you to buy a new queen in the hope of getting bet-
ter blood.

2. Yes, it is important to have straight combs whatever
kind of honey you produce, unless you do not care to handle
the frames.

3. The Holy Land is "^he same as the Palestine, and
comes from Palestine. They are distinguished as being
very prolific, and for starting and maturing a great number
of queen-cells, but for some reason they seem not to be in
general favor.

'^-•--^

Catnip and Rocky Mountain Bee-Plant Seed.

Where can I get catnip seed, and when is the best time
to sow it ? Where can I get the Rocky Mountain bee-plant ?

I am anxious to improve my bee-pasture. Minnesota.

Answer.—Order from any seedsman or dealer in bee-
supplies. If you have no sweet clover in your neighborhood
you will likely find it worth more than either or both the
ones you have mentioned.

Straw Skep Bee-Keeping—Queen Re-Pertilization.

1. Can you furnish me book references, giving accounts
of bee-keeping in straw hives or skeps ?

2. What notes have been recorded that queens are ferti-
lized more than once? This is believed by some authorities
to be the case. Massachusetts.

Answers.—1. I do not know of any book now published
giving instruction for bee-keeping in skeps.

2. There have been some cases reported in which it was
believed that queens were fertilized more than once, but I

am sorry to say that I can not refer you to them. It is fair
to believe that if such cases do occur the occurrence is by no
means frequent.

*-.-»

Dead Brood and Bees—Sick Bees.

1. I had a colony die last week ; it left about IS pounds
of honey in the brood-frames, so it didn't starve. Last
summer it swarmed once and stored only about 10 pounds of
surplus honey. I fear it is foul brood, for I examined the
brood-frames and there was about 3 inches around that was
drone-cells, and they were all dead in the cells. They were
white, and the shape of bees, but they never got out of the
cells. The empty combs looked rather glossy, and that glue
had an awful smell. I found a whole lot of old bees dead in
cells, also ; they were stuck in the cells head first, but there
were not many old bees in the hive when I found that they
were dead. What do you think caused their death, was it

foul brood ? Can the old hive be used to put a new colony
in, or not.

2. Does it hinder the old bees to have enough dead bees
in the hive to cause a slight smell ? What should be done
with a hive like that ?

3. Can foul brood be smelled in a hive at this time of
the year, or just in breeding time?

4. I have a few colonies that stain the wood of the
brood-frames and the bottom-board with big, black specks.
Is it a disease, or is it natural ? My brother has a few colo-
nies that does the same way. The stains are about a '4-

inch speck, but brown color. My brother claims it is diar-
rhea, or something like it. What should be done with
them ? Missouri.

Answers.—1. Your finding,-- drone-brood at this time of
year rather indicates that it is a case of a drone-laying queen
—possiblj' of laying workers. In that case there would be
few bees—just as you found—for no worker-bees have been

reared for some time, and the bees would be dying off from
old age. Very likely the foul smell was from the mass of
dead bees. If this surmise is correct, it will be entirely safe
to use the hive and combs for swarms.

2. No great harm will come from enough dead bees to
make a slight smell, but the cleaner the hive the better ; so
it will be well to clean out the dead bees by means of a wire
bent at the end, or something of the kind.

3. It is the brood that decays and makes the foul smell,
and at the time of the year when no brood is present there
will not be the characteristic smell.

4. The spots are deposits of fecal matter from bees hav-
ing the diarrhea. Look up the subject of diarrhea in your
bee-book. The best help for the bees will be a day warm
enough for them to fly, so that they can empty their intes-
tines.

Flat Hive-Cover with Closed Air-Space.

Is your zinc-covered hive-cover, with a dead air-space, a
flat cover or a gable cover ? The dead air-space is entirely
enclosed, is it not ? New York.

Answer.—The cover is flat, and the air-space is entirely
enclosed.

Preventing Swarming in an Out-Apiary.

I keep about 100 colonies of bees all the time, and it is
about all I can keep in the home-yard. The demand for my
honey is increasing, so I am thinking about starting an out-
apiary about 2 miles away. I run all my bees for extracted
honey, using the 8-frame Langstroth hive. I always fol-
lowed natural swarming at home, but if I start the out-yard,
I intend to run the two myself, and my whole trouble will be
to prevent swarming. I have read everything laid down in
the American Bee Journal for the last 10 years, as I have
been a subscriber all that time. How would it do to cage the
queen near swarming-time ? and where would you put her
when caged ? Would you leave the cage in the brood-cham-
ber ? Would I have to keep all cells cut out all of the time
or would it be better to put the bees on starters and put the
brood in an upper story, with a queen-excluder between ?
Or would the " shook " swarming plan be better ? Give me
your best plan, as I can't afford any swarming in the out-
yard. Ontario.

Answer.—Try all three ways so as to compare them
but I am pretty sure you won't like caging the queen, sovou
better try that on a very small scale. Leave the caged queen
in the brood-chamber, and cut out queen-cells so there will
be no possibility of the hatching of a queen. As you are
working for extracted honey you can give abundant room
and that alone will prevent most swarming. The second
plan you mention is a certain prevention of swarming with
some, but not with all. Try that and shaking swarms, side
by side, and see which works best. Possible either'plan
will be a success.

-* • » —

Outdoor Wintering-Shipping-Cases.

1. In wintering bees on the summer stands, what were
the longest periods between flights that brought them
through in fair condition ?

2. Have you any record of successful outdoor wintering
when the thermometer went from zero to 18 degrees below
as frequently as this winter, averaging about 3 nights per
week ?

3. Is it of great benefit to have the temperature warm
enough for the cluster to change position in the hive with-
out having a flight ?

4. What is the object in manufacturers making ship-
ping-cases to hold only 20 sections of the 4xoxlJs plain,
thus taking 5 cases to hold 100, when S-row, 5 in a rowi
would require but 4, and look better, or, if 4-row is standard'
it seems possible to get 6 in a row ? The size of sections
makes no difference in the price in this locality.

Pennsylvania.
Answers.—1. I don't know. The question is an inter-

esting one, and I throw it open for our constituency. Has
any one ever had a colony come through in fair condition
after having been confined to the hive 100 days without a
flight, of course, outdoors ? If any of you has gone beyond
this, please tell us how far.

2. Not in my own experience
; but my experience in out-

door wintering is very limited. Just as you put the ques-
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tion, there is nothing- very difficult, for you say nothing-

about the length of time of confinement. A colony might
go through all right -with the thermometer zero to 18 below
all winter long, if that colony could have a flight often

enough.
3. Yes, it might make the difference between life and

death. A colony might in a long spell of cold have all the

stores within reach used up, and a spell warm enough to

reach out for more would save them.
4. The effort is to have as small a variety of cases as

possible, so a case of a given size is made to take more than
one kind of sections. You can have shipping-cases made
any size you like, but it will cost a little more to have an
odd size made.

Perhaps It Was Catalpa Honey.

On page 42, in giving an answer to a question on honey
of a peculiar flavor, you asked for help. I have something
to offer on the subject, although it may not amount to any-
thing. I have never seen anything about catalpa honey in

print. Is it a common or uncommon thing ? It is very sel-

dom that catalpa yields honey here, but when it does it is

something like the description on page 42. Although I

would not call it purple in shade, still I would not know
what else to call it.

Once before, in speaking of some honey you liked ex-

tremely well, I thought it might be catalpa honey. If I am
mistaken in thinking catalpa honey is almost unknown, I

will be glad to find out better. Missouri.

Ans-wER.—I think you are quite right in thinking cat-

alpa honey is little known. Certainly it is " in this local-

ity," although there are very few catalpas here. I hardly
think enough honey has ever been obtained from it here to

be recognized. You will be doing a good thing if you watch
it down closely and tell us what you find out.

Keeping Down Increase.

As I am working for comb honey, how would it work to

set the hives close together in pairs, and when there are
queen-cells started, shake the bees of both colonies into one
empty hive, with 2-inch starters of foundation ; set the
" shook " swarm where the 2 hives stood, removing the lat-

ter to a new stand, and in 8 days shake the bees from one
of the hives that were shook before, leaving the other old
queen with the last shaken swarm? Or would it be better
to kill the old queen and let them rear a new one ? Would
any of the colonies so treated be likely to swarm ? I will be
so busy in swarming-time that I cannot devote the time to
them that I should. I do not care for much increase, but
want strong colonies. I am a beginner, and will be glad to
receive any advice you may give. Minnesota.

Answer.—You would have a powerful colony from
uniting the two, but it is not certain that they would store
more than if shaken singly, especially if the season is very
long, for in about six weeks the united colony will be no
stronger than each separate colony would have been. If I

understand you correctly, you would unite the parent colo-
nies 8 days later, allowing them one of the old queens.
There would be much danger of their swarming. If allowed
to rear a young queen, they would not be likely to swarm

;

but remember, that if you actually shake the combs it means
injury or death to the young queens in the cells.

Planting for Honey—Clipping Queens.

This has been a hard winter on bees ; we are having
more snow than we have had for 16 years, at least that is

what they say. I don't know, as I am only 15 years old.

I believe that half of the bees in Van Buren County will
be, or are, dead. I fed the bees of one of our neighbors last
week ; he had 9 colonies in the fall, and 6 of them have
starved already, and that is the way all around here.

We have had a very poor year for honey. One of our
neighbors had 18 colonies, spring count, increased to 22,
and got the enormous amount of 200 pounds of comb honey,
and half his bees have starved to death now.

I think this is a very poor place to keep bees. If a bee-
keeper gets 50 pounds of honey he thinks he has an excel-
lent crop. Fruit is about all that is grown here, and very
little clover, and that is mostly the red clover. What I am
after is to sow something- especially for bees. Catnip is a

very good honey-plant. I could get all the seed I wanted,
but we have light, sandy soil here, and I read in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal that it does not do well in light soil.

In one of the bee-books (I have " Bees and Honey "
) it

tells of a lot of different kinds of honey-plants.
1. Where can I get the seed or plants of the cleome,

mammoth mignonette, motherwort, figwort, and others 7

2. I want to set out some basswood, or linden, for honey,
but the basswood around here seems to be different from
your basswood. We hardly notice them blossom, and the bees
don't seem to work at it much. My father and mother came
from Germany, and they say that when the linden blossoms
there the tree is just white from top to bottom with bloom.
I can get what they call European linden from a nursery in
New York. Have you ever seen any ? If so, would you ad-
vise me to try them here ?

3. How does the honey-locust compare with the linden
in yielding nectar?

4. Do you think it is all right to use comb 4 or 5 years
old ? Wm. Baker, living 'i mile west, says that when the
bee hatches from the cell it leaves a thin skin in the inner
wall, which the bees do not clean out, and after a couple of
years the cells are shorter and the bees are smaller. I think
he is right, for if you take old comb you will find a lot of
very thin skins in the bottom of the cell. I have read noth-
ing in the bee books or papers about it.

5. We bought some supers with sections and comb in
them, but the comb is one and two years old. Should we
give it to the bees again to store honey in ? It is just about
half built.

6. Is there much use in clipping the queen's wings if I

divide the colony and keep the queen-cells out, and look
after them about every week 7 Michigan.

Answers.—1. From a seedsman or some dealer in bee-
supplies.

2. Your lindens or basswoods are probably just the
same as here, and the probability is that they yield just as
much honey. Some years they don't do much. I don't
know for certain, but I doubt that the European would do
any better. If you have no sweet clover, you would do well
to sow some. Don't be discouraged about your locality.

I/Ots of bee-keepers don't average 50 pounds to the colony.
3. Not nearly so good.
4. That subject has been pretty well thrashed out in the

bee-papers, and you need not worry about old combs. One
European authority took the trouble to measure what old
and new cells contained, and he found no difference. I have
combs twice as old as you are, and I don't see that bees
reared in them are any smaller than those reared in new
combs.

5. If kept in good condition I would use it.

6. Yes, indeed ; after you have done all that, if your
queen is not clipped, some fine day when you're not looking
she'll fly away with a swarm.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we are using it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts.; 25
for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.

Los Angeles Convention Report.—We find we have
left some complete sets of the American Bee Journal con-
taining the full report of the proceedings of the convention
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, held at Los An-
geles, Calif., in August, 1903. There are 14 copies in a set.
in order to close them out quickly, we will send them, post-
paid, for only 10 cents a set, in stamps or silver. Better
order at once if you want them.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof. A. J. Cook ;

44 pages ; price, postpaid, 30 cents. This is by the same
author as " The Bee-Keepers' Guide," and is most valuable
to all who are interested in the product of our sugar-maples.
No one who makes maple sugar or syrup should be without
it. Order from the office of the American Bee Journal.
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Selling Honey to Groeers.

We sell l>y tlic case to retail grocers. The
fellow who talks of weight and wants large
profits sells 5u pounds. The fellow that is

satistied with a reasonable profit sells 1000 in

the same time. This has been our experience
for the past 3 years. We tell the one he needs
no hone.v, and the other he will be supplied
as long as we can produce it, and he gets the
cream, when the crop runs light. A lively

grocer in any of these small towns can sell

1000 in the fall and early winter. If he is just

a penny too high he will lose halt his'trade;

if he goes 3 cents too high he might as well

throw the honey overboard.
A. C. HUNSBERGEK.

Northampton Co., Pa., .Jan. 29.

A Long-Continued Drouth.

As to the coming season in Southern Cali-

fornia, everything points toward an alisolute

failure. There has been a little over half an
inch of rain to this date, and if that mal;es
the heart of a bee-man glad he is easily

pleased. I do not believe there will be enough
honey gathered here this season to feed the
bees.

I recently tooK a trip to my apiary, nearly

30 miles from this city, and never, since living

here, have I seen everything so dried up and
parched by long-continued drouth.

The American Bee .Journal is a most wel-

come visitor each weeli, and the report of the
Chicago-Northwestern Convention, in the
issue of Jan. 28, is good reading.

Albert Rozell.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Feb. 4.

Satisfied with Last Season.

I feel very well satisfied with the past
season. I started with 9 colonies and in-

creased to IT. I had TOO pounds of comb
honey. Spring was very backward, wet and
cold. The first swarm came on June 26. 1

shook five of my colonies into Danz. hives,

and am well pleased with them. I took some
of my 4x5 sections to the county fair. There
was a good display of honey, and some of it

very nice. Mine were the only plain sections

there. I received 1st on it. On the closing

day of the fair, I took my honey to one of the
largest stores in Aurora and showed it to the
manager; he was very anxious to get the
whole crop of section honey. I received .*2.60

a case (20 sections), and the shipping-cases

returned. They called my attention to some
honey they had on the counter, and said they
were pa.^ing three cents more a pound for

mine. Most of the honey I have seen in the
stores is just as it came from the supers.

My bees are in the cellar. We have had so

far a very mild winter, and very dry ; no snow
at all. if it takes snow to bring white clover

through the winter I am afraid we will be
minus the clover. There is a good deal of

alfalfa around me, but I have been quite disap-

pointed in it. The bees do not seem to work
much on it, but it may be on account of the

past two seasons being very wet.
Frank M. Roseman.

Hamilton Co., Neb., Feb. 5.

Colors and Flavors of Honey.

I notice Dr. Miller's error, on page Tl, in at-

tributing my suggestion regarding New Hamp-
shire's sample of honey to Missouri instead of
New fork.

The error is of no consequence whatever;
but the great ilifTerence in distance and of

climate between Missouri or New York and
New Hampshire might be considered as bring-

ing the influence of locality into the consider-

ation. New Hampshire and New York, vicin-

ity of Albany, would not vary much in cli-

matic inlluences, and therefore the honey from
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the Bame plants and llowers might be consitl-

iTed to be similar in both localities.

White wild aster honey is water-white in

color ; it is a different shade from that from
any of the clovers or from hasswood. When
the honey is sealed over, the cappings have
the slightest shade of lilac or light blue in
color. The honey is gathered from the small
light-blue wild asters. There is another vari-

ety of wild asters, the Howers of which are
much larger and of a decided purple color. I

have never seen the bees work on this large
yariety.

(ioldenrod honey is distinctly different from
aster honey. It is of a beautiful amber color,

and very sweet and agreeable. I consider it

superior to buckwheat honey in Havor. Buck-
wheat honey is very much darker than golden-
rod honey.
Some seasons we have much more golden-

rod honey ; but this fall we had none except-
ing what was gathered during the buckwheat
season.
Sumac honey is also of au amber color; but

the Havor is not as inviting as that of golden-
rod. We sometimes have considerable sumac
honey. Stephen Davenport.
Albany Co., N. Y., Feb. 1.

Wintering Bees.

I have been keeping bees two summers, and
this makes the second winter I have had to

battle. The fall of 1903 I faced the winter with
7 colonies, in what I supposed was wintering
condition, but I learned in the spring of last

year, when I tountl that I had only 3 colonies
alive, that I did not understand wintering
bees very well that time. I bought more bees
and read the American Bee Journal, and stud-
ied the habits of bees more, and last fall had
14 colonies to winter. During the summer I

tried to get the colonies as strong as possible,

for I believed then, and J i/o «o«', that success-

ful wintering depends more on the conditions
inside of ?/(( /(/<'f than it does on the outside.

I have all 8-frame dovetailed hives except
one, which has 16-frames. Some double-walled,
and some singled-walled. At the close of the
honey-flow I wanted my hives full of honey,
and those whose frames were not full I fed
with sugar syrup until they werefnU.
The double-walled hives I just put the cover

00 with no packing over the bees at all ; two
single-walled hives I jmt winter-cases on, and
two I did not, all being on the summer stands
exposed to the weather, and although this has
been the coldest winter here for 35 years, my
bees were in excellent condition yesterday,
tor, as it was a warm day, I just looked into

the hives to see them.
1 believe if bees have plenty of stores they

will winter just as well on the summer stands
as in a cellar, although it is an indisputable
fact that the more bees are protected from the
cold the less food they will consume.

W. W. Jacobs.
Middlesex Co., Mass., Jan 25.

Management of Swarming.
March 18 my bees were taken from the cel-

lar strong in bees and with plenty of honey in

the hives. From April 12 to 15, I lost 9

queens, the most of them being 10 monthsold;
7 of these queenless colonies reared young
queens, and 3 colonies I united with other
colonies. On May 3 I hived the first swarm,
which was the first of the swarming season.
During May I had 22 swarms, and by this

time the white clover was in full bloom, and I

was anxious to keep the colonies strong with
bees. I commenced cutting out queen-cells,

but besides its l>eing useless (tor as fast as I

would cut them out they would build them
again), it also made a great deal of trouble
taking off one or more supers that I already
had on the hives, so 1 concluded to let them
swarm, hiving the swarms in a box made tor

that purpose, having a 2-lnch hole at the top,

and both ends covered with wire screen tor

ventilation. As soon as a swarm was hived
in this swarming-box 1 would carry them to a
cool place, keeping them confined until even-
ing, when I would take a colony that had cast
a swarm not more than ti days before, cut out
all queen-cells, and put an empty super on top.

I would get the bo.x with the swarm, dump
them on the frames in the empty super, put
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on the cover, and when 1 woukl Iool< in the

morning I would find the queen busy laying.

By this plan I kepi stron;,' colonies and busy
workers, as their desire to swarm had been
gratilied; whereas by checking their desire,

or in continually cutting out queen-cells, the
bees get stubborn, loaf and hang out, and re-

fuse to work. The most of those old, made-
new colonies, as I call them, stored about 2.50

pounds of comb honey. From 30 colonies
that I managed in this way, only one at-

tempted to swarm some 4 or 5 weeks later.

Care should be taken not to let the swarm
work any in the hiving-box, or else there
would be lighting, but, by keeping them con-
fined during the day they are homeless, and
those in the hive, with which they are to lie

united, are homeless, and their queen-cells
have been cut away, and they will unite with-
out the least attemjjt at fighting, and catch-
ing the queen of the swarm; or any kind of a
queen can be introduced in this united colony.

H. B. Stumpe.
Stephenson Co., 111., Jan. 30.

Hard Winter on Bees.

Ever since Nov. 20 the winter has been hard
on the bees. They will all die out if they
don't have close attention. The honey crop
was light here last year. G. D. Hawk.

Sullivan Co., Tenn., -Jan. 29.

Results of the Season of 1903.

J began the season of 1903 with sh colonies
(that is, I entered the honey-flow), and closed
with 131 colonies, all of which I think are
alive to-day? I harvested a crop of 2000
pounds of extracted honey and 6000 pounds of
comb honey. The extracted honey was nearly
all sold as fast as it was ripe, at 10 cents per
pound. The comb, or section honey, I sold at
15 cents straight, and all sold except about
1200 pounds. I did not work for extracted
honey, but extracted all the sections not fit to
grade No. 1 or better—except what our own
or a few near neighboring families have used

;

and. by the way, in cleaning sections quite a
good many were marred or broken out alto-
gether. These were cut out, put into jars and
filled with extracted honey, a la H. H. Hyde,
as an experiment. There were some 3 or 4 gal-
lon jars of it, and say ! after they had granu-
lated, one would never know that the combs
were mixed in, in eating it with bread or pan-
cakes; of course, if eaten alone some of the
wax would remain in the mouth. I don't
think I should cut out any combs that were
not leaking, or otherwise unfit for market,
but I certainly would not feel that any great

Cover design of free catalog of the Buckeye
Incubator Co., Springfield. Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal -when wiitina.
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BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. K

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. K

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. |i

WALTER S. POUDER, J
5i3 = 5»5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND Z

2 Percent Pisf.ount S"ai.e„;J'°°'^ xx:^l
Send for our 1904 Catalog and Price-Ivist. Our _ (?)

HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in workmanship and material |By sending in your order now, you will save money, and S;

secure prompt shipment. ^
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. usa |

Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies? Re-
8 member, j-ou get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,

and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you
money. Is* not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.
We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies

of any house in the West.
Honey and Beeswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

i GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-L,ist.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield,

,3 I rt.aO Fvr
I I ^ 200 Egg
INCUBATOR

,
Prrfect in conHtmctioD ana

I

ti'tiun. hatches every fertile

epK- ^Vrite for cutalog to-day.

(H:0. H. STAHL, Qulncy, III

Please meatioa the Bee Jouriial. ease mention Bee Jou^^al when "writing.

Headquarters '°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI.OHIO.Office and Salesrooms—21i 46-48 Central A^e.

Warehouses—Freeman and Central Aves.
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Cover design of the free catalog of Chas. A.
Cyphers, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Flease mention Bee Journal 'when 'writlns

SEEPS!
BUCKBEE'S SEEDS SUCCEED

!

SPECIAL OFFER:
rMadr to Itulld New lluxlneas. A trial will ^

nake you our permanent customer.

Sprlng-nowcrln
best varieties; 10

]

in all.

tirAUA>Ti:EI» TO PLEASE.

WfMe_ tojday;^ Mention thla Papep.

'''^~^'^sen'd7o''cents^~'^
r postage an'i iiackiiiB and recoive thU valuable

collection of Seeds post puld. together with my n

InHtructlve, Beautiful Keed and Plant Book,
tells all about the Best varietiee &:

n...l.k». ROCKFOa
UOtKKOKU, ILL. ,

Please mention Bee Journal "when wriung

Wanted to Buy ! '^^^^sitorspo^
CASH, in or near

Northampton Co.. Pa. State kind of hives used

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SaOQOSQQQQSQQS

W^
: friends to inves-

MountUnlonGoiiege
Our motto in all departments is **Max-

imum efficiency at minimum cost."

Our scholastic training is equal to the
best, our reputation first-class. All ex-
penses for a year, aside froti^ "he cloth-
ing and traveling, less than $2(x. 10. Co =,

education, health conditions, mor,. ^ and 7^

religious influence, superior. jj
Send for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COLLEGE,
Alliance, Ohio*

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

loss had occurred to those that got marred and
were unfit to go to the retail store.

I have HI colonies of bees in the cellar in

apparently first-class condition, however there
may be many a slip lietween now and spring.
Twenty colonies at an out-yard appeared all

right at the last examination.
The ground has been nearly bare of snow,

and only a few cold days, hence a fine winter.
Sioux Co., Iowa. .Ian. 25. F. W. Hall.

Experience With Bees.
In the early winter of 1900 we bought 5

colonies of native bees, which we put into the
cellar; two of Iheiii molded badly and died,

leaving a little honey in the hives; the other
3 came out in fair condition, producing 135
pounds of honey, and increasing to 7 colonies,

2 of which starved to death during the win-
ter; the remainder (5) gave us 50 pounds of
romb honey, and increased to 10; these we

Seed Corn.
Choice Le;

2.40. Order
hand-shelled. - bus. sk.

J. F. MICHAEL.
Winchester, Ind.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -•-•-•

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3M miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No i ra-

pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After July l«t.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .^0 $3.25 $ o.OO
Select 1.00 5.00 9.r0 .75 4.25 S.OO
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 l.?5 6 50 12.00
SelectTested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 150 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JO'^N M, DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

Incubator Cleanliness Necessary.—Many ex-
perienced operators of incubators have often
deplored the fact that many incubators have so
little room for the little chicks underneath the
egg-tray. Then, again, a few machines have
considerable room in this space, but the chick-

tray is so conf-tructed that it is extremely un-
pleasant and difiicuU to clean thoroughly and
disinlect the inside after the hatch is over.
To overcome these objections was a problem

that set the Gem Incubator people to figuring.
A great many incubator users unite in deciding
that the Gem fulfills the necessary conditions.
There are other points of superiority about

the Gem that would be interesting to mention,
which are taken up in detail in the handsome
new catalog. This catalog is free. Write to
the (lem Incubator Company, Box 52. Dayton,
Ohio, and kindly mention the American Bee
Journal.

EVERGREENS
__, irta. ^u^l

. ^

t'l^ks, ornament and hfi^'ps- Prepaid,$1
$10 per 100-50 IJreat Marpaina to select

Writ© at once fur free Cfttaloguo

and Bargain Sheet. Local Amenta Maotvd.

O.Hill,l;"SOundee,lll

Please mention Bee Journal -when writinft.

The American Prohibition Year Book for l'»04

is meeting with popular favor. It is having a
good sale in all parts of the country, and is be-
ing sent to foreign lands. Thi.s publication is

now in its fourth year. It appears aunually. It

is standard authority on the liquor question.
Its 100 pages are full of the best facts and sta-
tistics. Its departments, in addition to the Al-
manac, are Total Abstinence. Criminology,
Co^t of the Drink Trafiic. Legislation, Results
of Legislation, Election Figures, and Organi-;
zations. Every phase of the drink question is

covered. This book is just the thing for those
entering village no-license or county-option
campaigns. Pastors use it in preparing tem-
perance sermons, and it is also popular with
Sunday-school workers and young people's so-
cieties, as well as temperance workers. Price,
cloth, 35 cents, postpaid; paper cover, 15 cents,
post-paid. Address, I'niied Prohibition Press,
'•2 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. Buu
strung, C'lijcken-

. Sold to the Farmerat Wholesale
Fully Warrauled. Oatalofr Free.

>ILKU SPKINO FENCE CO.
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wintered in a darkened chamber. Tliis seemed
to be a good place uulil about Marcli 1, when
the bees became restless and began to crawl
out of the hives, many never returniDg to

them again.
We lost only 3 colonies last winter, while

several neighboring bee-owners lost their
whole stock. Of our remaining S, G were
fairly strong, increased to 12, and gave about
100 pounds of comb honey. Eight weeks of
drouth (April to June), then !! weeks of rain,
followed by cold and damp weather, seemed to

stop the main white clover llow just as the
sections were nicely started.

We had -' prime swarms to unite, and they
produced more than half of our crop; which
proves to me that the number of colonies is

not so important as strength of numbers per
colony. Howard H. House.
OneiUa Co., N. Y., Oct. 31.

Wiring Frames.
In wiring frames, many of the plans I have

tried, but none of them work as well in my
hands as the following:

1 first prepare a gauge, by using an end-bar
with a cleat, or stop-block nailed across one
end. On a line through the middle I drive a
tack or sharp nail, far enough to make a little

prick-mark, one for every wire I want, and
where I want the wires. Then on top of this
I nail another end-bar to keep the tacks from
being pushed back. Then with the stop-block
end of the gauge in my right hand, my thumb
and finger as guide, the thumb and linger of
my left hand as guide on the other end, the
frame hung on any convenient corner or pro-
jection, the top-bar to the left, I press the
guage on the end of the frame, with the stop-
block against the lower corner, hard enough
to leave little prick-marks on the other end of
the same. At each of these marks I drive
through from the outside of the frame a No.
IS flat-head wire-nail, long enough to project
inside "._, or \ inch. With a small pair of
pliers I turn a hook on the nail enough to
keep the wire in while stringing it in the
frames (a little experience soon teaches which
way to turn each hook so the wire will not
slip out before you get it properly fastened.) '|

My wire (I use No. ',iO) is on a spool or reel,

fastened so it will unwind, the wire passing
under double-pointed tacks, driven out of
line enough to give the proper tension ; I

twist a little loop on the end of the wire and
draw out about what I will want for the frame
and hook the loop on the first hook, then
across the frame horizontally to the corres-
ponding hook on the opposite side and down
that side to the next hook, then back to the
side I started from, and so continue to the
last hook. With the thumb and finger of my
left hand I hold the wire in the last hook
while with a rather dull jack-knife I cut the

A HEAT HOLDER

Scott Incubator Company,

Boi 93 Indianapolis, Indiana

ir you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field morf

completely thau any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal..
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
-^al Discounts to the Trade.

EYES :^m^'
CURED
AT HOME.
GUARANTEED

Cataracts, GramilaleJ I.lds, InHamrnation,

Eye Growths, Optic Nerve Discnseo. Failinir

Eyesicht and aU eye diseases can be curec

without tlie knite at home at little cost am:

1 pain Ijy tlie
^ ^

"Chilian Eye Treatment

Chilian Remedy Co., 67 G Street, Bushnell, Illinois

TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
For fOcxt 30 Days Only,

will mail our fine valuable Toultry
k FRKK. Tells you all aboutpoultry.
f to make big money with poultry and

colored plate of fowls ^~

B66-K66D6rS!
Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell

you how to put foundatioti in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey.
We sell Supplies at Factory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

A Standard-Bred Italian (|ueen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.
As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a flue. Un-

tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-
ing eonditioQS, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year
(1904).

2. Sending your own name with the $1.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-
scriber must be a N'KW subscriber; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bee .Journal regularly, or at
least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new sub.scriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be
made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in
a legitimate way. They are worth working for.

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or
June. Will you have one or more?

If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the
American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for only SL.50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 E. ERIE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

wire, leaving an end long enough to twist
around the wire outside the hook to fasten it.

In using a dull jack-knife to cut the wire I

draw on it hard enough to take up the slack
which I hold with my left hand until it is fas-
tened. Then turn the frame upright on any
smooth surface convenient, and hard enough
so the head of the nail will not drive into it,

and with a chisel. Hat file, or any similar
square-edged instrument, I strike down along
the wire and drive the hook into a staple, or
far enough that the wire cannot get out. In
this way I draw the wire to any degree of ten-
sion I want (and I like mine pretty tight), the
sing of the wire indicating when it is tight
enough. Sometimes the wire will kink, and
get drawn tight before noticed, when it is sure
to break in drawing up, in which case I loosen
up the staples, twist a loop in each end of the
broken wire, slip one end of a short wire
through one loop and the other end through
the other loop, and twist them fast, and draw
them up close as I can easily with my hands,
then draw up the staples again. In this way
I can put in 4 wires quicker and easier, and
draw them tighter, than by any other method.

If the foundation is fastened securely to the
top-bar and the wire pretty taut, I never have
any trouble with combs melting down, al-

though I use a ventilated gable made of
shakes, that is about as near proof of over-
heating as anything I have seen, and has the
merit of being very cheap, the cost of material
being a fraction under 10 cents even at the
present high price of lumber. The making
does not count, as I make them myself when
I am not otherwise busy.
On page "24, it is said that severe freezing

will kill wax-moth and their larv* if left out
in the cold. What would you do it you did not

Cover design of the free catalog of h. A. Banta
Ligodier, Ind.

'

Please mention Bee .ronmal when -writing

MountUpjGoilege
|

Open to both sexes from the begin- i^

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade V
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25 w
instructors. Alumni and students occu- f
pying highest positions in Church and A»

State. E-tpenses lower than other col- W
leges of equal grade. Any young person V.

with tact and energy can have an educa- {*

tion. We invite correspondence. Send V
for catalog.

|MOUNT UNIOX COLiIjKGE, r
Alliance, Ohio. V
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Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant— Latest [Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and oug^ht to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over SOO pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
44 <«
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Wlial Yon Yonson Tlijnks

About the Prices of Bee'Supplies.

In Merican B. Journal, page 73!) ( 1003) , Mr.
Baptist Beck be say he lank da bee-keei>ers is

da milk-kow of da .supply dealers. Vel, ay
hoap Mr. Beck don't vas got souie patent on
das idea. He musta be some plenty funny
babtist feller. Mebby da feller vot babtized
Mr. Beck don't vas got som plenty good scald
on him, and dun owful poor yob.

Vy for you don'tjmak yours own hives, den
you bfe yours own milk-kow, an if da price
don't sute, or da hives don't fit, you can kick
da kow all over da farm >. An it don't matter
to any von elst if you fix da price any place
between 50 cents an da kow-stable. An if you
don't vas git very much hunny youst rais da
price on hives, an you be sure to mak plenty
monny.

Before aye bi all ma hives, but now dom iss

too hi. But it don't vas any law past yet vat
say Yon Yonson haf to bi any boddys hives,
an so aye goan to mak for self. For hives vot
cost more as von dollar aye can mak for little

as tuice so much; an da hives vat ay mak,
dom fit yust quvicker as nutting; an for little

as 50 cents ay can mak plenty good hive, but
ay kan't for some plenty very veil to mak
seckshuns, an frams, an fences, an now da
price vas git plenty hi so vot you tank ye goan
to du bout das bissnes? It don't vas goan to
du any good to sit on da fens an cri. Vy for
ve don't git togedder an mak som factory of
ours own, den ve can du ours own milken?
Da N. B.-K. A. iss so strong now, an iss grow
plenty fast, an if ve tak fu dollars each ve
can mak som factry up in da nort to mak sec-
tions, an fondation, an da hives ve can mak
ours selv. If da N. B.-K. A. vould tak holt
an bild factry den every boddy vud youst run
over each odder to yoin dem selv into das N.
B.-K. A., an quvicker as no time ve vuld hav
tventy-fife tousan members. Now, all you
fellers vat hant vos yoin its, better you don't
sleep a vink til you send yours dollar to be
member.
But ve shud not for git dat ve owe da sup-

ply dealer more as nobody elst, for dom hav
help to advance bee-keeping, but da supply
dealers shud remember vat dom owe us, cans
ve bi deirs supplies. And ve shud be brod-
ders, but every boddy know da suppli dealers
is in a trust, an Yon Yonson don't vos trust
any trust, an ay tank it be sum purty good
ting to yust mak da trust stan on da flor an
studdy deirs lesson til dom promis to be good.
Dom say dat lumber has vent up. Vel, ay ges
so, but ay haf bi lots of lumber, an ay know
lumber don't vas yump half so fast as hives.
Bees vax, it don't vas vent up, but fondation
it yump up lak a yack-rabbit going uphill.
No, it don't vas because money (da root of all
evil) is got da trust by da nose ; an' monny is

trying to lead som otile good mans into da
path of sin. But all roads vas hav an end,
eveii if dom is krooket. Any von vot charg
more as an onest profit dom do 'rung, an dom
goan to suffer for deirs own sin. But da sup-
ply mans dom has got more smart dan ve, an
itisourfolt it ve let dom rob us, cans dom
haf rite to charg vot dom vant to ; but ve
don't hav to bi, so if supplies are hi don't
blam any body but yours self.

YoN Yonson.

Voung Orchards and Rabbits.—The season is
now at Hand when young orchard trees demand
protection from rabbits, and we have noticed
lately articles in two or three of the agricul-
tural papers recommending the old preventive
of rubbing blood or liver over the trunk and
lower limbs of the young orchard trees. We
have, however, found this method very unre-
liable, for if the rabbits have already had a taste
they will usually again commence working on
the trees as soon as the smell of blood is gone,
which is not very long, especially should there
be rains. Some 25 years ago, when we were
just starting in the nursery business, we had a
fine block of about 20,000 apple-trees on a piece
of bottomland in the bend of the creek (a good
place tor rabbits, but a poor place for trees;
these were attacked and we did the rubbing act

to perfection, using Wood and Uver» but they
took the entire block before the winter was
over. Subsetiuenily we made up about 15l) box-
traps, and each season in September we place
them about the nursery. If trees at any place
showed rabbits' work we would put a dozen
more traps in that locality and we soon caught
the varmints, and the trouble would cease; but
even this method must have careful attention.
At present, several of the catalog nurserymen
advertise wood- veneer to protect trees, but our
experience has not been satisfactory with these.
Some years ago we used several thousand in
our Colorado orchards ; they would warp and
split in time more or less, and have sometimes
injured trees by chafing. We find that the tar-
red building-paper gives us the best results. It

is cheap and can easily be 'put on. The roll
should be made four to six inches in diameter
so as to leave a good airspace ne.^t to the tree.
This is also a good preventive for borers. We
will not catalog wood-veneers this season.

—

J. A. tJage. of Gage County Nurseries, Beatrice,
Nebr. Send for free catalog, and please men-
tion the American Bee Journal when writing.

The Reliable Catalog.—The Reliable Incuba-

tor & Brooder Co.. Quincy, 111.. U. S. A., have
just issued their 20th Annual Catalog, and as

usual with this Company, it is a most elaborate

one. The Reliable people are nothing if not

unselfish. They do not believe their yearly

catalog should be entirely taken up by them-
selves in advertising their goods, but sufficient

space is given to the description of their Incu-

bators, Brooders and Supplies, and the remain-
der devoted to general information on pcultry

subjects, making it a most valuable book for

any one who raises poultry. It gives many
practical pointers that would require years of

experience to acquire. Every reader of this

paper should have a copy. Write for one, and
kindly mention the American Bee Journal
when writing.

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in St. Louis and
Chicago. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,
with complete description and lowest price
delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City
and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Thos. C. Stanley ct Son, Manzanola, Colo.

Please mention Bee Journal when -wTitine.

In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote vour best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred ^.Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnnt, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mentioi Beeioomal wnen "wrltiiut

GOOD BEE-HIVE CHEAP 1

Called the poor man's hive. Either S frame or
10. Sections sold at last vear's prices. Full line
of SUPPLIES. Subscription to bee-journals
with orders. Send for list.

R. D. 3. W. D. SOPER, Jackson, Hich.
3Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal -when •writlnff

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in
December. M. H. HUNT & SON,

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

A Celluloid Queen-Button is a very
preity thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

tea serves to introduce the
subject of honey, aud ^e-
quently leads to a sale. W
The picture shown herewlla

is a reproduction of a motto
queen-button that we are fur-
nishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to

asten it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10c;
)r 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the of&ce
if the American Bee Journal.

1000 Ite.ForSale
Extracted.

7A2t R.D. 3. W.D. SOPER, Jackson, nich.
Flease mention Bee Jovimal when vn'itln&

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS

]
Chicago, Feb. s.—The demand is better for

all grades of honey than at any time since the
beginning of December of last year. Stocks are
now being reduced, but at the same time orices
are easy. Many have bad it so long that they
are an.tious to make sales. No. 1 to fancy white
comb honey sells at 12ft*13c; amber grades,
10@llc; dark, etc., ')@lOc. Extracted, white,
6@"c, according to quality, kind and flavor; am-
ber, S(a)6c. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Bdknett & Co.

Cincinnati, Feb. 8.—There is a fair demand
for honey, but uearing the end of the season for
comb honey, with large supply, has pressed the
prices; fancy white, 13@14c; amber, in barrels,
SK@5Kc; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6>^c; fancy white clover, 75^@Sc. Bees-
wax, 30c. C. H. W. Weber.

Philadelphia, Feb. 8.—There has been a de-
cided decline in comb honey since last quota-
tions. Bee men who have little lots held back
and are afraid they can't dispose of it before
warm weather, are shipping it in, selling at any
price they can get, breaking the market decid-
edly. We would quote fancy white at 14m ISc-
No. 1, at 12@13c; amber. 10c. Extracted, white',
6@7c; amber, 5@6c. Beeswax, 3lc. We are pro-
ducers of honey and do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. a. Selsek.

Cincinnati, Feb. 16.—The honey market at
present is dull, and lower prices would not in-
duce sales, which, no doubt, is due to the con-
tinued cold. We hope to make a better report
when the weather moderates. We offer our am-
ber extracted honey in barrels at SJ^<S6^c, ac-
cording to quality; white clover, 6H@SWc
Fancy comb, at 14ftfl5c, in a sraa'i way. Bees-
wax, 30c. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from 10(ai5c. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, cMc for mixed, and SUCdbc for dark
and buckwheat. Beeswax, 28@30c.

H. R. Wright.

Boston, Feb. 9.-There is little change to
note in the honey market. Strictly fancy East-
ern honey is scarce. Western honey will not
bring as much here. We quote fancy white in
glass-front cases at loc; No. 1, at 15c. Supply is
ample, and demand light at this time. Ex-
tracted, water-white, 8c; light amber, 7(a8c-
with but little call for dark Florida.

'

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Feb. 9.—Another cut in the
price of comb honey since our last quotations
Strictly No. 1 white comb was sold at $2.25 per
case of 24 sections. We are holding our stock
at $2.50, with the hope of a better market, but if
shipments coutinne, we will have to let go with
the rest. The supply of extracted is large, and
the demand light, at bii@7c for white, and am-
ber at 5M@6c. Beeswax in demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, Dec. 4.—Comb honey is arriving
in sufficient quantities to supply the demand
and, as to the quality, most of the white honey
seems to be off color, more or less. We quote
fancy white at 14c; No. 1 at 13c; amber, lt@12c-
and buckwheat, 10c. Extracted, light amber'
at 6c; white, bUc; Southern, SS@60c per gallon'
buckwheat, SHc. Beeswax, 2S@29c.

'

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

San Francisco, Feb. 3.—White comb, l-lb
frames, 12^(ai3c; amber, 9@llc. Extracted'
white, 55i@6c; light amber, 4J^@Sc; amber'
4@4>^c; dark amber, 3!^@4c. Beeswax, good'
to choice, light, 27J^@29c; dark, 25@26c
The same quiet condition previously noted

IS prevailing in the honey market. In quotable
values there are no changes to note, but large
sales are not possible at full figures. That the
coming crop in this State will be light seems to
be now very clearly foreshadowed.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago, Ilu
please mention Bee Jotimai wnen writmp
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The Best Bee-Goods

iQ the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy of us you
tvill mot be di<<iappoiiited.
^Ve are undersolcl by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy ol THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year; es-

pecially for begin oers.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping-, N.H., carries
a fall line of our goods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save the freight.

I. J. STRINGttflM, 105 Park Place, |
NEW YORK

Manufactures and carries in struck every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries— Glen Cove, L.T. Catalog free.

0*3^

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta Sua. east ST. LOUIS, ILL.

I
Bee=Supplies !

|
'"

Q. B. Lewis Go's Goods. g
Don't Wait ftnij Longer to Buij. &

It BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §

Write us to-day and say what you 74
want, and get our prices. New catalog a
of 84 oages: it is free. ?•
We'also handle the famous 74

Hoosier Incubators and Brooders.

C. M. Scott & Co. g
9 1004 East Washington Street, t?

g Indianapolis. Ind. g

S Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price ou

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog tor the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
Z-^Atf T. P. BINQHAM. Parwell, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -arriting.

?'ai?Dadant's Foundation
27111

year

We Guarantee Satisfaction, beauty."^^ "uRrfY," piRriNEss,
No SAQQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SMEETINQ.

S W/h-ir rinoa. it c<:>n en »r<^ll 9 Because it has always given better satis-

[.;,,
YY Iiy UUCd IL SCIl S>U WCII r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies |

i*i
*»i

•"

•V

4*i

•*i

i«i BEESWZaX WZANTED at all times

OF ALL KINDS.

Langstrolh on the Honey-BeG—Re^/iscd
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

your B66S won't) Mm You
IF YOU GIVE THEM LEWIS' GOODS.

OUR NEW CATALOG /^Oft
IS NOW READY UOs

Everything the Bee-Keeper leeds.

G. B. Lewis Company
Watertown, Wis.



Oueen^Pointers—Bee/Enemies. Comb or Extracted Honey?
PROF. A. J. COOK. C. P. DADANT.

pv|V\ERie>ziiv

Bee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.00 A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W, YORK £ CO., 144 £ 146 E. Erie Street.

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., MAR. 3, 1904. No. 9.
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T"EVOICE OFTHE PEOPLE
DANZENBAKER'S HIVE.

MORE HONEY. BETTER PRICES.

WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOHE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge, Md. Feb. », I'.IOI.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
Gentlemen:— I saw iu a recent issue of your paper

that you have a department.called "Reports Encourag-

ing." I shall send you my report.

I use the Danzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same, as the few dovetailed hives that I use do

not compare at all with the Danzenbaker. One colony

gave me over one hundred pound.s No. 1 white honey
and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by
natural swarming of one hundred per cent. A friend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives in his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from my apiary. Long live the Dan-
zenbaker hive ! , It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours truly,

J. B. HOLLOPETER.

Mallet Creek, O., Sept. 25, 1902.

I have now 250 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees in

Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor

season 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs. surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from these

colonies that I do from those in the old chad hives.

With a 7-lnch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

winters the bees better than the chaff hives.
Vernon Bvrt.

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries five years, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the iyi sections, and
use only 4x5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with

the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made more money this season per hive than I

have any previous year in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales 1 get more
for the 4x5 sections, and have no work in cleaning

them. I ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4}i section. 1 make
honey to sell, and anything that sells the best, and for

the most money is what I want out of the bee-

business S. D. Matthews.
In Gleanings, p. 931, Dec. 15, 1899.

Mountain View, N. J., Oct. 6, 1897.

I have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shall increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next yeai. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section: were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My4V{ sections, unglazed. sold

to grocers at YZ'/i to 13 cts., retailing 16 cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the i]4. which cost nearly as

much as glass. B. F Onderdonk.

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

DANZY.

HONEY.

A RECENT

ORDER.

64-PAGE

BOOK.

Rock Valley, N. Y, Feb. 22, 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July 1. I had

only 1200 lbs., but I obtained a fancy price—15^ for
"Fancy" and No. 1 white, and U'A tor No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenbaker 4x.5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the 4^:^x4^; square sections, and I consider that
uch difference is worth looking after—don't you?

The Da
hers,
ailed h:

nbaker hives doubled up, two brood-cham-
1 fine condition, even better than my double-

intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly '

}h. Haight.

in price a

NO TICE.

It is not claimed that so large an advan
is mentioned above can usually be obtain
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of general better appearance
it commands the highest prices and a more ready sale
in a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3, 1901.
The .1. I Root Co., .Medina, O.
Dear Sirs;- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

•TOO Danzy. \Dft4M hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book, "Facts About Bees,"
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed full of facts. If one
follows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honey, pro-
viding of course there is any honey to be hjd. This
unique little book will be sent free to all who apply
for it.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it, or for the pleasure they get out of it. It is

conceded by all who have tried this system that it is

highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large crops of
honey almost free from propolis makes us think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. What is

more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is

so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
aiticle ?

The great popularity of the Danzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. Thesucce.ssof this system depends
on having everything just right, so you should place
your order for the Danzenbaker hive with our main
ufhce, or any of our branches or regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

CHICAGO. II.I,., 144 East Er
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.

Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.
St

I

SYRACUSE. N. Y.
]

ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Mi:

I
PH[LADF;LPinA, P.\.,10VineSt.| HAVAN.\ CrB.\, San Igna<

. St.
I

San .\ntonic

(See list of Jobbing Agents an Bee Journal, Jan. 7, page 2.

)
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Editorial Comments

"No Money In Bees"—Why?
About a month ago we received the following letter accompanied

with one dollar for subscription :

(iBORGE W. York it Co.

—

La Salle Co., 111.

Deaf Sirs

:

—There is no money in bees at this time. I have 165

colonies, and a ton of comb honey on hand. From S to 10 cents a

pound for honey does not pay with sections in the flat at $5.00 per
thousand. I am going out of the liee-business.

Do not forget to stop the Bee Journal when this dollar is used up.

Yours truly, " Sdbscriber."

It seems to us that something must be wrong with the bee-keeper

himself, or his management, when he can not succceed with a large

apiary, especially in as good a season as was that of last year. " Sub-

scriber " says he has still on hand a ton of comb honey, which ought

to bring in more money than would pay for all the time and work-

spent with his bees all last season. And if his honey is all right there

is no good reason why he should not ship it to some distant market,

and get more than 8 or 10 cents per pound for it.

We are not personally acquainted with " Subscriber," but we dare

say he is hardly an up-to-date bee-l;eeper, or he has not profited by

what he has read in the American Bee Journal. Very likely he has

been too busy with other work, and neglected to open the copies of

the Bee Journal as they came to him from week to week. We have

known of just such cases. Undoubtedly, had he read carefully all

that has been pulilished as long as he has been taking it, he would

know just how to put up his comb honey, and market the same in a

way that would pay him as well as or better than any of his other busi-

ness. He is not so very far from the Chicago market, and had he sent

his honey here early last fall it probably would have netted him 13 or

14 cents per pound.

It seems to us that if we were the owner of an apiary of 165 colo-

nies, in as good a locality as '' Subscriber '' lives, we would certainly

make it pay in dollars and ceuts unless, of course, the seasons were

against us.

" Subscriber " says that comb honey does not pay at 8 to 10 cents

per pound when the sections used cost $5.00 per thousand. Of course,

he would not have said that had he given the matter any thought. A
thousand sections weigh about TO pounds, and they are usually sold at

the same price per pound as the honey which they contain. At 10

cents a pound he should get about .*7.00 for his 1000 sections, which

cost him .?5.00, making a clear profit on the sections alone of about

•*1.75 per thousand, after paying the freight charges on them.

Of course, we shall not forget to stop sending " Subscriber " the

Bee Journal at the end of the time paid for. We fear he is one who
does not know how to get his money's worth out of a bee-paper, when
the fact is that there is scarcely any single copy of any bee-paper

published that is not worth the whole year's subscription price to any

bee-keeper who really desires to lie successful with bees. A person

who succeeds in any line must be determined to succeed. He must

bend his every energy to the work. He must put his whole heart

and life into it. He should read about what successful men have

done. It does not nay, in these days, to try to learn everything liy

one's own e.\perience. Competition is all too strenuous for that. It

take^ too much time to travel over the long road that others have

gone, and it is not neces,sary, for by reading what they have written

one can save himself many an expensive experience by knowing in

advance just what the result will bo.

There are many bee-keepers who are very successful with their

bees. They not only read all the bee-papers, but proHt by their read-

ing. Such persons can not afford to be without everything that is

published on the subject of bee-keeping. They want to know all the

short cut.'i to success. The only way to find them is to read about

them as they are published from time to time.

Another very important matter (or every honey-producer is to

watch the nuirket reports on honey. Also, it would often pay them
to advertise in the bee-papers, telling just what they have on hand in

the line of honey. Most of the dealers in honey read the bee-papers,

and are constantly wanting to know where honey can be Ijought.

Those dealers that have spent years in building up a busines.s in honey

have many customers that are willing to pay a good price for the

right kind. But never ship very much honey at one time to a new
firm of honey-dealers. While they may be all right financially, they

have not had time enough to work up a paying trade in honey. In all

the Chicago market there are not more than three or four firms that

can do much in handling honey in a wholesale way. Several of them

have been in the business a great many years. We know of some in-

stances where commission men have received shipments of honey,

and in order to dispose of it have accepted just about what they were

oflered for it. Of course, they were only looking for their commis-
sion, and were not very particular whether they got a cent per pound
more or less for the honey; while that one cent per pound might
make quite a difference to the honey-producer.

We were talking with one of these latter commission men the

other day. He said he had on hand about a ton of very nice comb
honey. He had sold about lOOO pounds of the lot to one of the

regular honey commission men for 11 cents per pound. No doubt the

dealer who bought it sold it for 13 or H cents per pound. Now, if

the producer of that honey had shipped it to a regular honey-dealer in

the first place he would, of course, have received that 2 or 3 cents per

pound more for his honey.

It is like this: Suppose when we were in the honey business a

farmer had shipped us several hundred bushels of potatoes. We were
not in the potato-l>usines6, so, of course, we could scarcely handle a

shipment of potatoes at all. We would have no customers for potatoes

We were in the honey-business, and had, of course, a great many cus-

tomers for honey. Those who read the American Bee Journal regu-

larly will readily see the point that we are trying to make. It is

almost useless to ship honey to any dealer who does not make a spe-

ciality of honey. Honey is so different from any other article of gen-
eral trade. There are very few dealers outside of the regular honey-

dealers who know anything about honey. They would be sure to

store honey during the cold weather in the coldest room they could

find. They know no better. Just as there are thousands of house-

keepers who think they must keep in an ice-box or refrigerator the

little honey they buy at the grocery from time to time, until it is

used up.

So lie careful to whom you ship honey.

It seems we have gotten quite a distance from the text we started

out on, but we feel that what we have written will be helpful if it is

heeded.

We hope before his subscription has expired, that " Subscriber "
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will decide to continue taking- the Bee Journal, and try to profit more

from reading it in the future than he has in the past. Our principal

aim is to make the old American Bee Journal a real help to its readers.

Miscellaneous Items

The Ohio Foul Brood Bill, we learn from Mr. Fred Vf.

Muth, has passed the House of Representatives without a single vote

against it. This is very encouraging, indeed. We trust the Senate

will do as well by the Ohio bee-keepers as did the House.

Dr. G. P. Hachenberg, of Austin, Tex., died Jan. 8. He was

SO years old. He was an occasional contributor to the columns of this

journal years ago. He served as a surgeon in the Civil War. " In

1864 an article on telephony, written by him and published in Godey's

Ladies" Book, gained him a world-wide reputation, containing as it did

the tirst plans for the practical application of the principle.''

Mr. C. H. Gott.sch, of Long Island, New York, sent us the fol-

lowing item dated Feb. 19, taken from the New York World:

Cold Killing the Bees.—Honey which is an important product
of farms in all parts of New Jersey, promises to be scarce. The bees

live during the winter months on honey stored in surplus boxes. The
unprecedented cold weather has frozen this honey, and owing to alack
of nourishment the bees have died by the thousands.

Mrs. J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln, 111., passed away a few days ago.

She had been a great sufferer for some time. She leaves a husband and

two sons to mourn their loss. Mrs. Smith was a member of the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, Daughters of Rebekah, and Woman's Relief

Corps. She was a model wife and mother, a consistent Christian, and

a valuable friend and neighbor. Her husband is the well-known Pres-

ident of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, and also State foul

brood inspector. The heartfelt sympathy of all is his in his great

bereavement.

BIr. W. A. Pryal, of San Francisco Co., Calif., writing us Feb.

15, had this to say about the rainfall in that part of the State:

Dear Mr. York :—Talk about dry years in this part of California !

Why, hless your heart, it now looks as it we shall have to pray for the

rain to stop. Less than a fortnight ago prayers were being offered in

the churches for rain. It came—in this end of the State, and continues
to do so. About the middle of last week it rained good and hard for

27 hours at a stretch. To-day it has rained more than six hours, and
it is still coming down. I trust the storm will extend southward
where it is badly needed. W. A. Prtal.

We certainly join with Mr. Pryal in the hope that the abundance

of rain may also visit Southern California where it is needed so much.

3Ir. Jay Smith, of Knox Co., Ind., suggests the following on

hatching hen's eggs over liees:

American Bee Journal:—I note that some have h:id trouble

in hatching hen's eggs over bees. It must have been liecause their

special strain of .ees were non-sitters. This is tlie way it should be
done

:

Make some queen-cells on the Doolittle plan, using the end of a

pitchfork handle tor the purpose. Then put in the hen's egg and in-

sert this in the hive. When it hatches the bees will feed it lil)erally

with royal jelly, and you can raise a fine hen that will lay from 2000 to

40UO eggs per day.
I see Mr. Kane had a failure. Don't you think fowl brood was the

cause? Jay Smith.

No, it was the whole scheme that wa,s/ouJ.'

Gus Dittmer's Loss by Fire.—On Feb. 34 we received the

following from Mr. Dittmer:
Augusta, Wis., Feb. 23, 1904.

Friend York;— I met with a terrible misfortune last Saturday
(Feb. 20) in the burning down of my factory and office. Over 8000
pounds of beeswax went up, GOOO of which was comb foundation ready
for the market. I shall have a very substantial loss, as the insurance
will not cover it. My friends, however, have turned up in a way that

has cheered and encouraged me in every possible way.
What I need first is lots of beeswax. Can you do anything to help

get it for me ?

I have lost most of my papers, etc., including my mailing list. All
of my Saturday morning's mail, except the remittances, was burned.

I have no way of notifying any one, as the names and addresses are
lost. I want to hear from every one who has an order with me, or who
has written me any mail that should have reached me Saturday, or
any one looking for an invoice, or letter of any Idnd from me. I also
want a card from every one of my friends and patrons, and from any
one who has been receiving my catalog, for the reason that I have lost

my list of customers. I also want all my friends and patrons to help
out by giving me a chance to get started again, and not crowd me tor

comb foundation. As soon as we are ready, we will, it necessary, run
night and day until we catch up.

I would like to have orders for goods to come right along, as if

nothing had happened. We can furnish everything but comb founda-
tion the same as before.

I shall have a two-story house, 24x36 feet, moved here this week
yet, and next week a big crew will fix it up for the machines, engine,
etc.

Any one expecting orders or invoices in response to mail received
since the fire must not be impatient because they are kept waiting.

Our catalogs were burned, but we will have a, new supply very
soon. Yours truly,

Gcs Dittmer.
P. S. Another thing: I want every one who owes me to write

me at once. G. D.

Mr. Dittmer's many friends will regret exceedingly to learn of his

loss by fire. Having passed through a somewhat similar experience a

little over three years ago, we know how to sympathize with him ; but

we know Mr. Dittmer well enough to assure everybody that he will

come out all right. He is not a man that is easily downed, no matter

what the occasion may be.

We hope that all who are interested will read carefully what he

has written in the above letter, and try to comply with his requests.

Surely all will do what they can to help out Mr. Dittmer in his present

trying condition, especially all those who owe him anything will pay

at once. There is nothing like having ready money to start with after

such an experince as Mr. Dittmer has passed through. He deserves

any and all kinds of help that can be extended to him.

The Apiary of J. W. Culvey, of Laporte Co., Ind., appears

on the first page this week. He writes us as follows about it:

Friend York:—I had 133 colonies when the picture was taken,

and have at this time 130. I run tor both comli and extracted honey,
using the S-frame dovetailed hive, but I think it is too small. As I

make my own hives I will malie 10-frame ones this winter.

The hives in the yard are set in rows 13 feet apart one way, with
entrances facing each other; then another row 2 feet apart, back to

back, and 3 feet between the hives, as shown below

:

I have a home market for all our honey at 15 cents a pound, comb
and extracted.

The American Bee Journal is a great help to me. I read it as

it comes on Thursday morning. J. W. Culvey.

Mr. W. H. Pain, for the Sandwich Islands Honey Co., wrote

us as follows, on Feb 4:

Editor American Bee Journal.—
Dear ,Si.r .-—On page 35, you say there must be a cipher too many in

the report of W. H. Pain, when referring to big crops of honey. Your
doubt is quite rea.sonable, judging from the way they have put it.

The mistake made when compiling the returns arises, I think, in the
following way : First, the reported output is quite right, viz., 300,000

pounds, but the number of colonies should have been given as 2500,

and that for the Sandwich Islands Honey Company. Personally, I

had at the time of making the return some "200 colonies of bees, wliich

I also reported. Now what I think has occurred is this: The Com-
pany's output of extracted honey has been given, while the number
of colonies personally owned by me have been given as producing it,

which is not a fact. By correcting this in your next issue you will

oblige.

"This year we have 3500 colonies, and I have increased to 1000, so

that if we have anything like seasonable rains the report of 300,000

pounds should be left far behind. Yours sincerely,

W. H. Pain.

We are glad to make this correction, and wish to thank Mr. Pain

for writing about it. We took our data from the last Annual Report

of the National Bee-Keepers' Association

.
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Contributed Articles

Queen- Pointers—Emenies of Bees.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

SUBSCRIBER asks what I think of the policy of clip-

ping the queen's wings, and whether it is wise to remove
the queen from the hive at the dawn of the honey har-

vest:

Of course, clipping does not prevent the bees from
swarming, nor will they refuse to cluster if the queen is not
along. Indeed, the bees often, I think, generally begin to

cluster before the queen leaves the hive. But it is certain
that the colony will not go off if the queen be not with them.
Of course, if the queen's wing is properly clipped she can
not fly, and cannot go with the bees, and so clipping will

often, in the absence of the beekeeper, save to him a colony
of bees. The queen will, however, come forth as the swarm
issues, even if she has her wings clipped, and will wander
off, and may never get back to the hive. Indeed, it is com-
mon for the queen to be lost, in case there is no one by to

see that she regains the hive. She is often more easily
found, as a clump of bees usually find and form a ball
around her.

In case no one is by, and the queen is lost, the bees will
wait till a new queen is hatched, when they will swarm
again, and in case there is no one by to hive the swarm,
they will hie them to their new home and be lost.

Often, in large apiaries, several swarms may issue at
once, and may all alight on the same twig or tree. In this
case, it is much easier to hive them in one, two or three
hives at will, in case the queen is not with the cluster ; else
it is no easy matter to hive them and save all of the queens.

I know a very thrifty farmer that has added substan-
tially to his gains for many years by keeping a consider-
able apiary. More than once his honey-product has secured
to him more than all else on the farm. He is not willing
that his wife shall hive the bees, as he thinks that too much
for her strength, but he and she are willing that she should
go out and catch the queen as a swarm issues, and cage her
and place the caged queen in the hive from which the
swarm issues. This takes but a little time, and she often
said in my presence that she rather enjoyed it. Of course
the bees soon go back to the old hive, and all is serene for
the present, and all is normal except that the queen is

caged. As the wife places the queen in the hive she places
a stone on the hive to mark it, and as soon as her husband
comes to dinner, or to the five o'clock supper, he divides the
colony, removes the queen-cells, or acts as his plan suggests.
In this way he cares for his bees, with no interference with
the general farm work.

In case of "out-apiaries," this plan works well. One in
this case must hire a faithful boy to watch for the queens.
One can care for far more bees by this plan. I cared for the
bees for years at the Michigan Agricultural College, and
did my regular college work, and I rarely lost a colony from
swarming, and rarely lost a queen, and I could not have
done it had I not practiced clipping of the queen's wings.

I know of but one valid objection to this practice, and
that is, it mars the appearance of the queen a wee bit. I do
not think that this objection will weigh much with many
of our practical bee-keepers. The objection that is some-
times urged that it injures the queen, or makes her less
pleasing to the bees, has, I am sure, no basis in fact. In-
deed, as is well known, the ants really practice this same
method. As soon as the queen has taken her wedding-
flight, the worker-ants fall to and bite off her wings, so she
must ever afterward remain dutifully at home whether she
likes it or no. Some of our bee-keepers, it is true, do not
clip their queens, but I think by far most of them do.

As to the removal of the queen from the colony at the
dawn of, the harvest, I have practiced it but little -

just enough to prove that it is practical, and in some cases
will pay well. One of the most successful lady bee-keepers
I ever knew practiced this for years, and her large yields of
comb-honey was a guarantee that this was good policy in
her case. We all know that the difficulty in securing a good
yield of comb honey is in inducing the bees to enter the sec-
tions. It is the nature of bees to store close to the brood.
When we place the sections above in a receptacle, they

often refuse to be led to them. By removing the queen the
egg-laying ceases, and they have energy to spare and so are
more ready to go up to the sections and fill them. In this
case they commence at once to rear queens, and if the bee-
keeper is sure to remove all but one large, fine queen-cell,
he will not only get ofttimes more honey, but will requeen
his apiary with young queens. This last is often a very
paying procedure. In cases of short honey seasons this has
even more to recommend it, as the brood lost would mature
after the season was over, when they were no longer use-
ful.

I am aware that the best theory would seem to be that
we can not have too many bees in the hive, yet the phenom-
enal success of the lady referred to above would seem to
show that there may be exceptions to this, as to every good
rule.

We readily see that the time lost is not very great any-
way, as the bees will soon get a new queen, and her youth
and youthful energy may more than make up for the time
lost ; this last, even in times of protracted honey harvests,
such as the best seasons always give in Southern California.

VKRY QDEER ACTION—MISTAKEN ALFALFA FARMERS.

Strange that in this day of better scientific knowledge,
anyone could be found that would believe that bees injure
bloom of any kind. Yet such is the case. The alfalfa
farmers of one of our States are threatening the bee-keepers
with a suit in law because the bees are robbing the alfalfa

of valuable material in gathering the nectar, and thus are
injuring the farmer, who produces the hay. This is wholly
an error, as every one should know. The nectar is so very
small in quantity, that it would affect the hay none at all.

The whole purpose of the bloom and nectar is only to at-

tract the bees and other nectar-loving insects for the good
of the plants. Pollination is absolutely necessary to seed-
ing of the plants, and bees do this work. No bees, no pollin-

ation ; no pollination, no seeds ; no seeds, no planting, and
soon there would be no alfalfa. Surely, these farmers need
instruction in the very rudiments of botanical science.

ENEMIES OF BEES.

I am asked for a list of animals that capture and kill

bees. I will say that these will be found, described and
illustrated, in my " Bee-Keeper's Guide." This is the list

:

Shrews, among mammals ; kingbirds, among our
feathered friends ; toads and frogs among Amphibians

;

among insects, we have cow-killers and ants in the
order Hymenoptera ; robber-flies, among Diptera, or two-
winged flies ; the Phymata bug among Hemiptera, and
others of the so-called-kissing bugs ; Mantis among Orthrop-
tera ; and darning-needles among the lace-wings ; among
the spider-like animals we have some of the true spiders
that are not adverse to a banquet of bees occasionally ;

some of the Datames in the Scorpion group, and some of
the mites among the lowest of the order of spiders. These
last, and also the bee-lice, are not usually fatal to the bees.

Of course, in the list I have made no mention of bee-moths
or the bacon beetles which do not destroy the bees but are
equally mischievous with those insects which do actually
destroy our pets of the hive. Indeed, the very worst insect

of all is the old bee-moth, which however is not very dis-

turbing to the provident bee-keeper.

CORRECT NAME OF THE HONEY-BEE.

I see a note in one of the recent bee-papers regarding
the correct name of the bee. It is " Apis mellifera," al-

though, as we know, almost all writers call it " Apis mellif-

ica." In all such cases priority rules, and so the first name
given to the insect holds. As I understand, Linnaeus first

gave the name, A. mellifera. He afterwards, in his rush
of work, evidently forgot that he had already named it,

and redescribed it as A. mellifica. We see, then, that the
correct name is A. mellifera, as that has priority.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

No. 2.—Comb or Extracted Honey—Which?
BY C. P. DAD.\NT.

IN
the previous article, I stated that in a large apiary

swarms were not wanted. We had another reason for

not wanting swarms. Every since 1872, or for over 30
years, we have had out-apiaries. It is not always possible
to hire help to take care of out-apiaries, neither does it

always pay to hire some one on purpose to catch swarms.
On the other hand, the farmer on whose land the out-apiary
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is located often has no time to attend to the swarms, for
they come at a season of the year when every able-bodied
person has his or her hands full. There is the corn to plow,
the wheat to harvest, and the hayfield to care for. So, many
swarms are lost. It was thus a matter of great importance to
us to have a method of management by which swarming could
be, if not entirely avoided, at least decreased very mate-
rially. Thus we had strong leaning towards the method
which would bring about the desired result. These condi-
tions still remain.

Another reason with us for preferring extracted honey,
is the great ease with which it may be handled. Thirty
years ago our roads were much worse than they are at pres-
ent, though we can not make a very great boast as yet of
their condition. But apiaries along the Mississippi are
often placed in locations that are difficult of access, among
steep hillsides where roads are of the worst description that
one can imagine. For years we had an apiary located at
the top of a hill half way between Hamilton and Warsaw,
and the road between the two cities was nothing but rocks
or mire. Comb honey needs very careful handling, and the
jostling over rough roads easily damages it, while extracted
honey, in barrels or in cans, may be hauled up and down
the roughest hills without danger of damage to anything
but the vehicle, if the load be too heavy. Shipping of either
kind also shows the same advantages for extracted honey.
The apiarists who are on a main line of railroad, so that
there are no changes of cars between the loading at the
station and the unloading in the large city, take the mini-
mun risk ; but we had the bad luck of being on a way sta-
tion, and could not reach the big city without at least one
change of cars, unless the honey had been shipped in car-
lots. So we always had more or less breakage and leakage
when shipping comb honey away. This gave chances for
disagreements with consignees or commission men. The
only way in which we had well succeeded in transporting
our honey safely, was by Mississippi river boats to St. Louis.
But the St. Louis market, I am sorry to say, has proven one
of the cheapest markets in the world. I can hardly say
why, unless it is because much inferior honey from the
South has found its way there and spoiled the market.

With extracted honey, on the contrary, we have never
had any loss, outside of the occasional stealing of a can
full by some unscrupulous railroad hand. Well selected
barrels, or well nailed tin-can cases, have proven safe pack-
ages for the transportation of our honey even from here to
Paris, France. To ship small cans or pails with lid, we
make boxes that cannot be turned over, with a handle across
the top just as for a basket. Yet, comb honey is now packed
so that it will stand a great deal of rough usage, and the
objections which I indicate do not have as much weight to-
day as they had years ago.

Keeping the honey over from one year to another is

another point which argues strongly in favor of the honey
without the comb. I have never seen honey in the comb a
year old or more that could be sold at as good a price as new
honey. The changes of temperature are not good for it, and
I think there are very few bee-keepers who keep comb honey
in any quantity from one year to another. If it is kept in a
warm, dry place, it will do best, but, somehow, it will show
its age and will be less salable.

Extracted honey may be kept for any length of time, if

it is kept in the dark and in tight vessels, provided it was
sufficiently ripe when put up. This is of great value. In
good seasons we are not the only ones who have a large crop.
The season is apt to have been successful for many others
also, in our section. The price of honey is therefore likely
to be less, and it has never been my policy to sell ray crop
at once at the best price I could get, unless that price was
sufficient, in my estimation. I want for my honey as fair a
price as it is possible to get, and it is often necessary to keep
it, a part of the crop at least, for a year or more.

During the 80's, we had a number of good crops in
succession, and our honey was of the very best quality. I

remember that at that time it was about four years before
we reached the bottom of our pile of barrels full of honey.
We were thus able to get our price during a season of scar-
city. I believe that all producers of comb-honey will agree
with me that it would have been bad policy to keep comb
honey so long. But the extracted honey, well ripened,
and in a dry store-room, would keep as good as fresh. A
gain of one-third in value between the price of the crop in
a season of plenty, and the price of this same crop in a sea-
son of scarcity, is well worth considering, especially if we
think of the fact that you keep your trade if you can supply
the customers when no one else can.

Perhaps the readers will think that I am too partial to

the production of extracted honey ; that a number of my
objections will not apply in their case. I am not trying to
win them over to my side ; I am just stating things as they
have appeared to me, as they appear to me yet. I am not
interested in the following of the production of extracted
honey by any one but our own selves. I mean to show both
sides of the question as I see them, and let the reader make
his choice, if he has not already done so.

I have still more arguments and facts to present in a
further article. Hancock Co., 111.

[ Convention Proceedings
]

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceeding's of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23, 24, and 25, 1903.

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE, SEC.

(Continued from pa^e 136.)

The next on the program was the following paper by
Mr. Frank H. Drexel, on

COMMERCIAL ORQANIZATION FOR THE WESTERN
SLOPE.

Is it desirable ? and if so, how can it best be effected ?

I do not propose to inflict upon this convention a
lengthy paper, for the very good reason that I am not well
informed on the question under consideration. Your Secre-
tary has made a mistake in asking me to speak out r but,

then, I haven't much patience with those who refuse to

contribute their mite if they are requested to do so.

Let me say right now that I haven't been all over the
Western Slope ; that I am not familiar with conditions in

Mesa County, but haven't any reason to believe that they
differ widely from those of our own, that is, Delta and Mont-
rose counties.

Since the season of 1900 things have been going pretty
well over here, and bee-men haven't felt disposed to go to

any trouble or expense to protect themselves against what
seemed to be some far-off contingency.

But 1903 has been an eye-opener to us all. With prices

on supplies away up yonder, followed by a fair to medium
honey-flow, and lastly, as a sort of settler, prices on No. 1

comb hovering around the S2.00 mark, f. o. b. cars, what
wonder that we Western Slopers are anxiously inquiring of

ourselves, "What next I"

It is needless to say that different men have different

ideas as to the cause underlying the change of things.
Supply manufacturers, honey-dealers, and local supply
houses, all come in for their full_ share of blame, but I

haven't heard a great deal said about the share of responsi-
bility which bee-keepers have had in the matter.

Now we all know, of course, that bee-men can not easily

fix the price of supplies, neither can they regulate the price

of honey to a nicety even when well organized ; but how
much can they be expected to do for themselves when they
are all acting independent of each other, as they seem to be
doing over here !

Last year we received for our honey a better price than
did the members of the Colorado Honey-Producers' Associa-
tion. I am sure I don't why, but I do know that we all felt

good over it. When I wrote to the manager of that Associa-
tion regarding this in connection with taking stock in that
Association, he said that he was glad to know that we had
fared so well, but thought that it might be a good idea to

get under cover just the same, as no one could tell when we
would find the tables turned on us. Well, they are turned.

There isn't any use in abusing our local dealers because
of their share of profits which we have to pay. We would
all of us do just about the same thing if we were in their
place. Besides, they are not in business to help along bee-
keepers, but, on the contrary, to help along themselves. I

think that even the densest intellect can grasp that thor-
oughly. Let's be reasonable and ask each other why it is

that we do not go into the business of supplying ourselves
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with bee-keepers' supplies, and sell honey for bee-keepers,

and do the business on business principles, for bee-keepers

who would like to share in the profits, just as the dealers

are doing- for themselves. If they are not making any
money at it then we will know it pretty soon, and we can
turn the whole thing- over to them again. Then, on the

other hand, we would very likely not get all the business

anyway, for I notice that on the Eastern Slope there are

other supply houses besides the Colorado Honey-Producers'
Association, and all doing good business, perhaps.

There are those who look upon organizations, which
seek to better their conditions, with distrust. They seem
to fear that the manager, or the officials, may prove them-
selves to be dishonest or unqualified to do their work prop-

erly.; and yet they must admit that there are cases where
such organizations have weathered the storms ; that the

officials have been honest, and are as apt to remain so as

the heads of any other business houses. If there are any
other bee-men on this side of the Rockies who would hesi-

tate to join an organization on these grounds, I wish to say
this : Confidence is the basis of all commercial enterprises

these days. If you were treated in like manner by every
one you could not do business, unless it would be on a very
^mall scale indeed. You may misplace confidence, and you
may lose thereby, but in the long run you will find that con-

fidence wisely bestowed is a good investment. Now, don't

you know, that these men who have hobbies for paying
" cash at the producers' depot," and who are so very busy
" helping producers find a market for their crop," because
they have " an unlimited demand at the right prices," are

not moved by philanthropic motives, or because they think
it's the right thing to carry this cash system clear through
to the end ? No, indeed, these men know our weak points,

and wish us to hold such views, oecause a little bit of cash

looks so large to most of us.

Let me tell you what happened to me a few years ago.

My crop of honey had been produced, but I was taken sick.

The consequence was that I did not get it ofi' when the bulk
of the honey was moved. It was late in the winter when I

finally did get my honey ready. Of course, I needed cash,

and I tried to sell my crop. Our local house couldn't use it

at all. Had no market for honey then, and especially none
for the 35 cases of extracted honey in the lot. It was then
that I received an offer from the firm just spoken of. They
said that prices had been pretty good earlier in the season,

but that at such a late date they did not see anything better

than 9 and 10 cents for No. 1 and No. 2 comb, and couldn't

use the extracted at any price. 'Wasn't that a pretty how-
de-do ? And an unlimited demand, too, at right prices ?

Well, I had written to Mr. Rauchfuss, of the Colorado Honey
Producers' Association, and notwithstanding the fact that
I did not know him from Adam, I did, on the strength of

what I could learn, ship that car of honey to him. Now,
mark you, my returns didn't come post-haste. It wasn't
cash at the depot, but it was about $2.40 per case tiei, after

taking out 10 percent commission and freight. The ex-

tracted honey netted me about 5 '4 cents.

In speaking of S2.40, I mean that much for both No. 1

and No. 2. The offer of 9 cents and 10 cents would have
made it about SI. 80 for No. 2, and $2.10 for No. 1. Don't
you think that the confidence in the Association paid me ?

I think it paid me about $135 worth on the comb honey
alone. I certainly admire Mr. Rauchfuss, from what I

know of him, and I believe he understands his business,
but I don't feel like paying him quite such a compliment as

to believe that he was so much better informed on the con-
dition of the market that he could place my honey at an
average of S2.40 per case net to me, when the other gentle-

man could see but about SI. 95 in it.

When I remember my experience, and then turn to that
page in the last number of the American Bee Journal for

1903, where this same firm goes for Mr. York about talking
so much of 14! 2 -cent honey when he should be getting after

bee-keepers' associations on the free advertising subject, it

is then that I can see the strong point of the cash at pro-

ducer's depot at right prices.

Don't you think it's time bee-men of this side get to-

gether and cut out these profits which might as well belong
to us ? Don't you think it desirable to get what we can of

the margin which supply men and honey men work on ?

The work before us is not new. We have the Colorado
Honey-Producers' Association as a model, or as a strong
arm to lean upon.

And I want to say that it is not merely a question of

saving in commissions which would grow out of an associa-
tion of bee-men, but what is even more important, the repu-
tation which our goods would secure for themselves if the

business be rightly managed. There lies the secret of the
whole thing—the one thing above all others worth working
for ; the thing most desirable, because it is lasting. It is

also the most difficult part of the business, but we can do it,

and when once the machinery is in full operation, you and I

will wonder how we got along without it.

There are some who believe that the Colorado Honey-
Producers' Association should reach out and handle the
product of the Western Slope direct. But they forget to

take into account the difficulty of such a course. In the
first place, they must of necessity have a car of honey as

the smallest amount which they can handle at any one time.

To make up this quantity it becomes necessary for several

producers to go in together unless conditions are such that
they feel almost compelled to do so. If they were asso-

ciated together they would be more inclined to look to this

part of the business.
In the second place, the Colorado Honey-Producers' As-

sociation must be quite certain that the honey in the car is

graded alike, and up to their standard. Under the present

system they can not practically supervise this part of the

work, and right here the local organization will perform its

most important work ; that is, attend to the proper grading
of the honey, so that the loaded car will come up to the full

standard.
When it comes to how best to effect an organization of

bee-men over here, and what the nature of such an organi-

zation had best be, I must confess that I have little to sug-

gest.
It has occurred to me, however, that each county might

have its local organization, each having the same object in

view, and working under the same rules ; each have a local

manager to look after the grading.
But I want to say that I am not clear about how those

feel who have given this subject much thought regarding

an organization over here ; whether they have contemplated

a sort of branch business for the Western Slope, or whether
an entirely independent organization was contemplated.

Personally, I would prefer to see each county organiza-

tion over here a branch of the Colorado Honey-Producers'
Association, although Montrose and Delta might work well

together. Mesa County is large, and Grand Junction is

some 80 miles from here. I fear it would be too costly to

get together.
However, the main thing is to make a start. If a num-

ber of bee-men of each county, who feel deeply interested,

would meet at their respective county seats, or any other

central point, and go prepared not merely to talk but to act,

something might be done this winter.

I do not know of anything better than to have some one

man get himself thoroughly informed as to how the Eastern

Slope organizations are formed, or have been formed, how
they work, and what the attitude of the Colorado Honey-
Producers' Association is in the matter. We could then act

intelligently, and do it quickly. ' In this we have a great

advantage over our Eastern Slope friends.

It is my hope that there will be a great many represen-

tatives from over here at the convention, who will interest

themselves personally in this matter. But if there should

not be, and it would be necessary to send some one to Den-
ver to post up, I really think we could well afford to chip in

and help defray the expenses.
It will cost money to get the business going. We must

put up cash. Everybody knows that money is what counts

after all the rest has been done. And now I shall ask this

convention to ventilate this matter thoroughly, as time will

permit, for it certainly concerns the Eastern Slope bee-man
as much as any other one thing, to see the whole State

fully organized and working along the same lines.

Fr.\nk H. Drexel.

Pres. Harris—Several years ago some of us at Grand
Junction formed the Mesa County Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion, and brought down the prices of hives to SI. 00, and 85

cents, for four or five years. Then we got into a mix-up as

to who should be inspector, and ran into politics. Two
years ago some wanted to combine with the Fruit Associa-

tion. It turned out just as I predicted. We paid a higher

price, a bigger commission, for handling by the Fruit Asso-

ciation than if we had done it ourselves. Now, we can not

get together down there. The buyers are slick, and the bee-

keepers have confidence in no one for a leader. They have
not been willing to dig down into their pockets, and it has

cost them hundreds of dollars. But I feel proud of out

State Association. I believe that with true men and women,
and the proper organization, we can sell and buy for our-

I
selves, and the trust won't throttle us.
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F. Rauchfuss—The Committee on a Year Book reports
that they favor the publication of a year book, and recom-
mend that it be issued. [Adopted.]

A motion was carried that a delegation of bee-keepers
represent the State Association at the January convention
of the Colorado State Horticultural Society. F. Rauchfuss,
J. B. Adams. M. A. Gill, Mrs. Mellette, and J. U. Harris
were appointed as the committee.

The Committee on Resolutions recommended the adop-
tion of the following- resolutions :

Resolved, That we, the members of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Association, appreciate the value of Mr. Ben-
ton to apiculture, in the investigation of bee-diseases and
in other lines, by reason of his official position in the
Bureau of Entomology, and recognize the fact that he could
and would do much more if adequately provided with work-
ing funds for research ; and that we do hereby extend to the
National Bee-Keepers' Association the assurance of our co-
operation in bringing the matter to the attention of our
legislators.

Resolved, That we, the members of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Association here assembled, do desire to ten-
der our thanks to the press of Denver for courteous treat-
ment in sending their representatives to our meetings and
making reports of the same.

Resolved, That we, the members of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Association, deeply deplore the loss we have
sustained, as a body and individually, in the death of F. H.
C. Krueger during the past year, and declare him to have
been an inspiration to us by his enthusiasm, and an efficient
help in times of deliberation, in spite of the comparatively
short time that he was connected with us ; and that a copy
of this resolution be transmitted to his family.

Resolved, That we, the members of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Association, having heard with heartfelt re-
gret of the death of Mrs. A. J. Barber, hereby declare our
grateful recognition of her instant response to the support
of every progressive move of our Association, so that in
spite of the fact that circumstances prevented her from
meeting with us, she was one of our most valued members

;

and our admiration for her perseverance in building up a
model system of apiaries under adverse circumstances ; and
that we recognize that the deceased, by sheer force of
merit, attained a place both in the history of apiculture in
Colorado and in the United States, by reason of her origi-
nal ideas imparted to the bee-papers.

J. B. Ad.\ms, 1

F. L. Thompson, [- Com.
J. CORNEILIUS, )

The resolutions were adopted.
Mr. Morehouse—I move the whole matter of the aid of

the National Association, and the negotiations with Mr.
France in relation thereto, be left with the committee hav-
ing that matter in charge, with power to act in the name of
the Association. [Carried.]

(Concluded next week.)

[Our Bee-Keeping Sisters

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Selling- Bulk Honey and Beeswax.

Seeing t hat I am the only lady member representing
Kansas in the National Bee-Keepers' Association, I will tell
how we sell our honey and beeswax. There are 4 of us in
our family. My husband is a railroad engineer, my eldest
son a blacksmith, and my youngest son is a clerk in a de-
partment store, so you see our bees only get our spare time.
We quit producing comb honey a long time ago. It is now
produced in half-depth frames, and extracted in the usual
way. The comb honey is cut out of the frames and nicely
fitted in tin pails, all we can get in a pail, then filled up with
extracted honey. Our crop is usually about ISUO or 1800
pounds, and is sold in about 6 or 8 days to our regular cus-
tomers. The pails hold from 1 quart to 2 gallons. We get
from 18 to 20 cents per pound for it.

Now for beeswax : All waste is put into wax and
weighed; then we take equal parts of good paraffin, melt
all together and mould in lounce cakes and sell to druggists

at 40 to SO cents per pound for laundry purposes. We some-
times sell the wax direct to laundries. Some will say that
this is adulteration. It is not ; it is a mixture of beeswax
and paraffin for laundry purposes, and sold as such.

Crawford Co., Kans., Jan. 28. Mrs. S. M. Roby.

Your crop of 1600 to 1800 pounds of bulk honey is sold
to regular customers, the whole being sold in 6 or 8 days.
That looks as if most of your customers bought it once a
year as a treat—certainly those who only get a quart will
hardly make it last through the year. Possibly your cus-
tomers buy of you once a year, getting their supply else-
where during the remainder of the year. Possibly they use
up in a few days or weeks the supply got of you, and then
go without the rest of the year simply because it is not con-
venient to get more. The question is, whether you might
cot increase the good work you are already doing either by
keeping more bees and producing more honey, or by buying
honey so that you could furnish your customers all they
would use thoroughout the year. Very likely you know
your own market best, but it is no harm to throw out a sug-
gestion.

Foul Brood—Poor Season in 1903.

I have kept bees for 13 years, and found, last sea-
son, that for the first time my bees had foul brood. One
colony was in very bad condition, and several others
slightly afl'ected. All seemed right when divided at swarm-
ing time. I have been told that the disease has never been
in this locality, and I can not account for its appearance.

Notwithstanding the early spring and good condition
of bees in April, the season of 1903 was very poor. With
fields white with clover very little nectar was gathered ex-
cept for a few weeks in July. In August there was constant
rain, and so much cool weather that we had no fall flowers,
and hives that were so full in summer were soon depleted of
stores, and heavy feeding for winter was necessary. The
cold and snow came early, and the bees had no chance for
flight since the feeding was stopped, and I fear there will be
some heavy losses. Mrs. Wm. Middlecajip.

Winnebago Co., Wis., Jan. 18.

How to Make Noug-at Candy.

Dear Miss Wilson:—Have you among the "secret
archives" of the " Sister's Department" a recipe for the
celebrated nougat candy made of honey, almonds, etc., in

the province of Southern France for the feasts of the Christ-
mas Kalends ? If so, will you kindly publish it ? or, if not,
perhaps some one else can give it.

As the confectioners make it, it tastes very nice, but I

can't bring my conscience to use their recipe, which calls

for IS pounds of glucose to 12 of honey. This shows what
pure (?) candy is made of. Rai.ph D. Cleveland.

Dupage Co., 111.

Nougat candy is made with almonds or other nuts, a
very toothsome article that I am told was rather common in
this country half a century ago, but I don't know how it

was made. Can any one of the constituency help us out ?

Possibly some one of the sisters experimentally inclined
may be able to evolve some combination of nuts and honey
even better. Certainly one of the brethren should not ap-
peal to the sisterhood in vain.

Bees Wintered Outdoors.

I packed my bees away ''or the winter out-of-doors, but
each year when they first start to fly out I lose quite a few.

1. Would it be a good plan, when the bees have started
to fly, and have cleaned themselves, to place them in a dark
cellar until spring ?

2. Would it be better to leave them outdoors and put
screen-wire over the entrance to keep them from getting
out and becoming chilled ?

3. Would it be better to leave just room enough for one
bee to get out at a time ? Mrs. Anna Weckerle.

Cook Co., 111., Feb. 2.

1. If you put them into the cellar at all put them in in
the fall. Instead of putting them into the cellar to prevent
their flying out, put a board up in front of the hive so the
sun can not shine directly into the entrance, for the bright
sun shining in entices them out when it is too cool for them
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to fly. It will be worth while, however, to take away the

board whenever there comes a good day for them to fly, say

a day when the sun shines brightly with no wind, and the

thermometer above 45 degrees.

2. Do not fasten them in ; they would fuss to get out,

and you would lose many bees by it. Better let them alone ;

no doubt many of the bees that fly out and die are old or

diseased bees that would not live longer any way.

3. It might be a good thing to contract Ihe entrance
somewhat. An entrance amounting to about an inch square
would do very well for early spring until it comes settled

warm weather; but don't think of making the entrance so

small as to allow passage for only one bee at a time. It

might be well to look occasionally and see that the entrance
does not get clogged.

One of the Young-er Sisters.

Dear Miss Wilson :— 1 have been reading the American
Bee Journal for some months. I take delight in the

women's page; I think it is a sign of progress for the

women bee-keepers of our land to write for and help along a

bee-paper.
I am not a lady beekeeper exactly, but I am a girl who

likes to help her father take care of bees and honey. We
bought 3 or 4 colonies of bees 2 or 3 years ago, and came out

with 6 colonies last spring ; in the summer we increased to

14, and sold over 200 pounds of comb honey. In this section

white clover honey is about all we have that is not yellow.

We get 12"; cents per pound for chunk honey out of the
frames, but we get IS cents for nice, full sections. We use
shallow frames a good deal in the supers, as the bees fill

them better for us.

I do not wear a veil, but if I think we are going to have
a hard day I bring a large square of mosquito-bar into the
apiary, and if the bees get angry I throw it over my bon-
net, and pin it to my dress in front. I never think of gloves,

as I remember getting but one sting on my hand, and it

was not bad. I am the only one of the children that can
work with bees with any safety. Pa gave me a book,
" Langstroth on the Honey-Bee." some time ago. lam
proud of it as I like to read about bees.

I hope you and the American Bee Journal may have
much success, Ann F. Kei.LY.

Hickory Co., Mo., Feb. 1.

A girl who likes to help her father is usually pretty
good help, and I have no doubt your father finds it so.

Next time tell us how old you are, and remember we
like to hear from the girls.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

Old liuliablo ' seen through New and Unreliable Glasses,

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio. '

lOUI, BROOD AND THK COLORADOS.

Foul brood is hardly a nice topic, and most discussions
of it simply thresh old straw without getting anything new ;

but the Colorados, on pages 23 25, say some things not alto-

gether old. Those of us so happy as to have little or no ex-
perience need to keep posted all the same—never know what
a season will bring forth. Mr. Ivindza's experience should
not be overlooked. His bees, on a prairie six miles from
other bees, took foul brood from an empty hive gotten else-

where. That the disease spreads worse where one runs for
extracted honey than where section honey is the object, is

a matter not often mentioned in print. One degree of viru-
lence, it seems, is that there will be one colony in the yard
lightly affected. Next season that one will be badly
affected, and four or five more will begin lightly—and so
on. And a weak colony with lots of comb-room will have
their brood-nest on one side of the hive till those combs get
very corrupt ; then they will shift to the other side of the
hive and rear brood there for a spell, which will be nearly
clean. Mr. Aikin finds it worth while to move a diseased
colony to a number of different locations inside the yard
till there's not much left of it but the combs, and then close
it out. I fear this would not ahvays be a safe way of operat-

ing. A quite general view is that it's best to localize all

the infected colonies a good many rods away from the
sound ones before manipulating the disease much. Very
desirable that sound colonies should be where they will not
receive even one bee that carries diseased honey.

DISPOSING OK A SDPERSBDED QUEEN.

The question of what becomes of a queen when she is

superseded is more or less in a fog—and here's a beginner
who has an observation that seems to be relevant. About
a hundred bees appeared that were apparently pushing the
queen in front of them. At the edge of the alighting-board
a few took her, and the group flew away and disappeared.
Could human beings manage a disagreeable job more
politely ? D. B. Boynton, page 29.

POLLEN AND rOUL BROOD.

Does that 'are " County " always get things straight, I

wonder? The assertion that one particular kind of pollen
is always found when foul brood develops is important

—

and also makes large demands on our credulity. We want
to know who says it—and, lo, it's " Kane County " that says
it. Page 29.

POETRY AND APICULTURE.

This time Mr. Secor gives us a very beautiful and well-

finished poem. If a critic was ugly, and desperately wanted
to throw a stone, he would find the tenderest pane of glass
an apicultural one. When bees fly late, and do not come
home till eventide, it's not " small gain," but big gain, they
are up to. But in pointing the moral, of course, we are

asked to consider that a«jc amount of honey a colony of bees
can bring in one day is small. Page 36.

EXTRACTING HONEY—GRANULATION.

Yes, Mr. Davenport, the excellent plan of extracting
honey only at the close of the season is knocked out in

localities where the early honey gets so thick you can't
throw it out.

Not remarkable that extra-thick honey granulates
slowly. Granulation requires motion. It might be fore-

seen that honey so thick as not to run out of a saucer when
it is turned over would be hindered about making the neces-

sary interstitial motions.
That rather thin, ordinary honey is improved by being

heated up is orthodox—and I incline to be more than ortho-

dox, and wonder if the loss that the best honey is said to

suffer from careful heating up isn't mainly imaginary.
Page 38.

THAT mUCH-SWARMING EXPERIENCE.

With swarms up far beyond the tally of 200, and scarcely

anywhere to put them—a special plan imperative for each
case—I can just put a brotherly arm around Edwin Bevins
in that situation. No one who has not been through that

mill himself is likely to be entirely appreciative. More can
be done in the line mentioned than would be thought pos-

sible in advance. And the feeling of triumph at getting
through each day somehow—and the bees all put some
place—partly pays expenses. Page 39.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the Araerican Bee Journal,

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Wtiat Caused the Loss of the Bees?

1 have 10 colonies and 20 new hives ready for spring, but it is so

nice to-day I took a look at my bees. I found 3 colonies dead, 2 of the

best I had. Last winter I did not pack my bees, and they came out all

right in the spring.
In the fall 1 fed the bees well for winter, and in November 1

packed them with chaff on the sides and top. The top is made of a

frame of wire-netting. Where I use chaff I put about 3 inches of it

on the wire frame. I left a space for 3 bees, going in and out at one
time; that hole was shut up with dead bees and ice. The comb looks

moldy and damp, and frosty-like. The bees are all in a heap in the

frames, dead, and there is plenty of honey with them. One week ago
my bees were all living yet. We had 2 warm days, and rain and flood,

then it was very cold. I think the wind is very hard on bees, but I do
not think it would kill them if they were cared for in- the right way.

Now, I went to worl< and opened the entrance about 2 inches in the
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front of the hives and took the chaff all off but about % of an inch
of the top frame, so the dampness and dead air can come out more,
until I hear from you.

I am going into the bee-business, and I find I will have trouble
with them, so that is the reason why I ask you for advice.

I have looked over my books and few journals that I have, and I

could not find anything to lit my case. I have looked over my bees
and I think I have found what is wrong, but I may be wrong, as I was
before. Pennsylvania.

Answek.—The present winter is a very different thing from the
winter before, and you will have plenty of company in losing bees. It

is not so much the severe cold as its long continuance. You should
have left a larger entrance than just enough for two bees to pass at a
lime. That doesn't give air enough, and then the dead bees and ice

closed the entrance so the bees smothered. Keep watch that the en-
trance does not become closed again. Instead of taking off part of

the chaff you should have raised the cover just the least bit, perhaps
an eighth of an inch, laying a nail under it.

A Beginner's Questions.

1. I read in the American Bee Journal and in Dr. Miller's " Forty
Years Among the Bees,'' that queen-excluders and queen-guards are
good things. Kindly inform me where I can buy them, and at what
price.

3. How can I recognize the queen?
3. How can I distinguish queen-cells, worker-cells, and drone-

cells? Colorado.

Answers.— 1. Any dealer in bee-supplies—a number advertise in

this journal—can furnish them at a cost of 15 to '2.5 cents each for
queen-excluders or honey-boards, according to the kind, and la cents
each for entrance-guards.

'3. Look for a bee longer and larger than the worker-bees, with
abdomen longer than its wings.

y. Take a piece of comb and lay a rule on it. It the cells are .5 to
the inch, and most of them are, they are worker-cells. Drone-cells
measure 4 to an inch, and queen-cells 3. Queen-cells point down-
ward, and not sidewise like worker and drone-cells. A queen-cell not
far advanced looks like an acorn-cup; when sealed it looks like a
peanut.

* • »

Maliing Hives—Spacing Frames.

I am a beginner, starting last spring with 7 colonies, all second
swarms ; they were the best I could get. 1 expect to increase to aO or
more colonies the coming season, as I believe the field here will stand
that many, and pay.

1. I can make my hives cheaper than I can l>uy them. I like the
plan used for hanging the frames in a patented hive that I have. Can
I make those hives for my own use and not lay myself liable for arrest
and fine? I don't want to sell them.

2. Where can I get a book that will give me directions for making
hives?

3. Is there a reward of $1,000 for the man that can make a frame
of comb honey, fill and cap it? If so, where?

4. How far apart should frames lie that are J,,' inches wide?
The hives I have reference to in question 1, are the Heddon and

Danzenbaker. Indiana.

Answers.— 1. The law does not permit you to use any patented
feature of a hive, even for your own use. The patent on the Heddon
hive has expired, so you are free to use that. The patent on the Dan-
zenbaker has not expired.

2. I don't know of any except the bee-books which give general
instructions on bee-keeping.

3. Yes, A. I. Root has kept a standing offer for years of $1,000 for
a pound of comb honey made without the help of the bees.

4. No matter how wide, the usual distance from center to center
. is 1;?^ inches. Some make it l^.<.

Queen -Rearing- Nucleus Method of Increase.

On page 314 (1903), in answer to "Kentucky's'' third question,
you say: "The side shaved down is the one on which the cells are
started, the other side, not cut, is dipped into melted wax and then
glued on the bar." In Mr. Alley's book on queen-rearing, published
in the spring of 1903, he gives directions for cutting the comb into
strips, destroying the egg in each alternate cell, and then glue the
strips on bars, Imt says nothing about shaving down the cells on one
side of the comb. a. Is it part of the Alley method? b. Is it neces-
sary? c. How much are the cells shaved down?

2. Suppose one had 5 good, strong colonies in the spring and
wished to increase them to the largest possilile number by fall, with-
out caring for surplus honey, would it be better to divide each into 4

or 5 nuclei at one operation, thus making 20 or 30 nuclei to be built up
during the summer into full colonies? Or, would leaving the original
5 as full colonies and drawing brood from them from time to time, to
form the nuclei, give a large number of colonies in the end?

3. Would you kindly tell how you increased your '24 colonies, last

year, to 184. Illinois.

Answers.— 1. o. I t/ihtk that Mr. Alley formerly gave instruction

to cut down the cells, and I always supposed I was following his in-

struction in so doing. I had not before noticed that no mention of it

is made in his 1903 edition, and it is just possible that he does not now
consider it advisable, b. Not necessary ; although I have always sup-
posed it better, c. After the comb is cut up into slices, lay each slice

on its side, and with a hot knife cut away half or more of the depth of
the cells on the side to be used.

2. It is certainly a safer plan to keep the original colonies fairly

strong, and would probably give the larger increase.

3. Mainly by the nucleus plan. The first thing was to get the
original number strong, and it would not be far out of the way to say
that the next thing was to keep them strong, for generally when brood
with adhering bees was drawn from a colony four frames of brood
were left. The increase was made chietly at the Hastings apiary,
which was visited every nine or ten days. When the colonies became
strong enough, brood was drawn from them and put in a pile, some-
times '42 combs of brood being in a pile. Adhering bees were taken
with the brood. On the next visit nuclei were formed by taking for

each nucleus two frames of brood and bees from the queenless pile,

giving each nucleus a mature cell or a queen. No draft was made
upon any of these nuclei until they were strong colonies, indeed, some-
times brood was given to them to strengthen them. After the queen-
less pile was used up, upon any visit, by drawing from it to make
nuclei, it was again built up by fresh brood and bees drawn from colo-

nies tliat were strong enough to spare. You see, it's nothing but the
nucleus plan, along with the idea of keeping all fairly strong. That
avoided the danger of being suddenly left at any time witli a large

number of weaklings and the flow brought to a sharp close.

Moving Bees a Short Distance.

1. My bees are not on the summer stands, but I have a place built

on the south side of another building where they get the benefit of

the sun from the time it rises until about 4 o'clock p. m. Often when
it is warm the bees fly out, and lots of them fall or alight on the snow
and perish. Is it well to have them do so, or would it be better to stop

them on such days?

2. Some tell me it is the old bees, and they would die anyway. Is

that right?

3. In the spring, the last of March or the first of April, they com-
mence to fly and gather pollen from the willows, before it is warm
enough to place them on the summer stands, and last spring, after I

moved them, there were lots of them that went back to the place

where they were wintered. Do you think those bees were lost, or did

they go back to the hive; If you think they were lost, what can I do
to prevent it this spring? the stands are 15 or 20 rods from where
they are wintered. Maine.

Answers.—1. No, it is not well, and it would be still worse to

shut them in. Put some kind of a blind—boards, or something of the

kind—in front of the hive, so that the sun can not shine into the en-

trance. The trouble is that when the sun is allowed to shine directly

into the entrance it will entice the bees out when too cold for them to

lly. But when a day comes warm enough tor a flight, say 45 or 50 de-

grees, with bright sun and no wind, then take away the lilind and let

them have a jolly time.

2. Partly right; but young bees will be enticed out, too.

3. The probability is that they went back to the hive when they

found no hive in the old place. Look and see whether bunches of bees

settled near the old place, and you can tell for sure.

lO-Prame and 8-Frame Hives.

In your answer to the " poser " given you by " Illinois,'' on page

91, you say; " If you say the eight lO's are to have in all just as many
bees as the ten 8's, I think I'll take the eight lO's."

In any event, the average number of bees to each frame would be

the same in Ijoth cases. Now, supposing the total number of bees in

each case were 400,000, giving 50,000 each to the eight lO's, and 40,000

each to the ten S's, making an average in each hive of 5,000 to a frame,

in running for comb honey, which hive would you prefer!
Wisconsin.

Answer.—Now look here, those Chicago chaps are hard enough
on me without your coming down from Wisconsin to make the puzzle

any harder. As the question was put before, the matter of strength

on the part of the operator was hardly to be considered, but you make
no restriction, so that other things being equal the smaller hives

would have the preference. Leavi.ng out that element, I think I could

give you a good argument why the larger hives should yield more
honey. The numlier of bees that can go afield is larger in the larger

hives, because a less ;)i-o/w)7i()H of bees must stay at home to keep

things warm mornings, evenings, and cool days. While the large

hives take more strength to lift, there are not so many of them, and
it will take less time to take care of eight 10-tramers than to take care

of ten 8-framers. Now, it you would let it go at that, I could stop

right there till one of those Chicago chaps studies up some new mis-

chief. But I know you well enough to know that you will Ije saying,
" But we don't care so much for theory as for practice. It is not what
bees 'should' do that is wanted, the question is, ' What (/" they

do?' " Well, since you insist upon it, I am obliged to confess that so

far as I can judge from observation and experience, I think I get more
comb honey from ten Sframe hives than from eight 10-frame hives.

Now, don't ask me why. I don't know.
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ON ITS

GOOD
POINTS

.s|iaiL' »jli not permit giving all the good points of tlie I'lirmers'
Ilanilj- Wagon; it takes a 48 page catalog to do that. But here are ten

of them—enough to convince most farmers of the "ilandy's" superior merit.
Ist— It'slowdown. 3nd—Kroad platform. 3rd— liroad tires. 4th—Short turn.
5tli~Light Draft. 6tl»—Sound, strong material. 7tli—Perfect bearings
8tli—Unequalled fifth wheel. 9th—White oak wooden wheels. lOth—Iron tires.
There is not a point about its construction that is not a saving feature. The

Farmers' Handy Wa^on
will prove itself the handiest thing you ever had on the farm. It fits in so many
money-saving ways that you'll wonder how you ever farmed without one. The
cost is forsrotton, in fact, there is no cost, because it saves its cost over and over
every year. Seldom gets out of repair. Ask your dealer for our catalog or send

to us and get posted on all its good jioints; that costs you nothing.
"Thinkful Thoughts for Thoughtful Thinkers" free at dealers.

FARMERS' BANDY WAGON CO., Satflnaw. Mich.

IT PATS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

FOR

BEE-SUPPLIES
to R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee journal when -wntiiie.

JOHN A.SALZER SEED CO.IaCrosse.Wis

C
FROM MANY FIELDS

}
Bees in Good Condition.

I am wlDterinjj .50 colonies of bees on the
summer stands. They bad a fine flijjht to-day.
and are all in eooii condition.

I use the S-frame Quinhy hive. I made
kindling of my Langstroth hives 20 years ago;
they are too sballow for outdoor wintering.
Henry Co., Iowa, Feb. G. J. A. Thomas.

Oyster Paclcages for Holding Honey
Having read a number of articles about

packages for extracted and bulk comb honey,
I wish to make a suggestion in this line, to
those who sell this grade to home trade, about
a package that I think would do nicely for
the delivery of liulk comb and extracted to
the producer's home market. My idea is to
use the paper packages that dealers in oysters
give to customers to carry home their oysters
in. They are made of heavy stiff paper that
seems to have sizing in its composition. At
any rate, the oysters, which have a fair

percentage of juice not so thick as honey, cer-

tainly do not leak out of the packages.
They can be bought cheap, and of suitable

size for small sales in the home market. They
also may be carried a little farther, by the sup-
ply dealer having them made of waxed paper;
but I consider they would stand quite a while
before they would absorb enough honey so as

to leak at all, even to be placed, perhaps, on
sale in a grocery store for a short time. At
any rate, they would serve to deliver the
honey in, as the oysters are delivered to the
purchaser. I have never known this oyster
package to leak in taking oysters home from
the dealer.

There was no honey to speak of stored in

this locality the past season, but the bees had
plenty of stores to winter on.

Chas. E. Clapp.
Cumberland Co., Maine, Jan. 22.

Foup-Copnep Water-Tanlis fop Bee-
House.

I want to ask how Geo. Honess makes the
four-corner water-tanks he speaks of in his

letter on page 100. W. D. Hurt.
Cass Co., Mo.

Some Bee-Keeping Experience.

Replying to inquiries on page TO, I will say
that I did not intend to run my 220 colonies

of bees in one yard, but would put out 100 or

more 4 or 5 miles from the home-yard, and
run for extracted honey. I would use the

home yard for comb honey.
My beesare in Wood Co., near the centerof

the State. Four years ago I moved 100 colonies

from my home here to Wood Co. on account
of there being nothing here to gather honey
from, clover of all kinds having been killed

by the previous hard winter. I arrived at

the above-named place with my car-load of

bees on June 17, after being three days on the

road. The bees were much reduced in num-
bers on account of the starving condition be-

fore leaving home and the journey of 225

miles.

I located with a farmer who kept a few
colonies of bees in box-hives. There is a good
cellar under his large farm-house, which I

secured the use of as a repository for my bees.

GRANDEST FEATURE-

free catalnt-.

Boi 52, Dayton, Ohio: GEM INCU8AT0R COMPANY,

Please mention Bee Journal -wtxea writing
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As to the results from my bees, I took 4600
pounds of honey, and increased to 1S4 colo-
nies by natural increase, and sold IS colonies
to neighbors (they furnishing the hives) for
$2.50 each. The next year (1900) honey re-

ceived was 8000 pounds, and increased to 290
colonies. The following spring I let out 11.5

colonies to an old bee-keeper, I receiving one-
half of the crop. I lost quite heavily winter-
ing, or rather springing. The first of .June
found me with 115 colonies, and my crop was
5.500 pounds of comb honey, and I increased
to 174 colonies.

In 1902 I lost quite heavily in wintering and
springing, down to 108 colonies after selling
.50 colonies at .?4.00 per colony. The honey
crop was 4500 pounds of comb, and increased
to 180 colonies.

The spring of 1903 was a very hard one in

Wood County, being very cold and wet, so the
first of June found me with 113 colonies, and
my crop was 3000 pounds of honey and in-

creased to 230 colonies. I have them all in the
cellar now.

About the first of April I go up and take the
bees out of the cellar. My wife and two sons
will come up in .lune and give valuable aid in
caring for the bees. I. A. Travis.
Walworth Co., Wis., Jan. 30.

Send
-lOWA-

orders for everythii

Grading Comb Honey—Sweet Clover

Mr. Taylor, on page 835 (1903), says some
things I have been thinking of saying some
time.

In " fancy " honey it is required that both
comb and wood be free from stain. Now, I

can scrape the propolis from the wood, but
the uliiix I cannot remove, because it pene-
trates the wood. What harm can it do the
honey? Before using it is cut out and the
section likely goes into the stove. There
seems to he a craze for getting combs white.
Now, the bees sometimes fill the cells so full
that the capping comes in contract with the

\ DAVENPORT, [

BEE-KEEPERS" SUPPLIES to
the city nearest to you. Save Freig-ht
and get prompt service. We are head-
quarters for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEC-
TIONS. DADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S
SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC.

1 LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS, T
A 213-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport, Iowa. L

5A26t Please mention the Bee Jo'irnal.

Seed Corn.
Choice Leaminff, hand-shelled. 2 bus. sk.,

$2,40. Order now. J.F.MICHAEL.
S.\2t R. 1. Winches 1 i.K, IND.
Please mention Bee Journal vvlie'i writing.

Texas Queens.
3 and 5 banded Ooidens

from a reliable breeder.
You all know him—QANIEL
WORTH -the Queen Special-
ist—who fills orders by Re-
turn Hail. 1 am here to
stay, and thank my many
friends and patrons for
their liberal patronage in
the past. Wishing you all
a Happy New Year, I am
ready as usual to furnish
you with the best of Queens.
Tested, in March and April,
$1.25 each; Untested, in

April and May, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. Breeders,
yellow all over, $3.00 each. I am booking orders
for early delivery

DANIEL WURTH, Karnes Gitu, Tex.
3D61 Please:mention the Bee Journal

Please luentlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

BEE = SUPPLIES!
>te. rfi sk ite >tt >to >K >JtMt >liili ."^il >ii >}i >!i >te. >ti >te >liitt

Root's Goods at Root's Prices. 'A-

Everytbinp- used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. pf

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. tx

WALTER S. POUDER, I
513=515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND ^

®®®®®«^«^^®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®
MonthX X ^ X

1
2 Percent Discount T&Z^

(j) Send for our 1904 Catalog and Price-Ltst. Our ^*

I
HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in workmanship and material

|y By sending in your order now, you will save money, and V
^ secure prompt shipment. 2:

I PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. ^-sa
^

a Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies? Re-
w member, you get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,

K and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you
a money. Is not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

I Roofs Goods at their Factory Prices.

We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies
of any house in the West.

Honey and Beeswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio. I

®s«sji«s«$j=©et$»=«^s$ti*sj=<^

riarshfield Manufacturing Co
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

$ I f%.SO F«r
I ^ 200 Egq
•INCUBATOR

action. liatches everj fertile

egg. Wrlt« fur catalog to-day.

GEO. H. STAHL. Qulncy

Please mention the Bee Journal.

TREES THAT GROW

CARL SONDEREGGER
Boi 99 Beatrice, Neb.

'ease mention Bee Jo^i^Hial vrhen writing.

Headquarters FOX Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
CINC1NNATI,0HI0.
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SEEPS
BlCKBEfS SEEDS StCCEEO!

SPECIAL OFFER:
f Madt to Itulld New ItuHlness. A trial will'

iiiafe'' you our permanent cuatomer.

' Prize CoUectioii '.'fiir;a" '^l^^.^TSi
,

finest luriilp. 7 splondid; Onion, 8 best varieties; 10 '

Snrlnv-.nuw.TlnB llulb»-65 varieties in all.

Ul.VK.V-V TEF.U TO PLEASE.

SEND lO CENTS
„ er postage lin'l packing and receive thlN valuable
ooTrt-ftlun of Heeds poHtpnld. tORether with my icomtuoi.

Beautiful 8eed and Plant Boo
,t the Bent varieties of Seeds, Plants, e1

,H.W.Buckbee4?.'rr--
-""

Please mention Bee journal -when writing

POVLTRY PAYS
when the hens ;ay. Keep them
laying. For hatching and brood-
ini,' use the bestTeasouable priced
Incubators and Brooders — built
upon honor, sold upon guarantee,

THE ORMAS
ij, &. Banta, Livonler, Indiana

I inantioii ±Jee Jonmai when WTitinp

SCRAWNY CHICKS

P

lack sufficient oourishment. Fatten them
—make them healthy—feed them Mrs.

Pinkerton's Chick Food. It prevents bow-
ible. It's all food—easily digested. Wnte
Aloi^of prize birdsat St. Louis and rhica

1903 shows. Gives prices and valuable infonuatii

Jnna L Pinkerton Company, Boi 27 . HaslinBS, Heb.

Lice Killing Machine

•CHARLES SCHILI), Ionia* Mich.

Flease mention Bee Journal -when -writing

EVERY EGG GETS HEAT

GREAT SCOTT INCUBATOR!
Can't break our regulator — it's beneath the top. S
Needs littie attention. New free .-atalou' tells how •

Scott Incubator Co., Box 33 fndianapolls. Ind. J

Please niwntion Bee JoumaJ when writlite

LOSS BY LICE
on poultry amounts to many times
the cost of Lambert's Death to
Lice—the sure preventive. All
loss can be saved ant; more profit

made by the use of this famous
powder. Itfrees setting hens from
these pests without harming eggs
or chicks. A trial box 10c will

e-it. 100 oz.. bv express. $1.00.

Pocket Book PomtPrs" free

D. J. Lambert, Box 707, Apponaug, R I.

Rease mention Kee Journal •wnen ^vratinfi

CYPHERS' MODEL
INCUBATORS

"Model" Is the name tbat should be on the
Incubator and IJrooder you buy this season.
Why? They're made by Cyphers—the man who
has' built the most successful, world-famous
hatchers. The free catalosr will interest you.
Writ'- for it now and lo.-irn how tn make mone\-.
CHAS. A. CYPHERS, 39-47 HiHUI ST., BUFFALO, NEW yORK

Flease mention Bee Journal -wbea '^rltUis

honey, pivinf; it a watery appearance, or they
incorporate some yellow-colored matter into
the capping, especially toward the close of
the season, I believe these things cannot be
prevented. As they do not affect the i/ii<ilily

of honey, why should we sell it at a lower
price than the " snow white? " Appearances
count for somethin;^, but if the '[unUtij is

there, people are not liliely to quibble about
a slight stain on comb or wood, especially if

we sell direct to customers and are worlting
up a trade.

Quite frec|uently we are told to remove the
sections as soon as capped. This may be all

right when the honey is not coming in very
fast; but during a rapid How is the huney
sulliciently ripened? I doubt it.

Further, it is advised to remove supers be-

fore the sections are all capped, and then fill a
super with unfinished sections and return to

a strong colony to he finished. But when I

do this 1 seldom can get a good job done,
though some colonies do somewhat better than
others. I usually contract the super, putting
in only one or two rows of sections, putting
strips of board in the vacant spaces; but even
then the combs are not finished so nicely as if

left undisturbed on their own hive. Who has
had a similar experience?

I would suggest to those who contemplate
sowing sweet clover in vacant and waste
places that thej try alsike instead. It yields

a better honey and is not likely to be regarded
as a weed and be cut down before it blossoms,
as sweet clover often is. The roadsides here,
in many places, were one mass of alsike
last summer. It came from loads of hay on
the way to market. Wherever the soil is

suited sow alsike. D. McCartht.
Allen Co., Ind., .Jan. 10.

A Copreetion—Cold Winter.

Toward the close of the article on observa-
tory hives, on page 5y, I made a peculiar error.

I said 20 degrees above freezing instead of
above zmi. We have not seen it 'Zti above
freezing since early in November. In fact,

the bees have had no general flight for about
12 weeks, and they are beginning to suffer.

This winter is of unusual severity. I ob-
served 2t! and 24 degrees below zero early in

this month. Still, the bees are wintering
splendidly, and if we have a warm day soon,
all will be well. Yesterday was still and warm
in the sunshine, 42 degrees in the shade. I

spread pieces of carpet and sacks in front of
the hives, and scattered straw and leaves on
the snow, and so succeeded in getting a par-
tial flight from a few of the colonies.

Allen Latham.
New London Co., Conn., Jan. 31.

Miller Frames—Basswoods.
On page 42, " Illinois " asks Dr. Miller

where he can get the Miller brood-frames.
Don't all supply dealers advertise thiek-top-
bar staple-spaced brood-frames' Are they not
practically Miller frames i The only differ-

ence is that Miller uses a nail instead of a
staple. It is the kind I use, and I should ad-
vise everybody to use in New England, or
where there is as much pine growth as there
is here. Two years a^'o I advised a young
man in Lowell to get the staple-spaced frame.
When I went to see him the next summer, in

July, I found he had Hoffman frames. I

asked him why he got them. He said he
asked for the staple but they sent the Hoff-
man. Well, when he tried to get them out he
had a job, and the bees had been in the
hives probably' not os*er two months.
Again, on page 42, under the heading,

" Basswood Lumber for Hives," are there not
two species of basswood in the western forests

—the American and the European ? At my
old homestead, on the banks of the Merri-
mac, there was liasswood (or sometimes called
linden), and until 4 years ago I had never
seen any basswood anywhere else, but when
I moved to Woburn, early in the spring of
1900, they told me there were linden or bass-
wood trees at the Baldwin place. Well, in a
few days, as I was passing that place, I was
on the lookout for the basswood trees ; nearly
opposite the house there were G trees looking
very much like pasture hickory. This was
before ^he leaves had started. When they

fllN5llALL5 BonKO'* "JULrav
FOR 1904

It contains ure-Iike illustrationH of 33 dif-

ferent bree.la of Chickens, Turkeys. Oeese,

Ducks; the price of same; how to raise poul-

try successfully and how to treat diseas-

es common to them. All sent for 6c postage,

S. MINSHALL, BOX 451 I . DELAVAN. WIS.

•^'«aae mantiuu tiee jOUTiuij

Plep*!e mention Bee Journal when writing

BARGAINS IN PLANTS AND TREES
uney, bymail postpaid

200 Marie Strawberry
100 King Raspberry
100 Ea. king Blackberry 1 00 20 Elberta Peach 1 00

10 Pear assorted X 00
10 Cherry assorted 1 00
15 Apples '• I 00

best varieties cheap.

1 00
1 00

20 Worden *' 1 00

Everything for the fruit grower
Free catalog of preat bargains— a new sirawoerry
plants free for 6 names of fruit growers and 2c stamp.

W. N. SCARFF, NEW CARLISLE. OHIO
Please mention Bee Journal when ^rritina

^^^ik AMOUR BERBERRY

ffl The <J«r.lne- Nur»erv f
iSl Box 715, Ososr, la.

Flease mention Bae JoumaJ -when "wntins

The Bantam

tliao. Cfttklogue pr<:

r^lj-'l Buckeye Incubator Co.

[, 58, gprlnfffleld, O.

Please mention Bee journal -when WTitma

PEACH TREES
Hardy, fruitful kinds. H nest
values, .^c each. Appletrees "-

c

Concord grapes. J'-'O per lOdU Kus
Bian Mulberry and Black Locust
«1.40 per 1000. Rambler roses .ic

810 orders prepaid. Catalog free

Gage County ?iur»ierl«.(»

Box 64«, Beatrltc, Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal wnen "writing.

IS A FACT
bat poultry pays a larger profit

1 money invested than any
I
other business; that anybody may
make a success of it without long
training or previous experience;

that the Reliable Incubator** and BFooders wUl give
tbebest results in all cases. Our aoth Century Poultry
Itonk tells just why. and a hundred othei things yoa
ehniild know. We mail the bonk for 10 cents.-* Write
to-dav. We have 115 yards of thorouirhbred poultry.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO.. Box B-153 Quincy.lll.

Viyase mention Bee journal "when wrritins-

Please raentioii Bee Journal "wten

a THOUSAND DOLLAR EGG
-atouchint- storv of devotion telUntr liow Mandy paid

the morttiairt- ami saved the farm Tolls how to make
moaey from poultry. Also F.t'^' reoord and Calendar f,jl

ISM. Mailed free. Ceo. II. I,ee to., Unmhs, Neb.

Flease mention Bee Journal -when writing
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leaved out they had baeswood leaves, but in

no other way did they much resemble the
basswood I had previously seen on the banlfs

of the Merrimac. Later on I found 2 bass-

wood trees nearer my place, one on each side

of the street, not over 7 rods apart—one of

them American and the other European. I

am not a botanist to distinguish by their

blossom the difference in the two species, but
I can distinguish them by their other peculiar-

ities. The American has leaves from 3 to 3

times larger than the European. The branches
of the European are finer, and thicker to-

gether. From the external appearances of

the two varieties, and from the experiences

which I have had for a good many years in

working with timber and boards, 1 feel sure

that boards of the two varieties must differ

widely. Is there not some woodman bee-

keeper who has observed the difference, and
can give us some more information i

John P. CoBtRN.
HillsboroCo., N. H., Jan. 37.

Distance Bees Work Profitably.

In Mr. G. M. Doolittle's article on " Locat-

ing Bees Among the Flowers," he doesn't say,

but I think it makes quite a difference, the

distance bees will By. If located in a valley

where the bloom appears first they would
naturally follow it farther up the mountains
than if they were located at the mountain
and had to go to the valley first, over where
there were no flowers yet in bloom. Another

BVILT TO LAST
Never outclaased—Sure Hatch
Incubators. Built better thim
your house. No hotcenters; iio

chilling: draughts on sensitive

eggs. Every cubic inch in fgg
chamber at uniform, blood tem-
perature of fowl. It'sacontinual

J tells lively story.

Kl KE HATCH INCIBATOR CO.
Clay Center, >eb. iDtllauapoliK, Ind.

'^neaao mentiou Bee Journal -wnen •wnxma

B66-K66Der8

!

Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell

vou how to put foundation in four sections at

once; and the only way to get a full section of

°We^seii Supplies at Factory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

ppof. A. A. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOB HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
•al Discounts to the Trade.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3^4 miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within' S
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July Isi.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.oo $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select l.OO 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 .s.oo

Tested 1.50 s 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 ISO 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOtIN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
Please mention Boe Joumal when writins

i ^^^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^ I
'l Is (fuaranteed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest K
Jff process sheeting-, and purifying- ivax, and will defy competitors in its fjualitv add puritv. i^
'\ Send for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY. (^
3f Friend Bee Keeper, now is ihe time for you to send in your wax and have it woiked into 4^
'I Foundation. HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wax
fi not accepted. A full line of BBE-SUPPLie ?.

4 AUGtST WEISS, Greenville, Wis.

iPiease menuon Bee Jonmai 'wntfn -wrltanfi.

2 percent Discount |
IN FEBRUARY

On all orders where cash
accompanies. We fur-

nish everything needed
in the Apiary.
Catalog and price-list

FREE.
AQENCieS.

Kretchmer Mfg. Co.,
Chariton, Iowa.

Trestek Supply Co.,
Lincoln. Nebr.

.-_._, —_-_^^-r-r.. r-r^.—. . ,.^,„ ^^.^^ SHUGART & OUREN,
ICK,E3TCIIl»iE!K, lidlFO. CO

, Council BlufEs, Iowa.
KjEjO OA.IC, IO'SAT'jA.. Chas. Meyers, Leipsic,Ohii

Heaae mention Bee Joumai wbon ^ritus

Lewis' Perfect SECTIONS

NOW IN STOCK.

All Other Supplies in Proportion

5000
Pounds
Dadant's Weed
Process

DISCOUNTS ON EARLY ORDERS.
68-page Catalog now ready. Send us a list of the goods you want, and we

will tell you what they will cost. We want to hear from you.

LEWIS C. & A. Q. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Klease mention Bee Journal when "writm'f

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^^Ht'^Jks^SEE
Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
AND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing wax into foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax alwaj'S wanted at Highest Price.

1

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
)rices and discounts.
nt.. Sole Ag-ents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Send at once for Catalog, wit
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto

Please •nention Bee Joumal -when •writing

8 B66-SUDDli6S EXClUSiVeiU

!

A Complete Line of LEWIS' fine BEE-SUPPLIES.
JK DADANT'S FOUNDATION.
11 BINQHAM'S Original Patent SMOKERS and KNIVES.
£V ROOT'S EXTRACTORS, GLOVES, VEILS, etc.

JK QUEEN-BEES and NUCLEI in season. In fact, anything needed in the

\J " Bee-Line,'" at

8 FACTORY PRICES HERE IN CINCINNATI,
Where Prompt Service is yours, and Freight Rates are Lowest. Spe-

.^ cial Discount for Earlv Orders. Send for Catalog.
is TUC CDCn \A/ MIITU Pfl '

i We're successors to nobody i ji Walnut St.

Jr ItlL rntU Wi MUln UUi , Nor nobody's successors to us, CINCINNATI, O. ^^

Flease mention Bee Journal -wnen writinp

Please Mention the Bee Journal Ii^?rSS^f...
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thing, I think where there are 50 colonies of
bees they go further for honey thau 'J or 'A

colonies would. When I had a few colonies
of bees I did not notice them working on
liasswood 2 miles distant, but when the num-
bdr was from 40 to t>0 they kept up such a
stream of bees going and coming that a young
bee had no difficulty in circulating around
and finding the stream of bees the long dis-

tance they were going.
I am building a bee-house 7x40 feet, as my

bees are located near a small mill, and water-
snakes and frogs are continually among the
bees. I think skunks also eat a great number
of bees, as there are plenty of them around
here. Samuel Heath.
Armstrong Co., Pa., Jan. 23.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Michigan.—The Northern Michigan bee-keep-
ers will hold their annual convention March
30 and 31, 1904, in the Moutague Hall, 127 Front
St., Traverse City, Mich.

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, Pres.
Rapid City, Mich.

Kansas—There will be a meeting of the Ar-
kan-as Valley Bee-Keepers' Association, at
Hutchinson, Kaus., Mar. 5, at 10 a.m. All bee-
keepers and others interested are respectfully
invited to be present. Fred Wilber, Sec.

Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among other important
qaestions to be considered will be the World's
Fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of
1905. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to further increase the fraternal in-
terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all bee-keepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City.
Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

UliibMog Offers sr 8

y Modern Farmer fn.SO V
(J Western Fruit Grower 0.50 ^
y Poultry flazei'e 0.25 V
/i Gleanings in Bee-Culture l.io k\

y $i.25 <
\j All one year only $/.oo. n
ft Write for those just as good. A
V Sample Free ^
^ New Subscribers can have the Amek- rj
A ICAN Bee Journal in place of Glean- Jk

<J
INGS, if they wish, or all for $1.60. Re- r)

A newals to American Bee Journal add A
IJ 40cmore. MODERN FARMER. rj
fj St. Joseph, Mo. \

Please mention Bee jonmal wtien 'wntm^

POULTRY SUCCESS.
Uth Year. 32 TO 64 PAGES.

The 20th Century Poultry Magazine
"-autifuUy i!lufltrated.50c yr. . shows

L'lidera hnw to succeed with Poultry.
Special Introductorv Otfer.
years 60 cts; 1 year25 ct.-^; 4 months

trial lOcts. Stanipsaccepted. Sample
copy free. 148 page illustrated practical
mltry book free to yearly subiscriljers.
atalogTie of poultry publicntim 'i-pe.

Poultry Success Co,, g;';;„,'J,„.„
49Ctf Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producingr Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is
ully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6
months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Stree*, - Los Angeles, Cal

Partner with 5000 in cash
and bees. Unlimited range,
in best country on earth.Wanted

Interet.iing' proposi ig^ht party. Addr

Gall Box 82, Floresville, Tex.
;tf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the askinj]^,

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writinK.

The American Poultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A \f\ttfrta\ ^^^^ ^s over a quarter of an. OKJlXlllAl century old and IS still grow-
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Us field must be a valuable one. Such is the

American Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal.

Good 8=Frame Hive, $i.oo
No. 1 Sections, $4.00; No. 2. $3.50. Catalog free.

W. D. SOPER,
9C4t R. D. 3. JACKSON, MICH.

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACHINERY
Read what J. I. Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood-
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,

995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in St. Louis and
Chicago. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,
with complete description and lowest price
delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City
and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Manzanola, Colo.

Please mentiou Bee Journal "when writine.

WANTED !'='^c~<?^B HONEY
In do-drip shippiiig--cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mention Beeiotimal "wnen. "wrltina;

We Sell Root's Goods in MicHrGAN
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in
December. M. H. HUNT & SON.

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Oldest Bee-Supply House In
MISSOURI

Your wants fullv supplied with anythins
needed in the Apiary. FULL STOCK OF A. I.

ROOT CO'S QOOD:?; Danzenbaker Hives, etc.
Let us mail vou our 4ii-pa(;e Catalog^. FRKE.

JOHN NEBEL & SON.
7Dtf HIUH M.LL, Montg. Co., MO.
flea.'se mention Bee Journal -wnHU -writuu:

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
25Atf T p. BINQHAMTFai^rir. Mich?
Please mention See Jaumal vrlien WTltln&

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MAKKKT QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, Feb. s.—The demand is better for

all grades of honey than at any time since the
beginning of December of last year. Stocks are
now being reduced, but at the same time prices
are easy. Many have had it so long that they
are anxious to make sales. No. 1 to fancy white
comb honey sells at 12@l3c; amber grades,
10(auc; dark, etc., 9@l0c. Extracted, white,
6@7c, according to quality, kind and flavor: am.
ber, S@6c. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Feb. S.—There is a fair demand
for honey, but Hearing the end of the season for
comb honey, with large supply, has pressed the
prices; fancy white, 13@14c; amber, in barrels
SX@5Kc; in cans, %c more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6^ic; fancy » hite clover, 75i@8c. Bees-
wa.\, 30c. C. H. W. Weber.
Philadelphia, Feb. 8.—There has been a de-

cided decline in comb honey since last quota-
tions. Bee men who have little lots held back
and are afraid they can't dispose of it before
warm weather, are shipping it in, selling at any
price they can get, breaking the market decid-
edly. We would quote fancy white at HffliSc-
No. I,atl2@13c; amber. 10c. E.-ctracted, n'hite,
6@7c; amber, S@6c Beeswax, 3tc. We are pro-
ducers of honey and do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. a. Selsej(.

Cincinnati, Feb. 16.—The honey market at
present is aull. and lower prices would not in-
duce sales, which, no doubt, is due to the con-
tinued cold. We hope to make a better report
when the weather moderates. We offer our am-
ber extracted honey in barrels at S5^@6iic, ac-
cording to quality; white clover, bii@»^,c
Fancy comb, at 14W15C, in a small way. Bees-
wax, 30c. The Fred W. Mdth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from lOffilSc. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, diic for mixed, and S%(abc for dark
and buckwheat. Beeswax, 38®30c.

H. R. Wright.
Boston, Feb. 9. -There is little change to

note in the honey market. Strictly fancy East-
ern honey is scarce. Western honey will not
bring as much here. Wequote fancy white in
glass-front cases at 16c: No. 1, at 15c. Supplv is
ample, and demand light at this time. Ex-
tracted, water-white, 8c; light amber 7(a8c-
with but little call for dark Florida.

'

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Kansas City, Feb. 24.—There is no change

in the price of comb honey; the supply is largeThe receipts of extracted are large and the de-mand very light. The market price is: Fancy
No. 1, comb, 24 section cases, $2.25; No. 2 stock
$2.00. Extracted, white, per pound, bidbUc- am-
ber, S}4@6c. Beeswax. 3Dc. ~

'

C. C. Clemons & Co.
New Y'ork, Feb. 27—Demand for comb honey

has slackened off considerably, and while there
is some call for white, receipts are heavier than
the demand and in quantity lots, quotation pri-
ces are shaded more or less. We quote fancy
white at 13(a>14c; No. 1, at 12c; amber, at Ur
There is no more demand for dark honey what-
soever, and we would not encourage shipment
of this grade. Extracted honev is quiet at un-
changed prices. Beeswax in good demand at
from 2w<o30c. Hildreth & Segelken.

San Francisco, Feb. 17.—Extracted, white,
SMCaibc; light amber, *\imSc; amber, 4@4i^c;
dark amber, .~,mn'4c. White comb, 12!^@13c-
amber. 9iu>llc. Beeswax, good to choice, licht'
27^1" 29c; dark, 25te2i.c.

'

The steamer Newport, sailing on Saturday,
the t'th. took 115 cases extracted honev for New
Y'ork. Local demand is light. E.\tracted is
not in heavy spot supply. The prospects of an
early cleanipg up of comb honey are not at the
moment particularly encouraging.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO,
199 South Water St. Chicago, Ilu

Wanted to Buy

!

'^^si'^^r^^^—^—^^^^— CASH, in or near
Northampton Co.. Pa. State kind of hives used
and price wanted. Crystal Poultry Yards,

S8 So. Franklin St., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
8A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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The Best Bee-Goods

i in the World..
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy of us yoii
wiil not be disappointed.
We are undersold l»y no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerbish, Epping, N.H., carries
a full line of our g-oods at catalog prices.
Order of him and save the freight.

mw^^^^
ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.

il, $1.

isrht a

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LQUIS. ILL.

I I. J. STRINGHfllW, 105 Park Place, |

I
NEW YORK

I
^i> Manufactures and carries in st'^ck every y>

D- artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND it

<i> QUEENS IN SEASON. 35

ft Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free. Jj;

CAPT. J. E. HETHERINGTON'S BEES
FOR SALE-i'OO colonies from the Virginia

ap'aries belonging to the estate of the late

Capt. J. E. Hethenngton. These bees are Car-
niolans, bred from carefully selected queens,
are perfectly healthy, and in the Hetherington-
Quinby hive. They have had the personal care
of Capt. Hetherington. For further informa-
tion address, H. B. HETHERINQTON,
After April 1st, Cherry Valley, N. Y.

, Wa I Co., Vj

I
Bee=Supplies !

|
a G. B. Lewis Co's Goods. g
^ Do.i't Wait fliiij Longer to Buy. §
S BiQ Discount lor Orders Now. «

Write us to-day and say what you g
want, and get our prices. New catalog

J^
of 84 pages; it is free. /•
We"also handle the famous ^i

tloosier Incubators and Brooders, a
S C. M. Scott & Co. §
Jj 1004 East Washington Street, |?

g Indianapolis, Ind. g

IF YOUR BREACHY STOCK
has hooked, jiimmed and h;ini;cd your wire fences
to pieces; you ouiiht to buy Pat;e Fencn next time.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mictiigan.

E.E. LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MO.
(IJox 28), breeder of

Fine ItalianQueen Bees
Orders booked now and filled

in rotation. Send for price-list,

"lease mention Bee Journal wrhen writing,

K^ Dadant's Foundation
27111 I
year #

We Guarantee Satisfaction, ^e^autv"" 'p&RrfY.°'*FiRnNEss.
No SAGQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SMEETINQ.

if W/h\r rlne^a. if cf>II crk xn/fll V Because it has always given better satis-

[;
YY liy UUCA IL »C1I »U well r faction than any other. Because

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies |
OF ALL KINDS.

*'

i*i

*«i

i*i

•*•

iJi BEESV\ZAX VNZANTED at all times.
i*i

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee—Re^/ised ^
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. 4fe

m
m

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. f

your B66S Won't siino You
IF YOU GIVE THEM LEWIS' GOODS.

QIS
OUR NEW CATALOG /^OE

IS NOW READY \j(js

Everything tlie Bee-Keeper ieeds.

G. B. Lewis Company
Watertown, Wis.
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T"EVOICE OFTHE PEOPLE
DANZENBAKER'S HIVE. WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOflE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

MORE HONEY BETTER PRICES.
NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge, Md. Feb. 9. lilOJ.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.

Gentlemen:— I saw in a recent issue of your paper

that you have a department.called "Reports Encourag-

ing." I shall send you my report.

fuse the Dauzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same, as the few dovetailed hives that I use do

not compare at all with the Danzenbaker. One colony

gave me over one hundred pounds No. 1 white honey

and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by

natural swarming of one hundred percent. A triend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives in his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from my apiary. Long ln^e the Dan-

zenbaker hive 1 . It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours truly,

J. B. HOLLOPETER.

Mallet Creek, O., Sept. 25, 1902.

I have now 2.50 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees in

Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor

season, 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs. surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from tliese

colonies that I do from those in the old chaff hives.

With a 7-inch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

winters the bees better than the chaff hives.
Vernon Burt.

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries five vears, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the 4^ sections, and
use only 4x.5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with

the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made more money this season per hive than I

have any previous year in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales I get more
for the 4x.5 sections, and have no work in cleaning

them I ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4\i section. I make
honev to sell, and anything that sells the best and for

the most money is what I want out of the bee-

business. S. D. Matthews.
In Gleanings, p. 931, Dec. 15, 1899.

Mountain View, N. J., Oct. 6, 1897.

I have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shall increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next veat. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section; were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My 4!i sections, unglazed, .^old

to grocers at i2'A to 13 cts., retailing IB cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the 4^.
much as glass.

arly

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

DANZY.

HONEY.

A REGENT

ORDER.

64-PAGE

BOOK.

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

Rock Valley, N. Y^ Feb. 22, 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July 1. I had

only lliOO lbs., but I obtained a fancy price—15!^ for
" Fancy " and No. 1 white, and WM tor No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenbaker 4x5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the \^^yi\% square sections, and I consider that
much difference is worth looking after—don't you?
The Danzenbaker hives doubled up, two brood-cham-
bers, are in fine condition, even better than my double-
walled hives. I intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as I can, and get
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly yours.

J. Iv. Haight.
It is not claimed that so large an advance in price as

is mentioned above can usually be obtaineq for honey
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of general better appearance
it commands the highest prices and a more ready sale
in a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis. Ind., Feb. 3, 1901.
The A. I. Root Co., Medina. O.
Dear Sirs;- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

500 Danzy. 4.DWM hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book. "Facts About Bees,"
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed full of facts. If one
follows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honey, pro-
viding of course there is any honey to be h^d. This
unique little book will be sent free to all who apply
for it.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it. or for the pleasure they get out of it. It is

conceded by all who have tried this system that it is

highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large ciopsof
honey almost free from propolis makesus think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. What is

more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is

so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
article?

The great popularity of the Danzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. The success of this system depends
on having everything just right, 5o you should place
your order for the Danzenbaker hive with our main
office, or any of our branches or regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES: Main Offlcc and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

rHTCAr.O II I HI East Erie St. I
SYR.\CU.SE, N. v. 1

.ST. PAUL, MINN., 1021 Hiss. St.
I
.San Antonio,

MECHANIC FALL-l ME I

PHII^ADELPHIA, PA.,10 Vine St.| HAVANA CfBA, San Ignacio.
|

Washington,

(See list of Jobbing Agents in American Bee Journal. Jan. 7, page 2.)

BRANCHES:
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Editorial Comments

334 DeaFbopn Street.

This is our new number and street. We moved the office of the

American Bee Journal March 3. We are now in a modern office build-

ing in the heart of the business district of Chicago. Oar editorial

office is Room 990 of the Caxton Building. Our friends and sub-

scribers are invited to c;ill and see us at any time in our new office.

Again permit us to call the attention of all to the fact that we are

not now in the bee-supplj, honey or beeswax business, and have not

been since Oct. 1, 1903. We are devoting our time and atoention to

the weekly American Bee Journal. '

The Apiarian Outlook for 1904.

The outcome of the harvest can lietter be considered some months
hence, but bee-lieepers are a folk somewhat given to looking ahead, and

a look at the horoscope may not be amiss. The prospect is neither all

bright nor all dark. California is short on rainfall, and unless there

is a heavy fall of spring snows upon the mountains, or an unusual

amount of rain next summer, Colorado will also lack the necessary

moisture for a heavy crop. In the northern portions of the country

the cold has been remarkably severe, and what is still worse, it has

been exceptionally uninterrupted, so that a very large number of colo-

nies will fail to respond to spring roll-call.

On the other band, notwithstanding the severe cold, a mantle of

snow has covered a large portion of the country where white clover

abounds, and what bees are left will be likely to give a good account

of themselves, and their hoardings will not be likely to lack a market

In those portions where there has been no trouble wintering, and

where at the same time bee-pasturage is abundant, a year of unusual

prosperity ought to be experienced.

In any case, the bee-keeper who bends every energy to do the besj

he can with what remains may hope for a fair recompense for his labor.

Tlie Bacillus of Foul Brood.

As mentioned some time ago. Dr. Lambotte of the University of

Liege, announced that he had discovered that the bacillus of foul

brood—bacillus alvei—was identical with bacillus mesentericus vul-

garis, which is aliundantly distributed everywhere in Nature. Fresh

interest in the matter is awakened liy the long article appearing on
page 133 of the Bee Journal, written by C. H. W. Weber. Mr.

Weber has been an enthusiastic advocate of formaldehyde for the cure

of foul brood. Puzzled by the reappearance of the disease after treat-

ment in some cases, he finally accepted as the explanation that in spite

of cure the disease reappeared again by means of mesentericus vulgaris.

If there are lurking everywhere germs capable of producing foul

brood, only awaiting favorable conditions to begin their'deadly work,

we may as well accept the fact with what grace we may, liut it will be

an unwelcome fact that makes us believe that the seeds of the disease

are everywhere instead of being, as has been heretofore believed, only

found in colonies of bees suffering from foul brood. So it may be well

to comfort ourselves with looking for some reasons why we should not

believe Dr. Lambotte is correct.

If correct, he ought to have succeeded in producing foul brood by

means of the common bacillus that he believes to need only a slight

change to become bacillus alvei. This he failed to do.

If his conclusions were correct, other scientists should have con-

firmed them. A considerable time has elapsed since September, 1902,

but no other bacteriologist is reported as having confirmed Dr. Lam-
botte's conclusions. On the contrary, men of ability have expressed

their disbelief, saying that the great similarity between the two kinds

of bacilli might easily mi.slead Dr. Lambotte.

There are apiaries—thousands of them—located where foul brood

has never yet been known, and foul brood is by no means a scourge

of modern times. Is it easy to believe that through all these years

there should have lieen no occurrence of conditions favoring the ap-

pearance of the disease? Yet that might happen more easily than

that a whole county should remain up to this time immune. And
larger tracts than that, even whole countries, have remained free from

the disease. There have been cases where it could not be understood

that the disease had been brought from elsewhere, and these might be

adduced in support of Dr. Lambotte's theory. But it is easier to be-

lieve that the germs had been in some unusual way brought from else-

where than to believe that over so large a scope of country mesen-

tericus vulgaris could for so many years have abounded everywhere

without ever having found a single colony of bees in which conditions

would allow it to produce foul brood. Cases of smallpox occur

sometimes where it is impossible to trace their origin, but we do not

the less believe that they have come from some other case of smallpox.

Under the old belief, foul brood was bad enough. Under the new
it is much worse. Let us not believe the new theory till we have to.

As yet we do not have to. ^^^^^^^^^^^

Summeping Bees in Winter.
" Bees are summering very nicely in Colorado this winter, thank

you."—Rocky Mountain Bee Journal.

Now see how this wild-and-wooly-west editor doth seek a quarrel

with those of us who are wondering whether any of our bees will

pull through this never-to-be-forgotten winter.

MiehiRan Farmers' Institute.

A brief report of the annual Farmers' Institute, published in the

Chicago Record-Herald, has the following;

Bee-keeping and horticulture were the subjects discussed at the
morning session. W. Z. Hutchinson demonstrated that bee-keeping is

profitable under proper management. Prof. U. P. Hedrick declared
that bees do not injure fruit, as uiany suppose, and that bee-keepers
and horticulturists are mutually dependent upon each other. George
E. Rowe made the statement that he would not dispose of his bees it

they never stored a pound of huney, because of their advantage to

fruit. He considered the damage done to bees by the spraying of trees

far less than is usually supposed.

Calling- foF Honey at Hotels, Restaurants, Etc.

When on the way to the Wisconsin State convention at Madison

recently, we had occasion to patronize the dining-car. On the bill of

fare we noticed honey. We imiuiied of the courteous waiter, whose

honey they were serving. He replied that he did not know, but would

see. He stepped to his " pantry," and looking at the label on the jar

of honey, he said, " George W. York's." We said we would try some
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of it. He brought out a jar that was nearly empty, containing a long-

handled spoon with which to dip it out. So with excellent brown bread

and "York's Honey," and some other things, we had a good meal.

We may say that we could not resist the temptation to give the

colored waiter our personal card when he placed the honey on the

table. You should have seen his eyes bulge out when he saw the same

. name on the card as appeared on the honey-label. He added, " Well^

sah, dat honey am all right, sah, anyway." We told him that we

knew it was absolutely pure.

At the hotel in Madison we also called for honey, and were served

with some of Wisconsin's best comb honey.

What we wish to suggest is, that whenever bee-keepers are away

from home, and it is necessary for them to patronize hotels, restau-

rants, etc., they should always call for honey. It may very often

occur that they will not get it, but it will do no harm to ask for it,

and, if such requests are repeated, those who are in charge are more

than likely to serve honey later on.

Honey should appear on every bill of fare that is printed for use

in any hotel or restaurant. We know of no better way to help bring

about such a reform than for bee-keepers to make repeated requests

for honey when eating in public places.

Coppections in Average Yields of Honey.

Two errors have been noted in the list of " Big Average Yields of

Honey," page 51. The average of Dr. C. C. Miller is put down at 231.

According to the General Manager's report it should be 169. Even

with the corrected figures as given on page 4, it should be only 323.

The other error is the omission of Otto Sueltenfuss, of Texas,

from the list. Mr. Sueltenfuss writes

:

"In the spring of 1903 I increased, by natural swarming, to 31 col-

onies, and CT.tracted from that number, too The yield of extracted

honey was 2760 pounds, as in the General Manager's report. But the

1260 pounds of bulk comb honey were taken from 31 of the colonies.

Now, if 100 pounds of comb honey are estimated as equaling 150

pounds of extracted, then my average yield per colony would be \59

pounds. If the comb had been yielded by the 34 colonies, then the

average would be 136 pounds per colony. Isn't that right?"

Evidently the 159 pounds average is obtained by dividing the ex-

tracted among the 34, and the comb among the 34, and then adding

together the two averages. That will hardly do, for it would be get-

ting only the average of the 34 colonies. Neither would it be correct

for them, for it would be assuming that each of the 34 stored as much

extracted as each of the remaining 10, and the comb honey besides.

The correct amount is to be obtained after this fashion

:

Adding 50 percent to the 1260 pounds of comb honey to reduce it

to extracted honey gives 1S90 pounds, and adding to that the 2760

pounds makes 4650 pounds, and for 34 colonies that would be an aver-

age of nearly 137 pounds.

(
Miscellaneous Items

Mr. J. Q. Smith, of Logan Co., 111., was the first bee-keeper to

call on us in our new office at 334 Dearborn St., March 4. Mr. Smith

is the inspector of apiaries for Illinois, and also President of the Illi-

nois State Bee-Keepers' Association.

Samuel Wagner, as a great many of our readers know, was

the founder and first editor of the American Bee Journal. Mr. A. I.

Root, in a recent number of Gleanings in Bee-Culture, tells something

about Mr. Wagner and his work, which is at once so interesting and

of such historical value, that we are glad to copy it in these columns.

It is as follows:

In the introduction to the " A B C of Bee-Culture," I have told

about getting acquainted with Mr. Wagner through L. L. Langstroth.
About as soon as I had looked over the literature of that day, and
found what had been done with the honey-bee, I learned from my
good friend Langstroth that an American bee-journal had been
started, and that Samuel Wagner kept it going one year, and then,

through lack of encoura^'ement, together with the lireaking out of the

American rebellion, it was discontmued. I at once wrote to Mr.
Wagner, and a very pleasant correspondence ensued. A copy of the

first volume, started in .January, 1861, and kept up till December, was
secured from him, and was read over and over again. More especially

was that part of it read and re-read pertaining to the Dzierzon theory.

I urged Mr. Wagner to re-commence the journal, which he did in July,

1866, and I with others very soon became a regular contributor to its

pages. I am pleased to notice that one of the advertising sheets has
been preserved in our bound volume ; and among the advertisers I see

H. A. King it Co., Nevada, Ohio; C. P. Bigelow, Perkinsville, Vt.

;

Adam Grimm, Jefferson, Wis. ; A. Gray, Royal, Butler Co., Ohio, and
W. A. Flanders, Shelby, Ohio.

Very soon I began to talk about comb foundation made of wax;
and my good friend Samuel Wagner was enabled to send me a piece
of foundation, or "artiticial comb,'' as we called it then, made of

black rubber. I think the impression was made by setting up types
made of ordinary type-metal.

Information came in somewhere about 1867 of a comb-emptying
machine, and from directions I got from friend Wagner I soon had a
machine made, all of metal instead of wood, as the Germans made
them. Langstroth briefly described the German machine in a circular

put out ill 1867.

While I was at work on comb foundation and the honey-extractor,
both Langstroth and Wagner encouraged uie, and gave me all the in-

formation they could obtain in regard to the matter. Many of Wag-
ner's letters during those years seemed to me of more value than the
articles with which he used to fill the pages of the American Bee Jour-
nal. It seems to me unfortunate now that I did not save them. Wag-
ner {unlike your humble servant) kept himself and his personal affairs

very much out of sight in his editorial work. The pages of the old
American Bee Journal, away back, were principally occupied by con-
tributors. He very seldom added a footnote, iior interfered unless we
got to bearing on each other a little too hard. On one occasion he
administered quite a sharp reproof to "Novice;" but it was a little

paragraph at the end of my communication that he might have meant
myself or any or all of the rest of the correspondents. When it came
to exposing swindles Mr. Wagner came out pretty severely and plainly.

But there were only a few occasions on which he did this.

The American Bee Journal for March, 1873, announced the sud-

den death of our beloved editor. The article was written by Father
Langstroth, who was at the time paying aivisit to his old friend, Mr.
Wagner. These two, Langstroth and Wagner, were a pair of God's
noblemen. As I look over the pages and recall the past, I fall to won-
dering whether we have &Dy, Just such as they were, left. May be act
exactly like them, but God forbid it should ever be said truthfully

that the good men—the real noblemen—are nil dead and passed away.

It is an inspiration to us to know that the founder of the old

American Bee Journal was such a noble man. We wish we knew

more about him. He doubtless had a hard struggle with his new ven-

ture. It certainly was a risky undertaking. It has ever been so since

then, to start a new bee-paper, as most of those who have done so

could testify. The fact is, the field is too limited to give sufficient

support in order to publish successfully more than three or four

really good papers, as experience has abundantly proven.

We wish here to thank the publishers of Gleanings in Bee-Culture

for giving, in their excellent periodical, the paragraphs we have copied

in reference to our honored and honorable predecessor.

Chayote as a Honey-Plant.—We have received the following

from Mr. W. A. Pryal, which will be of interest to all

:

In looking through the Saturday Evening Post of Dec. 5, 1903, I

came across an article that attracted my attention. It was about that

phenomenal plant called the " chayote," which, at first glance, might
be supposedltolbe some relative of our famous coyote. The latter is a

good-for-nothing beast of small size, of the dog or wolf kind—the

other is a plant, as mentioned. So there is no relationship. But to be

serious, the chayote is a wonderful member of the vegetable kingdom,
if ive are to believe all the good things that are said of it in the article

mentioned. It is good for man and beast as a food. The writer says
" its practical uses are endless." I should judge it is a tuber sending
forth a vine that bears pear-shaped fruit, and blooms and ripens fruit

every month in the year. In a few months after planting, the vines

will yield as many as 500 fruit, some weighing no less than three

pounds. This is all very fine, and would induce us to try the plant

right off. It is going to be sent out, no doubt, ere long, by our Uncle
Samuel's seed and nursery department. Let's get a few plants!

But, ye bee-keepers, this is not all ! Lo ! and behold it is the very

plant bee-keepers have been looking for these many years to fill a

long-felt want—and their honey-barrels, too. This, I believe to be so

from reading between the lines of the Post article. It states that the

plant is especially valuable to our fraternity, as it is wonderfully rich

in nectar. I have not been quoting verbatim, but just sufficiently to

let you know what a great plant this chayote is. Why have not the

bee-papers noticed it before? Or have they done so and I have over-

looked such fact?

Chayote is a native of a tropical country, and may possibly be

grown in the more southern of the Southern States, and the warmer
portions (it California and Arizona. Let's watch the chayote. Who
will send the first car-load of such honey to market'

We have had more rain—a whole day at a stretch again. It

stopped last evening. To-day was another of God's own charming
days. W. A. Pryal.

San Francisco, Co., Calif., Feb. 25.

Some months ago we published something about the chayote,

written by Kate V. Austin. Who can tell us something definite about

its nectar-yielding qualities? If it is what Mr. Pryal intimates, bee-

keepers will want to get it wherever it will grow.
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Convention Proceedingsin$s
J

THE COLORADO CONVENTION.

Report of the Proceedings of the Colorado State
Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held in Den-

ver, Nov. 23. 24, and 25, 1903.

BY. H. C. MOREHOUSE, SEC.

[Coatlnued from pa^e 168.)

A WESTERN HONEY-PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION.

H. Rauchfuss—Is it not feasible for us to have a West-
ern Honey-Producers' Association among the bee-keepers
of the West—Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Nevada, and
California ? The National organization is a little slow, and
the Eastern States are not ready. If we wait for all the
States, they never will get ready.

QuES.—" What is the most hopeful line of action in

decreasing the cost of honey-production 7"

Mr. Morehouse—One of the most hopeful fields is in in-

tensive bee-keeping, in getting more out of each colony of
bees.

H. Rauchfuss—I think we now well know how to pro-
duce honey. It is a more serious question how to dispose of
honey than how to get it. Much is on the market now that
should have been sold long ago. Co-operation will help a
great deal to attain that point, and it will help in producing
the honey as well as in selling it.

F. Rauchfuss—Which is the more profitable, intensive
bee-keeping, or running a large number of colonies ?

Mr. Morehouse—I can not answer by experience, only
by analogy. In other lines of production, in farming and
the like, it is now pretty well demonstrated that working
over a small area is more profitable. I think the tim6 is

coming when 400 colonies will produce as much as a thou-
sand, and more.

F. Rauchfuss—A Nevada man, who called at the store,
told me he had 780 colonies in two yards, and his brother
had 1200 colonies in a number of yards, and the proceeds
from his own bees far exceeds that from his brother's bees.
He produces comb honey while his brother produces ex-
tracted, but still he gets a low price for his comb honey.

Mr. Aikin—When we are properly organized for distri-

bution, I think intensive bee-keeping pays better. Up to
the present I have lacked in distributing facilities, owing to

the long distance from a market, and so have branched out
more. With better distributing facilities there is more
profit to small producers, and intensive methods come into
play. I have for a number of years been endeavoring to
reach out so as to succeed in marketing by sending enough
at a time to reduce the freight-rates. There is a better
opportunity now for extension in both lines.

H. Rauchfuss—I move the chairman be instructed to
appoint a committee to confer with other local organizations
of other States, and find out whether it is feasible for us to
form an organization of the Western States. [Carried.]

Mr. Aikin— It is not out of place in this convention to
consider the business end of the question. One might say
the proper place for its consideration is with the Colorado
Honey-Producers' Association. But, after all, in one sense
the Honey-Producers' Association and the State Associa-
tion are not separated. Their distinctive features are, that
one is literary and one is for business. The proper channel,
of course, through which other organizations accept our
plans is through the business branch of our organizations.
The people of the Western Slope are to come in as a branch
of the Colorado Honey-Producers' Association. It is true,
there is a difference in the handling of bees there, but there
is no difference in the business handled.

H. Rauchfuss—It is not my idea for the Colorado
Honey-Producers' Association to be the head and the others
merely branches, but that all should be together. This is

just to express our feelings, and get our members to take
an active part.

The chair appointed as the committee, H. Rauchfuss, F.
H. Hunt, J. N. Pease, H. C. Morehouse, D. W. Working,
and F. L. Thompson.

As a committee on the manufacture of supplies to re-

port at the next meeting, were appointed H. Rauchfuss, F.
H. Hunt, and H. C. Morehouse.

STIMULATIVE FEEDIXG OF BEES.

" What is the best method of stimulative feeding ?"

Mr. Hagen— I looked around here last spring for the
best hive, and I got it. [Mr. Hagen exhibited the " Acme "

hive and its parts.] It has the best cover, and the nicest
arrangement for taking off honey by using the inner cover
as a bee-escape, and the two covers, in connection with
wooden lard-dishes, make the best device for stimulative
feeding. I set the lard-dishes on top of the inner cover,
and the bees come up through the hole in the center and
get the feed. When the outer cover is set on it holds the
dishes in place. Another little kink I might speak of is in
moistening sections. I always use a spring-bottom oil-can

to squirt the water in the right place.

Mr. Hagen also exhibited a Mason jar of strawberries
that had been put up in cold honey. These were sampled
by the convention, and found to retain the flavor of the
fresh strawberry to a remarkable degree.

SINGLE-TIER VS. DOUBLE-TIER CASES.

F. Rauchfuss—I have been requested by several to com-
pare the relative merits of single-tier and double-tier ship-

ping-cases. We have had a good deal of experience in re-

ceiving shipments of honey in single-tier cases. It always
ships poorly, and especially so in local shipments. The
freight classification rules require that the glass be covered.

On account of the shape of the case the average freight

handler does not know what is in it, and as he always has a

stick in his back, he drops the case to the floor instead of

stooping to set it down. The efi'ect on the section combs
may be imagined. He is likely to know what is in the

double-tier case, and on account of its shape, if he does drop
it, it does not drop so far. He frequently steps on a case to

reach up to something. If it is a single-tier case the cover
gives to such an extent as to cause his weight to come down
with but little diminished force on the tops of the sections,

causing them to give in turn, so that the combs are slightly

squeezed, and the honey oozes out. If it is a double-tier

case the cover does not give near so much, and some part of

his weight is likely to come over the edges of the case any-
how, and thus be supported without doing harm. When
transported on express and transfer wagons, the single-tier

case is much more likely to be set on its side edgewise to

fill up some convenient space in the wagon, which is the
worst possible position for the combs within, when the load
is being bumped over the streets. On the grocery shelves

the single-tier case occupies more space and displays less

honey. The double-tier case meets grocery requirements
the best. As to the objection of two tiers, there should be
paper between the two tiers, and no leaky honey should be
put in. The proof of the pudding is in the eating. We
have had inquiries for car-load lots of double-tier cases.

When I was East visiting the honey-buyers in all the large
cities of the middle West, I made it a point to inquire if

tliere were any trade objections to the double-tier cases, and
found none.

Mr. Aikin—I have had bad luck in shipping in single-

tier cases. One reason was that they were so often stood

on one side. But the others, being more nearly in the shape
of a cube, were rarely set that way.

H. Rauchfuss—The double-tier case has a small surface,

and twists easily when forces are applied at different

points. When that happens the sections inside are twisted,

too, and the combs slightly fractured.

GRADING HONEY.

Mr. Hagen—I have always been careful about grading
honey. I notice the Denver commission houses sell a good
deal of cheap honey at 25 or 30 cents a case less than a first-

class article. I have sold a number of car-loads, and would
always guarantee every section in a case to be No. 1 that
was sold as such. I made it a rule to put in the second
grade anything that was under 14 ounces, or off color. I

had another grade for 12 and 13 ounce honey, and anything
less than 12 ounces was sold after melting it up. From 80
pounds of cull honey I would get in the neighborhood of 6
pounds of wax. I aimed to have bait-combs. Bee-keepers
ought to be educated to have two grades.

H. Rauchfuss—If you have three or four sections in a
case that are not quite up to the standard, leave them out
and put them in a separate case. You may get 10 cents a
case more for the sections that are left. And that is not
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all. You may have three or four sections per case in the
second grade that are almost too good for the second,
though not quite good enough for the first, so that you raise
the average, and probably the price, on the second grade,
too, and thus raise the price on them both. Another point
in grading is always to use the same standard throughout
the season. The honey is white when you first take it off,

but the last taken off is not so good, and you are apt to

think the last as good when it is not, and thus have a dif-

ferent standard in your mind at the end of the season.
Thus, what you put in the first grade at the end of the sea-
son may not be so good as that graded second at the begin-
ning of the season. By selecting certain sections as pat-
terns to go by, and keeping them on hand throughout the
season, you may always preserve the same standard.

(The End).

(
Contributed Articles

The Standard Section-What Will It Be?
BY ALLEN LATHAM.

TO a large extent the standard section will be the one
which by chance or otherwise gets to be used by the
majority of honey-producers, and may not of necessity

be the most desirable. For years the standard section has
been the A%-sA^i of indefinite width, but now the bee-supply
people are striving (whatever their purpose may be) to make
a taller and a narrower section become popular.

There has come into use also the plain section. This
seems to be an excellent thing, and will probably grow in
favor. Only time will determine whether it will entirely
supersede the bee-way section. For the purpose of argu-
ment I will assume that the plain section is in a few years
to be our only section. If so, it is of prime necessity that
the section of the most desirable dimensions come to the
front.

Let me speak first of the shape. Shall the section be
square or oblong ?

Is it any argument in favor of a tall section to say that
our doors and windows are usually taller than broad? I

fail to see any good reason there. Probably not one person
in one hundred would think about such a matter, and surely
not one in a thousand would let his purchase be affected.

It is argued that more surface is presented by the oblong.
This is true in the case of the 4x5. The difference is too
trifling.

It is further argued that more sections can be set on a
given surface. True, but the desirability of such increase
is not proved. The increase in depth of super may retard
the bees in their taking possession of the same. Many a
person would say :

" Give me a shallower section still for
rapid super-work."

It is also argued that bees build comb downward faster
than sidewise. Is this of any value where full foundation
are used 7 And by the way, where do most sections show
lack of finish, at the sides or at the bottom ? A toss up.

" A tall section will bear shipping better," may be true,
but if so it is not so much owing to the height as to light-
ness of honey and increased amount of wax proportionally.
Remember that most of our tall sections are thin.

In the reasons offered above there is much truth but
little weight, by far too small amount of weight to call into
popular use a section which has so many disadvantages.

First of all, the tall section is harder to handle. It
breaks easily. It tips over easily. The increased comb-
surface renders it especially liable to injury and consequent
leakage. These reasons alone would prevent my adopting
the tall section.

The argument that more can be put into a super almost
captured me. But analysis of the statement dissolved that
impression. The increased number means increased space,
and increased space means delay in taking possession of
supers. With tall sections the second super will not go on
till after the second super of shallow sections has work well
progressed, so that in the end there is loss.

Of course we can not gainsay that tall sections bring
more in certain localities. Round sections would probably
out-sell either, and sections of all sorts and shapes, espec-

ially alphabet sections, would have a great run. If we only
knew how much of this sale was to be laid to the account of
fad we should know more about it.

Every one is free to choose, and some will probably vote
for the tall section. I believe that most of us after giving
each a good trial, will raise both hands for the square. I,

for one, am too clumsy to use a section which has such un-
stable equilibrium, and should ruin enough choice sections
to cut a big hole in any better price they might command.

The second part of my subject is more important by far.

What shall be the thickness (usually termed width) of our
standard section ? Assuming that the 4 '4x4 '4 is standard,
shall it have for its other dimension I'j, or more ?

I am told on the best authority that this section, when
only 1 '2 inches wide, will hold only IS ounces of honey even
when the bees are crowded for room, and that it usually
runs down to 13 or 14 ounces. Do we wish this ? These
sections are called, and will be called, one-pound boxes of
honey. Do we, as beekeepers, who pride ourselves upon
our honesty and square dealing, wish to do this ?

What if honey-dea/ers do say that they prefer light
weights, as some say they do ? Shall we be dishonest be-
cause they prefer that ? Perhaps we are not dishonest, but
we surely make it easier for some one else to be. I should
like to say right here that a few years ago I had much deal-
ing with a certain honey-firm, and this honey-firm was
strongly in favor of full weights.

I wish to protest strongly against a section which is

under weight. I wish that every other bee-keeper whose
honesty responds to these words would send in his protest.

It will never be possible to produce section honey with
just 16 ounces to a section, but it is possible to use such a
section that there will be as many 17-ounce sections as
there are 15-ounce ones. I believe that any loss in number
of sections produced will be more than offset by our stead-
ier sales of honest-weight product.

If, then, bee-keepers are honest, it is obvious that a sec-
tion more than I'j inches wide must be used. Yesterday
I cut through a large number of sections, measuring the
thickness of the combs. I found that the average full-

weight section must be a plump 1 '2 inches in thickness of
comb. Whether this means a section 1 916 or one l;s I am
at a loss to say. I shall use the Ijs section next season. If it

proves too large I shall cut it down to what will bring the
desired result.

I believe that our standard section is to be 4^4^x4% by
such other dimension as is found by actual use to give
average 16-ounce boxes of honey.

New London Co., Conn.

Bill of Rights to Protect Bee-Keepers in

Priority of Location.

BY DR. C. C. MILLBR.

A
GOOD many years ago I got into trouble by saying
that I believed there should be legislation that would
protect a beekeeper in his territory. At that time

there was little sympathy—indeed, if there was any sympa-
thy whatever with the thought it was left unexpressed ; and
the general sentiment seemed to be that there was no need
to say anything about the matter of encroaching upon terri-

tory, because it would regulate itself.

But there seems to be a growing feeling that something
should be said, and even that something should be done
about it. That feeling was distinctly voiced at the Los
Angeles convention, to which Mr. Hasty refers, page 105.

The only reply was, in substance, the one Mr. Hasty has
worded, " You can't do anything about it." That, how-
ever, was an advance over the sentiment of years ago, which
seemed to be, "You can't do anything about it, and you
ought not if you could."

I have no desire to use space to argue the right of a man
to a certain territory as a bee-keeper ; the time has gone by
for that ; but I want to say with what emphasis I may, that
whenever bee-keepers are agreed that they want such a law,
a law can be framed that will protect a man in his rights as
a bee-keeper just as much as the law protects a man in other
agricultural pursuits.

Mr. Hasty thinks we should cultivate the doctrine of do-
ing right in regard to every other brother's bee-territory,
require it of every man that he respect such rights, and
suggests that " A carefully worded and forcible declaration
of these rights, etc., might be one effective way to do some-
thing, in place of doing nothing from year to year." And
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when such a bill of rights is carefully worded, Mr. Hasty
thinks we could depend <Ju public sentiment to do the rest.

Very good, Mr. Hasty, as far as it goes; and nineteen out

of twenty would respect your " bill of rights," indeed would
do so in any case. It's the twentieth man that we're after,

and when you say to him :
" There's the bill of rights ; now

respect it or you'll be considered an Ishmaelite and a scamp,"
he'll coolly say to you: "Consider and be hanged ; I care

more for the dollars than I do for what you consider me." It

is no great compliment to our legal luminaries to say
that among them there is not sufficient ability to frame
a law that shall embody that carefully worded bill of

rights; and that shall say; "There's the bill of rights;

now respect it or suffer the penalty attached." Nothing
short of that will reach that twentieth—perhaps I ought to

say that hundredth man.
The hard part is the careful wording of that bill of

rights : when you get it worded it's as easy to enforce it

upon t'ne twenty by law as it is upon the nineteen by public
sentiment.

Take the case, Mr. Hasty. McHenry Co., 111.

How I Winter My Bees Outdoors.

BY A. J. KILGORE.

I
HAVE a cellar that would answer very well for the pur-

pose of keeping my bees over winter if it were not for the
fact that I have a furnace in it for heating the house,

and it is difficult to keep the temperature low enough. In
fact, I did not think it a possible thing to do to keep the
bees in the cellar and use the furnace at the same time, but
I see in Dr. Miller's " Forty Years Among the Bees," he is

trying the experiment. I think, however, I would best let

the veterans try such projects first, and I will continue for

the present to winter on the summer stands, which I have
been doing up to the present time, with very fair success
in a way that I will try to describe :

I use principally the Danzenbaker hives, which are the
same in outside dimensions so that the outside winter-case
that I use wiil suit either style of hive. To make the win-
ter-cases, take lumber cut from boxes gotten at the shoe-
store and grocery store ; these cost from 5 to 10 cents each,
and some I get for taking away. It requires about 3 boxes to

make 2 winter-cases. I get from the planing mill corner-
pieces II2 inches, outside measure, which cost me about V
cents per linear foot ; these I use for the corners to nail the
boards to, in order to make the case strong, and to have a
finished look. These corner pieces are cut 20 inches long,
corresponding to the height of the case.

The size of the case is 20x24 inches, leaving 2 inches
all round for packing, and from 6 to 8 inches for packing on
top. I nail the case together, square it, and then put on the
bottom and cover. The bottom, of course, extends in from
the sides all around only 2 inches, leaving an opening in

the center the size of the hive. The top is made with the
joints fitted close but without an effort to making it turn
the rain ; it is then covered with good tarred paper cut 'i

inch larger all around than the wooden cover, leaving no
nail-holes to let the rain leak through. The case is now
completed, but as you will see, all in one piece. I now rip it

in 2 pieces, cutting about 12 inches from the bottom ; small
pieces about '2 inch square are nailed on each corner of the
bottom part of the case on the side extending '2 to '4 inch
above the top of the bottom ; these are to hold the top part
in place when on.

I move the hive forward about ys inch on the bottom-
board and place the bottom part of the case over the hive,

letting it rest on the bottom-board. I then take a strip of 2-

ply tarred paper 18 inches wide, and long enough to go
around the inside of the case and lap 6 or 8 inches. This is

put in the bottom part of the case as a lining ; this, you
will see, will reach up about 8 inches above the top of the
hive or honey-board. I use a honey-board 16x20 inches,

made by using 2 pieces "sX'.,x20 inches, and nail a board
from the old box, cut 16 inches long, jointed up close. I

now fill the 2 inches between the hive and the case with fine

dry planer-shavings, putting 6 or 8 inches on top of the case,

and the job is done.
It will be noticed now that the bees have as a protection

the walls of the case -s inches thick, a lining next of 2-ply
tarred paper to keep out all moisture and wind from the out-
side, then 2 inches of dry planer-shaving, then the walls of
the hive with 6 or 8 inches of dry planer-shavings on top ;

then covered by a wooden cover to the case with tar paper

on top, so it is impossible for moisture from the outside to
dampen the packing. I put in this condition in October or
first of November, and leave them so until the weather is

settled and warm in the spring, say about the middle of
April. I then take out the shavings and the tar paper lin-

ing, and keep the empty case over the hive during the entire
summer ; it is some protection from cool weather and damp,
cool nights, and from excessive heat on hot days, and tjy

raising the cover a little and blocking it up on the bottom-
board it allows room enough for 2 supers. Then I need no
hive-covers other than the honey-board and casing cover.
I figure the entire cost of each case, when I made it myself :

Lumber 15 cents; corner pieces 4 cents; tarred paper 10

cents ; total, 29 cents. If painted the cost will be about 10
more.

With a young queen, with colony strong in young bees,

and well supplied with good stores and cased as described
above, I find my winter loss very small.

Wood Co., Ohio.

[ Our Bee-Keepins Sisters
j

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Swarming— Introducing' Queens—Feeding- Bees,
Ordering Queens, Etc.

I see Dr. Miller " loves to talk about bees." I just wish
he could " lend me an ear " sometimes, for I almost have to

resort to talking to myself. My husband says I talk him to

death about them, and he " no like " bees. Last summer I

had a hearty laugh at his expense. A swarm issued and
clustered on a limb just out of reach. I was sick in bed, so

my husband was pressed into service (though not at all

delighted). He stood upon a barrel and was cautiously

sawing on the limb while I watched from the window,
when all at once the barrel tipped, which caused him to

break the limb, and man, barrel, bees and limb were in

one confused heap on the ground. But the man didn't

stay there. I could see nothing on him but dust.

I have been studying " Forty Years Among the Bees "

this winter, and I intend to try the " foundation plan " for

would-be swarms. (By the way, Dr. Miller is my model,

and I wish I knew how to make my little boy grow up just

like him.)
Last fall, when I had some queens to introduce, I had

great difficulty in subduing the bees, though I had handled
them minus gloves before that. If I'd open a crack large

enough for the nozzle of my smoker they would whiz out

like pent-up steam. Smoke? They didn't mind that at

all ; go down the nozzle riding in a perfect stream of smoke ;

boil out at the entrance over the hive—anyway to get to me.
I make a note of any question that puzzles me, there-

fore I am generally ready with quite a string of them.
Please answer the following :

1. After finding nearly every comb contained sealed

honey to the bottom (the harvest being ended and brood-

rearing about over), I concluded they had not where to stick

their heads. The next time I had to molest any of them
(now you who know a better way are likely to smile, or even
laugh) I took a little extracted honey that wasn't nice for

table use anyway, and quickly poured it all on top of the

frames, replaced the cover, and waited a little. Well, I

didn't even light the smoker. (You know lions are gen-
erally fed when they roar.)

2. What is best to do with a colony occupying 4 or more
frames if found queenless early in the spring, if no queen
is on hand to give them? (I don't care to reduce my number.)

3. Would it be safe to order queens from the South in

March (I am in latitude of Norfolk, Va.), or can they be ob-

tained of Northern breeders as early as that ? If so, from
which place would it be best to order ?

4. 'I wish all of my hives to have two stories next spring,

but I haven't extra combs for three. What is the best to

do, give a story of foundation, putting it underneath the

brood-chamber ?

5. If I give a new swarm one or two drone-combs, and
the rest starters, would thev build all-worker comb from
the starters ? Mrs. C. D. Mears.

1. That was a pretty good way, but why not take the
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common plan givea by L,angstroth SO years ago, that of
sprinkling- a thin sugar syrup over the top of the brood-
frames. In either case you must be very careful not to
start robbing, and there is a good deal less danger of rob-
bing when the sugar is used than with the honey. A little
honey outside the hive after the honey-flow has ceased,
where the bees can get at it, seems to set them crazy after
more, and they will act like so many little demons.

You would better watch pretty sharp that none of
the honey or syrup leaks out, either through the bottom-
board or out of the front of the hive. You can't be too care-
ful about robbing.

2. Unless good queens can be given them, better unite
with a colony having a good queen.

3. I think you can get them from the South, but not
from the North at that time.

4. Yes, they will work down into the foundation as soon
as they need the room, but not so promptly as into drawn
combs.

5. With so much drawn-comb as that, there would not
be much likelihood of their building more ; but full sheets
of worker foundation will make a sure thing.

Recipe for Honey-Cakes.

Three pounds of honey, 3 pounds of flour, 1 ounce of
powdered ammonia, a small teaspoonful of ground cloves, 6
ounces orange peel cut very small, 4 ounces of sweet
almonds cut small.

Directions.—Pour the honey in a copper or enamelled
pan, and set on a stove or quick fire. When it boils, draw
it aside and remove the scum (as honey boils up very
quickly, great care must be taken not to let it boil over).
Then pour the honey into the vessel in which the paste is to
be made; leave it to cool ; then add flour and other ingre-
dients except the ammonia, which latter must not be added
till the flour and honey has been mixed up, and the paste
has become quite cold. In preparing for use, place the
ammonia in a cup, pour on a few drops of cold water and
stir it well so as to form a thick paste, then mix it up with
the rest. Then take a piece of the paste, roll it out into a
cake not over "4 -inch thick, and cut up into convenient
sizes as desired. This done, put cakes on a flat tin (which
must be greased beforehand), and bake from 12 to IS min-
utes in a hot oven.—British Bee Journal.

I
Hasty's Aftcrthou^lits |

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo. Ohio.

RECORDING HIVB-MATTHRS—WINTBRING.
I see Mr. Holekamp records hive-matters on a slip of

paper and puts it under a brick a-top the hive. Why not
use section-sides instead of slips of paper ? Then rainy
weather can not muss up the record.

His lath gridiron to put over the frames under the win-
ter cushion seems to be an excellent form of the Hill device,
and more easily made than the " wooden spider."

Apparently he makes his winter-cases so small as to
leave no room for stuffing for the definite purpose of being
able to lift them off sunshiny days. That's a very decided
advantage

; but the question is. Doesn't he pay too much
for it ? Most of us, if we were to forego the stuffing and
packing, would forego making the cases also, and the whole
thing would be lost. Page 40.

BEST STYLE OF SECTION.

Not easy to get the answers to the section-question into
statistical form. Two dodge ; two more are not in shape to
make their meaning clear ; and five more either straddle,
or at least do not take a definite position for any one thing.
Few, or none, seem to think it very important what section
is used. The established style of square section has a
younger brother that differs only in being thinner. Two
or more.want this, and 10 out of 18 wish the 4'+ x4 "4 sec-
tion—and thick enough to hold about a pound. Most of the
remaining 6 are for 4x5 section. The questions of plain

versus insetted, and one-piece versus four-piece, are not
very fully taken up. Page 41.

THAT PURPLB-COLORED HONBY.

I'll guess that the purple honey, page 42, was white
clover slightly mixed with something else, which, if pure,
would be very dark, almost black—only enough of it to
make a slight impression on the general flavor.

HATCHING HBN'S EGGS OVER BEES.

So eggs put under a hen felt warm to the hand in about
an hour, while over a powerful colony of bees (July) they
persisted in feeling cool—not only for one hour, but for 24
hours. 'Pears like the bee-hive-hen idea has got a pretty
heavy thump, if not a total knock-out. For such an experi-
ment 25 eggs were far too many. And I guess the burlap
and wire gave too much upward (and downward) ventilation.
And a colony with the maximum of brood I guess would be
much better than a recent swarm. To demonstrate whether
or not certain good folks have been fibbing to us a bit, some
one in July start some eggs for a week under a hen, and
then put three of them over a powerful old colony with cot-
ton batting both under and over them—and the usual top-
surface of the brood-chamber either not cut into at all or
open only for a few square inches.

In spring, when our hands are cold the undersides of
cushions feel very warm ; but that (we know when we think
a moment) is largely an illusion. Quite likely the actual
degrees of temperature are too few by ten or more to start
eggs to hatching. If we can't say, "A new way to hatch
chickens," let's have it, " A new way to keep eggs fresh."
Pages 43-46.

TESTING BOILED HONEY FOR BEE CANDY.

The testing of honey boiled for bee-candy I have always
thought to be an awkward thing. Mr. Dadant, on page 53,
simplifies it nicely. Touch cold water with your finger and
immediately touch the hot candy. When the thin film that
adheres is brittle the candy is done. I could do that myself
without getting things into a muss.

OBSERVATORY-HIVE BEE-KEEPING.

Interesting to see how an observatory hive can be made
to build a new all-worker comb each 24 days. The journal
of the observatory hive is interesting also. Wintering 3000,
bees on a single comb right in the window—most of us
would have predicted failure at that. Also putting a little

lamp below them to help out as to warmth in very cold
weather, is a " ticklish " operation of which the best said is,
" All's well that ends well." And it swarmed twice (not
the lamp, but the bees next summer). One would expect an
observatory hive to have to have young bees given to it

from time to time rather than to be sending out young bees
as a swarm. And the feed required for the season was
some 20 pounds of sugar. Wish he had explained a little

why he is so very urgent in favor of a north window rather
than some other facing. Allen Latham, page S3.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Hlves'in Pairs—Early ttueen-Rearlng-Moving Bees
Several Rods.

1. In setting hives in pairs, two on one stand, with only a small
spacing between them, do you turn the entrances in opposite direc-
tions! And in your experience do you think it makes much difference
whether a hive faces east or west, north or south?

2. I sometimes want to rear a few queens early in the season, be-
fore drones are flying in this latitude, and would also like to suppress
drones as much as possible, in my own apiarv, which is largely hybrid,
and have my young queens mated with other drones. Would it pay to
get a 2 or 3 frame-nucleus of sealed drone-brood from the South?

3. How long would such drones live and be serviceable?

4. I ought to move a part of ray apiary several rods, to give the
" gude wife " a little more room for her young chickens. Could I do
it in the spring? and how would I best proceed so as to lose as few
bees as possible ? Indiana.

Answers.— 1. The entrances of a pair of hives on the same stand
both face the same way. In an apiary well sheltered from the winds.
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as where a hedfje surrounds it, or where builJinffs ure on the windy
sides, it matters little which way the hives face. Where hives stand
out in the open in a cold country with strong winds, there will be more
suffering if hives face toward prevailing winds, especially with larjre

entrances. In such a place it is well for the hives to have their baiks
to the wind, with entrances in spring closed all but about a square
inch, even though it might not do to have so small an entrance through
the winter.

2. I don't believe it would pay. Better give up the idea of rearing
queens before the time when drones are plenty. If you want to con-
trol the matter of drones, instead of trying to do it early, do it late.

You can keep some drones of choice stock in a queenless colony after
drones are killed off.

3. I don"t know. It 1 should make a guess, it would be till 6 or S

weeks old.

4. The day before their first flight would be a good time. It's

hard for you to tell just when that will be, and the next best thing will

be the next day after. After moving put boards in front of the en-
trances so as to bother the bees the next time they lly out. It might
also be' well to fasten the bees in the hives the tirst day you think it is

warm enough to tly, and let them fuss trying to get out for two or
three hours before opening the entrances. That will help to make
them mark the location. It you pound on the hives after imprisoning
them, that will make a shorter imprisonment necessary. But look out
for smothering them.

< »

Kind of Hive and Honey to Begin With.

1. Which would you recommend, an S-frame dovetailed hive, with
frames 17''',x9'f,, and heavy top-bar, or a 10-frame Danzenbaker hive ?

2. At this time, which would you recommend to a beginner with
bees, producing comb honey, extracted, or bulk comb honey?

Nebraska.
Answers.— 1. I prefer the dovetailed.
3. That cannot be answered in a word. It depends on the locality,

the market, and the man.

To Test Beeswax Adulteration.

How can beeswax be analyze How can I tell it there is tallow
Illinois.

Answer.—It there is tallow in it, it will have a greasy smell and a
greasy feeling. Root's " A B C of Bee-Culture " gives a specific grav-
ity test. Put a piece of beeswax that you know to be pure in a jar
partly filled with water, and add alcohol till the wax sinks just to the
bottom. Then put in your suspected sample, and if it does not sink to
the bottom you may pronounce it adulterated.

Foundation Plan of Preventing Swarming.

1. How did the foundation plan described in your book, " Forty
Years Among the Bees," work in 1903*

2. Would you advise this plan in the production of comb honey,
where a moderate increase is wanted ? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Conditions and trying other things crowded out the
foundation plan tor preventing swarming, so that it wasn't tried in
1903.

2. Good plan (fit works perfectly with yuu. So try it on not too
large a scale.

Wintering Bees in a Glass Hive—Introducing Queen-
Cells.

1. Would bees winter satisfactorily in a 10-trame Langstroth hive,
3 sides of which are glass, providing it was well packed in an outside
or winter-case! Or, to be exact, would they winter in an observatory
hive <jn the winter stand, if well protected?

2. Can a brood-frame having a queen-cell be put in a queenless
colony and be accepted by a colony the same as it a queen-cell were
grafted on one of their own frames '. Connecticut.

Answers.—1. They ought to winter nearly if not as well as in an
ordinary hive.

3. Just as well, and in some cases a little better; tor when a cell
is grafted in the befes sometimes seem to think there's something
wrong about it, and tear down the cell.

Moving an Apiary—Stimulating Feeding.

1. Can I move, as shown on the enclosed diagram, the whole dis-
tance at one move without losing some bees, by going back to the old
stand '.

3. I am very much interested in bees, but I am so situated now,
that I cannot give them proper attention. I have some in box-hives.
Do you think I could get good results by boring holes in the top, and
placing supers above?

4. I wish to feed my bees to stimulate breeding. Which is the
best to feed, sugar syrup, sugar candy, or molasses candy ? Or is

there any thing better? Tennessee.

Answers.— 1. It is a question of moving bees only a few rods, not
so safe a thing as moving a mile, yet if you can move them at a time

when they have not had a flight for soiue days there ought not to be
much trouble. When you move them, bo sure not to leave any stands,
and if you can make some changes in the appearance of the old place
it will help, as it will not look so much like home to them. It will
also help if, after you have set them in the place, you set up a board
before each entrance so as to obstruct I he direct (light of the bees.

2. Yes; the first bees I ever had were in half a barrel, and the first

honey I got was obtained liy boring holes through the top and setting
a box over. Allow pretty free passage ; 3-inch hole, or several smaller
ones.

A Beginner's Question.

I have 3 honey-combs. How will it do to get 3 queen-bees and put
them on the combs about the middle of April? I don't think the bees
will swarm here till after the first of June. Missouri.

Answer.— I see no reason why it should not work all right; in-

deed I would feel very positive about it were it not for the tact that so
many times when I've decided a thing for the bees, they, instead of
relying upon my judgment and doing as I said, as intelligent bees
should do, have gone right ahead and done just the opposite. So, al-

though I may tell you what the bees simulil do, you'll have to refer the
matter to them to find out what they actually will do.

Placing Hives—Wax-Worms and Spiders.

1. How close can hives be placed without interfering with each
other?

3. Will the wax-worms trouble combs after they (the combs) have
been thoroughly cleaned by the bees?

3. Will the wax-worms trouble foundation after it has been put
in the frames and stored away for spring;

4. Will spiders hurt comb foundation, or will they protect them
against the destructive wax-worm.

You did not miss it far, when you answered my father's question
about dead brood, as we transferred our bees from some old hives
into some of our own make, and found a few worms. We make our
own dovetailed hives and supers, and can do it at a very little cost.

Louisiana.

Answers.— 1. It you want to occupy as little ground as possible,

put the hives in pairs. The two hives of a pair may sit facing the

same way, as close as you can put them without actually touching.
Then allow a space of two feet or more in the row between the pairs,

and then another row back to back against the hives of the first row.
That, as you will see, makes the hive in groups of tour. Any addi-

tional number of rows may be placed by having an alley way, between,
said alley being eight feet or more in width.

3. Y'es, indeed.
3. It would not in the North, and probably not with you.
4. They will protect them from the moth, but not from worms if

the eggs of the moth are already there.

Chilled Queen—Medium vs. Light Brood Foundation-
Brushed Swarms, Etc.

1. Will a queen that was chilled coming through the mails be all

right next spring?
3. Does medium brood foundation give enough more wax to the

bees to make it pay better than light brood foundation?
3. In making a brushed swarm, how would it do to take away all

the brood but one comb of capped lirood, filling out the rest with
foundation?

4. Will a young queen, reared July 20, be old enough next June
to have drones in the hive?

5. What time do you put the super under the brood-chamber in

the spring for the queen to lay in ? or do you use a double brood-
chamber!

6. In your text-book you give a plan of ventilating the upper
stories by shoving them forward and back, leaving a space at one end.

Does the rain not get in through the space? Manitoba, Can.

Answers.— 1. Hardly; but it you want to breed from her you
may get good stock, even if she lays so poorly as to be of little value

for honey.
3. It will probably be better economy to use the thinner founda-

tion if you can do so without having it sag.

3. It will be all right ; indeed I have given several combs of sealed

brood satisfactorily, making sure there was no young brood.

4. Yes.
5. As soon as, or a little before, the first story is filled, I put under

it a second story of the same kind, reducing to one story ot brood
when sections are given.

6. I suppose it does, but it never seems to do any harm, being at

the end. At any rate, the harm is overbalanced by the good.

Cold Winter-Early Stimulative Feeding.

Up to this date, the winter having been extremely and almost un-

heard-of-ly cold, my bees, which are on the summer stands in the loft

ot a barn, have not taken their usual noonday flight in January and
February.

By referring to my notes of previous years, X see that the bees in

98 were out for the first time on Feb. 6; in 1899 they were out early
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in February, and even the 3d of the following December. Last year
they flew several noons in January and February. What the spring-
results will be is hard to say, yet I am not alone. Most of us here in

New England are realizing that we are experiencing a most severe win-
ter. I fear a poor showing next spring of the bees wintered on summer
stands, as is the prevailing custom here, the thermometer readings
having been anywhere from 6 to 30 degrees below zero (W. Johnsliury,
Vt.) not only for one day, l)ut for several days at a stretch. lam
anxious to know how the bees kept summer and winter in a loft

will come out next spring, compared with those kept in hives out-of-
doors.

Now, if the thermometer stands low for one or two weeks to
come, would you advise any feeding of candy, syrup, or meal, to
stimulate brood-rearing ? Or would you leave the hives unmolested
until real spring days? Could not some feeding be done to advantage
some warm noons, which invariably must come sooner or later?

MASSACHnSETTS.

Answer.—Unless there is immediate danger of starvation, better
not think of feeding till bees fly nearly every day. If you feel a little

shaky about this advice, try it on a single colony, and the result will
probably be such that you will be thankful you didn't try it on all.

Bees and Fruit-Drying—Uniting for Comb Honey.

1. I have a neighbor that seems concerned lest my bees injure his
fruit in drying it. Now anybody with bee-sense at all knows that
bees will not, neither can they, carry off any fruit. They will bother
some during drying pears—sipping juice—that is all. They do more
good in poUenization than they could do harm any other way. What
I want to know is this: Could he declare them a nuisance, by law?
and could he make me Tiiove them, they being here before he liought
his present location ? Has there been any court decisions on such mat-
ters that could help me in case of trouble? I don't anticipate any,
but I want to be forearmed. Where can 1 have access to such without
going to the expense of consulting a lawyer?

2. In running for comb honey I understand it is necessary to keep
colonies very strong. Now, will it be advisable to double two strong
colonies and leave them together all during the honey-flow? or shall I

divide again in' the fall i California.

Answers.— 1. Yes, there have been trials and court decisions, and
more than one bee-keeper has been helped through by means of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association. Your wise plan will be to become
a member of that Association before you get into trouble— it will be
too late afterward—and that will only cost you a dollar a year, and

perhaps heavy lawyers' fees. The General Manager can furnish you
valuable literature on the subject. You can become a member by
sending your name and one dollar either to the General Manager, N. E.
France, Platteville, Wis., or to the Editor of this paper.

3 No, you would probably lose rather than gain by uniting two
good colonies before the honey harvest.

New Combs for Extracting— aueen-Excluder-
ing Management, Etc.

-Swarm-

1. Can new combs be used for extracting when built on full sheets
of comb foundation and wired?

2. How many Langstroth frames should be given at first to a good,
strong colony i

3. Can the queen-excluder be laid down flat on the top-bars and
the super placed on top, or should there be a space between the top-
bars and the excluder?c

i. How about putting the sealed brood above when the bees
swarm, and take the unsealed brood away and run the swarm in on
starters!

.5. How long since man first discovered that bees gather and store
honey !

6. How long have bees been kept in boxes or hives of any kind?

7. Why not throw away that tool-basket, and put them in the hive-
seat you are packing around there. (" Forty Y'ears Among the Bees,"
pages 63 and 75.

)

West Viriiinia.

Answers.—1. Yes, but while they are new and tender it is well to
use caution in extracting if they are very full. Turn not too rapidly,
and extract perhaps half the honey on one side. Reverse the comb
and extract all of the other side. Then reverse again and finish up
the first side.

'3. All that the extracting super will hold.
3. If you use a plain sheet of perforated zinc, lay- it flat on the

top-bars; if you use a wood-zinc, slat honey-board, there should be a
space below and above the excluder.

4. It will likely work all right, but sometimes they will swarm out
again. It will work better just before swarming.

5. I can't tell to a day, but it was more than 3500 years ago.
6. That's harder yet; I give it up.
". The tool-basket is light and handy to take to different apiaries,

and each apiary has its own quota of seats. But I am rather change-
able, and there's no certainty what I may be using next year. As I

grow older I may become less changeable.
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FROM iWANY FIELDS

3
Bees All in Good Shape.

I have 5 colonies of bees, all in good shape
at the present time. I am fond ot reading
the Bee Journal ; I would not give it up for all

the other papers that come to my address.
W. H. HOBERT.

Muscatine Co., Iowa, Feb. 31.

Bears and Bees.

Several months ago a correspondent stated
that he wished to start an apiary in a region
infested with liears, and asked for advice
along the line of preventing their ravages in

the proposed apiary. I have waited for some
one to help him, through these columns, but
no one having done so I will try my hand. I

suppose he has long ere this established his

apiary, yet the advice may be acceptable.

I will admit, right on the start, that while I

have had for many years experience with
bees, and have hunted and trapped bears, still

I never was troubled with bears in the apiary,
so perhaps I cannot give as good advice as
some man having an apiary in a remote moun-
tain district.

I think an ounce of prevention is usually
worth a pound of cure, therefore I would try

to exclude the animals from the yard, and be-
lieve that if the ground was of such a nature
as to adiuit the setting of posts, that a strong
and high barbed or woven wire fence would
fill the bill; perhaps the Page Fence could
furnish something that would answer.

If this plan is not feasible here is another:
Bears are very fond of any kind of sweets,
hence their desire to rob the hives. Take any
receptacle—a small syrup-keg sawed in twain,
making two small tubs

;
put a few quarts of

syrup into these tubs, and mix a small amount
of strychnine (about a teaspoonful to four

FOR SALE I

3 acres of land having a building on it that
was put up for a bee-shop, 20x40, two stories
high, basement under all, windows reversible;
BTood water, inside living' rooms up-»tairs.
There are about 65 fruit-trees that bear; good
location for bees; one mile from town and rail-

road station. Good, level roads. nO rods from
lake, and good fishing. Will sell for $350 cash,
or SlOii if on time; $150 down,balance $im)a jear,
at 7 percent interest. I also have 5 acres within
80 rods of above property < that is low land, will
make good pasture-lot), that I will sell for $125.

Good titles given, ["'or further particulars,
writeto S. D. KAUFFMAN,
10A2t Bell.^ire, Antrim Co., Mich.

WEAK
EYES
CURED
AT HOME.
GUARANTEED

LiCE SAP LIFE
tilt

l\ii; isurbtocUaudUuve lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
takf care of the veruiinandyou will

lie ninre busy takinpcare«)f the pro-
ilts. Makes sittinghens fortable.

Roi'kl'oiiittTs"'free.

\ "^oV -^
J. Lambert. Box 707, Apponaug, R. I.

fi&ajiiti menunn Beo Joiimai 'wnen wncmf;
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^SALZERS
> FARM

SEED NOVELTIES

Salzer's National Oats.
Must pruliiic Outs on earth. The
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, says : "Salzer's Outs are the
best out of over four hundred sorts

tested by u^." This grand Oat
yielded io Wisconsin 156 bu., Ohio
187 bu., Michigan 231 bu., Missouri
255 bu.,and North Dakota 310 bu. per
acre, and will positively doas well by
you. Try it, sir, and be convinced.

A Few Sworn to Yields.
SaUer's Beurttlrss Barley. 121 bu. per A.

S;ilzpr's llouiebuildvr Corn, 304 liii. prr A.

Siitzer's UiK Pour Oats, 250 bu. per A.

Sut/er's iHewWational Oats, 310 bu. perl.
Saker's Potatoes. 736 ba. v^r A.

Salz«r's Onious, 1,000 bu.'pi-r A.

All of onrFannand Vegetable Seeds are
pedifcTee stock, bred right up to big yields.

Salzer's Speltz(Eininer).
Greatest cereal woniier of the age. It is
not corn nor wlieat, nor rye, nor barley, nor
oats, but a golden combination of Ihem all,
yielding BO bu. of grain and 4 tons of rich
straw hay per acre. (Ireatest stock food on
earth. Does well everywhere.

Salzer's Million Dollar Grass.
Most talked cif grass on earth. Editors and
College I'rofesisors and Agrirultural I.ertiu-ers
graise it witlmut stint; yields 14 luns of rich
ay and lots ot pasture besides, per acre.

Salzer's Tebsinte.
Teosinte produces 113 rich, jnic

Grasses and Clovers.
Only large growers of grasses and
clovers for seed i

operate over 5,(i(.0

seeds are warranted. We make
a great specialty of Grasses j

Clovers, rodder Plants
"

tatoes,onions. Cabbage,,
of \egetable Seeds.

For 10c in Stamps
and the name of this paj)er, we
wUl send you a lot of farm
seed samples, including i

of above, together with
mammoth 140 page illus-
trated

Please mention Bee Journal "when wrritlng,

12 Pkts SEEDS TS^bI fill 20c
l.k'.vptiuu; 1 ubbaire, Burehead; Cm

!i;Ci nbcr
Mu.k

e; Water Melon. Sweet-
Prize Taker; Rndlah,

i; f>qua»h, Marrow;
One packet eaeh t'

tvi'i:.
FKEE with order

Me rai>e

W, W. BARNARD & CO., 161 KINZIE ST.. CHICAGO

IF A HEAVY HORSE
should run Into P.ii-'h 2:i-Bar Poullr.v Fence It

would et..l) iHin. .init not damajje liorse or fence.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian, Michigan.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

frallone) ; the poison should be dissolved in a

little water, and then thoroughly stirred into

the sjrup. Place these tubs in or near the
haunts of the animals, and you will soon he

rid of them. Small troughs chopped out of

slabs of wood will <lo very well in i^lace of the
kegs. If you wish to take the animal alive,

use a No. 5 Newhouse trap for black or brown
bears, and No. for grizzly or silver-tip.

These animals will walk into a trap as readily

asahog. Place them in their trails, or bait

them with the carcass of some large animal,
and set the trap in such a manner that the
animal in coming to the bait will pass over
the trap. Do not fasten the trap, but secure
the chaiu to a small log termed a clog, so the
animal can drag it around. Bears can then be
shot at short range with a rifle or heavily
charged shot-gun. J. A. Nash.
Spokane Co., Wash., Jan. 32.

May Be Heavy Winter Losses.

This is a hard winter for bees that are being
wintered out-of-doors here in the northeast-

ern part of Wisconsin. They have had no
(light since the first part of November. I fear

for them it the weather does not change soon
so they can have a flight. There may be some
heavy losses to report this spring.

C. H. VOIGT.
Manitowoc Co., Wis., Feb. 25.

A Report—Selling Chunk Honey.

I have wintered my bees on the summer
stands, and last spring came through with
about 50 colonies, most of them weak, and
some very weak.. They got but little from
early bloom, such as soft maple, willow, etc.,

aad but little more from fruit-bloom, so my
only chance was feeding, which I did, and by
judicious management otherwise I had them
in fair shape when white clover came into

bloom ; but they stored no honey, and barely

got enough to live on and keep up brood-rear-

ing until at least two weeks of clover bloom
were gone. Prospects really got a little blue,

but suddenly the tide changed and they began
to store in the sections, and stored very fast

during the remainder of clover bloom, which
ended the honey harvest, as they got nothing
from basswood, and the fall flow was merely
sufficient to keep up brood-rearing and
strengthen their stores for winter.

I got 2300 pounds of honey, and increased to

67 to 68 colonies. I could have increased much
more, but did not wish to do so. While they
were inclined to swarm a good deal, they
were not so crazy and demoralized as in the
two previous seasons.

I sold my honey in the home market at an
average of over l4 cents per pound. Includ-
ing what we used, I supplied 6 groceries in

the city of Huntington, and many families.

While much honey was sold in Huntington
for 12 cents per pound, I had no trouble in

selling mine at 15 cents. The secret of it is, I

sold nothing excepting flrst-class honey, put
up in flrst-class shape; the appearance of it

sold it without any palaver. It is astonishing
to see in what shape some people market their

honey—the comb often as white as snow, and
the honey first-class in quality, but stored in

sections that had done duty for several years
—soiled, and covered with propolis until an
expert could scarcely tell whether they were
made of wood or some other material ; and
then used without separators, so the comb is

buldged into all kinds of shapes. No wonder
dealers want to cut down the price on such
stuff. It woulil be a blessing if such bee-

keepers could or would realize the injury

they are doing the industry by such slovenly,

slip-shod methods. Let me give just one in-

stance that I saw:
A grocer showed me honey, whit.e as snow,

that he bought ; the man who sold it brought
in a 28-section super just as it was taken off

of the hive, not taken apart, and all covered
with propolis, and no separators used. You
know how it looked. The grocer agreed to

buy it and pay 10 cents per pound for what
he could use. In tearing it apart he found 13

sections that contained brood, the other 15

had Ijeautiful honey in them, only a little

buldged, and would readily have sold for 15 or
Iij cents per pound, if put in proper shape.

I was much interested in Mr. Hyde's paper

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^-^^^^

Daughtel-s of Select Im-

^^^ ported Italian, Select
'OWPC^ Liong-Todgue (Moore's),'"' and Select Golden, bred

3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

'J j-^ mismatedqueensreplaced
7, J free. Safe arrival guar-
'i/ anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July Ist.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4 00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.m
Select 1.(10 5.U0 9.I0 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1,50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6 50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10 00 18.00 ISO 8 00 15.00
Select Bieedeis $3.00 each

Seud (or Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
*^flase mention Be© Jooma) "w^ben writtop

B66-K66Ders!
Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell

you how to put fuuadation id four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey.
We sell Supplies at Factory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Ifi MONEY IN POULTRY
For the Next 30 Days Only,

ivp will mail our line valuable I'oc try
1 « FliKE. Tells you all about roultry
hnw to make big money with poultry and
CKL's; contains colored plate of fowls in

JOHN BAUSCHER, JR.,Boi 94, FREEPORT, ILL

BINGHAN'S PATENT
^ns^\^^^Smokers

2SAtf T. F. BINQHAM, Farwell, Mich

ROUP.
Swelled head ami eyes of poultry quickly and

positively cured by the never- failing

Ijifjlitiiiug Roup Cure.
50c and $1.00 bottles Sold bv

WADE M.\XF. CO.,
lOAlt SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

EVERGREENS
Hardy sorts, Nursery grown, for v

breaks, ornament anti heiJpes. Prepaid.$1

to JIO per l(IO"50 Great Bargains to select

from. Write at once ft.r free Catalogue

and Bargain Sheet. Lofal AetaU iraoted.

D.Hill,'sST."Dundee.lll

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal..
-FOR HIS

"Bee-Keeper's Guide."
-si Dlscounta to the Trade^

BGRAPEVJNES
too V.rletls.. ,Mi Small Fruits Tr.os, ic. H; -1 r 'Ot-

cdftoek. licliuilir, .ln-ai.. -.; .^aiiii.ls vini-s nialk-.l I or lOO.

I "escrlptlve price-list IruB. Lewis Roosch, Frodonla,N.Y.
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t ^^^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^ I
't Is guaranteed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest K
Jy process sheeting, and purifying wax, and will defy competitors in its quality and purity. 4^
'{ Send for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY, f^

5f Friend Bee-Keeper, now is ihe time for you to send in your wax and have it worked into 4^
'* Foundation. HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wax Ji
ji not accepted. A full line of BEE-SUPPUie^. ».

i AlGtST HEISS, Greenville, Wis. t

#f**»»

ie,E3I3 OA-K, lO'WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog, j ^,.

S.'AQENCiBS. J r

"

Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Chas. A. Meyers, Leipsic, Ohio.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^fi^ollks^S^E
Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
AND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing- wax into foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Liue of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog-, with prices and discounts.
K. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

S^Your
EarToj
Our

Phoncj

We would like to tallc to you just
a few seconds on the value of (he

I

telephone to the farmer. Possibly
' you know its worth alread}', but
would like to know more about the
right kind to buy. If you buy a

Stromberd -Carlson
Telephone

you can't go wrong. We have just
published a book of meaty telephone in-

formation for the man that wants to
know ALL about telephones. It's free. Ask

for book F- 4, "Telephone Facts for Farmers."

Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., "°cm«Jo"it"ILL.«

iPiftase mflaaou ae*^ .loumAi wn

»o«
B66-SuDDli6s Exclusively I

A Complete Line of LEWIS' fine BEE-SUPPLIES.
DADANT'S FOUNDATION.
BINGHAM'S Original Patent SMOKERS and KNIVES.

S
ROOT'S EXTRACTORS, GLOVES, VEILS, etc.

QUEEN-BEES and NUCLEI in season. In fact, anything needed in the
" Bee-L,ine," atA FACTORY PRICES HERE IN CINCINNATI,

^^ Where Prompt Service is yours, and Freight Rates are L<owest. Spe-

\J cial Discount for Early Orders. Send for Catalog.O TUC CDCn VW MilTU Pn I We're successors to nobody I 51 Walnut St.

JE iriL rriLU YVi WlUin UUi i Nor uobodjs successors to us > CINCINNATI, O.

on chunk honey, read before the National
Convention. I commenced a few years ago
to sell chunk honey on a small scale, and
without much effort have built up quite a
little trade in the business. At first I used
only broken or bruised sections, or sections
that were only '-';; or ;'.| sealed, but lately I

have used quite a number of shallow frames.
I cut the comb out and place it neatly in a
'o-gallon covered tin pail, filling the pail

even full, and then run in enough extracted
honey to make 5 pounds, which usually fills

the pails. I sell this at 14 cents per pound,
adding the price of the pail, and pay back the
price of the pail if returned in good condition.

Some furnish their own vessels, and take
sometimes a 2 or 3 gallon jar full. 1 consider
this a drawing card; while it lasts, it out-
sells section honey. People have got to call-

ing it " bucket honey," and many of the first

families of Huntington and Warren buy it.

Some buy it largely for their own use, and
then buy a small quantity of section honey
for use when they have company. I can make
more money producing and selling this at 14
cents a pound than section honey at 16cents.
The only draw back is pollen in the shallow
frames; sometimes half the frames in a super
have pollen in them. Can any one give a
remedy for this; This trade has worked it-

self up without any special effort to push it,

and I will try to cater more to it the coming
season than ever.

I have my bees packed on the summer
stands. I can't tell now how they will come
through, but I fear the loss will be heavy.
They have had no general flight since early in

November, and there is little prospect of their

having any soon ; and if this zero weather
continues much longer many colonies will die.

A. H. Snowberger.
Huntington Co., Ind., Feb. 4.

Coekleburr.

On page 106, there is a question in regard
to "Cockleberry," and Dr. Miller's answer to

the same. There is no such thing as " Cockle-
berry." It is" coekleburr "—aweedl feel sure
Dr. Miller is perfectly familiar with. I kept
bees in Louisiana some years ago, and got a
little honey from it, but not often. I feel

sure that the main part of the honey came
from something else. E.T.Flanagan.

St. Clair Co., 111.

Jouncing Bees—Combs Buckling.

Mr. Editor :—I notice that you have thrown
overboard the egg-hatching-on-a-colony-of-
bees humbug. I think it a great privilege,

and certainly very instructive, that you give

space for our experiences, but it is too bad
that sometimes we have bee-stories as well as

fish and snake stories. I tried another scheme,
in the shape of jouncing liees out of a super.

Well, I made such a jouncer, according to

discription, and began jouncing. I guess my
bees did not understand what I wanted, so

they got mad, when I concluded to let them
have the jouncer and I made a bee-line forthe
house, which I reached minus a pair of spec-

tacles.

The next colony I wanted to jounce I

smoked before I began jouncing. I jounced
until I jounced comb and frames to pieces,

and the moi'e I jounced the more tbe bees

seemed determined to take possession of the
leaking honey. I thought perhaps my failure

depended on tw;ilitij, but I took my jouncer
and jounced it against the wall, for it re-

minded me of some 40 years ago when I

learned the cabinet-making trade, and some
one, on April Fool Day, sent to, me for a
" square " auger-bit I df"' LI1~ C .-

'

1

I think it we sent our failures to the.'papers

they would often be as instructive as our suc-

cesses. For my part I am never ashamed to

confess my blunders ; and how I do admire
Dr. Miller, when he says, "I don't know;"
for then my confidence is doubly strong in

him when he says he does know.
Some three years ago there was a contro-

versy between an African bee-keeper and Mr.
Dadant, regarding the use of comli founda-
tion, and the African claimed it was the ones
interested in its manufacture or sale that

advocated its use most. I had at that time,

as I have now, the highest esteem for Mr.
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Dadant, but in this case I thought our Afri-

cander might be to a certain extent correct,

and I gave, that year, only narrow starters.

Now I have the experience and about 500 poor
combs. They are irregularly built, many of
them at best are fastened only -V. of the way
down the side-bars; they tlab and break in

the extractor. Some have the midrib not in

the center of the frame, and others have more
drone than worl<er cells. Take it altogether,
not one ciuarter of them are fit for use in the
brood-chamber.

In " Editoral Comments,'' page 51, men-
tion is made of a Mr. M. W. Shepherd as being
perhaps the first one to give the philosophy of
the buckling of combs. This statement
breaks my silence, and as this troublesome
buckling is an entirely mechanical fault, I

have given it considerable study, as a me-
chanic, not as a bee-keeper. I have as badly
buckled combs as any one can show, and I

have others that are as nice and level as if

they had been leveled with a smoothing-
plane. I am not going to blame the founda-
tion or frame material for those poor combs,
for we know it of old that poor mechanics al-

ways fight with their tools. As my good and
poor combs were made of the same lot of
material, only at different times, the fault
must be with me (and I found it was).

Mr. Shepherd claims that when the side-bars
are but '4 -inch thick, the wires tight, and the
comb becomes loaded, the side-bars will spring,
the wire slackens, and the comb buckles.
With due respect to Mr. Shepherd, I will
leave it to the house to decide whether his
explanation sounds reasonable. I would
judge that when the side-bars spring, and the
wire slacken, the combs will sag, but not
buckle.

If you expose comb honey in sections to
frost, they will crack, and if you tap with
your finger on a frame with an empty, frozen
comb it may break. This and a hundred
other things prove that wax contracts in cold
and expands in warmth. If you make frames
in winter, and imbed the wire in the founda-
tion, you do this at a time when the wax is

contracted. When you give these frames to
the bees in summer, and the wax becomes
warm in the hive it commences to swell, but
as it is crowded between tight wires it will
bulge or buckle at once, and I had frames
that were buckled when I gave them to the
bees. When a tailor makes a suit of clothes
he expects a certain amount of shrink in his
cloth, which he takes out before he cuts it.

When I give comb foundation to the bees I

know there is, or will be, a certain amount of
stretch in the wax, which I want out first,

and the way I proceed is as follows

:

I make the frames in winter. I wire them
and fasten the foundation to the top-bar, but
I do not imbed it. The next summer when I

am about to use them I placed them in a real
warm place, and when I want them I take
some, imbed them, and give them to the bees
at once.

I think this ought to solve the question of
buckling combs; but still I would like to hear
from others. L. H. Cbemebs.
Jo Daviess Co., 111., Feb. 1.

Drone's Influence on the Workers.
In a late editorial, it is asked if we have

any proof that the drone (or rather the drone
stock) has more influence on the worker-bees
than the queen.
As a matter of fact, we should expect this

to be the case. Among the higher animals,
the concourse of both sexes is needed for the
production of the offspring, and therefore we
may suppose that the offspring takes its

characteristics equally from both.
With the bees it is different. The drone

has no father ; he is born from an unfecun-
dated egg. But let the egg be fecundated
and it will produce a female, and nothing
but a female—queen or worker. Such being
the case, we can expect that the characteris-
tics of the worker come chiefly from the
drone.
As to positive proof, we all know that

workers from a mismated Italian are more
like the black bees than the Italians, at least

as far as temper and disposition to run off

the combs are concerned.
Mr. Doolittle says that when he first Intro-
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BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
5i3-5«5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND
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Send for our 1904 Catalog- and Price-List. Our ®
HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in workmanship and material ®

By sending in your order now, you will save money, and "r

secure prompt shipment. ®

PAGE & LYON MFQ. CO., New London,Wis. USA |

Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies? Re-

g member, you get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,

g> and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you
money. Is not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.
We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies

of any house in the West.
Honey and Bbbswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

S GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.

to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles
FOR

BEE-SUPPLIES
to R. H, SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan. Wis.
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riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frbh Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

%^
THE MAR5HFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal
when writing
Advertisers ••»
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

Michigan.—The Northern Michigan bee-keep-
ers will hold their annual convention March
30 and 31, 1904, in the Montague Hall, 127 Front
St., Traverse City, Mich.

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, Pres.
Rapid City, Mith.

Kansas —There will be a meeting of the Ar-
kan-as Valley Bee-Keepers' Association, at
Hutchinson, Kans., Mar. 5. at 10 a.m. All bee-
keepers and others interested are respectfully
invited to be present. b red Wilbek, Sec.

Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among other important
qnestions to be considered will be the World's
Fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of
1905. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to further increase the fraternal in-

terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all beekeepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

Please itteutlon Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

MountUnionGoileoe
open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-

pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person

with tact and energy can have an educa-

tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COLliEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

duced ItaJian queens in his apiaries, there
were none but pure black bees in his neigh-
l>orhood, The workers from the tirsL mis-
mated queens were necessarily a first cross be-
tween Italians and blacks. He says that in
nine cases out of ten, the hybrid workers ex-
hibited the characteristics of drone stock.
The workers from Italian queens and black
drones would show the temper and the dis-

I

position to run from the combs, and the habit
of capping the honey white, which belongs to
the black bees. On the other hand, the
hybrids from black queens mated to Italian
drones would have all the traits peculiar to
the Italian bees. He does not say anything
about the color. (See Bee-Keeper's Review,
Jan., 1903, page 20.) Adbian Getaz.
Knox Co., Tenn., Feb. 4.

9 I O-BO Fsr
I ^ 200 Egq
•JNCUBATOR

Perfect in constraction ana
action. Ti&tches every fertile

egg. Write for catalog lo-d»y.

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy,

Some ADiary Stock at a Bargain

!

We offer for sale, from our stock of bee supplies, the following list, some of which is new,
and the balance as good as new:

20 Wood-bound 10-frame Zinc Honey-Boards ISc each.
lOSO New, Clean, Wired Extracting Cambs (L. sizei 15c each.
420 New L. Brood-Frames with full sheets wired foundation 10c each.
400 Good L. Brood-Combs 12c each.

1 " New Model " Solar Wax-E.itractor iglass 26x60 in.) 8.00.

1 Wooden Honey -Tank with galvanized iron bottom (holds 1800 lbs.) 10.00.

16-inch Comb Foundation Mill 15.00.

110-inch Comb Founnation Mill 25.00.

100 New L. 10 fr. Dovetailed Hives (each consisting of a Body, Cover
and Bottom-Board—all nailed) 9Sc each.

If you order Combs and Hives, the Combs can be put right into the hives and shipped in that
way. All the above can be shipped promptly, so long as they last. First come, first served. What
do YOU want out of the lot? or do you want it all? (No order filled for less than $5.00 from the
above list.) Also BEES AND QUEENS, and Stanley Queen Incubator. Send for free Circular

Address, A-K-THXJK. ST-A-lSTLiEJ^y, DIXIOIT, ILiI_i.

Dr. Miller's New Book
Free a,s a. Premiuiu for Sending^ Xwo

Ne>v Subscribers.

The book contains 328 pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with gcold

letters and design ; it is printed on best book-paper, and illustrated with
over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.

It is unique in this regard.
The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting

biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into
bee-keeping. Seventeen years ago he wrote a small book, called "A Year
Among the Bees," but that little v-ork has been out of print for a number
of years. While some of the matter used in the former book is found in

the new one, it all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keep-
ing by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just how Dr. Mil-
ler does things with bees.

HOW TO GET A COPY OF DR. MILLERS
"FORTY YEARS AMONG THE BEES."

The price of this new book is $1.00, post-paid ; or, if taken with the
WEKKi,Y American Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for SI. 75.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the American Bee Journal
whose subscription is paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new
book free as a premium for sending us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year with $2.00. This is a magnificent offer, and should
be taken advantage of at once. For many of our readers it is not only an
easy way to earn a copy of the book, but at the same time they will be
helping to extend the subscription list of the old American Bee Journal,
and thus aiding also in spreading the best kind of apicultural information
among those who would be successful bee-keepers.

Address all orders to

G-EORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Deapborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

A Good Average Locality.

I have 13 coIoDies of bees which I think
are in good shape. It is warai to-day, and
they are having a warm flight for the first time
in 'i weeks. The bees did fairly well last sea-
son, but swarmed too much to get much
honey—about .50 pounds per colony. From
what information I get through the " Old Re-
liable," this section is on an average with
other sections. I can say this much for our
section, we seldom ever have to feed any.
The average is about 50 pounds per colony,
spring count. J. R. Enslet.
JacKson Co., N. C, Feb. 9.

An Appreciative Apiarian Reader.

Allow me to say, as one barely initiated

into the deeply interesting science and art of
bee-keeping, that the American Bee Journal
is a superb aid to the novice. It is cheap, in-

deed, at the price of jil.OO.

It is so consoling for the troubled apiarist

to be able to get solace, comfort and light

from the kindly Dr. Miller—himself an ency-
clopedia of bee-knowledge.

If I am ever tempted to write an article for

the American Bee Journal, it shall certainly

be on the theme of the mistakes I have made
in my youthful bee-keeping. Now, that I

have been perusing the Journal and referring

to the standard books on the subject, I regret

to say I lost many a dollar last summer by
not doing what I ought to have done, and by

This is iiie LimSt
A Hot "Water. Self-KeKulating, 60 epg
Incubator $4.50. $3.01) and up for
Brooders. AllonSO DAYS' TUIAL,
No agents. You pay no middlemen's

profits. See catalogue for "IOU5& Hatches.'" Write

BUCKEYE INCUBATOR COMPANY., Box 53. Springfield, Ohio

I want to tell how much my eyes hare im-
proved with one month's treatment. I have
commenced the second month's treatment. If

they improve as fast with the second as the
first I don't believe I will need any more. I was
blind in my rig-ht eje. It was cataract, and
they said I had a serious case, but faithful use
of their treatment would make a complete cure.
Now it is giviog- way around the outside, and
pelting thianer all the time. I can see the mo-
lion ol my baud in front—almost see the shape
of my hand—and to hold ray hand to the side of

my face and look straight forward I can see mj
hand plainly, and can almost see the lamp. I

can see the blaze, to hold my head up and look
at the lamp, or hold it down and look over the
top. So you see there is quite dilTerence in not
being able to see the least ray of light. I had
to weat two pairs of glasses to read or write;
now I can see best with one pair.

The treatment I am using is that of the Chil-
ian Remedy Co., of Bushnell, 111. Their ad-
vertisement is in last week's liee Journal, and
has been before. Now don't any sister, or any
one else, go to a hospital until they have tried

these remedies. I am at home and attend to my
work without any inconvenience. I know this

is not about bees, but our editor is so good I

thidk he will be willing to give it a place in his

paper for the good of others. If it had not been
for the Bee Journal I would still be blind, and
its value to me is more than I can tell you, as
therein I found the advertisement, and knew it

was right or it would not have been in the Bee
Journal. Mrs. Sarah J. Griffith.
Cumberland Co., N. J., Feb. 15.
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doiDR what I ought not to do. To illustrate:

I left the supers on a tew weeks longer after

the hone.v-llow ceased, and I became theretiy

the proprietor of a choice selection of unfin-

ished sections. I know of some neighboring

bee-keepers who get little or no return from
their bees because unappreciative of scientilic

progress; they are still and stationary, whilst

the scientitic bee-world moves along. They
do not read the bee-papers, and therefore they

keep bees as their great-grandfathers did.

Apiarian knowledge should form one of the

topics on the program of Farmers' Institutes.

Thus it must be popularized. People do not

yet realize what an adjunct to the revenues of

the farm scientitic bee-keeping is; hence it

should find a place alongside the other minor
agricultural sources of revenue. Above all, it

should be insisted on a? indispensable that the

reading of an up-to-date bee-paper, contain-

ing practical, pithy, approved apiarian meth-
ods of precedure, should be a prime necessity

to success. E. D. Russell, M. D.

Webster Co., Iowa, Feb. 3.

A Stead.y Cold Winter.

I now have about '5 colonies of bees. We
had the poorest season last year we have had
since I have been in this business. My wife

takes most of the care of the bees now, and
she is quite an expert in the bee-line.

We have had the coldest winter known;
to-night the thermometer registers 10 degrees

below zero; 4 inches of snow, and the wind
blowing a March gale. We are about 12 miles

from the coast, and the dampness from the

Sound or sea water makes the air seem colder

than it does farther up the State, with the

thermometer down to 40 degrees lielow zero.

I hope the bees will pull through; they are

all packed in chaff hives and heavy cushions,

but it has been such a steady cold that they

ceuld not move much. Thad H. Keeler.
Westchester Co., N. Y., Feb. 16.

\ DAVENPORT,
^lOWA-

Send vfur orders for everything in

BEE- KEEPERS' SUPPLIES to

ihe city nearest to you. Save Freight
and get prompt service. We are head-
qnarters for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEC-
TIONS. OADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S
SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
213-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport, Iowa.

SAJIOt Please tnent'u

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in St. Louis and
Chicago. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,
with complete description and lowest price
delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City
and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Tho9. C. Stanley & Son, Manzanola, Colo.

Please »nentiou Bee Journal •when •writing

In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mention Bee Journal •when -writlns

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
^L#et us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in
December. M. H. HUNT & SON.

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.
F.'.ease mention isae Journal •wj.en wnfm,*

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other side.

CThis Cut is tub i''tn,i. Size of the Knipe.]

Your Name on the Knife.—When oideriug, be sure to say Just what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.

The NoveKy Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as ^lass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, I)rone, and Worker, as
shown here.

The Material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English ra^or-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of (ierman silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spriog-steel, and the finish if the handle as described
above. It will last a last-lime, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the "Novelty'* is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise'to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foi'-

innate as to have one of the •* Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and la
case of death, your relatives will at oace be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento conld a mothef
^ve to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this^beautiful knife, as tb>- ** Novelty '* must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.2S, or give it as a Premium to th«
one sending us^^^KEE new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.^'W.l We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Be© Journal for one year, both for $2.00.

GEORGE W, YORK L CO.
4^Please alloT" •'bout two weeks for your knife order to be fllied.

Chicago. HI

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal IfcSr^f....

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.\KKKT QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Feb. 8 —The demand is better for
all grades of honey than at any time since the
beginnng of December of last year. Stocks are
now being reduced, but at the same time orices
are easy. Many have had it so long that they
are anxious to make sales. No. 1 to fancy white
comb honey sells at 12@lJc; amber grades,
10@iic; dark, etc., 'i(a>iOc. Extracied, white,
6{hl7c, according to quality, kind and flavor; am-
ber, 5(a6c. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Feb. 8.—There is a fair demand
for honey, but nearing the end of the season for
comb honey, with large supply, has pressed the
prices; fancy white, 13@14c; amber, in barrels.
S>i@5Mc; in cans, >ic more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6Hc; fancy white clover, 7)^@8c. Bees-
wa.x,30c. C. H.W.Weber.
Philadelphia, Feb. 8.-There has been a de-

cided decline in comb honey since last quota-
tions. Bee men who have little lots held back
and are afraid they can't dispose of it before
warm weather, are shipping it in, selling at any
price they can get, breaking the market decid-
edly. We would quote fancy white at 14ffilSc;
No. 1, at 12013c ; amber. 10c. E.vtracted, white,
6@7c; amber, 5@6c Beeswax, 31c. We are pro-
ducers of honey and do not handle on commis-
sion. Wm. a. Selsbr.

Cincinnati, Mar. 4.—The demand for honey
is brighter than it has been in the past 60 days.We continue to offer amber extracted in barrels
at SJiWdH-c, according to quality. White clover
extracted is a drag on the market at eiiSgsi.ic in
barrels and cans. Comb honey seems to be re-
viving at 13'y^@.15c for fancv.
Beeswax, 30c. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from 10@lSc. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, ui^c for mixed, and SHfdtbc for dark
and buckwheat. Beeswax, 28@3nc.

H. R. Wright.
Boston, Feb. 9.—There is little change to

note in the honey market. Strictly fancy East-
ern honey is scarce. Western honey will not
bring as much here. We quote fancy white in
glass-front cases at 16c: No. 1, at 15c. Supply is
ample, and demand light at this time. Ex-
tracted, water-white, Sc; light amber, 7@8c*
with but little call for dark Florida.

'

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Kansas City, Feb. 24.—There is no change

in the price of comb honey; thesnpply Is large
The receipts of extracted are large and the de-mand very light. The market price is: Fancy
No. 1, comb, 24 section cases, $2.25; No. 2 stock,
$2.00. Extracted, white, per pound, 6(S;bWc- am-
ber, S}i(g'6c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.
New York, Feb. 27—Demand for comb honey

has slackened oIT considerably, and while there
is some call for while, receipts are heavier than
the demand and In quantity lots, quotation pri-
ces are shaded more or less. We quote fancy
white at 13wi4c; No. 1, at Ur; amber, at He.
There is no more demand for dark honey what-
soever, and we would not encourage shipment
of this grade. Extracted honev is quiet at un-
changed prices. Beeswax in good demand at
from 28@30c. Hildreth & Segelken.
San Francisco, Feb. 17.—Extracted, white

5«(a6c; light amber, 454(ai5c; amber, 4@4hic',
dark amber, ,>V5(al4c. White comb, 12J^@i3c-
amber. 9.a)llc. Beeswax, good to choice, light'
27Hi" i'>c\ dark, 25(9'2(.c. * '

The steamer Newport, sailing on Saturday
the 6th. took 115 cases extracted honey for New
York. Local demand is light. Extracted is
not in heavy spot supply. The prospects of an
early cleaning up of comb honey are not at the
moment particularly encouraeiug.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. Ill,
flease iiieuuon Bee Journal wnea wnuini.

Wanted lo Buy ! lfBT°iTorgp'B^
^^^"^" CASH, in or near

Northampton Co.. Pa. State kind of hives used
and price wauted. Crystal Poultry Yards,

88 So. Franklin St., Wilke.suarke, Pa.
8A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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The Best Bee-Goods

io the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy of us yoii
'Will not be disappoiDted.
^Ve are undersold by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Eppidg, N.H., carries
a full line of our goods at catalog prices.

Order of him and save the freight.

<TT>
Please mention Bee Journal -when gnrlting.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold
for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,

1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

1. J. STRlNOttflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in st'^ck every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free. _

Bee=Supplies I |
Q. B.Lewis Go's Qoods. g

„ Don't Wait flnu Longer to Buij. S

I Big Discount lor Orders Now. §

Write us to-day and say what yon
J*

want, and get our prices. New catalog g
of 84 oages: it is free.

gf
Wealso handle the famous

j^
tloosier Incubators and Brooders, a

C. M. Scott & Co. g

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

FENCE!
STROMGEST
MADE. Bull
strong, Chlcken-

Tlght. Sold to the Farmerat tVholi-iiale

Prices. VanjW&TTiutii^A. Catalop Free.
COILED SFRING FENCE CO.

Box H9 Winchester, Indiana, U. S. A.

Please mention the Bee Journal

#

#

•?

#

111? Dadant's Foundation fai?
WC ljU3.r3.nt66 o3tlST3CtlOn. BEAUTY PURITY FIRITNESS,

No SAQQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Whv Hnc^c if C*»I1 en Mi/fII V Because it has always given better satis-
yy liy UUC& 1L a>ClI &U WCll r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS. m

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re\/ised ^
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. ^fe

BEESW:aX WZANTED at all limes.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. f

EVERYTHING IN BEE-SUPPLIES
Of course you have our

New 1904 Catalog, 68
Beginners Should Use Lewis' Appliances.

OLD TIMERS DO.

Our SECTIONS Are Superb,

Our HIVES far better "than Father used

to make/'

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

your B66S won't, simo you
IF YOU GIVE THEM LEWIS' GOODS.



Separators in Section Honey, Extracted vs, Comb Honey for Food,
WM. M. WHITNEY. DR. a. BOHREI^

AQKIZ -rjj^j^

£?Uial:

Bee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.00 A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W. YORK & Cd, 334 Dearborn Street,

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., MARCH 17, 1904. No. II.

A QUARTET OF SMALL APIARIES.
(See page 196.)

iyS
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THEVOICE OFTHE PEOPLE
DANZENBAKER'S HIVE.

MORE HONEY. BETTER PRICES.

WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOHE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge, Md. Feb. V, ISOI.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina. O.
Gentlemen;— I saw in a recent issue of your paper

that you have adepartment.called "Reports Encourag-

ing." I shall send you my report.

I use the Danzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same as the few dovetailed hives that I use do

not compare at all with the Danzenbaker. One colony

gave me over one hundred pounds No. 1 white honey
and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by
natural swarming of one hundred per cent. A friend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives in his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from my apiary. Long live the Dan-
zenbaker hive ! It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours truly,

J. B'. HOLLOI'ETER.

Mallet Creek, O., Sept. 25, n)02.

I have now 2.50 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees in

Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor

season 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs, surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from these

colonies that I do from those in the old chaff hives.

With a 7-inch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

winters the bees better than the chaff hives.
Vernon Burt.

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries five years, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the i}i sections, and
use only 4x.5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with

the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made more money this season per hive than I

have any previous year in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales 1 get more
for the 4x5 .sections, and have no work in cleaning

them. I ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4;i section,

honey to sell, and anything that sells the best

the most money
..-.«.

business.

make
„..dfor

hat I want out of the bee-
D. Matthews.

In Gleanings, p. 931, Dec. IS, 1899.

Mountain View, N. J^ Oct. fi, 1897.

I have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shall increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next yeai. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section; were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My4K sections, unglazed. sold

to grocers at 12^ to IS cts., retailing IB cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the Wi. which cost nearly as

much as glass. B. F Onderdonk.

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

DANZY.

HONEY.

A RECENT

ORDER.

64-PAGE

BOOK.

SPECIAL

Rock Vallkv. N. Y^ Feb. 22. 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July 1. I had

only 1200 lbs., but I obtained a fancy price—15^ for
"Fancy" and No. 1 white, and HJ^ for No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenbaker 4x5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the 4i^x4J^ square sections, and I consider that
much difference is worth looking after—don't you?
The Danzenbaker hives doubled up, two brood-cham-
bers, are in fine condition, even better than my double-
walled hives. I intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as I can, and get
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly yours,

J. ly. HAIGHT.
It is not claimed that so large an advance in price as

is mentioned above can usually be obtained for honey
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of general better appearance
it commands the highest prices and a more ready sale
in a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3, 1904.
The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
Dear Sirs;- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

500 Danzy. iD64M hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book. "Facts About Bees,"
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed full of facts. If one
fellows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honey, pro-
viding of course there is any honey to be had. This
unique little book will be sent free to all who apply
for it.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it, or for the pleasure they get out of it. It is

conceded by all who have tried this system that it is

highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large crops of
honey almost free from propolis makes us think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. What is

more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is

so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
aiticle?

The great popularity of the Danzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. The success of this system depends
on having everything just right, ?o you should jilace
your order for the Danzenbaker hive with our main
o£&ce, or any of our branches or regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES: Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

CHICAGO. II,L., 144 East Erie St.
|
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MECHANIC FALLS, ME. I

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,10Vn

(See list of Jobbing Agents in American Bee Journal, Jan. 7, page 2.

)

j
ST. PAUL, MINN.. 1024 Mi'

;St.| HAVANA CUBA, San Ignac
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Editorial Comments ]

The Manufaetuped-Comb-Honey Yarn.
A week or two ago we received a letter from Mr. Gustave Gross,

of Wisconsin, enclosing also a clipping from the Chicago Inter-Ocean,

tal<en from its department of " (Questions and Answers.'' Someone,
among other questions, had asked, " Is there any manufactured honey
sold in combs?" The answer given by the Inter-Ocean is this: "A
good deal of honey is manufactured in combs."

Mr. Gross suggested that we enter a protest to the Inter-Ocean,

thinking that it would pos6il)ly have more weight than if he himself

wrote to them about it. We called three times at the Inter-Ocean

office, and finally found the person who was responsible for answering

the question. It happened to be a lady. She was very courteous, and

said she had received several letters on the subject. Before we stated

the object of our call, she said she thought she knew why we had

come.

We had a very pleasant interview, and a prompt and full correc-

tion was assured. She was under the impression that she had read in

some book, or had been told by a prominent person, who she thought

was authority, that comb hone.v is manufactured. We assured her

that it was all a mistake, explaining to her the origin of the manu-
factured-comli-honey lie.

We have not as yet seen the correction, but suppose it has ap-

peared. As the question and answer were in the weekly issue of the

Inter-Ocean, likely the correction also appeared in that edition, and

not in the daily.

The cordiality with which we were received, and the readiness

with which we were assured that the correction would be made,

created a very favorable impression upon us. So many papers, after

publishing the manufactured-eomh-honey story, have been inclined to

ignore all requests for correction. But the Inter-Ocean seems to be a

delightful exception. We furnished it with printed information on

the subject, and suggested that it might be used to good advantage in

setting themselves right Ijefore their readers.

We are always glad to have our subscribers call our attention to

matters of this kind, as we can not possibly read all the newspapers

and magazines that are published, and so we would not know that

anything detrimental to bee-keepiotr had been published. We are

always glad to do all we can for the benefit or defense of bee-keepers.

That is what we and the American Bee Journal are here for.

California Expeplment in Honey-Ppoduetlon.

A newspaper clipping reports that Prof. C. W. Woodworth, of the

department of agriculture of the L'niversity of California, is carrying

on an experiment in the production of honey. A glass hive is used,

A report of it reads as follows

:

" The experiment is being carried on entirely within this trans-

parent hive, the bees being allowed no communication with the outsidf
world except for the purpose of carrying out their dead. Apparently
they have no objection to the close scrutiny under which they an-

living, for they carry on their work just as under ordinary conditions
The important feature of the experiment is the substitution of arti

ficially prepared food in the place of the usual plant products from

which honey is made. The object of the test is to ascertain the mini-
mum cost of production, and at the same time to secure as good, it

not a superior, quality of honey. The food which is being substituted
in the place of the nectar of flowers is beet-sugar. This is moistened
to a paste-like consistency, and placed under glass cases within reach
of the bees. The whole apparatus is placed upon the scales so that
daily records can be made of the amount of material consumed, and of
the quantity of honey produced."

It would be presumptuous to say Prof. Woodworth is doing noth-

ing of the kind, and yet one can not always place implicit reliance

upon newspaper reports. The affair certainly has a somewhat fishy

appearance.

There is " no communication with the ouside world except for the

purpose of carrying out their dead." If the bees follow the usual

practice of imprisoned bees, a large number will constantly be making
earnest effort to get out of that hive, and the professor will have a

lively time opening the gate for each bee that comes along with a

dead bee, and then quickly shutting it before any other bee slips by.

Then what about that bee-undertaker getting back in?

The bees must be carefully trained in some fresh sanitary regula-

tions, else the hive will become a charnel house from the excrement

of the bees.

Two objects are in view. One is to find the minimum cost of pro-

duction. After the experiment is over some of those unenlightened

California bee-keepers who have reported a crop of 10 to 50 tons will

know to a fraction just what is the very least for which they can pro-

duce a pound of sage honey

!

The other object is to " secure as good, if not a superior, quality

of honey." Instead of having the honey encumbered with any flavor

so common as that obtained from the flowers, it will have the rich

flavor and aroma of beet-juice I When this is placed upon the market,

the honey obtained by the bees skirmishing around among the rocks

and canyons hunting up the posies of the sage, or any other old thing,

will have to take a back seat, and the owners of those bees will either

have to go out of the business or else go to raising beets

!

Freight-Rate on Bees.

We have received the following letter on this subject from Rev.

R. B. McCain

:

Mk. George W. York— Grundy Co., III., Feb. 2", 1904.
Dear Sir .—Find enclosed a letter from the General Freight Agent

of the Alton Railroad to the Local Agent of that road in reply to an
inquiry made at my request in regard to freight-rates on bees. I send
you this because it was stated at the Chicago-Northwestern conven-
tion last December, that the local freight-rate applied to bees. Some
members were so positive about it that I was somewhat surprised that
I had not learned about it. This is a raalter of vital interest to all bee-
keepers in the West. I, for one, would like to know who is right

—

the bee-keepers or the freight agent.
Very sincerely yours, R. B. McCain.

The railroad letter referred to by Mr. McCain reads as follows

:

Mr. H. a. Adams, Agent

—

Chicago, III., Feb. 19, 1904.
Dear Sir

:

—Referring to yours of the 12th, beg to advise that
there is no lower than three times flrst-class on bees in hives.

Yours truly, F. A. Wann,
Oeneral Freight Agent U. it- A . Ji. Ji.

On receipt of the letters from Mr. McCain, we at once forwarded

them to Emerson T. Abbott, who was one of those who referred to

this matter in the discussion at the Chicago-Northwestern convention.

His reply reads as follows

:

Mt Dear Mr. York:—Yours at hand and contents noted.
In my opinion, the general freight agent of the Alton needs to gel
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ppsted, or else his stenographer is " off her base." Bees in less than
car-load lots, properly secured, are doulile first-class, as you will find

by consulliug the classification of any railroad belonging to the West-
ern Association. You will remember, no doubt, that this matter was
discussed the time that you and I appeared before the Classification

Committee. The rate of double first-class was made at my sugges-

, tion. One of the committee asked me what I thought would be right,

and 1 told him that I thought double first-class would not be any too

much. That is the rate given in the classiflcation issued by the Santa
Fe Railroad, I am sure, for I had it examined to-day. I think you can
safely depend upon this. Fraternally yours,

Emerson Taylor Abbott.

There can be no good reason why bees, properly secured in hives,

should not be shipped as local freight, or less than car-lots, and also at

a rate no higher than double first-class.

Apicultupal Investigations at Waslilngton.

The report of the United States Entomologist for 1903 contains

the following item, showing increased attention given to bee-keeping:

In apiculture it is proposed specially to investigate the subject of

artificial pasturage, which hitherto has not received the attention it

deserves. A series of experiments will be entered upon to determine

what crops may be profitably employed to fill the gaps in the honey-
yield, or to create artificial pasturage for apiaries, and an effort will

be made in this connection to introduce honey-plants from abroad.

It is proposed to import and test various races or species of bees that

are now little or not at all known in this country ; for example, the

race native to the Caucasus, and those found in Dalmatia, Austria,

and notably the large bee of the East (Apis dorsata) , to be obtained

from the Philippine Islands. The breeding of crosses will be continued,
and the collection of statistics is proposed. Further, it is especially

desired to undertake experimental and remedial work with the dis-

eases of bees; and particularly with an obscure disease which has

been playing havoc with certain apiaries in the State of New York.

Bee-Keepers' Riglits to Terpitory.

There seems to be an increasing desire to "do something " to pre-

vent encroachment upon territory already occupied by bee-keepers.

At the Idaho State convention, as reported in the Rocky Mountain

Bee Journal, a new constitution was adopted, and the report says

:

" After some debate, the clause prohibiting any one from becom-
ing a member who locates nearer than three miles to a bee-keeper
already a member, provided they propose to engage solely in the api-

cultural business, was retained. We want to keep down the sense-

less crowding of the bee-range, and this seems the most feasible plan."

Is not the Idaho Association entitled to the credit of being really

the first to " do something " more than talk in this matter?

The question may arise, however, whether it might not have been

better to have omitted the clause " providing they propose to engage

solely in the apicultural business.'' It is often, if not always, the

the case, that there is less to be feared from a specialist than from one

who dabbles in the business. How much lietter off is Smith with

ten dabblers located about him, each one of the ten having 20 colonies

each, kept merely as a side-show, than to have the same ground

occupied liy one man with 300 colonies? A man who intends to make

bee-keeping his sole business is not so likely to locate on ground

already occupied as the one who keeps only a few colonies. Besides,

a man who does not " propose to engage solely in the apicultural

business," when he first starts in with 50 colonies, very often grows

within a few years to have large numbers.

Dr. Miller had something to say on this subject, especially as to

its legal aspects, in last week's issue.

(
Miscellaneous Items

J. M. Hainbaugh, of San Diego Co., Calif., wrote us as fol-

lows, March 1:

" We have been having some nice growing showers for the last

two weeks, but no soakers; but we read of rains farther north. 1

hope they may get down here yet."

The Apiary of A. H. Opfer.—This is shown on the first page.

Mr. Opfer says this about it

;

The group in the picture is Mrs. Opfer, our girl, three boys, and
myself. All are very much Interested in the bees, especially the little

ones, for the sake of the honey. They are not afraid of the bees, as
you can see by the position they take in the picture.

The hives face the east. I winter the bees outdoors, putting on a
super filled with planer shavings, set the hives together in two rows,
facing north and south, then put a frame of 12-inch boards around
high enough to clear the entrance, leaving a 3-inch space around each
hive, and fill up with planer-shavings, then roof the whole lot over
with tar-paper to keep them dry.

I believe in spring feeding, and for it I constructed an entrance-
feeder 8x7x}4^ inch deep to slip under the brood-frames. It remains
there as long as I want to feed. With this feeder I can feed 50 colo-
nies in 15 minutes, and never disturb the colony, nor is there any
danger of robbing.

I made two section-extractors, one to take two sections, and the
other to take four sections; automatic, reversible. I intend to place
the latter one on the market. I believe in economy and labor-saving
devices to do work easily and nicely. A. H. Offer.

Cook Co., 111.

Mr. It. A. Hammond, of Washington Co., Md., sends us the

following, taken from a local newspaper

:

Big Bee-Tree.—In cutting down a large white-oak tree on S. H.
Higginbotham's lawn, near Shepherdstown, Md., H. A. Lockhart dis-

covered a swarm of bees that had stored a good supply of honey for
the winter. The tree yielded 8 cords of marketable wood, besides 75
pounds of choice honey.

Married, Feb. 8, 1904, in the parlors of the Arcade Hotel, Hig-

ginsville. Mo , Justice J. G. Coe officiating, R. B. Leahy, editor and
publisher of the Progressive Bee-Keeper, to Miss Emily Braeutigam,

formerly of Belleville, 111. The bride is a young lady of 19, niece of

Mr. Leahy's former wife, from whom he was divorced some two weeks
previously, after a married lite of about 23 years.

The Apiary of Edwin Trittenbaoh appears on the first

page. He writes about it as follows:

My apiary consists of 21 colonies, nearly all of them in chaff
hives. Some of them are the 8-frame hives with section-holders,
which I consider the liest for this locality. From some of my colonies
I got as many as 34 sections as early as June 19, which I think was
good, considering the weather we had all summer. I leave the hives
on the summer stands during the winter.

Notice in the picture where I am holding a straw-skep with a
swarm hived in it. I bought the skep of my wife's uncle, at public
sale some years ago. He says that as near as he knows the skep Is

103 years old. I bought it for its rarity.

The most of my bees are hybrids, and some are blacks. If at any
time the black colonies have too many drones I cut the drone-comb
out and insert a piece of worker-comb in its place, and often set

queen-traps at the entrance of hives and trap them, so as to keep them
from mating with the young queens.

There are not many bees kept in this locality, and the bee-keepers
get very little honey from them. It is all because they don't take
time to read some good bee-pajiers. I have asked them to subscribe
for some journal, thinking they might learn some points in bee-keep-
ing, but it is no use talking to them. I suppose it is because they do
not take enough interest in the matter. They often ask me how I

manage to get so much honey from my bees every year. I answer
questions until I get tired. They appreciate it when I show my bee-
books, such as " A B C of Bee-Culture," " Bee-Keeper's Guide,"
" Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," " Bees and Honey," and " Scientific
Queen-Rearing."

There is an abundance of sweet clover about two miles from here
—about 30 acres of it, with white blossoms. There is also sumac and
goldeurod, basswood, poplar, and asters, in my locality.

I can sell my honey right around home, and at the works where I

am employed. I get IS^^ or 15 cents for a section of honey, and could
sell more honey at times if I had it.

I use the 4,i.2'x4}4'xl7^ sections, 3 bee-way, with section-holders
and separators.

I tried a plan last season to tempt my bees to do more straight
work in combbuildiog, and without the use of surplus foundation. I

have been partially successful with the plan, and in the future I will
explain about it. Edwin Trittenbach.

Northampton Co., Pa.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-
crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Usinji^ Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we are using it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts.; 25
for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for S2.25 ; 500
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.
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I
Convention Proceedings

J

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Convention.

BY JA8. A. STONE, SEC.

Spkingfield, III., June 18, 1903.
Due notice having been given, the Illinois State Bee-

Keepers' Association met in Room 17 of the State House, at

the call of the President, for the purpose of electing a Foul
Brood Inspector for the State of Illinois, for the years 1903
and 190-1 ; and to transact such other business as might
come before the meeting.

The meeting was called to order, with Pres. Crim in the
chair.

Mr. Crim nominated Mr. J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln, to fill

the office of Foul Brood Inspector for Illinois for the two
years named in the call, viz.: 1903 and 1904. Mr. Crim
put the question, which was carried unanimously.

By a vote it was recommended that the Inspector be
allowed four dollars ($4.00) per day and his expenses, for

time actually and necessarily spent in carrying out the intent
of the law.

The Association favored our joining the National Bee-
Keepers' Association in a body, if such arrangements could
be made.

Adjourned. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

REPORT OF THE ANNUAL STATE CONVENTION.

The 13th annual session of the Illinois State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association met at the State House on Nov. 17, 1903,
for a two days' session.

Called to order with Pres. Smith in the chair. The fore-

noon session was passed in getting acquainted with one
another. A motion was carried that the chairman appoint a

committee of three on Resolutions, and a recess was taken till

1:30 p.m.
At 1:30 p.m. the meeting was called to order, with Pres.

Smith in the chair.

The Pri^sident named the Committee on Resolutions as

follows : Jas. A. Stone, S. N. Black, and E. J. Baxter.
The Secretary made a verbal report of the numerous

efforts the Legislative Committee had made in the last decade
to secure laws opposed to the adulteration of honey and other
foods ; against spraying of fruit-trees while in bloom with
poisonous liquids ; and of the continuous efforts they had
made to secure a foul brood law, until they finally succeeded,
by their persistent efforts and the valuable assistance of the
Chicago-Northwestern, the American Bee Journal, and many
of the bee-keepers of the State, in securing the present law
that was placed on our statute books by the last legislature.

The Secretary reported in the same manner what had
been done by the Premium-List Committee in securing a pre-

mium list from the State Board of Agriculture, which has
given us a list which we think is second to none in the United
States, unless it be those that have it given to their States
only. We think ours should be limited to the State only, and
it would result in larger and finer exhibits. We are very
much indebted to H. J. Cater, Superintendent of the Apiarian
Department at the Fair, for the liberality of our premium list,

and for the care he has taken to see that we were fairly

treated as exhibitors and visitors at the State Fair.

The Secretary also reported that Superintendent of Agri-
culture for Illinois at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

—

Will I>. Otwell—was in correspondence with us, and was desir-

ous that our Association make an exhibit at the said World's
Fair, similar to the one made by the same at the Columbian
World's Fair.

Ou motion by Mr. Becker, it was ordered that an exhibit

be made if the Commission would give the same amount that
our State gave the Association for the Columbian Exposition,
viz.: ($3500) three thousand five hundred dollars, and that
the Executive Committee have charge of the correspondcnii-,

and of the whole matter pertaining to the exhibit in case one
be made.

The Association voted to complete the arrangement, par-

tially made at the last called meeting, whereby 50 cents from
each membership fee be paid for one year's membership in the

National Bee-Keepers' Association.
The treasurer's report was read as follows

:

Pleasant I'i.ains, III., Nov. ItJ, 1903.

Treasurer's Report of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association,

July 13, 1903—

Received of State Treasurer «1000

Paid on order No. 1, to State Inspector $ 7.T 00

2, " " 31 10

Total paid S106 10

Balance on hand at this dale 893 90 *1000
Chas. Becker, Treas.

QUESTION-BOX—REA KING QUEENS.

Mr. Crim—What is the best plan for rearing queens for

our own use ?

Pres. Smith—Take your best queen away from her hive,

then after a number of queen-cells have been sealed, form

nuclei and place the combs containing these queen-cells in

them.
Mr. Black—The most satisfactory way I have ever tried

has been to select the colony, or colonies, from which I wish

to rear queens, stimulate early by feeding until the colony is

well provided with eggs and brood, then take the queen from

the colony, and introduce her into some colony where you wish

to requeen. The colony made queenless will form numerous
iiueen-cells, and when the queen-cells are capped take a

frame with queen-cell to be substituted for a frame in the

colony you wish to requeen. To be sure they may not destroy

the queen-cells so substituted, have an empty hive, take out

all the frames and place in it, and while so doing catch the

queen and pinch off her head. Then shake all the bees onto

the ground two or three feet from the old hive and replace

the frames, including the one that has the queen-cell, in the

old hive, allowing the bees to run into the old hive ;
close up,

and the work is done. In case of more than one queen-cell on

the frame, they can be placed in other hives in the same man-
ner, by cutting out and inserting in the frames of the hive. In

this way you can treat as many colonies as you have queen-

cells. By using drone-traps, drones from objectionable colonies

may be caught.
Mr. Smith—My plan is to select the best honey-gatherers,

and of the gentlest disposition. Stimulate during fruit-bloom.

As soon as the first swarm issues from it, exchange hives with

the next strongest one ; in this way you add to hive No. 1 all

the field-bees from the strong swarm, and in a few days the

young queens will issue from hive No. 1 with a prime swarm.

As soon as possible change the place of hive No. 1 a second

time with another strong colony, and continue this procedure

as long as you hear piping, or at least three colonies may be

requeened from each select colony with virgin queens from

prime colonies.

BEGINNING WORK ON WHITE CLOVER.

Mr. Primm—How early can we expect our bees to begin

work on white clover ?

Mr. Baxter—Bees seldom store honey from white clover

earlier than June 10.

Mr. Becker— I have known of bees storing an abundance

of honey from white clover as early as May 20.

INFALLIBLE METHOD OF INTRODUCING QUEENS.

James Poindexter—When we say infallible, we mean that

with us it has been an unfailing process, when practiced dur-

ing the past 12 or 15 years, and shall claim the right to use

the above heading, until at least we meet with one failure.

While we have not used the method exclusively, yet it has

been a success under very unfavorable conditions, such as

when colonies had been queenless for weeks, and in a few

instances laying workers were present in the hive when the

queen was released, and in times when honey was scarce and

robber-bees were plentiful. Also, it has been a success when
other methods tried on obstinate colonies failed. We will say,

however, that we did not give Dr. Miller's method of intro-

duction by baptism a trial.

The success of the method is based on the principle that

animals, as a rule, are less belligerent, and more amiable with

a full stomach than otherwise. The genus homo and the

honey-bee being no exceptions.

Our way of operation is this : First see that the colony

is queenless, and has plenty of honey for the bees to fill them-

selves with. Then get all the bees possible inside, close the

hive bee-tight, with proper ventilation ; cause the bees to fill

themselves by smoking and jarring the hive. This last I do

by putting a thin strip under the bottom-board, so as to bal-

ance the hive, and vibrate it back and forth. This is done for

15 minutes or more ; if there is no unsealed honey it reqiiires

longer.
Now see that the queen and attendants have had a good

square meal, and make an oixMiing at the entrance, side or

top of hive, and cause the queen and escort to run in, by
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smoking slightly. Close up the hive and continue the jarring
for half an hour longer. This is for the purpose of having
queen and bees become thoroughly assimilated in actions and
scent.

The hive is now left till dark before opening. They are
generally left at least two hours, and sometimes all night be-
fore opening. The object of leaving till dark is that the bees
may have a time undisturbed to resume a normal condition,
and robber-bees take no part whatever in the operation.

Secretary Stone— I have never tried introducing queens
in the fall of the year, or when there were robber-bees abroad,
but once. I bought two very fine golden Italian queens at the
State Fair the first of October, in one-frame observatory
hives. I attempted, the first week in October, to introduce
them. I selected the two colonies I wished to requeen, opened
the hive of one, and began search for the queen. By the time
I had removed about three frames, the robber-bees came so
thick I was compelled to hustle them back. Having no beo-
tenl, I carried the hive into the honey-house, and just inside
the screen-door. I removed all the frames into a box used for
the purpose, and did not find the queen till emptying out the
remaining bees. I then caged the golden Italian, and brushed
the bees from her frame on the tops of frames in the box.
Some of her bees flew to the screen door that was covered
with bees from the hive, and the others settled with the bees
in the box. I then removed the frames from the box to their
hive, brushed back all loose bees from the box, screen doors
and windows, and placed the caged queen between the tops of
the frames, with the cage entrance closed by honey from the
hive; moved the hive to the old stand, and left it closed with
wire-screen till after dark.

I went through tlie same process with the second golden
Italian queen, and the only afterthought given them was
anxiety to know as to my success. The little slates that lie

on top of these two hives are marked thus :

" March 13th [the spring following], an occasional Gold.
It. can be seen. May 1st not a black bee left."

(Concluded next week.)

Contributed Articles

Use of Separators in Section Honey.
BY WM. M. WHITNEY.

PAGE 10 contains answers under the department head of
"Some Expert Opinion," to the questions, " Would you
use separators ? If so, what kind ? Why?"
While the opinion of a novice in the business may not

weigh very much as against that of an expert, yet he may
be allowed to express it, as it may be possible that some one
may be able to glean something from it that shall inspire a
desire for further investigation along the same line.

It is hardly to be expected that apiculture, in all of its
ramifications, has attained perfection ; yet we are struck
with the wonderful advancement made since the days of the
bee-gum, straw-skep, and the box-hive—all through the
persistent elfortsof investigations and inventors in the art
of apiculture. Perhaps the most important of these was
the invention of the movable-frame hive, which has immor-
talized the name of Father Langstroth among the bee-keep-
ers of this country, at least ; also, the invention of founda-
ion, the modern system of queen-rearing, etc.; and not
among the least of these was the creation of the beautiful
one-piece section, to contain, as nearly as possible, one-
pound of choice table honey, with its face so true that a
straight edge would touch at every point on its surface.

The time was when honey was obtained wholly from the
brood-chamber by " brimstoning " the bees; later, by cut-
ting it out in chunks (which is still practiced in many
places) ; by cutting it from brood-frames it has obtained
the name of " chunk honey ;

" still later, some one conceived
the idea of boring holes through the top of the hive and
placing boxes over them for the bees to occupy, thus secur-
ing a better quality of honey. This was considered a great
advancement in apiculture, notwithstanding the combs
were built irregularly, as in the brood-chamber. But when
the section-case and the beautiful basswood sections, came
into use, honey-producers exclaimed, " Eureka! "

Yet, on trial, something seemed to be lacking, notwith-

standing foundation starters or even full sheets were used.
While some were built fairly true and regular, many were
buldged on one or both sides, or swung out of line either to
the right or left, making it difficult to handle such honey to
advantage. Some genius, to control and circumscribe the
work of the hive, and overcome this difficulty, conceived the
idea of the separator, which, to a degree, seemed to accom-
plish the desired result. As has been stated, it is hardly
probable that perfection has yet been attained ; may it not
be, then, that in this, as in many other lines of human en-
deavor, in introducing new methods to overcome obstacles,
some underlying principle has been overlooked, which, if

understood and applied, would have made the so-called im-
provement scarcely, if at all, necessary ?

During a period of ill-health a few years ago, seeking
something light to do, and to think about, I took up apicul-
ture as a pastime. The more it was studied and investigated
the more fascinating it became. It became desirable to
know the why and wherefores of certain things ; hence the
apiary became, so to speak, a sort of an experiment station,
where many things which have been written, and which
appear to have been taken as orthodox, have been tested by
actual experiment ; and one of these is the use of separators
in the production of surplus honey.

I am well aware that a large majority of comb-honey
producers believe that the use of separators is an absolutely
necessary adjunct in the production of first-class comb
honey. Now, that which the majority recommend and
practice, it would seem at first blush, must be correct, and
the proper thing to do. But when has there ever been an
innovation made that did not fly in the face of the major-
ity ? Without dilating upon this thought—which might be
carried to a limitless extent—let us come directly to the sub-
ject of comb-honey production.

Who among experienced bee-keepers has not seen brood-
combs of honey as true and straight as a planed board ?

I've seen hundreds of them. Who ever heard of separators
being used in the brood-chamber ? Such honey, if it did
not drip, cut into squares, would make as fine appearance
on the dining table as the most beautiful section honey
one ever saw. But, says some one, we are inquiring not
about brood-comb, but section honey. That is just what we
are coming to. The theory of production of one does not,
or should not, differ from the production of the other.
There isn't a bee keeper in the country, whose opinion is

worth consulting, who doesn't know how to produce frames
of comb honey as true as a planed board, with the use of
foundation. With hive leveled, frames of foundation prop-
erly spaced, force of bees to occupy every frame, and a good
flow of nectar, the bees do the rest. Apply this principle
to section-honey production, and the same results follows.

I have used all sorts of separators, including the fence,
but only in case of a comparatively weak colony do I use
them. The fence gives fairly true sections, but with a sort
of "washboard" appearance; the solid separator, a
smoother appearance, but often a good deal of brace comb,
which, of course, spoils the section for shipping. And,
again, where there is a great amount of propolis they make
a dauby, dirty mess. Not once in a thousand times do I

find brace-comb where no separators are used.
Some think that first-class section honey can not be

produced without the use of the queen-excluding honey-
board. I have never used it, and not three sections in a
thousand has the queen occupied. I think the reason may
be the careful spacing of the thick top-bars of brood-frames.
At any rate, I have no use for it for that purpose.

The large majority of my honey is produced without
separators, and I'd be willing to compare it with the best of
separator honey I ever saw. I have sold it to first-class

dealers, at the top market price, which is as good a recom-
mendation as one should desire.

Give me 7-to-the-foot, two bee-way, 4'4x4'+ sections,
with full sheets of foundation, the hive level, a full force of
good workers, a good flow of nectar—some one else can use
the separator. Walworth Co., Wis.

Extracted vs. Comb Honey for Food.

BY DR. G. BOHRKK.

THE human digestive organs can no more act upon
honey-comb or beeswax, and prepare it to be taken up
by the assimilative organs as food and nourishment for

the body, than they can prepare pills of glass or diamonds
for the same purpose. Yet tons of bees%vax pass through
the digestive organs of the human family annually, and not
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one person in all the world can point to any benefit that has
been derived from it as food since honey has been in use
among- mankind. But, on the contrary, it is, to my certain
knowledge, an irritant, and positively harmful when taken
with food in some diseased conditions of the stomach.

When I was a practicing physician I had under my care,
at different times, several cases of cancer of the stomach,
in each of which I advised the internal use of honey.
And while extracted honey was fairly borne, that taken
with the comb was irritating, and careful observation will
prove beyond doubt or question that honey-comb is in some
degree or other a source of irritation in all cases of diseased
conditions of the digestive organs; and when taken into
the stomach that is in perfect health, it imposes an unnec-
essary amount of labor upon the alimentary canal for its

removal.
"But," says one, "it looks so much better in the comb

than it does when extracted ;
" which is no doubt true, when

the facts referred to are not known, and when we omit to
look at it from a hygienic standpoint. The actual facts in
the case is what we should be governed by, and when the
mothers of the country once learn that extracted honey is

more easily digested by their children when cutting teeth,
or during any ailment of their digestive organs, they will
call for extracted honey in preference to comb honey all the
time, when they have proper assurance that they are not
purchasing glucose. What we should do is to educate the
mass of our people upon these matters of real importance to
them, and see to it that each State has a rigid law passed,
imposing a severe penalty on any one convicted of adulter-
ating, selling or offering for sale, any adulterated article

under the name of honey. I am aware that parties have
stated to the public, through the press, that glucose is bet-
ter than honey, and that we no longer have use for bees or
apairies. But not one of these characters believes a syllable
that he utters. If glucose is better than honey, why do
they not label it glucose instead of " liebiUing " (labeling)
it honey as they now do ? When these impostors are once
cornered, and the people know that glucose dare not be sold
under the name of honey, and that extracted honey is more
wholesome as food when free from comb or wax, they will
buy it in preference to comb honey, and will pay more for it.

That honey is more easily digested by persons who can
eat honey at all, I have never heard questioned, especially
when eaten in reasonable quantities. Six ounces taken at
one meal, and it balanced with other articles of food (as Mr.
Hasty in his "Afterthought," as set forth on page 71 seems
to have done) might set one's digestive machinery to jump-
ing cogs. Let us read carefully his statements, and then
see if the following meal-order can be considered out of due
proportion :

Honey, bread, pork, beans, cabbage, potatoes, cheese,
apple-pudding—of each 6 ounces ; coffee 10 ounces, and 2
ounces of butter, which will not oil the whole ration very
abundantly. In all, this will be 60 ounces. Let him eat the
entire square meal and take it to bed with him, and report
how he rested, what his dreams were, and how many horses
he tried to sell to himself. Or, to test the case more fully, let

him eat extracted honey one night with the above meal-
order, comb honey the next night, and sugar the third night.

Rice Co., Kans.

Do Queens Lay in Queen-Cells ?

BY E. F. ATWATEK.

I
HAVE been reading with much interest the discussion
on this subject. On page 109 is a letter from Mr. Delos
Wood, in which he suggests that Mr. Chantry may be

" mistaken " in thinking that he saw queens lay in queen-
cells. Mr. Wood's offer to accept Mr. Chantry's invitation,
" provided he shall pay my expenses if he fails to show a
queen in the act of laying in a queen-cell," is not, it seems
to me, exactly fair, fori suppose those queens which lay in
queen-cells for Mr. Chantry are old queens about to be
superseded, and every bee-keeper knows that such are not
at all times on hand, and of select, gentle stock.

Several years ago (1899) this matter was debated in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper, in the number for March, in which
Mr. Doolittle says :

" Dr. Gallup and Adam Grimm gave conclusive proof
that queens do lay in queen-cells, and had been seen to do
so." Also, " G. M. Doolittle's assistant in the apiary saw
a queen lay in a queen-cell, while Doolittle held in his hand
the frame on which it was being done." And, further :

" The eggs in a queen-cell are always fastened to the base

of the queen-cell in just the same way the queen deposits
all of her eggs in worker or drone cells, sticking one end of
the egg to the base of the cell, while eggs removed by bees
(which is very rarely done) are found lying on their side
near the base of the cells."

" Swarthmore " has asserted, in Gleanings, that his
breeding-queens deposit their eggs directly in his com-
pressed queen-cell cups. Mr. Ouinby and Mr. L,. C. Root
assert that the queen deposits the egg in the queen-cell, but
without giving the reasons for so believing. Mr. Wood
writes of " the Dzierzon theory of the size of the cell con-
trolling the sex of the egg, and that is an accepted fact by
our best bee-keepers." This was the theory of the late Mr.
Samuel Wagner, instead of Dzierzon, and is spoken of in
my " Langstroth Revised " as " overthrown.

"

But, is it not a fact, Mr. Wood, that queen-cells, just
before being supplied with an egg, are always contracted
at the mouth to about the size of a worker-cell ? I can't
refer it to the bees now, but, as I remember it, that is so.

Dzierzon says of a normal queen, " She is able to lay
male or female eggs interchangeably, at pleasure."

I have known Mr. Chantry for years, and have almost
absolute confidence in his observations. He has bred a re-

markably quiet and gentle strain of Italians, as I know
from having worked in his South Dakota yards, and have
had bees of his stock in my own apiary. This is not in-
tended as a free advertisement, but merely to show that one
may, with an exceedingly gentle strain of bees, see things
that might not be seen in a lifetime among cross, nervous
races. Ada Co., Idaho, Feb. 11.

[ Our Bee-Keepin§ Sisters]

Conducted by E.MMA M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

That Cap-Load of Girls for Arizona Wives.

That invitaton to send a car-load of girls to Arizona
seems to be making trouble for the postmaster of Buckeye,
Ariz. In a letter to the Record-Herald, he says "that since
then I have recevied letters from girls in different parts of
the United States, also from Germany and Austria, asking
me to send them the names of some of the bachelors, so
they might be able to correspond with them."

He wants it very distinctly understood that that
"locality" will be "overstocked" with members of the
feminine persuasion, if any number of them should follow
up their present seeming inclination to encroach upon ter-

ritory already occupied. He siys further :

" Now, I wish to say that there are only a few bachelors
here that would get married, " so runs the epistle, " and
there are as many old maids, and plenty of girls growing up
that are just as good and smart as one could find anywhere.
The sexes are about evenly divided."

" Girls," warns the postmaster, " do not come out here
thinking you could catch a husband as soon as you set foot
on Arizona soil. You may get fooled if you do."

Much ado about nothing, it seems. Often the case.

Bee-Keeping- Fine Work for Women.

About a year ago, at this time, I was recovering from
an illness of several weeks' duration, was able to sit up
supported by pillows, and beginning to take an interest in
life again. I asked some one of my family to bring me the
Bee Journals that had been accumulating for two months.

On looking them over I was delighted to find a depart-
ment for the bee-keeping sisters, but wondered that so few
were availing themselves of the chance to have a cosy chat
in that fascinating corner, over which Miss Wilson presided
so graciously. My thought was, " She'll see me there when
I get well."

The road back to health was a slow one, and there was
so much to attend to, with no one to help me in the apiary.
The heavy thaw in March caused great loss, because there
was so much water in the bee-yard, and when the bees came
out for a flight, a strong south wind blowing at the time,
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caused them to drop into the water and drown. Straw
thrown around would have saved them.

I lost many colonies before I could do anything for them.
As soon as possible I began to stimulate brood-rearing, and
it was a wonder the way those bees built up, and particu-
larly those which had a strain of the golden Adels in them

—

what workers they are ! Those yellow-banded bees built
up strong colonies before my blacks had shaken off the
drowsiness of their winter's sleep. When a honey-flow was
on, they worked for all there was in it, and I got a good
crop of honey in spite of the unpromising beginning.

I notice something about the greenish tint of sweet
clover honey. The past season I found in the later gather-
ing quite a lot of sections of greenish honey of the most
delicious flavor, and wondered because I did not know of
any sweet clover growing in this locality.

One day I took a walk half a mile away, and the mys-
tery was explained. The road-bed up a steep hill, and the
banks of red shale on either side, were a mass of sweet
clover. A young bee-keeping friend of mine, who died
three years ago, had lived near that section, and left this
fragrant legacy to the bees he loved so well.

All the work in the apiary is done by myself—hiving
swarms, putting together sections, taking off honey, etc. I

can tell the sisters that there is no more delightful and
healthful work in the world for women than keeping bees,
and almost any woman in ordinary health can conduct and
manage an apiary. Mrs. C. A. Ball.

Oneida Co., N. Y., Feb. 29.

Lady Bee-Keepers and Tobacco-Smoking:.

Somnambulist, the delightful dreamer of the Progres-
sive Bee-Keeper, after saying something very complimen-
tary about the Sisters' department, replies to my question
whether he ever heard of a lady bee-keeper addicted to the
smoking habit, as follows :

Sorry to disappoint you, Miss Wilson. To tell tlie truth, I have
known two women who were at one and the same time devotees of the
filthy weed and bees. Two who have always held a warm place in my
heart, having entered therein by way of the sugar-cooky route in the
sweet days of my childhood. Even now there are some elderly women
who would as lief do without their " eatens " as their pipe. They are
true-hearted, generous souls, and harbor not the slightest suspicion
that they are not ladies in the highest sense. Pray do not think for a
moment that I advocate the habit. The enjoyment to be had by the
use of either whiskey or toliacco is to me, as yet, an unsolved mys-
tery, and one which I am not at all anxious to probe.

I admire your " grit " in your assumption of the defensive on this
question, as well as the matter of " peddling out " wives. All honor
to any and all women who stand by their sex. If they themselves
can not afford to do it, who can?

Long live and flourish the department assigned to your jealous
care.

I
Hasty's Afterthcughts

|
The " Old Reliable '' seen through New and Unreliable Glasses,

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

QUBEN-LARV.T. PRODUCING WORKBR-BEBS.

So Pastor Kline has transferred natural queen-larva? to
worker-cells, and seen them grow to worker-bees. Very
good. He calls our attention to the fact that we can't make
a regular half-and-half of worker and queen (comparable to
the working queens of the wasps), yet we seem to get a few
steps in that direction. Sometimes, with the worst reared
queens, a worker aspect or some worker marks appear.
Never on a queen good pollen-baskets, or a workable work-
er's tongue. Out of 30 transferred into queen-cells, very
young, and then after two days transferred back again,
only two were brought to maturity at all. One turned out a
plain worker-bee, and the other, though small and weak and
poor, was evidently a queen. Curious to see that the one
worker was given some food and sealed up immediately (old-
woman-in-the-shoe style), the sealing much earlier than in
the case of unbemeddled larvie. Page 54.

HONEY GRANDLATION AND RE-GRANULATION.

The Northwestern didn't strike any new bonanza of
wisdom on the granulation question. Spanish-needle honey

very good to remain liquid, and alfalfa the reverse. Dr.
Miller thinks honey that has never granulated at all is in a
more advantageous position than honey which has been re-

liquefied. Shouldn't wonder. But no evidence I have yet
in hand makes me feel at all sure of it. Let's don't swallow
that without some chewing. In fact, I rather think the
other way about a very common sort of honey—late honey
that granulates solidly, and at once just as soon as the
weather gets cool. 'Spects its general status becomes more
hopeful each time it is reliquefied. Page SS.

RELIQUBFYING HONEY IN GLASS JARS.

When it comes to reliquefying, Mr. Abbott contributes
very valuable experience. He succeeds in reliquefying jars
by dry heat without destroying labels—and it stays liquid
much longer than it did the first time. I suppose that
wouldn't work with poor honey. With a really fine article

that's just what everybody ought to succeed in doing—and
Mr. A. should have some honor as a pathfinder. Possibly
we will need to have the jars a little larger, allowing some-
what more air-space than has been usual. Page 56.

PREVENTING LEAKAGB IN HONEY-JARS.

Yes, with the Mason jar, either for fruit or honey, when
the jar is tipped up a small amount of the contents passes
over the edge of the jar proper, and can't get back again.
Finale is apt to be that it slowly creeps under the rubber,
soils the label, and sticks on somebody's fingers. I suppose
that with sufficient care most of the jars could be made so
tight that there couldn't be any creepage. But that suffi-

cient care is a big amount, more than usually gets bestowed.
The biggest light the Northwestern seemed to discover was
in that accurately cut disc of very thick manila paper
sprung in before the cover is screwed on. Matter for testi-

mony and experience whether it is a reliable remedy to
keep the contents from getting over the edge. Page 60.

PRESSING WAX FROM COMBS.

Work sometimes has gaps in it, and it's nice to utilize

these intervals by doing something else. Quite possible,
however, for economy to rehaSh itself right there—waste
more time than is saved bobbing back and forth—and do
two things poorly instead of one thing well. The discus-
sion between Huber Root and Dr. Miller seemed to show
that pressing wax has no worth-utilizing intervals of time,
and that the continual pressure that might be carried on by
a spring or weighted lever in one's absence is not nearly so
valuable as the several diggings over of constant presence
and attention. I would add that going off to work else-

where while wax is boiling on the stove is not the safest
thing in the world, either. Page 62.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Giving Supers—Spacing Brood-Frames—Cleaning Pollen
Out of Combs—Keeping Honey in Open Barrels.

I know some bee-keepers that do not want to read any bee papers
or books, for they know (?) all about it. It is different with me, and
the more I read the more stumbling-blocks 1 find in my way. In the
first place I wish to express my gratitude for your book, " Forty Years
Among the Bees," and I think that simple idea of that robber-cloth is

worth the money I paid for the book. As 1 have a more extensive
experience as a mechanic than in keeping bees, I admire your splints

in brood-frames very much, and it is a wonder to me that they are not
more in use, but this seems another evidence that we honor no saints,

nor build monuments to heroes, while they are living.

The end-bars of my brood-frames were very poorly bored, some of
them 'h inch out of the center, and some of the foundation buckled
liadly, so you see that this rule of I'V inch from center to center is

poorly followed. In my extracting supers I used 9 frames in a 10-

frame hive. In the latter part of the season 1 found in many hives
brood and pollen scattered in the upper stories, and wondered what
caused it.

1. Did I give supers too late when the iiueen was crowded for

room and went in the supers to breed ?

2. Would it be advisable to space the frames in the brood-nest to 9
frames in a lu-frame hive, which would bring them abont 1 9-16 inches
from center to center?

3. What are the results when frames in brood-nest are spaced too
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far apart? Would the bees not make a larger bee-space, and would
the hive uot be more easily ventilated?

4. I am sure I saw young bees, they look short like freaks. If we
space frames a little farther would bees build deeper cells and have
their young more developed, or longer, with probably longer tongues'

5. If I use 9 frames in the brood-nest and the same number in

supers this would make a vertical bee-space from bottom to cover of
hive; would this not be easier to ventilate and reduce swarming!

t). When bees crawl through an excluder I notice that they often

lose the pollen they carry. By using an excluder over the brood-nest
would this not, besides keeping the queen excluded, have a tendency
to have the bees carry less pollen in the upper stories!

7. If I pour water or thin syrup on an empty extracting comb,
with pollen in, and place it over an excluder or over a super, will the

bees clean it out

!

8. Is it not a great mistake to turn a brood-comb around in a hive!

If so, why do you put two spacing nails on each side of the frames!
If they were all four on one side the frame we could not make that

mistake to turn them when replacing them in the hive!

9. lam keeping extracted honey in barrels with one head taken
out. These barrels stand in a basement with stone walls and windows
to the north and will become damp when spring rains come. I planed
the top edges off some so as to make a smooth surface. I then take
pieces of muslin with weights like your robber-cloth, coated the same
with paratlin and placed them over the top. Will the honey be sate

to keep that way ! At present it is candied, and the top or scum quite
hard and dry, with cracks along the barrel-staves. Illinois.

Answers.— 1. The supers should be given before the harvest be-

gins, but even if given very early the queen might go up in the supers,

unless excluders were used. Eight frames instead of nine in the upper
story would help the matter greatly.

3. No; although you might find but little difference.

3. Yes, it would be easier to keep the hive cool, especially in the
early part of season when you want everything as warm as possible;

so too wide spacing would do more harm than good.
4. If you crowd a brood-comb sufficiently you will have dwarf

workers, but the rule doesn't work the other way. Giving extra room
will not increase the size. There will be a larger space between combs,
but the cells for brood will be no deeper than usual. The upper parts

of combs occupied by honey will have deeper cells with the usual
space.

5. Yes, it might a little; but I'll tell you a trick worth two of that,

as given in " Forty Years Among the Bees," page 91 : Instead of hav-
ing one story sit square over the other, let it be shoved forward or
back so as to leave a ventilating space of half an inch at one end, and
do the same thing with the cover. I never had a colony swarm when
so arranged, but I never had very many of them, for I work for comb
honey, and that needs all closed above.

6. Whatever is lost off in passing the excluder would of course
make just that much less pollen in the upper story, but the great gain
would come from the fact that the bees would not care to carry up
much pollen with no brood above.

7. Yes, but you needn't take that trouble, if your bees work as

mine do. Put combs with pollen in the extracting super, and before
the season is over they will be clean of pollen. The bees in the super
probably lunch on it.

8. No, it is sometimes desirable to turn them end for end, and it

is better to have spacers so the frames will tit either way.
9. Your covering will help a great deal, but there is some danger

that it will not be a perfect protection when the place becomes damp.

Transferring Bees—Danzenbaker Super.

I have kept bees for about 8 years, and have read the American
Bee Journal for about 8 months, and I see that I am not handling my
bees the way they should be handled. I never had any winter-killed

or starved. The man I bought them of claimed they were Italians. I

have wintered them on the summer stands without protection. They
are in the garden east of the house, shaded by plum and cherry trees,

which bloom profusely every spring, but do not bear any fruit.

Four colonies are in 10-frame hives, and I have never taken any
honey from the brood-chamber. The other G are in grocery boxes, and
I let them have all the honey they stored, and they have plenty of

stores now. They had a flight on Feb. .5 and 6. I would like to trans-

fer them to new 10-frame hives with Hoffman frames, in order to have
them in the best condition for the honey crop of 1904. There is con-
siderable basswood in this locality.

1. What is the best way, and when is the best time, to transfer

these bees in order to have them in the best condition for 1904?

2. How do you transfer bees from a cracker-box to a 10-frame

hive?
3. Is there any difference in the size of the Hoffman and Lang-

stroth frames? If so, what is the outside dimensions of each ;

4. Would you advise the use of the Danzenbaker super on a hive

taking 10 Hoffman frames?
5. What are the exact dimensions of a 10-frame Danzenbaker

super

;

6. Has the 10-frame Danzenbaker hive any advantages over the

8-frame dovetailed hive for comb honey '. Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Nowadays the tendency seems to be to wait till tlie

bees swarm. Put the swarm in the new hive on the old stand, and bet

the old hive close beside it. A week later set the old hive on top nt

the new one. That will send the field-force into the new hive. Two
weeks later still (three weeks after swarming) when all the workn-
brood has hatched out, drum out all the bees from the old hive ami
let them run into the new one; then melt up the old combs. Thut

plan will give you a chance for a big yield of white-clover honey if

the season is good.
If you want to have a new colony from the old one, proceed as

before at hiving, and at the end of a week set the old hive on the new
stand, and two weeks later transfer into the frame hive according to
instructions in your bee-book.

2. Just the same as your book tells you to transfer from a box-
hive.

3. Both the same size—17°^x9)f,'.
4. You can so use it if you think that Is the best super for you;

but be sure of that first.

5. Inside measurements : Length, ISV inches; width, 14'.<; depth,

6. My own preference is decidedly for dovetailed, although there
are some who are of the opposite opinion.

Feeding Bees Outdoors In Winter.

I had 13 strong colonies last fall, in 8-frame dovetailed hives, on
the summer stands. They were, I thought, fairly well supplied with
stores for winter. They all have on Hill's device, which attracts the
cluster above the frames and causes greater disturbance on removing
the cloth than though the bees were all below on the frames.

Two extra-strong colonies have starved, almost no honey being
left in the hives, and the others must be short of stores. I have over
100 sections (4I4X434XIJ,,') and 25 frames of sealed honey to give them.
What is the best way to doit? To lay sections (4 or 6) sidewise on
top of the frames, under the Hill's device! To fill a super with sec-

tions, and put on top of the hive, with a cloth and cushion above it in

another super? To put the supers under the hive? Or to give the
frames of honey ! If this last way, huw can I get the bees, which
stick to the frames, back into the hive

!

Would it be best to give them food now, regardless of cold
weather >.

Would it do harm to use smoke, if necessary?
The hives are all on the summer stands, and the bees have occa-

sional flights. I have no outside protection to hives, as I found on
using protection for three consecutive years, those colonies came out
strongest and best in the spring which were not protected.

In preparing them for winter, I put on an empty super, then a
piece of bagging over the Hill's device on the frames; then a bag filled

with ground-cork, and then covered the bag with loose ground-cork,
filling all interstices.

On Feb. 15 I opened a hive and put 4 sections of sealed honey flat

under a Hill's device—but it disturbed the bees very much, and they
were still running about the entrance two hours later, although ihe

thermometer stood at 20 degrees F. They have been flying out with
the thermometer at 30 degrees (in the shade). The hives stand in the

open, in a warm, protected place. Dense evergreen trees protect them
on the north and west, an apple orchard on the east, and a building

and evergreens on the south.

I have never lost but 3 colonies from cold ; 2 of these in the pro-

tected hives. I keep my numbers down by uniting. New York.

Answer.—Answering your questions somewhat in reverse order,

it will be better to wait for a day when the bees can fly, unless you
think they might starve before that. If there is danger of starvation,

they must be fed at all hazards, and you need not hesitate to use

smoke if necessary. Better use the frames of honey than the sections.

If weather is so the bees can fly, take out one or two of the outside

frames, brushing back any bees that may be on them, and put one or

two frames of honey right in the middle of the cluster. If you think

the need is so urgent that you cannot wait for a warm day, you will

proceed much in the same way, only you must proceed with more
caution so as not to excite the bees to lly out and be chilled. Care-

fully remove the Hill's device, brushing back the bees, using smoke
if they attempt to fly. Remove one or two of the outside combs, which
you will pretty surely find empty of bees, but if any should be on the

combs brush them back on the cluster. Then move the frames if neces-

sary till you come to the cluster of bees, and put the honey directly

against the cluster, closing all carefully again.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song-—words by Hon-

Eug-ene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.

Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a "hummer." We can

furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 2S cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American

Bee Journal at $1.00.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now

get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-

ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them

subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums

in nearly every number of this iournal. You can aid much

by sending in the names and uddresses when writing us on

other matters.
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PEESOML TO SUBSCRIBERS!
WHENTHE

RUN3DOWN
what do you do ? When your system runs down, what should you do? You
know the answer to the first question ; the answer to the second is found in the

wonderful success of that still more wonderful remedy

—

VIT/E=ORE.
When the nerves are unstrung-, the muscles loosened, the energies run

down, the vitality impaired, it serves as the right key to fit the delicate mechan-
ism of the human system, the right

force at the right time to set the ma-
chinery in motion, to rewind the ener-

gies, to tig-hten the nerve forces, to re-

plenish the vitality. It is the ideal

Blood Vitalizer, Germ Destroyer, Flesh

Maker, Disease Curer, Brawn Builder,

and Health Restorer.

No other remedy can equal its record
of cures. No other remedy can be of-

fered to the public on the terms it is

offered. Read our special offer ! YOD
ARE TO BE THE JUDGE I

Read Our Special Olter
VVE WILL SEND to every subscriber or"' reader of the American Bee Journal, or
worthy person recommended by a subscriber
or reader, a full-sized ONE DOLLAR package
of VIT/E-ORE. by mail, POSTPAID, sufficient
for one month's treatment, to be paid tor with-

YOUR STORY
WUl Be Like Hers.

A CURE AND ALWAYS A CURE.

Sarah A. Chappell Wrote for it. Tried it. Judged
it. and is not sorry. Wliy not you ?

Baxter, Mo.
I take pleasure in telling' what Vita? Ore has

accomplished for me. I had suffered 7 years
with a severe Stomach Disorder and Iddig-es-

tiod, the trouble dating from the year 1S'»7, and
have doctored
and used patent
medicines all
the time. I be-
g-an a treatment
with Vitie-Ore
some time ag'o,

and have at this
time taken in all

4 packages* and
feel almost as
well as I ever
did in all my
life. I do hope
that all suffer-
ing' women can
be induced to try
this wonderful
medicine a s I

did, and be cured
as I have. If It

was not forVilje-
O r e I surely
would not have

longer, as I had
about triven up all hopes, but now I feel that
life IS worth hviug I am so well and cheerful.

I recommend it among my friends, finding it a
great pleasure to do so, and feel that it is my
duty as a recompense in some measure for the
great good it has done for me. I know that
Vita' Ore is what it is claimed to be, and only
wish that all afllicted will give it a trial.

Sarah A. Chappell.

in one month's time after receipt, If the i

can truthfully say that its use has done hii

her more good than all the drugs and dopes of
quacks or good doctors or patent medicines he
or she has ever used. READ this over agaii
carefullv, and understand that we ask our pay
onlv WHEN IT HAS DONE YOU GOl>D,
AND NOT BEFORE. We take all the risk;
you have nothing to lose. If it does not benefit
you, you pay us nothing. VITjE-ORE
natural, hard, adamantine, rock-like substance
—mineral—ORE— mined from the ground like
gold and silver, and requires about 20 years for
oxidization. It contains free iron, free sulphur
and magnesium, and one package will equal in
medicinal strength and curative value SOO gal-
lons of the most powerful, efficacious mineral
water drunk fresh at the springs. It is a geo-
logical discovery, to which there is nothing
added or taken from. It is the marvel of the
century for curing such diseases as RHEUMATISM, BRIGHT'S DISEASE, BLOOD POISON-
ING, HEART TROUr.LE. DROPSY, CATARRH AND THROAT AFFECTIONS, LIVER,
KIDNEY AND BLADDER AILMENTS, STOMACH AND FEMALE DISORDERS, LA
GRIPPE, MALARIAL FEVER, NERVOUS PROSTRATION, AND r.ENERAL DEBILITY,
as thousands testify, and as no one, answering this, writing for a package, will deny after using.
VIT^ ORE has cured more chronic, obstinate, pronounced incurable cases than any other known
medicine, and will reach such cases with a more rapid and powerful curative action than any

medicine, combination of medicines, or doctor's prescription which it is possible to procure.
VITyE-ORE will do the same for you as it has for hundreds of readers of this paper, if you will give it a trial. SEND FOR $1.00 PACKAGE

AT OUR RISK. You have nothing to lose but the stamp to answer this announcement. WE WANT NO ONE'S MONEY WHOM VIT.E-ORE
CANNOT BENEFIT. YOU ARE TO BE THE JUDGE: Can anything be more fair? What sensible person, no matter how prejudiced he or
she may be, who desires a cure and is willing to pay for it, would hesitate to try VIT.IC-ORE on this liberal offer? One package is usually sufficient
to cure ordinary cases; two or three for chronic, obstinate cases. WE MEAN JUST WHAT WE SAY in this announcement, aud will do just as
we agree. Write to-day for a package at our risk and expense, giving your age and ailments, and mention this paper, so we may know that you are
entitled to this 1 iberal offer.

This offer will challenge the attention and consideration, and afterward the gratitude of every living person who desires better health or who
uffers pains, ills, and diseases which have defied the medical world and grown worse with age. We care not for your skepticism, but ask only your
uvestigation, and at our expense, regardless of what ills you have, by sending to us for a package. Address,

THEO. NOEL CO., J. P. Dept., Vitae-Ore Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
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c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

A Good Year for Bees.

Last year was a good honey-year for Old
Missouri. I ba«3 IB colonies of liees, spring

count, increased to 32, and got 200O pounds of

extracted and 200 pounds of comb iioney from
them. I have been in the bee-business for 15

years, and this is the largest average I ever

got.

Two years ago all of my bees died excepting
"colonies. This is a very cold winter for bees

here. John N. Michael.
Caldwell Co., Mo., Feb. 11.

Cold Wintep in Mapyland.

We have just passed though one of the cold-

est winters^ up to a few days ago, since ISSO.

The cold weather commenced about the mid-
dle of November add kept up until about Feb.

5. On Jan. 1 it was nice and warm, and on
the 21st, 22d and 23d of January there was a

little thaw. Sometimes the thermometer was
down as low as 20 below zero. I tind a great

many bees are dead throughout the country.

Last Saturday afternoon I drove up to my
farm, and found only 4 colonies dead out of

my apiary of 40 colonies. I fed them up in

the fall, and protected them from the north

winds, I have a few at my home, and they

are all in good shape. I put them into the

cellar during the cold, and carried them out

when there would be a warm spell, but they

were few and far between.
I was in Washington, D. C, Jan. 21, 22, 23,

21 and 25, and on Sunday the 24th I went
about 22 miles north of Washingion to visit

and old friend, A. S. Dalb\ , a bee-keeper, and
he told me that he thought there were a great

many dead bees in his neighborhood. A lady

in Washington said she found 4 of her colo-

nies dead out of 32. If we do not have a very

early spring for them to breed up good and
strong we can't expect a big crop of honey.

I find my colonies short of bees, and lots of

dead ones in the hives. We have good pros-

pect for a big crop of clover. I have about
acres of alsike clover on the farm, and a few
acres of crimson clover to start with.

L. A. Hammond.
Washington Co., Md., Feb. 8.

Flies, Not Drones.

On reading the item on page 99 (" Drones
as Gatherers "). I wished 1 was a Mr. Hasty,
or some one else so I could say what I think

and no notice would be taken of it! i'et I

will venture to say that those writers would
better put their spectacles on before some one
calls them novices, for I well know some one
would call me a novice were I to write such
for publication. Sure, they look very much
like a drone, but are far from being one.

Wings long, and large in body, but attennsc

are long and very pointed, needle-like. But
they are tlies all the same. If they will catch
one and send it to Prof. Cook they will be

convinced.
Bees are wintering well.

A. Y. Baldwin.
DeKalb Co., 111., Feb. 15.

A Good Season with the Bees.

The past season was one of unusual worth and
interest to bee-keepers. There was an almost
uninterrupted honey-flow from May to

November, and the bees were gathering pol-

len from the chrysanthemums as late as

Nov. 21, consequently the largest crop for

many years was harvested.
Basswood was the only source that I know

of that did not enter the contest for furnish-

ing the bees with nectar. Starting in the

spring with 12 colonies, I increased to 3S in

spite of judicious doubling up, manipulations
of every kink that I know of, and runaways.
I "took "1200 pounds of surplus, for all of

which I found a ready local market at 12'.,

cents for chunk and 15 cents for the comb, not-

I
BIG IINTEREST ON MONEY

An investment in a good fiirm wnt^tin. one that embodies the greatest labor-sav-
ing, time-saving and lasting qualities, brings bigger interest on the investment
than any other piece of farm equipment.

THE FARMERS' HANDY WAGON
made with wood or iron wheels, proves the wisdom of its purchase with every
turn of iis wheels. It fits every farm purpose, flUs every wagon need and out-
wears any other made. Ask your dealer or send to us for the opinion of thousands
of farmers; also for the booklet "Thiukful Thoughts for Thoughtful Thinkers."

Farmers Handy Wadon Co.. Saifinaw, Mich.

*^"ea.ae aienuon Hee Jouma-i w^ucu wtiuj^;-

Lewis' Perfect SECTIONS

5000
Pounds
Dadant's Weed
Process

ion Mm STOCK.

All Other Supplies in Proportion.

DISCOUNTS ON EARLY ORDERS.
68-page Catalog now ready. Send us a list of the goods you want, and we

will tell you what they will cost. We want to hear from you.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

s^t^
'^^^^

'J*
-

.:a

LC Right Way
' To P^iirt Cheap \|

AND HAVE IT

Look Better, Wear Longer and Cost Less m
Than the Best White Lead Paint. J

Fifty Sample Colors and Illustrated Booklet to Any Address

Absolutely Free.

Tlie cost of painting ia a lieavy burden. Clieap paints soon fade, peel or
scale otT and white lead and oiloosts so much and lias to be replaced so often
that it is a constant ex]ieuse to keep the bright, clean appearance so desirable
in the cosy cottage home or the elesant mansion.

C-^RKARA FAINT is increasing in popularity and use at an enftrmous
rate. Last year over one nilllion gallons were used in thiscountry, and over fifty

thousand houses were covered with It. The bulldiues and masnllicent hotels
of our largest cities, the palaces of our millionaires and cottages of our work-
men, the farm houses, barns, store buildings, factories, mills, elevators, ware-
houses, machine shops, depots and roundhouses are being painted every day
thriuighout the length and breadthof the land with CARR.\KA PAINT because
it has proven best. You can use OARKARA with a feeling of security that it

has stood tlie test and has given satisfaction in all places where paint is used.
Its universal popularity with all people and tlie .satisfactory service it has
given on all classes of buildings give you positive assurance that you are
getting the best and cheapest when you buyCAKKARA.

Tliere is but one CARRARA. It is made by the Carrara Paint Agency,
80 Carrara Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. Anyone having anything to paint should
send for fifty free sample colors and our handsome. Iliustraled booklet, show-
ing many buildings reproduced In all the colors just as they are painted
with this great paint. Distributing depots in all principal cities. Write to-day
telling us what you have to paint and we will sliuw you how to beautify your
property and save half your paint bills in the future.

Please mentloii Bee Toamal -when wrlttstt
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withstanding tlie fact ttiat everybody that had
bees bad plenty of honey.

I had been reading the American Bee Jour-
nal for a year, and had secured a copy of the
Langstroth booli, else I should have been " lost

in the fog," for they swarmed and swarmed

;

commencing May 25 they continued to swarm
all kinds of swarms, about 30 in all, until the
midst of a short drouth, July 15, after which
I had a chance to rest from hive-building and
" hiving."
The 38 colonies were all enjoying a fine

flight to-day after their 4 weeks of imprison-
ment, during which the thermometer dropped
to 20 below zero, and the hives became badly
ice-bound across the entrances, but the bees
were working like Trojans at house-cleaning,
so they will go into the cold spell, that is

coming on to-night, with clean quarters and
a good chance to "weather it" through to
fruit-bloom, or feeding-time.

T. A. Welden.
Harrison Co., Mo., Feb. 6.

Honey-Tank—Diseoupaging Out-
look.

I am very much interested in Mr. R. C.
Aikin's paper on the production of extracted
honey, page 6S, because I have been for sev-

eral years working along similar lines, and I

think I have succeeded in a tank with a
double bottom, in which are a series of parti-

tions, that in connection with a coil of pipe
or an oil-stove (or gasoline), I can force a
circulation of hot water between the bottoms
continually and regulate the heat as I want it.

If I do not want the heat I can take oti the
pipe and stove and use it as and ordinary tank.

thIcmoTdel
INCUBATOR
(Nut tlie Uyphers by name.)

contains all ray latest iinpi-ovements, and is warranted
to out-Uatcb my older invention which stiU bears my
name and is made by another firm. Don't g:et this new
and old machine confused. See that your purchase
bears the name "Model" with ray signature through
it. Send for my new catalofrne. It is free.

Chas. A. Cyphers, S»>4r Henry St., Buffalo, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal wli<ua wrltliia

> Special Notice to Bee-Keepers <

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

LOSS BY LICE
t of 1,;

the

Please j

venlive. All
loss can be saved and more profit
made by the use of this famous
powder. Itfrees setting hens from
these pests without harming eggs
or ohiclis. A trial box 10c will
prove it. 100 o?...byexpress, $1.00.

"Pocket Book Pointers" free

D. J, Lambert, Boi 707, Appanaug, R I.

eutiou Bee Jounal when wrttlne.

Our Illustrated Catalogue of

BULBS
PLANTS

FLOWER
VEGETABLE
AND FARM SEEDS TREES, ETC.

vhatwith valuable information about soil,

and how to plant, etc , FREK to all
mention this jiai^or.

W. W. Bariurd 4. Co ,
161 and 163Klii?i8SI., Chlcaeo, Ml.

ite. Sk. >!<.>li >li>to >k >tt >liili ite. .»lt >!i >te. >ti >te. ili >lt ife.ilt

BEE = SUPPLIES!!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. }&

EverythiDK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. W
Prompt Service. ft

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.
jg,

WALTER S. POUDER, |
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND C

I Percent Pisfiount S-flsig' """%xxxl
Send for our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. Our ®

HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in workmanship and material
|By sending in your order now, you will save money, and ]$

secure prompt shipment. sj

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London.Wis. usa |

Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies ? Re-
member, you get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,
and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you
money. Is not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.
We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies

of any house in the West.
HoNBY AND Beeswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.

IT PAYS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

FOR

BEE-SUPPLIES
to R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee jotimal TVhen wntins.

r-lease mention Bee Jovii«al w^hen writing.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURINQ CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters F«" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Please Mention the Bee Journal
when vrriting
Advertisers nj^
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Then the stove is almost a necessity alout the
honey-house for many other purposes, such as

warming bee-feed, melting old coiubs in hot
water, and pressing the same, and many other
purposes, without troubling the good wife's

kitchen-stove, which is pretty sure to be more
or less museed up when so used.

The outlook for so using a tank or any-
thing else this season for honey is very dis-

couraging. We have had only a little over 2

inches of rain so far this season, and nearly

all has fallen within the last 10 days. No
signs of any growth yet that produces honey.
A little shade of green in the wet places.

Ordinarily our early bloom is all out by this

time, and bees are humming lively.

A. J. Burns.
San Diego Co., Calif., Feb. 10.

The Season of 1903.

I enjoy reading the Bee .Journal every week,
beginning it 2 years ago this month, 2 months
l>efore 1 had any bees. I bought my tirst 2

colonies the following May, and have had 2

..rt^^^iaa, iSSw ,.
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IT'S FUN
to get high j)er cent hatches.

GEM INCUBATORS

<^eas0 mention Bee Journal wnen wntme

NO GAS TO KILL
SURE HATCH INCVBATOR
because it's heated by our rustless, heavy
copper, hot water circulator. Don't waste
money and lose good eprgs experiment-
ing with poor incubators. Send for free
catalogue,B 10 and learn why the Sure
Hatch hatches sure. Sure Hatch Inou-

bfttor Co., Clay Center, Meb. aad IndlanapoUm, Ind*

PEACH TREES
Honest

Concord grapes. 820 per 1000. Rus-
sian Mulberry and Black Locust,
$1.40 per 1000. Rambler roses. '^oc.

•10 orders prepaid. Catalotr free.
~ ©oee County Nui

Box 64(>, Beatrice, Neb.

A THOUSAND DOLLAR EGG
-a touching story of devotion telling how Mandy paid

the mortgage and saved the farm Tells how to make
money from poultry. Also Egg i

1904. Mailed free. " " »

|^1NS.W.U,-,OK^POULT^V

It contains life-Uke lUUBtrations of 33 dlt-

terent breeds of Chickens, Turkeys. Geese,

Ducks; the price of same; how to raise poul-

try successfully and how to treat diseas-

3 common to them. All sent for6c postage,

. MIHSHJLL, BOX 451 1 . DELAVAH. WIS.

BARGAINS IN PLANTS AND TREES
worth double the money, by mail postpaid

ino Ea. King Blackberry 1 00

100 Ohmer " 1 00

20 Niagara Grapes 1 00

20 Elberta Peach 100
10 J'ear assorted 1 00

10 Cherry assorted 1 00
15 Apples "

1 00

^er best varieties cheap.
Free catalop of erreat bargains— 3 new stniwberry
plants free for 6 names of fruit growers and 2c stamp.

W. N. SCARFF, NEW CARLISLE, OHIO

APPLE TREES THAT BEAR
ell and stand the riROrs of wind and weather,

' heat and drought are the
y-J""-"*'

"^
f^"'own in blizzard belt of northern Iowa means

irdy stock. Free
''""''"KjJ'^'^/^''^','^'/,';^^?

\ho Ga'riiner Nursery Co. Boi 715, Osage, la.

SCRAWNY CHICKS

II

lacksufBclentDOurishment. Fatten them
' —make them healthy—teed them Mrs.
Finkerton's Chick Food. It prevents bow-

el trouble. It's all food—easily digested. Write
torcatalogofprize birds at St. Louis and Chicago

1903 Shows. Gives prices and valuable information.

Anna L Pinkerton Company, Boi 27 , Haslings. Heb.^

Never Disappoints
When you put eggs—fertile eggs into

Ormas Incubators p=°''^j

you are never disappointed with the I

results. Not only hatches them all;

but hatches chicks that are strong,
lively and vigorous. Guaranteed. The cheap-
est, good incubator mode. Catalog Free.

A. BANTA. HGOMERi. INDIANA

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

years' experience. Last season I increased
from 4 to 10 colonies, and had some 200

pounds of ver.v fine boney, mostly extracted.

There was no honey-How in this locality after

Aug. 1. I had to feed ;.'00 pounds of sugar for

winter stores. My increase was made by 2

natural swarms and 4 nuclei formed in June.
Two of my old colonies, which I kept from
swarming, gave me as much honey as the
other 8.

One of my young queens had ',i frames well

tilled with eggs when 8 days old. She kept 9

frames filled with eggs and brood until Sep-
tember ; no lirood reared in any hives after

Sept. 1. White clover and basswood made a
good honey-flow.

I hope for a good season this year.

Becker Co., Minn., Feb. 8. F. L. Day.

Hard Winter—Bees Doing Nicely.

We have had a hard winter here, snow on
the ground since Nov. 20. I winter my bees

on the summer stands and they have not had
a flight since that time. The most of the
time they have been completely covered with
snow. I looked at them one sunny day this

week, and they are doing nicely so far.

C, H. Benson,
Barry Co,, Mich., Feb. 13,

Some KinlJS on Bulli Comb Honey.

Being interested in reading the items
" From Many Fields " in the American Bee
.Journal, I thought perhaps a kink or two I

learned from an eccentric friend may assist

both veteran and novice another season,

should the honey harvest he so large that

enough sections could not be supplied by the

dealers in lime to store the honey, or the

prices for them be so high that cash could not
be spared for them, "Everything full," and
two or three hundred dollars worth of honey
lost for want of sections and supplies, is too
bad. Perhaps the losses in some places were
larger, and others smaller, where the great

honey-flow extended.
Howe could not make his machine sew with

the eye in the head, so he placed it in the

point of his needle, and was successful. By
just a little reversion of the super furniture

as much more honey can lie produced as if

they are fitted with sections. My friend

sometimes gets—and he won't use smoke or

veil—then he gets stung. One time he would
not use sections in his supers, so he placed
starters on the section-holders and turned
them upside down, letting the ends rest on the

tin rabbets—and he got honey, bulk honey.
Kinkl.

In preparing frames for bulk honey it is

.sometimes difficult to fasten the foundation
in the grooves; it won't roll fast, and the hot

wax melts it. My friend is an expert at fas-

tening the foundation in the grooves of the

shallow frames. He fills the grooves with flour-

paste, places the starters in, and lets them
stand so until set. Kink 2.

In producing bulk honey, two sets of

frames are necessary, n la. Hyde; one set to be
cleaned off by the bees after the boney is

taken out, in order to place another lot of

starters in them ; and so repeat.

When there is a great lot of swarming in

proportion to the supplies on hand, I would
suggest the use of deep supers for bodies,

with queen-excluders over them, and 2 or 3

supers run for comb or bulk honey on top of

the excluders. Three or 4 swarms could be
placed together on one stand, and at the end
of the season perhaps the super used for a

brood-chamber would not be quite filled with
comb; this could be united with a medium
strong colony for winter. Honey has been
produced by this method when very few colo-

nies in the apiary filled a super. Besides, the

bees are all used for the honey harvest, and no
increase of colonies in the apiary.

There is a bee-hive that should, I think, re-

ceive more prominence than it seems to get.

I refer to the " Acme Hive."' Those who
wish to try a 7-inch closed-end hive will find

this to answer their purpose. No wedges or

tomfoolery about it. I often wondered why
other kinds of covers are made with a theory

that they should not twist, when this one
never twists or warps, and those that should
not, do; besides, it has a useful reversible

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^
^5^ iMi. M Daaghtersof Select I m-
s:^^^Kk^i ported Italian, Select

Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
354 miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July isl.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10 00 18.00 150 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn-
Please mention Bee Journal wnen wntme

I
TREES THAT GROW
HftrdywtetiuUifttjleldbtgcro

I

Onftod Appl» 6Mo; Budded
P«fccb6o; CoDO«rdGr»i»i^

ling. |1 .35 per 1000^
8«ndfor

^..

This is tiie Limit
A Hot Water, Selt-llegnlatlng, 60 egg
Incubator $i.50. $:l.OU and up for
lirooders. Allen 30 DAYS' TRIAL.
No agents. You pay no middlemen's

profits. See catalogue for "lOOg Hatches.' Write

BUCKEYE INCUBATOR COMPANT., Boi 53, Springfield, OhI*

NO FARMER CAN AFFORD

riafe \rZ.t^^^ £^u.\n^e"1il\fr^b!.^;s"T

PAGE i/VOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Michigan.

No Cold Corners
In Iowa Round Incubators

No halt warmea eggs. By
"round" system ever.7 egg
gets same heal—bigger per
cent of eggs hatched. Spec-

al regulator overcomes at-

lospheric changes. Free
italttK ti^'ls ll.o whole story.

IOWA INCUBJT0R*C0MP*NT, 80X198, OES MOINES. IOWA

B66-K66D6rS

!

Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell

you how to put foundation in four sections at

once; and the only way to get a full section of

""we^seii Supplies at factory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

A HEAT HOLDER
Great Scott Incubator case has no
invisible cracks and porous eeams
to waste the precious heat that
starts chick germs into life. The
Great Scott Incubator is ri^ld;

atronp; easily regulated ; causes no
wi^rry ; jrives high per cent hatch-
es. Ask mtw for free Ciitalogue.

ScoH Incubator Company,

Box 93 Indianapolis. Indiana
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bottom-board, and can be supplied with 4x5
inch sections, which can be used also for bulk
honey, or a super fitted with 4'4x4i4 sections.

I think hundreds of bee-keepers would be

thankful to read a description of the Acme
hive as supplied for the Colorado climate.

I might have sent you a few lines on the

humbug of bee-foods, but I doubted if I knew
enough about them, except to ask (luestions,

else I may be exploded like our brother who
caught butterflies and got rid of moths 1 I

think, however, he deserves company. What
a lot of Information his article drew out from
" Virginia ! '' Well, it a few lines could bring

something definite with regard to bee-feed, I

wish I could write them. A La Kink.
Prowers Co., Colo., Feb. 8.

Lice Killing Machine

CHARLES SCHTT.n, Ionia.- Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writliig.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Michigan.—The Northern Michigan bee-keep-
ers will hold their annual convention March
30 and 31, 1904, in the Montague Hall, 127 Front
St., Traverse City, Mich.

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, Pres.
Rapid City, Mich.

Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers* Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among other important
questions to be considered will be the World's
Fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of

1905. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to iurther increase the fraternal in-

terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all bee-keepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City,

Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

FOR^LE!
3 acres of land having a building on it Ihat

was put up for a bee-shop, 20x40, two stories

high, basement under all, windows reversible;
good water, inside living rooms up-stairs.

There are about 65 fruit-trees that bear; good
location for bees; one mile from town and rail-

road station. Good, level roads, so rods from
lake, and good fishing. Will sell for $350 cash,
or $400 if on time; $150 down,balance $100 a year,
at 7 percent interest. I also have 5 acres within
80 rods of above property (that is low laud, will
make good pasture-lot), thai I will sell for $125.

Good titles given. For further particulars,
writeto S. D. KAUFFMAN,
10A2t Bellaire, Antrim Co., Mich.
Please meutiou Bee Jotimal -when writinft

i DAVENPORT,
1 IOWA
1 Send ynur orders for everything in

4 BEE-KEEPERS- SUPPLIES to
1 the city nearest to you. Save I'Veight

^ and get prompt service. We are bead-
1 quarters for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEC-

4 TIONS.DADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S

2 SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC.

i LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
4 213^-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport, Iowa.

5A26t
•

Please mention the Bee Jo-irnal.

A Celluloid Qaeen-Bntton Is a very
pretty thing lor a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

ten Berves to introduce the
subject of honey, and *re-

quently leads to a sale,

The picture shown hertwitn
Is a reproduction of a motto
qneen-bntton that we are fur-

nishing to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the nnderslde to

fasten it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10c;

or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office

of the American Bee Jonrnal.

Texas Queens.
3 and 5 banded Qoldens

Irom a reliable breeder.
V..U all know him— DANIEL
WURTH—theQueenSpecial-
isi—who fills orders by Re-
turn Hall. X am here to
stay, and thank my many
friends and patrons for
their liberal patronage in
the past. Wishing you all

a Happy New Year, I am
ready as usual to furnish
vou with the best of Queens.
Tested, in March and April,
$1.25 each; Untested, in

April and Mav, $1.00 each ; 6 for $5.00. Breeders,
yellow all over, $3.00 each. I am booking orders
for early delivery

DANIEL WURTH, Karnes Gitu, Tex.
3D6t Please mention the Bee Journal

Oldest Bee- House in
MISSOURI

Your wants fully supplied with anything
needed in the Apiary. FULL STOCK OK A. I.

ROOT CO'S GOODS; Danzenbaker Hives, etc.

Let us mail von our 40-page Catalog. FREE.
JOHN NEBEL & SON.

TDtf HIUH HILL, Montg. Co., MO.
Please mention Bee Journal -wnen -writuuE.

from S. C. W. and Huff Leg-
horns, Barred Rocks, and
White Wyandotte. Write for
prices.

F. F. ALDERFER.
R.F.D.No.l. Sohderton.Pa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

mh
ChunkHoneyFor Sale

Write for prices.

ROBERT PROVAN, Rt.3, Traer, Iowa
llA2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

For Sales
2000 pounds Extracted Choice
Clover HONEY incases of

60 lb. cans each; 8c per
pound; two cans or more, 7>^c per pound.

DANIEL S. KITSON.
llA4t R.P.D. No. 1, East Jordan, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

Wanted to Buy

!

^stSsZ^'p's^T
CASH, in or near

Northampton Co.. Pa. State kind of hives used
and price wanted. Crystal Poultry Yards,

.S8 So. Franklin St., Wilkksearre, Pa.
8A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in St. Louis and
Chicago. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,
with complete description and lowest price

delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City
and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Tnos. C. Stanley & Son, Manzanola, Colo.

Please ^nention Bee Journal "wiien "WTitiug.

WANTED I'^^^^'^B HONEY
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
iZAtf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mention Bee Journal •when writing

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
lOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freieht. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT A SON,
Bell I^kanch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Flease mention Bae Journal 'when 'wtitln^

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, March 8.—It is difficult to get more

than 12c per pound for any lot of white comb
honey, with sales chiefly at Uc; even at this
price it does not work off as fast as owners wish
it would. Selections in the most desirable
grades bring a little higher price in small quaa<
titles; off grades sell at l@2c per pound less.
Extracted honey plentiful and slow of sale;
white brings 6rft7c: amber, 5@6c, according to
quality and style of package. Beeswax active
at 30c. R. A. Bdrnett & Co.

Cincinnati, Feb. 8.—There is a fair demand
for honey, but nearing the end of the season for
comb honey, with large supply, has pressed the
prices; fancy white, 13@14c; amber, in barrels,
5K®SXc; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6>ic; fancy white clover, 7>^@Sc. Bees-
wax, 30c. C. H. W. Wkber.

Philadelphia, March 9.—There has not been
much change since last quotations on comb
honey. Small lots have been arriving freely,
but principally of poor quality, and have been
sold at whatever the commission man could get
for them, ranging from 10c up. We quote fancy
comb honey, 14«iii5c; No. 1, at 12<<il3c; amber,
at 10®llc. Extracted honey, white, at ~i4®Sc;
amber, 6@7c; Southern, S'" 6c, according to the
package. Beeswax selling readily at 31c. We
are producers of honey but do not handle on
commission. Wm. A. Selseb.

Cincinnati, Mar. 4.—The demand for honey
is brighter than it has been iu the past 60 days.
We continue to offer amber extracted in barrels
at 554(8 'j^c, according to .[uality. White clover
extracted Is a drag on the market at 6H@8'^c in
barrels and cans. Comb honey seems to be re-
viving at 13M@15c for fancy.
Beeswax, 30c. The Fred W. MnTH Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from lOigiiSc. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, b%c for mixed, and Sii<si6c for dark
and buckwheat. Beeswax, 28@30c.

H. R. Wright.

Boston, March 7.—The condition and price
of the market on honey has not altered. Strictly
fancy Eastern honey is scarce. Western honey
will not bring as much here. We quote fancy
white in glass-front cases at 16c: No. 1, at 15c.
Supply is ample, and demand light at this time.
Extracted, water-white, 8c; light amber, 7@8c;
with but little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Feb. 24.—There is no change
in the price of comb honey; the supply is large.
The receipts of extracted are large and the de-
mand very light. The market price is: Fancy
No. 1, comb, 24 section cases, $2.25; No. 2 stock,
$2.00. Extracted, white, per pound, 6(a6J4c; am-
ber, 5)i@6c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, March 7.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull. There is some demand
for white honey, but prices are ruling rather
low. We quote fancy at 13@14c; No. 1, at 12c;
amber, at lie. and in round lots even these pri-
ces have to be shaded in order to effect sales.
There is no demand at all for dark and buck-
wheat comb honey, and it looks as if some of it
would have to be carried over. We quote nomi-
nally at 9@10c per pound.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey,

at irregular prices, fancy white bringing 6H«i 7c;
light amber, 554@6c; other grades, S@SMc; and
Southern, common to fair, 50@£Sc per gallon
Beeswax firm at from 2')@30c.

HiLDRETH & SBGELKEN.

San Francisco. Feb. 17.—Extracted, white,
5^@6c; light amber, 4!<@5c; amber, 4@44ic;
dark amber, 3K(3*4c. White comb, 12>i@i3c;
amber. 9,Sllc. Beeswax, good to choice, light
27^1" 29c; dark, 25(a2(.c.

The steamer Newport, sailing on Saturday,
the 6th, took 115 cases extracted honey for New
Y'ork. Local demand is light. E.xtracted is

not in heavy spot supply. The prospects of an
early cleauint.'" up of comb honey are not at the
moment particularly encouraging.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning', baying or eelling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Watbr St. Chicaqo. IUU
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The Best Bee-Goods

Id the World....
are no better thau those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy of us yon
\rUl not be 'lisappointed.
We are nnclerisold by no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; In its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gbhrish, Epplng.N.H., carries

a full line of our goods at catalog prices.

Order of him and save the freight.

JT V ^ w^wwwww^w
1. J. STRlNGHftM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries la stock every

artice a bee-keeper uses. BEBS AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. •

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

CAPT. J. E. HETHERINGTON'S BEES
FOR SALE— f'OO colonies from the Virginia

apiaries belonging to the estate of the late

Capt. J. E. Hetherlngton. These bees are Car-

niolans, bred from carefully selected queens,

are perfectly healthy, and in the Hethenngton-
Quinby hive. They have had the personal care

of Capt. Hetherlngton. For farther informa-

tion address, M. B. HETHERINQTON,
After April 1st, Cherry Valley. N. Y.

Hakdesty, Warren Co., Va. llA3t

DR. PEIRO'S

OXYGEN
TREATMENT for

WEAK LUNGS
The Certain, Pleasant, Quick aud
Permanent cure for diseases o(

Lungs, Hearts

Please mention Bee Jo

Bee=Supplies I
|

Q. B.Lewis Co's Goods. g

Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buu. S
BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. t^

I

Write us to-day and say what you
want, and get our prices. New catalog
of 84 oages; it is free.

We'also handle Ihe famous

ttoosier Incubators and Brooders.

C. M. Scott & Co.
1004 East Washington Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Qsssaassssssacssasssssssas

E.E.LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MD.
(Box 2X), breeder of

Fine ItalianQueen Bees
Orders booked now aud filled

in rotation. Send for price-list.

'^eaae mention Bee Journal when -writing.

4»###^^HN»##«i############f
27111

year Dadant's Foundation Faan
What more can anybody do ?We Guarantee Satisfaction.

No SAOaiNQ. No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SMEETINO.

Wliy does it sell so well? f.XrJL^^^^o'tfi^n^ausT'i'n
26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies |
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee—Revised W
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. ^

t BBBSV\^7\X VNZANTBP at all times. X

I
DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. J

F?^?»ri!iiirT«T?»??»T^T?»??»T?<??i?T»T?(i??»r?»r?^^

EVERYTHIN6 IN BEE-SUPPLIES t

Of course you have our

New 1904 Catalog, 681
Beginners Should Use Lewis' Appliances.

OLD TIMERS DO.

Our SECTIONS Are Superb,

Our HIVES far better "than Father used

to make/*

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

your B66S won't stino You
IF YOU GIVE THEM LEWIS' GOODS.
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THEVOICE OFTHE PEOPLE
WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOHE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge. Md. Feb. 9, l;i04.

The A. I. Root Co.. Medina, O.

Gentlemen:— I saw iu a recent issue of your paper

that you have a department .called "Reports Encourag-

ing." I shall send you my report.

I use the Danzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same, as the few dovetailed hives that I use do

not compare at all with the Danzenbaker. One colony

gave me over one hundred pounds No. 1 white honey
and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by
natural swarming of one hundred per cent. A friend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives in his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from my apiary. Long live ttie Dan-
zenbaker hive ! . It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours trulv,

J. B. HOLLOPETER.

Mallet Creek. O., Sept. 2.5. 1902.

I have now 250 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees in

Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor

season 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs. surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from tliese

colonies that I do from those in the old chaff hives.

With a 7-inch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries five years, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the 4Ji sections, and
use only 4x.5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with

the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made more money this season per hive than I

have any previous ye'ar in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales I get more
for the Jx5 sections, and have no work in cleaning

them I ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4K section. I make
honey to sell, and anything that sells the best and for

the most money is what I want out of the bee-

business. S. D. MATTHEWS.
In Gleanings, p. 931. Dec. 15, 1899.

Mountain View, N. J^ Oct. 6. 1897.

I have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shall increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next year. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section; were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My 4^ sections, unglazed, sold

to grocers at 12^ to 13 cts., retailing IB cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the iyi. which cost nearly as

much as glass. B. F Onderdonk.

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

OANZY.

HONEY.

A RECENT

ORDER.

64-PAGE

BOOK.

SPECIAL

NO TICE.

Rock Valley, N. Y„ Feb. 22, 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July 1. I had

only 1200 lbs., but I obtained a fancy price—15J^ (or
" Fancy " and No. 1 white, and 14>< for No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenteaker 4x.5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the 43^x4}^ square sections, and I consider that
much difference is worth looking after—don't you?
The Danzenbaker hives doubled up. two brood-cham-
bers, are in fine condition, even better than my double-
walled hives. I intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as I can, and get
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly j-ours.

J. ly. Haight.
It is not claimed that so large an advance in price as

is mentioned above can usually be obtained for honey
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of general better appearance
it commands the highest prices and a more ready sale
iu a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3, 1904.
The A. I. Root Co.. Medina. O.
Dear Sirs;- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

.'300 Danzy. iD64.M hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book. "Facts About Bees."
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed full of facts. ^

If one
follows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honev, pro-
viding of course there is any honey to be hnd! This
unique little book will be sent free to all who apply
for it.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it, or for the pleasure they get out of it. It is
conceded by all who have tried this system that it is

highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large crops of
honey almost free from propolis makes us think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. What is

more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is

so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
aiticle?

The great popularity of the Danzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. Thesuccessof this system depends

verything just right, .'o you should place

office,

" order for the
any of t

ith
' regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.BRANCHES:

CHICAGO. ILL., m East Erie St. I
SYR.\CfSE. N. V.

MECHANIC FALLS, ME. I

'.IHL-^DELPHI.^, r.\.,10 V.

' ST. P.^l'L, MINN.. Wli Mi:

= .St.i HAVAN.V CrB.\. San Igna(
. St. I ,San Antoi
3. 1

Washing!

BRANCHES:

. Tex., 4.3.S W. Houston.
D. C.,12tlOMd..\v.,S.W

(See list of Jobbing ."Agents in American Bee Journal, Jan. 7, page 2.)
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Editorial Comments

The Third Double Number.
Yes, this is the third douMe number of the American Bee Journal

for this year. It completes the report of the last Chicago-Northwest-

ern convention. We would like to continue these double-size copies

once a month, but the increased expense will hardly allow it, we fear.

But judging from the amount of copy we still have on hand we may
lie compelled to " double up " some more. However, it will depend a

good deal upon the way renewal subscriptions come in. Also new

subscriptions. If the financial end of the office can stand the extra ex-

pence, we will be glad to get out some more double numbers of the

Bee Journal. Will all those whose subscriptions expire please renew

promptly? And, it possible, get a new subscriber to send along with

the renewal.

Queen's Duty to Lay Drone-Eggs.

J. M. U. says in the British Bee Journal :
" We have to recognize

the fact that it is part of the queen's duty to lay a certain number

of drone-eggs, and that we can not prevent her doing so, whether by

using full sheets of foundation or any other means.''

Falling Competition in Bee-Keeping.

An item on this subject, which appeared on page 131, has called

forth the following from one of the Bee Journal family :

Under the head of " Failing Competition," I see it is claimed that

it costs the farmer bee-keeper more to produce his honey than he sells

it for. As I consider myself to come under the head of " farmer bee-

keepers,'' I don't like the idea that I should lie producing honey ai a

loss; neither do I see why it should be so. I should like to see that
point explained, and, what is of more importance, a way shown to

remedy this state of affairs, if it is proven to be a fact.

There are very few bee-keepers, or rather bee-keeping farmers,

here who use movable-frame hivfs and produce either section or ex-

tracted honey, and the demand for section honey is far in e.\cess of the
supply. Thechunk honey produced in the old-fashioned gum offers

practically no competition—I can get 15 cents a section by selling

direct to consumers, or Vi':^ cents from commission merchants; but so

far I can sell all I produce to private trade. C. H. Koentz.

Notwithstanding our good friend says very properly, that he con-

siders himself in the class of farmer bee-keepers, notice is hereby

served on him that he is distinctly out of the class referred to on page

131, in which is the farmer " who takes his honey to the market and

•sells it for what he can get," meaning, thereby, that he sells it tor any

old price oflered, without regard to value. Moreover, the opening

sentence rules him out, which says, " the pity of it being that the very

ones who need them most will never see them," because they never

see a bee-paper. Not the least esteemed portion of the Bee Journal

family is that portion made up of well-informed farmers who use up -to-

date methods ia obtaining honey and secure up-to-date prices. I'n-

fortunately, however, there are too many like those our friend meu-

ions, and he is specially favored it their crude product chopped out

of gums " offers practically no competition." Elsewhere the competi-

tioa is real hard to meet, for with too many honey is honey, and when

any kind of honey is put on the market at a 'way-down price, all other

kinds of honey are expected to meet that price. The best remedy,

perhaps, is the one that our friend has applied—educating the public

to understand the difference between the poorest and the best, thus

producing a demand for only the best.

Slumgum for Rheumatism.
In Praktischer Wegweiser a plaster of slumgum spread on cloth is

said to be excellent for rheumatism.

Can a Bee-Keeper Afford to Do Without a Bee-Paper ?

In these pages the necessity tor a bee-book or text-book on bee-

keeping has been frequently urged, the beginner being advised that it

there be any preference in the matter the bee-book should come before

the bee-paper. There is no desire to make any less emphatic the

necessity for the book, but it would be a serious mistake to suppose

tljat a book is all-sufficient. The book lays the foundation for a

thorough understanding of the paper, the latter supplementing the

instructions of the former, making clear the points not fully under-

stood by the beginner, and keeping both beginner and veteran fully

informed as to the constant progress being made from week to week

or from month to month. Getting the book and doing without the

paper would be just a little like getting a team and plow without a

man to drive.

A letter lately received from a farmer with several colonies of

bees, says he would like to have a bee-paper, but he has so many agri-

cultural journals that he does not feel like spending money for a paper

devoted wholly to bees. Possibly the thought is, that if it contained

something besides bee-talk he could better afford it. But its exclusive

character is the thing that gives its value. The bee-departments of

most agricultural papers— if, indeed, they have any such department

—

are, for the most part, presided over by some editor who knows little

about bees, and too often the information given is ludicrously mislead-

ing. The farmer is not in much danger of having too many agricul-

tural journals, but no matter how many he has, it he has no more

than two colonies of bees, he can not afford to do without a paper

specially devoted to their management. Even with no more than two

colonies, the difference made in his honey crop will keep up his sub-

scription—sometimes many times over.

A Drone Caught Gathering Honey.

It is possible that if the eyes of bee-keepers were more constantly

wide open some things that are generally considered outside the range

of possibilities would be foutid to occur, it infrequently, still fre-

quently enough to be placed in the category of things possible. There

is perhaps some hesitancy to mention exceptional occurrences lest

one's veracity be questioned. Yet it is not always the part of wisdom

to dispute a thing merely because it may not have come within one's

range of vision. For years it was the belief that under no circum-

stances would more than one queen be tolerated in a colony, which

belief might have continued to this day if clipping the queen's wings

had not made it easy to detect the presence of an intruding queen.

Now it is known to be so common that any bee-keeper of considerable

experience is pretty sure to have met numerous instances of a division

of maternal duties.

Ordinarily, a queen will not demean herself to sting anything
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less than roya)ly, but withia late years this rule has been

found to be not without exception.

On page 11 mention was made ot a drone observed

in the act of gathering pollen, which mention has called

out a somewhat similar observation made by one this

side the water, although the knowledge thereof has been

hidden in his own bosom, lo these many years. Among
those who know him, the word of James A. Green,

formerly of Illinois, but now of Colorado, will pass cur-

rent without challenge. Rewrites:

Very few have seen drones perform any labor, and
doubtless most bee-keepers would scoff at the idea. I

have never seen drones working on Howers, but I have
seen a drone gathering honey.

Several years ago, just before the honey-flow from
clover liegan, I had set out for the bees to work on, a

quantity of eappings from some extracting done during
the winter. As I watched the bees working busily lick-

ing up the candied honey, I noticed among them a drone,

apparently as industriously engaged as any of them.
After watching him for several minutes, to make sure

that he was really gathering honey, I caught him and
put him into a vial of alcohol, thinking I might send
him to some microscopist interested in the anatomy
ot bees, to see if all his organs were normal. 1 have
never done this, but have the drone yet, at the service of

an.v one who is competent to make such an examination,
and wishes to do so.

The subject is probably of little practical value, and
yet who can tell what might be the result if we could
mate our queens to drones enterprising enough to gather
honey for themselves. J. A. Green.

The question arises whether it is from lack of enter-

prise or from physical disability that a drone does not

help himself to honey. Has any one else ever known a

drone to take his meals in any other way except directly

from the mouth of a worker ?

Miscellaneous Items

Among the Callers at this office recently were E. K. Meredith,

of Kane Co. ; W. H. H. Stewart, of Whiteside Co. ; E. E. Starkey, ot

Cook Co. ; and F. Grabbe, of Lake Co.—all of Illinois.

EXTRACTING-KOOM OF LOUIS C. KOEHLER.

high. It had on two 10-trame supers during the honey-flow, each of

which was extracted five times. We received from that colony 280
pounds of honey. Louis C. Koehler.

Mr. Gus Dittmer, ot Augusta, Wis., wrote us March 15 that

he expected to start the first comli-foundation machine in two or three

days, and the others within another week. He will run all machines

full capacity, with plenty of help, until he has disposed of all back

orders. He expects to run out from 1000 to 1200 pounds daily until

caught up. He will then be able to take care of all orders very

promptly after that. This would indicate that Mr. Dittmer is recover-

ing very rapidly from his recent fire.

Prof. A. J. Cook, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., wrote us March

11, as follows

:

" We have had another rain. We have had so little this winter
that all, especially bee-keepers, have felt blue. But these late rains
may yet give us success. We shall be happy to meet just such a dis-

appointment."

" Memories of the Wisconsin and Other Poems " is the

title of a booklet of poems written by Mr. Harry Xathrop, one of Wis-

consin's favorite bee-keeping sons, who, for several years lately, has

been " dropping into rhythm " occasionally. It contains 64 pages, 0x9

inches in size. It is handsomely illustrated, and beautifully printed.

Price, 50 cents. Harry Lathrop, Bridgeport, Wis.

A Milk and Honey Ijand—In a Glasgow Sunday-school

the lesson bore on the land of Canaan, where it is spoken of as a land

flowing with milk and honey.

" What do you think a land flowing with milk and honey would

tie like?" asked the lady teacher.

" It would be awfu' sticky," responded a wee chap at the foot of

the class.

The Apiary and Extracting-Rooni ot Louis C. Koehler,

of Manitowoc Co., Wis., are shown this wcfk. When sending the

pictures, Mr. Koehler wrote as follows

:

The two views 'herewith show our apiary and the extracting-room
in the honey-house. Here you can see our two 10-frame honey-ex-
tractors. In the back room we have honey storage-tanks. The cans
by the stairway are our 50-pound market-cans, of which we have 12.

During the season of 1903 wehAd a crop of 15,000 pounds of honey,
which we received from 252 colonies. This was all sold direct to the
consumer.

The round hive shown in the apiary is made of 3-inoh cedar staves.

The diameter of the brood-chamber is 14 inches, and it is 18 inches

Joining the National—A Correction. —On page 186, in my
reply to " California," I tell him, " to become a member of that Asso-

ciation will only cost you a dollar a year, and perhaps heavy

lawyers' fees.'" I don't know whether I wrote it that way, or whether

one of those malicious type-setters was improving the op])ortunity to

takeout a grudge against me, but this is to inform " California"

that it is by no means such an expensive business to break into the

membership of the National, and he will get my intended meaning if

he will insert the little word "save" between "perhaps" and
"heavy." C. C. Miller.

Beware of the Buzz-Saw.—W. H. Laws, of Bee Co., Tex.,

wrote us March 7, as follows:

Mr. W. G. Nutt, of Iowa, but recently located here, who has been
a subscriber to the American Bee Journal for nearly 30 years, has just
now suffered the loss of his first two fingers on the left hand in a buzz-
saw. He des-ires me to say to all persons who are rigging up machin-
ery to manufacture their own supplies, to beware of the buzz-saw !

W. H. Laws.
So here is another argument against home-made hives. Of course.

It is not a very effective argument except in the case of the bee-

keeper who is so unfortunate as to lose some of his fingers when try-

ing to make his own hives.

The Farmer as an Advertiser. -In looking over some of

our exchange publications, we ran across the following paragraph,

taken from Hoard's Dairyman

:

THE FARMER HAS MANY THINGS TO SELL, AND SHOULD ADVERTISE.

The farmer pays but little attention to advertising. He is not
used to it, and has not good judgment as to what it will do for him.
A few years ago a neighbor had a fine four-year-old Guernsey bull that
he wanted to sell to prevent inbreedmg. All that the stock-yards peo-
ple in this city would pay for the animal was HO. We told him that
the stock-yard was no market for breeding animals. The men to sell
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that kind of stock to were the men who want them for breeding pur-

poses. We suggested a small advertisement in the Dairyman, liiit

when we told him it would cost him ?.'), he took fright at once, lie

could not look beyond that f5. Finally we coaxed him to try it, and
he received a bushel of letters, flniiUy selling the bull for i'TO, and hiid

to send back several drafts to those who were too late with their

money. He made $25 by the investment, or 500 percent. Liist

autumn we had 460 bushels of tine two-rowed Bavarian barley to sell.

All the buyers in this vicinity would pay was 55 cents. A small adver
tisement in the Dairyman has sold 430 bushels at $1.25 per bushel. A
few years ago we persuaded three farmers near this city, who had each
a half-dozen or so nice Jersey and Guernsey heifer calves, to advertise

them. Answers came from a dozen States, and they all went in a

bunch to a purchaser in Idaho. Farmers do not often enough try to

co-operate in this way. Somebody must come alOTig and urge theui

into it. Good profit can often l^smadeoii products of the farm, like

seed-grain, dairy cattle, well-bred pigs and fowls, by advertising them
in a good farm paper, and especially in the local paper. The paper is

a go-between that should be used more than it is. Farmers should use
good business judgment as well as merchants and manufacturers. It

is more than halt the battle to be a good seller.

Most bee-keepers are farmers. Undoubtedly they have many
things that they could sell to other farmer bee-keepers, aside from

their honey, bees, or beeswax. We have found that bee-keepers are

so constituted that they prefer to patronize each other whenever they

can do so. In view of this fact, no doubt many bee-keepers would

find it to their decided advantage to advertise in the bee-papers. The

illustrations contained in the foregoing paragraph are very plain. They

all show that it pays the farmers to advertise. It pays them well.

It will pay readers of the American Bee Journal to advertise in it, we

are very sure, if, of course, they have anything to dispose of. If Dr.

Miller, for instance, had 50 or 100 bushels of excellent seed potatoes

for sale, there is no doubt many of our readers who would be very

glad to buy of him. Especially would this be the case if the buyers

were not very far away from where Dr. Miller lives.

The principal things we have for sale at the present time are the

American Bee Journal and bee-bookj. We are entirely out of the

bee-supply business, so we do not expect to come into competition

with our advertisers in that line as heretofore. The field is entirely

clear to them so far as we are concerned. This being the case, we

have no doubt that many of the smaller liee-supply dealers who have

not been advertising in the Bee Journal will find that it will pay them

to do so. Already a number of dealers have taken space in our col-

umns who were not represented before, and also many of our former

advertis-jrs are using increased space. We believe they will all find

that it will pay them thus to patronize the advertising columns of the

American Bee Journal. Alt its readers are bee-keepers. They sub-

scribe for it because it pays them to do so. It is all bees. No side-

issues appear in its columns. It is issued weekly, and comes regu-

larly, not having been even late except once in 20 years. Its adver-

tisers are clean, honorable people. They are all out for a square deal.

They have goods for sale that readers of the American Bee Journal

require. And many of our readers have things for sale that other

readers no doubt would be glad to buy. Why not exchange, and thus

each be a benefit to the other?

We trust those who are intersted will read again the paragraph

that we have copied at the beginning of this editorial, and will act

upon the suggestions there offered. It will be a help all around—the

advertisers will be helped, the purchasers will be helped, and the old

American Bee Journal will be helped. Why not let the latter intro-

duce the other two to each other through an advertisement? Our

advertising rates will be furnished on application to this ofBce.

Some Expert Opinion
' In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."—Bin

Free-Hanging Frames.

If for some reason you were to start in anew to keep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Ques. 7.—Would you use a free-hanging frame? If so, why'
If not, why?

N, E. France (Wis.)—Yes. Easiest to handle.

L. Stacdelhausen (Tex.)—Yes! (See Ques. S.)

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—Yes, with staple-spacers. More convenient.

Geo. W. Brouheck (Calif.)—Yes. Less trouble in handling,

and no restriction in spacing.

G. M Dooi.iTTLE (N. Y.)—Yes. Because, all things taken into

consideration, it proves best in my hands.

E. E. Hasty (Ohio)—Yes. So handy. But if I worked on migra-

tory plans I should want something less free.

Mrs. L. Harrison (111.)—Our Langstroth frame fits into notches

at the top ol tte hive, and are all equally spaced.

r. 11. Elwood (N. Y.)—No, not so good to move. We move our
bees out in the spring, and back again in the fall.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—No. Because I don't like a rattle-bux for

a hive; and because there is waste space outside the end bars.

E. S. LovEST t Utah) —Yes, because they are easy to manipulate,

and if they are self-spacing, with care there is no need of killing the

bees.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)-Yes, anda plainone at that. No Hoff-

man self-spacing, for they are an absolute detriment to easy and rapid

manipulation.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—A hanging, self-spacing frame. They are

easily moved, but more perfectly spaced than one is likely to leave

them if one trusts his eye.

C. Davenport (Minn.)-No. It takes too much time and work to

space them correctly, and if you wish to move a hive they have to be

fastened in place some way.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—I should. It is more easy to manipu-
late, is less likely to kill bees, and is simple. Simplicity is a good
motto in hive-construction.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—If you mean free of spacers, my answer is

yes. Because the greatest obstruction to returning a frame was the

spacer. Have torn mine all out.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—Yes. by all means; because it is the safest

for the bees, and the easiest to handle. I would not use spacers ex-

cept such as were a part of the hive-body, and notof the frames.

J. A. Green (Colo.)—No. Because I want the frames properly

spaced at all times, and a hive that can be handleo any side up with-

out coming to pieces, and that is ready for hauling at all times by
simply closing it up.

E, Whitcomb (Nebr.)—Yes. I do not care to have the frames in-

cumbered by anything. It hanging free they will hang plumb if the

hive is set anywhere near level; the conditions Inside will be good both

for the occupants and the handler.

Wm. Rohrio (Ariz.)—I think not. I prefer the Hoffman self-

spacing frame; it IS just as easy to handle, more accurately spaced,

and can be handled in pairs, if desired. In moving bees they are just

the thing—always in place, no smashing bees, etc.

C. H. Dibbern (111.)—No, sir, too hard, and often impossible, to

get them out of hives when old, and crowded with bees. No more
hanging frames for me—need too much spacing, and it is so pleasant

to find a hive you wisn to open with the combs all in a bunch.

G. W. Demaree (Ky. )—Yes, all the time. Why ? Because they

can be manipulated much easier, more rapidly, and are not half as

trying to the bad temper of the apiarist as is tlie " bee-glued," " bee-

stucklast," "chock-up '" fixed " frame. Why' That's all.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—No. I don't want to have to spend time

to try to get frames at something like equal distances apart. I don't

want to have bottom-bars at all sorts of distances. I want hives ready

to haul at a minute's notice without having to fasten the frames.

Adrian (iETAZ (Tenn.)—Yes. In order to spread them a little

when taking out i he first frame, ano also to set them so as to admit,

when necessary, some queen-cages between the frames. For the same
reasons I want them spread not less than IJ-a inches apart from center

to center.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— 1 greatly prefer a free-hanging frame.

For me it is much more easily manipulated, and kills fewer bees. I

have several times made fixed frames, but in every case I have dis-

carded them, cutting out the combs and putting them into the loose-

hanging frames.

O. O. PoppLETON (Fla.)—No. I use close fitting top-bars, which
gives me the advantages of self- spacing frames, honey-boards, freedom
from burr-combs, all in one. I can manipulate tl em easier and more
rapidly than 1 can loose-hanging frames. A minor advantage is the

less danger of being stung.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—I would use a free-hanging frame

witl the ends of top-bars close fitting. Such arrangement of top bar

makes the frames self-spacing—they can more easily be handled, and

if necessary shoved from one side of the brood chamber to the other

without lifting from the hive.

Mrs J. M. Null (Mo.)— I think I would probably, more from
force of habit thai for any other reason. Hard to get out of old ruts.

I have had some trouble with self-spacers, in the way of disfiguring

combs. I think the free-hanging frames can be the mire rapidly

manipulated. My colonies being wintered on the summer stands, are

very seldom moved. The question would assume a different shape, or

rather would have a different meaning, did I practice cellar-wintering,

or migratory bee keeping.

R. C. Aikin (Colo.)— If I used a deep frame I would hang it, but

if a shallow one I would stand it. To get results one must manipulate,

and a standing frame is not nearly so easy to manipulate as a hanger.

For a deep self-spacer the Hoffman is probably as good as anything. I

despise nails and such. I am about "on the fence" as to whether to

use loose or self-spacers in the deep frame. The loose style will not

hang true, and the Hoffman is harder to handle unless you keep them
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at it 60 they can not get burred and glued so the.v have i o be broken
to get the first one out. Jlut 1 head off the trouble hy using tvm dum-
mies or followers with tlie Hoffman, one on either side. It is simply a
nuisance, the way the factories send out hives, the S's have too much
room for the follower, and the lO's too little; Root would grunt and
fume no little to get one of his flimsy followers out of a 10-frame hive
after it has lieen there a year unmolested; and out, it would be only
kindling. Use two dummies and 9 frames in the 10-frame hive.

Contributed Articles

No. 3.—Comb or Extracted Honey—Which?
BY C. P. DADANT.

I
HOPE the reader may not become tired of my discussion
of the above subject ; I aim tog-ive all the points in my
thoughts in as few words as possible.
In my experience, the production of comb honey is more

expensive than that of extracted honey, that is, there is more
labor required for the same result. Probably many begin-
ners will be astonished at this statement, for surely extracting
is a work that is entirely avoided when producing comb honey.
But if we are well fixed for either work, I believe that I can
show clearly that there is economy of labor in extracting.
When you produce comb honey you have a fresh lot of sec-
tions to prepare every season. They must be put together,
the foundation must be inserted in them before the crop.
They must be put on at the right time, neither too early nor
too late, for the bees will soil them if they are put on too
early, and they will swarm more than ever if they are put
on too late.

In order to avoid what is called " travel-stains " on the
honey—made by the bees traveling back and forth over the
sealed sections—they must be removed as quickly as possi-
ble when fully sealed. The practical comb-honey producer
watches his bees daily, and is ever ready to take off sections
and put on more. He is tied down to his bees. With this
care on his hands, it is almost impossible for one person to
care for more than one or two apiaries, if they are large.

When the crop is over, the sections must be scraped,
sorted or graded, and put away in shipping-cases.

As there is more swarming than with the production of
extracted honey, there is more labor on that score and more
watching necessary. With the production of extracted
honey, after the first year or two, when you have fully sup-
plied your bees with the needed extracting frames, you have
those extracting frames and supers all ready, at the end of
the season, for the next crop. At the beginning of the new
crop, or a little before, you place the supers on the hives

—

one, two, three supers to the colony as the case may require.
After that only an occasional visit is needed, until the crop
is over, to add more supers if any of the hives get crowded.
The crop over, you extract all at one time, and two or three
days will suflice for an entire apiary of 100 colonies.

It is true that at this time you need help, but this help
does not have to be skilled help, though persons who are
accustomed to the work do better than novices. But we
have never yet seen the hired man who could not do his
share when extracting honey unless he was so afraid of the
bees that one sting would drive him away. The lack of
adequate help was one of the main reasons of our abandon-
ing the production of comb honey. We had a thousand
things to do at that time, and never could spare more than
one man till the harvest is over. Too many irons in the
fire ! But by the help of a large stock of extracting combs,
we have never needed to let the irons burn while attending
to other things.

There is an additional work, however, in the production
of the extracted honey, if one wishes to reach the top price,
and that is, putting it up in small packages. Cans, jars,
bottles, pails, and wooden or paper packages help the sale.
But the price at which the honey sells when put up in these
different retail packages is increased to such an extent that
we may well spend our time in preparing it in this way.
The intrinsic price of extracted honey is much less than
that of comb honey, and that is one of the objections
against its production, of which I will speak later. But
when we put it up in these small packages we decrease this
different in price, and that of course may be credited to the
labor which has been employed in putting it up.

The time of honey-sales—October to January— is the
least busy of the bee-keeper's year, and he is often glad to
increase his income by preparing his crop for retail in this
manner. We have never neglected this side of the business
of honey-production, and if any of our readers has a surplus
of extracted honey which gives him some concern for its

disposal at renumerative prices, let him try our method of
putting it up in small packages, and drumming it at home
among his acquaintances and in the groceries of his neigh-
borhood. Too many of our apiarists send their honey crops,
whether large or small, to the great centers, where they glut
the market and are afterwards redistributed among the
very same consumers to whom these apiarists might have
sold the product in the first place, with much better results.

Another objection which we have to comb-honey produc-
tion, that does not apply to extracted honey, is the necessity
of keeping many combs that are partly filled, from one sea-
son to another. In a location where good crops are the rule
and poor crops the exception, these combs are always a
small percentage of the entire amount. Usually the same
sections do not stay over more than one season. But in a
secondary location, such as we inhabit, it is sometimes nec-
essary to keep your stock of unfinished combs and sections
over two or three years. They then become so stale and
shopworn that they are unfit to be used, and must be de-
stroyed. This is an item we do not find in the production
of extracted honey. If we put the supers on the hives and
they are not filled, we remove them in the fall and put them
away again, none the worse for wear, and a little more
propolis on the joints. We have here more large cornfields,

wheat and oatfields, and timothy meadows, than anything
else. Large dairies, with their accompanying pastures full

of white clover, are the exception. So seasons like the one
just past are, with us, rare.

When we produced comb honey we found that we had
often a large percent of our sections that were unsalable,
owing to being too much soiled by long usage. The reader
will understand that I insist on the greater need of being in
a good location when we want to run for comb honey. Cali-

fornia, Colorado, and some parts of the North, where both
basswood and clover abound, are the Eldorado of the comb-
honey producer. The Californian especially has either
much honey or none, and his crop is always sure when he
has plenty of rain. So he knows for certain whether to

put out a large number of sections for the new crop.
Hancock Co., 111.

[ Our Bee-KeeDiw§ Sisters
]

Conducted by Emma M- Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Sppingr Feeding—Pollen Substitutes, Etc.

Our bees have wintered well ; all seem strong, and there
seems to be plenty of sealed stores.

1. How early would you begin to feed when the bees
have sealed honey ?

2. We read that rye-ilour is the best substitute for pol-

len, but in case none can be had what would you feed?
How would Graham or buckwheat flour do ?

3. Does sugar syrup ever cause foul brood ?

4. Does syrup become tin-poisoned when fed in tin

pans? (Miss) Ann F.Kelly.
Hickory Co., Mo.

1. If the bees have plenty of honey it is a question
whether it is advisable to feed at all ; but if you do, don't
begin before bees fly freely.

2. Graham will do, and probably buckwheat. We have
had good success with corn and oats ground together.

3. No.
4. I think not.

The Primitive Hive vs. the Modern.

When seen at a little distance, or when viewed in a
picture, an apiary looks alarmingly like a graveyard ; espe-
cially is this the case when the apiary is situated among
trees, reminding the observer of willows and yews. This
resemblance, however, of a hive to a tombstone, seems to
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pertain only to the hive of modern style, and not to the old

straw-skep. There is certainly nothing in the shape of the

latter to suggest such a thought. Indeed, quite the opposite
idea is conveyed, for if we recall the comparison expressed
by Benjamin F. Taylor, our fancy will carry us to the

poet's old-time garden, where were seen

—

"The hives of a fashion quaint, classic, and old,

Where the l)ees went and came with their burdens of gold—
'Twas an African village of straw-woven cones
Within humming-range of those m.vrtle-draped stones."

For practicability and convenience the hive of to-day is

undoubtedly superior to the old straw-skep, but for grace-
fulness of shape and picturesque appearance the straw-skep
alone possesses this charm. Likewise, a square frame-
house lacks the picturesqueness of an Indian wigwam. How
clumsy-looking theone—how graceful appearing the other 1

We can justly admire the utility of the modern hive, but its

architecture fails to inspire us with esthetic thoughts.
Alas ! in this instance, we are as hopelessly destitute of
poetical ideas as was that country maid whom Touchstone
vainly wished that the gods had made poetical.

Dr. C. C. Miller says that " just so far as the bees them-
selves are concerned, the nearer a hive comes to the globu-
lar form the better it will suit them, and, in reference to

this fact, further adds that " the old-fashioned straw-skep
is no floubt a better dwelling-place for bees than any mod-
ern hive, but it would not suit the bee-keeper." Perhaps,
too, the spherical form pleases the esthetic ideas of a bee,

for surely this fairy-like little botanist, familiar with ex-
quisite curves in flower and leaf, beholds beauty in the
bending line of the old straw-hive. Bien-entendu—this

must be true !

Although the straw-skep is discarded in the apiary of
the model bee-keeper, yet its image will always be used as
an emblem of industry. " A thing of beauty is a joy for-

ever," therefore the eye loves to dwell upon the simple,
graceful shape of the old straw-hive, whether we see it

pictured on the covers or works pertaining to apiculture, on
the Chart of Freemasonry, or on the State seal of Utah.
Never, indeed, while the language of symbols is taught will

this image, with its embodied lesson, " pass into nothing-
ness."

As our spirit of romance is shocked whenever we think
of an Indian living elsewhere than in a wigwam, so our
spirit of poetry always associates the bee as an indweller of
the old straw-hive. But notwithstanding the poetic side of
the question, we are truly thankful for movable frames,
supers and sections, and whether bees abide in modern
hives, or in those woven of straw, they still sing the same
old songs that once gladdened the heart of Pan— that same
old happy hum which Harriet E. Prescott describes as "the
murmuring expression of all pleasant things, the chord of
sunshine, and perfume, and flowers."

Wayne Co., Ind. Kate V. Austin.

I am told that in Germany to-day, many of the bee-
keepers—even those that are up-to-date—use hives made of
straw.

Mending Smoker-Bellows With Canvas-
ferringr Bees.

-Trans-

1. Can a smoker-bellows be fixed with canvas instead of
leather ? If so, how ?

2. Our spring is here, peach and plum trees are in
bloom, and the bees are at work carrying in pollen and some
honey. They are all healthy, and doing finely. I had to

feed only two late swarms. We think some have too much
honey, as they are lying out now. Is there any danger of
swarming as early as this ? If so, would you advise moving
some honey ?

3. We caught a fine swarm in a dry-goods box last year,
and did not get it transferred ; they nearly filled the box,
by far too much to keep them there. Would you advise
transferring them to a new hive?

We have a good location here for bees, and are anxious
to learn all we can about them. My son takes the American
Bee Journal, and we all read it as it is such a help. We are
from the North ; that is why we are taking the Journal.
The people here are 100 years behind the times.

Lampasas Co., Tex. Mrs. Mellik Lowe.

1. I don't know, but I do not think it would work.
2. An occasional swarm comes off in fruit-bloom, but it

is hardly advisable to do anything with the honey.
3. Yes, you can transfer any time after fruit-bloom be-

gins, or you can wait until they swarm, and then transfer
21 days afterward.

Working- Off Second-Grade Honey.

As we do not use an extractor, working only for comb
honey, the past season being so wet and cold our honey was
somewhat disappointing. The frost killed the maple
bloom, and the cold rains seemed to affect the apple and
basswood blossoms ; all of the honey was dark, some very
dark indeed. The raspberry was very good flavor, and sold

readily, but we \\3.C quite a quantity we strained and used in

candy and cake making, giving samples to our friends, and
in this way have done a good deal of advertising, quite a
number trying honey in their own baking. While we hope
never to have such a season again, we know we can find

market for all second grade. We have never had enough
comb honey to supply customers.

We have kept bees three seasons. The highest price

for comb honey has been 25 cents per Ideal section, and
last season we sold for 15 and 17 cents.

Monroe Co., N. Y. Sarah B. Bowerman.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Feeding at the Rear of the Hive.

How would it do to take out a piece of the rear cleat of

the bottom-board so as to use a 2-quart Boardman feeder at

the rear of the hive, instead of at the entrance ?

Idaho.

Answer.—You would succeed very well by taking one
or more frames of brood with adhering bees, thus forming
a nucleus and giving a queen to each ; but it will be hardly

advisable to do this before about the time when swarms are

likely to issue.

Some of your views as to bees are hardly according to

the general belief, and it would be an excellent thing for

you to get a bee-book in which to study up such things,

after which your observations would have much more in-

terest for you.

Increase-Transferrlng-Perhaps Disease-Hoffman
Frames vs. Closed-End -Splints Instead of

Wires.

1. I intend to increase my apiary by the nucleus plan.

Now after I divide the frames of the old colony among the 3

hives, I do not wish to put back the old queen that I took
from the old colony, but a pure Italian. How long after I

take the nuclei from the old hive is it correct to introduce

the new queen ?

2. I have 2 colonies in hives which measure 11^3xl3'2X
12 inches deep, but I wish to transfer them to Langstroth
hives. How will I proceed to do it, as the frames of my
hives will not fit Langstroth hives ?

3. I had 12 colonies die this winter, and upon examining
the comb of some I find small patches of dead brood. The
cappings are a dark brown, and have a rough appearance,
the dead brood is nearly dried up, but soft, and when punc-
tured a kind of matter runs out. It also has a very offen-

sive smell. Whatever you think it is, is it contagious ?

4. What is your opinion regarding Hoffman frames as
compared with the closed-end frames ?

5. I notice something said about small sticks used in

frames instead of wire. Are they as good? and which way
should they run ? Ontario.

Answers.—1. Take away the old queen two or three

days before making your nuclei. That gives you queen-
less bees for your nuclei, and they are the best to stay

where they are put. Then you can give the new queen at

the same time you make the nuclei, preferably in a candied
cage for the bees to liberate.

2. Your Langstroth frames are 8 inches or more deep
inside, the exact depth depending upon thickness of top and
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bottom bars. Fortunately your old frames are deeper than
that, which makes your task easy. With a hot knife cut
the comb out of the frame, and cut off from the bottom just
enough to make a snug fit in the new frame. That leaves
you a space of perhaps 3;i inches at one end, which space
you will fill with the comb you cut off from the bottom, cut-
ting it down to fit. The cells of this last piece will not
hang in the same direction as they did before, but will work
well enough.

3. Very likely there is nothing unusual about it. Still
there is a possibility of disease, and under the circumstances
it will be advisable for you to invest 25 cents in Dr. How-
ard's pamphlet, with which you can inform yourself better
than would be possible in this department. When the bees
get to flying daily, the trouble should cease, in which case
you have nothing to fear from contagion, but if disease is

there the trouble will continue.
4. The closed-end frames are warmer for the bees in

winter, but more troublesome than the Hoffmans as to bee-
glue and killing bees. If you are much troubled with bee-
glue, you will likely vote either one a nuisance.

5. Splints about 1-16 square run up and down, and prop-
erly used, as described in " Forty Years Among the Bees,"
page 88, I very much prefer them to wiring. But you must
remember that I may be prejudiced in favor of my own in-
vention. Their special advantage is that they allow the
foundation to fill the frame enHrely, clear down to the
bottom-bar—a thing you can not do with wiring.

My heart is warmed by your kind words in appreciation
of this department, but I don't like your saying you'll not
ask any more questions for a long time. People that ask
intelligent questions not always answered in the bee-books
are always welcome.

Bees Storing Honey in Glass Jars.

Have bees ever been induced to deposit comb honey, of
their own free will, in glass honey-jars ? If not, why not ?

California.
Answ^er.—Yes, indeed ; lots of times.

Distance Below Brood-Frames-Clipping Queens.

1. What is the distance from the bottom of brood-frames
to bottom-board ?

2. Would you advise clipping a queen's wings ? I am a
tenderfoot in the bee-business, and read everything I can,
but some say clip, and some say not, so I don't know which
is right. Illinois.

Answers.—!. I find it very desirable to have a space
two inches deep at any time of the year when bees are not
likely to build comb. Many are satisfied with half of that,
but after trying it for years I wouldn't do with less. Dur-
ing harvest time a space from '2 to 1 inch is enough.

2. The tendency is probably more and more toward
clipping. Try part each way, and see what you like best.
I think you will find that the clipped queens give you the
least trouble.

Building Comb—Other Questions.

1. Naturally speaking, do bees build as fast sidewise as
downwards, providing their hive is a cube 7

2. Mr. Delos Wood, on page 109, says :
" It is a fact ac-

cepted by our best bee-keepers that the size of the cell con-
trols the sex of the ^%%." That being the case, will aqueen
lay worker-eggs in drone-comb, no other being present 7 or,
if you move a drone-larva to a worker-comb, what will it

bring forth 7

3. Do queens ever lay in old queen-cells, or in new ones
just started by the bees 7

4. Does artificial swarming (by the " shook " plan) give
as good results in honey as to let them follow Nature's plan7
If not, about what is the loss in honey 7

5. Of course, we all know that bees will enter another
hive and steal honey ; but have you any knowledge of bees
from a queenless colony stealing an egg or larva from an-
other colony and rearing themselves a queen from it.

Texas.

Answers.—1. If the hive be very large in proportion to
the cluster of bees, the bees will probably build faster
downward ; if the bees fairly fill a cubical hive, the building
will probably be about the same in both directions.

2. The unmodified statement that the size of the cell

controls the sex of the egg is hardly a part of the Dzierzon
theory, and certainly Dzierzon can not be quoted to prove
that a queen never lays in a queen-cell. In the American
Bee Journal for 1861—pardon me if I stop to say that I've
read and re-read that volume more than any other volume
of any bee-paper ever published—in that volume, page 5,

are given the thirteen propositions of the Dzierzon theory.
The second reads as follows :

" In the normal condition of a colony, the queen is the
only perfect female present in the hive, and lays all the
eggs found therein. These eggs are male and female.
From the former proceed the drones ; from the latter, if

laid in wider, acorn- shaped, and vertically suspended, so-

called royal cells, lavishly supplied with a peculiar pabulum
or jelly, proceed the queens."

Dzierzon's saying, in the connection in which it is

found, " if laid in .... royal cells," is proof that Dzierzon
believes that the queen lays in queen-cells, and there is

nothing in his theory antagonistic to that belief.

Replying to your question, I never knew of more than
one case where the bees had nothing but drone-combs, and
they swarmed out rather than to try to keep house with
such furniture. But I have known more than one case in

which workers were reared in drone-comb. I think that in

every such case the bees thicken the outward extremity
of the cell wall so as to make the diameter at the mouth the
same as the diameter of a worker-cell.

3. Probably in new ones, usually, although I see no
reason why an old one might not be used.

4. Conditions vary, so that in some cases a shaken swarm
may give more than a natural swarm, and in other cases
less. Those who are successful with shaken swarms prob-
ably get more.

5. No.

Propolis—Pounds of Honey for a Pound of Beeswax—
Cellar-Wintering.

1. What is propolis made of 7 (I call it bee-gum).
2. How much, or how many pounds, of honey does it

take to make 1 pound of wax ? I was taught about 7
pounds ; now comes Mr. Dadant and says it takes 10 pounds.

3. Why should the thermometer not go lower than 40
degrees in a cellar 7

Part of my bees are in an out-cellar, where there is

no fire, and the thermometer stays at 30 or 32 ; the bees are
all right yet. When could I put in a bucket of live coals ?

J. B. M.

Answers.—l. Gathered from the buds of trees. You
will find it very abundant on Balm of Gilead and poplar.

2. I don't know. For a long time it was considered 20.

Nowadays views vary greatly ; some have it as low as 3,

others 5, 7, up to 20. " You pays your money, you takes your
choice."

3. In winter the bees keep the center of the cluster at
about SO degrees. The farther it goes down the more honey
they must use to keep up the heat. Better not go below 45.

Shipping Bees on the Railroad.

Is it practicable to transport bees in colonies by the
railroad cars, either as freight or by express, a distance of
from SO to 100 miles in the spring, say in the month of
April ? If so, what precautions should be observed to pro-
tect the honey from damage by bruising 7

North Dakota.

Answer.—Some railroads will not take less than a car-
load by freight. Expressage is very heavy, so that it might
be cheaper to sell and buy again. Your railroad agent can
tell you definitely about these things. If you have loose-
hanging frames, unless they are fastened securely by propo-
lis you must fasten them in place by laying a stick on top
of the frames at each end and driving in nails, or by some
other means. Fixed-distance or self-spacing frames need
no fastening. Place the hive in the car with the frames
running parallel with the railroad track, and fasten securely.

Amerikanlsche Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.
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C
Convention Proceedingsin^s

J

CHICAGO-NORTHWESTERN.

Report of the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keep-
ers' Convention, Held in Chicago, Dec.

2 and 3, 1903.

(Contlnned from pa^e 14').)

LONG-TONGUED BEES AND THEIR WORK.

''Do the so-called long-tongued bees work to much extent

on red clover?"
Dr. Miller—There is no question but that the hive-

bee does sometimes work upon red clover. There is no
question in my mind, and no question in your mind, that the

red clover blossom is too deep for most bees to work upon,

and there is no question in my mind but what a bee with

an unusually long tongue has a better chance on those blos-

soms than one with a short tongue, so I believe that they

do work to a considerable extent on it, and I believe that

some of our bees, where we don't expect it, work on it. The
question that is really down at the bottom of that is : Is it

worth while for us to work for long-tongued bees, or pay

any attention to that? Admitting all the value, I don't be-

lieve that it is worth while for me to pay any attention to

which of my colonies have long tongues or short tongues.

The thing I look for is which colony gives me the best crop

of honey. When I do that, I am very likely getting the long

tongues. I want the ones that get the honey. I think very

likely you will get them when you do breed from your best

colonies. I don't believe we need to talk much about it,

but to breed from the colonies that will give us the most
honey. Now allow me to defer from that point, and say

that I believe that if you work—that if any man here who is

six miles from me—'WOrks in his own apiary trying to im-

prove his stock by breeding from his bees that give him the

most honey he is helping me six miles away, and every one
of us. You may say it is very small ; but it is that much.
It isn't that one man should work to improve his stock,

but we all should. If you keep good stock and my bees

meet your drones—although if you are six miles away that

won't happen—^but still, the thing is extending, and one of

the things we need to do is to get bee-keepers at large to

understand it is an important thing that each one should
breed from his best stock.

Mr. Longsdon—My experience has been that my best

yields has nearly always been from the hybrid bee. That
would encourage breeding from mixed races of bees. I had
some long-tongued bees and they weren't satisfactory to me.
They are nice to handle, and I like them first-rate, and the
red clover don't seem to worry them at all, but my best

yield has nearly always been from colonies that have a little

mixture from the black bee. I don't know whether to en-
courage breeding from a mi.xture or not.

Mr. Longsdon—I would like to hear from Mr. Muth
on the long-tongued-bee business.

Mr. York—Do vou want long-tongued bees, Mr. Muth?
Mr. Muth—My friend in the rear is afraid that 1 may

stir up a hornets' nest. May I hear the question again?
Mr. York—Do the so-called long-tongued bees work to

much extent on red clover?
Mr. Muth—I believe I spoke to a gentleman this morn-

ing at the breakfast table, who said he had had bees for

many years, and I plead guilty of advertising the long-
tongued red clover queens, and I will say for the others that
I believe they are all quiet, because we all have red-clover
workers, but they want the poor common workers to under-
stand that they have bees with longer tongues. I believe
they are stuffing something down us that is not so. I believe
in calling things facts. When we have a customer come
in and ask whether our bees' tongues are longer than any
"Others, I will quote them just like this gentleman here. I

believe you have hybrid bees, to tell you the truth, that pro-
duce as much honey as the bees from $2.50 queens.

Mr. York—Whose?
Mr. Muth—Those that are advertised. We sometimes

pay $10 and $15. I paid $10 for one queen some three or

four years ago. I wouldn't part with it for anything. It

might be because I paid $10 for her, but there are others that

are very fine, but long-tongued bees are one of the things

—

I believe when a man tells you his bees have longer tongues

than anybody else's, I think tliat is a little bit too mucli.

I don't believe it all. I have Carniolans, hybrids and blacks

that I see produce just as much honey.

Rev. McCain—May I not ask if these tongues have not

been measured? I have been reading some of the bee-

books in the last two years, and I have seen some party giving

the length. I must plead ignorance, but the book says they

have been measured, and they gave a picture of the relative

length of these tongues. I wanted to see if they actually

measured these tongues with a micrometer.

Mr. York—I notice that Mr. McCain is asking us a

question, and giving us a chance to answer. Most preachers

don't give us a chance to answer

!

Mr. Smith—If it is a good idea to breed for long tongues,

why wouldn't it be a good idea to breed for short stingers?

The argument holds just as good.
Mr. Abbott—Things are not always what they seem.

That's the gist of it.

Mr. York—A stinger always is

!

Mr. Moore—I believe Mr. Abbott is wrong on this idea

of breeding out the stinging propensity. All right, do that

if you please, and have all the neighbors' boys and town boys

eat your honey. It is my idea not to breed the stingers

out, but teach your bees to respect the members of the family

and jab their stingers into the neighbors' boys and all who
come to rob.

Mr. Muth—I measured lots of bees' tongues with a

micrometer. You can take 10 bees out of a hive and there

will not be two tongues alike. We have them all the way
from 13, 17, to 20 one-hundredths, just according to how
hard you press on their heads. You can make them any length

you like. I have been in families where the husband and
wife had a good many children, and there was a great big,

long-armed fellow, the laziest man in the family; and there

was a little bit of a runt, and a cripple may be, and he did

all the work. So it is not always the long-tongued bee that

does the most work. That's my candid opinion about the

long-tongued bees. I am guilty of advertising long-tongued

bees, because if I didn't do that I couldn't sell any queens

!

Mr. York—That's his candid opinion; that's granulated,

I suppose?
Dr. Miller—The tongues have been measured, and it is

a fact, I have no doubt, as Mr. Muth says, that you can
stretch, and you can measure, and you can do this unfairly,

and there are scientific men, and they can be measured fairly,

and there is a difference. As he suggests, there will be a

difference in one hive. They will not be all exactly the same.

Just as you see in a family there will be differences. You
will find this, that one colony in the yard may have longer

tongues than any other colony in the yard. Go back to what
I said awhile ago, the nectar in the corolla of the clover

blossom is difficult to reach on account of the shortness of

the tongue, and as the longest pole brings the persimmons,
so the longest tongue reaches the nectar, and if there was
nothing else to judge by I would believe a good deal of that,

and doing as some of the French do, and taking that colony
which had the longest average length, and take that as the best

colony. I believe it would be a good thing to do that, al-

though I don't think it of much value, because we can do
something better; we can measure the honey or crop we get.

Those that give me the crop of honey are the ones I want.
It might be of value to have the longest-tongued if we had
nothing better to do than to measure the tongues, and taking
the longest. We can do better than that. We can measure
our crop of honey.

Mr. Moore—I have been waiting a number of years
for this minute—to get Dr. Miller on the run. I have had
my own suspicions. I spent $15 for a queen. There is Dr.
Miller with all his 40 years' experience among the bees
and he has never, as far as I know, said one word in print
about long-tongued bees getting honey from red clover. I

want to ask you a question : Do you, Dr. Miller, know per-
sonally of long-tongued bees gathering from red clover to
any extent?

Dr. Miller—Mr. Moore doesn't read carefully all I write.
He doesn't think it worth reading, or he would know that
I have said in print what I have said here. I say, I don'<-
know whether the long-tongued bees did more than any
other. I do know that a long-tongued bee will do better
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than the short-tongued bee, and I don't need to see the colony

do the work. Some things we can tell from common-sense
without seeing. I know that I can from here reach that watch
on the table.

Mr. York—But I don't want you to

!

Dr. Miller—And I know that a man with an arm two
feet longer can reach it easier. Have I seen him do it? I

don't need to. I know he could do it.

Mr. Moore—It is kind of mean, but I want to crowd you
squarely into a corner. You have long experience and you
say to this convention that you do or do not know of a red

clover field, whether your long-tongued bees did gather from
that field or not?

Dr. Miller—I don't think that any of my bees have ever

gotten a large amout of honey from red clover. They don't

need to, the red and white clover being in blossom about the

same time. I have seen them working on red clover, and

have seen them without going more than two rods from my
door, so I do know that they sometimes work on it, and at

other times I have gone in a red clover field and I couldn't

find a single bee. I don't think I have ever gotten very much
honey from red clover, but I believe that I will get more if

I have bees that can reach the nectar. In other words,

I could get more honey, if they would try to get it, with

long-tongued bees than with short-tongued. Now because

some may have gone too far in this business don't settle

down that there is no value in long-tongued bees. There is

very decided, and positive, and great value in long tongues,

and I believe the long tongue will go with other qualities.

If there is any truth in the doctrine of scientists about these

organs, then the effort to get that honey will lengthen that

tongue, and the bee that is good in other resoects will have

that tongue. Don't understand me as under-rating because

somebody has been advertising too much on it. There is

value in the long-tongued bee. But we don't need that sort

of a machine to measure the tongue, we can measure the

crop, which is worth more.

Mr. Muth—We want bees with long tongues, but we
want to know whether there is any truth in it. That is

what I am trying tO' answer, and candidly. The act of Dr.

Miller trying to stretch his arm out to reach that watch is

something different from the corolla of red clover. Suppose,

we will say, the nectar in the corolla it is not solid like the

watch. The side walls of that little flower attract the mois-

ture and a bee with a short tongue will not need to reach the

nectar. It can catch ahold of the side-wall, and just sip up
that nectar without touching it.

Dr. Miller—Do you tell us that a bee with a short tongue
will reach all the nectar in the clover?

Mr. Muth—No; nearly all.

Dr. Miller—Do they do it?

Mr. Muth—I believe they do.

Dr. Miller—They don't in my locality

!

Mr. Muth—They can suck it off on the side just like

when you go to eat gravy. Let a piece of soft bread lie in

the gravy ; and it will take it all up ; and that's the same way
that the bee gets the nectar from the flower.

Mr. Abbott—The test of all teaches that bees do work on
red clover sometimes. They do in Missouri, and I have in-

variably neticed that when we have a flow from red clover

every colony in the apiary was working on the red clover.

Something like four or five times have we had a good flow.

I had Italians and hybrids and Carniolans. I was experi-
mentinf?. and time after time when I found the bees in the

field working I went to the hives to see if any special colony
was carrying in pollen or honey, and I found them all work-
ing just the same, and when they were not all working there

were not any working. The Italians sometimes get out
earlier, and the general condition through the apiary was the
same in every hive. It wasn't the long tongues. There was
something else besides long tongues.

RECOGNITION OF THE SECRETARY'S SERVICES.

Mr. Horstmann—Before we start on more questions,
there is one thing I would like to bring up, and I think it

should be considered at this time. We have one member
in this organization who has been very faithful to the organi-
zation, and we have never done anything to pay him for any
trouble and work he has had, and I know he has had a great
deal. I am speaking of our secretary. He has served ever
since we organized. He has done a great many hours of
extra work that some of us perhaps never think of, and I think
this association can very well afford to pay him a little for

his work. I move that we give him $25 for his past year's

work.
Dr. Miller—Past year's work? It is for the past five

years' work. I wouldn't say for the past year's work.

Mr. Horstmann—I wouldn't make an attempt to give him
anything for the other years. Just make it for the past year.

We will let the other years go. He has never said anything

about it in any way. He would be satisfied if he didn't get

anything, hut I feel as though we should do somthing for

him, for "The laborer is worthy of his hire," and I don't

feel satisfied to have him work for nothing. I move that we
pay him $25 for the past year.

Mr. York—I have been in the Association from the be-

ginning, and I know that Mr. Moore has done the work for

five years, and freely, gladly and willingly, and he has done
everything to make this Association a success. I think we
all have enjoyed the results of the labors he has given us.

So much depends on the secretary. The amount of cor-

respondence and mailing out of circulars, especially in the

past year in connection with the foul brood law, has been a

good deal. I am very glad this motion has been made.
The motion was put and carried unanimously.

CAUSE OF PICKLED BROOD.

"What is the cause of pickled brood?"
Pres. York—Mr. France ought to be able to help us out

on that.

Mr. France—The cause of pickled brood? In short, I

don't know, but certain conditions seem to produce it so that

with a series of experience on those lines we can draw some
conclusions as to what that might be. A shortage of proper

food for the larval bee and a lack of proper temperature

are the two main causes. Now to upset that, in one of the

counties on the lake shore up here where every colony had
pickled brood, it was as serious as if it had been foul brood.

The colonies were reduced down badly. I fed every other

colony, strengthened them and warmed the hives up by out-

side wrappings, and it disappeared in these and not in the

others. The next year, in the same yard and in the same
locality, I asked them, between the time of fruit-blossom

and clover—there was about ten days' lapse of no honey-
flow—that each day these bees be fed a little, so that they

never knew the lapse between dandelion and clover bloom.

It kept up good, and they had no pickled brood, but the others

that were not treated did have. It was there at the time

when we got the honey-flow. You must go back to the time

when it began. Pickled brood, I don't believe, will ever lead

to foul brood. Pickled brood will dry down in the cell

and it will be lost. The bees will probably take care of it

themselves.
Mr. Abbott—Where did that name "pickled brood" come

from? They make pickles in Missouri with vinegar and
salt. Why is it called pickled brood?

Mr. France—Dr. Howard gave it that name, as near as

I know.
Mr. Abbott—Did he assign any reason?
Mr. France—No, there was somewhat of a sourness there,

but we get that also in black brood.

Dr. Miller—There wasn't any black brood then, so that

didn't count in the case, but there was the appearance of

sourness, or being pickled.

Mr. Abbott—That's so. Dr. Miller would make an edu-

cator.

Pres. York—If. Mr. Abbott would read the American Bee

Journal he would find out all about it

!

Dr. Miller—He has.

Pres. York—Dr. Howard examined a certain sample of

diseased brood, then wrote an article about it, and it was
published in the American Bee Journal. Afterwards he had

it printed to insert in his book on "Foul Brood." It was
entitled "Pickled Brood arrd its Causes." Dr. Howard named
the new disease "pickled brood."

Mr. Moore—I want to give Mr. France a chance to take

something back. He was quoted in a late number of the

American Bee Journal, in a foul brood article. I believe,

as saying tliat pickled or foul brood may begin from a lack

of prosperity in the colony, chilling, starvation, etc.

Mr. France—That foul brood might be produced by that ?

Mr. Moore—Yes, sir.

Mr. France—If I said so I doubt whether I was under-

stood by the reporter.

Mr. Johnson—I have the article here of the report andl
wondered at it myself. It reads: "There may be lots of solid

honey in the hive, but the brood may be starved or chilled,
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and these conditions may produce or cause the foul brood,

or under these conditions pickled brood."
Mr. France—I remember saying that the conditions that

would be produced by a larva in that condition would be a

proper medium, and would advance the growth probably of

foul brood.
Pres. York—That's it. It would develop there, but of

course not unless the germs are there first.

Dr. Miller— I think Mr. France has very distinctly said

that foul brood would not be started in any case without

the germs.
Mr. Moore—Will Mr. France tell the convention how

foul brood does start, how near to the source, or what is

the source, if he has found it, or the original foul brood or

any case of foul brood?

Mr. France—I. have got after that as close as I can.

I have gone back and read, two weeks ago, a German book on
foul brood that is 123 years old. I confess I don't know
what would originate foul brood. I can find where it was
first imported to America, and from Canada to the United
States, and from Italy to the United States, but what will

originate a case of it I don't know.
A Member.— It is like the smallpo.x. We know we have

it, but we don't know where it originates.

Mr. France—Yes, you might say it is like smallpox. We
know where probable conditions produce it. There is some
in Canada where we can't account for it. One year an apiary

was overflowed by the St. Lawrence River, and that drowned
the brood ; at least it appeared there, and it had never been

in that place before.

j\Ir. Abbott—Might they not just as well ask you the

question if you knew where any of the microscopic germs
came from in the universe?

Dr. Miller—What good would it do if you did know?
Mr. France—In most of the cases, through his manage-

ment, the bee-keeper has gotten it into his yard.

MOVING BEES IN HIVES WITH LOOSE FRAMES.

"What is the best method of preparing loose frames for

moving?"
Mr. Abbott—Fasten them.
Pres. York—By what method?
Mr. Abbott—The easiest method for me is to take a ham-

mer and some nails. I have moved many and shipped them
half way across the continent.

Pres. York—That is the Missouri method.
Mr. Wilcox—There are a great many methods of fixing

them. Let them alone six months before the time and they will

fasten themselves by brace-combs, and if moved a short dis-

tance they won't require any additional fastening. In other
cases I have found it very convenient to use end-bars of the

brood-frames, Just as we have the material for making brood-
frames, tack the ends and slip them down, and it just fits the

space. They are all wedged up fast together, and when you
are ready to open the hives just pull them out. It is easier

done, and cheaper, and it is perfectly safe.

SHIPPING BEES BY LOCAL FREIGHT.

Mr. Abbott—While this question is up I want to touch

on a thing right in that line. You know, Mr. York, that you
and I went before the classification committee and got them to

ship bees as local freight. I want to know if any of the

bee-keepers have been taking advantage of that? Is it gen-

erally known? I went to ship six colonies into Central Kan-
sas and the agent said, "You can't ship these less than car-

load lots." I said, "Yes, I can." He sent me to the fore-

man and he said : "You can't ship bee? that way. You ought
to know better than that." I said, "I ought to know bet-

ter, and I think you ought to, but you don't seem to know.
I was there when they admitted them into the classification,

and I am right sure it has not been taken out." He said,

"You can't ship them that way; you will have to take them
back and ship by express," I insisted upon his looking it up,

which he did, and he says, "Why, it is there." I said : "You
might have known it, or I wouldn't have told you." He
hadn't even noticed that. There hadn't been enough going
on there. I wonder if the bee-keepers generally know that

they can do that? They didn't down there. Those bees were
in St. Joe hives, and all he did was to nail the cover on.

and they went to Central Kansas perfectly safe. I think it

cost the purchaser about $2 for freight, and the express

charges would have been about $10.00. So you can see what
Mr. York did!

Pres. York—How many have taken advantage of ship-

ping bees by local freight?

Mr. Baldridge—Has it been printed, the classification

that they could ship by freight? Has it been printed in the

American Bee Journal 7

Mr. Abbott— I think Mr. York printed it. The manu-
facturers got us to go. I wrote the G. B. Lewis Company,
and I think it was printed in the American Bee Journal.

Mr. Hutchinson—Over how wide a scope of country
does this classification extend?

Mr. Abbott—All over.

Mr. Hutchinson—Does that take in Michigan?
Mr. Abbott—Nothing east of Chicago.

Mr. Whitney—I shipned 22 colonies from Ohio to Illi-

nois by the hundredweight. I didn't have a carload. I had
about 2,,soo pounds, and they occupied the whole car on the

Baltimore & Ohio from Shelby County, Ohio, to Kankakee.
I paid regular rates by the hundred. They didn't ask me to

take a car.

Mr. Niver—In New Jersey, Delaware, New York, and
Pennsylvania, all through there, they don't ask any ques-

tions. I have shipped at different times different quantities,

and never a carload. There were no questions asked ; they

always went.
Mr. Abbott—The rate is double first-class.

MOVING BEES IN WINTER.

"Can bees be moved in winter successfully?"
Dr. Miller—Yes.
Mr. Thompson—The question came up last winter about

a carload, and I am not quite certain but what some were
being brought into Wisconsin in the winter, and the results

were to be watched, and I would like to know if there is any-
thing known of it now?

Mr. France— I think the party who came from Canada to

Wisconsin moved in the winter, in December, when the ther-

mometer was below zero, and he had a loss of two combs so

far as the shipment of bees was concerned, but there were
other things broken. He came to this country, and they held
his bees for eight days in transit, and while on the way
he caught a serious cold, and could get only as as far as

Chicago. The bees were brought on to Wisconsin, unloaded,
covered up with straw and hay, and he hurried on here and
by the time he got back his 200 colonies of bees had gone
down to so. I had an opportunity to present the man with
60 colonies of bees by just going and getting them this

season.
Mr. Wheeler—How was that?

Mr. France—He came from Ontario, Canada. The bees
died from exposure after they were piled up. I knew of two
yards, one of 60 and another one of 11, that were diseased, and
the owners were disposed to burn up everything, and I had an
opportunity' to give this man the bees. I took them home,
and out of the diseased hives, and put them in his healthy

hives. The diseased material was left in the other yard.

Mr. Thompson—Would it be possible to move them?
Under what conditions should the remainder of the winter

be spent, and are they in any condition in the spring?

Mr. Wilco.x—Do you mean in good condition instead of

any condition?
Mr. Thompson—I mean in condition to work.
Mr. Abbott—A customer asked me about moving his bees.

He was building a new house, and he asked me what I

thought would be the best thing for him to do with his bees.

I told him if they were my bees I would wait until it snowed,

and I should put them on a sled quietly and set them off

just as quiet, doing it myself, and then let them alone. I

was just wondering if I gave him good advice.

Mr. Whitney—My first bees were two colonies in

Ohio. I bought them and moved them five miles in zero

weather on a sled. They came out all right in the spring.

Of course. I handled them carefully.

Mr. Thompson—I was told by a prominent Wisconsin
bee-keeper that he would move bees at any time during the

winter, and put them in a cellar where the thermometer

wasn't lower than 60 for ten days or two weeks, and he had
no fear but what they would come out all right; that they

would winter safely.

Mr. Longsdon—Mr. Thompson has told us how we may
move bees without harm. Put them in a cellar or warm place

until they get quiet and cluster. It is no trouble. But to

rouse them up in cold weather you are simply destroying

lots of them unnecesarily. Give them a warm place to re-

cluster in.
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Mr. Wheeler—Some 15 years ago I moved 24 colonies

to Iowa on a freight train with a lot of stock and stufif. After

I got there, thev were unpacked and I piled them up and

covered them with chaff and straw and let them stand there

nearly a month before having a flight, and every colony

lived and was strong and in good condition, and I was quite

surprised myself that they came through. They weren't

put in a cellar. The atmosphere was zero.

Mr. Hintz—I had a little experience in that thmg that

I will relate the results of next fall. I moved a lot yesterday

on a common hay-rack, 14 colonies, and five in a little spring

wagon, and they got roused up on the gravel road. They

were three miles from home and I didn't have time to take

off the stories. They got roused up, but after awhile they

settled down, and I think they will winter just as well as any

I moved some before in winter weather. They had a
_

good

lot of honey, and a good clustering place. They didn't get

separated in the comb, but only pretty well stirred up, and there

was a clustering place or super up above where they clus-

tered between. There is no danger, and especially three or

four weeks after, if they can have a good flight. I will report

next fall at our meeting. I have 37 colonies to move, and

every hive with honey. Both stories are full.

Mr. Wilcox—It would be well to offer a word of cau-

tion. One fall, the harvest over, the hives were turned over

in the snow before carrying them into the cellar for wmter,

and they remained in that condition but a few days. How
long I do not know, but when I went to carry them into the

cellar I found the bees were all spotting their combs. I

straightened them up and put them into 'hives as well as I

could, with plenty of leaves, and carried them immediately

into the cellar with others, and they were kept at a good and

proper temperature all winter, and in the spring they were

all dead, every one, while the other bees wintered well. This

tends to show that those colonies were injured by being

turned wrong side up into the snow but a few days before

going into the cellar.
. , rr xu

Mr. Hintz—Did they have fall or spring honey? if they

have good fall honey it won't hurt them.

Mr Wilcox—If you know that, I will take your word

for it. I don't know it. I have always believed fall honey

was as good as spring honey to winter bees. As to what

they did have, they had the honey they reserved for them-

selves, and they got it themselves, whatever that may have

been. „ . t i_

Mr. Wheeler—I am not anxious to talk, but I have

had an experience. I have had mine hauled home and put

in the cellar without a flight or anything, and I have had my
bees in my home yard carried into another cellar, and I

watched it very closely for I have heard a great deal about

that, and I have found no difference in the way the bees

winter. Those that were hauled home and put in at once

and not given a flight wintered just as well as those that

were set right in the yard.

Mr. Thompson—Did you ever take them out m the same

manner from the out yard?

Mr. Wheeler—No, sir; I didn't do that.

PLACE OF THE NEXT NATIONAL MEETING.

Pres. York-How many prefer to have the next National

Bee-keepers' Convention at St. Louis?

Dr. Miller—That question I see asked in the American

Bee Journal by Pres. Harris.

After a long discussion, the result was as follows:

St. Louis, 18: San Antonio, none; Cincinnati, 9; Salt Lake

City, none; and Boston, 2.

SECOND DAY—AFTERNOON SESSION.

QUEEN-REARING—TRANSFERRING L.\RV.E.

"What is the best method of transferring larvae from

worker-cells into queen-cells, and is royal jelly a necessity?

Dr. Miller—Roval jelly is not a necessity under the right

way of manipulating, but I don't know what the best way of

transferring larva; is. The way that does for me is to take a

piece of grass, timothy stick, something of that kind, and cut

it into the form of a toothpick and dip under the larva in the

worker-cell and put it in the queen-cell. That's all there is of

that part of it. I don't know but what the queen-breeders

use something better, but the grass is always at hand and

I use that.
. , , -r t j >..

Mr Starkey—I don't know what is best, but if 1 don t

happen to have a spoon made for the purpose I take my
knife and split oft splinters of soft wood, and cut it with a

toothpick point, and run through my fingers with the thumb-

nail on the back, and by that pressure I make it cup. It is

pliable, and when I push that down into the cell it will spring

under the larva and dip up, and it will very easily slide off

when I put it in the cup. The front part of the wood is cut

flat and the back I cut three-cornered—a flat triangle, and by
slipping it through my thumb it is made pliable.

Mr. Wheeler—I prefer to let the bees do it.

Mr. Duby—Is royal jelly a necessity? Some say it is

not, some say it is. There are perhaps some parties here
who have answers for this. Perhaps Mr. Stanley uses royal

jelly when he transfers.

Mr. Stanley—Well, I don't know. I think it is. It is

a great start anywhere. They accept the cells better with it,

and there is nothing better than a toothpick to transfer the
larva, or a quill will answer the purpose.

Dr. Miller—Can you get along without the royal jelly

at all ?

Mr. Stanley—Yes, sir; it can't be depended on, though.
Some colonies might do very well, and others wouldn't. You
might get along without it by putting the cells in first and
then supplying them with the larv;e afterwards. By putting
the cups in the queenless colony for some time they accept
them better that way without the jelly.

BOTTOM STARTERS IN SECTIONS.

"Are bottom starters in sections necessary or desir-
able?"

Pres. York—I think they use them in Marengo. Now, Dr.
Miller can't say "I don't know" to that.

Mr. Meredith—In two apiaries that contained over 50
colonies, each with and without the bottom starters, 200
sections were put on the market cased up, and I found that
the ones having both top and bottom starters was honey that
was more salable than that produced where they had only
the top starter. I am very particular on account of the
quality, and if the starters were not very well toward the
bottom, many times the drone-comb would be there, and cus-
tomers object to it.

Mr. Longsdon—Will Mr. Meredith please tell us a little

bit about the heft and form of the comb-honey package that

sells the best, that is, the most in demand, > and that we can
do the best with, if he will?

Pres. York—We will have that after the present question.
Dr. Miller—So far as I know, I was the first one who

began the bottom-starter business, and I am at it yet. Pretty
often you find me five years afterwards throwing away the
things I have done before. There is this about a section
being filled : It is very much as Mr. Meredith has stated.

You are sure of having the sections built down to the bottom,
and under 'certain circumstances without it you are pretty

sure that it will not be built down to the bottom, and it will

have a passage-way under. One of the things that results

from the bottom starter, you will avoid what is sometimes
done—the comb in the section will be bent off to one side

and built up against the super, and I confess it was two or
three years before I found why I had gotten rid of that.

The bees would fill it in. If they had a heavy flow they
wouldn't do that, but after a light flow the sections near the

outside would be filled in. They work the most on the in-

side, and they would keep turning it over and get near the

super. One of the first things that the bees do if you have
a bottom Starter, if you have a small starter—I have them
less than a quarter of an inch between the two starters

—

and the first thing they do is to fasten the two together, and
then cannot be shoved off to one side, so there is a somewhat
important point about it there. The thing in a nutshell is.

you have it filled up even ; it isn't fuller at the bottom or

fuller at the corners.

Mr. Highet—How deep is the bottom starter?

Dr. Miller—5^ of an inch.

Mr. Kannenburg—Do the bees leave any passage-way,

where the starter is connected on either side, sometimes?
Dr. Miller—Yes, they may do that up at the top, up at

the upper corner, but in many cases there is no passage-

way whatever.
Mr. Kannenburg—They generally will have a passage-

way somewhere, or they might leave it in the middle.

Dr. Miller—No, I never saw it. Often they leave no
passage-way whatever.

Mr. Wheeler—I have a way that's a little different from
some. I use a split section. I split a section right in two,

and run the sheet of foundation right through the center of
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the section, so I have a starter on all four sides, and the

center all filled up solid so the bees have no hole to get

through, and build out from each side, and when they are

finished I have a section all finished.

Dr. Miller—The whole section?

Mr. Wheeler—Yes, the whole section. I let down four

halves of the section, then I lay on the sheet of foundation
and lay on the other four halves, put in the super, and take

another and do the same way. My sections are filled full.

Dr. Miller—Is there ever any sagging?
Mr. Wheeler—No, and I have never had one injured.

They are always perfect, and they won't vary half an ounce
in weight.

Dr. Miller—You would be in fashion in England.
Mr. Kannenburg—Don't that spoil the looks of the sec-

tions after they are filled? Looks kind of split off, and you
can't finish it off.

Mr. Wheeler—That's against it. It leads to another
point : People see the foundation, and they maybe think it is

manufactured. That's the greatest objection.

Mr. Niver—How do you fasten those two halves of

the section? Do you let the bees do that?
Mr. Wheeler—Clamp them together.

Dr. Miller—The foundation does it.

Mr. Niver—They will hold until you ship?
Mr. Wheeler—The bees do that. After they are in the

hive 24 hours they will hold together perfectly.

Pres. York—It will do it all right. I have seen it many
times.

Mr. Chapman—How do you split the sections?

Mr. Wheeler—The factory does that. I buy them that

way.
ARE FULL-WEIGHT SECTIONS W.^NTED?

Mr. Longsdon—Do we want the sections full? I have
seen advertised here in Chicago, "Honey wanted, but we
don't want it to weigh over so many ounces." I would like

to hear from some man who does know how full we want the
sections filled.

Pres. York—Do we want full-weight sections?

Mr. Niver—I have quite a lot of experience right there,

and it is my experience that the most popular weight to sell

to the grocer is i2 ounces, and that would go in a section

.?5^x4J4xi;i inches. It weighs exactly I3 ounces full—fancy
honey.

Pres. York—Now, Mr. Muth, I think you would better
answer the question. Do you want "full" things down in

Cincinnati, or not?

Mr. Muth—I have the honor to have a personal ac-

quaintance and friendship with Frank Rauchfuss, and I think
he is the best-posted honey-man in the world. I also had the

pleasure of his company for about three days when he was
in Cincinnati some two or three years ago, and a circular they
issue on the grading of honey, and how they adopt their style

meets my notion to the dot. They favor the 4%x4%xlJ^
section, open top and bottom, and 24 sections to the case-
fancy, of course, is always the best. A 24-section case should
weigh from 22 to 23 pounds, and no more than 24 pounds.
We all go to the limit even if we do advertise long-tongued
queens ! The retail grocer or the general public is the one
that we cater to. What we like may not be wanted by other
people. If I want to buy a pound I want 16 ounces. When
I sell a man a pound I sell him 16 ounces for a pound, and
when I tell a man I will do it, I will do it. A retail grocer

will often telephone me, "What have you got?" "I have some-
thing that will strike you." He wants a case of honey that

has 24 sections and that weighs 22 pounds. If I tell him I

have a case of 24 sections that weigh 25J4 pounds he will

say, "I don't want it." I have that demonstrated to me right

along. A man in Iowa sent me about $275.00 worth. I had
forgotten to mention when I told him to let his honey come
that it must average less than a pound to a section, or it

should not average more than 23 or 24 pounds to the case,

but he let it come, and it all averages 25 and 26 pounds to the

case. Well, there I am. I am looking for a buyer. I would
like to sell it for what I paid for it. I believe they are all

like that. I don't care; if a retail grocer wants light weight,

give it to him; or if he v;ants pounds, give it to him. If he
wants light weights, I have it; and if he wants pounds I have
it; but the majority want to make a little money, and they

don't make it anyway because they cut prices. They want
to get the trade. If they are light weights, about 14 ounces,
that strikes a man all right. They look like a pound and they
can get 20 cents a piece.

Dr. Miller—Why do they make any more money on one
than on the other?

Mr. Muth—Say I buy it by the pound, and I sell to the

retail grocer by the pound, and they generally sell by the

piece. There is more short-weight honey on the market than
pounds, and whenever you have heavy-weight honey on the
market you have a proposition. The gentleman that sold me
this honey is a very fine one, but if I had known that the
honey was heavy weight I wouldn't have wanted it for three

cents a pound less than I paid for it, because it is a drug on
the market.

Dr. Miller^—If they all weigh alike, why is it that one will

bring a better price than the other? If a section weighs I'/i

pounds, wouldn't they be willing to pay for lyi pounds?
Mr. Muth—No, sir. There are 24 sections in a case, and

the case weighs 25H pounds. The retail grocer will figure

out each section will cost him say sixteen cents a pound ; if

under this weight you could sell for 18 cents a pound, and
make about 40 cents on the case ; but if he has to pay 18

cents a pound he will have to sell it for 20 cents, and a lady

will come in and say, "You sell that frame of honey for 20
cents? I can get all I want for 18 cents." Your.= might be

so big, and the other so small, it is the same thing, I assure

you. Life is too short to talk with people. Give to them just

exactly what they want, and let them alone. [Applause.]

Dr. Miller—I would like to ask : These people that buy
light-weight sections, do they think they are getting full-

weight?
Mr. Muth—No, sir. We arc not talking about weights at

all. Now, mind you, I am no retailer. If I see a customer
come up to buy a pound of honey I am astonished, because

none come to me. I am a wholesaler. I am taking the posi-

tion of the retailer, and I am catering to the retail grocery

trade. That's what I suppose you want to know.
Dr. Miller—If I have a 24-section case that weighs 24

pounds can I get as much a pound for that as if it weighed
22 pounds to the case?

Mr. Muth—Yes, that will go all right.

Dr. Miller.—Same thing?
Mr. Muth—This man who sent me the $275.00 worth of

honey gets just as much from me, but I wish he had his

honey and I had my money. How am I going to get rid of it?

I have to stick it on to some fellow that doesn't know any-

thing about it. I am selling by the weight. He is not going

to make as much. Maybe I am a little bit too frank with you,

gentlemen.
Pres. York—We are not used to it in Chicago! Look out

for him I

Dr. Miller—Never mind him. I am from the country.

I want to know about that case of honey, the one that's light

weight. The light-weight section will bring just as much
money as the section that weighs 17 ounces because the peo-

ple think that they are all just alike!

Mr. Muth—That doesn't give the situation. Say a 24-

section case of honey will weigh, 22 pounds. We will say

at 15 cents a pound, that would make $3.30. Now divide that

by 24—about 14 cents a piece. He will get 18 or 20 cents for

it, and he is going to make a nice profit. But if his case of

honey weighs 25 pounds, he has to pay me 15 cents a pound.

A retail grocer is not a broad-gauged man, and competition

drives him to see money, and he will hesitate a whole lot be-

fore he will take an over-weight case of honey when a short-

weight case is presented to him, because it always sells by

the section.

Dr. Miller—You get just as much for one section as for

the other? If a grocer held up two sections before a woman
and said, "There is one that weighs 14 or 15 ounces, and here

is another that weighs a pound," would she give the same
for one as for the other?

Mr. Muth—No.
Dr. Miller—You have to fool Iicr?

Mr. Muth—No.
Mr. Wheeler—The grocery man don't handle both kinds,

don't you know ?

Mr. Muth—The dealer caters to the wants of the retail

grocer, or to the demand.
Dr. Miller—The grocer wants a light-weight section.

Now, does the woman want the light-weight section? And
what is she going to get? Which do you say, does she or

doesn't she?
Mr. Muth—You can go to any one of these grocers and

ask them what kind of coffee they sell the most of. Do they

sell the most Mocha and Java, or do they sell the most of

Arbuckles?
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Dr. Miller—Would you rather drink Mocha and Java?
Mr. Muth—They sell the kind they make the most on.

We all like the best, but whether we will pay the price or
not is another matter. The retail grocer is in business for
profit, and we have to give him just exactly what he wants
or he doesn't want it at all.

Dr. Miller—If the woman knows the truth about it?
Mr. Muth—She doesn't know it. They generally fool

them.

Dr. Miller—The customers have to be fooled?
Mr. Muth—They get fooled quite often.
Mr. Wheeler—I think there is more to that than that

alone. Leave the comb honey out of the question ; take ex-
tracted honey. Pres. York and I have had a good deal to do
with that. We find that a jar holding ^ of a pound sells ten
to one where the one-pound jars sells. The grocery man will
make his profit out of one just as well as the other. People
are looking for a cheaper package. They like to have some-
thing around 15 cents. As soon as it is 18 or 20, then they
stop buying. The i/4 jar sells just as the 15-cent cake of
honey does. It ranges between 15 and 18 cents a package. I

have found that to be the fact ever since I commenced to sell

honey. They want honey around 15 cents—the people that
are consuming honey. There is a pound of honey, but the
grocery man may stay there all day and they will buy the
iS-cent jar of honey.

Mr. Niver—I have been a grocery man nine years of my
life, I have sympathy for the grocer, I know why all these
things are, and we don't get at the point. The grocery man
hates to figure. He can convince his customer that he is
honest. It isn't practical in a grocery store to weigh a sec-
tion and get the different fractions and figure it up, so he
guesses at it.

Dr. Miller—Anybody been asking about fractions?

Mr. Niver—Follow my argument. The honey-producers,
in order to work off No. 2's and 3's will take a few very
heavy sections and mix them with quite a number of light
ones, and it all comes to 22 pounds, and it is a light-weight
case, but they are not all alike. The customer comes in and
the grocer says, "Take your choice at 15 cents," for instance,
and the lady will pick out the best section, as you or I would,
and as anybody else would, and the last six to eight are culls.
He can't sell them at hardly any price. He doesn't want to
handle honey after that. You give him 24 sections of honey
that weigh exactly a pound apiece, every one, and he puts it

there at 15 cents, the last will sell as well as the first one;
but put another case right opposite which weighs J4 of a
pound each, and sell them at 12 cents, and the other at 15,
the i2-cent will go first. That is human nature. We cater
to that idea, and had all our sections to hold M of a pound
each, and they would retail at 15 cents in those days. The
pound sections had to retail at 20, which was the same price
per pound, yet it was almost impossible to sell the pound sec-
tions while it was easy to sell the others. Another class of
trade, we sold No. 2's, 10 ounces each, and they sold two for
a quarter, and they went more rapidly than fancy honey be-
cause the lady will buy two for a quarter rather than pay 15
cents each. It would go faster than the other for that reason,.
It is the culls on the last end that is the reason he wants
honey all alike, and while he doesn't want a large, heavy
case—

.

Dr. Miller—How much would those culls weigh?
Mr. Niver—About lo ounces. We sold by count always,

and not figures. It is the most practical way, and it gets rid
of this talk. Grade your honey correctly. Sell by count, -and
the grocery man is better satisfied, and it is easier work to
sell it.

Dr. Miller—Suppose a section weighs 10 or 12 ounces?
Mr. Niver—I say that is No, 2
Dr. Miller—How would that sell?

Mr. Niver—Per pound the same as the other.
Dr, Miller—How to the customer?
Mr. Niver—Same price for it.

• Dr. Miller—No trouble to sell it?

Mr. Niver—No, reasonably more popular honey.
Dr. Miller—How wouldn't it be profitable at the tail end?
Mr. Niver—Because he has to sell it for the same price

as the good. Has to pack it good, and put it in the same
case. They want to work off their No. steens ; they will try
to work them off with the good honey, and make the good
honey sell the other, and then the grocery man "gets it where
the baby wore the beads," when they sell it that way.

Dr. Miller—I notice by the report in the American Bee
Journal that the heavy-weights bring about 2 to 3 cents a

pound less than the others, and some people have hinted to
me sometimes that that was because the grocers want to buy
by weight and sell by the piece, with the inference to the
customer that each one weighs about a pound, and I couldn't
make myself believe that that was entirely honest. They
were deceived about it, and they thought they were getting a
pound in each section.

Mr, Wheeler—I have sold considerable honey in Chicago
this year. They would ask, "How much do your sections
weigh ?" And I would tell them, 12 to 14 ounces. After that
my end of the story is done. Whatever the grocer tells is

nothing to me, I told him the truth, and I have no trouble
in selling them.

Pres. York—I don't think the customers know very much
about the pound section. They but it as a package.

Mr. Clarke—As to the public buying a box of honey

—

the general public at the stores where they dOn't believe and
know—they suppose that they get a pound of honey.

Mr. Niver—A man's belief is of no consequence to any-
body but himself, and what they believe is none of my busi-
ness. If I say that piece of honey is worth IS cents—I didn't
tell him it was a pound, or two pounds. Why should he not
believe it weighs two pounds? and the same argument was
used when we came to one-pound sections. It is not a ques-
tion of weight. This piece of honey is 15 cents, 18 cents, or
20 cents, as the case may be. Say 20 cents that section is

worth. Well, if you want to for an experiment they will

weigh it for you, but no grocer can afford to take the time
to weigh it all. If you buy an orange, they say the orange
is worth so much. Take it or leave it. There is no dis-

honesty, because there is no claim setting forth that they
weigh a pound, or two pounds.

Mr. Clarke—Some of the strongest laws in existence are
unwritten laws, I have had lots of experience. A lady sent

to two different stores for a bushel of potatoes, 60 pounds.
A section-box is supposed to weigh a pound, generally speak-
ing. This lady got 13 pounds short-weight on the one bushel
from the grocer who sold by measure, and the other grocer
sent her 60 pounds for a bushel. What is the fact? Every-
body says now, "B. will swindle you, and the other is honest
and will give you what is perfectly right," and I think it

holds good in honey as in any other goods. I never have a
month go by but what I have somebody come in to buy honey,
and I will say, "Well, that section won't average more than
14 or IS ounces," and the customer says, "Why, I always
supposed that was a pound." They are misjudging it because
they are no judge.

Mr. Moore—I hate to add anything to this discussion. In
my mind it runs back at least 10 years. Dr. Miller has written

numerous articles in the bee-papers right along this direct

question as to whether it was moral and right to sell pound
sections in the way that they are sold in the trade. There is

no use in our deceiving ourselves. Fight the devil with fire

and tell the truth. There are no morals in business. Very
little of it in Chicago business. I hate to say it, but the

percentage of the people, take the retail grocery business, who
allow their morals to interfere with their business over the

counter, is very small in Chicago.
Dr. Miller—Go to Cincinnati for that I

Mr. Moore— It is my conviction, after 17 years of selling

honey, and calling on hundreds of grocery stores, there is a
dishonest motive back of buying honey by the pound and sell-

ing it by the piece. That's what Dr. Miller has always
claimed. I don't claim so because he says so. I would rather

be against him if my reason was so, for the sake of my own
individuality. Let us not deceive ourselves. People don't

know what these sections are called. Everybody, everywhere,
knows that they are called a pound section. That is a pound
section without any honey in it. You may put in one ounce,

or 16 ounces, or 20 ounces, but the lady thinks of a pound
when she asks for that. It is a pound section. The grocer

has bought 12-ounce sections by the pound, and he sells them
by the piece, with the implication that they are a pound, and
he gets the pound price for it. Some of the grocers are a
little "green," and they buy heavy-weights and sell them for

20 cents a pound. This man is a little bit smoother, and he
buys the light-weight and he sells a section for 18 cents, and
he makes more than the fellow does who sells them for 20
cents, and the thought came to me whether if we as bee-
keepers had a duty in regard to selling light-weight sections

to the grocers and giving them a chance to make a dishonest

profit. Occasionally some of the grocers arc ignorant. I went
into a grocery store and I saw some 12-ounce sections. I

said, "What did you pay for those?" "Why," he says, "I
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paid 12 cents a pound." I said, "No, you didn't, you paid i(>

"

He wouldn't believe it. "You paid I2 cents a section for it,

but the sections only weigh 12 ounces, and that's 16 cents a

pound." The position that that grocer was in is the positio.i

of the average housekeeper who buys this 4I4. square section

and thinks it is a pound. I don't know if there is any remedy,

and I don't know if it is on our consciences. If we sell our

honey honestly, and the grocer thinks he has to deceive his

customers, I don't know whether that is our affair. I should

like to hear this discussed, whether we should cater to this

light-weight section trade which tends to dishonesty.

Pres. York—What does Mr. Moore mean by a dishonest

profit? What would be a dishonest profit on a section of

honey ?

Mr. Moore—Any profit on anything is dishonest which is

gotten under deception of the customer.
Mr. Starkey—There is one thing I think we don't all

consider, and that is the fact that the more prudent house-

wife who hasn't an unlimited use of the bank account, or has

trained herself to the point where she means to save every

cent she can (and it is proper she should, because there are

chances when she can), when they go to buy honey or any
other thing when they find something for a cent cheaper they

prefer to buy it. It isn't because this man has a l6-ounce sec-

tion of honey that he prefers to sell it; he knows the cus-

tomers are looking for something that costs less money, and
they are willing to take a smaller package, or rather the bee-

keepers are not supplying the demand for a small-priced

article. Now, I know if you put up a lo-cent package of

honey, that would be enough to put on the table, and they
would sell a great deal of that where they wouldn't sell a

20-cent package ; yet a honey-producer cannot afford to put
it up that way. The honey-man cannot afford to supply the

demand. It costs too much to put it up and handle it. The
grocery man would rather make three cents on a 20-cent

package than 2 cents on a lo-cent package.
A Member—That depends.
Mr. Starkey—I believe in this case it will apply. You

will grant that you can sell twice as many.
A Member—No, we won't.

Mr. Starkey—There is a demand for something that is

not supplied. The grocery-man is just about as honest as

any other man. They are trying to deal squarely, but if they
find that the customers won't buy 20-ounce sections they
get something else The grocery man is not dishonest.

Mr. Horstmann—There is no need of anybody being dis-

honest in selling comb honey. Now, I sell both extracted and
comb honey. People come to me and ask me the price of

honey. I say, "I sell the extracted at IS cents a pound, and the

comb honey at 20 cents a section. I tell them they weigh al-

most a pound : some weigh a pound and some weigh a lit-

tle less. We sell it by the section, we don't sell it by the

pound; but if you want a full pound, I will sell you a full

pound of extracted honey for a certain price and I sell honey
in bulk." They bring the jar to buy it in. Anyone can come
to me and buy honey, and if he wants a pound he won't get

a light-weight section. If he wants the latter I let him have
them, if I have them to dispose of. If they sell my honey
to somebody else and sell 12 ounces for a pound it is their

dishonesty, not mine. I am honest in my sales. I tell them
just how much I think they weigh.

Dr. Miller—I am very glad to accept the fact, and I do
believe it is a fact, that that argument that a lighter section

will sell better is from the mere fact that it is a lighter section ;

and the one thing that proves it is, that when the change
was made from the 2-pound to the i-pound sections, there

was no deception in the weight in either case. The i-pound
section would sell in the market fo' one cent a pound more,
and the only reason was because it was a lighter section ; and
still with all that, when I tell you that a light-weight case of

sections will sell for 2 cents a pound more than one weigh-
ing a pound each, I am afraid that is because the grocers
expect to sell these with the unspoken understanding on the

part of the customer that they are getting a pound section.

Mr. Muth—I don't believe. Dr. Miller, that I am doing
something that is wrong. The retail grocers as a whole are

honest, and very seldom do you see a sign "20 cents a pound,"
or "18 cents a pound," when you see section honey. You
will find a little ticket on it—20, 18 or 16 cents a comb, but
they want to buy by the pound and they want to buy light-

weight sections. There is no deception. The only deception
is when the bee-keepers stick the dealer on honey that

weighs more than a pound ! I am talking from the dealers'

point of view, and right straight.

Mr. Niver—"One point that has not been touched. A
2-pound piece of honey put on the table will go on and off

a number of times, and the last few times it won't be eaten,

and it is thrown away. It isn't so bad with the pound section,

but a half-pound section will go every time, and they will

buy two ^-pound sections where they will buy only l-pound
section, and they will buy it a great deal oftener. That was
one reason why we went down to the J^-pound section, which
is as low as we could make profitably. If we could have
made J^-pounds we would have done it, but you cannot af-

ford to do that. We cut to 34-pound, and they were very
well satisfied. The 4^x4^xJ^ were almost unsalable.

GETTING UNIFORM-WEIGHT SECTIONS.

"How can you get sections all to weigh 12 ounces each?"
Mr. Moore—The gentleman here has explained.
Mr. Fairbanks—Speaking of pound sections, I have an

uncle in New Hampshire who puts his honey up in half-

pound packages, and he has no trouble disposing of them two
for a quarter, or I2j^. cents a piece.

Dr. Miller—What is the size of the section?

Mr. Fairbanks—I didn't pay much attention to that; he
worked those altogether, and he said that a man could hardly
sell a pound section there. It wouldn't sell nearly so rapidly.

It is a great bother and lots of work. I helped him put some
together, but I didn't pay much attention to it, as I thought
it was too much trouble. I wished since, though, that I had.

It is like picking hazel-nuts out of chaff; I didn't think I had
any time for it. Let me say, that there wouldn't be any
family that would have to put it on the table more than once,

because it would be all eaten up.

Pres. York—The question is : "How can you get sections

all to weigh 12 ounces each?"
A Member—Can't do it.

Mr. Meredith—Cut out a little piece of the honey!
Pres. York—We would better have the next number on

the program now, by Mr. Morley Pettit, of Ontario, Canada.
The secretary will read the paper first, and then if we have
time we will go on with the questions.

Secretary Moore then read Mr. Pettit's paper, as follows:

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A PROFITABLE
HOME MARKET FOR HONEY.

The matter of markets is one of the most important

problems in connection with bee-keeping. It involves differ-

ent factors, principally buyers, sellers, prices, expenses, and
profits. Profits are determined by deducting from the selling

price the cost plus the expense of selling. Do not forget

the expense of selling. The ultimate buyer is the consumer,

and the sellers are any or all of three: retailers, wholesalers,

and producers.

The producer expects a price for his product which will

pay interest on his investment in bees, fixtures, etc. ; will pay

running expenses of the business, and a good profit on the

time and muscle and brain work which he may devote to it.

The wholesaler and retailer must each also make a paying

profit.

Like all other problems in connection with bee-keepmg,

that of establishing and maintaining a home market is a sub-

section of the question supreme from a business standpoint

—

How to secure the best profits or the highest returns for the

investment of money, time and brains. In the matter of sell-

ing his product, shall the bee-keeper become wholesaler, or

retailer, or both, or neither? If he is neither, he may put his

honey up in large packages and sell to a few firms, possibly

only one. He has few packages to fill and handle, few sales

to make and few shipments. This requires small expense of

money and time, and time is money. Let me repeat, time is

money ! Always money to those who do not lack either

health or ambition to attain the highest business success. To
sell to the wholesaler direct, then, cuts down the expense

account. It has this advantage: It also brings a low price

because the other two sellers must have their respective mar-

gins. It sends more honey to the large cities and tends to

reduce the retail price there. If it leaves a shortage at home
there is a double loss. Does the advantage counterbalance

the disadvantage? Every man must answer for himself.

If the producer becomes wholesaler he saves the latter's

profit to himself, provided his reputation is good and he

knows enough to ask the right price. He also keeps the honey

nearer home, avoids the glut of large city rnarkets, and
saves freight-rates. On the ether hand, more time must be

spent in canvassing for sales, putting honey up in smaller

packages, and collecting small accounts.
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When the producer becomes retailer the price is again
increased, and usually also the expense. The small producer
may be fortunate enough to sell his entire crop at the house
with little expense. Further sales must be made by a house-
to-house canvass. This takes time and travelling expense,
but honey is thus taken into houses where it might never
be used, and the increased consumption and gain in price
will probably pay for the extra expense. The farther one
gets from home in retailing honey the greater the expense,
until a point is reached where the expense eats up the profit
and wholesaling must be resorted to. In this also a point
is reached where it will pay to ship the balance to wholesale
firms or commission men in the large cities. These are a
few of the points to be considered in deciding how best to
dispose of the honey.

The home market depends largely upon the bee-keeper
himself. He must put up a uniformly good article at a uni-
form price. Supply honey in whatever form the trade de-
mands, but use every effort to educate people to buy it in the
cheapest form, that is, extracted honey granulated, in tin,

wood or paper. Push the sale of large, cheap packages. Do
not sell a pound bottle, hoping that the next order will be a
lo-pound pail. Families will take a 5-pound pail every Satur-
day when, if shown a 2-pound package, they would probably
cut down their weekly order to that. Last season a local
dealer showed in his window a 6o-pound cake of granulated
white-clover honey, having removed the tin with a can-
opener. The honey was cut in squares and sold by the pound,
wrapped in paper like butter or cheese. This season he is

selling granulated honey for me again, but it is in Aikin
honey-bags. These prove a good seller where people have
learned that the granulated form is the natural and most
palatable condition of honey in cool weather. Every bee-
keeper should be an educational institution disseminating
knowledge in his neighborhood and beyond. He should teach
the nature and habits of honey, and its value as both food
and medicine. By all means strenuously strive to reduce
the cost of production and marketing, and maintain the
price.

I have omitted detailed instructions which may be found
in text-books and bee-papers; but I would say to bee-keepers
who personally meet the consumers of your honey: Struggle
against this pernicious habit of reliquefying honey, and put-
ting up in expensive bottles. Show them that granulated
honey in its natural state, is attractive and palatable, and is
more apt to be pure.

A point which I would like to bring up particularly for
discussion is this question: How to meet the competition
of small producers who do not know the value of their
product nor their time. They think to gain advantage by
cutting a cent or two from the price. Then we must either
meet that, and the result is all lose a cent per pound, and
no more honey is sold, or else let them have the retail trade
and sell wholesale, when there is a general lowering of price.
Of course, the remedy is local organization, which is slow
and difficult, or a local "corner" which is expensive and well-
nigh impossible.

To establish a home market is commendable, in that it

promotes the universal distribution and consumption of
honey. It is also expensive; but with the cooperation among
honey-producers necessary to their highest success it will
certainly pay. Morley Pettit.

Pres, York—The paper is now before you for discussion.
Mr. Abbott—We hear a good deal said about the middle

man. This is an age in which they are trying to eliminate the
fellow in the middle. All sorts of societies and organizations
are trying to get rid of the middle man. He is a fellow who
lives in the city, and pays big prices for help and rent, and
sells goods on small margins. It just occurred to me that he
was the man to encourage to get rid of having the market
spoiled. Here is this fellow in every city who handles honey.
The fellow who comes in and doesn't know the price, he
hasn't the time, and if he had he hasn't the adaptability. This
is an age of the divisibility of labor. In a watch factory one
man makes one wheel, and another man makes another, and
every man makes his wheel all right. There isn't a man that
can make a whole watch, and they do that because they get
better results that way ; and so with the fellow selling. I am
now handling comb honey, and I don't want to be in business
for fun. A man came into my place along in the season and
he says, "What's honey worth?" I said, "That depends on
the character of it. I am not buying it, but it ought to bring
a good price because there is a small crop, and if I had honey

|

I would get a good price for it." He said, "I have been
around the city retailing mine. I have got a wagon-load,
and I have been retailing it at 25 cents—two pounds for 25
cents." I said. "My dear, sir, are you a candidate for the
lunatic asylum? .-^re you giving away your labor like that?
If you have the honey, and it is the kind you say, drop the
whole business right down here and I will give you a check,
and I will sell every bit, and I would just as soon have a
little of your money as somebody else." He says, "If that's

the case, I will take my honey home." He would better have
sold it to me and let me made 23^ cents than to have peddled
it around the city destroying the market for a lot of other
people. Don't you think the middle man would have been
an advantage? The producer could take his ready cash and
go home. He seemed to be glad to go home, and not have
to go to the trouble of peddling it, because he didn't like that

kind of work. We make a mistake about these things. The
man who sells honey, the man who starts from Cincinnati and
rushes to Baltimore, and rushes to Florida, and down to St.

Louis, and then to Chicago, if he is selling barrels of honey
he is making a market for you and me, and we want to stop
this talk about killing out the middle man. [Applause.]

Mr. Wilcox—I have been to this convention ever since

it opened and I don't recall any talk about killing off the
middle man. .

Mr. Abbott—It wasn't this time.

Mr. Wilcox—I once belonged to the Farmers' Alliance,

and we talked middle man there. I don't believe the bee-

keepers of the country are trying to injure him. They are
looking after the industry in general, and we all recognize
the fact that all classes are necessary. It is impossible to kill

off the middle man.
Pres. York—I think they would die awfully hard if you

tried it.

Mr. Wilco.x—I have seen men try awfully hard. You go
to producers to buy their honey and they will say, "What do
you make?" And you tell them you make half a cent a

pound, or more, and they will say, "You can't have it ;" and
they send it to Chicago to the commission man and pay him
10 per cent. What I got up to say is, that we are not un-
friendly to the middle man, and not unfriendly to the supply

man, and not unfriendly to any class of dealers or producers,

but we wish to promote the general welfare of all.

OBJECTIONS TO THE T SUPER.

"Are there any special objections to the T super? If so,

what are they?"
Pres. York—Dr. Miller doesn't know any objections to it.

Dr. Miller—I do. It is in four pieces, and if you are not
careful you will have those four pieces scattered around and
step on one of the T tins and smash it. and if you don't

handle them exactly right, and somebody doesn't know about
handling it, the whole thing will fall out and smash your
sections ; and there may be others.

Pres. York—Why do you use it, then?
Dr. Miller—Because I don't know of anything else as

good

!

Mr. Wilcox—I have studied that from Dr. Miller's writ-

ings. I have made and used a good many of them, but I

couldn't make others use them just as he did. In making
mine I made the T support solid, fast to the super instead of

loose, so it couldn't fall out. It requires accuracy of measure-
ment, and accuracy in size of measurements, and to secure
them I made the super myself, and I always buy my sections

at the same factory where they are made at practically the
same guage, then I can slip them in and they fit, and they
always fit and remain.

Mr. Abbott—There won't anybody buy it down in my
country.

A Member—I had three or four hundred, and I changed
them over into the section-holders. I had a great many rea-
sons why I didn't like them.

Pres. York—But you have forgotten ;ill about the trouble.
Mr. Niver—I think we have about 500 of them there at

home, and they are fine for kindling the fire under the steam.
Mr. Abbott—I didn't know tin would burn.
Pres. York—It does down in New York ! It gets hot

down there!
Dr. Miller—I want to mention just one thing in regard

to Mr. Wilcox. If the T tins are fastened on (and there are
others who do that), then there is not the objection to falling
out. The only reason I like the support is because then I can
take the whole thing out at one time, T tins and all, and
there is a Imle advantage in that. One very serious objection
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to the T super is, a great many people don't know how to use

them

!

Pres. York—There is a book published on that subject 1

Dr. Miller—Many.

HONEY CROP OF THE UNITED STATES FOR I9O3.

"Is the general honey crop of the United States for 1903
above the average?"

Mr. France—Possibly I have had through the correspond-
ence of the members of the National an opportunity to learn

of that, and I will say it is below an average, take the United
States as a whole.

Mr. Abbott—Right.
CLOSED-END FRAMES.

"What are the good points in a closed-end frame?"
Pres. York—How many use the closed-end frame, or have

used them? [Eight.]

Mr. Wilcox—One good point is, the space would be prop-
erly spaced while the combs were being filled. After the

combs are filled I don't care for them any more.
Mr. Abbott—They didn't have any good points is the

reason I quit using them.
Dr. Miller—They are fixed distances, and they are

warmer ; but I v/ouldn't have them.
Mr. Wheeler—I wouldn't have anything else. That's just

the difference.

Mr. Wilcox—You ought to know the good points.

Mr. Wheeler—When you want to shake bees out, stick

the end of your hive against the ground and you don't knock
your frames all out of true.

Dr. Miller—You are not talking about the closed-end. It

may be closed-end and hanging too.

Mr. Wheeler—I am talking about the closed-end and
hanging.

Mr. Muth—I suppose that is another one of the articles

that was made for the wings of some of the people. Every
man I sold those closed-end hives to has thrown them away.
They don't like them. Too much paraphernalia connected
with them. I tried them a couple of years and don't want
them.

Mr. Wheeler—I am glad of it. I can produce honey and
beat the other fellows because I have shorter cuts. We can
produce honey cheaper with that hive than with any other.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

"What is to be gained by the use of reversible frames?"
Pres. York—How many use reversible frames, or have

used them? [Seven.]

Mr. Baldridge—I have used them but don't use them now.
Mr. Wilcox—I have now perhaps several thousand of

them in use. They are made of the pattern described by Mr.
Heddon. They are reversible. I can't say that I would advise
everybody to start with them, because it costs a little more
to start with. If a comb breaks loose, or in handling falls to

the bottom-bar, you can reverse it, and it will sit on its bot-

tom again and the bees will build the spaces full. That's one
of the advantages. Sometimes they do break that way. An-
other advantage, that wedge-shaped piece on each end ex-
tending below the center some two inches leaves the space
between the end of the frame and the end of the hive tapering
narrow at the top and wider at the bottom, and I find it as

Mr. Heddon said, that the bees would never build brace-
combs behind the lower end of the brood-frame while the

top may come as close as a quarter of an inch. I think that

is a little advantage in moving out on the hive. That is only,

however, peculiar to the one form of reversible frame and
not to the principle.

Mr. Wheeler—Do you mean to say that that is the Hed-
don reversible hive?

Mr. Wilcox—Heddon reversible frame ; hanging Lang-
stroth. Heddon was the inventor.

WHITENING COLORED HONEY-VINEGAR.

"How can you make colored honey-vinegar white?"
Mr. Muth—The only thing to make white honey-vinegar

is to use white honey from the beginning.
Mr. Wheeler—Mr. Meredith has one way of making

vinegar white. He puts horse-radish in it!

Mr. Meredith—The distilled vinegar is white vinegar,

but in the process of manufacture it is all a wine color, and
it is reduced to its whiteness by some process, and there
might be somebody here who has had experience in making
honey-vinegar. If so, I would like to know it.

Dr. Miller—Follow up what is in the British Bee Journal.
They make dark honey white by means of electrical machines
and using ozone? I should think that would be expensive,

but they say it isn't. First, to make the dark honey light

you put the lightning through your vinegar and make it white.

I don't know anything about it in practice, but they say it is

really an inexpensive process, but I very much doubt its be-

ing a success.

Mr. Muth—In the large pork-packing establishments they

clarify lard. They use all kinds of refuse to make lard, and
they have fullers' earth that they clarify with. They put it

in the lard, and the darkness will all settle to the bottom. In

all the big establishments they clarify their products, and
make them white as snow.

Mr. Meredith^At Aurora a process is used to a large

extent in packing-houses, where they use the refuse and the

putting on of this earth, and putting it through a press, brings

it back to the whiteness which it was before it became dirty.

It is done by means of a hydraulic press—pressed through
cotton with pressure of 250 to 500 pounds. It is simply a
matter of cleaning out the refuse and bringing it back to its

original color.

Mr. Chapman—The packing-houses don't care to get the

fuller's earth out of the lard ! I presume in this case we
would like to get rid of the fuller's earth.

PRODITCEr'S name and address on HONEY.

"Is it advisable for producers of comb honey to put their

name and address on each section when shipping to a city

dealer?"
Mr. Meredith—Yes, and no. As a producer I sell honey

and somewhat object to anybody—I would object to shipping

my honey to anybody that refused to have my name on it. I

ran short and my neighbor Jones had some. The people who
are buying my honey want Meredith's honey, and I had to

clean off Jones' name ; where I hadn't done so, they wanted
my name on the honey.

Mr. Wilcox—The reason for putting it on there is to

advertise it. "That is the only reason, and we all wish to ad-

vertise our honey. The buyer who gets it may wish it to sell,

and may want his name on instead of yours, and he will have

to cut yours off. I am selling extracted honey and I some-

times run out and have to buy. I buy the best I can. I don't

like to buy the poorest. If the man I buy from, and I order

him to ship to you, and he has his name on there, you will

write right back to him for some more of just such honey,

and I would lose a customer. I would rather do without the

profit on that honey. I have lost a customer by allowing that

man to stamp his 'name on the package. I would lose a great

many sales rather than buy from a man who would stamp his

packages.
Pres. York—He might have his name on the box.

Mr. Muth—I don't want anyone's honey with his name

over the sections. I will do that myself. We work hard to get

customers, and I am just as jealous of my business as I can

be, and if I develop a trade I don't want yoii to come in and

take my trade. I have spent a life-time for it. I don't want

a producer's name on every section. They can put it on the

end of the case if they want to, and if I see fit I can scratch

it off. Nine times out of ten it comes off, but when the name
is all over the sections I don't want it. A good many times

I feel like saying, "The honey is here subject to your order."

Mr. Horstmann—I don't think it is right for bee-keepers

to have their names on the sections. I don't think it is

honest. If I sell a case of honey to a dealer, that honey

belongs to that dealer, and I claim that my name has no

right on the sections. If I am an honest bee-keeper, and

want to be fair, I should leave my name off. I can stick

half a dozen, or a dozen cards in the box, and if he wants

to advertise me and my business he can do so; but I say,

Keep your names off the sections when you sell to the trade.

If I am selling honey to people in my own neighborhood, I

would put my name on the sections, and also when people

come to my house to buy honey. I should advertise my busi-

ness as much as I can, but I have no right to advertise my
business at the expense of somebody else.

Mr. Kannenburg—It seems like that is trying to kill off

the middleman

!

Mr. Meredith—I have sold to merchants who required

that my name be put on.

Pres. York—They held you responsible for it then.

Mr. Abbott—This means a little more, too. I think

sometimes the names ought to be cut off of the honey.

I hate to buy a thing with the company's name stamped
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all over it. I have thought sometimes, as a dealer, that I

would quit handling those grades of extractors—A. I. Root
Company's and others—because the trade belongs to me

;

I have to put in my hard licks for it, and I think there is

too much advantage taken of us fellows who handle supplies.

When I began selling supplies in St. Jo, you couldn't have
sold a wheelbarrow or the cheapest hive which was $2.75,

and now I can sell four or five carloads, and I have done
it all myself. I want an extractor, and here comes an ex-
tractor with A. I. Root all over it, and the minute the

customer gets it he writes to A. I. Root to find out what I

got it for.

Dr. Miller—This whole thing is simply a matter of

contract, and there is no trouble about it at all. If I make
a trade with a man, before the trade is completed we must
both agree to it. If I want to sell some honey to a man,
if he says he wants my name on it, and if he will pay me
enough for putting it on, I will do so. If he doesn't want it

on, I am willing to leave it off. There are cases like Mr.
Meredith says, where men will want the name on, but the
majority of cases don't want it, and if you don't want to
sell to a man of that kind, don't sell to him. You are not
obliged to. This thing of saying the middle man is dishonest
because he scrapes the name off—you are off, decidedly.
As to the matter of articles like extractors, etc., the man
that puts his name on. put it there for the sake of adver-
tisin<T. and the man that buys it buys it with that under-
standing, and it is a fair thing. They don't always put it

on. You will find that on some of these things the manu-
facturer's name is not on. You will find a Singer sewing
machine having Montgomery Ward's name on it, or a
Fairbanks' scale will have some prominent farmer's name
on it. It is an understanding of bargain and sale. I wish
we could get rid of the idea that there is any dishonesty
going on. We will go through life happier if we believe
that there are honest men—and outside of Cincinnati, too

!

Mr. -Meredith—In putting uo horse-radish, according
to law, I am compelled to label the contents of that jar.

Pres. York—You must mention the contents on the label,
not your own name.

Mr. Meredith—If it is a combination of horse-radish and
vmegar.

Dr. Miller—Are you compelled to put your own name
on?

Mr. Meredith—I must put my own name on together
with the contents of that bottle.

Mr. France—That part is simply to protect the public in
view of the pure food law in case of adulteration, that the
inspector may know where to go.

Mr. Baldridge—Wouldn't that apply, though, to section
honey? To oblige them to stamp it?

Mr. Wilco.x—If there is such a law in Illinois. There
IS not in Wisconsin, and I can't understand how they can
enact such a law. It certainly must apply to food products.

^/'^s. \ork—Comb honey isn't a manufactured article.
Mr. Wilco.x—There might be a statute applying to

manufactured food products.

WHY USE 8-FRAME HIVES.

"Will Dr. Miller please tell us why he uses 8-frame
hives ?

Dr. Miller—As nearly as I can tell the principal rea-
son is because I have them. One great reason, a very
strong reason with me—it wouldn't be a strong reason with
everybody—but if you were an old man as I am expecting
to be withm the next fifty years, and you had no help ex.
cept a weak woman, you would want things as light as
possible. Ihat is a strong reason in favor of that hive;
It IS light to handle. Another reason is, I think I can get
more comb honey with the 8-frame hives than with the larger
size.

HOW TO SUCCEED IN THE BEE-BUSINESS.

"How can I succeed in the bee-business? To be an-
swered by Dr. Miller."

Pres. York—You could probably answer it better if you
knew who it was. Doctor.

Dr. Miller—If the questioner will raise his hand I will
look him over and tell him.

Mr. Longsdon—I didn't ask it, but I want to raise my
hand.

Dr. Miller—You get a bee-book, and read that carefully,

and study it through, and learn all you can from it, and
then get another bee-book, until you get several. But. of

course, above all get "Forty Years Among the Bees !" It is

one of the best books in the world ! Then get a bee-paper,

and some of the best bee-papers of the world are published

in the United States; and don't take foreign journals. Then
attend conventions, and then go home and work it all out.

Try carefully, watch your mistakes, and talk it over with
your wife

!

Mr. Johnson—And get some bees

!

Dr. Miller—Oh, yes, get some bees. And when you have
gone that far you will see through for yourself; and if you
don't, call on me and I will tell you the rest!

Mr. Wheeler—Mr. Muth would say, "Get a long-tongued
queen !"

LICENSE FOR SELLING HONEY.

"If I sell all my honey, and buy more to sell, am I

compelled to get a license?"

Mr. Abbott—If he lived in Missouri he would have to get

a license.

Mr. Moore—That's a question that perhaps I can an-

swer. It depends largely upon the laws of the municipality,

or town, or city. I believe 12 or 1.3 years ago they made me
pay a license in Ft. Wayne. The general rule is that taking

orders and delivering afterwards puts you in the class of

commercial travelers. The only question would be in some
town or city where it was the rule. It is a question to look

up in your locality what the law is. If you don't peddle
there is no license required, in general.

BEE-KEEPING IN ILLINOIS AND INDIANA.

"Does it pay to keep bees in Illinois or Indiana?"
Dr. Miller—Illinois, I think. Is the question which of

the two States?
Pres. York—It means the two States.

Mr. Abbott—Anybody knows it pays in Illinois. Look
at this crowd and the clothes they have on I

Mr. Duff—I don't think there would be many that would
have very much clothing on if they depended on bee-cul-

ture!

Dr. Miller—I believe the question is entitled to a fair

and honest answer. Take simply the matter of the profits

from bee-culture alone, and I believe there are very few men
that would make it a paying business. I believe a few who
have a special aptitude might, but if a young man came to

me in regard to his choice of a business for making money.
I believe 19 out of 20, if not gg out of 100, can make more
money out of any other business.

Mr. Londgsdon—Then you were making a fool of me a

little bit ago?
Dr. Miller—No, I wouldn't of you. Did you ever go

fishing?

A Member—Yes.
Dr. Miller—Did you make a success of it? I caught

three fish. I counted it a big success, but I didn't make any
money at it.

Mr. Londgsdon—You mean a financial success?

Dr. Miller—In the bee-keeping business a lot of suc-

cess comes just from the fun you have in it. There is hard
work, and a lot of enjoyment. I don't know of any other
business that you will have as much enioyment studying
out problems. You have gone to bed studying out prob-
lems, and when you are gray-headed jou will still be study-
ing out problems that way. It is a paying business in that

way. It is an enjoyable business. I will give you one rea-

son why I count it a profitable business, even if you have
to have something else to go along with it to make your
living: There are a great many men, thousands of men in

this city to-day, men who have a great deal of wealth, and
are working hard, and they are counting on the day when
they will be able to lay business aside and go into the
country and enjoy life; and nearly every one is looking for-
ward to the time when he can take things easy. I am going
fishing every day. I am having fun every day at bee-
keeping. I am having a good time as I go along, and that's

one of the reasons I can keep on at the bee-keeping and
make less money because I don't need to look forward to
the good time by and by. I am having my good time right
now. Again, a man could do it in Illinois or Indiana with no
other object in view except making money Then I say it

is doubtful if he can count it a very profitable business in
either of these two 'States.
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MAKING AND SELLING HONEY-VINEGAR.

Pres. York—Some want to hear from Mr. Muth on the

manufacture and sale of honey-vinegar. How is it done?

And is it profitable?

Dr. Miller—Give us the last answer first and then maybe

we won't care to hear the rest.

Mr. Muth—It pays if we can develop the trade, just

like developing a home-trade for your honey. I made four

or five barrels of honey-vineear two or three years ago. I

told my good wife. "Well, this is pin money for you, and

if anybody wants honey-vinegar you can sell it to them at

40 cents a gallon." The first barrel we gave away to the

neighbors. I told my wife to talk about it. We gave away
a barrel of honey-vinegar, the finest in the world. I never

had anything like it. Well, I believe some of the neighbors

came in for two cents' worth. But I would rather let some-

body else develop that trade. Years ago my good father

made lots of honey-vinegar. I rei^all on Freeman street.

our lot ran down about 140 feet on one street and about 50

or 60 on another. We occupied a corner lot. Early in the

spring we put out barrels and barrels of honey-water for

vinegar, and by August we had the finest vinegar you ever

tasted. In those days we had a retail grocery, and th"

people were coming and going, and we gave them a sample
of honey-vinegar once in a while, and thereby developed a

wonderful trade in that line, and it created a trade that took
it all for 40 or .35 cents a gallon ; and it also created a trade

among the rich nabobs on the hills at 3.S cents a gallon.

It can be done if you have the people coming in. I have
no retail store. I am a wholesanie man. and people don't

come to my store. It can be made, and if I had a little

retail store, and had bees where I lived, that would be one
of my hobbies. I would knock out a profitable time hav-
ing fun making honey-vinegar and selling it at 40 cents a
gallon.

Mr. Wilcox—How much did you put in?
Mr. Muth—The more honey the better. Put 3 pounds

of honey to a gallon of water; or if you put in 2 pounds you
will get good vinegar. If you put in 4 pounds you would
get the finest on earth; but I would call it about 15 or 20
cents a gallon cost.

Mr. Wheeler:—Did it ever get too sweet?
Mr. Muth—No, the sweeter you get it the sourer it will

get.

Mr. Wheeler—I have had it stand around in barrels and
not ferment.

Mr. Muth—If you would make your honey-water real

sweet, put in a little cake of yeast and it will ferment.
Mr. France—If,you make it so very sweet it will fer-

ment quicker, and be stronger, and it will eat your pickles.

The housewife prefers vinegar that is not so strong.
Mr. Muth—I agree with you. Take about 3 pounds

to a gallon, and that's a whole lot.

Mr. Wheeler—Did you ever try it after your honey was
iieated to the boiling point?

Mr. Muth—I did not.

Mr. Wheeler—I have had honey, the melting from
cappings, the honey gets hot. I have had a great deal that
was unfit to sell—water and honey that ran out of the
wax-extractor. I have tried all sOrts of ways to get that to
sour, except by adding the yeast. I have put in the "mother
of vinegar" even.

Mr. Muth—That ought to work. In the first place, have
a vinegar-barrel or a wine-barrel, a barrel that fermentation
has gone through. A whisky barrel won't do so well. It

should be a vinegar or wine barrel. Bore two holes at the
top of the ends. I take a piece of tin for each hole, and
punch holes in the tin. Lay that aside until you put the
honey-water in. After that is in. put it in a place where it

can stand from spring until summer. Then put the honey-
water in, and nail on the tins, rough edge up. The reason
of that is to keep the little gnats and such things from get-

ting into the barrel. That's all there is to be done. Use
rain-water ; no well-water.

Mr. Arndt—How does he clarify the vinegar? I have
three or four barrels, and it is not quite in condition to mar-
ket, and I have more orders than I can fill. The reason
is that my vinegar is not quite sour enough yet, and I have
sold out all that was marketable, and there is a demand.
I can sell any quantity of vinegar in Chicago. I could go
out to every customer and sell 500 gallons of vinegar in two
or three months, but it costs so much to put it in jugs and
ship. It is the cost of marketing.

Dr. Miller—How much a gallon?

Mr. .A.rndt—50 cents, including the jug.

Mr. Meredith—The clarifying of vinegar is done by pack-

ing a barrel with beech-shavings procured from a vinegar

manufacturing company of this city. In connection with their

works they have what they call the roller system of the

manufacturing of vinegar—the roller presses, where the par-

ticles of vinegar or sweetened water come in contact with the

air most often. I have also made a German vinegar still,

where the air circulates from the bottom, and circulates through

as the particles of sweetened water are dropping down, and then

a pump brings it to the top, so that I have produced good

vinegar from sweetened water in eight days. I think the

quick process of making vinegar would be quite a help if_

they want to get into the detail of manufacturing vinegar in

a small wav. Take a barrel that will hold 165 gallons of

liquid. Pack the shavings, .^rrange the air-vent and the

means of distributing the water through. Roll the barrel

half over at different intervals, and it continually goes down
through the shavings by what is called the quick process

of manufacturing vinegar. Here the air goes through the

barrel by allowing it to pass through.

Mr. Arndt—Is vinegar made that way just as good as

that which takes two years to make?
Mr. Meredith—The manufacture of vinegar is the forma-

tion of acetic acid due to the changes that the vinegar comes

to by the process of coming in contact with the air. Per-

haps some others can give more information on that mat-

Mr. Arndt—My vinegar, altliough it is very sour, they

can eat it by the spoonful and it never gags them.

Mr. York—It is very good vinegar, but most of the

honey-vinegar is made in less time than two years.

Mr. Meredith—Vinegar can be bought in the Chicago

market anywhere from 4 to 40 cents a gallon; and if they

can manufacture good vinegar for that amount of money
there must be some quick process.

Dr. Miller—Pres. York may be well enough satisfied

with Mr. Arndt's vinegar, but Mr. Meredith has given the

thing necessary—the exposure of the liquid to the air. When
you have a barrel with a hole in it and perhans a bottle in

that hole, there is no chance for the air to get at any of

that except the surface, and the air is coming in slowly;

when it passes down through the shavings there is a very

much larger surface. Take that barrel of sweetened water-
liquid honey—and put in a small quantity. Put it in a

shallow dish and that will sour very much quicker. The
change will be much more rapid than if it were in a large

body with only a small surface exposed. The shavings are

the same thing. Every shaving is a surface when wet with

that liquid. There would be, probably, in a barrel of shav-

ings. I don't know how many square feet; the same amount

would be exposed that there is in a great many barrels in the

ordinary way, so that the chemical change can go on very

rapidly, and that is all there is to it; and I don't see why

the rapid change will be any detriment, and why it wouldn't

make just as good vinegar one way as the other.

Mr. Abbott—The Doctor touched a good idea. If you

will set out a small dish it will sour, and take that full of

microbes and ready to go to work, and the barrel will sour

quicker, too. and the microbes get to work. Get enough

started and it will work.

Mr Duff—And those microbes only get those conditions

favorable to growth on account of the temperature. It must

be 80 degrees, Fahrenheit.

Dr. Miller—You cannot sour ice.

Mr. Duff—You know that.

Mr. Meredith— x-V vinegar still, in a cheap form, consists

of a barrel—you also need a faucet. Fill up one-third full

with corn-cobs. Before that there is a hole bored so that

the air will pass down, and the liquid from the top would

pass down and up without going out. I made mine from

shavings of basswood, and filled that up to the top. On top

of that was set a tub that had a small hole bored through

the bottom, with a string. Tliat was the thing. In the

center there is a two-inch tube so as to allow a passage of

air to go down through these holes in the side of the bar-

rel, and then up through this tube, and charging the still

was done by saturating the entire corn-cobs and shavings with

cheap vinegar.

Mr. Abbott—I suppose you all know that the cheapest

vinegar is not made by fermentation. The white vinegar

isn't vinegar really at all. It is made by a chemical process,

and is far inferior to ordinary vinegar made in the family.
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and it is a question whether it is injurious or not to the

health. The general opinion, I believe, is that it is, but the

manufacturers are forcing it on to you all the time. You
can hardly get pure cider vinegar made by fermentation,

and that's the advantage of honey-vinegar.

Mr. Johnson—The matter of fermentation is by ferments

and germs, and it is the same way if you can a jar of fruit.

If no air gets into the jar it is impossible, but as soon as a

little air gets into the jar, fermentation takes place, because it

is the same as the oxygen that gets into the barrel. Tha
more surface you have the more microbes you get, and they

could be at work on that and fermentation would take place

much faster, and, besides, the degree of 98 Fahrenheit is the

•favorable degree for any kind of fermentation.

Mr. Meredith—I would like to say that the cheap vine--

gar, or white wine, as it is generally called, is given the

name of distilled, and I also understand that the pure grades
of malt vinegar are worth 40 cents, and they are also dis-

tilled, so that if they can manufacture one and both by the

same process—fermentation—why can't they by some other
means?

Mr. Wheeler—One word of warning to you people. I

have used, I suppose, a barrel of honey trying to make vine-
gar, and I have taken the recipes I have read in the bee-
papers for making that vinegar, and I have wasted my honey.
If you want to try it, try it on a small scale, and find out
what you can do.

Mr. Meredith—I accidentally made a gallon of vinegar
superior to any I ever had, and I tried making a quantity
and I couldn't get it as good. I sent it over to my brother-
in-law and he thought it was very good sour wine.

Mrs. Stowe—Can you make vinegar with sour honey?
Dr. Miller—Sure; it is that much on the way.
Pres. York—I am sure this is the largest closing session

of the Chicago Northwestern Bee-keepers' Association I

have ever seen. I want to congratulate you on what I

think has been a successful meeting. It has been on ac-
count of the interest you have taken in it, and the prompt-
ness with which you have taken up the questions. I thank
you all for your courtesy in bearing with me as President.
I have tried to do my best, and it seems that everything
has worked so that we have had a grand time. I trust you
all feel that way. We now stand adjourned until the call
of the Executive Committee, probably in a year from now.

(The End.)

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Convention.

BY JA8. A. STONE, SEC.

(Continued from page 198.)

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

The chairman of the Committee on Resolutions reported
the following resolutions :

Whereas, The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association
was instrumental in securing a foul brood law for the benefit
of th(! bee-keepers of the State at the last session of the Gen-
eral Assembly ; and,

Whereas, Our sister associations, and especially the
Chicago-Northwestern, were very helpful in obtaining the
same ; and.

Whereas, We believe that greater benefits will result to
members of the different associations of the State by a union
of the several societies ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That members of other bee-keepers' organiza-
tions of the State be allowed membership in the State associa-
tion, through their secretaries, upon payment of 25 cents per
member.

The above was signed by the chairman of the committee,
one member absent, and the third moved that it be laid over
to the next annual meeting, which motion prevailed.

REPORT or FOUL BROOD INSPECTOR.

Mr. Becker—We would like to hear a report from our
foul brood inspector.

Mr. Smith—I traveled 3000 miles, and visited 30 api-
aries. Bee-keepers in the north part of the State all have the
large Danzenbaker hives ; in the south part of the State they
have old-fashioned hives, but they all take the American Jiee
Ooarnal. In the north part they raise a great many cucum-
bers, lots of whit3 and sweet clover, among the shaly hills.

I ran across one man who had about 100 colonies of bees in

cracker-bo.\es, and all kinds of traps for his bees. He had
bees and honey enough to bo worth at least $1000, and I ven-
ture he could not get $1(J0 worth into shape for market. He
had one barrel that had been used to pick chickens in. This
man was in the central part of the State, and he did not take
a bee-paper, nor could he be induced to join any association.

PROVIDING BEE-SUPPLIES A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

Mr. Becker—Is it best to provide a year beforehand for

bee-supplies ?

Mr. Baxter—It is not a wise plan to provide beforehand
for your bees unless a prospect for honey offers. I will pro-
vide for next year, and make arrangements for a big honey
crop, till I see white clover killed in the spring. I have never
seen, till this year, the clover yield with a northwest, north,
or northeast wind. This year the bees stored it with all

kinds of winds.
TAKING OFF COMB HONET.

Mr. Becker—When is the proper time to take off comb
honey ?

Mr. Crim— I take it off as soon as filled, and put it up-
stairs in a warm, dry room, tiered up.

Mr. Becker—That will do in this part of the country, but
up on the Illinois River the moths seem to be in it when it is

taken off.

REQUEENING COLONIES.

Mr. Miller—How shall we requeen our colonies ?

Pres. Smith—When possible requeen from your own best
queens. If you have none good enough be sure to send to

.J. Q. SMITH, President.

some bee-keeper that is responsible. One year I had 30
queens from a queen-breeder, got foul brood, and others who
had queens from the same place also got it.

GETTING SWEET CLOVER SEED STARTED.

Mr. Dowdy—How is the best way to get sweet clover seed
started ?

Geo. Poindexter—The best way I have ever tried is to
skim off the surface of the ground where sweet clover has
seeded, and scatter it where you want it to grow. Any time
in the fall of the year.

Secretary Stone made a statement of what Prof. Hopkins,
of the Illinois University, said at the Sangamon County Farm-
ers' Institute, in Mechanicsburg, in October last. He said :

"Three-fourths of the air being nitrogen made 12 pounds of

same to every square inch of the earth's surface. He told the
boys if they would figure that up they would find the value
of the nitrogen about one acre of ground to be a great many
millions of dollars. As nitrogen is the i)rincipal element that
enters into all the plant food, the great source of wealth is to

find out the way to get this nitrogen out of the air into the
soil. It has been discovered"that leguminous plants have
bacteria living on their roots.Jtlia't' f<'^'<l upon and bring the
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nitrojien from tho air into the soil, so that plants can fnd
upon it. The clovers all have these bacteria on their roots,

unless it be in soils that are too acid for them to thrive, in

which case the clovers will not succeed. It has been discov-

ered that sivee/ clover always has abundance of these bacteria.

JAS. A. STONE, Secretary.

and therefore is as great a fertilizer as we can get, for the
reason that it causes such great quantities of nitrogen to come
into the soil, which accounts for its making such rapid
growth in any kind of soil."

He added that, " where the bacteria is not in the soil, it

must be sown, or alfalfa will not succeed."

DRONE FROM A LAYING WORKER.

Pres. Smith—Can a drone from a laving worlver fertilize

a queen ?

No answer.

EIGHT FRAMES IN A 10-FRAME HIVE.

Secretary Stone—Is it better to put only 8 frames in a
10-frame hive for extracting? Will they be as evenly sur-

faced ?

Mr. Becker—Yes.
No one else seemed to have tried it ?

DROSK-TRAPS.

Mr. Crim—Is it best to use drone-traps ?

Some said yes, and some had not tried them. One said,
" Keep bantam chickens and they would eat the drones."

Secretary Stone— I never had as good success in Italianiz-
ing as when I used drone-traps.

FULL SHEETS IN SECTIONS.

Jas. Poindexter—What percent of gain is there in using
full sheets of foundation ?

Mr. Black— I put into some hives about one-half of each,
and they were all filled about the saiiie time.

Secretary Stone—I once sold some section honey to a
grocer, who said, " I don't want any more of Mr. 's honey ;

it seemed to have a tough center, and some of my customers
brought it back."

Adjourned to 10 o'clock the next day.

SECOND DAY.

The meeting was called to order at 10 o'clock a.m., Nov.
18, with Pres. Smith in the chair.

INTRODUCING QUEENS.

This question was again brought up and discussed as to

best manner of introducing queens. It was agreed that in

cases of the most difficult kind, when a laying worker is pres-
ent, the safest way to proceed is to dump all the bees on the

ground two or three feet from llio hive, and in their mixid-up
condition they seem to take up with their new (lueen.

GETTING BEES OUT OF SUPERS.

Mr. Crim^What is the best method for getting bees out
of supers without the use of escapes ?

Pres. Smith—I place the supers in a box, leave a small
hole in the cover, and the bees come to the light and get out.

Secrc^tary Stone— I tried this plan once and bees began to
rob, so I made a box with a tight cover, in which I made two
holes, and over them placed a cone of wire-cloth, and it

worked all rigEt.

GETTING RID OF ANTS.

Mr. Primm—How do you get rid of ants '.'

Pres. Smith—Sprinkle powdered borax, or gasoline,
around where ants (or roaches) are.

Secretary Stone—I use crude carbolic acid, diluted 20
times.

KEEPING COMB HONEY FROM CANDYING.
Mr. Miller—How long can I keep my comb honey without

candying ?

Pres. Smith—Keep it in a warm room, and it will keep
indefinitely.

All agreed.
On motion, adjourned until 1 o'clock.

Called to order at 1 p.m., pursuant to adjournment, with
Pres. Smith in the chair.

On motion, proceeded to the election of officers.

On motion of Mr. Black, the Secretary was instructed to
cast the ballot for J. Q. Smith for president for the ensuing
year.

Proceeded to ballot for five vice-presidents with the fol-

lowing result :

First Vice-President, John S. Dowdy ; 2d. J. W. Primm ;

3d, Aaron Coppin ; 4th, .lames Poindexter ; Sth, S. N. Black.
Motion prevailed instructing the President to cast the

ballot for Jas. A. Stone for secretary.
On motion, the Secretary was instructed to cast the ballot

for Chas. Becker for treasurer.
Mr. Becker moved that a committee of three be appointed

by the chairman to arrange a program for the next annual
meeting. Motion prevailed.

The chair appointed the following committee : J. W.
Primm, S. N. Black, and Aaron Coppin.

On motion of Mr. Black, the Executive Committee was
given charge of the publishing of the report of our meetings
of the Association.

Pres. Smith left, and Vice-Pres. Dowdv took the chair.

CHAS. BECKER, Treasurer.

Mr. Becker—I think we ought to have assistant foul
brood inspectors in different parts of the State, so as to curtail
the expense of railroad fare.

Mr. Primm movedjthat the Executive Committee be em-
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powered to appoint assistant foul brood inspectors in the dif-

ferent divisions of the State.

Motion [jrevailed.

On motion, adjourned sine die.

J AS. A. Stone, Sec.

At the close of the meeting the Secretary forwarded all

the names of the members to the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, and they were duly acknowledged as members of thi^

same. J. A. S.

Contributed Articles

No. 1 -FOUL BROOD.

Something- About Its Development in the Col-
ony, Its Manag-ement, and Methods of

Treating- It.

BY R. C. AIKIN.

THIS disease is one of the most dreaded in the list. That
it is a bad one cannot be denied, but ignorance of its

methods of growth and development, and the means of
contagion by which it spreads, makes of it a much worse
enemy than it should be. Having seen and handled much
of it, I will give some of my observations and conclusions
to aid and guard those who have not, so far, been hard up
against the foul thing in their experience.

This disease cannot develop in any colony that does not
have the contagion somehow placed in it, and it is simple
foolishness to talk of foul brood coming from chilled brood,
or any other kind of brood or disease

; just as well expect to

grow corn from wheat, or apples from potatoes, as to get
foul brood from a dirty hive, old combs, lack of ventilation,
or anything except the foul-brood seed planted in its medium
of growth—and that medium is the body of a larval bee. I do
not mean that it can not grow in something else besides a
growing larva ; our chemists grow it in the laboratory, but
they plant in the medium or soW, foul brood seed.

Let the reader understand that I am not discussing this
question as a scholar and learned scientist, but as one who
has had to do with it in the apiary, battling with it at close
range. When it comes to handling it in the laboratory, and
cultivating it, studying it under a glass, and as our college
professors and scientists do, I have no experience whatever ;

but 1 take their work and conclusions as to what the disease
is, whether animal or vegetable growth, and its form and
manner of reproducing, then continue its study under
natural conditions, such as we are liable sooner or later to
have to meet. Let me again affirm that this disease is a
thing of itself, and does not come from nothing or from
some other disease.

It is, according to our scientists, an animal growth. Its

natural soil in which it thrives and grows is the body of a
larval bee. I often describe it to bee-keepers as an infantile
disease among bees, likening it to scarlet fever, diphtheria,
croup, and such-like in the human family—diseases attack-
ing the young, and, like them, must be planted in its kind to
reproduce.

How, then, is a colony to become infected with foul
brood ? I firmly believe that only through the food can the
disease be contracted, and have arrived at these conclusions
from many evidences, and I will here give quite a list of
them, all coming under my own observation, and also cor-
roborated by many others' experience.

SOME FOUL BROOD OBSERVATIONS.

A colony foul to very foul, may stand side by side with a
healthy one for two years ; the one remains foul to extinc-
tion, and the other healthy all the time. A colony will have
foul brood in a brood-nest to one side of the hive, and when
the combs on that side become so foul that brood can scarcely
be developed at all, will move to the other side of the brood-
chamber and start a new brood-nest, and get a new lease of
life that may prolong their existence from a few months to
even a whole year. A diseased colony may have all combs
removed and new frames put in the same hive, with starters,
the colony proceeding to build comb and be and remain

healthy from that time on. One comb in a colony may be
fairly rotten with the disease, even to half the brood in it

dead, while the comb next to it will scarcely have any dead
in it. A two-story hive may have in one part a filthy, rot-
ten mass so contaminated that if the colony were confined
to that part would soon perish because of inability to mature
brood, but by moving to the other chamber may get up a
fairly strong colony, and even put up a good stock of sur-
plus honey.

• I expect many will think, and possibly say, that this is

the worst kind of heresy ; but they are facts nevertheless,
and just what I have seen, and so have others. In this
country, where bees and honey are made a special business
by many, and not so much a small side-issue as with very
many in the East, observations come to us in no mean pro-
portion, sometimes. Those who are constantly in contact
with large numbers of colonies day in and day out—and, we
might say, year in and year out—get a much fuller and
more conclusive observation than does the man with the
few colonies and a host of other business. Nevertheless,
some of the smaller bee-keepers with their few colonies and
plenty of time to think and observe, may, and do, find out
some of the things that we more extensive and busy men do
not have time to get into ; the lesser lights are not to hide
their light, as they can give us facts that may be of much
help to us to apply in a larger and extensive practice. A 5-

colony apiary may show what seems to be a valuable fact
or principle ; the same being called to the attention of all

can be much more quickly and fully tried and demonstrated
in a multitude of colonies where greater variety of condi-
tions and material are at hand upon which to observe and
practice. But, I am wandering.

HOW, THEN, DOES DISEASE SPREAD ?

If you take a comb having the disease in it, that is, the
spores or germs, and put it into a colony, that colony will
very soon have it, and once a colony is foul (Mr. Editor, put
this in capitals or print with red ink) IT IS FOUL TO
STAY, UNTIL CURED BY TREATMENT OR UNTIL
THE COLONY IS EXTINCT. Once a colony is infected
with foul brood it will never let go till that colony is dead,
and when dead, there is enough infection in that one hive
to fix that whole county or State, if the infection can be dis-

tributed and planted in its elements—the inside of a larval
bee. I have once or twice had cases—rather, two or three
cases—in which I thought I found the beginning of foul
brood, but it did not continue. I do not recall more than two
or three cases in hundreds, and not a single case where
there was a goodly number of cells foul, say as much as a
dozen.

If, then, it be true that in a hive having combs almost
rotten, and right beside it one almost free from the disease,

we may conclude that foul brood spores are not floating
everywhere like so much dust in the air, not even in a hive
with plenty of contagion in it; but my experience shows
that the spores are transmitted, and once in their element
they are certain to work.

As I understand the development of the disease—

I

gather these ideas from the scientists—it can be made clear
to us common people in the growth of our grains. Put a
grain of wheat into soil with moisture and heat, and it is

soon a growing plant feeding on the elements in the soil.

In feeding, the plant exhausts the soil, or takes out part of
its elements and weakens it. The green, growing plant is

very easily killed or injured by frost, or any antagonistic
force, whatever it may be. So, the spore or seed of foul
brood is the ripe seed or kernel ; this seed may lay covered,
as it were, in its granary of honey, or massed in the black
matter in the bottom of the cell, and how long it may stay
there, and just what extremes it will stand and still retain
its vitality, we do not know, but it is there as the wheat,
just waiting to get a chance. Planted, this spore grows in
its element, which is the body of a larval bee, taking from
the bee as the growing grain does from the soil—feeding

—

and so takes the bee-life ; the tender, growing thing is, com-
paratively speaking, subject to destruction as is the green
wheat, but again it has gone to seed, and it may lie in the
granary another month or year of waiting.

What, then, is more simple than that when a bee takes
honey from the comb having these minute seeds in it, it

should take with the honey someof the seeds and plant them
in a larva with the food ? The infant bee simply eats its

death by taking into its stomach the spore of the disease.
I am quite fully convinced that there will be but very

few cases of this disease except where the contagion has
been transferred from one colony to another in the food fed
to the young. I believe that a colony may carry into its hive
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honey having spores in it, and if there be no brood, and all

that honey be consumed by the old bees before any brood is

present, that such colony may afterward breed and be free

of the trouble. But let a healthy colony carry in honey
from a much-infected colony, especially from a colony hav-
ingdied of the disease, and use freely of that honey from
a much-infected colony, especially from a colony havinj,'^

died of the disease, and use freely of that honey for feeding-

the larv;v, there will be a well-developed case, and in not
many days' time.

Some think that there are times and conditions more
favorable to its development so that its progress in a colony
may be slow or fast according to these conditions. I am
not inclined to this view, at least that it progresses fast or
slow according to climate and weather, or such conditions,
except that its growth may be a little stronger in each indi-

vidual larva if temperature and favorable conditions exist.

Suppose that to-day one bee gets a load of honey from a
dead, foul colony, and in that load is but one spore, and that
the one spore gets into one larva, this being the only conta-
gion in that colony. For that generation of brood there will

be just the one larva die. If that happens in April, proba-
bly by May there will be from two to a dozen cells of dead
brood, and in another month still more; until by September
there maj' be several hundred, yet pass unnoticed by an
ordinary apiarist.

Winter passes, and if the colony starts the brood-nest in

some part of the combs that had very little or none of the
past year's dead in it, there may be very little development
until the brood-nest has begun to occupy the last season's
combs, or until honey has been used from the old, infected
combs. I consider the extent and progress of the disease in
each and every colony to be more a matter of how much of
the seeds or spores are scattered in the food given, thereby
distributing it to the various larva; throughout the colony.
In other words, if the food contains but few spores so that
few larva: are fed or receive these spores in their food, then
the spread of the disease is necessarily slow ; but let the
food be well stocked with these seeds, and where they come
into the stomach of any larva that larva is gone.

HOW LONG WILL A COLONY HOLD OUT ?

after becoming infected ? If you live across the street from
me and have one colony, and my one colony dies of the dis-
ease and yours carries away all the hdney left, which may
be 10 or 20 pounds, and if that colony has much brood, such
as would be in a normal colony in May and June, then in
from two to four weeks you have a very rotten colony.
If they got that honey in the fall when breeding was ended
for the season, if that honey was all consumed by the
mature bees before breeding again started, your colony may
escape entirely, though I would expect to find a few cells of
disease the following summer. In any case, if the food con-
tains but few spores, but few larvK will die at the begin-
ning ; but if many spores then many die from the start.

It follows, then, that if a colony receives but few seeds
to start with, that field (colony) is like a field with a few
seeds of corn in it—it must have time to mature more seed,
and in turn be planted before that field is fully occupied.
A colony receiving but a few seeds to start with may not
finally succumb to its fate until often two full years after
being inoculated, but, having a full crop of seed sown, may
have a full crop of foul brood with the first generation from
the sowing. The more brood in the colony when the seed is

plentifully scattered, the quicker will that colony reach its

end.
The usual progress of the disease where many colonies

do the robbing of a foul one, so as to let no one colony get
much to start with, will take from one to two years to finish
the infected ones. It is no uncommon thing for a colony to
get its first seed in the fall of one year and still be alive at
the end of tzvo full years from the time of infection, and
then die out, leaving a hive well-stocked with honey, and
that honey in the best possible shape to "fix " any colony
that uses it in feeding brood.

This article is already long, and must stop. I will con-
tinue the discussion, taking up treatment and cure in my
next. This subject is always a hot one ; when it comes up
in conventions there is almost sure to be " a stirring of the
animals." The subject is an important one, and I ask a
careful reading of what is said in this discussion, and espe-
cially by the inexperienced.

The next article will treat of practical work in dealing
with the disease. Larimer Co., Colo.

-*-.-»

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this
copy of the American Bee Journal.

Use of Drone and Queen Excluders.

BY C. D.WENI'OKT.

I
READ C. P. Dadant's article on page 807 (1903), entitled,
"ThetTseof Drone and Queen Excluders," with much
interest, but I will say frankly that I do not agree with

him, and, if it will not be considered out of place, I should
very much like to give my own views and experience in re-
gard to this matter.

It will be easily seen that we hold different views, when
I state that I have about ISO queen-excluders, and that I do
not believe that I ever invested any money for goods, in one
line, that has paid me better from a dollar-and-cent view,
or that has saved me more work, than they have. In fact,'
if I were to be deprived of the use of excluders I should quit
producing extracted honey—in a large way, at least. I
have produced tons of extracted honey both with and with-
out the use of excluders, and if I know anything at all about
our pursuit, it is that I can produce more extracted honey
with less work, by using them than I can without them. I
say this with all due respect to Mr. Dadant, for I know that
I am but a novice in this branch of our pursuit compared
with him. But let me briefly explain, or describe, how it
works both ways here :

Let us take a strong, or medium strong, colony early
in the spring, that is, to run for extracted honey. We will
say that they are in either 8 or 10 frame-hives, for there is
not much diflference in results between the two sizes here in
running for extracted honey. On the first colony we will
not use an excluder. If it is a strong colony they will, dur-
ing fruit-bloom, need an upper story, and in a short time
the queen will invariably work up into this story, and more
or less of these combs will be filled with brood. But now
note this : It is very seldom that there is more brood in
both of these stories before the main flow commences than
the lower one would hold, especially if we are using 10-
frame hives. We now have the frames in these two stories
more or less filled with honey, pollen and brood. The main
flow is on, and they soon need more room. There is nothing
in either story fit to extract, so another story is added, and
the queen will, nine times out of ten, lay more or less in
this third story, but she will seldom go down to the lower
story, of her own accord, again that season, unless the col-
ony swarms and she does so in order to get out of the hive.
It is now three stories high, which is about as high as it is
safe for us to go here without danger of the whole thing
being blown over during some of the sudden storms with
high winds which we are subject to in the summer.

But if the flow continues good they will soon need more
room, and this whole outfit boiling over with bees, old bees
young bees, drones, queens

—

somewhere in the two upper
stories—brood in all stages, pollen and honey—it is all
mixed up. We take what honey we can get ; this may be con-
siderable, but it is never first-class honey that we get from
such an outfit. It is tainted more or less with pollen, the
excrement from young, just-hatching bees, larva; and larval
food. If we don't extract from frames containing brood we
will get but little honey, for there is a little brood in a large
part of them. A good many who would have to handle 100
colonies in this way would wish the flow to be short, so that
there would be only one extracting. We will suppose this
to be the case. The whole thing has to be handled frame
by frame once more in the fall any way, in order to get the
colony in size, shape and condition to be wintered.

Now let us take a colony and use an excluder. When
they need more room we place on the excluder and upper
story, and know that the queen is, and will stay, where she
belongs—in the brood-nest. The bees at once commence to
store honey in this upper story, if they lack either storage
or brood room below ; usually by this time not much more
pollen is being gathered than is in demand for brood-rear-
ing, and this is stored below, near the brood. As the flow
continues we place another empty story under the first one.
By the time they need more room the combs in the upper
story will be filled and sealed nearly solid with beautiful
snow white honey. In order to clear this of bees, all that is
necessary in the evening is to raise up one end and slip
under an escape-board ; by morning the bees will have gone
below, and we have the combs clear of bees, and ready to
extract. And, my friends, this is honey—pure, unmixed,
first-class honey, gathered by bees from flowers. After ex-
tracting, this set of now empty combs is placed next, and
the other set on top of it, and so on as long as the flow con-
tinues, and we don't care ho-.v many times we have to ex-
tract, for it is a pleasure to produce extracted honey by this
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plan. We experience and feel a good many of those things
we would not sell for money if we could.

In the fall—well, there are different plans that can be
practiced to get this latter colony in shape for winter, for
they will probably be very short of stores, if they are black
or German bees. But, again, note this : We know where
the queen is. She is where she belongs—in the brood-nest

—

and whatever plan we employ to insure the colony winter
stores, it is much less work because she is thfere.

I have not run a colony for extracted honey without an
excluder for two years, and have no idea that I will ever do
so again. Three years ago I had only about SO excluders;
that season I ran about 150 colonies for extracted honey,
and I firmly believe that I secured nearly as much, of a
much better grade, from the SO on which I used excluders, as
I did from the 100 colonies without. The next winter I

ordered, I think it was 100 or 120, and there is no question
but what with me they have paid their cost many times in

both seasons since; and they are, of course, barring acci-

dents, good for a life-time. I use, and greatly prefer, the
all-zinc to the wood-zinc for two reasons : First, the all-

zinc is much less hindrance to the bees; in fact, an all-zinc

is practically no hindrance to a colony in storing in an up-
per story. If they try to carry heavy loads of pollen up
through, some of it will get scraped off, which is a good
thing. The other reason is, they are much stronger and
more durable. The former may split and check off, but
new frames can be made, and the zinc itself is everlasting.

I much more than agree with Mr. Dadant in regard to

the use of drone-excluders at the hive-entrance.
Southern Minnesota.

Hasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

APPROPRIATIONS FOR CURING FOUI, BROOD.

An appropriation to cure foul brood, and no power to

compel any one to let his bees be cured, looks at first dis-

gustingly like spending money to no purpose. Perhaps the
situation is really a little better than that. The localities

which are afflicted with contrary folks harboring the disease
can just be let alone for future action, while in a good many
other localities, happily free from human hogs, more time
can be put in, and the most thorough kind of work done.
The clean territory ought to increase, and the unclean ter-

ritory decrease, under the law. But if all the money is

spent agitating for an improvement of the law, total failure

to accomplish anything >night be the end of it.

t:— If, when Mr. France started in in Wisconsin, foul brood
was in SO counties, and now he knows but five that contain
it, that's pretty strong evidence that public effort does some
good. Queerly enough, concerning any disease, dishonest
practice, evil, danger or sin that can be named, lots of good
people turn up to oppose if efforts of a practical sort are
pushed in a definite way. Pages 64-67.

HAULING HOME HONEY FOR EXTRACTING.

I I So Mr. Aikin can load up his wagon direct from the
hives even in robbing times. Tight-covered wagon with
bee-escape and screen door. Move lively ; smoke plenty

;

judge correctly when enough bees are out of the super that
it will do to chuck the rest in the wagon. Keep the door
shut as much as you can—yet trust mainly to the flying out
of the bees on the repeated openings of the door. There
are robbing times and robbing times. As to some some-
times we will take his word that he makes it work ; but
other sometimes they would surely lly down his throat and
choke him off.

On the whole, I guess Mr. Aikin's way of handling ex-
tracted honey is the best before the house. And an excel-

lent idea it is to dip combs in sweetened water if you want
them cleaned up outdoors without causing too great an up-
roar. Page 68.

KINKS IN BOTTLING HONBY.

H. Rauchfuss draws it fine about bottling—and wisely,

too, I think. If the stream is too warm it will draw fine

bubbles of air in with it, and the filled bottle will not be
clear. If the stream is too cold it will fold like calico, and

fold in air with a similar result. Have it just right—cool
as you can without any folding of the stream. Blessed be
they that clear up splendidly these nice little points 1 But,
let's see, will it stay liquid as long sealed kind 'o cool, as it

will if the whole thing, bottle and all, is raised once more to
a high temperature when the cork is put in ?—Page 69.

A BEGINNER'S TRIALS WITH BEES.

Mr. Tackaberry is surely a fine example of how a be-
ginner will contrive to get into trouble. But, then, most of
them wiggle through it and come out all right. Don't have
bees stacked in a room of your house adjacent a room with
a warm fire. But and if you do do that foolish thing, at
least have the grace to keep the door locked, and the key
safe in your pocket—if not " frowed in de well." Page 79.

THE REVERSIBLE-FRAME OPINIONS.

C. H. Dibbern and J. A. Green innocently say, "Yes,"
while the rest of us, to the number of 25, turn up our Noes-es
at the reversible frame. But, then, there's no law against
having a better frame than we now have, sufficiently simple
and cheap, and reversible, too—if the like of that comes
tripping and singing along. Page 85.

BUYING QUEENS IN LARGE LOTS.

Excellent salve for the sore pedals of the tenderfoot to
hear an " old stager " tell of buying 250 queens in one lot

—

and then confess that it turned out to be a bad job. Page 90.

FRONT-END CAR-LOAD FOR MOVING BEES.

So the moving-by-rail experience of Charles W. Sager,
is that a stack of hives is bumped forward and oftener than
it is bumped backward. Therefore place the stack in the
front end of the car. Page 90.

BEE-HOUSE RESULTS—A HIVE-SHIRT.

I think, Mr. McCradie, most of us would quit off from
that bee-house that only saves 2 out of 10. But, still, maybe
your hole-through-the-wall experiment will be a success.
L,et us hear.

That hive-shirt of home-made oil-cloth (muslin and lin-

seed oil) is apparently a good thing. But won't the fabric
rot under the stone ? If the shirt is fastened on tight
enough I don't see how the cover is going to get away even
without the stone. Possibly the intention is to have the
cover on top of the cloth. Page 92.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Tartaric Acid for Preventing Honey-Granulation.

I have been putting up chunk honey in Mason jars. I

have met with considerable loss by having the extracted
honey candy that I finish filling the jars with. This winter
I took some honey and heated it to 160 degrees, Fahr. I put
a part of it up by adding and thoroughly mixing tartaric

acid in the proportion of a teaspoonful to 20 pounds of honey,
and this has not granulated, and looks clear and white,
while what was left without acid has granulated nicely.

Now, will the honey be just as wholesome for food with the
acid in it ? and is it advisable to put up chunk honey with
the acid ? Iowa.

Answer.—I doubt very much the advisability of putting
in any foreign substance whatever. Even if you are sure
that it does no harm (and the acid would do at least a little

harm), the name of putting something into honey would
open the door for the charge that it was adulterated.

Stimulative Feedlng-Winterlng-Maklng Nuclei.

1. Will '2 -pint of sugar syrup fed daily be enough to

stimulate and carry on brood-rearing in the spring, when
no honey is in the hive? If not, how much ?

2. Tell me how your bees are, and have been, wintering
in that furnace-room.

3. How small a nucleus will winter to good advantage
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where one wants to save some extra queens iu the fall ?

Last fall I wintered about 1 quart of bees on 4 combs of

honey, and by the next May they covered 3'2 combs, and
proved to be as good an any colony I had. But this winter
they were dead Jan. 15, and 25 full colonies besides.

4. Do you think your method of increase, that you de-

scribed to "Illinois," page 170, is any better than the way
W. W. Somerford does, page 260 of Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture for 1899 ?

What I mean is, to have all colonies for increase very
strong by the commencement of the honey-flow, then divide

into 8 or 10 nuclei, and give each a ripe queen-cell. By
" strong," I mean each old colony to have a double brood-
chamber, each nucleus to have the remainder of the hive
withdrawn comb. I am anxious about this increase matter,
as I will have only about 35 colonies left out of 80 this

spring, and I want them to store enough to winter on, and
would like to make 100 colonies out of 10. Ohio.

Answers.— 1. Yes. But that way of living from hand
to mouth is hardly the best way. Bees seem to have more
sense than some folks, and if they have just enough to do
from day to day, they seem to say, "We haven't on hand
enough stores to last very long, and we had better go a little

slow about starting a lot of brood that we may not be able
to feed later on." With a good reserve on hand, you may
find the bees will need little if any stimulative feeding.

2. I don't know. Not out of the woods yet. Too warm,
though. Most of the time above 50, sometimes up to 60.

Wait a minute, and I'll go and see what it is now
Well, the thermometer in the cellar stands at 56, and the
bees are unusually noisy. The trouble is that it is a muggy
sort of a day, with the thermometer outdoors at 46. If the
outer temperature was zero, the bees would be very still at

56 inside, for in that case the air in the cellar would change
more rapidly. So far as I can judge they are doing fairly

well, but they would probably do better if there were not so

many in one room.
3. From your own statement one would judge that in a

mild winter a quart of bees would do very well, but in a

severe winter three quarts would be none too many. That's
for outdoors. In the cellar less than a quart might do,
whether the winter was mild or severe ; especially if two
nuclei were kept in a double hive with a thin partition be-
tween them.

4. Much depends on the locality and the season. If you
are sure of a good flow and a long season, then it may be
better, and certainly will be less trouble, to wait till all are
strong (which should be done in either case), and then finish

up the whole business by dividing into the total number.
But it would be a very risky thing in my locality, and very
likely it would be in yours. For if the season should be
poor or short, you might have the fun of doubling up again
in the fall.

Comb vs. Extracted Honey—United Colonies—When to
Put on Supers.

1. What is the difference between working for comb and
extracted honey ? I wish to run for comb honey only.

2. Would you leave the combs in the brood-chamber that

have been emptied the past winter? I find them in good
shape.

3. I have 2 light colonies of bees, in the cellar, and
wish to unite them as soon as I can. How soun can I take
them out of the cellar (to place them on the summer stands)

and unite them ?

4. Would you put supers on before the brood-chamber is

filled? Missouri.

Answers.—1. The chief difference is that in one case

the finished product is in white combs, and in the other the

honey is liquid, combs being used over and over again, and
the honey thrown out by an extractor.

2. Yes, if in good condition they are better than new.

3. As soon as warm enough to fly nearly every day, say
after red maples are in bloom.

4. No, not till it is filled and the honey harvest is nearly

on.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^

Dangrhters of Select Im-

\^X^^Bi^I ported Italian, Select
' ^?f^H^r Long-Tongue (Moore's),^^^"" and Select Golden, bred

2Vi miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure beeswitliia3 miles,
and but few -within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4,00 $7.50 $ .f.0 $.1.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 S.UO 9.f0 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6 50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10 00 IS OO ISO 8 00 15.00
Select Uieeders $3.00 each

Send (or Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

$ I #5-80 F«r
I ^ 200 Egq

'•INCUBATOR
Perfect Id conatroctioD ana
action. liat^hes every fertile

egg. Write for catalog to-day.

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. Ill

4SA26t Please mention

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, ilives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you lime and
freight. Four percent off for casb orders in

December. M. H. HU NT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

^
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that is gathered all from one plant always
granulates, but honey gathered from all kinds
of flowers never does. I have never heard of
it granulating in this place.

I run my bees in S-frame Langstroth hives.
I saw in a daily paper that there was a big

meeting of bee-keepers at Hanford the other
day : they are going to club together to get
more money for their honey, and also get
cheaper hives. R. Thompson.
Marin Co., Calif., Jan. 3.

A Teppible Winter.

Isn't this winter terrible ; But as terrible

as it is, my bees had a glorious flight on the
Cth of this month. I looked through them
all and found them iu good condition. Plenty
of stores left. The knowledge of that took
an anxious burden off my mind. The next
day (Sunday) it was -10 degrees colder, and it

has been still colder since.

The double-size number of the Bee Jour-
nal was flue. All of them are.

R. B. McCain.
Grundy Co., 111., Feb. 10.

Blessed with Some Rain.

Since writing you a day or two ago, Cali-
fornia has been blessed with a Une rain, and
the hearts of all have been made glad. It

amounted to 1.13 inches at this point, making
for the season, to date, 1.70 inches. The
storm has cleared, and it is very pleasant out-
side to-day. Albert Rozeli..
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Feb. 6.

Too Long Confinement.

My bees had a good flight the 6th. So far I

have lost 6 colonies— I think, from too long
conflnenient. I winter them on the summer
stands. Six da.vs more of conflnenient would
have made it '6 months since they had had a
flight. Most of the balance (6fl colonies) are
in good condition at present.

John S. Dowdy.
Logan Co., 111., Feb. S.

Results of the Season of 1903.

Last spring my bees were taken from the
cellar and placed on the summer stands April
1. My winter loss was .5 colonies, and I had
15 left, all in good condition. One of those
that died during the winter starved to death

;

the other 4 had plenty of honey. I don't
know the cause of their dying.
My bees built up very fast, and by the last

of May had become so strong that they com-
menced to swarm. I put supers on early, as I

discovered that they were getting strong.
They went into the supers and commenced to
fill them with honey, but swarm they did.
This was not the case with my bees alone, but
it was the almost universal complaint, very
few exceptions. It made no difference whether
they were worked for comb or extracted
honey, they seemed to have the swarming
fever, and nothing would slop them until the
fever abated.
Notwithstanding the swarms that issued

they gathered a large amount of honey ; there
were many tons of honey gathered in this
and adjoining counties. My bees did very
well the first part of the season, but not as
well as many others. My colonies increased
to 42, but I doubled 10 colonies and made 5,
giving me 37, and they produced 500 pounds
of comb honey, and two-thirds of this was
taken from old colonies that cast two
swarms each. The honey season closed with
the end of basswood and clover bloom. The
amount of fall honey gathered in this section
of country was so insignificant that it is not
worthy of mention. This accounts for the
small amount of honey I obtained from my 15
colonies, spring count, or 37 at the close of the
swarming season.
When the honey-flow stopped all the late

swarms ceased to build comb or gather honey,
consequently when the time came to put them
in winter quarters 1 found 10 colonies too
light, both in bees and honey, to think of
wintering them, so I was just cruel enough to
destroy the bees and extract the honey and
save the combs for use next season. I expect

>K >liMi >t<. >li Sit >te >lt >li ite.Jtt -ott iK >14ik rft Jte. >lt >!t Jli

BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Qoods at Root's Prices. ^

Everytbinc used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. «
Prompt Service. pf

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. «

WALTER S. POUDER, |
5«3-5'5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND S

>;? >j>r >l< >^ >;c >j< >j? Tjif yji >}<>};: t;? >?»: >j< Tjc vpr >;5 >j?>;5JJ5

1 Percent Discount
During the Month

(j) Send for our 1904 Catalog' and Price-List. Our jg

I
HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in worlimanship and material |y By sending in your order now, you will save money, and ^j.

y secure prompt shipment. W

I PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us a |

a Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies? Re-
« member, you get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,

fg
and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you
money. Is not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

I Root's Goods at their Factory Prices.

a We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies
6 of any house in the West.
S Honey and Beeswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

ii illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

S GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.

IT PAYS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

FOR

BEE-SUPPLIES
R. H. SCHmiDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

*^>eas.e mention Bee journal when wntma

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, a^tid they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters'"" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Preight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey -Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
Office and Salesrooms—21i 46-48 Centrul A^e. y'* I XT/^ I M1VT AT* I /^ I_l I /~V
Warehouses—Freeman and Central Aves. ^ I 1^^ I 1^ 1^ /\ | | vj 11 IW

Please llention the Bee Jourual lX"xSr?.?...
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to be severely criticised for resorting to this

method of disposinff of bees, but before

vou pass senteoee just boar in mind that

i am SO years old, and notwithstanding my
age I am" not a millionaire but am an old

soldier supported mainly by a pension, and

broken down in health. I have 'i? colcmies

left, unless some of them die during the win-

ter—and that is all I feel able to take care of

the next season.

It is often the ease that a colony of bees

will be found doing something different from

their customary habits. I had such a colony

last season. They cast a swarm May 28, and

after nying around for a time they returned

to their hive. As they were returning 1 looked

in front of the hive and found the tiueen. I

put her on the alighting-board and she went
back into the hive with the other bees. In

just a' week they camcDut again and clustered,

but before I could hive them they returned

not only to the hive where they came out,

but also into the one that was about one foot

away. There was no fighting, no liees killed,

neither could I And the queen. I will number
this first hive No. 1, and the last oue No. -'. I

keep a long board in front of my hives tor an

alighting-board, and the next day after the

second return the bees were running back and
forth from No. 1 and No. 2, and this contin-

ued for several weeks, then they swarmed the

third time, and clustered with another swarm
that came out at the the same time, but the

communication was kept up between Nos. 1

and 2 the same as before.

After a few weeks I discovered that the

bees in No. 1 were getting less; they were
weak, and I supposed they were queenless, so

I took the top off one day to examine them
and found a queen stuck fast to the top of

one of the frames. I liberated her and she

went down among the other bees. I let them
remain for a long time, but they continued to

dwindle, so I took the frames out and shook
the bees off; they had not done any robbing

during this time, (or I extracted 4 gallons of

honey which was nicely capped over.

I have a home market for all my honey at 15

cents a pound, and I received first premium
on best display of honey at our county fair,

also first premium on clover honey and bass-

wood honey, amounting to 87.00 in all, which
would make about 1" cents a pound that I

received for my honey.
It was a very wet season last year, and but

little honey gathered after the first of August,
and those who put late swarms into the cellar

without feeding will be liable to meet with
some loss.

I examined my bees last week and found
them all right. In this section of the country
we have to keep our bees in the cellar 4i.j or

5 months, and this is a great hindrance to suc-

cess among bee-men.
Last summer .June and July were the only

months that bees stored any surplus honey.

My bees are Italians, and they are the best-

natured bees lever worked among.

I agree with Mr. C. Alexander, page 813,

(190.3), that the American Bee Journal has

taken quite an advanced step since Mr. New-
man left it: and I don't think that this opin-

ion detracts anything from Mr. Newman's
good work, for this advance step is in accor-

dance with the law of progression, which is

the law of Nature, and the present Editor of

the .lournal keeps abreast with the progress

by apiarists. S. B. Smith.
Millelacs Co., Minn., Feb. 11.

A Mild, But Lonff, Winter.

Bees will open. I think, in excellent condi-

tion, as I notice they are flying strong from
all my hives. The winter has been milder

than usual, but very protracted.
A. H. Noble.

Davidson Co., Tenn., March 11.

Moving Bees—Cold Winter.

I have just finished reading last week's

double number, arid I am much interested in

the report of the Chicago-Northwestern con-

vention.
I think those people that have received the

benefits from foul brood inspection would
be rather backward in making it public. (I

A Standard-Bred Italian (|ueeu-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.

As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine, Un-

tesCed Italian C^ueen lo the person who complies with the follow-

ing condiiioDS, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year

(iyU4).
, „ ,

2. Sending your own name with the $1.00 for the Bee Journal

will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-

scriber must be a NKW subscriber; which means, further, that

the new subscribt-r has never had the Bee Journal regularly, or at

least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where

iheBee Journal is already being taken.
. , , , ^, . , .

We think we have made the foregoing sufhciently plain so that no error need be

made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a legitimate way. They are worth working tor. .,,-,,
We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or

June. Will you have one or more?
If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we wul send the

American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for only SI. 50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 E. ERIE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

R,E3ID OA-IC, IO"WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everythiog needed in

the Apiarv, assuring BEST goods
at the LOW EST prices, aod prompt
shipraeat. We want everv bee-keeper
to hare ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of

Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Eic. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co.. Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Sbugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Chas. A. Meyers, Leipsic, Ohio.

1 DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^f^^JklS^E
I

^ w,= an pstahlished reoutation. because made by a process that produces the CLEAN^EST ^

1

„„.. „„ established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
Xnd PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-

ingwa.vi" to foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Higtiest Price.

A Full Liae of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.

Send at once for Catalog, with prices and discounts.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
25Atf T. P. BINGHAM, Farwell. Mich.

Please mention Bee Jouriiai -when wrritine:.

EOQS
from S. C. W. and Buff Leg
horns, Barred Rocks, and
White Wyandotte. Write for

prices. ^
F. F. ALDERFER.

R.F.D.No.l. Sol-derton.Pa.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

8 B66-SUDDll6SEXGlUSiV6lll! 8
A Complete Line of LEWIS' fine BEE-SUPPLIES.
DADANT'S FOUNDATION. .,.,.„^..
BINGHAM'S Original Patent SMOKERS and KNIVES.
ROOT'S EXTRACTORS, GLOVES, VEILS, etc.

QUEEN-BEES and NUCLEI in season. In fact, anything needed in the

" Bee-Ivine," at , „.
FACTORY PRICES HERE IN CINCINNATI,
Where Prompt Service is yours, and Freight Rates are Lowest. Spe-

w cial Discount for Early Orders. Send for Catalog.

THE FRED1W.:MUTH CO.
>^-'--"--""'"°'""^^ 's.wa..nutst,

fbc>&QO:>0QO
Please mention Bee Journal wlwn wrtlMift

^
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Some ADiary Stock at a Bargain

!

We offer for sale, from our stock of bee-supplies, the following list, some of which is new,
and the balance as good as new:

20 Wood-bound 10-frame Zinc Hooey-Boirds ISc each.
lOSONew, Clean, Wired Kxtracling Cambs (L. size' ISc each.
420 NewL. Brood- Frames with full sheets wired foundation 10c each.
400 Good L. Brood-Combs 12c each.

1 " New Model" Solar Wax-Extractor iglass 26x60 in.) 8.0(1.'

1 Wooden Honey -Tank with galvanized iron bottom (holds 18J0 lbs.) 10.00.
16-inch Comb Foundation Mill 15.00.
1 10-inch Comb Fouunation Mill 25.00.

100 New L. 10 fr. Dovetailed Hives (each consisting of a Body, Cover
and Bottom-Board—all nailed) 93c each.

If you order Combs and Hives, the Combs can be put right into the hives and shipped in that
way. All the above can be shipped promptly, so long as they last. First come, first served. What
do YOU want out of the lot ? or do you want it all? (No order filled for less than $'.oo from the
above list.) Also BEES AND QUEENS, and Stanley Queen Incubator. Send for free Circular

Address, A.R,TI£XJR, ST.A.N-LiE3"S-, IDiaCOIT, ILiIj.

ITALIAN QUEENS, BEES AND NUCLEI
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported StocVc.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen 11.10
•' Tested Queen 1.65
" Selected " 2.20
" Breeder " 3.30
'• Comb Nucleus (no

Queen I l.SO

Tested Select Breed-
ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival
guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and description of

cacb grade of Queens,' send for free Price-L,i^t.

J, L. STRONG,
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
12Atf Mention Bee Journal when writing.

^^^^ National Oats yIsI
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severe, for it is not customary to protect tlie

hives. I mj'selt have lost no colonies, but I

have several which are in poor shape for

spring work. Allen I..\tiiam.

New London Co.. Conn., March T.

Great Mortality of Bees.

There is a great mortalit)' among the bees of

this locality, as they have not had a good
flight since last fall. We have lost !."> out of

54 colonies so far, and more are slowly dying
with dysentery. C. A. BfNcii.

(JSaiot Joseph Co.. Ind., March 1-1.

Bees Wlnteping Well.

Bees [are wintering well in this vicinity,

with daily flights sinc^ Feb. 29. The longest

periods between flights this winter was 15

days in December, 10 in January, and 1" in

February. They are visiting the water-

troughs freely, and have begun rearing brood.
I. L. Lyman.

Lancaster Co., Nebr., March 6.

Working the Home Market.

I now have about 250 colonies of bees, well

graded Italians. My honey crop for 1903 was
13,000 pounds, about half comb and half ex-

tracted. I sold it in the home market at a net

price of 9 cents a pound. Those bee-keepers

who produce a few thousand pounds, or a few

hundred pounds, can't do better than work
their home market. LoN RossoN.

Ellis Co., Texas, March 9.

[Suppose you tell us your method of work-

ing the home honey market, Mr. Rosson.

—

Editor.]

Good Report on Wintering.
gjWe wish to report that our bees are having

a grand flight to-day, and have wintered well

out-doors this winter, while the thermometer

has registered, from December 15. 1903. up to

Feb. 22, 1904, all the way from 10 to 39 de-

grees below zero.

Nov. 1 we packed 95 colonies in planer shav-

Lan^strothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over SOO pages, being- revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for fl.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for S2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with S3. 00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
44 <J 146 Erie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

This is tiie Limit
A Hot Water. Self-Regnlating, 60 eeg
Incubator $4.50. S3.00 and up for
Brooders. Allen 30 DAYS' TKIAL.
NoaKcnts. You pay no middlemen's

profits. See eataloKuo for "100^ Hatches.' Write
BUCKEYE INCUBATOR COMPANT., Boi 53. Sprlngflelil, Ohio

^ioiia« iDentlon ilea Journal -wtien wntme.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on tbe other side.

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

tTHis Cut is the i'OLL Size of the Knife.)

Vour Name on the Knife.—When ordering-, be sure to say jnst what name and
Address you wish put on the Katte.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies la the handle. It is

made beautifully of iadestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here.

1'he Material erltering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass:
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and tbe finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the '' Novelty '' is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destrov the Jtnife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fot-

tunate as to have one of the "Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and In
case of death, your relatives will at odce be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
thls^beautiful knife, as tb>* ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us ihkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal [with$^'>J.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for f2.0O.

ings, ot which we have to-day 90 boiling-over
colODies. We lost one by starving, and four
were queenless. How is that?

R. H. Scn.MiDT Co.
Shel»ygan Co., Wis., Feb. 'IS.

Worst Winter In 25 Years.

This has been the worst winter on bees^for
a quarter ot ii century. They have been fun-
able to get out of their hives in safety since
last October. Evan E. Edwards.
Madison Co., Ind., March 12.

Thinks the Bees Will Winter.

I put 66 colonies in a bee-house, all in good
shape and well supplied with honey, and I

guess they will get through the winter all

right.

My honey crop was not very large last sea-
son ; I had I'M pounds of extracted honey.
Last year was too wet and cold for bees. I

had so many weak and tiueenless colonies. I

hope this spring will be better.

Math Fisch.
Sheboygan Co., Wis., March 8.

Flying From All Hives.

I have not been able to see how the bees
wintered, but the folks say the air is full ot
them the days they could fiy out, and that
they were flying from all the hives; but I will
find out when the weather will permit me to
go out-of-doors. D. C. McLeod.

Christain Co., 111., March 10.

Wintering in a Bee-Cave.

I have a cave dug in a side hill, with double
doors, and about as nearly air-tight as I can
make it. It is 9x8x16 feet. I have 38 colo-
nies in it, and they appear to be wintering in
fine shape. I go in and shut the door and
they seem to be perfectly quiet.

C. .J. Barber.
Monona Co., Iowa, March 3.

The German Steam Wax-Press.

I notice on page 104. how Mr. Rauehfuss
set fire to his honey-house by melting wax on
a stove, while others melt their wax out-of-
doors. Now I advise them all to get a German
steam wax-press, and melt their wax by steam,
then they can work in the house, and no dam-
age done. I have tried it and would not do
without one. Wm. Lake.
San Diego Co., Calif., Feb. 28.

Report for Last Season.

I have a small apiary, and am wintering 60
colonies, mostly Italians. I use the St. Joe
hive. My crop, last year, from 45 colonies,

was 4200 pounds of section and box honey,
2300 pounds of extracted honey, and 60

pounds of wax. I also have 50 hives filled

with 50 extracting combs for swarms the com-
ing season. F. G. ASHBAUGH.
Livingston {'o., Mo., Feb. 20.

GEORGE W, YORK L CO,
JWPleasa allor^ 'boot two weeks for your knife order to be dUed.

Chicaga 111

Loolfs Unfavorable for Honey.

We have had only l'.^ inches of rain. It

looks the most unfavorable for a honey crop
I've ever seen it at this date. However, we
have about S tons ot last year's crop left, and
also 4 or 5 tons of the season farther bael£.

We are selling it at 7 and 9 cents, according
to quality. I left them 40 to 60 pounds to the

colony; that ought to pull them over all

right. C. W. Datton.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Feb. 18.

Complaining Does No Good.

Dead as a door-nail ! And I had gone to

special pains to protect them for the winter.

I have for years left them on the summer
stands, and by leaving plenty ot stores, cov-
ering the hives with old carpets and blankets,

and afterward turning over them a large box.
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I have never before failed to winter them
nicely.
But this 20 degrees below was too much for

them

!

I imagine others have met with equally de-

pressing experiences, and that soon they'll

begin to " holler."

]f so, it will mean a short honey crop, inci-

dent to lacli of bees.

But it's no use—the only way is to start

fresh and build up quickly, ready for white
clover season, at least.

Certain it is that complaining and "cuss-
ing" one's luck does no good. Pitch in and
win 1 Dr. Peibo.
Cook Co., 111., Feb. 24.

Some Experiences with Bees.

In 1902 I brought my .52 coloniesof bees out
of the cellar on March 24. They were :dl

alive, liut 4 were queenless, and I sold one,

leaving me 47 colonies. I fed about 2.5. It

was a cold spring which prevented swarming
until .lune IS. when I had the first swarm. In

the fall I had 100 colonies, but decreased them
to 60, then the cold November days slopped
me from this work.
In 1903 I brought out some of my bees on

March 13, and the balance March LS. They
were all healthy, and I sold one colony. It

was another cold and wet spring. The only
colony that ever died from starvation for me
was my first one—a second swarm—I bought
on June 5, 1.SS9. But I nearly lost one last

spring. One morning I saw dead bees in the

entrance, and on opening the hive I noticed
bees between the brood-frames. They soon
began to move slowly, so I hastily made sugar
syrup and sprinkled some over them; in a

short time Iriees were seen in the entrance, but
this caused robbing, so I put them back into

the cellar for b days. After all, I took about
00 pounds of comb honey from them.

M3' first 2 swarms appeared on June 21.

Then about 10 came that could be hived sepa-

rately, but the hottest day they clustered to-

gether—how many? Say from 15 to 1"

swarms. I hived them in T hives and gave to

some 1 super, and to others 2. The next day
1 heard, " Bees are swarming !

" My answer

: EYES d^l^-
CURED

Me^se menuon Bee Jovimal wnen wntmg

LBCE SAP LIFE
hnw they live and thrive.
LD't have healthy, prufltable
r Btoclt and have Uce too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
ta'xf r.iru of the verminandyou will
he more busy takingoareof the pro-
11 ts. Makes Bitting: hens comfortahle.
Sample I'l cents; ino oz.. Jl.CO hy ex-

• press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

D J° Lambert, Box 707. Apponaug, R. 1.

Please mention Kee louruai wnen wiitinfe

Please meutjon B«e Jtjumai -when wtiuup

Please mentloti Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

1

Dr. Miller's New Book
Free as a Preniiiiin lor lending' I'wo

I^ew Siibscriberiii.

The book contains 328 pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with gold
letters and design ; it is printed on best book-paper, and illustrated with
over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It is unique in this regard.

The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into
bee-keeping. Seventeen years ago he wrote a small book, called "A Year
Among the Bees," but that little v-ork has been out of print for a number
of years. While some of the matter used in the former book is found in
the new one, it all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keep-
ing by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just how Dr. Mil-
ler does things with bees.

HOW TO GET A COPY OF DR. MILLER'S

"FORTY YEARS AMONG THE BEES."

The price of this new book is $1.00, post-paid ; or, if taken with the
WKBKLY American Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for $1.75.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the American Bee Journal
whose subscription is paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new
book free as a premium for sending us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year with $2.00. This is a magnificent offer, and should
be taken advantage of at once. For many of our readers it is not only an
easy way to earn a copy of the book, but at the same time they will be
helping to extend the subscription list of the old American Bee Journal,
and thus aiding also in spreading the best kind of apicultural information
among those who would be successful bee-keepers.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

was :

^' O, that is one of those I hived yester-
terday !

" They went about 25 rods south
into a neighbor's lot. I gave up hiving them,
as it was a very hot day, and, being a weak
person, I considered my life worth more than
the bees.

That afternoon the lady came to tell me the
bees left there, and settled in a small oak-tree
in my lot. I took a hive and one super to the
place and shook the bees from the limb to the
ground. They all went into the hive. I then
increased the supers to 3, each containing 32
l"s inch sections, and they filled them all.

To make a long story short, I will say about
2^2 prime swarms clustered on a cherry-tree.
They didn't wait until I came with a hive, but
said, " Good-bye." I was glad of it. because
the honey makes too much work. All after-

swarms must go back where they come from.

Let me tell you an incident relating to a
swarm that came out one sultry day. I went
out into the yard with a pad of water to keep
them from clustering on the grape-arbor. I

didn't wear a veil, and this was the first time
that bees ever made me retreat to the house.
After putting on various articles to keep out
bees, I heard a cry from the hen that was im-
prisoned ip the yard so her young chickens
might eat the millers and other insects from
the grass and around the beehives. She was
trying to escape through the laths on the box,
so I overturned it and found her almost com-
pletely covered with bees. She ran this way
and that way. Finally we got her into an
empty hay-barn, where we caught her, and
my daughter took 8 stingers out of her head.
The young chickens got stung more or less

also, but since I have them in the garden the
bees and I are troubled less with millers. And
the chickens don't eat the queen or bees as
some fear, and have asked Dr. Miller about it.

I decrea.sed my colonies from 103 to 53, and
brought them into the cellar on December 4.

I have packed 5495 pounds of No. 1 white'

clover honey in shipping-cases holding 24 sec-

tions. I had an ofler of 9 cents per pound,
prompt acceptance, in December.
In 1901 I sold my honey for 13 cents per

pound, and in 1903 I sold 3020 pounds of
white clover honey at 13'.i cents per pound,
and 200 pounds of fall honey at 12 cents per
pound. They came from Green Bay, a dis-

tance of 16 miles, with a team, and took all

on one load. I also sold 100 pounds at 14
ceuts'per pound. This company called for
my honey before I had started packing. Af-
ter some corresponding I came down from 13
cents to 11 cents per pound, and asked if that
suited them; but no answer. Now, a bee-keeper
in Illinois was angry that some sold their

honey for 10 cents per pound. After selling

it at 9 cents, and ra>ii]y: it, how much money

Cover design of l he tree caLllitr i-siied bv
the Scott Incubator (.o . iudiauapolis, Iml.
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is left; Or if a Ix'e-kerper can't sell his honey
at all, what shall he do with it;

I wrote to a bee-keeper that he was lueky to

have no room to store his honey. He had told

me that ho sold his comb honey for 11 cents

and extracted for 7 eents per pound. I just

got a letter from him saying, "The store-

keeper has all my honey on hand yet; 35(10

poundsof comb and SOO pounds of extracted."

I sell my extracted honey at home for S

cents 11 pound, but it is selling slowly.

There has been some talk about eating

honey. I eat more than 100 pounds a year,

and never touch anything sour.

A farmer bee-keeper has a book in which I

found the following ad vice: ' Paint your hives

4 weeks before hiving a swarm in them; bees

don't like the smell of the hives." I know bet-

ter. , When painting wagons, bees visited me,
and I have painted bee-hives inside and out,

and hived swarms in them the ne.xt day.

When giving up my trade—wagon-nmkei-

—

I had some 7-ineh basswood on liand. I made
supers from them and I also have a few hives

from basswood lumber. They won't warp
any more than pine, and last as long when
kept painted.
The first swarms I ever hived was on June

23, 1S90. The queen piped on July 4, which
meant that the second swarm would come on
July r. I wrote this to the American Bee
Journal before, and have known it over .50

years, so Dr. Miller may answer to those who
have but a few colonies: When your (lueens

have piped 3 evenings, you will be sure to

have the second swarm the next day ; and
not: If you hear your queens pipe to-night,

watch for swarms to-morrow. It takes too
much time to watch for queen-piping for those
who have so many bees. Why didn't Mr.
Hasty tell Dr. Miller about this queen-piping!

I extracted my unfinished sections, put them
into a box. and then gave them to the bees
and let them clean them out slowly.

Wv. Dl'escher.
Brown Co., Wis., Jan. 29.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Michlg^an.—The Northern Michigan bee-keep-
ers win hold their aanual coavention March
30 add 31, 1904, in the Moutague Hall, 127 Front
St., Traverse Citv, Mich.

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, Pres.
Rapid City, Miih.

Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among other important
qnestions to be considered will be the World's
Kair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of

IWS. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to Jurther increase the fraternal in-

terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all bee keepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

"TELEPHONES™"
a book of mfaty teU-pho
what the farnier wunrs t

"HtniiKlit from Iho sb'.i

Usk fur himU V i AiMress ncurebi, oiiite.

Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Co., Rochester, N.Y., Chicago, Ml.

Please mention Bee JDomai -wHen 'WTltin&

Aas<A mention J^ee Journal 'wnen 'wntina

For Sales
pound; tv

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

Bee-Keepers' SypDlles.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

Address,

LEftHY MFG. GO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St., OMAHA, Nebr.
12A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

FOR SALE.
40coloDies or over, with suflicieat combs for

extraciiuff; lot of exira hives ami ether para-

phernaU<i. Light honey-housp. ^xl2 feet. At a

bargaia. Quick sale desired on accoum of

w-oiotf awaT. Call on or address.

H.E 51 AkKEY. ii26Benson Ave. Evanston III.

ChunkHoneyFor Sale
Write for prices.

ROBERT PROVAN, Rt.3, Traer, Iowa
11 A2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

100 pounds Extracted Choice
er HONEY in cases of
to lb. cans each; Sc per

[lore, 7t4c per pound.
DANIEL S. KITSON.

llA4t R.F.D. No. 1, East JoKD.iN, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal wiien "WTixm?

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in Kansas City

and Omaha. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,
with complete description and lowest price

delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City
and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Manzanola, Colo.

WANTED !'='\?,?r);B HONEY
In no-drip shippinsr-cases. Also Amber Ex-

32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio

A Celluloid Queen-Button is a very

pretty thing lor a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

tea serves to introduce the
snbject of honey, and 're-

quently leads to a sale.

The picture shown hertwita
Is a reproduction of a motto
qneen-bntton that we are fnr-

nishinjf to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to

fasted it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10c;

or 5 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the ofSce

of the American Bee Jonrnal.

A Life Sacrificed.

Russell, Kaus., Feb. 4, l')04.

Stromberg Caklson Tel. Mfg. Co.,

Gentlemen:- Chicago, 111.

I am working a great deal this winter, work-

ing up telephone lines. I have been handling
the and the telephones, and would
like to make a deal with you for 25 or 50 of your
telephones. Would send cash with order or as

soon as received. I could give you satisfactory

references. I mean business and will deal with

tou if prices suit me. I would want prices on
four or five bar 1,1.00 ohm bridging instrumenls.

One of my boys was working oa my fan
Pawnee Co., K
was taken sick \v

have had a telepli

a doctor in time t

will' see I know t

lies Irom the doctor. He
h appendicitis, and if I could
ine there I might have gotten
have saved his life. So you

portance of having tele-

phones in the country and have worked up a

telephone line on my farm to town and am now
working up some lines in Russell County. Am
doing this work uol so much for my gain but

in time of need. Respectfully, W.W.Cook.

OUR TEN-THOUSAND DOLLAR
Bee-Keepers' Supply Manufaciuring Plant is

ready for busine^-. S'nd for Price List.

MONDENG MFG. CO.
117 Wt Ced r Lake Koid, Mi.nneapolis, Mi.nn.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MAKKKT QUOTATIONS

J
Chicago, March 8.—It is difficult to get more

than 12c per pound for any lot of white comb
honey, with stiles chielly at lie; even at this
price it does not work off as fast as owners wish
it would. Selections in the most desirable
grades bring a little higher price in small quan-
tities; off grades sell at l(5;2c per pound less.
Extracted honey plentiful and slow of sale;
white brings 6raj7c; amber. S@6c, according to
quality and style of package, lieeswax active
at 30c. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, March 1*).—The honey market
continues to be dull, and if anything the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from 12s4@14c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, 5ii@iHc; in cans,!ic more; alfalfa, water-
white, tj@6Vic; strictlv white clover, for extra
fancy, 7!.i@Sc. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. WEin.;R.

Philadelfhia, March').—There has not been
much change since last quotations on comb
honey. Small lots have been arriving freely,
but principally of poor quality, and have been
sold at whatever the commission man could get
for them, ranging from 10c up. We quote fancy
comb honey. 14(3ilSc; No. 1, at 12Cail3c; amber,
at 10@llc. Extracted honey, white, at 7^@8c;
amber, 6@7c; Southern, 5(" 6c, according to the
package. Beeswax selling readily at 3lc. We
are producers of honey but do not handle on
commission. Wm. A. Selsek.

Cincinnati, Mar. 4.—The demand for honey
is brighter than it has been iu the past 60 days.
We continue to offer amber extracted in barrels
at S5^®6'2C, according to quality. White clover
extracted is a drag on the market at 6i^@8t^c in
barrels and cans. Comb honey seems to be re-
viving at 13l^@15c for fancv.
Beeswax, 30c. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Honey demand very
light. Prices of comb honey are largely now
what the buyers will offer—from 10@i5c. We
look for better demand when weather is
warmer. Extracted doing some better at 7c
for white, ojic for mixed, and 5H<S'6c for dark
and buckwheat. Beeswax, 28@30c.

H. R. Wright.
Boston, March 7.—The condition and price

of the market on honey has not altered. Strictly
fancy Eastern honey is scarce. Western honey
will not bring as much here. We quote fancy
white in glass-front cases at lt,c; No. 1, at 15c.
Supply is ample, and demand light at this time.
Extracted, water-white, Sc; light amber, 7@8c;
with but little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Feb. 24.—There is no change
in the price of corah honey; the supply is large.
The receipts of extracted are large and the de-
mand very light. The market price is: Fancy
No. 1, comb, 24 section cases, $2.25; No. 2 stock,
$2.00. Extracted, white, per pound, 6tr6}^c; am-
ber, S54<S'6c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, March 7.—The market ou comb
honey is decidedly dull. There is some demand
for white honey, but prices are ruling rather
low. We quote fancy at 13an4c; No. 1, at 12c;
amber, at Uc, and in round lots even these pri-
ces have to be shaded in order to effect sales.
There is no demand at all for dark and buck-
wheat comb honey, and it looks as if some of it

would have to be carried over. We quote nomi-
nally at 9(aaoc per pound.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey,

at irregular prices, fancy whitebringing6^fii7c;
light amber, F-%@bc; other grades, S@5}^c; and
Southern, common to fair, 50@£Sc per gallon.
Beeswax firm at from 2')(a30c.

Hildreth & Skgelkkn.

San Francisco, March i.—White comb, 1-lb.
frames, ll>«@12c; amber. M^lOc. Extracted,
white, 5K@S'.,c; light amber, 4!4@454c; amber,
3S(Q4^4c; dark amber, 3i4@3\c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27!^(<i 29c; dark, 25@2<,c.
Trade is rather slow. Asking prices remain

much the same as for some time past, but
wholesale transfers are difficult to effect at full
current figures. Offerings of both c mb and
extracted are sufficiently large to admit of ci-n-

siderable acuviti.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,

199 SOUTH Water St. Chicago. III.
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The Best Bee-Goods

ia the World....
are no better than those we make,
and the chances are that they are not
so good. If you buy of us yoit
'Mill not t>e "lisappointed.
We are iinciersoltl l>y no
one. Send for new catalog and
price-list and free copy of THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER; \n its

thirteenth year ; 50 cents a year ; es-

pecially for beginners.

THE

W. T. Falconer lAfg. Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. V.

W. M. Gehbish, Epping, N.H., carries

a fall line of onr goods at catalog prices.

Order of him and save the freight.

r-'ease mention Bee Jo-i'-cal when writing.

^'
1. J. STRlNGtlflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in sf-ck every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. '

A piaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

o->aeti^a=*5*s=*^jes^i^^»^^s^^^s^s^

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, Jl.

######^J^N^##################

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta Sita. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Please mentloii Bee Jovimal w^hen -wrltiiis,

CAPT. J. E. HETHERINGTON'S BEES
FOR SALE— (iOO colonies from the Virginia

ap aries belonging to the estate of the late

Capt. J. E. Hetheridgton. These bees are Car-

niolans, bred from carefully selected queens,
are perfectly healthy, and in the Hetherington-
Quinby hive. They have had the personal care

of Capt. Hetheringtod. For further informa-
tion address, H. B. HETHERINQTON,
After April 1st, Cherry Valley. N. Y.

Hakdestv, Warren Co., Va. llA3t

Bee=Ranch For Sale.
20 acres of land, all in grain; small house,

barn, workshop, and 100 colonies of bees for

sale. As I wish to go into other business 1 will

sell cheap for cash. It is a good location—al

lalfa and white clover. Write to

J. D. RANNELLS.
]2A2t Little Shasta, Siskivou Cu., Calif.

Bee=Supplies

!

Q. B. Lewis Go's Goods. g

Don't Wait flnij Longer to Bmj. S
Big Discount tor Orders Now. <'

Write us to-day and say what you j2
want, and get our prices. New catalog

J^
of 84 oages; it is free. «
Wealso handle the famous

J»

floosier Incubators and Brooders, g
C. M. Scott & Co. 8

1004 East Washington Street, Q
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. g

STROHGEST
MADE. Bull
strong, Chicken-

Tight. Sold to the Farmerat Wholp.ale
Prices. Fnlly WErrantod. Catalofr Kree.

COIIiED BrKINQ FENCK CO.
Box S9 ffiucheiter, IndiBsa. IJ. 8. A.

Please mention the Bee J onrnal

FENCE!

**?

#

i
i*i

•»•

Dadant's Foundation ?^n27111

Year

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
NoSAQQINa. No LOSS

Why does it sell so well ?
26 years there have not been any complaii

What more can anybody do ?

BEAUTY. PURITY. FIRHNESS,
PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other. Because in

ts, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the HonGy-Bee—Re^/ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESVAZAX WZANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

s
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When the Bees are on the Wing,

By C. H. BENSON.

Oh I the dreary, lagging Winter, when the earth is robed in snow,

With the mercury at zero—or an inch or two below
;

When the bees are in the cellar, and the birds have Southward flown.

And the wind sighs round the gables with a broken-hearted moan
;

How we long for indications of the coming balmy spring.

When the pussy-willows blossom, and the bees are on the wing.

But in May the heart grows lighter, when the orchards are in bloom.

And we watch the busy workers as they swiftly go and come ;

And the birds back from the Southland cheer us with their gladsome song.

As we spread the brood a little—help the colonies grow strong ;

Then the world is full of gladness, and the heart can't help but sing.

The honey season's almost here—the bees are on the wing !

Then comes June—Queen-Month of summer—when with joy the beeman sees

That the hives are running over with the busy, working bees ;

And we scarce can eat our dinner without hearing an alarm.

And we leave the table hungry to go out and hive a swarm ;

And we hustle on the supers, and we do not mind the sting.

For the honey's in the clover, and the bees are on the wing.

In the New Earth that is promised, when our Lord again shall come.

And our Father with His saved ones on that Earth shall make His home ;

When the glory of His presence shall make glad each faithful heart.

And of all the New Earth's bounties each shall freely take his part

;

When we feast on milk and honey, in the Palace of the King

—

There 1 hope to hear the humming of the bees upon the wing.

Barry Co., Mich.

--^l
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THE VOICEOFTHE PEOPLE
DANZENBAKER'S HIVE. WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOHE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

MORE HONEY. BETTER PRICES.
NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge, Md. Feb. 0, IflOl.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina. O.

Gentlemen:—I saw in a recent issue of your paper

that you have a department .called "Reports Encourag-

ing." I shall send you mv report.

I use the Danzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same, as the few dovetailed hives that I use do

not compare at all with the Danzenbaker. One colony

gave me over one hundred pounds No. 1 white honey
and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by
natural swarming of one hundred per cent. A friend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives m his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from ray apiary. Long live the Dan-

zenbaker hive ! . It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours truly,

J. B. HOLLOPETER.

Mallet Creek, O., Sept. 25, 1902.

I have now 2.50 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees in

Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor

season 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs. surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from these

colonies that I do from those in the old chaff hives.

With a 7-inch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

winters the bees better than the chaff hives.
Vernon Burt.

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries five years, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the 4Ji sections, and
use only 4x.5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with

the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made more money this season per hive than I

have any previous year in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales I get more
for the 4x5 sections, and have no work in cleaning

them I ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4^ section. I make
honey to sell, and anything that sells the best and for

the most money is what I want out of the bee-

business. S. D. Matthews.
In Gleanings, p. 931, Dec. 15, 1899.

Mountain View, N. J., Oct. 6, 1897.

I have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shall increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next year. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section; were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My4}i sections, unglazed. sold

to grocers at 12^ to 13 cts., retailing IB cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the 4'<, which cost nearly as

much as glass. B. F Onderdonk.

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

DANZY.

HONEY.

A RECENT

ORDER.

64-PAGE

BOOK.

NOTICE.

Rock Valley, N. Y, Feb. 22, 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July 1. I had

only 1200 lbs., but I obtained a fancy price—15 J4 for
" Fancy " and No. 1 white, and 14^ for No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenlsaker 4x5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the 4j^x4j^ square sections, and I consider tbat
much difference is worth looking after—don't you?
The Danzenbaker hives doubled up, two brood-cham-
bers, are in fine condition, even better than my double-
walled hives. I intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as I can, and get
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly j-ours,

J. I^. Haight.
It is not claimed that so large an advance in price as

is mentioned above can usually be obtained for honey
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of general better appearance
it command's the highest prices and a more ready sale
in a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3, 1904.
The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
Dear Sirs;- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

500 Danzy. 4DWM hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book, "Facts About Bees,"
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed full of facts. If one
follows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honey, pro-
viding of course there is any honey to be had. This
imigue little book will be sent free to all who apply
for It.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it, or for the pleasure they get out of it. It is

conceded by all who have tried this system that it is

highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large crops of
honey almost free from propolis makes us think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. What is

more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is

so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
article? '

The great popularity of the Danzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. Thesuccessof this system depends
on having ever>'thing just right, so you should place
your order for the Danzenbaker hive with our main
office, or any of our branches or regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES: Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A. BRANCHES:

ntrirAro IT I 144 East Erie St. I SYR.'iCU.SE, N. Y. I
ST. PAUI,, MINN., I0J4 Miss. St.] San Antonio, Tex., 438 W. Houston.

MECHANIC FALLS, ME. I

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,10 Vine St.| HAVANA CUBA, San Ignacio.
]

Washington, U. C, 1200 Md. Av.,S.W
(.See list of Jobbing Agents in .American Bee Journal, Jan. 7, page 2.

)
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Editorial Comments

Care in Foul-Brood Regions.

Oae of the results o( the New York State investigation gives

material for thinking over, and helps to explain some things. A sam-

ple of /ica^f/iv/ &;'Oorf, taken in a vicinit.v of bees affected with black

brood, showed the presence of Bacillus alvei in considerable numbers.

For practical purposes it matters little whether the disease in that re-

gion was black brood or foul brood, if Bacillus alvei is the culprit in

both cases. The point of emphasis is that Bacillus alvei may be pres-

ent without being detected by any ordinary means. How can that be i

Scientists tell us that formic acid in the form of vapor is con-

stantly exhaling from combs out of which young bees have lately

emerged, temperature and robustness of the colony favoring such

development. Also, that where formic acid is present in suflioient

quantity the spores of Bacillus alvei can not germinate. This helps to

account for the fresh breaking out of disease at times where it has

been supposed to be eradicated, and for the belief of some that care-

lessness, chilled brood, etc., may produce the disease. It also accounts

for the apparent disappearance of the disease when a colony becomes
strong and active in the harvest, only to break out later on.

The moral of all this is that in all cases, and especially in regions

where disease is present, it is of first imnortance to keep colonies

strong and in good condition at all times.

The National and Its IncFeasing Work.
From a letter recived recently from General Manager France, it

seems that the National Bee-Keepers' Association is to be kept very

busy with various kinds of trouble for some time. Among the cases

on hand and in prospect are the following:

A complaint from Colorado about bees causing pear-blight.

In New York, a suit before a .Justice of the Peace as a result of a

little neighborly spite-work.

In Canada, trouble caused by bees soiling clothes on a neighbor's

wash-line.

In Minnesota, bees soiling clothes and stinging neighbors,

In California, 60 colonies of bees burned by a neighbor, who then

refused to pay the damages to the bee-keeper; honey stolen, and the

guilty parties and the honey found—prosecution to follow ; and a

case of honey adulteiation.

The New York horse and bee case was decided in favor of the

bee-keeper, the owner of the horse to pay the witnesses and court

costs. The attorney's fees paid by the National in this case are .?.55.

It troubles continue to multiply, it will be necessary for the Na-
tional to have a general manager who can devote most of his time to

its interests. It will lie necessary to pay a larger salary for such ser-

vices than at present. The fact is, that no one can afford to do the

work of the general managership on the small salary that is paid at

present. The Association could well afford to pay the right man a

good salary for devoting practically his whole lime to the work, of
course it would be necessary to develop a number of lines that are not
now followed up at all. In order to do all that might be done through
the A.ssociation for the benefit of the bee-keepers, it would take con-

siderable money, but we believe that after bee-keepers began to see

the good resulting from the work done by the Association, they would

be glad to pay all it would cost.

Perhaps some day the Association will be strong enough, and wise

enough in its management, to take hold of the many great subjects of

vital interest to bee-keepers, and push them to a successful end. Much
excellent work has already been done, but there is a growing demand

for a larger service in the interest of honey-producers. The National

Association should take the lead in this work. We believe it will do so,

in due time.

Artificial of CoFn-Juice " Honey."
Several of our subscribers have lately sent to us copies of the fol-

lowing taken from such papers as the Philadelphia Public Ledger, the

New York World, etc.

:

John D. Rockefeller now makes artificial honey with as much en-

thusiasm as he formerly pumped petroleum out of the ground years
ago. He puts corn into water and boils it with a little sulphuric acid.

Then he puts in some lime to neutralize the acid. This forms a pre-

cipitate of sulphate of lime. He separates the sulphate from the corn-

juice by running the mixture through a filter press. The result is a
crude glucose, which so resembles real honey in flavor and color that

it takes an expert to distinguish it from the genuine product.

There is one objection to the glucose honey. It retains, no matter
how much it is refined, a certain trace of the sulphuric acid. Commis-
sion men say they can taste the acid. Chemists declare that the acid

rots the teeth. In another generation or two, from this cause alone,

they contend, there will be hardly a child with sound teeth.

Mr. Rockefeller is doing his best to get rid of the sulphuric acid.

He has offered, it is said, §500,000 to any chemist who can produce
glucose from corn as cheaply as by his present process without the use
of sulphuric acid, or, at least, acid in the corn-juice.

The crude glucose Mr. Rockefeller dilutes with real honey, puts

up in nice-looking glass jars with fancy labels, and seuds all over the

world. Grocers sell it to the unsuspecting public, and little children

eat it with delight.

The crude glucose is used in tremendous quantities to adulterate

molasses. There is very little pure molasses in the market since Mr.
Rockefeller got into the glucose business. Corn-juice is very much
cheaper than cane-juice.

To refine glucose Mr. Rockefeller has it poured into big vats,

whence it passes through a charred bone-dust and comes out as a col-

orless, sticky liquid like glycerine, which is growing more popular

every day with bakers and confectioners. They buy it from Mr.
Rockefeller in car-load lots, and use it for cheap candy and icings.

Mr. Rockefeller expects to make 1,000,000 tons of glucose next
year, or the year after. Some of the distillers say if he keeps on at

this rate there will soon be no corn for whiskey.

It seems strange that there can be found men who will try to make

people believe that corn-juice as a food is equal to honey gathered by

bees. Some time ago we called attention to a thick syrup that was

being thrown on the market. Its advertisements told the people that

it was " better than honey for less money.'' Just why any manu-

facturer should make such a claim as that, when it is not true at all,

we can not understand. Any one who has ever tasted pure honey

knows that no glucose concoction can ever take its place. It may
deceive some people for awhile, but sooner or later they will realize

the deception, and then the glucose product will be dropped.

We suppose that it is true that practically every good article in

this world is counterfeited in some way or other. It is said that the

very fact of a genuine article being counterfeited, is a testimonial in

favor of the real article. However that may be, we think it behooves

honey-producers everywhere to help along a National pure-food law,

which will require the exact ingredients .jf every new article offered

for sale, printed on the label, which label must be on every package
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placed on the market. It is high time that the American people rise

in their might and smite the base adulterators of pure-food products,

and those who endeavor to palm off on an unsuspecting public their

miserable compounds, which they claim are equal to the genuine arti-

cle, if not better. There should be a National law which would pro-

hibit the use of the word Honey on any other article but the genuine,

as produced by the bees. This, of course, should be made general so

as to apply to other articles of pure food. It is a burning shame that

manufacturers are allowed thus to appropriate reputable names for

their disreputable foods.

There is probably no other class whose interests can be so easily

destroyed as that of the bee-keepers, when the name of their pure

product can be misapplied and connected with some spurious article

and put upon the market, as is being done at the present time by un-

scrupulous manufacturers.

It has been stated, and we believe truly, that there is no legitimate

use for glucose. So far as we know, it never sells under its true

name, but must ever be sold under the name of something that is pure

and genuine, and that really has a value in the estimation of the pub-

lic. We do not believe that the American people would purchase glu-

cose in any appreciable quantity if they knew just what they were

liuying when the glucose is " worked off " on them.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association has a great work to do

along this line. We hope that it may soon be in a position to •' get

busy " and look after these matters in a way that will not only be a

credit to itself and bee-keepers everywhere, but will result in inesti-

mable good to humanity. We all must eat. We want to know that

we are eating pure food. The very best way, as we see it, is for the

National Government to take up this matter and invite the co-opera-

tion of organizations like the National Bee-Keepers' Association, and

thus compel those who put up and offer for sale food products to Jabel

them in a truthful manner.

Lessening the Cost of Hives.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Journal thinks there might be advan-

tage in simplifying hive-construction. It thinks plain, cleated bot-

tom-boards and plain telescope covers roofed with painted muslin are

good enough, and thafrabbets may be omitted in supers and scallops

in bottoms of section-holders. A large number of bee-keepers would

be in accord with this, if the saving of cost were sufficient, but there

would be division of opinion if a vote were taken upon the motion to

discard Hoffman frames for plain, thick top-bar frames. Many would

agree in regarding " the Hoffman frame as little less than an abomi-

nation," while many others would consider it almost indispensable.

But the extreme of condemnation is reserved for the short top-bar

with the expense of spacing staples. Editor Morehouse will never get

unanimity on that, for just as much as he condemns it others com-

mend it, and would not do without it were the extra expense quad-

rupled.

Miscellaneous Itemsn
Mr. H. C. Morehouse, of Boulder Co., Colo., writing us March

16, had this to say about the prospects for the coming season

:

" You can mark Colorado crop prospects up a few notches. We
are getting a tremendous snow-storm lo-night and to-day, and the

drouth is now broken. Our greatest stonii-season (April) is yet to

come, and with the start made to-day, I think water is assured. My
bees have been gathering pollen since Feb. 22, and the weather is that

of May rather than March."

Two Woodland Pictures have come to us through the kind-

ness of Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, who is making himself famous as an

artist in the line of high-class photography. One of the pictures is

called "Michigan's Last Pines," in which the trees standout almost

as though real, instead of a picture on a flat surface. Then, one can

look away back into the dimly-lighted aisles, where only once in a

while a straggling sunbeam finds its way. Mr. Hutchinson spent a

day looking for this particular view, and waited for the sun toO)e in

the right diiection, away up in the northern part of the "Lower

Peninsula," in Otsego County. He was told, and he thinl;s it is true,

that this lot of pine is the last of Michigan's soft white-pine.

The other photograph is an autumn scene, in which are shown in

their natural beauty a grove of tall sugar-maples, with a depth of fallen

leaves on the ground.

We suggested to Mr. Hutchinson that these two pictures should

be used in one of the leading magazines, with a suitable descriptive

article, and thus not only preserve them in a more permanent form,

but also give them a wide circulation.

We wish here to thank Mr. Hatchinson for the two beautiful

pictures.

Capt. J. E. Hetherington.—In an appreciative obituary

notice in the British Bee Journal, written by the senior editor, Thos.

Wm. Cowan, occurs the following:

" We had the pleasure of visiting Capt. Hetherington in 1887, and
stayed some days with him. At that time he had 20 apiaries situated

at distances of two or three miles apart, in a radius of 12 miles, so that

the greatest distance he had to go from home was 12 miles. He and
his brother managed the whole of these apiaries, having several men
under them. We were there during the hours of business, which com-
menced at 5 o'clock in the morning, ano saw all the working. The
men went around from hive to hive, and took off super after super,

which, in hives with three stories of sections, were promptly exam-
ined and removed, if necessary, and in this way 100 to 150 supers of

sections were taken off and carried away."

Mr. E. E. Hasty, our " Afterthought ''-er, when sending the

last installment for his department, wrote us as follows

:

Fkiend York:—
" When shall I hear de bees a-humming

All around de comb?"
Sometime. Ah, presumably, sometime. E. E. Hasty.

Whereupon we at once replied to his question thus, instead of re-

ferring it to Dr. Miller

:

Friend Hasty :—Just wait, and a little later

—

You shall " hear de bees a-humming,
All around de comb,"

When from de flowers de bees are coming.
To dere " Home, Sweet Home."

We didn't know whether our answer to his question was the cor-

rect one, but considered as an " afterthought " it might do, perhaps.

I
Convention Proceedings

j

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention
Held in Trenton, Dec. 1, 2, and 3, 1903.

BY MORLBY PETTIT.

The Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association met in annual
convention in the Town Hall at Trenton, Dec. 1, 2, and 3,

1903. After an opening prayer by Mr. J. K. Darling-, Pres.

W. A. Chrysler gave an address, as follows :

PRESIDENT CHRYSLER'S ADDRESS.

I am very much pleased to greet so many of our old and
new members that have assembled here.

It might be well to remind ourselves that we are one
year older than when we last met. "Time rolls its cease-

less course." The remembrances of past years picture
varying degrees in the beekeepers' enthusiasm.

While we have had, in times past, good crops and fair

prices, there have been others where large quantities of
honey never reached a profitable market.

While some parts of the Province have not been fortu-

nate in obtaining a good crop this season, there is a surplus
in others that is causing some anxiety on the part of the
holders.

The same old subjects that we have been discussing in

the past meetings are no doubt instructive to all of us in
obtaining perfection in our pursuit, but I hope you will not
allow them to become the all-absorbiag subjects for debate.
Let us not lose sight of the most vital subject at present,
conducive to the greatest success and profitableness of our
industry, which is the marketing and disposing of our
honey in our own and distant markets.

The Honey Exchange Committee will present the report
of their work during the past year, enumerating their diffi-

culties and recommendations, and I sincerely hope you, one
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and all, will give your individual interest, and express your
views so something- will result that will be the means of
perfecting- the plans already begun for the handling of all

the honey that we as bee-keepers can produce.

When such a condition presents itself, there will be
such an expansion in the production and exportation that
will be as startling as has been in many of our other agri-
cultural products.

Let us also profit, if it is at all possible, by our foreign
exhibitions of honey, held in so many parts of the civilized
world during the past few years. In all such exhibitions
Canadian honey has taken no second place. It is therefore
our just claim that Canada produces honey second to none
in the whole wide world.

The Executive Committee have made arrangements to
collect an excellent exhibit of honey from our members to
be displayed conjointly with that of our Dominion Govern-
mefit exhibit of honey at St. Louis, in 1904.

According to the Ontario Government statistics we have
in Ontario this year, 207,936 colonies of bees, being- an in-
crease over 1902 of about 5400 colonies.

The Inspector of Apiaries has, as for as I have been
able to learn, attended to every call made for his services.
The applications I have received for the inspector's services,
I am sorry to say, have all been late in the season for him

W. A. CHRYSLER, President.

to map out his work to have it performed in the least time
and expense. Although fast disappearing, I would urge
every bee-keeper to give his best efforts to rid the Province
of foul brood, and also to observe the law on the subject,

especially that of Sec. 10, of the Foul Brood Act, which
says :

" Every bee-keeper or other person who is aware of the
existence of foul brood, either in his own apiary or else-

where, shall immediately notify the President of the Onta-
rio Bee-Keepers' Association, of the existence of such dis-

ease, and in default of so doing shall, on summary convic-
tion before a justice of the peace, be liable to a fine of five

dollars and costs." I think by a strict observance of the

above, that foul brood in the Province will very soon be a

thing of the past.

I hope you, one and all, will assist to make this one of

the most interesting, pleasant and profitable of meetings.
As many have come to this meeting from a distance, and at

no small expense, it is very important that we employ our
every moment in useful and profitable discussion.

As your President, I shall endeavor to judge without
partiality upon every subject submitted for consideration,

and that I may confidently rely on the members in support-
ing the dignity of the chair, and maintaining the decorum
and orderly demeanor of the meeting.

W. A. Chrysler.

R. F. Holtermann—As fcul brood has been touched on
rather freely by the Presidei. ; in his address, it might mean
by passing without commei. that we agree with all that

has been said. I might say that portions of this matter will

come up in the order of business, and can be taken up there.

Mr. B. O. Lott read the following paper :

THE ADVANTAGES OF OLT-APIARIES-HOW, WHEN
AND WHERE TO MOVE THEM.

In choosing this subject from among the many which
we might probably discuss at this meeting, I made this
choice, believing that, generally speaking, bee-keepers have
had little experience with out-apiaries.

First, I shall reverse the order upon the program and
ascertain if near your home apiary (I use the word " near,"
for I consider it very important for spring building), you
have a good supply of willow, soft maple, alder, poplar,
hard maple, honeysuckle, moosewood, wild plum, bilberry,

and other spring flowers. If so, there will be no necessity
to move early in spring. If not so fortunately situated,

then select a locality along the lines I have mentioned,
where there are also plenty of orchards, and, if possible,

raspberries, clover and linden.

HOW TO PRKPARB TO MOVE.

First, a hive for moving should not have iron or tin

strips for top-bars to rest on, but should rest on wood, as
the bees will propolize more quickly to wood than iron.

Next, it will be necessary to have screens for the tops of
the hives. These are made of I'+inch strips, dovetailed at

the ends, made exactly the size of the hive, with wire-screen
cloth for covering. These can be fastened by four small
wire nails to the top of the hive, then fasten the bottom-
board with whatever fastening you may have. I prefer the
Van Deusen clamp. Put on the entrance-sticks, and they
are ready to move.

I might also add here the reason we prefer the clamps.
Moving in July or August you can remove the bottom-
board, and with a screen the same as the top screen, with
screw nail on each side. Place the screen beneath the hive,

with the screen-cloth next to the hive, fasten down the
clamps, and they have ventilation at both top and bottom.

WHBN TO MOVB.

In the old settled part, such as Prince Edward and the
southern parts of Hastings, Lennox, Addington, Northum-
berland, and Durham counties, linden is something of the

past, while in the northern parts of the same counties lin-

den is quite plentiful. Following the plans which I have
already mapped out, with several railways running from
south to north, and with good wagon-roads, it is a simple
matter to move an apiary SO or 60 miles without any loss

whatever. We have learned also by experience that in

placing hives in cars for shipment, always place them so

that the frames hang lengthwise instead of crosswise,

whereas shipping by wagons the reverse position is neces-

sary.
We bee-keepers in Hastings ship our bees north for

linden and clover, south to the county of Prince Edward
for buckwheat honey, and home for winter quarters. By
following this course we usually get a fair crop of clover,

linden and buckwheat honey.
Time will not permit me to go into all the details of

moving, but I trust enough has been shown to clear the way
for any new or old beekeepers situated in a locality where
there is not an abundance of clover, basswood and buck-
wheat, and other honey-producing plants.

B. O. LoTT.

Mr. Holmes, who had been selected to open the discus-

sion, began by saying he had not worked in out-apiaries, so

could not offer any suggestions from experience. He
thought it an advantage to have apiaries scattered so that

a failure in one place would be compensated for by a good
crop in another. He also considered it very important to

have store-rooms as well as extracting-houses at all the
yards, to avoid hauling home in the busy season.

A member asked Mr. Lott if he had a full outfit of ma-
chinery at each yard. He was also asked whether he found
it possible to get locations where extra rainfall made the
movir.g profitable.

Mr. Lott said that as he had no communication with the
power which made the rain, he could not be sure on that
point. He usually took the whole outfit when he moved a
yard.

J. B. Hall—Will the gain in taking off the tin frame-
rests counterbalance the trouble of handling the frames
when they are glued fast, as they will be ?

The majority of those who spoke agreed with Mr. Hall
that it would not.
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Mr. Post could see no advantage either way.
Mr. Holtermann remarked that it was best to hear from

men of large experience on these subjects. He had found
that with the metal rest and space above the frames the
latter were liable to shift in moving ; but with the space
beneath the frames the rim of the queen-excluder, or the
super or cover, as the case may be, would press on the ends
of the top-bars in such a way as to hold them firmly in
place. He had moved hives for miles on wagons, over all
sorts of roads, wilhout the full number of combs, yet they
never stirred.

Mr. McEvoy—Would it pay to ship bees, say 200 miles,
to get a better location ?

Mr. Lott—Yes, if you could be sure beforehand that you
would get a crop there and not at home.

Mr. Post—It is all luck and chance as to the profit in
moving bees for pasture. I have moved bees 40 miles this
year and last, and got nothing. Next year I might get six
tons.

A member asked if it would be all right to move with-
out fastening the frames if they are self-spacing, and have
the bee-space on top.

Mr. Holtermann—It won't do if you have a proper self-
spacing frame. You can't afford to use the Hoffman frame

;

but if you take a straight top-bar and drive two staples in
each one at each end on opposite sides, letting them project
a quarter inch, you have a self-spacing frame which has not
the disadvantages of the Hoffman. I got this idea from
Morley Pettit. Now have a bee-space below the frames,
and the top-bars are held firm, and the frame can not swing.

Mr. Hall—If the hive is full of brood-combs fixed by
burr-combs, there is not much danger of them stirring. It
always pays to move bees to buckwheat. I can't agree at
all with taking off metal frame-rests.

Mr. Lott said he was still satisfied with his plan in
spite of the opposition of other good men.

Mr. Pettit—Just a word with reference to burr-combs.
Of 205 colonies piit away for winter in 12frame hives, I feel
safe in saying there are not 200 burr-combs. We have our
top-bars the proper width, and not too deep, and properly
spaced, and we do not have burr-combs—coulA not be both-
ered with them

; prefer a staple-spacer. As to the staple
interfering with the uncapping-knife, we hold the comb
with the staple at the top and cut down from the staple. If
you are in the habit of cutting upward, put the staple at the
bottom, and you are cutting from it still. I have had long
experience with loose-hanging frames, and then with staple-
spaced frames, and I could not keep bees without the latter.

Mr. Armstrong preferred the Hoffman. He could handle
three combs at once. Moving to buckwheat was very un-
certain.

Mr. Pettit—As to spreading out on account of varying
seasons, it's like this : Say this year you have a good crop
here, and none 50 miles away. Next year it may be re-
versed. Now, if two yards are placed one here, the other
there, you get a crop from this yard this year, and one from
the other yard next. But suppose both yards are here—you
have a crop from two yards this year, and no crop next. In
either case you have the same amount of honey in two
years, and in the latter case we saved the extra traveline
expense.

Mr. Darling said he had never moved bees by train, but
would recommend fastening the frames by two strips, one
tacked on the frames at each end of the hive.

Mr. Byer—In moving bees you must always consider
the chance of getting no honey when you get there.

Mr. Pettit—At conventions there is considerable argu-
ing at cross purposes. Our systems vary, and to be really
understood one must explain one's whole system, almostNow the matter of fastening frames for moving resolves
Itself into two questions: Is your bee-space below the
frames or above them ? If below, the pressure of the super
excluder or cover, makes other fastening unnecessary, pro-
vided the frames are self-spacing. If the space is above the
frames, the latter must be fastened by means of strips or
something of that sort.

'

R. Lowey—How would you prevent swarming- at out-
yards ?

Mr. Sibbald did not see much advantage in cuttinc out
queen-cells.

Mr. Hall—If they should decide to swarm at buckwheat
why, let them go.

'

Mr. Holtermann— I wouldn't like to get along without
going through the brood-chamber once a week, but of course
there is a difference in locality.

Where fruit-bloom is separated from clover by a period
of no honey, then clover from basswood, andbasswood from

buckwheat by the same, the swarming problem is very
simplified. But with a continuous flow from beginning of
clover on, what can we do 7 It is a lot of work to go
through brood-chambers, but I do not know any wav out
of it.

Mr. Hall—We have the continuous flow, and must go
over brood-chambers in the way described. If we find a
cell with an egg, we take away all the brood.

Mr. Darling had never succeeded in preventing swarm-
ing by breaking down cells, except in the case of after-
swarms, when it works well.

A member described a unique method of wintering
bees, viz.: In cold-storage, where the temperature is kept
uniformly at 37 to 40 degrees, Fahr.

fCoQtinued aext werk.

)

c
Contributed Articles

Bait-Sections and Their Profitable Use.

BY G. C. GRBINER.

IT
is a well-known fact that there is hardly a single fea-

ture connected with the management of bees, on which
all bee-experts agree. The use of bait-sections is one of

these features, and it may not be out of place to make a few
remarks on this subject.

A writer from Texas says in one of our leading bee-
papers :

" I do not like bait-combs in the supers. The bees
will finish these sections and stain them before the sections
that had only foundation are finished."

I agree with the writer exactly, except that he places
his argument on the wrong side of the fence. He does not
say whether he uses them or not, but I should infer from
the way he expresses himself later on, that he does not.
The reason why he objects to bait-sections is just the reason
why we bait-section advocates consider them so valuable.
To be sure, bees will stain them (if we allow it), and that
they begin to work in them long before they work on sec-

tions with foundation only, and that is exactly what we aim
to accomplish by the use of bait-combs. As objectionable
as stained sections may be, I am willing—and undoubtedly
almost everybody else would be—to be troubled with them
as long as they are an extra gift, and how many unstained
sections are thrown in with this gift, on account of the in-

duced earlier work in the supers by those bait-combs, we
don't know.

But if these stained sections are so very objectionable,
why not prevent them from getting so ? I admit that sec-
tions with last year's drawn-comb will never look as nice
and clear as those newly built in the height of the clover
or basswood honey-flow, but if we use the comb-leveler
thoroughly, so that the surface part of the comb is new
wotk, their appearance will be greatly improved. And then,
we need not let them remain where first placed until they
are stained. A little time expended at this time is, I think,
well invested. As soon as the colony has nicely started in
these bait-sections, they should be moved to the other part
of the super. If a row or two has been placed in the center,

as I generally practice, they should be exchanged with some
side-rows, bees and all. In this way all work in those al-

ready well under way is retarded, while the empty ones, or
those with foundation, being moved to the place where the
incoming bees have been accustomed to unload, are soon in

prime working order. Managed like this, they are all fin-

ished nearer the same time, and no great harm is done by
staining.

One main reason why some bee-keepers are not in favor
of using bait-sections is, they are not particular enough to

care for them properly. Unfinished sections that are in-

tended to be used for bait-sections next spring, should not be
left standing around, exposed to daylight, dust, flies, spiders,

etc., and perhaps more or less honey left in until it is time to

use them. When the honey harvest is over, and the supers are
all gathered in, it is one of my first jobs to sort out the bait-

sections for the next year. Anything from a drawn starter
to a full-built comb is included in this class. Any sections
that are capped about one-half or more are kept for home
use (the table), but those with less capping are reserved for
next year's baits. All the latter, and those combs that are
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drawn out to full thickness, receive a comb-leveler treat-

ment, after which they are again placed in supers and set

out-doors to be cleaned out by the bees. To be on the safe
side and excite the bees as little as possible, I always have
an empty hive placed a little way from the apiary, on which
I set these so-prepared supers, frequently a half-dozen at a
time. The hive-entrance is reduced to nearly single-bee
passage ; this has a tendency to prevent the bees Ifrom
gnawing and tearing down the combs, and the cleaning out
is done in a more quiet way. I have never had any case of
robbing caused by this procedure. As soon as the bees stop
flying to this hive, the sections are all cleaned out and
ready for storage.

When the honey-house, shop, or whatever place these
sections are stored in is used as a work-shop during the win-
ter, more or less dust is the natural consequence. To pro-
tect them and keep them as clean as possible, all supers
containing them should be stacked up in snug, tight piles,

and the top-ones covered up, the nearer dust-proof the bet-

ter ; and this holds good with all the empty supers, as well
as with those that have been refilled with new sections.

In connection with the foregoing, the question may be
asked : What part of the honey-crop is due to bait-sections ?

As it is impossible to use and not use bait-sections with
any number of colonies at the same time, the question can
not be answered even approximately. To test the matter in

different seasons, or with different colonies—that is, use
bait-sections one year and none the next, or set aside an
equal number of ic every respect equal colonies, with and
without them—would not give reliable results, for we all

know that all colonies under apparently the same condition
will not always work alike. But one thing we are sure of :

At the last gathering of our supers we have repeatedly
found some, especially in seasons of light honey-flows, that
had all their inserted bait-combs transformed into finished
honey, while the rest that had only foundation starters
large or small, had not been touched at all, and this can
only be attributed to the use of bait-sections.

There is still another point, which I wish to mention :

No matter how thorough and painstaking we have been in the
spring management of our colonies, there are always some
that are rather slow to take to their sections when the honey-
flow begins. Knowing that it is the early start that counts
at the end, I have many times induced these less ambitious
colonies to make a start by exchanging their empty bait-

sections with those already filled from more industrious
ones. Like changing from the middle to the side rows,
as spoken of above, it is desirable and necessary to move as
many adhering bees as possible with the sections, and the
less smoke we use the less our bees are excited, and the
better we will succeed in this operation.

A drawing and description of my comb-leveler I will

furnish later on. Niagara Co., N. Y.

" Keep More Bees"— Is this Doctrine the

Correct One ?

BY G. M. DOOI,ITTLE.

ON page 99, I find these words : "In place of spreading
brood and stimulative feeding in spring to increase the
number of bees, E. D. Townsend says in the Bee-Keep-

ers' Review, that it is better to have a few more colonies

and avoid the extra work. The point is worth considering."
That " the point is worth considering" is what leads

me to say something on this matter, for I believe there is

an element in it which the advocates of such a doctrine have
not take into consideration. This idea of Mr. Townsend is

not entirely new, for I have noticed for some time that the

idea was obtaining with some bee-keepers that more money
is to be made from the apiary by keeping a large number
of colonies and letting them largely take care of themselves,

than there is by keeping a less number and properly caring
for them.

Not long ago I received a letter from one of our apiar-

ists, who said he that he was going to keep more bees than
he had formerly kept, and do less work with them, for he be-

lieved that double the number of colonies would give him
fully as much, if not more, honey than he had been get-

ting, even if he did not manipulate them at all. He said

that he believed the syster 'f management used by many
in securing large yields • om individual colonies caused a

greater amount of labor nd manipulation than there was
any use of, and henceforth e should adopt exactly the re-

verse from the plans he ha : formerly been using, and put

more bees into his field, so that he would get the same
amount of surplus as before with very little labor. All that
would be required would be the investing of a little more
capital in shape of hives, etc., and that the "good manage-
ment plan " would soon be a thing of the past. I have not
given the exact words of the letter, but I have given the
substance, very nearly, if not quite.

The reader will at once sec the sentiment of this letter

is nearly, if not quite, identical with that expressed in the
quotation from Mr. Townsend at the beginning of this arti-

cle. As these views come from persons of no mean degree
in bee-keeping, it behooves us to consider the matter very
carefully, as Editor York suggests, and if those of the past
have been on the wrong track, to get over on the right one
as soon as may be.

After carefully looking the matter over, and experiment-
ing to quite a large extent for the past few years, I believe

that there is one item at least, regarding these extra colo-

nies, which the advocates of putting more colonies into the
field forget, or one entirely ignorant of, the same being
great enough more than to pay for the extra manipulation
they seem so anxious to get around, so that the investing of

capital in more hives for the extra number is worse than
thrown away.

The item I allude to is that each of the extra colonies

put in the field in order to secure the honey-secretion from
a given area with but little or no manipulation, or to "avoid
the extra work," as Mr. Townsend is quoted as saying, costs

quite a large proportion of the product of our field ; and if

we carry the matter far enough along this direction of put-

ting in a "few more colonies," it will cost us a// of our
product, except in the most favorable years.

Not long ago I saw a statement in print from quite a

noted bee-keeper, that it took 200 pounds of honey to carry

a colony of bees through a single year. This is a greater

consumption of stores during the year than I had believed

possible. My estimate has been that 100 pounds is sufficient

for all the needs of any single colony during a year, and so

to be on the conservative side I will call my estimate, or

half of what the writer gave, as the amount needed to keep
one colony of bees one year, as the right amount. Then
the question which comes to us is this : Which is the

cheaper, a little extra manipulation, or the extra colonies,

hives, etc., and the }ioney that they consume ?

Suppose that 100 colonies produce an average yield of SO

pounds each of surplus honey for their keeper, and by so do-

ing secure all the nectar in a given field, year by year.

This will make SOOO pounds of surplus as the apiarist's

share of the field, while each of the 100 colonies will use 100

pounds each, or 10,000 pounds as a whole, as their share to

carry them through the year. Thus we fail to secure to our-

selves only a one-third share of the honey from our field, by
employing an extra number of colonies.

On the other hand, if we employ the management or

economy plan, which many of our best farmers do, and the

plan adopted almost universally by our English friends—
that of securing the same amount of produce off of one acre

of land that many of our Americans do from three or four

acres—we shall find our question stated thus : 15,000 pounds
is the product of our field ; 50 colonies are all that are needed
with good management to secure this whole yield.

Then 50 colonies must use SOOO pounds of this for their

support, thus leaving 10,000 pounds for the manager.
None but the most prejudiced can help seeing from this

that the manager gets 5000 pounds of honey for his manip-
ulation, and uses little if any more time than he would use

on the 100 without manipulation : hence from the standpoint

of overstocking a field, the management plan is 5,000 pounds
ahead of the other plan of keeping an extra number of

colonies, and proves that Mr. Townsend's doctrine is not

correct.
And the same holds good, be the number kept great or

small. A man can care for one-half the number of colonies

on the management plan as easily (according to my way
of thinking) as he can for double the number as proposed

by my correspondent, and Mr. Townsend ; and this one-

half will give the apiarist better results in dollars and cents

than will the whole cared 'for in the slip-shod way that colo-

nies are generally cared for when worked on the "let-alone "

plan, and save the extra honey consumed by the

extra one-half of the number of bees, as clean gain to

the bee-keeper. All of the work done with the "larger
number of colonies " is the liardfr part of bee-keeping, such

as carrying the hives and colonics to and from the cellar,

moving them to out-apiaries, ete.; while the manipulating
part is of an easier nature.

Just compare sitting beside any colony and handling
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the frames, as in spreading brood, to the heavy work of lug-
ging hives full of honey to the cellar, or hauling the same
from the out-yards, and you will catch a glimpse of what
doubling the number of colonies, instead of manipulating
one-half the number, means.

When viewed in this, the true light, Mr. Townsend's
advice to "have a few rD.ore.zo\on\e.s,^\i& avoid the extra
ivork" (Italics mine), sounds very strange, and as the Editor
well says, "The point is worth considering." I hope the
readers of the " Old Reliable " will consider it well before
they leave a correct doctrine for one which can only prove
incorrect.

And in conclusion allow me to say that the above is not
mere fancy, but facts which the success of the two plans
has proven in my hands, and which will be obvious to all
who have closely watched the reports in our various bee-
papers during the past. If any reader has any doubts along
this line, let him try the two plans side by side till he or she
is convinced. Make a careful test of the matter—one-half
of each apiary by each plan. Don't make the mistake most
do—that of running the whole apiary one year on one plan,
and the whole thing the next year on the other plan ; for
the years vary so much that nothing definite can be arrived
at in that way. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

I
Our Bce-Heepln$ Sisters

j
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Vaseline to Prevent Propolis on Fing-ers.

Mr. E. H. Beardsley writes :
" Did Miss Wilson ever

use vaseline on her hands when she scrapes sections ? I
tried it and liked it very much ; also when putting founda-
tion in sections my fingers get stuck with wax and bother
me. I keep a bottle standing near and put a little on the
ends of my fingers. It does not keep the gum off, but I

think my hands do not get so sticky."

I usually scrape sections when the weather is quite
cool, so I have not been bothered with propolis sticking very
tnuch. I have never tried the vaseline, but I should think it
would help materially in keeping the hands free from the
sticky stuff.

Manag-ement for Chunk Honey.

I have seen chunk comb honey mentioned lately, and
would like to know how to manage from caring of the bees
to putting it on the market. I would like to know what
hive is best, what supers, frames and foundation to use, or
any other particulars concerning it.

Humboldt Co., Iowa. Mrs. Adei,i:,a Packard.
There is no special management needed to produce

chunk honey. Just give your bees frames with starters.
When filled you can cut the honey from the frames (leaving
enough for a starter if you prefer). Now cut in pieces
small enough for the receptacle you wish to pack it in, using
either glass or tin. After packing in the pieces, fill up the
empty space with extracted honey, and it is ready for
market.

Doubtless a Case of Bee-Paralysis.

Please tell me something about the diseases bees are
troubled with. I have one colony of Italians which were
quite strong last November, and had plenty of honey, but
they have gradually dwindled until there are only about a
quart of solid bees left. They seem to be suffering from
some kind of disease, for I find handfuls of them outside
nearly dead, very much swollen, as if distended with honey,
and so weak they can not crawl or fly, but trembling, and
their wings have a quivering motiori. I found some of them
in that state clinging to the top of the frames and cloth,
and down on the bottom-board. Yesterday, when going
through them, I discovered their queen had died of the same
disease.

Could you kindly suggest a remedy, and whether it
would be wise to unite them wilh another colony, let them

die out, or give eggs and brood and let them rear another
queen ? I feel hopeless about them, for I don't know what
to do. During the heavy rain the moisture from the hive
caused mold to form on some of the frames and sides.

Would that injure them ? Martha White.
Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Pretty surely you have a case of bee-paralysis, a disease
that causes no great anxiety in the North, but is sometimes
a very serious matter in the warmer States. Many remedies
have been offered, only to prove lacking upon further trial,

but Mr. O. O. Poppleton, who is very good authority, says
he has made a thorough test of sulphur and found it suc-
cessful. He gives particular.'; for the treatment in the
American Bee-Keeper, as follows :

I always go to the colony I am to treat during the day, and take
away all the combs that coatain brood; or, at least, unsealed brood or
eggs, and give to some other colony ; then, in the evening, as soon as

j
the bees have quit work and are all home, I proceed to dust sulphur
over every comb in the hive, and, it possible, on every bee in the hive.
I never measure the exact amount of sulphur used, but suppose about,
a teaspoonful to every three or four combs in the hive.

I do the work by taking what sulphur I can hold between my
thumb and Brst two Angers and dusting same over lirst one side and
then the other of each comb, bees and all ; also over any collection of
bees there may be oflE the combs in any part of the hive. My aim is to
have a thin dusting of the .sulphur over, every bee and every comb in

the hive. The thinner the dusting the better, so it reaches every-
thing in the hive. The next day, after doing this dusting, I carry
back to the hives the same number of combs and brood as I had taken
away.

The reason for taking away brood before dusting the combs, and
returning again afterward, is because the dusting of combs not only
kills all the unsealed brood in the combs, but ruins these same comljs
for brood-rearing.

For a week .after dusting a diseased colony with sulphur, fully as
many or more bees will be dying as before the dusting; and this fact
may lead some to think the "cure ''is not a cure. It will take a
couple of weeks before one can tell whether the treated colony is

cured or not.

A Sister's Experience With Swarming-.

Please, may I come in and chat a few minutes 7 I want
to sit by that new sister and learn some more about bees
and bears. I will tell what a time I had with one swarm of
bees last season. It was a swarm of Italians, and made me
rather nervous, as I had never hived a swarm alone, but I

was " in for it," as the men were not at home. So I donned
my mask and gloves, got a pail of water, dripping pan and
wing (as I use a turkey wing for a brush, and the pan to
take them up in if needed) ; last but not least was the hive.
So you see I did not forget that, if I was young and green
at the business.

I set the hive as near as I could to them, shook them off,

and succeeded in getting part of them in, but all left in a
little while and went back to the old hive. Well, my feath-
ers fell. It was a sorry dose for the first, but the next day
was the same. The next day my husband helped me ; he
thought he had them sure, but not so, the contrary little

things went back to the old home. Next day, promptly at
11 o'clock, they were, as usual, on parade almost to a min-
ute, but we were at the swarming, moved the old hive and
put another there, and hived, or tried to hive, them. They
went back, but we had the laugh on them. We found the
queen and put her in, and they stayed and stored a fine lot

of honey. It was a fine swarm. I am sure experienced
people will laugh, and say, "That is my experience." I think
experience a good teacher, but sometimes a very hard lesson.

Lampasa:s Co., Tex Mks. MelliE Lowe.

Bees Humming- in the Cellar.

The question is asked by " Iowa,' on page 10(1903):
" Do bees always keep on humming in the hives all winter
when in the cellar ?" Bees always hum when in the cellar
24 hours before a storm, and the more severe the storm the
louder they hum.

Now, I would like to hear from some of the rest of the
good bee-keepers on this subject.

Poweshiek Co., Iowa. Catherine Wainwright.

Amerlkanische Blenenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for «1.7S. oAddress
all orders to this office.
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Nasty's Afterthoughts

The ' Old Reliable '' seeu throut;h New and V'nreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

EARLY OR LATB MARKETING—DOUBLE-TIER CASES.

One of the times when we want to put in a denial, only
we fear it's perfectly true, is when W. L. Porter says the
man who gets his crop all in late will get the minimum
price. Well, how about the man who says, '• Don't demor-
alize the market ! Wait a little. Nothing gained by such
awful rushing "—and is himself the most frantic rusher ?

Surprised to hear Mr. Porter say that the double-tier
case is coming more and more into favor again. Though:
its coffin had been forever nailed by the paper tray and no-
drip feature of the shallow case. Page 103.

INFERIOR SWEET CLOVER HONEY FROM UNRIPENESS.

W. D. Harris, page 108, seems to hit the mark when he
intimates that the inferior quality sometimes charged
against sweet clover honey is mainly because it is not
allowed to ripen fully on the hive. His own sweet clover
honey he calls good.

EGGS AND BROOD AT SWARMING TIJIE.

E. J. Babb suggests that a colony which has sent out a
heavy prime swarm often loses pretty much all its stock of
eggs, and some of the young brood, because they are, from
being so few in numbers, totally unable to feed so many
brood as are left on their hands. Is this correct? lam
inclined to think it is. It is a common opinion that such
colonies are contrary about accepting queens or cells ; and
I think it's just this overwork at breeding that makes them
so. Page 109.

ECONOMY IN FRAMES, ETC.

I see W. A. Moore makes his frames of lath, and his
wire-embedders of superannuated clock-wheels. There is

a style of man that would buy his breath already breathed
than breathe it himself were it possible to do so. The above
plainly shows that Mr. Moore is not that kind of man.
Page 110.

IMPORTS AND EXPROTS OF BEE- PRODUCTS.

And what is there to afterthink about the exports and
imports of honey and wax for the last two years ? The
United States is not apparently doing very much at either.

Self-contained country as to bee-products. Official price of

honey pretty low in 1903—33', cents a gallon—less than 3

cents a pound. Improved in 1903 to 40 cents a gallon—still

quite a bit below 4 cents a pound. The movements in

honey for the two years nearly balance, 136 car-loads coming
in and 143 car-loads going out—providing we call 20 tons a
car-load. But of wax we are evidently importers, the ex-

ports being incidental. One train of 23 cars would bring in

our two years' import of wax, of which we would keep 18

and send 5 out again. Page 115.

"LONG-IDEAL" HIVE AND THINGS.

And " long ideal " hive is the way we must " spake it
"

now ! Whenever I meet that phrase something within me
will up and say that there is something logically absurd and
bad about it—worse than "long idea" hive which it displaced.

How can any ideal be long, or have dimensions of any kind?
Does it not compare pretty well with long perfection, long
notional, long beauty, or long eureka, in getting together
incongruous words and ru abing one's sense of propriety the

wrong way ? Page 115.

APPLICATION OF FORMALIN GAS.

Formalin gas fails to cure foul brood because the box
used is too tight, eh ? I don't exactly love to be impolite,

but it seems to me Mr. J. E. Johnson is treating us to a

sample of fine and well-ripened nonsense just this one time.

Page 115.

A KINK IN QUEEN-RKARING.

The Hewitt plan of defending minute larva? against

rough usage at the outsc: seems to me to be a valuable

queen-breeder's kink. Transfer twice— first time using big

fellows only intended to fie thrown away. Not being a

queen-breeder myself, I l:' .ertheless venture to guess that

the sooner the permanent Inhabitant of the cell is put in

the better—only being sure that the bees themselves have
actually accepted the cell and are putting royal jelly in it

freely. Page 115.

THE "LKWIS NUMBER."

And so the G. B. Lewis Co. used 800 car-loads of lumber
last year. Like a colony of bees we may be small individ-

ually, but in totality we are great. Most of us, if afflicted

with manufacturing on the brain, would think of buying
half a dozen trees, and getting a dozen wagon-loads of lum-
ber sawed out—and then where would we be at ? The pic-

tures (in what might be called the Lewis Number) show
plainly that that firm put up their factory for business

—

not wholly to make it what the Irishman said the Hoosac
Tunnel was to be, an " ornymint " to society. Page 117.

ONE OF THE SISTERS.

How bloodthirsty of Sister Austin to wish her evening
visitor dead ! And yet some one would have us understand
that all the sex (e'enymost) are waiting to "to bear and
forbear "—well, with bears ! Page 121.

QDr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the Araerican Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, lU.

Feeding Sugar Syrup.

1. Will sugar syrup, after being a month in an extractor, covered
with muslin cloth, harm the bees?

2. How will it keep the best, cooked oi uncooked? Indiana.

Answers.— 1. No.
2. Cooking makes no difference; sugar is thoroughly cooked in

the making, and all that you do in making it into syrup is to unite

water with it. The thing you probably have in mind as to its not

keeping is its granulating, and it will very likely granulate if it stands '

a month. It will keep it from granulating if you add a level teaspoon-

ful of tartaric acid for each 20 pounds of syrup, previously dissolving

the acid in a little water. Still better, put in a pound of extracted

honey for each .5 or 10 pounds of syrup.

Bee-Books-Buckwheat—aueen-Exciuders.

1. Is there any better book than " A B C of Bee-Culture J
'' If so,

what?
, , , ,_ ,

2. Is silverhuU buckwheat any better than Japanese buckwheat?

The former stays in bloom longer, so it is claimed.

3. Would it be all rigbt to use a queen-excluder on the entrance to

keep a new swarm from deserting its hive?

4. Will the bees build comb behind a follower if more than yj of

an inch from the wall? Illinois.

Answers. 1. While there may be no better book, it may be a

desirable thing to add to your knowledge by having such booKs ai

Langslroth and Cook.

2. There isprobalily no advantage in any other direction. It is cer-

tain that silverhuU stays in bloom longer?

3. Yes, unless it should be an afler-swarm with a virgin queen, in

which case it would not do to keep the queen in too long, lest she

might not be fertilized.

4. Not unless badly crowded for room, and then not unless a good

deal more than :'![,.

Possibly Laying Worker-Getting Increase.

1. Last fall I had 4 colonies of black bees in Langstroth hives (S

Hoffman frames). Hive No. 4, ho>vever, had only 5 frames filled, it

being a late swarm, but as they seemed to have plenty of stores I

thought they would winter all right. In the latter part of December I

purchased 6 colonies of black bees in old-fashioned box-hives, or

" gums," intending to transfer ihem in the spring. On Jan. 9 I no-

ticed great excitement in front of box-hive ' F," bees fighting, and

lots of dead bees in front; all oth^ir colonies seemed quiet. I closed

the entrances to all the hives and soon the trouble seemed over. I

took it for granted that " F " was attacked by robbers, and by closing

the entrance of course stopped it. On looking over my hives on Jan.

15, however, I discovered hive No. 4 ( the one with only o frames) to

hive died out; about 20 or ;« dead bees lying on the boitom-board, the

rest all gone; still, each of the .''i frames had a strip of sealed honey 2

or 3 inches wide next to the top-bar. I.s it likely they left their hive

and tried to unite with box-hive " K " on the 9th, and were killed la

the attempt? and what should have induced them to do so?

2. [ gave the 5 frames with what honey there was in them to colony

No. 3. Feb. 13 I was surprised to see some drones flying in front of

hive 1. I opened the hive and found abundant scores, and in 2 frames
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a patch of drone-brood as big as the palm of my hand, but not a man
of worker-brood. I mentioned this to a bee-lseeping friend, and be
warned me to b^ on the lookout for a laying worker. On Feb. 24 I

again examined this hive, and found the drone-brood nearly all

hatched, but no more young brood coming on, and still no sign of
worker-brood. Acting on my friend's suggestion, I began to look for
the queen, but couM not find her. To make sure, I removed the hive
and set a new hive with new frames of drawn comb and some stores in

its place, and put an Alley drone-trap on the entrance; now I shook
all the bees off the frames in front of the new hive; they went in,

leaving 30 or 30 drones outside and no queen, which proved the theory
of a laying worker to be correct. I put a cover on hive No. 1, with a
hole 10 inches square cut in the center, and over this hole I tacked a
piece of mosquito-netting, and then set one of the box-hives over this
hole and closed the entrances of both hives with netting. I intend
leading them that way 4S hours, after which I will take the netting
away and let them unite. Do you think they will be all right? If not,
what will I do to get rii of of this laying worker;

3. This leaves me with practically 8 colonies, counting hive No. 1

and the box-hive on top as one. I want to increase as much as 1 can
with safety, and would like to have 20 colonies by next fall. Please
tell me how to proceed. 1 intend Italianizing this spring.

Fell. 25 I noticed bees coming in with pollen. Alabama.

Answers.— 1. Yes, the probability is that your suggestion is cor-
rect. It is not certain just why the bees of No. 4 should have deserted
their hive; but I have known colonies to leave in the same way from
what appeared to be sheer excitement at a time when having their
first flight after long confinement.

2. Pardon me if I say that I don't believe that there is satisfactory
proof that your theory of a laying worker is correct, if you mean by
that that only one laying worker was present, for the probability is
that a large number of workers were laying.

Quite likely the uniting will be satisfactory, but you might make
it a little safer if, instead of having the hole between the two hives
entirely open, you would put paper between the two hives, tear-
ing a hole in the paper large enough for a single bee to pass
through, and leaving to the bees the job of tearing away the paper to
make the passage large.

3. It is hard to tell just exactly what would be your best plan of
increase. Much depends upon circumstances. One way would be the
nucleus plan. See reply to " Illinois," page 170. Possibly natural
swarming might suit you better. If each colony should send out a
prime swarm, and half of them a second swarm, that would increase the
8 to 20. You would be very likely to get at least that increase if you
should hive the prime swarms on new stands, leaving the mother colo-
nies in their old places.

Wholesomeness of Honey from Poul-Broody Hive.

Is honey eatable, taken from a hive that had foul brood in it,

when the combs are lightly affected? I mean extracted honey.
Maine.

Answer.—The bacteria that are so deadly to the larvae do not in-
jure the human stomach.

What of Bee-Keeping in Oregon?

Is Oregon a good bee-State? How does it compare with other
States as a field for apiculture? Also, what are the principal sources
of honey in Oregon

;

Oregon.

Answer.—I must confess ignorance, and it may be that some
Oregon bee-keeper will answer your questions. Very 'little, certainly,
has been said about Oregon as a honey-State, and that looks as if it
were not remarkably good in that direction.

What Caused the Loss-Feeding Old Honey-Alfalfa—
Transferring.

1. I am a boy 19 years old. I just started last fall with 15 colonies.
During the winter 3 colonies have died. When I examined them I
found only about a double handful of bees, the others being chewed
up by something. In one of the hives the bees were chewed up, and
some were carried out under the hive. The comb was not chewed or
destroyed a particle, and there was enough honey to have wintered
them, so they did not starve. Now I would like to know what killed
them. Was it moths, or mice? If moths, how would you prevent
their from destroying them?

2. I have some old comb honey I want to feed to the bees.
Would you advise me to feed it to them now? If not, when?

3. I want to make some beeswax. How can I make it? Should
all the honey be out of the comb before making the wax?

4. I want to sow some alfalfa for my bees. When should it be
sown ? and how to prepare the ground?

5. I have some bees I want to put into new hives. What time
must I transfer them?

0. What time should bees be placed on their summer stands?
Illinois.

Answers.- I. The moths had nothing to do with it; they take
warm weather for their work; and I don't know what it was unless
mice; if it was mice it's strange they should leave the honev and
combs undisturbed.

2. Unless some are in danger of being short of stores so that feed-
ing should not be delayed, don't teed till bees are flying daily.

3. Honey will do no harm, only it will be a loss of the honey. If
there is enough honey to make it worth while, put the combs in a
stone crock or something of the kind and heat slowly just enough so
that the wax and honey will be melted. Then let cool and pour out
the honey.

If the combs are very old, you cannot get the wax out clean with-
out something in the way of a wax-press. If you have nothing of
that kind, and no solar extractor, you can do very well with a drip-
ping-pan extractor described in " Forty Years Among the Bees," page
307. " An old dripping-pan (a new one would do) has one corner split

open, and that makes the extractor. The dripping-pan is put into the
oven of a cook-stove with the split corner projecting outward. The
opposite corner, the one farthest in the oven, is slightly raised by
having a pebble or something of the kind under it, so that the melted
wax will run outward. A dish set under catches the dripping wax,
making the outfit complete.''

4. Prepare ground and sow the same as other clover or grass seed.
For the best success the ground should be inoculated with some of the
soil containing alfalfa bacteria (which you can obtain from the Illi-

nois Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.), although it is perhaps as well
to use ground on which sweet clover has grown well.

5. In time of fruit-bloom, or perhaps better wait till the bees
swarm, and then transfer three weeks after swarming.

6. If in the cellar, not until soft maples are in bloom, and not till

the weather seems somewhat settled ; if packed outdoors, they must
be moved before they fly enough to have the location well marked, say
as soon as they fly about once a week.

Bees Storing Honey In Glass Jars.

Have bees ever been induced to deposit comb honey, of their own
free-will, in glass honey-jars? If not, why not? California.

Answer.— Yes, indeed; lots of times.

Red Clover Queens.

Does the red clover queen-bees work on red clover? What I mean
is, do they gather a good deal of honey from red clover? Have they
been seen to work on the plant? California.

Answer.—As a rule the tubes of red clover blossoms are too deep
to be penetrated by hive-bees, and yet either because the tubes are

shorter than usual, or because they are unusually full of nectar, there

have been many cases in which Italian workers, and even blacks,

have been seen to work upon red clover, and in some cases important
amounts of honey gtthered from that source have been reported.

Some bees are especially distinguished as workers on red clover, and
the queens of such bees are denominated " red clover queens."

.,

Feeding Colonies in Box-Hives—Enlarging the Apiary.

1. I have a few colonies in box-hives, which are not very strong
and I think they need feeding. I have no feeder, and some one told

me to make a little trough, fill with honey, and shove it in at the en-

trance. Would this be all right? These bees are in the cellar, and I

do not like to disturb them at the top.

2. This is in northeastern Iowa, and the principal honey crop is

white clover, which lasts throughout June and July. Will this give
honey-flow enough to make bees profitable? There are no bee-keepers

near here, and I am trying to get all the advice I can. I have but 3

colonies. Would you advise my purchasing more ? Iowa.

Answers.—1. Yes, only in some cases the bees will not come
down. If you have some way to warm the cellar for the special occa-

sion it will help, or you may get them down by blowing in the en-

trance.
2. Yes, bees may be quite profitable with white clover alone as a

surplus crop.

Criss-cross Combs in Brood-Chamtoer—Burr-Comhs.

1. I have purchased two 10-frame hives, chock-full of comb and
bees. I tried to look for the queen, but the vertically wired frames
were all built in a solid mass, and it is impossible to get one frame out
without breaking a piece from one next to it. I pried off two frames
and broke a piece of the third frame. The comb was running through
both frames. I like to get control of the bees and clip the queen's
wings. What would you advise me to do in this case? Let them
swarm naturally? or put supers on? Plum, pear and peach trees are

in bloom. Would it be advisable to cut out the crooked combs or

change the frames!
3. How can I prevent burr-combs? Florida.

Answers.— 1. Put supers on as soon as needed, then let the bees

swarm, and 21 days after swarming you will And a good time to

straighten the combs, there being no worker-brood in the way. If the

bottom is not immovably fastened to the hive, turn the hive upside

down, and with a long-bladed knife or a saw separate the combs from
the sides of the hive, and then lift off the hive from the combs. That
gives you a fair chance to see what you are doing, and from what you
say about the combs it is likely that you Cin with a little cutting get

every comb by itself, pressing the comb into the frame and tying a

string around it, then putting it in the hive. A little care will lirush

the bees out of the way, and after you get one comb back in the hive
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you can brush into the hive the bees from each comb as fast us you
l&ke it out.

•J. Vou cannot prevent liurr-comlis entirely, but you will get along

with a minimum if you will avoid too large spaces wherever hurr-

combs are likely to be built—don't have spaces more than ^4 inch.

Feeding Unfinished Sections—Black vs. Italians
Transferrins.

1. I have lots of unfinished sections left over from last \ car.

Should my bees get short of stores how would it do to put a super of

unfinished sections on each hive*

2. Should the sections be left on when the honey-flow begins, or

will the bees darken them so that they will be unsalable i

3. Do black bees winter better, enter supers more readily, and
live longer than Italian bees'.

4. I want to transfer some bees during fruit-bloom. Can I get
' queens at that time} Virginia.

Answers.— 1. It will do well.

2. Although they might not darken them very much, it will bo
better to take them off as soon as emptied. But it is well to remember
that many think it is not a good thing to use sections that have been
kept over winter with honey in them, said honey having candied.

3. I don't know that there have been any exhaustive experiments
thit would afford a positive answer to your question.

4. You may do so by sending South.

Keeping Bees from Swarming.

I have 5 colonies of Italian bees, 5 blacks, and 4 hybrids. I want
to keep the hybrids from swarming. Please give the best plan.

Virginia.

Answer.—Here's one way. As sQon as time for swarming, take
from hybrids all but one brood and give to Italians. That will pre-

vent swarming of hybrids, and hurry up the swarming of the Italians.

When the first Italian swarms, hive the swarm on the old stand, and
put the mother colony on the stand of the strongest black, removing
the black to a new stand. Do this with each of the Italian swarms in
succession. Each of the Italians will almost surely send out a second
swarm, and these second swarms can be strengthened with brood from
the blacks. That gives you 1.5 Italians, and if you want to Italianize

the blacks you can start nuclei from them and give cells from the
Italians that have swarmed.

Moles or Mice Dead at Hive-Entrance—Stores Used In
Winter.

1. Feb. 2 being warm, I took the guards from my hives to allow
the bees to clean their hive-i. Feb. 3 was still warm, and I left them
off at night. The next day was very cold and stormy, and I put them
back. About Feb. 8 came a warm day ; the 9th or 10th I happened to

be passing and noticed 4 dead moles, about the size of house-mice, in
a guard, with a few dead bees in their fur. What killed them?

2. I did not have room in my bee-house for one colony, so I left

them out, wrapped in tarred paper, solid all around, top and bottom,
open at the front. Now, in examining my bees the other day, those

in tarred paper did not use half, and I should say not a quarter as

much honey as the others. I looked at 6 last week ; one had lots of

sealed brood and the rest none, so far as I could see. The one in tar-

red paper had none. MissouBl.

Answers. ^1. The bees probably stung them to death; but I

wonder whether they were not short-tailed field-mice instead of moles.

2. One swallow doesn't make a summer, and it is possible that it

just happened that the one hive in the tarred paper did the best for

some other reason. It is quite possilile, however, that the difference

was owing to the tarred paper. It will be well worth while to try the

thing on a larger scale next winter, and, it you do, please be sure to

report, whether the result be favorable or unfavorable.
Thanks for your kind invitation.

Transferring from Box-Hlves-Sorgtium Molasses for
Stimulative Feeding.

1. I have some bees in box-hives, and I wish to transfer them into

good hives this spring. What time would you consider the best for

doing it! Is there any danger of robber-bees then;
2. Would it be wise to feed sorghum molasses to stimulate brood-

rearing? If so, what method of feeding would you use! Would there

be any objection to feeding in a vessel that all would have access to?

I am working for comb honey. Illinois.

Answers.— 1. Wait till the bees swarm, and transfer three weeks
after the time of swarming. At that lime there will be no brood in

the way, unless it be a little drone-brood. The danger from robber-

bees at that time is not likely to be great.

2. Yes, if there are not enough bees all about you so that you
would have to feed all your neighbors' bees, you can feed right out in

the open, which is really more like gathering from the fields than
when you feed in the hive. But if there is plenty of honey in the

hives, you may not do as much good by feeding as you expect.

Put-I3p Plan for Swarmlng-Hive-Ventllatlon.

I hope to try some of the plans you give in your book. With re-

gard to the " put-up plan," page 163

—

1. Would it not answer to put up the queen as soon as queen cells

with larvie in them were seen, instead of waiting and watching for

swarms?
2. When you put down the queen again is there no danger of her

being balled i

3. In the " foundation treatment " plan, page 186, will it not be
necessary to destroy queen-cells also at the end of the week or 10 days
when the old hive is put back on the stand again?

4. Do you think the ventilation you speak of, page 191, would be

necessary here where the summers, particularly at night, are cool, not

over So degrees for a top figure, and not often so high as that!

British Columbia.

Answers.— 1. Yes, it works well, although 1 have not had as much
experience with that plan as with waiting for the bees to swarm.

2. I do not recall that she was ever balled, to my knowledge.
3. It is safer to do so, and the man that wrote the book ought to

have known enough to say so.

4. Try it for extracted honey, and I don't believe you'll find too

much ventilation. It isn't often here that we have nights above 85

Texas Queens.
3 and 5 banded Qoldens

from a reliable breeder.
You all know him-DAHIEl
WURTH—theQueenbpecial-
isi—who fills orders by Re-
turn Hail. I aqi here to
stay, and thank my many
friends and patrons for
their liberal patronage in
the past. Wishing- you all

a Happy New Year, I am
ready as usual to furnish
vou with the best of Queens.
Tested, in March and April,
$1.25 each; Untes'.ed, in

April and May, $1.00 each; 6 for f5X0. Breeders,
yellow all over, $3.00 each. I am booking orders
for early delivery

DANIEL WURTH, Karnes Gitu, Tex.
3D61 Please mention the Bee Journal

Oldest Bee-Supply House in
MISSOURI

Your wants fully supplied with atiythioj;

needed in the Apiary. FULL 5rOCK OF A. 1.

ROOT CO'S aOODS; Danzenl aker Hives, etc.

Let us mail vou our 40-page C'j'rilog. FREE.
JOHN NEBEL & SON.

TDtf HIQH HILL, iMontg. Co., MO.

Please mentlou Be? Journal
when writing Adv rtlsers.

c FROM MANY FIELDS 1
Fine Weather for Bees.

We are having fine bee-weather here. Until

the last of December we had no snow whatever,
but from that time up to the middle of Feb-
ruary it snowed frequently. We are now hav-
ing warm, thawin;,' weather.

George S. Graffam.
Penobscot Co., Maine, Feb. 23.

Think the Bees are All Right.

Although it was very wet the first part of

the season of 1'.I03, we never had so long a

now from white rlover before. From 75 colo-

nies, spring count, I got 4000 pounds of sec-

tion honey, mostly white clover, and increased

to 160 colonies, which number was reduced to

150 through robbing.
We practice cellar-wintering here,very suc-

cessfully. Although the thermometer ranged
from .'^0 to 45 degrees below zero all winter,

yet I think most of my bees are coming
through all right ; they are, however, begin-
ning to get a little uneasy.
My father has l<ept bees for the last 30 years.

'-^ -^ ^^^^^
i DAVENPORT, t
1 ir\\A/A— r•lOWA-

Send TPur orders for everything^ in

BEE -KEEPERS' SUPPLIES to

the city nearest to you. Save Fremht
and pet prompt service. We are head-
quarters for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEC-

TIONS. DADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S
SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS,
213-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport, Iowa.

5A26t Please mention the Bee Jo*i

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultnral Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook. Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

We Sell root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freieht. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Hell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Please nienuon Bee Journal when wntma
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and a number of years &go he was a subscriber

to the American Bee Journal, Ijut I never
tooii much interest in bees until last summer,
when they were all left on my hands. I at

once hunted out one of the old Journals and
sent ?1.00 for my subscription, and then it

was that my eyes were opened to the magni-
tude of bee-keeping.
My bees are all in old-fashioned hives with

stationary frames, hives 13^oXl5 and frames
lOJo inches deep. They are, of course, very
inconvenient, and I shall hereafter put all

my increase into new Langstroth-Simplicity
hives and frames, and transfers the balance
into the same next fall.

I enjoy the Journal very much, and hope it

will continue to send forth the good things.

H. E. Babcock.
Monroe Co., Wis., March C. ^

Long Winter Confinement.

The winter has been long, and I think there

will be great loss in bees this winter, especially

among those wintered out-of-doors. The
bees have had but one flight since Nov. 15.

Adams Co., 111., Feb. 26. S. N. Black.

Carrying in Pollen.

The record is " broken all to bits." What
do you think, Feb. 28, and theliees just falling

over one another carrying in pollen? That
will about do, won't it? J. T. Reno, Jr.
Cedar Co., Mo., Feb. 25.

Bees in Fine Condition.

Bees are in fine condition ; I never saw them
in better shape at this time of the year since
I have been in the business.

W. S. Feeback.
Nicholas Co., Ky., March 1.

Association and Individual Honey
Dealers.

We would like to say a few words with
reference to Mr. Drexel's article read before
the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association. We
are not opposed to commercial associations of
bee-keepers ; we were merely pleased to note
that one bee-paper had courage enough to

speak of what we all have seen, viz. : That
such associations are organized to make
money, and should pay for advertising, the
same as individuals. We do not want to be
misunderstood as being opposed to their mak-
ing money, either. Individual buyers must
make money, so also associations. The arti-

cle mentioned stated that the producers on
his side of the range got a better price for
their honey in 1902 than the Association at

Denver realized for their members. That was
the case in the Arkansas Valley, also, if we
are correctly informed. It is apparent, then,
that individual association buyers break even
for the seasons mentioned. It will be so on
to the end of the chapter, with the chances
somewhat in favor of the individal buyers
paying the best prices. Why? Because they
have their own interest at stake, and have to

consult with nobody before acting.

For instance, an Eastern buyer came along
here early last August and bought a car from
us at a price 25 percent above what it proved
to be worth at the lime of delivery—Oct. 15.

He was not posted on the large general crop,
and we were. We tried to sell him several
oars, hoping thereby to benefit our customers
by taking that risk on our judgment, but did
not succeed in that. Individual, buyers often
buy on their judgment, which is offered as an
explanation of their sometimes paying more.

But these are small matters, and should be
so well understood that such criticisms would
not be written against us as a class, as a por-
tion of the article mentioned was. Honey-
producers need the individual buyers just in

proportion that the individual buyers need
them. Our interest lies mainly in producing
honey. We buy as a side-issue. We feel that
as such we would deeply regret the elimina-
tion of anybody who bought honey.

Associatiuns have done a noble work in es-
' tablishing grades, and we trust that yrmles
may become uniform throughout the whole
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BEE = SUPPLIES!!
Root's Qoods at Root's Prices. ^

ICverytlim^ used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. (*

I/ow Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.
g.

WALTER S. POUDER, I
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND u

^ 1 Percent Discount StaW "°"'xxxx\
Send for our 1904 Catalog and Price-L,ist. Our (j)

HIVES and SECTIONS are perfect in worlcmansliip and material
|By sending in your order now, you will save money, and 1^

secure prompt shipment. ^
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., NewLondon,Wis. iJSA

|

Why wait until the last dog is hung before ordering your Supplies ? Re-
member, you get 2 percent discount from catalog prices this month only,

and this with the low freight-rates from Toledo, permits us to save you
money. Is not this worthy of your consideration ? Remember, we sell

Roofs Goods at their Factory Prices.

<? We also have the largest and most complete line of Poultry Supplies

of any hous^ in the West.
7a Honey and Bbkswax wanted at all times. Send to-day for our free

S illustrated Catalog, which describes many useful articles for the Apiary.

I GRIGGS BROS., 521 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio. S

IT PAYS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

FOR

BEE-SUPPLIES
to R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee journal when wntinp.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, s^t^d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frbh Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
Office and Salesrooms—21i 46-48 Central Ave. /- XT/^ I IVTIVT AT*! /^ l-I T /^
Warehouses—Freeman and Central A ves. ^ 1 1^^ 1 1^ IN /\ I I . V-l ll I Vf«

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal I^^^rSSJ?^?...
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country. The importance of this is not
cmpliasized as it should be. Next to adver-
tising honey, this is the most important worl<
that the National could engage in.

We are anxious to see the National take up
the systematic advertising "f honey ; not be-
cause as was intimated by the Editor in his

foot-note to our article, Dec. 1, but liecause we
jtrudiici lioncij for a living. A moment's re-

Hection will make it apparent that in buying
we pay a price that we know we can sell on
the markets as they are, at a profit. Any-
thing done to improve the markets will bene-
fit the producer, and him oulv, and exclu-
sively, in the end.
To return to the article again. Mr. D. has

not stated the matter fairly. He leaves the
readers to believe that he had a car-load of
honey, when as a matter of fact he had but
talt a car. That was a season, also, that
prices made a rapid advance from opening
figures. If there had been a car of the goods
mentioned, it would have lieen taken at 10
and 11 cents, by the cash buyers, readily.
We trust that the Editor will let us add this

closing remark at the risk of some free adver-
tising. Our customers have received as much
for their honey and procured their supplies as
cheaply as any association in Colorado or else-

where. Thos. C. Stanley & Son.
Otero Co., Colo., March 11.

Some Experience With Bees.

When I was a boy my father was a bee-
keeper to quite an extent, keeping as high
as 50 colonies sometimes, in which I was
somewhat interested, but they were kept in

the old-fashioned hives, which did not pay so
very well, owing to the heavy winter losses,

and when the winter of 1882 came we lost all

—some 40 colonies.

I did not have another colony until 1901,

(3 years ago) ; 21 years of grace, and during
that time lots of things had happened. I sold
the farm that we lived on in Fond du Lac Co.,

and moved to Wood Co., Wis., where 1 now
live. I have a farm here where I keep my
bees and 40 head of cattle.

Three years ago, on June 30, I bought a

colony of bees at an auction for .^8 00, and it

SEEDlPOTATOESi
500.000 BUSHELS
AFOR SALEXH EAR,f

Largest seed potato grolverS in the ieorldl
legant stock. Tremendous yields.
rom 400 to 1000 bushelw per acre.

rOR 10 CEDITS

al! about Teosinte.Speltz. Peaoat, Aerid
Land Barley, Macaroni Wheat. Bromus.
Earliest Cane, etc. Uend lor same today. ^

JOHNA.SALZER.
SEED CO. LA CROSSE. WIS.

B66-K66DerS

!

Send for our Free CATALOG. It will tell

you how to put foundation in four sectioas at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey "^ -^ :zzi
Weseii Supplies at factory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention llie Hee Journal.

LOSS BY LICE
on poultry ain<M
thecostofLaii
Lice—the sur.

ss can be sav>
made by the n

powder. Itfrei
tbese pests wi' i

or chicks. A
prove it. lOU -

"Pocket l^o•

D. J. Lambert, Br

Please mentioa Bee Journ

more proflt
his famous

riDinH epp3

07. Apponaug, R L
vhen -WTitinp.

A Standard-Bred Italian (|ueen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.
As has Ijeen our custom herelufore we offer to mail a fine, Un-

tested Italian tjueen to the person wlio complies with the follow-
ing condiiions, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance al least to the end of this year
(1904).

2. Sending your own name with the SI.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a pnid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-
scriber must be a NKW subscriber; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal reRularly, or at
least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be

made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a legitimate w.iy. They are worth working for.

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or

June. Will you have one or more!
If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the

American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for only SI.50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 E. ERIE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

•w if^^^

KR,ETOII14:EiR, OWTFCa-. CO.
K,H!E) OA.1C, IO"WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and erreat-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want everv bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Oureo,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Chas. A. Meyers, Leipsic, Ohio.

J DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^fTorklS^E
' Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
AND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing wax into foundation tor cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog-^ with prices and discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

BINGHAM'S PATENT
23 years the best. ^>-- . - 1
send for Circular, ^HlOHOfS

25Atf T F. BINQHAM. Parwell. Mich

Please mention Bee Jourrial •when writiiic

EQOS
from S. C. W. and Buff Leg-
horns, Barred Rocks, and
White Wyandotte. Write for
prices.

F. F. ALDERFER,
R.F.D.No.l. Souderton.Pa.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

B66-S0DDli6§ Exclusively

!

1
A Complete Line of LEWIS' fine BEE-SUPPLIES.
DADANT'S FOUNDATION.
BINGHAM'S Original Patent SMOKERS and KNIVES.
ROOT'S EXTRACTORS, GLOVES, VEILS, etc.

QUEEN-BEES and NUCLEI in season. In fact, anything needed in the

FACTORY PRICES HERE IN CINCINNATI,
Where Prompt Service is yours, and Freight Rates are Lowest. Spe-8- cial Discount for Early Orders. Send for Catalog.
TUC CDCn W/ MilTU PD t WeVe successors t^ nobody I 51 Walnut 5t.
InU rnLU III HlUin UUi i Nor uobodys successors to as > CINCINNATI,©. ^^

Please mention Bee Journal when wrtttnK
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Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend 5t., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

WE ARE^
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

Bee-Keepers' SupDlies.
Send for our largre illustrated Catalog.

Address,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St., OMAHA, Nebr.
12A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

OUR TEN-THOUSAND DOLLAR
Bee-Keepers' Supply Wanufacturinir Plant is

ready for business. Send for Price-List.

MONDENG MFG. CO.
147 14'1 Cedar Lake Koad, Minneapolis, Minn
f^ease mention Bee joomai ^ynen •writinp

TENNESSEE
QUEENS --^--—

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
syi miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 J4,00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select 1.00 S.UO 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.7S 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 150 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writintf

EYES
CURED
AT HOME.
GUARANTEED

Cataracts, GranulatjJ "'aJ"?«"'5"J ?f^
Eve Growths, Optic ^"''^,il''*""l,J^;,r"d

wSttSJkni'ie'-Itlfomeltlittle cost and

no pain by the_^ ^ _ -

Chilian Eye Treatment

Thlrs the'^way "d"bueiiieP8. FinellluBtrftted book FKEE.

ChlTl'an"'Rem7dy Co" 67 D°Street, Bushnell, Illinois
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course I found out the result in sections that

I took off the hive.

The honey season was short here last season,

and I now believe I should not have taken
any honey away from niy late swarms. But,

as before, I took bid advice, rubbed my bees,

and what is the result! I now find I have
only 'J poor, weak colonies alive.

Another thing I wish to say about my hives:

I have read a great deal this winter, and I

made up my mind that I would keep bees in

8-frame Langstroth hives uext season. Of
course, I have about 20 of those other goods
boxes on hand, and any one who takes a fancy
to them can have them at a reduced rate. I

may just say my neighbor adviser, upon see-

ing my Langstroth hives when completed, de-

cided to do away with his "own get up," and
use the Langstroth. He has been in the bee-

business SO years. Now I do not want you to

think 1 put all the blame on the man who
gave me advice. I blame myself for not read-

ing up before going into apiculture, instead
of reading up after I lost my bees. My advice
to beginners is: Get acquainted with your
work before you get too far into it.

I will just say, in conclusion, that when I

am in need of advice I will consult my bee-

books or the back numbers of the American
Bee Journal.

I hope my experience will be a help to some
beginner. Harvey Smith.

Ontario, Canada, March 2.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

m^

Connecticut.—The Connecticut Bee-Keepers'
Association hold their spring- meeting^ in the
Capitol at Hartford, April 28, r>04, beginning- at
10 a.ni. All bee-keepers and iheir friends are
cordially invited to attend. A question-box
will be opened, and several interesting essays
presented. E. E. Smith, Cor. Sec.
Watertown, Wis.

Utah.—The spring convention of the Utah
Bee-Keepers' Association will ue held April 5,

at 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Among other ioiportant
questions to be considered will be the World's
Fair, our State Fair, and the Portland Fair of
190S. We also desire to formulate some plan, if

possible, to further increase the fraternal in-
terest for the mutual benefit of our bee-keepers.
We cordially invite all bee-keepers to be pres-
ent. We also invite them without delay to send
in their views on these and other topics. The
convention will be held in the City and County
building, in Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

ITALIAN QUEERS.'BEES AND NUCLEI
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full
colonies.

One Untested Qaeen $1.10
•' Tested Queen 1.65
" Selected " 2.311
" Breeder *' 3,3u
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen 1 l.SO

Tested Select Breed-
ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival

guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and descriptiou of

each grade of Queens,', send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
304 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
12Atf Mention Bee Journal when writing-.

I^„_. C nl ^ 2000 pounds Extracted Choice

rflP N/1 Pv Clover HONEY incases of

I yjl tlUID two 60.1b. cans each; 8c per
pound; two cans or more, IMc per pound.

DANIEL S. KITSON,
llA4t R.F.D. No. 1, East JoRD.iN, Mich.

A Celluloid Queen-Button Is a very

creity thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

ttn serves to introduce the

subject of honey, and *re-

qnently leads to a sale f

Si The picture shown herewltn
Is a reproduction of a motto
queen-button aiat we are fur-

nishing to bee keepers. Ithas

a pin on the underside to

fasten it. Price, by mail, 6 ceni- two for Wc;

or 6 for 25 cents. Send all ordu r.s to the ofSce

of the American Bee JoarnaL

Root'sGoods I

IOWA
MW m West

l^oors.. Prices* p
For 18 years I have ^
been in the supply ^
business, and I have ^
just now completed a ^

i
IH6W Duiidino |

Filled with the larg- H
est stock of supplies iM

ever carried in the ^
West. I am cen- ^
trally located, have ^
every convenience 5^
for handling: busi- ^
ness with dispatch, W
and my shipping fa- ^
cilities are the best. ^
Write for catalog.

m̂
JOS. NYSEWANDER, p

SOS & 567 W. 7th St. ^
DES MOINES, - IOWA. M

Please mentioa Bee ^oomal wnen wntasik

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in Kansas City

and Omaha. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,

with complete description and lowest price

delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City

and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Manzanola, Colo.

WANTED !'=*<?^^B HONEY
In dO-drip shippinjf-cases. Also Amber Ex-

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigniiiR. buying or selling, consult

R.A.BURNETT & CO.,

199 80UTH Water St. Chicago. Ilu

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, March 8.—It is difficult to tret more
than I2c per pound for any lot of white comb
honey, with sales chiefly at lie; even at this
price it does not work off as fast as owners wish
It would. Selections in the most desirable
grades bring a little higher price in small quan-
tities: off grades sell at l(Si2c per pound less.
E.xtracted honey plentiful and slow of sale;
white brings 6@7c: amber, 5@(ic, according to
quality and style of package. lleeswa.K active
at 30c. R. A. Bdknett & Co.

Cincinnati, March 19.—The honey market
continues to be dull, and if anything the prices
en comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from U)4@14c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, SK@5)ic; in cans, !ic more; alfalfa, water-
white, b(aip%c; strictly white clover, for e.xtra
fancy, 7>4(a)8c. Beeswa.x,30c.

C. H. W. Weiier.

Philadelphia, March 21.—The season for
selliug honey has been prolonged on account of
the cold weather, which has certainly been •

very fortunate for the bee-keeper, as there
never was as much honey shipped in so late in
the season to be disposed of. It has broken
the price quite considerable, but there is still

quite a demand, which otherwise would have
failed off. We quote: Fancy white comb. 13®
14c; No. 1,12c; amber and buckwheat, 9mi0c.
Extracted, white. "(gSc; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax
in good demand, 31c. We are producers of
honey and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selse«.

Cincinnati, Mar. 4.—The demand for honey
is brighter than it has been in the past 60 days.
We continue to offer amber extracted in barrels
at Siii^iiHc, accord ing to quality. White clover
extracted Is a drag on the market at 6>4@8>ac in
barrels and cans. Comb honey seems to be re-
viving at 135^@lSc for fancy.
Beeswax, 30c. The Fred W.Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Mar. 25.—Honey market dull
and getting late; demand falling off for comb
honey now. So much comb honey is out of
condition, being candied hard in the combs
makes most unsalable. We quote: 8@12c;
nominal now. Extracted, white, 6^@7c; am-
ber, ti&iiHc; buckwheat, £@554c. Beeswax,
28@30c. H. R. Wright,
Boston, March 22.—There is nothing new to

note, either regarding the condition of our
honey market or prices. The demand is natu-
rally not so heavy as it was, owing to the
warmer weather and the near approach of the
maple sugar season. Prices remain same as
before, which areas follows: White in glass-
front cases at lt»c; No. 1, at 15c. Supply is am-
ple, and demand light at this time. Extracted,
water-white, 8c; light amber, 7@8c; with but
little call for dark Florida.

Blakb, Scott & Lbb.
Kansas City, March 22.—The demand for

honey, contrary to the usual market conditions
at this time of the year, is slow, and only very
low prices will induce the trade to buy in large
quantities. Fancy romb honey is selling at

$2.25; No. 1, from $2.00 to $2.15; amber honey
and combs that are not well filled are selling at

just what prices the trade will pay. Extracted
honey is moving very slowly; there is very
little demand for amber, and white is selling at
6@654c. No demand for barreled honey.

C. C. Clbmons & Co.

New York, March 7.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull. There is some demand
for white honey, but prices are ruling rather
low. We quote fancy at 13®14c; No. I, at 12c;

amber, at lie. and in round lots even the.^e pri-

ces have to be shaded in order to effect sales.

There is no demand at all for dark and buck-
wheat comb honey, and it looks as if some of it

would have to be carried over. We quote nomi-
nally at 9(gllOc per pound.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey,

at irregular prices, fancy white bringing 6!<(3 7c;

light amber, ;'>i@6c; other grades, 5@5Xc; and
Southern, common to fair. 50®£5c per gallon.
Beeswax firm at from 29@30c.

HllDRETH & SeOELKB^.

San Francisco, March Itj.—White comb, 1-lb.

frames, ll>«(a>12c; amber, s^mc Extracted,
white, SK@S'4c; light amber. 4'.,(ai4J^c; amber,
33 ©4^0; dark amber, 3!^(ii3\,c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27>t'^2')c: dark, 25(s2oc.

Market is very quiet. Offerings are of fairly

liberal proportions for this late date in the sea-

son. Quotations remain about as previously

noted, but the extreme figures quoted are based
mainly on the views of holders.
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,,
BEE-KEEPERS ,.

V Should all subscribe to
"

^ 'HE

Ufflerican Bee-Keeper
( Established 14 years. 50 cts. per yean

'r

The best magazine for beginners.
We will send it

Six 3Ionths on Trial for SO cents
Sample copy free. Address,

The AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER
FALCONER. N. Y.

.—
.J.

It is published by

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.
one of ihe oldest and largest

makers of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
CATALOG I-KEE.

.-'ease mention Bee Jo'i'-nai when -writme.

?; I, J. STRINGHflM, 105 Park Place,

I
NEW YORK

v; Minufactures and carries in st^ckevery
C- a lice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
<r> QUPENS IN SEASON. '

B- Apiaries-Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

cn

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey ; dd Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO ,

1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

t^ease mentloii Bee JonmaJ wnen •wntliia.

CAPT. J. E. HETHERINGTON'S BEES
FOR SALE— 600 colonies from the Virginia

apiaries belonging to the estate of the late

Capt. J. E. Uetherington. These bees are Car-

niolans. bred from carefully selected queens,

are perfectly healthy, and in the Hetherington-
Quinby hive. They have had the personal care

of Capi. Hetherington. For further informa-
tion address, H. B. HETHERINQTON,
After April 1st, Cherry Valley. N. Y.

Hafdesty, Warren Co., Va. llA3t

Bee=Ranch For Sale.
20 acres of land, all in grain; small house,

barn, workshop, and 100 colonies of bees for

sale. As I wish to go into other business I will

sell cheap for cash. It is a good location—al-

falfa and white clover. Write to

d. D. RANNELLS.
12A2t Little Shast.i, Siskiyou Co., Calif.

s t3ee=j>uppiies i
g

fl Q. B.Lewis Co's Goods. g
» '«-^^»- s
S Don't Wait flnij Longer to Biiij. &

% Big Discount tor Orders Now. §

Write us to-day and say what you 7«

want, and get our prices. New catalog
J^

of 84 cages; it is free. ^

Bee=SuppIies I

Q. B. Lewis Co's Goods.

1 cages;
We"also handle the famous

ttcosier Incubators and Brooders.

C. M. Scott & Co.
1004 East W; shingtoa Street,

Indianapolis,

Cieaie u\6uUon Bee Jouraal -wnen wntdns

IND.

Experienced Man Wanted
to work with bees. .-Address with references

and experience. Or. ( eo. D. Mitchell & Co.

13A2t 341 Fourth sireet, Ogden, Utah.

i*i il'Jk ite i?& itii i*i i*ik HSl-^ ifi i*ii i*i iJi i*ii i'& i*i i& i*i jte a*i i«i i*it ife-^jfeJi^^^

i?L'?Dadant's Foundation ?^af

i»i*»•

i*i

4»i

i#i.»•

•<?

ife•»•

#
•»•

i«i

i»i

i«i

an anybody do 7

^URIT
No SAGQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHiEETINQ.

Why Af\f^c i't' c£k11 crk xi7Pk|| V Because it has always given better sati!UUO IL &C11 &U well r faction than any other. Because '

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Satnples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee—Revised ^
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. ^— ^BEESVV^aX W:ANTED at all times. X
DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. J

fJease mention Bee journal -when writing

Have You Our New 1904 Catalog?

IF NOT, WHY NOT?
Qr-y m W~i\\ r t ^ ^ f\ Watertown, Wis

, U S.A.

. t>. LtiWI^ L/U. Bee-Keepers' Supplies.



Comb or Extracted Honey? Deliquescent Powers of Honey,
C. p. DADANT. ALLEN LATHAM.

Dee Jou
WEEKLY-SI.00 A YEAR.

Published by GEOFGE W, YORK L C0„ 334 Dearborn Street,

44th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., APRIL 7, 1904. No. 14.

Heme Apiary of H. G, Sibbald, of Ontario, Canada.
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Have You Lost Your Bees ?

I

Save Your Combs.
The winter losses in some parts of the country are heavy, and

the demand for bees and queens will be larg-e. Parties needing
queens should send their orders at once, and state date when ship-
ment is desired.

Early Italian Queens.
We are fortunate in being able to offer for April and May de-

livery a large stock of queens from our Southern breeders. While
we have a much larger supply than ever before, it is highly im-
portant that you send your order at once to secure the queens when
desired, as we will fill orders in rotation. We expect to be able to

furnish untested queens from our Southern yards, in any number,
after April 10th. Send your orders at once.

Prices of pure Italian Queens, untested, from
our Southern yard for April and May shipment,

1 12 51 100
Untested I $ 7S
Select Untested I.OO
Tested 1.50
Select Tested | 2.SO

8. SO
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Editorial Comments

J
Ordering Bee-Supplies Early.

It has been customary to offer an annual suggestion to purchasers

of bee-supplies to order them early. While there may never be

another season like that of l',)03, still there are always quite a number

of those who put off ordering the necessary supplies until the rush-

time comes, which is usually in May and June. We shall never forget

last season's experience. While all dealers like to do a good business,

it did seem that for several months last year it was " too much of a

good thing." If we had to go through such an experience every year,

we would think that life was hardly worth living. But having had

that experience, we can the tietter sympathize with those dealers who
become overwhelmed with orders during the rush-time of the season.

In view of this, we want to urge upon all of our readers, who can

foresee that they will require certain supplies, that they order them nt

once, so that they can receive them before the time when they will

actually be needed. There must have been many bee-keepers last year

who lost much honey because they could not get the necessary sup-

plies. No doubt many of them decided then that they would never be

caught that way again.

We believe that most dealers have made an extra effort during the

past winter to provide themselves with a large stock of goods, so as to

be able to till orders as promptly as possible. Of course, their present

stock may not last very long, but those who get their orders in first

will be the ones who will be supplied.

We can not conceive of anything more exasperating, and trying

on the nerves, than to be disappointed in getting bee-supplies when
they are absolutely required in order to take care of the honey- flow in

a proper manner. It certainly does not pay to get the colonies of bees

in good condition for the harvest, and then be unalile to give them

plenty of storage-room when the honey-tiow is on in good earnest. As

we recollect the many urgent orders received last year, when it was

impossible tor us to get supplies fast enough from the factory to liU

our orders, it makes us want to impress the fact very emphatically

upon our readers that they should get their orders In early, so that

there will be no doubt about their having the goods they need just

when they must be used. We think a great many make the mistake

of " living from hand to mouth " in this matter. They seem to be

afraid of having on hand a tew extra supplies. Fortunately, most

bee-supplies are not perishable, so no one need fear loss from that

cause when they have an extra supply.

During the rush honey season of last year, it .was not a question

of what bee-supplies cost, but the trouble was to get them at all. It

seemed that practically all the iieiz-supply factories were several weeks

behind and could not get caUL'ht up, as the season continued for so

long a time. We remember having placed orders for three car-loads

of goods at one time, but of coarse we could not have used them all in

one week, even had they been so shipped. In fact, we could not pos-

sibly have handled three ca: loads of supplies in one week, even

though working night and da;.

But please do not blame the supply-dealer later on if he fails to

fill your order when there are - i many others who, like yourself, have

delayed sending in their orders. He probably will be doing the best

he can, as no doubt every dealer desires to ship as promptly as pos-

sible, especially when he has received the money with the order.

Again we say, do not delay giving your order for bee-supplies to

your dealer in time. Give him a chance to serve you promptly and

well, and he will likely do it.

A Fault of the Paper Honey-Paekaffe.

Editor Root says that honey in paper packages must be gotten out

of the way before hot weather, under penalty of making a dauby,

sticky mess. That is a rather serious objection to the paper honey-

Wintep Losses of Bees.

A request was made by Gleanings in Bee-Culture, some time ago,

as to the result of the wintering of bees among its readers. The re-

sponses are summed up as follows for points east of the Rocky Moun-

tains :

There will be heavy losses, just as I feared. A large number re-

port from 50 to 7.5 percent of the bees dead—some all dead. New York
seems to have sustained the heaviest losses ; then next in order I would
place Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Wisconsin, and the New
England States. Illinois does not seem to have had very severe losses,

although some bee-keepers have had a good many bees die. Iowa
seems to show up well. In Missouri, and in most of the States west of

the Mississippi and east of the Rockies, the winter has been very
favorable, and the bees are in prime condition. There have been some
losses in West Virginia, but most of the other States south of the Ohio
River will show good wintering.

But now let it be understood, the places where losses were very
heavy seemed to be confined almost entirely to outdoor-wintered bees.

I do not remember to have had a siugle report out of the large number
received when there was bad wintering in cellars or repositories. A
few liee-keepers in regions where losses have been extremely heavy,
report excellent wintering outdoors. Among the number is J. B.

Hall, of Canada.
Whether these losses will affect the clover market next sum-

mer remains to be seen.

Since the first of March the weather has moderated very materially

over the country—just enough to give occasional flights in warm
localities, but cool enough to prevent brood-rearing going on to any
extent.

The foregoing agrees with the reports we have received on the

same subject, as may be noted from week to week in our department

"From Many Fields."

The " Glueose-Honey " Story Again.

We have received the following letter from Mr. J. F. Michael, of

Randolph Co., Ind., dated March 19:

Wonders never cease to multiply. My old home county news-
paper has this statement:

" The greater part of the honey sold in this country never saw
inside of a bee-hive. A little dextro-gluoose makes a • pure select

table honey.' This is quicker than the bees can make the 2,625,000
cells necessary to gather a pound of honey."

I mailed the editor a copy of the editorial on the Inter-Ocean arti-

cle, which appeared on page 195 of the American Bee Journal. I told

him he was doing an injury to a great American industry, which has
no trust to boom prices, but relies on supply and demand for its

profit. I believe he did not intend any harm to our industry, and
furthermore I believe he will tell his readers that there luver mis oiie

pound of maniifiictured honey sold in America. J. F. Michael.

We are glad that Mr. Michael sn promptly called the attention of

that newspaper editor to his yreal luistake. He certainly should be

willing to make prompt and full corrt'ction. We wish more bee-keep-
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ers would follow up more promptly anything that they see in the

newspapers or other publications that is so wide of the truth, and

which might result in injury to the producers of pure honey.

Some of these days we hope the National Association will be able

to,take up all such matters that may be referred to them, and if cor-

rections or retractions are not made by the newspapers about the pub-

lication of such untruths, it will be able to proceed in a legal way

against them, and compel as public a correction as was the injustice.

It the National Association were able to do advertising in the

daily papers, and thus place before the public the truth about honey,

it would go a long way toward ending the baseless untruths that are

continually passing around among the newspaper press. It will take

a long time to correct the mistaken ideas that have lieen formed in the

minds of many people through tearing the many statements that have

been repeated during the last 30 years or more. It is a matter in

which bee-keepers must co-operate, even if the National Association

should undertake to take the lead in this very necessary work. We
must get the truth a-going in the interest of not only the bee keepers,

but so that the people may be al)le to get correct ideas about honey

and its production.

Later.—Since writing the above, we have received this from Mr.

Michael, dated March :is

{Jentleiiieii .-—The editor of the Democratic Advocate treated me
very well in the statement of bogus comb honey. He says : "A bee-

keeper sa.vs ' No."' He piints the editorial article referred to, and
then comes my comment, making a very nice retraction. I thanked
him for publishing my article, and think the matter will die.

J. F. MiOHAEL.

And thus another newspaper editor knows more of the truth

about honey than he did before. So do his readers. Let the good

work go on.

Chayote as a Bee-Plant.

Uq page 180, from Mr. W. A. Pryal appears something on this

subject. We have now received the following from Mr. Harry Howe,

of Cuba

:

The writer of the Saturday Evening Post article on the chayote,

was evidently drawing on his imagination in the interest of the seed-

men. I have several plants growing, but I do not think it is ahead of

the cucumber for honey. The fruit is a sort of cucumber with one
big seed. The vine dies every year here. It is a climber, and bears

lots of fruit, but not as described. Harki Howe.

About the same time we heard frem Mr. Howe, we received Bulle-

tin No. 2S of the Department of Agriculture on "The Chayote: A
Tropical Vegetable, by 0. F. Cook, Special Agent for Tropical Agri-

culture." From certain ear-marks, we are led to believe that the

bulletin was sent to us through the kindness of Mr. Frank Benton,

Apicultural Investigator for the Department of Agriculture. If we

are correct in this, he has our thanks for his thoughtfulness.

Referring to the bulletin, we find the following paragraphs bear-

ing directly on thechayote's

VALUE AS A BEE-PLAKT.

As in other vegetables of the squash family, the stamens and pis-

tils are in separate (lowers, pollination taking place through the

agency of insects. To attract these the (lowers of both kiuds, but
especially the pistillate, yield abundant nectar, which is secreted in

ten glands, two at the bast of each of the lobes of the corolla. In

most of the countries into which it has been Introduced, bee-keeping
has not been a regular industry, and the value of the chayote as a
tource of honey has not been noticed, but the reports of experimenters
in New South Wales contain very emphatic statements on the subject:

" When the plant is in (lower I have noticed that the vines were
swarming with bees, ano as (lowers are scarce in the autumn the

plant will no doubt be valuable as a honey-producer.
" The plant, which spreads over a large area, commenced dower-

ing at the close of the year, and has been well laden with mellKiu-

ous blossoms ever since. The bees are extremely fond of the

chocho, and with the apiarist the newly introduced plant must be-

come a strong favorite."

From the photograph of a flowering stem it will be seen that the

chayote differs from many Cucurbitaceae in producing numerous
flowers on each fertile branch. It has long been known that the
flowers of this family are rich in honey, but from the standpoint of

the bee-keeper they have been considered of little importance because
seldom accessible in sufHcient amount, though in the United States

fields are recognized as good bee-pastures. The chayote seems to

make up by numbers what the flowers lack in size, so that the yield

of honey may be larger than in related plants. In addition to this

there is the fact that Sechium is a perennial bloomer in the Tropics,

and in the subtropical regions has a very long season. It is thus pos-

sible that in regions like parts of Florida, where bee-keeping is already

an established industry, the honey-producing qualities of the chayote
may be found of practical account in connection with its other utilities.

Since the foregoing was prepared for publication, we have re-

ceived the following on the subject, from Mr. J. J. Siebert, of Porto

Rico, where, doubtless, the chayote is quite at home:

Editor American Bee Jocrnal—
Dear Sir:—In your issue of March 10, page 180, you will find an

article about the " Chayote," called in Spanish " Tayote."
Allow me to state that the Tayote is all it is claimed to be. As a

nectar-blOFSom it has only one rival, that of (he banana, blossoming
all the year around. The fruit is pear-shaped, and can be prepared as
a vegetable, salad, or as a preserve.

Very truly yours, J. J. Siebebt.

Miscellaneous Items
J

Mr. Morley Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, writing us March 26,

said:

" 1 took the bees out of the cellar Wednesday. March 23, mostly
in good condition; none dead. Outside bees were only fair—,5 percent
dead. Prospects seem good ; but time will tell."

Mr. Will Li. Cowan, of Montgomery Co , Ohio, a grandson of

Father Langstroth, called on us last week when in Chicago. He is a

tall young man, of excellent appearance, and seemingly fine ability.

He is one of a family of seven children. His father died shortly before

his grandfather, of blessed memory, the latter passing away in the

fall of 1895. We had the great pleasure of meeting his mother and

Father Langstroth at the National convention, held in Toronto, Ont.,

that year. It was the last meeting of bee-keepers Father Langstroth

ever attended, as he died very suddenly about a month thereafter.

(
Contributed Articles

No. 4.—Comb or Extracted Honey—Which?
BY C. P. DADANT.

THE greatest item in favor of extracted honey as com-
pared to comb honey is the economy of production to
the bees. Comb costs the bees time, labor and honey.

The quantity of honey needed has been variously estimated
at from 2 pounds to 20 pounds to produce one pound of
comb. Some modern writers have asserted that the cost
had been exaggerated by previous writers, but no very
definite proof has ever been adduced. The scientists who
have tried the experiment by confining the bees and feeding
them have found the cost so great that there must be some
disadvantage in the confinement that made an increase of
consumption. And so there must be. Most of the experi-
ments have been more or less guess-work, as some condition
or other has been overlooked that would change results.

It seems to me that the only way to arrive at anything
like a correct solution would be to take two swarms of ex-
actly the same weight, both loaded with honey, as is usual
when they swarm naturally, and give to one of these empty
combs, to the other an empty hive, and test the weight of
honey and wax in each after 24 or 48 hours. Just as soon
as eggs begin to hatch, in the hive to which the built combs
have been given, the test becomes uncertain, as a portion of
the harvest is used to feed the brood. There will still be
some conditions of uncertaintty, such as the greater or less
number of drones accompanying each swarm—for these are
great eaters—the greater or less amount of moisture con-
tained in the honey, and other minor details. So it is im-
possible to get to a fixed result.

Then it is possible—I should say most probable—that
the results differ in different conditions, as the fattening of
animals differs in results according to the season, the
warmth, etc. For I cannot help comparing the production
of beeswax by bees to the production of fat by animals, al-

though the two are not absolutely similar. Wax is a fatty
substance, and requires similar ingredients to those of fat
in its production. Honey from which it is produced, must
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necessarily be much changed in the process, and a great
portion of its constituents eliminated.

I will add in this connection, that among those who
have disputed the high cost of comb, in the economy of the
hive, a French writer, Sylviac, in several European publi-
cations, has lately asserted that comb was made of some
other material than honey, but this material seems to have
remained a mystery for him as well as for the rest of the
fraternity. I would not mention this assertion, which has
no weight, except as an example of what arguments may be
used, by writers of undoubted ability, when they allow
themselves to draw too much on their imagination. The
writer in question, I will say, is not a practical apiarist, but
an amateur.

I have often heard the remark made that it is astonish-
ing how fast bees can build combs in a good season. I have
noticed it myself, but we know that a pound of combs occu-
pies a very large space, and as the bees harvest honey very
freely at the time the comb is built, even if combs were to
cost them IS pounds of honey for each pound of wax, it

would be but a day or two of delay to build most of the
combs of a colony, yet the saving realized by giving them
the comb already built would be well worth considering.

I have heard it stated by some apiarists that the day was
coming when the production of beeswax would pay better
than that of honey. No one has had faith enough in such
an assertion to give it a trial in practice, and I dare say that
it would not take long to convince any one of its fallacy.
Those who have tried to feed extracted honey to fill up sec-
tions have invariably reported that it did not pay, that the
cost was too great, and I do not believe it will ever pay,
much less will it pay to let the bees expend their honey for
wax-production alone.

When we put all testimonials together, the cost of comb
honey appears to be fully twice that of extracted honey

;

that is, the bees can harvest twice as much honey when the
combs are already built as when they have to build them.
This I take as an average. In some seasons there will be
less cost to the building of comb, while in other years the
cost will be increased. The most expensive production of
comb honey to the bees comes when the crop is very
short and very sudden. If the weather has been cold,

backward, rainy, unfavorable, in short, and a suitable
day comes suddenly to be followed perhaps by five or six
other such days, and then the crop ceases—in such a case
the production of extracted honey is far ahead of that of
comb.

In the first instance, the combs are ready for harvest
and there is no delay, no loss of time, the bees are at work
en ma !se.

In the second instance the suddenness of the crop has
taken us unawares, and they have had hardly time to build
a few combs when the flow is at end. A large crop cut
short, suddenly, by a storm and continued bad weather, will
also leave the comb-honey production in bad shape, as
many combs have been built, and partly filled, and must be
abandoned. A big flow, uninterrupted and steady, is the
most encouraging for comb-honey producers, and that is

why I insist that the production of comb honey will be most
especially successful in localities where large crops are the
rule.

My last, and least, grievance against the production of
comb honey is that it requires the use of a number of con-
trivances for which I never had any fancy—separators,
queen-excluders, honey-boards, etc. With the production of
extracted honey none of these is needed ; at least not by the
methods we follow. We connect the upper and lower stor-

ies as freely as possible, and make things as convenient for
the bees as it is possible to do.

Now that I have given you as much as in my power the
most favorable view of the production of extracted honey, I

must do the fair thing and give you the dark side of the pic-

ture in a closing article. Hancock Co., 111.

The Deliquescent Powers of Honey.
BY AI.LKN LATHAM.

MUCH has appeared ii

the water-gatheriii
taking the ground '

others taking the other
extreme statement of the
forms us that honey w
liquid has that power

—

1 the American Bee Journal about
.; powers of honey, some writers
hat honey has no such power, and
v'iew. On page 30 we get the most
former. Mr. Johnson not only in-

ill not gather moisture, but that no
L statement which he would tmd

most difficult to prove, except in a technical and hair-split-

ting way.
There are many liquids which are, in the common mean-

ing of the term, deliquescent, and honey is one of them. I

have recently tried an experiment to prove that honey has
this property, and though my experiment is not absolutely
conclusive, it will probably satisfy most of the readers of
the American Bee Journal.

A watch-glass was cleaned and counterpoised on a bal-
ance of extreme delicacy, a piece of paper the size of the
capping of a worker-cell being sutHcient to throw the bal-
ance out of equilibrium. There was then placed on the
glass S grams (about a thimbleful) of honey—a well-cured
honey of first quality. Honey was added or subtracted by a
pin-point till a five-gram mass was excellently balanced.
The balance was left with the glass of honey on the pan,
and the counterpoise on the other pan for several days, be-

ing weighed each day. Day by day it lost weight.

The air in this locality during the present winter has
•been extremely dry much of the time, the humidity running
as low as 30 not infrequently. A saucer of honey set aside
has gummed over instead of getting thin, as so often hap-
pens. So with the honey in the experiment, it got thicker
and thicker, and showed no signs of gathering moisture. I

saw that I should have to create a moist atmosphere for it,

and on the Sth or 6th day began to burn a jet of hydrogen
in the balance case a few minutes daily. Burning hydrogen
furnishes pure water. Fearing to injure the delicate bal-

ance by the moisture, I placed the glass under a bell-glass
under which water had been boiled, this being first done on
the 18th day. This was continued till the close of the 33rd
day.

On the 33rd day I dried the bell-glass thoroughly, and
put under it with the watch-glass of honey two shallow
dishes of calcium chloride. This chemical has the power to

take water from the air, and is used to dry air with. My
purpose was, of course, to dry the air and thus cause the air

to take away from the honey the moisture which it had ac-

cumulated. These conditions were continued for nine days.

The watch-glass of honey was weighed daily when pos-
sible. Business and an attack of the grip prevented an un-
broken record. I ofl'er below the results, which will tell a
story for themselves.

It is to be observed that the loss or gain in weight is

not uniform, a fact which is to be accounted for by varia-

tions in temperature, humidity of outer air, and irregularity
in replenishing the moisture in the air under the bell-glass.

I incidentally discovered that air will get dry though there

be the tiniest crack for the difi'usion of the inclosed air with
that outside.

I say that my experiment is not absolutely conclusive,

for the reason that I did not analyze the honey before and
after the experiment, but only a very obtuse person will

question the conclusion that honey will absorb water. Sev-
eral circumstantial facts point that way. The honey grew
thinner as it increased in weight. As the honey grew thin-

ner it gained in bulk. At first there was only a thimbleful,

but at the time of the greatest weight there were about two
thimblefuls. The increase in weight varied very regularly
with the amount of water in the air. The honey grew
thicker as it lost weight. The honey did not difi'er in ap-

pearance at the close from what it was at the start of the

experiment.
I tasted the honey at the close. Though it had not lost

body nor sweetness it had lost all its fine flavor, and tasted

rank. Mr. Johnson will doubtless say that this proves de-

composition, but not I. I believe that it simply means that

the volatile oils which the honey had at first had been lost,

and that the foul air from the burning alcohol lamp had
given a new flavor. Flavors are hard to weigh on a balance,

though they may be weighed with money.
Had decomposition of any sort taken place it is reason-

able to suppose that gases would have appeared in the

honey. This was not so. At all times the honey was clear

as jelly, and whatever was gained or lost was through the

surface of the honey. This last fact is seen from the cir-

cumstances that when the honey was losing weight the sur-

face honey was thicker than that below, while the reverse

was true when the honey was gaining weight, the surface

then being thinner.
In trying to prove that honey is deliquescent I have at

the same time proved it to be elllorescent. This is much
like saying that a thing is white and is also black, for deli-

quescence and efflorescence are directly opposed properties.

Yet the honey gained water when the air was humid, and
lost water when the air was dry. It would seem that there

is a certian (possibly not fixed I humidity point above which
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honey will gain moisture from the air, and below which
honey will yield water to the air. I think that this point
ranges near 60 percent of humidity. I have not proved it.

It will be observed that the honey weighed the most on
the 30th day, when it weighed 7.045 grams, a gain of over
2-S, or about 41 percent. After it had reached this weight I

found difficulty in keeping the air sufficiently moist to per-
mit the honey to hold that weight. This suggests that
honey as it gains water becomes less deliquescent, and
should give up water though the humidity is over 60 percent,
say.

Practically it makes no difference to the bee-keeper
whether the honey actually takes in water or not, but it does
mean much to the bee-keeper to keep well in mind that
honey and air should have a water-tight, and air-tight, par-
tition between them.

Grams
Weight at the etart 5.0000

" " close of 1 day 4.9S
" " " " 2 days 4.96
" " " " 3 " 4.9465

" " " 4 ' .. 4.935
" " " 5 " 4.943

" " •' " T " 4.962
" " " " 8 " 4.975

'• " " 9 " 4.995
" " " lU " 5.016

" " " " 11 " 5.005
' " 12 " 5.11
" " " " 15 " 5.125

" " " 16 " 5.262
" " "17 " 5.457
"

'i " 18 " 5.677
" " " 19* " 6.042
" " " 23 " 5.735

" " " " 24 " 6.053
" " " '• 25 " 6.32

" " "26 " 6.545
" " " " 29 " 6.795

" " "30 " 7.045
" " "31 " 6.86
" " " 32 " 6.&37
" " " 31 " 6.98

Calcium chloride placed in bell-glass.
Grams

Weight at close of 4 days 5.253
" " " " 5 " 5.137
" " " " 6 " 5.035
" " " " 9 " 4.99T3

*Taken sick at this time. New London Co., Conn.

Use of Separators in Section Honey, Etc.

BY B. V. PAGAN.

MR. Wm. M. Whitney, whose communications I always
read with interest, in his article on page 198 enter-
tains the idea that it is better not to use separators.

He argues that because brood-combs straight as a board
are easily produced, the same results should follow with sec-
tions without separators. So they will, in every case, if sec-
tions, like brood-combs are filled with brood. That's not
what sections are for.

Give him, he says, certain things, among them a full
force of good workers, a good flow of nectar, and some one
else can use the separator. If Mr. Whitney always has
these he is specially favored, and may dispense with separa-
tors. Management has much to do with the strength of
colonies, but the best we can do most of us do not always
have colonies of the same strength, and it sometimes hap-
pens that for some reason a colony working on sections no
longer has " a full force of good workers." Still, we might
get along without separators so far as that is concerned.

But "a good flow of nectar" during the whole of the
time sections are on is a thing not within the control of the
bee-keeper, and probably few bee-keepers can rely on a
thing of that kind one year after another. Often a lull
comes right in the flush of a flow, and after a few days the
flow is on again, and at such times if there are no separators
there is likely to be some bulging of sections.

However it may be with Mr. Whitney, the fact remains
that a large number of bee-keepers, men of much experi-
ence, who are in it for the dollars, and wouldn't use separa-
tors if it didn't pay, say they can not dispense with them.
They are probably quite willing to be the " some one else "

that Mr. Whitney says can use the separator.

SIZB OF QUEKN-CELL OPENING BEFORE RECEIVING THE EGG,

On page 199, Mr. Atwater suggests that "queen-cells,
just before being supplied with an egg, are always con-
tracted at the mouth to about the size of a worker-cell." I

think the bees will not support that view, Mr. Atwater,
about a third of an inch being probably the diameter
you'll find. But I suspect that if you ask a queen she'll tell

you that the shallowness of the cell makes up for the width,
and that she's just as much cramped to lay in a shallow
queen-cell as in a worker-cell.

RBLIQUEFYING JARS OF HONEY—RENDERING BEESWAX.

There must be a leaky spot in our good Afterthiuker's
memory. He speaks of " reliquefying jars by dry heat
without destroying labels," as if it were a new thing. Page
200.

Mr. Hasty, in speaking of wax-pressing, on the same
page, has evidently in mind his experience with methods
other than the German wax press, when he speaks of the
value of the several diggings over, and the danger of leaving
wax boiling on the stove. I feel sure that a man of his
good judgment would not give several diggings to a batch
of stuff in such a wax-press, and I have serious doubts
whether he would give even one. Neither would he find
there was anything dangerous in going off and leaving the
machine to itself all day long, unless the water should all

boil out.

FLY OR DRONE GATHERING POLLEN.

A. Y. Baldwin, page 203, wishes he was a Mr. Hasty.
Was he not a bit hasty when saying what he did at that
very time? Because there is a fly that looks very like a
drone, does that warrant him in saying that the insect
Editor Freyhoff saw gathering pollen was one of those flies 7

Editor Freyhoff is not the ignoramus that Mr. Baldwin sup-
poses him to be. Would it better the case any if Mr. Frey-
hofl" had said it was a fly ? Did Mr. Baldwin ever see a fly

of that kind, or a fly of any kind, busy at work gathering
pollen ?

[ Convention Proceedings
]

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention
Held in Trenton, Dec. 1, 2, and 3, 1903.

BY MORLEY PKTTIT.

(Continued from page 24b )

Next on the program was the question-box, taken up by
Mr. Morley Pettit, as follows :

KEEPING POLLEN OUT OF SECTIONS.

" How can we keep pollen out of the sections ?"

Mr. Pettit—In hiving swarms on starters, use starters

and one comb to catch the pollen, also a queen-excluder.

Mr. Sibbald—Would you not have bees start more in

the lower story by using combs ?

Mr. Pettit— I have not had that trouble to any great ex-

tent. Of course, this is a matter of locality.

Mr. Sibbald—They build more drone-comb.
Mr. Pettit—Yes, that is the objection which we have

been unable to overcome.
Mr. Gemmill—Limit the number of starters.

SEPARATING PROPOLIS FROM BEESWAX.
" When melting up beeswax how do you separate the

propolis?"
Mr. Pettit—The propolis should be kept separate. I

know of no other way.
Mr. Hall—The propolis and pollen will settle out of the

beeswax when it is melted up.
" Has any one experience in using paraffin in making

comb foundation ?"

Mr. Pettit—I have had no experience.
Mr. Brown—It was sent to me as a sample used in

Europe.
Mr. Lowey— I had some adulterated with it, and I want

no more. I put it in sections, and it would not do.

Mr. Newton—Two years ago I received a lot of wax
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adulterated with it. I tried to make it into foundation, and
could not.

SIZE OF HIVB.

" What size of hive would you advise ?"

Mr. Pettit—I have used a hive equal to the lOframe
Langstroth ; it is good for comb honey with dummies. It

is also a good hive for extracted honey, but probably not
quite large enough. At any rate, I have placed my order
for 100 12frame Langstroth hives for nest season's use.

Mr. Dickenson—This is not according to what the sup-
ply men have listed and advised for years. When men have
made a study of the matter, and have 200 or 300 8-frarae
hives, what shall we do ? Fortunately we have the 9-frame
hive.

Mr. Pettit—I am always anxious to receive advice, but I

must use my own judgment as to accepting it. If my
queens would not fill more than 8 frames I would dispose of
them and get better ones. As to using the two-story brood-
chamber of Langstroth combs, I find that in a few weeks
the lower brood-chamber is largely forsaken, the combs be-

come clogged with pollen, and soon take on the appearance
of a deserted house.

Mr. Hall—I am an old-fashioned bee-keeper, with an
old-fashioned hive. I began, 28 years ago, with a hive
equal to the 11-frame Langstroth. If I could I would add
one or two more frames.

Mr. Holtermann—We follow others too much without
reasoning. In five years there will be a large increase in

the use of large hives.
Mr. Webster—We must have large hives to get the bees

and honey.
Mr. McEvoy—I have 8, 9. and 12 frame hives, but I pre-

fer the 9-frame.
Mr. Dickenson—It is very important in the foreign mar-

ket to have clover and basswood honey separate. The large
hive will mix honey.

Mr. Holtermann—I think that in the large hive kept
together with a small one, it is no larger in proportion.

Mr. Dickenson—With two supers you can't keep clover

and basswood separate.
Mr. Pettit—If you want to keep clover and basswood

separate, you must use only one super.
Mr. Newton—A colony in a 16frame hive will swarm

as soon as an 8 frame.
Mr. Darling—I have found them to want to swarm

when the brood-chamber is only two-thirds full.

Mr. Pettit—You miss it by not putting on a second
super till the first one is two-thirds full. Both should be
put on at beginning of the season.

BENEFIT OF THE HII.I,'S DEVICE.

" What benefit is the Hill's device on top of the frames
to hold up the quilt ?"

Mr. Pettit—It gives a passage from one comb to another,

so that bees do not need to leave the cluster and go down
under the lower edge of the comb. For outdoor wintering,

with the Langstroth depth of frame, it is quite necessary.

We do not use it in the cellar.

CARRYING EGGS FROM BROOD-CHAMBER TO SUPER.

" Will bees carry eggs from the brood-chamber to the

super ?"

Mr. Pettit— I don't know. I know they will carry them
from comb to comb. Drone-brood in the super is probably
from laying workers.

GETTING NEW EXTRACTING COMBS.

"If you want a new set of extracting-combs, would you
use starters or full sheets ?"

Mr. Pettit—I would use full sheets.

Mr. Newton—Messrs. Hall and Holtermann advise full

sheets.
Mr. Pettit—I am not fully decided, but I believe it will

pay to work into worker-combs for extracting, for various
reasons.

Mr. Sibbald would let them build combs from starters.

They naturally secrete wax which should not be wasted.
Mr. Pettit—Uncap deep while extracting. They can

use extra secretion to draw out these combs.

WHITE CLOVEK HONEV IN BARRELS.

" Where at the present time is the best market for white
clover honey in barrels ?"

Mr. Pettit—Wherever you can get a sale.

Mr. Sibbald—I believe there has been too much put in

barrels this year.

MOVINC. BEES EARLV—TRAMP BEEKEKPEKS.
" Would it pay to move bees early in March, and place

them on the summer stands?"
Mr. Pettit—Mr. Lott answered this very well in his

paper. It is very important to have colonies moved to an
out-yard early, to get the spring flow.

"What shall we do with tramp bee-keepers ?"

Mr. Pettit—I have not met any. Farmers are learning
the value of bees to alsike. I had a man come to me early
in alsike bloom and insist on me bringing bees to his place,

14 miles away, for the benefit of the seed in his alsike. This
was done, the farmer got more alsike seed than his neigh-
bors, and the bees got a good crop of honey.

REPORT OF THE HONEY EXCHANGE COMMITTEE.

A report of the Ontario Honey Exchange was presented
as follows by Mr. H. G. Sibbald :

The Honey Exchange Committee appointed at Barrie,

held a meeting in the office of G. C. Creelman, in April
;

present, Messrs. Newton, Chrysler, Couse, and Sibbald.

It was decided to sell the honey of members through a
reliable wholesale house, to collect reports, and advise mem-
bers as to the probable crop and prices. All members to

have the right to sell at wholesale and retail, as per circular

issued to members.
The committee met again at Woodstock, Aug. IS.

Grading committee also present. Decided that price of

honey in new, clean, 60-pound tins should be 7'2 cents,

f. o. b., Toronto. Comb honey SI. 65 to S2 00.

Grading rules were drafted. A committee of the presi-

dent and secretary was appointed to confer with Rutherford
& Marshall with a view to their handling honey for mem-
bers. We were led to believe that all would be agreeable,

but only one member of the firm had been consulted, and
when the matter was talked over by them together they
decided not to handle the honey. They said that mernbers
had already sold to firms in Toronto contrary to their un-

derstanding of our proposal, viz. : To give them sole agency
for members' product in Toronto and other places named
in prospectus to them.

While we failed to handle the honey this season, your
committee have done considerable work collecting and dis-

tributing- reports, which was an object of the committee.

Grading rules were also drafted, which ought to be of last-

ing benefit to bee-keepers. Our membership increased to

62, and after paying the traveling expenses of the com-
mittee, and printing, a balance of $7.65 remains.

H. G. Sibbald.

Mr. Sibbald—The exchange failed to handle honey
this year because bee-keepers held off from joining until

they would see whether it was going to pay or not. Some
members did not like the rules ; they thought they should

be allowed to sell all they could in Toronto, then place the

balance in the hands of the firm that had agreed to handle

our honey.
Mr. Gemmill—We must co-operate.

Mr. Morley Pettit stated that while the committee had
done a good work—as good as could be expected for the first

year—the crop reports would have been much more valuable

had they come earlier in the season. The large number of

small producers makes it exceedingly difficult for an ex-

change to operate and control prices. In any case it can do

nothing without money. A stock company seems to be the

only solution of the dilficulty.

Mr. Wra. Couse agreed with Mr. Pettit, that we must
have money. The committee has done good work in mak-
ing reports, and grading rules, and the prices set were not

far off from those at present prevailing.

Messrs. Morrison and Lowey moved that the grading
rules, as formu ated by the Honey Exchange, be printed

in the annual report of the convention. Carried.

Mr. Holtermann spoke at some length on the work of

the Honey Exchange. He said that the committee had
done good work in fixing grading rules, as there was here a

great need. But it was necessary to have an incorporated

limited company. He doubted if we could ever control the

output on account of the great number of small producers,

and the almost universal distribution of honey-plants. We
often hear, he said, of the Citrus Fruit Exchange, but there

is no comparison. Citrus fruit is grown in a comparatively

small area of country, but honey can be produced wherever
the sun shines and' flowers bloom. Dairymen have not

tried to fix prices, neither have fruit-growers, nor poultry

men—they have the best men in the country to help them
to produce a good article, and to open up the market. They
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have aimed at organization in production. A better prod-
uct brings a better market. The government has helped
the fruit-growers, etc., in producing and marketing a good
article. The government has shown itself willing and
anxious to help us in so far as we show a disposition to help
ourselves. We must be very particular to market only a
first-class article, properly graded.

Mr. Dickenson found no difficulty in marketing good
honey without government assistance.

Mr. Holtermann—How can we keep poor honey out of
the market without government help ? Other assosciations
ask and receive help. We pay taxes, and should have help
as well as they.

Mr. Dickenson—We can not be put into the same class
with fruit-men, because the country is so easily overstocked
with bees.

Mr. Lott—We want a system of inspection, as in the
case of government inspection of fruits. We should have a
government expert to inspect all honey before it is shipped,
to see that no unripe or otherwise inferior honey goes on
the market.

J. L,. Byer—I agree with what has been said. Govern-
ment supervision has made, and keeps up, the apple mar-
ket. The same would apply to honey. Then we want a
government official to see after the market. We don't
know where to ship our honey—don't know the names of
firms who would handle it. Mr. Holtermann's criticism is
good. If the government does not appoint an inspector of
honey, who will ? The Dominion government is the place
to get it. They could also help in equalizing the distribu-
tion of honey throughout the Province.

W. J. Brown—I believe Prof. Robertson, of Ontario
Agricultural College, offered, some years ago, to procure a
market for us.

Mr. Holtermann—If you want to sell honey you must
send a man who knows all about honey. Don't send a dry
goods man to sell groceries, etc.

Speaking of quality of honey, Mr. Dickenson said that
he found the best honey in the upper of two supers where
no fresh honey would have been put in for a few days. He
mentioned the paper of Mr. Mclntyre, of California, read
at the National convention, as being of great value to him.
He agreed with Mr. Mclntyre, that under ordinary condi-
tions honey need not be more than half capped to be of good
quality. As to marketing, every man should establish his
own name, and always send a good article ; then he need
have no fear of harm from poor honey sold by others.

Mr. Darling—Every man has a monopoly of his own
name

; no one can steal that.
Mr. Holtermann— It is a strange business principle to

say that the price of your goods is not affected ty other
goods. When an inferior honey is there to sell at a lower
price, it is bound to affect your price.

Mr. Morrison—As to the advisability of getting gov-
ernment assistance, the government looks after the com-
merce of the country, forms tariff laws, etc.; we use a gov-
ernment grant. Why not let them help get a market ?

Mr. McEvoy thought that the price of cheap honey
would have no effect on that of higher grades.

Mr. Fixter advised sending honey to the Ottawa Fruit
Exchange.

Mr. Darling had seen them selling goods at auction by
the Ottawa Fruit Exchange, and did not think much of the
idea.

Mr. Eowey would not advise shipping to them, any
more than to any other commission house. There is much
loss incurred by the ignorance of these men in storing and
caring for honey.

Mr. Miller thought the government had as much right
to assist us as it had to assist any other producers in the
country. Appoint a responsible and capable man to in-
spect the honey here, and have a man in the foregn mar-
ket. He saw no need for capital ; they should just get themoney and send it to the man who had produced the honey.
If poor honey were sent in by any member, return it to
him, and it would probably not occur again.

Mr. Chrysler— It would be necessary to incorporate and
have money.

Mr. Pettit—The most important work that can be done
along this line at present is to collect reports, say three or
four times— first when the bees come out of winter quar-
ters, as to their condition

; second, at the beginning of
clover, as to the condition of bees at that time; third, at
the end of the while honey-flow; and fourth, from thosewho produce fall honey, when that is harvested.

It was moved by Mr. Sibbald, and seconded by Mr
Byer, that a committee be appointed by the Association, to

collect reports of the honey crop, etc., and distribute the
same to members; also to approach the Department of
Agriculture at Ottawa, with a view to establishing a mar-
ket in England, with power to arrange for a system of
grading by special act of parliament. Carried.

It was moved by B. O. Eott, and seconded by C. W.
Post, that a committee be appointed to revise the by-laws
of the Association, the committee to consist of Messrs.
Sparling, Holtermann, Armstrong, Chrysler, Couse, Scott,
and Post. Carried.

(Continued next week.

)

[ Our Bec-Heepin§ Sisters
J

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

White Nougat Candy of Marseilles.

Boil over a very mild fire 2 pounds of choice honey
(white preferable), and keep moving it with a wooden stick.

After one hour of boiling, mix with the honey, still on the
fire, the whites of 6 eggs beaten thick. When the mixture
has become brittle (which you can tell by dropping some
into cold water), draw the vessel from the fire and add im-
mediately IV pounds of burnt sugar (broken sugar). Keep
agitating until the whole mass will have lost part of its

heat. Now add 6 pounds of peeled, dried and hot almonds ;

also 1 pound of peanuts (peeled, too). Flavor with vanilla
or lemon.

Now spread over a table a layer of wafers (about 1x2
feet), and over it pour the mixture, still hot, so as to make it

about ,'2 inch thick. Over this again spread another layer
of wafers. Place on top a solid board, heavily laden. After
a quarter of an hour, divide the large cake into smaller
ones, wrap and pack carefully in paraffin paper or other suit-

able covering.—(From Diction-universal of Larousse, art
nougat.) H. Ddpret.

Quebec, Canada.

We are under obligation again to one of the brothers

—

really we can't get along very well without their help, many
times—for helping us out in the candy business. France is

the original home of nougat candy, and Mr. Dupret is evi-
dently a Frenchman, so the recipe may be relied on. Just
what is meant by " wafer " is a question. Probably those
weetened affairs like miniature cookies made very thin. But
I think the nougat candy formerly sold in this country was
made without any wafers.

Successes and Failures—Wintering-.

I have been intending for a long time to write you of
our success, once again, with the bees. For several years
we have not had a crop of honey, some years the failure be-
ing caused by spraying apple-trees while in bloom. The
bees would, apparently, be in good condition—hives full of
bees—but suddenly, almost, the brood would be left unpro-
tected, as if the bees had all swarmed, while we knew none
had cast a swarm.

Failure of clover to bloom the last few years, caused by
winter-killing, has been our latest failure ; also cool weather
in June, just when the clover ought to be yielding honey, if

we get it at all.

The past season was abundant in clover and other flow-
ers. I think I never saw honey come in more abundantly
for 6 weeks ; such swarming ! I suspect we may always ex-
pect swarming when honey is coming in freely—such has
been our experience when running colonies for comb honey.
The colonies run for extracted we generally choose from the
weakest ones, and build them up from the swarming colo-
nies, so we do not get so many swarms from those until after
they have built up, and we take away their full combs to. ex-
tract, or give them sections and then they are almost sure
to swarm ; but extracted honey does not sell so readily as
comb, and then it seems to me to be about as much trouble
to get as comb.

I have been so driven with work that I failed to finish
this letter, commenced over a month ago. Our bees have,
I think, wintered fairly well, only 2 colonies dead out 80,
and they were queenless ; but it is too early to know how
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they will come out, for there are lots of dead bees thrown
out of the hives, but they fly fairly strong, and have a
great abundance of honey, but our neighbor's bees that

vrere packed in chafif—I should think many colonies would
be dead. Mks. L. C. Axtei,i..

Warren Co., 111.

In former years Mrs. Axtell was noted for large crops
of honey, and it must have been somewhat trying to have a
series of years of failure. Her many friends will be glad to

know that the tide has again turned, and we may hope that
1904 will be with her, as with many others, a repetition of

1903.
_

Honey for Chapped Skin.

Honey is good for chaps in general, and in Praktischer
Wegweiser it is specially commended for chapped hands and
lips. A tablespoonful of honey in a quart of warm water,
applied to the afflicted surface, smoothes and softens the
skin very pleasantly.

^ I—
Contracting" op Uniting" Colonies—Which ?

Last fall I packed 35 colonies on the summer stands.
The last week in March we had good weather, so I gave my
bees a flight. With a trembling heart I watched to see how
mauy colonies were still living. {I have especially taken up
bees to earn something, since my husband lost his arm in

the manufactory.) To my great joy all my colonies were
living, not one lost. The weather was again fine the next
day, so that I could take away the bottom-boards and shove
others under; likewise renew the cushions that were too
damp. Thereby, however, I found that many colonies were
weak.

Please advise me : Is it advisable to contract colonies
with bees covering two or three frames so that they may yet
prosper ? Or, is it better to unite two colonies, so that from
the 35 I may have perhaps 18 or 20 ?

Cook Co., 111. Mrs. Anna Weckkrle.

Don't be in too much of a hurry about uniting. Some-
times a colony with only enough bees in early spring to

cover two or three frames, yet having a good queen, will

pick up wonderfully as the weather becomes warmer. In
the fall it is well to unite weak colonies, but in the spring
nurse them up good and warm, and give them a chance to

see what they will do.

Manicure Scissors for Clipping- Queens' Wing's
—Honey in Brown Bread.

We often read articles in the Bee Journal and other bee-
papers about clipping queen's wings, and it seems to us
that people make hard work of it.

We began with one colony 5 years ago, and now we
have 26. We have never lost a queen from clipping, and as
we do not touch our fingers to the queen, there is no odor
left on her to excite the bees to injure her. Perhaps others
would like to try our way, which is to use a pair of " mani-
cure scissors." It is usually easy to slip one blade under
the wings and quickly clip them as soon as the queen is seen
on a frame, but if she does get to running about, just watch
your chance, and be quick when she does stop for a moment.

The long, slender, curved manicure scissors prevent any
possibility of the points touching the queen.

Have any of the sisters ever tri-:d using honey instead
of molasses in making brown bread ? Just try it, and see
how good it is. Here is the recipe :

HONEV BROWN BREAD.

One cup corn-meal; one cup rye-meal; one cap sour-
milk ; '2 (or less) cup of honey ; a teaspoonful of salt, and
a ttaspoonful of soda. Steam 4 hours, then dry in the oven
15 minutes.

From a sister who finds the bees fascinating to work
with. A. R. Jacobs.

Worcester Co., Mass., March 20.

Amerlkanlsche Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

c
Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable "' seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. K. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo. Ohio.

THICK OR THIN TOP-BARS.

As to whether to use thick top-bars or not, about 17 ex-
perts wanted half an inch thick or thicker, to 11 who wanted
their bars less than a half inch. Few, if anv, seemed to
want the extra-thick bars of an inch or more. Page 132.

SCRAPING AND GRADING SECTION HONEY.

I think Frank Rauchfuss is sound where he finds it poor
tactics to scrape sections and case them at the same time.
First, get a good pile of each grade, then take a case and
devote your mind wholly to filling it just right. Doing it

the other way you are manifestly sure of not getting the
best casing possible, and somewhat liable to waste time by
driblets, until the one operation takes more time than the
two—leaving no advantage of any sort. Page 132.

DRONES AND SWARMING.

At the Northwestern, when the relation of drones to

swarming was up, Pres. York didn't ask, How many think
the presence of many drones decreases the swarming ten-

dency ? I think that is at least a proper question to ask.

If I'm right, colonies devoted to rearing quantities of fine

drones usually refrain from swarming. And I feel pretty
strongly that Mr. Longsdon is mistaken where he says that
you can make a disinclined colony swarm by putting in

drone-comb. Behold my brand-new quack-scheme ! To
prevent the swarming of a colony that has begun to con-
template it, introduce a large excess of drones to them !

Whether they soon go to work and kill them off, or whether
they keep them in a disgusted sort of way, I quack it that
swarming will be given up for the time being. Page 137,

MATING OF SUPERSEDURE OUEEN.

Instead of saying, " Mating of a Superseded Queen"
(caption, page 137), say Mating of a Supersedure Queen.
That term can be taken as meaning the young queen, while
" superseded queen " must necessarily be the old one. By
fault of members, or reporter, or somebody, the language of

the paragraph is phenomenally slipshod.

REPORTING THE HONBY-CROP.

As to the long and lively discussion of the question,

whether we keep still about the facts when there's an extra-

big crop, I think Mr. Wilcox got in the most important idea.

Large dealers will know before they buy. Better for us, on
the whole, that they know honestly and squarely from head-
quarters than that they discover that we are determined not

to tell, and proceed to get at the facts in round-about ways.
Mr. Starkey is right, that there is a diS'erence between

reporting to dealers, and filling the ears of the public.

General and miscellaneous cackling before the public—well,

even the higher order of well-regulated hen knows better

than to cackle by her own nest—silently scoots away to a

distant locality and does the cackling there. But this

Afterthinker believes that the public have some rights in

the matter also—perhaps a little hard to determine exactly

what they are. Pages 139-141.

EXACT POUND SECTIONS OF HONEY.

And so the innocent folks at the fair hadn't it in their

hearts to doubt that the sections had an exact pound—but
they really wanted to know how the bees knew when they
had got just a pound in. There's childlike faith for you.

Surely, we would do better to hold it than to dissipate it.

Page 145.

"TALKING bees" ON CITY STREETS.

Mr. Moore, at the Northwestern, told of a very pleasant
way of advertising bees and honey. Don't remember to

have read of exactly the same style before. Modify the
observatory hive into a closed grip with glass sides, and
holding two frames of brood and bees. Then go on the
street of a city with it and talk bees—like Socrates at

Athens talked religion. Mr. Moore found it very enjoyable
—and liable to block the street if he staid too long in one
place. Page 145.
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PATIKNCB, TAI<K AND WAITING—ESSENTIAI,S TO BEE -INSPEC-
TORSHIP.

Yes, Mr. Hutchinson, three patient visits, lots of en-

lightening talk, and print, and waiting—and at last the

man himself take hold and help clean up the foul brood— is

better than "enforcing the law" as Old Adam within would
say for us to do. " And fully as many thorns as roses" in

ridding a territory of foul brood. Yes, we can find ourselves
admitting that without argument. Page 146.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

When to Pat Supers On.

When is the the proper time to put on supers? or how can you
tell when to put them on * Missouri.

Answer.—When you see bits of white wax on the upper parts of
combs it is high time supers were on. If white clover is your first

surplus, put on sections as soon as it begins to bloom.

The Foul Brood Microbe.

Are scientists entirely agreed that foul brood is an animal growth
as mentioned on page 230? Sdbscriber.

Answer.—No; I don't believe Mr. Aikin thinks so. as is shown
later on by his speaking of the spore of foul brood bicilli as a seed,
and comparing Bacillus alvei to a green growing plant.

Bees Breeding in January.

I would like to know how it is that my bees having brood in Jan-
uary. Some came out all right, while only one died on account of
having zero weather. All the neighbor's bees died on the summer
stands, while I lost one out of 21. I consider myself quite lucky.

Illinois.

Answer.—Very likely there is brood in your hives in January
oftener than you suppose, as it is not such an unusual thing. It is

possible that the unusually severe weather had something to do with it,

for the colder the weather the warmer it is in the n'ntn- of the brood-
nest, just as the colder the weather the hotter the fires in your stoves.

Queens Not Obliged to Lay a Certain Number of
Drone-Eggs.

Is it true that the queen is obliged to lay a certain number of
drone-eggs, no matter what the bee-keeper does, as seems to be taught
on page 211; Subscriber.

Answer.—The remark on page 211 was evidently made by a cor-
respondent of the British Bee Journal, and it is a little strange that it

should have been allowed the endorsement of silence in both the Brit-
ish and the American Journal, for I feel confident that neither of said
journals believe in any such a doctrine. Full sheets of worker-comb
given to a swarm will make sure the queen shall lay a very much
smaller number of drone-eggs than she would if no foundation were
given. A queen may be restricted to laying of a small number of
drone-eggs, or she may be induced to lay a good many thousand.

Sectlonless Supers of Honey-Entrance Feeding.

1. I have a colony of bees which were hived two years ago in a
two-story hive, hut instead of hiving them in the brood-chamber they
put on the two supers without any sections in, so the bees began to
build comb in the top, and now it is full of honey from bottom to top.
What would you do with this? How would it do to smoke them down
in the bottom and remove the supers? What would I find in the
supers, brood or honey '. If so, what time in the spring should I do it;
It is not a chaff hive.

2. I am feeding a few colonies of bees that I have in the cellar, by
placing a little liquid honey In a tin trough and shoving it in the en-
trance. They seem to take away a great deal of hooey from this
trough. Is this way of feeding them all right? I don't "know any-
thing about a bee-feeder. Iowa.

Answers.— 1. They have probably consumed quitealittle through
the winter, and it is possible that enough has Deen emptied out so tlial
part or all of the brood-nest is above. You might raise the upper part
and find out where the brood-nest is. Then leave on the stand the

part that contains the brood-nest, whether it be the upper or the lower.
If it be the upper, and you want combs in better shape, wait till three
weeks after swarming and then transfer, in the meantime giving the
bees a super, or supers, to store in. If, upon examination, you find
the brood below, and the upper part pretty well filled with honey, you
might leave it till entirely filled, and then take the honey.

2. The less bees are disturbed in the cellar the better, and unless
you think they are in actual need don't feed.

Spring Stimulative Feeding.

I want information in regard to feeding bees in the spring, so as
to stimulate brood-rearing. How shall I proceed, especially when to
commence, and what precautions to use? Ohio.

Answer.—Without a good deal of experience you may do more
harm than good. Don't begin till bees fly freely ; feed about half a
pound diluted honey or a syrup of sugar and water half and half—the
honey is better. Feed in the evening for fear of robbing. Every
other evening will do. It will do no good to feed when the bees can
get even a moderate amount among the flowers.

Getting Into Bee-Keeping Again.

On page 1S2, I notice your article on " Bill of Rights to Protect
Bee-Keepers in Priority of Location." I am a reader of the American
Bee Journal, and an ex-bee keeper, as it were. How am I to get into
bee-keeping honorably, and without intruding on the rights of any-
one? Illinois.

Answer.—One way is to buy out some one already located. An-
other way is to settle where the ground is not already occupied. Start

right where you now are, it the field is not already occupied. It ought
to be BO arranged that any one could start in bee-keepiug just as he
can at farming, with no doubts whatever as to the matter of honor
and rights. Pity that it is not so.

Position of Hives-Spring Feeding, Etc.

1. I have only 3 colonies of bees, and all in home-made boxes. The
other day I found the hive empty of bees, but the box half full of
honey. The bees were thereabout two weeks ago. I suppose they
lost their queen. I want to get frame hives this summer.

2. Is it necessary to stand them up off of the ground?
3. Which are the most used, and the best hive?
4. Isit necessary to feed bees in the spring! If so, at what time?
I have had bees for some years, but have not attended to them as I

should. I had to kill them when I wanted honey. I will have a great
deal to learn about bees in order to make them pay. Missouri.

Answers.— 1. It isn't at all certain that the queen was lost. Hun-
dreds of colonies with good queens have died during the past few
weeks.

2. In most localities there is no need to raise hives any higher than
enough to keep from rotting the bottom- boards, say 4 to 6 inches.

3. Plain dovetailed hives are probably as much used as any, and
as good.

4. It is not necessary to feed them if they have abundance of

of stores. If they have not, they can be fed any time they are short of

stores.

Noisy Colony—Other Questions.

1. What is the cause of a noisy colony when the rest are quiet?

The colony is dead now. It gave me only one super of honey, and
they stored almost all of it before they swarmed. They crowded the
brood-nest. The queen was all right, as far as I could tell.

2. How would it be to divide the brood, and give each a laying
queen?

3. How many frames does the average colon.\- occupy ?

4. What percent of your queens occupy more than 8-frames? (I

have seen a two-story Danzenbaker hive filled; also her daughter did
the same.)

5. Does a queen usually reproduce herself ? Minnesota.

Answers.— 1. Possibly queenless; possibly something else?

2. Unless the colony be very strong; indeed it would be better to

keep all together till later.

3. Perhaps six ; some only half that, and some twice as many.
4. i cannot tell; none of them are allowed to have more than 8

frames while working on sections, but if given a fair chance probably
few of them would stop at 8, and some would occupy 16 or more.

5. No.
. ^ • »

Trying to Avoid Trouble.

I have Ti?! colonies which are heavy with honey, but the severe
winter left them, or most of them, not so strong in bees. I have lost 4
colonies this winter.

I live in town and am afraid I will have trouble with my near
neighbor al>out the bees. I have no neighbors on the west, it being a
public highway, but on the north lives my near neighhur, and my gar-

den and also an alley are between. Now, I have room for 150 colouies

by setting a row along thealle.v, facing south, over near my neighbor,
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who says my bees are a nuisance, and that they bothered her last sum-
mer; that the bees were at her well thiek, and came into her house.
But they nevergot stung. Now, if I can keep my bees at home this
summer I will move them in the country next spring. The alley be-
tween my neitihbor's place is not used much; there are other ways to
drive without going through ne:ir my bees. Now, if a team of sweaty
horses were driven through the alley, and they got slung, would I be
liable for damages* I do not want any trouble, but I am so situated
that I can hardly better myself this spring. Illinois.

Answer.—That alley being a public thoroughfare, no matter how
little it is traveled, you are responsible for damages if your bees sling
horses or people passing by. A close fence six feet high would hel|)

matters very much. You can do much to keep your bees away from
your neighbor's well by providing one or more convenient drinking-
places nearer home, getting them started early in the season, for once
a habit of going to a certain driaking-plaee is formed they will con-
tinue to patronize that place throughout the season. An occasional
present of honey to your neighbor will do no little toward making her
less observant Of the intruding bees.

Nucleus Method of Incease.

On page 170, in answer to " Illinois, " in further explanation of
how you increased your 24 colonies to 1S4 last year, will you kindly
give the following additional information :

1. How early in the season, in the vicinity of Chicago, would it be
usually safe to draw brood and bees from strong colonies and put in a
pile?

2. Would it be as satisfactory to make the nuclei at the time of
drawing the brood and bees from the strong colonies* If not, why '

H. If making a pile is the best way, is it necessary to leave this
pile for 9 or 10 days before breaking it up into nuclei *

4. From the fact that you visited the Hastings apiary only once in
9 or 10 days, I suppose you did not feed any of the nuclei. Would it

help to feed a little'

5. In cases where you gave the nuclei queens, were they virgins or
laying queens; If the latter, did you just run them in, or had they to
be introduced in cages and the bees allowed to liberate them ;

Illinois.

Answers.—1. I don't know. This year it may be two or more
weeks earlier or later than next year. Seasons differ greatly. It may

be somewhat safe to say, any time after apple-bloom when the colonies
are strung enouyh, say when each colony has five or more frames of
brood.

2. No; you take from the pile rjuefnlexs bees which will slay better
where put, and are ready to accept anything given to them in the way
of queen or queen-cell.

3. It is more convenient for an out-apiary, although a modification
might work as well in the home apiary.

4. Hardly, in a good honey-llow; with no honey coming in it

would be very desirable.
5. Both ways to both questions. Laying queens were preferred if

on hand; if nol, virgins or cells; sometimes run in, sometioies caged,
allowing the bees to liberate.

What Caused the Bees to Die?— Transferring
Brood.

Chilled

1. I am a beginner, and have 9 colonies of bees; 3 colonies died,
although they had enough in every hive; the comb was moldy. We
winter them on the summer stands. What was the cause of their
dying? It was 1? degrees below zero a good many days. Do you
think that was the cause?

2. Next winter I am going to put chaff around the outside, and
shavings in the super. Do you think that is better than putting
blankets over them.

3. I am going to tr.iusfer a colony from a box-hive to one with
frames. When is the best time?

4. What is the lowest temperature they can hatch young bees?

5. In case of chilled brood will they work the dead larv;i' out, or
will they leave them in the cells? There were some dead larv.'e in the
colonies that died. I don't think it was foul brood, as it did not have
any smell. Illinois.

Answers.— I. Yes, the bees probably starved with plenty of
honey in the hive, because the cold continued so many days severe
enough to keep them from leaving the cluster to get a fresh supply.

2. Blankets ought to be as good as chaff, or better, if enough of
them, but chaff ought to be cheaper.

3. 21 days after swarming.
4. I don't know; with the thermometer away below zero they can

have it quite warm in the center of the cluster.

5. They will clean up the cells all right.

^:^.^M3^3Rie^]^,.^^
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Flavors of Honey.

On page 7.i~ (1903) the Editor says:
"Eucalyptus honey is delicious and of ex-
cellent HaTor,"etc. On page 106 you ask for

more witnesses. In Southern California it is

not considered a desirable table honey. For
myself I do not oliject to honey flavored wilh
eucalyptus, say about 5 percent.

On page 106, Mr. Hasty says: " Did we not
years ago have samples of orange honey simi-

larly too good'"' Intimating that orange
honey is not gouil honey. Orange honey here
ranks with tlie best of honeys, will compare
favorably with sage and white honey.

I do not say this to get up au argument as

to which is the best honey. My experience is

that the likes and dislikes of the flavor of

honey, as well as almost anything else, are

mostly due to the cultivation of taste. The
worst feature here is, we do not get a great

amount of surplus from the orange, as it

blooms in late winter and very early spfing.
J. W. Fekree.

Los Angeles Co.. Calil., Feb. 15.

A Defense of the Sisterhood.

Mt Dear Mr. Ha^tt:—I beg to ask you
why you chose the part in the " Hyde Play"
of a character so resentful, and who when dis-

turbed by a discord or an untimely march
played, forgets that he is well-bred and says
some things that merit regret, and is prone to

be too personal in a way that never does any
good? I ask, how could you fancy yourself
the right one in the right position to don such
a character; (Pages 8 and 71, respectively.)

Kindly,Mr. Hasty, in the name of sis',erhood,

never again apply the name cn'tltr or vritlcys

to the women of oui country. In kind remem-
brance of mother, companion and daughter, I

say this.

How grand that you didn't gratify " Ne-
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braska's" desire for more witticism on " crit-

ter ballads" (page T3). You have merited
respect. He undoubtedly is good-natured
and jovial, and only regarded the affair as a
tall joke.

It is very probable that a great many of us
didn't like the " the tone "of the engravings
you have mentioned, but it pleased our good
editor, Mr. York, to display them, and to give
Mr. and Mrs. Hyde such an introduction to

the bee-world that would seem intended to
bound them on to sudden fame.

Now, if a part of what was said seemed a
little out of order, and space used unneces-
sarily, why wouldn't it be better to make
known our grievances in kind sentences which
we believe to voice the thought of the greatest
number unbiasly interested, and Mr. York
most certainly would gladly publish the same
for us !

Let us be proud that most bee-keepers
seem to be so unbiased, pious, and liberal-
hearted with each other.
Have you every heard the story of the vener-

«h|p old Tree who was so kindly advising the
Buckwheat when a storm was at hand, to do
as ilje grasses and Ilowers were doing—to
close its Howers and bow its head? But the
Buckwheat, in its haughty pride would not,
thinking maybe it would be wiser for the
others to follow its example. The storm
raged, and the good old Tree observed from
time to time, and saw the dear little Buck-
wheat vainly trying to hold up its own weak
self against the great force of Nature, shafts
of lightning and peal after peal of thunder
that made the very earth tremble. After the
storm the grasses and plants looked thank-
fully up to the Tree, and the flowers unfolded
their beautiful colors, looking refreshed and
brighter than ever. The Buckwheat was
singed and blackened, which made the Tree
weep, so that tears were falling from leaves
which were still in humble attitude.

In this drama of life what position should
we choo.se '. Most of us, of course, to be
found with the Buckwheat, flowers and
grasses.

And then, certainly, all have heard of the
contest between the Wind and the Sun in
trying to prove which had the greater power,
by each trying to cause an old gentleman to
remove his great coat. The Wind in his
blustering way failed. Then the Sun sent one
of his warm rays down so kindly upon the
man that he exclaimed, " I am melting !

" and
with that removed the coat.
Now, if I am "chased" I will try to escape

to the venerable old Tree, and when fafely in
its branches learn of it. E. S. Roe.
Todd Co., Minn.

[This really belongs in the "Sisters "de-
partment, but as it is addressed to Mr. Hdsty,
we put it in this place.

—

Editor.]

Many Bees Lost in Winter.
We have had the worst winter here that I

have ever experienced ; ten weeks of sleigh-
ing, and more coming. The mercury has
hovered around zero for weeKs. The bees
have not had a chance to fly this winter, so
you can guess about how they will come out.
My 85 chaff-packed colonies are half dead, up
to date. They have eaten every drop of honey
in their hives. We are laying large cakes of
boiled-dowu sugar over the frames, hoping to
bring a few colonies through. As near as I

can learn, there will not be 5 percent left to
tell the story in Michigan ; so you can see
there will be a lot of long-faced bee-keepers
next summer in these pans. The honey crop
was a fair one last season.

Obville Jones.
Ingham Co., Mich., Feb. 33.

Bee-Cultupe as a Side-Issue.

Twenty years ago I purchased a pound of
bees with two combs of brood, and the same
year increased to -1 colonies, and also got 30
pounds of honey. I commenced the year
1898 with about 30 colonies, lost 12 or 13 from
starvation that spring, and fed 400 pounds of
sugar to save the rest until the white clover
blossomed. During the summer I caught 11
wild swarms in my own yard. One swarm I
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caught in the Court House window, another
one, that 1 got in June, I carriet-l half a mile
on my back through the main street. By fall

I had '-'U pounds of comb honey from this

swarm. My bees increased to 4S colonies,

and their united efforts furnished me with
3000 pounds of nice comb honey, which I sold

in and around town for Vi^._. cents per pound.
I keep my bees in a small lot in town. I

have a bee-house 52 feet long. S feet high, and
li and S feet wide, double-decked. On the
north side, hack of the bees, is a passage-way
in which I do all the work.

1 lost a number of queens on their first

light last year, caused, I think, by having
the hives so close together. I always winter
ray bees in the cellar, and have never lost a
colony except through starvation. I ventilate
the cellar with a boiler-flue.

I have received queens from the East, and
from the South. My dandies are from Texas,
and they are hustlers. I have various strains
of i»eei, some practicall.v non-swarming, while
others who handle their bees in the same man-
ner have swarms year after year. I have
about HOO halt-finished sections stored away.
What shall I do with them?

A. C. Jackman.
Wright Co., Iowa, Feb. 24.

Report for Last Season.

A queen I got as a premium seemed to do
well, although I got her late in June, and
the honey-flow stopped the middle of July. I

could not find out what her bees would do,

but they are of a nice yellow-gold color. I

always liked the Italians bees. I have no
time for the black bees, although there are a

lot of them in this part of the country; I

never could handle them like the Italians.

The first bees I had were blacks, but I Ital-

ianized them. I started in bee-keeping five

years ago, with one colony of blacks, and I

have been increasing slowly, I did not want to

start in too fast. I now have l."i colonies and
they are aliout all I can attend to with my
farm work. I don't neglect the bees for all

the farm work ; I like it better than farm-
ing.

Here is a report of my crop : I had 11 colo-

nies, in 11103, spring count, and got 1,000

pounds of comb honey, 400 pounds extracted,

and increased to 15 colonies, which I put
into the cellar last November. They are win-
tering in fine shape. I expect a good crop
next season.
We have had a cold winter in northern Wis-

consin.
The American Bee Journal helped me a

great deal ; it is well worth SI. 00 a year. Some
of my neighbors keep bees, but they don't
take any bee-paper, and I cannot get them to

subscribe, either; and they do not get any
crop of honey from their bees. I intend to

keep more bees in the future.
Edward Duax,

Chippewa Co., Wis., Feb. 26.

Races and Sizes of Bees—Bee-Keep-
ing in Mississippi.

In answer to Mr. John Kennedy, of Adams
Co., Miss., in the Bee Journal of December
31, 1803, I would say that when I commenced
bee-keeping, in 18T4, for many years I had
only the bidck bee. There were no other

kinds in the county. I then introduced two
other kinds, a large brown bee and a very

black bee of smaller size. The latter were
very vicious. One colony was so combative
that a Cyprain could not surpass them. I was
compelled to kill their queen. The brown
bees were remarkably gentle.

It is often remarked by bee-keepers here,

that with an apiary of pure Italians they will

gradually breed away all their yellow marks,

as I noticed in an apiary in Arkansas, owned
by a bee-keeper from the North, who had
none but Italians. One cause, in my opinion,

was mating with native drones from the forest.

In regard to size of bees, I have the three-

banded, long-tongued Italians, that are even

larger than our brown bees, mid from their

size are, therefore, longer fngued. My
Golden Italians, Holy Land^. and Cyprians

are smaller, and the Carniolans are about the

same. The size of Mr. Kenne.i. 's bees may
result from the strain he purcliised. I can
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above list.) Also BEES AND QUEENS, and Stanley Queen Incubator. Send for free Circular

Address, .A-R-THTUK, STA.IN"LB "ST, DISCOIT, ILLi.

from S. C. W. and Buff Leg-
horns, Barred Rocks, and
While Wyandotte. Write for
prices.

F. F. ALDERFER.
R.F.D.No.l. Soui

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
25Atf T. P. BINQHAM. Parwell, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -wtien writlne.

EOQS
Please mention the Bee Journal.

*r«^p*.

ICK,E!TCII1,4:EK. :MinC3-. CO.,
K,EI3 OA-K:, I0"W-A..

BEE=
SUPPLIES
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOW EST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want everv bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Chas. A. Meyers, Leipsic, Ohio.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price*List.

I
ourHi^t^es AMD sEOTionsrs

|
1 Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material.

g
« By sending' in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and a
g secure prompt shipment. g

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. ^s.a

|

jCOO!

B66-SUDDII6S EXClUSlVelll

!

A Comalete Line of LEWIS' fine BEE-SUPPLIES.
DADANT'S FOUNDATION.
BINGHAM'S Original Patent SMOKERS and KNIVES.
ROOT'S E.XTRACTORS, GLOVES, VEILS, etc.

QUEEN-BEES and NUCLEI in season. In fact, anything needed in the
" Bee-Line," at

FACTORY PRICES HERE IN CINCINNATI,
Where Prompt Service is yours, and Freight Rates are Lowest. Spe-

cial Discount for Early Orders. Send for Catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
( We're successors to nobody I 51 Walnut St.
I Nor nobody to us f CINCINNATI, O.

fboOOOCCCCOC^OOOQOQOQOOOOOC^
nease mention Bee Jonmai wnon wrltUB
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Clubbing Offers li; I
Modern Farmer $0.50 5'

Western Fruit Grower O.SO lV

Poultry Gazette 0.15 V
Gleanings in Bee-Culture 1.00 |A

ii.25 <
All one year only S/. 00. W
Write for those just as good. A
Sample Free <
New Subscribers can have the Amek- r)

ICAN Bee Journal in place of Glean- Ji
INGS, if they wish, or all for $1.60. Re- ^
newals to American Bee Journal add 5y.

40c more. MODERN FARMER. y
St. Joseph, Mo. Jv

^ease mention Bee journal wnen wntin^

POULTRY SUCCESS.

fully illustrated.50c yr. , s

eauers how to succeed with I'fimry.
Special Introductory Offer.
years 60 cts; 1 year25cts; 4 months

trial 10 cts. Stampsaccepted. Sample
copy free. 148 page illustrated practical

poultry book free to yearly Bubscribers.
Catalogue of poultry publii

SSGRAPEVINES
100 Varieties. Also Small Fruits, Trees, Ac. H> -^^t r<><>t,.

edstock. Genuine, cheup. Ssmniilo vinesniailed tor lOc
i>escriptlvepric&-list£ree. Lewis Roeseh|Freclonla,N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal "when 'WTltln&

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturag-e and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

ully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months. 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street, - Los Angeles, Cal

POULTRY- PAYS
wnca the hens iay. Keep them
laying. For hatnhing and brood-
int; use the best reasonable priced
Incubators and Brooders — built
upon honor, sold upon guarantee,

THE ORMAS
Lu A. Banta, Llffonler, Indiana

The Ameriean Poultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A\r\tit^rta\ "13' 's o^*'' ^ quarter of a^UUl IlCll century old and is still grow-
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

American Poultry Journal.
so cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

Good 8=Frame Hive, $i.oo
No. 1 Sections. $4.00; No. 2. $3.50. Catalog free

YV. D. SOPER,
9C4t R.D. 3. JACKSON, MICH.

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACHISERT
Read what J. I. PARENT^f

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Com
bined Machines, last winter,
SO chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood-
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
itwith this Saw. It will do all

Catalog and price-list free.

W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

t^ease mentlbn Heo J otimai wlxen wntine

you say it will.

Address,

see no difference in the honey-gathering qual-

ities of the different liindsof bees, and for my
use I prefer the native brown, and next the
large, three-banded, long-tongued Italians. I

also like the Carniolans for their gentleness,
although they are somewhat over-rated.

No hill country, with subsoil of clay and
marl can compare with the alluvial lands of

the Mississippi River. While the atmosphere
is moist, the rich earth produces more vigor-

ous growth of vegation. The rainfall is con-
served by our level porous lands, while the
stiff soil of the hills retains but little moisture,
especially as the water flows rapidly from
them. Our hot southern sun soon dries up
what moisture is left. I can not see why
theie is so small a honey-flow in the hills, ex-

cept from the above causes.

We rarely plant here for honey. Buckwheat
is a perfect failure. Bees scarcely notice it.

Mellilot is planted successfully in the eastern
part of the State, where it does well, but it

EVERY PAGE FENCE IS MADE
for ^i ^pi-cirtc purpose. PaKu .'iS- inch Stouk Fence Is

made to HOLD STOCK. FarnietB eay It does it.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Michigan.

BVILT TO LAST^
L-lassed-Sure Hutch

incubators. Built better than
your bouse. No hotcenters; no
chilling draughts on sensitive
cgRS. Every cubic inch in egg
chamber at uniform, blood tem-
perature of fowl. It's acontinual

catalogue .B 10 with pictures tells lively story.
* srKE HATCU INCUBATOR CO.

Clay Center, Keb. IndlanapoIlB, Ind.

LJhTifing Lice Killing Machine
'

" " kills all lice and mites. No injury to

I

birds or leathers. Handles any fowl,
Ismallest chick to largest cobbler.

tLr«> sizes Paya for itself first ecftson.

CHARLES SCHILD, Ionia,'" Mich.

OUR TEN-THOUSAND DOLLAR
Bee Keepers' Supply Manufacturing Plant is

leady for business. Sind for Price List.
MONDENG MFG. CO.

147-149 Cedar Lake Road, Minneapolis, Minn.

EYES
CURED
AT HOME.
GUARANTEED

Cataracts. Granulal.^1 I'Ws Inflammatton

Eye Growths. Optic Nerve
0"'*"f5'

Evesiirht and all eve diseases can be cur

vithiuttSrknite -at Home at little cost a

no pain bv the__
,
— —

Chilian Eye Treatment
Notbingtopij for ^ut ?^*

atA\c\ .nplei
fofH

,
FlnoiUuBi

ChTllar!'Rem7dy Co"' 67 G'sire'et. Bushne'n". Ullnols

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE, BuU
strong, Chickea-

Snld to the Farmer at Wholi>BBle
Fully Warranted. Catalog Free.
ILED SPRINfl PENCE CO.

irinehMter, Indiana, C. S. A.

rnal

Exact
Meat

That's what

fitted an
til the Compound

ACME REGULATOR
Cataln

bui'ldii '

TheH.M.SheerCo.,Boi25
Qulncy, III.

Flease mention Bee Journal -when wrltuui

IT IS A FACT
t poultry pays a larger proflt
tlie money invested than any

rr business; that anybody may
ke a success of it without long
iiiing or previous experience;

thattbe Reliable Tncubatoria and lirooilerK will give
the best resultsln allcases. Our30th Century Poultry
liook tells just why, and a hundred othei things yoa
Bhould know. We mail the book for 10 cents.^WritO
to-dav. We have 115 yards of thoroughbred poultry.

RELIABLE INCUBATOB & BROODER CO., Box B- 153 Ouiocy.llL

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -

Daug^hters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
toag-Todgue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3J'4 miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones, No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st,

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 liOO
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 150 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

T9k6 Notice gueen - Rearing Co. will
m^^^^— have lOOO Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, 11.00; Untested,
75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $0.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
" Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WE ARE—

-

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST
for complete line of

566-Ke6D6rs' SuDPlies.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

LEAHY MFGrCO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St., OMAHA, Nebr.
12A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

I A 200 Egq
•INCUBATOR

Perfect in

action, ii&tchea every fenilo

egg. Writ« for catalog to-day,

GEO. H. STAHL. Qulncy, 111

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEE THROVGH IT NOW?

Fatmeis' Handy Wagon Co.

Snelnnw. Mich.

Please meutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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LICE SAP LIFE

fowls or stock and bu

Lambert's Death to Lice

, Makes sitting hens comfortable.
/.^'^^ Sample Itt rentn; lOo oz.. fl.CO by ex-
.-. ^^mt^

press. *'I'ocbet Kook Pointers" free.

D J< Lambirt, Box 7071 Apponaug, R. I.

Please mention Bee Journal when WTitin©

CYPHERS' MODEL
INCUBATORS

"Model" Is the namp tbat sljould be on the
Incubator and Brooder you l>uy this season.
Why? They're made by Cyphers—the man who
has built the most successful, world-famous
hatchers. The free cataloi; will interest \ou.
Write for it now and learn how to niai;e nionev
CHAS. A. CYPHERS, 39-47 HEtlRT ST., BUFFALO, NEW YORK

^^aao mention Bee Journal wnen wrltlne

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let US quote jou prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent oflf for cash orders in
December. M. H. HUNT & SON.

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when wrltina

For Sale ^

CHICKS GET BETTER START

developing chicks. Kggs in a
Great Scott get pure, warm air.
Every corner at just right tem-
perature. Great 8cott chicks are
hardy, strong, plump. Send for
free, illustrated catalog— now.

Scolt IiuuHator Co.
ISox !>.S Indianapolis, Ind.

*'iease mention fese Joumai w^'^wn wnixin*.

20OO pounds Extracted Choice
Clover HONEY in cases of

_ ^__ _ I 60 1b. cans each; 8c per
pound; two cans or more, 7Wc per pound.

DANIEL S. KITSON.
llA4t R.F.D. No. 1, East Jordan, Mich.

ITALIAH QUEERS,'BEES AND NUCLEI
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Qaeeo fl.lO
' Tested Queen 1.65
" Selected " 2.20
" Breeder " 3.30
'* Comb Nucleus (no

Queen I 1.80

Tested Select Breed-
ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival
guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens,' send for free Price-List.

d. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
12Atf Mention Bee Journal when writing-.

> Special Notice to BeeKeepers
^

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

Please mention Bee Journal \'.iiKU wriLiii(j.

Please meutloti Bee .Journal
when writing advertisers.

was destroyed by lust year's overflow. Cow-
peas sown thicl< are best for the hills, as they
shade the ground perfectly and keep it moist,
thus giving large yields of nectar. Mellilot
sown thick may prove valuable. All in all, 1

would think the liills unfit tor bee-culture,
except in some extensive wooded creek-bot-
tom. 1 cannot aceount for the difference in

seasons in the liills of Adams Country, and
our alluvial delta country, where we have
only dry spells in August and rarely in Sep-
tember. We have irreat yields of honey in
September and < »<tober from sniartweed,
golden-rod, swamp boneset, and asters.

Cedar or any other bark burns out too
quickly. Hard wood is preferable for smok-
ing to anything else.

O. M. Blanton, M. D.
Washington Co., Miss.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Connecticut.—The Connecticut Bee-Keepers'
Association hold their spring meeting in the
Capitol at Hartford, April 28, 1'104, beginning at
10 a.m. All beekeepers and their friends are
cordially invited to attend. A question-box
will be opened, and several interesting essays
presented. E. E. Smith, Cor. Sec.
Watertown, Wis.

Pennsylvania.—At a meeting of the Muncy
Valley Bee-Keepers' Association, held Satur-
day, March 1'', a resolution was passed author-
izing the secretary to publish a call for a con-
vention of the bee-keepers of Pennsylvania to
be held in the Court House at Williamsport,
April 12, n04, at 1:30 p.m , for the purpose of
organizing a State Bee-Keepers' Association,
and also for taking such measures as may be
deemed necessary to secure legislation for the
protection of bee-keeping interests, and the pre-
vention and cure of bee diseases.

The importance of this matter is so great that
every bee-keeper who sees this notice is urged
to interest himself in this movement and at-
tend the meeting, if possible.

By order of the Muncy Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association. D. L. Woods, Sec
Muncy, Pa.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $L20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cai.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

B66K66D6rs!
Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell
you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell SUPPLIES ATFACTOHV PRICES,

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mentloa the Bee Journal.

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in Kansas City
and Omaha. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-
sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,
with complete deftription and lowest price
delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City
and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Thos. C. Stamlet it Son, Manzanola, Colo.

In no-drip shippint^'-. cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W.Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Watbr St. Chicaqo, Ilu
Please meuuon i3ee journal wnen wntui^

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

M.\RKET Qt'OT.VTlO.NS

)
Chicago, March 8 —It is difficult to get more

than 12c per pound for any lot of while comb
honey, with siiles chiefly at lie; even at this
price it does nut wok off as fast as owners wish
it would. Selections in the most desirable
grades bring a little higher price in small quan-
tities; off grades sell at l(gl2c per pound less.
E-xtracted honey plentiful and slow of sale;
white brings 6^7c; amber, 5(gl(ic, according to
quality and style of package. Beeswax active
at 30c. R. A. BUKNETT & Co.

Cincinnati, March 19.—The honey market
continues to be dull, and if anything the prices
on como honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from 12>«@14c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, 5;i@;Kc; in cans,>sc more; alfalfa, water-
white, hmbVic; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, 7H@Sc. Beeswa.x, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.
Philadelphia, March 21.—The season for

selling honey has been prolonged on account of
the cold weather, which has certainly been
very fortunate for the bee-keeper, as there
never was as much honey shipped in so late in
the season to be disposed of. It has broken
the price quite considerable, but there is still
quite a demand, which otherwise would have
fallen off. We quote: Fancy white comb, 13®
14c; No. 1,12c; amber and buckwheat, 9m lOc
Extracted, white. TiftSc; amber, ogiTc. Beeswax
in good demand, 31c. We are producers ofhoney and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selse«.

Cincinnati, Mar. 4.—The demand for hooey
is brighter than it has been iu the past 60 daysWe continue to offer amber extracted in barrels
at S^(ffiiAjc, according to quality. White clover
extracted is a drag on the market at bM@%%c. in
barrels and cans. Comb honey seems to be rn.
viving at 13>^@iSc for fancy.

o oe re-

Beeswax, 30c. TheFred W. Mdth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Mar. 25.—Honey market dull
and getting late; demand falling off for comb
honey now. So much comb honev is out of
condition, being candied hard in the combs
makes most unsalable. We quote: SOfc
nominal now. Extracted, white. 6!i@7c' a"m'-
ber, ticiiti^c; buckwheat, £(niSKc. Beeswax
i-<@30c. H. R. Wright.

'

Boston, March 22.—There is nothing new to
note, either regarding the condition of our
honey market or prices. The demand is natu-
rally not so heavy as it was, owing to the
warmer weather and the near approach of the
maple sugar season. Prices remain same as
before, which areas follows: White in glass-
front cases at Ibc; No. 1, at 15c. Supply is am-
ple, and demand light at this time. Extracted
water-white, Sc; light amber, 7@8c: with bni
little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Leb.
Kansas City, March 22.—The demand for

honey, contrary to the usual market conditions
at this time of the year, is slow, and only very
low prices will induce the trade to buy in large
quantities, h ancy comb honey is sellinp- at
$2.25; No. 1, from $2.00 to $2.15; amber hjney
and combs that are not well filled are selling at
just what prices the trade will pay. Extracted
"honey is moving very slowly; there is very
little demand for amber, and white is selling at
6@654c. No demand for barreled honey.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, March 7.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull. There is some demand
for white honey, but prices are ruling rather
low. We quote fancy at 13@14c; No. 1, at 12c-
amber, at lie, and in round lots even these pri'-
ces have to be shaded in order to effect sales
There is no demand at all for dark and bnck-
wheat comb honey, and it looks as if some of it
would have to be carried over. We quote nomi-
nally at 9@10c per pound.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey

at irregularprices, fancy white bringing 6!<@7c'
light amber, iy,®bc\ other grades, S@5>ic; and
Southern, common to fair, 50@£5c per eallon
Beeswax firm at from 29@30c.

UltDRBTH it SegELKEN.
San Francisco, March 16.—White comb 1-Ib

frames, llH'a 12c; amber, SglOc. Extracted'
white. SK@5i':; light amber, 4;4'(S4)ic; amber'
3>4@4"ic; dark amber, 3K(s)3',c. Beeswax, good
to choice, liBbt, 2.^(<j29c; dark, 2S(g2iic.
Market is very quiet. Offerings are of fairly

liberal proportions for this late date in the sea-
son. Quotations remain about as pieviouslv
noted, but the extreme figures quoted are based
mainly on the views of holders.
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FEK-FBCT OOODS !

IjO"W" FR.ICE1S !

A Customer Once, a Customer Always.
We manufacture

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 2U years, i

It Is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pubiished

T116 i flnierican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year )

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mi St experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping. N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

1. J. STRINGHftM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries In Btock every

artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. •

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog!

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, f 1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SlTA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Please mentloi) Bee JonmaJ wnen -wntlnfi..

A Celluloid Queen-Batton is a very

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

ien serves to Introduce the
subject of honey, and fre-

quently leads to a seile, ^

The pictureshowB hertwltn
Is a reproduction of a motto
queen-button that we are fur-

nishing to bee-keepers. It has—w.^ a pin on the underside to

fasten it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for Wc;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the o»ce
of the American Bee Journal.

Bee=Supplies I
|

a. B. Lewis Go's Qoods. g
Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buij. S

BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §

Write us to-day and say what you S
want, and get our prices. New catalog »
of 84 oages; it is free. />
We'also handle the famous ji

ttoosier Incubators and Brooders, a
C. M. Scott & Co. l\

Please mention iiee Joaraal -wnen wrilma.

Experienced Man Wanted
to work with bees,

and experience.
13A2t

Address with references
Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.

34l'Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

E. E. LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MO.
(Uox 2«), breeder of

Fine ItalianQueen Bees
Orders booked now and filled

in rotation. Send for price-list.

*lease xnezitlon Bee Journal when writing.

##«#«*»»#«*##«««#####
t 27111

year Dadant's Foundation ?^a'?

We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^^ll^r^piKnYfeumNEss.
NoSAGQlNa. No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Why does it sell so well? fa^cuoT{L\^^ll7^o1fer bVc1us\^'\^^^

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

#

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

t

i»i

?»•

i«i

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

#

Langstroth on the Honey-BGe—Re^/ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESVXZaX VNZANTED at all times. #
DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. f

Hease mention Bee journal -when writing,
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Bee Journal
44fh Year, CHICAGO, ILL., APRIL 14, 1904. No. 15.

An Octogenarian Bee-Keeper and Wife—Other Pictures.
{See page 276.)

MR. AND MRS. S. B. SMITH. THE CATCLAW OF TEXAS.
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Have You Lost Your Bees ?
Save Your Combs.

The winter losses in some parts of the country are heavy, and
the demand for bees and queens will be large. Parties needing:
queens should send their orders at once, and state date when ship-
ment is desired.

Early Italian Queens.
We are fortunate in being- able to offer for April and May de-

livery a large stock of queens from our Southern breeders. While
we have a much larger supply than ever before, it is highly im-
portant that you send your order at once to secure the queens when
desired, as we will fill orders in rotation. We expect to be able to

furnish untested queens from our Southern yards, in any number,
after April 10th. Send your orders at once.

Prices of pure Italian Queens, untested, from
our Southern yard for April and May shipment.

Untested I $ 75
Select Untested I 1.00
Tested I.SO
Select Tested | 2.SO

$ 8.50
1 1.SO
17.00
28.50

$35.00
I

47.50
70.00

$ 65.00
77.50
130.00

Prices of Our Red=clover and Honey Queens.
Untested queen t 1 00 Select tested queen | 3 00
Select untested queen 125 Breeding queen 5 00
Testedqueen 2 00 Select breeding queens T 50
Kxtra select breeding queen, one year old 10 00

We book orders, and fill in rotation.

The Root Queen-rearing Outfit.

In this outfit are embraced the best
points of the best systems in use. It

will give satisfaction to the amateur as
well as the expert. The cell-cups are
made of wood, wax-coated. No melted
wax is used in their manipulation, as
they are attached to the cell-stick by
means of a small nail-point.
The nursery-cage combines the fea-

tures of nurseryand introducing cages.
By their use a queen can be released on
the candy plan or caged in the hive as
desired.
In connection with the outfit goes a

booklet on queen-rearing—one which
ought to put the veriest amateur on the
high road to success. Outfit comprises
three cell-bars with 50 waxed wooden
cells, one frame of cages (18), one cell-
forming stick, set grafting-tools, and a
book on queen-rearing $4.50

If ^cnt by ?nail, add soc/or postage.

Tools for Queen-breeders.

Wooden cell-cup with point for attach-
ing to bar, 5flc per 1(K); J4.00 per 1000.
Same, waxed ready for use, 75c per

100; $6.00 per 1000.
Titoff wire nursey-cages, 15c each;

$1.35 per 10; J12 50 per 100.

Frame for holding 20 cages, includ-
ing cages, $3.00.

Cell-stick, 10c each; 81.00 per dozen.
Transferring needle, double - ended

and nickel-plated, 15c.
Jelly-spoon, nickel-plated, ]5ceach.
We can supply, also, fine-pointed lace-

scissors with extra large bows, for
clumsy fingers, at 35c each.

Nuclei and Colonies of Bees.

We are prepared to furnish one, two,
and three-frame nuclei and full colo-
nies of bees in eight-frame Dovetailed
hives or Danzenbaker hives. The nu-
clei are put up in light shipping-boxes
made or basswood. the sides of which

ily y", inch thick, and the ends i

The I
•

Gleanings in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Italian Queen from our (I»1 AA
Southern yards «l)l.UU
We begin shipping at once. Orders filled in

rotation. Do not ask for special arrangements;
at this low price we can't make exceptions.

Gleanings in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Red-clover Oueen (M PA
for :: Jhl.oU
We beg-in shipping" these queens about April

15. Orders filled in rotation.

Imported Italian Queens.
We are prepared to furnish from the best breeders in Italy,

imported Italian queens. They are put into our own yards and tested
befx)re sending out. We have only two grades—best, and fair import-
ed, and prices are given in the table below.

Best imported queens $5 00 Fair imported queens $3 00

with wire cloth. This makes a very
light packag;e, affords plenty of venti-
lation, and IS strong enough to stand
shipping 500 to 1000 miles.
Any of our nuclei, even the 1-frame,

will make good strong colonies by fall

if properly handled. The three-frarae
if properly managed can be increased
fouFj five, or even ten full colonies by
fall if bought now; and instead of hav-
ing any black bees, one will have in the
beginning pure Italians of the choicest
stock throughout his apiary.

PRICES OF NUCLEI.
One-frame nucleus without queen %'i. 00

I Of-fi 7?

Guarari-tee.
We ag-ree to deliver queens in good order to

any part of the United States or Canada, from
April 15 to October. In case of queens valued
at $5 or more, we ship in a one-frame nucleus,
(no charge for nucleus). If a two-frame or
three-frame nucleus is wanted, add to the price
of the queen the difference in price between the
one-frame and the two or three-frame. Losses
must be reported on arrival.

We can make Shipments of Nuclei from

inch.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Philadelphia, Pa.,
New York City, Medina, Ohio,

Wharton, Tex., High Hill, Mo.,
St. Paul, Minn., Augusta, Kans

top and bottom are covered ThIS wIll givC yoU VCry low ExprCSS RatCS.

Full colony in 8-fr Dovetailed hive 7 60

We can furnish with the nuclei any queen
mentioned in. the table of prices of Queeus,

One=frame Nucleus--This contains a
frame partly filled with brocd and bees.
The condition of the hives at different
seasons f the year vary so that we can
not always put up nuclei in the same
way; but in every case we aim to give
full value. Weight about 7 lbs.

Two-frame Nucleus—This is just the
same as our one-frame nucleus, except
it has twice the amount of bees or
brood, or of both. The box is larger,
and holds two frames—one full frame
of brood, or two frames partly filled.

Shipping weight, about 10 lbs.

Three-frame Nucleus—This is three
times the size of the one-frame nucleus,
and is made up in the same way as the
one and two frame. Shipping weight,
about 15 lbs.

A Full Colony will contain 8 Langs-
troth frames in Dovetailed one-story
hive—three full frames of brood, or
equivalent, in six combs, and enough
bees to cover fairly all the combs. No
queen is furnishea at the table price.
Purchaser is to seclect the queen and
add her price to that of the bees. Our
colonies are all put up in new Dovetail-
ed or Danzenbaker hives, painted two
coats. Shipping weight about 40 lbs.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES: Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.
CHICAGO. II.I,., 144 East Er
MECHANIC VAXX,S, ME.

sr. PAUI,, MINN., 10'21 Miss. St. I San Antonio, Tex., 4:!.H w. Houston.
II.WANA, CUBA, Sau Ignacio. 17 |

Washington, D.C, 1100 Md.Av.,S.W.
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Editorial Comments

$101.10 in One Season from One Colony.

This S. R. Ferguson reports in Gleanings in Bee-Culture as having

occurred with him some years ago. The season was remarkably good,

the one colony, which cost him nothing, increased to nine, which he

sold for S45.00, and he sold all the honey at 20 cents a pound. But

after trying in vain to repeat anything like it in after years, he con-

cludes that unusual conditions just made it happen so. A very im-

portant factor in the case he does not mention : The fact, at least the

probable fact, that that colony had the field pretty much to itself.

Passing of the House-Apiary.

Years ago great things were claimed for the house-apiary. Then

it passed into disrepute, and for a time little was said about it.

Within late years interest revived, a few men claiming to make a suc-

cess of it. Conservative bee-keepers still felt like advising against it,

but the one thing in its favor to which it was difficult for them to

make reply was the enthusiastic success of F. A. Salisbury. In a late

Gleanings of Bee Culture is given the following conversation between

Editor Root and Mr. Salisbury :

" But, say, Mr, Salisbury, where is that immense house-apiary

that you had the last time I was here? "

" Torn it down."
"What for?"
"Bees died too much in winter in it. Say," he said looking at

me, " I wish you would take that picture of that house-apiary of mine
out of the next edition of your ABC book. I am afraid some other
man will be fool enough to make one like it, and then blame me."

That tells the whole story. A house-apiary is a good thing to let

alone. ^^^^^^^^_^^

Mating 300 Queens with Bees of One Co lony.

Such is the rather striking condensed title of an article in the Bee-

Keepers' Review, written by W. H. Laws. Ho 2>f>'nianenl nuclei are

used, a single frame of bonnj being used for each nucleus, in a box

made after the following fashion:

" Imagine two little trays, , inch deep, ll'^ inches long and 4'4

inches wide, hinged at the bottom with leather strips, and made so a.-

to clamp a little frame (of the same dimensions) of honey, between
them, so tightly that it cannot move. The outside surface of the frame
becomes a part of the box, and all is held fast by a spring hook and
staple at the top. The hook tits so snugly that it goes on with a snap.

An entrance for the bees is made in the end-bar of the frame by bur-

ing with a 5-16 inch bit through the end-bar of the frame, near the lower

corner. A little zinc button is used; one end solid zinc for closing

the entrance, the other a single ciueen-excluding slot; and when tne

button is turned crosswise, the entrance is then wide open.

To populate these little boxes, proceed thus:

" Shake all the bees fron the combs of a populous, '/ueenlens col-

ony (after making the bees fill ihemselves with honey), putting the

beeless combs into an empty hi

which enough bees will return t

" Now move the old hive, C'

bees, to some shady, convenkii
from the cluster a small wad of

walnut, containing about 100 '

and setting it on the old stand, lo

rare for the brood.
Haining the honey-laden, queen Iff
spot, and, with a small tin cup, tiip

es, say about the size of an unhulk^d
'..')0 bees, never more than 200; open

one of these little boxes, and pour the bees right into the box, upon
the comb of honey, close the box, snap the hook and lay it aside.

Keep on dipping and lining until all the boxes are filled. The bees,
being loaded with honey, dip nicely, and, not being able to climb the
the smooth inside of the cup, they handle about like so many beans.

" Soon the bees in the boxes are all buzzing and roaring, and thus
lamenting their queenlessness and confinement, when we are ready to
introduce the virgin ijueens, which is done by running them into the
little, 5-16 inch, round entrances to the boxes.

" When the virgins are all run in, and the entrances closed, the
boxes may lie in the shade until the evening of the next day, or even
48 hours, and no harm will come,

" The bees, being nueenless and confined, always accept the virgin
given, regardless of her age, or from whence she has come. Long ago
I discovered that almost any confliifd bees will accept any kind of a
queeo, provided she is given iinmeilUileln after the bees have discovered
their confinement."

Twenty-four hours later, the bees have become reconciled, and the

nuclei may be carried out 300 or 400 yards, and the entrances opened
as they are scattered under the brush, in the forks of trees—anywhere
in any position, only be sure they are in the shade, where they re-

main a few days until the queens are laying. Virgins five to seven

days old when given may be expected to be mated the next day after

the nuclei are distributed, and after the third day the little zinc slots

can be turned over the entrances so as to prevent absconding. Mr.

Laws says there is no danger of absconding before mating.

When the queen is laying, the box is emptied, and a/)vs/i lot of

bees used for another virgin. With fresh bees always used, there can

be no trouble with laying workers.

The Bees of India.

Recently we received the following letter from Mr. C. Hodgkins,

of Cheshire Co., N. H.:

Editor York:—I enclose a letter I have received from India. The
writer of the same is a missionary of the Methodist Church. He wrote
me other letters about his work, and I made inquiries about the honey-
bee. This is what he wrote to me.

Yours truly, C. Hodgkins.

The letter referred to by Mr. Hodgkins reads as follows:

Mt Dear Mr. Hodgkins:—The honey-bees are very common in
India, and honey is plentiful. The following are the principal
honey-bees: Apis dorsata, Apis bicolor, Apis indica. Apis nigripennis,
and Apis socialis. Most of these are domesticated.

In the hills the native pierces a hole about six inches in diameter
in the wall of his house and closes the inner hole with a plate. When
the bees fill the hole with comb, the native removes the platter and
blows the fumes of burning coal into the hole, and this drives away
the bees. He takes away ^^ of the honey, and again closes the hole.

Honey sells for about 8 cents per pound, and clean wax for the
same price. There are some bee-liives in use, but not many. I have
seen them in the mountains.

I have sent to the mountains for some live bees, and when I get
them I will forward them by post to you. Yours truly,

Cawnpore, India. (Rev.) R. Hoskins.

Cutting Candied Honey with a Wire.

Many of us have known from childhood the trick of cutting soap

with a thread or string, but Mr. Jesse Warren seems to have been the

first one to think of applying it to honey. Gleanings in Bee-Culture

says:

He takes a can of honey that he /."ows is candied solid and hard
to hold its shape. He then takes a piiir of tinner's snips, cuts the tin

down the sides, and then pulls it olT from the cake of honey. He
now takes a piece of iron or steel wire, about No. 30, or a small strong
fishline a yird long. To each end of this is secured a wooden handle.
The cake of solid honey is laid on its side on a board, when he slips
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the wire under the cake, back, say, two inches. He draws it around
the cake, crosses the two ends of the wire, grabs the handles, then
pulls slowly, when the wire passes easily and nicely right through the

whole cake. A paddle or thin-bladed knife is then inserted in the
crack where the wire passes, cleaving a slab of honey two inches
thick, the size of the top of the square can. Another slice is taken off

in a like manner. These slabs are then resliced the same way into one-
pound bricks. They are next wrapped in paraffin paper. Another
paper wrapping with suitable label, and directions how to handle,
makes a very neat and pretty package that costs almost nothing. The
only expense is the sacrificing of the can. But this is offset by the
saving of the labor of melting the honey to get it out, and then re-

£andying after it is poured into paper bags.

Editor Root suggests that two-inch cubes of honey sold at 5 cents

each would be a profitable thing, amounting to 13Jo' cents a pound.

Why could not i series of wires, after the manner of a gang-saw,

make a wholesale business of cutting?

Miscellaneous Items

Wisconsin Bee-Keepers, in the locality of Glenwood, Saint

Croix county, will meet in Gymnasium Hall, at (Uenwood, April IS,

at 10 a.m., for the purpose of organizing a bee-keepers' association.

Headquarters will be at Central Hotel, and meals 25 cents. General

Manager France will be present. It is hoped that every bee-keeper

that can do so will be there. For further information, address Leo

F. Hanegan, of Glenwood.

Mr. Geo. W. Brotlbeck, Secretary of the National Bee- Keep-

ers' Association, writing us March 30, said that it was an error, pub-

lished some time ago, that he " had almost recovered '' from his long

sickness. He says

:

" I have been in the house now for three months, and with the

best of care in every way possible I am only strong enough to walk
about the house, so you see my sickness was a severe one, and my
recovery slow. I thank God, though, every day, that I am coming out

of this so uicely, and the present conditions seem to indicate that I

will be in much better shape physically than I have been for years."

Surely, all will rejoice with our good friend Brodbeck, over the

excellent prospect of his speedy and complete recovery. The world

needs him, and more like him.

Mr. B. is planning the program for the next National convention,

to be held in St. Louis likely some time in September. The exact

date is not yet fixed. But all bee-keepers will do well to arrange

their affairs so as to be present when the time comes.

" Critters," Bees, Honey, and Catolaw.—We have re-

ceived the following from Mr. H. H. Hyde, of Wilson Co., Tex., dated

Feb. 10

;

Mb. Editor:—Honor bright, now, don't you think it time for me
to be after that Yankee " critter " that has been so " Hasty " as to get

oil that horrid attempt at poetry, on page S? and then goes on, and,

to tell you the truth, can't say complimentary or not Well, Mr.
Hasty, look out! If ever you get very far South I " have it in for

you" now, and will put all those "critters" onto your trail, and
make it hot for you, sure. But let me tell you, they will not run you
oft if you will lie nice, and not use too much smoke, especially of the

wrong sort.

I see on page 71 that that Hasty man leaves the impression that

those Holy Land bees are on their good behavior, and that they have
been especially treated for the occasion. Not so, Mr. Hasty. Pure
Holy Lands are as easy to handle as, if not more so than, the average
Italians. Yes, I would rather handle them. That picture was taken
because so many erroneously believe them to be vicious. The Cyprians
are a very different race, and while they may be slightly superior in a

few respects, their bad temper leaves them out of it fur me.

I note also that Mr. Hasty says that the mesquite hardly looks as

he thought. Let nie say that you can form but very little opinion of

it from the pictures shown.

On page 72 the same chap takes me to task about bulk comb
honey. Yes, Mr. Hasty, we need the pure-food law that has passed

the Lower House again, and let us all pull for it. With this law we
can pack our bulk comb under the law, and doubts of its purity will

cease.
Now, as to that nou-tcranulating sort of honey : Yes, sir, we have

a method we are experimenting with that will enable us to pack the

honey so that it will not granulate for several months, and we have
the question solved, whether or not we get the pure-food law. You
speak of the bicycle hobby catching cold, and hint that bulk comb
may do likewise. Well, it is a fact that last year we had a little over-

production, and some have their honey yet; however, if not sold as

bulk comb it's an easy matter to extract the honey and sell in that
form. As soon as we extend our selling territory—and we are fast
doing it—we shall have a market for all we can supply. We are now
looking towards suitable glass packages for small amounts, and we
expect by their use to increase the market materially. Wherever once
introduced, bulk comb rapidly gains favor and headway.

Mr. Hasty, to refer again to the Holy Land bees, let me give you
a record. First let me say that our average spring count last year was
about 70 pounds per colony. We had one apiary of pure Holy Land
bees in an* average location—certainly not better than any other, and
not as good as some of our locations, if I am a judge of localities in
this county. This apiary consisted of 8.i colonies in s- frame hives,

spring count. They were transferred into 10-frame hives, and we sold
50 full colonies, and closed the season with m3, or about 115 percent
increase. We took off some 8000 pounds of comb honey, valued at

$600 from this apiary. How is that ? Counting increase at -$5 per
colony, it amounts to about $15 per colony revenue, counting spring
count.

I also note that Mr. Hasty is interested in Western honey-plants,
judging from his remarks. Here is a picture of one of our honey-
plants—catclaw. This was taken a few days ago, and you may judge
of the size of the plant by the young man in the picture. I will say,
however, that catclaw is usually not so tall, running all the way from
3 to 10 feet in height.

Nearly all the small bush in the picture is honey-yielding. Imagine
what a honey country we have

!

Well, Mr. Hasty, I am coming North some of these days, and will
take the liberty in advance to tell you that I shall call on you.

HoMEK H. Hyde.

Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Smith, of Millelacs Co., Minn., are " por-

traited " on the first page. When sending the picture, Mr. Smith

wrote as follows, March 3:

Editor York:— I send you a photograph of myself and wife.
Mrs. Smith can work among the bees and handle them just as well as
myself, and she takes great interest in them. We wanted a picture
of our apiary taken, with ourselves among the bees, in the working
season, but it was so difficult to get an artist to do it that we gave it up.

I will be SO years old next month, and Mrs. S. will be 75 in Novem-
ber. We were married 5s yeays ago last November, and have kept
bees for over 50 .years, and have become so attached to them that we
can't think of living without them. I can't call to mind the date
when I commenced to take the American Bee .Journal, but it was
many years ago, and I intend to take it to the end. And our age
admonishes us that the end is not far off, but we commenced over 60
years ago to lay up treasures in that Country to which we are travel-

ing, and are ready to go when we are called. S. B. Smith.

Mr. P. J. Strittniatter, of Cambria Co., Pa., whose two
pictures appear on the first page, wrote us as follows when sending

them:

Editor York :—I send two photographs which I took last

August. I am a beginner both with the kodak and with the bees.

I became interested in bees about six years ago, but circumstances
would not permit me to engage in bee-keeping until the spring of
1903, when I purchased two colonies in S-frame chaff hives.

Previous to this time I had carefully read " Langstroth on the
Honey-Bee," and four or five pamphlets on bee-keeping, as well as
one of the leading bee papers for about IS months. I increased to 7

colonies by the fall of UI03, and took 191 pounds of comb honey, be-

sides losing one good swarm that went to parts unknown, May 31.

I commenced the season of 1903 with these 7 colonies, and turning
to my apiary record I find I had a natural swarm May 7, and by May
16 my -7 colonies had all swarmed. The swarms were hived on the
returning plan (the queens' wings having been previously clipped).

I then run the swarms for honey, and the parent colonies mostly for
increase. By May 26 I had divided the 7 parent colonies, making 15
nuclei. One of these nuclei formed May 20 with 4 combs of brood
and placed in a 10-frame chaff hive was run for honey, and gave 105
pounds of comb honey in sections, and 30 pounds of extracted. (This
colony was ted back 15 pounds of granulated sugar.)

All of my increase was put into 10-frame hives, and I feel con-
vinced these are none too large in my loca ity, even for comb honey

—

indeed, many of my ciueens were crowded in them. Several queens
kept 9 combs filled with brood to within about -j inch of the top-
bars, and the 10th one fully two-thirds filled, throughout most of the
breeding season. And these were the colonies from which I got im-
mense returns, for this locality. In one of my 8-frame hives the
queen filled the S combs with brood and also about 7 of the sections.

In all, I increased from 7 colonies to 50, and took 714 pounds of
extracted and 600 pounds of comb honey.

I used full sheet.s of foundation in all the brood-frames, pur-
chused about 20 queens, and fed 300 pounds of sugar for winter stores.

I sold about all my comb hcney at wholesale, at 17 cents per sec-

tion, or about 20 cents per pound; and the extracted found ready sale

in Mason quart jars at 40 cents per jar. Of course, a very large crop
could hardly be sold at such prices.

Photo No. 1 shows the greater part of my apiary. The hives face
south. No. 2 shows a swarm returning to its old stand.

1 am m\ich pleased with the " old reliable " American Bee -Tour-

nal. I read regularly four bee-papers, and have most of the bee-
books published in this country.

I wish to emphasize the importance of keeping a record of all colo-

nies of bees.

In picture No. 1 will be seen, in the foreground, an apiary stool

and a tool-box standing on a hive-cover. F. J. Strittmatter.
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Contributed Articles

Making Frames, Hives, and Supers.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

A
FEW weeks ago a far western bee-keeper wrote lament-
ing the low price of honey and the advanced and ad-

vancing prices of hives and other bee-supplies, and
asked what the bee-keeper is to do in order that he may get

a little profit out of the sales of his product. For the pur-

pose, I suppose, of helping this man and others like him
out of his bewilderment, Editor Hutchinson suggested that
bee-keepers may do some things to cheapen the cost to them
of things they have to use. Among other things, Mr.
Hutchinson said they might use frames with top-bars "s-

inch wide. The use of such top-bars might help to reduce
the cost of honey-poduction a little, and would do for a club
to use against the trust, but for this purpose or any other
purpose I would prefer a club having a little more timber.
When Mr. Hutchinson wrote I do not think he meant to

advise the use of such frames, as may be inferred from a
question recently asked Dr. Miller, and which the Doctor
was at much pains to answer. Mr. Hutchinson merely said

that they could be used for a purpose, and indicated the

purpose.
I have used top-bars only /^-inch wideforquite a num-

ber of years, and am now using them for kindling wood as
fast as I can without destroying perfect worker-combs, and
substituting frames with top-bars 1 and 1-16 inches wide in

all hives where I useloose-hanging frames. The loose-hang-
ing frame is a nuisance in hives with metal rabbets. When
resting on a plain wooden rabbet it sometimes happens
that considerable force is required to loosen the frames,
and the pressure may cause the shoulder of a frame to give
way. I use frames now 1 1-16, and Js-inch up and down,
and have no trouble with splitting when trying to loosen
them. The frames with Js top-bars have too much space for

brace-combs between the top-bars, I have one kind of hive
in which I use loose-hanging frames altogether, and want
nothing better either in hive or frame for extracted honey.
I use some of them for comb honey, too. This hive has the
same dimensions as the 10-frame dovetailed, except that the

bodies are 12 inches deep instead of 9,'4.

Dr. Miller's idea that the frame with the narrow top-bar
can be more easily moved from side to side to facilitate the

removal of the first frame is not always true. It would be
true if the bees would always build combs '/% inch thick and
no more. I frequently find the combs extended beyond the
lower edges of the top-bars. In such cases, how about mov-
ing from side to side ? I want a wider and stronger top-

bar than Js-inch, and shall not adopt it for the convenience
of the foul-brood inspector.

1 make hive-bodies, covers, bottom-boards and supers
for my own use, but not frames, except in case of emer-
gency, like that which occurred last summer. Then I made
some top-bars 1 1-16 inches wide with saw and jack-knife. It

is not hard to do, but I prefer to economize in other ways.
Having made more than 200 hives, besides all of the supers
that are needed both for comb and extracted honey, I may
be supposed to know something of the cost of these things.

I will not give figures to fall into everybody's hands, but will

simply say that there are some bee-keepers, and some that

want to become bee-keepers, who cannot afford to buy hives

and supers at the prices charged by the manufacturers.

Somewhere in this article I used the word " trust," and
may be challenged to tell what I know about a trust. I

don't know anything. One thing is significant : I have
under my hand a half-dozen catalogs from as many con-
cerns, and all cut after the same pattern, so far as prices

are concerned.
Returning to the subject of making hives and supers, I

will say that the bee-keeper who has some leisure—some
time when he will not be fully employed, and is reasonably
handy with tools—can make a great saving by doing his

own work. The cost of lumber will not, or at least need
not, be so great as that recently given by a prominent
manufacturer in his own paper. When a sum equal to the
cost of a thing is added to it the thing comes high to the

user. I think that is what is done with about all the things
a beekeeper uses. Probably co-operation in the purchase

of these things is the best means for bringing the prices of
supplies down to a point that will allow the bee-keeper to

secure a profit on the sales of his honey, that is within his

reach. Manager France got a rate on 60-pound shipping-
cans that was much below that of supply dealers and manu-
facturers in general. I see the rate has been withdrawn.
Why ? Was it because of pressure from these dealers and
manfacturers ? Co-operation will bring things around to

suit the buyers of cans and all other supplies if the bee-

keepers will it. Surely, there is some one, or some dozen,
among their number who can safely be made their purchas-
ing agent or agents.

But I have neglected to speak to another class of bee-

keepers, or rather, would-be bee-keepers. I mean the poor
women and boys who would like to have a few colonies of

bees but have no money. I can point you to sources of

material for hives and some other things that will cost you
no money, or next to none.

I have square-cornered hives that have been nailed for 10

years or more, and the corners show no signs of opening.
Let me say to the one making his own hives, to use care in

nailing. If your pine is very soft you can use a pretty

good-sized nail. From this you can draw some inferences.

Perhaps it is the sunset of life gives me mystical lore,

anyhow coming events cast their shadow before. Although
I see nothing resembling the ensanguined field of Culloden,

yet I see distinctly the reign (or rain) of the four-piece sec-

tion. Let us have a shower of then right away. Manufac-
turers should make and advertise them without delay. I

think that I would like to try some of them myself. I am
tiring of the effort to make the one-piece section retain its

squareness. Decatur Co., Iowa.

Tliat Honey-and-Water Problem.

BY J. B. JOHNSON.

ON page 84, "Subscriber" asks me to answer questions

concerning the deliquescent properties of honey. Now
I love to ask questions myself, but find it hard to give

an intelligent answer, however I'll offer what aid I can, and
try not to make it misleading.

It is true that some bodies are deliquescent, and some
substances and liquids are effervescent, but this matter of

honey absorbing or abstracting water from air, so as to in-

crease its bulk almost one-half, looks unreasonable. Good,
thick honey is so dense that if water be added without tak-

ing away other ingredients it must certainly increase in both

weight and bulk. Honey granulated dry would no doubt

absorb water from the atmosphere, but not increase very

much, if any, in bulk, but would increase in weight.

Natural air always contains water, because water always
evaporates and goes into air ; even a block of ice, in a tem-

perature far below zero, evaporates to some extent.

All moisture on earth evaporates continually, and is

carried in the air, and afterwards returned in the form of

rain, etc. A warm atmosphere always contains more water

than cool air under the same circumstances. A cellar, al-

though cooler, usually contains a more moist atmosphere
than the rooms above, owing to lack of ventilation, and
open pores of earth in floor and walls. We know that if we
place a box of comb honey in a damp cellar or a moist room,

the comb will collect water so as to be wet ; but if you place

a perfectly clean, dry, empty comb in the same room it will

also collect moisture. If you put a jar of honey in a damp
cellar it will gradually become thinner if exposed to the

air, and if left in that condition long enough there will

be nothing left in the jar but water and a sediment at the

bottom of the jar ; but during that time it would undergo
many changes.

In a real damp cellar of insufficient ventilation nearly
everything will soon be covered with mold, caused by the

organisms, fungi, or other closely related organisms. All

mold is covered by living organisms, and moisture is very
necessary to their propagation. If we place honey in such a

room, then add a culture of the ferment Sacchromyces illip-

soidens (the most common alcholic ferment), a certain action

will take place converting the sugar into alcohol. When
these organisms have properly done their work, it will then
be a favorable medium for the organism Mycoderma aceh
or bacterium lineola. If some of these organisms be then
put into this, they will immediately begin to make further

changes, propagating rapidly and abstracting oxygen from
the air and transferring it to the alcohol, thus converting it

into acetic acid. Then your honey has become vinegar;
and if still left exposed to a moist air it would finally be-
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come vineg^ar ; and if still left exposed to a moist air it

would finally become water, and in time the water would
evaporate, leaving only a dry sediment in the bottom of the
jar. Now this latter ferment (bacterium lineola) is a true

bacterium, and can work only on the surface, as it is of

aerobic nature. Hence the larger the surface exposed to the
air the more rapid will be the changing of the alcohol into
acetic acid or vinegar.

Now as to " adding water to the honey in the beginning,
to make it more favorable to decomposition," honey con-
tains formic acid in sufficient quantity to make it an anti-

septic to some extent, preventing work of decomposition,
but in an atmosphere heavily laden with moisture the organ-
isms will be greatly aided in decomposing the honey, and if

some water be added it will become still more favorable.

Alcohol can be oxydized into acetic acid chemically by
platinum black without the aid of a ferment. Now, right
here let me tell of an experiment I made this winter. Now
these ferments are to be found on the skins of nearly all

fruits in summer, and in the air, but in the winter they are
usually dormant, and probably not to be found in the air in

very cold weather ; so I took about 2>2 pounds of honey and
mixed with water so as to make a gallon. I put this in a
jar and set in a warm place near the stove. After three
weeks it was found to be still only sweetened water, and the
water had evaporated so that there was hardly 3 quarts left. I

then poured in ,' . teacupful of good cider-vinegar, and in less

than two weeks it was good vinegar ; so it would seem that
the proper organisms were not present until I poured in the
vinegar containing these proper ferments. The vinegar no
doubt contained both the alcoholic and acetic ferments.
Probably a few apple-parings would have given similar re-

sults, as they usually contain both of these organisms.

Now, water is ' ! oxygen, and the air is 1-5 oxygen, and
the acid forming ferments draws oxygen from the air and
transfers it to the alcohol, so it may seem that the bulk
would be increased; but in making this change other proper-
ties are lost, so the weight would be less, and probably bulk
also. In answer to the first question, as to what law in
chemistry furnishes moisture for the air, I would say.
Evaporation. As to how much faster honey would decom-
pose if mixed with half its weight in water, I am sure I

don't know. It would very much depend upon whether
aerobes or anaerobes were the agents of decomposition. Also
different temperatures favor different organisms ; some pre-
fer 100 degrees, some a lower temperature, but all living
micro-organisms require moisture for rapid propagation,
hence adding water to the extent of a half would favor them
in that respect. Also the proportion of formic acid to the
whole would be less, hence more favorable.

Knox Co., 111.

I
Convention Proceedings

)

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention
Held in Trenton, Dec. 1, 2, and 3, 1903.

BY MORI,KY PETTIT.

(Continued from pa^re 264.)

SIZE OF HIVB—RBPAIRING HIVB-COVERS.

" What size of hive would you recommend 7"
C. W. Post—Nine or more frames.
" How repair covers which leak ?"
Mr. Post—Cover with tin, and paint over the tin.

CLOSTNG HIVE-ENTRANCKS FOR MOVING.

"How would you close the entrances of hives for mov-
ing ?"

Mr. Post—We have for the top a frame the size of hive,
and an inch or so deep, covered with wire-cloth. Slim wire
nails are driven through this frame into the top of the hive.
The same sort of frame is fastened on with Van Deusen
hive clamps in place of the bottom-board. The screen on
the bottom-frame is next the hive. These arrangements are
left on all through the swarming season, and almost en-
tirely prevent swarming.

R. F. Holtermann said he was sorry so clever a man as

Mr. Post was so far behind the times in the matter of shut-
ting in bees for moving. He then described the Holtermann
portico. The sides of the hive project about 3 inches in

front, and have a board cover to form a portico. During
the day a screen can be slid part way down in grooves for
the purpose, then in the evening, after the bees quit flying,
drop the screens, confining them to the portico, not to the
hive. Half the colony can hang out in this portico, if they
wish, the entrance is never choked, and the bees can be
safely moved in the hottest weather without other ventila-
tion.

BEE-ESCAPES—PREVENTING INC REASE.

" Do you use bee-escapes ?"

Mr. Post—Yes, for taking off comb honey ; not for ex-
tracted—it gets too cold.

"How would you prevent increase in working for ex-
tracted honey ?"

Mr. Post—Give lots of surplus room, screen the bottom-
boards, and screens on top. Some hives have two supers,
some three, and some four.

Messrs. Dickenson, Pettit, Hall, Holtermann, and others
said this did not prevent swarming for them.

Mr. Pettit—Swarms would not stay hived for me on,

such bottom-boards. If an ordinary bottom-board were
used for a few days, then wire-cloth substituted, they would
swarm out.

Mr. Hall—In our country it would not succeed. It must
be a difference in the locality.

HIVING SWARMS ON STARTERS, HALF OR FULL SHEETS.

" Would you hive swarms on starters, half sheets, or
full sheets of foundation ?"

Mr. Post— For comb honey, hive on starters ; for ex-
tracted honey, hive on full sheets or drawn combs.

Mr. Pettit—From a limited number of experiments we
find swarms hived on drawn combs prepare to swarm just
three weeks after hiving.

A member said if hived on starters they were no good
for buckwheat.

Mr. Holtermann—It does not do to have combs below
and foundation above, or vice versa. You must use combs
in both super and brood-chamber as far as they go, then
foundation in both. They will, in a good honey-flow, draw
out 12 frames of foundation in 48 hours.

Mr. Edmondson said he had found where combs were
given in the super and only foundation below, that they
would desert the brood-chamber and have sealed honey
above before touching the foundation below. This with an
excluder on, too.

LARGE VS. SMALL BROOD CHAMBERS.

Then, as often during the convention, the discussion
got off on the matter of large vs. small brood-chambers.

Mr. Post said that if you got an 8 quart swarm from an
8-frame hive, then you would get a 12 quart swarm from a
12-frame hive.

Mr. Holtermann had used both large and small hives,

and with good queens he found the former were filled with
brood and bees just as well as the latter.

Mr. McEvoy would double up brood-chambers and have
a 16-frame brood-chamber ; with the 12-fraine he found
they soon settled down so that the queen occupied a smaller
number, and the balance were filled with honey. He pre-

ferred two 8-frame brood-chambers.
Mr. Post said they would desert the lower.

Mr. McEvoy was willing to go to the trouble of putting
the queen below every few weeks.

Messrs. Dickenson and Shaver said they could beat Mr.
Holtermann producing honey, they using a 9 frame and he
the 12-frame hive.

Mr. Hall preferred the llframe hive.

Mr. Holtermann—It does not do to compare average re-

sults between a man with 400 colonies and one with ()0. But
with the 12-frame hive some last summer filled four 12-

frame supers full of light-colored honey—Langstroth
frames.

Mr. Post—You can easily reduce the size of a large
hive, but you can not enlarge a small one.

DEPTH OF FRAMES—OUT-APIARIES.
" What depth of frame would you prefer for extracting?"
Mr. Post—The regular Eangstroth depth.
" Would you bring out-apiaries home for winter 7"

Mr. Post— Yes.
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SECOND DAY—Morning Session.

Mr. Morley Pettit read his paper as follows, on

FORCED OR SHAKEN SWARMS.
The key-note of modern business is specialization and

expansion. The highest success can only be attained by
concentration on a single line. To bee-keepers this means
cutting out all side-lines and keeping more bees. Not only
that, but they must be kept with the least expense possible
of time and money. To do this one must have large ideas,
establish out-apiaries and adopt methods quite different
from those employed in a single yard.

The first and greatest problem in connection with out-
apiaries is that of controlling the desire, more or less devel-
oped in all bees, to swarm. Where one is devoting his
whole time to a single yard, it is comparatively simple to
allow this impulse to take its natural course ; but while
swarms are issuing and being hived at home, the thought
would be unpleasant, to say the least, that swarms were
issuing without being hived at several yards away from
home.

A great many plans for the control or prevention of
swarming have been proposed and adopted with varied suc-
cess ; but the one particularly under discussion is known as
"forced," "brushed," or "shaken" swarming. It was
first brought before the public in a time and manner to
attract public attention, by L. Stachelhausen, in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture for Nov. 1, 1900. True, this method has been
practiced and- described to a limited extent for over 100
years, but not until this recent date, when the general
establishment of out-apiaries had awakened to the sense of
need, did the idea become popular. During the three years
which have followed Mr. Stachelhausen's first article, the
matter which has been printed on this one subject would
fill volumes. It has been tried and rejected or adopted with
variations by thousands of apiarists. Upon the whole, it

has proved most generally successful.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe briefly
"forced swarming " as practiced by myself with a large
measure of success iuring the past season. By it natural
swarming is almost entirely avoided, and each yard visited
only once every seven to ten days.

In the first place, every effort is made to retard swarm-
ing. Extracting-supers are put on all except weak colo-
nies during fruit-bloom, and a certain amount of evening
up of brood—that is, taking from strong and giving to the
weak—is done at that time. When white honey begins
coming in freely the brood is again evened up, and in
stronger colonies alternated with empty combs. Comb-
honey supers are put on, or extracting supers enough to
contain the full amount of white honey expected per colony.
Entrances are enlarged to their fullest extent, about 1 '4 xl2
inches, and ventilation is given at the top of the super, so
that a current of fresh air will pass freely through the hive.
Now, if hives can be partly shaded, and the brood-chambers
are large enough to give full scope to the laying powers of
the queen, swarming will be greatly retarded. At the next
visit all hives are examined for indications of the swarming
impulse. If only empty queen-cells are found, and the
brood-chamber is nearly full of brood, a frame of brood is

removed and replaced by foundation ; and cells containing
eggs are broken down. The brood removed is used tor
strengthening weak colonies, or forming nuclei.

If any cell contains a queen-larva it is proof that the
swarming impulse is far enough advanced to take action.
Hives previously prepared for swarms have been distributed
about the yard before starting operations. They each con-
tain in the order named 2 dummies, 3 starters, 1 worker-
comb, 3 starters and 3 dummies—12 in all in a hive of 10-

frame Langstroth capacitj". One of these is brought and
set down on a bottom-board, and stands behind the hive to

be treated. The operator who sits at the left of the hive re-

moves the three dummies from the right or farther side of
the new hive, and shoves over the remaining contents so as
to have the empty space next to the hive. He now lifts the
comb nearest him from the brood-chamber, shakes it almost
free of bees, and places it in the new hive next to the left

wall. The next comb has a double space for shaking off

bees in the old hive. It takes its place beside the first comb,
and the return motion of the hands carries a dummy from
the new hive to the old. Comb No. 3 is shaken, carried to

the new hive, and dummy No. 2 is brought back. The
4th comb exchanges places with the first starter, and so
on. When the 12th comb has been shaken in its own hive,

and transferred to the new, the 6th starter put in its place,

and the old hive filled out with the 3 remaining dummies.

we put on the supers, close the hive, and the bees have been
" swarmed."

There is now a sirarm hived on starters on the old
stand under conditions fairly natural, at the convenience of
the bee-keeper, without fuss, excitement, or acrobatic feats.
Leaving them in the old hive is merely a matter of con-
venience. Unless there is no honey in the supers it is not
necessary to wait for the bees to fill themselves with honey
before shaking, as they can do that at leisure afterwards.
These swarms behave in all respects like natural swarms
just hived. If they swarm out the next day, so would nat-
ural swarms under like conditions, and the same little

devices must be used to make them contented. For example,
in comb-honey production it may be best to hive on a full

set of starters (not omitting the comb) for a few days, then
contract with dummies. Shade should be given, etc., and
always ample ventilation. The empty comb in the middle
is useful for various things. If the supers contain sections
it catches pollen which might otherwise go up ; if extract-
ing combs, it keeps the bees from all going up into the
supers and deserting the queen.

In extracted honey production it may be best to shake
on a set of full sheets of foundation. I propose to test this

matter fully next season.
A few minutes after shaking, swarms sometimes show

signs of queenlessness. The queen has been accidentally
left with the brood, or, in rare cases, has been lost. In
this case, we do not bother hunting the queen because
she will do no harm with the brood, and if lost she can not
be found. In fact, we hunt queens except in rare cases, but
once a year, viz.: at the clipping season. Give this queen-
less swarm a young queen, a ripe queen-cell, or a frame of
open brood and eggs. If the latter is given, all but the best
queen-cell must be destroyed at the next visit.

The "parent colony," as we may call the hive of brood,
sits directly behind the swarm, and has enough bees to care
for the brood and the best queen-cells which have been
saved unshaken. It is given an extracting super at once,
and removed to a new stand at the next weekly visit. To
save time, these parent colonies might be given laying
queens, or, on the other hand, the brood might be shaken
clean of bees, and used for building up weak colonies and
nuclei.

For comb-honey production I know of only one better

system than the one just described. That is, to allow the
bees to swarm naturally. No colonies work in sections with
the same vigor as natural swarms. This system is the
nearest approach to natural swarming, and is, all things
considered, enough cheaper to make it more profitable.

In producing extracted honey, I think that the 12-frame
Langstroth brood-chamber and super capacity of 24 frames
with one large entrance and upward ventilation from June
first on, will reduce swarming to a minimum, which may be
almost disregarded. I hope to be able to report more fully

on this subject next year.

On examining later, colonies which had been shaken on
starters without any comb, I found in some cases the queen
gone. She had been worried to death by the bees that

could not see why she did not go up into the super with the

rest of them. Morley Pettit.

Mr. Sibbald, in opening the discussion, spoke in terms
of commendation of the paper just read, saying that it evi-

dently had not been written without experience. Mr. Pettit

well said that labor is the greatest factor in beekeeping.
Other expenses are comparatively small. We are not in

the business just for fun, and we must learn to economize
labor in every way. Swarming is the greatest difficulty we
have to contend with. Mr. Sibbald mentioned the methods
of retarding swarming by ventilation and equalizing brood,

as being quite in accord with his views. The latter also

equalizes the labor by producing more uniformity in the

condition of the colonies. He was not, however, in favor of

such large hives. He thought it quite possible to overdo
the queen, and when she fails to fill all the cells, pollen and
honey are crowded in, and the swarming impulse begins.

The brood-chamber should contain only brood, the super
only honey. Then we can control the color of the honey
better.

Another point : He considered the dummies as quite

unnecessary—" too much truck," as he expressed it. Give
them lots of work above, and you don't have much below.

Even for comb honey Mr. Sibbald finds little building done
at the sides of the brood-chamber. Then, to prevent after-

swarming he would make the second shake, and remove the

parent hive from the left side of the swarm to the right. At
the close of the sea.son set tlie brood-chamber of the parent
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hive right on top of the swarm. They would unite, and the
young queen would be sure to survive.

Mr. Pettit—If the first shake is done well enough, and
an extracting-super put on the parent hive at once, there is
no need of a second shake, unless you don't want increase.

Mr. Hall would have the second shake anyway.
Another point which Mr. Pettit did not mention was to put
a frame of unsealed brood in with the swarm. This elicited
much discussion for and against, which might be summed
up thus : If the queen-cells contain only eggs then a frame
of young brood will make the swarm more contented. If
the cells are far advanced the swarm would start new cells
on this young brood, and swarm the next day.

[Continued next week.}

[ Our Bee-Hcepins Sisters
]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Gloves for Women Bee-Keepers.

My Dear Miss Wilson :—I fear I have been very
negligent about replying to those inquiries regarding the
gloves I wore last year, but " better late than never." I

purchased mine at a men's furnishing house, paying SI. 00
for them. They are Eisendrath's asbestos tan. Can be
had at Keith Bros., wholesale dealers in Chicago. They
seem rather clumsy at first, but soon fit the hand, and when
soiled I wash them and they are soft and clean as new. I
seldom feel a sting through them, and a hot smoker will
not hurt them a bit. I did a great deal more work than
handling bees with them, and they are good for another
year, as far as I can see. Mine have one fault, they are
rather short at the wrist.

I hope this will appear in time for those sisters who in-
quired about them. Elizabeth M. Smith.

Winnebago Co., Wis.

An Iowa Sister's Report.

Dear Miss Wilson :—This is a stormy day, and the
wind is blowing cold from the north, but in spite of the
snow and cold I realize that in a short time the bees will
again be on the summer stands, and the same old measure
of care and interest will be required to secure a good crop
the coming season.

I was sorry to notice in the report given of the honey-
yield for last year that I was credited with producing more
than I did, which may be accounted for, I imagine, by the
addition of one too many ciphers to the right of the 1000
pounds of extracted, making it read 10,000 pounds. My
crops, I think, will average about 9000 pounds for the past
five years, all told, both comb and extracted. I do not live
in a locality where very large crops can be obtained, unless
we should have a season when all the conditions would be
just right for it, which has not occurred during my experi-
ence as a bee-keeper. There has been untimely high water,
wet seasons and dry seasons to contend with.

My bees are wintering well in the cellar, but of course
the dead-line is ahead.

I atttended the bee-keepers' convention at Madison,
Wis., last month, and enjoyed it very much.

Clara West Evans.
Allamakee Co., Iowa, March 14.

How I Dress for Bee-Keeping-.

It interests, me very much to read the Sisters' depart-
ment.

In the way of dress, I like a narrow dress-skirt, just to
come to the instep of the shoe, a gingham hat and a cotton
bee-veil. I have some mitts that I knit out of candle-wick,
which come from the second joint of the fingers almost to
the shoulders

; the bees can not sting through the candle-
wicking.

I enjoy bee-keeping very much, and love to read the
American Bee Journal. I think the pictures are very inter-
esting. I think that bee-keepers' associations are good

things, and there is where we bee-keepers ought to be. I do
not belong to any, but I hope I will get there some day.

I have invented a swarm-catching cage that I think is

far ahead of the Manum swarm catcher ; but the Manum
can also be used.

I also invented a "drone-catching cage " last summer.
I kept 80 little Plymouth Rock chickens in the bee-yard, and
taught them to catch the drones. They would watch at the
entrances of the hives and catch and eat the drones as they
came out of the hives. Catherine Wainwright.
Poweshiek Co., Iowa.

Spring- Feeding of Bees.

Dear Miss Wilson :—We have been having good
weather, and the bees have been working some ; they have
been getting quite a bit of pollen. The 14 colonies have
wintered well with one exception, which colony appears to
be queenless.

We fed our bees a short time ago. This is our way :

Have the water boiling, then set it on the back of the stove,
or the hearth, and stir into it a cupful of granulated sugar
at a time until it is of the right thickness ; chen put in about
a pound of extracted honey for a pailful of syrup. The
honey prevents the sugar from crystallizing in the feeder.
Then feed while it is lukewarm or tepid, by pouring it in
soup-plates, which are placed on the brood-frames, and
small pieces of board thrown in. Whenever a section or
division-board gets broken I save it for this purpose.

For early spring feeding I think I would prefer a feeder
which hangs among the bees.

I have prepared a lot of solid wood for the smoker to-

day, but we use oak-bark that falls off of the fence around
the apiary a good deal.

Yes, that question, " How old is Ann ?" is in nearly
every paper I pick up. I am 14 years old. So now I think
no one will have to ask again. Ann F. Kelly.

Hickory Co., Mo., March 10.

Bees Packed All Summer—Full Sheets or
Starters for Swarms.

1. A bee-keeper near here keeps his bees closely packed
all through the summer with woolen quilts and carpet. Is

this right ?

2. One of my colonies died, due, I think, to a week's
rain we had not long since. In the frames there is quite a
lot of honey, but with a cell here and there with mold, and
some few cells holding dead bees. What is best to do with
them 7

3. Would it be wise to put the frames out a distance
from the hives and let the bees clean out the honey ?

4. Is it better to put full sheets of foundation in frames
for a swarm, or just starters ?

5. Is the Danzenbaker a winter hive ?

Indiana Co., Pa. Mrs. E. M. S.

1. I wouldn't think it necessary. It might be a good
thing in a very cool spell, but not so good in a very hot time.

2. Give them to the bees to care for. They will do it

better than you can. Put a hive-body full of frames below
a strong colony, thus allowing the bees to pass out and in
through the frames to be cared for.

3. Not a very bad plan if you are careful about robbing,
but I should prefer giving them directly to the bees.

4. Full sheets if you want all worker-comb.
5. It is intended to be used for both summer and winter,

the same as the dovetailed hive.

Honey as a Mealth-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts. ; 25
for 40 cts.; 50 for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.
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Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

CAN'T DO JUSTICE TO THE CHICAGO-NORTHWBSTBRN.

Might as well confess at once that I realize that I am
npt doing justice to the report of the Northwestern conven-
tion. Don't see how I can. Let 'em meditate that in this

'ere world getting half justice is spring lamb and apple pie.

Then let 'em be thankful for the spring lamb and apple pie

I offer them.
BBGINNKRS AT QUEEN-REARING.

And beginners in the art of queen-rearing may, by their

tactics of sophomore wisdom, get a discouraged lot of young
bees—and then wonder why in the world things don't get
along better. We see. Feeding can't be made to give quite

the feeling of riches and enterprise which plenteous income
right from the fields gives. And the latter can't be had
without a fair proportion of old bees. Page ISO.

LONG WINTER CONFINEMENT.

So we are " stumped " to get our outdoor bees over 100

days without a flight. At my yard this season the last

general flight was Nov. l<i, and the first general flight in

the spring was Feb. 28, or 104 days. But I can't walk up
and " take the cake " just yet. Don't know yet how weak
my surviving colonies may be when May 10 arrives. And,
worse yet, there was a warm morning Feb. 7—83 days from
start when some of the colonies flew—before the cold wave,
which came in a little later in the day, shut them off. I

counted 42 flying out of about 100 which were alive at that
time. Presumably the first to fly will be those that need
flight most, providing they are strong enough and well
housed enough to be warm. Page 151.

CO OPERATIVE FACTORY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Yon Yonson's remedy for the visit the octopus has paid
to our corner of the industrial vineyard, is a co-operative
factory for sections—and make our hives ourselves. Well,
Yon's ideas are seldom or never so bad as his pronunciation.
Page ISO.

SIZING UP OUR ADVANTAGES.

Cute in our Boss to prove to his disgusted subscriber
that he was actually realizing a profit on his $5.00 sections,

apart from the honey which they contained. We all of us
at times need somebody to size up our advantages for us.

Page 163.

REARING " QUEEN-HENS."

Doolittle cell made on the pitchfork handle to hatch a
hen's 6^% in—and rear a queen-hen that will imitate the
queen and lay 2000 eggs a day. You don't call that much of
a scheme, do you, Mr. Jay Smith ? Page 164.

THAT SANDWICH ISLAND REPORT.

So it was 2500 colonies, and not 200 colonies, of Sand-
wich Island bees that stored the 300,000 pounds of honey.
That brings the average down quite within the limits of
belief—120 pounds each, instead of 1500. Page 164.

" APIS MBLLIFERA " VS. " APIS MELUFICA."

There is a place in the marriage ceremony where it is

said, " Let him now declare it or forever hold his peace."
(Terrible emphasis on the forever.) Well, I don't know who
it was, but there's a chap somewhere who didn't hold his

peace when he should, and who therefor should have a tre-

mendous sound spanking. We were all peacefully calling

the bee "Apis mellifica." The great Linna;us himself
usually called her so, it seems. Thereupon some mischiev-
ous nuisance, with too much time on his hands, nosed
around and discovered that the earliest recorded name was
" Apis melliy^ra." Couldn't have the common-sense to

keep still about his discovery. A'ow, a minority of us have
been persuaded to change over to the (technically) correct

form, and the majority stick to the old form—and the pros-

pect is we shall never get together again for a whole gen-

eration. Biff ! Pluff ! 1 Bang ! ! !—for the fellow that didn't

hold his peace. Page 165.

DEALING WITH A TANGLE OF SWARMS.

Prof. Cook thinks that a tangle of three or four swarms
coming out at one time will be more easily dealt with if

there are no queens among them. Worth thinking of. I

don't feel sure that it will beany improvement ; but at least

I can testify that a big tangle with queens makes trouble

enough that there is room for improvement. As to his way
—if the bees don't refuse to "stay put " anywhere while
you are securing and dividing them, and if you keep their

prospective queens caged just long enough, and if they
don't take a notion to break ranks and dissolve into noth-

ing after hiving—why, then it is likely he is right. Page
165.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

What Caused the Loss of Bees?

1. What was the cause of so many of my bees dying last

spring, the first of April ? I had about 160 colonies, all of

which seemed to be in first-class condition. I moved them
about 2 miles. The spring was cold, windy, and very back-

ward. The hives were banked with dirt and straw before

moving. After moving they were put on bricks for the

summer. All went well apparently for awhile, but I began
to find occasionally dead colonies, with 3 or 4 frames of

good honey still in the hive. As I was very busy with other

interests, I did not examine the other colonies. Time went
on, cold and windy until about June 10, when I found quite

a number of dead colonies, and almost all had dwindled
down somewhat, some of them to a very few bees, a queen
and some brood ; some were queenless, and others had
drone-laying queens and laying workers ; all had plenty of

honey. No swarms issued, of course, and there seemed to

be no thrift whatever among them, and one by one they

kept dropping off all summer. Only about 4 colonies stored

any honey in supers. By fall I had only about 60 colonies,

and some of them with a very poor supply of honey. I could

not detect anything that resembled foul brood, nor could I

discover any cause for their dwindling. In some cases I

found pickled brood.
I wish you would tell me the cause of my trouble, and

how to avoid it again, and how to strengthen them up this

spring, for what I have left are not the strongest.

2. Will it injure the bees in any way to let them clean

out the old honey in the empty hives ? I have a quantity of

it, mostly candied. Colorado.

Answers.— 1. It is not an easy thing to make even a
guess as to the cause of so much loss. From what you say

disease seems to be ruled out, unless it be a few cases of

pickled brood. There is a possibility of poisoning, although

that would not be so likely to extend throughout the season.

Without knowing the cause of the trouble it is hard to make
any suggestion as to prevention in the future, beyond doing

all possible to keep warm and comfortable in spring for

building up, at the same time being sure not to close up
enough to prevent each colony from having all the fresh

air needed. Watch closely as the season opens, and report

minutely if anything seems wrong, and it it is a possible

thing to give acy helpful advice that advice will be cheer-

fully given.
2. The only objection would be the possibility of dis-

ease in the honey, but from what you say there is not much
danger of that.

Method of Preventing Increase.

Can I effectually and profitably prevent increase of colo-

nies by the following method, when running for comb
honey : When the first swarm issues remove the clipped

queen and allow the swarms to return ; when the swarm
issues again cut out all queen-cells and return the swarm to

the parent colony ? If not, why not 7

I have practiced the plan for two years, and, so far,

with entire satisfaction. Of course, there would be times

when I would have 4 or 5 swarms in the air at one time.
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and things would get rather mixed, but I have never failed
when I got the job properly done.

I might say that I have not tried the plan with early
swarms, as I generally want them to make up for winter
losses, etc.

Let us suppose that a swarm comes off June IS ; return
the swarm and remove the queen. That settles the question
of swarming for about 10 days. When the swarm issues
again and is returned, there is no larv;e in the hive to rear
a queen, and as there is a virgin queen in the hive it will be
10 days before she begins to lay. That brings it to about
July 5. If they build queen-cells after that date they are
likely to be torn down by the bees, as the harvest is about
over by the time they are ready to swarm. Ontario.

Answer.—Sometimes a plan that seems to work all right
for two years or more will be found wanting later on ; but
in this easel think you need feel no anxiety as to its con-
tinued working, for the plan was thoroughly tried before
you was born, and for many it is a good plan to follow to-

day. The original plan was merely to return the swarm as
often as it issues, without opening the hive at all, without
any queen-clipping or cell-cutting. It involves a great deal
of work, for the swarm was likely to issue more than once
with the old queen, and also with one or more young queens,
but after killing off the old queen and all but one virgin
queen there was no more trouble with swarming for the sea-
son. With clipped queens and cells destroyed, as you and
others have practiced it, the swarms issuing are reduced to
two. While not suitable for all, the plan will work for one
who is on hand at all times to watch for swarms, especially
where the number of colonies is not large. With a large
number there is more or less trouble with swarms uniting
or entering wrong hives. You may, however, cut a number
of swarms in two by this method ; keep track of the swarms
that issue with the old queen, and when it is time for the
first virgin queen to emerge (a week or more after the prime
swarm), go to the hive in the evening and listen, and when
you hear the young queen piping, cut out all remaining
queen-cells the next morning. You will find it works with
early as well as late swarms, although there is a bare possi-
bility of a late swarm in case of very early swarming. In-
stead of cells being started late in summer, and then torn
down by the bees, you will probably find it a rare thing for
cells to be started in a colony with a young queen reared
that season in that hive.

Hives Where Bees Died-Metailic Spacers.

1. What is the best thing to do with hives in which bees
have died during the winter ? There is quite a lot of honey
in them.

2. Can I keep the moths out by covering the top and
bottom of the brood-chamber with stifif paper ?

3. In last week's American Bee Journal one bee-keeper
advised using 9-frames and 2 dummies with 10-frame hive.
Does he mean division-boards? and will the bees fill the
outside frames as well ? Would you recommend it ?

4. Why, oh why, can we not. have some good metallic
spacers for our brood-frames ? How would a pin with a
shoulder (like that used in the Danz. frames and section-
holders) work ? I have just taken some Hoffman frames
out that have been in use but two seasons. It would have
relieved my feelings to have said a few bad words.

Massachusbtts.

Answers.—1. They're the nicest sort of things in which
to hive your swarms.

2. No ; the eggs of the moth are there already, and will
hatch out as soon as the weather is warm enough. If kept
in a cool cellar they will not hatch out for some time, and
will not make rapid progress when they do hatch. The best
place, however, for them is in the care of the bees. Put a
story of such frames under a strong colony of bees, so the
bees will have to traverse them in going out or in, and they
will be kept in good order. A few days after giving one,
a second may be placed under, and as it gets warmer a third
can be put on top.

3. No, he means dummies. Properly speaking, a divi-
sion-board fits so tight as to prevent the passage of a bee.
A dummy is about the same thing, only made so much
smaller as to allow bees to pass freely. I would rather have
the two dummies than to have the frames so they can't be
got out. No, bees will not work sections so well over a
dummy at the outside. But I've tried to a limited extent
having a dummy in the middle of the brood-nest, and it
seems to work all right in hot weather.

4. One reason we can't have them is because manufac-
tures don't feel the need of them as much as you and I do.
I'd pay several prices for a few pounds of nails with heads
X inch deep and 3-16 across. Failing to find that, I use
common nails and drive them in all but V inch. If I were
working for extracted honey, very likely I would object to
metal spacers.

Thanks for invitation to ride in your engine. I'd like
it—;if you didn't go too fast.

Wintering Bees Outdoors—Temperature for Handling
Brood.

1. Which is the best way to fix bees for wintering out-
doors, with a tight-fitting cover on the hive or with chaff
cushions, or some other porous material over a Hill's device,
or empty super ?

2. Is there any way to keep the moisture from the bees,
and from condensing in the hives ? If so, how ?

3. What degree should thermometer register when it is

warm enough to take brood-combs out of the hive to find
queens, or to examine them for other purposes without
chilling the brood ? Indiana.

Answers —land 2. If a plain board cover be directly
over the bees the moisture will condense on it and fall on
the cluster ; but the moisture will not condense readily on
woolen , chafi' or something of that kind ; so that it is prefer-
able to the close-fitting board cover.

3. You can't go by the thermometer. A raw, chilly
wind on a cloudy day is a good deal harder on the bees than
a still day with a bright sun, although the thermometer
may be exactly the same on the two days. The bees will
tell you better than the thermometer. When it is warm
enough for the bees to fly freely you can open hives.

Transferring Bees.

1. I have 1 colony of bees in a hive which measures 16x
18, and 12 inches deep. I want to transfer them to a 10-

frame hive. You say, on page 216, " Cut the combs out of
the frames." What I want to know is, what will I do with
the bees when I am cutting the combs out of the old frames
and fitting it into the new ones 7

2. I thought of making a brushed swarm on full sheets
of foundation. " Bees and Honey " advises lifting the comb
on which you find the queen from the old hive and placing
in the center of the new one. I cannot do this as the frames
are different sizes. Will the bees stay on the full sheets of
foundation without a frame of brood ? New York.

Answers.—You can shake and brush all the bees off the
comb, leaving them to stay in the old hive without any
comb till the new habitation is fixed up for them, then set
the new hive on the old stand and shake down the bees in

front of it. Or you can fit out one frame, put it in the new
hive, remove the old hive from its stand, setting the new
one in its place, and putting the combs in the new hive as
fast as you transfer them, brushing the bees from each
comb (when you take it from the old hive) into the new
hive.

2. Yes, they will generally stay on the foundation, and
you can make it more sure by placing a queen-guard or ex-
cluder in front.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.

Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, SI. 00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address

all orders to this office.
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^f^^oTU^X^E
Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANEST
AND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing wa.x into foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail aud Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog^, with prices and discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents for Canada.

8US. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Back of GurTelephone Guaranty
is the largest and oldest independent telephone

manufacturing company In the world. That's why our
guarantee is different, safer—why our telephonesare hotter and

give better satisfaction than any other. Don't be misled by "free
trial" offers—most any telephone will give good service for a few days.

Stromberg " Carison Telephones
are made for both service and satisfaction. They may cost a trifle more at the
start, but considerably less in the end— it's the test of time that tells of their
economy and real value. We have just published a book of telephone information
giving just what the farmer wants to know. Write for it and he sure to ask for free
book F- i, "Telephone Facts for Farmers." Do it today. Address nearest office.

Stromberg-Carison Tel. Mfg. Co., Rochester, M. Y. and Chicago, III,

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let ns quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in
December. M. H. HUNT & SON.

Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

lINGHAN'S PATENT

Smokers
T. F. BINQHAM, Parwell, Mich

R,E3ID OAJSL, lO-WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est varietv of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, aud prompt
shipment. We want every beekeeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

8 Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I
crHi^stes AMD sEOTionsrs

|
g

Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material.
|

<fi By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and a
'' secure prompt shipment. W

I PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. ^sa g
SQSQSQSSQQSS!QSQ>QSS«<^'SQSQSSeS' QQQQSQSS&SSSSQQQQSQQSS

BEE-SUPPLIES EXCLUSIVELY.
* complete line of

Lewis' Fine Bee-Supplies, Dadant's Foundation Bingham's Original
Patent Smokers and Knives, Root's Extractors, Gloves, Veils, Etc.

Queen Bees and nuclei in season. In fact, anything needed in the "Bee-line," at FACTORY PRICES
HERE IN CINCINNATI, where prompt service is yours and {rcight rites are lowest.

Special discounts for early orders. SEND FOR CATALOG.

THE FRED W. MUTH GO.
We are sua

51 WALNUT STREET.
[ to nobody and nubody

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

C FROM MANY FIELDS
3

Expects a Good Season.

The past winter was yery cold, and very
bard on the Ijees. X winter my bees on the
summer stands. The coming season ought to
be a hummer, tor the season was wet, and the
past season as a honey-year was fine, as some
gathered large crops. I had 2 colonies, spring
count, and got between 500 and 600 pounds.

Ezra HuiirnRET.
Faribault Co., Minn., March 21.

Wintered Well—Fine Prospects.

My bees are wintering fine so far. Eyery
colony was alive Feb. 23. So tar as I could
find, all have plenty of honey and are not
moldy. They have enough honey to last them
until they can make a living, but from now
until they are let out-of-doors will be the
pinch. It will be harder on them than the
previous part of the winter. At least, that
has been my experience here.

The prospect for honey is yery good here.

There was plenty of white clover last fall,

which went into the winter all right, but we
have not had much snow until now, and the
ground is frozen very deep (about four or five

feet) , but I do not think It will hurt the white
clover, as the roots are right on top of the
ground. There was not much honey in the
basswood last year, as only about half of it

blossomed out, so there is a prospect of bass-

wood honey this year. Well, we are hoping
tor the best, anyway.
A great many bees around here are wintered

out-of-doors, in 4-colony hives, suchasN. E.
France uses. I do not know how they are

wintering, but I think the winter will be
hard on them, for there has been but one day
this winter when they had a good flight. The
temperature has been as low as 30 degrees be-

low zero, and it has been very cold all the
time. But we hope that they will winter well,

anyway. U. S. Botd.
Grant Co., Wis., Feb. 23.

Home-Made Bee-Supplies.

There has been much discussion in the bee-

papers recently, regarding the high price of

hives, in which I have been much interested.

It is a question with which every bee-keeper
should familiarize himself, whether he keeps
5 colonies or .500.

I wish to add a word to what the others are

saying and give my experience in regard to

the cost of hives. I have now 33 hives, all

except two of which I made myself. Further-
more, I consider those I made just as good as, if

not better than, those I bought.
I have just completed 12 single-walled hives

of the dovetailed pattern, except that I

halved the corners and nailed them both ways
—a method I prefer to dovetailing, as when a
dovetailed hive spreads the least bit at the

corners, it makes a crack right into the brood-
chamber, whereas the halved corner does not.

Ten of these hives are tor 8 frames, and two
hold 10 frames.
These hives complete, with cover of one

piece, beveled, as the different manuficturers
used to make them, nailed, and with a false

entrance for winter, cost me as follows:

127 feet pine lumber at 2} ,c per foot. ?3. IS

5 lbs. of Sd wire nails at 4c per lb 20

24 tin rabbets, madeat the tinner's... .35

1 gallon best outside paint 1.70

24 hours labor at 3134 c P^r hour 7.50

Tol.tl S12.S3

The cost of hives, bought of dealers, nailed

and painted, is $16.36. These figures show
that I saved $3.53, besides the freight bill

that I would have had to pay had I bought
the hive.': d a dealer. I have allowed 10 per-

cent waste on the lumber, but the greater part

of the waste I took to the mill and had sawed
into ends, tops, bottom-bars, and wedges for

Hoffman pattern frames, which I made at a
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YOU CAN CLIMB OVER
sit upon. .f-s ;i Piide Fence and not

deform or dinuati- it. it'Miia.l*' ditTerently.

PAKE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian. Michigan.

Please mention Bee Journal 'whm 'writinfi^

Sent on Approval

TO RESPONSIBLE PEOPLB

Laughlin
FOUNTAIN m$i

PEN Wi
Guaraateed Finest Grade I4k.

SOLID GOLD PEN

SE!f3 Totestthemeritsofthispub-

llcstion as an adverllsingme-

dium we offer you choice of

'
.00

These

Two
Popular

Styles

For

Only
(By regifltered mail Sc extra)

Holder Is made of the finest

quality hard rubber, in four

simple parts, fitted with very

hlshest grade, large size 14k

gold pen, any flexibility de-

sired — Ink feeding device

perfect.

Either style—Richly Qold

Mounted for presentation

purposes $1 00 extra.

Grand Special Offer

You may try the pen a week

Ifyou do not find Has repre-

sented, fully as fine a value

as you can secure for three

times the price in any other

makes. If not entirely satis-

factory In every respect, re-

turn it and 'we 'will sendyou

tl-10 for II, Ihe extra lOc. Is

foryour trouble In •writing us

and to sho'W our confidence in

Ihe Laughlin Ptn— (Not one

customer In 5000 has asked

for their money back )

Lay this Publication
down and write NOW

Safety Pocket Pen Holder

sent free of charge with each

Pen.
ADDRF.SS

Laughlin Mfg. Go.

207 iriswold St. Detroit, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writinp

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

B66-K66P6rs' SuDDlies.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

LEflHV MFg! GO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St., OMAHA, Nebr.
l^Alit Please mention the iiee Journal.

reduction in price also. Bear in mind, this is

the maximum price of everything, giving the
manufacturers as fair a show as possible; but
my hives cost me slill less than the figures

given above, as I buy my lumberby the thou-
sand feet, and my nails by the keg; but I give

these figures for the Iwnefit of any one who
might be in a location where building mater-
ials rule as they do here.

It seems to me as if the companies who
manufacture bee-keepers' supplies are getting

to be just as greedy as any of the trust com-
bines; but if the Iwe-keepers would make
more of their supplies, which they could do if

they would, these supply keepers would have
to reduce their prices.

It would be a good plan for the National
Bee-Keepers' Association to build a plant and
manufacture supplies for the members at a

small profit, but as I do not know about the

financial strength of the Association I would
not say that it would be advisable at the pres-

ent time; but this I do say: If all bee-

keepers felt the same toward the supply
manufacturers as I do, the manufacturers
would not get fat right away.

William W. Jacobs.
Middlesex Co., Mass.

Rain in Nopthern California.

I wrote once or twice not long since that

we were having rain galore. Yes, then we
thought we had enough, but it has been rain-

ing every day for some time, and the end is

not in sight. This portion of California is

getting'a terrible soaking, 35 inches having
fallen in Oakland and vicinity, and here the
fall is nigh 20 inches. Floods are common all

over the northern portion of the State. It

will be a great year for crops. Sunday I saw
big fields of yellow flowers near Oakland.
Many fruit-trees are in bloom, and the bees
fly merrily—when the sun has a chance to

come out. The year may rival our famous
1862—" the year of the flood."

W. A. Pktal.
San Francisco, Calif., March 22.

Satisfied with His Start.

I commenced the season of 1903 with one col-

ony of bees, paying |!5 00 for just the bees and
the combs they were on, but I thought I did
pretty well, anyway. I increased it to 4 colo-

nies, and got 190 pounds of surplus honey,
including some unfinished sections from
which 186 pounds of honey were extracted,

and the balance was comb honey. I sold
about 81~.00 worth of honey at 15 cents per
pound, and kept the rest for my own use. I

am wintering five colonies on the summer
stands. I was out to see them to-day, and
found them all alive and apparently in good
condition. We had a long spell of cold
weather here, and the bees did not have a
tlighl from Nov. 15 until Feb. 5.

I have not heard how my neighbor bee-keep-
ers' bees are wintering, so I can not tell yet
what the losses will be.

The American Bee Journal is all right. I

will not do without it as long as I keep bees,

if I can help it. Job Kramer.
Sioux Co., Iowa, Feb. 32.

Bees Wintered All Right.

I have 35 colonies of bees; they wintered
all right, and every queen is alive this spring.

lam putting on supers now while "youse
fellers haint thawed aout yit." The bees are
working on almond bloom now; the next
bloom will be apricots, then peaches, prunes
and cherries, in rotation. The last two make
the lightest colored honey, selling at 10 cents
per section, wholesale. Apricots and almonds
make a very dark, rank honey, but after
standing some time it gets better.

We are troubled in this section of the
United States with some cheap honey being
run in for any old price that the farmer, who
has only 2 or 3 colonies, can get.

Most of the " embryo apiarists " get " cold
feet " after getting stung a few times, and let

the bees have their own way. I guess it is

the same everywhere, just a plain case of the
"survival of the fittest." There is no organ-
ization of bee-men iu this part of California;

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -•^

Danghters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
Similes apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July ) st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10 00 18.00 ISO 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

Tol/o Mntlro That the New Century

Tak6lS0tlG6 Queen . Rearing Co will

^.^^^_^_>__ have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, $1.00; Untested,

75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger

quantities and Nuclei given on application.
" Prompt service; fair treatment " is onr motto.

Address,

John W.Pharr, ProD., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

DAVENPORT, \IOWA -

Send your orders for everything in

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES to

the city nearest to you. Save Freight
and get prompt service. We are head-
quarters for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEC-
TIONS. DADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S

i SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC.

1 LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS.
A 213-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport Iowa• T V ^T*
5A26t Please menliOQ the Bee Jo-iroal.

9 I rt.80 For
I ^ 200 Egq
•INCUBATOR

Perfect in con atmet ion ana
actioD. liatchea every Tertile

egg. Writ* for catalog to-day.

QEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III

45A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

If you YiwA the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than aov other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR ins

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

^^mh EYES •

CUDED
AT HOME.

flease mention Bee J wnen -wntULfi
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there ought to be. The climate is very much
in our favor. The bees are wintered on the

summer stands, and work on pollen in Jan-

uary.
The climate must be fine, or a circus would

not winter here. We also have an ostrich

farm here. San Jose, a city of 25,000 inhab-
itants, is only 4 miles from here. No snow
has fallen in this valley for over 20 years. Ice

gets to be only f^ of an inch thick, and not
very cold at that. We call it "Paradise"
here—The land of the prunes and home of

the honey-bee. M. 8. Phillips.
Santa Clara Co., Calif., March 8.

Making Hives, Supers, Etc.

I will try to tellhow I make hives and cov-
ers. 1 buy the best white pine for hives. 1

get 1x10 surfaced on both sides, supers to hold
3;'sx5i4 sections. For bottoms I use the best
8-inch flooring, with 1x2 inch cleats nailed
edgewise underneath. For covers I use the
same as for bottoms, and paint with two coats
of paint, and then nail a strip of tin over the
joint. This makes a good cover at a cost of
about T cents each. 1 paint hives two coats.

In this way the hives cost me, without frames,
sections and separators, about 45 cents each,

and I think they are good enough.
Last season was good for honey and lots of

swarms. This has been a hard winter on bees
on the stands. It got as cold as 26 degrees
below zero. C. H. Zdkpann.
Lewis Co., Mo., March 3.

A Long Conflnement.

To-day, for the first time since Nov. 19,

1903, my bees had a flight. On examination!
found 2 colonies dead out of n ; the 2 died of
starvation. There is no sign of dysentery in

the 2 dead or the 7 still alive. The colonies
were all in single-walled S-frame dovetailed
hives, with an outside box packed with leaves
between it and the hive. There was one super
on each hive, and a Hill's device over the
frames, then a piece of burlap, and the super
filled with leaves. W. D. Ball.

St. Joseph Co., Ind., Feb. 28.

Some Experience with Bees.

In the fall of lltOl I l>ought 3 colonies of

black liees. May 10, 1902, I had a prime
swarm of bees. One week afterward the
wind tipped the hive off of the stand and
broke down all the combs that were built. I

took away all the broken combs, which filled

all but one frame. One evening, as I was
passing the hive, I noticed that tliey had lost

their queen, and one week afterwards I

opened the hive and found 15 queen-cells—as

fine a lot of cells as I ever saw. There were
3 queens that were good, and others were not
larger than workers, so 1 sent for a select-

tested Italian queen. In due time her work-
ers and drones made there first flight. The
workers were not marked well. They varied

from 1 to 3 bands, but the drones were well

marked, 2 and 3 bands, and I did not see

a dark drone in 1902-03. I have 2 Carniolan
queens that breed all-lianded drones. I had a
young Carniolan queen mated with an Italian

drone. The workers had two broad bands,

but of the same shade of orange-yellow. The
Carniolans have the bands of lemon-yellow,

and I did not have any Carniolan droi.es fly-

ing at that time. Two young Italian queens
were mated by those Italians drones, and
their workers are as dark as black bees, but
have one and two bands. Now, there are 3

queens mated with Italian drones from the

one hive, as my other black bees had drone-

cages set at each hive. Why were those work-
ers from the two young Italian queens darker

than the workers from the Carniolan queen?

The yield of honey was very poor here—too
cold in the fore part of the season and my bees

did not gather any after August. Smartweed
and goldenrod were alive with bees in 1902.

The same plants did not have a bee on them
in 1903. There were two acres of buckwheat
across the road from my bee-yard. There
were plenty of the black bees on it. I looked

many times but saw only a very few Car-

niolans and Italians, but I could see all 3

races gathering from a piece of alfalfa about

>ti Sit >li>k. >te. >ii >te >it >!i >lt >lt .«te >lt >te >14 Mi >Ji >te >ti sl«

BEE = SUPPLIES'!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Everythinu used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER, J
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND U

^^^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^
Is euaraateed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest

grecess sheetini;, and purifying wax, and will defy competitors in its qoality and purity,

end for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY.
Friend Bee Keepir, now is .be time for vou to send in your wax and have it worked into

Foundation. HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wax
not accepted. A full line of BEE-SUPPLIEs. V

AIGIST WEISS, Greenville, Wis. ^

IT PAIS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

-FOR-

BEE-SUPPLIES ^.
to R. H, SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee journal -wlien wntina.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that vye are the largest jobbers in the Uuited States of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the

freight.
Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan

QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRIOaS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, a-i^d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frkk Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the

lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
Office and Salesrooms-2146-48 Central A^e. /-» IVT/^ I XTXT A HTI C\t-tlf\
Warehouses-Freeman and Central Aves. ^I1>|C/11>|1>|/\1 I^LTllL/*

Ptee Mention the Bee Joarnal I^l^r^^^f...
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100 rods east of the bee-yard. My Carmolan

bees were gathering from a held of pea-beans

nelr by-something I have never seen before

-bees gathering from bean-tlowers.

1 have my bees in the cellar; they have not

bad a flight since the middle of Isovember.

This has been a severe winter and rough for

""^^
would like to tell of some of my mistakes

in breeding Italian queens. First I bred a

young queen late in the fall for the purpose

of securing early drones (she was not mated

so she laid nothing but drone eggs) ,
I Kept

her in the breeding hive, and when I put my

bees nto the cellar I placed this l»ve upon a

hive of black bees, with a piece of wire-cloth

between the two hives. Along in February I

took the wire-clolh out so they could go down

n the lower hive, and when I placed my bees

on the summer stands I "«^«''^ ^'^'^

.f''^^^
mess. She had layed in the worker-cells, and

the drones were no longer th.n the worker-

bees, and as black as charcoal. She did not

take the drone-comb as I thought she would,

so I destroyed the queen and drones. (This

mistake caused me to mi»k^''°°t^*''„
°°f>- ,J

bought an Italian queen of Mr. Langstroth,

paying him *20 for the queen. Her workers

bad one or two bands, and more of her drones

were black than yellow banded. I did not

consider her a good queen to breed from, so I

made a drone-trap by taking a tin tube and

inserting one end of it in the hive and the

other end in a wire-cloth cage. In this way

I captured all the drones from that colony. 1

kept all drones that had yellow bands on the

upper part of the abdomen, and gave them to

a queenless colony that I had given several

queen-cells to, and which they had destroyed

I found one opened on the end, and thought 1

had a voung queen tor sure. I wished to see

this queen, and would open this hive every

time I passed it. After a while I found eggs

in the hive, and after a long and careful

search I found her backed in a cell, laying. 1

could iust see head and wings showing. 1

got her out quickly ; she was a worker, shin-

ing black. I found 8 such workers in the

hive so I gave them another .lueen-cell. Ihis

one hatched, but her wings were imperfect on

one side. I let her remain until another cell

was ready to give. When I opened the hive

in August, to give another cell, I found she

had commenced to lay. I gave this queen to

an observatory-hive colony. She soon tilled

the comb with brood, so I thought she was

another drone-laving queen. I took her out

and started a nucleus with her, and the queen

and bees left the frame of brood I gave them

and was lost; and when her worker-bees

hatched I never saw a better marked lot of

workers than this queen's workers were. If I

had left them until the brood was capped

over I should have seen she was not a drone-

laying queen. (So another mistake). I know
those dark drones are not pure to breed from.

I brought my first queen in 1863, and from

1885 until 1903 I quit buying queens.
Subscriber.

Genesee Co., N. Y., March 4.

[The writer of the above evidently forgot to

sign his name. There are a great many care-

less writers and correspondents, we find.

Sometimes a letter containing money is re-

ceived, and no name signed to it. Then quite

frequently no post-office is given. All who

attempt to do any business should be careful

about these things.—Editor.]

First Flight of Bees.

The only fair flight for 14 weeks occurred

on Saturday, March 20. It was the coldest

period for the length of time I ever experi-

enced, and I am not a spring chicken by any
means. The loss to date is 7 colonies out of

47. Many are weak and may dwindle out of

sight. And just contrary to all ye learned

apostles of beedom, queens of 2 or 3 years old

have the strongest colonies to day, and those

that perished were nearly all young queen?,

none of which was 2 years old. The hives

have closed-end frames, 10 frames in every

hive (except one that has 1."), and wintered

well) ; burlap over frames with small passage

way, leaves in the super, hived cribbed and

A Standard-Bred Italian Queen-Bee Free ! |
For Sending One New Subscriber.

As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine. Un-
tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-
ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year
(1904).

2. Sending your own name with the ¥1.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle yon to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-
scriber must be a NKW subscriber ; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal regularly, or at

least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be

made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a legitimate way. They are worth working for.

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or

June. Will you have one or more?
It you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the

American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for only §1.50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 144 & 146 E. ERIE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

33T 3
Root'sGoods -«IOWA

And the West
At Root's Factory Prices,

< year has put us io

St completed.
Supplies ever

I the Supply Busine
the lead for everything- in our ]

OUR NEW BUILDING.
is filled with the largest stock <

carried in the West-
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handling business with dispatch, and
our shipping" facilities are the best.

Write to-day for 1904 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 k 567 W. SEVENTH ST. PES MOINES, IOWA

15A^:t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B6e-K66D6rS

!

Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell

you how to put foundation in four sections at

once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies at Factory Prices.

A. COPPIN. Wenona, ill.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

LOSS BY LICE
on poultry amounts to man
the cost of Lambert's De
Lice—the sure preventii

LtlltO
[•- AH

loss can be saved and more proUt
made by the use of this famous
powder. It frees setting hens from
these pests without harminK egps
or chicks. A trial box lOc will

prove it. HX) oz., by express, fl .00.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,

199 SOUTH Water St. Chicago. Ilu

Texas Queens.
3 and 5 banded Qoldens

from a reliable breeder.
You all know him-DANIEL
WURTH-theQueenSpecial-
ist—who fills orders by Re-
turn Hall. I am here to
stay, and thank my many
friends and patrons for
their liberal patronage in
the past. Wishing you all

a Happy New Year, I am
ready as usual to furnish'
you with the best of Queens.
Tested, in March and April,
$1.25 each; Untested, in

April and May, $1.00 each; for $5.00. Breeders,,

yellow all over, $3.00 each. I am booking orders
for early delivery

DANIEL WURTH, Karnes Gitu, Tex.
3D6t Please mention tlie Bee Journal

Oldest Bee-Supply House in
MISSOURI

Your wants fully supplied with anytliing.

needed in the Apiary. FULL STOCK OP A. I.

ROOT CO'S aOODS; Danzenbaker Hives, etc..

Let us mail vou our 40-page Catalog. FRKE.
JOHN NEBEL & SON.

TDtf HIOM MLL, Montg.Co.. MO.

FLOOD I WATER!
March 26th to 31st we had from two to four feet of water iu our ware-

houses. As a result we will sell SECTIONS at $1.00 per thousand less than

Catalog prices. FOUNDATION at S cents per pound less than listed prices.

Special prices on 2S and SO pound lots. These prices good only as long as

the wet goods last. Write for particulars. We have plenty of dry goods

I

if you prefer them. ....
LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

)^^^^'^ f 'i^ ^^yryt T w w ^ WW w ^ ^ w
t^ease menuon Bee Joamal "wtien 'writuiA
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packed with leaves outside on tliree sides

only, and right on the ground. The combina-
tion stand and bottom-board is the best thing,

in my opinion, ever devised where bees are

not to be moved.
In the drouth of last year blacl< berries gave

a good supply of honey. Our average was 3.5

sections per colony. Many contained pollen

for the first time. A. C. Hunsberqer.
Northampton Co., Pa., Feb. 23.

Winteped Very Poorly.

Bees in this county will come through the

winter very poorly, and most of them will be

dead. We did not have a drop of honey after

August 1st, and those who extracted about
this time and did not feed in the fall, will

have no bees after -this winter. 1 did very

well with mine. I had 6000 pounds of ex-

tracted hone; ,
and 100 pounds of comb honey )

from 60 colonies. I have 56 colonies in the

cellar. They are in fine shape and 1 hope lor

a good crop this year. We have had a great

deal of snow, and the white clover may come
through the winter in good shape and furnish

a good honey crop this year.
Herman Luedloff.

Carver Co., Minn., March 20.

A Severe Winter.
My 5 colonies are away down out of sight.

Since the middle of November we have had
zero weather all the time ; we have never seen

it 80 severe, and it is still snowing.
I must thank you here for the suitable in-

struction I find in the American Bee Journal
on the subject of my failure. Last year they
built up strong, the bees would swarm and
skip, and swarm and skip. I feel it is neither
for want of proper instruction, nor yet able

instructors, that I failed, but rather want of

promptness and courage, and 1 must add
ignorance, too. It never entered my head the
bees would swarm so late in the season ; it

was just then that big, disastrous swarms
shocked me. Thomas Henry.

Ontario, Canada, March 1.

Feels Greatly Encouraged.
1 am greatly encouraged. I wintered my

bees with very little loss, and they are now in

fine shape, having worked on alder, maple and
fruit-bloom. They have built up in stores
and to strong colonies. The prospect for a
good crop and increase are better now than
they have been since 1888.

I am well pleased with the American Bee
Journal, and can truthfully say that it has
been worth more than four times the cost to
me. J. J. Wilder.
Dooly Co., Ga., March 3.

Report for 1903—Wintering.
I started in last spring with 8 colonies

(hybrids), increased to 20. and secured 1075
pounds of honey, which 1 have sold at 15
cents for first grade and 12i.2 cents for second
grade. I use S-frame dovetailed hives, painted
white, with halt of them red on the front. I

have the shed open on the south, and set the
hives under the front part of the roof, with a

space of 6 feet wide behind the hives, which
are set in pairs, 6 inches apart, space is inches
between pairs (one hive red and one white).
For wintering 1 tack burlap on the bottom of
the super, and fill with dry leaves. I leave
the shade-boards in front of the hives to keep
out snow and cold winds. When a warm day
comes and a few bees have found their wa.v
out, I take down the shade-boards and let

them fly. The record shows they had flights

on Nov. 22, Dec. 3, 7 and 21, Jan. 15, and Feb.
5, 6 and 23. I think the cold winds are more
destructive to bees than cold, dry weather.

A. B. Nicholson.
Logan Co., 111., March 7.

Bees Wintered Well.
I have five colonies of bees on tire summer

stands that wintered well. I examined them
Jan. 14, and found them all strong. I used
boards for wind-breaks. I want to increase,

by natural swarming, to 100 colonies.

J. S. Bailey.
Macon Co., 111., March 14.

Connecticut.—The Connecticut Bee-Keepers'
Associatioa hold their spring meeting' in the
Capitol at Hartford. April 23, l'>04, beginning- at

10 a.m. All beekeepers and iheir friends are
cordially invited lo attend. A question-box
will be opened, and several interesting essays
presented. E. E. Smith, Cor. Sec.
Waterlnwn, Wis.

Special Notice lo Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

F. H. FA-R-l-IBR,,
182 Friend 5t., Boston, Mass.

Up First Flight.

ITALIAN QUEERS, BEES AND NUCLEI
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen fl.lO
" Tested Queen 1.65
" Selected " 2.20
" Breeder " 3.30
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) L80

Tested Select Breed-
ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival

guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens,' send for free Prlce-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

Wholesale Honey.
We need a few thousand pounds more of

Comb Honey for our trade in Kansas City

and Omaha. Any person, any where, who
wants to cash up his Honey Crop at a whole-

sale price, we would be pleased to hear from,

with complete description and lowest price

delivered to their depot. West of Kansas City

and Omaha it should be in car-lots.

Thos. C. Stanley & Son, Manzanola, Colo.

WANTED I'^^c^^.Jb HONEY
In no-drlp shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Qnote your best price

delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio

OUR TEN-THOUSAND DOLLAR
Bee Keepers' Supply Manufacturing Plant is

ready for business. Send for Price List.
MONDENG MFG. CO.

147-149 Cedar Lake Road, Minneapolis, Minn.

THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD
will sell tickets to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, account of National Baptist
Anniversary, on May 16th, 17th and
18th, at rate of one fare for the round-
trip, plus 25 cents. Tickets good going-

date of sale. By depositing same, ex-

tended return limit of June 10th may
be secured. Through service to New
York City, Boston, and other Eastern
points. No excess fare charged on any
train on the Nickel Plate Road. Meals
on American Club Meal plan, ranging
in price from 35 cents to $1.00 ; also

service a la carte. Chicago depot, La
Salle and Van Buren Sts., the only
passenger station in Chicago on the
Elevated L,oop. Chicago City Ticket
Offices, 111 Adam.s St., and Auditorium
Annex. 'Phone Central 2057.

2-lSASt

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MAKKUT QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, April 7.—The market is heavilv

supplied with comb and extracted honey,
neither of which are meeting witd any demand,
especially is thi-i true of the comb. Prices are
uncenain, as those havine- stock are anxious to
sell it; therefore it is difficult to quote piices.
The best grade? of white comb bring ll@12c;
anything ofif from choice to fancy is not wanted.
Extracted, white, according to quality, sells at
6M 7c; amber, SOlbc. BeeswaK, 30(2 32c.

R. A. BORNETT & Co.

Cincinnati, O., April 7.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from 12>i@14c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, SJi@55ic; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@65^c; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, 7^i(asc. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.
Philadelphia, March 21.—The season for

selling honey has been prolonged on account of
the cold weather, which has certainly been
very fortunate for the bee-keeper, as there
never was as much honey shipped in so late in
the season to be disposed of. It has broken
the price quite considerable, but there is still
?uite a demand, which otherwise would have
alien off. We quote: Fancy white comb. 13@

14c; No. 1, 12c; amber and buckwheat, 9(u lOc.
Extracted, white. 7(s8c; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax
in good demand, 3lc. We are producers of
honey and do not handle on commission.

Wm. a. Selse*.

Cincinnati, Mar. 4,—The demand for honey
is brighter than it has been in the past 60 days.
We continue to offer amber extracted in barrels
atS54to'6>.<,c, according to quality. White clover
extracted is a drag on the market at 6ii@siic in
barrels and cans. Comb honey seems to be re-
viving at 13K@15c for fancy.
Beeswax, 30c. The Fred W. Moth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Mar. 25.—Honey market dull
and getting late; demand falling off for comb
honey now. So much comb honev is out of
condition, being candied hard inthe combs
makes most unsalable. We quote: 8@12c;
nominal now. Extracted, white, 6H(Si7c; am-
ber, (.(aid^^c; buckwheat, £@S)4c. Beeswax
2S@30c. H. R. Wright.
Boston, March 22.—There is nothing new lo

note, either regarding the condition of onr
honey market or prices. The demand is natu-
rally not so heavy as it was, owing to the
warmer weather and the near approach of the
maple sugar season. Prices remain same as
before, which are as follows: White in glass-
front cases at lt.c; No. 1, at 15c. Supply is am-
ple, and demand light at this time. Extracted,
water-white, 8c; lieht amber, 7@8c; with bui
little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Lbe.

Kansas City, April s.—There seems to be a
little better demand for honev; the market is
strong at $2.25 for fancy white comb, $2.15 for
No. 1, and $2 00 per case for amber. We would
not be surprised to see the market make quite a
little advance from now on.
Extracted, both in cans and barrels, remains

very dull and it takes extremely low prices to
move same. Beeswax, good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clbmons & Co.

New York, March 7.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dnll. There is some demand
for white honey, but prices are ruling rather
low. We quote fancy at 13@14c; No. 1, at 12c;
amber, at lie, and in round lots even these pri-
ces have to be shaded in order to eiTect sale«.
There is no demand at all for dark and buck-
wheat comb honey, and it looks as if some of it

would have to be carried over. We quote nomi-
nally at 9@10c per pound.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey,

at irregular prices, fancy white bringine 6i^M 7c;
light amber, S^@6c; other grades, S@S^c\ and
Southern, common to fair, 50@55c per gallon.
Beeswax firm at from 29@30c.

Hildreth & Segelken.

San Francisco, March 30.—White comb, 1-lb.
frames, llK!@12c; amber, 8®10c. Extracted,
white, S«@S'4c; light amber, 4!^@4Jic; amber,
3K@4%c; dark amber, 3K@3'4'c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, -'7!ii(ai29c; dark, 25(S2(>c.

The market ^s showing very little life, buy-
ers operating slowly, either for shipment or on
local account. Such transfers as are effected
are at mnch the same prices as lately current,
although the general tone is by no means firm.
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FE3K.FEiCT OOODS !

XjO"W PR/ICBS !

A Customer Once, a Customer Always.
We manufacture

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years, i

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.

New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

T116 i flmeriGan i Bee-Keeper
(.Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for begrioners. edited by one

of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W M Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

Best Bee=Veil,
Silk front, 40 cents, postpaid.

Catalog- of Supplies free.

I. J. STRlNQHAfl
105 Park Place, New York.

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and u<:c»««i bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO ,

1 Alta Sita. east ST. LOUIS. ILL.

I
Bee=Supplies I

|
a Q. B.Lewis Go's Goods. g

5 Don't Wait flnij Lonoer to Buu. S

8 Bio Discount tor Orders Now. §

6 Write us to-day and say what you gK want, and get our prices. New catalog gS of 84 oages; it is free. /•

K We'also handle the famous g
a Hoosier Incubators and Brooders, a
\l C. M. Scott & Co. p

1004 East Washington Street, •?

iJ INDIANAPOLIS. IND. ^

Kleane mentioti fcSee Journal "wnen WTiUns.

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND=TRIP
plus 25 cents, to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
16th, 17th and 18th. Tickets good go-

ing date of sale and returning to and
including June 10, by depositing same.
Three through daily express trains

to Ft.Wayne, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo,

New York, Boston and New England
points, carrying vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Meals served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to

$1.00 ; also service a la carte. Chicago
depot, La Salle and Van Buren Sts. No
excess fare charged on any train on
the Nickel Plate Road. Chicago City

Ticket Offices, 111 Adams Street, and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phone Central
2057. 3—ISASt

Please luentlon Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

I iL'PDadant's Foundation
w
4»i

27111

year

NoSAaaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

\A/Iti/ HrkF>c !< c^ll crk \x/f»ll *? Because it has always given better satii
VY liy UUCA II. sen »U well r faction than any other. Because i

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

i
tilv

#
i»i

i«i*?

#
s
#
i*i
T«T

•»?

?«l??J??»T^?T»T?«r*«TTt.«*»TT»T?»T?i??(|??»Tt»T
t*lease mention Bee journal "when writing

LanQstroth on the HonGy-Bee—Re^vls
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BB£SV\^aX VVZANTBD at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

W6 are Now Payino 32c in Tra[l6,28G in Ga§li

For BEESWAX, f.o.b. Watertown.
Send for our New 1904 Catalog.

Gi B. LEWIS COi Bee Keepers' SuDPlies. Watertown.Wls.
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Have You Lost Your Bees ?
Save Your Combs.

The winter losses in some parts of the country are heavy, and
the demand for bees and queens will be large. Parties needing
queens should send their orders at once, and state date when ship-
ment is desired.

Early Italian Queens.
We are fortunate in being- able to offer for April and May de-

livery a large stock of queens from our Southern breeders. While
we have a much larger supply than ever before, it is highly im-
portant that you send your order at once to secure the queens when
desired, as we will fill orders in rotation. We expect to be able to

furnish untested queens from our Southern yards, in any number,
after April 10th. Send your orders at once.

Prices of pure Italian Queens, untested, from
our Southern yard for April and May shipment.

1 12 50 100
Untested 1$ 75
Select Untested I 1.00
Tested l.SO
Select Tested |

2.50

$ 8.50
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Editorial Comments

Replacing Winter Losses of Bees.

Xo doubt many bee-keepers will tind themselves with more bee-

less hives and combs on their hands this spring than for years. It so,

the thing to do is to purchase nuclei as soon as settled weather arrives,

and restock those hives and combs. In some cases it may be possible

to divide strong colonies and thus utilize the hives and combs where

bees died during the past severe winter.

Discouragements .of Bee-Keepers.

No life or business is all a pathway of roses. Each has its trials

and discouragements. Doubtless a good many bee-keepers will be

inclined to feel somewhat discouraged when contemplating their win^

ter losses of bees. But that won't do. " Faint heart never won fair

lady." " L'p and at it again " is the only way to success after appar-

ent defeat. We learn by our failures; we gain strength by constant

effort. If life were all ease and sunshine, where would come in the

zest that arises from overcoming obstacles and compelling success

through difficulties?

Guide-Posts to Success in Bee-Keeping.

Bee-papers and bee-books are but the guide-posts that show to

would-lie bee-keepers the way to the destination of Success. If you

persist in following your own way, whether it be on the road, or in

bee-keeping, there is no need of consulting real guide-posts or the best

bee-literature. But if you want to be sure you are on the right road,

and save retracing your steps, or perhaps avoid accidents or losses,

better heed directions. As others have traveled over the way you ex-

pect to go, why not avail yourself of their experience, much of which

was perhaps dearly bought? Life is too short, and competition all too

strenuous, for any one in this day and age to " go it alone," or inde-

pendently of what may be had so cheaply in the way of helpful advice.

At best, we can not learn it all in this life. But we all want to make

the most out of lite. In order to do that we need to know just as

many of the " short cuts " to success as possible. By reading the

liest bee-literature it will not be necessary to spend so long a time in

creeping. ^^^^^^^^^__

Non-Swarming Hives.

In England much dependence in the way of non-swarming is

placed OQ what is called a non-swarming chamber, a chamber below

the brood-nest, containing starters. It is said that so long as this

chamber is not tilled the bees will not swarm. Formerly we were told

that from time to time the combs should be moved above, so as to

keep the bees constantly starting fresh combs below. Now, however^

we are told this is not necessary. In reply to a man who works for

section honey, the British Bee Journal says

:

" The main object of a non-swarming chamber is to start the bees

at work storing honey above the brood-nest, and once this is done tlR-

needful room which prevents uvenrowding and consequent swarrllin^^

is given o'r (-/(.'.((Z as required; nutbing being needed below but a fuli-

width entrance. In extreme cases of strong colonies in hot weather.

it may be necessary to wedge the hive from its floor-board so as to

allow a free current of air all around; liut plenty of room above—as

a rule—suffices to prevent swarming. Therefore, when bees are at

work in the non-swarming chamber, remove it, bees and all, above the

brood-nest."

Little dependence could be placed upon this in this country, for

when the bees are fully at work above, no matter how many sections

are added, there is danger of swarming. There is a wide difference

between the climate of this country and that of England. Can that

account for the difference in practiced

The New York Bee-Disease.

Some weeks ago there was received at this office " A Report on

the Investigation of an Infectious Bee-Disease," made by Veranus A.

Moore, M. D., and G.Franklin White, B. S., ot the New York State

Veterinary College, under the direction of the State Agricultural De-

partment. The results ot the investigation are more or less negative,

and some of them a little surprising.

The specimens ot black brood examined showed in every ease the

presence of Bacillus alvei, leading to the conclusion " that the pre-

vailing bee-disease in this State is very similar to, if not identical with,

the ' foul brood ' of other States, Canada, and Europe."

Regarding the study of healthy brood, the report says:

" We have had an opportunity to study the healthy brood from
three apiaries only. Two of these examinations gave negative results,

so far as the bacteria found in the diseased brood are concerned. The
other examination was ot a healthy brood taken in a vicinity of bees
affected with ' black brood.' It showed Bacillus alvei to be present in

considerable numbers.'"

Nitrogen Bacteria—Illinois Bulletin 94.

This bulletin, written by Dr. C. G. Hopkins, is one of exceeding

interest to farmers, and especially to bee-keeping farmers. In the

summary of items contained in the bulletin, will be found the follow-

ing:

Soil nitrogen can not be used by plants until it is changed to the

form of nitrate nitrogen by the nitrifying bacteria.

Atmospheric nitrogen can not be used by any agricultural plants,

excepting legumes, and even leguminous plaats have no power to

obtain nitrogen from the air unless they are provided with the proper
nitrogen-gatheriny bacteria.

As a rule, each important agricultural legume must have its own
particular species of bacteria.

Investigations, reported in this bulletin, furnish conclusive proof
that infected sweet clover soil can be used tor inoculating alfalfa fields,

and with the same results as are obtained from an old alfalfa field.

This whole matter ot nitrogen bacteria is ot more importance than

generally supposed. Of the ten essential elements of plant-food,

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are the three that have market

values. Commercial nitrogen costs about 15 cents a pound, and i

takes a pound for a bushel ot corn, so it would be an expensive busi-

ness to buy it, but Mr. Hopkius tells us that there are about 75,000,000

pounds of atmospheric nitrogen resting upon every acre of land, and

that it is possible to obtain unlimited quantities ot nitrogen from the

air at very small cost, providing we have leguminous plants, such as

clover, alfalfa, or peas, accompanied with the right kind ot bacteria

at the roots.

The item ot special importance tor farmers outside alfalfa regions

is that which relates to the furnishing ot the proper bacteria tor the

growth of alfalfa. The bulletin says

:

"In Winnebago County, where sweet clover Is very prevalent

along roadsides and in waste places, it was noted that the abundance
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of root-tubercles on the alfalfa plants seemed to be closely related to

the presence of sweet clover in the vicinity, strongly Indicating that

the bacteria which live upon sweet clover were also at home upon the

alfalfa roots. These indications were strengthened by further inves-

tigations in Lake County, especially upon the Fowler farm, near Lake
Villa, where a field of alfalfa seeded last spring without artificial inoc-

ulation was found to be thoroughly infected with the bacteria, and
growing vigorously with a good dark-green color. This field had a

few sweet clover plants growing in it, and the borders of the field were
covered with sweet clover. Other fields of alfalfa seeded in the neigh-

borhood at the same time, but upon soils where sweet clover had not

grown nearby, were apparently complete failures, many of the plants

having died, and most of them still living being only a few inches

high, very weak, and yellow or pale green in color."

According to this, we may hopefully sow alfalfa seed in any place

where sweet clover flourishes near by with plenty of tubercles on its

roots, and then continue the hopefulness by expecting it to yield nec-

tar when a good stand is established.

Any one interested in Illinois agriculture may obtain the bulletin

free of charge by sending a request to Prof. E. Davenport, Directo^

Agricutural Experiment Station, Urbana, Ills.

Miscellaneous Items

Mr. J. Ij. Anderson, one of the oldest readers of the Ameri-

can Bee .Journal, living in McHenry Co., 111., called on us last week.

His bees were still in the cellar, but he thought they had wintered all

right.

Rev. R. B. McCain, a bee-keeper in Grundy Co., 111., called on

us recently. He reports no loss among his own bees, and so feels

much encouraged, especially as he has been very successful in his

work with bees so far.

Mr. Wiu. J. Gilliland, of Hamilton Co., Ohio, has the honor

of having his portrait in the March number of the Irish Bee Journal.

Mr. G. is the very efficient secretary of the Hamilton County Bee-

Keepers' Association.

Dr. I. P. Wilson, a dentist bee-keeper of much prominence at

Burlington, Iowa, died very suddenly of heart-failure, March 16. He
was nailing up some hives of bees, and when stooping over he fell.

He was 6" years of age, and a leader in many walks in life.

Rev. John Dooly, of Berkshire Co., Mass., has a lecture on

the "Marvels of the Hive and Honey-Bee," which he illustrates with

the stereopticon. He delivers the lecture to various clulis and organi-

zations within his region of country. We have no doubt that Mr,

Dooly gives a very interesting and profitable lecture. We should like

to hear it ourselves.

To Kngland, Ho !—The Salvation Army has chartered the

Cunard Steamship Carpathia, leaving for London on June 14. Three

hundred of the principal Salvationists of the country are going,

accompanied by Commander Booth-Tucker and his staff. Two or

three of the best salon berths are for sale. Prices to approved parties

^115 for round-trip ticket from Chicago to London via Liverpool.

Apply at once. The Salvation Army Shipping Department, 120 West

14th Street, New York, N. Y.

Ohio Foul Brood Bill Passed.—April 13 we received the

following telegram

:

Cincinnati, Ohio, April 12, 1904.

George W. York & Co.—
Hurrah ! The Foul Brood Bill passed the Senate this afternoon.

Fred W. Muth.

We are glad that the Ohio bee-keepers were finally successful in

their efforts to secure a law against the spread of foul brood. It will

be an encouragement to bee-keepers in other States where they have

no laws of the kind.

The Third Annual Report of the Illinois State Bee-I\eep-

ers' Association is about ready to be mailed. Those who wish to be

enrolled in the membership of this Association, and also in the Xa-

tional, and be entitled to a copy of the Report as well, can have the

opportunity by at once sending the $1.00 annual fee to the Secretary,

Jas. A. Stone, Route 4, Springfield, Ills. The Report will contain the

proceedings of the last meetings of the State Association and the

Chicago-Northwestern, a number of pages on bee-diseases and their

treatment, by N. E. France, together with the constitution and by-

laws of the Illinois Association, etc. It will be a valuable pamphlet

to have. If not a paid-up meml)er already, every bee-keeper in Illi-

nois should send his dollar to Mr. Stone (address above), and become

a member of the State Association as well as the National. Better do

it now.

To Our Foreign Subscribers.—We would like i to announce
again that none of our special offers apply outside of the United

States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba. To those not residing in any of

the countries here mentioned, who send us any money, we always

place III I of it on subscription, which includes the extra postage. If

those in foreign countries would stop a minute to think, they would

easily see that none of our special offers could apply to them, on

account of the extra postage. Also, merchandise by mail would have

to be registered, which would be an additional expense. But so long

as they get the full value of their remittances Ijy way of subscription

to the American Bee Journal, of course no wrong is done any one.

c
Some Expert ODinion

" In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible. 1
Distinguishing Features of a Fixed Frame.

If for some reason you were to start in anew to keep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Ques. >*.— If you should choose a fixed frame, what would be its

distinguishing features?

Mrs. L. Harrison (111.)— I don't know.

E. E. Hasty (Ohio)—Readiness to be " unfixed."

G. M. Doolittle (N. Y.) —No fixed frames tor me.

Rev. M. Mabin (Ind.)—I would not choose it at all.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—I do not use a fixed frame.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—I would not choose a fixed frame.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—I would not choose a fixed frame.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—I know of no better fixed frame than the
Quinby.

Geo. W. Brodbeck (Calif.)—The Langstroth frame, Hoffman
side-bars.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—Something like the Hoffman will answer
very well.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—I would not, but if one was to use
such a frame I would advise the Hoffman.

Wm. Rohrig (Ariz.)—As little contact as possible, yet enough to
space properly the frame both top and bottom.

R.L.Taylor (Micb.)—A frame with solid end-bars l?n inches
wide, and the frame of a length to fill the hive within 1-16 of an inch.

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)—I have neither fixed nor floating ideas on
this subject, as I have had but small practical experience with fixed
frames.

C. H. Dibbern (111.)—I would make them with deep, wide tops
and bottoms, and as plain as possible. I would want the end-pieces
to make the ends of the hive, also.

O. O. Popi'leton (Fla.)—Close-fltting top-bars, with a blind-
staple near the liottora of each end-bar, to keep the bottoms of the
frames from swinging too close together.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)— Its distinguishing feature would be, to
be not fixed. The supposed advantages of fixed frames, as to accurate
and quick spacing, can be secured just as well with free-hanging
frames, properly constructed.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)—After over a quarter of a century's ex-
perience, I would not choose a fixed frame. But if it was necessary to
have fixed frames for frequent moving of hives of bees, I prefer spac-
ing with wire staples at top and bottom of frames.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—Just like the Hoffman, but with square
edges to the projections on the end-bars. Those V edges are a curse
and a nuisance whtre propolis is as bad as it is here; but with square
edges the Hoffman is the best all-around frame I have ever used or
heard of.

L. Stachelhausen (Tex.)—I have used for 23 .rears, and prefer
it to all others, a free-hanging (all-wood) frame, but the top-liars rest
in notches of the tin rabbet. In this way, these shallow frames are
fixed sufficiently; they are not more propolized, and are as easily
handled as free-hanging frames. In uncapping and extracting no
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wide side-bars, wire nails or staples are in tlie way of the knife or tlie

comb-basket, and all manipulations can be done more quickly than
with any of the lixed frames known to me. I believe I have tried all

of them, I do not recommend this arran;;enient tor deeper frames.

K. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—This is practically answered in No. 7. Use
deep frames of the hanging style, but shallow ones of close-titting

ends and standing, no space behind end-bars. My shallow frames
have top and bottom bars identical, a scant inch wide, and a plump I4

thick. End-bars 1\ wide and 's thick.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—Fewest and smallest points of contact
possible, so as to avoid trouble with propolis. Cut-olT top-bars with
staples for end-spacing. Top, end, and bottom bars all the same
width, IV^. Frames spaced apart by means of nails, with heads i^

inch thick, if I could get them ; if not, with common wire nails.

E. S. I.OVEST (Utah. )—I don't think I would want to use a Hxed
frame of any size or style, because I know of no advantage of a fixed

frame, only possibly in moving from one locality to another, and this

can be remedied by fastening strips over the tops of the movable
frame, and its advantage to the bee-keeper in the general manage-
ment of his bees are too numerous to mention.

.J. M. Hamkaugh (Calif.)—In this locality I have chosen the
regular lT\x!iV, Langstroth, and 10 to the hive, and the distinguish-
ing features are: I can use the same size for both brood and surplus
in running to extricting, and 10 well-filled combs are sufficiently

heavy for one man to handle; besides, it comes nearest being the uni-
versal size. We should minimize details and labor.

E. Whitcomb (Xebr.)—The distinguishing features of a fixed

frame would be that I would not want a thing to do with it. I am a

member of the church, and have a great desire to remain in good
standing not only with the church, but with God. With fixed frames
I am afraid that I might be tempted to backslide. In speaking of

grace, our Savior, we fear, did not have in mind the perplexities of
fixed frames.

J. A. Green (Colo.)—I would use, as I do now, a frame with
close-fitting ends, pressed tightly together with a screw, as in the
Heddon hive, but separated by a Oee-space from the end of the hive.

These frames are immovable while thehive is being handled or hauled,
while, when loosened up, they are handled almost as easily as a free-

hanging frame, and more easily, by far, than frames of the Hoffman
type. Moreover, the close-fitting ends make the ends of the hive
practically double-walled, giving protection against heat and cold.

[ Convention Proceedings
)

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention
Held in Trenton, Dec. 1, 2, and 3, 1903.

BY MORI,EY PKTTIT.

(Continued from page 2S0.)

The following^ paper was read by Mr. John Fixter :

FEEDING BEES IN THEIR WINTER QUARTERS.
Owing to the past unfavorable season for honey-gather-

ing in the Ottawa valley, many letters have been received
from people who have only a few colonies of bees, stating
that when carrying their bees into winter quarters they had
discovered there did not seem to be a sufficient store of
honey in the hive to carry the bees through the winter. To
gain information as to the best method of overcoming this
difficulty the following experiment was tried with 6 strong
colonies of bees :

Four frames of sealed honey were taken from each of
the t) colonies, leaving the cluster on the 4 remaining
frames. The four frames were left in the centerof the hive
with a division-board at each side, and some light packing
was placed between the division-boards and the sides of the
hive. The wooden covers were removed, and a large propo-
lis quilt made of heavy canvas placed over the top of each
hive. Over the top of the propolis quilt extra packing was
placed to keep in the heat, absorb moisture, and prevent
drafts or upward ventilation. The bottom-boards were left

on as they came from the bee-yard, leaving the entrances
wide open.

The experiment was as follows :

1. Two colonies received maple sugar of the best
quality.

2. Two colonies received candied honey and sugar.
3. Two colonies received partly-filled sections of honey.
Each colony, when put on this test, weighed 31 pounds.

and each was given 5 pounds of its particular food to start
with. The experiment lasted from Nov. 18, 1902, to March
22, 1903.

The 2 colonies fed on maple sugar consumed 11 '2 pounds
each ; they were examined every two weeks, and water
added to the sugar through holes in the tops of the cakes,

keeping it soft and moist.
The 2 colonies fed on partly filled sections of honey

consumed during the same time 14'+ pounds each. There
was for several reasons considerable waste in this test, and
if partly-filled sections could be sold even at a reduced
price, it would be advisable to do so instead of feeding back.

The 2 colonies that were given candied honey consumed
10-V pounds each. The candied honey was moistened at in-

tervals, which made it easier for the bees to suck up. Can-
died honey is made as follows : Take good, thick clover

honey and heat (not boil) it until it becomes very thin, then
stir in fine granulated sugar. After stirring in all the

sugar the honey will absorb, take it out of the utensils in

which it has been mixed, and thoroughly knead it with the

hands. The kneading makes it more pliable and soft, so

that it absorbs, or rather takes up, more sugar. The knead-
ing operation, with the adding of fine sugar, should be con-

tinued until the dough is so stiff as to be quite hard to work.
It should then be allowed to stand for a day or two, and if

at the end of that time it is so soft as to run, or to be sticky,

a little more sugar should be kneaded in. It should be cut

into convenient sized cakes and placed on top of the frames
in such a way that the bees can get at it easily.

The colonies in all three tests came through in excellent

condition. Any of the three methods may be safely fol-

lowed, but I would strongly recommend examining and
weighing all bees the first week in September. At that

time every colony should have a good laying queen, and
should weigh over SO pounds. In seasons when there is no
fall flow of honey all colonies in Langstroth hives weighing
less than SO pounds in September should be fed up to that

weight at least. The best method for getting colonies up to

the required weight is, when extracting to save several full

well-sealed combs, then remove some of the light ones out

of the hives and replace them with the heavier full frames.

If no honey is available feed sugar syrup ; this latter plan

is rather a tedious one, and great care must be taken not to

daub the hives or appliances, as robbing at this season of

the year is very easily started and very hard to stop.

Sugar syrup may be made as follows : Use the best

grade of granulated sugar, two parts to one of water by
weight. The water should first be brought to a boil, then

the pan or vessel set back on the stove so that the boiling

will not continue, but the water be kept sufficiently hot to

dissolve all the sugar.

The sugar should be poured in slowly and thoroughly
stirred until all is dissolved. The syrup should then be fed

in a lukewarm condition. John Fixter,
Experimental Farm Bee-Keeper.

Mr. Holtermann—We must understand what is meant
by a damp cellar. Because a stream of water runs through
it the air will probably be dryer, because the cold water

condenses moisture from the warmer air, carrying it off out

of the cellar. It also carries out impurities, and is actually

a drying and ventilating agent.
Mr. Sibbald did not consider feeding in the cellar prac-

tical ; should be adopted only as a last resort.

Mr. Darling—Any port in a storm. I would feed candy
on the tops of the frames.

Mr. Holtermann thought when dealing with living

things like bees, where there are so many conditions to con-

sider, larger numbers of colonies should be used.

Mr. Morrison—If the moisture was going to kill them,

three colonies are enough to lose ; if not, they could try

more next time.

COLOR AND FLAVOR OF HONKY.

Several members spoke highly of sainfoin, but expressed

a desire that we test the quality of the honey before recom-

mending it to farmers generally.

Mr. Timber—For example, grass peas give a very poor

quality of honey, so should not be recommended.
Mr. Holtermann—Italian bees prefer light-colored

honey, if given a choice.

Mr. Lott—Sainfoin gives a very fine quality of honey.

Some one expressed the opinion that color preference

was only a fad ; that public opinion was liable to change if

an amber honey were found with good flavor.

The following resolution was passed :

Resolved, That the government be advised to plant an

enlarged area of sainfoin in order to test the quality of the

honey.
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WIRING FRAMBS—CBHAR VENTILATION.

Mr. Fixter gave the results of some experiments on
this subject.

Mr. McEvoy recommended the larger embedder in pref-
erence to the star wheel.

Mr. Hall—I kicked against wiring frames. But four
years ago I started and am still at it. A point in favor of
the little wheel—it crimps the wire and makes it tight, any-
way. You want the foundation to come right down to the
bottom-bar. Have a stiflF wire, much heavier than that used
for wiring, put upright in the middle of the frame. This
braces the bottom-bar, and keeps it from springing up in
the middle. I want a good, stiff top-bar, and the rest of the
frame real light.

In reference to cellar ventilation, Mr. Byer told of two
cellars in which he wintered bees. The one was in a clay
soil, the other in a sandy soil. He made no provision for
ventilation, and in the sandy soil the bees wintered much
better than in the other. He also described his method of
making sugar syrup for fall feeding. With reference to
the second crop of sainfoin it might be like the second crop
of alsike—too weak to yield nectar of any account.

REVISION OF BY-LAWS.

The committee appointed to revise the By-Laws then
read their report. In short, it provided for a considerable
reduction in the size of the board of management. It was
to consist of a president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer,
and five directors to be elected at large. Besides ordinary
duties the president was to direct the inspector for the sup-
pression of foul brood, also to file all letters pertaining to
this, and to keep copies of them and hand to his successor
in office. Sections 19 and 20, allowing delegates from
affiliated societies to exercise all the rights and privileges
of members of the Association were to be struck out.

Mr. Lott, who introduced the report, pointed out that
the Association was not making the progress it should. The
membership does not increase ; we spend a great deal of
money paying the expenses of a large body of directors with
very little return for the investment. Nothing is being
done towards securing better markets for our honey. He
had no personal feelings in the matter, but wanted the best
men in the Association as directors, no matter what part of
the country they came from.

After a prolonged discussion the report was given the
12 months hoist by a small majority.

MOISTURE IN HONEY.
Prof. F. T. Shutt, chemist of the Experimental Farm

at Ottawa, gave a short address on experiments to deter-
mine the moisture in honey. His work this year has been a
continuation of last year's work. They had learned by
careful experiment what experienced bee-men knew in a
general way, that honey was extremely hygroscopic, and
should be stored in a dry atmosphere. The experiments of
1902 showed that honey as extracted from capped combs con-
tained 15.88 percent of moisture. After exposure to a dry
atmosphere in a glass cylinder for one mouth, the moisture
percent was reduced to 14.24. That is, with a small surface
exposed it lost 1.64 percent of moisture, becoming thatmuch lighter and thicker. Exposed in the same way to a
moist atmosphere for one month, it was found to contain
31.46 percent of water, or nearly twice as much water. On
exposure in a flat dish for three weeks to a dry air it was
found to contain 13.84 percent, or about 2 percent less
water

; but when exposed in the same way to moist air the
percentage of water became 48.23. That is, it became nearly
half water by just three weeks' exposure in a damp atmos-
phere. We learn from this that when honey is left open in
dry air it will thicken, or '-ripen," a very little ; but ex-
posed in damp air it thins a very great deal.

This year the Professor has conducted experiments
comparing the ability of comb honey and extracted honey
to absorb or give off moisture. The results show that comb
honey is affected by changes of humidity like extracted
honey, but in a lesser degree.

MAKING HONEY-VINEGAR.
Prof. Shutt also reported some experiments in making-

honey-vinegar, but he had not been able to control the con-
ditions sufficiently to obtain satisfactory results. Six iars
were filled with different solutions of honey and water No
1 contained 1 lb. per gallon ; No. 2, 2 lbs.; No. 3, 3 lbs.' No'
4, 4 lbs.; No. 5, 5 lbs.; No. 6, 6 lbs.

Each was started with mother-vinegar plant. At the
end of a certain time the acidity of the contents of each jar

was tested. In the first jar was found .6 acetic acid ; in the
2d, .979 ; 3d, .7 ; 4th, .58 ; 5th, .6 ; 6th, .295.

The result was unsatisfactory, as the temperature
could not be kept above 60 to 70 degrees, Fahr., when it
should have been 80 degrees. It is proposed to work on this
during the hot weather next summer. When over 3 pounds
of honey per gallon is used the solution is too sweet. The
main point is exposure to the air to allow the plant to grow.
Allow the solution to trickle from one barrel to another over
shavings.

HONKY-DEW.

Prof. Shutt explained that this substance may originate
in plant-lice, or by exudation from the leaves. There are
conditions when the air is humid and the tree can not
transpire, then this sugary matter exudes from the leaves.
The samples that had been submitted were too small, but he
had ascertained that the water percent of this honey-dew
was 20.24 instead of 15.88, as in the case of honey. Twenty
percent is dangerously near the fermentation.

ADULTERATED HONEY.

The Inland Revenue department of Ottawa, said Prof.
Shutt, made a collection recently of samples of honey from
various parts of the Province. Of these only 13 percent
were found adulterated, and 5 percent doubtful. The other
82 percent were undoubtedly pure. They reported some
samples of adulterated foundation.

(Concluded next weekj

(
Contributed Articles

Bees Packing Pollen in the Cells.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

IN
the book, "ABC of Bee-Culture," the statement is

made that the bees use their heads as a "battering
ram " to pack the pollen stored in the cells. A corres-

pondent asked, some time ago, how the bees could use their

heads as " battering rams " to pack the pollen in the cells,

when such delicate and tender organs as the eyes and anten-
nae constitute the forepart of the bee's head.

That correspondent is widely mistaken in speaking of
the eyes and antennae of the bees as " delicate and tender
organs." Bees and other insects are not built on that plan.

In the human body, and all the higher animals, we find

a bony skeleton. Around this are attached different organs,
and the whole is covered by the skin. But the insects are
constructed in an entirely different way. The bones, so to
speak, outside. The body consists of a series of boxes made
of very hard and resistant substance of a horny nature,
called " chitine." The interior organs of the insect are in-

side those boxes, and communicate with the outside world
through suitable openings.

ANTENN.5.

The antennje are built on the same principles. They
consist of a succession of chitinous rings, articulated to-

gether. Figures 1 and 2 are taken from Cheshire (Vol. 1,

page 104). I have represented (Fig. l)ouly the outer cover-
ing, and left out the interior organs. No. 2 shows how the
different pieces are articulated together.

Inside this outer covering are found the organs of hear-
ing and smelling, receiving the impressions from outside
through very minute holes. The antenn^t- are also provided
with hairs which are the organs of touch (Fig. 3). Each
hair passes through an elastic ring fi.xed in an opening in
the chitinous outside. When anything touches the hair and
passes it, the ring permits the hair to yield and transmit
the pressure to the interior nerve.

The eyes are also constructed on the same principle.
We speak of them as a collection of single eyes, each corres-
ponding to one of the facets. That is true concerning the
internal parts. But the facets themselves form practically
a single plate, very resistant, and comparatively thick, of
perfectly transparent chitine. Fig. 4 is from a series of
articles by Cowan, published in the Revue Internationale, in
1899. The interior details are in part omitted.
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THK ABDOMEN.

By this time the reader has undoubtedly thought that if

the body of a bee is an aggregation of hard and stiff boxes,
how can the abdomen be so flexible?

The abdomen is formed, not by a solid box, but by a
series of strong, elastic rings of chitine joined together by
bands of skin. Fig. 5 represents a longitudinal cut of the
abdomen, the heavy lines representing the rings and the
light lines the skin. The rings as represented are in a con-
tracted position, telescoping under each other. When the
abdomen expands, they draw out and permit the abdomen
o lengthen considerably. Crosswise the change is efi'ected

in a still more remarkable manner. Each ring is formed of
two pieces (usually called plates) joined together by the
skin spoken of. Or, rather, the whole abdomen is formed

Oi/iiicU'taiicn
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of two sets of rings (plates). The expansion and contrac-

tion are produced as shown in the two Figs., 6 and 7.

The above description of the abdomen and the figures

are taken from a series of lectures given last year by Prof.

Bouvier, at Paris (France), and reported in the Apiculteur.

STRENGTH OF THE HEAD.

There is no doubt that the head of a bee is hard enough
to be used as a packing or tamping instrument. And it

could not be otherwise. The head is the most exposed part

of a bee. It has to open a passage among the other bees
when moving in the hive. In flying, it is exposed to, and
often strikes against, weeds, plants, trees, etc. Who has
not, time and again, felt bees strike against his hands or

face, and strike hard, especially when a strong wind is

blowing? And the head must necessarily have struck first.

How often you see bees alight in front of the hive, head
foremost, turn a somersault or two, get up and walk in.

PACKING POr.I.EN.

Exactly how the packing of the pollen in the cells is

done, no one can tell. That the pollen is packed, tamped
and rammed hard, every one knows. Each pellet is spread
in a slightly concave form, as shown in Fig. 8, only they
are close and tight together instead of being separate.

It is probable that the grains of pollen are spread by the
mandibles, and tamped or pressed by the head. It would be
impossible to pack the pollen as tight as it is without some
tamping or pressing. No matter how carefully you might
spread some pollen, it will be impossible to pack it as hard
as the pollen is in the cells without a considerable pressure.

No matter how carefully you would put the macadam on a

road, it will never make a hard roadbed without consider-

able tamping or rolling. Knox Co., Tenn.

Managing Out-Apiaries—Swarm Indicator.

BY FRANK CO\'ERDAI,E.

I
HAVE been reading some of the leading bee-periodicals

and have thought much, and have set forth imaginary
plans for myself, but without apparent advancement

over the past season's management, which was to clip all

queens, and during the summer season visit a yard every
other day. This has been quite satisfactory, except for the

loss of a few swarms, where the old queens were lost and
the new ones came out. Half of these were lost on account
of no one being there. Thus I look hopefully for a better

plan.
We made quite a number of artificial swarms, or per-

haps I should say " shook " swarms, which proved partially

satisfactory, shakingonly such as were preparing to swarm.
The hives were tipped up on their back ends and the combs
looked over. One can thus find out very quickly whether
the swarming fever has set in.

While looking over the colonies, I noticed that nearly

all of the old queen-cell stubs, where bees were making
preparation to swarm, were occupied either by an egg or a

larva. In short, practically all were so toward the center of

the brood-nest. When artificial cells are placed near the

center any queen at once lays in them. I am inclined to

believe that a stick, laid on top of the frames—I mean be-

tween the top-bars over the center—at the beginning of

swarming time, will make a very good indicator, if not an
accurate thermometer, as to when the swarming fever sets

in. An opening could be made in the end of the hive where
it could be thrust in between the frames. In this way the

combs could be spread a little to give slightly more room.

The stick need be only about 4 inches long. It can be made
secure and the hole closed with a suitable wooden button.

About four queen-cell cups can be stuck securely to the

under side of this stick near the inner end. This will, I be-

lieve, make a suflicient indicator so that one can pass
through the yard in about 25 minutes and ascertain just

what colonies will swarm soon, then go right after and
shake those that the indicator shows up right, or where the

queen has laid in any of the cells.

I have always noticed that queen-cells are to be found
more numerous where most space is found between the
combs in the brood-nest. Making a little space between
the central combs, thus, certainly makes an ideal place for

the bees to cherish and keep the cups, and the queen will

lay in them just as soon as the bees want to swarm. A visit

to each yard every six days would be sufficient for the
operator. Jackson Co., Iowa.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.
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[ Our Bee-HccDin§ Sisters
j

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Experiences in Selling Honey.

Dear Friends :—We bee-keepers have, I believe, been
too nice with our honey in the past, is one reason people
suspect us of manufacturing our honey. When our fathers
used to "take honey " it was not so perfect, some bee-bread
and some brood in it, often, and the bos generally smeared
all over with bee-glue. Now we have none of those things
about our honey ; it is perfect, in perfectly white, clean
sections, and people "suspect us, and accuse us of makitig it.

The past year we took 6000 pounds, all comb honey ex-
cepting about bOO pounds, and we were so driven with work
we just let people come to our home for it and take it as it

came from the hives, at whatever prices we could get for it ;

in SO and 100 pound lots we got 10 cents per section. We
just had time to scrape the tops of the sections, as they were
in the cases, and we found it pleased the people to find bee-
glue on them. They were assured the bees gathered the
honey—not one word of fault—and the farmer neighbors
from far and near came for honey the second and third
time, and took full cases of 36 sections each.

The grocer soon fell into line and 'phoned us, " Bring
me in one, two, or three cases." Some paid cash down,
while others preferred to wait until the honey was all sold,
or if there was a section in the outside that was not filled
out, we took it back from the grocer. We never sold honey
with so much pleasure. There were no bottoms to the cases,
and yet I don't think one grocer found fault with leaking
honey ; they kept a paper under each case or super. When
we took them fresh honey we brought home the supers.

We 'phoned to adjoining towns and sold several men
SOD pounds or more. Some we delivered, and others came
for it themselves in spring wagons and took it with them—
those same cases just as they were taken from the hive.
Scarcely any dripping honey, as it was not handled over to
be scraped ; but when we sold to the grocers in adjoining
towns I was careful to see that the outside sections were
filled out. One grocer bought 500 pounds, and telephoned
for us to save him 500 pounds more.

We turned the cases bottom upward when we took them
ofiF of the hive, on their own honey-boards, and as there is a
bee-space between the honey-board and sections, the sec-
tions dropped down on the honey-board, thereby loosening
them, so they were more easily taken out of the supers.
We use a super holding 36 sections, 4 rows, with boards be-
tween each row, and 9 sections in each row. We leave them
bottom upwards until the honey is sold.

DISAPPOINTED GROCERS.

When our honey was all sold out several grocers said,
" Why, if we had known you were going to sell out so soon
we would have bought a big lot. Thought you had lots left
yet."

Farmers came for it and bought it by the case. Sections
sold by the count, and not by the pound, although at the
last we had a hundred pounds or more of light sections,
which we sold by the pound. One woman bought a super
full, and after awhile spoke for SO pounds, but did not come
for it until we were all sold out, when she 'phoned that she
wanted it. I supposed she had given up wanting it, but she
would not give it up, so we had to withhold some from a
man to whom we had sold later.

Our honey was not built with separators. Years ago
we used separators, but we thought the bees swarmed worse
when we used them, and about that time we changed our
supers to a super in which we can not well use separators,
but we are careful to have on starters, have the hives level,
so the comb in the section does not lean to one side, and
also are careful to put the starters in the center of the sec-
tions.

When selling honey, if two or more sections were built
together, such supers were sold to private families.

BULK OR CHUNK HONEV.

One grocer from a neighboring town brought over si.x

or eight 2 and 4 gallon jars, and asked for " cut out honey,"
offering us the same price as that in the supers. He helped

me cut it out, not being very careful that all was sealed ; if

it was half sealed he took it. When he had filled his jars
he asked me if I had any jars to sell him, as he would take
more, and said he had a call for that kind of honey. I told
him not to put in any excepting what would sell all right.
I let him have one more jar, and he filled it, besides buying
a lard-can of candied extracted honey, paying 9 cents a
pound, and he also bought three or four hundred pounds in
supers.

CHOICE HONEY.

I do not think we ever had nicer honey than ours was
last year—very white and rich white clover, and all the fall

honey was very light, no dark honey. The white clover
was very abundant, but we could seldom see a bee at work
upon it. It must have been because there was so much
white clover and so few colonies of bees. I saw a great
many more bees on catnip than on white clover.

One lady, after buying a 36-pound case three times,
came after all the full supers were sold and bought about 50
pounds of chunk or " cut out " honey.

LARGE HIVES.

Our hives are large because we pack in chaff and win-
ter the bees out-of-doors, but it makes too large a brood-nest,
so we keep the bees in one end of the hive in summer, and
put supers only on top, as we think we get nicer honey, and
that it is more easily handled ; but we had 3 or 4 colonies
we could not very well keep confined to the supers ; they
would, when they had two or three supers on, get out into
the empty space in the hive and build co.mb, so with one
colony I took a super and turned it upon end and set it down
beside the brood-nest with three supers on top, so the next
time I had three supers to take off all at once—about 100

sections—the super on end being filled out nicely. When
the weather was hot we unclasped and opened the front
board of nearly all of the hives, as our hives are not nailed
at the corners, but clasped or clamped, and those colonies
that would build outside of the supers would build right
ahead in plain sight, if I was not careful to cut out the
combs every few days.

HANDLING SUPERS.

We did not take out sections as fast as they were filled,

as some direct to be done, but removed a whole super at one
time. It is too much work to take out filled sections, and
then I think it is more apt to cause bulged sections. If the
sections are let alone, as the bees build them, when we use
no separators they will build more evenly.

We have abandoned wintering in the cellar because of

so much heavy lifting for Mr. Axtell. If properly put up
early in the fall, with plenty of honey, they winter as well

for us as if they are put in the cellar, and with less trouble.

Warren Co., 111., Feb. 4. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

Your experience the past season might almost lead one
to believe that the effort to produce honey in the very nicest

shape is misdirected. It must be remembered, however,
that the honey was as nice as you ever had—" very white
and rich white clover "—that of itself would make those
who purchased a small quantity to desire a " second help."

It is very likely that your customers were willing to

give as much to you for sections without any cleaning as
for honey put up in nicer shape by others ; perhaps they
would give more for it. But that was not necessarily be-

cause of the presence of bee-glue, but because of confidence
in you. With many there is quite a bit of pleasure in buy-
ing at first hands, with the comfortable assurance that they
are getting the genuine article.

It is true that the exceeding beauty and regularity of
honey put up in the nicest shape has aroused suspicion in

the public mind as to its genuineness, but is not that sus-

picion wearing away ? -and would it be wise to begin to
educate the public in the other direction, so as to accept
unsightliness as evidence of purity ? Indeed, there is very
strong evidence that a great portion of the honey-consum-
ing public at the present day are sufficiently educated to

prefer honey put up in the nicest manner possible. If any
of the sisters has any doubt on this point, let her send to

any of the city markets a consignment of honey just as
taken from the hive, and another put up in the highest
style of the art, and when she receives one or two cents a
pound more for the latter than for the former, she will con-
clude that there is pay for the extra labor of preparation.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this
copy of the American Bee Journal.
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Hasty's Afterthoughts ]

' Old Reliable "' seen through New and L'nreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

HOLDING HONEY OVER A SEASON OK TWO.

" I have never seen honey in the comb a year old or
more that could be sold at as good a price as new honey."
C. P, Dadant, page 166. I guess that's sound. But when it

comes to the other side of the thing I guess I must protest
a little against encouraging teginners to think they can
keep their extracted and sell it the second or third year.
Let them remain a little in uncertainty until they have
actually done it. As to Mr. D.'s four-year-old barrels of
honey, let there be no incredulity about them. They're all

right. But I don't know as I ever had SO pounds in one lot

that was as good the second fall as it was the first. Often
not anywhere near as good ; and sometimes totally spoiled.
'Spects that there are a lot of the boys who can't for the life

of them keep out of the same boat. And I decidedly don't
believe that one-half the extracted honey on the general
market would be safe to hold over a warm season.

TAKING OFF UNFINISHED SECTIONS OF HONEY.

A criticism on a very common piece of advice is made
by D. McCarthy, page 173. It is often advised to take off

the supers of sections while some are unfinished. A super
is to be filled with these unfinished ones, and then it is to

be put onto the next hive that comes handy to be finished.

His experience is that they are not finished off so as to look
well. This is surely quite important. Now, I seldom take
off honey till it is done (except at the end of the season),
and so my experience here is crippled. But I can tell you
what I think : If the sections are less than half done, and
no capping upon them, they will come out all right—that is,

they will if put on some hive immediately. But sections
half capped over, and the bottom and corners two-thirds
built out, if you once take them away from the little gangs
of bees that built them originally no other equally efficient

gangs will ever take up the job. Nothing but a poor look-
ing finish can be expected.

VARIETIES OF THE LINDEN OR BASSWOOD.

I don't believe John P. Coburn will find any American
woodman that can tell him about the lumber qualities of
the European linden. Not found in our woods, I think, ex-
cept as rare samples escaped from cultivation. But we have
several kinds of our own— three at least, perhaps more

—

that a wise head might tell about. Page 173.

SECESSION AMONG WESTERN BEE-KEEPERS.

And is it secessionists the Western bee-folks are going
to be, and cut loose from the Association ? Better let out
the job—and forget whom they let it to. Page 181.

PROTESTING AGAINST SCANT-WEIGHT SECTIONS.

Good for you, Allen Latham, for your call and protest
against scant weights ! Unfortunately, no one is entitled

to say, " So say we all of us;" but I can say, " So says
another one of us." Page 182.

LAW FOR PRIORITY-OF-LOCATIOX PROTECTION.

Shall we have Dr. Miller's law written out and put in a

glass case to look at—until we have a fighting chance to

get it passed by some State or other? (Law against the
one-out-of-twenty scamp who bounces into his neighbor's
fully occupied field.) On the whole, it's possible that such
a model text would not do harm—might do some good.
Cold glazed missionary for righteousness. But possibly a

lot of the brethren would " argie and argie and argie "

about the bearing of its terms until all would be mad as

wet hens—but then wet hens get dry again without any
mortality list. But here's one important item the Doctor
did not weigh sufficiently : Public sentiment enforces rules

according to what they ought to be : and if the form of

words we have laid down fail-, to match the equities of any
particular case little or no harm is done. Courts, on the

other hand, enforce laws as tucy read, not as they ought to

read. Even when a form of words is capable of two mean-
ings we can't always depend upon a court to take the com-

mon-sense meaning—some absurdly far-fetched precedent
may weigh more in court. Must be sure our law is right
before we ask to have it passed. Page 182.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the ofiice ot the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

T Super vs. the Section-Holder Super.

It you were to begin anew in bee-keeping would you select the T
super for comb honey?. Or, in other words, do you prefer T tins to
pattern-slats; Sodth Dakota.

Answer.—Yes, I think I would prefer the T super to anything
else I have seen.

Wintering Bees in a House-Cellar.

I have a cellar under the house divided by a brick wall, with a
door in it. Where the furnace is it is '31x'jr feet, and a vegetable cel-

lar 15x36 feet. In the furnace room it has been about 4.5 degrees all

winter. April 3 it was 50 degrees. It has not varied over 5 degrees
either way. Is this a good place to winter bees?

Massachusetts.

Answer.—So far as temperature is concerned, you hare an ideal

bee-cellar. If along with that you have darkness and sufficient

change of air, you ought to be happy.

T Tin Supports—Oxide of Zinc in White Lead.

1. What are used for T tin supports? What I mean is this : What
holds the T tins in the supers, and what is used in the end of the
super to hold the sections?

3. What effect has oxide ot zinc used in white lead in making
cloth-eovered hive-covers

;

Illinois.

Answers.—1. A strip of tin is nailed on the bottom at each end
to support the sections there. To support the T tins I have squares

of sheet -iron I'^xl inch. Three of these are nailed on the bottom at

each side projecting inward, making a supporting surface of 1 inch

by 'V- Some of the latest made have what is perhaps a little better,

staples ot light wire an in:h wide, driven in the lower edge and then
bent over.

3. I don't know. I have an impression that it works all right,

and will be glad to be corrected by any of the brethren it wrong.

Home-Reared Queens—Controlling Swarming.

1. I want to rear a few queens for my own use. Can I do this by
placing a queen-excluding division-board in the center ot a 10-frame

hive, put the queen on one side, let the i pees rear cells on the other,

then, when ripe, cut the cells out and change the queen over, and let

the bees construct queen-cells on the other side, and so on, as long as

1 want queen-cells?

3. By the above process could I not control swarming by keeping

the queeu-cellscut out about every 10 days and changing the queen
over on capped-brood '.

3. How did driviug on capped-brood work with you last year, in

the control of swarming and securing honey

!

4. What do you think ot Mr. Aikin's plan with double-brood-

chamber hives for the controlling of swarming? Missouri.

Answers.— 1. You will not find it very reliable; sometimes cells

will be started and sometimes not.

2. I don't know; I'm afraid it wouldn't always work.
3. So far as I could see, giving sealed brood to a driven swarm

worked just as well as giving toundation, and ot course made a

stronger colony.
4. I have no personal acquaintance with the method, but much

faith in the man.

Thinks His Bees Have Poul Brood.

I am disheartened and discouraged

my colonies of bees out of the cellar,

rather weak. On examining closely, I li

and 3 more have H combs, each ;-:j full of

pin-holes, color and all symptoms given

brood. Has Iowa a foul inspector; or

brood to see if it is foul brood or nut

;

Which would he cheapest, to use bri

let them go, after cutting out the worst

traded honey this season? After that.

this morning. After taking
I found only one dead, and S

mi No. 1 died of foul brood,
(Iliad larva', sunken caps with
liv writers as iudicatliig foul

where can I send some of the

nistome on 8, doctor them, or
brood, and then run for ex-
to use brimstone and make
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a bonfire of the entire lot, bees and hives? I am in for the best plan,

whatever that is, even if I do need some bread and butter.

Last summer only one colony was affected, and thinliing it was
chilled brood, I waited all year to see, and I find the 8, including the

firtt one, all in the same condition.

I gave the credit of this whole thing to a certain queen-dealer, as

I sent to him a year ago for a queen, and the colony I gave this queeu
to was the first one to show any indication of foul brood, and the only

one last year. It looks as if there should be a remedy against infected

queens being sent out by queen-breeders, or else they should be ex-

posed as a warning to others, as I see my fate too late. Before that I

was ignorant of the disease being carried by a queen and a few bees

through the mail.

I ordered supplies for the coming season, amounting to S63.00, be-

fore I had taken the bees out of their winter quarters, and of course I

cannot afford to lose any more by putting diseased bees in good, new
hives, so the case is laid before you for advice.

Please don't think it is just a scare, and is only chilled brood; if

that were the case I think there would be young bees ready to hatch,

to the size of the larvrc. All of this, or nearly so, is capped over, and
brown and ropy, excepting where it dried to the bottom of the cells.

Some hives had only 4 or 5 that could be detected. Iowa.

Answer.—The quickest way, probably, for you to decide posi-

tively whether your bees have foul brood, is to send a sample to the

General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, N. E.

France, Platteville, Wis. If you are not a member of that Associa-

tion, it would be a wise thing for you to send along one dollar to en-

able you to become a member. I think it likely that he would consider
it advisable, seeing you have so many cases (supposing of course that

it is foul brood), to use the McEvoy treatment, throwing the diseased

colonies on foundation when the harvest opens.

Rendering Combs into Wax—Ant-Proof Honey-House.

1. Some time ago I got your book, " Forty Years Among the
;." In it [ read about making beeswax by the stove-pan method,
) 307. Result of II4 pounds of old comb: One dro}' of wax; new

stove-pan spoiled, sevei-al armfuls of wood used, and a lot of one
morning's time lost. Same amount of old comb rendered by boiling

water and squeezing out gave '4 pound of wax. Your method is no
good. When you revise your book, revise out entirely that way of

wax-making.

2. How can I make my honey-house so the ants cannot get into

it? I mean how to make the posts and pillars that it rests on so the
ants will not climb them.

Answer in the American Bee Journal. Bon'l answer this by mail.

MissonRi.

Answers.—1. I wonder if you noted the last two sentences on
the page you mention, page 307. It is there said that with either solar

or dripping-pan extractor, when old combs are melted a good deal of

wax remains in the refuse, because the cocoons act much like sponges,
and that this is especially so if more than a single thickness of comb
is placed for melting. If you had laid a single comb in your pan, you
probably would have gotten several times as much from that one comb
as from a number of combs mashed together. The truth is that no
plan works well with old comb unless you can have pressure, and a

great deal of it; and the dripping-pan is not recommended for old

combs. Your plan, while better than no pressure, you would proba-
bly find very wasteful if you should put the slumgum through the
German wax-extractor. The dripping-pan is of value in any case

where a solar extractor would be of value. A good many pounds of

nice wax were extracted in my dripping-pan not many weeks ago,

notwithstanding the fact that I had i German wax-press, but I did

not put old combs in the dripping-pan. .So you see that although it

may be " no good " to you, it would be of value to others when rightly

used.
2. In the cities they prevent certain insects from climbing trees by

having fastened around the tree a band or double Ipand of tin made so

as to hold oil. Ants would not pass that. Success is also achieved, I

believe, by means of cotton surrounding the posts and constantly

kept saturated with some offensive substance, as coal-oil, carbolic acid,

etc. Possibly some one will suggest something better.

Y'our " flu" 7 answer this by mail " is refreshing when so many
ask me to answer by mail—a thing I can't possibly do. You're a man
after my own heart.

LICE SAP LIFE
That's hnw they live and thrive.

You rant have healthy, protltable

fowls or BtocU and have lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
take care o! the Terminandyou will

be more busy taking: care of the pro-

nts. Malces sitting hens comfortable.
Sample II) cents; 100 oz., 11. CO by ex-

'/"/ press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

J. Lambert, Boi 707, Apponaug, R. I.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing

Never Disappoints
Wlien you put eggs—fertile eggs into

Ormas Incubators ^^
you are never disappointed with the
results. Not only hati-hea them all;
but hatches chicks that are strong,
lively and vigorous. Guaranteed. The cheap-
est, good incubator made. Catalog Free.

A. BANTA. LIGONtER. INDIANA
Please mentioii Bee journal wUen -wntme

FENCE!
STROMGEST
MADE. BuU
Stionn, I'hicken-

Tlght. Sold to the Farnierat Wholraale
PriCPS. Folly Warrontcit. Catalop Free.

COILED SPRIN« PENCE CO.
Boz 89 fflaeheiiler, Indiana, C. 8. A.

Please mention the Bee Journal

Please mentioxi Bee Journal "when 'wntin&.

No Gold Corners
In Iowa Roundl Incubators

.^No half warmeu eggs. By
round" system every effg

[
gels same heat—bigger i)er

cent of eggs hatched. Spec-
ial regulator overcomes at-
TiioKphcric changes. Free
t;ii:ii()f; tells the whole story.

UWA INCUBATOR COMPANY. 80X196. DES MOINES. IOWA

Please mention Bee Journal -wheu writing.

C FROM MANY FIELDS

Bees in Good Condition.

The weather continues cold, and the outlook
is that the bees cannot be taken from the cel-

lar tor a week or two. They are, however, in

apparent good condition, and, consequently
in no hurry to get out. A. C. F. Bartz.
Chippewa Co., Wis., March 26.

Looking for a Good Season.

Last spring we started in with 10 colonies
of bees, including 4 weak ones. When we
straightened them up for winter we had -l-t

colonies, all in good condition, with hires full

of honey. We use the outdoor method of
wintering. Our bees were packed iu leaves.

Last year was not a [jood one in this locality.

All tile bees seemed to think of was swarm-
ing. As soon as a llow of honey would come,
it would rain and wash it all away. We sold
only 200 pounds of honey. We have had only
one day. until yesterday, on which the bees
could riy since winter closed up. Out of 44
colonies we have lost only 10, which we think
is very good, considering the winter we have
had. Of those that died, only 2 died of starva-

tion; the rest had plenty of stores. We
found aljout C full frames of honey, besides
many frames about 3-2 and ^,, full. These
bees died simply because the intense cold
made it impossible for them to breal; the clus-

ter and get at the stores. We also found
some signs of dysentery among those that
died. We are looking for a good honey sea-

son this year. Charles M. Harris.
Schoharie Co., N. Y., March 25.

Bees on the Wing All Winter.

I have 53 colonies of bees. There has not
been a day the past winter but what they were
on the wing. They have storeil lots of honey,
and at this writing most of them have their
supers nearly tilled, but I will have to leave
them as they are until next fall. All I can do
is to put on more supers. There is no one
here, with whom I care to trust them. There
are a few men here who think they know it

450,000
lied for

10c. Uesc. price list free.' LEWIS'BOESCH, Fredoola, S: H-

^nass mention Bee Jonmal vrben 'wrltlna

CHICKS THAT LIVE
get strong and healthy— gtiii

steadily ia weight, are chick
hatched in Reliable Incubaiur;

The Reliable
provides antoniatically a constant

\

current oE odorless, warm air at a
xinifi>rm temperature—chicks i)iii, hatch nnd thrive un-
der its nature-like conditions. Sciui 10 cents and net
our '^Oth annual catalotr—full of poultry iulormatiuo.

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Boi M53«Qulncy. 111.

JhTn^ne Lice Killing Macliine
r-Mkills all lice and mites. No injury to

// ljird.s or teatlitrs. Uaoidles any fuwl,
nallest cliict to lar^rest pobbler.

ailing powtUr, I^ullry

Please mentioii Bee Journai -when wntinEl

THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD
will sell tickets to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, account of National Baptist
Anniversary, on May 16th, 17th and
18th, at rate of one fare for the round-
trip, plus 25 cents. Tickets good gfoing
date of sale. By depositing same, ex-
tended return limit of June 10th may
be secured. Through service to New
York City, Boston, and other Eastern
points. No excess fare charged on any
train on the Nickel Plate Road. Meals
on American Club Meal plan, ranging
in price from 3.^ cents to Si.00; also
service a la carte. Chicago depot, La
Salle and Van Buren Sts., the only
passenger station in Chicago on the
Elevated Loop. Chicago City Ticket
Otlfices, 111 Adams St., and Auditorium
Annex. 'Phone Central 2057.

2—15A5t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.
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EASE. BLOOD POISON
LIVER. KlUXEV AN"
MALARIAL FEVER,
as no one answering this, wrmni; lor i

obstinate, pronounced incurable case
more rapid and powerful curative :i<

ecription which it is possible to procu
VIT.E-ORE will do the same for y<

nil give it a trial. SEND FOR A *

>

for health ? Have you been BEATING ABOUT THE BUSH, first trying one
course and then another, following the lead of others no vfiser than thou, only

to find that the game will not come within your range ?

THE PLACE to HUNT FOR rabbits is where rabbits ARE KNOWN TO
EXIST; the place to HUNT for health is where HEALTH HAS BEEN
KNOWN TO BE FOUND !

It is beating up the woods where NO QUARRY LURKS to hunt for health

in a bottle of alcohol and sarsaparilla, or a package of senna and straw ; it is

only following the track and trail of hundreds of disappointed, tired and foot-

sore hunters, many of whom have fallen by the wavside.
Let their experience, AS WELL AS THE EXPERIENCE OF SUCCESS-

FUL HUNTERS, GUIDE YOU ! Those who have hunted for health AND
FOUND IT, are competent to tell WHERE IT CAN BE FOUND. Thousands
of satisfied hunters say the ROAD LEADS TO VIT.E-ORE, that the hunter

for health, searching amid its subtle curative, healing and restorative properties,

will not be disappointed.
If you have been using other treatments without the results that were

promised, and that you anticipated, THROW THEM AWAY and begin with

this natural medicinal ORE. It will not fail you I

YOU ARE TO BE THE JUDGE!
SENT ON 30 DAYS- TRIAL.

By Mail Post-Paid.

Read Our Special Offer:
WB WILL SEND cHder

., uu .. ,.^t= .. . .- •*8'^ .lour-,

ral a lull-sized ONE DOLLAR package ol VIT.E-
ORB by mail, POSTPAID,! " ^

treatment, to be paid lor
ufScient lor
nf.hin one month's time

I truthfully »ay that
'

1 all the
r patent

mcu.cines he or she lias ever used. READ this over

again carefnlly. and, understand, we ask our pay
only WHKN IT HAS DONE YOU GOOD, AND
NOT BEFORE. We take all the —'-•

nothing to los

after receipt, if therecei-
its use has done him or her more good tha
drugs or dopes of quacks or good doctors i.

you h

,.„,.,^ .„ not benefit you, you pay
nothing. VIT^-OKK Is a natural, hard, adaman-

tine,rock-like subst.ince-mineral-Ore-mined trom

the ground like gold and silver, and requires about

twenty years for o.vidization. It contains tree iron,

free sulphur, and magnesium, and one package wil

equal in medicinal strength and curative valu'- >^n(i

gallons of the most powerful, efticacious

water, drunk fresh
discovery, which th

from. It is the
such diseases

SONING, HEART TROUBLE, DROPSY, ^ATARRU AND 11

ND BLADDKR AILMENTS, STO>J^ACH AND tEMALK ms
S, NERVOUS PROSTRATION AND GENERAL Dt.BlLll^-a

the springs. It is a geological
8 nothing added to or taken

^„. .^1 of the century for curing
RHKUMATISM. BRIGHT'S DIS-

D THROAT AFFECTION;
,

DISORDERS. LA URI PPB,
,„„ Y. as thousands testify, and
VIT.EORE has cured more chronic,

and will reach such cases with a

ion of medicines or doctor's pre-

Bee Journal if you
have nothing to lose but the
WRITE US SO, AND

Cnreil of Catarrh of Stoinacli ani Bowels

Suffered for Many Year.s—The Trial

Treatment I'dntetl the Way and a
Complete Cure Followed.

Read What This 'Worthy Blacksmith Says of

Vlt£E-Ore,

I was a great sufferer from Catarrh of the Biiwels

for a number of years. After using many different

kinds of medicine, in fact, everything that was rec-

ommended t„ ,ue, I almost lost all ^h^ope^oi, getting

the Theo. Noel
Company, of Chi-
cago, sent me a
trial package ot
VitiB-Ore. After
only a few days'
use my hopes of a

were again r e-

vived. the change
being so prompt
and immediate. I

purchasedand
used about five
packages of Vitae-

Ore, and through
this medicine am
now again able to
wield the sledge
hammer and shoe
horses and do ray
blacksmith work
as in years when I

was younger. My
stomach and bow-

els are better than they have been for thirty years

nast and it is all due to VilOB-Ore. I can conscien-

tiously andtrulv recommend Vlt«-Ore to all persons

suffering from ('utarrh of the Stomach and Bowels,

and would consider myself, indeed, selfish did 1 not

write and tell what it has done for me, so that

others may be cured as I have been." ^ HIRAM C. POWELL. Center. Ind.

NOT A PENNY INLESS BENEFITED.

r.- ThU r^fi-.r will rhalletitre the attention and consideration, and afterward the gratitude of every livingr person

who ,etirIs\%ner\V:L'orl^^^^^^^^ and diseases which have
f^/^

th^medical worf^^^^^^^^^

with age. We care not for your skepticism, but ask only your investigation, and at our expense, regardless

you have, by sending to us for a package. Address,

THEO. NOEL, viT^ ORE BUDDINGCHICAGO, ILL.
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TENNESSEE
QUEENS ---—

^

Daughters of Select Ira-

«iii»» -ar t
ported Italian, Select

'.^Jfifer^/ Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3J^ miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees witliin 3 miles,
and but few witliin 5

miles. No disease; 31
years* experience, AH
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12

Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select ...1.00 S.UO 9.C0 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders J3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

T 1 tl«4.:r,n That the New Century

Tak6N0lG6 Queen - Rearing Co will
»ui\vj in/umv g^^^ ^^^ Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested Jl.*; "°'!""^;
75c- 5 for $3.25; 10 for SSb.OO. Prices on larger

quantities and Nuclei given on .aPPl'cat'o°.

" Prompt service; fair treatment" is our motto.

Address,

John W. Ptiarr , Prop., Berclair, Tex.

13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

i davenportT^
1 IOWA • k.lOWA-

Send Tour orders for everything in

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES to

the city nearest to you. Save t reigtit

and get prompt service. We are head-

quarfers'^for LEWIS' HIVES AND SEC-

TIONS. DADANT'S FOUNDATION. ROOT'S

SMOKERS, EXTRACTORS, ETC., ETC.

LOUIS HANSSEN'S SONS.
213-215 W. 2d Street, Davenport Iowa

i

all and I have no faith in such men. There

are some good Ijee-keepers here, but they have

all the colonies of their own that the}' can

look after; besides, they live several miles

away from me.
, ^ o „«

I am in favor of ciueen-excluders. borne ot

my colonies have brood in the two supers, so

you see that it I were to try to extract, 1

could not. It would not do at all, as I have

seen some throw out honey and brood, all to-

gether. Some honey is not fit for use. 1 re-

tail all mv section honey in the villages.

I am anxious to see how my Ave colonies in

Ohio have stood the winter. They are packed

in chaff hives.
. , . „,

We have had a very fine winter heremilor-

ida, neither too hot nor too cool. Peaches

are now halt-grown.
.

Success to the " old reliable " American Bee

Journal. R. L- McColley.
Lake Co., Fla., March '28.

Couldn't Hatch Eggs Over Bees.

I too, tried to hatch eggs over bees.lt was a

failure, and I had an extra-strong colony for

the experiment, well-protected in a double-

walled hive in warm weather. The best 1

could do, I could not get over 75 degrees ot

heat to the eggs. J. W. Steele.

Santa Clara Co., Calif., March 11.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

EYES
CURED
AT HOME.
CVARANTEED

. /r ,ni,,f...l I ul.<. IntlRmmation,
Cataracts. Oniiuiun^.i ';'_ •. ^^- Failiiitr
Eye Growths. OliliL.>ir>'""_^'^;^-^

\^^ ^,^^gJ

SlthoS'theUnKei^omeatlittle cost and

no pain by the^ -

"Chilian Eve^J5'^***^,*"*

nj.]iljlngtheinediclnetotboojo. ^^ '-^

nhSn'Remedy Co"' 61 G°St7ee't,"B'ushr'ell, I IM n ols

flease mention Bee Journal -when -writiTui

Square Section Best—Safe Ship=
ping of Honey.

I believe as does Allen Latham, on page 182,

that the 4I4X4I4 section is the best, tor differ-

ent reasons.

In regard to shipping honey, cage IM, 1

would like to ask it the Association could not

in some way get a bill passed to prevent the

railroads fiom handling honey so roughly.

Why should they be allowed to handle freight

in such a manner, when we are paying for

sate transportation i The shipping-cases

should be marked in a plainer way. The pro-

ducer ships his honey in good shape, but

when it arrives at its destination it is leaking,

and a great deal is broken down. Right there

is where a great deal ot the producer's profit

goes. I never see anything more on this sub-

iect at any ol the conventions.
V. A. Hansen.

Polk Co., Wis., March 12.

lanSstrothonthe

%%^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on

bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

over SOO pages, being revised by those

large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for f2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us

THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with S3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work. __
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

324 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

NO GAS TO KILL
in an int-ubator egg chamber nften

_ _ ogas can possibly creep into the

SVRE HATCH INCVBATOR
Ijecauae It's heated by ourrustless. heavy
copper, hot water circulator. Don't waste

money and lose Rood eRgs experiment-

inEr with poor incubators. Send for free

catalogue,!) 10 and learn why the Sure

Hatch hatches swre. Sure Hatch Inou-

r Co., Clay Center. Neb. and IndlanapollB, Ind.

Free-Hanging Frames.

There seems to be quite a difference of opin-

ion among the experts as to free-hanging

frames. I wonder how many ol them have

used the B. Taylor Handy Hive. The frames

are hung by a nail on the edge of a strip of

tin, with notches for each frame to rest in.

The bottom is spaced with a staple that turns

upward at a right angle about I4 -inch from

the wall of the hive, and points with a slightly

forward bend, so as to guide the frames into

place. The bees never get caught in these

frames, and they very seldon glue them fast,

so they can be removed without a jar, or

noise to disturb the bees. John Monson.
Cass Co., N. Dak.

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees tor you.

Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Up First Flight.

Still Hatches Chicks Over Bees.

1 still hatch chicks in bee-hives. It is no

fake, and 1 have no patent for sale. I prac-

tice the same at home for my own satisfaction.

I am still in the bee-business. My crop

in 1903 was 3000 pounds of comb honey and

1000 pounds of extracted honey. To correct

Dr. Miller, I don't put the little boxes in the

brood-chamber, but -.used the I.angstroth

frames. J- G- Norton.
McDonough Co., Ills.

Bee-Keeping in Georgia.

1 have a very nice apiary of about lO colo-

nies, but they are weak from the pust severe

winter. Poplar blossom is our iii;iin How.

This yields a dark, thick honey, wmghing
from 14 to I4I4 pounds to the gallon, and, to

my taste, is the finest llavored honey produced.

We also have white and red clover luul other

Southern flowers. I sell my honey as ex-

tracted and comb. Sections do not pay here,

ITALIAN QUEERS, BEES AND NUCLEI
' Choice hoine-bred and

Select Imported Stock.

All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $1.10
" Tested Queen 1.65

" Selected " 2.20
" Breeder " 3.30
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.80

Tested Select Breed-

_ ers and Nuclei ready-

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival

^For^°rIcef on quantities and description, of

eacSgr'^.de of Queens, send for free Price-List.

^04 East Loga'i'SUeft;^"® LARINDA, IOWA.

Please mention See .T^umal when -wrltlnft,

OUR TEN-THOUSAND DOLLAR
Bee Keepers' Suppb-Ma-nfacturin? Plant is

ready iox business. Sand tor Price^List.

I MONDENG MFG. CO.
I 147-140 Cedar Lake Koad, Mi.nneapolis, Minn.
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Idittmer's foundation "^^*'"^^°

1

Has an established reputa
AND PUREST and ia all i

ing- wax into foundaiiou ft

WHOLESALE
cause made by a process that ]>ri>duces the CLEANEST

pects the best and most desirable. Sond for samples. Work-
;ash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Liae of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog, withprices and discounts.
K. Grainger A Co., Toronto, Out., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
%^ ^ 'l|P 'J^P ^

Root's Goods ™«IOWA
And the West

At Root's Factory Prices,
IS years in the Supplv Business has put us in

the lead for evervthintf in our line.

OUR NEW BUILDING, just completed,
is tilled with the laryest stoct oi Supplies ever
carried in the West.
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handling' business with dispatch, and
our shipping- facilities are the best.
Write to=day for 1004 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 & 567 W. SEVENTH ST. PES MOINES, IOWA

ISASt Please mention the Bee Jo nal.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,

Foandation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
T. F. BINQHAM. Parwell. Mich

•W *"*»««.
-#-»>«t<|

K,E3r3 OA-K;, IO'WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton i Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Mvers, Lamar, Colo.

QQQQSSSQSSQQSSQSSSVSSSQQQSSSSSSSSSQQ! iSSQQSQQSS^

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. S

I
ourHI^^ES AMD SEOTIOITS i

1 Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material.
|

By sending- in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and Q
g secure prompt shipment.

1 PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London.Wis. usa
|

BEE-SUPPLIES EXCLUSIVELY.
* COMPLETE LINE OF

Lewis' Fine Bee-Supplies, Dadant's Foundation Bingham's Original
Patent Smokers and Knives, Root's Extractors, Gloves, Veils, Etc.

Queen Bees and nuclei in season. In fact, anything needed in the "Bee-line," at FACTORY PRICES
HERE IN CINCINNATI, where prompt service is yours and freight rates are lowest.

Special discounts for early orders. SEND FOR CATALOG.

THE FRED W. MUTH GO.
We are successors to nobody and nobody is successor to us.

51 WALNUT STREET. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

antl I have ubimdoned their use. I sell my
honey in tin imils, filling them lirsl with comb
honey and thin pouring on extracted until
the pails an- iiL-arly full. This arrangement
seems best, antl meets with ready sale. I believe
the above is railed "chunk hout-y." I get
al)Oul .*60U from my bees annually. I get 15
lents for extracted or chunli honey, all sold
here in the city. I live 3Jo miles from the
city and raise my own supplies, so my honey
comes in nicely.

Dysentery, siiring dwindling, and winter
starvation arc our drawbacks.

W. H. Morrow.
Fulton Co., (ia., March 30.

European Linden—Catalpa Honey.

On page 15;i there is a question aljout linden
or basswood. The European linden is some
better than our basswood for ''Michigan's

"

purpose. I advise him to purchase the Euro-
pean linden, but to set out none larger than
;.! of an inch in diameter. I have both.
Regarding t-atalpa honey, I would sa.\' that

I have many thousand fine, large catalpa trees,

which, when in bloom, are headquarters tor

the bees. Catalpa honey is colorless, and of
extra-good quality. Chas. Winkler.
Adams Co., Nebr.

Small Loss in Wintering.

Last fall I bail 9 colonies, and now I have 8.

When I prepared them for winter I put the
one that died on the doubtful list. I prepared
them for winter thus: First I made a shed 3
feet wide, 16 feet long, 3 feet at the back, 4
feet iii front, and a floor for a protection in
front. I took rubber-cloth, such as we use to
make side-curtains for buggies, and made a
drop-curtain so it could be raised to let the
bees fly when the weather was warm enough.
Next when I put the bees in the shed I packed
straw around the hives except in front, which
was protected by the curtain. The shed faces
the south un the brow of a hill.

My bees did not have a flight from Oct. 17

until .Jan. 0, and again Feb. 6. At this date
I fed li colonies candy made of granulated
sugar, and they are doing well so far. The
soft staple is in bloom, and the bees are gath-
ering pollen from it when the weather is tit.

The white clover is coming up fine; the
prospect for white clover is better at this time
than last year, which I hope will continue, as
it is about the only bloom we have here for
honey. John Sharp.
Montgomery Co., Ind., March 31.

Expepience with Bees.

I am 65 years old, and can not do any hard
work, and I like to work among the bees. I

started in the year 1903 with 60 colonies, and
got 4300 pounds of extracted honey. I have
n colonies, packed with chaff in long boxes
holding from 3 to 6 colonies each, shingled all

around the sides, ends and cover. They are
completely covered with snow, but I think
they will come through all right, as I had
some covered for four months, a few years
ago, and the> were all right.

I do not want to lose a single copy of the
.\merican Bee Journal. Edward Knoll.

Ontario, Canada, Feb. 34.

Hive-Covers—Paper Seetlons.

1 wish to say to Mr. Hasty, page 89, that
lard on his canvas covers will keep out the
wax-moth and they will get water-proof if you
let them lie in the sun 3 or 4 days after put-
ling on the lurd. The smell does not seem to
bother the bci's. I notice that some think
that putting sheet-lead on hive-covers, like
the English do, would be too expensive. I

have a price-li^t from a Chicago firm which
sells sheet-lemi for 8'., cents a pounds, and it

runs from -'
, to Iii square feet to the

pound. Thai would make it as cheap as
painted muslin, and it would be indestructible.
1 lived for t^iveral years in the West, where
tlie dry wratlur warps the covers to pieces,
and 1 can say ihata cover made from 3'.^ -inch
flooring will iiot warp, when made as 1 make
them. I doii t see why sections can not be
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made of paper of the same thickness as the
wooden ones, pressed harder, with a gloss on
them. They can b'i made of white or differ-

ent colors to suit the taste of the bee-keeper.
They would be much cleaner, and I believe
much cheaper than the wooden ones.

W. A. Moore.
Delaware Co.,0., Feb. 3.

Severe Winter.
We have .50 colonies of bees all in chaff

hives. We had a good season last year, but
this has been a very severe winter and I am
becoming anxious about our bees, as they have
not had a Might since November 13. There is

3 feet of snow here at present.
G. W. Gordon.

Ontario, Canada, Feb. 36.

Getting Bees from High Trees.

My plan for getting swarms down from
trees may interest some. It is this : Have a
10-foot ladder made of one-inch boards, four
inches wide at the top and five at the bottom,
with two thin iron hooks at the top, wide
enough to hook over a 3 or -i inch limb and
thus steady the ladder. Then tie the legs of
the bee-basket loose enough to straddle a
round of the ladder. I made a 16-foot pole,
1*4 inches wide at the bottom and 1 inch at
the top. I made it nice and smooth and riv-
eted an iron hook on ihe upper end, so that I

can hook it onto a larger limb and give it a
shake, or even hook it onto a little limb and
twist it out of the way, or place it anywhere,
while I lift the basket and place it where I

can spring the limb with the bees on, and give
it a little jerk. When the bees are fairly set-

THE STRONGESTJOUGHEST
^.„,^..^ „ , ....... J In the mo^t practi

make* thi" hp8t fence, and we wnulii really like to

kniiiv how llie Piise Fence lacks In either.

VAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Michigan.

NOV DEPOSITED IR IDE BAUK

$75,000.00
IN CASH GIVEN AWAY.

' "S arouse interest in, and to advertise tho
GREAT ST. LOCIS WORLD'S FAIR,
this enormous sum will be distributed.

Full information will be sent you ABSO-
LDTELY FREE. Just send your
name and address on a postal card and
we will send you tull particulaxa.

World's Fair Contest Co.,

iOS N. 8th Street,

.St. Louis, Mo.

$2.25 to Buffalo, N. Y., and Return,

via Nickel Plate Road, May 10th, 11th
and 12th, with return limit of May
23rd. Also lowest rates to Ft. Wayne,
Cleveland, Erie and other Eastern
Points. Three trains daily, with first-

class Modern Equipments. Meals in
Nickel Plate dining-cars, on American
Club Meal Plan, ranging in price from
35 cents to $1.00; also service a la carte.
No excess fare charged on any train
on the Nickle Plate Road. When con-
templating an eastern trip, write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298. Chicago, 111. Chicago
Depot, corner Van Buren and LaSalle
Streets, the only Passenger Station in

Chicago on the Elevated Railroad
Loop. 5—16A3t

LABOR SAVING

WAGONS
THE FARMERS' HANDY WAGONS
are useful and time and labor saving every day in
the year. Low down, they load easily; low draft,
they are easy on the horses; wide tired, they do

not cut ruts across the fields. The wide platform will carry a big
load without building it high. For hauling tools to and from the
field, hauling manure, hauling hay, grain, logs, lumber, or anything*-
else where a big, wide load is to be moved the Farmers' Handy
Wagon is better than any other vehicle. Stronger and more durable
than any other wagon. Wooden wheels guaranteed to hold tires five
years. Iron wheels have spokes hot-forged in, not cast in. Dealers sell
them. Send today for latest catalogue containing full details of

the many ways in which
our wagons are superior to
others.

If your dealer cannot or
will not get this wagon,
do not buy any other with-

;
out first informing yourself
concerning the Farmers'
Bandy Wagon. Remember
no other is "justasgood."

FARMERS' HANDY WAGON CO.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

BEE-KEEPERS!
Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited States of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johusou Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the
freight.

Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan
QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

©"

®3s$s<s*aei?*s*j*^s$iae*=«5ts^s$j=^ts^aSfti^ji«s^

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, ^'^d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSH FIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters F«"Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book orders for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C. H .W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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tied, I start dowa the ladder, with one thing
in my hands at a time, for I can hang the
shepherd hoolf anywhere within reach, and
if any bees want to cluster above, I {-an give
them another jerk, resting the lower end of
the basket uii the ladder while I wait for
them. I have a veil, gloves, and false sleeves
on, so that if they want to alight on me, they
may do so. The ladder and pole are both
straight-grained, so that they will stand care-
ful usage and be safe. One person can man-
age this outtit if need be.

W. E. Ellsworth.
Kane Co., Ills., Feb. 23.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

New York.- The annual spring meeting of
the Fulton and Montgomery Counties Bee-
Keepers' Society will be held in the parlors of
the Central Hotel, at Amsterdam, N. Y., Tues-
day, May 3, at 10 o'clock a.m.
West Galwav, N. 'i'. T. I. Dugdale, Sec.

Connecticut.—The Connecticut Bee-Keepers'
Association hold their spring meeting in the
Capitol at Hartford, April i-*, I'XM, beginning at
10 a.m. All bee-keepers and their friends are
cordially invited to attend. A question-box
will be opened, and several fnteresting essays
presented. E. E. Smith, Cor. Sec.
Watertown, Wis.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Qolden or HnneyQueens before July i.

Our GOLDENS will come up with anv other
Golden strain. Our HONEY-QUEENS are
what some breeders call "Red Clover Oueens."

1
6* 12

Untested $i.oo $5.00 $ 'i.oo

Tested 1.25 7.0O 13.00
Breeders 5.00
2 frame Nuclei (no queen).. 2.50 14.00 25.00

Nuclei will be readv to ship the latter part of
May or 1st of June. When Queens are wanted
with Nuclei add price of any Queen wanted. We
guarantee safe arrival .if all Queens and Nuclei.
Our Breeders may be returned after 30 days if

satisfaction is not given. Cash must come with
all orders. Orders are booked and filled in ro-
tation.
Mr. Gus. Picaman. of Litchfield, 111., in a

letter of Aug. 3, 1903, says: ''Send me two un-
tested honeyqueeus. The one I bought of you
two years ago is all right. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. tiunderson, of Oconomowoc,
Wis., says in a letter dated August 1, 1'I03: " I

like your queens the best of any that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last
August for 2t Nuclei to be delivered thi j spring.
Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, III.

flS"This ad. will appear every other number.
16Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

>te. rfi >ti >te. >te>li >te stt >lt >ti.iti >li ifeL itiilt Sitite. >Ji ittsie

BEE = SUPPLIES!!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. K

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. >x
Prompt Service. ff

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. ^
WALTER S. POUDER, I

5«3-5i5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND C

m^^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^ I
Is truaranteed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest J^
process sheetingf, and purifying' wax, and will defy competitors in its tjaality and puritv. \g
Seod for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY, (^
Friend Bee-Keeper, now is the time for vou to send in your wax and have it worked into \g
Foundation. HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wax K
not accepted. A full line of BEE-SUPPLIEs. 4-

AIGIST WEISS, Greenville, Wis.
^

B66-SUPD116S1
G. B. Lewis Co's Goods. Don't wait any

longer to buy. Write me to-day and say what
you want, and get my prices. Send for Catalog.
It's free. W. J. MCCARTY.
16E4t EMMETSBURG, IOWA.

International Convention, Y. JVl. C. A.

At Buffalo, N. Y., May llth-:lSth.

Tickets on sale via Nickel Plate Road,
May 10th, 11th, and 12th, at one fare,

plus 25 cents, for the round trip. Good
returning May 23rd. Full particulars,

call on your nearest Agent, or address
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113

Adams St., Room 298, Chicago 111.

4—16A3t

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

lor complete line of

B66-K66D6rS' SUDDllGS.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

Address,

LEflfiY MFG. GO., Dent, fl,

1730 South 13th St., OMAHA, Nebr.
l.IA13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

For Sale!
FbU colonies of BEES in S frame dovetailed

hive with Red Clover Italian Queen, at $7.50 per
colony. 3-frame Nuclei with Red Clover Italian
Qneed, at $4,i« per nucleus. Ready for delivery

!
May 1. No disease. Order Early.

Bodenschatz & Hintz, Lemont, ill.

16A2t Mention Bee Jouraal when writing.

B66-K66D6rS

!

Send for our FREE CatalOQ. It will tell
you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies atFactory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, ill.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

In no-drip shipping cases. Also Amber Ea

Please metitiou Bee Journal
when wrUltig advertisers.

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

M.^KKKf Qi;OTATIONS

Chicago, April 7.—The market is heavilv
supplied with comb and e.xtracted honey,
neither of which are meeting with any demand,
especially is thi-. true of the comb. Prices are
uncertain, as those having stock are au-xious to
sell It; therefore it is difEcult to .juote prices.
The best grade? of white comb bring ll@12c;
anything off from choice to fancy is not wanted.
Extracted, white, according to quality, sells at
6(a ic; amber, srijoc. Beeswax, Miq 32c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., April 7.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from 12)i(ai4c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, 5«@5J<c; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, b(gi6iic; strictly white clover, for e.xtra
fancy, 7^«@8c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weder.
Philadelphia, April s.—Honey is still com-

ing in quite freely, and it is astonishing howmuch comb honey has been held back by the
uee-keepers the past season. As to extracted
honey, I believe all the country might have an
entire failure of the crop, and we would still
have enough to go around held over, if the in-
dications are correct. We quote: Fancy comb.
12(n'13c: No. l,10(3'Uc; amber, 7'"Sc. ExLracted
white, 7c; amber, 6c. Beeswax, 31c.

'

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selse«.

Cincinnati, Mar. 4.—The demand for honey
is brighter than it has been in the past 60 days.We continue to offer amber extracted in barrels
at sa&bSiC, according to quality. White clover
extracted is a drag on the market at ftj^as^'c in
barrels and cans. Comb honey seems to be re-
viving at 13'AmSc for fancy.
Beeswax, 30c. The Fred W. Mnrn Co.

Albany, N. Y., Mar. 25.—Honey market dull
and getting late; demand falling off for comb
honey now. So much comb honev is out of
condition, being candied hard in the combs
makes most unsalable. We quote: 8@12c;
nominal now. Extracted, white, 6^i@7c; am-
ber, 6@6>ic; buckwheat, S@S)4c. Beeswax
2?®30c. H. R. Wright.
Boston, April 9.—Prices remain same as be-

fore, which are as follows: White in glass-
front cases at lt.c; No. 1, at ISc. Supply is am-
ple, and demand light at this time. Extracted
water-white, Sc; light amber, 7@8c; with but
little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Kansas City, April 8.—There seems to be a

little better demand for honey; the market is
strong at $2.25 for fancy white comb, $2.15 for
No. 1, and $2.00 per case for amber. We would
not be surprised to see the market make quite a
little advance from now on.
Extracted, both in cans and barrels, remains

very dull and it takes extremely low prices to
move same. Beeswax, good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, March 7.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull. There is some demand
for white honey, but prices are ruling rather
low. We quote fancy at 13@Nc; No. 1, at 12c"
amber, at lie, and in round lots even these pri-
ces have to be shaded in order to effect sales.
There is no demand at all for dark and buck-
wheat comb honey, and it looks as if some of it
would have to be carried over. We quote nomi-
nally at 9^10c per pound.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey,

at irregular prices, fancy white bringing 6!^((i.7c;
light amber, SJ^^bc; other grades, 5@S5ic; and
Southern, common to fair, 50@£Sc per gallon
Beeswax Arm at from 29(a.30c.

Hildreth & Segelken.
San Francisco, March 30.—White comb, 1-lb

frames, ll>^@12c; amber, 8®10c. Extracted'
white, 5!i@5:'ic; light amber, 4K(a4}ic; amber',
3'4@4',4'c; dark amber, 35i@3?4'c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27H(ai29c; dark, 25(a2tjc. l_j
The market is showing very little life, buy-

ers operating slowly, either for shipment or on
local account. Such transfers as are etfected
are at much the same prices as lately current,
although the general tone is by no means firm.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St, Chicago. Ilu
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FEiR-FBCT CSOODS !

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years, i

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best mag-azine for beginners, edited by one

of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

1. J. STRlNGHflM, 105 Park Place,
|

NEW YORK
I

^5 Manufactures and carries in stock every w
It artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND '11

gj QUEENS IN SEASON. » ffi

j| Apiaries-GleuCove,!,.!. Catalog free. -J^

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold
for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SlTA, EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

I
Bee=Supplies I

|
a. B.Lewis Go's Goods. g

Don't Wait flmj Longer to Buij.

BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §

Write us to-day and say what you g
want, and get our prices. New catalog g
of 84 oages; it i

We'also handle the famous

tloosier Incubators and Brooders.

C. M. Scott & Co. S
1004 East Washington Street, |?

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. g

Please n\6ntlon Bee JoiiraaJ -wuhii -writina

ONE FARE FOR THE R0UND=TR1P
plus 25 cents, to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
16th, 17th and 18th. Tickets good go-

ing date of sale and returning to and
including June 10, by depositing same.
Three through daily express trains

to Ft.Wayne,. Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo,

New York, Boston and New England
points, carrying vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Meals served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to

$1.00 ; also service a la carte. Chicago
depot, La Salle and Van Buren Sts. No
excess fare charged on any train on
the Nickel Plate Road. Chicago City

Ticket Offices, 111 Adams Street, and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phone Central

3057. 3—15A5t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing; advertisers.

11^ Dadant's Foundation
We Guarantee Satisfaction. Seautv" "&Ri¥Y.°''FiRnNEss.

No SAQQINa, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

W^hv r1nf>e if CC^II cr» \X7f»ll V Because it has always given better satis-
VV 11^ UUC» IL sell »U well . faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

i»i

i
i«i*?
i»i

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

i«i

i»i

i*i

4»ij

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on thG Honey-Bee—Revised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEBSV\^aX WANTED ab ^11 times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., HI.

flease mention Bee journal wlien ^«r^itlng.

#

m

4&

I

I

G. B. lyKwis Co., Watertown,
DEaR Friends :—I have

that they are the nicest, finest

thank you for sending me such
need any more hives I shall surely

Your

RiCEVILLE, '

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown,
Gentlemen :—During the

sections from three different firms. Before, i had used yours :

eral years and have decided, after a thorough trial, that yours are the
best and most perfect sections in every way that I have ever used.

Yours truly, David Foote.

PROMPTNESS
Clarence, Ia., Aug. 19, 1903.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen :—I would like to thank you for your prompt way of

doing business in such a season as this when everyone is excited.

Yours truly, E. W. CoE.

ACCURACY
National Home, Wis., Sept. 21, 1903.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
Gentlemen :—I consider j'our freedom from mistakes quite won-

derful, considering the variety and number of pieces in the various
lines of goods you carry. Therefore I should be very slow about say-

ing anything until I had made a most careful examination. Every-
thing, however, is all right. Yours truly.

8
8
e
e

G. B. Lewis Go., Waienown, Wis., UM. H
iOOOOeQCOOOOOOOeOOQOQOOO^

W. C. Gibson.

NOTICE.—We are now represented in Minnesota by Wi:
bault. Mr. F. C. Erkel, Minneapolis, has no connection with i
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Have You Lost Your Bees ?
Save Your Combs.

The winter losses in some parts of the country are heavy, and
the demand for bees and queens will be large. Parties needing
queens should send their orders at once, and state date when ship-
ment is desired.

Early Italian Queens.
We are fortunate in being- able to offer for April and May de-

livery a large stock of queens from our Southern breeders. While
we have a much larger supply than ever before, it is highly im-
portant that you send your order at once to secure the queens when
desired, as we will fill orders in rotation. We expect to be able to

furnish untested queens from our Southern yards, in any number,
after April 10th. Send your orders at once.

Prices of pure Italian Queens, untested, from
our Southern yard for April and May shipment.

Untested
Select Untested-
Tested
Select Tested

1.00
l.SO
2.50

$ 8.50
11.50
17.00
28.50

$35.00
I
$ 65.00

47.50 77.50
70.00 130.00

rz

Prices of Our Red=clover and Honey Queens.
Untested queen $ 1 00 Select tested queen | 3 00
Select untested queen 1 25 Breeding queen 6 00
Tested queen 2 00 Select breeding queens 7 50
Extra select breeding queen, one year old 10 00

We book orders, and fill in rotation.

The Root Queen-reariog Outfit.

In this outfit are embraced the best
points of the best systems iu use. It
will give satisfaction to the amateur as
well as the expert. The cell-cups are
made of wood, wax-coated. No melted
wax is used in their manipulation, as
they are attached to the cell-slick by
means of a small nail-point.
The luirsery-cage combines the fea-

tures of nursery and introducing cages.
By their use a queen can be released on
the candy plan or caged in the hive as
desired.
In connection with the outfit goes a

booklet on queen-rearing—one which
ought to put the veriest amateur on the
high road to success. Outfit comprises
three cell-bars with 50 waxed wooden
cells, one frame of cages (18), one cell-
forming stick, set grafting-tools, and a
book on queen-rearing $4.50

If sent by 7nail, add 30c/or postage.

Tools for Queen-breeders.

Wooden cell-cup with point for attach-
ing to bar. 50c per KK); $4.00 per 3000.
Same, waxed ready for use, 75c per

100: $6.00 per 1000.
Titoff wire nursey-cages, 15c each:

$I.a3 per 10; $12 50 per KH).

Frame for holding 20 cages, includ-
ing cages, J3.00.

Cell-stick, 10c each; 81.00 per dozen.
Transferring needle, double-ended

and nickel-plated, 15c.
Jelly-spoon, nickel-plated, 15c each.
We can supply, also, fine-pointed lace-

scissors with extra large bows, for
clumsy fingers, at 36c each.

Nuclei and Colonies of Bees.

We are prepared to furnish one, two,
and three-frame nuclei and full colo-
nies of bees in eight-frame Dovetailed
hives or Danzenbaker hives. The nu-
clei are put up in light shipping-boxes
made of basswood. the sides of which
areonly t's inch thick, and the ends J

inch. The top and bottom are covered

I Qffi
Gleanings in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Italian Queen from our (1»| f\C\
Southern yards <)1.UU
We begin shipping at once. Orders filled in

rotation. Do not ask for special arrangements;
at this low price we can't make exceptions.

Gleanings in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Red-clover Queen (I»| rrk

We begin shipping these queens about April
IS. Orders filled in rotation.

Guaran-tee.
We agree to deliver queens in g-ood order to

any part of the United States or Canada, from
April 15 to October, In case of queens valued
at S5 or more, we ship in a one-frame nucleus,
(no charg^e for nucleus). If a two-frame or
three-frame nucleus is wanted, add to the price
of the queen the difference in price between the
one-frame and the two or three-frame. Losses
must be reported on arrival.

Imported Italian Queens.
We are prepared to furnish from the best breeders in Italy*

imported Italian queens. They are put into our own yards and tested
before sending out. We have only two grades—best, and fair import-
ed, and prices are given in the table below.

Best imported queens $5 00 Fair imported queens |3 00

with wire clqth. This makes a very
light package, affords plenty of venti-
lation, and IS strong enough to stand
shipping 500 to lOUO miles.
Any of our nuclei, even the l-frame,

will make good strong colonies by fall

if properly handled. The three-frame
if properly managed can be increased
fourj five, or even ten full colonies by
fall if bought now; and instead of hav-
ing any black bees, one will have in the
beginning pure Italians of the choicest
stock throughout his apiary.

PRICES OF NUCLEI.
One-frame nucleus without qneen $2 00
Two-frame " " " 3 00

We can make Shipments of Nuclei from

Cincinnati, Ohio, Philadelphia, Pa.,
New York City, Medina, Ohio,

Wharton, Tex., High Hill, Mo.,
St. Paul, Minn., Aug^usta, Kans.

This will give you very low Express Rates.

Full colony in H-fr Dovetailed hive 7 60
We can furnish with the nuclei any aueea
mentioned in the table of prices of queens.

One^frame Nucleus—This contains a
frame partly filled with brood and bees.
The condition of the hives at different
seasons f the year vary so that we can
not always put up nuclei in the same
way; but in every case we aim to give
full value. Weight about 7 lbs.

Two-frame Nucleus—This is just the
same as our oue-frame nucleus, except
it has twice the amount of bees or
brood, or of both. The box is larger,
and holds two fratnes—one full frame
of brood, or two frames partly filled.

Shipping weight, about 10 lbs.

Three-frame Nucleus—This is three
times the size of the one-frame nucleus,
and is made up in the same way as the
one and two frame. Shipping weight,
about 15 lbs.

A Full Colony will contain 8 lyangs-
troth frames in Dovetailed one-story
hive—three full frames of brood, or
equivalent, in six combs, and enough
bees to cover fairly all the combs. No
queen is furnishea at the table price.
Purchaser is to sfclect the queen and
add her price to that of the bees. Our
colonies are all put uj> in new Dovetail-
ed or Danzenbaker hives, painted two
coats. Shipping weight about 40 lbs.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
BRANCHES: Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

5
BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, 11,1,., 144 East Erie St.
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Miss. St.
HAVANA, CUBA, San Ignacio. 17

San Antonio, Tex., 438 W. Houston.
W»shington, B.C., HOO Md.Av.,S.W.
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c
Editorial Comments

}
ShippinpT Comb Honey to Market.

Some time ago we were called to examine a small shipment of

comb honey that had come to Chicago from a distance of perhaps 300

miles by freight

It was not properly packed in large crates with straw or hay in

the bottom. So the honey was in a dilapidated, broken-down condi-

tion. There were several sizes of sections, set in different ways, in

the same shipping-case. Honey that was granulated was mi.xed in

with the nice, ungranulated. The whole thing was pretty much of a

mix-up. If the dealer got S cents a pound tor the lot he did well.

And yet we hare no doubt the producer who shipped it thought

he was sending to market a very fine lot of honey.

It is unfortunate that some bee-keepers will not first try to find

out just how to prepare honey for shipping. The result is that on a

single shipment they sometimes lose enough to pay for all the books

and a year's subscription to all the bee-papers that are published in

America to-day.

The best and more experienced bee-keepers are the ones who
appreciate current bee-literature the most. Then how much more

should the inexperienced value it? It pays to inform oneself thor-

oughly in one's business or work. There is really no good excuse for

any bee-keeper to-day going without all the necessary information.

It can be had for so small a cost.

Patents in Bee-Keeping.

Occasionally there arises one in the liee-keeping line who thinks he

has some invention that is going to revolutionize the industry of bee-

culture. He therefore patents it. Perhaps in the majority of cases it

is a new kind of bee-hive. His special hive will simply compel the

bees to store lots of surplus honey '. But it is mostly on paper, or " in

his mind."

After making a careful examination of all the apiarian patents

ever granted in this country. Editor E. R. Root gives this as the result

of his investigation

:

Nine-tenths—yes, 1 am safe in saying ninety-nine percent—of all

patents relating to bee-culture have been issued to men—can hardly

call them bee-keepers—who have had almost no practical knowledg-e

of the general principles covering hive-construction and the general

habits of bees. The great majority of these useless inventions, even if

they would accomplish what was expected of them liy the brilliant i : >

geniuses that evolved them, would have absolutely no sile, for the

simple reason that the dear public is not going to pay for something

for which it has absolutely no need. Let me give a few illustrations

of some of the wonderful ( >.) inventions.

One inventor got up a hiving-apparatus that consisted of cog-

wheels, shafting, chain-gearing, and elaborate frame-work, for dump-
ing a Bwarm, after it has clustered, into a hive. The whole apparaius

would cost a hundred times as much as any swarm is worth. Ami,

just think of it! here was a man who had the temerity to payout
*1U0 for a patent covering something he supposed would have a de-

mand ! Was he after glory or money?

And then the devices that were gotten up to catch the motli-

miller! The amount of brains and time that has been spentontl'i-

one subject alone is enough to have made a nice little fortune. \\

have something like 1500 api' ultural patents in our office, whii ,

number comprises the entire list. Probably a fourth of them is de-

voted to moth-traps—say there are 300; then let us estimate -^100 as
the cost of each patent, or -$30,000. This amount went into the hands
of patent attorneys. Besides, this is loss of time, which, if it had been
spent behind the plow-handle, would have made another fortune.

It does seem as if the general government ought to have an expert
to pass on the practicability of some of the subjects that come up for

patents. This would afford protection to some fools who need to be
saved from themselves, and save thousands of dollars; but it might
also throw thousands of quack attorneys out of business.

If there were an expert in each department who would rule out
certain inventions that have no value, it would save good dollars,

wasted efforts, and blighted hopes. But the government does do
something in this line to a certain extent.

We certainly would not try to discourage real inventions, but how
silly it is for one, who has had perhaps only a few months' experience

with bees, to think that he is able so to improve the hives and other

fixtures of beedom as to revolutionize the business, and himself

command wealth and fame ! How very many devices have been pat-

ented that never were in sufficient demand to pay the cost of securing

the patent. In the twenty years that we have been connected with

bee-keeping interests, we can not recall a half-dozen apiarian inven-

tions that ever paid the expense of having them patented. It's dis-

couraging to would-be inventors in this line, but it is history that is

well worth heeding.

The Uncertainties of Bee-Keeping.

We suppose there is scarcely another calling or occupation that

contains so many uncertainties as does that of bee-keeping. But these

very probabilities are what give to the subject some of its greatest in-

terest. If all knew in advance just what the future is to be, would

they be any better off ? Hardly. (Jften it is a good thing—a blessing—

that no one knows definitely what is to happen later on. Of course

there are occasions when it might be well to know, but in the great

majority of cases we believe it is much better that things are as they

are.

Not to know just how matters will result, should be an incentive

to do all we can—our very best—in order that whatever the result

may be, we can feel that we did what we could—lived up to our best

light and endeavor.

The varied uncertainties of bee-keeping come rather harder on the

bee-papers than anywhere else. With farming it is different. A
man who buys a farm does so with the intention of doing something

at that business for a term of years—perhaps for life. But many of

those who begin to keep bees do not give them the required attention,

and at the proper time. Such seem to think all that is necessary is to

buy a few bees, put them in a particular kind of patented hive, and

then forget about them until time to take off the honey crop. By
that time, if there isn't a hundred pounds or so to the colony, they

think bee-keeping doesn't pay !

The fact is, there are too many people who take up bee-keeping

just as any other fad that strikes their fancy. For a time " they run

well," and then they're " all run down.' Perhaps they have bought a

bee-book and subscribed for a bee-paper—neither of which has been

carefully read and directions followed. The next thing we hear they

are "out of the business." No wonder. They never got fully into

the business of beekeeping. The only way to do anything is /« lA/ 17.

It requires determination, and a willingness to apply oneself to the

work. " There is no excellence without labor." No success without

it, either.

Now, if there are any among our readers who are dilly-dallying
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with bees, and yet expect to be successful in the work, better take an

inventory at once o£ your determination to succeed, your enthusiasm

in the work, and your willingness to comply with the requirements of

the business. It you find yourself lacking in any respect, take a new

hold—a better grip—and go forward to win. Others have been suc-

cessful, so can you be. ^^______^^_

Winter Losses of Bees.

On page :!59 we gave a partial report of the losses of bees the past

winter as gathered and condensed by Gleanings in Bee-Culture. Since

then the following further infgrmation has been given out:

In a previous issue I gave a summary of the hundreds and hun-

dreds of reports that had been received from all sections of the coun-

try within a radius of a thousand miles of Medina. More reports

have come in. largely confirming those first received— namely, that

the winter losses for oiddvur bees (not indoor) have been exceptionally

heavy—problably the heaviest for over 30 years. The losses for the

various States stand about the same as those indicated in our last

issue, except that Michigan now appears to have suffered the most.

Next come Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Indiana.

Strangely enough, no severe losses are reported in Illinois and Iowa.

The States suffering the most are those bordering on the great lakes;

and the one almost entirely surrounded (Michigan) appears to have

lost the most bees. The reports go to show further that there are very

few losses in any of the districts where the bees were wintered iidluurs.

Outside of these lake States the losses have been comparatively

light except along tlie Atlantic coast and in a few scattering localities

in New England. It appears that the matter of humidity, as well as

cold, has something to do with the severe losses among the outdoor

bees.

In nearly all the Western "States, and all the States south of the

Ohio River,'the bees have wintered well. In Colorado and Idaho,

where it is as cold or colder than the lake regions, the losses appear

to be very light.

We have received scarcely any reports from Canada. This seems
to indicate that the majority of bee-keepers there winter indoors.

We have received some reports from Canada, which show heavy

losses of bees there as well as here. It was a fearfully long winter.

In fact, it is still cold here (April -'0). But our close proximity to old

Lake Michigan has much to do with the late cool temperature these

days.

Later.—Since the foregoing was put in type. Gleanings for April

15 has arrived, and contains the following paragraph :

Winter losses throughout the northern portion of the country are

about the same as reported in our last. Michigan and New York, as

before, lead off with the heaviest mortalities. Reports are beginning

to come in from Canada, showing losses both in Ontario and Quebec

—

much heavier than usual. Some of the States along the Atlantic

coast are reporting anywhere from 30 to 90 percent of the bees dead.

The losses still seem to be cunfined miinly to bees wintered outdoors,

and to those bee-keepers who have had a short experience.

(
Miscellaneous Items

A Correction.—On page 279, in the first column where it reads:

" Entrances are enlarged to their fullest extent, 1 "4 xl2 inches,'' it

should read l^oxl" inches. With a 13-frame hive a full-width en-

trance could not be less than that.

Mr. Morley Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, in whose article the above

error occurs, wrote us April 18, saying there was a lO-inch fall of

snow at his place April 15. They had a sleigh-ride on the 16th. He
expects a heavy loss of bees by starvation in his locality. He had fed

his own bees, but of course there will be many who are less wise than

he. Bees had gathered no pollen up to the time of his writing.

Mr. G. M. Boolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., writing on his

58 birthday, April 14, had this to say

:

I have been nearly sick all winter with grippe, or something like

it, and about a week ago I was taken very much worse, and had a

hard time for five days, but I am getting better now, and hope to soon

be up again.
Outdoor-wintered bees have had but one flight since Oct. .30, and

that was on April 5, so they were confined to their hives 5 months and
6 days, with the mercury at from zero to ;i0 degrees below nearly half

of the days during the time. We now have about inches of snow,
and the mercury goes as low as 16 degrees, Fahr., nearly every night.

Ninety percent of the bees left outdoors are dead. Mine are still in

the cellar, apparently all right. G. M. Doolittle.

Pa and Ma and the Bees.

The man that brought the hive of bees firs' set them by the path
(Oh, the bees were full of vigor, and were also full of wrath).
An' he said : " It might be better to leave 'em, like es not.

Till I hear from Mr. Perkins, where he'd like to have 'em sot;''

An' 'bout that time my Ma come out dressed in her Sunday best.

An' she tumbled o'er that bee-hive, an"— I hate to tell the rest;

For we all got niixed up in it, and the atmosphere was shot
With bees an' language of my Pa—an' both of them was hot.

Ma turned to speak to Susan : " Whatever may occur—

"

Then she tumbled o'er the bee-hive, and it tumbled over her;
An' it seems to me I hear it yet, her piercin', curdlin' yell

When the bees come out to greet her an' they fired their shot an' shell

;

An' they prodded with their lances, an' they stung her with their darts
On her face an' on her shoulders an' her hands an' other parts;

An' Ma kep' on a-yellin' till 1 thought my blood would freeze;

Then Pa come round the corner to see what ailed the bees.

Well, he found out middlin' sudden, for the biggest of the hive
Firs' landed on his eyebrow, an' my Pa said: " Man, alive!"

Then they peppered him all over, an' settled in his hair.

An' his language was disgraceful— it was different from a prayer!
Then my Ma an' Pa, united, rolled together on the walk,
An' her shrieks, though ruther movin', wasn't touchin' as his talk;

While the bees kept stingin', stingin', just as if they meant to say

:

" You will kindly please to notice that this here's our busy day !"

We turned the fire-hose on them, an' Pa remarked: " It's nice.

But I think it would be better if you'd pack us both in ice,

For them bees, I want to mention, lest you make a grave mistake,
Is the hottest little insec's this side of Brimstone Lake;"
An' six days later, when they both had convalesced somewhat.
Said Pa :

•' This weather's warmish, but there'sonly bees that's hot;"
An' he turned to Ma, an' said: " To prove our gratitood.

We'll give them bees unto the poor—'twill save em coal an' wood !"

—Alfred J. Waterhodse, in Hmiset.

Dr. C. C. Miller, of MoHenryCo., 111., wrote us April 20, as

follows

:

What a spring! Here it is April 19, with the thermometer below
40 degrees on a bright, sunny day, and within a week it was down to
22 degrees. I got my liees out April 5, 6, 7, and little chance they
have had to Hy since. To my surprise I lost some by starvation,

although I thought they had aliundant stores. So they had for plain
cellaring; but 1 find it's a different proposition with a furnace in the
cellar and the temperature averaging 50 degrees, and sometimes run-
ning up to 60 degrees. With plenty of ventilation they winter bright
and nice, but they eat a good deal more.

Although the bees can not do anything, the clover can, and it's

growing right along in the cold. The problem will be to get colonies

up to proper strength to take care of it when the bloom comes.

I took out some colonies for a fiight March 7, returning them
after their flight, and I can't really tell whether they were better or
worse for it. C. C. Miller.

Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, wrote as follows April 10

:

" We had a big snow-storm last night, and the whole country-side
is covered with ' the beautiful ' to-day."

We notice by the foregoing that it is still cold over in Canada.

We are having a very late spring here in Chicago, also. Bees have

had only two or three days up to this date (April 19) on which they

could fly at all, since last fall. It is making a very long confinement,

and no doubt there will be a heavy loss in bees in this part of the

country. It has been too chilly to examine bees that have been win-

tered outdoors, in order to supply any food that might be necessary

to carry them through the spring.

Mr. Herman F. Moore, of Park Ridge, 111., Deputy Foul

Brood Inspector for Illinois, wishes all who have been damaged by

foul brood from diseased bees, shipped by one or more queen-breeders

or dealers in bees in Southern Illinois, to write to him, stating the

facts. This may benefit all interested in bees.
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[ Convention Proceedings
j

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention
Held in Trenton, Dec. 1, 2, and 3, 1903.

BY MORLEY PETTIT.

(Contiuued from pa^e 2'>4.)

REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR OF APIARIES.

During 1903 I visited beeyards in the counties of Huron,
Middlesex, Perth, Brant, Peel, York, Ontario, Siracoe, Nor-
folk, Haldimand, Victoria, Lanark, Leeds and Russell. I

inspected 96 apiaries, and found foul brood in 28 of them,
and dead brood of other kinds in many others, which had
been mistaken foul brood. Some of the dead brood was the
result of spraying- fruit-trees while in bloom, and in other
places I found it to be starved brood, and not foul brood at
all. I received orders to go to certain localities as soon as
possible, where some men claimed that they had located
several cases of foul brood. When I got there I found that
the big losses in bees were the result of starvation. After
that I received orders to go to other localities where several
apiaries were said to be very bad with foul brood, and when
I got there and examined every colony I found them com-
pletely cured, and not a trace of the disease left.

No Province or State in the world was in as bad a con-
dition with foul brood as Ontario was when I was first made
apiary inspector of the Province, 13 years ago last spring.
It took time to get the people taught so that they could cure
all diseased apiaries by my methods of treatment from May
to October, and at the finish to have every colony in first-

class condition since that time. It is over 28 years since I

discovered how to cure any foul-broody apiary from May to

October. If I had been able to cure only during the honey
season I never would have accomplished much, or have
been of much use to the Province if I had not been able to
finish up the curing with my fall treatment, where the mis-
takes were made.

I have driven over 90 percent of the disease out of the
Province since 1890, and if the bee-keepers had sent me in a
list of the diseased apiaries like they used to do, so as to

give me a chance to know where the disease was, and then
helped like they should have done, by this time I would
have had the disease all out, or nearly so.

No man in Ontario knows the true condition of things
as well as I do, and I positively declare that Ontario has not
one-tenth of the diseased apiaries now that she had ten
years ago. The disease is now completely under control,
and all that any person has to do is to send in a list of the
diseased apiaries, and have them cured, and cured in the
most profitable way, at that. Wm. McEvoy.

J. C. Morrison—Mr. McEvoy has done a great deal for
bee-keepers of Ontario, and personally I have been in the
past indebted to him for help in getting rid of the disease.
The McEvoy cure is Ihe cure, and McEvoy is the man for
inspector ; but when he tells us that foul brood is on the
decrease in Ontario, I think we are justified in criticising
the statement. He told us at Barrie, in 1902, that it was
stamped out except in the northern country. In the early
part of this year, in a letter to the press, he says that there
are a few diseased apiaries in the county of Norfolk, a few
in Simcoe, a few in Western Ontario, and some Down East.
Instead of only in the North, it is decreasing by spreading
east, west, and south. Foul brood on the decrease? So are
bee-keepers. Five years ago Mr. McEvoy cleaned the api-
ary of John Kidd ; this year foul brood cleaned him. Five
years ago he cleaned an apiary at Craighurst ; this year he
cleaned the same apiary by the firing method, and justly so.

This year, in our own county of Simcoe, we find it in Bee-
ton, Cookstown, Egbert, Alliston, Craighurst, and Jarrats
Corners. Look for a moment at the decrease as shown in

his reports. He visited in

—

1899 in 13 counties 126 apiaries of which 40 were foul.

1900 '• 12 " 100 " " 30
1901 " 12 " 77 " " 29 "

1902 " 12 " 91 " '• 30 "

1903 " 14 " 96 " " 28 "

How long at this rate will it taVe to clein Ontario !

Mr. Holtermann stated that the report sent out by the
inspector during the past year was entirely incorrect. He
knew of the disease in north and south Norfolk ; it was very
bad there, many apiaries had robbed out. It was in Brant,
in Muskoka, Grey, York, Perth—something must be done.
The law required amendments, and it had not been upheld
by the officers of the Association. Bee-keepers did not
know any longer to whom to write. All was confusion.
Some were afraid to criticise McEvoy for fear of the harm
he could do them. No better man could be found for Mr.
McEvoy's position if he would act in an impartial, fair, and
thorough manner.

The general feeling was that the duties of Foul Brood
Inspector of Ontario were too great for one man, even of
Mr. McEvoy's ability. The latter admitted that in some
things he had overstepped his authority.

The following were appointed a committee to revise the
Foul Brood Act : Messrs. Wm. McEvoy, J. L. Byer, J. C.
Morrison, R. F. Holtermann and Jas. Armstrong.

Messrs. McEvoy and Byer withdrew from the committee.

ADDRESS HY I'ROH. C. C. JAMES.

Prof. C. C. James, Deputy Minister of Agriculture,
delivered an address in the evening. He said he was very
pleased to be present at this convention of bee-men. It was
the wish of the Department to keep in close touch with all

that was being done by the various agricultural associa-
tions. He and Mr. Dryden had often remarked in looking
over the reports that the members of this Association ap-
peared to be living up to the business. The discussions
appeared to contain both the sting and the honey of the
bees. He was glad to see that the members, even in a
heated discussion, did not forget to act the gentleman.

Your secretary, said Prof. James, has a letter from the
Minister of Agriculture, suggesting an exhibit similar to

the annual Guelph Live Stock Exhibition. This is the
greatest educational Fair held on the continent. We have
thought that a Fair might be inaugurated for fruit and
honey interests. We may have a Fruit Fair next year,

showing fruit and implements used in fruit-growing, etc.

Let the bee-keepers join in with it. It would be a fine

thing to have an exhibit of fruit, honey and flowers at

Toronto next year, and have the annual meeting there at

the same time as the fruit-growers meet. We would, of
course, need to start on a small scale.

The Professor expressed regret that this body of men
came to Trenton so late in the year, when the natural beau-
ties of the place were obscured by winter The gateway to

one of the most beautiful spots in all Canada is Trenton.
It is historic ground. Years ago the French fur-traders

went up and down through the Trent valley. It is almost
120 years since the first settlers came in. Surveyors came
up from Ouebec to lay out the country for United Empire
Loyalists early in 1784 ; and 1784 to 1904 is 120 years.

The agricultural development here is one of great prog-
ress and interest. It is a matter for regret that our school

text-books make no reference to this. Too much attention

is given to political development. Surveyors began at

Kingston, numbering the townships as they went. Un-
fortunately these numbers have been replaced by names in

later years.
From 1784 to 1814, a period of 30 years, or one genera-

tion, methods of agriculture were very crude. They had to

cut down the trees to get at the land, and their principal

products were timber and ashes. These were exported to

the United States, the timber being floated down the
streams.

From 1814 to 1844 they had cleared enough land to grow
grain for export. Then wheat was King.

During the third generation —1844 to 1874—there was a
great movement to this country from England, Scotland and
Ireland. After the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars the

disbanded soldiers became the beginners of a great stream
of immigration. As these counties are the homes of the

best breeds of live stock, the immigrants brought with
them the nuclei of our choice herds of the present day.

The fourth generation—1874 to 1904—is noted for its

great development in the production of more finished arti-

cles, such as cheese, butter, eggs, fruit, honey. To produce
and market these profitably special organizations have
sprung up, so that we have live stock, dairy, poultry, fruity,

and honey interests, represented by special associations.

The question naturally arises. What shall the next
generation bring forth ? This is no longer a grain-grow-
ing country. Ontario stockbreeders annually sweep the
boards at the Chicago Live Stock Show. How is it ? To
start with, we have a country eminently adapted to stock-
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raising-. We have the soil, climate and water. Here, as
nowhere else on the North American Continent, are men
likely to continue to specialize along^ this line. In fruit-
growing the possibilities are unlimited. Alongside the
development of the fruit market we must work honey as well.
There is an unlimited market for first-class goods, not for
second-class. We should not produce second-class fruit nor
honey. There is only one way of keeping the market, that
is, keep the quality up.

High railroad rates are at present a great hindrance.
The government will probably have a railroad commission
soon, and this Association should have a committee ready
prepared to meet it.

A vote of thanks was tendered Prof. James for his ex-
cellent address.

A railroad committee was appointed.

OFFICERS FOR 1904.

The officers for 1904 were elected as follows :

President, J. W. Sparling; 1st vice-president, H. G.
Sibbald ; 2d vice-president, R. H. Smith ; directors : Dis-
trict No. 1, W. J. Brown ; No. 2, J. K. Darling ; No. 3, M.
B. Holmes ; No. 4, C. W. Post ; No. 5, J. W. Sparling ; No.
6, H. G. Sibbald ; No. 7, Geo. Wood ; No. 8, Jas. Armstrong

;

No. 9, R. H. Smith ; No. 10, G. A. Deadman ; No. 11, J. F.
Miller ; No. 12, Samuel Wood ; Ontario Agricultural Col-
lege, Prof. F. C. Harrison ; inspector of apiaries, Wm.
McEvoy ; and assistant inspector, F. A. Gemmill.

It was decided to withdraw the grant and representa-
tives from London, Toronto, and Ottawa fairs.

Committee to revise report : Messrs. Sibbald and
Pettit.

Auditors : Messrs. Nolan and Byer.
Next place of meeting, Toronto.
Mr. Fixter, of the Ottawa Experimental Farm, described

a fancy trophy of Canadian honey to be put up at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis in 1904.

It was decided to offer every encouragement to the St.
Louis Exposition.

The report of the committee to revise the Foul Brood
Act was then taken up. The report was adopted without a
dissenting voice, the main change being the appointing of
sub-inspectors in organized districts.

The Secretary read a communication from Prof. Harri-
son, stating that he had not been supplied with specimens
of foul brood to continue his study of the disease. It was
moved by Messrs. Holtermann and Couse that this matter
be not neglected next year.

The Transportation Committee appointed to meet the
Railroad Commission consists of Messrs. Lott and Couse.

The convention then adjourned to meet at Toronto in
1904.

Contributed ArticlesJ
More Colonies or More Manipulation—

Which?
BY DR. C. C. MILI.br.

MR. TOWNSEND thinks it better to increase the num-
ber of colonies and avoid extra manipulation. Mr.
Doolittle thinks it better to increase manipulation

rather than colonies—page 247. When two such successful
and experienced practitioners hold exactly opposite views
"the point is worth cosidering " a little farther.

Is it not possible that both gentlemen are right, each
from his own standpoint ? Mr. Townsend, if I am not mis-
taken, is located where it is easy for him to increase the num-
ber of his colonies or his apiaries to a considerable extent
without any fear of overstocking, while in Mr. Doolittle's
locality the field has been for years prettv fully occupied.

Suppose that Mr. Townsend has o'nly 100 colonies in-
stead of his present number, and suppose that by manipula-
tion (including in that term spreading of brood and stimu-
lative feeding) he can increase the crop stored by those 100
colotlies one-fourth. Please don't understand that one-
fourth is the amount of the increased harvest that manipu-
lation will secure ; I don't know what it is, but the argu-
ment will be the same whether it be one-fourth or one-

fortieth. Mr. Townsend does not need to consider the ques-
tion of nectar—nectar will go to waste were there twice as
many bees ; so it seems clear that with one-fourth more
colonies he ought to get one-fourth more honey ; and the
only question for him is whether it is easier to care for 100
colonies with manipulation, or 125 without. Evidently he
takes the latter view.

Suppose Mr. Doolittle has 100 colonies where manipula-
tion will make that 100 colonies exhaust all the nectar
within reach ; in such a case he has shown quite clearly
(page 247) that more colonies mean less moneyJor him ; and
Mr. Doolittle has done good service in calling attention to
the importance of a factor too little considered—the amount
of honey consumed by the bees themselves. Observations
at the Swiss experiment stations, if I remember correctly,
put the annual consumption of honey by a colony of bees at
70 pounds, which, although, much smaller than the estimate
of Mr. Getaz and Mr. Doolittle, is probably much larger
than the amount the generality of bee-keepers have thought
of, if indeed they have given it any thought at all.

For each bee-keeper, then, in considering whether he
stands with Mr. Townsend or Mr. Doolittle, comes first the
question, " Is there plenty of nectar available so that after
increasing there will still be more than the bees can gather
for both themselves and me ?" With the majority of bee-
keepers the danger-point has not yet been approached,
probably ; and with a great many the increase of colonies
may be carried to such a point as to make the increase of
harvest much beyond what manipulation could bring with-
out such increase.

In some cases there might be both increase of colonies
and all the added stores to be secured from extra manipula-
tion. With some, who have an unlimited field and limited
time to care for colonies, the most profitable way would be
to have the full number of colonies that could be cared for
without extra manipulation. Mr. Doolittle's friend who
proposed to double his number of colonies and lessen the
amount of labor with each, was probably right in thinking
this would give him more honey, i/ after the doubling of
colonies there was still more nectar than the bees could
gather.

In making a case, Mr. Doolittle makes it a little too
strong in one point. He calls attention to the increased
amount of honey that an inceased number of colonies would
need for their own consumption, but ignores the increased
amount needed for the increase of bees secured by extra
manipulation. It must not be forgotten that in each case
there is an increase of bees, and if there be the same increase
of bees by one method as by the other, then there will be
exactly the same increase of consumption. Although that
argument is thus ruled out, there is still an advantage left

Mr. Doolittle in the fact that stronger colonies store more
honey in proportion to the number of bees. A colony of
50,000 bees will give more surplus than the same number of
bees in two colonies, because a smaller number of bees will

be needed to do the homework of the larger proportion of
gatherers in the large colony.

After all this has been said, there still remains an im-
poriant point that is " worth considering." Are we always
sure of increased stores from the extra manipulation ? In
this locality, at the time such manipulation would be effec-

tive, there is already in the hive all the brood the bees can
cover in most colonies, in which case spreading brood can
only mean chilled brood. Spreading brood and stimulative
feeding are two pretty safe things for beginners to let alone,
at least in most localities. McHenry Co., 111.

No. 5.—Comb or Extracted Honey—Which?
BY C. P. D.\DANT.

THE greatest disadvantage, I might say the only disad-
vantage, in producing extracted honey is in the selling
of it. " Strained " honey in this country originally ac-

quired an unenviable reputation, at first, from its having
been produced by squeezing the honey out of the combs of
colonies caught in the woods, from bee-trees. This honey
was often mixed with pollen and residue, and more or less
cloudy, therefore inferior. Then with the discovery of the
extractor and the production of clean liquid honey on a
large scale, the temptation to imitate it by adulterating it or
even by selling pure glucose under the name of honey by
unprincipled dealers gave another warning against it to the
consumer. On the other hand, very few people knew that
honey in the liquid state granulates in cold weather, and a
very great prejudice formed immediatel3' against honey
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which, some consumer put it, "seems to be all sugar."
But wherever the consumers were acquainted with the meth-
ods of production and the quality of the article, the sale was
unlimited. There would be no end to the sale, and prices

would be very good, and, in fact, as high as those of comb
honey, if all the people could be convinced by plain evi-

dence that the honey offered is pure and wholesome.

It is true that there is suspicion, as well, regarding the

purity of comb honey, and we often meet people who look

upon sealed comb in sections with distrust, as if they ex-

pected to see a trace of the mold in which it was cast ; but
this very unreasonable suspicion which has been brought
about by silly newspaper stories, is easily overcome. It is

sufficient to call the attention of the consumer to the con-

stant irregularity of the combs in sections—of which no two
are alike—to convince them that no human hand has ever

built them, filled them and sealed them. For the combs of

the bees are another example of the wonders of Nature

—

variety in uniformity.

With extracted honey, the only evidence that the buyer
can have of the purity of the honey he purchases is his own
palate. If he will taste honey and adulterated sweets,

side by side, he can soon be convinced, by the sweetness of

the former and the lack of it in the latter ; but how many
consumers rely on their own sense of taste ?

So in the selling of extracted honey we have to stumble
every day on fresh obstacles. In every new field we have
the same objections, the same accusations of dishonesty,

however groundless they be. It takes years after years in

the same market to put the stamp of genuineness on our

goods. But when this is achieved, the sales are easy and
large. In our immediate vicinity, some 35 years ago, it was
difficult to get rid of a few hundred pounds of extracted

honey. To-day more than five times the number of bees

are kept, and although extracted honey is harvested in large

quantities it sells readily. But every one who will begin
the production of this article will have the same objections

to overcome, in his surroundings.

There is another danger in the production of extracted

honey, and that is the harvesting and selling of an unripe
article. When the honey-extractor was first discovered it

seemed as if all that had to be done was to make the rounds
of the apiary every other day and remove the surplus. By
such a method a very large amount of nectar was harvested,

but it was soon ascertained that this nectar was unfit for

keeping. The only method by which we can make sure of a

good article is the method of leaving the honey on the hive

long enough to ripen it partly, at least. Honey harvested a

little too soon may be bettered by keeping it for the rest of

summer in a hot place where it will have a chance to evapor-

ate its extra moisture, but it is preferable to leave this work
to the bees as long as possible. In dry, hot seasons, a fair

result may be expected by artificial ripening, but in cool

climates or wet honey seasons it is difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to obtain any results that prove entirely satisfactory.

There is however a difference not only in the atmospheric
conditions but also in the kinds of honey. Some grades of

honey ripen readily, and rarely seem to be overloaded with
moisture. In this vicinity, I will refer to Spanish-needle
honey, which seems to be fully ripened almost as soon as it

is taken in by the bees ; while basswood honey, though har-

vested in the hottest weather and kept through August and
September, very often proves too thin for regular granu-
lation. When honey is insufficiently ripened it is in danger
of fermentation, which more or less damages its flavor. It

does not granulate evenly, hardening in lumps that become
surrounded by the more liquid portion of the nectar. Al-

though in this shape it may be very palatable and desirable

for prompt use, such honey will not safely pass through the

following summer.
One of the oldest and most practical bee-keepers of

America, L. C. Root, son-in-law of Mr. Quinby, was the

first bee-keeper, to my knowledge, who attracted our atten-

tion to the fact that ripe honey was slow to granulate, and
that the grades that granulated latest in the season and with

the finest grain were the best for keeping. This has proven
correct. When our crop of clover honey hardens in a regu-

lar mass, resembling butter in texture, with no liquid por-

tion separated from it, we may be sure that the honey is

well ripened and safe to preserve, if not exposed to moisture
later. But when the grains are coarse, resembling lumps
of sugar, with more or less liquid surrounding them, we
have a honey that although good for present consumption
will not be likely to stand the changes of temperature wit'i-

out danger of fermentation. Hancock Co., 111.

c Nasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

WOMAN—HER POSITION AND WAYS.

I note with considerable interest, perhaps with a little

surprise also, what Mr. Roe says on page 267. Of course,

it is a matter of some importance to decide what is a proper
subject for playful sport, and what is too sacred for any such
treatment. All malignity being barred of course, must
Woman in all her moods and tenses—and duds—be forever
exempt? I think that only a small minority of intelligent

women, such as read bee-papers, will support Mr. Roe's
complaints. If a majority of them honestly object, I shall

think it time to consider the subject of reforming my style.

His largest error is in feeling (I say feelings not thinking)

as if the position of Woman, as a prime factor of Civiliza-

tion and Faith, is something less than rooted and grounded
like the everlasting hills. Practically all good men confess
the like of that, Mr. Roe, so don't be nervous. If I shoot a

pea at Mt. St. Helens, by blowing it through a tube, Mt. St.

Helens isn't going to suffer any serious damage. Even its

reputation as the most saint-like mountain in the world is

going to be pretty much the same after I shot the pea as

before. Most people (seems to me) take this into considera-

tion to start with, and therefore do not object to my shoot-

ing the peas—would rather I'd shoot 'em than not.

Mr. Roe rather makes another mistake in thinking that

my personal and inner spirit is one of contempt or indiffer-

ence. I hardly need (I think) to be reminded that I had a

mother, and a baby sister, whose early death powerfully
influenced my whole life, and "another, not a sister," who
died 18 years ago. For that 18 years I have not once even
seen in print that name, which is not written here on this

page, without more or less of a thrill. If you don't look

out, Mr. Roe, I shall be hauling you up before the bar
charged with cruelty.

Mrs. H.'s costume was pretty. Bridal costumes are apt

to be pretty—also preposterous. We might consent that a

dress to be worn only once in a lifetime might be prepos-

terous were not the " critters " so much inclined to have all

their other costumes preposterous, too. Just think once
what feminine costumes might get to be if not redeemed by
the saving grace of brotherly criticism.

PACKING-CASES FOR BEES.

How many are the styles that even so simple a thing as

a packing-case is capable of ! Not long ago we had one
designed to go through winter without any packing. Now
we have one to be left out all summer after packing is taken

out. This one also is made to move at two lifts, by ripping

the lower 12 inches separate. Nice to obviate the need of a

hive-cover—providing, that is, that the tar-paper continues
impervious all summer. A. J. Kilgore, page 183.

THE BEE-KEKPER WHO WRONGFULLY CROWDS.

And SO to mitigate our absolute nothing but talk, we
have one State society that will not take as a member a

bee-keeper who wrongfully crowds upon a previous apiary.

Not bad for a beginning at discipline—and let Idaho have
the honor due. Page 196.

"CONSECUTIVE POLYGMAY."

Sorry to see " consecutive polygamy " getting started

among our bee-editors. Willing to hope that there may be
mitigating considerations in the case not visible to a casual

glance. Page 196.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.

Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can

furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American

Bee Journal at fl.OO.
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Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Replacing' Lost Colonies of Bees.

Dear Miss Wilson :—What would you do if you had
lost all of your bees excepting^ 2 colonies (saved 2 out of 12),

and wanted to increase them as rapidly as possible, rearing'
your own queens ?

This has been the coldest winter on record in Connecti-
cut, and almost everybody has lost half, if not all, of their
bees, in this part of the State. I enclose a clipping- from
the Danbury News, written by Mr. H. L*. Jeffrey.

The 2 colonies I have left have queens from Dr. Miller's
stock. Why they did not die I can not tell, as xhey were
packed exactly the same.

I enjoy the Sisters' column very much, and find it very
helpful. Florence W. Sagendorf.

Fairfield Co., Conn., March 25.

Just what would be the best way for you may not be
easily told. In the first place, I should read up all the lit-

erature on hand pertaining to the subject in books and bee-
papers, and then try to decide which plan I could work best.
In Dr. Miller's " Forty Years Among- the Bees " you will
find some practical instruction on the subject, pages 252-261.

In any case, the first thing is to let the colonies become
strong. Nothing will be gained, and something may be
lost, by attempting division too early. Here is one plan
you may follow :

If there is a difference in queens, suppose No. 1 has the
best queen. When both colonies are fairly strong, each
having five or six frames of brood, take from No. 2 one or
two frames of the ripest brood and exchange with No. 1 for
frames with younger brood, or perhaps with little or no
brood. Perhaps a week later the same thing may be re-
peated. Thus No. 1 will be likely to swarm earlier. When
it swarms, hive the swarm on a new stand. A week later
divide the old colony into nuclei, giving each nucleus two
frames of brood with adhering bees, leaving on the old
stand only one frame of brood, as it will have the lion's
share of bees. See that each nucleus has one or more
queen-cells located where they will be sure to be kept warm.

Perhaps the colony will not swarm, and you must then
take matters into your own hands. Possiblv that may be
all the better. You will add brood to No. 1 from No. 2, as
before mentioned, but in drawing brood never leave less
than four frames of brood in the one you draw from. Thus
you can bring No. 1 up to perhaps 8 or more brood, giving
a second story if necessary. When sufficiently strong, with
weather and forage favoring, take a frame of brood with
adhering bees and the queen, as a nucleus on a stand, of
course adding one or two combs with some honey. Eight
to ten days later divide the old colony into nuclei, as before
mentioned, putting one of the nuclei (this nucleus will need
only one frame of brood) in place of the queen, returning
the hive with the old queen to the old stand. Draw brood
from time to time from No. 2 for No. 1, till No. 1 again be-
comes very strong, when the process may be repeated. As
the season becomes later, make your nuclei stronger, per-
haps helping from the earlier nuclei, and be sure not to be
caught with a lot of weaklings at the close of the season.

The clipping referred to in the letter above, reads as
follows, being dated March 24 :

According to Henry .Jeffrey, expert in bee-culture of Litchfield
County, fully 80 percent, and perhaps more, of the honey-bees in this
section are dead, having starved, the honey on which they -would
naturally feed having been solidly frozen during the continuous cold
weather of January and February, when the thermometer on 33
mornings was below zero, and on two mornings 40 below, as against
only three days below zero in all the winter before.

Throughout this section there is plenty of snow left yet, having
been on the ground coutiDuously for 90 days. No one in this section

'

can recall as severe a winter as the one just passed.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof. A. J. Cook
;

44 pages ; price, postpaid, 30 cents. This is by the same
author as " The Bee-Keepers' Guide," and is most valuable
to all who are interested in the product of our sugar-maples.
No one who makes maple sugar or syrup should be without
It. Order from the office of the American Bee Journal.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the oflBce of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Queen-Cell Among Drone-Brood.

In overhauling a friend's bees to-day, I had a new experience. I

found a colony that was queenless (at least no i|ueen was noticed),
and no brood was found in any of the combs, excepting a small quan-
tity of drone-brood sealed up. Ninety-six drone-cells, actual count,
and 1 sealed queen-cell, no worker-brood at all. The queen-cell was
right among the sealed drone-cells.

1. Now, where did those drone-cells come from?
2. Is it possible that a laying worker deposited those eggs in the

drone-cells, and ihe bees reiliziug their queenlessness endea-vored to
rear a queen out of a drone-egg '.

3. is this a very common occurrence, i. e, , to find queen-cells
started among drone-comb 1 Virginia.

Answers.— 1 and 2. It is not only possible but probable that not
only a laying worker but a number of them were present, and that
the bees attempted to rear a queen just as you have suggested.

3. It may be expected wherever laying workers are present.

Rendering Combs in a Sun Wax-Extractor.

1. I am going to have a sun wax -extractor. Please tell me how lo-

use it.

2. I have some drone-brood combs; they are new combs left from
last year ia which the bees died Part of the combs are filled with
dead bees and honey. Can I put them in the extractor?

3. Is it good to put water in the pan for the settlingsl

4. If the cocnb is put through the sun extractor once, and not
clean, can it be put through again * Iowa.

Ans-wers.— 1. You will probably get instructions with the extrac-
tor, although the working hardly needs instruction. Simply place the
extractor in a sunny place facing south, and if you want to hurry up
the melting turn it at different times to face the sun.

2. Yes, but it will be better without the dead bees. Perhaps if

well dried you can shake them out; especially as worker-bees tit rather
loosely in drone-combs.

3. Yes.
4. Yes, but if you put in old combs you can't get the wax out

clean without some kind of a press. If old comb is broken up fine

and thoroughly soaked with water, you will get more wax out of It;

for the cocoons soak up the wax something like a sponge. If old.

comb is put in whole, have only one layer at a time.

Superseding and Introducing Queens—Queen-Clipping
Device.

1. Kindly " diagnose" this condition of bee-hive abnormality if it

is abnormal at all : Four days ago I opened my best colony and used
smoke to quiet the bees. I used a smoker that a neighbor burnt brim-
stone in last fall and which still, though cleaned well, retains the odor
of brimstone. Fuel used was rotten wood. On opening the hive I

found the bees balling the queen. I closed it rapidly. To-day—four
days afterward— 1 find two queen-cells started. There is an abun-
dance of brood, and the hive is boiling over with bees. I have used
stimulative feeding, two or three times. There are to my mind two
hypotheses: Either the bees and queen became unduly excited, or the
bees were about superseding the queen. I call you into consultation
in the case.

2. I have taken from my cellar in fine shape "ai colonies. There
are only two queens dead. I have just sent South for two iiueens.

Now, I have 2 observatory hives. How would it be to introduce each
queen into an observatory hive, and in a few days, if well received, in-

troduce the comb from the observatory hive into the queenless colony ?

I do not suppose there would be any trouble about introducing, but it

seems this plan would make assurance doubly sure.

3. I still have quite a little difficulty in finding the queen. Is it

better to wait for u hoi day when most bees are ou the wing J

4. Do you recommend any queen-clipping device that could be
used to sliD down on the queen and hold her on the combs whilst
clipping? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. It does not often happen that a queen is super-
seded early in the season in a colony well stocked with bees and brood

;

and if she is superseded, she will continue laying until the young
queen emerges, or longer. You can decide by examining the queen-
cells. If it was a case of superseding, you will find pre-constructed
cells; that is, the bottom of the cell will be greater in diameter than
II worker-cell. If you find a worker-cell at the bottom of the queen-
cell, then it is a post-constructed or energeucy coll, and you may know
that the cell was built because the queen was dead, or because they
were afraid she would be. It is not an unusual thing for a queen to
be balled when the bees are disturbed, especially in spring, perhaps
for her safety, and as soon as the excitement is over the queen is re-
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leased, yet in their eagerness to protect the qaeen they may carry tlic

thing too far, causing her death. Cells may be started when the

queen is first balled, and then when she is released they may or iim.\

not be torn down. It is possible that the queen was alive and well,

unless you saw her dead body. Of course you can decide easily by
this time, as there will be eggs if the queen is all right.

2. Your plan will tend to greater assurance of safety.

3. Yes, it will be easier tor you and safer for the quten. Don't
fool with bees when they are not Hying freely, anyway.

4. That depends. One who has been in the habit of catching the
queen, after clipping hundreds, would hardly be bothered with any-
thing of the Ivind, but it might be (juite a help to many who have not
had such experience.

Pastenins Coml) Foundation In Sections.

Jn reading your book, "Forty Years Among the Bees," I have
come to the conclusion that you can put foundation in sections tietter

than I can. I am a beginner, and fastening foundation in the sec-

tions bothers me more tlian anything else. I use the Daisy founda-
tion fastener, and do the best I can, and carry the supers from the
shop to the hives as though I had soap-bubbles, the foundation in

some of them will come out. The 4i4X't'4 sections are not as bad
about it as the 4x5. If you will tell me how to put foundation in

sections so I can put the supers in a wagon and drive to an outapiary,
it will be a great help to me. Ohio.

Answers.—When you vigorously shake a super of sections, the
foundation should be so well fastened that none drops out. It is possi-

ble that you don't have enough heat. Turn up your lamp so that the
plate will be so hot that the wax will begin to melt as quickly as it

touches. Of course you must move rather lively or more will be
melted thau you desire. If the starter is of large size it will be neces-
sary to hold it after taking it from the machine just a very short time
before turning it over, thus giving it chance to cool a little.

Getting Combs Built to the Bottom-Bars—Wintering
Bees.

I have been keeping bees for :i years, and have 15 colonies. I had
20 last fall, and lost 4. One was loo light, and 1 queenless, so I united
them. I hunted all my bees the first year, 7 swarms, and that was
late (July 2('i), but they wintered well. I want logo right on and run
for comb honey.

1. As I cut out all the crooked and drone comb, I saw all the
combs are about 1 inch from the bottom-bar. I am thinking of tip-

ping the hive upside down when in the best comb-building. Will that
work? Will it make any difference if the honey is down and the
brood up for 3 or 4 days? I think they will fasten it on, and then I

would turn it over again.
2. Would it be better to winter bees outside, or in a cellar where I

can't get the temperature over 33 degrees, and sometimes less than 31 •

Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. Yes, if you reverse the frames when bees are
eagerly building comb, they will build to the bottom-bars, and there
will be no trouble from having cells wrong side up for a few days.

2. It will probably be better to have them well packed outdoors
than in a cellar never warmer than 33 degrees, unless yon take them
out every time it is warm enough for them to fly.

Early-Reared ftueens—Laying Workers.

Last fall I had 5 colonies of bees when winter commenced, but
soon twoof them died, which must have been queenless. One of the
3 that was left I wintered outside, but wrapped it up good, and put it

in a warm place. The winter has been mild here, and this colony
wintered all right. The other 2 colonies I put into the cave; it was
cold in there, but not as cold as it was outdoors. I put them in about
Dec. 1, and they did not have a night until March 1. At first 1 did not
give them enough air above, and they got damp and wet. When I

took them out there was a lot of dead bees and mold on the bottom-
board. I cleaned them all oft, and the colony seemed to be weak and
queenless. After a flight, I put them liack until about March IT, then
set them on the summer stands. I could not find a queen in one hive,

while in the other the queen had gone to laying. I found one piece of
comb with a few eggs and some larvae. I took this and gave it to the

queenless colony. I tried to start a queen-c^ll or two by enlarging
every other cell, but the bees did not care about my help. As soon as

I gave them this comb they set up a hum such as I had not heard in 4

or 5 days. I looked at this comb and they had sealed all that wa.s

ready to seal, and had started 2 queen-cells; one had alarva in, but the

other had nothing. All the rest of the eggs were gone, no sign of

them left, and the bees had straightened up the cell that I had spoiled.

1. Will they rear themselves a good queen out of this? All the

eggs were in worker-cells.

2. Will this queen be good, as there are no drones, and will not be

for quite a while?
3. How can I save these bees* I have been thinking of giving

them a frame of lirood, now and then, from the other hives, as they

increased. How would this do'
4. Will this queen lay before she mates with the drone? If she

does, will her eggs hatch ; If so, will they be drones, if laid in worker
and queen cells.

5. How can she lay eggs, and what power have they to hatch;

(Great is the mystery of bees : i 1 have read a small ABC book on

bees, and Dr. Miller's " Forty Years Among the Bees," and yet this
worker-laying business is a conundrum to me. I also read the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, but this is one thing I cannot see into, and feeding
the queen-egg royal jelly—where do they get that? They cannot get
anything excepting what is inside of the hive. Nebraska.

Answers.— 1 and 3. Queens reared unusually early are not likely

to be good, and the case will not be helped by the absence of drones.
3. By giving them sealed brood from time to time from other colo-

nies you can build up this colony to be the strongest in the lot, and
have them rear a good queen later on. But that will cost more than
it will come to, for the gain to this colony will not balance the loss to

the others. Y'ou will be the gainer in the long run if you will unite
the queenless colony with another having a good queen, or perhaps
dividing its forces between two or more colonies. Then when all be-

come strong you can have a new colony or colonies, and have more
bees by the middle of June than if you had tried to keep the queenless
colony going.

4. She may or she may not lay before being fecundated ; and if

she does, all her eggs will produce drones even if laid in worker or
queen cells.

5. A worker-bee is a female, but with reproductive organs not
fully developed. Under certain circumstances not merely one worker
but a large number of them will take up the egg-laying business; and
there is no reason why the eggs should not hatch just as well as the
unfertilized eggs of a queen, for the queen's eggs that produce drones
are all unfertilized. The nurse-bees produce the royal jelly just as

they produce the food for the worker-babies (the royal jelly is about
the same thing as the food fed to the youngest workers or drone-
larva'), by eating what they find in the hive—honey and bee-bread.

You don't understand all about it—neither do I; I'm glad to learn

what little I can, even it I don't fully understand it.

Spacing Extracting-Prames—Plain Zinc Excluders-
Porticoes on Hives.

1. During rainy weather I nailed up a lot of shallow extracting-

frames, but when it came to spacing I stopped. The top-bars of these

frames are 'h of an inch wide. If I space them with staples I believe

those staples will always be in the way in the extractor. What is the

quickest way to space such frames, when placing supers on the hives,

and how far apart from center to center*

2. From reading, I see there must be queen-excluders of zinc in

using extracting-supers. I ^ there room enough for the bees to crawl

through if I lay the perforated sheet directly on top of the frames ? or

would it be better to lay 34-inch slats across the frames, and the sheet

on these ?

3. Of what USB is the portico on some styles of hives '. Iowa.

Answers.— 1. With top-bars and end-bars only ',,' wide, any spacer

would likely be a good deal in the way when extracting, so loose-

hanging frames may be the best thing under the circumstances. The
quickest way to space will probably be by eye and finger. Practice

will help greatly. While pushing each frame up to place it will help

to let a finger be between this frame and the preceding frame; but if

your eye is well trained you may not need the help of the finger. Ex-

tracting frames may be spaced anywhere from 1^^ to 2 inches, al-

though few would favor as much as 2 inches. Of course there should

be uniformity in spacing.

2. Yes, there will be plenty of room for the bees to pass through if

the sheet be laid directly on the top-bars.

3. It is supposed to protect from the wind any bees inclined to

take a promenade on the alighting-board. It also furnishes a nice

protection for spiders, and is not much used nowadays.

Queen-Cell Cups-T Supers.

1. Are there queen-cell cups for sale in the market? Mr. W. H.

Pridgen said, in 1900, that the time is at hand when cell-cups will be

on the market; but I have never seen them advertised. Do you use

them? If so, are they a success' Would not old queen-cells do to

breed in again if larvic and royal jelly were transferred into them? I

would like to use cell-cups, but fear I have not ingenuity to make
them. ,, . ^.

2. I can't imagine what kind of T supers you use. \ ou say in the

Chicago-Northwestern convention report that it is in four pieces, and

if you are not careful you will have those four pieces scattered around,

etc. Now, I have been using T supers for .years, and would not ex-

change them for any supers I ever saw. And as for the slotted sec-

tion-holders, I would not have them as a gift. Mine are of a style

made up by Elvin Armstrong. They were praised at the time, but he

went out of the supply business years ago, and I have never seen any

representation by any of the factories. The T's are supported by a

strip at the bottom, and when the sections are on they can not get out

of place. Then when the sections are all in I put a set of T's on top,

and when they are all fastened in I could throw them over a fence and

they would not come apart. If 1 had a starter on either side of the

section I could put the super on either side. I could not get them

made to order until I sent a sample to the factory. I think if you had

them you would be satisfied with theui. Iowa.

Answers. 1. I don't know whether you can get cell-cups from

dealers or not. I think they are not quoted in the catalogs. One year

I bought quite a number from W. H, Pridgen. They are a success,

but where one is rearing queens merely for his own use, it is as well,

or better, to let the bees start their own cell-cups, as described in
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"Forty Years Among the Bees," page 240. Tes, you can use the old

queen-cells, p
2. You can " imagine " my T supers "in four pieces" all right

if you will call the super itself one piece and the T tins three more
pieces, thus making four pieces. In other words, they are just about

the same as yours, only instead of a single piece nailea on each side of

the super to support the T tins, as you seem to have, the usual way is

to have three small pieces on each side, one for each T tin. Insleaa

of putting T tins on top, I put little pine sticks '4 inch by S, or alittle

less than 'j. You might like this last better than T tins, as the tins

pi obably cause more beeglue on top. I don't understand how you
could turn your super upside down without the sections falling out, as

the T tins on top are probably not fastened there.

I am a little surprised at your not being able to get T supers, for

they have been ((uoted in citalogs for years, and one leading catalog

before me says :
" This form of super is very popular with a large

class of bee-keepers, and it is also used by some of the most extensive

honey-producers in the world." I do not wonder at your preference

for T supers over all others. Almost any one would prefer them //' lir

would h'lirn to usf them properly.
If you read anything in the report that made you think I was not

satisfied with the T super, it must be that I was wrongly reported, or

«xpresEed myself wrongly.

Learning Queen-Rearing- Growing Basswood and
Buckwheat.

1. Can a person learn queen-rearing from reading "Forty Years
Among the Bees?" If so, in what particular does your method differ

from that of Mr. Doolittle?

2. The writer had a prolific queen last season—she filled 13 Lang-
stroth frames with brood, and her bees were golden Italians, but some
time during August the color of many of the bees were very dark, and
when the hive was opened a black queen was found, the old one hav-

ing been superseded. Do bees sometimes destroy a valuable queen !

3. An Italian queen mates with a black drone, and the bees from
her are more vicious than either pure black or pure Italians. Whyl

4. How do bees take feed from the Doolittle division-board feeder?

5. If a colony has plenty of stores in the spring, will the uncap-
ping of the honey cause them to increase the same as if they are fed

sugar syrup?
6. Do you think basswood would be suitable to this climate?
7. If one should get basswood sprouts and set them out, provided

they will live here, how long will they grow before they yield honey?

8. I have sown buckwheat, but have never been able to find any
honey that the bees collected from it. The bees work on it only from
about sunrise until the dew is off. Please tell me how to produce
buckwheat honey. KENTncKY.

Answers.— 1. Yes, you can learn from " Forty Years Among the
Bees " the way I rear queens; but if you want a book entirely devoted
to that subject get Doolittle's " Scientific Queen-Rearing. " It is the
most comprehensive work on that subject that has ever been written.

The difference between Mr. Doolittle's queen-rearing and mine is not
in principles but rather in details, to give all of which would trans-

gress the limit here allowed.
2. Yes, often. In the natural course of events, every queen is

sooner or later superseded, no matter how worthless nor how valuable.

3. I don't know.
4. There is an opening at the upper part where they enter and

I readily crawl down to the feed. They would drown there in large

numbers if it were not for the fact that a wall on either side is so close

that they can easily crawl up.
5. It will have much the same effect.

6. Most likely.

7. Possibly 8 or 10 years.

8. I don't know of any other way to make buckwheat honey ex-

cept to have the plants in plenty and let the liees work on it. You do
not say how large a surface you sowed. A very small patch would
hardly be a fair test. In the best buckwheat regions bees do not work
on buckwheat late in the day, usually closing up some time in the
forenoon.
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]
Wintered Well.

My bees have wintered well so far. They
are lying out at the entrance. I winter my
bees on the summer stands. When I feed
them I invert a bottle with feed in it, and a
rag over the mouth of the bottle. In bad
weather I nail a wire over the hive-entrance,
so they can not come out. The bees are carry-
ing in bee-bread now.

Jambs L. A. Miller.
Gasconade Co., Mo., March 24.

Honey Season Too Long.
I had my first swarm to-day. I have 60

colonies. Last year I got 1800 pounds of
honey from 4b cjlonies, although it was a bad
year. It rained 14 days in May right in the
middle of the honey-season. One drawback
to honey-producing here is that our nec-
taryielding flowers bloom from .January to
November, making the season too long.

S. B. SiNGLETART.
Thomas Co., Ua., March 15.

Severe Winter and Loss of Bees.

This is the 4th year and I have not lost any
bees in wintering until this year. I lost 24
colonies out of :^l), all wintered on the summer
stands. The most of them were packed top
and sides, but it did not make any difference
how they were oroteeted. The warmer they
were, the more they sweat. The single-walled
hives had more chance to dry out and the bees
in them came through better. I have gone to
three other bee-men, and they have all had
the same bad luck this winter. This is the
coldest winter we have had for 20 years—22
below, and steady cold.

Wm. M. Scabuefield.
Union Co., N. J., March IS.

Honey Crop Prospects.

The prospects for a honey-crop the coming
season are very much improved, so far as the
OJai Valley is concerned. Our rains which
Were due in November, did not arrive until
the middle of January, and at that date the
outlook was (lark, but of lile we have had

1
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Up First Flight.
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One Untested Queen fl.lO
' Tested Queen 1.65
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*' Cotnb Nucleus (no
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ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival
guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA. IOWA.
Please mention Bee Journal -when 'WTltln&
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at Factory Prices. Can ship 1 luick. We
are airen s of C. B. Lewis Ci'TChas. Da-
dant i Sod, and other Ipadinj; manu-
facturers. Wholesale and Retail.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
213-215 W. Second SxKKhi,

DAVENPORT. - IOWA.

Please meatton the Bee Jotirnal.

some very tine rains, coming in ajway to do
the most good, ami fullowed by good weather
conditions. If we ^.t a few more showers
during the next :iO days, and other conditions
are favorable, we may yet " pull off" a fairly

good crop of honey. Bees are in fine shape,
much better than at ihis time last year; breed-
ing up fast, and in .some cases actually put-
ting new honey into the extracting-supers.
Could we foretell what kind of weather we
will have during the next few weeks, we
might make a guess at the outlook for a crop.
Probably it is better that we can not tell ; so
we will wait and do our part in getting ready
for a busy season. c_ tisR Wm. Rosa.
Ventura Co., Calif., iMarch 23.

Severe Winter on Bees.

This winter has been very severe on bees in

this locality. 1 have received accurate infor-

mation from l>ee-kfepers for several miles
around, and also from Iroquois County, and
all reports are abont the same. Judging from
the reports, fully .50 percent of all the ijees

around here are dead, not figuring on what
will die between now and blossoms. It is

true that all the bees were wintered on the
summer stands, but some were well protected.
They starved with |>lenty of stores, and to

spare, but the cold spell was longer than they
could stand, hence the results. However,
with 50 percent left, and prospects for good
pasturage, I see no reason why bee-keepers
can not make it well, as there is no doubt tiut

that honey will sell at a good price.

I seem to have been more fortunate than
some of my friends, as I have lost, as yet,

only 7 colonies, and the others seem to be
fairly strong. H. S. Dcbt.
Kankakee Co., 111., March 31.

Long Winter Confinement.

On page 151, Dr. Miller asks if any one ever
had a colony of bees come through in good
condition, out-of-doors, after a conflnement
to the hive of 100 days, without a cleansing
flight. I have had seven years' experience in

outdoor wintering here in Northern Wiscon-
sin, and am able to give an answer to his

question. Indoor wintering is preferable

here, because the thermometer sometimes
goes down to 30 degrees below zero ; but if

the bees are properly packed they will en-
dure confinement to the hive of over 100 days
very well. That, at least, has been my experi-
ence. I made a good bee-cellar and wintered
my bees in this cellar until 1896, when I read
in a paper that outdoor wintered bees are

more hardy in the spring than those wintered
in the cellar. I decided to give outdoor win-
tering a trial. In the fall I packed three colo-

nies of bees in a winter-case, with about 4-

inches of chaff around the hives and on top of
them. They had no flight from December I'i

until March IS, so they were confined 95 days.

They all came through the winter, but in a
very poor condition.

In 1897 I again pacKed my three colonies in

the same way as the winter before. They were
confined from November 16 to February f*. or
84 days. One colony was dead, and the other
two very weak.

In 1898 I packed 10 colonies, but this time I

put a chaff cushion on each side of the Ijees,

inside the hive, and a Hill's device on top of
the frames, over which a piece of burlap was
spread. Now I put a super filled with chaff
on the hive. 1 put a cover over the super, but
left an open space of about }S inch at the rear
end of the super. 1 then placed each hive in

a winter-case, and packed ttiem with 3 inches
of chaff on the sides and top, and put a water-
proof cover on the case. This time the bees
were confined from November 23 to February
1?, or 86 days. Thry all came through the
winter in fine condition.

In 1899 I again wintered lOcolonies, packed
the same way, Tbuy were confined from
December 3 to .March 31, or 117 days, and all

came through strontr and healthy, except one
colony that had a drone-laying queen. This
one had dysentery in the spring and died.

In 1900 I packed 18 colonies as before.
They were conliued from November 14 to
March 17, or 123 d;i s. Two colonies were
dead, but the other I' colonies were in good
condition, without ani- sign of dysentery.

In 1901 1 Hiiiiei' : 18 colonies outdoors. I

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -^

Daughters of Select Im-
^^^K^j ported Italian, Select
Vi^H^f Long-Tongue (Moore's),
~ ^^^ and Select Golden, bred

Similes apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

T# i-^ mtsmated queens replaced
S J free. Safe arrival guar-
'^ anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.C0 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 IS.OO 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1 50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD
will sell tickets to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, account of National Baptist
Anniversary, on May 16th, 17th and
18th, at rate of one fare for the round-
trip, plus 25 cents. Tickets good going
date of sale. By depositing same, ex-
tended return limit of June 10th may
be secured. Through service to New
York City, Boston, and other Eastern
points. No excess fare charged on any
train on the Nickel Plate Road. Meals
on American Club Meal plan, ranging
in price from 35 cents to SI. 00; also
service a la carte. Chicago depot, La
Salle and Van Buren Sts., the only
passenger station in Chicago on the
Elevated Loop. Chicago City Ticket
Offices, 111 Adams St., and Auditorium
Annex. 'Phone Central 2057.
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Nurserymen Should Be Sure.—Any
system that reduces chances of error in label-

ing nursery stock is worth earnest considera-
tion. When a man pays for fruit-trees of a
certain variety, it is good policy for the
nurseryman to make sure his customer gets
them.
The success of Carl Sonderegger, proprie-

tor of the German Nurseries at Beatrice,
Nebr., has grown out of his extreme care in

delivering just what is paid for. This policy
has developed a long list of confiding custo-

mers for nurse! \ stock, who are certain that
when it buds, leaves and bears it will be the

exact variety they wanted.
Another valuable feature is that Mr. Son-

deregger if a carefull-shipper, and his trees

and plants all arrive in a sound, healthy,

growable condition; in fact, he guarantees
their safe arrival at any railroad station in

the United States to which shipments are

made. Damp moss and expert packing are

the reasons why he can send nursery stock to

any address. His catalog is a good one to

have at one's e!!'OW. He sends it free any-
where. Please mention the American Bee
Journal when writing.
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They were confined from November 12 to

February 23, or 102 days. All came through
with no signs of dysentery.
In 1902 I wintered 31 colonies outdoors.

They were confined from November 27 to

February 10, or 74 days. There were some
dysentery spots on the alighting boards, but
all came through.
In 1903 1 wintered 26 colonies outdoors.

They were confined from November 12 until
yesterday, or 105 days of very severe weather,
with the thermometer most of the time
around zero, and some of the time 30 degrees
below. One colony is dead, 3 are showing
signs of dysentery, and the other 22 colonies
are in good condition. The three colonies
affected with dysentery had a good flight, and
I hope they will puil through. I have 61

colonies in the cellar, and there is no signs of

dysentery on the hives up to date. Taking
ecerything into consideration, I prefer cellar-

wintering in a severe winter.
John H. Clasen.

Manitowoc Co., Wis., Feb. 29.

Bees Not Wintering Well.

Bees are not wintering well so far. Some
have lost all, some half, some none at all. One
man who had 47 colonies has lost 25 so far.

They were left on the summer stands, in sin-

gle-walled hives. Some colonies had as high
as 35 pounds of honey left. They must have
chilled so that they could not reach their
stores.

I have a few colonies, and they are well
packed and all right so far. In this locality

there was no fall honey to speak of, which
necessitated feeding, and those who are not
" onto their job " will lose heavily from the
extreme cold and scarcity of food. My bees
had their last flight on October 24, and their
first flight this spring on March 7, and, in

fac* that is the only flight they have had.
My neighbor put 11 colonies in the cellar last

fall, and by the first of February he had lost

7. The combs were all moldy and damp.
He put the live ones in his chamber and is

now feeding them. When it is warm, and
the sun shines, they come out of the hive and
fly to the food and fill themselves, and then
go back. This room has two windows in the
south, and the hives set with the backs to the
partition, and face the south. Two of the 4
colonies are queenless, and they do not work.
He feeds syrup in combs from which the
honey has been extracted. It is quite a sight
to open the door on a warm day and see them
work, which they do quite lively.

Peter L. Francisco.
Marathon Co., Wis., March 18.

Outdoor Wintering of Bees.

Complying with Dr. Miller's request, pages
151 and 152, I will relate my experiences as to
wintering bees out-of-doors. I must qualify
this by stating that my bees were wintered in
an open shed, facing the northeast, without
any protection from that direction.

In April, 1S80, 1 commenced with two colo-
nies of hybrids, which I increased to S dunog
the first season. Toward the end of the sea-
son I became aware that I had overdone the
increasing business, but it was too late tor me
to correct the blunder, since I had not yet
learned how to unite weak colonies quickly
and successfully. I did not take a pound of
honey away from them, but, instead, I fed
cane-sugar syrup un'.il the weakest colony
had all of 15 pounds of winter stores, while
the strongest colony had 30 pounds or over.

All the hives were hand-made by myself,
and otS-frame capacity (American frames,
113.ixllVj), but single-walled. A super G'.
inches deep was left on the hive, which was
well packed with absorbents. Three cross-
pieces were placed on the brood-frames, to
allow the bees to pass from one comb to an-
other, over which a clean sheet of burlap was
spread. Next was .spread a heavy woolen
quilt, and then a hug of oats-chafl completed
the packing for the winter. The telescoped
covers were provided with 4-inch holes
(screened), so as to perinit accumulating mois-
ture to escape. Thus prepared, my bees re-

mained without a siogli: flight from Nov. 15,
18S0, until March 1, issl—fully 108 days.
Four colonies showed more or less dysentery.
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and spotted the front of their hives, so I

transferred them into clean, new hives, Miirch
23. Two, mere nuclei, spring- dwindled and
soon succumbed, having too few bees. But
the 6 colonies soon made good headway.

I very soon learned that for the production
of extracted honey, for this locality, a much
larger hive, and double-walled at that, is much
to lie preferred to small, single-walled hives.
While I still have a number of small pioneer
hives, I have placed them in the upper tier

In my bee-shed, and use them exclusively for
the rearing of queens. All of my regular
hives carry 14 combs, ll'4Xll'4, and 2 divi-

sion-boards in the brood-chamher, aad all are
double-walled. The bees have always win-
tered in them to my perfect satisfaction. I

hardly ever move a hive, and the queens are
always kept in the same hive and location, as
long as they are in good service.

Before concluding I will say that the win-
ter of IS80-.S1 was an exceptionally cold one,
and that deep show covered the ground from
the middle of November, 1880, until the mid-
dle of March, l.ssi. During that winter the
thermometer frequently went away below 30
degrees below zero, and once as low as 40 de-
grees below. In fact, that winter was the
coldest of any winter during the 24 years that
I have kept bees. Wm. Stollet.
Hall Co., Nebr., Feb. 27.

A Queen Mated but Once.

On page 151,1 see the question, "Are
queens fertilized more than once?" From
observations during all my experience with
bees, 1 can say that there is no such thing.
It is against nature. It a queen does not ful-

fill her duty, she will soon be superseded with-
out notice. I remember reading an article in

the Bee Journal last year, where a bee-keeper
positively saw a queen come home twice, and
both times successfully mated. Under no
conditions is this possible. In the first place,
a queen is not in a hurry to go out. Often
she has to be driven out by the other bees.
She will come out into one corner of the hive
and then slip back into the other, until she is

forced to go. She takes the location of the
hive and starts off singly to take a Might,
when she Is met by a drone, when a chase be-
gins. She will try her best to get away if

possible, but a drone can out-fly a queen every
time, and as soon as she is caught they natur-
ally fall to the ground. I have seen them
struggle for 10 minutes before the queen
would give up. I can tell that gentleman
how he saw his queen successfully mated
twice. When a prime swarm issues there are
two or three queens ready to come out. While
it is not always the case, it often happens. As
soon as the old queen leaves, one of the new
queens will take possession, and when she
flies out to be mated, one of the other queens
will slip out and also take possession, and
when the first one comes back all worn out
from her (light, what does she find but that
some one else has taken her place, and a fight

is sure to follow, and she being worn out, is

sure to be killed, and so the next one will
have to take her Wight? Of course that would
cause a man to believe that one queen was
mated twice. If he had looked in front of the
hive he surely would have found the dead
queen.

I would like to hear from Dr. C. C. Miller,

and others, on this subject.
LaSalle Co., 111. ' P. 11. Harbeck.

Results of the Winter—Hives.
I must tell the good news that I have not

lost a colony of bees during the past winter.

This is my second winter with bees. Last
year I lost one colony of my five, and this

year all my 11 colonies are alive, although 2

of them are somewhat weak. These 2 I shall

double up with some strong colony and keep
the best queen. There seems to be little

honey left in the brood-chambers. All my
bees are in Dan/.enbaker hives. Five colonies
I wintered in the open air, protected from the
cold wind by a house and fence, t'esides hav-
ing an 11-inch telescope cap, with four inches
of chall over the frames. The other 6 I had
in a " pit " at)ove ground, covered with dry
leaves about a foot deep all around. These 6
I gave a Js-inch entrance, but covered with a
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wire-screen to within I4 inch from tbe bottom,

to prevent mice and rats getting inside. The
hives stood on planks raised about a foot

from the ground. AU the 11 hives had an

empt.v super underneath the single brood-

chamber, but I think a double brood-chamber
is still better. I shall not put bees in a pit

again, as all the colonies lost quite a num-
ber of bees durinj^ the winter— about a pint

each, or perhaps a pint and a half. Those
wintered outdoors did not lose quite so many.
The date of the last llight of my bees last

fall was the day before Thanksgiving, while

February 6 was the first da? they could fly

this year, making a continuous confinement
lasting 10 weeks.
These last two seasons with my bees I always

had to feed in the fall, and used sugar syrup
therefor. But this year I am going to take oil

all sections, except the unfinished ones by the

first of September, and then let the bees fill

their brood-chambers full during ibe follow-

ing two months, so that they will have plenty

of good stores for the winter. Some say that

sugar syrup is as good as, if not better than,

honey for the bees, but I doubt it very much.
If honey contains so much more nourishment.

I 9 B ^-80 Foi
B ^ 200 Egq

u INCUBATOR

I eg>;. Write for catalog to-day.

IqEO. M. STAHL, Quincy. Ill

45A26t Please mention the Bee J

The Cyphers Slodol Incubator.

—

There is a new star in the incubator firma-

ment, the Model, designed and manufactured
by Chas. A. Cyphers, Buffalo, N. Y. Mr.
Cyphers is one of the pioneers in artificial in-

cubation, and his book, " Incubation and its

Natural Laws,'' was one of the greatest con-
tributions to the progress of the poultry in-

dustry. In this new machine, the Model, Mr.
Cyphers has made some notable improve-
ments. Careful investigation has shown that

chestnut, which is used in diflicult piano con-

struction, is the best wood for holding glui-

and resisting climatic changes, and this is

used for the case, instead of pine. The insu-

lation has received careful attention, and im-
provements have been made in the compound

CBAS A. CYPHEKS.

bar type of regulator, to make it more sensi-

tive and reliable, and easier to adjust. The
ventilation embodies a new idea which Mr.
Cyphers has worked out by scientific re-

search. The exhaust air from the egg-cham-
ber does not return to the heater and the

chamber, but escapes from the machine, so

that pure, fresh air only is passed from the

heater to the egg-chamlier. The air does not
exhaust from the egg-chamber through a

valve or pipe, but passes slowly through a

porous diaphragm, which forms the entire

bottom of the incubating chamber. This
diaphragm does a great deal more than merely
to control the escape of the spent air. It con-

trols and regulates the moisture of the air in

the incubating chamber, and in a manner which
can best be understood by getting the infor-

mation first hand from Mr. Cyphers, in his

new catalog. Write for it, and mention the

American Bee Journal.
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Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
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and is so much more healthful than sugar for

man, why is it not so tor the bees? I think,
especially when rearing brood in the spring,

if bees can use honey in preparing the larval

food, the resultintc young bees will be much
stronger and healthier.
By the way, I have been investigating Mas-

sie's Ideal aOth Century hive lately, and I

have been favorably impressed with it, and
shall certainly give it atrial the coming sea-

son. I use the Danzenbaker hive, and like it

very well excepting a few things. First,

hanging brood-frames in the center prevents
one from hanging a single frame by itself ; if

done, it will whirl bottom side up quick as a
flash, angering the bees. Second, the sec-

lion-holders, with side pieces, are no end of

bother. Either the sections are too tight and
you have to wedge them in by sheer force,

which results in their being squeezed into

diamond-shape, or they are so loose as to fall

out. 1 have found this is caused by not all

sections being of exactly the same thickness.

The third disadvantage of the Danzenbaker
hive is its cover. Both last year's covers and
the one of the year before are good only for

kindling wood. Last i-ummer 1 bought 30
air-space, paper-covered covers, but find that

they warp at the sides, leaving sometimes as

much as 14 -inch space. All these disadvan-
tages are done away with in the Massie hive.

Still, one never knows how a thing will turn

out until he has given it a practical trial.

I find the American Bee .Journal very inter-

esting, especially the convention reports.

Charles B. Achakd.
Dupage Co., 111., March 34.

Bees Wintered Well.

My bees all wintered well. They have
plenty of stores. The strong colonies have
been at work bringing in stores for the past

two weeks. Peaches, plums and cherries are

just beginning to bloom. J. W. Smith.
Dade Co., Mo., March 19.

Selling Adulterated Honey.

The editorial on page 1115, giving an experi-

ence in locating the author of the item that

appeared in the luter-Ocean, in which it was
claimed that comb honey was extensively

manufactured and adulterated, fully demon-
strates that there is a portion of the consum-
ing public capable of being prejudiced against

a pure article, utterly incapable of being coun-
terfeited or adulterated. Now such being the

case, what can be the result of the nefarious

practice of unscrupulous impostors in adul-

terating extracted honey, and selling the same
for a pure article! Every pound of the adul-

terated article sold prevents the sales of alike

amount of pure honey in the first transaction

;

but that is the least of the bad effect of such
practice, as the purchaser of the adulterated

article is likely to become disgusted with it,

conclude that he does not like honey, and re-

fuse to purchase any more, although a pure
article were offered him. The consumer, who
purchases pure honey, soon cultivates a taste

for it which no other sweet can replace, with

the consequent increased consumption and
demand.

I will give my personal observation of some
of the sharp practices of unscrupulous persons

in imposing bogus honey on consumers in this

country. A faker truvels from town to town
and applies his graft as follows: Repurchases
a small amount of comb honey in sections,

then makes a syrup of a large amount of glu-

cose and a small amount of sugar heated just

enough to melt the sugar, and when cool

^^^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^
Is enaranteed to stand at the head for qnality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest

process sbeetin?, and purifying wax, and will defy competitors in its qnality and purity.

Send for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY.
Friend BeeKeeper, now is the time for vou to send in your wax and have it worked into

Foundation. HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wax
not accepted. A full line of BEB-SLIPPLIB 3.

AUGIST WEISS, Greenville, Wis.
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enough that the comb will not melt he crum-
bles the comb honej' into the mixture in fine

particles and mixes thoroughly. He then sells

this mixture from house to house, as pure
honey, and it is no surprise that the purchaser
of such an article concludes that he does not
like honey. The knowledge of such practioe
being imposed upon persons not competent to
protect themselves against such frauds, demon-
strates to my mind that a great amount of
good can be done by the honest producers in

protecting the innocent buyer, and at the
same time increasing the consumption of
pure honey. As in the fraud just described, a
person familiar with pure honey could not
have been deceived, as the very point that ef-

fected the sale to the unsophisticated buyer
(the'small pieces of comb in the mixture)
would have appealed to the mind of one
familiar with pure honey, as put up by an
honest producer, that there was a fraud, with-
out tasting of it, as chunk honey has more
than a sprinkle of comb in it, while extracted
honey is free from the presence of comb.
Now if producers of honey would each per-
sonally use their influence to expose all adul-
terations sold for honey, coming under their
notice, not only through the bee-papers, but
in local publications, it would serve a double
purpose, by educating the consumers to judge
of pure honey, and thus prevent their being
imposed upon and cheated, and at the same
time increase the demand for the purest, best
and nearest to nature of all sweets on earth

—

honey. R. H. Bucuner.
Jackson Co., Iowa.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

New York.—The annual spring meeting^ of
the Fulton and Montgomery Counties Bee-
Keepers' Society will be held in the parlors of
the Central Hotel, at Amsterdam, N. Y., Tues-
day, May 3, at 10 o'clock a.m.
West Galway, N. Y. T. I. Dugdale, Sec.

Illinois.—The Galesburg and Knox County
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its spring
meeting- April 30th, beginning at 9 a.m., at the
Court House at Galesbnrg, 111. All bee-keepers
are cordially invited to attend.

E. D. Woods, Sec

Tatp NntirP That the New Century
IdMJnUoluC Queen - Rearing Co. will^^^^^^—^^^— have 1000 Queens ready for
the mail by April 20. Tested, Jl.OO; Untested,
75c; 5 for$3.2S; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
qnantities and Nuclei given on application.
' Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ROW DEPOSITED IRTBE BARK

$75,000.00
IN CASH GIVEN AWAY.

*^ aronse interest in, and to advertise the
GREAT ST. LOUIS WORLD'S FAIR,
this epormoua sum will be distributed.
fhdl iuformation will bo sent you ABSO-
LCTELX FREE, Just send your
name and address on a postal card and
we will send you full particulars.

World's Fair Contest Co.,
i08 N. 8th Street,

St. Louia, Mo.

International Convention, Y. M. C. A.
At Bufifalo, N. Y., May lltii-lStii.

Ticlfetsoti sale via Nickel Plate Road,
May lOtli, lltli, and 12tii, at one fare,
plus 25 cents, for tlie round trip. Good
returning May 23rd. Full particulars,
call on your nearest Agent, or address
Joiin Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113
Adams St., Room 298, Cliicafro 111.
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EVERY COCK'S OROW
proclaln fenced_ flock I'
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PAGE WOVEN WIRE FEf CE CO., Adrian. Michigan.

Please mention Bee Journal when wrltliig,

WANTED !'='^5'5^B HONEY
In do-drip shipping^-cases. Also Amber Ex-

Oldest Bee- House in
MISSOURI-

Your wants fuUv supplied with anything
needed in the Apiarv. FULL STOCK OF A. 1.

ROOT CO'S aoODS; Danzeubaker Hives, etc.
Let us mail you our 40-page Catalog. FREE.

JOHN NEBEL & SON.
7Dtf HIOH HILL, Montg. Co., MO.

FOR S-A-XjE!
100 colonies of Italian and Carniolan BEES

for sale; all in 8 and '^ frame hives—all nearly
new—and bees all in good condition.
'WM. J. HBALY, Mineral Point, Iowa Co.. Wis.

17A5t " Please mention the Bee Journal

Buckbee's New Seed Warehouse.

—

The accompanying engraving will give our
readers a look at the new seed warehouse of
H. W. Buckbee, of Rockford Seed Farms,
Rockford, 111. The new building is a four-
story stone and brick structure, is modern in

architecture, and was planned by Mr. Buck-
bee, whose experience of over a quarter of a
century in the seed-business enatjled him so
to plan this building that it has been pro-
nounced by many of his friends, as well as
competitors, the most complete and modern
seed-house in America. The building is

located on one of the Rockford Seed Farms.
The equipment is simply perfection. Mr.
Buckbee has excellent shipping facilities.

three railroads passinfj along two sides of the
building. The building is so arranged that
the seeds are taken in on the first floor and
then carried by elevators to the portions of
the building where they belong.
Mr. Buckbee entered the seed business at

the age of 11 years, when he was known as
the "cabbage-plant boy '' of Rockford. That
is how Buckbee started with cabbage, and it

is a conceded fact that Buckbee knows more
about cabbage than any other man in America
to-day. We believe that it is true that he is

equally well posted on all other seeds for
farm and garden. Mr. Buckbee also loves
flowers, and his lields where he plants for
seeds are certainly a wonder to behold. His
greenhouses are a delight and marvel to all

visitors. Buckbee's record was in November,
1903—chrysanthemum plants and flowers at
the New York City Chrysanthemum Show—

9

first prizes and 14 secniid prizes.

The new Buckbei- catalog is handsome, and
more useful than ever. It should be in every
home. Write to-day to H. W. Buckl>ee, Dept.
L. 85, Rockford, 111., mention this paper, and
receive his beautiful seed and plant guide
absolutely free.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

' Chicago, April 7.—The market is heavilv
supplied with comb and extracted noney,
neither of which are meeting with any demand,
especially is this true of the comb. Prices are
uncertain, as those having stock are anxious to
sell it; therefore it is difficult to quote ptics.
The best grades of white comb bring H^Uc;
anything off from choice to fancy is not wanted".
Extracted, white, according to quality, sells at
eOy'c; amber, Sfa6c. Beeswax, 306 32c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., April 18.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from 12S^@14c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, S5i@SKc; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, (>m6iic; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, TH@8c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.
Philadelphia, April IS.—Never in the his-

tory of the comb honey market has there been
such a lot of off-qnality of comb honey shipped
into this market so late in the season. VVe
have sold some of our own honey in the last
few days, good No. 1 as low as 6c a box, the
same honey we were getting 14c for 60 days ago.
It is the old story that when bee-men find the
season is closing and thev cannot get shut of
the crop themselves, they send it to the com-
mission-men to slaughter it at any price they
can get. We quote: No. 1 comb, 10c; amber,
1(mSc. Extracted, fancy white, 7>4c; amber, 6c.
Beeswax sells readily at 31c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

Cincinnati, April 18. — The honey market
here is reassuming activity, and judging from
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season's crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, SM@6Mc; white clover,
6^@8 cents, according to quality and package.
Fancy comb honey sells at Ufa IS c. Beeswax
30 cents. The Fred W.MnTB Co.

'

Albany, N. Y., Mar. 25.—Honey market dull
and getting late; demand falling off for comb
honey now. So much comb houey is out of
condition, being candied hard in the combs
makes most unsalable. We quote: 8@12c;
nominal now. Extracted, white, 6H@7c; am'-
ber, 6@6>^c; buckwheat, S®55ic. Beeswax
J8S>30c. H. R. Wright.
Boston, April 9. —Prices remain same as be

fore, which are as follows: White in glass-
front cases at l6c; No. 1, at 15c. Supply is am-
ple, and demand light at this time. Extracted
water-white, 8c; light amber, 7(gi8c; with bat
little call for dark Florida.

Blakb, Scott & Lek.

Kansas Citv, April 18.— The demand for
honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.50 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honey coming from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2 00 to
$2.25 is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
$2.25 per ca^e. Extracted is dull at S@6c. Bees-
wax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, April 18.—There are no new fea-
tures in the honey market. Some white honey
is selling at from 12@13c; off grades at from
10@llc, and no demand for dark honey what-
ever. Market is very quiet on extracted of all
grades, and prices are rather irregular, Beps-
wjx verv firm at 2<i@3lc.

HlLDRBTH & SeGELKBS,

San Francisco, March 30.—White comb, 1-lb
frames, ll>4@12c: amber, 8®10c. Extracted
white, SM®S:54c; light amber, 4X®4Hc; amber'
3K@4Kc; dark amber, 3ii@3}ic. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27^^@29c; dark, 2S@26c. .

,

The market is snowing very liule life, buy-
ers operatiug slowly, either for shipment or on
local account Such transfers as are effected
are at much the same prices as lately current,
although ibe general tone is by no means firm.

Please meuticn Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When cousig'nitig', bnying' or selling-, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. III.

t'lease xucuuou iictj Journal when writinft
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LiO"W FR,ICE3S !

A Customer Once, a Customer Always.
We mauufacttire

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.

)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i flniericaii i B66-K66D6r
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one

of the m St experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

TheW.T.FALCOHEa MFG.COMPASY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line'of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

1. J. STRINGtIflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries In stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. '

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta Sita, east ST. LOUIS, ILL.

Bee=Supplies I
§

Q. B. Lewis Go's Qoods. g

„ Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buy.

I BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §

Write »hat you
w catalog

IS to-day and say
want, and get our prices. ?

~ of 84 oages; it is free. 7i

K We also handle the famous
J.

S Hoosier Incubators and Brooders. S

g C. M. Scott & Co. g
W 1004 East Washington Street, •?

Indianapolis. Ind. fS

Hlease mentton Bee Joiimal -wnHii writma

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND-TRIP
plus 25 cents, to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
16th, 17th and 18th. Tickets good go-

ing date of sale and returning to and
including June 10, by depositing same.

Three through daily express trains

to Ft.Wayne, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo,

New York, Boston and New England
points, carrying vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Meals served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to

$1.00 ; also service a la carte. Chicago
depot. La Salle and Van Buren Sts. No
excess fare charged on any train on
the Nickel Plate Road. Chicago City

Ticket Offices, 111 Adams Street, and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phone Central

2057. 3—15A5t

Please mention Bee Journal
when wrltltts advertisers.

###########################

11^ Dadant's Foundation
27tll

year

We Guarantee Satisfaction. BEAhry" "iKrTY°%RnNEss.
No SAQQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

ijp Wh\7 Hrtf^C if c*»ll cr» m/pII V Because it has always given better satis-
* yy liy UUC:» 1L sen &U WCII r faction than any other. Because in

#

faction than any other. Because
26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

tJ? Langslroth on the Honey-Bee—R&^/iscd
*^ The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

^^
i«i BEESV\ZAX W^ANTED at all times.

f DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

1 " The Apparel Oft Proclaims the Man." So it is with i

BEE=SUPPLIES.
I Our shipments are neatly packed into strong, woven-w' od and wire boxes, and are B

J shipped with dispatch. Everything known to the bee-keeper. Send for our 6S page v

I Catalog. „ , J
5 G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis., U.S.A.

\

13Q
l'^*^W>rT^l5rW'irT<r>fTr'>!r*rWTr'WT?'>^T^>?T^>'fT<f'*fT«'>*T^*
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Have You Lost Your Bees?
Save Your Combs.

The winter losses in some parts of the country are heavy, and
the demand for bees and queens will be large. Parties needing
queens should send their orders at once, and state date when ship-
ment is desired.

Early Italian Queens.
We are fortunate in being able to offer for April and May de-

livery a larg-e stoclc of queens from our Southern breeders. While
we have a much larger supply than ever before, it is highly im-
portant that you send your order at once to secure the queens when
desired, as we will fill orders in rotation. We expect to be able to

furnish untested queens from our Southern yards, in any number,
after April 10th. Send your orders at once.

Prices of pure Italian Queens, untested, from
our Southern yard for April and May shipment.

Untested I $ 75
Select Untested..
Tested
Select Tested .

1.00
l.SO
2.so

$35.00
I
$ 65.00

47.50 77.50
70.00 130.00

I Off<

Prices of Our Red=clover and Honey Queens.
TTntested queen % I 00 Select tested queen $ 3 00
Select untested queen 1 25 Breeding queen 5 00
Tested queen 2 00 Select breeding queens 7 50
Extra select breeding queen, one year old 10 00

We book orders, and fill in rotation.

The Root Queen-rearing Outfit.

In this outfit are embraced the best
points of the best systems in use. It

will give satisfaction to the amateur as
well as the expert. The cell-cups are
made of wood, wax-coated. No melted
wax is used in their manipulation, as
they are attached to the cell-stick by
means of a small nail-point.
The nursery-cage combines the fea-

tures of nursery and introducing cages.
By their use a queen can be released on
the candy plan or caged in the hive as
desired.
In connection with the outfit goes a

booklet on queen-rearing—one w^hich
ought to put the veriest amateur on the
high road to success. Outfit comprises
three cell-bars with 50 waxed wooden
cells, one frame of cages (18), one cell-
forming stick, set grafting-tools, and a
book on queen-rearing $4.50

If sent by mail^ add s^cfor postage.

Tools for Queen-breeders.

"Wooden cell-cup with point for attach-
ing to bar, 50c per 100; $4.00 per 3000.
Same, waxed ready for use, 75c per

100: 16.00 per 1000.
Titoff wire nursey-cages, 15c each;

|1.3o per 10; $12 50 per ]00.

Frame for holding 20 cages, includ-
ing cages, $3.00.

Cell-stick, 10c each; $1.00 per dozen.
Transferring needle, double • ended

and nickel-plated, 15c.
Jelly-spoon, nickel-plated, loceach.
We can supply, also, fine-pointed lace-

scissors with extra large bows, for
clumsy fingers, at 35c each.

Nuclei and Colonies of Bees.

We are prepared to furnish one, two,
and three-frame nuclei and full colo-
nies of bees in eight-frame Dovetailed
hives or Danzenbaker hives. The nu-
clei are put up in light shipping-boxes
made ox basswood, the sides of which
are only A i"ch thick, and the ends \
inch. The top and bottom are covered

Imported Italian Queens.
We are prepared to furnish from the best breeders in Italy,

imported Italian queens. They are put into our own yards and tested
bemre sending out. We have only two grades—best, and fair import-
ed, and prices are given in the table below.

Best imported queens $-5 00 Fair imported queens $3 00

Gleaning-s in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Italian Queen from our

(J»|
AA

Southern yards «pl»UU
We begin shipping- at once. Orders filled in

rotation. Do not ask for special arrang-ements;
at this low price we can't make exceptions.

Gleaning-s in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Red-clover Oueen &\ CA
for Jpl.OU
"We begin shipping- these queens about April

15. Orders filled in rotation.

Guaran-te^.
We ag^ree to deliver queens in good order to

any part of the United States or Canada, from
April IS to October. In case of queens valued
at $S or more, we ship in a one-frame nucleus,
(no charge for nucleus). If a two-frame or
three-frame nucleus is wanted, add to the price
of the queen the difference in price between the
one-frame and the two or three-frame. Losses
must be reported on arrival.

V- J
We can make Shipments of Nuclei from

Cincinnati, Ohio, Philadelphia, Pa.,
New York City, Medina, Ohio,

Wharton, Tex., High Hill, Mo.,
St. Paul, Minn., Augusta, Kans.

This will give you very low Express Rates.

verywith wire cloth. This makes
light package, affords plenty of venti-
lation, and IS strong enough to stand
shipping 500 to 1000 miles.
Any of our nuclei, even the 1-frame,

will make good strong colonies by fall
if properly handled. The three-frame
if properly managed can be increased
four, five, or even ten full colonies by
fall if bought now; and instead of hav-
ing any black bees, one will have in the
beginning pure Italians of the choicest
stock throughout his apiary.

PRICES OF NTTCLEI.
One-frame nucleus without queen $2 00- ' " *

3 00
. 8 60Three-frame "

Full colony in 8-frDov«itaile<l hive 7 60
We can furnish with the nuclei any queen
mentioned in the table of prices of queens.

One<=fraine Nucleus=-This contains a
frame partly filled with brood and bees.
The condition of the hives at different
seasons f the year vary so that we can
not always put up nuclei in the same
way; but in every case we aim to give
full value. Weight about 7 lbs.

Two-frame NucleuB=- This is just the
same as our one-frame nucleus, except
it has twice the amount of bees or
brood, or of both. The box is larger,
and holds two frames—one full frame
of brood, or two frames partly filled.

Shipping weight, about 10 lbs.
Three-frame Nucleus—This is three

times the size of the one-frame nucleus,
and is made up in the same way as the
one and two frame. Shipping weight,
about 15 lbs.

AFuU Colony will contain 8 Ivangs-
troth frames in Dovetailed one-story
hive—three full frames of brood, or
equivalent, in six combs, and enough
bees to cover fairly all the combs. No
queen IS furnished at the table price.
Purchaser is to seclect the queen and
add her price to that of the bees. Our
colonies are all put u^ in new Dovetail-
ed or Danzenbaker hives, painted two
coats. Shipping weight about 40 lbs.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
BRANCHES: Main OfTlce and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.
CHICAGO, 11,1,., H-1 East Er
MECHANIC FAI,I,S, ME.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Miss. St.
HAVANA, CUBA, San Ignacio. 17
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Editorial Comments
}

"Who is 'Mrs. BeFthe?'"
We understand that a woman by the name of " Berthe,'' of Min-

nesota, has lieen appointed superintendent of the apiarian department

of the World's Fair at St. Louis. If anybody knows who she is, or

what she has ever done in and for the bee-keeping world, we would be

pleased to hear about it.

In the meantime we are compelled to let the question stand,

" Who is Mrs. Berthe?" The only suitable answer this writer has on

hand at present is one that seems to be mortgaged by Dr. Miller,

namely, " I don't know !"

Adulterated Honey in California.

Mr. Geo. W. Bereaw, of Orange Co., Calif., sends us the following

item taken from the Los Angeles Times of April 20:

Thirty-five times Inspector Drummond, of the city health depart-
ment, bought mixtures of glucose and sugar when he assayed to buy
extracted honey. While honey is cheap in this most favored of

all honey-producing sections of the country, the manufacturers of the
adulterated mixture, in which a small quantity of honey was used,

must have been able to put it on the market at a much lower price or

it would not so commonly be found on the shelves of the retail grocer.

M. W. Worster, salesman for the Southern Syrup Company, was
yesterday convicted before Justice Austin of having sold one of the

samples taken by the inspector, and was fined ^25.

While Mr. Drummond has bought adulterated samples from other
manufacturers, he says that most of the dealers are selling the article

put on the market by the concern that Worster represents. It is the
intention of the health department to keep after those who sell the
sham article until it is driven out of the market. Other complaints
are expected to follow.

We are glad to know that city health inspectors are getting after

the sellers of adulterated food products, especially impure houey.

Every such precaution and conviction will help the sale of pure

honey, and thus aid bee-keepers. We hope the good work will be

kept up until fraudulent foods will be driven entirely out of the

markets.

Uncontrollable " Lizzie " and Her " Controllables."

The younger members of the American Bee Journal family will

probably not understand the above heading, but the older ones will.

Years ago, under the name of " Mrs. Lizzie Cotton," a hive was widely

advertised by which wonderful things were claimed to be done, aud a

good many dollars were harvested for which little returns were

secured.

Now appears in the Union (iospel News an article of more thau a

column advertising the Cotion Controllable Hive, no doubt a free

advertisement which the periodical has admitted under the guise of

information regarding bees. In addition there is now the "Cotton

Improved Bee.'' The writer of the article is a Boston man, Eben

Bumstead, with " Supt." (whatever that may mean) attached to his

name, who, last spring, secured a colony of Mrs. Lizzie Cotton's

" Improved Bees in a Controllable Hive," and obtained from it 40

pounds of honey, while a city dealer, who had 40 colonies of bees in

patented hives, got only .=> pounds to the hive. He does not take pains

to mention that hundreds of others olitained two to five times as great

yields as his, in hives that were not Cotton hives.

Some of the items make rather amusing reading for bee-keepers.

With regard to the fear of stings, " a little experience by being stung

and applying salt and water will overcome the fear." "The writer

has found the Cotton Improved Bee to be perfectly safe and harmless

when rightly managed.'' But he did not acd that all other bees were

the same. "However a sting once in a season is a natural remedy for

certain ills." That " once in a season " is good.

He gives a description of the Cotton Controllable Hive, which

in every particular appeals to the tastes and desires of its tenants ; for

instance, it has " extra compartments on each side and on roof." The
" tastes and desires " of the Cotton Improved Bee must be such that

it is just pining to get off in a compartment on the side, and espe-

cially " on roof."

The strange thing is that with such superior qualities and such

extensive advertising in the past, this hive is not known to the bee-

keeping fraternity to be used to-day by a single practical bee-keeper

in the country, and the likelinood is that not many would use the hive

as a gift. The explanation that these hives are not better known, as

Mr. Bumstead gives it, is " because there is no patent on them. The
trade must rely upon patented hives on which they can exercise

a monopoly, but the Cotton Controllable Hive can be made by any

one." If Mr. Bumstead knows anything about the trade, he must

know that such a statement is a gigantic falsehood. The great bulk

of hives sold by the trade is unpantented and unpatentable. Perhaps

not more than one firm in the entire trade has any interest in a pat-

ented hive.

Notwithstanding the lack of a patent on this wonderful hive, a

little " nigger in tht fence " may be seen when Mr. Bumstead suggests

"the reader who is interested may write, and we will furnish what

information we can without charge.''

It is to be hoped that the Union Gospel News will lose no time in

cautioning its readers not to lose money by investing in Cotton hives

or bees.

Level Head on New Bee-Papers.

Editor Morehouse, of the Rock,\ Mountain Bee Journal, had this

to say in an editorial in reference to starting new bee-papers :

"The man who starts a bee-journal these days days must be a

practical printer, and be able to do most of the mechanical, as well as

the mental work himself, or else spend a fair-sized fortune before re-

turns begin to balance expenditures. Even then he must be satisfied

with meager profits for a long time to come."

It has been quite a while since we have said anything on this sub-

ject. We had about concluded that it is pretty nearly a waste of time

and space to say more on new bee-papers. We have seen so many
start and stop during the past 20 years that, really, it does seem that

any one who thinks he must start a new bee-paper these days has very

poor judgment, to say the very least.

Of all the new papers that have been launched on the tempestu-

ous sea of American apicultural journalism during the last two decades,

only three or four of them are tu-duy worthy of notice. And perhaps

only one or two of those three nr tour have any circulation worth

mentioning. No doubt, if it were not for a profitable bee-supply

business back of several of the smaller American bee-papers to-day,

they would cease to exist. It is seldom any more that a bee paper is
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started that does not first begin with a bee-supply business. Of course,

Mr. Morehouse's paper is a notable exception to this rule. But, then,

Mr. M. is an exceptional man. There have been others who thought

they were exceptional in the same way, but later found to their loss

that they were mistaken.

However, if we say more, some will accuse us of jealousy in the

matter. But why should we be jealous of the American Bee Journal's

babies? We are not. We only feel sorry that nearly all of them are

such puny, weak little things, born only to fill an early grave.

Latbr.—Since writing the foregoing, we have received the follow-

ing letter from Mr; Morehouse, dated April 21

:

Friend York :—I have just sold the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal

to Mr. V. F. Adelsbach, of California, the editor of the Pacific States

Bee Journal, and manager of the Central California Honey-Producers'
Association. Reason: Mr. Adelsbach wanted it, and for more than a

year I have realized that I had " too many irons in the fire." I will

now devote my entire time to the production of honey.
Kindly mention this change in the next issue of your journal.

There will be no issue of the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal for

April. The outcome of the consolidation will be a new journal with a

new name, and a much better journal than has hitherto been published

in the West. Yours truly,

H. C. Morehouse.

And so " two little hearts will beat as one " hereafter, and under a

new name. Well, that's a little different from the usual way of " get-

ting married," as in the latter case only one of the united couple

changes the name—at least " in this locality." But "away out West"

they may be improving on the conservative old order of the East.

In conclusion, we may say that we thinli Mr. Morehouse did a

wise thing for himself. But Mr. Adelsbach—well, he will get experi"

ence with the passing time. We really would like to wish him success,

but judging from the copies of the Pacific States Bee Journal that we

have seen, he has practically a limited idea of what it means to get up

a creditable bee-paper, either typographically or in any other way. It

is very unfortunate that one who is as sincere in his endeavors as Mr.

Adelsbach evidently appears to be, should feel called to publish a bee-

paper. It reminds us of the " call " that a very poor preacher had-

It was said of him that some one else was called, but that he heard it

and answered! Sincere, but mistaken.

(
Miscellaneous Items

Mr. Sanford Hartinan, of Lincoln Co., Nebr., called on us

last week. He was on the return trip from attending his mother's

funeral in New York State. He is not only a successful bee-keeper,

but for 2" years has been an employee on the Union Pacific railroad.

He is one of those whole-hearted Westerners one reads about.

The State Entomologist ol Georgia is doing some good

work in issuing bulletins, among which is one which will not fail to

make fruit-men better friends to bee-men. Bee-keepers will not be

surprised at this when they learn that the State Entomologist of

Georgia is none other than our old friend Wilmon Newell, late of Te.xas.

The State of Illinois will not make an apiarian exhibit at

the St. Louis World's Fair, as the State Commission have refused to

grant the necessary money to pay for the same. We hope that, some

of these days, the bee-keepers of Illinois, after getting their strength

united, will arise in their might and insist that their demands be

granted at the hands of any commission that has the distribution of

public funds. There is no good reason why the bee-keepers' interests

of the great State of Illinois should not be adequately represented at

8t. Louis.

Mr. C. F. Kannenberg and Apiary are shown on the first

page of this number. He wrote us as follows when sending the pho-

tograph, Feb. 36

:

I commenced bee-keeping in 1895 on a small scale, with one col-

ony of bees, which I had to take for a debt for a pair of shoes. (I was
then in the shoe busiuess.) The first colony starved because I did not

know enough about them. Then I bought another colony, the book

" A B C of Bee-Culture,'' the American Bee Journal, and other books.
I have studied them all pretty well, but do not know it all yet.

This picture was taken by my son. I have now 80 colonies in

winter quarters. J use the S-frame dovetail hive, and run mostly for

comb honey. The last two seasons were poor. In 1903 I '^ot UTb
pounds of comb honey, and 22.5 of extracted ; besides increasing 25
colonies.

The hives stand pretty close together on account of lack of room,
so I lost a good many young queens, which made the queenless colo-
nies.

The hives all face south. In the picture I am sitting behind the
watering trough ; it is a large barrel with one end cut off, and the
bottom up. It holds the water for the bees to drink from.

At my left are the shop and honey-house connected with the
barn. The shed at the back where are seen the hives, is the winter
shed. It is open in front in summer so I can put the colonies in. I

have two rows in now.
I sell all my honey to local grocers. C. F. Kannenberg.

Honey in a House.—Mr. H. Gilbert, of Jasper Co., Iowa, has

kindly sent us the picture of the house he mentioned some lime ago

as containing a colony of bees with very long combs. When sending

the picture he wrote as follows :

Editor York:—I have neglected to send that picture on account
of sickness in the family. I send it now. but it is not very plain.

The shade of the house-roof hides two feet of the combs. You will

notice that the center section is dark; that contains three pieces of
comb 2 feet wide by (5 feet long. You can see the comb on the right
very plainly, liut on the left it is not so plain. You will notice at the
left, on a line with the board that is partly off, a small, dark spot.
That is bees. The honey runs from the darlv center to the bees, be-

tween the upstairs floor and ceiling—a distance of 10 feet by 16 inches
wide, and 10 inches deep. The honey was weighed, and there was
302i.< pounds of it. H. Gilbert.

The Apiary of \V. J. Forehand, of Lowndes Co., Ala.,

appears on the first page. When sending the picture he wrote thus

:

Friend York:—I send a picture of a corner of my bee-yard. It

does not show any of the nuclei, as they are stored over several acres
of land below the part shown. This is where I have spent the most of
my bee-life, moving here in 1S~3. I have been interested in bees the
most of the time ever since.

The two good-looking fellows in front of the house—the one in

shirt sleeves is myself, and the other is Fred W. Muth, of The Fred W.
Muth Co., who stopped over to spend the evening with me when on
his way to Florida.

I have been a queen-specialist for about 15 years. After trying
every branch of the businesss I have settled down to " turn a queen-
crank " the balance of my time; that is, if the good people will be as

kind to me in the future as in the past. W. J. Forehand.

Mr. J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln, 111., foul brood inspector for

Illinois, writing us April 28, said

:

Friend York:—I have had a very hard spell cf sickness. I was
taken down the first week in March, and was just able to leave the
hospital yesterday. I am very weak yet. My trouble was abscess of
the kidneys. I had a hard pull to get through.

I expect to get to work inspecting about apple-bloom time. I am
very much behind with my corresponijence, but hope very soon to be
able to attend to all. J. Q. Smith.

It seems Mr. Smith has had just a little more than his share of

trouble the past few months. Only a short time ago he laid to rest

his invalid wife, and now for weeks he has been compelled to suffer

physically as well. We hope he will soon be quite well again, and be

able to get out among the bee-keepers.

Mr. Chas. Becker, of Sangamon Co., 111., is presented by

picture to our readers this week. He was born Feb. 16, 1S50, in

Weickerdschiem, Kries, Grunberg, Germany, and came to America in

1867, stopping in Cass Co., 111. He was married in 1871, in the same
county; his wife dying May 3, 1902.

Mr. Becker began keeping bees in 1880. He moved to his present

location in 1886 with 70 colonies. As his hives were all painted white,

the people said he had a cemetery in town.

Mr. B. has been a member of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers" Asso-

ciation ever since its beginniug, and has served as its treasurer for

about five years. He has also been a member of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Association for five years, and on the committee on pre-

miums.

About 15 years ago he went into politics, and in 1897 was ap-

pointed postmaster at his place, which position he still holds.

Mr. Becker has 15 acres in berries, and finds a man has plenty of

work during the months of June and July with bees and berries. He
keeps bees for pleasure, and has at present 75 colonies.
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[ Convention Proceedings
]

Co-operation Among Bee-Keepers.
Read at the Minnesota Convention, Dec, 1W3,

BV w. R. ANSHLL.

LAST year, when I spoke to you about " Honey Exhibits."
I incidentally made some remarks about co-operation.
The soil, I suppose, «7as hardly ready for them at that

time ; at any rate, nothing- was done, and a certain amount
of cold water was thrown on my suggestions. Since then,
however, other associations have taken up the matter of
co-operation, and in some cases very encouraging work has
been done.

I wish now to place before you a few facts and figures,

and to make a few suggestions concerning co-operation,
and I claim your earnest attention whilst I do so.

It is possible that my remarks will not appeal very for-

cibly to those bee-keepers who are so fortunately situated
as to be able to dispose of their crop at retail prices. The
Grocers' Association protects the retail price of honey, and
the honey-producers must, if they desire to thrive, protect
the wholesale price.

I speak more particularly to those who from the magni-
tude of their crops, or their occupation in other businesses,

are compelled to send their harvest to commission houses,

or to sell it to agents or grocers.
With almost every article of common consumption,

building materials, help, and even bee-keepers' supplies
continually going up, the wholesale price of honey, in this

market, is steadily on the decline. Surely, this is not as it

should be !

The bee-keepers of one State have formed an associa-

tion with the result that within two seasons they have bet-

tered the price of honey in car-load lots from 20 to 30 per-

cent. Also, their members obtain supplies at a great re-

duction on the dealers' prices. But of this, more anon.
In order that you may be able to form some idea of the

importance of our industry—an industry yet but imperfectly
developed in this State—I will give the result of some in-

quiries I addressed to the commission men of St. Paul and
Minneapolis.

During the past season the Twin City commission sales

of honey aggregated 440,000 pounds of comb, and 230,000

pounds of extracted. The average paice for comb was 12 '2

cents, and that for extracted 7,'2 cents per pound. These
sales, however, include comb honey from western Wiscon-
sin, and extracted honey from the Western States. Of Min-
nesota production, I do not think we can claim more than
180,000 pounds of comb and 40,000 pounds of extracted
honey. These figures represent only commission sales,

and, for the most part, the honey would come from a com-
paratively restricted area. They in no wise indicate the

amount of honey produced in the State, and I give them
only to show that our market here is of sufficient impor-
tance to regulate the wholesale price of honey in our State
and in western Wisconsin.

Now, what doesl2'2 cents per pound net mean to the

bee-keeper? You have to deduct for commission 1'4' cents;
an average for freight of '4 cent, and for shipping-cases 1

cent—total, 2 '2 cents, leaving 10 cents per pound for the

comb honey after its production.
lam not going into the cost of production, as that is

probably a very variable quantity. Bear in mind I am
speaking right along of " Fancy " and " A No. 1 " comb
honey, and this is sold by the grocers, who have no expense
of packages whatever after receiving the honey from us at

18 to 20 cents per pound. These prices are, for the most
part, consistently maintained by the grocers, irrespective

of fluctuations in the market ; and I think the difference

between the wholesale and retail prices sut^ciently warrants
our endeavor to obtain better prices by co-operation. Pres-

ently I will try to suggest how this may be done.

Taking now extracted honey : Almost the same ratio

will be found to exist between the prices we receive and
that paid by the public, as in the case of comb. From the
average price of 7ji cents must be deducted for freight,

tins, and commission, about 1'2 cents, leaving 6 cents net.

The grocers' standard price is 12'2 cents, but in this

instance they|,have the expense of glasses, generally from

II2 to 2 cents per pound. The question of extracted honey
is also one of greater difficulty to deal with, on account of
the huge shipments from the West ; and we must be con-
tented if we can maintain the slightly better prices paid for
Minnesota white clover honey than those paid for Western
honey, bearing in mind the comparatively restricted sale of
extracted honey for table use.

An inquiry, why the wholesale price of comb honey is

so low to-day, would probably be instructive. I think I can
give some reasons, though probably not all.

A phenomenally good crop in most sections around us
this year has, no doubt, something to do with it, though it

ought not to have. Without any central association it is

not to be expected that we can all know just where our
honey is wanted. We send it, year after year, to the same
market, too often forgetful of the influences of a full or
short crop.

Another reason is, the farmer bee-keeper who brings a
thousand pounds or so of choice comb honey to town on his

wagon, and sells it for spot cash to the grocer who will

offer the most money. I have known instances this season
where grocers have obtained such lots at S'i and 10 cents
per pound. The farmer bee-keeper is, no doubt, very well
meaning ; he wants to get the best price he can, but he has
not much time to spend on selling honey, and having pos-
sibly a long memory, he distrusts all commission men for

the faults of a few. If he only knew it, there are a number
of most reputable commission houses in the Twin Cities,

who would obtain much better prices for him, and with
whom he would be perfectly safe to leave his honey. Also,
he does not know just what that honey really costs him,
like the professional bee-keeper. Such sales are quite

enough to influence a market, and should, if possible, be
prevented.

I have promised to say something as to the cost of sup-
plies. It is a subject we can not afford to ignore ; and
though there is at least one person present who does not
like to hear it mentioned, I think you will admit there is jus-

tification for it, when I tell you that a certain honey-pro-
ducers' association sells goods to their members at from 25

to 30 percent cheaper than they can be bought from
the manufacturers themselves. To give one or two in-

stances : An 8-frame hive and super for comb honey, in

the flat, which is listed in one catalog at $1.65, is sold by
the association referred to for SI. 10. No. 1 sections, cata-

logued at $4.00 per thousand, are by that association charged
$3.05 : and all other goods can be bought by its fortunate

members at proportionately low prices.

These figures are absolutely reliable, and are certainly

instructive. Considering that a bee-keeper may be reason-

ably expected to spend on supplies from 50 to 75 cents a year
per colony, a substantial saving should be effected by our
combination.

Crudely speaking, my idea is that all Minnesota and
western Wisconsin bee-keepers should form a co-operative

association. Its members would have to agree to hold their

honey at a minimum price which would be periodically fixed

by their committee. The committee would keep itself

thoroughly informed as to the prospective honey crops, and
various markets throughout the States ; would advise mem-
bers where to sen'd their honey, and would, for preference,

undertake its sale for them. It would also purchase supplies

on the lowest possible terms, and in the best market, and
would distribute them to members according to their needs,

at cost prices. If members undertook to sell their crop

through the association, the supplies could probably be paid

for out of the crop, when sold.

I think I have now said all that time will permit at

present. I could quote many more facts in support of my
contention that supplies are unreasonably high ; but I will

content myself with asking you to appoint a committee to

inquire further into these matters, and, if possible, to take

some definite action in your interests. W. R. AnselL.

In accordance with my suggestion, the Minnesota Bee-

Keepers' Association, at a meeting which was the best

attended for years, appointed a committee on co-operation,

consisting of the following members : W. R. Ansell, Chair-

man ; W. K. Bates, S. Lindcrsmith, Wm. McEwen, H. V.

Poore, P. B. Ramer, A. D. Shepherd, and Mrs. Thompson.
In January, at the convention of the Southeastern Min-

nesota and Western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association,

the subject of co-operation was also discussed, and a com-
mittee of the following members was appointed to further

the principles then advocated . W. K. Bates, Chairman
;

Josef M. Reitz, and L. A. Stickney.

Developments have taken place since these meetings.
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The price of all wood goods has advanced considerably, and
sections are 25 percent higher. The Editor of the American
Bee Journal takes an ingenious and optimistic view on this
latter, holding that as bee-keepers get 10 cents a pound for
the sections (when combined with honey), and only pay 7
cents per pound (at $5,00 per 1000), they make a profit on
them anyhow. That seems all right. Can't we get those
sections made a little thicker ?

Pending the incorporation of a co-operative association
for the two States, I would like to suggest to all bee-keepers
in Minnesota and Wisconsin that as many as possible in
the different districts should mutually agree on a minimum
price for their honey, and should send to their nearest sup-
ply factory a wholesale order for all the goods they will
want the coming season. This will save the retailer's or
agent's profit, and reduce freight to a minimum. Even
two or three bee-keepers, thus combining, would obtain
considerable advantages in price. W. R. A.

Ramsey Co., Minn.

Report of the Vermont Convention.
BY \V. G. I.ARRABEK.

The members of the Vermont Bee-Keepers' Association
met in Middlebury, Jan. 27, at 10 a.m. On account of the
death of the president, O. J. Lowrey, the meeting appointed
J. E. Crane as chairman, and A. J. Gleason as secretary,
pro tem.

The first subject for discussion was, " What can be
done to improve the honey resources of the State ?" led by
Mr. Crane, and participated in by others, which was fol-
lowed by M. F. Cram on, "Is it practical for the 'honey-
producer to attempt to improve his stock ?"

The chairman appointed the following committees :

Resolutions—M. F. Cram, D. S. Hall, and V. V. Black-
mer.

Nominations—G. W. Fassett, W. G. Earrabee, and J. I.
Clark.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at 1:30, and H. L. Leon-
ard gave a very interesting talk on " Bee-Keeping—The
Hindrances to the Business in Vermont," which was fol-
lowed by Prof. H. M. Seeley on " Bee Keeping—Its Advan-
tages from an Educational Standpoint," which was a very
interesting and instructive paper, treating on the anatomy
and physiology of the bee and its works. This was followed
by a paper by W. G. Larrabee, on " Bee-Keeping—Does it
Pay ?" who thought it did pay in connection with some
other business, but did not advise anyone with a good trade
or profession to give it up and go to keeping bees.

V. N. Forbes was next heard from on "Bee-Keeping—
Its Future Outlook," who thought the outlook was not very
unfavorable, but advised bee-keepers to encourage the sow-
ing of alsike clover, all possible, in order to have some
honey-plant to take the place of the basswood trees which
are being rapidly cut off.

Mr. Crane then spoke on "Which is the most profitable
to produce, comb or extracted honey ?" and said that with
a good retail market extracted honey was the most profit-
able, and exhibited a few retail packages that he had been
using with success. He was followed by G. W. Fassett,
who spoke on " The best way to get the most wax." He
advised any one who had any quantity of wax to render, to
get a wax-press.

At this place the committees made their reports, and
officers were elected. The committee on resolution sub-
mitted the following

;

Whereas, An all-wise Providence has seen fit to re-
move from our midst our brother and president, O. J. Eow-
rey ; therefore, be it

^

Resolved, That the members of the Vermont Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, in convention assembled, do hereby ex-
tend our heartfelt sympathy to his wife and daughter, in
their deep loss and bereavement.

Resolved, That a vote of thanks be extended to the
proprietor of the Addison House, for favors shown.

The officers elected were : President, M. F. Cram
; vice-

presidents
: Addison County, G. C. Spencer ; Orange, C. B.

Fisk
; Lamoille, E. K. Savery; Chittenden, CM. Rice; and

Rutland, V. N. P'orbes. Secretary, W. G. Larrabee, of
Shoreham

; treasurer, H. L. Leonard.
R. H. Holmes then gave an interesting talk on " The

best way to pack bees for winter."

The convention voted to purchase a grip for use of the
Secretary, and to be the property of the Association.

The Treasurer's report showed the Association to be in
a flourishing condition financially as well as otherwise.

The convention then adjourned.
W. G. Larrabee, Sec.

(
Contributed Articles

" Keep More Bees"—The Management.
BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

ON page 247, under the heading of " Keep More Bees,"
Mr. Doolittle takes me to task for advocating, what he
terms, an incorrect doctrine.
For the benefit of the readers who have not read my

articles, I wish to say that practically the only difference
between my management and Mr. Doolittle's is during the
spring

.

With my system, I see that each colony is put into win-
ter quarters with from 25 to 30 pounds of stores—enough to

last them until the honey season opens in June—then they
are packed away in chaff hives, and they are not disturbed
during all this time. With the above system, I get nearly
as good results in extracted honey as can be accomplished
with Mr. Doolittle's method of spreading the brood, and
stimulative feeding during the spring.

While the careful bee-keeper can work this intense sys-

tem and make good wages, perhaps nine out of ten of the
readers of the American Bee Journal will make more money,
in the long run, by working my system. I know every turn
of the Doolittle method of spring management. For over 20
years, or till I began establishing out-yards, his methods
were used more or less. But there came a time when my
ambition was not quite satisfied with the results of one
yard. Then it became apparent that some system must be
devised where a great share of the work must be done with
hired help. Then the thought came to me. Can I hire suit-

able help to do this " spring management," as Mr. Doolittle

terms it ? If so, wouldn't it be more profitable to " cut out "

this spring-management plan, and use cheap help, the kind
that is so easy to secure ? I decided on the latter.

Now I hope the reader knows my position a little bet-

ter, so he will be in a better position to understand the fig-

ures I am about to present.
Yes, I have good company, as Mr. Doolittle admits :

many of them that cannot be classed with the slip-shod or
"corner of the fence " bee-keepers that Mr. Doolittle would
allow the reader to believe all that did not follow his meth-
ods are likely to be.

Heretofore I have never made any comparisons of the
two methods, from my point of view, but at the risk of be-

ing criticised I am going to make theclaim that one-half of
the readers of the American Bee Journal will get more ex-
tracted honey on the let-alone plan ; that quite a percent of
the balance will get results about the same ; while a few
careful bee-keepers, like Mr. Doolittle, will get more honey.

No, I was not ignorant of the fact that it would take
twice as much honey to keep 100 colonies a year as it would
to keep 50, each consuming 100 pounds of honey.

I am very glad, indeed, that Mr. Doolittle admits that
with my management I can care for 100 colonies as easily

as he can 50 with his " management plan," inasmuch as
I am going to tell the reader how, with my let-alone plan,

he can secure the same results with the .sa«(t' amount of bees
in difezv more hives. If I had used this last term, instead of
a " few more bees " there would have been no need of this

article, because Mr. Doolittle would have understood me
better.

I told the reader at the first of this article, that the only
difference between my system and Mr. Doolittle's is in spring
management. Let us see.

I quote from Mr. Doolittle's article : /'Which is the
cheaper, a little extra manipulation [100 percent], or the
extra colonies, hives, etc., and the honey that they con-
sume 7"

In the first place, I am very positive that there is no
system of stimulative feeding, and spreading the brood,
where 100 percent more bees can be secured before the honey
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season opens than they will rear on the let-alone plan, where
they are tucked up warm and have an abundance of stores.

But in careful hands there likely is some gain. I have al-

ways estimated about 10 to IS percent, but to be on the safe

side we will place it at 20 percent gain in very careful

hands. Now I am ready to talk about the extract above, or

that part that reads, " the honey that they consume." Now
isn't it a fact that large colonies during breeding up in

spring, also during summer, to some extent, consume more
honey than a moderate-size colony ? I think that we will

all agree that this supposition is correct. If so, would not

50 colonies consume just as much honey breeding up a force

of 50,000 bees each, or 2,500,000 all together, as 60 colonies
would to breed up the same number? And more, isn't one
bunch equal to the other, as extracted honey producers ?

After examining these figures, will the ordinary bee-keeper
be in any wise nervous about a " few more bees " (in this

case actually the same number) consuming all the surplus,

so there will be no profit to the bee-keeper ?

About all the extra expense (in honey) would be the
extra amount the 10 extra colonies consume during winter,

say IS pounds each, or 150 pounds all told.

In the spring of 1901, when I moved up here to Mecosta
County, from Clinton County, my home yard was left be-

hind, and was worked from here, SO miles away. This yard
consisted of 85 colonies in 1901, and 72 colonies in 1902,

spring count. Now, with eight visits we harvested 15,000

pounds of extracted honey that sold for 8 cents a pound, on
the cars there, or $1200 for the two years. This yard was
one-third of a mile from any house, and there was no one
there to hive swarms or do any work between these four

visits a year, with the exception of twice each year a neigh-
bor bee-keeper looked them over, and added upper stories on
top where needed. These bees were packed in chaEf the last

of September or first of October, then there was nothing
done to them until the first of the following June, when
they were unpacked and the upper stories given. This was
an eye-opener, and I wondered what I had been at these

years.
While the spring management of all my yards is the

same as above, all the yards near home are visited once a

week during the honey-season. This is all that is neces-

sary, and it gives one time to get a crop of honey from sev-

eral yards instead of putting one's time all on one yard.

We have a honey-house at each yard, and everything
that is necessary to run it with. Especially do I aim to have
upper stories enough to hold the crop in an ordinary season,

thus putting our whole time to securing the crop during the

flow. Then in a week or ten days after the flow stops, we
commence extracting. With this management we get a

grade of honey that brings the top of the market, and is

usually all spoken for before it is ofif the hives.
After these experiences can you wonder that I say. Stop

fussing with your bees ; start out-yards instead ; scatter

them over the country, enough in a place so they will bring
you a good, fair amount of surplus, as your share ? With us,

if we get 7500 pounds of surplus honey per yard we are satis-

fied.

As one man can do all the work of six yards, as long as

his supply of combs last, isn't this much better than fussing
with one yard, and trying to double the yield of that yard ?

Or, in other words, the aggregate has been much greater
since we discarded the old, intense system for the new,
up-to-date method. Mecosta Co., Mich.

starting Apiaries—Priority Rights. Etc.

BV I.. V. RICKETTS.

ON page 167 (1903), in answer to the inquiry of Mrs. Hoff-

man, as to starting an apiary. Miss Wilson says : "Is
the ground fully occupied by other bee-keepers ? If so,

it would be transpassing for you to start another apiary."
Now suppose that this lady is the owner of say 80 or 160

acres of land, producing alfalfa. Then if she should start

an apiary, so as to have her bees gather the nectar from this

alfalfa, she would be a trespasser, eh ? What right has the

bee-keeper, who has for eight or ten years, been getting the

use of this alfalfa field as a bee-pasture, to say to this lady
that she shall not, or at least should not, start an apiary ou
her own land ; and if she does, that she will be considered
a trespasser? Has he, his heirs, or successors, a perpetual
right to all the nectar within gathering distance of his bees ?

Then, again, suppose that at the time this bee-keeper
started his apiary, the land that this lady now has in

alfalfa was a barren desert, producing no nectar at all ;

and as soon as her broad acres of alfalfa should have begun
to yield nectar, that she then wished to start an apiary.

Would she not then have a moral right to do so ? There are

scores of similar cases arising every year in the West.
On page 346 (1903), in writing on the subject of over-

stocking a locality, Mr. Hasty concludes by saying ; "The
crowding bee-man comes much nearer to being a hog, pure
and simple." Then, again, on page 105 (1904), he says:
" Furthermore, let us require it of every man, that he re-

spect such rights, else be considered, inside the fraternity,

as an Ishmaelite and a scamp." Are such expressions be-

coming to one occupying the high position among the

fraternity that he does, to say nothing of the spirit that

prompted him? A man or a woman, owning and having
possession of a tract of land, has a moral and legal right to

start and maintain an apiary on it, unless for some valid

reason it is proven to be a public nuisance.
There has been quite a lot written on this subject of

late, by different writers, and nearlj- all have tried to show
that it is at least a moral wrong for any one to start an
apiary in a territory occupied by other bee-keepers. With
the exceptions of bee-keepers in Idaho (page 196), who say
three miles, none of them have said what shall constitute a

bee-keeper's territory.

On page 473 (1903), Dr. Miller says :
" Bees have been

known to go as much as seven miles, but probably not with
profit more than two or three."

On page 6, Mr. G. M. Doolittle says, in substance, that

he has had tons of basswood honey stored from the tops of

the heights seven or eight miles away from his apiary, dur-

ing the past 30 years.

Now let us calculate a little : If bees go 8 miles in one
direction from their home to gather nectar, of course they
will go 8 miles in the opposite direction, provided there is

nectar there, and other things being equal. Then we find

that Mr. Doolittle's bees are able to occupy an area in the

form of a circle, whose diameter is 16 miles. The area of

this circle is 201 square miles, or 128,640 acres. This is suffi-

cient land to provide homes of 160 acres each for 804 fami-

lies. Now the question is. Shall these 804 families be re-

fused the right to start an apiary on their own land, just

because some one has an apiary already established in this

area, with bees enough to gather all, or nearly all, the nec-

tar therein ? Of course, this is a larger area than would
generally be considered as being occupied by the bees of

one apiary. Yet who shall determine the size of the terri-

tory occupied by the bees of one apiary ? Shall each apia-

rist be the judge as to how far his bees go to gather, and how
near to them another bee-keeper may start an apiary, with-

out being an "Ishmaelite," a "trespasser," a "scamp,"
and a "hog?" Does a man having one or more apiaries

have the same prior moral right for each of them as he does

for his home apiary ? If so, what a vast domain Mr. Cog-
shall must have. (If my memory serves me right, it is he

who has about 3000 colonies).

On page 789 (1903), Mr. H. H. Hyde says: " We have
about 1100 colonies of bees, located in 10 apiaries from 7 to

9

miles from home "—another large domain. Shall all others

nearer to these honey-kings than twice the gathering dis-

tance of their bees, be perpetually restrained from starting

an apiary, or producing any honey, even though there may
be tons of nectar secreted by the flowers on their own lands ?

The starting of an apiary by a man in his own dominion
is a right that belongs to every man, and I believe that

most men will be slow to relinquish this right. Dr. Miller

to the contrary notwithstanding (page 183). If such a bill

should become a law it might not be held as constitutional

when put to the test. Whitman Co., Wash.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Pricks, prepaid—Sample copy free; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; 50 for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; SOD

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front paice, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this

copy of the American Bee Journal.
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[ Our Bee-Keeping Sisters
J

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

A Report—Gathering- Pollen, Swarming-, Etc.

Now, as regards my bees : A year ago last June I got
a hive of bees. L,ast year I kept giviug them room, so that
they did not swarm—at least not to my knowledge—and I
watched them closely. I obtained a surplus of 58 pounds of
honey in sections filled solid, besides a number of sections
that were unfinished. The honey is most delicious. How
proud I was of my successful venture in bee-keeping !

Please tell me if you think my bees could have swarmed,
and yet have given that amount of surplus.

One warm day, early this month, I raised the coverings
just around the sides of the hive, and as far down as I could
see, those 10 frames were brimming with bees. Such activity,
and such deep roaring I

On the 21st of this month (April) my bees began carry-
ing in pollen. It was of a lemon color. From what was
the pollen obtained ?

I wintered my bees on the summer stand. One of these
days I would like to tell how I pack the hive inside and out,
for the reign of winter. I feel quite triumphant that my
colony is in such fine condition after our long and severe
winter. I hope there will be no spring dwindling. I hear
of a number of colonies in this vicinity that were killed by
the cold weather.

In what part of the cluster does the queen stay during
the winter ?

I intend to buy one or more colonies this year, but I

want to keep the colony I have from swarming, if possible.
And now you have the history of a very small apiary

—

a very small " acorn " from which, some day, an •' oak "

may grow. Kate V. Austin.
Wayne Co., Ind.

It is possible that they swarmed and still gave you 58
pounds of honey, but not probable, especially as you
watched them closely.

Most likely the lemon-colored pollen was from soft
maple.

In the winter the queen may be in any part of the clus-
ter except the outside or shell of the cluster.

" Foundation Plan " of Preventing- Swarms.

I don't think this department belongs to me individ-
ually, but—I have a few more questions, if you please.

I intended trying the " foundation plan" to prevent
swarms, but I need 100 more combs in order to have all
colonies " double deckers " next spring.

1. Would there likely be more gain in the end to try to
prevent the swarms and remove supers after the white
honey-flow, substituting an upper story of full sheets of
foundation in order to get these combs ? or let each colony
swarm once (or force them), hiving on starters (drone-comb
afterwards removed) ?

2. I have placed a frame hive containing combs over a
box-hive, first removing the top from the box-hive and clos-
ing all cracks. After the queen commences to lay in the
frame hive I intena to make sure she is there, and put an
excluder between the two hives (the old box-hive to be re-
moved in 21 days). Now, won't the bees below imagine
themselves queenless and rear queens and swarm out with
these virgins before the 21 days are out? If so, what is
best to do to prevent this, and at the same time get rid of
the box-hive ?

3. On page 426 (1903), I notice "Iowa " gives a plan for
shaken swarms, and asks questions about the same. Dr.
Miller requested him to report his success with his plan,
which report I have watched for but never saw. Do you
know if he was successful, or if any one else was, with the
plan ?

4. Now, if about swarming time nearly all of the bees
were shaken on starters, and supers put on, then the wire-
screen having only one hole of excluder zinc, and last the
brood added, do you and Dr. Miller think the result would
be satisfactory ?

Wouldn't it be necessary to put a frame of brood below i

to keep the bees from deserting the queen ? If so, when
should that frame be removed ?

I want those extra brood-combs built, but not at the ex-
pense of part of my crop of honey ; therefore I would like
to keep the bees together, if possible.

Mrs. C. D. Mears.

1. You might get more honey by the first plan, but you
would not be so likely to get the combs built, for unless you
have a heavy fall flow, comb-building will not be so good
after the white-honey harvest. It may not be amiss to say
that you are not likely to need enough combs to make aU
colonies double-deckers next spring. Unless extremely
fortunate you will find some so weak that you will do well
if you get them to fill one story.

2. The bees in the queenless story may, and they may
not, start queen-cells. One way to head them off will be to
take away the box-hive and put it on a new stand 10 or 12
days after giving the excluder. That, however, will leave
you a colony in the box-hive. If you will pardon me for
saying so, I don't believe you will like the plan you propose,
if you should give it a trial. It may be a long time before
the queen goes into the upper story, and she may not go up
at all. You may do better to put the new hive below and
the old one above, first driving the bees out of the old hive,
so as to get the queen below, then holding her there with
the excluder. Then in 21 days the old hive can be taken
away. The objection is that the bees will store a lot of
honey in the old hive in that 21 days. Perhaps the English
plan may be better. Wait for the first swarm, hive that in
the new hive, and 21 days later finish up the old hive. If

the first swarm does not come early enough to suit you, you
can drive a swarm.

3. I think he never reported. We tried the plan, but it

was not a great success. One trouble, if there had been no
other, was that the sections were blackened with the old
comb that the bees seem to have carried down to use in cap-
ping the sections.

4. We t/iitik the result would not be different, the bees
blackening the sections the same ; but you're never very sure
about what the bees will think till the case is submitted to
them. It would probably not be necessary to have a frame of
brood below to hold the bees with the queen, but the frame of
brood will hurry up work there, and it can be removed as
soon as the queen lays in the other frames, say within three
or four days.

You can't get something for nothing; and you can't
get as much honey if you have the bees do something be-
sides.

I
Hasty's AftertliouSiits |

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo. Ohio.

NEVER-FAILING METHODS OF QUEEN-INTRODUCTION.

James Poindexter's never-failing way to introduce a
queen is enough difl^erent from other never-failing ways
that we shall do well to look over its points with care. The
methods usually crowed over as reliable methods in point of
fact are mostly used when circumstances are favorable in
the main. What we are after is a method that can be de-
pended upon in famine times, out-of -season times, robbing
times, times when bees are " cross as two sticks," and con-
trary as two old rams—times when the other never-failing
methods all fail. We shall find that Mr. P.'s way takes
work and time ; but if it is what it seems to be we can stand
that. Point 1 : Make sure no queen is present. (Very
necessary, and nothing new about it.) Point 2 : Make sure
there is plenty of unsealed honey in the hive. (Valuable.
Especially valuable for this method. Often unthought of.)

Point 3 : Make sure the bees are all at home—and shut in

there. (Usually unthought of. You see, we want to recon-
struct their tempers ; and enough unreconstructed ones to

make a small ball might defeat everything.) Point 4:
Make longer and more thorough work of " drumming "

them than previously thought of in connection with queen-
introduction. We wish to make sure that every bee has
plenty of honey down, and every one in the mental condi-
tion of perfect surrender—ready to sing the hymn, " O to
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Be Nothing^, Nothing !"—perfectly willing, and more than
willing, to renounce home and go any place. To do this

the hive itself is made into a rocking-horse sort of bumper,
and steadily bumped for at least more than a quarter hour
by the watch. Point 5 : Make sure that the queen and her
attendants are not hungry. (Their chance to take a bite is

going to be poor for a spell.) At this stage of the proceed-
ing the queen and her escort are run in. Point 6 : Continue
the bumping for half an hour actual time. (This is the
point which apiarists of the "Tom-tinker " build of mind
will leave out and spoil everything. Long ago suspected
that the queen is oft as much to blame as the bees for in-

troduction failures. This half hour is devoted to recon-
structing the mind of the queen ; and incidentally it gives
her as much of the odor of the hive as possible.) Point 7 :

Open the hive after dark. (Don't want any flurry—especially
not any robbers on the scene.) These are all the points Mr.
Poindexter gives, but I would venture to add another—an
old one. Point 8: Don't try to look in upon them for sev-
eral days. (Queen might run ; bees might take after her

;

ball might form—and fat all get in the fire at last.) As a
matter of preference I should prefer that the bees should
know that they were queenless for quite a number of hours
before the main operation—and that can usually be secured.
I incline to the opinion that the above is a valuable contri-

bution to our stock of lore. Only be careful that our hon-
orable Tom, as above, does not persuade us to accept an
arrangement that merely raps the hive without moving it.

Page 197.

DR. bohrer's meal prescription.

I see Dr. Bohrer, on page 199, has been getting up for
me a pretty big meal. Think I shall call in my friends to

help eat it—if I've got friends enough to eat such a pile. He
would fain help me sell the horse to myself, but seems to

think me a near relative of the man who wants to " eat the
horse and chase his rider." Most people only think of
sugar and honey as relishes, taken mainly to make a larger
quantity of something else move on. But you at least, Mr.
Bohrer, know that that is not the only way to eat them

—

not the best way if they are to be eaten in abundance. Six
ounces of honey eaten by itself the last thing at a meal
admits of some previously taken food—and that some with
the idea of giving proper balance. Crackers balance well
to give non-fluidity ; and milk and nut-butter balance well
against the lack of nitrogen in honey. The amounts I

mention are naturally influenced by the fact that I take but
one meal a day—wouldn't sound so big if they were divided
by three.

Of the spread he sets out pork is an abomination to me,
and was before I became an invalid. Cabbage is not far
behind, except that under strong social duress I used to eat
a little of it in fear of being called queer. Cheese I used to

eat, but not anymore. Coffee I don't drink—but like it well
enough—but at a table which affords, of the things which I

eat, not much else than bread and potato, I sometimes drink
it. Bread and coffee seem to fit together pretty well. I

beg the pardon of the younger readers for putting in so
much diet and digestion talk. A lot of us have got to the
point where how to head off indigestion is a problem of per-

sonal interest to us—and you youngsters will come to it by
and by.

But where the Doctor struck in my point was that sugar
agrees a little better than honey does with my previously
taken potato and bread and milk. Not ready to give that
up yet.

As to the bulk of his article, we will not undertake to

deny that he finds the filmy scales of wax doing mischief in

some diseased stomachs. But we incline to doubt pretty
strongly whether any great number of people are injured
by the wax in honey. Surely, scales so soft and thin don't
scrape any harder along our amidships than the bran-scales
of whole-wheat foods do. When the doctors advise us to

eat graham and whole-wheat preparations, we may eat comb
honey also, I take it.

"The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.

Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can

furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American

Bee Journal at $1.00.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Introducins Virgin Queens.

I have been rearing cells and then put them in cages, and have
tried putting them both in queenless hives, and hives over excluders,
and for some reasons over 50 percent (if the virgins die from lack of
attention by the bees. Can you help me out? Roots advise introduc-
ing virgins queens to the nuclei, and I want to know how successfully
to get the cells hatched and in the shape of virgins? Texas.

Answer.— I must confess your question puzzles me. I have never
found any difficulty in having queenless bees give proper attention to
virgin queens iu cages so long as none was allowed to be free in the
hive. But you can make a sure thing of it by provisioning the cages
in which the cells are enclosed, and these can even be put in the same
story with a laying ciueen.

Motti-Balls—Transferring—Shading Hives.

1. Will moth-balls keep out moths? and will they injure the bees

and honey. If they will not do, what is the best thing to keep moths
out?

2. Do you think it would pay to transfer from box-hives to those

with frames? If so, when is the best time to do it? and would there

beany natural swarms?
3. When is the best time to hive bees from a bee-tree? and how is

the best way to do it ?

4. Will it cause the bees to rob it they are fed sugar syrup in the

open air, away from the hives?

5. Is it absolutely necessary to have hives shaded in summer' and
will the heat melt down the combs, as some talk as it it did?

Missouri.

Answers.— 1. Probably they would not keep out moths unless so

strong as to be offensive to the bees. Tne best thing to keep out moths
is to have strong colonies, and even a weak colony will do good work
at defending itself if the bees are Italians.

2. Yes, if you intend to take advantage of the movable feature. If

you don't intend to handle the frames there is no advantage in hav-

ing them, as they are no better for the bees. Transfer 21 days after

the prime swarm. That will not interfere with the swarming.

8. If you want to get the bees to working in hives as soon as pos-

sible, chop down the trees during fruit-bloom, split open, and trans-

fer the same as transferring from a box-hive. If you want to get the

most honey and don't care for the bees, take them immediately at the

close of the honey harvest.

4. Not likely, unless some foolish thing is done about the hives.

5. I have had combs melt down in hives so densely shaded that

the sun never shone on them all day long, because there was too little

chance for the air to get at them, and I think 1 never had such a

thing happen where a hive stood out in the open sun with a full sweep

for every breeze. But in some places the sun may be too hot to do

without some kind of shade.

auestions on Bees and Other Subjects.

1. Which strain of Italians is better, goUen or leather-colored

»

HowareAdels?
. . , ,. j

2. I am mailing you to-day a cage containing bees. What kind

3. I also enclose a bee in a pill-box. What is the matter with her

wings ? I often find them on the ground in this condition, unable to

fly.

4. Does it pay to make your own loundation?

h. Does it pay to make your own hives?

(j. What causes bees to carry hrood out of the hive? The brood I

refer to was white, odorless, and full-sized, with the eyes just begin-

ning to color.

r. Which is the better, the Hoffman or staple-spaced frame? Do
the bees propolize the Hoffman more than they do the staple-spaced

frames?
8. What is a jouncer?
9. Will all other clover grow whcro alfalfa does?

10. Do sunflowers yield honey to an^• great extent?

11. Are Italians any larger in size tlian blacks or hybrids?
Texas.

Answers. 1. Some goldens are better than some leather-colored,

and vice versa. Prehaps as a whole the leather-colored are better. I

have had no experience with Adels.

2. If they are all from the same colony I should judge they are

hybrids. ^ , ,
.

•A. Seems to be a case of nou-.li'V.i'>pment; perhaps lacking vita

-

Ity to become fully developed.
4. Not in this country, althouirh iliousands of bee-keepers n-ake

their own in Europe. A good many « .nl into it in this country » hen
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foundation was first introduced, but graduallj- it was given up to the
special Doanufacturers. Possibly it might pay better now than during
the past few years, as there is now a greater margin than theretofore
between the price of beeswax and foundation.

n. That depends somewhat upon circumstances. It may pay some,
and not others.

6. If there was much of it, it was likely starvation. Later in the
seawa drone-brood will be thrown out at a time when bees kill off

drones. A very few specimens of such brood thrown out at any time
may have no special significance.

7. I don't know which you would like l)est; I prefer the staple-
spaced, and still more the nail-spaced. The Hoffmans trouble much
more about propolizing.

8. A frame-work upon which a super rests, allowing the bees to
be shaken out of the super by jouncing the ends of the jouncer up and
down alternately.

9. I don't know, but I think so.

10. No difference in size to be easily recognized.

Hive-Tool—Combs of Honey from a Dead Colony.

1. Where can I buy a Muench hive-tool, mentioned in " Forty
Years Among the Bees?" I do not see it catalogued by any of the
supply-dealers.
•- I lost one colony of bees this winter (wintered outdoors). It con-
sumed only about 5 pounds of honey, and was in exactly the same con-
dition, apparently, as all the others that were wintered outdoors, and
all of which came through in first-class condition.

It^ 3. What killed it*

3. What can I do with the combs^ The honey in them has granu-
lated for about 3 inches deep along the top of each frame, and as they
are first-class worker-combs I want to save them, if possible.

Ontario.

Answers.—1. It is not on the market. Mr. Muench died several
years ago, and his widow has done nothing with the tool, so far as
known.

2. Very likely it starved. Yes, I know there was plenty of honey
in the hive, but the severe cold was long continued, and when all the
honey in the cluster was consumed it was too cold for the bees to
leave the cluster and reach fresh stores.

'A, Keep the combs for swarms. Sprinkle the candied honey with
water and let the bees clean it up, wetting it again as often as the bees
lick it dry.

Thinning Honey -Cleaning Wax-Shaken Swarms-
Sticks Instead of Wire for Frames.

1. How do you thin down honey to feed bees? If I mix it with
water It sours.

2. How do you clean wax? I have some that is dirty and I can-
not get it clean.

3. When you shake s swarm and give the swarm the old stand,
and give them the bees from the old hive in 31 days, how do you keep
the bees from fighting when uniting?

4. When using sticks instead of wire, why do you make the sticks
shorter than the depth of the frame? and which bar do you let the
sticks touch, the top or bottom bar?

5. Why not drive the queen and bees into the new hive, and put
the old one on top, with a queen-excluder between ! Will it do as well
as shaking a swarm, by putting the hives side by side?

Virginia.

Answers.— 1. Merely stir the honey and water together—all the
better if the water is hot. It will not sour if fed within a day or so,
and it ought not to be allowed to stand longer.

3. It will help very much if you keep the wax hot a long time, so
as to give time for impurities to go either to the bottom or top. A
large quantity of hot water will help. Or, a small quantity may be
put in the stove oven at night, as soon as the fire is low enough to
avoid danger, and remain until morning. Manufacturers cleanse
further by the use of sulphuric acid, but the acid will make bad work
in most vessels you are likely to have. If you have any arrangement
by which you can throw a jet of steam into the wax, you can make it

work in a wooden vessel, or you might use a stone vessel on the stove
—I mean without the steam. Use one part of acid to 50 of water for
the worst cases, and one of acid to 300 of water where the least cleans-
ing is needed, stirring in the acid while wax and water are hot. Be
careful in stirring in the acid, for it may boil up violently.

3. The condition of the bees and the time being likely to be dur-
ing a honey-flow makes it probable that the bees will unite kindly
without any precaution.

4. It the sticks are exactly as long as the inside depth of the
frame, they cannot so quickly be put in place as when a little play is

allowed. The sticks may be put with one end close against the top-
bar, or against the bottom-bar, or anywhere between.

5. That will work all right if you want the bees to store honey in

the old combs. Of course it wouldn't work very well in producing
comb honey.

c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

Expects a Good Season.

Last fall I had 130 colonies of bees, mostly
in good condition, but I have lost 11 colonies
to date, that I know of. Most of the colonies
that died did so with plenty of stores, but on
account of the continued cold weather, they
could not change positions to get to the honey.
I get most of my surplus honey from bass-
wood and wild cotton, or milkweed. I exam-
ined a few colonies a few days ago, and found
some brood hatching and in good condition.
Snow to-day is about two inches deep, and
the temperature 24 degrees, but I hope for
better weather in April. I expect a good sea-
son. E. C. Mersing.
Randolph Co., W. Va., March 16.

Cellar Too Cold and Damp.
I put 60 colonies of bees into the cellar last

fall, but my winter loss will be heavy, as the
cellar has been too cold and damp, with no
facilities for raising the temperature or dry-
ing. Those who want the damp cellar may
have it. I can't have mine too dry. The
winter has been very cold in our northern
country, but warm weather is not far away.

O. B. Gritfin.
Aroostook Co., Maine, March 10.

Wintered Unusually Well.

Our bees all wintered on the summer stands
without protection from cold. We were
thinking, two days ago, of bees swarming, as
they average from 3 to 6 frames of brood with
some drones Hying, but to-day it is all off, as
we have about two inches of snow on the
ground, which is something out of the ordi-
nary this late in the spring. Fruit-trees
have all bloomed, except apples, which are
ust opening Bees here wintered unusually
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well. I did not lose one colony out of 25, but
there are many colonies that are living from
hand to mouth now, as they are breeding very
heavily. They will perish soon if the weather
continues cold for a few days, as it now
threathens. My bees are theS-banded. They
are very gentle and seem to be hardy. They
stored from 50 to 100 pounds of honey per
colony last year.
Long live the Editor of the American Bee

Journal, who writes to us every Thursday,
and never fails to interest us. I have read
many articles in the "Old Reliable" which
were worth dollars to me in the production of

honey. W. P. Browning.
Barry Co., Mo., April 9.

What Caused Their Death ?

I am but 14 years of age, and have handled
bees since I was 10. I started in the winter
with 14 colonies, all of which were strong ex-
cepting two, which were late swarms. They
died for want of food. Eight of the other
colonies have died, being scattered all through
their hives in the midst of plenty of honey. I

would like to know the cause of their death.

They were left upon the summer stands with-
out any protection. We have had a very pro-

longed winter, sledding from Thanksgiving
up to the last of February without any break,

and the mercury ranging from 10 above to 4
below zero. Earl P. O'Neal.

Preston Co., W. Va., March 16.

Bees Dwindle Away.
Bees continue to dwindle away. I think

the loss in this county will reach perhaps 80
percent. I have 3il colonies yet out of 105,

and have bought U more colonies, so 1 now
have .50, which I shall try hard to save. Many
are weak, however. B. W. Peck.
Ashtabula Co., Ohio., April 11.

Wintered Well—Windy Weather,

My bees have wintered well so far. Even
September swarms pulled through in fine con-
dition. The}' started gathering i>ollen April

1, but have not done much since that time, as
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we are having a great deal of wind—yes, al-

most hurricanes—this spring, and prospects

are not Mattering in this part of Nebraska, un-

less the weather soon changes so that they

can get the benefit of the wild frnlts, of which
we have a great supply along the creek bot-

toms. Henuy Hansen.
Sherman Co., Nebr., April 11.

Sweet Clover for Pasture.

Allow me to give my experience with sweet
clover as a pasturage for cattle and swine. It

makes one of the best pastures I ]<now of. I

have timothy, bluegrass, and wild blue-joint,

all in the same pasture, but the cattle will al-

ways take to the sweet clover first. Stock
should be turned on the clover before it gets

too large, or they wilt not like it so well. I

had it in my pasture for years, and know of

nothing else that I like so well. It seems to

grow as well in dry weather as it does in wet,
and it is not only good for pasture but is a
gieat honey-producer, as many l>ee-keepers

know. W. G. GCNDEKSON.
Clay Co., S. Dak.

Apiarian Progress—Introducing
Queens.

I will want the American Bee Journal as

long as I continue in the bee-business. I do
not understand how any one who has taken
the Bee Journal could cut themselves off from
their brother and sister bee-keepers, as I do
not think any of us know any too much about
the bee and its plan of work, or how to handle
bees to get the best results. About all the
beekeepers with whom i have Hiked, or
whose articles I have read, have at some time
failed to get the results they desired. When
one thinks he understands bees so thoroughly
that he knows just what is profitalile, some-
thing moves the bees to act as though they
had something to say about the plans. At
best they occasionally rise up and act differ-

ently from what we expect, or want them to

do, so I am thoroughly convinced that the
oldest and smartest of bee-keepers have not
reached the science of bee-culture yet. I

think as I heard the president of a medical
college say, in regard to the practice of medi-
cine, that it was not nearly a science yet, and
he did not think it ever would be, as there are
always things coming up that liatlle them. I

think the same about bee-husbandry. Weal-
ways have, and always will meet with diffi-

culties that we cannot understand ; so I think
it a good idea for us bee-keepers to keep in

close touch with one another's experiences
and thoughts, in order that we may help each
other. I know of no other way whereby we
can do this as well as by writing to some good
bee-paper, and giving our different experi-
ences. For myself I do not know of any other
paper that I like better than the American
I3ee Journal. In bee-keeping I believe as the
Apostle says in regard to the church, that
the head can not say to the foot, " I have no
need of thee," etc., for we ought to help one
another.
When I look back over the ]'ast 50 years to

the time I was a boy 11 years old, helping
father fit up bee-gums (for that is what we
called them). I can see where we have made
great advancement in the handling of bees.

Perhaps some of our younger people would
like to know why we called the place we pre-

pared for the liee, "gums." They were raad«

by selecting a hollow sycamore tree, some 16

or 18 inches in diameter, and cutting it into

pieces about l(j inches long. These pieces

were cleaned out nicely inside with an in-

shave, and four holes were bort'd about ';; of

the distance from the end intended for the

top, and sticks put through these holes cross-

wise of the hive. A board was then tacked
on top, and the "gum" was ready for the

bees. When we wanted honey, we would pry

off the top, and make a rag-smoker l>y setting

a rag afire and using our lungs for a bellows.

We would olow the smoke onto the bees and
out out the honey, always Itavinir them enough
to feed them through the wintir.

In the spring of 1903 I started with 25 colo-

nies of bees, andyoumay be the judge whether
I have advanced or retrograded in bee-culture.

I had my bees all in Langstroth hives with
movable frames. I run them for comb and
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BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

I'OUDER'S HONEY-JAKS.erythiuK used by Bee-Keepers.
Prompt Service.

Low Freifhl Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
5I3-5I5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND ^
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FOR

BEE-SUPPLIES
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^^ Weiss' Foundation ^^^^
Is guaranteed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest
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Seud for simpfe and'J^atalogfaud be your own judge. WORKING WAX.A SPECIALTY.
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AUGIST WEISS, Greenville, Wis. g
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extracted honey. I extracted 1600, and saved
about 200 pounds in combs in case of needing
to feed in the spring of 1904. My bees also
produced over 1200 pounds of as nice section
honey as could be put up. The comb honey
sold for 15 cents a pound, and the extracted
for 10 cents. I have sold all nay honey, and
could sell more if I had it. It was all sold
about home, except 400 pounds, which was
shipped, part to Kansas and part to Indiana,
to fill orders.
My bees increased to .50 colonies. I wintered

30 colonies in the cellar, and lost 2 colonies
and 3 queens. All left plenty of honey to
have taken them through. The other 20 colo-
nies were wintered cii the summer stands
in chatf-packed hives. Those wintered on
the summer .stands came through in far
better condition. I did all the work my-
self, and did my own cooking and dish-
washing while taking care of the liees and
honey ; so you see a man can do all of
his work in caring for his bees, as well as can
some of the good sisters. Now, I hope that
none of the sisters will think I am hunting for
a helpmate, for I have my bees 12 miles out
on a farm, and we live in town. My good
wife thinks, as the Bible speaks of "part of
the Children of Israel, that staying back with
the stuff is as much as going to battle. There-
fore I give my experience to help others, for I
do what I can to help pay expenses, and
preaching the Gospel is my business.

The way I requeen when I take away a poor
queen is as follows: I hunt out the queen
with as little disturbance as possible, and as
soon as I get her away, I fill the smoker afresh
with fuel, and pour the smoke on the bees un-
til they fill up, and then smoke again until
they are well scented with smoke, then smoke
a little the queen to be introduced, and let
her run in amongst the bees, and close the
hive and leave it a while. I prefer making
the change in the evening.

Arthur A. HorsER.
McDonough Co., 111., March 26.

Big Snow-Stopms in New York.
Since writing liefore we have had two big

snow-storms, with no warm weather interven-
ing. The one of the Utth and 20th was with
a high wind, and the snow is so piled in our
roads that the road is left in many places, go-
ing in the lots or on the sides, anywhere to
get around the from 3 to 5 foot drifts. The
mercury stood at 9 degrees above zero a few
mornings ago. The hees are still in the cel-
lar, for which I am glad. There will be very
few colonies alive, of those left out when May
comes. G. M. Doolittle.
Onondaga Co., N. Y., April 21.

A Very Cold Winter.
It has been a very cold winter, the average

temperature for January, 1904, being .si„ de-
grees F. above; for February, S; and Ma'rch,

22"i. In March, 1903, the average was 35 de-
grees; February, 19 2-T; January, I'-'.i.

I started last fall with TO colonies, and have
lost 15 up to date. There had not been a day
warm enough for bees to have a flight since
November IT, until day before yesterday.
They have now had three nice days, and have
improved them. Last year they "were carry-
ing in pollen on March IS. I am looking for
a light honey crop this year, as ,-:; of my colo-
nies are weak. I have had to feed some of
my colonies for the first time since I began to
keep bees, and that was in 1885. My honey
is almost all sold. All of my extracted honey,
about 1800 pounds, was sold at home.

C. F. Baker.
Allegany Co., N. Y., April 7.

A Winter Report.

I bought 3 colonies of bees, and now have
7. I put 8 colonies into the cellar last fall.

This winter I set tbem out on a warm day,
and one colony that had gotten damp in the
cellar left the hive aivi united with one of the
other colonies. My colonies are stronger and
better than they were last year. I have them
outdoors, and they eiijoy the warm days. I
never lose any bees in the winter. I look
them over about once a week. The past win-

\ DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^^H^l'k,

1

AND
:SALE

Has ad established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANESTAND PUREST and in all respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing wax into foundation lor cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Line of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog-, with prices and discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Out., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Root'sGoods "^o^IOWA
And the West
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OUR NEW BUILDING, just completed,
is filled with the largest slock oi Supplies ever
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We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handling business with dispatch, and
our shipping- facilities are the best.
Write to-day for 1904 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 & 567 W. SEVENTH ST. PES MOINES, IOWA
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Lan^strothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This^is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practicil bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each. subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail for $i .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for S2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

Special Notice to Bee-I^eepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price oa

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking-.

F. H. fa.k,:mek,,
182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Up First Flight.

ITALIAN QUEERS, BEES AND NUCLEI
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $1.10
" Tested Queen 1.6S
" Selected •' 2.20
" Breeder ' 3.30
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen i 1.80

Tested Select Breed-
ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival

guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Pnce-List.

0. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street. CLARINDA, IOWA,
Please mention Bee Joomal "when "wrlttn^

SEND=TO = US
for everything in Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We Have It
at Factory Prices. Can ship ^ 'uick. We
are agreats of <-i. B. Lewis Co , Clias. Da-
dant A: Son, and other leadiuu^ manu-
facturers. Wholesale and Retail.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
213-215 W. Second Street,

DAVENPORT, - IOWA.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ter the bees got under the cover, or on top of
the combs, more thtin they did in other win-
ters. I may feed some to get them strong,
and get lots of bees for the white clover. I

shall try to clip the queens, if I can findthem.
I read "ABC of Bt-e-Culture," and watch
the American Bee Journal. I have my bees in
good loframe Langstroth hives. There i.s no
large apiary near me. F. A. Snyder.
Boone Co., Iowa. April 6.

How the Bees Have Wintered.
In the American Bee .Journal of March 10

was published an article which I wrote in an
effort to describe how I prepared my bees for
wintering on the summer stands. I write
now to say that I had what I think is very
good success in wintering the bees the past
winter, prepared as I described in that article.
I had 'M last fall, and succeeded in wintering
31 of them, and they are in good condition
now. So far as I have been able to learn,
there are not in this vicinity more than 2.t per-
cent of the bees that lived through this hard
winter on the summer stands. Some have lost
all they had. A. J. Kilgore.
Wood Co., Ohio, April 8.

Severe Winter on Bees.

We have had a very severe winter, and I

have lost 20 colonies out of 30 wintered on the
summer stands. All have died with an abun-
ance of honey. The prospects are good for a
good flow this year—abundance of fruit-bloom
and white clover very plentiful.

Wm. R. Webb, .Jr.

Kent Co., Del., April 9.

Discouraging Prospects.

Prospects in this section are quite discour-
aging. I am a beginner with bees, but I went
into the winter with 15 colonies and saved 6,

wintered on the summer stands. I am afraid
my bees have fouUirood, but I am not well
enough posted to tell. I think that I will
take the wax out of the old combs and begin
anew, and only 011 a very small scale. I don't
think that this is a very good locality for bees,
but I can sell all the honey I can produce at
15 or 16 cents a pound.

I like to read the American Bee Journal.
Ionia Co., Mich., April 30. Wm. Nte.

Result of Wintering Bees.

Out of 21 colonies from last year I have 15
left, 3 have frozen duriog the winter, and the
mice got into 3 hives and killed the bees and
ate part of the honey ; I suppose because they
liked it. We had a severe winter in eastern
Pennsylvania. A person by the name of P. H.
Hell, living 2 miles north of the Lehigh river,

lost 37 colonies out of 47. Bees were not pro-
tected as they should be, which accounts for
so many being lost. Edwin Tritteneach.
Northampton Co., Pa., April 11.

Hard Winter—Making Hives.

It has been a very cold winter here, the
hardest for bees in many years. I had packed
my 60 colonies on tht- summer stands early,

but had expected, upon returning, to find

several dead. I have L-?camined them consid-
erable since my arrival, and I think there are
none dead. The most of my hives have out-
side cases made of '^-iiich boards, and set over
the hive so as to give I '4 inches of cork-dust
packing on the sides, 2 inches on the back
(north) end, and one inch on the front end.
Some 12 of them are in Dadant hives. These
were without outside eases, but are large (15
inches inside), and were packed with cork-
dust division-boards on the sides, and ?a-mch
board sealed, and on ijp of that a 3-inch cork
cushion, with telescope cover.

I notice upon the re loval of the cork cush-
ion that some of in have spotted their
frames, and it ma,\ i"- that some of them will

have dysentery or wl! spring dwindle.
I hear of consider^i le winter losses of bees

in this vicinity. M.v i eother-in-law at Tyngs-
boro (Middlesex County) has lost all of his
three colonies.

I
There has been considerable published re-

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^-^^^^
^^ jUl. ^ Danehters of Select Im-
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1

A j^Tw mismatedqueensreplaced
f / free. Safe arrival guar-
'^y anteed.

i'rice before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
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JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

<i&in nnn we have just completed
(PXV,Vl/U Qun TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS' SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet shocking our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain yon ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road,

MINNEAPOLIS, - MIN'WESOTA.

LieTTt'n^ng Lice Killing Machine
~ ^ kills all lice and mites. No injury to

.r feathers. Handles an j fowl,
rtt chick to larj^eyt kr'>l'hler.

hfning Lict Killing Powder, Poultry

'CHARLES SCHILD. Ionia* Mich*

B66-K66D6rs!
Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell

yoa how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies atFactory Prices,

A. COPPIN. Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Hee Journal.

POVLTRY PAYS
wuen the hens ;ay. Keep them
l:i yini^:. For hatohing and brood-
iiit; use the best reasonable priced
Incubators and Brooders — built
upon honor, sold upon guarantee,

THE ORMAS
i^ A^ iianta^ Lleonler, Indiana

t^ease mention Bee Journal -when 'wntlii&

THE NICKELPLATE ROAD
will sell tickets to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, account of National Baptist
Anniversary, on May 16th, 17th and
18th, at rate of one fare for the round-
trip, plus 25 cents. Tickets g-ood SToing
date of sale. By depositing same, ex-
tended return limit of June 10th may
be secured. Through service to New
York City, Boston, and other Eastern
points. No excess fare charged on any
train on the Nickel Plate Road. Meals
on American Club Meal plan, ranging
in price from 35 cents to Si. 00 ; also
service a la carte. Chicago depot, La
Salle and \'an Buren Sts., the only
passenger station in Chicago on the
Elevated Loop. Chicago City Ticket
Offices, 111 Adams St., and Auditorium
Annex. 'Phone Central 2057

2—15A5t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.
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CliibWog Offers ivJ)
Modern Farmer $0.50 V
Western Fruit Grower 0.£0 fi
Poultry Gazette 0.25 V
Gleanings in Bee-Culture 1.00

|^
U.2S <

All one year otily $1.00. W
Write for those just as g-ood. ^
Sample Free <
New Subscribers can have the Amek- W
ICAN Bee Journal in place of Glean- \
INGS, if they wish, or all for $1.60. Re- T)

newals to American Bee Journal add A
40c more. MODERN FARMER. V

bt. Joseph, Mo. X

^ease mention Bee jonmal wHdn writing

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade-

POULTRY SUCCESS.
14th Year. 32 TO 64 PAGES.

The 20th Century Poultry Magazine
Beautifully illuatrated.SOc JT. , show a

readers how to succeed with Pi ultry.

Special Introductory OJTer.
S years 60 cts; 1 year25cts; \ months

trial lOcts. Stanipsaccepted. Sample
copy free. 148 page illustrated practical
uiltry book free to yearly eubscrihtrs.

Catalogue of poultry publication- tree.

Poultry Success Co., ^'^yLg.i'eici.o.

49Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

.The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

ully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells vou all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, SO cents. Sample copies, 10 cents."

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street, - Los Angeles, Cal
Please mention Bee journal •wnen wmtine

The American Poultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

AI^,,_f.n| that is over a quarter of a^UUl lldl century old and IS still grow-

Amepican Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACfllNERY
fead what J. I. PARENT,of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter-
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a trreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
vith this Saw. It will do all

you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Wease roentJAu Bee Joiiroal "when writm£

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

B66-K66D6rS' SUDDlieS.
Send for our larg-e illustrated Caialog-.

Address,

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St.. OMAHA, Nebr.
12A13t Please mention the Uee Journal.

ceiitly on the economy of bee-keepers making
their own hives. I have made my hives prin-

cipally, buying the inside fixtures of supply
dealers. Formerly, when I lived at Tyngs-
boro, I had them cut at the box shop with
lock-corners; Itut since I came to this city

there are no lockinfj machines, so I have them
put up without, and I think they are just as

strong. For the good of the fraternity, I will

give a description of the 10-trame hives (mine
are all 10-frames) : Cut the ends 14'.j inches,

the sides 20 inches, and nail the sides on the
ends in the middle, then near the corners put
in 2 or 21^-inch screws. At the top of the
hive at each end nail on a piece 2'.j inches
wide by J.^-incli thick. This piece will come
to the hand-holes, and will strengthen the
narrow strip at the rabbets, and prevent the
corners from opening. .John P. Coburn.
Middlesex Co., Mass., March 1.5.

Buckling in Wired Foundation.

After reading L. H. Cremer's article, on
page 189, on the use of full sheets of founda-
tion in the brood-frames wired horizontally, I

was surprised at M. W. Shepherd's experience
in wiring brood-frames, and the editorial com-
ment on same, as they are entirely different

from my observations and experience of sev-

eral years in the use of full sheets of Ught-
brood foundation in wired frames. If Mr.
Shepherd would leave his wires loose, and bow
theui down as he embedded them into the
foundation, he would get the same results as

with thick endliars and tight wires. But
with me tight wires will not work success-

fully. Mr. Cremer's reasoning, as to the
shrinking and swelling of foundation is very
good, but the manner of wiring has much to

do with getting straight combs. I will give
my latest method of wiring, from which I

have had very good results

;

I use 4 horizontal wires in frames, placing
top one about "4 of an inch from the top-bar,

and the lower one not more than I'.j-inches

from the bottom-bar, and the others placed so

as to make the space equal between them. In
wiring I draw the top wire tight, and then
lessen the tension from top to bottom. My
reason for having the lower wire so high
above the bottom-bar is to prevent buckling
between the lower wires. It gives a weight of

l^ees l)elow the lower wire, while drawing out
the foundation, that keeps the foundation
straight. Having the lower wire not quite so

tight as the top one is a further preventive of

buckling. Locality, of course, has something
to do with it, as heat and cold affect the
foundation. So has the strength of the col-

ony much to do with results.

Newton Dotson.
Nicholas Co., W. Va.

Worst Year for Bees—Other Mat-
ters.

The past was the worst year for bee-keep-

ing that I ever knew. Last summer it was
very wet and the honey was poor to winter
tipon. I will lose most of my bees. They died
with plenty of honey in the hives. I have
kept bees for 35 yedre and never had much
winter loss before. Most of the bees were in

chaff hives, well packed. Some that were not
packed came out better than those that w ere.

I have always wintered some without pack-
ing ever since I have kept bees, and I find that
they winter just as well, but donotdoquite so
well in the spring.

I have looked after the bee-men pretty well
throughout this section. The loss here is

very heavy, some having lost all. I don't
know that the high price of sections will hurt
any of us this season. We have the foul

brood mostly cleaned up. This winter will

settle it, I think—no bees, no foul brood.
Most of the bee-men will give it up; that is

what they tell me, for some will not have any
to start with. I know of no one who winters
his bees in the cellar.

I have a friend who uses the Danzenbaker
hive. I transferred some for him last spring,
and have given the hive a close study. His
bees wintered better than mine did in the
double-walled chaff hive, and his were not in

nearly as good condition as mine were last fall.

I used to think bees were safe in the chaff

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Oolden or Honey-Queens before July i.

Our GOLDENS will come up with any other
Golden strain. Our HONEY-QUEENS are
what some breeders call " Ked Clover Queens."

1 6 12
Untested $1.00 $5.00 $ 'i.OO

Tested 1.25 7.00 13.00
Breeders 5.00

2 frame Nuclei (no queen).. 2.50 14.00 25.00

Nuclei will be ready to ship the latter part of
May or 1st of June. When Queens are wanted
with Nuclei add price of any Queen wanted. We
guarantee safe arrival of all Queens and Nuclei.
Our Breeders may be returned after 30 days if

satisfaction is not given. Cash must come with
all orders. Orders are booked and filled in ro-

tation.
Mr. Gus. Picaman, of Litchfield, 111., in a

letter of Aug. 3, 1903, says: '-Send me two un-
tested honey-queens. The one I bought of you
two years ago is all right. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. Gunderson, of Oconomowoc,
Wis., says in a letter dated August 1, 1903; " I

like your queens the best of any that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last

August for 24 Nuclei to be delivered thi j spring.
Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, III.

«»-This ad. will appear every other number.

16Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

bIfMWWM CCM ilC I STROMGEST
urA«au*jni rClluba made, buu
in*£MknrJ ^«w^" strong, Chicken-
MnwiUuSSi I'i^bt. SoldtotbeFarmeratlvlioleiale
wSmLWSSSSI^ Prlcfs. Fully Warrimtea. Catalog Free.
tSsSSSSSSlS^ COILED SPBINfl FENCE CO.""""""" Box S9 WlseheBter, Iidluis, C. 8. A.

38E26t Please mention the Bee Journal

B66-SUPPII6S!
G. B. Lewis Co"s Goods. Don't wait any

longer to buy. Write me to-day and say what
you want, and get my prices. Send for Catalog.
Its free. W. J. MCCARTY.
16E4t EMMETSBURG, IOWA.

E. E. LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MO.
(Box 2,H), breeder of

^ Fine ItalianQueen Bees
.]f Orders booked now and filled

J^ in rotation. Send for price-list.

«lease mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

$12.25 to Buffalo, N. Y., and Return,

via Nickel Plate Road, May 10th, 11th

and 12th, yyith return limit of May
23rd. Also lovyest rates to Ft. Wayne,
Cleveland, Erie and other Eastern
Points. Three trains daily, with first-

class Modern Equipments. Meals in

Nickel Plate dining-cars, on American
Club Meal Plan, ranging in price from
35 cents to $1.00; also service a la carte.

No excess fare charged on any train

on the Nickle Plate Road. When con-

templating an eastern trip, write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298, Chicago, 111. Chicago
Depot, corner Van Buren and EaSalle
Streets, the only Passenger Station in

Chicago on the Elevated Railroad

Loop. S~16A3t

WE INVITE all readers of the Amer-
ican Bee Journal who seek a col-

lege for themselves or friends to inves-
tigate

I Moui)t>UnlonGoll606
iff Our motto in all departments is *'Max-
C9 imum efficiency at minimum cost." _

^2 Our scholastic training is equal to the g
•' best, our reputation first-class. All ex- Jj

S penses for a year, aside from he cloth- JZ

gg

ing and traveling, less than $20l 90. Co g
jt education, health conditions, mor..' and fZ
•' religious influence, superior. g

Send for catalog. g
MOUNT UNION COL/LEGE,

Alliance, Ohio.
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hive, bul not so this winter. The bees that
were wintered in the Dan/.enbaker hive were
less than one mile from mine.
There has not been a day that my bees have

had a good llight since November. On New
Year's Day they flew some, but not a good
flight. I would like to know if the loss of
bees was worse than common generally ; or
was the loss worse in just this part of the
country! I would like to have some of the
old bee-men tell, through the American Bee
Journal, whether winter packing was of any
use or not. I can not tell for my part, so I

would like to hear from some one who knows.
I think that bee-men ought to tell of their fail-

ures as well as their successes, as we learn
some by the failures. W. S. Rislek.
Hunterdon Co., N. J., March IT.

Wintered All Right.

I put 36colonies of bees intc the cellar Nov.
10, 1903, and took them out March 30, 1004.

I did not weigh them, but they did not seem
to have lost anything either in weight or in

bees. They were all good. They did the
humming to-day, but the apple-blossoms were
not there. J. N. Shedenhelm.
Iowa Co., Iowa, April 6.

Expepienees in Wintering,

My bees have wintered well. They have
been ou the summer stands without any pack-
ing: but this place is well protected, being
surrounded by timber. I had five colonies
last spring and increased to 13. But the
honey crop was poor last season, owing to

wet weather when alfalfa was in bloom. My
bees are all alive at this time, and have
plenty of stores. But some bee-keepers have
not fared so well. One man with 40 colonies
discovered late in November that he had not a
bee, neither dead nor alive. A neighbor of his

with 20 colonies had the same experience.
Can any one explain this? My bees are all in

10-trame Langstroth hives.

I will not be without the Bee Journal as

long as I have a colony of bees.

C. W. MORGAREIDGE.
Sheridan Co., Wyo., April 5.

ceases. But you
colonies, and devi
and manipulatin
strengthen, or si

combs, or filling (

were I manipulat
nies it would r

probably the intn
as I said in my fir

separators, and h:

comb honey, or ii

est market price,
the coming seasoi

Walworth Co.,

i>now that 1 keep but a few
III' much time to watching
g them—weak colonies I

I Ibem to building brood-
xlracting-framcs. Of course,
iiigalarge number of colo-
LMuire additional help, or
"I uction of separators. But,
St, article, I have seldom used
!ive produced SOOO pounds of
lore, and sold it at the high-
and have all I can produce
1 engaged.

Wm. M. Whitnet.
Wis., April T.

The Use of Separators.

I have just read Mr. Pagan's criticism of my
off-hand talk about the use of separators in

the production of comb honey, and I must
confess that I like the way he talks. I did
not mean to say that I'd not use separators in

any case, for I can easily imagine a case
where it would be absolutely necessary ; as,

for instance, in putting back unfinished sec-

tions ; or, as he states, if the flow of nectar i

For Sale--APIARY STOCK
Includes lOO Chaff Hives, complete, in good

order; 1 Extractor, Honey-Tanks, and every-
thing necessary for the business. Also 20 colo-
nies of Italian Bees, small houre of 6 rooms-
one of the best localities in Michig-an. For
further information, address,

MRS. WM. WRfly, flshleu, Mich.
ISAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
\V heu con&igning, bujidg- or selling', consuU

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. III.

Please mention Bee Journal when -wTitine.

wantedt^^^jThoney
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. iWuth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

100 colonies of Italian and Carniolan BEES
for sale; all in S aud 9 frame hives—all nearly
new—and bees all in g-ood condition.
WM. J. KEALY, Mineral Point, Iowa Co.. Wis.
17A5t Please mention the Bee Journal

8-FramesVogv Hive for $1.
This hive is rabbetted at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. I Sections, S4; No. 2, $3.50.
Shipping-Cases, 12-lb., }8 per 100; 24-lb., $13;
20 lb. Danzy,$10; without glass, 50c less per 100.
Doveta led Hives, Foundation, Smokers, etc.,
CHEAP. Send for List.

W. D. Soper, R D 3. Jackson, Nich.
ISAtf Mention Bee Jouraal when writing-.

A Staudard-Bred Italian (}ueeii-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.
As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine. Un-

tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-
ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
sutjscription paid in advaace at least to the end of this year
(1904)

.

'2. Sending your own name with the si.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle you to a Queen as a i-rfiiiium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-
scriber must be a NEW subscriber ; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bet- lournal regularly, or at
least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be
made. Our Premium (^bu'ens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a letritimate way. They are worth working for.

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or
June. Will you have one or more?

If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of thi-M- Queens, we will send the
American Bee Joiu-nal a year and the Queen—both for oul.v .^1.."j>. Address,

F/

GEORGE W. YOKK & CO., CHICAGO, JiLL

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

M.\KKET QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, April ".—The market is heavily

supplied with comb and extracted honey,
neither of which are meeting- witaany demand,
especially is this true of the comb. Prices are
uncertain, as those havinir stock are an.xious to
sell it; therelore it Is diflicnlt to c|uote piict^s.
The best grades of white comb briny U@12c;
anything off from choice to fancy is not wanted.
Extracted, white, according to quality, sells at
6(s'~c; amber, Smbc. Beeswax, 3ur<? 32c.

R. A. liURNETT & Co.

Cincinnati, O., April 18.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on como honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I .juote: fancy white
comb from 12)4@14c. Sales ou extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, S!i@5^c; in cans, >«c more; alfalfa, water-
white, tj(a'6!^c; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, 7S^ra-Sc. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.
Albany, N. Y., April 25.-Honey market is

very dull. Stocks of both comb and extracted
are lighter than we thought would be a mouth
ago, when we thought we would have to carry
over the season. The demand for honey here
will be light until the new crop comes. Quota-
tions aie nominally—«@13c for comb, and 5@6c
for extracted. H. R. Wright.

Philadelphia, April IS.—Never in the his-
tory of the comb honey market has there been
such a lot of off-quality of comb honey shipped
into this market so late in the season. We
have sold some of our own honey in the last
few days, good No. 1 as low as 6c a box, the
same honey we were getting 14c for 60days ago.
It is the old story that when bee-men find the
season is closing and they cannot get shut of
the crop themselves, they send it to the com-
mission-men to slaughter it at any price they
can get. We quote: No. 1 comb, 10c; amber,
7@8c. Extracted, fancy white, T>4c; amber 6c.
Beeswax sells readily at 31c.

'

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selse«.

Cincinnati, April IS. — The honey market
here is reassuming activity, and judging from
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season's crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, 5ii@6Hc; white clover,
6^6@8 cents, according to quality and package.
Fancy comb honey sells at 12^'lSc. Beeswax
30 cents. The Fred W. Muth Co.

'

Boston, April 9.—Prices remain same as be
fore, which are as follows: White in glass-
front cases at 16c; No. 1, at 15c. Supply is am-
ple, and demand light at this time. Extracted,
water-white, Sc; light amber, 7@8c; with but
little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Leb.

Kansas City, April Is. — The demand for
honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.50 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honev coming from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2 00 to
$2.25 is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
$2.25 per case. Extracted is dull at S@6c. Bees-
wax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clbmons & Co.

New Yokk, April 18.—There are no new fea-
tures in the honey market. Some white honey
is selling al from 12®13c; off grades at from
10(a'llc, and no demand for dark honey what-
ever. Market is very quiet on extracted of all
grades, and prices are rather irregular. Bees-
wax very Hrm at 29@31c.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

San Francisco, April 20.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, ll!*@l2c; amber, S^lOc. Extracted,
white, 5K(3>5'ic; light amber, 4^@4Jic; amber,
3M@4%c; dark amber, 3^6i3:'4C. Beeswax, good
to choice, lie ht,27«@2')c; dark, 2S@26c.

There are no special changes to record in
quotations, but the market lacks firmness, it

being impossible to effect large transfers at full
current ifures. Both comb and extracted,
mostly of medium grades, are offering in con-
siderable quiiatity for this time of year.

Please .Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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FE3R,FBCT GrOOOS !

rjO"W PK,ICES !

A Customer Once, a Customer Always.
We manufacture

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years, t

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pubiished

T116 i flmerican i B66-K66P6r
(Monthly, 50c a year. I

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one

of the mLSt experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

1. J. STRlNGHftM, 105 Park Place,

I
NEW YORK

v-> Manufactures and carries in stock every

]i .irtice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
<- QUEENS IN SEASON.
•n- Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free, if.

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA, EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

^ Bee=Supplies I
g

Q. B. LewlsCo's Goods. g

Don't Wait flnu Longer to Buy. 8
Big Discount tor Orders Now. §

Write us to-day and say what you
want, and get our prices. New catalog

of 84 oages: it is free. 74

We also handle the famous Ji

tloosier Incubators and Brooders.
-^

C. M. Scott & Co.
1004 East Washington Street,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Plea=io mention Bee Joumai -wnon wrltma

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND-TRIP
plus 25 cents, to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
16th, 17th and 18th. Tickets good go-

ing date of sale and returning to and
including June 10, by depositing same.

Three through daily express trains

to Ft.Wayne, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo,

New York, Boston and New England
points, carrying vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Meals served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to

$1.00 ; also service a la carte. Chicago
depot, La Salle and Van Buren Sts. No
excess fare charged on any train on

the Nickel Plate Road. Chicago City

Ticket Offices, 111 Adams Street, and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phone Central

2057. 3—15A5t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Î^^'^Dadant's Foundation
^^^^

i«i
Year Year

t We Guarantee Satisfaction. S?ai'itv" 'p['ipl?v°'^?iRnN

i

BEAUTY, PURITY, FIR/INESS,
NoSAaaiNQ, NdLOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Whv r1np« if «f»ll «n WpH 7* Because it has always given better satis-Wny UOCiJ ll. Seil S>0 WCIl r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for oni- Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
-We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

#
?»? Langstrolh on the HonGy-Bee—Revised ^

The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

ilt BEESWAX WZANTED at all MmGs.

# DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

i
WATERTOWN, WIS., U.S.A.

iCO^



Extracting and Liquefying Honey*
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Have You Lost Your Bees ?
^ . Save Your Combs.

The winter losses in some parts of the country are heavy, and
the demand for bees and queens will be larg'e. Parties needing
queens should send their orders at once, and state date when ship-
ment is desired.

Early Italian Queens.
We are fortunate in being" able to offer for April and May de-

livery a large stock of queens from our Southern breeders. While
we have a much larger supply than ever before, it is highly im-
portant that you send your order at once to secure the queens when
desired, as we will fill orders in rotation. We expect to be able to

furnish untested queens from our Southern yards, in any number,
after April 10th. Send your orders at once.

Prices of pure Italian Queens, untested, from
our Southern yard for April and May shipment.

Untested I $ 75
Select Untested , 1.00
Tested 1.50
Select Tested 2.50

$ 8.50
11.50
17.00
28.50

$35.00
1
$ 65.00

47.50 77.50
70.00 130.00

Prices of Our Red=clover and Honey Queens.
Untested queen { 1 00 Select tested queen $ 3 00
Select untested queen 1 25 Breeding queen 5 00
Tested queen 2 00 Select breeding queens 7 50
Kxtra select breeding queen, one year old 10 00

We book orders, and fill in rotation.

The Root Queea-reariag Outfit.

In this outfit are embraced the best
points of the best systems in use. It

win give satisfaction to the amateur as
well as the expert. The cell-cups are
made of wood, wax-coated. No melted
wax is used in their manipulation, as
they are attached to the cell-stick by
means of a small nail-point.
The nursery-cage combines the fea-

tures of nursery and introducing cages.
Ity their use a queen can be released on
the candy plan or caged in the hive as
desired.
In connection with the outfit goes a

booklet on queen-rearing—one which
ought to put the veriest amateur on the
high road to success. Outfit comprises
three cell-bars with 50 waxed wooden
cells, one frame of cages (18), one cell-
forming stick, set grafting-tools, and a
book on queen-rearing ...$4.S0

Ifsent by mail, add^vcfor postage.

Tools fof Queen-breeders.

Wooden cell-cup with point for attach-
ing to bar. 5Uc per 100; |4.00 per 1000.
Same, waxed ready for use, 75c per

100; $6.00 per 1000.
Titoff wire nursey-cages, 15c each:

Jl.S.') per 10; $12,50 per 100.

Frame for holding 20 cages, includ-
ing cages, $3.00.

Cell-stick, 10c each; Sl.OO per dozen.
Transferring needle, double-ended

and nickel-plated, 15c.
Jelly-spoon, nickel-plated, 15c each.
We can supply, also, fine-pointed lace-

scissors with extra large bows, for
clumsy fingers, at 35c each.

Nuclei and Colonies of Bees.

We are prepared to furnish one, two,
and three-frame nuclei and full colo-
nies of bees in eight-frame Dovetailed
hives or Danzenbaker hives. The nu-
clei are put up in light shipping-boxes

Gleaning-s in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Italian Queen from our d»| f\f\
Southern yards «pl«UU
We begin shipping- at once. Orders filled in

rotation. Do not ask for special arrang-ements;
at this low price we can't make exceptions.

Gleaning-s in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Red-clover Queen (I*| P/\

"We beg-in shipping- these queens about April
15. Orders filled in rotation.

Imported Italian Queens.
We are prepared to furnish from the best breeders in Italy,

imported Italian queens. They are put into our own yards and tested
beKjre sending out. We have only two grades—best, and fair import-
ed, and prices are given in the table below.

Best imported queens $5 00 Fair imported queens $3 00

^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^"^^^ with wire cloth. This makes a very
light package, affords plenty of venti-
lation, and is strong enough to stand
shipping 500 to lOUO miles.
Any of our nuclei, even the l-frame,

will make good strong colonies by fali

if properly handled. The three-frame
if properly managed can be increased
four, five, or even ten full colonies by
fall if bought now; and instead of hav-
ing any black bees, one will have in the
beginning pure Italians of the choicest
stock throughout his apiary.

I 0-ff4

Guaran-t<
We agree to deliver queens in g-ood order to

any part of the United States or Canada, from
April 15 to October. In case of queens valued
at $5 or more, we ship in a one-frame nucleus,
(no charge for nucleus). If a two-frame or
three-frame nucleus is wanted, add to the price
of the queen the difference in price between the
one-frame and the two or three-frame. Losses
must be reported on arrival.

We can make Shipments of Nuclei from

Cincinnati, Ohio, Philadelphia, Pa.,
New York City, Medina, Ohio,

Wharton, Tex., Hig-h Hill, Mo.,
St. Paul, Minn., Aug-usta, Kans

top and bottom are covered This Will give you very low Express Rates.

made of basswood. the sides orwhich
are only A inch thick, and the ends \
inch. The top and bottom are covered

PRICES OF NtTCLET.
One-frame nucleus without queen $2 00
Two-frame " " " 3 00
Three-frame " '* " 3 60
Full colony in 8-fr Dovetailed hive 7 60
We can furnish with the nuclei any (jueeu
mentioned in the table of prices of queens.

One=frame Nucleus=-This contains a
frame partly filled with brood and bees.
The condition of the hives at different
seasons f the year vary so that we can
not always put up nuclei in the same
way; but in every case we aim to give
full value. Weight about 7 lbs.

Two-frame Nucleus—This is just the
same as our one-frame nucleus, except
it has twice the amount of bees or
brood, or of both. The box is larger,
and holds two fraiues—one full frame
of brood, or two frames partly filled.

Shipping weight, about 10 lbs.

Three-frame Nucleus—This is three
times the size of the one-frame nucleus,
and is made up in the same way as the
one and two framt^. Shipping weight,
about 15 lbs.

A Full Colony will contain S Langs-
troth frames in Dovetailed one-story
hive—three full frames of brood, or
equivalent, in six combs, and enough
bees to cover fairlv all the combs. No
queen is furnished at the table price.
Purchaser is to seclect the q\ieen and
add her price to that of the bees. Our
colonies are all put iii> in new Dovetail-
ed or Danzenbaker hives, painted two •

coats. Shipping weight about 40 lbs.

THE A. 1. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES: Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.
CHICAGO, n,!,., HI Kast Er
MECHANIC FAI,I,S, MR.

SYRACUSE. N. Y.
PHH,ADEI,PHIA, PA.,10Vit.e

1024 Mis
,an Ignac

BRANCHES:

San Antonio, Tex., IS.S W. Houston,
Wmshington.D.C, 1100 Md.Av.,S.W.J
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Editorial Comments

The Dally Use of Honey—"Pass It On."

For several years we have been contending that the National Bee-

Keepers' Association should do something for bee-keeping in the line

of advertising the use of honey, so as to increase the demand. But up

to this time, so far as we cm recall, nothing whatever has been done

about it.

We don't like to be considered pestiferous, but, even at that risk,

we do feel that the National could, if it would, do something worth

while about increasing the general consumption of honey.

Since giving up the bee-supply business we have occasionally had

a little " time to think ''—" spells of thinking," we may say—and here

is one of our " thinklets :"

Let the National offer a prize of say $25 for the best contribution

of about 3000 words, on " Honey and Its More General Use as a Daily

Food." Then let the Board of Directors be the judges, and after

selecting the very best contribution, publish it in a small illustrated

booklet form—say S pages, and about 3x.5 inches—so as to slip into

almost any ordinary envelope. At the top of the first page we would

have in fairly large type, " Pass It On—After reading."

Our idea would be to have the National furnish these booklets to

the bee-keepers at actual cost. They would be sent out with every

letter that is mailed either by individual bee-keepers, honey-dealers,

or by bee-supply dealers, queen-breeders, etc., and also handed out as

occasion offered. Every one connected at all with bee-keeping or

honey-selling should be glad to help in thus attempting to popularize

the use of honey. By remailing such leaflets "after reading," they

could be "kept going" until literally worn out.

We would have no special advertising matter on the leaflets what-

ever—simply all devoted to creating a demand for honey. Of course,

there should be in small print at the bottom of the last page,

"National Bee-Keepers' Association, I'latteville, Wis." We would

omit the General Manager's name, although using his post-ollice

address, so that in case there were a change of General Manager, all

that would be necessary would be to notify the postmaster at Platte-

ville to forward all the National's mail that might be received there^

to the new post-office. The General Manager's personality and own

correspondence should not be mixed up with the work and busint-ss

of the National. The National Bee-Keepers' Association and its bubi.

ness should be greater than any one man or his business.

We believe that the National Association can not do anything

that would be more helpful to bee-keeping than to prepare for distri-

bution such a booklet as we suggest. It ought to be done. It could

be prepared in time to be of service in moving this season's crop of

honey.

If our suggestion meets with the approval of the membership of

the National, why not write to General Manager N. E. France, Flm '
e-

ville. Wis., who could take up the matter with the Board of Directors,

and thus, if they deemed it wise, get started on the proposed bool at

as soon as possible!

Why not?

No Great Harvest with Great Increase.

There seems to be in the minds of some beginners an idea that

they can learn some way by which they can secure a large increase

without in any way interfering with the harvest of surplus honey. It

may be as well for them to learn plainly that the old proverb applies

here, " You can't have your cake and eat it, too." As a rule, increase

costs honey, and in most places the largest harvest can probably be

obtained by having no increase whatever. The exception is in those

places which have a very heavy fall Bow ; and in these places it may
be advisable to increase as much as possible early in the season, tru st

ing to the larger late harvest to be obtained by the larger number of

colonies. Even in these places the largest possible harvest will be

secured where there is no increase, provided the number of colonies at

the start Is sufficient fully to occupy the field.

Suppose a man has 50 colonies in the spring. He may increase

these to 200 colonies, and by thus increasing them lose his chance of

an early harvest ; but if he has a heavy fall flow he may more than

make it up with the increased numlier of colonies on the late crop.

But he will do still better without any increase, if he has the 200 colo-

nies to begin the season.

Teaching Bees to Steal.

Mr. S. T. Crim, of Sangamon Co., 111., sends the following clip-

ping taken from the Decatur Review, his only comment being, " Bee-

keepers better look out :"

"Trenton, N. J., April 20.—Enoch P. Eppoek, of Hunterdon
County, has been held to await the action of the grand jury on a
charge of having trained a flock of honey-bees to steal."

It seems that down in New Jersey they have flocks of honey-bees

instead of colonies. It may be that this expression comes from their

familiarity with the " flocks of mosquitoes '" that we have read about

as being very plentiful in that State. If we may judge from reports,

their mosquitoes are on a par with birds, in size, and so it would be

quite proper to speak of them as " flocks."

But just think what a wonderful trainer Mr. Eppoek must be if

he is successful in teaching bees to steal I And then to think of

arresting this " Eppoek "-making man for doing such a thing ! It is

unfortunate that some of us can not be members of that grand jury.

It would be so " grand " to serve on it, and perhaps learn just how
those honey-bees were taught to steal!

But let us not all hold our breath until we hear the decision of the

jiu'y, in this wonderful New Jersey case.

Care of Unoccupied Combs.

Losses were unusually heavy diiring the past winter and the fol-

lowing spring, and there will be mure than the usual number of be-

ginners inquiring whether the old cumbs left by the departed colonies

can again be used. Most assuredly they can ; and they should be care-

fully preserved. If left untouched on its summer stand throughout

the season, a hive filled with such combs will be found by fall to be a

mass of worms and cocoons.

The beginner is likely to say, " I'll fix that; I'll close the hive up
so tight that no moth can get in, ami if the moth can't get in to lay

the eggs, there can be no worms biitched from them." But when he

comes to open it in the fall, he (jcids it a solid mass of cocoons, with
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not an inch of comb left. The trouble is that the eggs are already in

the hive—have been there all through the preceding winter.

If the combs are liept in a cool cellar, the worms will make very

little headway compared with what they will accomplish out in the

warm air. But as soon as the weather warms up, you can do nothing

better than to give the combs into the care of the bees. Fill a hive-

body with such combs, and put it under a strong colony, so that the

bees will have to pass through this lower story in going in or out.

After a few days, as the weather gets warmer, a second story of the

combs may be put over this lower story, leaving the colony in the

third story, and if the colony be strong a fourth story of combs may

be put above the colony. Of course, these combs can not be left thus

throughout the season, unless you are working for extracted honey,

but they can be used as soon as needed for swarms, and a story of

combs may be cared for by a colony too weak to work in sections.

Even a quite weak colony will keep the moth at bay if the bees be

Italians. _^^^^^__^^^

"Better than Honey for Less Money."

Thousands of dollars are being spent in putting before the public

this lie about a preparation of glucose, and there's doubtless money in

such advertising. What a pity the National Association can not have

an equal amount of money to spend in advertising the trnlh about

honey. And it could have the money if every bee-keeper would send

in his dollar to become a member. The Association has done a lot of

good with the small amount already at its disposal, and all get the

benefit. It is hardly the fair thing for a few to pay all the expenses.

If you have forgotten to send in your dollar till now, better send it at

once. It can be sent either to General Manager N. E. France, Platte-

ville. Wis., or to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Miscellaneous Items

»Ir. and Mrs. A. Coppin, of Marshall Co., 111., gave us a

pleasant call last week, when on their return trip from attending the

funeral of Mr. Ooppln's l>rother at Hurley, Wis. Mr. Coppin had 300

colonies of bees last fall, but thinks he has lost about 50 of them in

wintering. He was one of the comb-honey exhibitors at the Illinois

State Fair last year, and had about the finest lot of honey we ever saw.

G. B. Lewis Co., the Wisconsin minufacturers of popular bee-

supplies, wrote us April 23, as follows

:

" The outlook for a heavy honey season this year is very bright

from our standpoint. We have never known, in all our experience as

manufacturers of bee-supplies, such a rush as this."

It seems that the larger manufacturers of bee-keepers' supplies

are unusually busy. We suppose that advising bee-keepers to make

their own hives, etc., has not had anything special to do with the in-

creased business of the manufacturers. But if it has had any influence

at all, we doubt not that the manufacturers will hope that such advice

may be continued to bee-keepers. Certainly they (the manufacturers)

have no good reason for objecting to such advice being given if it re-

sults in their having a larger business than ever. While there may be

a few bee-keepers that can save money by making their own bee-sup-

plies, the greater majority seem to find that it is better for them to

have factory-made goods.

A Plant-Introduction Garden.—The United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture has decided to establish a Plant-Introduction

Garden and Experiment Station at Chico, Calif. Contracts for the

necessary land have been closed, and work has been begun on what

will undoubtedly be the greatest institution of its kind in America,

and perhaps in the world. A beginning will be made with 90 acres,

but it is the intention of the Department to extend the area as the

needs of the institution require. The garden will be devoted to ex-

perimental culture of the plants introduced from various parts of the

world, and to a careful study of plant- life.

Such an institution has long been contemplated by the Agricul-

tural Department. California was selected for its location on account

of climatic conditions, which admit of the culture of tender plants

from the tropics, and of northern products as well. The ideal location

for such an institution is that which admits of the successful cultiva-

tion of the widest possible range of products, and the committee en

trusted with the duty of selecting the site believe they have found it

at Chico.

This committee was composed of Prof. P. H. Dorsett, Govern-

ment Expert, who will have charge of the institution, and Prof. A. V.

Stubenrauch, of the University of California, acting with Dr. A. J.

Pieters, head of the division for seed and plant distribution. Messrs.

Dorsett and Stubenrauch spent months in making a careful study of

conditions affecting plant-life in various portions of the State, visiting

and carefully inspecting each locality likely to prove available. The

decision in favor of Chico was reached some time ago, but the site

selected could not be secured, and so another tract had to be chosen,

which has now been done, and the purchase consummated.

Chico is situated near the eastern Ijorder of the great Sacramento

Valley, 75 miles north of Sacramento, the State Capital, and was the

most northerly point considered by the committee. Climatic condi-

tions iu California are affected but little if at all by conditions of lati-

tude, the orange, the lemon, and the olive being staple products of a

district that measures fully 500 miles north and south.

Doubtless the managers of the new garden can be induced to ex-

periment with nectar-yielding plants as well, and thus be of more value

to bee-keepers.

Race for the Pir.st Ohio Inspectorship.—The bee-keepers

of Hamilton Co., Ohio, are much elated over the success of the Ham-

ilton County Bee-Keepers' Association in being instrumental in hav-

ing a foul brood law placed on the statute books of the State.

It seems there are now two candidates in the field for the position

of foul brood inspector—Henry Shafer, a prominent bee-keeper and

president of the Hamilton County Bee-Keepers' Association, and Fred

W. Muth. The latter has the endorsement and recommendation of

the Association. Both candidates are capable and experienced bee-

keepers, the latter being the son of the late Chas. F. Muth, whose

name for years was a household word for honey and bee-supplies all

over Ohio, and, in fact, over the entire United States.

The County Commissioners, who make the appointment, await

the receipt of a certified copy of the law, after which, and before the

lapse of five days, they must make the appointment. The result is

awaited with interest. May the best man win.

Some Expert ODinion
In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

Use of Queen-Excluding Honey-Boards.

If for some reason you were to start in anew to keep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Ques. 9.—Would you use queen-excluding honey-boards? If so,

why? If not, why?

N. E. France (Wis.)—Never did.

O. O. Poi'PLETON (Fla.)—No. I can not use them in my style of

hive.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—Yes, on newly-hived swarms; not on old
colonies.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—Not in my location, with my honey-
pasturage.

Geo. W. Brodbeck (Calif.)—If conditions required restriction,

yes; otherwise, no.

Mrs. L. Harrison (111.)—No; I never found the need of any.
Not one cell of brood in a section of honey last year.

P. H. Elwood (N. T.)—When extracting to keep the qufeen be-

low, and sometimes when boxing on empty frames, if ever that is

done.

R. L. Tatlor (Mich.)—Yes. Because with it I always know
where the brood and queen are—in the brood-chamber, and not in the
sections.

C. Daveni'ort (Minn.)—I do not find them necessary for comb
honey, but for extracted I can get more honey with less work by con-
fining the queen to the lower story.

Adrian (iETAz (Tenn.)—No. A honey-board is a regular nui-
sance, anyway. All its advantages can be secured by using the right
kiAd of supers and other fixtures.

G. W. Dkmaree (Ky.)—I have used the perforated-zinc queen-
excluder for 15 or 30 years on hives prepared for the honey-extractor,
and I look upon the device as one of the great modern improvements
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in bee-culture. In the production of oomli honey I do not now ^l^e

the queen-excluder, as I have not been troubled by the queen enleriii;;

the surplus cases.

K. S. LovEST (Utah)—I would not use queen-excluding honcj -

boards in running for extracted honey, because I can average inuie

honey to the colony without them.

Pkof. a. J. Cook (Calif, i— I would, unless the thick top-bars of

my frames made it unnecessary. I would keep queens below. I have
been very pleased with such honey-boards.

G. M. DooLiTxr.E (N. Y.)— For comb honey, no. Because there

is not enough advantage gained by their use to overcome the disaii-

vantageof cost, storage, and labor required.

L ST.iCHELHAUSEN (Tex.)— I do DOt use queen-excludlng honey-
lioards except tor certain purposes. They are a hindrance for the

bees, and reduce the honey crop more or less; in some oases consid-
erable.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—Not usually. It is so seldom that a

queen goes up into the sections that it wouldn't pay for the cost and
trouble of using. If working for extracted honey, I should use them
to keep the queen down.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—Yes, for taking both extracted and comb.
To keep both queen and drones out of the supers. And I predict all

progressive bee-keepers will, in the near future, when they have
studied the drone a little more closely.

J. M. Hambauoh (Calif.)—In running to extracting, no, for Cali-

fornia, where our harvest lasts two, three, and sometimes four mouths,
as it would dwarf the colony by restricting the queen. In running
for comb honey I would use the queen-excluders.

Jas. a. Stone (111.) —I would only use queen-excluding boards
when using brood-frames above for extracted honey. Because in pro-
ducing comb honey for 35 years I can only call to mind one or two
cases in which the queen has gone to the upper story.

Wm. Rohrio (Ariz.)—In the production of extracted honey, yes.

With their use we are not bothered with brood in the extracting--

combs. Years of experience have taught me that as much honey can
be produced with their use as without, and with much less labor.

C. H. Dibbers (III.)— I would use the wood-zioc queen-exclud-
ing honey-boards. They keep the queen from laying eggs, and the
bees from depositing pollen, in the sections. The bees, too, are not so

inclined to use wax from old combs to seal the sections with, causing
" travel-stain."

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)—No. I think queen-excluding zinc oft-

times oversteps legitimate bounds—sort o' overdoes things; in short,

gets quite too exclusive, inasmuch as not a few of the workers or
"common people" of the hive are denied a free and unobstructed
passage through its use.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—I might use them if the hive was small, and
comb honey the product; but I would not use them for extracting,
because when we extract it is of minor importance to keep the queen
out of the super. With large brood-chambers the queen goes rarely

into the supers, anyhow.

E. E. Hasty (Ohio)— For extracted honey, excluders ought to be
compelled by law—shame that common-sense of decency does not
compel them without. For comb. I'd start in without them, and add
them afterward if experience showed that I must. E.xcluder fastened
to the super without a separate board is my choice.

E. WiiiTCOMB (Nebr.)— Yes. Either for comb or extracted honey
I would use the queen-excluding honey-board. Good and prolilic

queens are too liable to get into the upper story, especially if we use
the S-frame hive. With the larger hives the queen is not apt to

wander so far from home and to begin business in another county, as

it were.
J. A. Green (Colo.)—Yes. Because the most profitable produc-

tion of comb honey requires a contracted brood-chamber at times.

Without a queen-excluder the queen will often go up into the sections.

Besides, almost all of my colonies are, at one time or another during
the season, run for extracted honey. This requires a queen-excluder,
as I would not think of being bothered with brood in the extractiug-
combs.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—I would most certainly use queen-excluders
with extracted-honey hives. If you do not, there will be altogether
too much brood in the extra, and, worst of all, it will be there most
likely when you want to extract. You can not get bees out of a cham-
ber with brood as you can from honey only. Of all provoking things
one of the worst is the brood-nest in an extracting super. I do some-
times put brood in a super, but when I put it there I know all about
it, and do it at the right time—not so with a queen.

With the Langstroth hives run for comb honey use a slat honey-
board. Its almost sole purpose is to catch the burr-combs that come
up from brood-combs, and it will surelj' do it, and is necessary for

that purpose. With shallow hives for comb honey, use a queen-
excluder, because you will I'e almost sure to want to crowd hard, con-

tracting the brood-chamber to get all the honey into the super, and
sometimes you will want to put brood above a super for a few days;
and will want to confine the queen to either the top or bottom of the

brood-chamber. For these and other reasons use queen-excluders
with divisible brood-chamber hives. Still, for comb honey alone, very

good results may be had with the slat-board.

Contributed Articles

Amerikanische Blenenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, , ad
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Adclrjss

all orders to this office.

Extracting, Selling, and Liquefying Honey.

BY G. C. GREINER.

DURING the last few months our leading bee-periodicals

have brought out many good points on the above sub-

ject. Still there is room— the subject is not exhausted
yet. Our daily experience in that line offers frequently

new features, so that, in adding another chapter, I may
possibly mention some points that have not been touched
before, or make some repetitious by the way of indorsement.

The remark, that the job is only half done when the

honey crop is harvested, and that it requires fully as much
sharp brain-work to do the selling in a profitable way, is

not taken out of the air. In possession of a good apiary,

and favored with a good honey locality, it is a comparatively
easy task to produce a honey crop. There is very little dif-

ference in the general work. With the exception of some of

our individual hobbies and notions, it is about the same
in one place as in another—we all have to agree on this one
point : Bees must be in proper condition to take advantage
of the honey-flow.

But in selling our crop it is very different. We have to

adapt ourselves to various circumstances. Some localities

prefer comb honey mainly ; others call for the extracted in

liquid form, while still others will only be satisfied with the

granulated in paper sacks. Then, again, the package itself

has its certain patrons ; some prefer to buy in large and
other in small dishes, while another portion would rather

have the tin or paper in preference to glass. To sum up,

the secret of a flourishing honey-trade lies right here : We
must produce and offer for sale such honey, and honey in

such shape, as will draw the attention of our would-be cus-

tomers and induce them to buy.

In following up the development of the paper-sack as a

package for granulated honey. I am surprised to see how
different people differ in their likes and dislikes. I could not

sell one can of granulated where a dozen of liquid honey
would find ready sale. I attribute this preference to the

more attractive appearance of the latter—not the milky,

partly granulated stuff—but the genuine, sparkling and
glistening article, in which not a sign of any granule or

any other impurity can be detected.

I am frequently asked the question : How do you man-
age to get vour honey so clear and nice ? Of course I al-

ways have to explain that all the trick to get clear honey is

to draw it from the bottom of the tank. While this is an

easy matter it is not so easy to keep it liquefied. I have not

yet discovered the secret of keeping honey from granula-

ting ; I generally have to reliquefy once, which, if properly

done, will keep it in that condition nearly all winter, or at

least until it is sold. To make it all plain, which may be

of some interest to the younger portion of our readers, I

will give a short rehearsal of my extracted-honey manage-
ment.

The object of running an apiary for extracted honey is

not only to produce the honey, but to control swarming at

the same time. A first-class article of well-ripened honey
can only be taken from combs that are all, or nearly all,

capped, and to guard against the swarming fever, plenty of

store-room in the shape of empty combs must be accessible

to a colony at all times during the honey-flows. An infringe-

ment on these two points will result in producing a more or

less inferior grade of honey, and induce swarming when
not desirable.

My honey-tanks are made of galvanized iron ; they are

18 inches in diameter and 30 inches high, holding about 400

pounds each. I prefer that shape because a larger percent-

age of clear honey can be drawn from a high vessel than

from a lower one of the same size.

When I begin extracting, I fill tank No. 1 to within

three or four inches of the top, and cover up with a thin

cloth. This keeps out dust and insects, and allows evapora-

tion. If more extracting has to be done, I fill up the next,

and if necessary the third in tiie same way, which gives the

first one a chance to work it.sclf clear. As soon as this has

taken place, and whenever I liave any leisure time, I begin

to draw from this tank and fill up my retail packages, which
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I aim to have on hand about that time, or, if I run short of

these, I store in 60-pound square cans.

I By the time I am crowded for more storage, my first tank
is empty again, and by managing in this way I always have
a place for honey that is being extracted, as well as a chance
to draw clear honey from one or the other of the tanks.

Honey so treated will retain its liquid condition during my
early honey-trade, but with the advancing season it begins
to thicken ; its whitish appearance is the warning sign that
granulation is taking place.

To restore it to its former condition, heating or reliquefy-

ing becomes necessary. But this is an easy job. For glass

cans I use the shelf over our kitchen stove, which will ac-

commodate about one dozen around the stove-pipe, and 34

hours of common firing for family use will generally melt
it up so completely that not a particle of any granule is left.

When it arrives at this condition (and this is necessary to

prevent future granulation), I seal it up tight and store it

away, and the chances are that it will remain liquid until it

is sold.

I am not sure that it is necessary to loosen the top of
the can when being melted, but as it gives the rubber a
chance to expand to its natural shape, and the air a chance
more readily to escape, I imagine that by loosening the
top a very little (which I always do) it can be sealed up
nearer air-tight when hot.

During the late fall and early winter I keep this kitchen-
stove shelf occupied a good share of the time, but do not
melt up much faster than I intend to use it on the road. If

kept too long after liquefying, especially in cold weather, I

think it will granulate again.
When melting up 60-pound cans, I set them in a large

pan of water, on the back part of the stove, being careful
not to heat the water above what the hand can bear. It

takes about the same time—24 hours—to make honey run
from the can. If it is not thoroughly liquefied when filling

my retail cans, I pay no attention to that, but let the latter
take a turn on the shelf to finish the job.

Niagara Co., N. Y.

Queen-Right Colony—How to Find Queens.
BY G. M. DOOLITTLK.

A
CORRESPONDENT writes me thus :

" I see that you
sometimes answer questions through the columns of
the American Bee Journal, and I have one or two I wish

you would answer that way. Last summer I hunted a col-

ony all over several times to find a queen, and, finding
none, concluded that they were queenless ; therefore I sent
for a queen for them, procuring a fine one. I tried to intro-
duce her, according to directions accompanying the ship-
ping-cage, and the bees killed her. Upon looking into the
hive later on I found brood, so I suppose they had a queen
all the time. Will you please tell me how I may know for a
certainty whether a colony has a queen ? and also how to
find the queen if a colony has one ?"

To know if there is a queen in the hive, inspect the
combs, and if no eggs or small larvas are found in the bot-
tom of any of the cells during April, May, June, July,
August or September, you may reasonably expect that such
a colony is queenless, except at a period of from 20 to 30
days after the issue of a first or prime swarm from any
colony, with which swarm goes the old mother-queen, and
it takes about the time named for any of the young queens
left in the queen-cells to get to laying in the parent hive.
Then, if you find, when looking, that the eggs are few and
scattered about, with vacant cells intervening, and without
any regularity, the queen in such a colony is not as prolific
nor as good as she should be, and it is the part of wisdom
to hunt her up, kill her, and put a good queen in her place.

But, to be absolutely sure that any colony is queenless
in which you find no eggs or brood of any kind (and you
should be thus sure before you try to introduce a valuable
queen), take a frame of comb having eggs and little larvie
in it, from another colony, and put it into the center of the
supposed queenless colony, leaving it there undisturbed for
three days. If queenless, queen-cells will be formed over
some of the larva;, and if no such cells are started you can
rest assured that they have something they are cherishing
as a queen, which always makes it unsafe to try to introduce
another until such a " something " is disposed of; for any
queen which you may try to introduce will almost certainly
be killed while there is something in the colony the bees
are reverencing as a queen. If the bees start cells on this
brood given, then you may know that they are ready for a

queen ; and if you take this frame of brood away when you
are ready to put in the queen, you can be almost reasonably
certain she will be accepted, if you use a>ty of the plans
given for introducing a queen.

Now about finding queens : To the accustomed eye of
the practical apiarist, prolific queens are easily found,
especially if the bees are of the Italian race ; but a virgin
queen, or something the bees may be reverencing as a queen,
is often very hard to find, even by an expert.

To find any queen, the best time to look is from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m., as at that time the most bees will be out of the
hive in the field, or taking their first outing, when they will
be out of the way. If your hives face south, as they should,
if your location will so allow, the sun will shine more or
less down between the combs, and the light, thus striking
them, will show you the qneen much better than at any
other time of the day. If the time of looking is before noon,
you should sit or stand on the east side of the hive, facing
west, and if at noon, sit on the other side, facing east, so
that the sun shall not shine on your face or bee-veil; and,
also, so that you will be looking on the side of the combs
where the rays of the sun strike.

Always carry a light box with you, the same being two
or three inches wider than your hive ; and when opening
the hive, do it as carefully and with as little smoke as possi-
ble ; for if you use too much smoke, or are careless, and jar
the hive much in opening, the bees and queen may become
excited and run about much to your disadvantage, even if

the queen does not leave her " egg-laying place " and go
into the corners of the hive ; and if you should smoke the
bees too much, those of the hybrid and black variety will

often so " stampede " about the combs or out of the hive
that your object will be thwarted at the outset.

Having opened the hive so carefully that the bees hardly
know that they have been disturbed, and as carefully re-

moved the first frame on the side of the hive next to you,
look over it for a queen, if there are enough bees on it so
she might be there. Having satisfied yourself that the
queen is not on this frame, set the same on thefurther si&e of
the box from you, this box having been placed in a conven-
ient position before you open the hive. Now take out the
next frame from the hive, looking it over and setting it in

the box next the first frame, if the queen is not found. You
now have room so you can readily look down into the hive

;

and on taking out the next frame, immediately glance down
the side of the fourth frame (now in the hive), when the
queen will be seen, if she is on the " face " side of that
comb, in her attempt to run around to the opposite or dark
side of the comb, especially if she is a virgin or a black or
hybrid, for such queens generally commence to try to get
away from the bright sunlight just as soon as it strikes

them, and in running around the comb your eye "picks
them up" almost instantly. If you do not see her, immedi-
ately hold the comb you have in your hands, so that the sun
may strike the opposite side of it, or what was the dark side
of this comb as it set in the hive, for the queen will be on
one of these dark sides if anywhere.

In this way keep on till she is found, or all the frames
are in the box.

Twenty-four times out of 25 I find the queen in going
through a hive like this, no matter what the queen, and
whether laying or otherwise, and, if in the prolific part of
the season, I do not have to lift over two or three frames to

find her, if I keep in mind about where she will naturally
be, as I will soon give. But should the queen not be found
I now commence putting the combs back in the hive, and
by putting them in the box the way I have told you, I can
look at the " dark sides " of the combs as they come out of
the box (and to a better advantage, as the box is so much
wider than the hive that I can commence to look in this

way with the first comb taken out), the same as I did in
taking them from the hive, and it is a very rare thing in-

deed that I fail entirely to find any queen in looking over
the combs either from the hive or the box. If such a thing
as a failure should occur, the hive is closed, and a trial is

made some other day.
And now a word about finding prolific queens when

they are laying at a good, fair rate every day. Look for
her between the hours of 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. on one of the
two outside combs of the brood-nest, for during these hours
she will nearly always be found on one of these two combs,
while earlier in the morning, or later in the afternoon, she
is apt to be nearer the center of the brood-nest. Keeping
this in mind I generally look down between the combs, so as
to tell by the bees that are clustered between the ranges of
comb, about how far the brood comes on either side of the
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hive, when I take out the comb I conclude has the first

brood in it on the side next to me, and if the queen is not on
that comb, then I immediately take out the one on tlie

further side of the hive, which I have concluded is the last

one having brood in it in that direction. And in nine times
out of ten I find the queen on one of these two combs, if I

do not miss in my calculations as to how far the brood ox-

tends. That is, providing the combs have not been meddled
with as to changing their places during the preceding 10

days. If an empty comb has been placed in the brood-nest
a day or two previous, the queen will be quite likely to be
found on this comb ; but in such a case the brood-nest
would not be in a normal condition.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Some Pointers—Blacks and Italians, Etc.

BY ALLHN LATHAM.

ON page 839 (1903), Question 10 of " Ohio's " is an unsolic-

ited testimonial in favor of " blacks." The neighbor's
bees are blacks and do not swarm, while Ohio's bees

are Italians and do swarm. This is not an isolated instance.

When Italian-blind bee-keepers are able to see the good
qualities which blacks prossess credit will be given where
credit is due.

Why is it that blacks have a reputation for idleness,

crossness, and general unprofitableness ? It seems scarcely

likely that it is a baseless reputation for the reason that it

is so general. It is hardly logical to a.scribe it to an instinc-

tive feeling that a black race must per se be inferior. I do
not assert that I know the cause, but will offer a suggestion
as to a possible cause.

Before the Italians were introduced, and for some years
later, it was the custom to "take up bees " in the fall. I

never have seen this practiced, but have gathered from vari-

ous sources that it was a general rule to " take up " the

heaviest colonies. If this is true, it must follow that the

lighter colonies were left to perpetuate the race. It is rea-

sonable to suppose that the lighter colonies had queens in-

ferior to the queens of the colonies " taken up." This cus-

tom prevailed for many years and must perforce have tended
to deteriorate the race.

There may have been more thoughtful farmers who
practiced taking up their lighter colonies, and those which
seemed least fitted for survival, but it is likely that the

majority let their desire for immediate gain overrule their

judgment, and took up the very colonies which in the end
would have paid them better by being left to live.

I know not how the Italian bee was treated previous to

the last 50 years, but since that time it has surely been
given a much fairer opportunity to show its value than has
the black.

I hope before it is too late—before the black bee is hope-
lessly mongrelized by the Italian—that means will be taken
to keep the race intact and pure. There are qualities of

great worth in the black bee which it would take many
generations to breed into the Italian.

Allow me to name a few of these qualities : Black bees
enter sections readily. They cap combs white. They leave

fewer light-weight sections. They husband their stores in

time of scarcity. They are less prone to swarm.

Those who denounce the black bees have probably had
poor and deteriorated strains ; while I have never yet had
Italians which would do as well as they are advertised to do.

MOVABLE-COMB HIVE.

That the regular movable-comb hive is not fitted for

general use by farmers is a fact which is easy to demon-
strate. But that they must go back to the old box-hive does

not follow. The hive for farmers is a cheap double-walled

hive, with movable but closed-end frames. This hive is a

good winterer, and when necessity arises allows the removal
of the combs. I am now making such a hive for my own
use, and may later write an article describing the same.

Only the bee-keeper who makes bee-keeping his business

can use a hive which needs such care as the regular Lantj-

stroth calls for.

DRrV'EN SWARMS THAT RDN AWAY.

Driven swarms sometimes run away, when not properly

driven. I have not yet lost a swarm by my method of driv-

ing, and so venture to offer it here. Three sticks about six

feet long are tied together at one end, then spread apart and
set up as a tripod. There is then tied to the top a branch
suitable for a swarm to cluster on. The colony to be dri en

is set aside and the tripod placed over the old stand. The
bees are then shaken out by the old stand, old and young.
After an hour or so the bees will all be clustered like a
natural swarm upon the branch and should be left thus for

about half a day. They may then be hived anywhere and
will stay as well as a natural swarm, and will work nearly
if not quite as well. The old hive is placed either back upon
its old stand or elsewhere, and a queen with half a pound of

bees run into it. This method takes a little more time than
the others do, but it is better than to have swarms abscond.
[See No. 4 in the picture on the front page.]

CLIPPING THE QUEENS.

Thinking that I might be mistaken about clipping the
queens, I essayed once more. I clipped all my queens. If I

ever do it again it will be when the memory of the results

are very, very dim. To lose one's best queens by swarms
issuing and queens going into the other hives or being lost

in the grass is too much for my blood. Let those clip their

queens who wish to do so, but let all who have not had ex-

perience do it gingerly.

THE BATH FOR INTRODUCING QUEENS.

"Drowning a queen" to introduce her, like all other

methods, will not work every time. It is however a simple
and easy method, and safe for the introduction of all but
our most valuable queens. For such queen a safer method
should be adopted, and one which is not so suggestive of

possible harm to the queen. That the bee is cold-blooded is

not a sure guarantee that a bath of that nature will be fol-

lowed by no deleterious effects.

SCOUTS PRECEDING THE SWARM.

Do bees send out scouts before the swarm issues ? Yes,

they do. I saw it done last summer. I dusted the bees

which were about the old-hive (empty) with flour, and saw
these floury bees enter a colony which did not swarm for

nearly a week.
THE TOPLESS BEE-TENT.

I have made further use of the topless bee-tent the past

season, and find it a sure thing. It is so easily made that

every bee-keeper should have one. Buy a piece of mosquito-
bar eight yards long by two wide. It will cost SO cents.

Select four straight sticks, or bean-poles, and sharpen one
end. Set the four poles up about the hive and suspend the

unrolled netting like a curtain all about the poles. It is

quickly set up and quickly taken down, and works perfectly

.

STRONGER CASES FOR CANNED HONEY.

While we are urging the use of new cans for honey, let

the matter of stronger cases be brought up. I recently had
a lot of honey come, and out of ten cases only one war, in-

tact. That one had the middle section in it. The others

were without this partition, and were nailed very insecurely.

It is exasperating to get a lot of honey broken and leaking.

The railroads will continue to employ cheap help, and the

cases will continue to get rough handling. The only remedy
is stronger cases.

GROUND CORK FOR WINTER-PACKING.

Ground cork is good for winter packing, but must be

used with greater care than sawdust or shavings. If there

is the least crack or hole the cork will continue to sprinkle

through down into the hive or over the entrance, making
itself a general nuisance. See that the winter-case fits the

hive closely.
USING HONEY TO PUT UP FRUIT.

In putting up fruit with honey, go slowly. Honey takes

in water and will rob the fruit of its water, with the result

that the can of fruit and honey becomes a mixture of taste-

less fruit and watery honey.

MELTING HONEY IN THE COMB.

If honey in the comb is melted up for the purpose of

separating the honey from the wax, or for liquefying partly

candied comb honey, avoid stirring the mass. Hot honey
and melted wax appear to unite partly, with the result that

a spongy mixture of wax and honey will rise to the top of

the honey when cold instead of a cake of wax.

RENDERING WAX UN THE STOVE.

This is the season when many bee-keepers get together

all the broken and odd bits of comb and extract the wax. A
dish of water and hot wax on the stove is a source of immi-

nent danger. At one time I pot back to the stove just in

season to see a column of fire as large as a barrel mounting
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to the ceiling. I managed to remove the dish of wax at the
expense of trousers and shoes. At other times I have met
with more or less severe disaster. Let it be a rule to keep
next the stove as long as the dish of wax is where it can
possibly boil over.

STRAINING WAX.

I find this a good method for straining wax : Tie a cloth
over an empty 5-gallon can from which the top has been re-

moved. Pour in a quart or so of water and bring to a boil.

While the cloth is kept hot by the steam the wax is easily
strained through. New London Co., Conn.

"Do Drones Keep the Hive Warm?"
BY DR. C. C. MII.I,BR.

I notice that Mr. Hasty criticises my position on the drone ques-
tion. He says :" It is not quite nlwny.i that we have the warmlnfr
presence of the drones answered by the worl<ers just as well. The first

night after swarming finds workers reared in the drones' place mostly
all gone, while most of the drones are where they are needed."

There are no rules without exception, and I will grant that ;/

a

swarm happens to issue on a certain day, and the weather changes
suddenly that same day from hot to cool, the drones, if they have not
gone in part with the swarms, may prove a little help for a night.
After the first night there are enough young bees hatched out to keep
up all necessary heat.—C. P. Dadant.

I find the above clippingin a number of the British Bee
Journal several month old, copied from a still older number
of the American Bee Journal. Of course I read it at the
time of its original publication, but it seems not to have
occurred to me that two able men were a bit astray in their
reasoning. That shows we do not get all the good out of
our journals on first reading, especially if that reading be
done in the midst of a heavy honey-flow.

I don't believe Mr. Hasty's afterthinker was in the very
best order when he wrote that paragraph, and the Illinois
Frenchmen was somewhat hasty in conceding the point. //
the statement be correct, the logical inference is that where
natural swarming is permitted, each colony should be al-
lowed a certain amount of drone-comb so that enough
drones will be in the parent hive to make sure that the
brood shall be kept warm enough. Mr. Dadant can figure up
what that would cost—and, also, what it would come to.

If there is any argument in the case it is this : When a
swarm issues, a number of workers is detailed sufficient to
take care of the remaining brood in ordinary weather ; but
if the first night should be unusually cool such detail is in-
sufficient for the work, and an additional force of drones
will aid to prevent the brood from chilling.

That, you will see, assumes that the detail of remaining
workers will be the same whether drones are present or not

;

in other words, that the drones are not counted. Is such
assumption a reasonable one ? What proof for it ? Is it
not more reasonable to suppose that when the detail is made,
whether it be by considering the sparseness of the bees
upon the combs, or by some mysterious method of counting
the number of bees present, that the drones are counted
just as much as the workers ? If that be the case, then the
drones simply take the place of so many workers, and their
further lives are a dead loss to the community.

If either of the gentlemen have any proof that as many
workers will be left with a pint of drones as with none, I
shall gladly yield the point. McHenry Co., 111.

Something in Favor of Home-Made Hives.
BY AN "average bee-keeper."

THE advance in the price of hives and supplies has
brought a great many bee-keepers to think of making
their own hives. Of course, some are so located that

they cannot well afford to make or have made for them
their own hives. But a great many are located also where
lumber is not yet so scarce as to be prohibitive in price for
making hives. Where lumber is less than $50 or S60 per
1009 feet it would seem that there is inducement enough to
manufacture one's own hives.

If we are to go by what certain so-called text-books tell
us, the writers of which are in the supply-manufacturing
business, of course, then it would be sheer folly for any one
to attempt making his own hives, unless he is a trained car-
penter. The "average bee-keeper" is there also paid the
compliment that he understands nothing of making hives,
and is told that he would better not try to find out. At

times, also, there appear in the bee-papers stories of how
some one or other attempted to make his own hives and
almost cut himself to pieces ; that the price paid for the
lumber was so high that the cost of the hives was much
greater than if ready-made hives had been bought, not even
counting the time spent in making them ; and so on, ad in-
Jinitum and ad nauseum. The gentle reader is left to deduct
that the picture given is that of the " average bee-keeper "

—another compliment to that large class. Such stories re-

mind one, for all the world, of the advertisements we used
to see labeled, "Before Taking" and "After Taking."
Only here the label is changed to read : "Before and after
buying ready-made hives."

In this way one side of the question is held up and the
other side is repressed, for who ever saw a plea for home-
made hives in a bee-paper whose editors were engaged in
the bee-supply business.

To the "average bee-keeper" who is increasing his
stock of bees and is in need of hives, the question of buying
or making hives is one of importance. Then, also, there is

the bee-keeper who wishes to be up-to-date. He has been
told that the only hive for comb honey is the 8-frame " dove-
tailed "hive. That word " dovetailed " has been used as a
good catch-word, by-the-way. Suddenly it is discovered
that he must use another hive in order to be up-to-date. To
him this question is also important.

Now, the great majority of bee-keepers are so located
that they can procure lumber at a reasonable price. They
are also located where they can have their lumber sawed to
measure, and sawed at a reasonable price for the work.
The hives so made are not likely to be quite as fancy—not
sawed quite so smoothly—as the supply dealer's hives, but
they are just as serviceable, when made with ordinary care.
And the first requirement of a good hive is that it should be
serviceable, no matter how pretty it may be made. A plain
case, well joined, with the corners halved and nailed both
ways, makes as serviceable a hive as the highest-priced
hive ever made.

Some of the statements on the subject of home-made
hives have been of a character to lead the " average bee-
keeper " to doubt the truthfulness and sincerity of the
writer. Bremer Co., Iowa.

c
Convention Proceedingsin$s

J
Report of the North Texas Convention.

The 25th annual meeting of the North Texas Bee-Keep-
ers' Association was held at Blossom, Tex., April 7. Louis
H, Scholl, apiarist and assistant entomologist at the Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical College, delivered a lecture on
foul brood among bees. The last legislature passed an act
creating the office of foul brood inspector, under which Mr.
Scholl was appointed, but failed to make any provision to

defray the expenses of the office. The convention ap-
pointed a committee to wait upon the governor, and induce
him to make an allowance from the deficiency fund to

carry on the work. It was decided to make an exhibit at
the St. Louis World's Fair in September, W. H. White and
J. M. Hagood being appointed to prepare the exhibit.

Officers of the Association for the ensuing year were
elected as follows : President, J. M. Hagood ; vice-presi-

dents, W. H. White aYid M. R. Graham ; secretary and treas-

urer, J. N. Hunter, of Lake Creek. Blossom was selected
as the next place of meeting, the time being the first week
in April, 1905.

The Pennsylvania State Association.

We formed a bee-keepers' association for the State of
Pennsylvania, April 12. The officers and committees are as
follows :

President, H. A. Surface, a professor from the State
College of Pennsylvania ; vice-president, E. E. Pressler ;

secretary. Rev. L. D. Woods, of Muncy ; and treasurer, E.
L. Pratt.

Executive Committee, Richard D. Barclay, Chas. N.
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Green, E. F. Phillips, E. A. Dempwolf, and John D. Cos-
tello.

Committees on Constitution and By-Laws, E. E. Press-
ler, W. P. Merrill, Mr. Fuller, and H. S. Ferry.

After the election of officers and committees, we were
entertained by Prof. Frank Benton, of the Department of
Agriculture at Washington ; also a very interesting d -

scription of foul brood, and how to remedy the same, by Mr.
Chas. Stewart, a New York State bee-inspector who is very
desirous that Pennsylvania should have a foul brood law,
and their inspectors work in harmony with the New York
State inspectors.

In the evening the public were invited, and we all

listened to a lecture from Prof. Frank Benton, accompanied
by stereopticon views ; and also to a lecture from Mr. Chas.
Stewart. As a whole, both afternoon and evening were a
remarkable success. There was a large attendance, equal
to the capacity of the hall, all anxious to contribute for their
dues, and receive a receipt and card of membership. The
bee-keepers' association of Pennsylvania has started out
with a very brilliant prospect. H. S. Fekky.

Westchester Co., N. Y.

[We are glad to record the formation of another State

bee-keepers' association. Some of these days all the States

will have them. Then if all are afBliated with the National,

the interests of bee-keepers will be better safe-guarded, and
necessary legislation will be more easily obtained.

Success to the new Pennsylvania organization. Every
bee-keeper in that State should hasten to become a member,
with the understanding that some provision is to be made
so that the dues paid shall also include membership in the

National Bee-Keepers' Association.

—

Editor.]

[ Our Bec-McepinS Sisters
]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Mr. Hasty and the Sisters.

Some concern seems to be awakened in the minds of
the brethren as to the apparel of the sisters and the proper
sort of language to be used when speaking of them.
Brother Hasty has fears that without a certain amount of
" brotherly criticism " that apparel may become preposter-
ously preposterous. Brother Hasty may as well understand
first as last that there are some things beyond his under-
standing. No one can accuse the brethren of unfaithful-
ness in criticising woman's dress through many past years,
and pray what difference has it made ? The mysteries of
woman's dress is a thing beyond their ken. Mr. Hasty's
horse has little appreciation of the matter when his master
is discussing whether it is better to use starters or full

sheets of foundation, and as little appreciation has that
master when in his presence is discussed the important point
as to whether a shirt-waist should be trimmed with embroi-
dery or feather-stitched. But he is to be pitied rather than
blamed. What a dull time he must have of it, with nothing
more interesting to gossip about with his neighbor than the
presidential election, while the women-folks have such
weighty matters to discuss as whether crepe de Chine or
checked louisine will make up with the prettier effect.

But when it comes to the use of language, we sisters

have entire faith in Mr. Hasty. A man who so uniformly
shows himself filled with kndly thoughts and feelings will

not be misunderstood whether he speaks of us as " dear
creatures" or "preposterous critters." Indeed, we feel

only honored that so good a man should concern himself
about us at all.

Spring Care of Bees—Other Hints.

Such a cold, cold spring. April 30, and scarcely a day
that the bees have been able to work as yet. Looks as if

they were going to have a hard time of it, if the weather
man does not agree to give us some good weather soon I

am beginning to think the problem of how to get bees sa t . ly

through our trying springs is a much more difficult > ne

than how to get them safely through the winter. If the
colonies were all equally vigorous and strong it would be
plain sailing ; or if the weather would permit working with
them it would not be so discouraging ; but when you know
they need your help, and the weather says hands off—well,

it is not the " poetry of bee-keeping," to say the least. But
patience ; good weather will come some day, and in the
meantime the most we can do for the bees is to see that
they have plenty of stores, and keep them closed up as
warm as possible.

A very small hive-entrance will do these days. Con-
tracting the entrance serves a twofold purpose—keeps the
bees warm, and helps them to defend themselves against
robber-bees. For you may be sure that every colony will

be thoroughly tested as to its ability to defend itself, and
the more space it has to defend the less chance for its life.

Now is a pretty good time to get everything- ready in

the way of supplies, if you have not already done so, for

the coming harvest. Don't wait until the last minute to

order hives, sections, comb foundation, etc., and then blame
the supply dealers if you don't get them on time.

Last summer I really felt sorry for people that came to

us begging for supplies that we could not give them. Every
few days some one would come in trouble—no hives—no
sections—bees swarming and nothing to hive them in,

everything crowded with honey, and nothing more to give
them—all because they did not take time by the forelock.

Order ahead, order enough—and what you don't use this

year will be all right for next year.

Honey for Health and Beauty.

The following item appears in the " Health and
Beauty " column of the Chicago Record-Herald :

" Honey is a valuable medicine, and has many uses. It

is excellent in most lung and throat affections, and is often

used with great benefit in place of cod-liver oil. Occasion-
ally there is a person with whom it does not agree, but most
people can learn to use it with beneficial results. Children
who have natural appetites generally prefer it to butter.

Honey is a laxative and sedative, and in diseases of the

bladder and kidneys it is an excellent remedy."

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Honey Granulating In the Hive.

Will pure honey in combs granulate in the hive 3

South Dakota.

Answer.—Yes. Some honey is very troublesome in that way, ac-

cording to cases reported.

Corn Syrup for Spring Feeding;.

Would corn syrup be good for feeding up bees in the spring*
Wisconsin.

Answer.—No, but it will probably do no harm to feed it when
bees are flying freely every day, if '/".'/ wiW iakt it.

Entrance-Guards-What Caused the Queen's Death?

1. Are entrance-guards to prevent swarming, or will they serve

that purpose'
3. Sunday morning, April 17,1 found a red ciover queen dead m

front of her hive. She was introd.ici'.llast fall. On opening the hive

I found it full of brood. The day lieiiisj rather cold I did not look for

a queen in the hive. What do yuu think was the cause of her

death? Missouri.

Answers.—1. They do not have any effect in swarming; merely

hold the queen when the swarm issvrs.

2. Hard to tell. Possibly on a irevious day you had opened the

hive and frightened the bees in su-h a way that they balled their

queen and held her balled till she died.
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Building a Bee-Cellar—Winter Breedlns;.

I wish to build a bee-cellar to hold 200 colonies. I intend to build

it in a side hill and have it entirely under ground, and cover it with a

roof, then 3 feet of earth, then a roof over this to keep the earth dry.

1. How large would you build it?

2. Would you make any special arrangements for ventilation? If

so, how would you arrange the ventilators? The sides and end will be

built of stone and mortar.
3. What causes bees to breed in the winter! New York.

Answers. 1. Ten cubic feet for each colony is not far out of the

way.
3. G. M. Doolittle is probably the most successful winterer in that

kind of respository, and if I am not mistaken he has given up the use
of ventilators entirely. It might be a good plan for you to have a

ventilator, because it is easy to provide one when building, and not so

easy afterward ; and if you find you are better off without it you need
not use it. T. F. Bingham has a repository not so entirely under-
ground, and he believes in a ventilator 16 inches square. A plain

board pipe from near the ground up will answer.
3. Probably heat and excitement.

How to 6et Increase.

I have 7 colonies of bees, and am anxious to Increase to 21 colonies,
at least. I want them to be strong enough to store honey just as it

they were first swarms. I have read of several ways to increase, but I

am lost as to which way to follow. How can I make each of the 7
produce 2 strong colonies, that will be strong enough to store honey in

the sections as a good, strong, early swarm would do, and yet have the
parent colony strong, too?

I have been feeding each colony ; they seem to be strong and do-
ing well. My new hives are made, and all is ready to begin with, it I

knew what to do. I have a good range here, alsike clover, sweet
clover, and white clover is abundant. I am near a river, and there are
lotslof wild flowers early and late, that the bees work on.

(Indiana.

Answer.—I have read your letter twice carefully, and if I under-
stand it correctly, you want from each colony two swarms, each as
a strong prime swarm, leaving the parent colony still strong. 1 don't
know how to do that, and if any one knows enough to help us out, I

shall be glad to learn with you how it is done.

Caring for Moldy Combs.

I have S colonies of bees left out of 25. I put 11 Into the cellar,
which had water in it; 7 out of the 11 are all right. I lost all but one
of those left out-of-doors. Some of them died from what seemed to be
dysentery, and the combs are in bad shape. Will it do to place those
hives, that have bees in them, under others and let the bees clean them
out and get what honey is there? Some of the combs are very moldy
and smell badly, but I think the odor comes from the dead bees.

Illinois.
Answer.—Yes, it will be all right.

Vicious Bees—Wants Gentle Ones.

What shall I do with vicious bees? I think I wrote to you about
this once before. I have the very meanest bees of all, I suppose.
They beat yellow jackets and hornets all hollow. The queens were all

bought of reputable breeders, too. My neighbors have bees from the
same breeders that are not vicious at all. Smoke has little effect on
them. When I open a hive they literally swarm out and all over me.
I grin and endure it, liut would like to know how, or where, to get a
more gentle strain of bees. South Carolina.

Answer.—The only cure, probably, is a change of queens. Occa-
sionally I have a colony that is specially vicious, and the queen has
her head removed. If your neighbor got gentle stock from the same
place as yours, you might be equally successful next time; and no
matter where you got different stock, the probability is that there
would be an improvement in disposition.

Spring Feeding—Smoking Bees—Borax for Ants-
ping Queens.

Clip-

1. Is it necessary to see about feeding the bees after they have
commenced carrying in pollen? Mine are working hard.

2. At what time do you consider it necessary to use the smoker '.

Do you think too much strong smoke is injurious to brood and queen?
I prefer using brush and veil as much as possible. I am stocking up
with red clover and selected Italians. Are not these the most gentle
bees we have?

3. How many colonies would you figure on to an acre of buck-
wheat to gather all the honey to good advantage?

4. I have some sections, and four fit to a frame very snugly in the
top of a frame for feeding in the brood-chamber. Will it be all right
to leave them in there, as the combs are in fine shape?

5. What is the best plan to get bees out of a super when ready to
take off? And, do you always keep all the empty sections at the top?

6. Powdered borax sprinkled around ou the ground is good to

keep away ants. Do you think this would be detrimental in any way
to the bees; that is, placing the borax on the (ground?

7. I have a valuable queen, and wish to clip one of her wings.
When would you do this? and how would you manage the colony
when she casts her first swarm? Would you clip the wings of the
following virgin queens, or do you think they would leave when they
swarm ?

8. My hybrid colony No. 1 began working hard about April 31
with a red clover queen. About when can I look for her progeny as
workers? or will she cast a swarm before her progeny begin work?

Missouri.

Answers.— 1. One June, at a time when the bees ought to have
been busy in supers, I found them carrying out the white remains of
brood, and you may believe I moved pretty lively until every colony
was safe against starvation for at least a nun)ber of days. In at least a
locality no richer than mine, there is need of constant watch any time
when bees are not busy storing. Especially is this so in spring and
early summer, when the bees are using stores heavily for rearing
brood.

2. If I were keeping bees merely for the fun of it, I might handle
them without any smoker at all, and with very gentle ones it may
never be absolutely necessary. Aside from quieting the bees, no good
can certainly come from blowing into a hive, and no more should be
used than necessary. But as a matter of actual practice I generally
give a puff of smoke at the entrance before opening each hive, and a
little over the top as the cover is removed. I can hardly afford the
time to go slowly enough without any smoke. Bees are like folks

—

they differ in disposition. Italians bees are very gentle in general, but
there are exceptions. As a whole, they probably do not excel the
Carniolans in gentleness.

3. I wish I could tell you; but I never expect to know. It I re-

member rightly, M. Quinby, about 50 years ago, estimated that an
acre of buckwheat yielded about 25 pounds of honey in a day. It that
be correct, two or three colonies ought to be able to take care of it.

4. Yes, it you dou't object to the small amount of room taken up
by the wood.

5. Use a Porter escape if convenient to leave over night; other-

wise the Miller cone escape. Empty sections are usually added at the
bottom, unless it is doubtful as to their being needed.

6. Not at all.

7. Clip her the first time you see her when the bees are busy gath-

ering. When the colony swarms, pick up the queen, put an empty
hive in place of the old one, and when the swarm begins to enter the

new hive on its return let the queen run in with the rest. ^Vct'C?- clip

a virgin queen. It you clip her before she is fecundated, you will

never have anything but drones from her.

8. You may expect her progeny to be at work in the fields when
about 16 days old, or about 37 days after she begins to lay.

Wants Increase, Not Surplus Honey.

I lost over half of my colonies of bees the past winter. I have
about 50 Simplicity hives, with about 100 frames with full sheets of

wired foundation. Also about 200 frames with old and some new
full-drawn combs. I have but 7 colonies left. I examined them to-

day, all have queens, and cover from 3 to 6 frames ot brood, with
plenty of honey.

1. What is a good method to increase these 7 colonies to 35 or 30,

or even more, if the season should be extra good, without buying
queens, honey, or sugar? I do not care for any surplus honey, but

want increase of colonies in good wintering condition.

3. Can I use these old combs or frames of foundation! My loca-

tion is dependent almost entirely upon white, alsike, and common
clovers for surplus; no basswood or tall flow to amount to much.

Ohio.

Answers.—1. Possibly you may prefer natural swarming, and
here's a plan you may like: When the first colony swarms—it may
not be a bad plan to hasten the swarming ot one ot your best

colonies by giving it sealed brood from other colonies—when it swarms,
put the swarm on the old stand, and set the mother colony in place ot

another colony, setting this latter in a new place. In a week or so it

will send out a swarm with a young queen; set this swarm in place of

the mother colony, and set the mother colony as before in the place ot

some other colony, setting this latter in a new place. Continue this as

long as the mother colony continues to send out swarms. When an-

other colony swarms, put it through the same routine. You will see

that when you set the old colony in place of another strong colony,

the field-bees ot the removed colony will, upon their return from the

fields, enter the swarming colony, thus strengthening it; and having

a number of young queens in their cells it will be likely to continue

swarming as it would not without such strengthening treatment. The
removed colonies will soon recuperate so as to be ready tor another

removal, or perhaps tor sending out a swarm. You will not have
swarms so strong, but you will have more of them, and if the season is

good you ought to have no trouble in reaching your number.
2. Yes, they are good capital. The bees will clean them out

nicely.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-
ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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c FROM MANY FIELDS
}

Bees Wintered Well.

I put 69 colonies in the cellar Dec. 4, and
April 5 took out 68 colonies, only one dead.
I left 15 colonies outdoors, and one of them
died, leaving 14. I have the bottoms nailed
on all of my hives, with a -'s-inch entrance,
which I leave open in the cellar. Out-of-
doors I contract from 3 to :! inches. I put
burlap and paper on all of my hives, and the
bees seemed to do well. Those I had in the cel-

lar seem to be the strongest now. The bees
that were wintered out-of-doors, about one-
third of them are dead. I am the only one
that puts them in the cellar. My cellar is

12x12x7 feet, and we had our fruit, vegetables,
and 69 colonies of bees in it. I had one neigh-
bor who had 56 colonies in the fall, and now
has 22; another had 102, and now has 56:
another had 50, and now has 44 ; the rest of
my neighbors have lost from 2.t to 50 percent.
It has been bad for my bees since I took them
out of the cellar—too cold. We had 2 inches
of snow April 20, and it is cold to-day.

E. B. Pritchett.
Warren Co., Iowa, April 20.

Heavy Loss in Wintepinjj.

I wrote the forepart of the winter and made
an estimate of what I thought the percentage
of loss of bees would be in this section. I

think I said it would be about 75 percent, but
as nearly as I can learn I did not place it high
enough. By what I can learn, some have lost

all their bees, others a third, but 1 don't score
with either. I started with 1S5 hives full of
bees and honey. March 80 I had 185 hives
full of honey, three of which had about a

quart each of live bees in them. I should
think there was 4000 or 5000 pounds of honey.
Most of it looks like slale molasfes. Tester-
day was the first day since last October that
bees could fly and get back to their hives. I

put part of my bees into the cellar and left

part of them on the summer stands. Part
were packed in chaff-lined hives, and part
were not, with no difference as I can see.

C. M. Lincoln.
Bennington Co., Vt., March 23.

Prefers Ready-Made Hives.

In reply to the letter of William W. .Jacobs,

I will say that I have tried the plan of mak-
ing ray own hives, but found out that it cost
me more to buy the lumber and hire men to
make them than they cost me at the factory

;

and then they would not be cut and fitted like

the hives we get at the factory.

I have 70 colonies of bees. I needed some
hives, so I bought 15 10-frame dovetailed
hives with 2 supers for each hive, making 30
supers— hives and supers all complete except-
ing sections—for the sum of SH1..50. The
hives were cut very nicely, and of good ma-
terial. I know that I could not get the lum-
ber and nails and everythint; that is needed,
and hire the work done, and have the lumber
spoiled and the hives not half i-ut for that
price. My time is worth $3.00 per day to me,
and I would rather get them cut where we
can get it done right. The men who run bee-

hive factories are at big expense for machin-
ery, they also pay big wages to experts to

handle stock and machinery, and we all have
to live and let live, also. I got good soft pine
in those hives. C. W. Blakly.
Mercer Co., 111., April 1".

Cold Winter and Loss of Bees.

The past was a very cold winter here, as it

was 35 degrees below zero, and the ground
was frozen nearly 5 feet. The most snow we
had was 6 inches. On Feb. 6 it was so warm
that it melted all the snow, and the bees were
having a great flight; the next morning it

was 30 degrees below zero. This change in

the weather is what killed my bees, with
plenty of honey left, so I sold the honey from

ite. >li >te. >!<. >t4>fe >K >lt>M >lt j>t»: .'«te ilt >lt ili >ti >te >te >li. ilt

BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. &

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. pf

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.
g.

WALTER S. POUDER, l
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND C

Please mention Bee Journal -when *wrltuia

IT PATS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

BEE-SUPPLIES
to R. M. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

t^iettbe mention Bee journal -when wntina.

7f.j«>^..

^^^^ Weiss' Foundation
Is eruaranteed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest

Srocess sheeting, and purifying- wax, and will defy competitors in its quality aad purity,
end for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX A SPECIALTY.

Friend Bee-Keeper, now is the time for vou to send in your wax and have it worked into
Foundation. HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR BEESWAX Cash, 32c; trade, 33c. Impure wax

-
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"

not accepted. A full line of BEE-I UPPLIEs.

AIGIST WEISS, Greenville, Wis.
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BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES»
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Impletnents.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the

freight.
Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan

QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

'ease mention Bee Jo^i'oal 'when writine.
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riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are

the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSMFIELD MANUFACTURINQ CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Headquarters '°"Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the

lowest. Prompr service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
Book order;, for Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ; for pri-

ces refer to my catalog.

C, H .W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI,OHIO.

Please mention Bee Journal when
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10 to 15 cents per pound on the ground, and I

could sell more if I had it.

I intend to buy 5 or 6 colonies and increase
to 15 this summer. The liasswood did not
bloom last summer, so I think there will be a
good crop of basswood honey the coming
summer.
There was a sort of bee-mouse which de-

stroyed a good many bees and combs, but I

soon put an end to that. The mouse is about
2 inches long, and has no eyes, very sleek,
with short hair, and a short tail. I can't give
it a better name than a '' bee- mouse."
We are having nice weather here. The elm

and box elder are in full bloom, and soon the
fiowers will bloom. We had two nice rains
this week, and that is what has made every-
thing look green.

I received a few double numbers of the
" Old Reliable," in which I found much to
read that was of interest. B. F. Schmidt.
Clayton Co., Iowa, April 'J5.

Prospects Look Bright.

My bees wintered well ; I lost only 5 colo-
nies out of ISO. I wintered 100 colonies in
the cellar and 80 in an out-shed. I lost 8 in
the shed, and they left from 35 to 30 pounds
of honey in the hives. The bees are begin-
ning to work a little, carrying in the first pol-
len to-day. We had a very severe winter
here, and it still keeps cold. The prospects
lor a good season are looking liright, and my
bees are ail in good condition.

I hope the good work of the American Bee
Journal will keep steadily on.

Wm. J. Healt.
Iowa Co., Wis., April 18.

Severest Winter—Hardy Bees.

The past was the severest winter in this
State experienced for 30 years. The mercury
reached 38 degrees below zero, and did not
rise above zero at one time for 30 days in suc-
cession. In this vicinity there was an almost
total loss of out-of-doors wintered bees.
There was about the usual loss of from 5 to 10
percent of those in cellars, where they had
suflioient stores. But owing to the fact that
the bees put in but little honey after Aug. 1,

some through carelessness did not feed, and
several in this vicinity lost their entire apia-
ries, through starvation in their cellars.

An incident of remarkal-)le hardiness in bees
came under my observation. Three years ago
last summer a colony of black bees, slightly
crossed with Italians, took possession of a
squirrel-house, about 30 feet from the ground
in a large poplar tree standing on the east
shore of the lake in this city. The house is

33 inches long, IS inches wide, and 18 inches
high, well made of double thickness of inch
boards, with an entrance 4x5 inches, with a
back window 4x5 inches filled with glass.
The colony came through the -past winter in
good shape, making their first ilight the
first warm day in March. The location is the
coldest in this vicinity, being entirely unpro-
tected, and exposed to the north and west
winds from across the lake. With such a
colony of bees the problem of wintering
would be solved. Loren Edwards.
Waukesha Co., Wis., May 3.

Heavy Losses in Wintering.
The bees at the out-yard are as follows: 12

colonies alive, 2 of which are very weak ; 8
colonies dead. Cause not ascertained. They
were packed with straw on the summer
stands, I think in good shape. Bees had no
flight from Nov. 15 to March 30. Owing to
the inability to do so, I did not unpack them,
hence I can only guess that the continuous
zero weather was too much for them.

The 111 colonies here in my home cellar did
better. Five colonies are dead outright, per-
haps as many more very weak, and prol)ably
about the same number medium weak. The
balance are apparently very strong. To give
a better idea, those classed as very weak
occupy a portion of the space between 4 to ij

frames, and those very strong occupy all the
frames, and sopae of the bees are hanging be-
low them. I think it is safe to expect all to

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION ^f^l^ks^S^E
Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the CLEANESTAND PUREST and mail respects the best and most desirable. Send for samples. Work-
ing wax into foundation for cash a specialty. Beeswax always wanted at Highest Price.

A Full Liue of SUPPLIES, Retail and Wholesale.
Send at once for Catalog, with prices and discounts.
E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents for Canada.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Root'sGoods™«IOWA
And the West

At Root's Factory Prices,
18 years in the Supply Business bas put us in

the lead for everything in our liue.

OUR NEW BUILDING, just completed,
is filled with the largest stock ol Supplies ever
carried in the West.
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handling business with dispatch, and
our shipping facilities are the best.
Write to-day for 1904 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 & 567 W. SEVENTH ST. PES MOINES, IOWA

15AS Pie .ion the Bee Journal.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Four percent off for cash orders in

December. M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Br.mjch, Wayne Co., Mich.

B
IINGHAN'S PATENT

Smokers
T. P. BINQHAM, Parwell, MIcli

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Prlce-List.

I
ouRi3:i"\rES AND sEOTioisrs

|
1

Are Perfect in Workmanship and Materiai.
g

(9 By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment. g

p PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis."i's a
|

Please mention Bae Journal w>ien wntint.

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I, H, Myers, Lamar, Colo.

ICie*E3TOm«lHlK. ^yffina-. oo.

BEE-SUPPLIES EXCLUSIVELY.
* COMPLETE LINE OF

Lewis' Fine Bee-Supplies, Dadant's Foundation Bingham's Original

Patent Smokers and Knives, Root's Extractors, Gloves, Veils, Etc.

Queen Bees and nuclei in se.won. In fact, anything needed in the "Bee-line," at FACTORY PRICES
HERE IN CINCINNATI, where

Special discounts for

:e is yours and freight rates

SEND FOJR CATALOG.

THE FRED W. MUTH GO.
to nobody and nobody is sue

51 WALNUT STREET. CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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New Centur

have 1000 Qu
ng Co Pill

ready for
the mail by April 20. Tested. *1. 00; Untested,
7Sc; 5 for J3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
•* Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, ProD., Berclair, Tex.
13At( Please mention the Bee Journal.

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog tor the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

ITALIAN QUEENS, BEES AND NUCLEI
Choice liome-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $1.10
" Tested Queen 1.50
" Selected " 1.6S
" Breeder •' 2.75
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.40

Tested Select Breed-
ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival
guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Pnce-List.

J. L. STRONG,
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

be really for the
the very weakom-
What reports 1

losses throughuu
those wintered mj

rhite clover honey, except

itn gather indicate heavy
the country, especially

loors. I think lots of the
white clover has winter-killed, but not enough
to affect seriously the pasturage. When the
bees are on the summer stands I can give a
uiore definite report.

The last two nights and two days have been
rainy, the temperature has gotten down to 80
degrees, and alttrnating drifts of rain and
snow, w ith a northeast wind that indicates a
rough night, and it's a comfort to know that
my bees in the cellar won't know it. It's an
ill wind that doesn't blow somebody some
good. My bees w ould have been on the sum-
mer stands if I had not gotten hurt, or could
have gotten some one with grit enough to
put them out for me.

Soft maple and elm are almost in bloom. I

long for weather tit tor the bees to be hum-
ming their merry tunes again. They have
been confined in the cellar for nearly five

months. F. W. Hall.
Sioux Co., Iowa, April S.

Winter Losses One-Half.

Bees are wintering badly. There is still

snow on the ground, and the weather is cold.
We have had a few warm days, and bees hive
taken a little rye-meal, and in some warm
locations they have brought in a little pollen.
Winter losses will be about 50 percent. The
price of bees has advanced, and the demand
will exceed the supply.

George W. Adams.
Essex Co., Mass., April 16.

Gathering Pollen—Colonies Strong.

The box-elder and maple trees are all

budded out in this section. My bees are
already gathering pollen, but the weather has
been so cold.

I have 15 colonies of Italian bees. I win-
tered them on the summer stands, and they
are all healthy and strong. I am running for
comb honey. Edwin Bishop.

Jasper Co., Iowa, April 20.

Most Backward Spring.

In my home yaid there are t! colonies dead,
4 weak, and 100 with 3 to 5 frames of brood.
It is a most backward spring, with pollen all

killed, as was the early bloom. Not a thing
for bees yet. The weather was cold and
rainy till April iij. I have used chaff hives
for 20 years. Tht price of bone.v here was
killed by Colorado comb honey. White
clover is very plentiful.

John C. Stewart.
Nodaway Co., Mo., April 28.

Practically No Winter Loss.

Bees wintered linely. Our loss is 1 colony
out of 400. How is that? We will lose some
outside. It is ve:y cold weather.

W. J. PiCKARD.
Richland Co., Wis., April 20.

[April 25 we received the following from

Mr. Pickard ;—Editor.]

There has been the greatest loss of bees in

this country I e\er heard of—from 70 to 90
percent—and the weather is very bad now for
what few colonies that are left.

W. J. Pickard.

Transferring Bees—Queen-Rearing.
There are twn

necessary in my
and the Americai

I would like t

colonies of bees
pried the board:
and with the aid

from the blade o!

from the top. i

sides of the hive
with full sheets
drew out the cm
In the fall, whei:

•liings that I find absolutely
iliiary—a good bee-smoker
Bee Journal.
tell how I transferred two
om box-hives last June. I

rem the top of the hives,
.[ a long, thin knife, made
' hack-saw, I cut the combs
ey were still stuck to the
I then placed on top a hive
f foundation, and the bees
and filled it with honey.

he brood had all hatched, I

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

^P Daughters of Select Im-n ported Italian, Select
/ Long-Tongue (Moore's),

and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, aad mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8.00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

NOTICE.
I have booked all the orders I can fill until

June 1st. John M. Davis.
Spring Hill, Teno.. May 6.

^naas mention Bee Joomal -wben 'wntme

For Sale I

10 good strong colonies ITALIAN BEES >n

8 and 10 frame hives. No disease. Address,
M. E. IVIUELLER, Winfleld, Du Page Co., III.

Please mentioa Beeioamal wnen -WTlttoz

To We^kltK
The farmer who is making the most
profit now-a-days is the farmer who
IS making the most of modern equip-

ment. In this he'll find

Strontberg- Carlson
Tolephones

direct wires to wealth. The reasons
for this are tersely told in our book
F-4 "Telephone Facts for Farmers,"
sent free. Address nearest office.

Strombrrg - Carlaon Tel. Co.
1^' RocheKter, N. T Chlcnico, IlL

t^ease menttou Bee Jonmai wnen \mtin&.

B66-K66D6rS

!

Send for our Free CATALOG. It will tell

you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies atFactohy Prices,

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD
will sell tickets to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, account of National Baptist
Anniversary, on May 16th, 17th and
18th, at rate of one fare for the round-
trip, plus 25 cents. Tickets good going
date of sale. By depositing same, ex-
tended return limit of June 10th may
be secured. Through service to New
York City, Boston, and other Eastern
points. No excess fare charged on any
train on the Nickel Plate Road. Meals
on American Club Meal plan, ranging'
in price from 35 cents to SI.00 ; also
service a la carte. Chicago depot. La
Salle and Van Buren Sts., the only
passenger station in Chicago on the
Elevated l^oop. Chicago City Ticket
Offices, 11! Adams St., and Auditorium
Annex. 'Phone Central 2057.

2—ISASt
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removed the top hive, turned the box-hive up-

side down, and placed the hive (with combs
of honey that had been stored) on top, and
smoked the bees up into it. I then put them
back on the old stand, and they have wintered

all right. I think this is an easy way of doing

the trick.

This has been a hard winter on bees—they
did not have a flight all winter. I lost one

colony of golden Italians. I like the dark

Italians best, as they seem to winter better.

There is a lot of alfalfa growing wild here.

I do not know where it came from, but I

mean to keep my eye on it and see if the bees

pay any attention to it.

I hope some one will start up the queen-

rearing discussion again. It makes interest-

ing reading, and some of those breeders need

stirring up. I have often paid a breeder his

price for good queens, and he sent me some
queer kind of bugs that I can not name.
They certainly were not queen-bees.

Haket Greves.
Hudson Co., N. J., March 12.

Wintered Without Loss.

We are having very fair weather here at

present, but it is trying to rain today. The
white clover was pretty well killed out here;

that is, where the grass is left long, for the

mice have cut it tignt to the ground, but

where the grass is short it is alive. Whether
there will be any honey in it or not we do not

know. The basswood wasn't any good last

year, so we have some hopes of it this year.

I put 41 colonies of bees in the cellar Dec.

11, and took them out March 33. They are

all alive yet. The reason for my taking them
out so early was that some of them were very

ight, and the rest of them were very restless,

so I thought I would better take them out.

Most of them are very strong, and some of

them have quite a lot of brood. This is the

first time, thus far, that I have wintered bees

without losing quite a lot of them, and I have

worked at the bee-business for IS or 20 years.

I bought ') colonies this spring that were win-

tered outdoors, making .50 colonies for the

coming summer. U. S. Boyd.
Grant Co., Wis., April 5.

Bee-Keeping in Alabama.

Winter is gone, and spring is here again in

all its glory, but it makes me feel sad to see

BO many vacant places in my apiary. Last

fall I had 86 colonies, but on account of the

very dry fall nearly all were short of stores

and very weak. It was cold all the time from

the middle of November until Feb. 20.

Although the average was from 5 to 6 degrees

lower than usual, yet we had no severe cold

like we have sometimes. The coldest morn-
ing was 20 degrees above zero. Since Feb. 20

it has been very warm most of the time. The
coldest morning was April 4. The warmest
day was March 22—S8 degrees in the shade. I

had 3 queenless colonies; the robber-bees de-

stroyed two or three, and about 30 starved. I

have been feeding ever since it turned warm.
The most of my colonies are in very good
shape BOW. Our best flow began about four

days ago. This is the largest since 1S02.

While the prospect is all one can ask for now.
yet there is a chance for us to have a lot of

cold winds. If we do, the crop will be short

again.
Now, I must tell our black-bee brothers a

little more about those "valuable blacks"
and " worthless Italians.'' While those " val-

uable blacks" either all starved or came
through very weak, those " worthless Ital-

ians "all lived except one colony, and were
the first to put up a cell of honey. So there,

now!
I read with interest about those boys and

that bee-tree, also Mr. Hasty's comments on
it. I believe Mr. Hasty is right. While it is

true that there are some things that ought to

be tried in law, it is also true that there are

somethings in law that ought not to be there.

I have had robbers visit my apiary three times.

I think I had evidence enough to have con-

victed them, but I did not bother about it,

and I am glad that I did not do so. I will

add, too, that I am as hard on stealing as any-

body need to be.

I think that Mr. Gill and others are right

Om^^tmtSi^lit^^'^^i^i^if^^^^^t^iit^^'^if^^'^i^i^^^tS^Ht^^ii^^^^i^'^i^i^

Flood

Water

March 26th to 3lst we had from two to four feet of water in
our warehouses. As a result we will sell

SECTIONS AT $1,00 PER THOUSAND
less than Catalog prices. F^OUNDATION at 5 cents per
pound less than listed prices. Special prices on 25 and 50 pound
lots. These prices good only as long as the wet goods last
Write for particulars. WE HAVE PLENTY OF DRY GOODS IF
YOU PREFER THEM.

, Grand rapids.
MICH.Lewis C.& A. G. Woodman'

0^iije?=osejs^;is$ts^;t=^^>=j^*s€;>:jt5*ss«$s<ei?^^

LOSS BY LICE
on poultry amounts to many times
the ctist of Lambert's Death to
Lice—the sure jireventive. All
loss Ciin be saved and more profit

made by the use of this famous
powder. It frees setting hens from
these pests without harming eggs,

or chicks. A trial box 10c will

prove i t. 100 oz., by express, $1 .00.

"Pocket Book Pointers" free

D. J. Lambert, Boi 707. Apponaug, B I.

Please mention Bee joumai "wnon wntan&.

SEND=TO=US
for everything in Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We Have It
at Factory Prices. Can ship Ouick. We
are agents of G. B. Lewis Co., Chas. Da-
dant & Son, and other leading manu-
facturers. Wholesale and Retail.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
213-215W. Second Street,

DAVENPORT. - IOWA.

SA26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

Bee-Keepers' SuoDlies.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

Address,

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St.. OMAHA, Nebr.
lAAlSL Pldse meation the uee Journal.

Oldest Bee-Supply House in
MISSOURI

Your wants fuUv supplied with anything
needed in the Apiary. FULL STOCK OP A. I.

ROOT CO'S aOODS; Danzenbaker Hiyes, etc.

Let us mail you our 4i)-pa(je Catalog-. FREE.
JOHN NEBEL & SON,

7Dtf HiaH HILL, Montg. Co., MO.

CHOICE QUEENS
The very best of Gold-
ens and 3-Banded all

Ked Clover Queens

—

Untested, 7Sc ; 6 for
$3.90; 12forS7.75. .-.

Tested. $1; 6 for $5.50;
12 for $10,00. .-. .-.

Breeders, the best,

S3 00 each. .-. .-. .-.

Order from these pri-

ces and g'et your Queens from a relia-

ble breeder who fills orders by return
mail, no matter hovy larg-e the orders
are. DANIEL WURTH,
IQASt KARNES CITY, TEX.
Please mention Bee Jouriiai wnen \rrltln£^

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND-TRIP
i plus 25 cents, to Cleveland, Ohio, and
return, via Nickel Plate Road, May
16th, 17th and 18th. Tickets good go-
ing date of sale and returning to and
including June 10, by depositing same.

Three through daily express trains
to Ft.Wayne, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo,
New York, Boston and New England
points, carrying vestibuled sleeping-
cars. Meals served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to
$1.00 ; also service a la carte. Chicago
depot, La Salle and Van Buren Sts. No
excess fare charged on any train on
the Nickel Plate Road. Chicago City
Ticket Offices, 111 Adams Street, and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phone Central
2057. 3—15A5t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

A Standard-Bred Italian (|ueen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.

As lias beeD our custom heretofore we offer to mall a line, Un-
tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-

ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed:
1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own

subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year
(1904).

2. Sending your own name with the SI.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid'-in-adyance subscriber as above, and the new sub-
scriber must be a NKW subscriber; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal regularly, or at

least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one ; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be
made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a legitimate way. They are worth working for.

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or

June. Will you have one or more?
If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the

American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for only $1.50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, EL.
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"Keep More Bees"
Is the title of an article by Mr. Townseod, of
Michigran. published in the last Americaa Bee
Journal. It is a reply to Mr. Doolittle's critic-

ism of some views expressed by Mr. Townsend
in a series of articles that are appearing in The
Bee-Keepers' Review.
For years Mr. Townsend has been makinp* a

specialty of bee-keeping^, gradually developing
a system of managing out-apiaries with few
visits and little labor, and, in telling the Re-
view '* how he does it." he is furnishing some
of the most valuable contributions that have
ever been published—particularly so to the man

who wi^ihes to branch out and ''keep more
bees." This article of his in the last American
Kee Journal is a fair sample of the plain, prac-
tical, convincing way in which he writes.

Send 10 cents for two late, but different is&ues
of the Review, and the 10 cents may apply on
any subscription ^ent in during the year; or,
better still, send $l.*Mt for the Review for all of
]'»04, as you will' certainly find the Townsend
articles alone worth many times the dollar.

W. I. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Nlch.

ITALIAM QUEENS
In the State -of Washington,

Long-tongued Red Clover Queens

—

Untested. $1.00 ; Tested, $1.50. After
July 1—Untested, 70c; Tested, $1.00.

Common Italians same price. Satis-
faction guaranteed.

ROBERT MIRRINQ,
19.\lt DRYAD, Lewis Co . WASH.

^ICi l\(\(\ WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED
i01.\J,\f\f\f OUR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing- our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,

Foi* Sale— 8 Colonies,
in <) and 10 frame (9J<xl9 in.) 3 story hives. In
first-class condition. No disease. Address,
MRS. C. E. HAYDEN, 7233 Wood St.. Chicago.

in trying to get bee-keepers to make their

own hives. Such goods are getting too high.
I can get all-heart, long-leafed pine, dressed
on one side, tor about $18.50 or $15.00 per
1000 feet.

1 must tell something more about the bee-
paralysis I had among my bees last spring. I

used sulphur on all of the combs, and after I

did so the bees quit dying. They had good-
looking queens, but it seemed as if very few
of the eggs hatched. 1 removed 3 queens,
and gave them sealed cells from full-blooded
Italians, and still used the same combs. They
are 8 of the best colonies I have to-day. The
other one superseded its queen, I think. They
cast the first swarm to-day.

It is funny the way some are kicking up a
dust about their way being the only way to

rear perfect queens every time, when they
well know that there is no such thing as per-

fection every time in Nature.
Hale Co., Ala., April 5. J. S. Patton.

No Loss In Winteping.

Bees in this vicinity wintered well. I put
20'colonie8 into winter quarters, and had not
a single loss. Bees are swarming.

G. W. Fagan.
Arkansas Co., Ark., April 15.

Sulphur to Protect Empty Combs.

We have been a little bit discouraged for

the last couple of years. After having had
extra success in keeping bees througlt the
winter for years, we lost all but a colonies

two years ago, and have now only 20 colonies

;

but in our altUction we have learned something.
After losing the bees we had hundreds of

combs which we tried to save, but lost a great

many by the moths. We tried several ways
to save them, but would find stacks of hives

with frames all woven together Ijy the webs.

At last we put a sheet of the American Bee
.Journal on a bottom-board and sprinkled sul-

phur thickly upon it, set a hive of frames on
it, then another sheet of paper and more sul-

phur, and so on up. The moths don't like to

crawl through the sulphur.
F. Z. Dexter & Son.

Richland Co., Wis., April 18.

For Sale-APIARY STOCK
Includes 100 ChatT Hives, complete, in g-ood

order; I Extractor, Honey-Tanks, and every-
thing- necessary for the business. Also 2i» colo-
nies of Italian Bees, small house of 6 rooms-
one of the best localities in Michigan. For
further information, address,

MRS. WM. WRfly, Ashleu, Mich.
l.sAtf Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

100 colonies of Italian and Caruiolan BEES
for sale; all in 8 and 9 frame hives—all nearly
new—and bees all in g-ood condition.
WM. J. HEALY. Mineral Point, Iowa Co.. Wis.
l7A5t Please mention the Bee Journal

8-Fraffle sVo"% Hive for $1.
This hive is rabbetted at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. 1 Sections, $4; No. 2, $3.50.
Shipping-Cases, 12-lb., $8 per 100; 24-lb., $13;
201b. Danzy,$10; without glass, SOc less per 100.
Doveta led Hives, Foundation, Smokers, etc.,
CHEAP. Send for List.

W. D. Soper, R » 3. Jackson, Mich.
ISAtf Mention Bee Journal when writing'.

For Sale—25 Colonies
of Italian Bees, at I4.S0 to $5.00 each. Address,

JOHN HERBERT.
19Alt HAMPSHIRE, Kanb Co., ILL.
Plep'*e mention Bee Jotimal "when writm^

CHICKS THAT LIVE
get strong and healthy—gaii
steadily in weiphl. are chick;
hatchfidin Reliable Incubators,

The Reliable 4^^
provides automatically a constaiit
current of odorless, warm air at a
uniform temperature -rhicks pip, hatch and thriTe un.
der its nature-like oniu]itions. Send JO cents imd ^'et
our '20th annual caltil.'L'— full of poultry infornuitinn.

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Box ^-153, Quincy, III,

Plaase mention Bee journal when -writme

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Cl^remontp Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee="Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

NO GAS TO KILL
SURE HATCH INCVBATOR
because it's heated by ourrustless
copper, ii"t water circulator. Don _

mon.\v .wid lose good ejig-s experi

heavy

b»tor Co.y Clay Coi

^'lease mentjon

incubators. Send for free
B 10 and learn why the Sure
hes sure. Sure Hatch Inpu-
Neb. and Indlanapollft, Ind*

! Journal v^ritt'i wTiunt>.

WANTED I'^^c^^iJb HONEY
In no-drip shippiny-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or i:an8. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnai The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
"*^lease mention B. e Journal -wheu -wTiting.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

)

Chicago, April 7.—The market is heaviw
supplied Willi comb and extracted hooey,
neither of which are meeting with any demand,
especially is thi'* true of the comb. Prices are
uncertain, as those haviner slock are anxious to
sell it; therefore it is diflicnlt to quote prices.
The best gradep of white comb bring ll@12c;
anything off from choice to fancy is not wanted.
E.xtracted, white, according to quality, sells at
6(ai7c; amber, 5((U6c. Beeswax, 30fi> 32c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., April 18.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from 12>i@14c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, 5K@5Kc; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6^c; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, 7!.i@8c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., April 2S.—Honey market is
very dull. Stocks of both comb and extracted
are lighter than we thought would be a month
ago, when we thought we would have to carry
over the season. The demand for honey here
will be light until the new crop comes. Quota-
tions are nominally—8@13c for comb, and 5@6c
for extracted. H. R. Wright.

Philadelphia, April 18.—Never in the his-
tory of the comb honey market has there been
such a lot of off-quality of comb honey shipped
into this market so late in the season. We
have sold some of our own honey in the last
few days, good No. 1 as low as 6c a box, the
same honey we were getting 14c for 60 days ago.
It is the old story that when bee-men find the
season is closing and they cannot get shut of
the crop themselves, they send it to the com-
mission-men to slaughter it at any price they
can get. We quote: No. 1 comb, 10c; amber
7fgi8c. Extracted, fancy white, 7J«c; amber 6c.'
Beeswax sells readily at 31c.

'

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selses.

Cincinnati, April 18. — The honey market
here is reassuming activity, and judging from
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season's crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, 5>i@6Mc; white clover,
6*iS@S cents, according to quality and package
Fancy comb honey sells at 12'3 iSc. Beeswax
30 cents. The Fred W. Muth Co.

'

Boston, April 9.—Prices remain same as be
fore, which are as follows: White in glass-
front cases at l6c; No. 1, at ISc. Supply is am-
ple, and demand light at this time. Extracted
water-white, Sc; light amber, 7@8c; with bn!
little call for dark Florida.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, April IS.— The demand for
honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.S0 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honey comiug from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2 00 to
$2.2i is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
$2.25 per case. Extracted is dull at S@Cc. Bees-
wax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, April 18.—There are no new fea-
tures in the honey market. Some white honey
is selling at from 12@13c; off grades at from
10@llc, and no demand for dark honey what-
ever Market is very quiet on extracted of all
grades, and prices are rather irregular. Bees-
wax very lirm at 29@31c.

HiLDRKTH & SEGELKEN,

San Francisco, April 27.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, llStts-Uc; amber, 8ai0c. Extracted
white, 5>i@5Mc; light amber, 4Ji@4)ic; amber!
3%@4Mc; dark amber, 3><@3-'4'c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27H@29c; dark, 2S@26c.
A shipment of 300 cases extracted went for-

ward the past week per steamer for Germany.
Local trade is of light proportions. Quotable
values rem li II as previously noted, but market
is not firm m ihese figures.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When ctiri^ L-ning-, buying" or selling-, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Watbr St. Chicago. Ilu
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BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BE3T to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pnbiished

T116 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.;

The best mag^azine for beg^inners. edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address.

TheW.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of
Itim and save the freight.

I. J. STRINGHfllW, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. •

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta Sita. east ST, LOUIS. ILL.

Bee=Supplies I
|

a. B. Lewis Go's Goods. a

Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buy. e>

BiQ Discount tor Orders Now.
''

"Write us to-day and say what you §
want, and get our prices. New catalog S
of S4 pages; it is free. K
We also handle the famous g

tloosier Incubators and Brooders. &
C. M. Scott & Co. g

MountUniojCollege
Open to both sexes from, the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-

pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person

with tact and energy can have an educa-

tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COIiliEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

E. E. LAWRENCE, DONIPHAN, MO.
(Box 28), breeder of

Fine ItalianQueen Bees
Orders booked now and filled

in rotation. Send for price-list.

^ease mention Bee journal "when "writing.

'iL'^Dadant's Foundation
I 27tl1#

year #
We Guarantee Satisfaction. gyXufv" "uRrfY.°^?iRnNEss.

No SAQOINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

Wh^7 Hrtf^e it c<^II cr» xn/fll ^ Because it has always given better satis-
VV 11^ UUCd II. sell a»U WCIl r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

.3*. Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

^? We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies |
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstrolh on the Honev-Bee—Revised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESW^aX WANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., HI.

?((!F^^^r?j??(i??«i?l*??JF?«??fT?»rTii??»??»T?«r?^^



Bee Jcurn^
44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., MAY 19, 1904. No. 20.

C. M. SCOTT. (See pages 356-7.) MIKK D. MOHB AND HIS APIART.

BEE-SUPPLT sIOKE OF C. M. SCOTT A CO. E. ZIELKB AND H!^ APIART.
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Have You Lost Your Bees ?

L HIPPING BOXES FOR BEE

Save Your Combs.
The winter losses in some parts of the country are heavy, and

the demand for bees and queens will be larg-e. Parties needing-
queens should send their orders at once, and state date when ship-
ment is desired.

Early Italian Queens.
We are fortunate in being- able to offer for April and May de-

livery a large stock of queens from our Southern breeders. While
we have a much larger supply than ever before, it is highly im-
portant that you send your order at once to secure the queens when
desired, as we will fill orders in rotation. We expect to be able to
furnish untested queens from our Southern yards, in any number,
after April 10th. Send your orders at once.

Prices of pure Italian Queens, untested, from
our Southern yard for April and May shipment.

Untested I $ 7S
Select Untested I 1.00
Tested l.SO
Select Tested 2.SO

$ 8.SO
11.50
17.00
28.SO

$35.00
47.S0
70.00

$ 65.00
77.50
130.00

rz

Prices of Our Red=cIover and Honey Queens.
Untested queen { 1 00 Select tested queen | 3 00
Select untested queen 1 25 Breeding queen 6 00
Tested queen 2 00 Select breeding queens 7 50
Extra select breeding queen, one year old 10 00

We book orders, and fill in rotation.

The Root Queen-rearing Outfit.

In this outfit are embraced the best
points of the best systems in use. It
will give satisfaction to the amateur as
well as the expert. The cell-cups are
made of wood, wax-coated. No melted
wax is used in their manipulation, as
they are attached to the cell-slick by
means of a small nail-point.
The nursery-cage combines the fea-

tures of nursery and introducing cages.
By their use a queen can be released on
the candy plan or caged in the hive as
desired.
In connection with the outfit goes a

booklet on queen-rearing—one which
ought to put the veriest amateur on the
high road to success. Outfit comprises
three cell-bars with 50 waxed wooden
cells, one frame of cages (18), one cell-
forming stick, set grafting-tools, and a
book on queen-rearing ...$4.50

If sent by mail, add ^ccfor postage.

Tools for Queen-breeders.

Wooden cell-cup with point for attach-
ing to bar, 5()c per 100; |4.00 per 1000.
Same, waxed ready for use, 75c per

100; $6.00 per 1000.
Titoff wire nursey-cages, 15c each:

$l.:i5 per 10; $12 50 per 100.

Frame for holding 20 cages, includ-
ing cages. $3.00.

Cell-stick, 10c each; 81.00 per dozen.
Transferring needle, double-ended

and nickel-plated, 15c.
Jelly-spoon, nickel-plated, 15c each.
We can supply, also, fine-pointed lace-

scissors with extra large bows, for
clumsy fingers, at 35c each.

Nuclei and Colonies of Bees.

We are prepared to furnish one, two,
and three-frame nuclei and full colo-
nies of bees in eight-frame Dovetailed
hives or Danzenbaker hives. The nu-
clei are put up in light shipping-boxes
made of basswood. the sides of which
are only V^ inch thick, and the ends

\inch. The top and bottom, are covered

Special O-f-for !

Gleaxiing-s in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Italian Queen from our (P | f\f\
Southern yards «I)1•UU
We begin shipping- at once. Orders filled in

rotation. Do not ask for special arrangements;
at this low price we can't make exceptions.

Gleanings in Bee Culture one year, and one
untested Red-clover Queen

We begin shipping these queens about April
IS. Orders filled in rotation.

Ouaran-t^^.
We agree to deliver queens in good order to

any part of the United States or Canada, from
April IS to October. In case of queens valued
at $5 or more, we ship in a one-frame nucleus,
(no charge for nucleus). If a two-frame or
three-frame nucleus is wanted, add to the pri,ce
of the queen the difference in price between the
one-frame and the two or three-frame. Losses
must be reported on arrival.

Imported Italian Queens.
We are prepared to furnish from the best breeders iu Italyi

imported Italian queens. They are put into our own yards and tested
before sending out. We have only two grades—best, and fair import-
ed, and prices are given in the table below.

Best imported queens $5 00 Fair imported queens $3 00

with wire cloth. This makes a very
light package, afTords plenty of venti-
lation, and IS strong enough to stand
shipping 500 to lOUO miles.
Any of our nuclei, even the 1-frame,

will make good strong colonies by fall

if properly handled. The three-frame
if properly managed can be increased
four, five, or even ten full colonies by
fall if bought now; and instead of hav-
ing anj^ black bees, one will have in the
beginning pure Italians of the choicest
stock throughout his apiary.

PRICES OF NTTCLEI.
One-frame nucleus without queen $2 00
Two-frame " " " 3 00
Three-frame " " " 3 60
Full colony in 8-fr Dovetailed hive 7 60$1.50

We can make Shipments of Nuclei from

Cincinnati, Ohio, Philadelphia, Pa.,
New York City, Medina, Ohio,

Wharton, Tex,, High Hill, Mo.,
St. Paul, Minn., Augusta, Kans.

This will give you very low Express Rates.

One-frame Nucleus—This contains a
frame partly filled with brood and bees.
The condition of the hives at different
seasons f the year vary so that we can
not always put up nuclei in the same
way; but in every case we aim to give
full value. Weight about 7 lbs.

Two-frame Nucleus--This is just the
same as our one-frame nucleus, except
it has twice the amount of bees or
brood, or of both. The box is larger,
and holds two frames—one full frame
of brood, or two frames partly filled.

Shipping weight, about 10 lbs.
Three-frame Nucleus—This is three

times the size of the one-frame nucleus,
and is made up in the same way as the
one and two frame. Shipping weight,
about 16 lbs.

A FuU Colony will contain 8 I^ngs-
troth frames in Dovetailed one-story
hive—three full frames of brood, or
equivalent, in six combs, and enough
bees to cover faii ly all the combs. No
queen is furnished at the table price.
Purchaser is to stclect the queen and
add her price to tliat of the bees. Our
colonies are all put up in new Dovetail-
ed or Danzenbaker hives, painted two
coats. Shipping weight about 40 lbs.

THE A. 1. ROOT COMPANY,
Main Oflflce and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.BRANCHES:

CHICAGO. 11,1,., H4 East Er
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.

ST. PAUL, MINN., Wli Miss S
H.-^VANA, CUBA, Sao Ignacio. i

BRANCHES:

I

San Antonio, Tex., 4S8 W. Houston.
I

Washington, DC, 1100 Md.Av.,S.W.
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Supposed " Manufactured " Comb Honey.
Some time ago we received by express a one-pound sectldn of

comb honey from J. L. Pitting, of Crawford Co., Ohio. Accompany-
iog the package was Mr. Pitting's personal card, and a marked clip-

ping from some newspaper which had very kindly published the

standing offer of $1000 for a pound of manufactured comb honey.

Evidently, Mr. Pitting thought he had found a sample of the

manufactured article, and all he had to do was to forward it to us,

when we would send him 11000 by return mail.

Of course, Mr. Pitting was deceived, for the sample section of

honey we received from him bore the rubber-stamp of one of our old

subscribers in Reno, Nev. It is about the finest sample of alfalfa

comb honey we ever saw. Its very beauty, and whiteness of comb
and wood, must have caused Mr. Pitting to believe it was manufac-

tured. He was not accustomed to seeing such fine specimens of gen-

uine bee-work. We are not surprised that be was fooled. And yet,

if he had seen together several sections of the same lot of honey, he

would have noticed that no two of them were exactly alike, while, if

machine-made, all would have been alike.

We at once wrote Mr. Pitting the facts in the case, but have

heard nothing further from him. However, he has our thanks for

his sweet gift. We are fond of nice alfalfa honey.

Shall Hive-Covers be Ventilated?

Covers made with thin boards above and thin boards below, with

an air-space between, seem to l>e viewed with increasing favor, but

there is a difference of opinion as to whether the space should be a

dead-air spa^e or ventilated. If a chief purpose of the cover be to

keep the hive cool in hot weather, then it is better that the cover

should be ventilated by having openings at the sides for the entrance

and exit of air, for this will be cooler than to have the air confined.

If it be important to keep the air warm in cold or cool weather, then

the air should be confined, for a well-ventilated cover in winter will

be little warmer than one made with a single surface of thin boards.

So in very hot climates there would be advantage in the ventilation.

In more northern localities the air should be confined. Still better,

the cover may be made so as to have the openings closed in winter

and open in summer. ^_^^____^_^__

Cleaning Bees from Extraetinjr-Combs.

W. D. Soper gives in Gleanings in Bee-Culture a kink worth -y-

ing. He says

:

I go to the hive, takeout two combs, set them down, then 1 ni ive

over the next one so I can get at each side with a Coggshall brush I

smoke a little, and rub the sides of the comb with the brush. 1 lie

bees will tumble off and disappear in the lower part of the hive. '1' ;ke

out this comb, do the next the same, until ill are cleaned oft' ' id

taken out. Take out as fast as cleaned off. Then put the two couilis

first taken out back in, and brush. The coaabs in a 10-frame hive a

be cleaned in two minutes, and not a bee outside of the hive to ur wl

around— no queen lost, or robbers to bother.

Sliould Presence of Foul Brood be Concealed ?

One answer to the question might be found in some of the foul

brood laws, the one in Canada, for example, which makes any one

subject to a fine who does not report to the proper officer if he knows
of a case of foul brood in his own apiary or anywhere ehe.

But that refers only to making it known to the proper officer, so

that the case shall be sure to be looked after, which is a very different

thing from telling it to everybody. It is very desirable that no case

should be concealed from the foul-brood inspector, but would it be

the right thing for the inspector to tell every one in the neighborhood

—

or out of it, for that matter—that .John Smith has foul brood in his

apiary 1 Suppose John Smith sells bees or queens, what chance has he

for making sales if it be generally known that his bees have foul brood?

That might disturb the business of John Smith, especially if he

were dishonest enough to send out a consignment of foul brood with

each sale made, but would it not be a good thing for others? and

should not the rule be the greatest good to the greatest number?

When a contagious disease exists in John Smith's house, the city

authorities promptly put upon that house a placard so that every one

who passes by may know that scarlet fever or some other dangerous

disease is there. They do not wait to inquire whether John Smith's

business will be injured by it; they are not doing it to help John

Smith ; the general good is saved by it. The fullest publicity is

sought. Should it not be tie same with foul brood? Should inspec-

tors or any one else conceal knowledge of casesof foul brood wherever

found?

A Queen Lays 4000 Eggs in 24 Hours.

W. O. Victor, gives in (ileanings in Bee-Culture, the picture of a

frame of brood which contained by close calculation 8200 cells of

sealed brood, and this brood was all hatched within about two days

from the time the first hatched. Mr. Victor thus feels sure that Mr.

Doolittle's estimate of 4000 eggs in '24 hours was in this case reached.

A Bee-Paper a Necessity.

The necessity for a bee-book—a book that gives instruction in

bee-keeping—has been many times urged in these columns. No doubt

it will be urged many times in the future, for new members are con-

stantly joining the American Bee Journal family, and it would be

hard to give a more valuable piece of advice to a bee-keeper without a

bee-book than to urge that he make some sacrifice if necessary to get

one. No bee-keeper can afford to <lu without a bee-book and a bee-

paper, but if he can not get both at once, let him get the book first.

The necessity for the paper as well as the book has been less urged,

but it is well put by James Lockett, in the Australasian Bee-Keeper, as

follows

:

But every bee-keeper, let him be the beginner, advanced or the
finished bee-keeper—he should have the bee-journal in preference to a
bee-book with two or three hundred pntres, that has been written 10 or
15 years ago. The bee-keeper, who makes a start with a bee-book
only, gives it all his attention for ;i -tart because it is new to him;
after a time he thinks he knows euuiu'li about bees, and his book gets
a rest— it is getting stale to him, lui'l he goeson(in his own mind
apractical bee-keeper), knowing ul'i a one-third of what he should
know. The man that takes the '

fresh to look at—let him be the ha^'

he is always ready and waiting at ti

journal and read it through, to '

Here is where the beginner puts iii :

journal has always something
iiTor the practical bee-keeper,
ud of the month to get his bee-
what information he can get.

uB good work, he will see where
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some bee-keeper made a terrible blunder—just what he w»s going to

do himself. How he will smile and avoid the red light of danger that

he saw in the beejournal.
Then, again, it the bee-keeper is at a loss to And out something

about his bees, and he can't see it in his bee-journal, how handy it is

for him to write to the editor, who is always ready to give his sub-

scribers the latest information that they may require.

(
Miscellaneous Items

Mr. Morley Pettlt, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us May 6, as

follows

:

" Spring has really come now, and queens are working overtime
to make up for the long delay."'

Mr. F. A. Snell, of Carroll Co., 111., called on us the first of the

month. He is one of the old-time bee-keepers, yet as up-to-date and

alert as the most progressive youngster in the ranks. He missed the

Chicago-Northwestern convention last December, but we think he will

not be guilty of so doing again.

Mr. M. M. Rice, of Grant Co , Wis., one of our long-time

readers, called on us recently with one of his sons who is just graduat-

ing from the Chicago Theological Seminary. Mr. Rice lost practically

no bees the past winter, having about 100 colonies. He is one of

Wisconsin's many successful bee-men, and a genial man to meet, as

well.

Mike D. Mohr, whose apiary is shown on the first page, is one

of the younger bee-keepers, and lives in Rock Island Co., 111. The

picture does not show all of his bees. Mr. Mohr has read all the bee-

books of importance, and with his experience not only manages his

own bees, but also those of his neighbors. Last year was a very good

one for white clover honey in his locality.

E. Zielke and Apiary appear on the first page this week.

He has kept bees over 5 years, and also has worked a camera over 2

years. The picture is of his apiary in Nebraska, when he lived there.

He has also kept bees in Alberta, Canada.

The fall of 1902 he shipped H strong colonies of Italians to Alberta,

which were 14 days on the cars, and arrived very weak. They were

wintered outdoors, and by spring were dead.

His Nebraska apiary averaged 23 pounds of comb and extracted

honey per colony in lfl02.

Deacon Hardscrabble, who wrote both sense and nonsense

for the American Bee-Keeper for several years, passed away Jan. 2".

Considering his deaconship, he always seemed to scrabble hard to find

the good in any one, even if he did put it down in black and white in

a rather rough way. " Stenog " says in Gleanings that he " frequently

dipped his pen in sulphuric acid." Perhaps he imagined by so doing

his written words would have the same effect on the characters of

those he criticised as such acid has on dirty Ijeeswax. Still, it all

served to please the Deacon, and never harmed " the other fellow.''

But " peace to his ashes "—without any sulphurous odors.

Queen-Rearing and Its Proportions.—Mr. John M. Davis,

of Maury Co., Tenn., writing us May 4, said:

George W. York & Co.—
Dear Sim :—We have had the worst season that I have experi-

enced since being in the queen-business. Cold rains, high, cold winds,
and days at a time that a bee dared not peep out of the hive, have
been the order of the day. I am now returning all money to patrons
asking for queens by return mail, writing them that I can not fill their
orders before May 25 or June 1—that it will take me nearly so long to
clear off my book. The i|ueen-trade is assuming immense proportions.

Yours truly, John M. Davis.

Early queen-rearing, even in the South, seems to be interfered

with nearly every year by unfaTorable weather. This is exceedingly

unfortunate, for there are many bee-keepers who require early queens
in order to save colonies that became queenless during the winter.

Mr. Davis says the business of rearing queen-bees " is assuming
immense proportions." True it is that the demand for queens is

growing from year to year. And the breeder that is prepared to sup-
|

ply that demand with good queens will not lack for generous and
profitable patronage, which is bound to increase as the seasons come
and go.

White's Class Advertising Co. (which occupies the larger

part of this 9th floor of the Caxton Building, at .334 Dearborn St.,

where our office is located also,) tendered a banquet to some of the

leading publishers and advertising men of this country at the Union
League Club, Chicago, on
the evening of May 5. It was
intended to limit the num-
ber of plates to 100, but it

became necessary to increase

the number, so that at the

banquet there were 135 pres-

ent. It was a rare occasion.

Mr. Frank B. White,whose

picture appears herewith, is

the president of the Com-
pany. He has an advertis-

ing experience of IT years,

and is a leader along the

line of agricultural news-

paper advertising. About 12

years ago Mr. White started

the banquet idea among
agricultural advertisers and

jiublishers here in Chicago,

and it was said that it was
the first of the kind at

which no liquors were
served. Of course, this last

banquet fo lowed the same

commendable rule.

It was the second occasion

of the White's Class Adver-

tising Co., last year's ban-

quet having an attendance

of but 85. It is the inten-

tion to make it an annual

event. It will be looked

forward to with great inter-

est by those who are so fortunate as to be invited to participate. Dr.

C. C. Miller was one of the guests on both occasions, and was probably

the " oldest boy " present on May 5.

After the menu had been partaken of, Mr. White introduced the

Editor of the American Bee .Journal (the treasurer of the Company),

who read interesting extracts from a number of letters received by

Mr. White from those who regretted their inability to be present.

They seemed to realize trorti afar how much they were going to miss.

Col. Hunter, of the Star Monthly, was afterwards introduced as

toast-master for the occasion. He in turn introduced the various

speakers of the evening. The general subject for discussion was,

" Higher Ideals in Advertising." There were about a half-dozen ex-

cellent addresses, which will appear in due lime in the monthly pub-

lication known as " White's Class Advertising," subscription price of

which is 25 cents a year. It is a compendium of information along

agricultural advertising lines, and one of the handsomest publications

of the present day. Any one who is at all interested in the subject

should read it regularly.

White's Class Advertising Co. is devoted exclusively to preparing

and placing advertisements in the class of papers known as Agricul-

tural. The Company was organized about a year ago, and has had a

phenomenal growth. Its president, Mr.

White, is imbued with a spirit of high

ideals, and has an original way of carrying

them out in his work. On May 1st the

space occupied by the Company was more
than doubled, in amicipation of the in-

creased business which is promised for

another year. With the clean and honor,

able way of doing business which has

characterized the Company since its in-

ception, it certainly has a very promising
future. It is thoroughly equipped for handling its business in a satis-

factory and up-to-date manner. It is proving its ability and efllciency

daily. All it asks is an opportunity to serve the best interests of its

Pres. Frank B. White.

A5^^^/.
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clieDts. Advertising has become a profession. It is a specialty unlilie

anything else, and it is but reasonable to believe that one who has

made such a thorough study of it as Mr. White has during the jiast 1"

years, should be a competent leader, and be able to realize the greatest

possible linancial returns from the appropriations which advertising

concerns make to develop a greater demand for their goods.

White will treat you right—if given a chance.

I
Sketches of Beedomltes

J

Mr. C. M. SCOTT.

C. M. Soott A Co. are bee-supply dealers in Indianapolis, lad.,

as all our subscribers know who read the advertising columns of the

American Bee Journal. On the first page this week we are pleased to

present pictures of Mr. C. M. Scott and the store where the business is

carried on.

Mr. Scott was born on a farm in 18b9, where he remained until he

was 1" years of age. In 1899 he established a branch bee-supply house

in Indianapolis for G. B. Lewis Co.—the first branch house, by the

way, that this well-known firm ever had. Mr. Scott was the manager,

and conducted it in the name of the G. B. Lewis Co.

In 1901, Mr. S. bought the business from the Lewis Co., and those

interested with him have since operated under the present name of C.

M. Scott it Co., of which Mr. Scott is still manager. The business

was at once moved to larger rooms, and they have each year since then

increased their business and floor-space until at present they occupy

more room than ever. But whatever the extent of the business is now
(which has doubled), Mr. Scott has made it by promptness, strict in-

tegrity, appreciation, and politeness to all. He thinks nothing is too

good for the bee-keepers. An 1 the fact of handling the goods of the

Lewis Co. would insure satisfaction along that line. His trade ex-

tends over Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, and even beyond these

States.

Mr. Scott is a practical bee-keeper, and spends as much time with

his bees as his close attention to business will allow. He has not

missed a single business day at his store for nearly three years.

This firm have also been extensive dealers in honey the past year

or so.

Mr. and Mrs. Scott are actively engaged in church and charity

work, believing in systematic benevolence, which is bestowed without

any ostentation on their part. He is a total abstainer, and in politics

a staunch, voting prohibitionist.

As will be noted, Mr. Scott is one of the clean, honorable, and

pushing young bee-supply dealers, of which quite a number, fortu-

nately, are becoming scattered over our country. This promises well

for the future apiarian business. We are glad to see that as the older

bee-supply dealers, who made a success of the business, are either

aging or passing away, their places are being filled with young men
of such sterling character and signal ability. We wish them all, in-

cluding Mr. Scott, the realization of their highest anticipations.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

pag'e leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is desig'ned to help in-
crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts. ; 25
for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; SOO
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free
at tlie bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.

Amerikanlsche Blenenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, a d
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, f1.00 ; or with cfie

American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

I
Convention Proceedings

)

Report of the Northern Michigan Convention.

The annual meeting of the Northern Michigan Bee-
Keepers' Association was held at Traverse City, Mich.,
March 30 and 31, 1904.

Owing to delay of railroad trains, caused by a flooded

condition of the roads, the officers and members of the Asso-
ciation living north of Traverse City did not arrive until

5 p.m. of the first day. A number of members, and bee-

keepers of Traverse City and from places south of there,

gathered at Montague Hall and effected a temporary organi-
zation, with Geo. E. Hilton in the chair, and E. D. Town-
send as temporary secretary. Mr. A. I. Root was also pres-

ent. A very pleasant and profitable session was held, and
several important questions were discussed in an informal
manner. The minutes of this session were lost, or mislaid,

so the secretary does not have the benefit of them in mak-
ing this report. The meeting adjourned at 5 p.m., to reas-

semble at the hall at 7 p.m.

EVENING SESSION.

It was called to order by Pres. Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, and
the business of the evening was opened by declaring the

question-box to be in order.

EXTRACTED VS. COMB HONEY.

Why do bees, when run for extracted honey, produce
more pounds than when run for comb honey ?

Because they do not have to take time to build comb.
Also, because bees gather more honey in cool weather, and
wax for comb-buUding is produced less rapidly in cool

weather.
Which is more profitable, extracted or comb honey ?

A. I. Root, E. E. Coveyou, and others, answered that it dif-

fers in different localities.

SPRING FEEDING OF BEES.

Does it pay to feed bees in the spring 7 Yes, especially

if short of stores.

Do you feed in the fall or wait until spring ? Mr. Bart-

lett said, better feed in the fall. Mr. Bingham puts the bees

into the cellar with about IN pounds of honey per colony,

and fed about 7^4 pounds of sugar syrup ; bees in fine con-

dition at present.
What is the first thing we should do when we go home ?

Take an inventory of the blessings with which we are

surrounded, and thank God for them all.

CLIPPING QUEENS—BKES IN CUBA.

Does it pay to clip queens' wings ? Yes, by Pres. Kirk-

patrick and Mr. Bartlett. Mr. Fox does not agree with

them, thinking it does not pay.
Mr. Silsby asked Mr. Root for some experience with

bees in Cuba. Mr. Root said they were not a success the

past winter ; not much honey.

SECOND DAY.

The secretary's and treasurer's reports were read and
approved. The latter reported expenses paid and one dol-

lar in the treasury.
After a ballot was taken, and the votes counted. Central

Lake was declared to be the place chosen for the next meet-

ing.
The election of officers resulted as follows . President,

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick ; vice-president, E. E. Coveyou ; and
secretary-treasurer, W. Mohrman, of Central Lake.

SPRING MANAGEMKNT OF BEES.

The spring management of bees was then taken up.

Mr. Hilton thought that bees wintered in the cellar were
more liable to dwindle in the spring than those wintered

out-of-doors. If feeding is ricoded, feed inside the hives in

the evening ; use every effort t j promote brood-rearing.

Mr. Bingham said he winters his bees in the cellar, and
thinks the spring dwindling^ uf cellar-wintered bees is due
to less loss of bees during w'inter, the oldest bees dying
soon after flight in spring. He had 150 colonies in the fall

and united down to 75, which were in the cellar then.
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Mr. Townsend said that most of his experience had
been in out-of-doors wintering, and he does not favor stimu-
lating for brood-rearing.

Mr. Coveyou had noticed that bees went together when
set out in the spring ; he would close the entrances to pre-
vent it.

BEE-SMOKERS—UNCAPPING HONBY.

Mr. Bingham showed the construction of his smokers
to prevent blowing ashes and creosote upon the bees. For
fuel he uses tamarack, hemlock or maple bark.

Mr. Root asked as to what the bee-keepers present use
in smokers ? Replies showed rattan wood, maple bark, ex-
celsior, chips, etc.

Mr. Bingham was asked how to uncap honey. He an-
swered : Keep the knife sharp and moist ; if left to dry,
with honey on the edge, it will not cut so well. If wet or
moist the knife moves freely and cuts perfectly.

Mr. Townsend explained how his son uncaps honey,
also their method of brushing bees from combs. He also
asked if any one present worked for comb honey on the Hil
plan, visiting apiaries once a week. No response.

BBE-ESCAPBS—T SUPERS.

Mr. Root asked about the use of bee-escapes. A large
percent of bee-keepers present use them with good results,
both for comb and extracted honey.

James E. Harwood asked which is better for comb
honey production, section-holders with fences, or T supers 7

Both are successful.

CLEANING EXTRACTING-COMBS.

Mr. Bartlett asked whether bee-keepers present put ex-
tracting-combs out so that the bees may clean them up in
the fall. It was thought to be better to do so than to leave
them just as extracted from.

Adjourned to 1 o'clock p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

This was the foul brood session. The subject was
taken up and discussed quite generally, but no quick, "sure-
cure " remedy was advised.

FOUl, BROOD AND NATURAL SWARMING,

Do bees ever carry foul brood with them_ in natural
swarming 7 In the discussion no definite conclusion was
reached.

Mr. Root thought there was no danger of bees getting
foul brood from honey left by bees dying in trees in the
woods, as he did not think they carried it with them in
swarming. Being asked by the secretary if bees from trees
did not have the same chance to rob hives where they had
died of foul brood, Mr. Root said he would give it up.

The convention adjourned sine die, at 2:20 p.m.
Jambs H. Irish, Sec.

Contributed Articles

Black Brood—How to Get Bee-Laws.
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

EVERY Student of animal life is conscious that all animal
forms are quick to vary, when submitted to different
conditions. This tendency has given us our races of

people, our breeds of cattle and other domestic animals, and,
not least in importance, the several races of our bees. If
all the higher animals and plants are subject to this law,
why then should not the lower be as well 7 Remembering
this law and tendency, we are not surprised at the conclu-
sions of the scientists of the Department of Agriculture,
that black brood is only a different form of foul brood, and
both the result of the selfsame Bacillus.

I have found the genuine foul brood of California ap-
pearing under two quite different types or forms. They ap-
pear alike in nearly every particular, but in the real typical
form the brown, unctuous mass when drawn from the cell
with a tooth-pick or pin, will, when it lets go, fly back with
a snap as though there were much elasticity in the drawn-
out string. In the other form, which is not at all scarce
where the disease abounds, the string lacks the spring, and

does not fly back, but simply falls down. I have never
doubted for a moment that boih were foul brood, and sup-
posed that the modification was simply an illustration of
the law referred to above.

That there should be a still more modified form, and
that it should appear as the so-called black brood, need not
surprise us. The Government experts tell us that the
Bacilli that form or cause the foul brood, and those that
produce the black brood, are certainly the same, which
makes the other assertion certainly true. They can hardly
be mistaken, as they have gone over the ground the second
time, and their position as scientists makes their authority
absolute.

We see, then, that the methods of destroying the two
are of course the same, and the practical bearing of their
discovery is close in line with the practice of bee-keepers,
as the method of control of both forms of the disease have
been known to be the same for a long time. The reason is

now obvious, as the disease is the same, and is caused by
the same germ, of course we should expect it in both cases
to succumb to the same remedy.

DESIRABLE LAWS FOR BEE KEEPERS.

Of course we are all glad that the Ohio Legislature has
passed the desired foul brood law, and why not? What are
our legislatures for except to meet the needs of the people
in just such ways ? I believe that the most of the legisla-
tors are desirous, yea, eager, to do that which will best serve
the wishes and wants of their constituents. Of course they
can not know the merits of any proposed measure, or at
least of all the bills put before them. Either, then, we must
employ a costly lobby when we wish legislation, or else we
must have some way to make our needs and wishes known
to those whom we choose to represent us. And this brings
me to the point which I wish to urge before our readers at
the present time.

If we could be fully organized, we could accomplish
much in this line at any time when we wished help. It

seems to me that all our rural industries—farming, garden-
ing, fruit-growing, poultry-raising, and bee-culture, should
be organized, and be ready to pull together in all good lines.

We are working in California to bring this about. The fact
that we are not all working in the same field need be no
objection, as all such work is related. The fruit-man will
be a better pomologist if he knows something of bees, their
habits and work. The bee-keeper will do better if he knows
the principles of orchard practice ; and so all through the
various industries of country life. If these organizations
were general there could not be the unfortunate differences
that often mar the peace of our country neighborhoods.
Many subjects discussed at the club would concern all alike,

and be of general interest.

In several places in our region, we have clubs in which
all are interested, and in such there are no wars between
bee-men and the fruit-growers. I addressed a club of that
like the other evening where the attendance never falls be-
low 100, and where the club influence is seen in all lines of
work, and in all places in the community. They own a
beautiful club-house, their own piano, a nucleus of a fine

library, and the roads and places all show the effects of
organization. To bring all up to the best methods of do-
ing things, to secure the highest social status in the com-
munity, to secure fine, neat places, to have those best signs
of progress in any community—first-class roads—and last,

to secure the amount of legislative influence that our impor-
tance warrants, we must become fully and thoroughly organ-
ized. The very best use of clubs is to remove bickerings,
jealousies in the community, and suspicion, which is the
blackest demon in the way of that true spirit of generosity
and good-will which is ever in the forefront of all that is

best in the neighborhood.
The first law of any account passed in the California

Legislature last winter was the " Foul Brood Law," and it

passed with no opposition at all. This would not have been
the case except for our many splendid clubs. Indeed, our
clubs have extended their influence to Congress, and have
influenced the National law-makers.

I hope all our readers will see to it that there is a good
club in their neighborhoods—call them "Improvement
Societies," if you please, and then make them true to the
name. Get everybody interested, and enlighten all, in all

matters that interest any in the place. There is nothing
that is so desirable in any place—and all places, especially
in the country districts, where there is now so much of isola-

tion—as the fullest co-operation among .ill. This will come
quickest with the strong club to push it and prepare people
to work for it. The telephone is a strong enemy of isola-
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OBSBRVATORT HIVE—LONGITUDINAL, VERTICAL SECTION, WITH FRAME IN PLACE.

tion, and, thanks to our club, we have one in our place, a
local enterprise, which is up-to-date, cheap, very efficient.

We have brought the rate from S2. 50 a month (the charge of
the old Co.,) to SI. 00, and still make money. This place had
five 'phones in the old company, as against 60 now. Does
this not score tig for the club ?

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Directions for Making an Observatory Hive.

BY AI.L,EN LATHAM.

A
CORRESPONDENT being interested in my article on
the value of observatory hives, which appeared on
page 53, has asked me to give directions through the

American Bee Journal for making such a hive. He re-

quested that I furnish photographs, but I have thought'that
little could be gotten from photographs ; but, moreover, it

is not easy to get good results photographing glass hives.
Instead, I have drawn sections of the hive and so lettered

the parts that one can easily reproduce such a hive after

getting the materials together.

MATERIALS NBBDBD FOR AN OBSERVATORY HIVE.

I. 1 piece, ^ by 2 by a length l)i inches longer than
the outside length of frame
2 pieces, J4 by 2 by a length 2 more than the depth
of frame, outside measure.
2 pieces, :Js by l-'4 by a length '2 more than the e'ld-

bar of frame, measured from the under surface of top-

bar to the under surface of bottom-bar. (The length
of these can vary, they regulating the space below
the frame.)
1 piece, H by 1'4 by a length equal to that of I.

2 pieces, '/% by ^^ by a length I '4 more than that of I.

2 pieces, y% by IJ4 by a length equal to that of V.
4 pieces, y% by l.V by a length 2 less than that of II.

VIII. 2 pieces, y^, by 2'+ by a length equal to that of II.

X. 2 sheets of glass, about 's thick, length equal to that

of I, width % less than length of II.

(All dimensions are in inches, and fractions of an inch.)

Additional materials are two dozen '4 -inch brass screws,
and a few nails of assorted sizes. A frame of brood and
honey with a few bees and queen, or a
frame of young brood with many bees and
no queen, or a small swarm with empty
frame. A board about 6 inches wide, of

a length to be set in a window beneath
the sash. Through this board is a hole to

correspond with the entrance of the hive,

and at such a distance from the lower
e<ge of the board as to let the hive rest

on the window-sill. Two large screws are

II.

III.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

to be put through this board from the
outside to secure the hive. The board
itself is firmly fastened to the window-
frame.
The other letters in the diagrams are

explained as follows

:

X(. is tl e comb.
XII. the end-bars.

XIII. the top-bar.
XIV. the bottom-bar.
XV. the entrance.
XVI. nails to hold bottom of frame

and keep it from swinging.
XVII. end staples.

The diagrams are drawn to a scale,

for a frame 13><long by ll,"i deep, out-

side measure. The table of materials

above has been compiled for any size

of frame, allowing '2 an inch below the

frame, 's at the ends, and a bee-space

above.
After getting the materials together,

nail the two pieces marked II to the

ends of I. IV is then nailed to one
I, allowing the space at each edge for

the thickness of glass. Then the pieces

marked III are nailed in place, looking

out to nail so as to leave a place to bore
the entrance-hole. As glass varies in

thickness, it is well at this point to fit

each side to its sheet of glass. Then
the nails are driven in which secure

the bottom of the frame (XVI). The
sheets of glass are put in place, and V,

VI, and VII screwed \n ^\^c^. See that the glass is just

flush with I and II, or you may crack it. No putty is used,

for it may be desirable to remove the glass for cleansing,

or to replace a broken pane. Then pieces marked VIII are

nailed in place. Finally the hole, an inch in diameter, is

bored for the entrance. It should be flush with the bottom
of the hive.

The bees and frame are best put into the hive out-of-

doors, after the hive has been fitted to its place in the win-
dow. After the bees are in, a slip of paper is put over the

entrance, the hive is carried to its place, adjusted, the paper
removed, and the screws put in. It may be well to stop up
the entrance in the board before putting in ^crews. (This

last advice is for beginners.) The entrance
is freed, the window closed, and all is O.K.

The hive had best be put in a north
window, unless there is an east or south
window permanently sheltered from the sun-
shine. If the hive is placed in a south win-
dow without &ora& fixed shade, with the idea

in mind of providing a movable shade, the
day will surely come when some one will

forget to put the shade in place, and when
next visited the hive will be found converted
into a solar wax-extractor. Yet there is a
great disadvantage in the north windowt
for the reason that our coldest winds come
from that quarter. Their effect can be
partly overcome by stopping well the cracks
in the window and cutting down the en-

trance temporarily. If one has a suitable

window with a milder exposure I think that

the bees might be better off. Whatever ex-

posure is chosen the window should be above
the ground floor on account of passers-by.

The correspondent also wishes hints for

the care of such a hive. Now. experience is

a good teacher for an observing person, and
no person ought to keep bees unless he is

observing. I will simply say that the obser-

vatory-hive colony is in an abnormal state,

and will require special attention. It will

need to be fed through all the time that

LONGITODINAL CROSS-SECTION.
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honey is not flowing, and should have a good frame full

when winter comes on. The best way to feed, as far as
I know, is to have a shelf about flush with the entrance, on
which a tumbler of feed inverted on a piece of glass or in a
shallow dish can be set. Put a pin under the edge of the
tumbler for air-vent. This is a safe way to feed, and can
be practiced at any hour of the day with practically no dan-
ger from robber-bees. It is well to throw over the hive sev-
eral thicknesses of cloth to conserve heat.

No bee-keeper should be without one or two of these
hives. He will learn many things which he has never ob-
served, and will find undoubtedly that he did not know so
much about bees as he thought he did.

New London Co., Conn.

[ Our Bee-HcepinS Sisters
]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

From Cold to Hot—Queenless Colonies in Early
Spring-.

A week ago the complaint was, " Such cold weather."
Well, this week we have suddenly jumped into summer
weather, the thermometer standing at 70 and 80 degrees,
and one day at 85 degrees. That weather clerk is really
trying to make up. Dandelions are blooming freely, and
plum blossoms are out.

For some reason—whether on account of the late, cold
spring or the unusually severe winter—there seems to be,

judging from reports, an unusual number of queenless colo-
nies this spring. Now the question is. What is best to do
with these colonies ? Is it best to let them rear a queen ?

Last spring we had two queenless colonies that were
remarkably strong. I suspect that they had had an acces-
sion of bees that did not belong to them, which probably
accounted for their being queenless. They were such
strong colonies that I could not bear to have them broken
up, so plead their cause and begged that they be supplied
with combs of young brood or eggs from time to time to
keep up their strength, and allowed to rear a queen. In
both cases the queens reared so early were poor, worthless
affairs, and the colonies had to be requeened later.

It would have been much better had those bees been
taken to strengthen up weaker colonies, queenless bees
being the best kind of material for that purpose, as they
will mostly stay where they are put, and not endanger the
life of the queen even if the colony is very weak to which
they are given ; and sometimes a good queen may be saved
by giving bees to a very weak colony.

I have had my lesson, and am convinced that there is

no use trying to rea.t good queens too early in the season.

Small Loss in Wintering— Chickens as Drone-
Catchers.

Dear Miss Wilson :—I feel like entering the circle
again, and after making my best bow tell you that after
being confined to my room for almost three months I am
able once more to visit my bee-yard. I find all the colonies,
with the exception of 2, just as busy as they can be carrying
in pollen, while the young bees out playing are making
almost as much noise as during the swarming season.

I rapped on the 2 hives where no bees were seen going
or coming, and as there was no response I judge they are
all dead. But if those 2 colonies, out of 34, will cover my loss
I will think they wintered remarkably well.

I have enjoyed reading Dr. Miller's " Forty Years
Among the Bees " while I was confined to the house, and I

hope I will soon be able to look after the wants of mine.

I would to say to Sister Wainwright, she would better go
slow with her late invention, a "drone-catching cage," for
if she had watched pretty closely she would find that those
chicks were not very choice whether it was a drone or a
worker bee they enjoyed as a morsel, for we had the same
experience in our own bee-yard, and had to kill off all those
chicks that watched the hive-entrances (after satisfying
ourselves they were picking up bees that were heavily

laden with pollen). So we thereby enjoyed some sweet
morsels ourselves in the way of fried chickens.

Well, for fear this will not meet with the same success
as my other in missing the waste-basket, I will give space
for some other sister bee-keeper who can write a more inter-
esting letter. With best wishes for the success of the
American Bee Journal, and especially the sisters' corner,
which is presided over so nobly by our faithful "Queen,"
I will close by wishing all the sisters a prosperous year.

Adams Co., Ohio, April 25. Mrs. Mary A. Ray.

Indeed, you may well think that losing only 2 out of 34
colonies very good for outdoor wintering the past very
severe winter. If you had saved only 2 out of 34 instead of
losing 2, you would have done as well as a good many
others.

8-Frame Super on a 10-Frame Hive.

I am using the 10-frame hive and do not want to go to
the expense of changing hives, but would like a smaller
super. Do you think I could conveniently use the 24-section
T super on the 10-frame hive ? If I could, it would be so
much lighter to handle. Mrs. H. C. Holmes.

Jefferson Co., 111.

Yes, you can use them nicely. We used them for some
time on 10-frame hives before we changed to the 8-frame
hive.

Place the T super on the hive just so the outside edge
of the super at one side will rest on the inside edge of the
hive (not flush with the outside edge), then there will be a
small space on the other side of the super which can be
easily covered by laying on a small strip of wood, such as a
piece of lath.

Last Year's Experience with Bees.

As I see no report from any neighboring bee-keepers
from this part of the State, I will give a brief sketch of
what the bees did for me during the spring and summer of
1903.

I had 25 colonies, spring count, in good condition,
which gave me a surplus of 3250 pounds of salable honey,
all of which sold for 10 to 12!i cents per pound. And I in-

creased, by natural swarming, to S3 colonies, all in good
shape for winter, and with plenty of honey to winter on.

From white clover we got our honey, which was as
good as the best honey season we have ever had in this

locality. The white clover seems all right this spring ; it

is starting up about the same as last spring, according to

the season, which is about two weeks later than the average.
The past winter has been a hard one on the bees wintered
on the summer stands.

So far the weather has been very unfavorable for the
bees, as it had been freezing every two or three nights until

April 20. Consequently colonies that have come through
so far are very weak compared with other seasons at this

time of year.
I lost some colonies, and had some weak ones which I

united, and have at present 40 in fairly good condition out
of the S3 of last fall. This is the first winter loss I have
had for several years.

Neighbors, let us hear from you through the good old

Bee Journal. I am not much of a writer, and this may not
be very interesting, but I am a good reader, and I enjoy
reading reports from all. Luna ISlmore.

Jefferson Co., Iowa, April 2S.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

« • >

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-
ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Hop Honey—Adulterated Honey.

1. If bees are kept near a field of hops would the honey produced
in a yard so located be liable to have a bitterish taste?

2. If A produces pure extracted honey, marks it with his own
name and guaranty, sells the same to a second party who adulterates

it, puts it back into the same cans containing the producer's label, and
sells it to a third party, who comes back to the second party, and he,

to clear himself, goes after the first party, what protection, if any,

would the producer have against being prosecuted? Oregon.

Answers.—!. I don't know. The nectar is likely to be somewhat
after the character of the plant from which it is obtained, but for all

that the hop nectar may not be bitter. Can any one tell us about hop
honey ?

2. The producer could hardly be convicted without clear proof

that the honey had not been tampered with.

Brood-Combs Built Crosswise.

I have 3 good, strong colonies in which the combs in the brood-

frames are so badly crossed it is impossible to get them out so as to

examine them. They are well filled with capped brood and sealed

honey—are very heavy—and it appears as if the bees would swarm
soon. How can I best manage them to get the combs so I can handle
them; Missouri.

Answer.—Turn the hive upside down. With a long knife and
saw, cut away the attachments from the sides of the hive, then lift

the hive off the combs. That will give you a fair chance to get at the
combs, and it is just possible that by cutting away a little here and
there you may be able to crowd the combs into place so they will be
easily movable. At the worst, you can cut them all out and fasten

into the fratpes as in transferring. It will be perhaps better tor you
to wait till ihree weeks after the prime swarm, when there will be no
brood in the way. Of course, the bees must be smoked or drummed
out of the way in order to allow you to operate.

^-•-»

Cottonwood and Bay-Tree—Swarms Uniting.

1. What is the honey- value of cotton-wood, also the bay-tree*

The latter seems to be a species of magnolia, and blooms here in .June.

2. Did you ever have an esperience like this; On April 28 I had
an af'.er-swarm come out, and about the time I had gotten them in

the hive a prime swarm from another hive came out and went in with
them ; as the latter went in another prime swarm issued from another
hive and went in on top of the other two. On the morning of the 2'.i[h

I found one dead queen in front of the hive, and about noon of the

same day one of the largest swarms I ever saw came out of the trio-

hive, leaving the original after-swarm apparently as they were in the

hive at first. Both the large and the small swarms are doing nicely.

Natural separation, isn't it? MississiPi'i.

Answers.— 1. I don't know; I've alwiys supposed that cotton-

wood was of little value unless for pollen. If the bay-tree is of the

magnolia sort, it ought to be good.
2. No, that was not at all a common occurrence. Are you sure

you had your after-swarm remaining with the young queen, and that

one of the laying queens was not left in t>ie hive*.

An Experience with Bees-Llght-Welglit Sections.

1. I had 2 colonies of bees, and one I thotight was queenless, as

was very weak in bees and did not seem to do so well as my other odi

which was full of bees. So into the queenles: one (No. 1) I introduce
an Italian (lueen on April 30. Sunday, May 1, I went to church un

some one told me there that my bees were swarming. I went horn

and found that a large cluster of bees had alightei in an apiary ri: ;

across the road, and they said they came from my apiary. The liei

had alighted on the corner of a hive, and after a while they started t

go into a hive where there were only a few bees without atiuecL

After searching around we found my Italian queen, and shortly afii

another queen which was just about dead, and in fact the Italiii

did not seem to be well. Now there were more bees in that " swarm
than there were in the hive the queen had been put into; and, aiiui h'

thing, the bees were very yellow, such as were in my other hive ( N;

2). I examined No. 2 which had previously been very strontc an

found scarcely any bees. All the bees were apparently still in Nu- 1

Now how do you solve this problem '

Now I suppose I have two queenless colonies. The other fell">

says I can have the bees that went into his queenless hive, but may li

they are now queenless, because when we released the Italian qut

from the bees which were balling her we put her in the hive with ili

rest of the bees, but she seems as if she would not live long. Anywa
let me hear your verdict.

2. I use 1^'ii sections, and am going to use plain separators, which
rest close to the edge of the sections. Will this produce light-weight

sections? Ontario.

Answers.— 1. At this distanec it is not easy to make a sure guess,

but it looks as if No. 1 was not in the circus at all ; No. 2 having
swarmed out and gone across the way. It is quite possible that your
neighbor's supposed queenless cjlony was not queenless after all, and
that its queen was killed by the intruding swarm, the Italian queen
being the queen of No. 2.

2. If your sections are 4 ijxl'., they will be light-weight, or less

than a pound. If by saying that separators " rest close to the edge of

the sections " you mean that the separtors are as wide as the full depth
of the sections, that will probably be the same in result as if the sepa-

rators were a little narrower. But are you sure it will leave sufficient

passage (1-6 inch or more) for the passage of the bees?

"Canucks" and the National -Requeenlng Weak Queen-
less Colonies—Extent of increase.

1. Would It be any benefit to me, a "Canuck," to join the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association?

3. I have a colony of bees which is very weak in bees, and queen-

less. Would it be safe to let them alone until settled warm weather in

May, before requeenlng, or would I better requeen now* Can it be

done?
3. I lost nearly all of my bees the past winter, so I will have to

buy some, but I am not sure about what number to build up to.

About 2 miles east of here is an apiary of 30 colonies, 2 miles west

about 70 colonies, across the road about 2.5 colonies, and elsewhere in

the village about 12 colonies. Now how deep do you think I would
better dive in? The bees get honey mostly from white clover and cat-

nip. All the territory from northwest to northeast is unoccupied tor

miles. Do you think I could profitably build up to 100 colonies;
Ontario.

Answers.—1. The benefits of membership extend to Canada, and

a number of good " Canucks " belong. By all means identify yourself

with the organization.

2. Don't do either; unite them with another colony jww. It will

be hard for you to believe that's the best thing, but five years from

now you'll be sure of it—yes, five months from now, if you try to keep

that colony going.

3. Those 37 colonies in the village count the same as if they were

yours, and it's doubtful if 137 colonies will find enough to do in that

spot. But it's a very hard thing to tell anything about it for certain.

Carrying Out Young Bees -When to Put on Supers-
Swarmlng-Dlvldlng Colonies.

1. I have noticed for several days that the bees in 2 of my hives

have been carrying out young bees and dropping them on the ground

in front of the hives. What is the cause of this ' Have they not

enough room to store honey in, or do robber-bees do it*

2. Should I put on supers, or is it too early yet*

3. I saw several drones a day or two ago. How long after the

first drones hatch will the colony send out a swarm? or can one tell by

this

;

4. When is the best time to divide colonies* Illinois.

Answers.— 1. No, it is not because the hive is crowded with

honey. In that case the queen would not have room to lay, but the

brood would not be carried out. The reverse may be the case if much
brood is carried out—starvation. If only a few larva; are carried out,

it may be work of wax-worms.
2. In your region white clover is probably the first source of sur-

plus, so don't put on supers till clover is in bloom.

3. You can't tell anything about the drones.

4. About the time bees swarm naturally, which will likely Ije after

white clover Is fairly under way.

Best Method of Introducing Queens.

What, in your judgment, and with your experience, is the best

method of introducing queens! Maryland.

Answer.—That's a rather tough one, when there are somany
ways, and occasional failures will come with almost any of them. For

introducing queens of ordinary value, the usual plan of putting her in

a provisioned cage answers well; the bees eating out the candy to

liberate the queen. A short time ajro E. F. Atwater sent me a sample

of the Chantry cage, and although I've had no opportunity to try it, I

should expect it to be safer than the usual cage. Over the candy in

the usual passage is a bit of excluder yinc, which allows the bees to

eat their wav into the cage, still keeping: the queen a prisoner there.

For some reason, bees will be kind to a queen when in a cage, while

they would ball her if out of it. Aiiniher and much longer passage,

without any zinc over it, allows the lues to eat out the candy and lib-

erate the queen a day or so after making' her acquaintance in the cage.

But if you want to make a sun- thing of a valuable queen, take

several frames of sealed brood with v.. ung bees just emerging—don't
take a single bee with this brood uule-^ it be babies just out of the

cell—put the queen in a hive on the- eombs, fastening all beetight,

and keep in a warm place for four or live days, and then you will have

a colony ready to put on its stand with not the slightest danger to

the queen.
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c
FROM MANY FIELDS

3
Bees Wintered in tlie Cellap,

I put 100 colonies of bees in the cellar Nov.
13, 1903, and they are there yet; they have
not had a peep of daylight since. They
seem to be in good condition, and I think
they can stand it for 10 days more, at least

—

the way the weather looks they will have to.
The thermometer registered 4 degrees below
zero April IS. John Cox.
Chippewa Co., Wis., April 18.

Hateliing Eggs Over Bees.

I tried four hen's eggs over bees the other
day. I chose a powerful colony and fed them
so that they were hot. The hive was packed
with others in a case in ground-cork. A
thick cushion was over the eggs. They had
every advantage. After the end of a week I

broke them and found that the germ had
made progress corresponding to about 48 to
60 hours under a hen. At that rate, had the
eggs been left to hatch ( ?). they might have
furnished chickens in about tinvn weeks. One
egg showed just a touch of red, the little em-
bryo being about I4 to -^ of an inch long.
Yet I have known chickens to be hatched

in bee-hives. 1 knew a man in my boyhood
who did it. At that time he was through
with bees, as his had all died, and he found
the hives very convenient for hens'-nests.
As far as I know, I lost only 3 colonies out

of 38, in out-3oor wintering. Those two
starved.

The American Bee Journal is better than
ever. Allen Latham.
New London Co., Conn., May 2.

A Long Winter.
I put 19 colonies in winter quarters, and

lost 6. This was a very long winter, and last
summer was a poor one for bees—it rained all
the time. I hope we will do better this year.
I am a great friend of the bees and would not
be without them. A. A. Goktsch.
Dodge Co., Wis., April 25.

Key Remedy for Bee-Stings.
I wish to tell of a simple but very eflfective

remedy for stings of any kind. When stung,
pull or rub out the sting, then place the bore
of a key exactly central over the spot and bear
down hard. After, say 30 seconds, take off
the key, which has left a deep ring around
the wound, and a tiny drop of yellowish fluid
standing over the wound; and this is the end
of it. I wish every one who gets stung knew
of this and would try it. P. T. Lemaster
I Spartanburg Co., S. C, April 15.

Heavy Loss in Wintering.
The bee-keepers in this part of the country

experienced quite a heavy loss with bees—
about "5 percent. My loss so far is 30 percent.
There is one foot of snow on the ground
at this date. C. H. Wale.
^ Ontario, Canada, April IS.

Bee-Keeping in Missouri.

I have only 39 colonies yet, but intend to
double that number in the near future. I
don't think a better country could be found
for the bee-industry than southwestern Mis-
souri. Our bees are now on the summer
stands. We have had snow only two days
the past winter, and the bees are all right,
and are busy taking ia pollen. They com-
menced to do worl; as early as the last of
February. Bees have ^liown great activity all
winter, and not a week Ivio passed but what
they have made use of their wings.

I think we have a favuriible spring for bees,
and 1 intend to gain all the information I can
from the American Bee Journal, and to devote
a great deal of lime to the work. Of course, a
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great deal of time is required in running a

farm of 80 acres, and as I am a watch-maker
by trade I will not have as much time with
the bees as I would like to have. At present
I am busy making hives.

I don't think that we can all employ the
same methods with bees in all localities, but
must often use our own judgment, and also

try to study out new ideas, and apply our
methods according to the season. It is with
bee-men as with farmers, some raise 22 bush-
els of wheat to the acre, while others raise

only 7; and some bee-men can increase their

colonies very fast, and make a good profit

from honey, while others do nothing.

As I have read with so much interest, of

their different ways of worl;ing bees, I feel it

my duty to all to make mention of my own
experience.

I make hives 3 story out of 10-inch lumber,
and have the supers large enough to hold 56

pound-sections. I have the sections open on
four sides, and insert the strips of foundation
in the center. When all have been inserted,

I sprinkle the super thoroughly, as it seems
to give great satisfaction to the bees. I don't

use full sheets of foundation any more, as I

did some years ago. I never place the hives

under shade trees, as I used to do, but keep
them in the open, no matter how hot the July
sun may be, but rather put up a small shed
for each hive a little larger than the hive.

I am feeding three colonies at present

with candy and syrup, but I don't feed more
than I have to, as they will be sure to store it

in the super, and make out of it what is called

"factory-made" honey, and, of course, my
customers would then accuse me of selling

home-made honey. A neighbor, who sells

quite a lot of honey every year, had a barrel

of honey last year which granulated. If that

ever occurs again, just turn the barrel upside

down and the honey will turn to liquid again
in about two weeks. A. (J. Erickson.
Barry Co., Mo.

The "Parson" Tells How.

I would like to say for the benefit of some
of the people who have been trying to hatch

chicks in bee-hives, that they do not go at it

right. They should fill the hive about -» full

of straw, chaff or dirt, make a nice comfort-

able nest for the eggs, and, last but not least,

place on top of the eggs a nice, quiet, broody
hen

!

I prefer an Sframe hive, but a 10-frame will

answer fully as well. A. S. Parson.
Otero Co., Colo.

Bees Wintered Well.

My bees have wintered well. I put 100 colo-

nies into winter quarters, and they are all

living, up to date, and appear to be strong.

The prospect here is not very good for a crop

of clover honey this year, for so much of it

has frozen out during the winter. My crop
of honey last season was very good, and I

hope for a good one this year.

. Here is success to the American Bee Jour-

nal. Long may it live ! P. McDowell.
Mason Co., Ky., April 13.

Poor Prospects in Arizona.

The prospects for a honey crop are very poor
in this part of the world. We have had -.,'-

inch of rain since last September, and unless

we have some good rains soon, the alfalfa in

the Salt River Valley will be very light, if not

a failure. Wm. Rohkig.
Maricopa Co., Ariz., March 28.

Heavy Losses in Wintering.

The bees have had some good flights this

month, but this morning the thermometer is

away l>elow freezing, and a font of snow on
the ground. There was a great loss of bees

last winter. I do not think there are more
than },.. alive all through Ontario. I can't

complain, though, as I lost only 13 colonies

out of 15!

I suppose this is not the proper place to

make inquiries, but here goes for one ques-

tion : There are about 6 bee-keepers near here

;

one 1)^ miles east has about 30 colonies, one
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ThisVs one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal —Chas. Dadant «& Son.
Each subject i clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with btes.

The book wj mail for $1.20, or club
it with the Am rican Bee Journal for
one year

—

bot:: for S2.00; or, we will
mail it as a pi mium for sending us
THREE NEW ubscribers to the Bee
Journal for on year, with $3.00.

This is a spicudid chance to get a
grand bee-bod for a very little money
or work.
GEORGE vV. YORK & CO.

334 Dearborn Stret - CHICAGO, ILL.

U'l iiiiles wr.^i has about 60 colonies, one 13-4

miles west [m- about 10 colonies. One man
across tlii' rnail with 20 colonies, and the other
two in the village, with about 10 colonies be-

tween theii). Is tliere any show for me; and
to what extent could I safely builii up?

Harht Smith.
Ontario, Canada, April 16.

[See Dr. Miller's answer to " Ontario," on

another page.—Editor.]

Wintered Well—Prospects Good.

We have had a fine winter for bees in this

part of llip country, and they have come
through in e.xcellent condition. I visited my
ranch yesterday, and found every colony alive,

and in the pollen business.

White clover is in good condition, which
gives us a good prospect for an average crop
of honey. The early fruit-bloom will soon be

out. Enough peach-buds are alive to give a

fair crop. A. A. Baldwin.
Jackson Co., Mo., April 5.

Unfinished Sections.

I am so pleased with what Mr. E. E. Hasty
says about removing unfinished sections to be
tinished somewhere else, that I want to second

all he says on page 297. And add, that those

bees so thrown out of the job on which their

hearts are set to finish will not go immediately
at any other job, and so there is loss of time,

and a certain amount of sulking. I believe

that the necessary amount of smoke and
handling to remove sections, and to give some
other work, disconcerts and confuses the bees

and hinders work not a little. Better give

dividers to hold lots of bees outside of the

outside sections, and let each colony uninter-

ruptedly finish its own work. Yes, generally,

I reckon, it's better to leave all on until the

end of the season. Of one thing there can be

no two opinions, and that is, you will save

yourself a great deal of bother by so doing.

Ontario, Canada, AprU 25. S. T. Pettit.

A Long Confinement.

In regard to long confinement, I had two
colonies which did not take a general flight

for i;iO days—from about the middle of No-
vember to March '24. They both wintered

finely, not specking the hives at all. While
other bees were flying March 2, they refused

to break cluster.

We are having a flne warm spell here, and
bees are pushing right along. They are 10

days behind last year, though.
Allen Latham.

New London Co., Conn., May 4.

Some Minnesota Bee-Notes.

The most of the bees about here were win-

tered in the cellar. About all of those that

were left oM-doors have died. Those in the

cellar wintered well.

I put 3.S colonies in the cellar in November.

Some of them were very light when put in,

and I was doubtful about their wintering.

One I gave some comb honey in the cellar.

The others I did not feed.

I finished taking them from the cellar April

10, and all came out alive except one which
died of starvation.

My bees are all in 10-frame Langstroth

hives, and as .soon as the weather would per-

mit I looked them over and took a frame or

two of honey from the colonies that had more
than necessary, and gave them to those that

needed it.

This spring is very cold and backward, and

there has not been much time that the bees

could fly until this week.
I have ju.st tinished examining each colony,

and find tiny all have brood, so they have

queens. I found some of the queens and clip-

ped them, tlmsc- that were not already clipped.

I have a i'li,-;'"ig trick that 1 used some last

year, but it i :oo much bother. When I flnd

the queen '. '.ly the comb down on top of the

hive and (, illy pick up the queen near her

head, Willi : thumband flnger of my left

hand, Bill Mill my jack-knife in the other

hand place the point of the small blade under
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one of her wings and press my thumb down
upon it. The work is done in much less time,
than it talies to tell it.

I find nothing better than a common ecrew-
driverwith which to loosen covers, frames,
etc.

I made a comb-carrier with a tight cover in

which I place the combs when taken from the
strong to the weak, also to carry extracting-
combs; and with a strip of leather I make
some places on one end to hold a screw-
driver, case-knife, whiskbroom, etc., and find

it very convenient.
The last two or three days the bees have

been gathering considerable pollen and some
honey, mostly from soft maple, 1 think.

J. Ridley.
Wright Co., Minn., April 28.

Colony Absconded.

My bees wintered splendidly. One colony
absconded, and left some 1.5 or 20 pounds of
honey. The queen was a tine one, and left

clean combs and fine white honey, but no
sign of any brood. There were about 8 pints
of bees. They swarmed out and settled. I

put them in a hive and they came out and left

for parts unknown. C. A. Mangus.
Blair Co., Pa., April 28.

Wintered in Bad Shape.

I took the bees out April 23; they were in

bad shape, having spotted the hives badly, but
I think they will come out all right if the
weather is favorable from now on. To-day
they are busy carrying in pollen.

C. H. Harlan.
Kanabec Co., Minn., April 28.

Hiving Swarms—Winter Loss.

I read a good many things in the Bee Jour-
nal that are worth a good deal to me, so I feel

as if I ought to give a small kink back. I

hived a number of swarms last season, and at

night found the hives empty. One swarm I

watched to see go in, and saw 5 queens, sol put
on an entrance-guard, tacked it tight, and that
was the only swarm I saved that day out of o.

It rained so much that I did not get half a
crop last season ; we had a good fall flow, so
the bees had plenty to live on.
The winter loss was more than usual.

C. G. ASCHA.
Berkshire Co., Mass., April 30.

Cold Winter—Wintered Well.

My bees wintered well. I lost 8 colonies
out of 131, wintered outside in chaff-hives.
They average almost all strong in bees. We
had a very cold winter and plenty of snow.
They had a few cleansing flights. I looked
them over. H. Behbens.
Ozaukee Co., Wis., April 1.

Severe Snow-Storm in April.

This country was visited by one of the most
severe snow-storms imaginable, lasting fully
24 hours, and the snow piled up in my bee-
yard to the extent of 3 feet in some places,
whole rows of hives were completely covered.

I am now starting out with a scoop-shovel
to relieve the bees from their imprisonment.
The storm started April 14 and lasted to April
15.

I expect a heavy loss in liees, and they have
been confined fully 5}^ months to the cellar,
and consequently many of them are short of
stores by this time, with hardly any chance to
help them any on account of the severe
weather. A. C. F. Bartz.
Chippewa Co., Wis., April 16.

Weak Colonies in the Spring.

I want to caution some uf the amateurs in

the East who, I know, will have many little,

weak colonies this -ipiiug, and who will be
anxious to help them build up, and many will

make the common mistake of giving frames of
brood to the little, weak ones.

First, it is very hard to Und a frame of brood
hat s hatching in a strung colony that will
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fit the brood-nest of a weak colony, and a
novice is liable to lose some very valuable
brood by such a practice.

In the early spring, when all the bees are
anxious to get some brood hatched out, it is

much better to tuck the little ones up snugly
and abandon them to their fate until such
time as the large, strong colonies have plenty
of hatching bees ; and then instead of giving
the little colony more brood to care for, just
take a comb from say 'Z strong colonies, that
have plenty of hatching bees, jar the frames,
or give a gentle shake to cause the old bees to
take flight, and then with a feather or suitable
brush, brush the young bees into the weak
colony, leaving its brood-nest intact, and re-

turn the combs of unhatched brood and eggs
to the colony from which they were taken.
Then see how the little colony will spread

its own self under the stimulus of a quart, or
even less, of young bees, and they will put the
brood where they can better care for it than it

is possible to give it to them. The trouble is,

there is a much smaller percent of the brood
hatching than the novice thinks there is, and
a cool night leaves it sticking out of the clus-

ter and it is lost.

I have seen much brood lost in this way,
and not all among novices, either.

Do we all of us, always, do as well as we
know? M. A. Gill.
Boulder Co., Colo., April 21.

Wintered All Right—Cold Spring.

I winter my bees out-doors, have only 7

colonies, and they have wintered all right so
far. They have had only two good flights,

and the last day they were carrying in pollen.

It hast)een a cold spring here so far. We live

on the shore of the St. Lawrence River, and
the ice has not gone out yet, and it makes it

cold. I use leaves for packing, and like them
very well. There are not many bees kept
around here.
The " Old Reliable " is all right, and I don't

want to be without it as long as I keep bees.

F. Webster.
Jefferson Co., N. Y., April 18.

None Lost in Wintering.

We took our bees out of the cellar April IH,

as it was the first nice day we had for a long
time. We have not lost a colony this winter.

We had 92 colonies outside which were packed
in chaff, and 48 in the cellar, which came out
all right. We kept the temperature down to

about 45 degrees all the time.
The weather is unfavorable almost all of

the time. We have 15 cloudy days to 1 clear

day in a week. If it does not change soon we
may lose some of our colonies, too.

Last year was not a very good one, but we
hope that this year will be better.

Fred Banker.
Brown Co., Minn., April 15.

Wintering Bees—Feeding Bees.

This has been the hardest winter on bees
that I have ever seen, and almost all of the
hees that were left on the summer stands here
are dead. There was not a day from Nov. 15

to April 1 that bees could fly in safety. I

never try to winter my bees out-of-doors, as it

is more work to pack and protect them prop-
erly on the summer stands than it is to carry
them in ; and then, if you should need to feed
them it can be done with more ease and com-
fort in the cellar.

It sometimes makes me smile when reading
the Journal, of some writer being frightened
because his bees have not had a flight for 3 or
4 weeks. Why, bless you, my bees did not
have a flight for almost 5 months ! For exam-
ple, I put them into the cellar Nov. 19, 1903,

and put them out April 5, 1004, and they
came through all right, and they were win-
tered on sugar fed to them in the fall, with a
cake of sugar put on top of the frames this

winter. So don't Vjc afraid to feed sugar it

you should lack honey. There were some
pieces of sugar-cakes they did not use, so I

melted it to-day and fed it that way.

Right here I will tell of a feeder which is

nice to use at this season of the year. Take a
small drinking fountain that will hold per-

LigTTt'n'ng Lice Killing Machine
ill lice anomltes. Noinjuryto
urteatherB- Handles any fowl,

' ' largept trobbler.
, P for lUelf firitsfUao.

der. tu. We secuK. i"p-^l»l low

C*Ulog mailed free. Write loi- IL

CHARLES SCBHJ), Ionia/* Mich.

Flease mention Bee jDomal "when writing

TjiI^P WntirP ^t^^t the New Century
1 dtVU PiUblUU Uneen- Rearing Co. will
^^—^^^^^^^^ have 1000 Queens ready for
the mail by April 20. Tested, *1.00; Untested,
75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
*' Prompt ser'^ice; fair treatment" is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

Raising Evergreens from Seed.

—

The method employed in raising evergreens
from seed has been and is still considered a
trade secret by most nurserymen. However,
we are able to present our readers the follow-

ing valuable ariicle from the veteran ever-

green-grower, Mr. (_'harles F. Gardner, of
Osage, Iowa, who was for three years honored
with I he presidency of the Iowa State Horti-

cultural Society, and who has had over 40
years' active experience in the work of grow-
ing evergreens from seed. Mr. Gardner says:

" First select a small, well-drained spot in

the garden, and prepare the seed-bed by spad-
ing thoroughly, and then rake the surface
until the soil is pulverized as finely as possi-

ble to get it. On this freshly-made seed-bed
scatter the seed, all<>wing about '2b seeds to the
square inch of ground. Press the seed into

the eaith with a yarden-roller, or bick of the
spade, and then immediately cover with a
very light coat of sand. As soon as planted
a partial shade must be made so that the rays

of the sun will he broken before reaching the
bed. The hi bi way to make this shade is to
make a lath lio.x two feet high, and large
enough in other ways to cover over the bed
nicely. Leave space of 1'.^ inches between
the lath, and this will give the right amount
of shade, and will also keep chickens, etc.,
from scratching into the bed. Leave one side
of the box open, and place the open side down
over the tied. The seed will germinate in
from live to seven days; the first thing being
noticeable will be the seed itself, which
comes up through the sand on a sturdy little

stem. In a few days the seed-shell drops oft,

and the little tree unfolds its first branches.
Keep all grass and weeds from the little trees,
and in the fall lightly mulch with clean, dry
straw or hay. The shade must be leftover
the bed until the trees are two years old. at
which age they can be transplanted into rows
in the garden.''
One of the first nurseries in the West to

grow evergreens from seed was the Gardner
Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa, who grow them by
the million each year. If you are a lovir of
evergreens, and wish to try growing them
from seed, write to this company, mentioning
this item, and they will send you a packet
free, containing 100 seeds, by return mail.

ii^in nnn ^^ have just completed<PXV,VUU Qup TEH THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEEKEEPERS'SUPPLYMAHUFACTURIHGPLAHT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet shelving our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain yon ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.

Please tnentlou Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

A Standard-Bred Italian (Jueen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.

fp"

As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine, LTn-
tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-
ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed

:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in adTance at least to the end of this year
(1904).

2. Sending your own name with the SI.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle yon 10 a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the naw sub-
scriber must be a NKW subscriber ; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bi-e .Journal regularly, or at
least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be
made. Our Preriiium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in
a legitimate way. They are worth working for. ,

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or
June. Will you have one or more?

If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the
American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for onlj SI. .50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, EL.

Some ADiary Stock at a Bargain

!

We offer for s.'.le, from our stock of bee-supplies, the following list, some of which is new,
and the balance as good as new:

20 Wood-bonnd lO-frame Zinc Honey-Boards ISc each.
1080 New, Clean, Wired Extracting Cambs (L. size) ISc each.
420 New L .

1 ; rood-Frames with fu II sheets wired foundation 10c each.
400 Good L. I ; rood-Combs 12c each.

1 " New Ti'idel" Solar Wax-E.xtractor (glass 26x60 in.) 8.00.

1 Wooden Honey-Tank with galvanized iron bottom (holds 180O lbs.) 10.00.

16-inch L inb Foundation Mill 15.00.

1 lOinch 1 )mb Founnation Mill 2S.00.
100 New I. I fr. Dovetailed Hives (each consisting of a Body, Cover

and U tom-Board—all nailed) 9Sc each.

If you order Corabs and Hives, the Combs can be put right iutn the hives and shipped in that
way. All the above can be shipped promptly, so long as they las'. First come, first served. What
do YOU want out of 'he lot? or do you want it all? (No order filled forless than $5.00 from the
above list.) Also B^E3 AND QUEENS, and Stanley Queen Incul>ator. Send for free Circular

Address, A-R-THXTR. STA.NI_i'E3"5r, IDI2CON", IXjU.
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CHOICE QUEENS
The very best of Qold-
ens and 3-Banded all

Red Clover Queens

—

Untested, 7Sc ; 6 for

$3.90; 12 for $7.75. .-.

Tested, $1; 6 for $5.50;

12 for $10.00. .-. .-.

Breeders, the best,

$3.00 each. .-. .-. .'.

Order from these pri-

ces and get your Queens from a relia-

ble breeder who fills orders by return

mail, no matter how larpe the orders

are. DANIEL WURTH,
IQASt KARNES CITY, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writine,

LICE SAP LIFE

stock and have lice t

Lambert's Death to Lice

Hakee BittinK hens comfortable.
Sample ll> cents; 100 oz., tl.co by eJ-

press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

J. Lambart. Boi ;07> Apponaug, R. <

SEND =TO usg
for everything in Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We Have It
at Factory Prices. Can ship Qaick. We
are agents of G. B. Lewis Co., Chas. Da-
dant & Son, and other leading manu-
facturers. Wholesale and Retail.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
213-215 W. Second Strekt,

DAVENPORT. - IOWA.

5A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

B66-K66D6rS' SUDDlleS.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

Address,

LEflHY WFG. GO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St.. OMAHA, Nebr.
12Al3t Please meotioo tne uee Jouruai.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

ITALIAN QUEERS, BEES AND NUCLEI
"

Choice home-bred and
Select Imported Stock.

All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen fl.lO
" Tested Queen 1.50

" Selected " 1.6S
" Breeder " 2.75
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) L40

Tested Select Breed-

ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival

guaranteed.
. , . •

For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Pnce-List.

»o4 East Loga'^nSUertT"" LAlilNDA, IOWA.

Please mention Bee Journal

when writing advertisers.

haps a quart—the same as you would use tor

small chicks in a brooder; put the feed in

wheo quite warm and set it over the brood-

nest on the frames, then put an empty super

on, and cover the feeder up wilh something
warm ; then put on the hive-cover, and it will

have to be a pretty cold day to stop the bees

from taking the feed. This is a good way to

feed bees in a small way, for there is no leak-

ing or chance for robbing.
Chas. W. Cillet.

Merrimack Co., N. H.

Not Wintered Well.

Bees have not wintered very well here. The
winter was long and severe. Bees were con-

fined without a llight for about 21 weeks.
Bees kept out-of-doors were confined about 18

weeks. We had a snow-storm last night,

and the ground was covered this morning;
in some places the snow is piled up from 2 to

3 feet deep, but it is disappearing. I hope for

a good season after this. Clover looks well.

Chas. B. Allen.
Oswego Co., N. Y., April 16.

Hard Winter for Bees.

The bees in this locality have had a hard
time the past winter, and they are having a

poor time of it yet. All the bees that were
not protected are dead, and a good many that

were protected. There is not much cellar-

wintering here, but those that protect their

bees put them into clamps packed with saw-
dust. Mine are in a clamp yet; it is too cold

for them to fiy, and we have had very few
days that they could fly yet. We had a hard
frost last night and the night before.

I think I will lose 20 percent of 130 colo-

nies. And to all appearances the clover is

nearly all killed—smothered by ice.

Daniel Stuart.
Ontario, Canada, April 14.

Wintered Fairly Well.

Bees have wintered fairly well—4 colonies
dead out of 23. I put the bees out of the cel-

lar April 4. M. B. Ewing.
DeKalbCo., 111., April 14.

Bees Wintered Well.

Bees wintered in fine shape on the summer
stands, with only a quilt protection over the
frames, and the entrances reduced to f'ax2

inches. Bees carried in pollen Feb. 24; All

had, and still have, an abundance of stores

without feeding. My first swarm was on
April 8. D. Neilson.
Cleburne Co., Ala., April 16.

Propolized Cloth for Bee-Mittens.

On page 280, Miss Emma Wilson gives a

little taKc about gloves for women bee-keep-

ers. May I take the liberty to tell the sisters

how 1 used to make them, though I seldom
use any ?

Take a piece of cambric and use it as a cloth

on top of frames. Change its position once
in a while, so that one side will all be covered
wilh propolis. Make the glove or mitten
with a sheath for the forefinger, and the re-

maining fingers can all go in another sheath.

Make them long enough and big enough to

go half way to the elbows.
Bees can sting through such a mitten, but

they don't care to; the scent of the propolis

seems to please and disarm them. Have the

propolis outside. Better put on several cloths,

for sometimes the bees pick them full of

holes. S. T. Pettit.
Ontario, Canada.

Wintered All Right.

I think my bees have come through the
winter all right, notwithstanding the cold,

wet weather the last of March and nearly all

through this month. I have lost only 1 col-

ony out of 36 so far, and they are liusy carry-

ing in pollen to-day, and have been tor 2 or 3

days. I winter bees on the summer stands,

in single-wall hives, with a cushion over the

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-TongTie (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No Im-
pure bees within 3 miUs,
and bnt few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July let,

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select LOO 5.00 9.C0 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested l.SO 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1 SO 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
NOTICE

I have booked all the orders I can fill until

June 1st. John M. Davis.
Spring Hill, Tenn., May 6.

^^*»a8« mention Bee Journal wlien "wrltlnft

B66-K66D6rs!
Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will Jtell

yon how to put foundation in four sections at

once; and the only way to get a full section of

honey _
We sell Supplies atFactory Prices,

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.

Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

IP. H. IPA.R.1^E3K,,

i8a Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Up First Flight.

^please mention Bee Jotimal •waen writlnp.

For Sale-APIARY STOCK
Includes 100 Chaff Hives, complete, in good

order; 1 Extractor, Honey-Tanks, and every-
thing necessary for the business. Also 20 colo-

nies of Italian Bees, small house of 6 rooms

—

one of the best localities in Michigan. For
further information, address,

MRS. WW. WRfly, flstileu, Mich.
ISAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

100 colonies of Italian and Carniolan BEES
for sale; all in 8 and i frame hives—all nearly
new—and bees all in good condition.
WM. J. HEALY, Mineral Point, Iowa Co.. Wis.

17A5t Please mention the Bee Journal

8-FfamesVoHv Hive for $L
This hive is rabbetted at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. 1 Sections, $4; No. 2, $3.50.

Shipping-Cases, 12-lb., fS per 100; 24-lb., $13;

20 lb. Danzy,$10; without glass, 50c less per 100.

Doveta led Hives, Foundation, Smokers, etc.,

CHEAP. Send for List.

W. D. Soper, R D 3. Jackson, Nich
18Atf Mention Bee Journal when writing.
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frames tilled with planing-miU shavings. I

run out of shavings, so I Blled part of the
cushions with oats, and they seem to have done
as well as the others.
White clover seems to have come through

the winter all right, and is beginuing to show
up quite green. Fruit-trees are not in bloom
yet; they are very backward. The bees are
getting pollen from cottonwood and box-elder,

which are the first trees to start.

I think I shall try for extracted honey this

season, at least in part. J. M. Linscott.
Gage Co., Nebr., April bO.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

BEE=BOOKS
SENT I'OSTPAID BY

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

1 144 & 146 E. Erie St., - CHICAGO, ILL

Illinois-Wisconsin.—The northern portions of
the Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Associations will hold its spring-
meeting* May 24, at 10' a.m., at the residence of
J. W. Johison, Davis, 111. Farm joins town on
north. All bee-keepers are cordially invited to
attend. J. W. Johnson, Sec. and Treas.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keeoers' Asso-
ciation will meet at College Station, Tex., Tues-
day* Wednesdav aad Tbursdav, July 5, t., and 7,

1904, bepitining- at 10 a.m. oa Tuesdaj. This
will be during the meeting of the Texas Farm
ers' Congress, so it will be a great time. Rail-
road rates and board will be cheap. On the
bee-keepers' program will be the following:

What are the essential qualities for makinjf
a successful bee-keeper? — L. Stachelhausen.
Present standing of foul brood in Texas.—Louis
H. Scholl. The 4x5 section super and its ad-
vantages—Dr. J. B. Treon. Natural or arti-

ficial increase—which is the best?—W. O. Vic-
tor. The shallow, or d-visible, or the regular
Laagstrolh—which?—W. H. Laws. Production
and proper grading of section honey—W. E.
Crandall. Importance of uniform standard
cans for Texas—Udo Toepperwein. Criticism
of the Laws' baby nuclei for mating queens-
Discussion led by O.P.Hyde. The St. Louis
convention, and when and how to go.—H. H.
Hyde How many colonies will a good range
support, and what should the bee-keeper pay
for such location?—J. K. Hill. Successful
management of out-apiaries-Carl Wurth.
The convention will open at the time named.

Come early and take part.
Louis H. Scholl, Sec.

College Station, Tex.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping

Device Is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-

keepers. Full printed directions
sent with each one. We mail it for

25 cents; or will send it FREE as

a premium for sending us One
, Ne^v subscriber to the Bee Journal
)for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping Device. Address,

OEOROB W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

Itnliaii Bees for Sale
15 strong colonies in 8-frame Langstroth

hivep, and 12 colonies on 12-fraoies crosswise of
the 10 frame L. hive, frames 13i^ in. long, and
9!3 deep. Price, per colony, if taken at the bee-
yard, $4.25; if to be shipped. $5 f.o.b. here.

Address, A. WICHERTS,
20Atf Matteso.n. Cook Co., III.

Pop C;3|p 30 Brood -Combs
1 \j\ OOIU in L. -sized thick top-bar
selt-spaciu^ irames, packed m five 10-frame su-
pers; 1" cents eTh, supers included.

W. V. BINKERO, WEST MONTEREY, PA.

DR. PEIRO'S

OXYGEN
TREATMENT (or

WEAK LUNGS
It, Quick BDdThe Certain

Pen
Pic

1 o(
iLunga, Heart aud Xerv
Full particulars ou appliration,

lFr«a. DR. PEIRO, Spacladsl,
52 Dearborn Street. Chicuo.

Please mention Bee Journal. Dept. 3i4.

Forty Years .\inong the Bees, by Dr.

C. C. Miller.—This boolj contains 'S2H pages,

is pound in handsnme cloth, with gold letters

and design; it is iirinted oa best book-paper,

and illustrated with 112 beautiful original

half-tone pictures, talien by Dr. Miller him-

self. It is unitjuo in this regard. The first

few pages are devoted to an interesting bio-

graphical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he

happened to get iuto bee-keeping. Seventeen

years ago he wioto a small book, called " A
Year Among the Bees," but that little work
has been out of print for a number of years.

While some of the m»tter used in the former

book is found in the new one, it all reads like

a good new story of successful bee-keeping

by one of the masters, and shows in minutest

detail just how Dr. Miller does things with

bees. Price, $1.00.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual oi the

Apiary, by I^rof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona Col-

lege, California. This book is not only in-

structive and helpful as a guide in bee-keep-

ing, but is interesting and thoroughly practi-

cal and scientific. It contains a full delinea-

tion of the anatomy and physiology of bees.

&44 pages. 295 illustrations. Bound in cloth.

19th thousand. Price, $1.20.

liangstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised

by Dadant.—This classic in bee-culture has

been entirely re-written, and is fully illus-

trated. It treats of everything relating to

bees and bee-keeping. No apiarian library is

complete without this standard work by Kev.

L. L. Langstroth—the Father of American
Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages, bound in

cloth. Price, $1.30.

AB C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & E. R.

Root. — A cyclopedia of over 500 pages, de-

scribing'everything pertaining to the care of

the honey-bees. Contains about 400 en-

gravings. It was written especially for begin-

ners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20

Scientific Queen-Bearing, as Practi-

cally Applied, by ti. M. Doolittle.—A method
by which the very best of queen-bees are

reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;

in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.

Newman.—It is nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages. Price, in cloth, 75 cents; in paper,

50 cents.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and Management, liy W. Z. Hutchinson.—The
author of this work is a practical and enter-

taining writer. Yriu should read his book;
90 pages; bound in paper, and illustrated-

Price, 50 cents.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
—This is a German translation of the princi-

pal portion of the book called ''Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Kegi.ster, by Thomas G. New-
man.—Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather
binding. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00.

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvy Treatment and reviews
the experiments oi others. Price, 25 cents.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by
G. K. Pierce.—Kesult of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Co. ise and Prevention. 10 cts.

Foul Brood oy A. R. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and i are. Price, 10 cents.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.\KKET QUOTATIONS

]
Chicago, May 9.—The market has an over-

supply of comb honey, very little of which will
pass as No. 1 ^rade—price is n@12c per pound,
and off grades at a corresponding value. Ex-
tracted, biqjlc per pound for best grades of
white; amber colors, Sf{^ 6c per pound. Bees-
wax, 30(i' 32c. R. A. BnKKETT & Co.

Cincinnati, O., April 18.—The honey market
continues id be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. I quote: fancy white
comb from 12>i@14c. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, 5Ji@5Jic; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6Hc; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, 7>i@8c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Wkber.

Philadelphia, May 9.—There has been very
little demand for comb honey the last two
weeks, and prices are about the same. The
commission men are not refusing any reasona-
ble offer. We quote: Fancy, 12@13c; No. 1,
10(aiic; buckwheat, 8@9c. Fancy extracted
honey, "tuc; amber, 6Mc. Beeswax, 3lc,
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

Albany, N. Y., April 25.—Honey market is
very dull. Stocks of both comb and extracted
are lighter than we thought would be a month
ago, when we thought we would have to carry
over the season. The demand for honey here
will be light until the new crop comes. Quota-
tions are nominally—8®13c for comb, and 5@6c
for extracted. H. R. Wright, i

Cincinnati, April 18,— The honey market
here is reassuming activity, and judging from
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season's crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, 3}i@6Kc; white clover,
6H@8 cents, according to quality and package.
Fancy comb honey sells at 12(9 I5c Beeswax,
30 cents. Thb Fred W.Mhth Co.

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey is

extremely light, almost nothing, and supplies
are heavy for this time of the year, and our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 15@ioc; A No. I, 14(9l5c; and
Nc.l. 14c, with no call for under grades. E.x-
tracted, from 6@7c. Blake, Scott & Lbb.

Kansas City, April Is. — The demand for
honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.50 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honev coming from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2 00 to
$2.25 is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
$2.25 per case. Extracted is dull at S(a6c. Bees-
wax in good demaud at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, April 18.—There are no new fea-
tures in the honey market. Some white honey
is selling at from 12@13c; off grades at from
10@llc, and no demand for dark honey what-
ever. Market is very quiet on extracted of all
grades, and prices are rather irregular. Bees-
wax verv firm at 29@3lc.

Hildreth & Segeleen.

San Francisco, April 27.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, im(ai2c; amber, 8n>10c. Extracted,
white, 5«@5:"4C; light amber, 4J<@4}ic; amber,
3Ji@4Mc; dark amber, 3K@3?;c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 27H(a2<}c; dark,2S@26c.
A shipment of 300 i.ases extracted went for-

ward the past week per steamer for Germany.
Local trade is of light proportions. Quotable
values remiin as previously noted, but market
is not firm at these figures.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consig-ning, bojing" or selliag*, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Juomal wnen -writinB,

wantedt^jThoney
In no-drip ''.iipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cirtianati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
3ZAtf From and Walnnt, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mention Bee Jonmal when -writm^
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PER-FEOT OOODS !

rjO"W PR-ICBS !

A Customer Once, a Customer Always.
We manufacture

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i nmfmn i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight,

nease mentton Bee journal "when "writlna

1. J. STRlNGtIflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. •

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

Please mention Bee Journal -wbea wrttlno

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal 'wtitfn writing,

I
Bee=SuppIies I |

Q. B. Lewis Go's Qoods. g
S Don't Wait flnij Longer to Buy. 8

8 BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §

2 Write us to-day and say what you »
§2 want, and get our prices. New catalog a
S of 84 oages: it is free. /•

K We'also handle the famous 7i

S Hoosier Incubators and Brooders, a

§ C. M. Scott & Co. g

Please mfinilon Bee loiimai "wiieu writinfe.

WE INVITE all readers of the Amer-
ICAN Bke Journal who seek a col-

lege for themselves or friends to inves-
tigate

MountUnlonGoilege
Oar motto in all departments is **Max-

imnm efficiency at minimum cost."

Our scholastic training- is equal to the
best, our reputation first-class. All ex-
penses for a year, aside froUtt 'he cloth-
ing and traveling, less than $20u/K). Co-
education, health conditions, mor*.^and
religions influence, superior.
Send for catalog.

MOUNT XT^ION COLLEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

Please Mentloti Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

####################^
27111

Year Dadant's Foundation^
W NoSAOaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

# Why does it sell so well? Fac^oTiLan^llTy'^o'tfir Beclule'ln
1ST 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

^i
.3r. Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
"f:^ We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

I Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

tJ? Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re'i/i&ed
^ The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

ite BEESV\ZAX VNZANTED at all times. X
# DADANT & SON. Hamilton, Hancoclc Co., 111. J

^o»

^WE WANT NAMES^
of all beginners in bee-culture.

64 pages of instruction free, given in our new 1904

Catalog. Send for one at once.

I

M-K66P6rs' Supplier

!

No finer goods made in the world.

Order Now. Prompt Shipments.

Q. B. LEW15 COMPANY,
WATERTOWN, WIS., U.S.A.
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THEVOICE OFTHE PEOPLE
DANZENBAKER'S HIVE.

]

MORE HONEY. BETTER PRICES.

WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOHE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge, Md. Feb. 9, 10O4.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.

Gentlemen:—I saw in a recent issue of your paper

that you have a department .called "Reports Encourag-

ing." I shall send you ray report.

fuse the Danzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same as the few dovetailed hives that I use do

not compare atall with the Danzenbaker. One colony

gave me over one hundred pounds No. 1 white honey

and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by
natural swarming of one hundred percent. A friend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives m his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from my apiary. Long live the Dan-

zenbaker hive ! - It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours truly,

J. B. HOLLOPETER.

Mallet Creek, O., Sept. 2,5, r902.

I have now 250 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees m
Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor

season 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs. surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from these

colonies that I do from those in the old chaff hives.

With a 7-mch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

winters the bees better than the chaff hives.
Vernon Burt.

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries five years, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the 4]^ sections, and
use only 4x5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with

the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made more money this season per hive than I

have any previous year in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales I get more
for the 4x5 sections, and have no work in cleaning

them. I ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4^ section. I make
honey to sell, and anything that sells the best and for

the most money, is what I want out of the bee-

business S. D. Matthews.
In Gleknings, p. 931, Dec. 15, 1899.

Mountain View, N. J., Oct. fi, 1897.

1 have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shall increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next yeai. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section; were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My 4^ sections, unglazed, sold

to grocers at 12^ to 13 cts , retailing lb cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the V/i. which cost nearly as

much as glass. B. F Onderdonk.

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

DANZY.

HONEY.

A RECENT

ORDER.

64-PAGE

BOOK.

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

Rock Valley, N. Y^ Feb. 22, 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July 1. I had

only 1200 Ibs.^ but I obtained a fancy price—15^ for
"Faucjr" and No. 1 white, and WM tor No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenfeaker ix5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the 4^x4% square sections, and I consider that
much difTerence is worth looking after—don't you?
The Danzenbaker hives doubled up, two brood-cham-
bers, are in fine condition, even belter than my double-
walled hives, I intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as 1 can, and get
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly yours.

J. ly. Haight.
It is not claimed that so large an advance in price as

is mentioned above can usually be obtainea for honey
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of generaf better appearance
it commands the highest prices and a more ready sale
in a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3, 1904.
The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
Dear Sirs:- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

.100 Danzy. 1D64M hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book, "Facts About Bees,"
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed lull of facts. If one
follows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honey, pro-
viding of course there is any honey to be had. This
unique little book will be sent free to all who apply
for it.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it, or for the pleasure they get out of it. It is

conceded by all who have tried this system that it is

highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large crops of
honey almost free from propolis makesus think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. What is

more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is

so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
article?

The great popularity of the Danzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. The success of this system depends
on having everything just right, so you should place
your order for the Danzenbaker hive with our main
office, or any of our branches or regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
BRANCHES: Main Oflflcc and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A. branches:

rvnrxrn u T 144 East Erie St. I SYRACUSE, N. Y. I
SI". PAUL, MINN., 1024 Miss. St.l San Antonio, Tex., 438 W. Houston.

ScHANIC FALLS, ME. I
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,10 VineSt.l HAVANA CUBA, San Ignacio.

|
Washington, D. C, 1200Md. Av.,S.W

(See list of Jobbing Agents in American Bee Journal, Jan. 7, page 2.)
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c
Editorial Comments

A Plunger in Bee-Keeping.

Henry E. Horn reports in the American Bee-keeper that a Cali-

fornia millionaire has been buying up apiaries wholesale in Southern

California for the last six months, and now owns 12,000 colonies,

scattered over six counties. Mr. Horn grimly observes, " He will

probably not borrow any trouble from anybody for some time to

come."

Drones in WoFker-Cells.

The fact that one or more drones have been found reared in

worker-cells by queenless bees to which eggs in worker-cells had been

given, has been adduced as proof that the workers decide the sex, and

can produce at will from the same egg either a worker, queen, or

drone. But every observing bee-keeper of experience must have

noticed in a comb of sealed worker-brood an occasional cell with

raised capping, showing that it contains a drone, and this, too, at a

time when drones are not desired. Especially is this the case with a

queen growing old, the numbers of such cells increasing with the age

of the queen until she becomes a drone-layer pure and simple.

Honey-Thief Caught, Convicted, and Sentenced.

We have received the following from Mr. F. D. Lowe, of Kern

Co., Calf., which is self-explanatory :

Editor Americin Bee Journal:—
A duplicate of the clipping herewith inclosed and the following

letter have been mailed to Gleanings for publication, and I trust that

it may be a lesson to all would-be honey-thieves.

Yours truly, F. D. Lowe.

The letter referred to reads as follows

:

Editor Gleanings :—The clipping herewith inclosed gives the

full result of the trial of a honey-thief wh^ch I am pleased to send yuu
as per your retiuest.

I also desire to state to the Board of Directors of the National Bee-

Keepers' Association—of which I am a member, and to whom I

applied for assistance in the prosecution of this case, and the same
being refused— I challenge the records of the said Association to refir

to just one case of thieving that was more deserving of prosecuiiun

thin the case of burglary by B. F. Hoy, who stands convicted. A miiu

who has terrorized this community for years; a man who was feared,

and that dared not be prosecuted by his victims, has at last met the

ends of justice at my own personal expense.

He was sentenced by .Judge Bennett. May 7, to 10 years in FoIfuui

Penitentiary. Yours respectfully,

F. D. Lowe.

We give herewith a few of the paragraphs of the clipping m.n

tioned in the above, which appeared in the Daily Californian, dat^; 1

May 5, 1904

:

HOT IS CONVICTED—WESLEY PLEADS GUILTY.

Before Judge Bennett this afternoon Leonard G. Wesley, nephiv
of B. F. Hoy, who was yesterday convicted of burglary, plead guil:

to burglary, and was sentenced to serve one year in San Qjl-iu

prison. There was an affectiii;,' scene in the court room when
young man, 23 years old, led astray by his relative, appeared before

bar of justice to receive the sentence of the law. His faithful yoi.n :

wife and his baby were by his side, the child nestling in her father's

arms and the young wife sobbing by his side. District attorney Laird
and Special Counsel Charles N. Sears joined with the prisoner's coun-
sel in asking the court to show leniency to him.

Wesley was the companion of Hoy in his raid on the farmers of

Rosedale, that ended in the elder's conviction yesterday. He came
here some two years ago, and through his relationship to Hoy fell un-
der his influence.

F. D. Lowe, the complaining witness, was called to the stand, and
told the story of the crime in a few words, and Judge Bennett an-
nounced that he would consider the crime as burglary in the second

While the attorneys were speaking Wesley broke down, and
bur.ving his face in his hands, sobbed. His baby toddled to his side

and clung to him, as though even to her mind there was something
wrong.

Judge Bennett then ordered the prisener to stand up. He did so,

and the court asked him it he would promise to amend his lite and do
right for the future, and he replied that he would. The sentence of

one year, the lowest penalty allowed by the law, was imposed, and he
was led awaj- to jail while court adjourned.

The conviction of Hoy is regarded as a victory for the law and its

supremacy. He has been accused of misdeeds several times before,

but never convicted of anj' crime. When he was arrested with the
property stolen from Mr. Lowe on his ranch, prompt action was taken
by the robbed man. He personally pursued the marauders into the
mountains, and with Deputy Sheriff Johnston he tracked them to

their ranch, recovered the goods, and gathered evidence to convict
them of the crime. He also employed special counsel for the people at

his own expense, and must have spent much more than the value of

the stolen property.

We think Mr. Lowe is to be congratulated on the outcome of his

effort to put an end to honey-thieving in his locality. Of course, we
do not know on what ground the Board of Directors of the National

Association declined to aid Mr. Lowe, but we suppose they had a

good reason for refusing.

Radium for Foul Brood.

Radium has proved itself efBeient in the destruction of various

microbes, and D. M. M., in the British Bee Journal, expresses the hope

that as time moves on, improvements may be made and the material

so cheapened that radium may come to the aid of the bee-keeper in

his struggle with foul brood.

Phaeelia Tanacetifolla.

As the result of a large number of observations collected, the

Praktischer Wegweiser reports that the overwhelming evidence shows

phaeelia to be a honey-plant of the highest value, but views conflict as

to its value for forage.

"Who is MPS. Berthe?" Answered.

We have received the following reply to our question as to who
Mrs. Berthe is, who has been appointed superintendent of the api-

arian department of the St. Louis E.vposition. Our good friend, Mr.

H. G. Acklin, of Ramsey Co., Minn., writes thus:

Editor American Bee Journal:—
"Who is Mrs. Berthe;" was the firstthing my eyes caught on

opening the American Bee Journal of .May 5.

Friend York, I have for several years been at you to visit the bee-

keepers of Minnesota, and should yo'i do so, it will be your pleasure
to meet some of the nicest people ii. the world, and Mrs. Fannie N.
Berthe is one of them. For several yars we have had the pleasure of
her acquaintance, and she is a lady worthy of the position she now
holds. She is a practical bee-keeper, and has always taken an active
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part in the good work the Southern Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion is doing, and now is working hand in hand with the Minnesota
Bee-Keepers' Association tor the good of all Minnesota bee-keepers,

and I believe she will do so lor all bee-keepers who wish to make an
exhibit at St. Louis.

Last winter I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Berthe and their

son, about 20 years old, and the house is not one-sided, I can assure

you.
If you think no one in Minnesota is worthy of such a position,

just make us a visit and you will be agreeably disappointed. Minnesota
is full of good people, and the bee-keepers have their share of them.
Mingle with us, and you will find out. H. G. Acklin.

One usually learns by asking questions. We could not find Mrs.

Berthe's name in the list of members of the National Bee-Keepers'

Association, neither among the subscribers of the American Bee Jour-

nal. So we concluded that she couldn't be a very prominent bee-

keeper, especially as we did not remember hearing of her during the

last '30 years. Of course, there are thousands of excellent bee-keepers

that we do not know, but we submit that any one who has not taken

enough interest in bee-keeping to have been lor years a member of its

National organization, nor to be found on the list of readers of the

oldest and only weekly bee-paper in America—well, does any one

wonder that we had to ask, " Who is Mrs. Berther'

We know very well that Minnesota has many prominent bee-keep-

ers, and Mr. Acklin is one of them. Had he or some other leading

Minnesota bee-keeper been appointed to the apiarian position at St.

Louis, we would have had uo occasion lor surprise. Mr. Acklin has

also attended some of the meetings ol the National Association, his

good wife even appearing on its program. But we have attended

every meeting during the last ten years, and never had the pleasure ol

seeing Mrs. Berthe there.

For ought we know, Mrs. Berthe may possess every qualification

lor filling very successlully the position to which she has been ap-

pointed, but we should suppose that such appointment would be made

from among persons who had won at least a little national distinction

in the industry they are called on to represent. Surely, among the

Board ol Directors of the National Bee-Keepers' Association are men
that have even made sacrifices for the good ol bee-keeping, and are

deserving of recognition therefor.

We trust the reader will understand that there is not the least

personal feeling in this matter on our part, only we must confess to

not a little surprise when we learned that some one had been appointed

superintendent of the apiarian department ol the great St. Louis Ex-

position who was not known outside of her own State!

While it is true that Mr. Acklin has kindly urged us to visit the

bee-keepers of Minnesota, it was always, we believe, at a time when

our Chicago-Northwestern convention was in session, and as president

ol it we could not very well be absent. We should very much like to

meet the Minnesota bee-keepers some time, including Mrs. Berthe, for

the American Bee Journal being the only bee-paper that pays espe-

cial attention to women bee-keepers, naturally we would have a warm
spot in our heart lor them. Nevertheless, we feel justified in feeling

that a more prominent and better-known bee-keeper should have been

honored with the appointment referred to, whether that person be a

lady or a gentleman.

Now, after speaking thus freely, and we trust kindly, we wish to

assure Mrs. Berthe that if there is anything the old American Bee

Journal can do to help make her work a success, all she needs to do is

to call on us, and any assistance we can render will be cheerfully

given. We want to see her succeed in her position, and show to the

visiting world what American bee-keeping means, and what it is to be.

Latbk.—Since the foregoing was written, we have received the

loUowing Irom the St. Louis World's Fair, which explains itsell

:

St. Louis, U. S. A., May 10, 1904.

Editor American Bee Journal:—
Dear ,Si,r

;

—Noting your editorial inquiry as to the identity ol
Mrs. F. N. Berthe, who is in charge ol the Bee-Exhibit at the World's
Fair, I beg to say that Mrs. Berthe comes from , Minn., where
she lias a small apiary which has ))een very successful. She has been
engaged in the culture of bees lor '20 years, and has devoted her time
to the importation and improvement ol bees and the management ol
apiaries.

Mrs. Berthe has been superintendent ol the honey and bee depart-
ment at Winona fairs for the last five years. She is a thoroughly
practical bee-culturist, and was selected for the superintendency ol
the exhibit alter the careful consideration of available names.

Very truly yours, Mark Bennitt,
Maniifjer General Press Bureau.

The above is quite satlslaotory to us, now that it is known that

Mrs. Berthe was appointed " alter the careful consideration of avail-

able names." Success to Mrs. Berthe.

Miscellaneous Items

Messrs. Henry Alley and P. Danzenbaker have recently

been married. Our congratulations to both of them and theirs.

Have You Bees for Sale?—There seems to be a good de-

mand for bees this spring. If any of our readers have bees lor sale,

we would suggest offering them at once in the American Bee Journal.

Our advertising rates are very reasonable, and we will be pleased to

send them on application.

" The Honey-Bee : Its Natural History, Anatomy, and Physi-

ology," by Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, of England. We have received a

beautilul souvenir edition ol this work from its able author. It is

printed on enameled paper, and bound in red leather with gold letters

and design. In appearance it is a beautilul work of the printers' and

book-binders' art ; and as to contents—well, it needs no further rec-

ommendation than simply the author's name. He has our thanks for

the book, which we shall prize.

H. C. Morehouse, of Boulder Co., Colo., writes that with the

assistance of an 18-year-old boy, he expects to manage 600 colonies of

bees for comb honey, located in 8 apiaries, without any additional

help except for casing honey. He thinks this will keep him out of

mischief for the next four months. Quite likely. But as he is re-

lieved of the work of getting out the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal

I
(having recently sold it to Mr. P. F. Adelsbach, of California, pub-

lisher of the Pacific States Bee Journal), he will have more time to

devote to his bees. Mr. Morehouse says that Mr. Adelsbach has a

nice lot of readers in his combined list, and being located in a field that

he believes needs and will support a bee-paper of its own, he will be

supprised if Mr. A. does not make it a success. Evidently he (Mr.

A.) has the opportunity, and will doubtless make the most ol it.

Hon. E. AVhitconib, ol Saline Co., Nebr., surprised us with a

call last week. He had been visiting about a month in New York and

Pennsylvania, and was on his return journey. Mr. Whitcomb is a

member ol the Board ol Directors ol the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation. He is the bee-keeper who so gloriously " got religion," as

the result ol a revival meeting in his home town last August, that he

was thoroughly cleaned upon the use ol tol)acco, prolanity, etc.,

and now teaches an adult Bible class ol 3.5 in the Methodist Sunday-

school. There is no doubt about it. Mr. Whitcomb got the genuine

article—" pure and undefiled ''—and says he is now trying to make up
lor over 50 years ol wasted life. Ashe was a noble and brave soldier

in the ranks during the Civil War, so he is equally valiant and coura-

geous serving under the conquering banner of the King of Kings.

Gen. D. Li. Adair, of Kentucky, died of heart failure at the

age of over 80 years, on April 19. He was the inventor ol the Adair

bee-hive. In relerring to him, and his interest in matters apiarian,

Mr. A. I. Root had this in Gleanings lor May 1

:

I shall have to explain to our younger readers that Gen. Adair
was at one time, some 30 years ago or more, one ol the brightest and
most valued writers lor the American Bee Journal. It was he who
gave us the Adair Irame; and Adair and Gallup together gave us
what was called the " Long-ideal hive." If I am correct, it was Mr.
Adair himsell who first suggested that, instead ol making the hive
two or three stories high, we simply lengthen it out like a watering-
trough, adding surplus combs to the back end opposite the entrance
as fast as they were needed, according to the jjrowth ol the colony and
the amount ol honey coming in. Just now I recall only one apiary
that is managed in this way. Our Iriend, 0. 1 1. Poppleton, ol Florida,
still uses this arrangement very successfully. He claims he gets just
as much or more honey, and he also obviates the necessity ol lifting

off an upper story, which his strength will not permit him to do. Gen.
Adair was a vigorous writer, and I believe he was a successful bee-
keeper.

During the time he was actively engaged in apiculture, and writ-
ing for the journals, he did much to stir up an interest in apiculture,
and to turn deep thinkers and experimenters into channels that might
not otherwise have been explored.

About 30 years ago I had a chromo made of a hexagonal apiary,
each hive being shaded by a grape-vine. At that time 1 planned a
standard extractor, a standard hive, and a standard frame. My stan-
dard Irame at that date was the Adair lH^xlIi''., ; and the standard
hive was made long enough to hold "iO Irames one story high, the en-
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trance being at one end. At that time I endeavored to get the bee-

keepers of the world united on a standard tranae, and sugRested the

above dimensions. Very soon I found out, however, I had niiuln

a mistake. There were not onlj- more frames of the Langstroth
dimensions in common use than any other, but the majority of tlie

bee-keepers preferred the Langstroth size to any other; and, ii I am
not mistaken, the same has held good during all the 30 or more years

since then.

Another of the veteran bee-keepers and writers has been called to

to his long home—another reminder to those of us who are getting;

well along in years, that our stay in this world is coming to a close.

Peace to the ashes of Bro. Adair.

An Apiary of M. R. Kuehne appears on the first page. He
wrote us as follows when sending the picture:

This picture represents my home apiary of '200 colonies of bees,

situated just outside of the city limits. One-half of the bees are run
for comb honey, and the other half for e.xtracted.

The house in the picture is the extracting-house, and contains one
4-frame Cowan extractor with 13-inch pockets, so I can extract 8 half-

depth frames, as I use quite a number of Ideal supers for the brood-

chamber, and find they give better results than the full-size Lang-
stroth frames, especially for comb honey production and other neces-

sary manipulations.

The storage-tank can not be seen in the picture, as it is directly

under the house.

The man in the picture is ray oldest son, •' John," who has charge
of this apiary, while I attend to anolherapiary of 100 colonies 23 miles

away, in San Bernardino County, at which place I also run, in addi-

tion to mine, another apiary of 125 colonies, belonging to another
man. This keeps us pretty busy during the honey season, and it is no
child's play for a man of 60 years, but as I dearly love the work with
the bees I find it no great hardship.

I commenced bee-keeping in California 7 years ago, with 5 colo-

nies of bees, and poor health. To-day I am in perfect health, and
have two good apiaries, and make a fair living out of bee-keeping.

M. R. Kuehne.

We had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Kuehne at the Los Angeles

convention. He evidently proved by his physica' appearance what

bee-keeping and a California climate will do for a man who takes

good doses of both.

Mr. W. A. Pryal's "Daisy" Hoiue is shown on the first

page of this issue. In referring to the picture in a letter, Mr. Pryal

writes thus:

The house is an old rambling cottage of ten rooms or so. But the
photograph was not taken on account of the beauty of the shanty, but
on account of—did I hear you say weeds in the foreground? Slow
there, my boy ! They are not weeds ; they are what are called mar-
guerites or daisies.

The tree with the large trunk is a red-gum (eucalyptus). The
branch hiding the roof on the right is that of an almond. A Lamarque
rose clings to a corner of the house, while two kinds of Lady
Banks roses cover the porch. Palms and other trees fill up the re-

mainder of the vegetable portion of the picture. But, say, did you
ever see such daisies S No slang intended. W. A. Prtal.

No wonder Mr. Pryal is such ''a daisy '' himself, when we see how
he has lived among the daisies so long.

But what a charming spot that old home must be ! And what

t«nder memories must be entwined among those roses, the eucalyptus,

palms, and—yes, daisies. Could one imagine a more appropriate

place where could be applied the words, " Home, Sweet Home?"

Money as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3^4x6 inches) which is designed to help in-
crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts. ; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; SCO
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.

Amerlkanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our^German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, ant!

neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address

all orders to this office.

Contributed Articles
)

Do Queens Mate More Than Once?
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

MR. P. H. HARBECK desires to hear from myself and
others as to the possibility of a queen mating more
than once. My personal testimony in the case can

only be negative. In all the years of my bee-keeping I

never saw a case in which I could be sure that a queen
mated more than once. But it will hardly do to be too dog-
matic and say that because we have never seen a thing it is

impossible that any one else could have seen it. Of the
thousand of queens I have had fertilized, I have seen very
few return from the bridal trip, and in no case could I be
positive that a second excursion was not made.

There have been mentioned in the European bee-jour-

nals some cases in which a second mating was said to have
occurred, and it so happens that in the last number of

Gleanings, page 385, comes a case exactly in point, where
no less authority than Prof. Frank Benton gives minute
particulars as to two cases in which a second mating took

place, in which he is absolutely positive that there could be
no mistake.

After all, why should such a thing be considered so very
strange? Is it not the usual thing in the whole animal
world that mating occurs more than once ? Why should
bees be an exception ?

I am a little surprised to find some of Mr. Harbeck's ob-

servations so much at variance with the observations of

others. He speaks of the meeting of the queen and drone
as if it were a thing he had witnessed a number of times.

That bespeaks very long familiarity with bees on the part

of Mr. Harbeck, for it is not likely that one bee-keeper in a
thousand ever saw a case of the actual meeting of queen
and drone, to say nothing of a number of cases. One ex-

pects, therefore, great familiarity with the habits of bees in

other respects, and yet the behavior of Mr. Harbeck's bees

seem different from the behavior of bees in common. It is

possible that he has not been as careful in his observations

as he might have been.
He says :

" When a prime swarm issues there are two
or three queens ready to come out. While it is not always
the case, it often happens." As a rule, no young queen is

ready to leave her cell until several day after the issuing

of the prime swarm. Stress of weather may cause delay,

but the case would be very rare in which swarming would
be delayed until the emergence of the first young queen.

Then Mr. Harbeck speaks of the young queen flying

out on her bridal excursion as soon as the old queen leaves,

another queen emerging, and this latter queen killing the

first one on her return. If he will observe a little more
closely he will probably find that his bees do just as other

bees, that the young queen gives no thought to her nuptial

flight till all rivals are out of the way, either in or out of

the cell, and that the dead young queens he finds in front of

the hive will not be found with marks of impregnation.
McHenry Co., 111.

Indoor and Outdoor Wintering of Bees.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Do you think the winters are too long in this part of the country
where the ground freezes the first half of November and does not thaw
out until the first half or middle of April, although the flowers do not

begin to bloom until May? Of course, the temperature is quite severe

in the middle of the winter, but that will not cut any figure if bees are

kept in a cellar, or other proper place.—J. Edward Blake, Becker
Co., Minn.

For a number of years I have contended that we are

here on the north limit of safe outdoor wintering. When
the winters are mild the cellar-wintering in our section is

unsatisfactory, owing to the inability to keep a cellar cool

enough for the bees to remain quiet. In addition to this

difficulty, the warm winters produce too much moisture, the
cellar becomes damp and the bees suffer, the combs that are
not covered by them become moldy. But in the North,
where the above inquirer is located, there is no such trouble.

When the cold weather begins, it is rarely interrupted by a
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thaw. The bees that are put in the cellar can easily be kept
quiet and content by regulating the temperature with more
or less ventilation, as the occasion may require. When the
thaw comes, and the bees are put out, there is but little dan-
ger of a change for the worse, and they usually go to breed-
ing without interruption. So I have advised all living in

the North to practice cellar-wintering. Here, if we could
know beforehand whether the winter will be warm or cold,

there would be but little trouble, and the bees would do well
almost invariably, by being put in the cellar during cold
winters and left out-of-doors in warm ones.

The past winter has given a very good lesson for all

those who are willing to learn and heed the teachings of
practical experience.

In many spots bee-keepers have lost heavily in outdoor
wintering, while their neighbors wintered their bees safely.

The danger in wintering out-of-doors can be laid to
three or four causes. As a matter of course we all know
that it is necessary to have strong colonies. This is the A B
C of the art, and the first thing that a beginner should be
taught. Better go through the winter with 10 strong colo-
nies than with 20 weak ones.

The quality of the honey is the next requirement. In
Europe, as well as here, it is now universally recognized
that the bees must have good, mature, heavy honey. Fruit-
juices, honey-dew, dark honey of all sorts, are injurious be-
cause they contain many foreign substances which load the
intestines of the bees and compel them to leave the cluster
in order to discharge the contents of their abdomens, during
cold days. An occasional bright and warm day, during
which the bees can have a few hours of flight, relieves
them ; but a colony is certainly better off with good honey
during a six weeks' confinement than it would be with a
low grade of food during a three weeks' stay in the hive.

Warm and dry quarters are indispensable. If the hive
is very populous, the bees will stand an extraordinary
amount of cold, and will come out with but little loss, but
the high polar winds of our plains are injurious, because
they penetrate into the crevices or the entrance and reach
the edge of the cluster, and a cold, still temperature is pref-
erable to a windy exposure. Dryness is needed, and more
important than many imagine. That is why so many of us
use absorbents in the upper story—chaff, forest leaves, saw-
dust, woolen rags. etc. These materials do not allow any
of the heat to pass off, but absorb the moisture and prevent
it from condensing over the combs and forming frost, which
in damp days will thaw and wet the bees. The damage done
by an excess of moisture is rare, but I have seen dozens of
colonies destroyed by it in very severe winters.

We used to keep an impervious enamel cloth over the
top of the combs during the winter, as we do in summer,
but during one winter we lost a large number of colonies,
and in nearly every case the bees were literally drenched
by the moisture that had been produced by condensation
and subsequent thaw. The colonies that came out safely
were those in which the enamel cloth was imperfect—had
been gnawed by the bees so as to allow the moist air to dis-
charge its moisture into the warm covers of chaff or leaves
placed over the cluster. In every case where the cloth had
remained impervious to the moisture the bees had suffered,
while in almost every case where the moisture had been
able to pass up into the upper siory the hive was in a
healthy condition at the end of the cold weather. So, since
that time we have made it a practice to remove the imper-
vious ceiling and replace it by straw, or wool, or leaves. In
the winter just past I have been informed of several cases
of failure, where the bees had been destroyed by too great a
condensation, which, in thawing during the first milder
weather, had dampened the combs so that the bees had died.

It is also very important that a large portion of the
winter's supply of honey be within reach of the bees, just
above the cluster. When the weather is very cold, and the
bees are not within reach of a sufficient amount of food just
above them, they may starve even with honey on the same
comb, but too much to the side. This is one very clear
defect of the shallow hives. The colony which has depth
of combs instead of width will have a greater amount of
stores over the cluster, and will live through, while the col-
ony in shallow combs will die-with plenty of stores in other
parts of the hive. I believe this accident has happened this
winter to most of those who have lost bees. The honey was
good, the colonies were strong, but, the winter having been
severe, the consumption was greater than usual, and many
good colonies have died with honey in their combs, but out
of their reach. Hancock Co., 111.

Are Queens Mated More Than Once?
BV DR. G. BOHKEK.

ON page 317, P. H. Harbeck asks the question: Are queens
fertilized more than once ? He further says that under
no conditions can a queen be mated more than once. It

seems that he regards mating and fertilizing as one and
the same thing. While mating is one thing, fertilization
is entirely another. A queen may be mated and not become
fertile as a result. He also calls attention to a case of twice
mating reported last year, by a bee-keeper, and guesses at
what happened instead of twice mating. Please permit me
to state that I am that bee-keeper. And let me assure him
that he has it entirely different from what the situation
really was.

The queen in question was reared by a large nucleus
which was entirely without the means of rearing more than
one queen, and I gave them a finished Italian queen-cell,

from which the queen emerged inside of a week after it had
been inserted, or they never could have reared a queen. She
was the largest queen I ever saw, and one of the most beau-
tiful. On the seventh day after hatching, at about 3 p.m.,
I sat down near the entrance of the hive, and in a short
time saw her leave the hive, and on her return she bore
white fragments of the genital organs of the drone. The
next afternoon I was trapping and destroyed a lot of drones
as they came out of this hive, there being more than I

wanted, the queen, as I supposed, being fertilized. In a
short time this same queen flew down upon the alighting-
board as on the day before, and bearing the same evidences
of having been mated that she did on the previous day.

I had read the works of Mr. Langstrotli, Quinby, King,
Cook, Miller and Root, and had been one of the first readers
of the American Bee Journal. I bought my first Italian

queen from Mr. Langstroth in 1864, and began rearing
queens in Indiana that year, and sold many queens between
that date and 1873, when I left Indiana; and in all my read-
ing and experience I had never had an intimation that a

queen had ever been known to mate more than one time.
This case was a new one to me, and I reported it to Dr. Mil-
ler, he having an extensive experience. He stated that he
had never known a case of the kind in this country, but that
he had heard of cases in the old world, but said this case
was interesting on account of its rarity. He reported it

through the American Bee Journal, but omitted my name.
This queen might have proved to be fertile had she

left the hive but once, but that the same cause that prompted
her to make her first bridal trip, doubtless led her to make
the second. As all agree, I think that a queen never leaves
the hive excepting for two purposes—the one to meet the
drones, and the other in company with a swarm ; but all I

have got out of this discovery is, that I will not in the
future destroy drones until after a queen begins to lay eggs.
More than one mating may be of more frequent occurrence
than is generally known. Rice Co., Kan.

[ Convention Proceedings
j

The Elgin County, Ont, Convention.

The Elgin Co., Ont., Bee-Keepers' Association met in
annual session at St. Thomas, April 30. Among those
present were, R. F. Holtermann, W. J. Craig, F. A. Gem-
mill, R. H. Smith, W. J. Robb, Morley Pettit, Alex. Mc-
Lellan, Wallace Smith, Wm.Gibbs, James McFarlane, Wm.
Martin, and Messrs. Glenn and McKenny.

After the reading of the minutes by Secretary Robb,
the members present reported their successes and failures
in wintering bees. Losses owing to the severe winter have
been generally heavy, but clover is reported to be in fair

condition.
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

In his opening address, Pres. Morley Pettit said :

" We meet to relate our experiences and help one
another solve the diiBcult problems of our profession.
Dependent as it is upon soil and climate conditions, as are
all industries, directly or indirectly, our business is a pre-
carious one, and requires close attention and careful
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thought. The winter season, whose close we hope to see
soon, has been very trying on the insects in which we are

particularly interested. For nearly five months they had
no flight, and during that time there was an unusual
amount of cold, stormy weather, zero and below. At tlie

present time the spring is fully a month later than usual.

Comparatively speaking, little breeding is being done in

the hives, and from the present outlook the colonies can not
get into very good shape for the white clover, unless it, too,

is late. However, no life or business is all a pathway of

roses. Each has its trials and discouragements. " Up and
it again " is the only way to success after apparent defeat.

We learn by our failures ; we gain strength by constant
eflfort. Every cloud has a silver lining, and it's an ill wind
that blows nobody good. The cry last summer was, ' Too
much honey 1' ' Demoralization of prices !' This will surely

be righted the coming season by the shortage of bees. < >Id

stocks of honey will be cleared out, and prices firmed up to

a proper level. Then let all sell judiciously, hunt out neg-
lected markets, and avoid overcrowding the large centers."

MARKETING HONEY.
Mr. R. H. Smith read a paper on "Marketing Honey,"

in which he said that honey is much more generally used in

Canada as an article of food than it was some years ago ;

but the production of honey and competition in various
ways has more than kept pace with the consumption, hence
the prevailing low prices obtained for honey during the
past year. The question may be asked :

" What can com-
pete with Nature's purest sweet at the same price ?" As a
medicine its value has long been recognized, and as an
article of food a choice article of comb honey has no peer.

It is, however, in the extracted form that honey has more
competitors, and, judging by the advertisements of the
manufacturers of the various syrups upon the market under
the high-sounding titles of "Honey Syrups," "Honey
Drips," "Clarified Honej'," "Table Syrups Better than
Honey," etc., they are all quite willing to borrow the good
name of honey as far as they possibly can ; and it is only
by offering their products at a low price that they can be
sold. Very few of the consumers of these articles have any
idea how these syrups are made. They may know it is pro-
duced from corn, and if it has a good appearance and is

cheap, it will sell. Perhaps it is not so generally known
that sulphuric acid is used to convert the starch of the corn
into glucose or syrup, and that it has not been found pos-
sible to remove all of the sulphuric acid from the finished
product. Many may have seen the statement going the
rounds of the newspapers that Mr. Rockefeller, who is

largely interested in glucose or corn-syrup factories, is

offering half a million dollars for a process that would re-

move the remains of the acid ; and the reason for this is,

the manufacturers know that unless this acid is removed,
which is so injurious to the teeth and stomach of the con-
sumer, they can not hope to increase their trade.

Honey is not advertised as freely as other foods ; in

fact, is scarcely advertised at all. The main reason for
this is, that honey is, like wheat, a natural food (not being
manufactured). If one advertises honey, it is about as
much benefit to other producers, so it is not done. The best
means of promoting the sale and use of honey is to produce
a No. 1 article, to extract only when well capped and thor-
oughly ripe, keep the light and dark honey separate, and
offer each for what it is. Some bee-keepers make the mis-
take of trying to get along with only one super or top story
for extracted honey. I think this is a great mistake, be-
cause during a good How bees will soon fill up one super
with the thin nectar, and then have no place to store, so
will wait until this is ripened before they can deposit more

;

where, if they had another super given at the proper time,
both storing and ripening could go on simultaneously, and
the bee-keeper would not be likely to extract the unripe
nectar that will always lower the grade of his ripe honey.

The following resolutions were introduced and passed :

AGAINST ADULTERATION.
Resolved, That this Association pass a vote of censure

upon Uptons, of Hamilton, for seeking to use the good name
of honey for putting inferior goods upon the market, as
shown by the Bulletin of the Department of Inland Revenue
at Ottawa, and their analysis. That we put ourselvo.-, on
record as being opposed to adulteration in any form, and
that a copy of this resolution be sent to Uptons, and jmb-
lished in connection with the report of these proceedings.

BEET-SUGAK ItONUS CONDEMNED,
Resolved, That we, as bee-keepers, put ourselves on re-

cord as condemning the policy of the Government in bou us-

ing the sugar-beet industry to the detriment of the honey-
industry, which produces a food much superior to sugar,
to say nothing of the value of bees to the farmer and fruit-

grower as fertilizers of blossoms. That a copy of this reso-
lution be sent to the minister of agriculture at Toronto.

AGAINST SPRAYING I'KUIT-TREES IN BLOOM.

Resolved, That this convention condemn the spraying
of fruit-trees while in full-bloom, as an injurious practice
and a waste of time, labor, and money, as well as a detri-

ment to the honey-bee, an insect of value in assisting
proper fertilization of the blossom, and likewise contrary
to statute law.

[ Our Bee-KeepinS Sisters
j

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Best Time to Put Foundation in Sections.

A reason that is not always thought of for putting in

the foundation in the year's supply of sections early in the
season, is the difficulty of putting in foundation in hot
weather compared with cold weather. I never realized
what a difference it made until last summer, when, on ac-

count pf having a larger crop of honey than we expected,
we ran out of sections, and I was obliged to put foundation
in several thousand sections in hot weather.

I had always enjoyed putting in foundation, but I

changed my mind about it when the warm foundation
doubled up under my fingers and I was obliged to hold each
full sheet until it was cool enough so that its own weight
would not cause it to drop out. It was rather slow business
compared with putting it in in cool weather, and not nearly
as satisfactory, either, for I never felt quite sure whether it

was going to stay where it was put or not.

The only way that I could accomplish anything was to

get up at 4 o'clock in the morning and work for two or three
hours before it got so warm, and that is what I did. About
that time I decided that it would be the wise thing to have
such a big, big lot of sections ready that there would be no
possibility of having to put in foundation in hot weather.

The Golden Rule and Starting- Apiaries.

On page 327, Mr. Ricketts asks whether a person who
owns a piece of ground has not the right to start upon it an
apiary, regardless of any surrounding bee-keeper or bee-
keepers. Legally he has an entire right to do so, and at

first blush one would say that one has the same right morally
as he has to establish on his own ground a pig-pen. But
there seems to be a belief quite common among bee-keepers,
becoming constantly more common, that when a man is

making a business of bee-keeping, with bees enough to

utilize all the nectar within reach, it is not a nice thing for

another man to plant right beside him another apiary.

It is perhaps an unfortunate thing that some plan has
not been put in operation that would give legal right, by
paying a certain amount, to a certain territory, but lacking
that, the Golden Rule is a good thing to follow. Suppose
Mr. Ricketts should make his living at bee-keeping, having
his all invested in it, and then suppose a large land-owner
should bring an equal number of colonies and plant them
right close beside Mr. Ricketts, thus making the business
of both an entire failure ; would Mr. Ricketts feel that that
land-owner had been strictly following the Golden Rule?

Honey that Seems to Be Yeasty.

In the South they seem to have some trouble with honey
that is obtained from cabbage palmetto and perhaps from
other sources, the honey never ripening in the hive, but
working like yeast in the cell.s. Even if only a little of this

acid honey is stored along witli otlier honey in the hive, it

makes trouble with the w! -le. Mrs. S. A. Smith, the
Florida woman who was bright enough to invent a bee-
brush, is also bright enough to turn to advantage this ob-
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jectionable quality of the honey. She tells about it in the
American Bee-Keeper. Any part of the honey intended for
table use she puts on the stove and heats for at least six

hours, but never hotter than to allow the hand to remain in

it. The scum is removed, and this honey then has a caramel
flavor, preferred by some to other honey.

But for cooking^ purposes she much prefers this acid
honey raw. She says :

1 make all fruit-ealies and plum-puddings from it, and every one
who eats them is sure to ask how they are made, and of what. I

always use soda instead of baking powder, and as honey-cake must be
baked slowly, that is much better, because it is slower to fall than the
baking powder.

The acid and soda make a complete raising combination, and is

very much ahead of baking powder, and is very cheap, too.

The cakes and puddings made from this honey would keep lor

months, and improve every day. For bakers' use, it would be the
cheapest and best of any honey, for no cream-ot-tartar would be
needed in using it, and that is the most costly part of baking powder.

Recipe for Making- Honey-Cookies.

One quart of honey, half-pound of white sugar, half-
pound of butter, juice of two lemons. Stir this mixture
very hard, then mix in slowly flour to make stiff paste. Cut
into round cakes, and bake in buttered pans.

—

Mrs. J. V.
Wood, in Chicago Record-Herald.

(
Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable '', seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. K. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

STICKING COMB FODNDATION WITH PASTE.

Arrah, there, now I With propolis and beeswax of our
own haven't we stick-'ems enough without going outside.
Here's a Colorado chap that must needs set his foundation
with paste.' If he will do so, and likes to see the frames
standing around waiting for the paste to dry, I don't see
what the rest of us are going to do about it. Page 206.

FREK-H.\NGING FRAMES.

Most of us, having given our adhesion to movable
frames, want to " go the whole pig " and have them mov-
able in reality. The experts stand 17 to 10 on the question.
Most of the minority are largely influenced by the fact that
they want their hives easily ready to haul by wagon. And
presumably most of the majority would vote on the other
side if they expected to haul their hives about. So prac-
tically the agreement all around is more complete than
usual. Page 213.

BEK-KBKPING AND FISHING.

" Did you ever go a-fishing ?" (Repartee as excuse for
being a bee-keeper when it is presumed that some other
vocation would bring in more money.) So walk up and
down among thy bees that every day will be a go-a-fishing
day

—

So Shalt thou live some added years

;

So Shalt thon find more smiles, less tears;
So slip some slaver's galling gears,

Yum, yum!
Why wish a little more of glittering tin
With modern wage conditions all thrown in?

BEE-KEKPERS AND HIVE-KEEPERS.

And so our genial Dr. Peiro was one of those who got
pinched in this last long and cruel winter. Despite his
whilom assertion that he wasn't built for a missionary,
we'll use him for just that. All ye'uns who were bee-keep-
ers last fall and hive-keepers this spring, do as the good
missionary tells you on page 237.

EXTRACTING FROM BXCLUDERLESS HIVES.

On page 231, C. Davenport makes a good fight against
the pestilent habit of extracting (June and July extracting,
that is) from hives with no excluders. Good point where he
calls attention to the fact that the queen once up in the
third story doesn't go down worth a cent, and that the bot-
tom story is in part deprived of its usefulness on that
account.

ROCKEFELLER AND THE GLUCOSE BUSINESS.

I wonder if it's true that Rockefeller has gone into the
glucose business, or whether the scribe of the Philadelphia
Public Ledger has been "seeing things." I reckon it

makes very little difference to us. The financial strength
of the questionable industry has long been very great.

Page 243.

WINTER LOSSES—EAGER BEGINNERS.

Fourteen colonies of bees last fall, and now down to

two—March and April still to reckon with ;—a job lot of

appropos-to-nothing hives last fall—condemned during the
winter and some regular ones built. So hops, skips and
jumps the eager beginner—shedding sage advice all the
while quite contrary to his doings. (Few bees, and learn

the business well first.) Old story—and it's tolerably safe

to presume that he will nevertheless be one of the heavy
bee-keepers of five years hence. Page 254.

PAPER PACKAGES FOR GRANULATED HONEY.

The paper package for granulated honey will have to

be tried by a great many persons in a great many localities

before we know just what to expect of it. The number of

different ways which candied honey can contrive to behave
is very large. Only two days ago I had use for a 60-pound
lot. It had been dry and firm for several months, and I

supposed it so still. It proved to be somewhat mushy, quite

too much so for a paper casing. Page 259.

THE WATER CAPACITY OF HONEY.

Allen Latham's experiment is "worth its keep " be-

cause some folks can not feel comfortable to accept the off-

hand conclusions of practical men. Mr. L. gives them the

thing with a scientific flavor to it. So 5 grams of honey
became 7 grams in 19 days of exposure to artificially moist-

ened atmosphere ; and then it came back to its proper
weight again in somewhat less than 9 days of exposure to

an artificially dried atmosphere. At off-hand judgment we
incline to say that honey is more ready to draw moisture

than it is to dry out. The experiment rather seems to show
the contrary—will keep on slowly concentrating if we give

it half a chance. To take honey which already has some
water and introduce an additional two-fifths of water is a
pretty high degree of dilution. Of course, what's true of

grams is also true of pounds ; so a 5-pound pail of honey
put through the same process would become a 7-pound pail

of honey, 2 pounds of weight coming from the air. Page
261.

(
Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Requeening a Strong Colony.

If 1 kill the queen in a strong colony of bees they will, of course,

start queen-cells. After a lew days, when 1 want to introduce a new
queen, will it be necessary to go over all the frames and destroy the

cells? Or, if I did not, would they swarm? I would think a young
(jueen wouldn't, but I think an old one would. If one could save

handling 8 or 10 frames it is quite an item in a busy time.
Wisconsin.

Answer.—If the cells are left, the bees might and might not

swarm; but to be on the safe side the cells should be destroyed.

Besides, a strange queen is more likely to hare a kindly reception if

the bees have nothing in the hive upon which they can rest any hopes
of a future queen of their own rearing.

Keeping and Using Moldy Combs.

1. I had 11 colonies of bees last tall, and have lost all but 2; all

had honey, but the combs were some moldy, and are more so now.
What can 1 do wiih them to keep them from molding more? Is there

any danger of moths getliug into them? If so, how can I prevent
them?

2. Would it be all right when a swarm issues to hive them on those
combs? Would they be likely to stay all right, or would they be dis-

gusted and swarm out? Maine.

Answers.— 1. The best thing is to give them into the care of the

bees, but with 9 dead out of 11, it is hardly practicable to give them
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all to the bees at onoe. In the meantime it will check the proKrees of

the mold it you put the comhs in a dry place. That will likely nmnn
at the same time a warm place, and warmth will favor thedevelopniunt
of worms. Look over the conili.s occasionally, and pick out with a

wire nail any worms you can tnue. Put a hive full of combs under a
colony, allowing the bees to pass throutrh this lower story. After a

few days another story can be put under, and a little later one or two
on top.

2. Unless absolutely filthy, a swarm will accept readily a hive of

old combs.

Thin Foundation in Hoffman Frames—Split Sections
Moldy Combs.

1. How deep can thin foundation in brood-frames be used and
Dot break down by the bees?

3. How are sections cut or split to use full sheets of foundation '

3. How is the best way to clean or sweeten up brood-combs that

bees have died on that are moldy ? New York.

Answers.— 1. Merely fastened in the top-bar by the usual wedge.
without wiring or splints, you would probably find thin foundation
would sag if starters were more than an inch deep, and I wouldn't
feel too sure of an inch.

3. They are made in two parts by the manufacturers. At least

that's the way in England; I'm not sure whether they're made in this

country.
3. The very best way is to give them in care of the bees. Of

course the dead bees should be swept off before that, and if not con-

venient to give them at once to the bees, remember that a cool place
will keep back the worms and a dry place will keep back the mold.
See answer to "Maine."

Transferring After Swarming.

I take the American Bee Journal, and in every issue I see the
question asked: When is the best time, and what the best way, to

transfer bees from box-hives to movable-frames hives? You say wait
until they swarm, transferal days afterward. I am a beginner, and
shoud like to know something aboui this work, as I have 3 box-hives
from which 1 wish to transfer the bees this spring.

May I ask if you mean then in 21 days after they swarm you
drive the balance in with the swarm ? You say there will be little or

no brood at this time. Is there not a queen that is in there laying at

this time? Besides, I have seen bees swarm 10 days after the first

prime swarm. I should like to understand about it. Maryland.

Answer.— If a second swarm should issue in 8 or 10 days, that

will not interfere with the transferring 21 days after the issuing of the

prime swarm. But you are not likely to have second swarms if you
put the prime swarm on the old stand, set the mother colony close be-

side it, and a week later move the mother colony to a new place. In

21 days after swarming there is likely to be a young queen in the

mother colony, probably having commenced to lay, possibly not; if

you unite the drive with the old colony, the bees can settle the matter

of queens. Or at the end of 21 days you can transfer to a new hive all

that is in the old hive, leaving it as a separate colony.
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Out in the Fields.

The little cares that fretted me,
I lost them yesterday

Among: the fiekls above the sea,

Among the winds at play,

Among the lowing of the herds,

The rustling of the trees

;

Among the singing of the birds,

The humming uf the bees.

The foolish fears of what might pass
I cast them all away

Among the clover-scented grass,

Among the new-mown hay,

Among the hushing of the corn,

Where drowsy poppies nod,
Where ill thoughts die and good are born,

Out in the fields with God.
—Selected.

c Beedom Boiled Down ]
Shall Bee-Keepers Buy or Make Their

Supplies ?

There are those w ho think that a bee-keeper

can make his supplies cheaper than he can

buy them. The fact that a very large propor-

tion of bee-keepers buy in preference to mak-

ing is proof that they think buying is better.

The question w/"/ manufacturers can make
supplies more cht-aply than the bee-keeper

may be answered Ijriefly by saying that where

any article is manufactured on a large scale

there is generally opportunity for saving;

but some who are interested in the question

may be glad of the fuller particulars given by

the Editor of Gleanings in Bee-Culture, who,

being connected w ilh one of the largest bee-

supply manufactories, may be supposed to

speak by the card, at least from the manufac-

turer's side. He says:

The large mam
as a rule, supply 1

in lots of 100 at a

what the bee-keepi
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mill without any v

like a broad statL-i

works out in fa
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r would have to pay for the
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Good, clear, first-class
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plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail
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success with bees.
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$50 and $60 per 1000 feet ; but we will 6ay it is

5 cents a foot. A standard S-frame dovetailed
hive has 20 feet of lumber in it, including
waste necessary. This makes the lumber in

that hive cost SI.00 At 6 cents a foot it will
cost $1.20. Let us now look at a 1904 catalog.
We find that the price of an 8-frame hive in

lots of 100 is $1.25 (for it would be folly for
any one to make less than a hundred hives).
If a bee-keeper goes to a planing-mill he will
pay, then, almost as much for his lumber, or
perhaps just as much, as the regular supply-
manufacturer would charge tor the hives all

cut ready to put together witfiout any toaste.

But labor has advanced, and the mill-man
will not charge less than 40 cents an hour,
and possibly fiO. He is not familiar with hive-
making. His saws are coarse-toothed, and his
men do not realize the importance of extreme
accuracy in hive-making. The hives at the
ends will not be lock-cornered, for the mill
has no machinery for that purpose. The
boards, when put together, will have to de-
pend entirely upon the nails for the strength
of the corner.

Perhaps it might be said that the bee-keeper
will have to pay freight on his factory hives,
but they will be accurately cut and standard
in every respect. I have seen a lot of plan-
ing-mill hives, and heard some of the bee-
keepers who had hives made in that way, tell

their experiences. The stuff was irregular,
the frames would not alternate, they were
very rough, and the work was altogether un-
satisfactory.

But perhaps some one does not see how a
manufacturer can furnish a bee-keeper a com-
plete hive at the bare cost of the lumber in
the open market. The supply-manufacturer
can buy by the cargo and a comparatively
cheap grade of lumber, and cut around the
knots. Here is a board that is 12 or IG feet
long. We will say it has tour or five knots
in it. Out of this board he may be able to
cut out of the clear stock two or three ends or
two or three sides. There will be several
boards ihat have knots In thera. The manu-
facturer, who is in the business, can use
these for a great variety of purposes, and not
lose money on them. Some of them will go
into the ends of square (can) boxes; others
will be ueed tor crating; some will be used
for a great variety of purposes too numerous
to mention. The bee-keeper who desires to
have his hives made in a small way would
have to buy clear stock at a price of $50 or
$60 per 1000, for the planing-mill could not
afford to throw away short boards having
knots in thera, for it would have no use for
short, knotty boards. Its business is making
.sash, doors, blinds, door-cases, window-
frames, etc., and it can use only long stuff. It
will, therefore, be necessary for the bee-
keeper to buy clear stock, which is expensive,
as he can not afford to have hives with loose
knots in that are liable to fall out. He may
argue that he can use a cheap grade of lum-
ber; but experience with thousands of custo-
mers shows that the average customer won't
have such lumber in hives at nay price.

It is true there has been a sharp advance in
prices on bee-supplies; but the marked ad-
vance in lumber, in labor, and in all common
commodities, has made this all necessary.
Prices on bee-goods have hardly kept pace
with other commodities.

Selling Extracted Honey by Samples.

G. A. Deadman gives the following inter-

esting particulars in the Canadian Bee Jour-

nal:

If you prefer giving the sample in a bottle
rather than in a little dish, a wide-mouthed
dish, a wide-mouthed bottle, such as vasoline
or similar preparations are put in, is the bet-
ter; it would, I presume, hold nearly three
ounces, which would be little enough in a
bottle, less than this does in a' dish. I have
found a 10-pound pail serve for 112 dishes, or
about l.^o ounces for each. As to the cost, if

only used once the latter would be the more
expensive of the two, but when used over and
over again they cost much less. The bottles,
corks and labels, apart from the honey, would
cost 30 cents a dozen, and require double the
quantity of honey; of course smaller bottles
could be used, but there is something in

ili Sit >!i. >ti >lt >tt >te ite. >lt Jte. ite. sti >te >liilt sti.ife >te. iliiit
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looks, and in this respect the Jishes have de-

cidedly the preference. Pofsilily the bottle
may lie a more lasting advertisement, but only
so long as the label remains on it. It is more
troublesome to prepare, but less to deliver.

Either may appear to some to be too trouble-
some and expensive, but there are two things
we should remember in connection: one is,

that you require to sample a place only once

;

this will create a demand for your honey that
will not cease with your first order. You
need not be over-anxious, therefore, to sell all

the flrst time. The other encouragement is

that once a trade is established the expense of
selling and delivering is much less, and apart
from this the advanced price of retail over
wholesale should cover the cost incurred.
When delivering the sample au order card
such as the following is handed in, and also
the circular reprinted below :

3^:^. C3-.J^. IDE-^^ID^v^Ji-OiT

PLEASE DELI\'EK ME

10-lb. pails pure honey, costiue-

.

and oblige. Yours truly.

Name

Street and No

My Grocer's name is

ABOUT OCR HONEY.
Please try this sample of our honey, and if

you would like more, then state on the order
card the c|uantily you wish, and either myself
or my representative will call to-morrow and
get your order, together with the little dish.
A 10-pound pail costs S Honey at this
price not only compares fayorably with pre-
served fruit, but as a rule is preferred to it by
many, especially children. The system re-

quires a certain amount of sweets, and there
is none that is healthier or better than pure
honey that has been well ripened. By being
well ripened, we mean honey that has been
left on the hives until it is rich and thick.
When honey is first gathered by the bees it is

then known as nectar, and contains a large
percentage of water. If extracted or taken
from the hives too soon it will be thin and
watery, lacking in fiavor and keeping quali-
ties. This accounts for the great differences
in honey when gathered from the same flow-

ers. We, of course, do not get as much honey
when left on the hives iu this way, liut the
quality is much improved. Apart from this,

honey differs according to the llowers it has
been gathered from. In this country white
clover and basswood are considered the best.

Almost all pure honey will granulate or be-
come hard in cool weather, or soon after it is

taken from the hives; all that is required to
make it as liquid as the sample given you is

to stand the vessel containing it in hot water
over a slow fire, according to directions on
the label.

As our supply of honey may be exhausted
soon, I would recommend ordering your win-
ter supply. You need not have any fear of
our honey spoiling; all that is necessary is to
keep it in a warm, or at least a dry, place.

Never put honey in a cellar unless it is in

sealed containers, as it absorbs moisture.
Many families accustomed to honey have it

on the table every day, using from two to

three hundred pounds every year, and some
as much as five hundred pounds. We use up-
wards of three hundred pounds a year in our
fairily of seven. Order liberally, as it can be
returned either to myself or your grocer, if

not perfectly satisfactory. I am,
Yours truly.
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C FROM MANY FIELDS
3

Small Loss in Wintepins:.

My bees wintered well. I lost 4 colonies

out of .57. I left them on the summer stands.

I am overhauling them and they have lots of

honey. 1 will get 1000 or 1200 pounds. I

have a mixed lot of bees. They did well last

season. I am a new hand, this being my sec-

ond season.
I keep " l>ach,"' and take the American Bee

Journal, and it is a help to me. I like to

read it. James H. Bakbk.
Marion Co., Mo., May 9.

Wintep-Cases as Hive-Coveps.

Mr. E. E. Hasty, on page 311, refers to my
article describing my winter-cases, and in re-

gard to the statement I made there, that I use

the cases during the summer, after taking the

packing out, to protect the hives from the ex-

cessive heat, and make them serve the pur-

pose, too, of a hive-cover, says: "Nice to

obviate the need of a hive-cover—providing,

that is, that the tar-paper continues imper-

vious all summer."
I want to say to Mr. Hasty that my winter-

cases have done service tor four years, and
are all still "impervious." The tar-paper

to re-cover them will cost not to exceed 6

cents each. I spoke of my winter-cases par-

ticularly to call attention to the cheap way in

which they are made, and their serving double

purpose. A. J. Kilgoke.
Wood Co., Ohio, May 5.

Winteped in a Cold Cellar.

I am a reader of the American Bee Journal,

and have been since I commenced in the bee-

business, iu the spring of 1903. I got 2 good,

strong colonies of Italian bees from Wiscon-

sin. They did very well last summer. Nov.

1 I put 7 colonies into the cellar ; they were
well supplied with honey. The temperature

in the cellar, up to Jan. 20, 1004, was 35 de-

grees aliove zero, then it dropped to 2S and 30,

and so remained until the first of March.

April 2 I put them on the summer stands, all

in fine condition. After being in five months
I swept up about '., gallon of dead bees.

They used but little honey during the winter,

and on April 15 were gathering pollen. They
will be in good shape when the honey-flow

comes.
I mention this from the fact that I never

heard of bees being wintered in as cold a cel-

lar. The Bee Journal recommends 45 to 50

degrees. J- M. Adams.
Davison Co., S. D. May 10.

Winteping—Making Hives.

I put 30 colonies of bees into the cellar Nov.

30, and took out 3S live ones on April 4, and
all are in (air condition at this date, although

there have been but four days warm enough to

give them a good flight since taking them out

of the cellar. I wintered 16 colonies out-of-

doors, plaui/d them close together in a row,

facing south, and packed with straw on the

north side, top and ends. Only 7 colonies

came ihruu^'h alive, but that is not strange,

as they are the weakest of the lot ; besides,

there were :!•! days between December S and
March o when the mercury ranged from zero

to 32 degrees below— days in December,
12 in January. 17 in February and one in

March. What the harvest will be for honey
and other crops the future will tell; the sea-

ton is nearly two weeks late. The frost is

not nearly out of the ground, and very little

seeding hiis been done.

I was VBry much interested in Mr. Edwin
Bevins' article on " Making Frames, Hives

and Supers," on page 277. As 1 have never

been successful in " getting something tor

nothing,' 1 am quite anxious for him to
'• point out the source of material tor hives

and some other things that will cost no
money, or next to none."
The Mi; .ict of making our own hives, etc.,
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being quite prominent just now, I will give a
little of my own experience, or, more properly
expressed, perhaps, ray own little experience,
as tliis has lieen my first attempt in this line

;

but I should never have undertaken the work
if I had not had plenty of tools for amateur
work, such as plow, rabbet-plane, jointer,
jack and smoothing planes, saws, squares,
etc., all of which have a place in making bee-
hives. Before buying the lumber, I did con-
siderable figuring to get proper lengths and
widths for the different parts of the hive, so
that the waste has not been worth mention-
ing. The " fillings," such as frames, wedg-
ing boards and bottom-slats for supers, honey-
boards, etc., I ordered from the factory.
The catalog price of 25 I'.j story, S-frame

hives, in the flat, is $36.2.5 at the factory.
Without taking up space to itemize, I find

that the cost to me of 26 hives with the cover
and bottoms, and 37 supers—including " fill-

ings" bought of the manufacturers—is just
•^19. OS. The item of labor 1 have left out for
the reason that my time was not worth any-
thing for anything else. I am 69 years old,

and feel better physically and mentally, too,

in that kind of employment than sitting

around the house doing nothing but read the
papers or bother the women-folks. But I am
sure it would require a greater genius than I

am to make good bee-hives with only a " saw
and jack-knife" for tools.

While I have no quarrel with the manufac-
turers of bee-supplies, and think I owe to
them quite a degree what measure of success I

have had with bees, still, I like to be in a posi-

tion where I can stand on my own " Foote-
ing " when it seems for my interest to do so.

Mr. Bevins complains of being tired of the
effort to make the one-piece section retain its

"squareness." I had the same trouble for
years, until three years ago 1 made a machine
for folding sections entirely different from
anything I ever saw or heard of before, and
since then I have no such trouble; with this

machine I can put together 10 sections a min-
ute, and they are perfectly square. 1 fold
enough at one time to fill 5 or 6 supers, then
put them in place and they liaveto retain their
" squareness." A. F. Foote.
Mitchell Co., Iowa, April 19.

[Why not describe that section-folding

machine? And also send in a picture of it.

We should be pleased to publish them for the

benefit of the. fraternity, if Mr. Foote will do

so.

—

Editor.]

Long Winter—Bees Starved.

This is said to be the banner county in this
State for the production of honey, but last

summer was very bard on bees here, as there
was no honey-flow after the bees quit rearing
brood, consequently they went into winter
quarters quite light in stores, and, being a
very long, hard winter, about one-half of the
bees in this part of the country have starved
to death. E. L. Cook.
Benton Co., Minn., May 11.

Clipping Queens—Bee-Houses.
I returned to my northern home from the

South on April T, and I find a big change in

the climate. I have experienced lots more
cold since arriving here than I did all last
winter. On my arrival here I found I had
lost one colony ; the prolonged winter gave
them dysentery. They were all packed in
chaff hives. The rest are doing finely.

I notice that quite a number ask about a
device to catch and clip the (jueen. I made a
simple little device that is the best thing for
that purpose I have ever seen. It is set over
the queen as she travels over the brood-comb,
and she can be taken in the house to clip if it

is more convenient. She is not touched with
the fingers. The cost is 10 cents. Any one,
if he has the wire, can make one in a few
minutes. Often her wings will slip through
the spaces so they can be clipped so easily. I

always release her on the same frame that I

find her on.
When I find the frame with her on, I watch

my chance and set it over her, and as quick as
she runs up, slip my thumb over the end, set
the frame on end, where I took it from, clip

DITTMERS FOUXDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest audi
Purest, Richewt in Color and Otior, ^Tlost Xransparent and Xongli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-
ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPLIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Root'sGoods ™«IOWA
And the West

At Root's Factory Prices.
18 years in the Supply Business has put us in

the lead for everything' in our line.

OUR NEW BUILDING, just completed,
is filled with the largest stock ot Supplies ever
carried in the West.
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handling business with dispatch, and
our shipping facilities are the best.
Write to-day for 1904 Catalog;. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 iL 567 W. SEVENTH ST. DES MOINES, IOWA

L the Bee Journal.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

o.rI3:I"VES and SEOTIOIISrS i
Are Perfect in YVerlimansliip and Material.

|By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and S
secure prompt shipment. g

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London, Wis.u.s.A

|

Please mention Bee .Touroal "wl'pn ^irrii'T*^

^i-F^^-t^t::
'

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everythingf needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description ot
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Please Mention the Bee Jonraal iJ^^rSrf.?.

BEE-SUPPLIES EXCLUSIVELY.
A COMPLETE LINE OF ;

Lewis' Fine Bee-Supplies, Dadant's Foundation Bingliain's Original

Patent Smokers and Knives, Root's Extractors, Gloves, Veils, Etc.

Queen Bees and nuclei in se.i5on. In fact, inythin? needed in the "Bee-line," at FACTORY PRICES
HERE In CINCINNATI, where prompt service is yours and dN^ht rates are lowest.

Special discounts for early orders. SEND FOR <^ALOG.

THE FRED W. MUTH GO.
1 to nobody and nobody

51 WALNUT STREET. CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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the queen, then lift out the Irauie carefully,

and if the bees are not quiet I wait a few sec-

onds, then find a clear spot about the middle
of the frame and let her walk out. 1 watch
her a little and see that she is received all

right, then put the frame in place. Should
the bees undertake to ball her, I have dropped
the ball in water, and they will leave her
quickly. I then daub a little honey on her
and let her go. But I have never had but two
queens balled in all that I have ever clipped.

When I left the South I bad 5t; colonies; all

have their queens clipped. Now, if they
swarm I will probably lose the queen, but the
swarm will return to its hive.

I am in favor of a good bee-house. I have
all of my bees in one, excepting 14 colonies.

It is far more pleasant for them than those
outside. There is no danger of robbing, and
I can work rain or shine.

I see that a good many build their bee-sheds
wrong, according to my notion. If I was
building a shed with the roof running one
way, say facing the south, have that the low-
est, have the eaves on the south. You want
it the highest in the rear. No one should
stand in front of a hive to manipulate the
frames. My bee-house in the South is ant-

proof. The sills are set in cement piers made
of brick. This space is three inches wide all

around. Ants in the South are quite bad.

The only one that does much harm is the big,

black ant. Roaches do no damage, I think,
but I generally kill them when I find them
around the hives.

I rather think the honey crop will not be
large, as there are too many dead colonies,

and some will not take care of what is left as

they should.
I rather admire the way L. V. Ricketts goes

for those bee-men that think they own the
earth. I rather think " hog " would fit them.

R. L. McCOLLET.
Wood Co., Ohio, May 6.

Hard Winter—Fine Spring.

The past was a hard winter on bees in this

-ocality—about 60 percent lost. It is a fine

spring so far, however, for the bees that are

left. H. D. Talladt.
Emmet Co., Mieh., May 13.

Bees Wintered in Cellars.

Bees are nearly all wintered in cellars here,
nevertheless the result of the past winter
shows a loss of from 25 to 40 percent. Our
spring has been slow, with a "promise to

stay," but with the exception of a slight chill

at present, the past two weeks have been ex-
<jeedingly fine, and the bees have gathered
freely from willow and soft maple.
Todd Co., Minn., May 11. E. S. Roe.

Cellar-Wintering of Bees.

Well, the winter weather ceased all of a
sudden a week ago last Friday. April 22. The
temperature had been holding close around 20

to 35 degrees above zero for some time, with
some snow and much high wind. Since April
22 the mercury has averaged about TO degrees,
and as high as 78 degrees, and scarcely wind
enough to tell from what direction it came.
Box-elder, elm, soft maple, red cedar, wil-

lows, ash, and a few other trees, are in full

bloom, and it seems like a dream that the bees
have been confined in the cellar, wrapped in

winter garb, for 157 days, when you see them
tumbling one another gathering honey, and
keeping it up for a week. The result of my
wintering is as follows:

"Wagner Yard," 20 colonies packed in

straw Nov. 5; unpacked April 25—12 colo-

nies dead (1 queenless, the rest starved with
honey still in the hives;, s colonies living,

with laying queens and but a quart-cup size

of a cluster. Enough of such weather as last

week has been will put theui in shape for the
July white clover.

The home yard, of 111 colonies, wintered in

the house-cellar, 18 colonies dead, of which
about 'i, were queenless, drone-layers, or lay-

ing workers. The other '-., were mostly
starved colonies, caused, I think, in part, by
too many colonies for the size of the cellar

(14x16 feet), with cement floor, bricked sides,

LOSS BY LICE
.iniUry amounts to nuiny lini.'S

.usi ofLamberfKDcsith to
*—tbe sure preveuiivu. A 11

; nan bo saved and more proUt
lie by the use of this famous
iler. Itfrees setting hens from
e pests without harminp eggs
rliicks. A trial box 10c will

nve it. 100 oz.,byexpress, $1.00.

'I'ocket Book Fointers" fret'

J. Lambert. 6oi 701. Apponaug, R I.

SEND=TO = US
for everything in Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We Have It
at Factory Prices. Can ship Quick. We
are agent's of li. B. Lewis Co., Chas. Da-
dant & Sou, and other leading manu-
facturers. Wholesale and Retail.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
21J-:;i5W. Second Street,

DAVENPORT, - IOWA.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

WB ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

Address,

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. ft,

1730 South 13th St.. OMAHA, Nebr.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

ITALIAN QUEERS, BEES AND NUCLEI
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $1.10
" Tested Queen 1.50
" Selected " 1.65
" Breeder " 2.7S
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.40

Tested Select Breed-

_ ers and Nuclei ready

now ; Untested in May. Safe arrival

guaranteed.
For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Prlce-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

Here's Your Chance!
3 L.frames sealed brood, well covered

with bees, and a good Queen, $2.50.

3 pounds black bees and Queen, one
L,. frame brood and honey, $2.00.

Q. W. GATES, Bartlett, Tenn.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNBTTE Queen-Clipping

Device is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-

keepers. Full printed directions

sent with each one. We mail it for

25cent6; or will send it FREE as

a premivim lor sending us One
1 Nevp subscriber to the Bee Journal

ifor a vi-'ar at $1.00; or for SI. 10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

and the ClippiriL' Device. Address,

nEOROH W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

lathed and plastered overhead and over the
briek sides. One window 12x.'10 inches, open-
ing to the north out under the kitchen, with
stone foundation, and another of like dimen-
sions open to the outside in the west with a
blanket hanging over it. A .'ixil toot door at
the north opening up into another room, all

open all the time. The temperature was 52
degrees most of the time, never below 4S de-
grees or above 55 degrees.
The dead bees were swept up from the cel-

lar Hoor and weighed as follows:
Put into the cellar Nov. IS. Deo. 18

weighed 4 pounds; Deo. 24, 3 pounds; .Jan.

33, 18 pounds
; Feb. 12, 7I4 pounds ; Feb. 25,

30 pounds ; March 18. 36 pounds ; March 28.

5

pounds; April 7, 6 pounds; April 33, 00
pounds. Total 159 pounds. (157 days).
Owing to the crowded condition of the cel-

lar, it was hard to get at all the sweeping
space, and at times the job was done more
thoroughly than at others, hence the great
differences in amounts secured. The last
clean-up of 60 pounds was partly due to reach'
ing corners not accessible, and the great fatal-
ity during the last week's confinement. One
colony was dead Dec. 1, 3 on Jan. 1, and all

the rest were alive and apparently strong, ex-
cepting 8 or 10 colonies, up to April 15 or 29.
Several colonies that were yet uuly alive on
taking them from the cellar, were destitute of
stores, and revived (and are doing well) after
being ted.

I concluded that cellar-wintering is the best
for this latitude, and not much less than 20
cubic feet of cellar-space, with some better
ventilating system'than merely doors and win-
dows. Also, that from 50 to 55 degrees is too
warm, and that the bees consume more honey
at the high temperature than at a slightly
too low a temperature. Also, that a 10-frame
hive should weigh not much less than 60
pounds with the bees and 9 frames of honey.
Sioux Co., Iowa, May 1. F. W. Hall.

CellaF-Wintepini: of Bees.

I placed 62 colonies of bees in the cellar the
last week of November, and took them out
April 4 and .t—60 colonies alive and 2 dead.
The temperature of the cellar was 'M degrees,
with no ventilation. The cellar was also very
dry.
About 90 percent of the bees that were win-

tered out-of-doors are dead ; true, many of the
colonies are weak.
My 20 acres of alsike clover is completely

winter-killed, also a strong 50 percent of all

white clover. Will Dr. Miller please tell us
where, or from what source, our big crop of
honey is going to comel J. W. Jounson.
Stephenson Co., 111., May 5.

Wintering Bees—Home-Made Hives.

My bees came through the winter with some
loss, but better than I expected, considering
the long confinement—from Nov. 15, 1903,

—

and their not having a flight until March 10,
1904. I have honey galore from those colo-
nies that died. The honey froze so hard and
the cold was so intense, and held on so long,
they could not move, and they starved with
all this rich store of honey in sight, and the
mercury playing around zero for 3 months. I

had my bees on the summer stands, with out-
side case, with chaff cushion on and well pro-
tected, and still the loss was great.

Now, how am I to prepare for next winter?
That is the question that confronts me, as I

have no cellar under my house. The winter
problem of bees has knocked the wind out of
me. Now, fellow bee-keepers, what shall we
do to prevent this great loss of bees again?

I have before me a statement in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal of April 14, 1904, which
looks reasonable, as I know by experience. I

am a mechanic and I have made lots of hives
at a cost of §1.00 per hive. I have made and
sold them, and beat the manufacturer in

prices and durability. Whyisthis; I have
before me some half-dozen catalogs and they
tally to a cent in prices. A bee-keeper need
not look through glasses to know that it

means a combine or trust. I tor one shall
make my own hives and will produce chunk
honey and render it out, before I will pay
such prices for the sections and supplies. I

will take Mr. Hutchinson'sadvice : Make your
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own hives. They will not get rich if all bee-
keepers will do the same.

We are having a late spring. The bees
cannot fly, as it is too cold and wet.

I have taken the American Bee Journal a
great many years, and I expect lo continue
unless the editor turns me down for this arti-

cle. F. McBbide.
Hardin Co., Ohio, April 18.

[We are not in the habit of "turning

down " contributors. But whenever we deem

it best to do so, it's " as easy as rolling off a

log."—Editor.]

Experience in Wintering.

In the spring of 1903 I bought 2 colonies of

hybrids the last of May. In July I bought 2

colonies of Italians and transferred them into

Dadant hives; these increased two, so I had
6 colonies in the fall. The best colony was
stolen, one became queenless and died, leav-

ing me 4 to put on the shelf for winter. I

bought 3-ply tarred-paper and built a house
around the stand, open to the south, and had
a cloth curtain that I could drop down in

front during very stormy weather to keep out

the snow or rain. I used the "Hill's device ''

on all the hives, and used heavy cotton canvas

to cover the brood-chamber, no chafi cushions

or trays, and I lost only one colony through

the winter. They seem to have plenty of

honev in the hive, but they could not move
about, it being so cold. They evidently

starved with plenty of stores, but could not

get to them.
I attribute my success the past winter to

the " Hill's device " more than all the other

precautions taken to make my bees comfort-

able.

May 3 I was strolling about in the garden

when I saw a bunch of bees hanging upon a

limb of a spruce tree—about a quart—and I

put them in a hive and gave them 2 brood-

frames of comb and honey. They are carry-

ing in pollen and doing good work for so few.

I haven't the slightest idea which colony this

swarm came from. I think I can go on re-

Mian Bees for Sale
15 strong^ colonies in 8-frame Lang-stroth

hives, and 12 colonies on 12-fratnes crosswise of
the lOframe L. hive, frames 13J^ in. long, and
9^

fl deep. Price, per colony, if taken at the bee-
yard, $4.25; if to be shipped, $5 f.o.b. here.

Address, A. WICHERTS,
20Atf Matteson, Couk Co., III.

flei*^e mention i3ee journal wnen wntuia

That the New Century
Jueen - Rearing' Co. will
have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, «l.iX1; Untested,
75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $b.OO. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
" Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Ptiarr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
ISAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

18 Strong; Colonies,
good, eight-frame

hives; $5.00 per col-
our, all to be taken

at one time. Address, G- RUSSOW,
15S4 North Leavi.t Street, Chicago, III.

Bees For Sale £

50 154-story Dovetailed Hives and 25 IJ^-story
Langstroth Simplicity Hives, just from fac-
tory, at catalog prices, but freight paid to your
railroad station. For particulars, address.
21A2t C. J. THIES, Pepin, Pepin Co., Wis.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will meet at College Station, Tex., Tues-
day, Wednesdav and Thursday, July 5, o and 7,

1904, beginning at 10 a.m. on Tuesday. This
will be during the meeting of the Texas Farm-
ers' Congress, so it will be a great time. Rail-
road rates and board will be cheap.
The convention will open at the time named.

Come earlj and take part.
Louis H. Scroll, Sec.

College Station, Tex.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife*
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on tbe other side.

Your Name on the Knife.—When orderiug-, be sure to say Just what name and
address yon wish put oa the Kuite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and VVorljer, as
shown here.

The Material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forjed out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-lime, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the "Novelty" is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the Xnife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foi
lunate as to have one of the •' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and In
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mothes
give to a sou, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife havlns
Ihenameof the recipient on one side?

.

Theaccompanyins; cu( gives a faint idea, but cannot fully <

' Novelty " must be seen to be appreci
How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium tothf

one sending nsiHREE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.^'».) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one vear. both for *2.nn.Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for |2.00.

GEORGE W, YORK & CO.
4^Please allor" ••bout two weeks for your koife order to be flllecL

cord as having the earliest swarm, at least in

this locality. The winter losses have been
very heavy here. It would be safe to say that
90 percent of bees are dead. My bees were all

in single-wall hives, and the strongest colony
this spring was in a liox made of half-inch
basswood lumber. C. E. White.
Crawford Co., Pa,. May 10.

Chicaga 111

Ammonia for Stints and Removing
Propolis.

The best thing I have used for stings is

ammonia. This is also the best thing I can
find to remove propolis from hands. I per-
spire some in the palms of my hands, then
rub without soap or water for about a minute,
thsn use warm water and soap. It comes off

quiclcly. I use it to clean tools, sometimes.
Louis A. Cef.net.

Yai^sCo., N. T., May H.

Wintered Well—Doing Fairly Well.

My bees are building up in good shape for

the white clover honey harvest, but it has been
an awful winter tor tlieni, and my losses have
been greater tor the last winter than for a long
time. But I think I did well, when I consider
the losses some have had. I put 34 colonies

into winter quarters, last fall, and lost S colo-

nies. I winter my bees on the summer stands,

in sheds, putting burlap over the brood-
frames, and an empty super filled with planer
shavings, closing the entrance, excepting
about 3 inches. I believe it all bee-lieepers

would keep their bees in a dry place, and
leave a little ventilation above the brood-
frames, in this manner, by putting gunny-
sack, or 3 thicknesses of burlap between super
and hive-body, over brood-trames, which will

leave enough ventilation to let a large amount
of moisture escape, and keep the bees dry,

there would be less winter losses. I do not
think it is the cold weather that kills bees,

but the excess of moisture.
My bees have commenced to gather honey

from fruit-blossoms, and are doing fairly well,

and I may get a chance to use some of the 4000

sections that I bought in February.

I have been trying to get some of my bee-

keeping friends to join the National and State

Bee-Keepers' Associations, and have suc-

ceeded in getting three besides myself to join.

J. G. SCHOON.
Champaign Co., 111., May 5.

Results in Wintering in Ontario.

In looking over the varied reports concern-
ing recent winter losses that have appeared In

late issues of the American Bee Journal, I

have been led to wonder at the different opin-
ions expressed as to what is an tjtrone period
of confinement with bees wintered outdoors.
Some few weeks ago, if I mistake not, Dr.
Miller asked if anyone ever had bees to win-
ter successfully outdoors, if they were con-
fined to the hives for more than 100 days
without a flight. Methinks that many here
in Ontario could have informed Dr. Miller
thai in three years out of live our bees endure
such trials as that and appear to be none the
worse for the experience.
Only a few days ago I noticed a Georgia

bee-keeper's complaint, in effect that bees had
suffered there from the severe winter. Poor
bees ! Wonder what they would have done it

they hid been in a temperature of 25 degrees
below zero for days ai a time, it they " suf-

fered " when " way down in Dixie."'

For the information of others enjoying a
warmer climate than we poor mortals, I will

give my report of wintering, which is no bet-

ter, and probably ivorse, than some other
bee-keepers in adjoining' counties.

At the Cashel apiary, 100 colonies were
wintered in permanently packed hives (saw-
dust packing). The hives are all and 12

frame, Langstroth length and Quinby depth;
M colonies are alive at this date (April 30),
the majority are in fair condition, although
not l-iy any means iu as good sliape as is

usually the case. Three of the defunct ones
starved; in fact, all i; really starved as the
other 3, while they bail stores at one side of

the hive, and owing iv the continued cold had
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been unable to move when the honey " played
out'" where they were clustered.

November 15 the weather turned cold, and
while there were a couple of weeks previous
to that diite that the bees could have Mown,
yet very few of theui did. Tho> never had
even a partial lli;rht until March "J^i, so, count-
mg from Nov. 1.5, they were conlined i:U days.
At the Altona yard :^0 colonies were win-

tered in the cellar, and all came through
alive, but a number are weak; .V.t were win-
tered outside, some in single cases, the rest 2

in a case. All were packed in chaff. Today
52 are alive, and most of those in good condi-
tion. At the home yard 75 were wintered
outdoors, 00 in packed hives and, I am sorry
to say, 15 in papered hives, (7 In A. C. >Iiller;

55 arfi alive, but a number are weak. Every
one that was wintered in the papered hives

—

they were all strong colonies—are either dead
or reduced to a few handfuls of bees.

Papered hives may be all right for Mr. Miller's
locality, but they are certainly " not in it

"

here in Ontario.
The bees in the home yard were shut In for

the same period as the L'ashel apiary, but the
bees in the Altona yard, owing to snow not
being away from the entrances of most of the
hives, did not have i: flight until April 5.

This would be 14'J days of steady, cold
weather, and the funny part is that those
bees are by all odds in the i>est condition of

the three yards. 1 don't mean to insinuate
that their extra rest brought this about, but
it does go to show that it is exceedingly diffi-

cult to say how fom/ bees will endure eonflne-

ment without being seriously inconvenien;ed.
I forgot to say that the hives at the home

and Altona yards, like at the Cashel apiary,

are all very lar^re, viz. : S to 12 frame Quinhy

—

a circumstance that makes it all the more
wonderful that the bees wintered, if we ac-

cept the theory that large hives are colder
than small ones.

Mr. Doolittle reports 00 percent of the bees
dead that were wintered outdoors in his

locality. Three years ago, when we bad the

very cold snap in February, the mortality rate

was very high in New York and other buck-

wheat sections. ( iin it be that during ex-
treme cold weather bees do not winter as well
on buckwheat as they do on clover honey or
sugar syrup? I.asl season we had practically
not a bit of honey nfter clover ceased yielding
in July; the result was that we had to feed
heavy with sugar syrup to make up the
deficiency. I'ossilily our seeming misfortune
was a blessing in disguise. While I do not
like to feed oftener than I limv to, yet I must
confess that I don't think we have ever lost a
colony in the winter that was fed heavily on
sugar s.trup the previous fall.

In looking over what I have written, I

notice that I mado an error. In the Cashel
yard 10 colonies were there wintered in

papered hives, whiluonly 2 colonies are dead ;

the balance are all in poor condition, although
not as bad as those thus wintered at the home
apiar.v.

The first pollen was brought in to-day ; the
season is extremely late, but as vegetation
has been withheM, and clover has wintered
well, possibly the lieesmay yet with favorable
weather build up for the honey-flow.

Ontario, Canada, April 30. J. L. Byeb.

A Celluloid Qneen-Batton is a very
pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

iea serves to introduce the
subject of honey, ard *re-

quentlj leads to a sale

The picture shown herewltn
is a reproduction of a motto
queen-button that we are fur-

nishing- to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to

fasten it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10c;

or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the oC^ce
of the American Bee Journal,

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT &SON.
Bell Br.^nch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Pleeise mention Bee Journal -when -writuii

A Standard-Bred Italian (|ueen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.
As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine, Un-

tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-
ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the.end of this year
(1904).

2. Sending your own name with the .*1.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the now sub-
scriber must be a NEW subscriber; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bee .lournal regularly, or at
least not for a whole year previous to hi.s name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be
made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in
a legitimate way. They are worth working for. ,

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or
June. Will you have one or more!

If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the
American Bee Journal a year and the Oueen—both for onli" S1..5U. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &. CO., CHICAGO, EL

) to four feet of water

<t "*****« less than Catalog prices. FOUNDATION at ,t cents pei

Jf pound less than listed prices. Special prices on 25 and 50 pound"
lots. These prices good only as Ion l: as the wet troods last.
Write for particulars. WE HAVE PLENTY OF DRY GOODS IF
YOU PREFER THEM.

Flood

Water

SECTIONS AT $1.00 PER THOUSAND

Lewis C. & A. G. Woodman ^''^'\S,^r°^-

Flease mention Bee Journal -wben wiitiD»,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
]M.\KKET QUOTATIONS

)
Crue.tr.,), M.iy '1.—The market has aa over-

supply o( comb houey, very lillle of which will
pass as Ni). 1 grade—price is llfgiUc per pound,
and off grades at a corresponding value. Ex-
tracted, 6('r7c per pound for best grades of
white; amber colors, 5(<i(jc per pound Bees-
wax, 30(0 32c. R. A. Bdrnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., May 10.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. Fancy whitecomb honey,
from UM'SiW cents. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, S'A<aiiic\ in cans. He more; alfalfa, water-
white, ti(ai6'/^c; strictly white clover, for e.xtra
fancy, 'H@Sc. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.
Philadelphia, May 9.—There has been very

little demand for comb honey the last iwo
weeks, and prices are about the same. The
commission men are not refusing any reasona-
ble oflFer. We quote: Taney, 12(ail3c; No. 1,
lOwllc; buckwheat, Sgi'ic. Fancy extracted
honey, THic; amber, bHc. Beeswax, 31c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

Albany, N. Y., April 25.—Honey market is
very dull. Stocks of both comb and extracted
are lighter than we thought would be a month
ago, when we thought we would have to carry
over the season. The demand for honey here
will be light until the new crop comes. Quota-
tions are nominally—S@13c for comb, and S@6c
for extracted. H.R.Wright.

Cincinnati, April IS. — The honey market
here is reassuming activity, and judging irom
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season's crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, oJ^@6Hc; white clover
6H@S cents, according to quality and oackage!
Fancy comb honey sells at 12«i I5c- Beeswax
30cents. The Fred W.Muth Co.

'

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey is
extremely light, almost nothing, and supplies
are heavy for this time of the year, and our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 15@l,6c; A No. 1, MiguSc; and
Nc.l. 14c, with no call for under grades. Ex-
tracted, from 6@7c. Blake, Scott & Lbr.

Kansas City, April IS.— The demand for
honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.£0 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honey coming from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2.00 to
$2.25 is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
$2.25 per case. Extracted is dull at 5@bc. Bees-
wax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, May 21.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull and it is almost impos-
sible to move large blocks. What little trade
there is, is done in a small way. We quote
nominally: Fancy white at I3c; No. 1 at 12c,
and amber at 10c; no demand for dark at all.
Extracted is in fair demand at unchanged pri-
ces, with a good supply. Beeswax remains firm
at 30c, but we e.xpect a decline very shortly.

Hildreth a Segelken.

San Francisco, April 2T.—White comb, 1-lb
sections, ll>«@l2c; amber, 8810c. Extracted'
white, 5>i@5--4c; light amber, 4Ji@4J4c; amber'
3K@4^c; dark amber, 3K@3Jic. Beeswax. b-ooH
to choice, light, rHi@2'>c; dark, 2S@26c.
A shipment of 300 cases extracted went for-

ward the past week per steamer for Germany
Local trade is of light proportions. Quotable
values remain as previously noted, but market
is not firm at these figures.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When coii&ig'niog-, buying- or selling-, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Water St. Chicago. III.

WANTED !'=-b^<?,jB HONEY
In no-drii
tracted in

deliveret' '

32Atf 1

Please u

COMB
shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
ri els or cans. Qnote vour best price
I lunati. The Fred \V. Muth Co.
.;'t and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Qtion Bee Journal "wheu wTiting.
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FEjK-FBCT OOODS !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

T116 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
oi the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

himland save the freight.

Please mentioii Bee jovimal when vrritlnK

1. J. STRINGHftltt, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUBENS IN SEASON. •

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

Please mention Bee Journal wbea •KTrttloe

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mall, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bontrht and sold
for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA, EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Please mention Bee Jonmal when 'writlns.

I
Bee=SuppIies I

|
Q. B.Lewis Co's Goods. g

S Don't Wail flnu Longer to Buij. §

S BiQ Discount tor Orders Now. §
-«•}•»- gS Write us to-day and say what you ;2

K want, and get our prices. New catalog a
» of 84 oages: it is free. ,m

X We'also handle the famous 74

tloosier Incubators and Brooders.

g C. M. Scott & Co. S
1004 East Washington Street,

Indianapolis. Ino. Q

Please mention Bee Jotimal when wmtinE.

MoontUiionGollege
Open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade

scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-

pying highest positions in Church and

State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person

with tact and energy can have an educa-

tion. We invite correspondence. Send

for catalog. ky

MOUNT UNION COLIiEGE, r
Alliance, Ohio. -~ V

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

I ?L'fDadant's Foundation
f We Guarantee Satisfaction. S?a%'itv"'

1 anybody do?
BEAUTY, PURITY, FIRnNESS.

No SAaaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

Wflv rlrkf^c if c*»ll cr» Wfll 9 Because it has always given better satis-
VVIiy UUC^ IL S>C1I ^0 WCll r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

#
#
#
?«r Langstrolh on the Honey-Bee—Revfised
^i The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

# —
ife BEESW^aX WZANTED at all times.

# DADANT & SON, Hamilton. Hancock Co., 111. g

^po»

100000 1
PER DAY IS OUR CAPACITY ON

SECTIONS

We hope and trust that every reader of the

American Bee Journal now has our 1904 Catalog.

If not, why not?

8 Q. B. LEWIS COMPANY,
O WATERTOWN, WIS., U.S.A.
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THEVOICE OFTHE PEOPLE
DANZENBAKER'S HIVE.

MORE HONEY. BETTER PRICES.

WE HAVE TOLD YOU SOflE THINGS

-ABOUT THE-

DANZENBAKER HIVE
FOR COMB HONEY.

NOW SEE WHAT OTHERS SAY.

MORE

HONEY.

MORE

HONEY

AND

BETTER

PRICES.

Union Bridge, Md. Feb. 9, 1904.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
Gentlemen:—I saw in a recent issue of your paper

that you have a department.called "Reports Encourag-

ing." I shall send you mv report.

I use the Danzenbaker hiv and will give you report

of the same, as the few dovetailed hives that I use do

not compare at all with the Danzenbaker. One colony

gave me over one hundred pounds No. 1 white honey
and the rest averaged about sixty, with an increase by
natural swarming of one hundred per cent. A friend

of mine who uses all sorts and kinds of hives in his

apiary succeeded in making scarcely enough honey to

pay for the foundation used in the sections. This was
about two miles from my apiary. Long live the Dan-
zenbaker hive !-It is just the thing for this locality.

Yours truly,

J. B. HOLLOPETER.

Mallet Creek, O., Sept. 2.5, 1902.

I have now 2.50 colonies of bees, of which 170 are in

the Danzenbaker hives, and shall have all my bees in

Danzenbaker hives next spring. During this past poor

season 30 or 40 of the colonies in the Danzenbaker
hives gave over 100 lbs. surplus. On the average I get

more than double the amount of honey from these

colonies that I do from those in the old chaff hives.

With a 7-mch telescopic cover, the Danzenbaker hive

winters the bees better than the chaff hives.
Veknon Burt.

I have used both square and tall sections in all my
apiaries 6ve years, and know from practical experi-

ence that it will pay to discard the i'A sections, and
use only 4x.5 sections, and the Danzenbaker hive with

the fence separator. They have made enough more
this season in the same yard to pay for the hives. I

have made morg money this season per hive than I

have any previous year in my 15 years of bee-keeping.

Fifteen of my strongest Danzenbaker hives made me
a ton of honey. When it comes to sales I get more
for the 4x5 sections, and have no work in cleaning

them 1 ship them as I take them from the super.

This is not the case with the 4\{ sectioa I make
honey to sell, and anything that sells the best and for

the most money, is what I want out of the bee-

business. S. D. Matthews.
In Gleanings, p. 931, Dec. 15, 1899.

MonNTAiN View, N. J., Oct. 6, 1897.

I have run my hives largely with the Danzenbaker
sections this year, and shmll increase my facilities for

the Danzenbaker output next year. I sold all my
fancy clover in Danzenbaker sections, glazed, to two
fancy grocers in New York, at 20 cts. a section; were
retailed at 25 cts. each. My 4X sections, unglazed, sold

to grocers at J2J4 to 13 cts., retailing 16 cts. I fur-

nished cartons with the 4'X.
-•-=-> —•' — .-i-. <.=

much as glass.

BETTER

PRICES

FOR

DANZY.

HONEY.

A RECENT

ORDER.

64-PAGE

BOOK.

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

Rock Valley, N. Y, Feb. 22, 1901.
My bees gathered no surplus after July I. I had

only 1200 lbs., but 1 obtained a fancy price—15>^ for
"Fancy " and No. 1 white, and 14J4 for No. 2 here at
my station for all the Danzenbaker 4x5 plain sections,
used on your hives, while I got only 14 and 13 cts. per
lb. for the 4^^x4J^ square sections, and I consider that
much difference is worth looking after—don't you?
The Danzenbaker hives doubled up, two brood-cham-
bers, are in fine condition, even better than my double-
walled hives. I intend to build a bee-cellar and work
off my double-walled hives as fast as I can, and get
the Danzenbaker hives. Very truly yours,

J. L. Haight.
It is not claimed that so large an advance in price as

is mentioned above can usually be obtainea for honey
in Danzenbaker sections, but because it is more uni-
formly fancy grade, and of general better appearance
it commands the highest prices and a more ready sale
in a dull market than ordinary honey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 3, 1904.
The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
Dear Sirs;- Please ship to me as soon as convenient:

500 Danzy. iD64M hives. Yours,
Walter S. Pouder.

(This is in addition to all other orders.)

Mr. Danzenbaker's little book, "Facts About Bees,*'
containing 70 pages, giving full particulars regarding
this hive and system, is indeed i^ull of facts. If one
follows the directions clear through, he is sure to pro-
duce a strictly first-class article of comb honey, prcH
viding of course there is any honev to be had. This
unique little book will be sent free to all who apply
for it.

Bee-keepers are raising honey for the money there
is in it, or for the pleasure they get out of it. It is

conceded by all who have tried this system that it is

highly profitable. Reading over letters from the
users of this hive who tell of securing large crops of
honey almost free from propolis makes us think that
the bee-keeper who is in the business for pleasure
would be highly gratified with the hive also. \Vhat is

more satisfying than to take off well-filled supers of
snow-white sections free from the propolis that is

so often found on sections in cases that are poorly
constructed and adapted for the production of a fancy
article?

The great popularity of the D.'tnzenbaker hive has
brought the shallow brood-frame and the tall plain
sections into prominence. It must be remembered
that no other hive contains the essential features of
the Danzenbaker. Thesuccessof Ihissystem depends
on having everything just right, so you should place
your order for the Danzenbaker hive with our main
office, or any of our branches or regular agents.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Main Office and Works, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.BRANCHES:

CHICAGO, ILI-., 114 Kast Erie St. I SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MECHANIC FALLS, ME """ •"'"°""'PHILADELPHIA, PA.,10V;

(See list of Jobbing Agents in American Bee J

I

ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Mi;
St. I HAVANA CUBA. San Igna(

BRANCHES:

. St.] ,San Antonio, Tex., 438 W. Houston.
>.

I
Washington, D. C, 1200 Md. Av.,S.W

rnal. Jan. 7, page 2.)
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Editorial Comments

General Advertising of Honey.

Oq page 339 something was said about the desirability of some

general advertising of honey by the National Association. Written

probably about the same time, appears in the Bee-Keepers' Review an

editorial on the same subject. Editor Hutchinson thinlcs it would be

a good thing to do a lot of judicious advertising in the magazines, and

says

:

" It seems to me that there is no way in which the National could
spend a few hundred dollars with more benefit to its members than in

doing some advertising in a way that will help its members to sell

their honey at good prices."

Help Medium Rather than Weakest Colonies.

When a colony has four or five frames of brood well filled, it is in

condition for rapid development, while a colony with only two or three

frames partly filled will remain at a stand-still till hot weather comes.

The beginner may think that his first care should be to help the weak-

est. Not so; let the little ones wait; a frame of hatching brood may
be given to a colony with three frames well filled with brood, and it

will not be long till that colony will be able to help others ; whereas

the same brood given to one of the weakest colonies would still leave

that weakling a long time in becoming strong enough to help others.

In general, draw from colonies having five or more Langstroth

frames of brood, leaving them with four, distributing this brood

among the strongest colonies that have less than foar frames of

brood. When there are no longer any stronger ones to help, it will be

time enough to help the very weakest.

How Many Sections to Prepare for Next Crop.

The belief seems to be on the increase that it is wise to have ready

before the beginning of the harvest a sufficient number of supers

ready to put on the hives bo that there shall be no danger of being

caught lacking when the flow is on. But the inexperienced ber-

keeper is at a loss to know how many supers of sections that really

means. It is better to be on the safe side, having too many rather

than too few. Indeed, it is impossible to be on the safe side unless

one provides most years more than enough. Fortunately, those left

over from one year will be all right to use another year. But now for

a definite answer to the question, " How many supers of sections shall

I have ready?"

If you have been in the business a number of years, prepare us

many supers of sections as will be necessary if t*e harvest is as gi>'"l

as the best year you ever had, and then one extra super for each oni-

ony besides. (Experience will teach you that you will always have

some sections unoccupied at the close of the season, unless you com

bine extracted with comt)-honey production.)

But you say, " 1 haven't been in the business a number of years
'

Sure enough. Well, then, find out the biggest yield any one else h -

had in your vicinity, and work on that basis. If you can not hu

the experience of any one else as a basis, you might count on about

100 sections for each colony as your biggest prospect. In that case, if

you have 24 sections in a super, you would need 4 supers per colony

for the crop, with one super for the remaining empty sections ; in

other words, you would have .5 supers ready for each colony.

If you are fortunate enough to have a year in which you will run

short after providing 5 supers per colony, then make preparations ac-

cordingly in succeeding years.

Trying Spring for Bees and Bee-Keepers.

A number of cold days that puts some of the weakling colonies

out of the race; then a day or more of summer that makes the bee-

keeper congratulate himself that all trouble is past, only to be followed

by another cold spell. But the Fourth of July is ahead, and warm
weather can't keep off always.

Asbestos Lining for Hives.

In the British Bee Journal favorable mention is made of asbestos

cloth or paper to be used as a lining for hives, with a view to heat it

red hot for the sake of disinfecting it in foul-brood cases. In this

country there seems to be a growing belief thai foul-broody hives may
be used without disinfecting. Certainly it can do no harm to disin-

fect.

Light vs. Dark Honey in England.

At a conversazione of the British Bee-Keepers' Association, Col.

Walker said he was " in full accord with Mr. Cowan, Mr. Carr, and
most other experienced judges when they said that light honey had
the most delicate flavor. There would always be some who liked a

strong flavor, such as was found in darker honeys; but whatever

might be said, the light-colored honey always 'came out on the top,'

and exhibitors must reconcile themselves to facts."

Italian Bees vs. Blacks.

In this country Italians and their crosses are almost universally

preferred to blacks. In Europe and in England there are many who
prefer the blacks. In a late number of the British Bee Journal, how-
ever, Mr. Sladen says

:

In my own apiary (a very exposed one) the crossed bees have
proved superior to blacks in many ways. They have dwindled less in
the spring, shown better honey-gathering results, and, tested in a
badly-diseased apiary in Ireland, they were found to be better able to
resist foul brood. In many apiaries iu America Italians only are kept
and bred, and they are preferred to the crossed bees.

Can the Swarming Trait Be Bred Out?

It has been held by some thatcenturies would be required to make
any appreciable difference in the tendency to swarming, while others

hold a more optimistic view. F. W. L. Sladen says in the British

Bee Journal

:

" By breeding queens from colonies that do not swarm we may
reduce the swarming tendency. In the writer's experience, Italian
queens that have been bred for many generations in this way show
marlted disinclination to swarm compared with ordinary blaek bees."

The fact that such important resu't.s have been obtained in cattle-

breeding, for instance, in a very few years, makes one hopeful as to
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bees. Compare the matter of time. A queenbeeis as mature when

two weeks old as a heiter at two years. Several generations of queens

can be bred in a year, against one generation of cows in several years.

There is now a marked difference In the swarming propensities of dif-

ferent colonies of bees; why can not that difference be further inten-

sified by selection? Suppose A and B start with the same strain of

. bees, B breeding constantly from those colonies most given to swarm-

ing, while B takes the opposite course; is not A likely to have more

swarming at the end of five years than B?

Miscellaneous items

Mrs. G. C. Greiner, of Niagara Co., N. Y., died recently after

a long illness from an incurable stomach trouble. Mr. Greiner will

have the sincerest sympathy of all bee-keepers in his bereavement and

loss. .••.-•••-

The Third Annual Report of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers'

Association is ready for delivery. It is an illustrated pamphlet of over

16U pages, and will be mailed to any one on receipt of 15 cents. Order

ol the secretary, Jas. A. Stone, Route 4, Springfield, 111.

3Ir. Leo F. Hanegan, the general manager of the St. Croix

Valley Honey-Producers' Association, of Wisconsin, wrote us appre-

ciatively as follows. May 23

:

Editor York :— It is hard to get bee-keepers to understand that

they must read plenty of current literature on bee-keeping in order to

be successful. The main trouble, I think, is that too many of us are

too easily satisfied.

Our Association now represents about 3000 colonies of bees, or,

with an average crop, fully two cars of honey. Comb honey is pro-

duced here mostly.
, , , .. t.

The American Bee .Journal is to me an absolute necessity. It

comes regularly, and is always full of valuable information. The
Chicago-Northwestern report was worth to any one fully a year's sub-

scriptfon 1 should like very much to see that report in the hands of

every one of the 200 bee-keepers in this region. In that report,

" What the Retailer of Honey Demands," from page 21? to 238, is, I

think worth more to me than all the articles I have read on this

subject. .„.„... ^^'^ ^- Hanegan.

The Apiary of J. S. Haag.—When sending the picture of

his apiary (see first page) , Mr. Haag wrote as follows

:

I commenced bee-keeping four years ago with 3 swarms (not col-

onies) for which I paid $9 in trade. A greener man than I was in

regard to bees never undertook the business. I bought ' Langstroth

on the Honey-Bee," and sul)scribed for the American Bee Journal, and

burned midnight oil reading and studying them. The second year I

increased by dividing, and rearing my own queens. The last two sea-

sons I worked against increase, and quit last tall with 48 colonies,

which I reduced to 31, and last season took a crop of 5.525 pounds of

honey all extracted. I winter my bees on the summer stands, and

and have never lost a colony except by starvation, caused by being

robbed light in the fall.
. j ..v

Although the past winter was a hard one, my bees wintered with-

out loss, and are in fine shape now.
. , ,. ,

I built a honey-house 16x26 feet, which cost $300, but the bees

^'"
The people in the picture are myself and all my children excepting

one the oldest boy of 13 years. While we were getting ready for the

photographer a bee came singing around his head and he lit out.

Sioux Co., Iowa, April 19. -^ « "'•J. S. Haag.

The Apiary of Charles W. Sager appears on the first page.

He wrote as follows, last September:

I sent a photograph of my bee-yard some days since ; there were

111 colonies of bees until Aug. 30, when war commenced. I dis-

covered it aliout 9:30 or 10 o'clock. I commenced to close the en-

trances and finally got control of the yard, but they had cleaned out 4

colonies in the meantime. The dead lay in heaps around 20 different

hives Mr. Oilman, who has several apiaries, happened to call, and

he said that it lieat all he ever saw, and afterwards said I did well in

quieting them and not lose more than I did.

It has been too cold and wet, still I can not complain, for what

honey I have is of the very best quality. I sold over 200 pounds, and

have 3020 pounds in the packing oases, and 04 superson the hives that

are half full or more, and quite a lot with a few sections, so I felt sure

of getting about 320O pounds, or about 57 pounds per colony, spring

count (.56 colonies), and have almost doubled my colonies, and they

are mostly in very good shape now. ,,.,,. t , o~ t

Well, I just had a picnic with the bees from May 34 to July 2i. 1

had 91 swarms come out, and two absconded the second day. I doubled

up and put hack the 91, and made .55 newcolonies. Some clustered on

the brush, but some went up in the trees that show in the picture^
some as high as 40 freet from the ground, but I got them all.

May be I have loafed sooie, but I made 75 hives and 200 supers
while watching the yard, and perhaps you think 1 shall do the same
next summer. Not much, for 1 have now .50 supers all ready to put
on the hives, and shall have 200 filled before it is time to use them,
and all the hives that I expect to want, so that I can give more atten-

tion to the care of the bees.

I have '• A B C of Bee-Culture," and shall get Dr. Miller's and
Mr. Doolittle's books; with them, and probably Mr. Alley's, I think I

can by sharp work and close attention commence to leain a little about
the honey-bee; but if anyone thinks it is a lazy man's job, just let

him try it. CHARLES W. Sagbr.
Benton Co., Minn., Sept. 2, 1903.

The foregoing with picture should have been used long ago. It

was delayed from time to time, but its value is not lessened on that

account.

Western Illinois Convention.—The beekeepers' society,

which was organized in Galesburg last January, held an interesting

and instructive meeting recently. A business session was first held,

and to broaden the scope of the organization the name was changed

to the Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association.

The question-box was the principal feature of the meeting, it

being the best way to bring all present into the discussions.

Mr. Reynolds, who has had experience with foul brood, that dread

disease of the honey-bee, gave a very interesting talk on its symptoms

and cure at both the forenoon and afternoon sessions. His talks were

full of interest and instruction, and the bee-keepers of the vicinity

who did not hear him missed a good thing. The meeting adjourned

to the third Tuesday in September next.

Mr. E. D. Woods, who sent us the foregoing information, wrote

May 12, as follows:

"Winter losses, through this part of the country, are much
greater than reported six weeks ago. There was a good deal of spring

dwindling."

Too Much Maple-Sugary Sweetness.—We have received

the following from H. D. Tallady, of Emmet Co., Mich.

:

Editor York:—Enclosed flndaelipping from a Glens Falls, N. Y.,

paper If maple syrup would affect cattle in such a manner, what,

in your judgment, would the effect be to the human family? And
still many people insist upon eating the " deadly " maple syrup when
honey, nice and pure, can be had equally cheap ! We do some '• insist-

ing '' ourselves. H. D. Talladt.

The clipping referred to reads thus

:

' Last Sunday, while Mrs. Ellen Gillingham was away from home,
her cattle got into the sugar-orchard and drank a quantity of syrup.

As the result two cows are dead, and one other is not expected to live."

You know the old proverb, " One man's meat is another cow's

poison." That may not be the exact wording, but something to that

effect. Besides, those cows probably took an immoderate quantity.

A pint or so at a time might be a good thing for them, while several

gallons might result disastrously. If our good friend who sent the

clipping will swallow at a sitting several gallons of either maple

syrup or honey, he will probably find that one member of " the human
family " will "insist" on feeling rather uncomfortable.

(
Sketches of Beedomites

J. W. TUCKER.

We received recently the following lettter concerning Mr. J. W.
Tucker, a bee-keeper of Jefferson Co., Pa., who departed this life in

April

:

Editor Y'ork :—It is with sorrow that 1 write to tell you of the

death of Mr. J. W. Tucker, who passed away April ti, at 12:30 p.m.

He became seriously ill in January, and after being treated some time

by home physicians, and failing to improvi-. he made a trip to Jeffer-

son Hospital, Phiadelphia, where he came under the care of eminent
medical authority. It was found that, as decided by his home physi

cian, he was suffering from diabetes. However, after two weeks'
treatment he returned home somewhat improved, only in a short time

to grow worse, and the culmination of the disease resulted in his

death as stated.

Mr. Tucker was a well-known apiarist, and possibly the best au-

thority on bee-culture in this part of our .State. He began five years

ago, and, in connection with his trade as a carpenter, built up a nice
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apiary of 5."i coUmies, of which ht- was very fond, and to which he hud
decided to pay cai'eful attention, making it his sole occupation, lie

invented what is linown as " The Tuclier Hive," which has proved tu
lie an excellent article in the safe Ueepinjf of bees.

He was a constant reader of the American Bee Journal—" The Old
Reliable," as he called it—and no one of its readers appreciated it

more. He often spolce of it.

While we miss him sorely, especially since he was a comparatively
young man—only 43 years of age—yet we are comforted to know he

THE LATE J. W. TUCKER.

was prepared to go, as during the last few days he said, " I am going
down to the station every day, for my train is soon coming in, and
then I'll go to my Lord."

We intend to carry on the business as he would have done had he
remained. Tours truly,

Mrs. J. W. Tucker.

Surely, Mrs. Tucker will have the heartfelt sympathy of the read-

ers of the old American Bee Journal in her sorrow and loneliness.

Contributed Articles
]

Not All In Hives—More in the Man.
BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A LETTER lies before me. Among other things it con-
tains I find these words :

" I have come into possession of two colonies of bees in liox-

hives. I am thinking of using these as a beginning in bee-keeping. I

shall want some new hives this season, and I am anxious to start with
the right kind of a hive so I may meet with success. A neighbor of

ray brother's where I visited last fall claims to have invented .a hive
that is ahead of anything in the world. Says he secures lots of hun.'y
with this hive, while those not using it get very little surplus. He
wants to sell uie some hives. Ho you think there could be one so •.' I'y

much superior to any other in the world < What would you adviM in

the matter!"

As I receive many letters quite similar to this one, I

thought a few words bearing on thi.s subject might not lie

amiss in the American Bee Journal. From the above , as
well as from many who are clamoring for the best hivr, it

would seen that all one had to do was to get that man's cwn
hive, or the Danzenbaker, Root, Hoffman, Gallup, Lstik-
stroth, Heddon, or some other " best " hive (for they :ire

all "best" in the eyes of some), to meet with certain -.ic-
\

cess in apiculture. No matter how poorly attended to, if

we only have the best hive we certainly shall have honey to
sell and give away ! So the hive advocated is purchased,
left with some man keeping bees in a slipshod way to hive
swarms in at a dollar a swarm, after which the " best " hive,
bees and all are deposited in some out-of-the-way fence-
corner, where the bees will not sting the children, to stay
and take care of themselves.

From the many failures in the bee-business with would-
be beginners, and the shipwreck ending in disaster of so
many who start out joyously when embarking in the busi-
ness, it would seem as if they depended simply on using or
having their bees in good hives. While a good hive has
very viitch to do with the results of bee-keeping, the inati

who manages affairs has much more to do with the success
or failure of the enterprise.

Do any of our horsemen buy choice animals and put
them in the best stable, and then let them take care of them-
selves ? Do any of our poultry breeders buy poultry stock
and after making tiice pens for them, pay no further atten-
tion ? No; they spare no pains to have them properly cared
for, and give them every chance in their power that looks
or tends toward success. Yet, if we are to judge from what
has been done in the past, these same men, should they em-
bark in the bee-business, will expect a large income from
bees if they only have them in a good hive, if they pay no
attention to them for six months, more than a few
times to look at the bees going out and in at the entrance.
About as well provide good quarters for the choice stock,
and then let them shirk for themselves, expecting a profit
from them. Men do not do this way with the stock, and
why should they with the bees? The idea that bees " work
for nothing and board themselves " must be banished from
our thoughts before we secure much profit from them.

I know there are some advocating at the present
time, that to best succeed we must keep more bees. And
others are apparently advocating that the seeing of these
" more bees " three or four times a year is all that is neces-
sary. It is barely possible that these may yet live to see
their mistake. To me, successful bee-keeping is not on the
let-alone plan, nor the whole of it of a " play " nature, only
as the enthusiast sees play and fun along the line of work
in the apiary.

Successful apiculture means work for a man with brains
enough to know that he must leave no stone unturned that
tends toward success. A good hive in the hands of such a
man is a power which rolls up tons of honey, and shows the
masses that there is money in the bee-business. Such a
man will have his bees in readiness for the honey harvest
when it comes, and do things in just the right time to
secure the best results.

I am often asked, " What advantages have the hives of
the present over those of a half century ago?" Much in
every way, in the hands of a skillful apiarist; but none at all

with the man who takes no advantage of the benefits which
the movable-frame system brings within his reach.

What are movable frames good for if they are never to

be handled ? if we never look after the welfare of our colo-

nies by the way of seeing that they have stores for winter
and in early spring? if we never look after the goodness
and prolificness of the queen inside? if we never use any of
the means they provide us with for making our swarms,
without watching all summer for them to issue in the good
old way ? or by giving stores, from those having more than
an abundance, to the needy, and by the superseding of in-

ferior queens with those from the most improved stock that
can be procured ? And yet we have many would-be bee-
keepers who never take a frame out of a hive once a year,
and wonder why they don't succeed as does their energetic
neighbor who takes advantage of all these things. Is it

any wonder that we have plenty of candidates for blasted
hopes ?

I do not want it understood that Doolittle is advocating
that a person is to keep constantly overhauling his hives,
in season and out of season, in order to make bee-keeping a
success. No, not that. What I mean is, that when a gain
is to be made by looking inside of a hive, do it, and at just
the time it is needed. Look after the stores in the spring
just at the right time before any colony restricts brood-
rearing through shortness of the same. Put on the sections
in just the right time according to the honey harvest and
the strength of the colony, both of which are to be ascer-
tained by the ?«a« through his thorough knowledge of his
location and the inside workings of the bees in the hives.

Make the swarms in just the right time, through the know-
ing of when each colony is ready. And so on Qown through
the list, with all the work in the apiary ; and do not keep
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any more colonies than you can care for and have every-
thing done in good order.

I firmly believe that better results ean be secured in

this way with 50 colonies, than can be with 100 on the let-

alone plan, or that of not seeing them more than three or
four times a year.

What I want to impress upon the minds of the readers
of the American Bee Journal is this : That a thorough,
practical apiarist will succeed with almost any of the frame
hives now in use, by properly looking after his bees and
caring for them; while a careless, " scarcely ever look at

your bees" man will not pay his way with the best hive
ever invented. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Shall Bee-Keepers Make Their Own Hives?

BY H. C. MOREHOUSE.

THIS is one of those peculiar questions that may be
truthfully answered by " yes " and "no;" a question
upon which bee-keepers will never all agree, and which

one must settle for himself, being governed wholly by indi-

vidual conditions.
Some bee-keepers are fitted by both temperament and en-

vironment to manufacture successfully a large portion of
the equipment used in their apiaries ; others are not. Un-
questionably, it has paid me during the past four or five

years to make my own hives and supers ; more recently I

have added brood-frames, pattern slats and separators to

the home output, and this, also, has paid. But I have
neighbors that it would not pay, and who could hardly be
induced to undertake it—and they are wise.

When I decided to take up bee-keeping as a life work,
my capital consisted of a very large stock of ambition and
enthusiasm and a mighty small bank account. In order to

get a start under these conditions I was forced to economize
—to stretch each dollar to the limit. I started the season of
1900 with IS colonies of my own, -25 leased colonies in soap-
boxes, and 30 empty hives. These hives were of my own
manufacture, and were slowly and laboriously " carved out "

with the proverbial "saw and hatchet." Looking back now,
I do not believe it paid me to make those hives in that way,
and I certainly would not advise any bee-keeper who can
convert his time into cash at the rate of one dollar per day,
to follow that example. However, that labor, arduous as it

was, was sweetened with enthusiam, and the enjoyment de-
rived therefrom was some recompense.

In the succeeding years my increased annual needs in
this line have rendered hand-manufacture out of the ques-
tion. I now hire the use of the necessary machinery at the
planing mill, paying 25 cents per hour therefor. Of course, I

had to learn to use saws, dadoes, etc., and to adjust them to
do absolutely accurate work. This requires care rather than
skill and deftness, and it is not beyond the reach of the
average bee-keeper. My fingers are all intact, and I have
only been hit once by allowing a board to catch on the saw
—result of carelessness.

During the present season I have made 600 10-frame
supers and 100 single-story 10-frame hives. A statement of
the cost, together with a comparison with the price of the
same goods, factory made, will be a convincing proof that I

saved enough money to make it worth while.

The supers were made complete, including slats and
separators. The lumber was No. 2 stock boards, double
surfaced, contained some knots, and cost $24 per thousand
feet. The corners were halved, and hand-holds were cut in
the end-pieces. There is occasionally a loose knot that has
to be covered with tin. The work was neatly and accu-
rately done, will compare fairly well with any factory work.
They cost me, approximately, IS cents each. I figure in
my labor and time at $3.00 per day. Ten-frame supers,
eastern make, cost in Denver, 38 cents apiece. The saving
in cash on these supers amounts to fully $150, taking into
account the freight from Denver to this point.

The hives were made in the same general manner. The
frames are thick-top, plain, unspaced. A plain, cleated
bottom, and Gill (muslin-roofed) cover, complete what, in
my humble judgment, is as good a hive for all practical pur-
poses as has ever been constructed. I am using such hives
side by side with the more complicated and costly afi^airs,

and there is no difference whatever in the results, summer
or winter. This lot of 100 hives in the flat cost me exactly
$40. Ten-frame one-story hives with "Colorado" covers
(not as good as the Gill cover), are quoted by Denver deal-
ers at $1.05 each. Here is another saving of at least $70,
including the freight.

There are hundreds of bee-keepers throughout the
United States, situated as I am, that it would pay to manu-
facture their own hives, supers, etc. Especially is this true
of the specialists who use large quantities of such goods. In
localities where machinery is not readily accessible, I am
not sure but it would pay the bee-keepers to club together
and purchase the necessary machinery for doing such work.
The cost of a small plant is by no means prohibitory.
Where water-power is available the expense would be very
small, and where this is lacking gasoline can be utilized
with satisfaction and economy.

One fallacy that bee-keepers ought to get out of their
heads is that good hives cannot be made of knotty lumber.
They can be, and, if properly painted, as all hives should
be. will last as long as the man who made them, and render
sterling service.

Fancy, parlor-furniture hives go very well with lawn
apiaries, where bees are kept for pleasure rather than profit,

but the man who keeps bees and produces honey as a
solution of the "bread and butter problem," and whose
apiaries are scattered in all kinds of locations and exposed
to the fury of relentless storms and burning suns, will find
it to be to his advantage to tie up just as little money as
possible in hives and other apiarian fixtures. The elements
will soon reduce the most palatial " home of the honey-
bees" to a level with the roughest looking home-made hive,'

with the chances being greatly in favor of the rough hive
giving longer service than the "palace," and looking better
after five or six years of use. Boulder Co., Colo.

[ Convention Proceedings
)

Report of the Ououdaga Co. (N. Y.) Convention.

The Onondaga County Bee-Keepers' Association met in

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 14, 1904. Owing to the exceptionally
heavy snowfall the previous day, the attendance was small.
The minutes of the last meeting were read by the secretary,

J. H. Cunningham, and adopted. Mr. Irving Kenyon, of
Onondaga County, then read the following paper on

IMPROVED METHODS OF PRODUCINQ COMB HONEY.

Upon this subject of whether we use improved methods
in producing our honey, depends the returns we will get for

our time and money spent with the bees.

One improvement a great many, if not the majority of

bee-keepers, could make, is in securing their supplies in the
fall. November 1st is late enough to order them, and then
the bee-keeper won't have them in his shop much before
Dec. 1, if they have to go by rail.

Having his supplies in his shop, say on Dec. 1, will en-

able the bee-keeper to busy himself during the stormy days
of winter in putting sections together and filling them with
foundation ; cleaning and filling supers, and any and every
other work that will save him time next summer during his

busy season.
This will allow the bee-keeper to keep more bees, if he

can find pasturage for them, so he can make a business of

the bee-business, which I think would be an improvement
over keeping a few, to be neglected when the bee-keeper is

busy with other work, which is too often the case.

Some bee-keepers say they don't care to have their

money tied up in supplies until they feel sure of the pros-

pects for honey, and know they will need them. When they
do finally send in their order for supplies, about May 1,

there may be SO or 100 orders ahead of theirs, and when
their goods are delivered to the railroad company, the bee-

keeper is never really sure they are coming through with
no vexatious delays. I have known of cases where the bee-

keeper, after making numerous useless trips to the freight

house, was worrying and wondering if Ills goods were ever

coming, and when they did come he was in a stew till he

got them ready and on the hives. By this time the season
was from two-thirds to three-fourths over, and the result

was he had a lot of unfinished sections, had lost a part of

the honey crop, and had just what he sought to avoid—his

money tied up in supplies to carry over.

I don't know that we can call it an improved method,
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but it surely is an important point to have our dish riglit

side up when Nature is ready to fill it with honey.
As we are to consider those things an improvement

which return us the most money for our time spent with the

bees, we will now look at the question of sections.

This is another place where we should use the most im-

proved method, or the one that pays the best. When I sold

my honey last fall I received SN cents more per pound for

the honey in one kind of section than I did for another. It

was all produced in the same yard, and at the same time,

and all sold to the same man, so you see the style of section

makes a difference.
Of the different styles of sections we have to choose

from, we have the 4-piece to nail, the 4-piece dovetail, and
the 1-piece, and these are made either with bee-ways or

the plain no-bee-way kind. My preference is for the 4-piece

bee-way kind, for the following reasons :

First, they weigh 40 pounds more per 1000, and at the

low price of a shilling per pound the difference in weight
will pay for the sections.

Second, if we use the 4-piece dovetail, and glue the cor-

ners, we have something that will stay square, thereby
avoiding the annoyance of, having the section spring cor-

nerwise, or, as we say, become diamond-shaped, as is so

often the case with the one-piece, causing the edge of the

foundation to touch the side of the section before the foun-

dation has cooled, leaving the foundation insecurely fast-

ened, and many times causing it to fall, the result of which
is wasted super-room, or a box of ill-shaped honey.

Third, a great many of the 1-piece sections will break
in folding, which loss must be added to the original cost,

and, what is still worse, many break after they are full of

honey.
As between the plain and bee-way sections, my prefer-

ence is for the bee-way kind, for these reasons :

First, because my experience has failed to show me that

any more honey can be secured by using plain sections than
those with bee-ways, while the supers' to hold plain ones
cost three or four times as much, and have more loose

pieces to handle.
Second, we want to protect our honey from the accumu-

lating dust in a store, from punctures by careless handling,
and from sudden changes of temperature. Glassing pro-

tects the honey and still leaves it exposed, to tempt pro-

spective purchasers. Plain sections we can't glass.

Third, glassed honey brings from 1 to 2 cents more per
pound than the same honey unglassed. Besides that, we
get good pay for our time glassing it.

The principal thing in favor of the 1-piece sections is

that they can be put together in less time than the 4-piece.

But with a good machine from 1500 to 2000 4-piece sections
may be glued and put together in a day.

As to the super, it should be as cheap as possible and
still retain all the good points of a good super. It should
have as few loose parts as possible. It should be made so

the honey can be easily gotten out without danger of being
injured. It should be arranged so the sections will come as

close to the brood-frames as possible. It should be as light

as possible, so as to save weight in hauling to and from out-

apiaries. If our hives, supers, etc., are uniform, and the

wagon-box is made to fit them, I have found it no more
work to load and tie on the stuff for 1000 colonies than it

was to do the same for 400 colonies where the supers, etc.,

were of several sizes, and none of them fitted the wagon-
box.

Our hives should be so the frames can be examined as

quickly as possible, I remember a visit I made to an out-

yard once to clip the queens. The bees were about half in

twostory chaff, hives, many of the frames of which wore
stuck to the bottom-board so that after prying a frame
loose from the adjoining frames, and trying to lift it out, I

many times lifted the whole two-story hive and all its con-

tents. I can remember now just what I said I should like

to do with those hives.
Whatever hive we use, the frames should be so they can

be taken out nearly as easily after the bees have occupied

it five years as when new.
If we visit an out-apiary of 100 colonies, and it takes 1 '2

minutes longer to go through each hive than it would if the

hives were constructed differently, it would take ISO min-

utes, or 2'; hours, longer than it should. So the most im-

proved hive is the one that has the most other good points,

and can be handled the quickest.

One thing that should be aimed at in the construe ioTi

of any hive, is to keep a warm and uniform temperatur in

the super. While I don't think that hives will gati . r

honey, I think some hives will furnish conditions that w U

induce the bees to store more honey in the supers. In my
observations in a dozen or more yards, I have found that

the two-story chaff hive spoken of would have more honey
every time than any other hive in the same yard. And in

seasons that were called failures these hives would have a

fair crop. Others have told me this has been their experi-

ence with this hive.

So our improved method is in a hive that can be handled
rapidly, and that will maintain a warm and uniform tem-
perature in the super.

When the swarming season arrives, if it is inconvenient

to be with the bees at all times, we must use some of the

plans to prevent swarming. My preference is the removal
of the queen. This plan keeps nearly all the bees working
in one hive during the best honey-flow, and secures as

much honey as any other plan, according to my experience.

An improved method of producing comb honey should not

only aim to cost the bee-keeper as little as possible, but to

place it on the table of the consumer in the most tempting
form. My experience in retailing honey has been that the

majority of consumers of honey know nothing about honey
except that they like it if it is good. How often I have

been greeted on a second visit with the cry, "That honey
you sold me all went to sugar!" Or, " What makes your

honey all turn to sugar?" Sometimes they bring out a

plate containing a piece of comb honey for inspection.

They act in a kind of, " It don't seem possible, but there it

is, anyway," and will tell you they are " fond of honey, but

don't like that stuff."

Another reason why I mention this matter is, I so often

see honey stored in ice-chests in stores, and have seen deal-

ers in honey hire it stored in a cold-storage plant, because

they thought that the best place for it. Stores almost

always place honey in the meat market unless some bee-

keeper has taught them better. I saw some fine honey

being retailed in a meat market this winter for 25 cents for

one-pound boxes. Now, if a customer buys one of those

boxes, and finds when he gets home that it is almost solid,

and doesn't know what to do with it, he will feel as if he

had lost that quarter ; while if it pleased him he would

probably buy a dozen more before spring.

Bee-keepers should remember that the fall is the time

that honey is most likely to granulate. If it has been kept

warm until Jan. 1, it will stand more cold after that than it

will soon after coming from the hives.

I think it would be a good plan to lay a paper large

enough to cover the sections in each shipping-case, and

print on it, with red ink and with type large enough to be

read without glasses, " Please Keep this Honey Dry and
Warm. Don't Store in a Cellar, Meat Market, Ice-

Chest, OR Cold Storage."
As this is an age of improved methods, and we have met

to-day to exchange knowledge gleaned in our work in our

chosen pursuit, I will take up no more of your time, but

will leave it to some one better able than myself to discuss

it.
Irving Kenyon.

R. F. Holtermann—What style of section brought the

better price?
Mr. Kenyon—The 4x4)4 bee-way section, glassed.

Mr. Betsinger—For how long have you practiced caging

the queen to prevent swarming?
, „ i.

Mr. Kenyon—I got the idea from P. H. Elwood. He has

practiced it for 15 years. When the queen is returned and

begins laying, the honey that has been stored in the brood-

chamber is moved up into the sections, and the sections are

better finished. ... 1

Mr. Betsinger—This new idea is very good, but my
advice is, go slow. I tried this plan of removing the queen

in 1874. After holding the queen for two weeks and re-

turning her they would swarm in 24 hours. I ioa't know
how Mr. Elwood can manage. The queen was taken out

and put into a nucleus. When the queen was returned they

would swarm without any cells.

Mr. Kenyon said that was the plan he followed, but

without the after-swarming. The different results must

come from some other causes which had not been men-

tioned. He knew that if the queen were caged in the sec-

tions they would swarm-
Mr. Betsinger—And in that case they would get pollen

in the sections.

FUMIGATING HONEY WITH CARBON BI-SULPHIDE.

W. J. Morgan told his experience in treating comb
honey with carbon bi-sulphidc to avoid wax-worms appear-

ing in the sections after they had been placed on the mar-

ket. He used an ounce of carbon to 13 cubic feet for 24
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hours in a practically tight room in a temperature of about
70 degrees. The worms and eggs were all killed.

Pres. House said that he had used as high as 7 pounds
of the drug in a room 10x11 feet by 7 feet high. With this
treatment he could kill a worm on the floor, but on the
shelves where the honey was it did not work. He now piles
the honey on the floor, sets a chair over it, and throws a
blanket over the chair. When using too much he found
that the honey afterward would be thin, and ooze out of the
cells.

Mr. Morgan said that he had no such evil results.
Mr. N. D. West told how he used carbon bi-sulphide for

killing bees. He gave a humorous account of its explosive
action in throwing hive-covers into the air.

Mr. Kenyon—Is it necessary to fumigate the honey ?
If honey is piled so air can pass through it there is not
much danger of moths. Mr. Elwood and Capt. Hethering-
ton both do this. Where the honey is piled tight, and pol-
len is present, moths are worse. They are also worse in
honey kept in a hot room. A cool honey-room prevents
moths.

Mr. Betsiuger—In piling honey I pile it very solid to
keep out the air and keep the honey from getting watery
and granulating. If this is done it stays thick, and will
last for years without granulating.

Mr. Betsinger dwelt at some length on the careful pro-
duction and handling of comb honey. It should be cased
and piled so there would be no drip. There should not be a
teaspoonful of leakage in a thousand pounds of comb honey.
He recommended using wide-frame supers so the sections
could be handled by the frame and not by the section. As
for carbon bi-sulphide, it is safe anywhere as long as there
IS no fire near.

Mr. Holtermann—We know that a certain percentage
of this gas in the air coming in contact with fire will cause
an explosion, and we should recommend caution in its use.
As to the necessity of carbonizing comb honey, we can be
careful to avoid breeding-places for moths, and so keep
down their number and reduce the danger.

Mr. Betsinger^Onemoth lays 5000 eggs every 12 hours,
and can do the whole business. They never lay eggs in
combs where there are no bees, so the eggs are laid before
the combs leave the hive.

Mr. Elwood—If this is the case, supposing you keep
honey for two weeks during the hot weather that we have
at the time of taking off comb honey and no moths are
present, it is perfectly safe to sell without carbonizing.

W. Z. Hutchinson said that even in such a case the eggs
might lie dormant until the honey was in the hands of
dealers. Storing in a warm room might cause them to
hatch.

Mr. Betsinger—We must remember that the dealer
doesn t know anything. We must hold ourselves responsi-
ble for the honey until it is consumed.

Pres. House—Worms in the honey disgust the people,
and injure very seriously the market for honey. It is bet-
ter to be on the safe side, and always fumigate your honey.

Mr. Holtermann—As to the best methods of fumigat-
ing honey, our experimental stations should work on these
points.

(Continned next week.)

Our Bee-Hcepin§ Sisters |
Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

What Caused the Bees to Die ?

In the last two days my bees have died by the thousands
I can not imagine what is the matter with them. Can you
tell me ? I- have examined the American Bee Journal, but
fail to find out what ails them. Part of them get home
but the ground is covered with them for yards around I
will send you a sample. Mrs. Lou O King

Garfield Co., Colo., May 9.

Hard to tell what is the trouble. Nothing can be toldby the appearance of the bees except that they died on theirway home instead of on the outward-bound journey • for
they have pollen on their legs. It is possible that' the
weather had something to do with it, being so cold that

they fell to the ground chilled. But the weather may have
been warm, and there is some occasion for fear that there
was poison in the case. In spite of the fact that spraying
fruit-trees while in bloom is a waste of labor and material,
and even a damage to the fruit-crop, there are yet some
fruit-growers foolish enough to spray with poir.ons the
fruit-trees upon which our busy little pets are working hard
to help the fruit crop. Some States have laws making it a
penal offense, and it is hoped other States may follow their
good example.

If the bees have been killed by poisonous spraying,
there is, of course, nothing that will now help ; but for the
sake of the future it may be well enough to make some in-
quiry, and if it can be ascertained that fruit-trees were
sprayed when in full bloom, a little special pleading with
those who sprayed may have some effect in preventing a
like occurrence another year.

Heavy Loss in Wintering'.

Our bees did not winter well this year. Out of 40 colonies
we have 3 left. Our neighbor, Mr. Kiger, had 1 left out of
10 colonies ; another neighbor, Mr. Pugh, had 24 colonies,
and has 2 or 3 left this spring. Almost everybody else in
Wood County met with the same results.

Wood Co., Ohio, May 15. Mrs. D. S. Gilghr.

To Make Fiat-Irons Smooth.

Beeswax and salt rubbed on flat-irons will make them
as smooth as glass. Tie a lump of wax in a bit of cloth
and keep it for the purpose. When the irons are hot rub
them with the wax rag and then on a paper well sprinkled
with salt.—Chicago Daily News.

A Sister's Interesting Experiences.

Dear Miss Wilson:—Time flies so rapidly that months
(almost 12 of them) have passed since I determined to write
to you. I want to assure you that your efforts in our hehalf

,

as bee-keeping sisters, are much appreciated. We are in-

debted to you, and each should feel in duty bound to cast in
her mite to help make our department interesting and
profitable.

After so long a silence I hardly know where to begin.
Perhaps it would be well to begin at the beginning and tell

you I am a poultry-raiser, and for years had thought I would
like to try the combination of bees and biddies. Finally the
combination became possible, and in the evening of a damp,
cool day, about the middle of April, 1902, I became the pos-
sessor of 3 colonies. I did not know a thing about bees, but
the first thing I did was to fall desperately in love with
them, and then began to study, and have, I think, learned a
few things by experience.

One reason I like bees so well is because we have to
think out new plans of managment. Many things I learned
in the management of poultry have helped me in the man-
agement of bees, and the combination has worked very
nicely so far.

My study of bees began by visiting a bee-keeping
friend. While there I examined a vacant hive and learned
the use and the nanfes of the different parts ; also saw the
smoker used and the frames of brood examined. I borrowed
back numbers of the American Bee Journal, and read them
carefully. Next I sent for a smoker and the little book
" Bees and Honey," and enjoyed every word of it.

Examining my bees I found one colony very weak and
one quite strong, the other just medium. The strong one
had a fine, large queen, said to be the daughter of an im-
ported Italian.

Some one told me if I would divide the 2 stronger colo-
nies there would be no swarming. Tliis I proceeded to do
according to directions in ray little book. Did it prevent
swarming? Not much it didn't. I thought at the time it

made them just that much worse, for they swarmed, and
kept on swarming until the last of Aufjust. I know now
that they were mostly the little after swarms that kept
coming out, but to me then they were a constant wonder
and surprise.

I lost but one swarm. (For fear I forget it, let me say
here that this was a young queen that had been hatched
and also laid eggs in that hive that summer ; the old queen
had been taken from that hive when I divided them). I put
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back several swarms, and at the close of the season had 9

colonies. No. 9, however, I thought was not strong enough
to go through the winter, and quite late in the fall I united

it with the parent colony. The 8 colonies came through the

winter in good shape.
April 29 and 30, 1903, when fruit-trees were just in

bloom, came the snow and hard freeze, so the bees gathered
almost nothing until June 1. Much damp, cool weather,
and frost early in September, made 1903 an unfavorable
year for bees, but at its close I had 13 strong colonies.

These wintered well, and all are now busily at work on
fruit-bloom.

I have tried several ways of outdoor wintering, and
later in the year I will write of them. When I first began
bee-culture I was much worried that so many were drowned
in the large water-tank, and would leave my work many
times each day to fish them out. One day, while thus

"rescuing the perishing, " 1 noticed an old gunny-sack be-

side the tank that had been partly trodden into the muddy
water. It was nearly covered with bees. This gave me an
idea, and immediately I got a gallon crock containing a

nice, clean gunny-sack and clean water, and placed it in my
little apiary. They now have two such drinking cups, and
I will have to add another as soon as it seems necessary. I

wash the crock and sack occasionally, and keep it quite wet.

Very few bees go to the tank now.
The first year many of the bees were about the out-

closet almost all the time, but last year, about the first of

June, a keg that had contained brine was carried from the

cellar, and a pail of fresh water was thrown in to prevent
it getting dry. It had been there but a short time until

scores of bees were drinking there. I placed a board in it

for a float, and they were there early and late all summer,
and, after that, no bees bothered about the out-closet.

What inference do you draw from this ? Shall I keep the

briny keg out again this summer ?

I do all the bee-work myself, nailing the hive-parts to-

gether. So far I have had no experience with any except-

ing the 8-frame hive.

Some of the bees were slow to start work in the super,

so I made frames the shape of the brood-frames, but small
enough to fit the super. I thought perhaps the queen would
go up in them, but so far I have had no trouble in that re-

spect, and the bees work in them readily.

When I am too busy with other work to spend time with
the bees through the day, I often walk out to the apiary
before retiring, just to hear their busy music, and say good-
night. At one time last summer, when the work of cooking
for harvest hands pressed heavily, and I had hardly seen or

heard a bee for several days, I went one evening to listen

to their restful, nerve-quieting hum, but as I neared the

hives a most pitiful sound greeted me. It sounded like an
agonized cry for help. I ran for the lantern that I might
investigate, and found 3 colonies besieged by small, black

ants. I deluged hive and ground with cold water, and in a

short time all was quiet. Not an ant could be seen by day,

but for three successive nights I administered the water-cure
to a decreasing number of ants, and have not been bothered
with them since.

No, I have not had any great amount of honey, but have
had " lots " of pleasure. I have made some laughable mis-

takes and some that were not so laughable, but, taking- it

all together, I feel that I have done very well. And, now,
if we have a favorable year, next September I'll be ready to

show you " scads " of honey. Auntie Bee.
Western Kansas, May 12.

You are right, one of the pleasures of bee-keeping is

that there are always new plans to be thought out. No
matter how long you are a bee keeper, you will never reach

the point where there is nothing new to plan about. It is

as fascinating as a Chinese puzzle.

Yes, by all means have salt in one of their watering-
places, for the bees seem to be very fond of it, and no doubt
they need it.

You will probably find it is much easier to get bees

started on a new watering-place if baited with salty water.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom ' is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hi n-

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.

Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." Wecjii
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 coii. s

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it f r

sending as one new yearly subscription to the Ameri r n

Bee Journal at $1.00.

[ Hasty's Afterthoughts |

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

THREE ORIGINAL KINDS OF BEES IN AMERICA.

So, Dr. Blanton, of Mississippi, inclines to think that

altogether apart from importations our country once had
three kinds of bees—the ordinary black bee, a somewhat
larger and browner beS, and a nearly jet-black bee of

smaller size and very bad temper. Similar ideas have sev-

eral times got into print during the last 30 years, but not

much seems to have come of the matter. If the brown bee

of the southwest was a distinct kind capable of being

propagated by itself, perchance by this time it may be too

late to rescue it from the general mix. Page 269.

WOULD PUT HIS QUEENS AND METHOD ON LILLIPUT.

As to Mr. Laws and his queen-rearing ways, I'm not a

competent judge ; but I rather think the island of Lilliput

is the place to send both his queens and his method. Page
275.

SPECIES OF BEES IN INDI.\.

On page 275, the missionary's list of the species of bees

he finds in India, is of interest. About species of bees it is

desirable to remember that there is a small list of undoubted

and universally confessed species ; then there is a great

list (doubtful if any one person would undertake to round

them all up) of doubtful and disputed species. Perhaps I

am wrong, but I think Apis bicolor. Apis nigripennis, and

Apis socialis fall in the latter division. The undoubted

bees of the world (or a part of them) are Apis mellifera.

Apis dorsata. Apis indica, and Apis florea. Between the

golden and Italians and the Funics is a long distance with

many varieties between, but they are all comprised under

Apis mellifera. A similar careful packing of the other

three great species would not leave much in the bee-line

outside, I think. Naturally a certain style of young scien-

tist, as soon as he gets out into the brush, wants to discover

an entirely new species of bee—and usually he does it.

"COLORADO'S" PUZZLE ON LOSS OF BEES.

" Colorado's " puzzle as to why his bees died out with

no apparent disease is indeed something of a puzzle, but I'll

try my hand at it thus : Hauling them from a comfortable

to an uncomfortable location in the early spring didn't do

them any particular good. Continued cold and wind with

little forage started all but the most vigorous ones in the

wrong direction (not quite so many young bees reared as

spent in the hard struggle of rearing them). And, consid-

ering the year, I guess 160 colonies in one place greatly

overstocked the location—at least overstocked it in its pol-

len resources. If a bleak island has forage for 10 colonies,

and you put 30 colonies on it, they will dwindle to 10, will

they not ? Page 281.

FEEDING BEES IN THE CELLAR.

The Canadian experiment of feeding bees in their win-

ter quarters seems to show that it can be done with either

of the three foods tried—maple sugar, cull sections, and hot

honey kneaded full and stiff with fine sugar. Not much to

show which is best. Presumably the term " winter quar-

ters " here means in the cellar, not on the summer stands.

Page 293.

HAS THE BEE AN " EYE TO " PACKING POLLEN ?

Adrian Getaz is right in denying thnt the bee's eye is

an especially tender organ-plated over with chitine armor

like the rest of her body, and well protected with hairs also.

If she chooses to butt her beebread butter into the cells

a la billy-goat, the organs of the head will probably stand

it all right. But some evidence of the thing seems to be

called for. Page 294.

THE COVERDALE SWARM INDICATOR.

How about Frank Coverdale's scheme for a swarm in-

dicator ? Four incipient queen cells on a stick to be easily

withdrawn from the heart of the colony, examined and slid

back again. Details badly need working up. Once licked
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into shape I think perhaps it mig-ht turn out a great saving
of the apiarist's time. Page 295.

. HATCHING EGGS OVER BEES.

According to page 300, J. G. Norton still hatches the
chickens over the bees. Well, well ! The following ar-
rangement of super-position we all would admit as likely to
work : (1 ) Strong colony of bees. (2.) Soft, warm nest of
eggs. (3 ) Hen. And if said chicks are not hatched over
bets, what would you call it?

On same page J. W. Steele joins the army of those that
fail. Only got the eggs up to 75 degrees—too cool by ever
so much.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Hlvins Swarms on Combs Where Bees Died.

I see that bee-keepers advise saving combs. Would
it be advisable to put a new colony in a hive and leave the
comb in the frames where the bees have died during the
winter? The frames look clean and bright. Indiana.

Answer.—Yes, see last item on page 339.

Comb-Honey Hive and Management.

1. Please give the reason why you prefer the 8-frame
dovetailed hive instead of the Danzenbaker for comb-honey
production. Would you prefer it in a poor location as well?

2. 'Which method do you recommend for comb-honey
production, the plan given by Mr. Stachelhausen (Glean-
ings, Jan. 15), who makes a swarm and gives back all the
young bees when they come to worker age, or the plan
recommended by Mr. Hershiser (May 15), who leaves the
queen with the mother colony, and changes this weekly from
side to side of the swarm as long as the honey-flow lasts,
thus having the bees of two queens in the comb-honey hive?
or don't you recommend either of the two ? What is to be
done with the queen the old queen will rear, when using the
first plan ? Three Mountains.

Answers.—1. One reason is because it is easier to
handle the dovetailed, and there is less trouble with propo-
lis ; another is, that with so shallow a hive as the Danzen-
baker there is more trouble with pollen in sections. My
location is what may be called a poor location, for white
clover is about the only source of surplus, although cucum-
bers help out somewhat in the fall.

2. I think I should prefer the Stachelhausen plan. No
attention need be paid to the young queen ; the bees will
attend to that little matter. Of course, if you want to save
the young queen you must act accordingly.

Bee-Keeping In South Dakota.

Will bees do well in South Dakota ? It is all prairie
where I am going.

I intend to read the American Bee Journal, whether I

have bees or not. Wisconsin.

Answer.—I don't know much about South Dakota, but
I think bees do well there. If wrong, I am ready to be cor-
rected.

Extracting-Combs—Clipping Queens—Size of Extractor
for 50 Colonies.

1. If you were going to start an out-apiary and run for
extracted honey, and didn't have the extracting-combs, how
would you propose to get them—have them built by the
bees, or buy them already built ?

2. What size, half or full depth frames?
3. What size hive would you prefer ?

4. Would it be safe to send to New York State and buy
the combs already built ?

5. Do you think there would be any danger of getting
foul brood started by so doing ?

6. How do you think it would work to clip the queens
and "let them go " when they swarm, and have some one
to report that such colonies had cast a swarm, and then go
in a few days and cut out all queen-cells excepting one?

7. Do you think the bees would return to the hive ? or
do you think they would hunt her up in the grass or weeds?

8. What size extractor would you prefer for 25 or 30
colonies ? West Virginia.

Answers.—Bless your heart, if I were only as capable
as willing, I wouldn't have to scratch my head so often over
some of the puzzlers sent in. But when I'm not willing to
do the best I can on any questions you have, I'll send a
small boy around to let you know.

1. If I could get them at the same price or a little more,
I'd rather buy them built.

2. 1 don't know
;
probably full depth until I had all I

would need for brood-combs ; and then if intending to go
extensively into extracting as a business, provide a full out-
fit of shallow extracting-combs.

3. Ten-frame or larger, for extracting.
4. and 5. If you mean hives, yes. If you mean combs,

it would depend on where you bought them. If there's no
disease in your locality it would be wise to be very sure you
got them from a locality free from disease. If not entirely
sure on that score, far better have comb built from founda-
tion.

6. Might work ; but there would be many failures.

Some danger that the old queen would still be in the hive
when the young queen would emerge, and then the young
queen might go off with the swarm.

7. The bees would generally return to their own hive,
sometimes going to another hive which had just sent out a
swarm, and sometimes a number of swarms wonld unite.
If the queen didn't go back to the hive, a small cluster of
bees might be on the ground with her and possibly a whole
swarm.

8. A 2-frame extractor.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth

back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bnt 60 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year—both for only $1.40. It is
a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding is neces-
ary.

QEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

Take Notice '^^^L'X.?^.^, <Fo"'^[r.^^^—^^^^^—-^"^ have moo Queens ready for
the mail by April 20. Tested, *1.00; Untested,
75c; 5 for 53.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
'' Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

c
FROM MANY FIELDS

3
Bees in Fine Condition.

Bees are in fine condition at present, hav-
ing wintered well. I had 8 colouies last

spring. 24 swarms during the season, and
barvested 1000 pounds of as nice comb tioney

as one would wish to see—all in pound sec-

tions. I sold it at borne for 12'., cents per
pouiid. I put 13 colonies into winter quar-
ters, and I lost one. W. M. Wrat.

Davis Co., Iowa, May 16.

Famine After tlie Feast.

It looks as if tlie bee-keepers In this vicinity
were to experience ttie famine this year after
the feast of 1903. Tiie winter loss at the very
best is fully 50 percent, and the colonies that

Lice Killing Macliine
and mites. No injury to

s. Haudlesauy fowl,
to lar[i'e(Jt trobbler.

CHARLES SCHUD, Ionia<* Uich.

^fsEND=TO^=US
for everything in Bee-Keepers* Supplies

We liave It
M at Factory Prices. Can ship Quick. We
fj

are ag^ents of G. B. Lewis Co., Chas. Da-
M dant & Son, and ..iher leading mann-
X facturers. Whole.'iale and Retail.

> Louis Hanssen's 5ons
y 213-21S W. Sf.cond Street,

a DAVENPORT, - IOWA.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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appeared to be strong a month aeo have
springdwiodled badly, and what bees are

left have to stay at home to keep the house
warm, and consequently are getting no bene-

fit fiom the truit-bloom which is now on, and
will be over in a few days. C. H. Waib.
LaPorte Co., Ind., May 13.

Sulphur for Keeping Mice and Rats
Away.

I send a clipping from a newspaper ; it is

not about bees or honey, but a remedy to

keep mice and rats out of corncribs and grain-

stacks by the use of sulphur, and, if so, why
can't we bee-keepers use it to keep the mice
out- of our bee-hives and extracting-combs?
During the winter Ihave been bothered quite

a little by their getting at my extracting-

combs, and I notice, on page 351, that F. Z.

Dexter & Sons use it with success to keep out
the bee-moths from old combs where the bees

have died.

I have heard it said that when a green tree

is covered with caterpillars if you will bore a

hole in the tree and put some sulphur in it,

and then plug it up, the caterpillars will all

leave the tree in a short time. I only men-
tion this that if it be so we may gain some
knowledge of the use of sulphur.
Hardin Co., Iowa. N. YouNG.

[The clipping referred to by Mr. Young is

as follows:—Editor.]

QcES.—We have been troubled a great deal

with rats about the barn and outbuildings.
Can you give us some suggestion as to how to

get rid of them

'

Aks.—If you will sprinkle sulphur on your
barn floor and through your corn as you
gather it there will not be a rat or mouse
around the premises. One farmer who has
tried this plan says

:

•' I have done this for several years, and
have never been bothered with rats or mice.
I have some old corn in ray crib now and not
a rat or mouse can be found."

In stacking hay or oats sprinkle on the
ground and a little over each load, and rats

and mice will not stay where the sulphur is.

A pound will be sufficient to preserve a large

crib of corn, and is good for the stock and will

not hurt the corn for bread.

Disastrous Winter—Good Prospects.

As I have seen no report from this part of

the State this spring, I will send a contribu-
tion.

The past winter was a very disastrous one
to bees; they went into winter quarters
(which here is the cellar) very light in

stores, and as far as I have learned the losses

have been over 50 percent, and in several cases
at least two-thirds of the colonies are dead.
The greater part of them starved, although
quite a number died with plenty of honey in

the hive. The hives were badly besmeared,
showing that dysentery was quite prevalent.

My own loss up to date is a little less than
one-half. I put in US colonies, and have from
75 to SO colonies left, a few of which are

quite light. Bees stored no surplus last season
after July 10, and when I took off the supers
I was well aware that they were light in

stores, and I then intended to feed for winter,
but my tenant was taken sick just at that time,

and the rush of farm-work took my lime and
attention so the bees were neglected, and I

was greatly surprised upon putting them into

the cellar to see how they had shrunken in

weight since I took oS the supers.
After I had them all in the cellar I took

down the scales and weighed every hive I

thought doubtful, aud put supers containing
several pounds of partly filled sections upon
40 of the lightest. Nearly all of those thus
fed came through alive, and the supers and
sectionswere generally clean.

I found one hive in which they starved,

that I marked 40}^' pounds; that is what it

weighed when put into the cellar Nov. 17;

this one had no super left oa it.

Beei consumed much more honey last win-

ter than usual, owing to the lonj: confinement
and steady cold, the temperature in my bee-

room being about 40 to 42 degrees all winter,

>tt sli ste.>li >li>te. >t< >te. >lt ^t-!^ >t'- .'^ sli >ti>ti >!«- >ti >*< ili^»^

BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

EvervthioK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. >x

Prompt Service. ^
Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. »X

WALTER S. POUDER, »
513-515 MassacJiusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND u

Please mention Bee Joumai -wlien WTltina ^_^_^

IT PATS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

-FOE-

BEE-SUPPLIES ^,
_ _ to R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan. Wis.
VleabO mention Bee journal "when wntlna.

^^^m Weiss' Foundation ^^^^
Is enaranteed to stand at the head for quality and workmanship, as it is made by the latest

Dfocess sheeting, and purifying wax, and will defy competitors in its quality 3^5° purity.

Send for Sample and Catalog, and be your own judge. WORKING WAX. A SPECIA1,TY.^end for Samp.-
Friend Bee-Keeper, now is the time for you to

Foundation. HIGHEST PRICK PAID FOR BEESWAX
not accepted. A full Hoe of BBE-SUPPLIEs.

your wax and have it worked into

Cash, 30c; trade, 32c. Impure wax

AUGUST WEISS. Greenville, Wis.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnsou lucubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,

Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the

^''^'L'et us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan

QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRiaaS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

^s«^^«^j^?^»seij*

'ease mention Bee JO'j'Hial when writinK.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are

the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood js the

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and

•_ Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., M^';f|j^i^|^;^^^

Headquarters '°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the

lowes?. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-

stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

Ouoens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mall.

Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens, Untested, during June,

1, 75c.; 6, $4.00: 1:, $7.50. _____—— ^ » ^

C. H. W. WEBER, ^
iK.=s','r.;r.ciNCINNATl,OHIO.
Please mention bee Joumai when wriUn&
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Kichest in Color and Odor, xllost Transparent and 'I'oiigli-

est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't

fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of Siri»I»t,IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog

and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
»lease mention Bee Journal when writing.

'EOT LUNC'U ' (Jldo Farmer.

While the above picture has no bearing on bee-keeping, still it will doubtless be apprecia-

ted by the great majority of our readers, as they are farmers, and likely have had similar

samples of a " Hot Lunch " on their farms.

Dr. Miller's New Book
Tree as a Preminni tor Sending Xwo

New Subscribers.

The book contains 328 pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with gold
letters and design ; it is printed on best book-paper, and illustrated with
over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.

It is unique in this regard.
The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting

biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into

bee-keeping. Seventeen years ago he wrote a small book, called "A Year
Among the Bees," but that little v-ork has been out of print for a number
of years. While some of the matter used in the former book is found in

the new one, it all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keep-

ing by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just how Dr. Mil-

ler does things with bees.

HOW TO GET A COPY OF DR. MILLER'S

"FORTY YEARS AMONG THE BEES."

The price of this new book is f1.00, post-paid ; or, if taken with the

WEEKLY American Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for $1.75.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the American Bee Journal
whose subscription is paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new
book free as a premium for sending us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year with $2.00. This is a magnificent offer, and should
be taken advantage of at once. For many of our readers it is not only an
easy way to earn a copy of the book, but at the same time they will be
helping to extend the subscription list of the old American Bee Journal,
and thus aiding also in spreading the best kind of apicultural information
among those who would be successful bee-keepers.

Address all orders to

&EORGE W. YORK & CO ,

334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

which I consider too cold. From 44 to 46 de-
grees I think is about right.

I set the most of my bees out April 4 and 5,
and there was no time after that bees could
fly without getdng chilled, until April 23,

when I placed the rest of them on the summer
stands. I had a severe time keeping some of

those set out flrst alive until I could open the

hives and feed out-of-doors.

Spring weather came with all of its beauty
April 2", when the bees began to get their

first pollen from tag-alder. On April 29 the

bees began to store honey from this source,

and those colonies having a goodly number
of bees tilled their combs full of willow honey,

even attaching new comb and honey-boards
in some cases; I tell you, that was a feast for

the poor, nearly-starved bees, and a treat for

their owner.
This is truly a land flowing with milk and

honey, for even our swamps yield a rich har-

vest of willow honey just when the bees need

it so badly; and in the autumn there is a

great deal of Spanish-needle and goldenrod

on the open parts of the same.

By the way, one colony brought in 6 pounds
of willow honey in one day, after the willow

was past its prime, too.

The prospect for honey is good now, as

clover comes out in perfect condition ; I never

saw it look better.

There is a lot of work for our inspector to

do in this section, as there is foul brood on
nearly all sides of me, and I have been very

fortunate in not gettiug any of it yet.

B. T. Davenport.
Green Lake Co., Wis., May 11.

Wintered Well Prospect Good.

Bees have wintered well in this section of

Missouri. I winter mine outdoors, using win-

ter-cases. I packed away 15 colonies last fall,

and every one came through all right. White
clover is in bloom, and the bees are busy; the

prospect is as good, it not better, than last

year.

The American Bee .Tournal is one of the

best things I have gotten hold of in bee-cul-

ture. And I would not try to keep bees with-

out it. H. M. Garner.
Miller Co., Mo., May 23.

LICE SAP LIFE
That's hnw they live and thrive,

Y<;iu rtiii't have healthy, profltnljle

fowls or btock and have lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
take n\T<! of the vermin and you will

be more buey taklngcare of the pro-

fits. Makes Bitting hens comfortable.
Sample lit eentg; 100 oz., fl.GO by ex-
press, "pocket Book Pointers" free.

D J. Lambtrl, Boi 707> Aptiiiniui!. R I.

FOR SALE.
50 15i-story Dovetailed Hives and 2S l>i-story

Langstroth Simplicity Hives, just from fac-

tory, at catalog prices, but freight paid to your
railroad station. For particulars, address,
21A2t C. J. THIES, Pepin, Pepin Co., Wis.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Oueens secured bv a cross and years

of carefurseleciion from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish l.irge, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; alier June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after Juue 15, 75c. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
2Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
).NKTTE Queen-Clipping
i fine thing for use in

md clipping Queens'
is used by many bee-

Full printed directions

iich one. We mail it for

r will send it FREK as

for sending us One
rilier to the Bee Journal
,t $1.00; or for $1.10 we
lie Bee Journal one year

ice. Address,

. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

and the Clipping Dev

OEORflE W
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ICIubbiosOffersEl t
14

^ WY Modern Farmer 10.50 V
/) Western Fruit Grower 0.50 L\

Y Poultry Gazette 0.25 V
ft Gleanings in Bee-Culture l.tO fi

Y All one year only $1.00. n
fi Write for those just as good. S
\ Samplf Free <

Y New Subscribers can have the Amek- rj

^ ICAN Bee Journal in place ot Glean- A
>J INGS, if they wish, or all for $1,00. Re- yA newals to American Bee Journal add 5k

\J 40c more. MODERN FARMER. V
A - St. Joseph, Mo. N

Please mention Bee journal "wiiem wntm^

•poultry SUCCESS CO.
The 20th Century Poultry Flagazine.

ISth year, 32 to 04 pages. Beautifully illus-

trated, up-to-date and helpful. Best known
writers. ."*hows readers how to succeed with
poultry. 50 CENTS PER YEAR. Special intro-

<Juctory offers: 10 months 25 cents, including
large practical poultry book free; 4 months'
trial 10 ceats. Stamps accepted. Sample copv
free. POULTRY SUCCESS Co. Dept.l7,

Springfield, Ohio, or Des Moines, Iowa.

49Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturag^e and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

uUy covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street, - Los Angeles, Cal
Flease znentioii Bee journal "wneD wntins

The American Poultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A\r\itfrttti ">*' '5 °''^' ^ quarter of a^UUl 11*11 century old and IS still grow-
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

American Poultpy Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

BABRES' FOOT POWER MACHINEBT
Read what J. I. PARENT^of

' Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
^
cut with one of your Com-

' bined Machines, last winter-
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a creat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

" Catalog and price-list free.

W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Wease roention. Bee Jouroai "when, wntma

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS^ —

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade

8-FfamesVogv Hive for $1.
This hive is rabbetted at corners: is the best

$1 hive made. No. 1 Sections, $4: No. 2, $3.50.

-Shipping-Cases, 12-lb., $S per 100; 24-lb., $13;

20 1b. Danzy,$10; without glass. SOc less per 100.

Doveta led Hives, Foundation, Smokers, etc.,

CHEAP. Send for List.

fV. D. Soper, R D 3. Jackson, NIch.
22Ctf Mention Bee Journal when writing.

Arizona Honey vs. Eastern Honey.

The Orange .luild Farmer says, in speaking
or Arinona honey, that the moisture content
is much less than that of Eastern honey, on
account of the dry .air. and that this also in-

creases the weight per gallon. Five gallons

of Arizona houey will weigh 60 to 63 pounds,
while the average of Eastern honey is about
.M) pounds. The publication also says, in

speaking of liquefying granulated honey, that
this process darkens and alters the flavor of

the honey, and materially injures it quality.

Il seems to the editor of the Modern Farmer
that the Orange .ludd Farmer had better hire

an intelligent bee-keeper to revise the bee-

talk which appears in that paper, and then
they would come something nearer telling the
truth when they undertake to write about
bees or honey. We venture the assertion that

no one ever saw a five-gallon can full of honey
that would not weigh more than 50 pounds,
whether it came from the East or the West,
The writer of this paragraph has liquefied and
reliquefied hundreds of pounds of extracted

honey, and he is absolutely sure that the best

expert in the laud could not tell the difference

in flavor or color after the honey has been
liquefied. Others have done the same thing.

Therefore we would like to know where the

Orange J udd Farmer got all of its informa-
tion about Arizona and Eastern honey.—Mod-
ern Farmer and Busy Bee.

Deadly New Pest Amon^ Bees.

A new and thus far unnamed species of

Itacilli is beginnitig to show itself among the
bees of San Bernardino County, and unless a

speedy means is found with which to extermi-
nate the pest, it threatens to destroy thou-
sands of dollars' worth of bees and honey.
County Bee-Inspector R. B. Herron recently

returned from Ontario, according to the San
Bernardino Sun, where he was called to in-

vestigate a serious outbreak of the disease,

and he brought with him a block of honey-
comb containing specimens of the germs. He
reports that in an apiary of 100 colonies, in

the vicinity of r|)land, -10 have been totally

destroyed by the mysterious bacilli. Mr.
Herron is doing his best to prevent the spread

of the pest, but, not knowing the species of

the germs, he is unable to go about the work
of fumigation in as thorough a manner as he
would desire. Mr. Herron states that he has
heard and read uf a bacillus which he thinks

is identical with the one found at Ontario,

but, having nevi-f seen it, is not certain. But
it is certain that no such germ of half such a

destructive nature has appeared in the county
for years.—Rural Californian.

Drumming Better Than Brushing for

Forced Swarms.

itne experience the past sum-
swarms, which may be of
the best way to make them.

t were made by drumming
s and the queen up into a
empty frames with starters,

I set upon a bottom-board on
)ut of all so treated, not one
cond; while the swarms that
ave so much trouble that we
altogether.—F. H. Harvey,

We have had s^

mer with forced

value in showing'

The greater pai

most of the bci-s

hive containing'

t

which was then

the old stand,
attempted to ab

were brushed i

gave up that pi:

in Gleanings.

A Bee-Paper a Necessity.

While the reading of a bee-journal may be

very enjoyalil'- lo a bee-keeper, it is in no
sense a luxury it is an absolute necessity,

almost as mu< li as hives, sections or coai'i

foundation. Wr used to hear bee-keepers

say they " couldn't afford " to buy founda-
tion, just as thi'ii^'h it were a luxury of some
kind. As weil might the merchant say he

couldn't afford buy goods, the manufac-
turer that he I ir idn't afford to buy anything

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Oolden or Honey-Queens before July i

.

Our GOLUENS will come up with any other
Golden strain. Our HONE'^'-QUEENS are
what some breeders call *' Red Clover Queens."

6
$ S.OCI

7.0O

12
$ v.iO

13.0)
Untested $1.00
Tested 1.25
Breeders S.iiO

2 frame Nuclei f no queen)., 2..?ii 14.00 25.00

Nuclei will be ready to shio the latter part of
May or 1st of June. When Queens are wanted
with Nuclei add price of any Queen wanted. We
guarautee safe arrival of all Queens and Nuclei.
Our Breeders may be returned after 30 days if

satisfaction is not given. Cash must come with
all orders. Orders are booked and filled in ro-

tation.
Mr. Cus. Picaman, of Litchfield, 111, in a

letter of Aug. 3, 1903, says: 'Send me two un-
tested honey (lueeus. The one I bought of you
two years ago is all right. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. ttunderson, of Oconoraowoc,
Wis., says in a letter dated August 1, 1W3: " 1

like your queens the best of any that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last

August for 21 Nuclei to be delivered thio spring.
Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCKER, Pearl City, III.

0"This ad. will appear every other number
16Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

STROHGEST
MADE. Buu
strong, Chicken-

Tight. Sold to the Farmerat Wholesale
PrlceH. Pnlly Warranted. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRISe FENCE CO.
Box S9 IVIlielieBUr, Indiana, V. S. A.

Please mention the tiee J uurual

FENCE!

B66-$yPDll6S!
G. B. Lewis Co's Goods. Don't wait any

longer to buy. Write me to-day and say what
you want, and get my prices. Send for Catalog,
it's free. W. J. MCCARTY.
16E4t EMMETSBURG. IOWA.

ITALIAN QDEEHS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 90
" Tested Queen 1.10
" Selected " 1.40
" Breeder " 2.20
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.10

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
Please mention Bee Journal -nrhen 'writlii^

50 NUCLEI or more of Bees on Standard
Root-Langstroth frames, 3 frames, good .strong
ones, with Queens, $2 each; 4-frame Nuclei,
each, $2.50. by e.'ipress; you pay charges. Safe
arrival guaranteed, in good condition. Full
hives of bees on 6 frames, $3.50. Customers al-

ways report satisfaction.
W. T. LEWIS, Lewlsburg, niss.

N.B.—No Foul Brood ever known in our sec-
tion of country. 22Alt

WE Akb
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

tor complete line of

Bee-KeeDers' Supplies.
Send for our large illustrated Catalog.

Addresc,

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. fl,

1730 South 13th St., O/'IAHA. Nehr.
12A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
2SAtf T. R BINQHaM. Farwcll. Ml.

Please mention Bee Joumaa "wTun wrltlsc
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that brings him more money. If what a man
buys brings in more than it costs, then it is a

profitable thing to buy— it is not a luxury. If

it brings in less than it costs, then it is un-

profitable to bUT it, and its use should be

shunned, unless it is bought because of the

pleasure that comes from its use.

For S5.00 a man can get about all of the

journals there are published in this country,

and. If he ever expects to make a success of

bee-keeping, or make as great success as he
mig?i) make, he will spend his first and last

dollar for these journals. When I was keeu-

ing bees, before' I began publishing the Re-

view, I read all of the journals published, and
found it profitable to do so. Sometimes one

little item alone was worth dollars and dollars

tome. A man can't know too much about

his own business; and he who can't afford to

buy or read a bee-journal will never become

a bee-keeper worthy of the name. He who
would succeed, simply can't afford not to read

the journals—Ac must do it.—Bee-Keepers'

Review.

Qovernitient Apicultural Investiga-

tions.

In the volume entitled, " Annual Report

of the Department of Agriculture " for 1903,

we find the following paragraph relating to

the work conducted by Mr. Frank Benton,

who is known as the " Apicultural Investiga-

tor."

The correspondence in relation to apicul-

tural matters has been constantly increasing,

and has covered a larger range of subjects,

including statistics in relation to the indus-

try methodsof managements, new inventions,

natural resources of various regions, cultiva-

tion of special crops as bee-forage, introduc-

tion of superior races of bees, etc.

In the autumn of HIOS a trip was made by

the apicultural investigator through Nebraska

and Colorado for the purpose of investiga-

ting certain conditions, especially in Colorado,

regarding natural and artificial bee-pasturage

and the early breeding up of colonies of bees

to enable bee-keepers to take full advantage

of the first crop of alfalfa. The recommenda-

tions made to cultivate early pollen-bearing

crops, such as Russian hairy vetch, and to em-

ploy more prolific, hardy, and strong-winged

bees than Italians, such as the Carniolan and

Cyprian races and their crosses, have,

wherever followed, resulted in a marked in-

crease in the honey-yield and in earliness and

size of swarms.
At the request of the bureau of farmers'

institutes of the State of New York the api-

cultural investigator was sent to deliver ad-

dresses at a series of institutes held in various

portions of that State. These were well re-

ceived, and much interest was manifested

throughout the State in improved methods of

apiculture.
. . , .v.

Visitors at the apiary maintained on the

Department grounds are numerous, including

many teachers and normal school students,

and during the summer months much of the

time of the investigator is taken up in this

manner, answering personal inquiries and

giving practical demonstrations. Were the

funds provided for the apiarian work sulli-

cient, this portion might be acceptably done

by an assistant, and these numerous interrup-

tions would be avoided, which prevent more

important work in the line of investigations.

Much material in the form of specimens of

bees and their products, for use in natural

history teaching in the public and normal

schools, has been furnished gratis to teachers.

This tax upon the time of the investigator has

been considerable, and it has been impossible

to meet some of the requests.

A number of queens of select breeding have

been sent this year, as in the past, to experi-

ment stations engaged in apiarian investiga-

tions, and for testing in sections where it

seemed advisable to try certain breeds (jr

crosses.

A race of bees little known in this country,

the Caucasian, native to the southeastern

provinces of Russia, bordering on the Black

and Caspian seas, has been under observation.

It promises to be a valuable addition to the

varieties already bred in this country. The

Some Apiary Stock at a Bargain I

We "offer for sale, from our stock of bee-supplies, the following list, some of which is new,
and the balance as good as new:

20 Wood-bound 10-frame Zinc Honey-Boards ISc each.
1080 New. Clean, Wired Extracting Cambs (L. sizei 15c each.
420 New L. Brood-Frames with fuil sheets wired foundation 10c each.
400 Good L. lirood-Ccrabs 12c each.
1" New Model" Solar Wax-E.itractor (glass 26x60 in.) 8.0(>.

1 Wooden Hooey-Tank with galvanized iron bottom (holds 1800 lbs.) 10.00.

16-inch Comb Foundation Mill 15.00.

110-inch Comb Founnation Mill 25.00.

100 New L. 10 fr. Dovetailed Hives (each consisting of a Body, Cover
and Bottom-Board—all nailed) 95c each.

If you order Combs and Hives, the Combs can be put right into the bives and shipped in that
way. All the above can be shipped promptly, so long as they last. First come, first served. What
do YOU want out of the lot? or do jou want it all? (No order filled for less than $6.00 from the
above list.) Also BEES AND QUEENS, and Stanley Queen Incubator. Send for free Circular

Address, A.K.TI€XJK, STA.lSTlLiEi'X', DlXiOISr, IXjLi.

Root'sGoods f^oRIOWA
And the West

At Root's Factory Prices.
18 years in the Supply Business has put us in

the lead for everything- in our line.

OUR NEW BUILDING, just completed,
is filled with the largest stock ot Supplies ever
carried in the West.
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for haudliug business with dispatch, and
our shipping- facilities are the best.
Write to-day for IQ04 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 & 567 W. SEVENTH ST. DES MOINES, IOWA

ISASt Please mention the Bee Jc nal.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Prlce-List.

ourHII^V^ES AMD SEOTIOISrS
Are Perfect in Woritmanship and Material.

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment.

& PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.

Please mention Bae Journal when wntln*^

New London, Wis.'iJs.A

K,H!D OA-K, IO"WA..

BEE-
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring B£)ST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQBNCieS.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Blu£Fs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

BEE-SUPPLIES EXCLUSIVELY.
* COMPLETE LINE OF

Lewis' Fine Bee-Supplies, Dadant's Foundation Bingham's Original

Patent Smokers and Knives, Root's Extractors, Gloves, Veils, Etc.

Queen Bees and nuclei in season.. In fact, anything needed in the "Be^line," at FACTORY PRICES

HERE IN CINCINNATI, where prompt service is yours and feight rites are lowest.

Special discounts for early orders. SEND FOR (|\TALOG.

THE FRED W. MUTil GO.
1 to nolrody and nobody is succeaiir to us,

51 WALNUT STREET. CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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workers are good honey-gatherers and most
remarkably gentle. The queens are quite pro-
liBc. The exact status of the race as regards
hardiness has not yet been determined, al-

though io Colorado they have not seemeil in-

ferior in wintering qualities to the Italians
already there.
Further tests in the matter of methods in

queen-rearing and the use of small nucleus
hives have been continued. The determina-
tion of the best and most economical method
for rearing queens of the highest type is a
subject of prime importance to the industry,
and warrants the most thorough investigation
than can be given it.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Texas.—The Te.xas State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will meet at College Station, Tex., Tues-
day, "Wednesday and Thursday, July 5, 6 and 7,

1904, bepinniog at 10 a.m. on Tuesday. This
will be during the meeting of the Texas Farm-
ers' Congress, so it will be a great time. Rail-
road rates and board will be cheap.
The convention will open at the time named.

Come early and take part.
Louis H. ScHOLL, Sec.

College Station, Tex.

Soecial Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

$1 n (\(\(\ WE l^'^VE ^^^"^ COMPLETED
9X\J,\f\J\/ ouD TEH THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MAHUFACTURING PLAHT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.

It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Dan;hters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismatedqueens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st,

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 U.oo
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writiiu:

B66-K66D6r§

!

Send for our FREE CATALOQ. It will 'tell
you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies atFactohy Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

COMB
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. ThePred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio
pisase mention Bee SDumal -when -writiiia

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTitlus

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

A Standard-Bred Italian Queen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.
As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine, Un-

tested Italian Queen to the person who cortiplies with the follow-
ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed;

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year
(1904).

2. Sending your own name with the .SI. 00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-
scriber must be aXKW subscriljer; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bee .Fuurnal regularly, or at
least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one ; and, also, the new su bscriber must not be a member jf the same family where
the Bee .Journal is already being tal<en.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be
made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—thiy must be earned in
a legitimate way. They are worth working for.

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens wil! be mailed in May or
.June. Will you have one or more?

If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the
American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for only S1..')0. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, EL.

Please Mention tlie Bee Jonrnal Xav^rSSri'W...

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.\RKBT QUOTATIONS

Chicago, May 9.—The market has an over-
supply of comb houey, very little of which will
pass as No, 1 grade—price is n@12c per pound,
and off grades at a corresponding value. Ex-
tracted, 6(Si7c per pound for best grades of

,_ _ _ )lors, 5(t(6c per pound. Bees-
R. A. Burnett & Co.

vhite;
vax, 30w 3ic.

Cincinnati, O., May 19.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. Fancy white comb honey,
from U>4(a»i4 cents. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, SM@5)ic; in cans, He more; alfalfa, water-
white, 6@6iic; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, 7>^@8c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., April 25.—Honey market is
very dull. Stocks of both comb and extracted
are lighter than we thought would be a month
ago, when we thought we would have to carry
oyer the season. The demand for honey here
will be light until the new crop comes. Quota-
tions are nominally—8@13c for comb, and 5@6c
for extracted. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, April 18. — The honey market
here is reassumiog activity, and judging from
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season^s crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, 5)^@6Kc; white clover,
6>ii@8 cents, according to quality and package
Fancy comb honey sells at 12miSc. Beeswax"
30 cents. The Fred W.Muth Co.

'

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey is
extremely light, almost nothing, and supplies
are heavy for this time of the year, and our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 15@i6c; A No. 1, 14@15c; and
Nc.l, 14c, with no call for under grades. Ex-
tracted, from ()@7c. Blake, Scott & I,ee.

Kansas City, April 18. — The demand for
honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.£0 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honev coming from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2 00 to
J2.2S is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
f2.2S per case. Extracted is dull at S@6c. Bees-wax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clbmons & Co.

New York, May 21.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull and it is almost impos-
sible to move large blocks. What little trade
there is, is done in a small way. We quote
nominally: Fancy white at 13c; No. 1 at 12c
and amber at 10c; no demand for dark at all*
Extracted is in fair demand at unchanged pri-
ces, with a good supply. Beeswax remains firm
at 30c, but we expect a decline very shortly.

HiLDRETH & Segelke'n.

Philadelphia, May 20.—The honey market
has been quiet for the last 10 days, and very
little doing. Some odd lots have been sold at
very low prices to clean out. The demand dur-
ing this spring-changeable weather has been
very light. There is no fancy comb honey on
the market. We quote: No. 1, 9@liic; aniber
8(a<)c. Fancy white extracted, 7@7isc; amber'
b^i@7c. Beeswax has been received in large
quantities: prices are a little off. We anote-
Bright yellow, 3oc; dark, 28®29c.
We are producers of houey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, May IS.—White comb, 1-lb
sections, 12^@13c; amber, 'i*llc. Extracted'
white, S5i@6c; light amber, S@S'4c; amber'
3H&WC; dark amber, 3K@3;'4C. Beeswax, good'
to choice, light, 2S(.i30c; dark, 26(a27Hc.
Trade is not brisk and is mostly on local ac

count. There is not much high-grade comb
honey, and in a limited way it is bringing tol-
erably good figures. Dark comb moves slowly
Market for e-xtracted is quiet, although values
remain steady.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigaiag', buyiag* or selling-, consnlt

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago, Ilu

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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FBK,FE3CT CrOODS !

LiOW" PK,ICES !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

T116 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mt St experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address.

TheW.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

ine of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of
lim and save the freight.

irteaae mentloii Be© journal "when "WTitliia

1. J. STRINGtlfllH, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
3 Manufactures and carries in strck every
it artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
|> QUEENS IN SEASON.
ii Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

Please mention Bee Jovimal wben 'Brriti nc

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta Sita. east ST. LOUIS. ILL.

nease mention Bee JoumAi "wntsn ^xitanje

\ BEMPPLIES

!

Some of the Best Goods in the
World.

We know this because our customers
say so, and prove the assertion by or-

ordering poods shipped across several
-« States to them.

i Lewis' Goods at Factcru Prices
A Catalog free.

1 C. M. Scott & Co.
^ 1004 East Washington Street,

A iNDIANAPOLfS. INO

L. Scott & Co. r
ashington Street, ^

Indianapolis. Ino. ^

iPleasft mentioa Beeioamal wnen wrlttcufc

MountUnionGoiieoe
Open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 2S fj

instructors. Alumni and students occu- i*

pying highest positions in Church and A*

State. Expenses lower than other col- JP
leges of equal grade. Any young person \
with tact and energy can have an educa- f^

tion. We invite correspondence. Send W
for catalog. \.

MOUNT UNION COLIjEGK, r
Alliance, Ohio. ^v.^ v

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

FaaTDadant's Foundation
We Guarantee Satisfaction, be^auty" 'paRrfv!

NoSAOQlNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SMEETINQ.

Why does it sell so well? facuoTih^'^llTy'^o'tfer b^Iu^^^^^^^^^
3 6 years there have not been any complaints^ but thousands of compliments.

#
•»•

i«i

*»T
i*i

i»i•»?

**

#
i»i
T«?
i«i
•«T

%T Lcingstrolh on the Honey-Bee—Re^/lseci
•*• The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

:?nd tiame for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

^ee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS,

^i BEESlAZaX WANTED at all times

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Swell!WELL
o
k CAN IT BE POSSIBI.E
QA That you have not receiv

8
1904 Catalog ? # #

^^ BEGINNERS should send for

V b2 pages describing all Bee

X 6 pages of Instruction.
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Ifs the Latest.

I
m

MODERN

QUEEN
REARING.

THE A I ROOT COMPANY
HEDINA.O.US A.

SL-S2—rs!

Ifs the Best.

m

m

Booklets for Bee-Keeoers.

m
e
iset
m
m

Modern QM-Rearino.
By Geo. W. Phillips, foreman of the

queen rearing yards of The A. I. Root Co.

Anyone can supply his own apiary at little

cost. This booklet gives simple, complete di-

rections for doing so. All can understand
it. The method itself is the best. It is no
particular " system " of one man, but em-
bodies the best of all. An expert can gain
information from this book while the novice
will find nothing that he cannot understand
or do.

Price, 15c each, Dostpaid.

How 10

Produce Eraied Honey.

Every bee-keeper that runs for extracted
honey should read this booklet. It contains
much valuable information. Many labor-
saving devices and plans are explained. It

tells how to care for and run the extracting
machine, uncap combs, etc. How to render
cappings, broken combs. Also how to put
the honey up in the most attractive packages
for retailing.

Price, 15c each, postDaid.

m

^4

i
m

I
I
m

set

m

special Offer— The two books for 25 cents.

The A. 1. Root Company,
MEDINA, OHIO.

HOW TO
PRODUCE^

EXTRACTED!

HONEY

Learn How.
, Tnt A I R.OOI COMPAIMT i

/ntDINA.O USA

Save Time
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Editorial Comments

The St. Louis Convention of Bee Keepers.

The nest National Conveotion will be held in St. Louis, Mo., Sept.

2r, 28 and 29. So we were informed by General Manager France on

May 28, which is the first official notice we have received. Sept. 27

and 28 are to be International Days ; Sept. 29, National Day ; and

Sept. 30 Bee-Inspectors' Day. Those ought to be four great days for

the bee-keepers' of the world, and especially for American bee-keepers.

Plenty of time to get ready for a good time.

Bogus Comb Honey and Ladies' Home JournaL
Our attention has been called to the following paragraph, which

unfortunately appeared in that usually high authority among all the

magazines—the Ladies' Home Journal for June:

" One cause of indigestion from candy-eating is an adulterant that
is sometimes employed— paraffin. This is especially used in caramels
in order to make them cut well when poured out on the mould, and it

is sometimes found in old-fashioned molasses candy. A most ingen-
ious use to which paraffin has been put in America has been the manu-
facture of artificial honey-comb. It duplicates the natural comb re-

markably well ; the little cells are then filled with glucose slightly
flavored to give the honey taste, and the artificial product is ready for

use. This is not harmful, but it is not honey. Paraffin is not a
poison, but it is an adulterant, and taken into the stomach it is indi-

This paragraph appears under the department heading, " Pretty

Girl Papers," written by Emma E. Walker, M.D., the special topic

being, " Is Candy-Eating Harmful to Girls?"

It is simply an echo of the seemingly unkillable Wiley lie about

manufactured comlp honey, which was started over 30 years ago. But

we art surprised to find that a paper of such immense circulation and

accustomed reliability as the Ladies' Home Journal, should help to

continue the misleading and fraudulent statement that honey-comlis

are made of paraffin, filled with glucose, etc.

We have written Mr. Edward Bok, editor of the Ladies' Home
Journal, calling his attention to the untruthful and harmful statement,

and requesting the publication of a correction in the first possible

issue of his journal. We have no doubt he will be glad to do this,

for we are quite certain that Editor Bok would not willingly and

knowingly publish what is not true.

We would urge that all our readers also write Mr. Bok, protesting

against the appearance ot that miserable old comb-honey canard in thr

Ladies' Home Journal. As the bee-keepers—and especially urn-

women readers—swarm around him with their buzzing letters, he will

begin to see that even the statements of some M. D.'s need to be edited.

This thing of would-be instructors repeating hearsay matters, or whut

they possibly have read in some daily newspaper, without taking i In-

least trouble to verify, needs to be stopped. Mr. Bok now has a li at-

opportunity to set his million subscribers right on the comb-hoiR\

question, and as far as possible undo the wrong done to bee-keepei>

of which his journal—doubtless unconsciously—has been guilty.

Address letters on this subject as follows; Mr. Edward Bok, Kdi

tor Ladies" Home Journal, Philadelphia, Pa.

Newspaper Advertising of Honey.

There are various forms of advertising the use of honey, but par-

haps the one tbat is the most easily and cheaply to be employed at

present is that of a contribution detailing briefly the great value of

honey as ii daily food. There is scarcely an editor or publisher of a

weekly or daily newspaper anywhere who would not gladly welcome

such contribution or article from his bee-keeping neighbors or friends

v^ho subscribe for and read his paper. It is also one of the very best

ways of acquainting the general public with honey and its uses.

Mr. J. E. Johnson, a wide-awake bee-keeper of Knox Co., 111., and

one of our esteemed correspondents, has been working along this line

lately, and is succeeding. The following is a sample of his efforts,

which recently appeared in the Galesliurg (111.) Evening Mail

:

FOOD VALUE OF HONBT.

Few people know the true value of honey as food. A great many
children are daily overtaxing their delicate digestive organs and laying

the foundation for an invalid life by the excessive use of sugar, candy,
and other delicate sweetmeats. It their parents would only give them
honey instead, they would not only find it a good, wholesome food,

but very restful to their digestive organs, as honey is the only sweet
that is practically predigested.

First, let us look into the history of honey. In olden times honey
was probably the only very sweet food known, and is quite often men-
tioned in the Bible. The sons of Israel took honey and spices with
them as presents when they went down into Egypt for corn. (See

Genesis, 4Hd chapter.

)

In Exodus, 16th chapter, we find that the manna sent from heaven
to the children of Israel, tasted like " wafers made with honey." In I.

Samuel, 14th chapter, we find that when Jonathan came to the wood
he found honey upon the ground, and when he tasted of that honey
his eyes were enlightened, and by the knowledge gained Saul's army
was able to overcome the enemy. Bees must have been plentiful in

those days. They even took up their abode in the big lion that Sam-
son slew, and Samson was fond of honey, and, judging by his great

strength, honey must have agreed with him. Several years ago Prof.

Benton went to Palestine to investigate the bee-industry, and the re-

sult was that we have a particular strain of bees known as the Holy
Land bees. They are much like the Italian bees, and are now scattered

widely over the United States.

We also find that John the Baptist lived on honey and locusts, and
in the last chapter of Luke we find that Christ, the Son of God, par-

took of honey before the disciples just before asscending to heaven.

The honey to-day is just the same as it was in olden times. It is

one of Nature's sweets. But let us look into the matter from a scien-

tific point of view. The physician often recommends honey for sore

throat, coughs, and l)ecause honey is not only predigested to a great

extent, but it is a very good antiseptic. The best remedy known to

medical science for fumigating to kill disease germs is formaldehyde
gas, because it unites with the oxygen of the air to produce formic
acid, and is therefore effectual. Years ago this was not known, and
the only means known then to obtain formic acid was from bees or

ants, and, strange as it may seem, formic acid, that great germicide,
always occurs in honey, and is one of the natural products of the
honey-bee; and, although honey dots not contain this formic acid in

large enough quantity to make it a germicide, it is, however, antisep-

tic to a considerable extent, and is therefore very valuable in prevent-
ing disease. Dr. Gandy, of Nebraska, says that honey is a sure pre-

ventive of that dreaded Bright's disease of the kidneys.

I have found honey very valuable in curing tonsilitis by holding
honey in the throat so as to keep the tonsil in contact with the honey.
A few years ago liquid honey put up in glass tumblers was largely

adulterated, but now Illinois has a pure food law which has driven out
the adulterated article, and honey bought on the market anywhere in

Illinois is the true product of the honey-bee, whether liquid or comb.

Comb honey can not be made artificially. One thousind dollars

standing reward has long been offered for a single pound of artificial

comb honey. No one has been able to claim it. Any syrup labeled
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"Honey Drip '' or " Honey Drops" if, of course, not lioney, but all

liquid honey labeled " Pure Honey " is reasonably sure to be pure

honey. J. E. Johnson.

It is always well to present the newspaper editor and publisher

with a sample of the kind of honey you are writing about. It will

help him to understand your enthusiasm over so good a food article as

honey—just m/iy you are anxious that all the people shall know what

they arc really missing when they substitute cheap corn-syrup concoc-

tions for genuine bees' honey.

It may be that after the favored editor has indulged his own

taster in the real thing, he will add a word of personal endorsement to

what has been written by his bee-keeping friend and subscriber.

No doubt there are some of our readers who will say, " O, I can't

write well enough to do that." Well, then take to your ocal editor

an article written by some one else—say Mr. Johnson's—and kindly

request him to publish it in his paper. He^ will doubtless be glad to

do so, when he knows that it has your approval. You will then be

his authority back of it, and it will go far in enlisting his aid and in-

terest. And all this is not entirely a selfish matter on your part, as it

will be a benefit to all his readers.

It may be you have some honey to sell to the readers of the news-

paper in which you request the publication of the article referred to.

Then it is your opportunity to place your order for a nice paid adver-

tisement in that same newspaper. This will please the editor very

much. And, no doubt, he will be glad to take his pay for it in honey.

Why not begin to think about the plan suggested, and put it into

operation as soon as this season's honey crop is harvested? Go to the

editor of your local newspaper with the contribution on the use of

honey as a daily food, and request him to publish it. Also, present to

him at the same time a nice sample of your honey. Perhaps it would

be well then and there to leave with him your order for an advertise-

ment of honey. If you are a loyal financial supporter of his paper, he

is not likely to decline to publish the contribution. It is not easy to

" turn down" a good friend and neighbor when so reasonable a request

is made. And the information thus given will not only benefit you as

a honej -producer, but will be a blessing to those who read it, and who

doubtless will follow the suggestions given on the use of honey.

Try it, and then let us hear the results.

Discouraging for Southern California Bee-Keepers.

We have received the following from an extensive Ijee-keeper in

San Diego Co., Calif., dated May 15:

Editor York:—The enclosed "clipping only partially tells the

story, as seven car-loads of bees were shipped to Nevada from this

station—10 in all. The shippers had all sorts of bad luck. The first

two were thrown off the track the second day, and 30 or 40 colonies

ruined.
Owners of one car-load, after arriving at the end of the journey,

put 310 colonies in a trail wagon, with a lot of junk on top of all. The
team of eight or ten horses was driven with a jerk-line (one-line only,

and that on a leader), ran the wagon oil the bridge and dumped .50

hives off into the water; the team ran away, and played smash with

the remainder. One man lost 40 colonies hauling them to our station.

One car, when up near Stockton (opposite San Francisco), ran

into a heavy rain-storm, and going over the Sierras it snowed, and
icicles formed on the sides of the hives, a good deal of brood being

chilled, and a large percent of the old bees died on the way. All went
in open cattle-cars. Some shippers got out of their cars, at the end of

their journey, into a snow-storm—most of the men contracted bad

colds, and altogether had a miserable trip. In this vicinity all the

bees will starve if not fed, many havingalready " gone up the spout,"

as there is not a drop of nectar in the fiowers. Those near orange or

lemon groves may possibly pull through. Mr. Hambaugh took one
car. We sent one, too. The trip is over 1000 miles long—over past

Sacramento and in toward Salt Lake.

The clipping referred to in the foregoing, reads thus

:

Car-load shipments of bees are to be shipped from this county to

Nevada, where the feed is more plentiful. The district where the

feed is scarce, and where it is necessary to ship the bees away in order

to save them, is near the coast. In the mountain sections there is

feed sufficient to sustain life, although not enough for honey-produc-

ing. A car-load of bees was shipped from the Linda Vista station

yesterday. One or two have been shipped from Escondido.

Surely, this is very discouraging to bee-keepers located in the

Southern coast counties of California, where the bulk of the honey of

California is usually produced.

Cleansing Beeswax.

Put the vessel containing the melted wax in a box whose bottom
is covered 5 inches deep with sawdust; surround the vessel on all

sides with sawdust and cover over. The wax will stay hot a long
time, and the slow cooling will allow all impurities to settle to the

bottom. So says an item in Praktischer Wegweiser.

Miscellaneous Items

Notice.—The Deputy Inspector of Apiaries can call upon any
bee-keeper within 35 miles of Chicago, to give assistance about treat-

ing diseases of bees. Mail your requests to Herman F. Moore, Deputy
Inspector of Apiaries, Park Ridge, Ills.

General Manager France is having plenty to do in the

work of the National Bee-Keepers' Association. He wrote us May 38:

Friend York:—Because one of our memliers did not buy goods
of a newly-elected city mayor of Kirkwood, 111., an ordinance is just
passed forbidding any person to keep in the village over 5 colonies of
bees. Penalty, $1.00 to -*3 00 per colony each month. How is that
for an ordinance? Case No. 3 so far this season.

Sixty-five percent of Wisconsin bees, last fall count, are now dead.
Clover and basswood promise good. N. E. France.

Geo. W. Brodbeck, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., Secretary of

the National Bee-Keepers' Association, writing us May 24, had this to

say:

" There will be no honey to speak of produced this season in

Southern California, and, furthermore, it now looks as if it will prove
the most disastrous year we have ever had, for the bees in the honey
localities are not securing enough nectar to live on."

We regret to learn that Mr. Brodbeck has not yet fully recovered

from his long siege of sickness, which we referred to in these columns

some time ago. We trust he may soon be all right again, for it falls

upon him, as secretary of the National, to prepare the program for the

St. Louis convention, and that is no small duty.

The York Honey Company is the latest thing in the field of

handling and bottling honey, located at 101 E. Kinzie St., here in

Chicago. Mr. Henry M. Arnd is the manager of the Company, and

the writer is its president. It is unincorporated. The new Company
will use on its output of honey the registered label bearing the well-

known name, " York's Honey," which, through our efforts for many
years, has become a popular brand in Chicago, and even far beyond

the borders of this great city.

The office of the American Bee Journal will still be here at 334

Dearborn St., where we have a lease for three years. It is not now
our intention to devote any time to the new company which bears our

name, further than to assist Mr. Arnd in the buying of stock neces-

sary to run the business, which consists exclusively of honey and

Mrs. L. Harrison, so well known to our readers, passed away

at St. Andrew, Fla., May 26, 1904. Mrs. Harrison was one of the old-

time correspondents of the American Bee Journal, and lately has

appeared among those who furnish expert opinions on questions re-

ferred to a list of about 35 prominent bee-keepers. For some years

she has been spending the winters in Florida, her home being in

Peoria, 111. When sending us a notice of her departure, Mr, Harrison

said that she died after a severe illness of six weeks duration. She

had been nearly blind all winter from cataract, and had been a great

sufferer, so that death came as a sweet release.

We are sure our readers will join with us in extending to Mr.

Harrison sincerest sympathy in his bereavement.

We will publish a portrait and biographical sketch of Mrs. Harri-

son a little later.

C. W. Virgin and Mrs. Berthe.—We have heard from

another of Mrs. Berthe's many admirers, who evidently is jealous of

her reputation. On page 372 we had a few very proper things to say

regarding her appointment as superintendent of the apiarian depart-

ment of the St. Louis Exposition. After reading these remarks, her

" Virgin " friend sent us a postal card with the following, which we
reproduce as nearly as possible in type, as it was written :

G. W. York :— I suppose if you had been consulted it would have
been all right— but now Mrs. Berthe has been appointed and you new
nothing about it are sore. Oh yes, we understand there is no personal

feeling in the matter, ha-ha. To bad. I feel sorry for you.
C. W. Virgin.

Lest there may be a very few others who are as far from the truth

as is Mr. Virgin, and who harbor in their hearts wrong thoughts of
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us, we wish to say that we did not expect to be consulted in the mat-

ter of the appointment received by Mrs. Berthe; nor could we possiljly

h&ve accepted the position had it been tendered to us. So the only

'• soreness " or " personal feeling " there is must exist whoU.v in Mr.

Virgin's imagination. There isn't a bit of either in us about Mrs.

BeriJe's appointment.

Now, the proper thing for Mr. Virgin to do is to send us at least

two gentlemanly apologies. One tor writing at all as he did, and the

other fpr putting it on a postal card. In rather sharp contrast is the

following taken from a letter that came in the same mail that brought

Mr. Virgin's card:

" Your editorial reply on the Mrs. Berthe matter on page H?'.; is

fine. Say, wouldn't you have rather a lively time of it if you were
expected to go up to Minnesota, down to Florida, and to all other

places between, before you dared to say you had never heard of a cer-

tain bee-keeper?"

(
Sketches of Beedomites

C. THEILMANN.

On May 20 we received the following concerning the death of our

old friend, C. Theilmann, of Wabasha Co., Minn.:

Deak Mk. York :—I here send you the sad news of father's death.

Our parents are both dead now, and our home is very empty, as you
may well know. Two brothers and one sister are married; one
brother and myself are, or were, at home with our parents.

Father passed from earth to the Better Land on May 30, after being
confined to his room and bed for three weeks, with urinary and blad-

der trouble, combined with heart failure, which had troubled him
more or less for many years, although he could always attend to his

bees, of which work he was very fond.

A year ago in April mother died, since which time father's sick-

ness became gradually worse, so that he often wished that death would
but release him. He was up and around, and could look after liis

bees, until three weeks before his death, when he was taken sick.

Father was born in Germany, and came to America in 1S,54. He
married Angola Schocke, Nov. 13, ISoti, and settled on their homestead
in the spring of 1S57, where they stayed until death called them home.
Five children were born to them, three boys and two girls, all of whom
survive.

Father was a model bee-keeper, and had been in the business for

many years. Yours respectfullj'.

Miss Mart Thbilmann.

We were sorry to learn of the death of Mr. Theilmann. We felt

that we knew him quite well, as we met him a number of times when

he came to Chicago. He was indeed a sturdy German, conscientious,

and of high moral character. Our sympathy is extended to the be-

reaved children who are left to mourn the loss of faithful and devoted

parents.

The following biographical sketch of Mr. Theilmann appeared in

the American Bee .Journal for Feb. 17, 1898, but it is just as interest-

ing now as then, and shows what Mr. T. had done in bee-keeping as

well as in other lines of usefulness:

The subject of this sketch was born June 6, 1833, in Kieselbronn'
near Vforzheim, in Baden, Germany. His ancestors escaped the mas-
sacre of what is called " The Cruel Bartoloma Night in France,'' and
found safety across the river Rhine, in Baden.

Mr. Theilmann attended common school from his 6th to his 14th

year, besides one winter term in his 20th year, in a drawing school at

Pforzheim ; otherwise he stayed at home and helped his father to work
his land until he came to America. He landed in New York in April,

1854, after a voyage of 42 days. He rambled for two years, going to

Albany and Buffalo, N. Y. ; Cleveland, Columbus, and Cincinnati,

Ohio; Louisville, Ky. ; Memphis, Tenn.; and to New Orleans, La.,

where he worked on a sugar plantation, got sick, and nearly died with

yellow fever; when recovered he went to Shreveport, La., Pittsburg,

Pa., then to St. Louis, Kansas City, and Council Bluffs, and back to

St. Louis, Mo. In June, ishi'i, he started for Minnesota, and took up
.a government claim in Wabasha County, on which he still lives.

During all his rambles he earned enough to make his living ami pay

his way, as he had given nearly all the money he brought with him
from Germany to a distressed friend, when he landed at New Y»rk.

In the fall of 1856 he was married in St. Louis, and took his wife

to his new home in the wilderness, among the Sioux Indians, wolves

and rattlesnakes, though they have never done any harm to them. A
cat, that came to them, was the first domestic animal they pos-sessed

for many months. Speckled trout in the creek were plentiful, :i? the

Indians would not eat them.
The first year Mr. T. had to carry his provisions on his back from

Wabasha (13 miles), making the round trip in a day, sometimes with-

out his dinner.

In 1857 he hired four yoke of oxen and a 24-incb breaking plowof
some of his nearest neighbors three miles away, and broke up the first

six acres of Bis claim in two days, -ill alo7i>- : and paid for the outfit

with 1" days of 14 hours each, or .50 cents a day, mowing grass for hay

by hand The boys and young men of to-day would say, " I wouldn't

do that;'' l>ut many of them would get along far better if they would.

Mr. Theilmann kept on working and improving his claim, and

after awhile bought a cow and a yoke of oxen. Boys and girls were

born, until there were five in the family. They grew up rapidly, and
soon helped their father and mother. The country settled up rapidly,

a school district was formed, and school was held in a primitive log

house first.

In 1860 the Indians disappeared, just a little while before the .\ew

Ulm massacre, and never came back. In 1863, Mr. T. raised over 1100

bushels of wheat on 35 acres of land, of which ;;00 bushels were sold

out of his granary for jtSOO ; he has also had wheat in succession for 17

years on a 16acre piece, and never had less than 25 bushels per acre,

and up to 45 bushels without the least fertilizing.

In lsi'i9 Mr. T. found a bee-tree in his woods, and took it home;
from this and two more swarms he found he started his bee-keeping,

transferred them to frame hives, Italianized and increased them to 74

colonies. In 1S71 he lost all but 4 colonies, but by May, 1872, he

hunted and found 15 colonies in trees and rocks in his vicinity ; this

gave him a start again. For nine years after this he tried all kinds

of wintering methods without satisfaction, until in 1882 he built a

bee-cellar all underground, which stood the test, and since then his

losses have been very light in wintering, and they have averaged him
an income of about $1000 a year.

On Jan. 25, 1885, one of his bee-repositories, in which 87 colonies

were w intering, burned down, but fortunately he had 100 colonies in

two other bee-cellars. He started the season of 1885 with 90 colonies,

which he increased to 170, and produced 6500 pounds of very fine

honey, which sold for from 15 to 20 cents per pound.
The season of 1889 was the best with him, 185 colonies, spring

count, producing 25,000 pounds of comb honey. His honey crop and

bees sold that year amounted to about S2500. The best from one col-

ony and its increase he ever got in one season was five good swarms
and 600 pounds of honey ; this was in 1872.

A car-load of the honey crop of 1890 was sent a Chicago commis-

sion man, who has tried to swindle him out of it for the past 18

months; it is still in court.

The season of 1897 was almost a total failure, getting 1700 pounds
of honey from over 200 colonies.

In 1877 a railroad was built from Wabasha to Zumbrota, with a

station on Mr. Theilmann's land. Mr. T. saw the opportunity, and

laid out a village, calling it Theilmanton ; it is now a village of about

100 inhabitants, with nearly all the conveniences farmers generally

need, and it is quite a a big shipping point for grain and stock. Mr.

T. also built a warehouse and grain elevator, which is the handiest

and most substantial building on that line of the road. It works
wholly automatically, without machinery of any kind, from the farm-

er's load to the cars. The grain can be weighed going in, also going

out, without shoveling or other hand work except moving a light

lever. Mr. Theilmann planned it himself, and prepared the drawings

for it. The warehouse and the station agency were run by him for

five years, when he sold it and went West on a trip to California and

Oregon, and he got interested in medical lakes and healing mineral

waters in Washington, 16 miles west of Spokane Falls; also in gen-

eral mercantile at the Lake. He was the first bee-keeper that took

two colonies of bees from Walla Walla across the Snake Kiver as far

north as Medical Lake. The bees were left in care of his oldest son,

George; they did fairly well for five years, or until Mr. T. sold out

there.

In the meantime the farm and bee-culture were carried on at the

old homestead, and Mr. Theilmann is satisfied and contented that he

can not find a better place in the Union for his taste than what he has,

especially after seeing Texas and some other Southern States three

years ago.
Mr. Theilmann's farm now consists of over 700 acres of land,

some of it rather rough, but good pasture for his bees, cattle, swine,

and fine-bred French Percheron horses; with substantial buildings for

all of them, also a good house for himself, wife, and two children, a

boy and a girl. Two sons and one daughter are married, and have

homes of their own.
Mr. Theilmann learned enough in the drawing school to make his

own plans and drawings for many structures he has built on his own
land, and otherwise, to almost perfection in handiness, work-saving,

durability and comfort. He has also caused a nice little church to be

built at Theilmanton, in which to worship and give thanks to the

Giver of all good things for what we receive from his Fatherly hand.
A Friend.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

pag-e leaflet {3'/ix6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and " Remedies Using Honey." It should be

widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; 50 for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your busine.«!S card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.
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Putting Foundation into Sections.

BV W'M. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

ON page 313, " Ohio " asks how to put foundation in sec-

tions so that it will stay. Dr. Miller's answer does not
seem, to me, quite to fill the bill. Perhaps I can help

" Ohio " by giving- my way of doing it.

I use full sheets and put them in with a Daisy founda-
tion fastener, which is of the old style, where the front part
extends about i'z inches above the block, against which the
foundation rests, and is shaped as an arch or half circle.

(According to pictures in late catalogs, this arch top is cut
away, down to the block.) I gouge a finger-hole (similar to
the hand-hole in the end of a shipping-case) in the arched
top, running from within '4 inch of the top of the arch and
down to the block. The hole is one inch wide and j's inch
deep.

Now, as soon as the foundation drops from the hot steel
plate to the wood of the section, I reach in through the
finger-hole with the middle finger of the left hand, and bend
the finger under the bottom (now upper part) of the section.
Then, with the point of the thumb on the opposite (front)
side I remove the section from the fastener, the foundation
being firmly supported between the thumb and finger.
While still holding the section in this position (upside
down), I grasp the foundation with the thumb and middle
finger of the right hand and give it a light pull towards the
wood at two places, namely, opposite the ends of the insets
in the section. This thickens the wax at the line of attach-
ment, so that it spreads a little to both sides on the wood.
As soon as this is done, I turn the section over and set it

aside. It will not do to pull at the middle of the line of at-
tachment, as this has a tendency to twist the foundation.

If the foundation does not melt quickly enough to suit
me, as sometimes happens in cool weather, or when the
foundation is damp (I make my own), I place the edge of
the nail on the index finger of the left hand against the
foundation and bear downward, so that the foundation will
press on the hot plate with more than its own weight. This
accelerates the melting.

Care must be taken that the foundation does not swing,
while the attachment is still warm. Swinging stretches
and thins, and therefore weakens, the attachment. A slight
vibration of the loose (lower) end of the sheet does no harm,
but there must positively be no motion where the founda-
tion joins the wood.

I think this will make it secure enough to move on a
wagon without break-down ; but if it should not be found
sufficient, let "Ohio" try the following in addition to the
preceding : Just before putting the foundation on the hot
plate, bend the foundation a little, so that the attachment
will be on a curve instead of a straight line. If otherwise
rightly done, this will effectually prevent the foundation
from swinging, and nothing but a heavy jar will break it

loose. Inyo Co., Calif.

Formaldehyde Alone Not a Disinfectant.

BY J. E. JOHNSON.

ON page 249, Mr. Hasty says that I am giving the readers
of the American Bee Journal some well-ripened non-

1

sense in advocating the use of oxygen as well as for-
maldehyde in killing germs and spores of foul brood. It
would certainly be valuable information if Mr. Hasty would
explain why. Also, how any gas affects the life of germs
and spores.

All bacteria are vegetable, not animal, and do not live
from compounds as do animals, and are not affected by any
treatment as is animal life. These organisms are composed
of protoplasm, paraplasm, etc., incased in a membrane of
such resisting qualities that the life of the organism is safe
from gas treatment. Oxygen of itself is a bactericide, and
any germ is destroyed by oxygen alone if the cell-membrane
is ruptured. Different acids have the power to rupture or
eat through that cell, as it were, and for that reason they
are bactericides. The gas of itself does not affect germs.

because it can not penetrate the cell-membrane. Air itself
is very penetrating, and would kill the life of the germ only
for that membrane.

Formaldehyde is fully conceded to be the most effectual
gas disinfectant known to medical science, that is, for all

vegetable germs. But, why ? I won't ask the readers to
take my word for it alone, but Prof. George Newman, M. D.,
F. R. S., Demonstrator of Bacteriology in King's College,
London, who is probably as good authority as can be found
on this subject, says in his excellent work on bacteria, that
whether formaldehyde is used in the form of formalin or
paraform, it is effective because in the air it oxidizes into
formic acid, hence it is effective. Other high authority cor-

roborates this, but to get further evidence I wrote Prof.
Hopkins, chief in chemistry in the Agricultural College at
Urbana, 111., and the following are his words in reply :

"Replying to your favor of April 6,1 beg to say that
oxygen is absohclely necessary to the changing of formalde-
hyde into formic acid."

He also says that experiments conducted by Prof. Bur-
rill have shown that formaldehyde is not effective without
moisture.

Now, if formic acid is the real cause of disinfection,
and formaldehyde is only one of the elements consumed
in forming this acid, is it not just as necessary to have the
one element as the other? Not only so, but the oxygen can
not possibly unite with any other element to produce any
other product without expense to itself, so it certainly is

just as necessary to have a constant incoming of fresh oxy-
gen into a tank as it is to have a continual flow of gas.

Furthermore, formaldehyde gas is all gas, but air is

only 1-5 oxygen, so the percent of oxygen in an air-tight

tank would be small indeed. Now we know it is a hard mat-
ter to get any tank entirely air-tight, but if a tank is left

open at the top, letting in gas at the bottom until gas comes
out strong at the top, then closing air-tight, how much
oxygen have you in the tank ? Only 1-5 of the air in the
tank being oxygen, and with a constant flow of gas in, or
trying to get in, you would prevent more air from coming
in. I say, and I'll stay by it until shown differently, that the
principal reason people have not been successful in disin-

fecting hives and combs is simply because they have
thought formaldehyde a disinfectant of itself, which it is

not, and they have failed to let in the other agent—oxygen
—in sufficient proportion to get best results.

I think that if cotton was soaked in formalin and placed
in an empty hive-body, then three or four hive-bodies of
infected combs placed above, then a cover placed on top
so that all would be tight excepting little cracks between
each body, it would be effective ; but I want also to empha-
size that combs must be moist and ivarni, and in order to

penetrate into the wax or cocoon of wax or cell, give it time.

I talked with a very celebrated physician a few days
ago, who has had many cases of smallpox, diphtheria and
scarlet fever, and I asked him if he used formalin in dis-

infecting rooms. He answered, "Always." I asked how he
used it. He preferred merely to saturate a sheet in forma-
lin and hang in the room, and close the doors, etc., and
not once has he failed to get good results. We well know
that any dwelling-room will let in plenty of air, and yet
thousands of such rooms are disinfected, and very seldom
any failure.

Yes, it certainly is nonsense to say a tank must be air-

tight in order to disinfect with any gas, as sulphurous gas
—the second best disinfectant—is effective because it unites

with the moisture of the air and produces sulphurous acid,

and thus disinfects. The only reason that formalin may
not be eflective is because spores may be imbedded in wax.
But when we take into consideration that both air and gas
will penetrate very solid substances, if given time, I think
it very probable that where any germ can live, both the gas
and oxygen will reach them if given time.

If it is not presuming too much I want to make a few
suggestions. I have given in former articles evidences that

it is reasonable to expect that formaldehyde may be applied

strong enough in a hive of live bees to kill germs of disease .

and not injure the bees. Let us take a reasonably strong
colony of bees in the spring, but somewhat affected with
foul brood. If a good honey-flow is at hand, and the
weather is nice and warm, what is the result ? In a few
weeks the disease has almost disapeared of itself. In fact,

many bee-keepers who have foul brood among their bees
know that a pretty strong colony, altliough diseased to a
considerable extent, will almost cure themselves of the dis-

ease, but the undeveloped spores are there, and the disease

will reappear when conditions become more favorable to the

growth of disease. Why is this ? I think this is simply be-
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cause the bees produce a very much greater amount of
formic acid at this time.

Honey contains a certain amount of formic acid which
gives it its keeping quality. Bee-sting poison contains
formic acid, although the toxin is the element that gives
pain and causes swelling. The acid causes the itching and
irritation. Now, we know beyond a doubt that one of the
products of the bees is formic acid. We also have good rea-
son to believe that bees produce much more of this acid in a
good honey-tlow than they do when honey is not coming in.

"Whether the bee produces formic acid any other way, ex-
cepting by the way of the poison-sac, I do not know, but I

think that during the process of evaporation the formic acid
is conducted in the form of vapor, or rather minute parti-
cles, and is absorbed by the honey. Now, if at such a time
they are able almost to cure the disease, why could we not
enable them to make a complete cure by supplying them
with mild fumes of formaldehyde, thus giving more acid
and enabling an antiseptic to become a disinfectant ?

Our great physicians have been able to acquire much
knowledge of the human system, and still all they can do in
case of sickness is to aid Nature to overcome the disease,
and so it should be with bees. First, tind out what power
the bees themselves have in overcoming disease, then in-

crease that power, if it be possible. We have within our
system a means of fighting disease. The phagocytes of the
blood, which are white cells, are so small that 50,000 would
balance on a pin-head, and still when a minute drop of
blood is placed on the slip of a compound microscope these
phagocytes can be plainly seen to devour germs like a dog
eating meat. If you prick your finger with a pin, in an in-

stant many germs will try to enter the wound, but just as
quickly thousands of phagocytes rush to the spot and not
only destoy the germs, but wall them out. We call that
wall " a scab " if it is large enough. If these scavengers of
the human system would fail to do their proper work, then
no medical skill could benefit us.

I want to say right here, that I heartily agree with Mr.
A. C. Miller when he urges us to learn the nature of the bee;
then we will be better able to give them proper care. Mr.
Miller has met with criticism on every corner because he is

£0 far ahead in his study of Nature. Many older bee-keep-
ers would do -well to ask him for information, instead of
saying, " 'Taint so."

Any new idea or bit of information, not generally
known, must run the gauntlet, and usually is ridiculed and
shoved aside, unless brought out by some well-known writ-
ers of long standing. We all have ample room for improve-
ment, and often the rejected stone becomes the corner of
the foundation, or at least finds a place where it comes in
pretty handy. Knox Co., 111.

Some Old Apiarian Ideas Changing.
BY ROBT. WEST.

EDITOR YORK :—Your generous administration of bee-
knowledge, sometimes in double doses, has not, by me
at least, been very gratefully responded to ; for since I

became able to be about again, so many things had to be
attended to at once that I did not dare to " open the bot-
tles," lest being attacted by " the smell of knowledge," I

might spend my time drinking when I should be working.
Everything in its proper time. Now the drouth has begun,
the honev-flow seems over, and I am opening the wrappers
of the " Old Reliable."

POLYGAMOUS NOTIONS OF QUEENS.

The polygamous notion of the queen is rather a startler
to us queen-breeders. And why should she not, like other
females, indulge more than once ? Will this account for
some queens giving fair progeny at one time, and inferior
at another? Clipping her wing would prevent her going
out after she began to lay.

What about such an unaccountable variety in drones ?

Who knows that the sperm in the spermatheca of the queen
does not affect her whole system ? We now have at this
Station, at the head of one of our best working colonies, a
golden queen whose drones we would like to use, but, like
her workers, they are half black—every one. How does this
come when she is well-bred and such a beauty ?—only she
fell in love with a negro !

It is beyond the present power of the microscopists, but
will the physiologists gather up such phenomena, and, with
fresh data, reason it out once more, and let us know the re-
sult ?

CHANGiNG DRONE-CELI.S INTO QUEEN-CEF.r.S.

Yes, we, too, found a beautiful queen-cell built in the
midst of drone-corab by attraction ? So nice that we trans-
ferred it to a nucleus when sealed, chalking it so as to note
results ; but chalk did not stand Jamaica rain, and we lost
track of it. Why should we quarrel with the bees if they
want to turn a drone-cell into a queen-cell ? Does not their
queen often lay drone-eggs in worker-cells, and sometimes
worker-eggs in drone-cells ?

One of my neighbors says he used strips of drone-comb
on the bottom of horizontal bars for his queens to lay eggs
in for queen-cells. May be he does, but we do not believe
all that is said in this country, for moral perception is not
a noticeable feature of the inhabitants. Even one of the
wholesale grocers assured me one day that Ananias and
Sapphira were not Jews, but Jamaicans !

DO DRONES EVER GATHER NECTAR?

I see a question on page 212, to which I answer, Yes.
Last summer, at this Station, I saw a drone sucking nectar
from an unsealed comb in my hand. Lest I was mistaken,
I called one of the students to look closely, and see if he was
feeding. He exclaimed, " Yes, his tongue is right into the
honey." Although an old man, I had to turn a somersault
right belore my class, to which I had been teaching that
only the young workers had all the glands for secreting the
digestive juices in proper working order ; that even in the
older workers some of them were shrunken, ill-shaped, dis-

colored, and unfit for digestive duty. When this occurred
these went out to gather stores, while their younger sisterS
fed the colony on semi-digested food.

Maeterlinck was a close observer, and he states in his
book that the drones on returning from their daily flight

help themselves to the choicest nectar in the cells. But even
this, of course, has had some of the juices from the organs
of the gatherer, and perhaps also the one that carried it to

the storage-cell.

Do not be so surprised, for " knowledge is increasing."
You are helping it onward. Many of the old ideas must go.

Hope Gardens Experiment Station, Jamaica, May 12.

(
Convention ProceedingsinSs

j
Report of the Onondaga Co., N. Y.) Convention.

iContinned from page 39J.]

FIRST DAY—Afternoon Session.

The first feature of the afternoon session was the re-

ception of new members. Then Mr. S. D. House, of Onon-
daga County, delivered the

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS.

The subject of " organization," while it is a broad and
seemingly easy question, I feel that I am incompetent to

do anything like justice in discussing it. When we
look around us we find organization everywhere, from
the administration of our governmental affairs down to the
smallest business concern ; in fact, every well-regulated
and successful business enterprise would fail without being
properly organized for conducting its affairs. What would
labor do in these times without organization in combating
with organized capital ?

Self-preservation is the first law of Nature; organiza-
tion is the first adjunct to self-preservation. The great en-

terprises of to-day, that are so astounding in their magni-
tude, are but the results of the associated effort, that are

destined to revolutionize the business operations of the
world. Association and unity of action are the great main-
springs of power and progress. We have seen what won-
derful results have been accomplished by associated action

and combination of interest. We have seen what wonder-
ful results have been accomplished by the associated diary-

men ; what organization has done for the farmers with
their strongly organized granges; what it has accom-
plished for the fruit-grower, and what it is doing for almost
every conceivable branch of industry.

But how about our own avocation, " Apiculture ?" One
of the best illustrations of cooperative effort is plainly
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shown in the economy of the hive. A single bee of itself

is powerless to accomplish a very large amount of labor
however industrious it may be. But when assisted by the
vast throng of workers composing a colony, we well know
the resuts of their united efforts, both in storing honey and
in the defense of the hive.

We, as a fraternity of bee-keepers, can learn useful
lessons from our bees. To them, not a few of us, look for

the necessaries of life, procured by the sale of delicious

honey, the result of the persistent labor of the thousands of

tiny insects banded together in one common cause. If the
instinct of the bee teaches it, that "In union there is

strength," may not we who are endowed by an all-wise

Creator, with reason to govern our actions, profit by the
example set" forth by the busy bees? It was an organiza-
tion that placed upon our statue books the law prohibiting
the adulteration of our products. It was organization that
gave us the law protecting our apiaries from the spread of

that dread disease, " foul brood." It was organization that
kept Cuban honey from entering our markets free of duty.
It was organization that gave us the privilege of sending
queens through the mails. It was organization that de-
fended several actions which have been carried to a court
of record, and establishing facts which gave us a precedent
to defend similar actions. It was organization that gave us
a law prohibiting spraying fruit-trees when in bloom. In
fact, organization is a protection to our industry. That
famous old organization, the " Northeastern Bee-Keepers'
Association," did us a good work, and it is for us to keep up
the good work and place apiculture well up in the ranks
among other pursuits.

There are several very important questions that require
organized action, if we desire to obtain the best possible re-

sults for our labor. First among these is the all-important
question of " Statistics." Many bee-keepers sell their
products below market value because they have no knowl-
edge of the amount of honey produced in the territory that
usually supplies the market they are desirous of selling in.

Neither do they know the amount that will be produced in
the districts that supply the surrounding markets. Did
they know that some sections would produce a large yield,

or over- production, and other localities a small yield, or
not enough to supply home markets, they could take advan-
tage of the situation, and thereby not only prevent and
avoid ruinous prices, but maintain nearly equal values, and
a fair renumeration for our labor. This is not only appli-
cable to our own State, but would be beneficial throughout
the whole country.

By proper organization accurate statistics can be ob-
tained and placed in the hands of every bee-keeper before,
or by the time, his honey is ready to be marketed. And all

of us will be benefited thereby. The manufacturer of cot-
ton goods knows what amount of cotton will be produced
long before the crop is picked and ready for market, and
makes the price accordingly ; the same may be said of
wheat and corn. We all know what the crop will be before
harvested, and the price is established correspondingly. Of
course, these statistics are obtained and given out by the
Commissioner of Agriculture. But without organization
he would be unable to obtain that valuable information.
Can you imagine the disastrous results to the wheat, corn
and cotton grower without these facts ?

Organization is essential in maintaining uniform pack-
ages, and uniformity in grading our products ; and would
be beneficial in many other ways, and keep us abreast of
the times by an interchange of views.

As I have said, this subject is a broad one, but I hope I

have said enough to provoke a thorough discussion of the
question, which will not only result in action, but will bring
out those members of the older and sister associations,
whose wisdom and advice would be of great value.

S. D. House.

N. E. France—This matter of organization is one of the
utmost importance. The motto, "United we stand," is

what we must carry to the front.

Mr. France thought the membership rating extremely
low. One dollar would make one a member of the County
Association, the State Association, and the National Asso-
ciation. He said that New York was the banner State for
membership in the National Association, until at the Los
Angeles convention last year when California took its

place ; but it is coming to the front again. He thought that
more ladies should attend the conventions, and that they
should be made members of the local association free, col-

i ecting only SO cents to pay their fees in the National. He

spoke of legislation for bee-keepers ; said that a great deal
had been accomplished along this line. Ohio is now work-
ing hard for a foul brood law. In Wisconsin it seemed a
hopeless case, but they now have an efficient law, and In-

spector France has the disease so well quarantined that in
the spring he can go and treat it all. Through being man-
ager of the National Association has come to him the trials

and troubles of individual members. Many seem to think
they are insured, that no matter what trouble they get into,

the Association must help them out. He gave instances in
which he had compromised a settlement.

On the subject of adulterated honey, Mr. France said
that in some States we only need to enforce the laws we
have. As in the case of New York, the Wiley lie is being
revived ;

" an experienced man " had been manufacturing
comb honey for seven years. Mr. France had been able to
hush him up in the pu-blic press, but he had had the first

say, and the harm was done.
W. J. Morgan said he was a firm believer in organiza-

tion.

W. F. Marks—Organization by counties gives a work-
ing force in each county. For example, while the foul

brood law in New York was under discussion, a county sec-

retary wrote to his member and secured his support, where-
as a letter from the State Secretary to county members
might not carry the idea of individual responsibility.

Mr. House—We can not maintain prices without thor-

ough organization.
Mr. Marks—We would also gather crop reports.

Mr. France expressed the opinion that more personal
good would be received in similar organizations because
more bee-men would attend them. Having local organiza-
tions also facilitates equal distribution of honey, and helps

control the small producers.
Mr. House regretted that local bee-men took so little in-

terest in conventions.
Mr. France—This State has 22,000 bee-men, and yet

there are only a few here, comparatively speaking.
A member asked Mr. France how to get rid of skunks

in apiaries, whereat an interesting discussion followed. Mr.
France related some lively experiences he had with the lit-

tle fellows as a trapper and trapper's son. He considers

them a benefit in the apiary, to get rid of black ants, un-

less Mr. Skunk becomes depraved and takes to eating bees,

when ofi^ comes his head 1

BEST RACE OF BEHS.

" What is the best race of bees ?"

Mr. Hutchinson—Italians are slow to go into the supers,

and they cap honey more watery. Black bees cap white,

but when the second crop of red clover comes the extra
tongue-reach of the Italians gives them an advantage, and
they will store honey when the blacks are getting nothing.

The Carniolans breed up rapidly in spring, but they are no
more gentle than the other races, and swarm much more.

Mr. Holtermann—This is a most important question,

but hard to answer. There is as much differences in races

of bees as in other stock. We are making progress in bee-

keeping, and must look at the real value of bees.

Mr. Holtermann thought it would be a good idea to

have bee-tests in the same way that dairy tests are held.

Government experimentalists should test the powers of dif-

ferent breeds of bees, as to the weight of load they could

carry, power of enduring cold, rate of flight, etc. The Car-
niolans are good, but they swarm too much.

Morley Pettit said that he had had some experience
with Carniolans. They cap very white, and they swarm
like flies. He prefers Italians with a dash of Carniolan
blood.

Mr. House—A Carniolan drone mated with an Italian

queen gives best results.

Mr. Holtermann had noticed Italians storing honey at

the close of the season when the blacks were getting noth-

ing.
Mr. West finds the swarming propensity of Carniolans

great. He told of a place where he went to inspect bees.

The man of the house was away, and he had to help hive 20
swarms that day. He left at 4 o'clock, and the bees were
still swarming.

H. S. Ferry—Give them plenty of room, and they will

not swarm.
The Carniolans had brought in more honey than any

other for Mr. Ferry.
Mr. Holtermann considered it important to have several

colonies of Carniolans in the yard to help build up weak
colonies in the spring, because they rear brood so rapidly.

iConcluded next week.)
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[ Our Bee-Heepln§ Sistersj

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Clipping Queens and Swarming' Out.

My Dear Miss Wilson :—I must write and tell you
how I think I almost ruined my apiary by clipping my
queens. I have had such success with the few I have
clipped in other years that I decided this spring- to clip all I

could find. And so one warm day during early fruit-bloom
I did it. But I think I made one mistake. To make it

doubly sure, I clipped both wings instead of one. I did not
think of any harm coming from it, and I was especially
careful to hold the queen gently as near the head as possible.

Since then I have discovered three of my queens hop-
ping around the ground. Several others are missing from
their hives, and one persists in swarming out. They act as
if they are completely demoralized. I have heard that cut-

ting off the antennae will render a queen useless, but I never
heard that depriving her of her wings would have that
effect. Well, to say the least, I am surprised at the results

of my clipping, and I think after this I will let the queens
most severely alone. Illinois.

I don't believe that clipping your queens' wings was the
cause of their swarming out. You would probably have
had the same experience if they had had one wing left on,
or if they had not been clipped at all. However, clipping
the wings on one side is all that is necessary to make every-
thing perfectly sure. Indeed, unless cut pretty short a
queen can make a better attempt at flying with wings cut
on both sides than with them cut on only one side. Just
try it with a hen, and see if she will not fly better with both
wings cut than she will if only one is cut. If one wing is

entire she will flop over on her side if she attempts to fly.

The swarming out was either because your colonies
were weak, or without food.

There has been a good deal of trouble with bees swarm-
ing out this spring, no doubt on account of the severe win-
ter and spring.

One remedy is to put a queen-excluder under the hive
and thus fasten the queen in until she makes up her mind
to stay.

Bees Cause Matrimonial Troubles.

American Bee Journal.—
We are taking the liberty of sending you the enclosed

which we received from Mr. W. D. Soper—one of our whole-
sale customers. He states in a letter that Mrs. Ward is an
old customer of his.

We have not consulted Mr. Soper or Mrs. Ward about
sending this to you-, but think there can be no objection.
As this is a little out of the ordinary line of bee-news, we
thought it might possibly be of interest.

Very truly yours,
Lewis C. & A. G. Woodman.

The letter referred to in the above reads as follows :

Calhoun Co., Mich., May 16, 1904.

Mr. W. D. Soper.—
Dear Sir :—I wish you would come and get my bees,

and everything belonging to them, right away, or at least

write and tell me what you will do about them. If you can
not give me anything for them, why, take them just the
same. I will send stamp. Please write immediately.

Respectfully, Sarah S. Ward.

The local newspaper had the following account of this

unfortunate affair :

bee-woman did not dispose of stock, so her husband
LEFT HER

—

latter HAD MADE A PROVISO THAT
THE BEES MUST GO.

"May 17.—Mrs. Ward, the bee-woman, is again left

alone, her husband having taken his departure unexpectedly,
leaving his clothes and personal effects, for which he will

return to-morrow.
"Mrs. Ward is respected and highly esteemed by her

many friends and neighbors, who sympathize with her in

her domestic troubles. She is a good woman, kind, gentle,

and affectionate, and the only thing that has marred the
happiness of her latest marriage has been several colonies

of bees. . Most of the bees died in the winter, and if they
had all winter-killed Mr. Ward would not have had occasion

to leave her roof. He said to the representative of this

paper repeatedly that either the bees would have to go or he
should take adieu of the apiary. Time has dragged along,

and the season for bees to swarm is approaching, and
the presence of the little buzzing honey-makers fairly

haunted him. He saw his wife in the top of a tree sawing
down a swarm of bees every time he closed his eyes. He
never imagined himself engaged in any such occupation,

for he wouldn't have stopped the bees if they had all started

to leave, not even if they had taken the hives and bee-house
along with them. He had honey three times a day and be-

tween meals, and yet he became impatient. Could the bees
ever be sold ? Could they be given away ? Could they be
killed? Either they must emigrate or it was his move, and
he moved yesterday afternoon. He went to Eaton Rapids,

or it is supposed he did. As to whether any of the bees
stung him good-bye, it is thought perhaps they did. At
any rate, his place at the table is vacant, and his grand-
daughter accompanied him. Their voices are no longer
heard, and the only sound is the buzzing of bees.

" Mrs. Ward is a thrifty business woman, having made
money from her bees. She is a neat and tidy house-keeper.

She is a very agreeable woman, with a loving disposition.

She consented to sell the bees ; in fact, that was a condition

upon which Mr. Ward promised to take her for better or for

worse. The bee-market seems to be responsible for break-

ing up the home, as the bees didn't sell, and Mr. Ward lost

confidence in futures. He got so he couldn't sleep. Some-
thing had to be done, and he concluded that it was " up to

him " to act. He postponed that event for days, but yester-

day afternoon he began to pack. His goods were nailed up
in boxes and tied up in bundles, and when it was done he
cast a look of infinite loathing toward the bee-hives, a
glance of sadness toward Mrs. Ward, and taking his grand-
daughter by the hand, he walked away, accelerating his

pace as the thought dawned upon him that he would cever
again live at an apiary.

" Poor Mrs. Ward, the bee-woman, was almost overcome
with sadness, for life during the last few months had been
a very happy one. She has reached an age when most old

people are feeble, and she is not so spry as she used to be,

but she faces the future with hope and courage."

Here is a sister that is in trouble on account of divided

affections. It seems that when she was taken for better or

worse the bees were not included, and the contract was that

the bees must go. As she failed to keep her part of the con-

tract, he evidently did not feel called upon to keep his.

However, she seems anxious now to do her best, as she is

willing even to give them away to get rid of them, f jr

honey three times a day and between meals failed to recon-

cile him.
We may question her wisdom in making such aeon-

tract, but having made it she should surely keep it.

This is a warning to any of the sisters who may be con-

templating matrimony, to look out for the contracts they
make.

P.S.—A clipping received later shows that even if the

husband is lost, all is not lost. The law will allow the

deserted wife to have half her husband's pension, and the

promise to sell her bees doesn't count in law, because not

made under oath.
On the whole, this thing of marrying is sometimes

rather troublesome, and any of you girls who have not yet

made the fatal plunge, may do well to think it over
carefully before taking on yourselves the care of a man.
Unless you happen on one of just the right kind, he may be
more troublesome to manage than a whole lot of bees.

" The Mum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.

Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can

furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American

Bee Journal at $1.00.
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Dr. Miller's Answers
)

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Colony Killing Drones—Buckling in Foundation
Bees Lying Around.

Dead

I have a colony that is killing off its drones, while the bees in
other colonies let them remain, and are working hard. This colony
has swarmed twice this season. It appeared to be halt drones. Why
do they kill them so soon ?

2. What makes the bees fly from the hive as if they were angry,
return, and then go out again? This colony does this every day or
so; it is a strong colony.

3. Why do bees run about on the alighting-board with great haste,
at about dusk* They do not fly, neither do they run after each other.
Are they queenless?

4. Will "buckling" in super foundation make any trouble if run-
ning for extracted honey *

5. I find dead bees on the alighting-board every morning, and a
lot of dead ones on the ground in front of the hive. I also notice bees
in the weeds and grass all over the apiary. What can I do to remedy
this? Texas.

Answers.— 1. When a colony has swarmed, and especially after
its young queen has been fertilized, it has no further need of drones,
and it is nothing strange they should be driven out. Your colony be-
ing weakened by swarming twice, would be sure to get rid of its

drones.
2. Theyoung bees are probably having a playing spell, flying with

their heads toward the hives to mark the location.
3. It looks like queenlessness, but bees run about over the front of

the hive a good deal when all right.
4. No great trouble, liut of course the straighter the better.
5. Hard to tell a remedy without knowing the cause. Looks a

little like a case of poisoning, In which case the only thing is to stop
the poisoning— if you can.

Putting On Supers-Reversing Combs—Sticks Instead
of Wires.

1. Turn to page 233, where " Missouri " asks if you would put on
supers before the brood-chamber is filled

; you there answer his ques-
tion by telling him, " No, not until the brood-chamber is filled and
the honey harvest is nearly over." Do you mean that the brood-
chamber is filled with brood, or with honey!

2. Now, turn to page 313, where " Wisconsin " tells you that he
has cut out all the crooked and drone comb, and sees that all his
combs are lacking one inch from the bottom-bar, and wishes to reverse
the combs, and wants to know if it will hurt to have the honey down
and the brood up, for three or four days. And you tell him that it will
not. But, if he was to reverse the frames would the bees not build
comb in the opposite way i If not, how would you reverse a hive con-
taining Hoffman frames?

3. (In page .330, Virginia asks: When you use sticks instead of
wire, why do you make the sticks shorter than the depth of the frame'
And you answer his question; but what I want to know is: How do
you fasten the sticks in place, and what are their dimensions?

Louisiana.
Answers.— 1. I am older now than when I wrote that answer, and

I think I can give a shade better answer now. So long as there is

plenty of room in the brood-chamber you need not expect the bees to
do any storing in supers. When the brood-chamber is filled—and it

makes no difference whether it is filled with brood or honey—then if

they have anything to store they must store it in the super. But.it is

better to have supers on a little before they seem to be actually
needed. If a super is not given until the bees" are actually crowded
for room in the lirood-chamber, it may set them to thinking of swarm-
ing; and at any rate they must have a little time to gel acquainted
with the super before actually beginning work in it. They will begin
work in the first super generally more prompt it a bait-section be in
the super—a section containing comb at least partly drawn out.

2. Examine a brood-comb, and you will find that at the upper
part, where the cells are quite deep tor storing honey, they are built
with a. very decided dip, while the cells that are used for brood-rear-
ing, and only 7-16 deep, have so little dip that if a piece of the comb
were cut out you could hardly tell which was up or doH n. In actual
experience I have found, as have many others, that the bees rear
brood in these brood-cells all right when they are upside-down.

3. A full and satisfactory answer to this question can most easily
be given by the following extract from the book, " Forty Years Among
the Bees;"

GETTING COMBS BUItT DOWN TO BOTTOM-BARS.

While upon the subject of frames, I may as well tell how I manage
to have them entirely filled with straight combs which are built out to
the end-bars and clear down to the bottom-bars, a thing I experi-
mented upon tor a long time before reaching success. The foundation
is cut so as to make a close fit in length, and the width is about halt
an inch more than the inside depth of the frame. The frame is all

complete except that one of the two pieces of the bottom-bar is not
yet nailed on. The frame is laid on a board of the usual kind, which
fits inside the frame and stops on the edges so that when foundation is

laid on the board it will lie centrally in the frame. The half ot the
bottom-bar that is nailed on lies on the under side. The foundation
is put in place, and one edge is crowded into the saw -kerf in the top-
bar. Then the lacking halt of the bottoiu-bar is put in place, and a
light nail at the middle is driven down through both parts. Then the
frame is raised and the ends of the two halves ot the bottom-bar are
squeezed together so as to pinch the foundation, and nailed there.
Then the usual wedge is wedged into the fine saw-kerf in the top-bar.

FODNDATION SPLINTS.

Now we are ready for the important part. Little sticks or splints
about 1-16 of an inch square, and about I4 inch shorter than the in-
side depth of the frame, are thrown into a square shallow tin pan that
contains hot beeswax. They will froth up because ot the moisture
frying out of them. When the frothing ceases, and the splints are
saturated with wax, then they are ready tor use. The frame of foun-
dation is laid on the board as before; with a pair of plyers a splint is

lifted out ot the was (kept just hot enough over a gasoline stove),
and placed upon the foundation so that the splint shall be perpen-
dicular when the frame is hung in the hive. As fast as the splint is

laid in place, an assistant immediately presses it down into the founda-
tion with the wetted edge of a board. About l}.^ inches from each
end-bar is placed a splint, and between these two splints three others
at equal distances (Fig. 31). When these are built out they make
beautiful combs, and the splints do not seem to be at all in the wav.
(Fig. 32).

A little experience will enable one to judge, when putting in the
splints, how hot to keep the wax. If too hot there will be too light a
coating ot wax.

It ,must not be understood that the mere use of these splint will

under any and all circumstances result in faultless combs built securely
down to the bottom-bar. It seems to be the natural thing for bees> to
leave a free pa.ssage under the comb, no matter whether the thing that
comes next below the comb be the floor-board of the hive or the bot-
tom-bar of the frame. So if a frame be given when little storing is

going on, the bees will deliberately dig away the foundation at the
bottom ; and even if it has been built down but the cells not very fully
drawn out. they will do more or less at gnawing a passage. To make
a success, the frames should be given at a time when work shall go on
uninterruptedly until full-depth cells reach the bottom-bar.

Short Method of Transferring Bees.

In " A B C to Bee Culture," under " Ileddon Short Method of
Transferring," it says: "If the old queen in the new hive is a valu-
able one she should be caged when making the second drive." What
does this mean ? Should she be kept away from the bees for some
time, or just while the bess are entering the hive and then run in at

the entrance? Or should she be liberated in the top ot the hivel
Iowa.

Answer.—There is a possibility that the strange bees introduced
may ball and injure the queen ; so she should be caged, and left caged,
in the hive perhaps a eouple ot days. There is still a possible danger
that the bees finding their queen caged will take to the new queen in-

troduced with the second drive ; to make sure against that, kill or re-

move the new queen.

Drones and Mating of Queen.

I have a colony of bees in which the queen has died. I gave them
a frame ot eggs from another colony and they have a queen all ready
to hatch. I caught four drones in one of my neighbor's hives and put
them in with the queenless colony. They were young drones; there
are no drones or brood in any of the hives.

1. Will these young drones be of any service to the young queen
when she makes her trip?

2. When the queen is hatched, how long is it before she makes
her trip* Nebraska.

Answers.— 1. They may; but they would have been just as likely

to meet the young queen it you had left them where they were.
2. Five days or more.

Telling Age of Queens—(lueen-Excluding Honey-Boards
-Re Queening- Uniting Weak Colonies, Etc.

1. How can I tell when a queen isone, two or three years old? I

would like to requeen when they are two years old.

2. It I use queen-excluding honey-boards, when producing ex-

tracted honey, should the honey-boards be left on the year round, or
taken off after the honey-How? It taken off, at what time should they
be put on again? My supers are left on the entire year.

3. If I buy Italian ciueens to replace old lilacks or hybrids, how long
must I wait alter removing the old queen before putting in the new
one by the cage they come in or by " drowniDg!"

4. When 1 examined my bees this sprini;, I found a great many of

them with their brood and honey in the supers, while the combs in the

lower story were empty. W^hy was this? and how can they be kept in

the lower story unless I use excluders? 1 ii^!:ed one bee-keeper about
it and he said they had not been rightly prepared last tall.

5. A great many ot uiy colonies do not .seem to be as strong as
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they should be, while a few of them are just boiling over with liet-s.

Why is this? Do you think the \veal<er ones need reciueening?
(). Would you advise me to take the queen from one of my strong

Italian colonies during the hone\ -How and introduce her to one of the
weak colonics, and when the Italian,* have aueen-cells sealed put thciu
into the colonies that I wish to n-quecn in West eell-proteetor.sJ and
can I put them in at the time I kill the old queens' I am running for
extracted honey and want to keep bees for what money there is in the
business.

". In order to prevent after-swarms would you advise cutting out
all queen-cells but one, or would you leave two or more?

S. The person who handled my bees last year divided some of the
colonies after the honey-liow, and they came through the winter very
weak, and had to be fed in tht spring, and then I lost several by rol>-

bing. This year I want to unite weak colonies instead of divide.
When would be the best time to do this? and about how weak do you
think a colony should be to be a fit subject for uniting? Some of them
had only bees enough to cover two frames last fall.

9._ What is the best way to get a swarm of bees out of a tree .'

10. How old were you when you began keeping bees? Do you
think a man 41 years old too old to learn to handle them with profit'

California.

Answers. —1. I don't know of any way you can tell except by
keeping a record. When you clip a queen, make an entry of the fact
in the record of that colony. So long as you find a clipped queen in
that colony, you can know that the same queen is there, and the re-
cord shows her age. If, at the spring overhauling, for example, in
11104, you find a queen with whole wings, you know that there was a
supersedure the precious fall, and that a 1908 queen is before you, and
if you want to supersede her at two years old you will wait till I'JO.t.

See " Forty Years Among the Bees," page 52.

2. The honey boards may be taken off when the harvest is over;
but if supers are left on there is no harm in leaving on honey-boards,
too;

3. Opinions differ. Some think it better to put the queen in the
hive ( with a proper introducing cape) at the same time the old queen
is removed, while others think it better to have the bees queenless two
or three days. I don't know. When a flood of honey is coming in

you can do almost any way.
4. If you allow the queen free range, she is pretty sure to lay

sometimes in the upper story, and late in the fall may find more of the
brood-nest in the super than in the lower story. Late in the season if

you put all the brood in the lower story, you will be likely to find the
the brood-nest there in the spring.

5. It isn't the fault of the queen. Sometimes a colony will be
found greatly reduced while having a good queen. It isn't easy to tell

in all cises just why one colony should be weak in spring and another
strong.

6. The plan you outline will generally succeed; liut your Italian
queen will be safer if, instead of giving" her to another colony, you
take her with one or two frames of her own brood and bees and form
a nucleus.

7. Did you ever try the removal plan to prevent after-swarming.
When the prime swarm issues, place ii on the old stand with the old
colony close beside it. A week later remove the old colony to a new
stand. In most localities that will put an end to all swarming. If it

doesn't work satisfactorily with you, and you must depend on cutting
out queen-cells, then cut out all but one. If you leave two, there is

just as much chance for an after-swarm as if you left twenty.
.S. You are very wise to decide that you don't care to winter a lot

of weaklings. Unite any time after the harvest is over. Not later
than September. Better have in each hive enough bees to cover
at least five combs.

9. Chop down the tree and spilt it open. Have ready a good
smoker when the tree falls.

10. I was HO years, 3 weeks, and 3 days old when I got my first

colony, or rather when my wife got it for tne, for she caught a run-
away swarm. At 41 there are very few things a man ought to be too
old to learn, and bee-keeping is not one of the few.

"Shaken Swarms Without Shaking."

On page 426 (1903) what was the further development of " Iowa's ''

plan? Will it work after grubs appear in the queen-cells! "

I have had good results by putting the new brood-chamljer filled

with foundation below, the old brood-chamber bees and queen over a
Porter bee-escape board above all; then after one day's flight, so all

the old bees were below, or later as the case might be, introduce the
queen below. I tried this one a few times but it worked well as far as
tried. Maine.

Answer.—I think "Iowa" did not report further. I tried the
plan with one other colony ; and while it might do for extracted honey
it would not do for comb, for the bees carried down the black comb
and capped the sections with it. Grubs in queen-cells would proba-
bly make no difference, unless trouble should be made by a young
queen emerging. Your plan is probably better.
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Good Honey for Winter Stores.

All aliye excepting part of the bees. The
hives in some places were completely ridJled
excepting honey. Black honey or bottle-

green honey, seems to give the bees cholera or
dysentry. There are lots of very weak colo-
nies, and some " playing out'' every day, the
weather being very cold ind wet. Dandelions
are out but the bees don't touch them yet.

They are trying to work on fruitrbloom, but
seem to get chilled and do not all get back.
All the colonies that were relieved of the black
stuff in the fall, and given good honey, are all

right, and strong. I will try to keep doing
that after this. E. H. Sturtevant.
Washington Co., N. Y., May 20.

Poor Season In Arizona.

We have had a poor year. I got only 10
tons of extracted hout-y, lacking 3 cases, from
130 colonies, worked in two supers. M.y poor-
est colony, on soale.s, registered U^., pounds;
the best 30 to 3.5 pounds that day. Along
comes a wind-storm with lots of sand; next
day registered 4, r>, (j, 9. Another wind and
sand-storm. I expected to get from 30 to 35
tons of honey.' W. F. McDonald.
Yuma Co., Ariz., May 19.
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100 Colonies of Italiao, Carn olau and their

Cross, in S frame dovetail hives— full colonies
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LOUIS WERNER, box 3S7, Edwardsville, III.
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Honey ^^ Beeswax
SOLD BOUGHT

When you run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in 60-pouud tin caus, 2 cans in a box Puritj-
g-uaranteed. We pay cash for pure Baeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henry M. Af.vd, Mgr
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All
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raining. Apple-tree bloom has been gone
a week or more, and black and red raspberrj-,
and white clover, are just blooming, and if it

will just f(Uit raining now, you will probably
hear of good results from this part of the
world. I will feed my bees every cloudy day
for the next ten. We have a wonderful crop
of white clover—never have seen it better.

S. A. Matson.
Nodaway Co., Mo., May 29.

Good PFOspects for a Honey-Flow,
I like the "old reliable "American Bee

Journal flne, and would not like to be without
it. I have been trying to get the name of a
new subscriber to send with my own, but it

seems that all the bee-keepers in this part of
Kansas know all they wish to know about
bees. One bee-keeper who has about 50 colo-
nies told me if I wished to succeed with bees
to let bee-papers and bee-books alone. I dif-

fer from him, however, and shall try to prove
the contrary.

I have 12 colonies, one being a swarm hived
yesterday. With the exception of one all are
in good condition. Five of the colonies I

bought this spring at .*;h.00 per colony—my
own choice of 16 colonies.

I commenced bee-keeping a year ago, bu.v-
ing 4 colonies at a sale for S2.00. Last year
was a poor one in eastern Kansas—so much
rain during white clover season, and basswood
did not bloom at all. My 4 colonies did not
swarm, but I caught 2 stray swarms.
The prospects are good at present for a good

honey-flow. White closer is just beginning
to bloom. Henry L. Hager.
Doniphan Co., Kans,, May 2S.

Sycamore Maple.

Can you identify the enclosed leaf and
flower (a species of maple, I think) J Is it of
any value as a honey-plant.

J. H. Waltebhocse.
Ontario, Canada, May 34.

[The flower is from the sycamore maple.

As all maples yield honey of good quality this

species has some value. See Prof. Cook's
" Bee-Keeper's Guide," page 403. — C. L.

WAI^TON . ]

The Season in Ontario.

_ Apple-bloom has opened a week late, owing
to cold and wet which returned last week. At
present the heat is'likely to dry it up before
Its time.
A trip towards Detroit, through Kent and

Essex counties, showed clover badly killed,
many fields being quite brown. Winter wheat
is practically all gone in those counties. Here
in Elgin County clover is injured, but by no
means all killed. On light soil is where the
loss is heaviest. Probably 70 percent of bees
are dead throughout the Province, and the
balance are in poor condition. The lateness
of clover may give time for building up by
stimulative feeding. Morlet Pettit.

Ontario, Canada, May 25.

Home-Made hives—Swarming.
I will describe how I make bee-hives. First,

about 1858 or 1S60, 1 got the right to make and
use—not sell—the Langstroth hive. Then
lumber was in the rough, and I had to saw
and dress all of it myself. I could cut and
dress every piece for a hive in one day. In
the winter of 1902-03, 1 built a foot-power
buzz-saw for $7.50, and with it can cut every
piece for a hive; and at $35 per ItiOO feet I

made 14 hives, S-frame, bottom 24x14 inches
wide, 2 sides 20x13 inches deep, end-pieces 1'.,'

inch plank 12 inches long and 12 deep. The
ends are 12x12 which leaves an entrance 12
inches long and one inch deep at both ends,
but the back is closed.

Now, take one end and 2 sides, nail them as
they should be nailed. I have a board that
lits in the hive so that the front end is in its

place sure; I nail the body with a 12-penny
nail, 4 in each end; this makes a solid body,
no racking. I have a piece of hard wood i.,'

nch thick, 1 inch wide, with 8 holes to drive

iK. >te. Ste. >Jt >te Ste. >t< >li >ti >Ii Jli. >te. »te Mi Jte. ilt >te. >tt >14ilt
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FOR
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to R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

riou Bee journa.1 v-'ntjii wntin,!^-

B66-K66D6r§

!

Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will 'tell

you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies atFactohv Prices,

A. COPPIN, Wenona, III.
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The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth

back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
but 60 cents; or we will send It with the Bee
Journal for one year—both for only $1.40. It Is

a flne thing to preserve the copies of the Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If you have
this " Emerson " no further binding Is neces-
sary.
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Qiueens Now Ready to Supply by Return Nail.
Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens, I'ntested, during June,

1, 7Sc.; 6, $4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI,OHIO.
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a nail I'o inches apart. Take 1(5 lath-nails, cut
otf the 'heads, and drive one in each hole, so

there will be s in each end ; this completes
the body of the hive.

The frames are 19-iuch top-bur, IT-inch bot-

tom-bar, and 11-inch end-bar. 1 have a board
I'.i inches long, 12 inches wide, with 4 strips

1-.; inclies wide; put on each end of board
half an inch apart tbe thickne.'^s of the end-
bar, cut the two off halt an inch below the
edge of the top-board, cut a V notch in the
end of two in.side pieces, so the V edge of the
frame will tit it. Put a thumb-button on the
outside cross-piece. Now put the end in

place, turn the button, turn up the board,
nail the top-bar, turn and nail the bottom-bar.
When finished, turn the buttons, placing the

thumbs on each corner of frame. It should
come out easy and true.

Now take the frariie and saw a kerf in each
end of the top-bar, then put the nail that is in

the end of the hive up through the saw-kerf
of the frame; each frame will keep in its

proper place. I number each frame from 1 to

S, with a lead-pencil, having 1 and a on
the edge of the hive, just inside of end- bar, so

I can place every frame back in the hive as

the comb was built; no crowding.
I depend for increase by natural swarming,

and, what is necessary for success, have a

stand to set the hive on with a good, smooth
board in front, so that the bees can enter
freely. I have a light quart tin-dipper, and
small light poles for handles to fit in the end
of the dipper handle. If a swarm settles high,
put the dipper on the pole ; if low so you can
get to them without the pole, take the dipper
and as soon as the bees begin to settle dip
them off and dump them in front of the en-
trance of the hive. Many times I have changed
their course from the bough to the hive before
half the bees had settled. I do not recollect
ever having to cut off limbs to get my bees
into the hive.

My honey-board is made of o^.j-inch boards,
13 inches long and 4 inches wide, with two
strips '., inch square and 20 inches long nailed
on the ends of live boards; this makes a good
honey-board leaving I4 inch space between
the boards. E. Tucker.
Genesee Co., N. Y., May 10.

DITTMEB'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLKSAl.R,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the t'ieaaest and
Ptire!«t, Richest in 4JoIor and Otlor, Alost 'I'l-ansparent and 'I'oug^li-
cst—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUP1M..IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples tree on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
Meaae mention Bee Journal when "writing.

Good Prospect for White CloveF.

We winter our bees on the summer stands,
and they came through the winter in excel-
lent condition, with little loss.

The prospect for a white clover honey crop
could not be any better. Ma.x Zahner.
Johnson Co, Kans., May IS.

Plenty of Bloom.
We have had plenty of bloom the past four

weeks in this locality, and the bees have been
doing well ever since spring finally came. The
loss in wintering was a little larger than
usual. I have put on some supers of unfin-
ished section, but the bees have not occupied
them to any extent, so far. What we need is

steady «arm weather.
I think the American Bee Journal is getting

better and more interesting every year.

Peter Westrum.
Hamilton Co., Iowa, May 20.

Heavy Fpult-Bloom—Introducing
Queens.

There need not have been any winter loss

of bees here, and was not, so far as I can hear.

I did not lose any. The bees are working
strong on a very heavy fruit-bloom, but they
are not gaining in weight much; an average
colony, on the scales, gains 1^' pound in four
days. The nights are too cool, but a very few
days will see us in the harvest. Last year the

bees worked the same way at this time (May
15), and May 17 they gained in weight 4

pounds ; then the next week started on from
6 to 7 pounds, and May 28 gained 11 pounds

—

it was the banner day of the year. Those
weights are net gain.

I think I have the best way of introducing
queens, it has always worked with me, and I

tried it on a colony the other day that had a

virgin queen, and they did not harm her for four
days, and then I removed the young queen.

It is simply by taking out the escort bees and

I FOR SALE,
f

A 35 colonies of ITALIAN BEES in good pa condition in movable-comb hives, stand- %/

J ard frame, '^' ;;xl7^3: free from disease,
J*

fl ready to swarm. The purchaser must 1/
\ take them on the ground' as they now f*

Jj stand. Win be sold at JS.OO per colony; V
^ 25 of them are in chaff hives. Reasons

J*M for selling: Am running a rural mail W
Jj

route, and haven't time to take care of
J*

fl them. For further particulars write me, w
JJ or come and look them over. Terms—

J*
fl must be cash. Address, w

7L J. M. YOUNG, V
M Plattsmouth, Cas3 Co., Neb. \i

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

Bee-Keepers' SuDDlies.
Send for our large illustrated Caialog.

Address,

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. fl,

1730 South 13th St., OMAHA. Nf hr
12A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more

completely than any other published,
Seud $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
1- OR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -^

-J-
Daughters of Select Im-n ported Italian, Select

jf Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 IJ.OO
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1 50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring HMI, Tenn.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian (jueeus secured by a cruss aud years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
gueens. $1.00; after June 15, 7Sc. Write for dis-
count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Take Notice ^u^^'n^Rear^^^ ff."w[l^^——^^.^^ have 1000 Queens ready for
the mail by April 20. Tested, $1.00; Untested,
75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
** Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

A Standard-Bred Italian ^ueen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.

As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a line, Un-
tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-

ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year

(1904).
2. Sending your own name with the §1.00 for the Bee Journal

will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-

scriber must be a NKW subscriber ; which means, further, that

the new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal regularly, or at

least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

new one; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where

the Bee Journal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be

made. Our I>i emium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a legitimate way. They are worth working for.
f.

We will hook the orders as they come in and the (iueens will be mailed in May or

June. Will you have one or more?
If you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the

American Bi-i- -lournal a year and the Queen—both for only $1.50. Address,

GEORGE y. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
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substituting bees from the hive she is to be in-

troduced into. Now, I think the queen is as
much to blame for her misfortunes as the bees,
and it she goes out of the cage in a frightened
way is generally killed ; the escort bees are
always killed with me. Who would not be

frightened to see their daughters butchered
before their eyes? Now, you will find that

bees in a cage will not hurt her, as they are

frightened themselves, and soon get used to

feeding her.

Now. don't say you can't do it; just release

the bees on a window and pick the queen up,
start her head in the hole in the cage, and she
will go in like a flash. Hold the thumb over
the cage until you put a piece of wood in.

Then go to the hive where you want to intro-

duce her, take out a comb, and pick young
bees up by their wings, put their heads in,

and they will go in all right. Of course you
will have to take out their queen 12 hours be-

fore introducing the new queen.
Linn Co., Mo., May 13. Irving Long.

Cured Foul Brood with Gasoline.

Several years ago I had one extra-fine Ital-

ian colony that was badly affected with what
had the appearance of being foul brood. I

used extracting combs above, which were
empty, and taking the combs out I sprayed
them well with gasoline. It penetrated the

combs until the wax was almost soft enough
to fall to pieces. As soon as it bad evaporated
and they were dry, I put them in the lower

part of the hive, putting brood above, also a

queen-excluder above, and as soon as the

brood was all hatched out I treated them the

same way I had the combs. As soon as the

brood appeared in the first combs I had treated

I examined it and found no trace of diseased

brood. Every colony that I treated in that

way was cured. Before using the gasoline I

had destroyed some colonies, but I never had
to do so after I had discovered the effect of

gasoline. W. A. Fee.
Spencer Co , Ind., May 16.

Report for 1903—Good Prospects.

I started in the spring with about 310 colo-

nies, and increased to about 280, losing a few

by starvation. 1 now have about 270, and
may lose a few weak ones yet.

My honey crop was mostly white clover,

and I took off about 30 tons, nearly half comb
honey. The bees are doing finely, fruit-bloom

is just opening, and our prospects for 19U-1 are

very good for a big honey crop.
N. Stainingeb.

Cedar Co., Iowa, May 6.

Outlook for a Fair Crop.
The outlook in this part of the country is

good for a fair honey crop this season, and
the bees here would rejoice in this if our mar-

ket here would only quote better prices, for

at the present cost of living and supplies there

is not much to be cleared out of 7 to 10 cents

for amber, and 10 to 13 cents a pound for bet-

ter grades of comb honey.
It might be of interest to learn that in my

time of bee-keeping, which is going on i) years

now, I never heard of the California Central

Honey-Producers' Association outside of oc-

casional mention in the American Bee Jour-

nal ; and as we bee-keepers in this part of the

State deem ourselves quite centrally located,

we would be pleased to hear something more
about it through the medium of the American
Bee Journal. And, furthermore, we would
be pleased to get acquainted with some other

bee-keepers of this grand valley of the San
Joaquin, by hearing from them through this

department— '' From Many Fields."'

Sebastian Iselin.

San Joaquin Co., Calif., May 30.

#in nnn we have just completed
«>XVr,UUV Qyp JEN THOUSAND DOLLAR

BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for

leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.

It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
47 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.

Prompt Shipments Our Specialty. |
If you vpant your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us. We ^

have the larg-est stock in Michigan, and can ship at once. K
Beeswax wanted at highest market prices. v

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN. Grand Rapids, Mich.
^

Root's Goods ™«IOWA
And the West

At Root's Factory Prices.
IS years in the Supply Business has put us in

the lead for everything in our line.

OUR NEW BUILDING, just completed,
is filled with the larg'est stock oi Supplies ever
carried in the West.
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handliDg business with dispatch, and
our shippinpr facilities are the best.
Write to°day for 1904 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 iL 567 W. SEVENTH ST. DES MOINES, IOWA

15A8t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I
o^rHII^V^ES afnid SEOTIOlsTS

1 Are Perfect in Worlinianship and Material.

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and

g secure prompt shipment.

1 PAQE & LYON MFG. CO., New London, Wis.'us.A

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

r,H:I3 QA.1S., IO"WA..

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOW EST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Please Mention the Bee Journal
when writing
Advertisers *»**»

IViUTH SPECIAL HIVE
Differs from the regular styles of dove tails' only in the superior COVER
and BOTTOM BOARD. It is neat in appearance and constructed with
RIGIDITY and DURABILITY.

Complete Line of LEWIS' SUPPLIES, at Factory Prices.
QUEENS AND NUCLEI Beyond Comparison.

SEND FOR CATALOG n i

THE FRED W. MUTH fO.,
51 Walnut Street,

p=ifi^ = -.
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I A Little Message for |
I

To-Day's Life.
|

S
®® S

g To know (iod aud to do His will ; to g
Zj accept gratefully what He seods us, and Zj

j2 to do faithfully what He bids us; to x
S) pray as we would tall{ with a friend

; O
S to trust where we caa not uuderstand, S

and to believe Him kind even in things

X that hurt; to keep unspotted from

fij the world's sin and unselfish toward

jZ the world's needs; to love those whom
2) we can not like, affd to hate no one;

K to keep the gold of silence where we
8 can not give the pearls of praise; to

g be true when others are false, brave in JZ

S the midst of cowardice; and kind in S
Q return for injuries; to pity our ene- %

mies, enjoy our friends, and serve our fO

?• Heavenly Father above by helping His X
a earthly children below; in fact, to be

/S like Christ in love and life—that is S
?2 Christianity, and the ideal to which S
S the Book of Books ever leads us. g
•& Key. Andrew Gillies. D. D. S

C Beedom Boiled Down J
Sweet Clover Nectar Estimated at

$io an Acre.

Bees have done poorly for me this season
on account of cold, wet weather in June, los-

ing a few colonies by actual starvation before I

was really aware of it; and if it had not been
for a three-acre field of white sweet clover I

should have lost more, as this patch isept

about 50 hives in fair condition. In fact they
went far ahead of the out-apiaries. I have
sown this season five acres more, and next
spring I intend to put out about 40 acres more,
as I can rent land for that purpose at .<1.50 per
acre. I intend to put out mostly the yellow
variety, as it comes at just the time when
there is nothing else, and the blooming period
is longer; but the three acres of white, I am
satisfied, was worth to me this season -iCSO, and
I also have considerable seed from it.—R. L.
Sn'Odgrass, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Cyprio-Carniolans.

I consider the introduction of Carniolan
blood a benefit to Italians and would prefer
such a cross to pure Italian blood, but my own
experience and my knowledge of the qualities
of these various races, leaves in my mind not
the slightest doubt but that far better results
can be obtained through using pure Cyprians
on the female side, and pure Carniolans on
the male side, for I am sure this cross gives,
both theoretically and practically, the great-
est combination of energy, hardiness, wing-
power, tongue-reach and prolifiiness, that can
be obtained from any of these races, and with
these qualities a fair degree of gentleness is

obtained through the Carniolan males.

—

Frank Benton, in the Rock Mountain Bee
.Journal.

Trapping 5l(unl<s in the Apiary.

I notice that some have had considerable
loss from skunks. I found that they were eat-

ing a good many of our bees, keeping some of
the colonies weak, although they were rearing
plenty of brood. Poisoning is dantrerous at
best, so we commenced trapping. By nearly
burying an egg in the ground a short distance
from the apiary, aud setting a steel trap over

it, we caught six or seven in a short time.
The trap, of course, should be set only at
night.

Besides scratching on the hives the skunks
would comb out the grass around the hive-en-
trauces with their olaw s, to get the bees that
came out of the hives, I suppose. The grass
was so comljed out in front of most of our
GO hives, before we began trapping. I find

no signs of any depredations now, and the
weak colonies have strengthened up consider-
ably.— F. H. Harvey, in Gleanings in Bee-
Culture.

Filling Honey-Cans Too Full.

Cans designed to hold extracted honey
should never be filled quite full. When honey
candies it expands; and it the receptacles be
filled level full there is quite a liability of
leakage, due to the cans bursting from the
expansion of the honey when candying.

—

Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will meet at College Station, Tex., Tues-
dav, Wednesday and Tbursdav, July 5, o and 7,

1904, beginning at 10 a.m. on Tuesday. This
will be during the meeting of the Texas Farm-
ers' Congress, so it will be a great time. Rail-
road rates and board will be cheap.
The convention will open at the time named.

Come early and take part.
Louis H. ScHOLL, Sec.

College Station, Tex.

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

c'ie>"^rf ,iicuuuu £ieo jouxD.<ii wneu writing

ITALIAN QUEENS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Tntested Queen t. ''O
•' Tested Queen 1.10
" .Selected " 1.40
" lireeder " 2.il0
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.10

All grades ready now. Safe
arrivr.1 guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
Please mention Bee iOTimal wnen Turrttioa

SEND = TO = US
for everything- in Ui

We H
at Factory Prices
are agents of G. B.
dant & Son, and <>

factarers. Wholes:

Louis Han;
213-215 W. Si

DAVENPORT

Please :

-e-Keepers' Supplies.

ave It
Can ship Quick. We
..ewis Co., Chas. Da-
iher leading manu-
lie and Retail.

-sen's Sons
)ND Street,

IOWA.

.lUon the Bee Journal.

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

M.\kKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, May 'I. -The market has an over-
supply of comb houey, very little of which will
pass as No. 1 grade— price is ll@12c per pound,
and off grades at a corresponding value. Ex-
tracted, 6@7c per pound for best grades of
white; amber colors, 5'" oc per pound. Bees-
wax, 30ra 32c. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., May 19.—The honey market
continues to be dull; if anything, the prices
on comb honey are lower; concessions are
made on bigger lots. Fancy white comb honey,
from 12>i®14 cents. Sales on extracted are
made at the following prices: Amber, in bar-
rels, SXi^SMc; in cans. He more; alfalfa, waler-
white, 6@6Jic; strictly white clover, for extra
fancy, 7>i@8c. Beeswax, 30c.

C. H. W. Weber.
Albany, N. Y., April 2S.—Honey market is

very dull. Stocks of both comb and extracted
are lighter than we thought would be a month
ago, when we thought we would have to carry
over the season. The demand for honey here
will be light until the new crop comes. Quota-
tions are nominally—8@13c for comb, and S@5c
for extracted. H. R. Wright.
Cincinnati, April IS. — The honey market

here is reassuming activity, and judging from
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season's crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, 5ii@6}ic; white clover,
6>^@8 cents, according to quality and package
Fancy comb honey sells at 13(a ISc. Beeswax'
30 cents. The Fred W. Muth Co.

'

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey is
extremely light, almost nothing, and supplies
aie heavy for this time of the year, and our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at iDimlt.c; A No. 1, 14(a)lSc; and
Nc.l, 14c, with no call for under grades. Ex-
tracted, from ti@7c. Blake, Scott & I,ee.

Kansas City, April IS. — The demand for
honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.£0 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honey coming from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2 00 to
$2.2£ is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
$2.25 per case. Extracted is dull at 5@6c. Bees-
wax in good demaud at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, May 21.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull and it is almost impos-
sible to move large blocks. What little trade
there is, is done in a small way. We quote
nominally: Fancy white at 13c; No. 1 at 12c
and amber at lOc; no demand for dark at all*
Extracted is in fair demand at unchanged pri-
ces, with a good supply. Beeswax remains firm
at 30c, but we expect a decline very shortly

HiLDRETH 4 SegeLKe'n.

Philadelphia, May 20.—The honey market
has been quiet for the last 10 days, and very
little doing. Some odd lots have' been sold at
very low prices to clean out. The demand dur-
ing this sprine-changeable weather has been
very light. There is no fancy comb honey on
the market. We cjuote: No. 1, 'Jtaiiic; amber
8@<>c. Fancy while extracted, 7@7Hc; amber!
bH®~c. Beeswax has been received in large
quantities; prices are a little off. We quote-
Bright yellow, 3Uc; dark, 28@29c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco. May 25.—White comb, 1-Ib
sections, 12H!(iljc; amber, i^llc. Extracted'
white, Sii@tic: light amber, S@5;.ic; amber'
3M@4!ic; dark amber, 3K@3Jic. Beeswax, eood
to choice, light, 2S(a30c; dark, 26@27i^c.
There are no great quantities of honey on the

market at present, neither is there much de-
mand. For desirable qualities there is a toler-
ably firm tone to the market. The coming croo
in this State will be light; there will be little
or no honey produced this year south of
Tehachapi.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigniiij,'> bujing- or selling', consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO..
199 South Water St. Chicago. Ilu

WANTED !'=*5'^^B HONEY
In no-drip sh.ppiag-.cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote vour best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred Vv.Muth Co.
32Atf From aud Walnut, CiNctNNATi, Ohio
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FEK-FEiCT C300DS !LOW I=I?,ICBS !

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BG5T to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i fliTi6riGan i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee journal when •writinK

I 1. J. STRINGttftM, 105 Park Place,

I
NEW YORK

S Manufactures and carries in stock every

jX artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
a> QUEENS IN SEASON. •

j| Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free. _

Please menuon Bah journal wnen Tumnne

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

Some of the Best Goods in the
World.

BEE-SIPPLIES ! t

We know this because our customers
say so, and prove the assertion by or-

ordering goods shipped across several

States to them.

Lewis' Goods ai Facloru Prices
Catalog free.

C. M. Scott & Co.
1004 East Washington Street,

Indianapolis. Ind.

lllNGHAN'S PATENT

Smokers
T. F. BINGHAM. Farwell, Mich

WE INVITE all readers of the Amer-
ican Bee Jooknal who seek a col-

lege for themselves or friends to inves-
tigate

MouniUnionGoiiege

iuiag is equal to the v
first-class. All ex- yZ

Our motto in

imam eflBcienc:

« Our Bcholasti
best, our reputation first-class.

%2 penses for a year, aside frouu 'he cloth-

g mg and traveling, less than $20i. '^0. Co- =-

}2 education, health conditions, mor«.''and JZ

S religious influence, superior. J}g Send for catalog. ^
MOUNT UNION COLLEGE,

Alliance, Ohio.

###########################

*^^^"Dadant'8 Foundation
^^^"

We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^^Ih^r'pv^iTyfpiRnNEss.
t

Year Year
ore can anybody do ?

Y. PURIT
No SAQQINa, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Trip W/hx/ Hnf^e ii' c<^1l crk ur<^ll V Because it has always given better satis-^ VY llj UUCa IL sell a>U WCIl r faction than any other. Because in
iS?f 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

«• ~~

3i, Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
^S^ We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies |
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on ttne Honey-Bee—Revised
^ The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

Jfe BEESV\ZaX WZANTED at all Umes.

f DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

I WELL! WELL! WELL! §
Q
K CAN IT BE POSSIBLE
o
^ That you have not received our New

8
1904 Catalog ? i^ # # #

BEGINNERS should send for it.

V 62 pages describing all Bee-Appliances.

V 6 pages of Instruction.

b
4*i

'Tif

QOdS



Pickled Brood—Poisonous Honey. Grading Honey—Winter Confinement.
PROP. A. J. COOK. a. M. DOOLITTLE.
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I SEEMS 5TRANGE
-»^ To talk about wintering now. But don't let last winter's losses occur again.

^^ ' Insure successful wintering by putting your new swarms into ROOT'S

^ DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVES. .•

-# 4444444444444444

# ffffffffffffffff

4444444444444444 ^
fffffftfffffffff F

I Root's Dovetailed Chaff Hive.
"<^ It protect s against extreme cold. It protects against extreme heat. It is used

»^S in Cuba and Mexico to keep the bees warm in chilly nights and cool in the

j^^ hottest days. It winters the bees on summer stands as far north as they can

^< be raised. In fact, it is the hive for every bee-keeper. For comb honey pro-

^s duction it is in the first ranks. The ample protection of the super against

*'4^ cold permits uninterrupted comb-building so necessary in the production of

..>^ comb honey. Send for our Catalog that tells all about it.

I THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
"^ Factory and Executive Office :

§ 'h/L'mTyLi^.^, OHIO.
^ BRANCH HOUSES:

New York, N. Y., 44 Vesy Street.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 438 West Houston Street.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Havana, Cuba, San Ignacio 17.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.
And Agencies elsewhere.

*®
Send for Catalog and Buy of the Nearest Agency or Dealer. ^
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Editorial Comments
]

The National Association and a Honey Brand.

Editor Root suggests in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that the

National Bee-Keepers' Association brand the honey produced by its

members. Here is the gist of what he says

:

It would not be very expensive for the National to have a local in-

spector for each large city, and have him look over each large lot of

honey, inspect the shipping and way bills, and look over the corres-

pondence to make sure the honey was produced, put up, and shipped
by some known responsible bee-keepers' society or individual member.
I would assess the cost of this inspection of the honey on the producer
or buyer of it, who desires to have the brand of purity and quality of
the National affixed to it. I would also have the inspector appointed
by the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee jointly, they
to examine the recommendations as to his fitness that have been re-

ceived, and to apportion out the salary, such salary to be in propor-
tion to the amount of honey examined, and in the end to be paid by
the honey-producer, the buyer, or commission man who desires the
National to guarantee the quality and purity of the honey. If neces-
sary, doubtful samples of extracted can be analyzed, and, If pure, the
certificate or brand of purity attached. And, by the way, we already
have a chemist on the Board of Directors, who is competent to make
such analysis at a nominal price.

This same inspector might also attach his official grading on the
various shipments that come in, and thus avoid a lot of trouble be-
tween producer and buyer. To have some expert grade, as well as

certify the purity of every lot of honey coming into Chicago, would
be worth much.

Several years ago we suggested a plan something like this, but our

idea was to have a National Honey Exchange located, say in Chicago,

or some other large city, and all the honey that passed through its

hands to bear its stamp or brand. There probably would be some

danger in allowing each member of the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation to use its brand on his honey. It would likely be abused, and

result in damage to all. Of course, if it can be safe-guarded in some

way, it might be all right.

It is a pretty large subject to handle, and, as Editor Root well

says, " Perhaps this idea is too Utopian to be carried into effect." Still,

it will do no harm to discuss it, for something practical may come of

it, especially if a number of our best thinkeis get to work on it.

But of one thing we feel fairly certain, and that is, there should

be a national business organization, separate from the National Bee-

Keepers' Association, to handle the honey end of the Associations

work. The fact is, the existing National is not organized to do n

financial business further than what it has already done. By this we

mean, it is not intended to handle either honey or bee-supplies. It

really has more to do now in its legitimate lines than it is able to pay

for properly. The General Manager receives a mere pittance in coid

parison with the time he is called upon to devote to the Association's

present work.

Progress of Apiculture in France.

In 1S69, the late Mr. Chas. Dadant attempted to introduce to tb

l)ee-keeping public of France the American invention of Langstroth—

the movable frame—and the improvements brought about by this in-

vention in America. Their only bee-journal at that time, L'Apicul-

teur, derided the idea of any progress in movable-frame hives, and

closed its columns against these things in a very peremptory manner,

the editor ridiculing Mr. Dadant, calling him " American Barnum,"
and other derisive appellations, in reply to his insistence. The dis-

pute became very acute, and finally ended by Mr. Dadant publishing

his views in the Swiss Revue Internationale, edited by Mr. Bertrand,

instead of the Franch magazine.

The years have rolled on, and the Dadant ideas have made their

way, for the French bee-keepers took to the new methods to such an

extent that last January, after 35 years of delay, L'Apiculteur, in the

person of a younger editor, Mr. Sevalle, solicited the younger Dadant
for contributions to the same magazine that had derided his father's

views; and the May number of L'Apiculteur contains an article from

the pen of Mr. C. P. Dadant, one of our esteemed contributors, in

which he vindicates his father's memory on the subject that was the

cause of the trouble.

America is on top once more. Truth and Progress will make
their way in spite of all obstacles. It is the old story over again.

Those who champion the cause of right and advancement finally wear

the crown ; and those who oppose them are soon buried in the oblivion

which they deserve. The name of Dadant is an apiarian star that

shines with a steady light on two hemispheres. May its luster never

grow dim.

Double Permutation in "Shook" Swarming.
The variation of the method of making shaken swarms, given on

page 428, under the caption of " Anticipated Swarming," may well be

worth considering. It does not follow, however, that a method which
succeeds with black bees in Europe would succeed equally in this

country with bees largely Italian.

Mr. Getaz says of hive No. 3, ''The absence of its queen during

the eight days that the brood-nests were exchanged, has killed the

swarming fever completely." According to the description, the

queen has not been absent from the hive at all, but the removal of the

colony to stand No. 3 has deprived it of its flying force, and that con-

tinued for eight days would certainly destroy all impulse to swarm.
The queen, however, will continue laying without interruption, and
when returned to stand No. 3 the colony will be as strong as ever. Is

it not likely that in many cases it will then decide to swarm ?

With regard to hive No. 1, after being placed on stand No. 3, Mr
Getaz says it has no field-force, and has lost in bees, so it will not

swarm. But it must not be forgotten that during the eight days that

hive No. 2 has remained on stand No. 3 a considerable field-force

has developed, and that field-force will enter hive No. 1 when that is

placed upon stand No. 3. Will that not make the bees in hive No. 1,

with a plurality of cells, think themselves strong enough to send out

an after-swarm ?

These criticisms are made not with the view of condemning what
has been tried and approved elsewhere, only to suggest caution not to

try the plan on this side the water on too large a scale at first. Will
any who try it please report as to success !

Formaldehyde for Black-Broody Combs.

E. W. Alexander thinks the failure to disinfect combs affected by
black brood is because of lack of thoroughness. After trying less
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thorough methods with unsatisfactory results, he adopted with satis-

faction the following plan, which he gives in the Bee-Keepers' Review

;

" I finally used one of my large honey-tanks, such as I use to keep

extracted honey in before I put it into barrels. These tanks are lined

with the heaviest kind of tin, and hold over 4000 pounds of honey. I

made a cover of matched lumber, and three sheets of tarred building

paper, putting them together with paint. This was clamped down to

the top of the tank by means of heavy rods, reaching down through

timbers under the bottom of the tank. Racks were made to fit the

inside of the tank, on which I could hang the combs of about 35 hives,

and not have the combs touch one another. I made a ff-inch hole in

each end of the cover ; one in which to insert the rubber hose which

conveyed the gas into the tank, the other to let the air escape as the

gas entered. Into my gas generator I then put two quarts of the best

formalin that I could buy, setting it upon an oil-stove, and lighting

the wicks. After it had boiled about half an hour the gas commenced

to escape from the hole in the other end of the cover, and I then

plugged up that hole and kept the lamps burning about five hours, or

until all the formalin in the generator had been turned into gas. I then

left it shut up air-tight until the next day, when I put in another

quart and turned that into gas. I then left it four or five days, after

which I opened the tank, but I had to leave it open a day or two be-

fore I could take the combs out, as tie gas was so very strong. In

this way I have, during the past summer, fumigated over a thousand

of the worst combs that I could find in an apiary of nearly a thousand

colonies ; and, although some of them contained a little honey and

brood, I have since seen no trace of the disease after putting bees

on them."

But he has no faith in formaldehyde for foul brood—in which he

differs from some others—and in fighting black brood he thinks it of

first importance to have the best of Italian bees.

Overstocking—Positive (?) Knowledge About It.

H. C. Morehouse, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, after some sensible

remarks about overstocking, says:

" I believe that overstocking is possible—there must somewhere

be a limit—but how many bee-keepers in the United States have rfully

tested, in a scientific manner, the nectar-producing capacity of their

fields? I venture to say the number is very few. I will give you a

genuine instance of overstocking. Some three or four years ago there

were kept within a radius of \}4 miles of Longmont, Colo., about 1500

colonies of bees. The yield dwindled to less than half that secured at

the yards tour or five miles away. More than half of these colonies

have been moved to other locations, and the surplus yield in that

vicinity now compares very favorably with the general average. But

this was an extreme case."

Mr. Morehouse is quite safe, no doubt, in saying that very few

have really tested in a scientific manner the nectar-producing capacity

of their fields. He would run little risk in averring that no one has

ever done it. A very pertinent question in the easels the question,

" How can such a test be made?" Can Mr. Morehouse, or any one

else, give a reliable answer to this question?

Mr. Morehouse doubts a case of overstocking cited by Mr.

Lathrop, saying that the overstocking is not 2>roiien, and then gives, as

above quoted, "a genuine instance of overstocking." But does he

really jJro«c the overstocking any more than does Mr. Lathrop? It is

well known that seasons and conditions vary, even in Colorado ; and

can he prove that if during that three or four years only half the

number of colonies had been present the yield per colony would have

been greatly increased? Very likely the ground was overstocked;

but how prove it?

Contributed Articles

Pickled Brood—Poisonous Honey, Etc.

By PROF. A. J. COOK.

I
AM getting many samples of dead brood, with inquiries

what it is and as to the cure. I believe that these are what
are generally known as "pickled brood." They are

very different from foul brood, and its variety, black brood

or foul brood, in another form. In these latter, the larva

melts away into a mass of decay, a brown, coffee-colored,

salvy, unctuous mass, that we can pull out of the cell with

a tooth-pick or pin, and which usually flies back when it

lets go its hold. In some cases it does not have the elastic-

ity, and so does not spring back.

This other is very different. The bees keep their form,

but as they are dead the bacteria take hold of them and they,

as a result, decompose, or decay, as we say, and we smell
the sour odor which gives the name. We never get the rank
odor of foul brood.

Is not pickled brood a generic name for brood that may
die from any cause, and then decay as a consequence of
death 7 If this is correct, the bacteria kill the bees in case
of the malignant foul brood, and in the other case—that of
pickled brood—they simply remove the carcass of the bee,

dead from some other cause ? The one bacterium is our
enemy, as it kills our bees ; the other is a friend, as it re-

moves the dead, and so cleans the hive. We have the same
difference in the bacillus of diphtheria, and the more com-
mon microbe of decay or putrefaction. The one attacks and
carries off our loved ones ; the other will decompose our
bodies and dissolve them, if we may so speak, or, perhaps
better, resolve them into the several elements of which they
are made up.

The first year after I came to California was a very dry
year, with very little rainfall. There was much of this

dead and decaying brood. I noted that many of the bees
in colonies where it was most marked were very short of
stores, indeed nearly in a starving condition. I commenced
feeding them, and the disease at once disappeared. I seemed
to cure it in every case where I fed the bees, and in colonies
where there was plenty of stores the disease seems to be
absent. I believe in this case it was simply a case of starva-

tion, and the bees had not the food to enable them to feed
the larvee. We are now having in many sections of South-
ern California a condition similar to 189-1—my first year
here—and many bees are starving, and others are on the
very verge of starvation. If the bee-keeper, in such case,

will feed his bees, he will not only save them, but he will, I

believe in many cases, remove this decaying brood.

I do not wish to say that starvation is the only cause of
the brood dying. In case it die, then the removal will be
the same in every case, and the condition and appearance
will be nearly the same. Is it not possible that bees may,
with limited stores, become discouraged, and not properly
feed the brood, and so have the same effect ? I have seen
cases that looked as if this might be true. If the above be
true, then pickled brood is the result of brood dead of any
cause, except foul brood, and the remedy is to prevent con-
ditions of lack of stores, cold, or aught else that will cause
the death of the brood.

POISONOUS HONEY.

It will be remembered by the readers of the bee-papers
that I have often expressed that the honey from the kalmia,
or other reputed toxic flowers, was really poisonous. The
fact that the reported cases of poisoning only occur occa-
sionally, and that the flowers are always on hand, the fact
that honey is often a poison to many people, whatever the
source, and the fact that I have freely eaten of such honey
with no evil results, has made me skeptical as to this poison-
ous nectar.

In California there is a similar belief regarding the nec-
tar of some species of eucalyptus. It is reported to kill

bees. Here, again, I have strong doubts. It is only occa-
sionally that the mortality is noticed. I should look very
carefully and see if I could not find other cause of the
bees dying. We know that when bees are gathering very
fast in the height of the season, very many die. They age
very fast, and the mortality is very great. We often notice
bees returning to the hives, especially near the close of the
day, so tired and worn that they fall near the entrance of
the hive and never gain it. I have wondered in case of
these eucalyptus trees, if the bees might not die of over-
work aud old age in the same way ?

We know that the temperature changes very rapidly
here in California with the going down of the sun. It is

not more than possible that the cool atmosphere chills the
bees that are tempted to remain at work over-hours, and so
the bees are chilled and fall from the flowers never to rise ?

Some of the eucalypts seem to attract the bees in great
numbers, aud to furnish much and excellent honey. In
such cases it is easy to believe that the bees are lured on,
late in the day, and age, weariness, and the chill of night,
all together, were too much, and the bees simply died, pos-
sibly before their time. I really believe that such trees are
to be praised, rather than comdemned.

I ask any who have opportunity to observe in this mat-
ter. I can not do so, as our eucalypts do not act that way.
I believe that these trees are valuable for the bee-keeper,
and I am inclined to the opinion that all are valuable. Mrs.
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Minnie E. Sherman, of Fresno County, tells me she has ob-
served just this thing in her eucalypts.

FATAL STINGING BY BEES.

We have record, during the past week, of two fatal ac-
cidents due from bee-stings—the one a horse, the other
a child. The horse belonged to Mr. Mendleson, of Ven-
tura County, and was hitched near the bees ; the child is

supposed to have disturbed and angered the bees with a
stick.

This shows that we can not be too careful in all cases.
Tying horses or cattle near the line of flight of bees, espe-
cially when the bees are idle, is always attended with risk.

In case of severe stinging, wrapping cloths wet in hot soda-
water, is the best ready remedy for a person ; and covering
a hgrse or cow with blankets wet with hot water, as hot as
can be borne, or in case it can not be done at once, until the
hot water is ready, in cold water is the best remedy. I have
known that to save valuable horses that were seriously
stung. Either hot or cold water will check the congestion.

Eos Angeles Co., Calif.

Grading Honey—Winter Confinement, Etc.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A
CORRESPONDENT writes me thus : "Mr. Doolittle,
will you tell us through the columns of the American
Bee Journal how you sort sections for casing when pre-

paring your honey for market ? A friend tells me you have
a way different from others, and we'd like to know about
it."

There are very few bee-keepers who do things exactly
alike, and probably my way of sorting sections for casing
will appear as unworthy of notice by most of the readers of
the American Bee Journal, but as I have never refused to

answer questions as requested, I will tell my way of assort-
ing sections.

My honey is all stored in sections which are held in
wide frames, four sections to each wide frame. The wide
frames are clamped together by means of springs or wedges,
so that there are five, seven, or eleven to the super, accord-
ing to the number I think the colony will work in to the
best advantage.

When the super is finished by the bees, and these wide
frames are undamped preparatory to casing the honey for
market, the eye soon decides to which grade the honey be-
longs. In putting honey up for market I make three grades
which I mark X, XX, and XXX, the three X being for
fancy, the two X for No. 1, while the one X is for anything
not good enough to go in either of the other two grades.

A sample wide frame of four sections is set on a shelf
close by where the wide frames are undamped, and they
are always kept there as a sample for the eye to " work "

from, so it takes only a glance at any wide frame of sections,
or any section in one of these wide frames, to tell under
which X it should go. My shipping-cases hold 20 sections

;

and as soon as I have five wide frames, or 20 single sections,
I place the sections on a little tray, set the tray on the scrap-
ingblock, and the shipping-case close by, and then, as I

scrape and clean the sections of propolis or any foreign sub-
stance, I set them in the shipping-case as soon as all is

deaned off nicely.
I had hardly thought this way of casing honey of enough

importance to tell of it, still I know that it is by the use of
the many, many little kinks, having them all massed to-

gether in the mind, that we become fully '• fledged " bee-
keepers. I much prefer the X's for rules in grading to any-
thing else, for these can be put in the handholds of the case,
out of sight from any one except as wanted for rapidly sort-
ing the cases when they get mixed up in hauling to the
railroad or otherwise.

OUEKN LAYING ON OUTSIDE OF COMBS.

Another correspondent wishes me to tell him in the
American Bee Journal, why it is that the queen, in spread-
ing her brood from the center of the brood-nest outward, in

enlarging it, lays first on the side of a fresh comb furthest
from the brood already in that nest. This is something that
I have often noticed, and away back in the early seventies I

noticed that at all times when the bees are enlarging their
brood-nest rapidly, and when pollen is also coming in plenti-
fully, the first eggs laid in any comb near the brood, but ~o

far not containing brood, are laid in the cells of said comb
on the side furthest from the brood, the queen going ckar
around the comb to near the center of the furthest side io

lay the first eggs, instead of laying them in this new comb,
right opposite the brood in the comb already occupied.

For a year or two I asked myself why this was the case,

as our correspondent asks, and the only satisfactory answer
that came was that the pollen has all to do with it ; for

when little pollen is coming in I have generally found the

first eggs next the comb having brood already in it. When
pollen comes in plentifully the bees pack it in the cells im-
mediately surrounding the brood, and hence it comes about
that, when the hard maple is in bloom in this locality, we
have combs next the brood-nest solid, or very nearly so, on
the side of the comb next the brood, on either side of the
brood-nest, so that the queen can find no vacant cells to lay

in ; hence she is obliged to go clear around the comb to a

point opposite the center of the brood in the comb adjoin-

ing, to lay, when the brood is on the increase. Immediately
on her doing this, pollen is rushed into the cells of the next
comb opposite the eggs she is laying ; this, in turn, compels
her to go to the opposite side of this comb to lay her eggs
also, and thus it keeps on till the outside of the hive is

reached.
Soon after she has filled the cells furthest from the

brood with eggs, hundreds of larvae are hatching in the

comb opposite the cells which are filled with pollen, this

causing the bees to remove the pollen for use in the manu-
facture of larval food, when the queen now fills these cells

with eggs, though she often scatters eggs all through the

pollen-mass, wherever she can find a vacant cell, before the
general removal of pollen. From this cause we always find

during the proficient brood-rearing in May and the first

half of June, the first eggs and the first sealed brood on the

outside of the combs, or on the sides furthest from the cen-

ter of the brood-nest. In noticing this thing our correspon-

dent shows that he is a close observer, for in speaking of it

to some of our most prominent bee-keepers, I have been told

that they had never thought of looking for anything of the

kind.
OVER ONE-HALF YEAR OF CONFINEMENT.

Another correspondent writes that his bees were confined

to the hive from November 10 to April IS, or for a period of

over five months, and that as a result he has lost heavily.

He wishes to know if any one ever had bees confined so

long before.
I answer yes. But I do not think it possible that bees

can be confined for that long, when wintered on the sum-
mer stands, and come out in perfect shape for the summer's
work. My bees had no flight after October 30, 1903, till

April 5, 1904, or during a period of five months and six days.

Some appeared not to have suffered materially by this long
confinement, at the time, but since then they have
shown that this long holding of their excrement told on
their vitality, and none of the 7 colonies wintered on the
summer stands are at this date (May 17) what could be
called good, perfect colonies, for all have dwindled, and
three are dead. After April 5, we had more cold, and snow-
storm after snow-storm followed, with high winds, clouds
and cold, so that it was impossible, on account of the
weather, to remove the bees from the cellar till May 2, when
they were removed ; those at the out-apiary on the forenoon
of that day, and these at home in the afternoon. This gave
a confinement of three days more than one-half year, and it

is something worth recording, for, if my memory serves me
rightly, such long confinement of bees has never been re-

corded before.
" Well, how did they come out ? " I think I hear some

one asking. At the out-apiary 3 were put in short of stores,

they having only about 8 pounds of honey each, and these
starved. I had expected to feed these, and so marked them,
but the winter swooped down on us before I got to it, and I

thought I would chance them rather than open up the hives
to set in combs of honey with the mercury nearly down to

zero. These 3, and 1 other away back in the eighties, are
all the bees I ever lost by starvation, and I don't feel a bit

good over the matter, for it is wicked, it seems to me, to al-

low anything that has served us faithfully, to starve. Three
other colonies died of diarrhea, and the rest came out in

good shape, or fully as good as an average.

Of those in the underground cellar here at home, all

came out in fairly good shape except the united nuclei, used
for queen-rearing, which were mostly composed of old bees.

Of these united nuclei, about otie-third died from the wast-
ing of bees during the last two weeks in April, and the re-

mainder are from fair colonies down to weak ones.

At the out-apiary I have nearly all kinds and varieties

of bees, and I find that some of them stood this long con-
finement much better than did others. The golden Italians
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stand at the head, with the Root long^-

tongue next, and the Hutchinson superior
stock as third. All the rest can be classed

as fourth, which include queens from many
noted breeders.

In testing the many queens I receive from
others, I generally take them to the out-

apiary, as I do not try to keep any certain

strain there, and these, with queens of my
own rearing from the home yard, constitute

that apiary ; and this past unprecedentedly
long, severe trial of over six months of winter
confinement has shed quite a ray of light on
which bees would stand the test the best, as
given above.

I must tell the readers of one particular

colony of goldens. When we first went into

the cellar at the out-apiary and took down
the first hive, no sign of life was heard.
The hive was set on the cellar-bottom and
knocked upon ; but no response. This was
repeated three times when it was set aside as
"dead." The next was taken, which was
one of those that had starved. They were
also pronounced " dead ;" and my heart be-

gan to fail me for fear all were dead, as no
precautions are taken here, only to set the
hives in this cellar,with the entrances toward
the wall to exclude the light a little, the
family and farmer using the cellar just as
they would were no bees in it all winter, I

placing no restrictions on them.
But to cut the story short : After all were out, the

farmer asked me if he should carry out the 7 hives of dead
bees and pile them up where I wished them. I assented.

All went well till he came to the seventh hive and last, (or

what was the first one we touched in entering the cellar),

when I heard an outcry. I went to see what the matter was,
and found that the bees were just fairly boiling out of the

hive he was bringing out of the cellar. The wet cloth used in

removing them was hastily thrown over the hive and it was
carried to its stand. And, strange to say, that ''dead"
colony was the nearest to a perfectly wintered colony of any
I ever saw. No dead bees on the bottom-board, no spotting
of things on their first flight, and no dwindling since, even
after three days over half a year of confinement.

Mr. E. R. Root has told in the past of colonies which
were so nearly dormant as to be lifeless, apparently, when
in winter quarters ; but this colony was the first thing of

the kind I ever saw, and I do not know how to account for it,

No. 5.—CHERRY-TREES IN BLOSSOM—PAGODA HILL IN BACKGROUND.

even now. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

The Eucalyptus—An Australian Honey-Tree

Americanized.

BY W. A. PRYAL.

THE eucalyptus is an Australian tree, there being sev-

eral hundred varieties. Many varieties have been in-

troduced into California, where they thrive fully as
well as in their native home. The year when the first

eucalyptus (or gum-tree, as it is called in California) was
introduced into that State is not well known as a matter of
history, but it was fully 35 years or more ago. To-day
forests of goodly size are to be found in many a valley and
on many a hill in the Golden State. The variety most com-
mon in central and northern California, and, from what I

have been able to observe in the southern portion of the
State as well, is Eucalyptus globulus, or blue-gum.

This article will be confined to the tree just mentioned,
and, in a general way, it will cover all that might be said of
other varieties of eucalypti as well.

In California, the tree was set out largely about 25 years
ago, and moderately ever since. The wood can be used for
a great number of purposes. Up to the present its principle

use here is for fuel ; in the southern portion of the State it

being a boon on this account, owing to the non-existence
of native trees growing near the largely inhabited settle-

ments. Its rapid growth makes it a valuable tree, besides,

when once started into vigorous life, it is no easy matter to

kill the tree. Cut it down as you may, it will at once send
forth shoots from the stump, and in a few years perhaps
two or three lusty trees will be growing where but one grew
before. It is nothing uncommon to see a large crop of fire-

wood or fence-rails harvested from a row of gum-trees. A

farmer easily keeps himself and neighbors supplied with
fuel from a row of these trees planted some 16 to 24 feet

apart around his fences, roadsides, or along the bank of a
creek. When near water, the tree grows in a two-fold ratio.

It seems to absorb water like a sponge, and for this reason
it has been called the " fever tree."

As the eucalyptus has to reach a respectable age before
the wood is matured for uses in the building line and in the

arts, it has not yet been voted a valuable tree for such pur-

poses in California. But the time is coming when it will

be so considered. It is a valued wood in Australia, so I

have been informed. For a shade-tree it is invaluable. No
farm is complete in California unless it has several gum-
trees about the barn-yard, and, possibly, near the house, for

shade. Though for shade near or in the garden, some other
tree is preferred, preferably the fig, almond, English or

California walnut, magnolia, locust, or the likes, as the tree

under consideration exhausts the moisture from the soil to

such a degree that no other plant can get a living for some
rods near it.

The eucalyptus is the tree par excellence for the hills

of California, of which there is an everlasting supply, and
no mistake. It will grow on any hill, if it is looked after

during the first year. I have observed that the tree is

spreading of its own accord. Where the seed falls in suit-

able soil, it slowly nurses itself for the first year or so, and
thence on it seems to spring skywards by metes and bounds,
as it were.

It is as a honey-producing tree that the eucalyptus
claims our attention at this writing. The bee-keeper pre-

fers a tree that is useful to him in more ways than one.

The locust is a great honey-producing tree, but as it is a
rather slow-growing tree, he is not apt to plant it with a

view of its helping the bees or enriching himself. But the

eucalyptus covers the want as no other tree can. Its merits

as a honey-secreting tree is well known to those who live

near forests of the tree in this State. For a quarter of a

century I have noted its value in this portion of California.

It never fails of a crop of blossoms—and such yields of

flowers are wonderful 1 I know of no plant that has a longer
period of inflorescence than has the blue-gum. It often

commences on one side of the tree toward the close of

November, and around with the sun it gradually circles the

tree. Thus, if it begins on the east side in November it

may reach the south side by January, and toward May it

will get to the north. The honey is pretty dark in the win-

ter, but the color cuts no figure commercially with the bee-

keeper, as it is not likely that any of it will ever be ex-

tracted, much less stored in sections. It was in 1877, I

think, I referred to the color and quality of this honey, in

the Bee-Keepers' Magazine. I have had no reason to

change my opinion since.

The flowers of the difi'erent varieties (No. 1) are of all

sizes, and of several colors, that of the /'. globulus being of

a creamy white, and for decorative purposes it is pretty ;

its slender stems, glossy bluish-green leaves, long, narrow
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and pendant, with little bunches of unopened flower-cups
with the dainty warted caps, all covered with a delicate
white bloom, and below flowers all a-bloom and radiating
about a chalice that glistens with nectar. When a flower
is ready to greet the sun, the little cap under which the
hair-like petals were done up with the greatest tonsorial
art, as it were, bursts and flies off. The latter literally

covers the earth beneath the tree like gravel, and may be
shoveled up under a big tree.

In further explanation of the pictures, I will say that
the group of blue-gums shown in the circular picture {No. 4)

are growing on our family homestead on the bank of the
Temescal creek, near Oakland, Calif., and were planted by
the writer's father in the neighborhood of a quarter of a
century ago. The tall tree in the center is about four feet
in diameter, and is probably ISO feet tall. Mixed in with
the gum-trees on the right hand side of the cut is a clump
of California laurels, or bay-trees. On the left are Monte-
rey cypress ; and on the hill in the distance is shown some
trees of red-gums of a forest of mixed varieties of eucalypti.
A pear-tree in bloom is shown in the foreground on the
right.

Something like 25 years ago the hill hidden by the
trees in the next picture (No. 2) was entirely nude of all

plant-life except grass, and possibly some little wild
flowers. It was formerly the property of my father. When
purchased by J. Ross Browne, then lately United States
Minister to China, he set the hill out in various kinds of
trees, the great majority being eucalypti, erected several
houses odd in architectural design, and called the place
"Pagoda Hill." There are several nice homes in the for-
est ; and oranges, lemons, foreign grapes, date-palms and
other plants of a tropical and semi-tropical nature, grow in
profusion at the several homes. The hill may be said to be
a veritable bee-garden.

Picture No. 3 shows the wide-spreading trees that grow
on a hillside in San Francisco, and illustrates how the tree
will branch out every which way when the trunk or main
tree has been cut ofl^. Note how the fence was pushed out
of place by the branches in their endeavor to make a place
for themselves in the world. I saw one once that pushed a
house oS^ its foundation.

I now come to the orchard scene (No. S). It is in front
of where the marguerites commented on as aforesaid, grew.
(See page 369.) The house is almost entirely hid by a row
of Bartlett pear-trees. Note how the cherry-tre-js bloom !

A cherry orchard in blossom in California is a sight wejl
worth seeing. Such magnificent whiteness can hardly be
imagined. This is one of our orchards. Blue-gum trees
cover the hill in the background. There are several
eucalyptus forests near our home.

Alameda Co., Calif.

[ Convention Proceedings)

Report of the Onondaga Co., N. Y.) Convention.

(Continued from page 408.)

PRODUCING WHITEST COMB HONEY.

" How may I produce the whitest comb honey ?"
Mr. Hutchinson—If you hive a swarm on the old stand

and set the sections over on the new swarm you have them
finished over new combs. It is a mistake to take honey off

just as soon as it is sealed. If left with the bees a little

while they seem to varnish it over in a way that makes the
capping nearer air-tight, and the honey keeps better.

Mr. Pettit—There is a tendency towards taking ofi^ sec-

tions too soon for the sake of extra whiteness. If left with
the bees a little it may lose some of the pearly whiteness,
but the flavor is improved. Then, if possible, a drying day
should be chosen for taking it off.

Mr. House—The store-room has a great deal to do with
the nature of the honey.

Mr. West—There is a great deal of candied honey '>n

the market of late years, and this injures the sale of all.
' Mr. Holtermann—Storing sections in a cold pl.n e
cracks the capping and allows moisture to enter. The C' Id

also causes granulation.
_ Mr. Betsinger—Most comb-honey men use a larger lii^e

.3

than I. I have no honey in the brood-chamber. You have.
This honey granulates through the winter, and one ounce
of it carried up will cause granulation in the sections. Now
with reference to watery cappings : Jarring will cause the
whitest cappings to look soppy by shaking the honey down
against them. Never use old sections that have had honey
granulated in them. A comb that has had candied honey
in once will cause the next year's honey to candy.

" How is it best to get bee-keepers interested to produce
more comb honey 7"

Mr. Betsinger added the word " g;ood," saying that he
knew a firm in Syracuse who wanted 100,000 pounds oi good
comb honey, but none second-grade

CARBON BI-SULPHIDE FOR FUMIGATING COMBS.

" How would you use carbon bi-sulphide to kill wax-
worms in combs 7"

Mr. Morgan—Use an ounce of the drug to 13 cubic feet

of space in an air-tight box
Charles Mills explodes the carbon bi-sulphide in the box

where the combs are placed. He sets fire to it with a match,
and considers this a quicker evaporation than the ordinary.

Mr. West—We must be careful in using explosives.

Mr. Betsinger—This has an advantage over the old way
of fumigating with sulphur. With it, crystals of sulphur
were deposited over everything in the room, and any prop-
olis was turned green.

ORG.\NIZING FOR HANDLING BEE-SUPPLIES.

" Will Mr. France suggest the best way to organize for

handling supplies 7"

Mr. France—A national association must benefit all its

members, including the supply-dealers.
Mr. House—When an organization can offer the bee-men

some financial gain, then we can win them to the organiza-
tion, and not till then.

Mr. West—We have our own dealers, and are not all

using standard goods. There are difficulties in the way of

combined buying.
Mr. House—As to sections, the best selling standard in

Syracuse is the 4>4^x4,'4 .

Dr. C. L,. Parker—We must do something ; prices are

going heavens high.
Mr, Holtermann said he was not interested in any sup-

ply business, but had had a great deal to do in that line,

and while he thought prices were getting pretty high, still

there were two sides to the question. A man with a buzz-

saw can get out goods cheaply because he does not count
his time worth anything.

Mr. Hutchinson spoke of extra expenses of large con-

cerns, in the way of insurance, taxes, etc.

Mr. Hershiser wished to know why the improved meth-
ods of producing foundation had not cheapened its price.

Mr. Holtermann—There is a great deal in what Mr.
Hutchinson says about extra expenses of a large concerns.

Men going into a business do not count the cost. They sell

goods cheaper than they can afford to, and soon fail in busi-

ness. Other foolish ones take their place, and so it goes.

Only the firms that charge a paying price succeed in the

end. What an organization of bee-keepers can do is to

order early in large quantities and secure a handsome dis-

count.
Mr. France—It is profits we are all after. If the manu-

facturers can combine, they have the right to do so. The
local organization must order as a unit.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The election of officers resulted as follows : President,

S. D. House ; 1st vice-president, W. J. Morgan ; 2d vice-

president, W. H. Short ; 3d vice-president, Howard Mills

;

secretary-treasurer, John H. Cunningham ; moderator,
Irvan Kenyon.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Betsinger, the re-

tiring moderator. Delegates elected to the New York State

convention were Messrs. House and Morgan.
At the evening session Prof. C. B. Thain, of Syracuse

University, spoke on
LOCATION.

We are in different and differing sections of country,
and so must always consider location. He was trying to

ascertain by experiment the effect of shelter in winter and
shade in summer. It is remarkable, he said, how much dif-

ference there is in the honey -yield of locations only a few
miles apart. We should study our location thoroughly to

know when the various sources of honey begin to yield, etc.

Doolittle says we want the hive full of bees only where
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there is honey to gather. The question of controlling
is also a matter of location.

Mr. Hershiser—The difference in sweet clover honey
yield is mostly in the atmospheric conditions. In poor sea-
sons the bees mix in pollen, which gives the honey a green-
ish tinge. As to the yields of honey, much depends upon
the man.

Mr. Betsinger—The time is coming when these big
yields reported in the West and in Cuba will not be any
more. Climatic conditions change.

Mr. Hershiser—It depends upon the weather.
Mr. Holtermann—The difference in a short distance is

astonishing. Conditions which give a good growth of the
plant give a good flow of honey. On the heavier soil you
get a larger percentage of sugar in beets. Where the soil is

failing, honey-production fails. Then there are weather
conditions ; clover requires moist, warm weather ; basswood
requires cooler weather. The loss of forests injures the
honey-flow. There must be a solid subsoil, but the surface
must not be too hard. The best is a clay loam with a sub-
soil which is not leachy. Buckwheat is very sensitive to
moisture, and does better near a lake shore on a well-drained
clay soil.

Mr. House—When the two crops are grown, all dark
honey should be extracted from the brood-chamber before
the white honey-flow begins.

NONSWARMING.
Mr. Holtermann said that he would just like to intro-

duce the subject, as he had not had suflficient notice to put
his thoughts in proper shape. During certain portions of
the season a great deal of time is spent in chasing swarms.
Even if we want increase this is expensive, as we can get
it much more cheaply by forming nuclei. In the preven-
tion of swarming we must consider the man, the hive, the
location, and the bees. In studying the bees we must study
their tendency to hang together. Then we must have a
large hive, plenty of ventilation, store-room and shade.
With reference to location, Mr. Holtermann said that he
had an almost continuous flow from early spring right on
to the end of the season in September. Under such condi-
tions it is much harder to prevent swarming than though
there are breaks in the season. He does not like breaking
down queen-cells unless the season is nearly over.

N. D. West prevents swarming by a method which, at
the same time, requeens the apiary every year. This method
is described in Mr. West's catalog, and need not be repeated
here.

Mr. Betsinger—To get good comb honey, only put sec-
tions on those that are strong. A continuous season means
swarming ; a break means non-swarming. Let them lie
still a couple of days. Put them in cold storage. To pre-
vent travel-stain one must have new separators, and new
combs in the brood-chamber.

THE MODKRATOR'S report.

Mr. Betsinger, the former moderator, told how he man-
aged to regulate the price of honey. He would watch the
whole season through to keep track of the amount of honey
likely to be put upon the market, from his estimate of the
retail price, and go personally to all the dealers, telling
them what to charge for honey. They had learned to have
confidence in him, and would take his advice. He consid-
ered that poor comb honey had injured the market consider-
ably. Good white honey never goes begging.

POINTS FROM THE DISCUSSION.

Many favored the square section. One buyer, Mr. Cass,
was willing to buy 100,000 pounds of comb honey if it is
good, and in square sections.

Mr. Hershiser said the oblong section was the one put
up by the late J. E. Hetherington, the greatest comb-honey
producer in the United States.

Mr. France—The most important part of bee-keeping
at present is the business end.

RESOLUTIONS.
The followiflg were passed :

Resolved, That it's the sense of this convention that
the apicultural interests of this State be properly repre-
sented at the lyouisiana Purchase Exposition at St. L,ouis,
and that the Commission of New York be requested to pro-
vide sufficient funds to meet the expenses of such an ex-
hibit ; and that it be collected, installed and maintained by
a competent bee-keeper of this State. Also, that a commit-
tee be appointed to urge immediate action upon the part of
said commission.

Whereas, The Secretary of Agriculture, in his last
Annual Report to the President, strongly urged the trans-
formation of the Division of Entomology of the United
States Department of Agriculture into a Bureau, therefore
be it

Resolved, That we, the Onondaga Co., N. Y., bee-keep-
ers in convention assembled, approve of the recommenda-
tion of the Secretary of Agriculture, that the Division of
Entomology be transformed into a Bureau.

Resolved, That we urge our representative, the Hon.
M. E. Dristel, to vote and work for such a change, and that
a copy of these resolutions be sent to him.

Dr. Parker, 1

Irvan Kbnyon, [ Com.
S. D. House, )

[ Our Bee-Hcepin§ Sisters
|

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

A Poem foF the Sisters.

I am sure the sisters will enjoy the following bright
poem, about the 19-year-old sister with a " bee in her
bonnet :"

PROFITS IN BEE-CULTURE.
1 hive a young friend who has studied the bees.

And can tell all about them with marvelous ease;

She talks of the workers, the drones and the queens.

And you can't say of her that she " doesn't know beans "

—

For she does, and whatever this girl hears or sees

Sets her tongue running fast on the subject of bees.

" There's a bee in har bonnet," I know by the sound,

For there's plenty of buzzing when she is around,

And she'll wax very eloquent, telling how money
Will roll in as soon as she markets her honey.

I really believe she will meet with success

;

And that I'd like to help her I'm free to confess.

A worker herself, she is bound to succeed

In the culture of bees, and 'twere folly indeed

To try to induce her to give up the scheme,

For she says, " I'm persuaded that this is no dream."

So she hums to herself (she is only nineteen).

And holds fast to her plan with the grace of a queen.

I wish she would notice that I'm not a drone.

And pity me, knowing that I live alone

!

I will play " busy bee," keeping ever in sight

This sweet apiarist in whom I delight.

I'll buy her a comb, and then after a spell

I'll arrange for her comfort a right royal cell.

Perhaps if a bad bee should sting her some day,

She would tly to my arms for protection, and stay.

If she doesn't, I'll wait till the swarming-time comes.

When folks run about beating tin pans and drums,

And then I'll be certain to capture this queen.

To reign over my hive and make all things serene.

Hartford Co., Conn. Chas. Edward Prior.

Plan for Prevention of Swarming:.

Dear Miss Wilson :—I think I have studied out a plan
to prevent swarming when one wants honey and not in-

crease, and if the bees are preparing to supersede it will

not interfere with that. I have neither read nor heard of

this plan, although it is similar to the " shook " swarm. I

will try it soon, and if others should do so I would like to

have them report.

When queen-cells are started divide the colony by re-

moving two or three frames of the youngest brood, also the
queen-cell and adhering bees. Place these and the queen
in a new hive on a new stand, add three dummies, and fill
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the remaining space of the brood-chamber with frames of

empty comb or full sheets of foundation, and place a super
with sections on top. No queen-cell should be left in the
old hive.

Now, a day or two after, or as soon as the brood in the
old hive is all capped, place this chamber on top of the new
hive with a bee-escape between it and the super. After the
bees are all out of the upper chamber, it and the escape may
be removed. It is always well to have a few bait-sections
in the super.

With me this is only theory at present. What do you
think of it ? What suggestions do you offer, especially
about the arrangement of the new brood-chamber ?

Tell the sisters that the Porter bee-escape is one of the
best things to have about the apiary. AunTik Bbe.

Northwest Kansas, May 24.

A serious objection to your plan is that when you move
the colony to a new location there is no understanding on
the part of the field-bees that any change has been made,
and for the next two or three days, when they return from
the fields with their loads of nectar, instead of going to the
hive where you want them, they will go straight to the old
stand where they have been accustomed to go. So although
you may prevent swarming you will also prevent all storing
in supers until a new force of gatherers comes on the field.

There are other objections, but this one is enough.

The Wife of the Bee-Keeping BFother.

A word needs to be said not exactly to the bee-keeping
sister so much as to the wife of the bee-keeping brother.

You are very much interested, no doubt, in your hus-
band's work. You are anxious that he shall make a success
of bee-keeping. You are quite willing to help him with the
extracting, or with taking care of the wax, etc., but to go
into the apiary and do the actual handling of the bees, that's
a different matter. If you knew what a stimulus it would
be to your husband thus to have your co-operation in his
work, to have some one that was thoroughly interested

—

some one that he could intelligently talk things over with

—

you would probably make a desperate efi'ort to overcome all

obstacles that stand in the way. Remember the proverb :

" Sharing joys doubles them ; sharing sorrows halves them."
If the wife is familiar with the work of the apiary, she

is able to take her husband's place in case of emergency
caused by accident, sickness, etc. And you may not realize
what a blessing it is that you are able to do it until the need
for it comes. It is not easy to get a suitable person to take
charge of an apiary on short notice, if, indeed, it is at all

possible, and if you can take charge of the apiary yourself
you are independent.

Often in case of the husband's death the wife has been
compelled to dispose of her bees for a mere song, because
she did not know anything about them—could not tell the
least thing about them, whether the colonies were weak or
strong, or what they ought to be sold for.

A lady came to me this spring saying that she had had
23 colonies of bees left on her hands, and she did not know
the least thing about them. She wanted to sell them, and
she had no idea whether to ask SO cents a colony for them
or $10. They were in the cellar, and she did not know
whether they were dead or alive, whether they were Italians
or hybrids, or how to go to work to get rid of them.

Now, suppose the wife left in a similar position knows
how to care for bees, instead of selling she might make
quite a competency from them, or if she prefers to sell she
could at least care for them until she could sell to advan-
tage, and not be obliged to hustle them off for what she
could get for them.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3J^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts. : 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; lO

for $4.00; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed f. -e

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for Id > jr

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal ofl&ce

c
Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

m'kvoy's beautifui, apiary.

Say, that's a beautiful apiary of McEvoy's on the front

of April 28 ! But to accord with the ancient saw about the
shoemaker's wife and the blacksmith's mare, there ought
to be lots of foul brood in it.

lOBLOTS OF HONEY.

Yes, a man will manage to think he is sending a fine

lot of honey when it is higglety-pigglety to the last degree,

and some of it candied in the comb. I can make a worse
confession for myself. Once on a time I thought I was
sending to town a fine lot of honey. It was in milk-pans

—

combs cut from box-hive brood-chambers. Two-thirds of

the cells had pollen in the bottom and honey on top. The
grocer who took it also thought it a fine lot of honey. And
he seemed to incline to think with me, that the customers

were unreasonable when they "kicked" on it. They were

so squeamish as to remark that they didn't like so much
"gum." Page 307.

LONG WINTER CONFINEMENT OF BEES.

John H. Clasen, page 315, furnishes what we can use as

the " record " on long time without a flight—that is, we
can use it until the next fellow " breaks the record." Three
consecutive years. Number of colonies, 10, 18 and 18. Days
without a flight 117, 122 and 102. One colony in no condi-

tion to winter ; others all did well, except that two perished

during the extreme 122 days of confinement.

CHUNK HONEY FROM A HOUSE-SIDE.

Quite a lot of chunk honey to capture at one time is the

30234 pounds which H. Gilbert took from the walls of his

house. Almost a pity that so great an establishment must

be broken up. Hardly practical, I suppose, to extract the

honey by whirling house and all. Page 324.

THAT ST. LOUIS APIARIAN APPOINTMENT.

So the management at St. Louis think that Apiculture

is something to be given away as a mere bonbon to whom-
ever it seems nice to make a place for. Ask 'em whether

they expect Mining and Medicine and Newspaperdom and

Electricity to stand that sort of thing—superintendence by
persons almost totally unknown to the craft. Apparently

boodle was not the only evil thing with which the air of St.

Louis got tainted. Page 324.

APIARIAN NEGLECT SOMETIMES MORE PROFITABLE.

So E. D. Townsend wonders what he has been at these

years to put so much work on so few bees. Recently with

four visits a year he has run an apiary SO miles distant and

averaged 600 dollars a year in extracted honey. This is a

kind of evidence not easy to argue against. What if a lot

of swarms do go to the woods ? What if some inevitably

neglected things do cost honey and money ? What if some-

body's steady work in spring could give things quite a

boost 7 The footing up, and the " lump in a fellow's side '

at Christmastide, bid us to forget all that. We have been

in the way of thinking (at least teaching) that bees don't

bear neglect worth a cent. Plainly that's not the only

thing to be said. Sometimes bees do bear lots of neglect,

and bear it well. I can contribute another note to the same
chord. My one big apiary of bees right at home bears great

and frequent neglect, not for profit's sake, but to humor an

invalid's chronic worthlessness. They bear it well, and

bring me in some returns every year as they did aforetime.

(In 24 years I haven't met a year without some surplus.)

Page 326.
PRIORITY RIGHT IN BEE-LOCATIONS.

I'm going to stand right square by my guns where L.

V. Ricketts trains his battery on me about location-crowd-

ers. I most freely grant him that there are many compli-

cations—some of which make things tolerable which at first

view seemed to be wrong. I can tell him once more (if it

will do any good) that nobody proposes to prevent land-

owners from keeping a few bees if they want to—or to call

them names for doing so. Also, no amount of bees com-
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mensurate with pasture owned is to be complained of. And
we know the law doesn't cover the case—world abounds
with legal opportunities to do wickedness. But all this is

not much better than dust to hide the real issue. Here's the
point

:

Some are actually and assuredly doing (and some others
are arguing that direction because they lust to do) a plain
and villainous wrong to brethren who are specialists like

themselves—overlapping their occupied territory. Usually
the harm they do to themselves is greater than the harm
which they inflict—but that doesn't help their moral stand-
ing any, nor lessen the wrong. Usually they could have
gotten into a clear field with a little effort—but whether
they could or couldn't does not signify. The relevant thing
is that they spy an honest man with something valuable in
his possession which the written law does not cover. There-
upon they proceed to seize apart of it. Years of occupation
and painstaking care they propose to ignore.

Now it isn't by calling things by their right names that
Mr. Hasty will disgrace his department and himself. He
would disgrace these if he called a scamp a so-so and tol-

erably fair sort of a fellow—if he called the Ishmaelite a
worthy comrade—if he called the hog "our admirably
thrifty and diligent sod-turning brother." Page 327.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the ofiSce of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Putting On Sapers-Old ttueen with First Swarm.

One year ago this spring my father bought 3 colonies of bees in
box-hives. 1 took care of them the liest I knew how, increased to 5
colonies by natural swarming, and I bought 5 more colonies early in
the winter. I wintered the 10 colonies in a low shed that faced the
east. One colony died, leaving 35 pounds of honey. This colony was
in a big box-hive. 1 sold 1 colony, in a box-hive, early this spring,
leaving me S colonies.

One of mj colonies sent out a swarm the other day which I hived,
and it is doing finely. In looking in the hive, from which the swarm
issued, I found capped honey, and so I put on a super, but the bees do
not seem to be working in it.

1. Did 1 put the super on too early ;

2. When should I put on supers ? Sweet clover is in bloom here
about the first of July.

3. In natural swarming does the old or young queen, or queens,
go with the swarm ? Kansas.

Answers.— 1. As the swarm had just left the hive, the mother
colony was so reduced in strength thatyou ought not to expect itto do
anything in a super. Even if a colony is already storing rapidly in a
super, when it sends out a swarm you will find work in the super
brought to a stand-still until the colony has time to recuperate.

2. The old rule was to put on supers when you find bits of white
wax on top-bar or the upper part of comb. A little earlier than that
might be better—say as soon as you find in full bloom the plants from
which the bees are to store a surplus. Perhaps white clover is that
plant in your locality.

3. The old queen goes with the first swarm
;
young, or virgin

queens, with after-swarms.

Drone-Laying ttueen-V-Shaped Hive-Bees Killed on
Telephone Wires.

1 About April 10 I'found one of my colonies, which last summer
was unusually prosperous, quite weak. It had, April 10, a splendid-
looking queen (I saw her), but there was nothing but drone-brood in
the hive—plenty of that. Why was it*

2. May 2, desiring to replace an old queen with a new one, but
not wishing to kill the old one, I put her into an empty hive with a
comb of brood and about a quart of bees. I shut them in securely,
but with an opening the full width of an s-frame hive. I kept the bees
there, shut in, for exactly 100 hours—releasing them after dark. Two
days after releasing I opened the hive and found all of the bees gone
excepting about 50 dead ones. I could not find the queen, although she
had laid a large number of eggs in three combs, two of the combs new
ones. Did the bees return to the parent colony (10 feet away) J Is it

probable that the queen went with them back to the parent hive?
This queen had never had a flight in my yard, as she came from the
South.

3. There used to live at Mattoon, 111., 26 or 28 years ago, a man by
the name of Barber, who invented, sold and used a hive with a V-
sbaped frame. Is he still living? and is the hive in use anywhere?
Was it a success?

4. My home is in a town of about 30,000 inhabitants, pretty closely

built. A good many telephone wires run along the street, and hun-
dreds of bees kill themselves by striking the wires. I lose a good
many queens in that way, also, 1 think. Does any one else have the
same experience? Pennsylvania.

Answers.— 1. Yoii had a drone-laying queen. If, by any means,
a queen does not liecome fertilized before laving, all the eggs she ever
lays will produce only drones. Many queen-s, when they become old,

put occasional drone-eggs into worker-cells, and occasionally an old

queen, having exhausted the contents of the spermatheca, lays only
drone-eggs. In either case, the queen is the same In appearance as

if she laid worker-eggs only.
2. It is only too common a thing for weaklings to desert their

hives in spring, especially when there is so much bad weather as dur-

ing the present year. The bees may have returned to the old hive, or

they may have entered some other hive. The acquaintance, or laclf of

acquaintance, with surroundings on the part of the queen would cut

no figure in the case. She follows rather than leads.

3. Years ago a hive with triangular frame was somewhat exttn-

sively advertised, but I think some other name than Barber was con-

nected with it. The fact that nothing has been said about it in the

bee-papers for many years would seem to indicate that it never went
into extensive use.

4. I don't remember to have seen a loss of that kind mentioned,
and am wondering whether your loss is as great as you suppose.

Who else has any experience in that line?

Bee-Feeders-Patents Among Bee-Keepers.

A farmer here who has long been interested in bee-culture and has

also been a mechanic while in town, has invented a bee-feeder which

is claimed by him and one or two others who have tested it, to be far

superior to any other known bee-feeder. He claims for it the follow-

ing good qualities:

The bees can be fed at any time, as often as required, without the

loss of any heat, with liquid or candy ; the candy fed in cold weather

can be reached by the bees directly from the cluster. The bees are not

disturbed in the least by work on the feeder.

The feeder is proof against robbing. For wintering bees, if it is

left on the hive with chaff around, and a bee-way in the center left

open to feed, the feeder will absorb all moisture and leave the bees

entirely dry. The feeder can be examined at any lime as to the quan-

tity therein without loss of heat or disturbing tha bees. Bees can pass

over the combs everywhere.
He desires to have the feeder patented, and takes the liberty to

ask advice on the following points:

1. Is there a sufficient demand tor factory-made feeders to war-

rant the expense of placing them on the market '.

2. How much will bee-keepers pay for a good feeder *

3. Are bee-keepers prejudiced against patented articles?

He thinks bee-keepers as a class are of the opinion that all discov-

eries made in their fields should be given to the public, and that they

will therefore not patronize sellers of patented articles. He is probably

mistaken in this. Iowa.

Answers. 1. Not unless they are superior to anything already on
the market ; which may not lie in the present case, for the advantages

claimed are also claimed for feeders already in use.

2. Some feeders are sold as high as 25 cents each.

3. While very few things of merit used by bee-keepers are pat-

ented, the fact that an article is patented hardly bars it out if it is

really worthy.
•-.-•

Number of Colonies for Family of Two—Demand for
Honey and Beeswax.

1. Considering that $1.00 per day is the lowest a family of two
could live on, how many colonies, it properly handled, would, in the

average season, produce the said amount per year?

2. Is there always a demand for honey and beeswax ?

New York.

Answers.—1. I don't know. What would lie true in one place

would not be true in another. At a rough guess, if your location is

about an average one, you might make it with 125 colonies. But don't

think of depending upon bees fora living until youhaveenough ahead

to tide you over two or three years of failure if they should happen to

come in succession.

2. There is always a brisk demand for beeswax, and usually good
sale for honey, bnt sometimes the honey market is very dull.

Forced Swarmlng-Paraffin-Comb-Glucose Story-
T-Supers.

1. I have two colonies of bees in the upper story of the barn which
will probably swarm before long, as they are very strong. I want to

try some forced swarming, but I don't know exactly how to go about it.

1 do not want to have more than three colonies when I get through. If

I shake say a third of the bees from each hive into the same new hive

with either starters or full sheets of foundation, can I make them stay

there without fighting?

2. What .shall I do with the queens? and will I have to arrange

the hives in a different order? The brood will not need to be moved
will it?

3. Will it make any difference at what time pf day the bees are

disturbed .'

4. I see in the Ladies' Home Journal for-Iune, on page 36, that at
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last paraliiD comb filled with tjlurose has been made, and that "it
duplicates the natural comb remarkably well." She (Dr. Walker)
must have seen some of that alfalfa honey mentioned in a recent
American Bee .Journal, I guess.

5. I have been keeping my eyes open, but have not been able to

run across any catalog that advertises any T-super like the one you
use. Where do you send for yours'

I packed my two colonies last fall right in the same places in the

barn that they occupy in the summer, and, in spite of the long and
very cold winter, they came through in the finest kind of shape.

Minnesota.

Answers.— 1. If you shake a third of the bees from two hives
into a new hive, the new hive beinff in a new location, this being done
at a time when honey is coming in, there will probably be no fighting,

but the bees will hardly stay in the new place unless you fasten them
in lor a time, perhaps two or three days.

2. You can leave each old hive on its old place with its old queen,
giving a queen or a queen-cell to the newly-formed colony, at the
same time leaving alL the brood with the old colonies; but it isn't

likely that you'll like the plan. Taking away a third of the bees from
a colony will in most cases probably only make it swarm a little later.

Perhaps this plan will suit you better: Shake each colony, taking
away all brood, with merely enough bees to keep the brood from chill-

ing, and put this brood in a new hive in a new place. Put an excluder
between the two stories of brood, having the queen in the lower story,

and in time you will have an upper story of honey to extract. Or, you

can remove the upper story in three weeks and put on a super of sec-

tions, providing the season is not too far advanced. Of course a queen
or queen-cell should be given to the newly-formed colony.

3. The work may be done any time of day to suit your own con-
venience.

i. If each bee-keeper who subscribes for the Ladies' Home Jour-
nal should send in a respectful but earnest protest, it is likely that it

would print something to undo as far as possible the mischief done by
such an erroneous statement.

5. Having a thousand T supers on hand, I have not had any made
for some time, but if you will ask for T supers with loose tins I think
you will be able to get them from any of the leading supply-dealers.

I find them listed by two of the largest manufacturers. Mine are from
The A. I. Root Co. Some prefer having the T tins fastened to the
supers, but it is possible that if they knew just how to use them they
might prefer them loose.

Amount of Honey to Produce a Pound of Bees.

Can you give us an approximate of the amount of honey consumed
in producing a pound of young bees ! W hat has been done by the way
of investigation? Jamaica.

Answer.—I remember having seen in foreign journals some esti-

mate of the kind, but can not now recall what it was. Can any one
help us out?

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Golden or Honey-Queens before July i.

Onr GOLDENS will come up with anv other
Golden strain. Our HONEY-QUEENS are
what some breeders call " Red Clover Queens."

1 6 12
Untested $1.00 $ S.OO $ 9.C0

Tested 1.25 7.00 13.00

Breeders 5.00
" 2 frame Nuclei (no queen).. 2.50 14.00 25.00

Nuclei will be ready to ship the latter part of
May or 1st of June. When Queens are wanted
with Nuclei add price of any Queen wanted. We
guarantee safe arrival of all Queens and Nuclei.
Our Breeders may be returned after 30 days if

satisfaction is not g-iven. Cash must come with
all orders. Orders are booked and filled in ro-

tation.
Mr. Gas. Picaman, of Litchfield, 111., in a

letter of Aug. 3, 1903, says: '• Send me two un-
tested honey queens. The one I bought of you
two years ago is all right. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. Gunderson, of Oconoraowoc,
Wis., says in a letter dated August 1, 1903: " I

like your queens the best of any that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last

August for 24 Nuclei to be delivered thi j spring.
Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, 111.

<S"This ad. will appear every other number
16Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ICCiinCI STROIfGEST
rCllIfCa MADE. BuU

,„„„__J ^'•^" strong, Chlcken-
SaSlSSlKi Tlpht. Sold to the Farmer at Wholesale
»SIS3IH f''""' Follj WaiTuited. CataloR Free.

1 COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
' Box 89 Winchester, Indiana, U. 8. A.

3SE26t Please mention the Bee Journal

Honey^ Beeswax
SOLD 'T/ BOUQHT

When you run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in 60-pound tin cans, 2 cans in a box Purity
guaranteed. We pay cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henry M. Arxd. M^r

101 E. Kinrie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

LICE SAP LIFE
That's how they live and thrive.
Yi'U .-an't have liealthy, prufltabl©

fowla or Btock and have lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
ta',ie care of the vermin and you will

tve more busy taking: care of the pro-

^rf ^<c^^/ V tltfl. Makes sittinK hens comfortahle.
m^^ ^^y<y'^^ Sample 10 cents; 100 oz.. fl.CO by ex-
V-

.
-Zx^PlCj-M^^t press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

D J. Umbtrt. Box 707. Aoponaup. B. I

Please mention Bee Journal "Wli^i 'Wrttlnft

100 Colonies of Italian, Carniolan and their

Cross, in 8 frame dovetail hives— full colonies
at from $5 00 to $6.C«i per colony. Address,
LOUIS WERNER, box 387, Edwardsville, 111.

23A4t Please mention the Bee Journal

c
FROM MANY FIELDS

3
Heavy Loss in Wintering.

There was great loss among bees last winter.

I had 31 colonies, fi of them died of starva-

tion, and 16 died with plenty of honey, and
still they were protected better than ever be-

fore.

My honey crop was a little over 3200 pounds
from 30 colonies, springcount, and I increased

to 31, in 1903. Herman Heurkens.
Brown Co., Wis., June 6.

Have Great Hopes for Honey.

We have had a grand month of May for

bees; but I have lost 14 colonies out of 46,

through the severe winter. My bees winter

on their summer stands packed with sawdust.

VVe entertain great hopes for the season just

at hand. H. Dupret.
Quebec, Canada.

Hard Winter on Bees.

Last winter was a very hard winter on the

bees in this part of Nebraska. I think that

over half the bees in this county are dead. I

lost S colonies out of 16. I wintered them out-

of-doors, and had a good house fixed for them.
They all had plenty of honey. I believe I

will put my bees into the cellar next winter.
Wm. Baktlett.

Pierce Co., Nebr., .Tune 2.

Wet and Cold—Poor Prospects.

It is very wet and cold, and has been so all

spring. If we get any honey this season here

things will have to change.
W. J. PiCKARD.

Richland Co., Wis., June 2.

Trio of Bachelor Bee-Keepers.

I have 40 colonies in two yards, 1 colony
dead and 1 queenles-. White clover is bloom-
ing pretty freely, and conditions are now fav-

orable for a fair crop.

I was very mucli amused at Mr. Baker's

keeping " bach '
( Si-e page 379). I don't un-

^1(\ nnn we have just completed
9X.\J,\JKf\f OUR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to • > business. Write us for
leaflet showing mn special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bj ain yon ever saw.

Mondeng f ifg. Company,
- Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

t'iep'se menuon Bee Journal "when writing

ITALIAN QUEENS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen I. 90
" Tested Queen 1.10
" Selected " 1.40
" Breeder " 2.20
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.10

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-Ijist.

d. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
Please mentioa Bee iotimal -wnen 'writing

July 8th

The Nickel Plate Road will run an ex-

cursion to Chautauqua Lake and return

at one fare for the round-trip from
Chicago, with return limit of August
9th, by depositing ticket. Transpor-
tation good on any of our three daily

trains. Cheap rates to other eastern

points. No excess fare charged on any
train on Nickel Plate Road. Individ-

ual Club Meals, ranging in price from
3Sc. to 51.00 ; also service a la carte, in

Nickel Plate dining-cars. Write John
Y. Calahan, Cieneral Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298, Chicago, for particulars.

Chicago city ticket offices. 111 Adams
St.and Auditorium Annex. Telephones
2057 and Harrison 2208. 11—24A4t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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derstand why he, Mr. Ed Pepper, aod myself
—three of the most up-to-date bee-keepers in

the county—should be old bachelors, but our
mothers take care of Mr. Pepper and myself.
Now, Mr. Baker and Mr. Pepper have either

got to marry or quit keeping bees, or I will.

I am sure I will marry before I will quit keep-
ing bees.

I would like to kno« what has become of
Ann. If she was a little older, I would be
tempted to move my bees to her county and
try to persuade her to help me take care of
them ! Chas. M. Simmons.
Marion Co., Mo., June 4.

Beedom Boiled Down

Anticipated Swarming.

What we call here now "brushed" or
" shook " swarms are called in Europe " au-
ticipated " swarms. Two methods have been
in use there for quite a number of years.
The first is called anticipated swarming by
single permutation. It is exactly the process
used here and needs not to be described. The
second is much the best and is called antici-
pated swarming by double permutition.
To explain it as clearly as possible, let us

suppose that the apiary contains only two
hives and an unoccupied stand, thus

:

Stand No. 1. Stand No. 2. Stand No. 3.

When the time to operate comes the hive
No. 2 is placed on stand No. 3. The queen
and all the bees of hive No. 1 are driven out
and put in a new hive on their own stand.
They constitute a swarm just in the same con-
dition as those made by single permutation.
The hive No. 1 thus deprived of its bees and
queen is then placed on stand No. 2 and re-
ceive there the field-bees of hive No. 2. We
have then

:

Swarm. Hive No. 1. Hive No. 2.

Stand No. 1. Stand No. 2. Stand No. 3.

Eight days later the hive No. 1 being with-
out queen, will have a number of queen-cells.
It is then put on stand No. 3 and the hive No.
3 brought back to its place. We have finally

:

Swarm. Hive No. 2.

Stand No. 2.

Now for the advantages of this method:
The swarm on stand No. 1 is in the same con-
dition as those obtained by single permuta-
tion. But the hive No. 2 on stand No. 2 will
give a must greater surplus than would a
forced swarm. It has had a field-force and a
brood-nest all the time. Having not to re-
bu. .d a brood-nest it can work in the surplus
boxes much more than a forced swarm ; and
finally the absence of its queen during the
eight days that the brood-nests were ex-
changed, has killed the swarming fever com-
pletely.

As to the hive No. 1 now on a new stand, it

has no field-force, has lost a large number of
emerging bees while it was on stand No. 2 and
willrequeen out of its queen-cells without
danger of swarming.
This method is the invention of Mr. De Vig-

nole, of Belgium. I might add here that there
is no hunting of queens or queen-cells to cut
out when using it.

—

Adrian Getaz, in the
American Bee-Keeper.

Radium as a Foul-Brood Cure.

Radium is just now commanding a degree
of attention that is in an inverse ratio to its

scarcily ; but from what we do know of it, it

is entirely safe to say it is destined to revolu-
tionize the science of medicine so far as bac-
teriology is concerned, and add immeasurably
to human life and comfort. It really seems
as if we were on the threshold of an advance
in science that will change for the better all

>t/.^ >t^ >tx >tx >te >t<( >te >tx >fc< xtx xtx \t< yV >!<( >fa >te >t< yt<( >te

BEE = SUPPLIES 1
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER, k
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND «

Please mention Bee Journai -when •wrltlnff

IT PAYS
to send your orders a distance of 10,000 miles

BEE-SUPPLIES^,
to R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan. Wis.

Please mention Bee journal "when "wntma-

Seod for our FREE CATALOG. It will 'tell

you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies atFactory Prices.

A. COPPIN, Wenona. III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth

back for the American Bee Journal we mail for

but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year—both for only $1.40. It 1.

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding is nece»-

'"'
QEORQE W. YORK & CO.,

334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS!
Don't forget that V7e are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the

freight.
Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan

QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRiaaS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

''ease mention Bee Jo'i^^al when writings

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frkb Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

^eajae mention Bee Joomal "when "wrltlnE

Headquarters '«" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail.

Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens, I'ntested, during June,
1, 75c.; 6, $4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCiNNATI,OHIO.

Please mention hoe Journal wV on writing;
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conditions of hun-an life. Thi* exceeding
scarceness of this substance is at present the

only draw back to a rapid aequisition of

knowledge as to what it can and will do for

man. But that objection once applied to

aluminum ; for some of us can remember
when it was as valuable as jjold. even while
we drink tea made in cups of that same metal.

A very well-informed writer in the British

Journal has this to say about it as a cure for

foul brood. His last sentence will surely be
the hope of all of us

:

" In experiments made it has been found
that the rays of radium have proved fatal to

all kinds of bacteria. A great many tests

have been made in treating different kinds of

germ diseases, and in almost every case ex-

posure to the rays destroy the germs, so that

on trial being made it was proved that they

cease to grow and multiply in a gelatine me-
diuin. Experiments-have been made whereby
the rays have been allowed to pass through a

hole in a metal disc and strike on a small mass
of gelatine containing active germs, with the

result that they were developed, ercepi on tlie

sput where the rays Jiad struek. This undoubt-
edly proves that a comb so treated would be
sterilized, and that radium may prove able to

accomplish a cure of foul brood. I ask no
one to accept this as a truism until the experi-

ment has been tried and found a success. All

I now plead for is, that, theoretically, it

should do what I claim for it. Some of our
scientific bee-keepers might be able to bring a

small piece of comb containing active germs
of foul brood, under the action of radium
rays, and prove if the deadly possibilities of

germ or spore would be rendered innocuous.

The heavy cost of even the most minute parti-

cle may prove a bar to any thing more than
this simple experiment ; but this wonderful
force is only in its infancy, and by and by
will become more common and attainable. I

hope this is not merely a vain dream 1 "

—

Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Bee-Keeping in Tunis.

The material for bee-hives used by the Tun-
isians is very inexpensive, and nothing more
or less than Mother Earth. However, the

soil must be of a certain nature, a soft porous
stone. Square holes were cut in the ground,

SO cm. long, 40 cm. wide and 30 cm deep.

These holes are cut very smooth. Bars are

used for the bees to fasten their combs to.

Each cavity is covered with sticks, and a cov-

ering of earth. An entrance is left in the cen-

ter of each hole. About 50 such hives are

located together under one roof. The Tunis-

ians use smoke to handle their bees and do

not protect themselves against stings in any
way. (Revue Internationale L'Apiculture.)

—American Bee-Keeper.

Lan^strothonthe

^m^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This'is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those

large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, II.I,.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleaaest and
PiireMt. Riohest in Color and Odor, .TloNt Transparent and Toiigfli-
eMi—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPIM.1IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger it Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
"lea.'se mentioii Bee Jotrmal -when writing.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Dang^Kters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue ( Moore's)

»

and Select Goldea, bred
Similes apart, and mated
to Select Droaes. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and bnt few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated qneens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar*
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50$ .60 $3.25$ 6.00

Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8.00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVISt Spring Hill, Tenn.
plaase mention Bee journal -wlien "writins.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vig-orous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June IS, VSc. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Tal/O WntirP '^^^^ ^^^ ^^'^ Century
IdKuPlULlbu Queen - Rearing Co. will
^^^^^^.^^^-^— have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, fl.OO; Untested,
"So; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger

quantities and Nuclei given on application.
•' Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bf you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apirultural Field more

completely than anv other published,
Send $i.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cai.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Joomal "wliexi writing

yjjtuasdAM'S PATENT
Ui^r^^^Smokers
25Atf T. F. RINQHAM. Parwell. Mich
Please mention Bee Journal when writimr.

Excursions for the Fourth
via the Nickel Plate Road, at one fare
for the round-trip, plus 25 cents, July
2d, 3d and 4th, within a radius of 200
miles from starting point. Return
limit July Sth. Three daily trains in
each direction, with modern coaches
and vestibuled sleeping-cars, to Cleve-
land, Erie, Buffalo, New York, Boston
and New England points. Passengers
to points east of Buffalo have privilege
of stopover at Niagara Falls, in either
direction, and also at Chautauqua
Lake, during excursion season, by de-
positing tickets. Individual American
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35c.
to SI.GO, served in Nickel Plate dining-
cars ; also service a la carte. No ex-
cess fare charged on any train on the
Nickel Plate Road. Chicago Depot,
corner La Salle and Van Buren Sts.

;

the ouly depot in Chicago on the Ele-
vated Loop. City ticket offices, 111
Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
Telephones, Central 2057 and Harrison
2208. 10—24.\4t

A Standard-Bred Italian (|neen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscrilier.

As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine, Un-
tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-

ing conditions, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year
(19U-1).

2. Sending your own name with the ?1.00 for the Bee Journal
will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must

^- be already a paid-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-
scriber must be a NEW subscriber ; which means, further, that
the new subscriber has never had the Bee .Journal regularly, or at

least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

nawone; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Jourcal is already being taken.

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be

made. Our Pi mium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a legitimate way. They are worth working for. ^
We will I uok the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or

June. Will yu have one or more!
If you can ot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send the

American Bf ournal a year and the Queen—l)oth lor only ?1.50. Address,

GEORGE f . YORK & CO., CHICAGO, KLL.
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t What Yon Yonson Thinks 1

Peter vent to sellebrate,

To have some fun, " dats all."

But, Oh ! he met an awlul fate

—

Now he don't vas here a toll.

He tak a drink of rotten visky,

His hed begin to krack
;

He start to cross da raleroad

—

Da train vas on da track.

His hed vas got so dissy

He don't vas can look out.

Da train run over Peter,

An' poor Peter petered out.

Unkle Sam he got da mony
Vat vas paid da rite to mak

A drunkard of poor Peter,

An a precious life to tak
;

An it all vas done for money.
To mak somebody grate.

I vish dat Peter stayed at hom,
An' don't vas sellebrate.

Vel, you no Peter Peterson, he had awful
bad luck. Peter vas awful good feller, but

he had a awful bad folt— he lak visky.

Last fort of Juli he vent to sellybrate, an

he tak on som visky. an purty soon he don't

know if he vas Peter or sombody else. An'
ven he start to kross da ralerode trak da trane

run aganst him, an now it don't vas any more
Peter.
But Peter don't vas alone to blame. Da

saloon keeper vat sel Peter da visky, he is da
feller vat kill Peter. But dom don't goan to

hang da saloon keeper, cans Unkle Sam he

sell da saloon keeper licens to kill people po

das vay. Old "Unkle Sam " he git fat vid

mony from da saloOn keepers, and da saloon

keepers dom git fat vid mony from da fellers

vat bi da visky, but da fellers vat bi da visky

dom git netting but snakes in der boots and
vheels in deir hed, vat run round so fast dom
sure to run to da bad.

But " Unkel Sam " an da saloon keeper is

da fellers vat is to blame. " Unkel " he got

law vat say dom can't sell to any body vat is

known to be in da habit of gettin' drunk, but

dat is yust da kind of fellers vat dom sell to.

Ay gess Unkel is gitten kind of old and
childish. My goodnes, he mite no dom git

drunk ven dom tak on visky, so das da vay it

goes. Da people all time vont more laws, and
dom don't can use vat dom got. If Peter had

run over some body den dom vould 'rest

Peter; but Unkel and da saloon keeper vat is

da cans of it all dom go free, and git deirs

pocket full of mony besides, and da people

dom holler, Hurrah for da grand old parlies

and Ole Unkel Sam ! An purty soon if da

peoples don't votch out, old " Unkel " git

drunk an fall in da ditch him self.

Ay tank its better " Unkle Sam " consult

vid his vife on das visky bissnes, be fore all

da boys git to be slaves of visky, and it don't

be any more liberty in das country. Ay tank

purty soon da goddes of liberty vil be shame
to Stan' on top of da dome of ours capetal in

Vashington, and mebby she vil climb down
and sit in da shade till old Misses Unkel Sam
do a little house-cleaning down below, and

mak old "Unkel Sam" yoin da Salvation

Army, and vare a cap in place of dat big plug

hat. An ven Missus Sam git after Ole Unkel

vid da broom, he better votch out or—

Unkle Sam, vil git a slam
Vat mak of him a better man,

An my good Ian', 1 bet she can

Mak " Unkel Sam " to understan".

Or vid dat broom she'll soon mak room
For a whole lots better man.

In Chicago it is lots of big churches and

preachers and good Christians, an big Salva-

tion Army, vot is vorking hard to save da

people from visky and da devvel, but ay see

in da daly paper dat da saloons is selling

visky about 24 hours out of every day, an

dom is vorking hard to graft more hours on

to da town clock so dom can sel more visky.

Da saloon mans in Chicago have grafted sin

Some Apiary Stock at a Bargain

!

We offer for sale, from our stock of bee-supplies, the foUowiag list, some of which is new,
and the balance as good as new:

20 Wood-bound 10-frame Zinc Honey-Boards ISc each.
1080 New. Clean, Wired Extracting Cambs (L. size/ ISc each.
420 New L. Brood-Frames with full sheets wired foundation 10c each.
400 Good L. Brood-Combs 12c each.

1 " New Model" Solar Wax-E.ttractor iglass 26x60 in.) s.oo.

1 Wooden Honey-Tank with galvanized iron bottom (holds 180O lbs.) 10.00.

16-inch Comb Foundation Mill 15.00.

1 IQ.inch Comb Founnation Mill 25.00.

100 New L. 10 fr. Dovetailed Hives (each consisting of a Body, Cover
and Bottom-Board—all nailed) ')Sc each.

If you order Combs and Hives, the Combs can be put right into the hives and shipped in that
way. All the above can be shipped promptly, so long as they last. First come, first served. What
do YOU want out of the lot? or do jou want it all? (No order filled for less than $6.00 from the
above list.) Also BEES AND QUEENS, and Stanley Queen Incubator. Send for free Circular

Address, .A-RTHUK, STA-lSTrjE-S-, DI22:01<r, ILLi.

Root'sGoodsFORlOWA
And the West

At Root's Factory Prices.
18 years in the Supply Business has put us In

the lead for everything in our line.

OUR NEW BUILDING, just completed,
is filled with the largest stock of Supplies ever
carried in the West.
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handling business with dispatch, and
our shipping facilities are the best.
Write to-day for 1904 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 Sl 567 W. SEVENTH ST. DES MOINES, IOWA

15A12t Please 1 tion the Bee Journal.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Prlce-List.

I
ourKI^V^ES AMD SEOTIOISrS

S Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

tj By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
k7 secure prompt shipment.

1 PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis.'us a

i^lease mention Bae Journal "wyien -wrniE.;

R,H3I3 OAIC, IO"WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We waot every bee-keeper
tohaveourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQBNCieS.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Sbngart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

IVIUTH SPECIAL HIVE
Differs from the regular styles of dove tails only in the su

and BOTTOM BOARD. It is neat In appearance and consiruEv
RIGIDITY and DURABILITY.

Complete Line of LEWIS' SUPPLIES, at Factory Prices.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI Beyond Comparison.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

THE FRED W. MUTH pO.,
51 Walnut Street, CiT|cinnati, Ohio.
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and da devvel on to every ting vot is able to

grow corruption, an it looks lak da market on
vild oats goan to tak a tumble after harvest.

I iss frade da bad man goan to g\t Chicago if

dom don't votch out, but if da virnensvil yust
turn a vay from slile an go out after dom lit-

tle children vot is starving on dii streets, and
give dom somting to liv fur. feed dom. an
bring dom in da chirch, an mak dora feel lak

dom vas at home an velcome dere, den by an
by dom grow up and be good mans and vim-
ens, and Chicago be so full of good peepels
da bad man don't vas dare to stay in Chicago.
Den if da Vimens vill all rite to Mrs. " Uukle
Sam," an ask her to git after her olc man vid

a sharp stick, an mak him to tighten up his

suspenders, an lay off his plug bat, an set his

foot rite down on das visky bisenes. and stop
da whole ting, den ay tank da bad man vil

have-to move to da odder side of da oshun, an
I hoap he git shipreckl about TdU miles from
no place, cans he is no good in das country.

Most every bod.\ lak to go to hevven, but I

iss frade ve all iss making awful slow time,
an if ve don't votch out ve don't vas live long
nuff to git naif vay to hevven ; but if every
Christian man an voman vould rite to da law-

makers, and youst llooo dom vid letters, dom
vould hav to eder mak som good temperance
laws or polish up som of da old rusty laws so
dom vould scour, an soon ve vould oe rid of

das visky bissnes, and da Unity States vould
be a hevven. Das vot Yon Yonson tank bout
das bussiness. Ven da vimens can vote all

over da Unity States, den visky be scarce. Da
mans aint to be trusted to vote genst visky
even in congress. You Yonson.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciatioa will meet at College Station. Tex., Tnes-
dav, Wednesdav and Thursdav. July 5, 6 aud 7,

1904, beginning' at 10 a.m. on' Tuesday. This
will be during the meeting of the Texas Farm-
ers' Congress, so it will be a great time. Rail-
road rates and board will be cheap.
"The convention will open at the time named.

Come early and take part.
Louis H. ScHOLL, Sec.

College Station, Tex.

Lice Killing Machine

ICHARLES SCHnj), Ionia, Kich.

Please mentloii Bee Joomai -wnen WTitana

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None better.

J.F.MICHAEL R.I, Winchester, Ind.
23Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

TI16

Dixie Home

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let as quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON,
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Please mentioxi Bee Journal -when •writins

lO CEIMTS A YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
Illustrated Maga-

in the world for
10c a year, to intro-
duce it ONLY.

i brig^ht and up-
to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.
It is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.
10c a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, fuc. Or, clubs of
names, £0c; 12 for 11. Send us a club. Money

back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this
out. Send to day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A43t No. 75. BlrmlnKhatn. Alabama.

^lease mention Bee Journal when. -wTiting,

325 Colonies of Italians
ad complete outfit; lo

cation and business in
Southwest Texas. For

CARL WORTH,
Karnes City, Tex.

Flease mentloa Boe Journal when WTitlji&

For Sale
particalars '

For Sale.
50 or more colonies of BROWN BEES in

Langstroth-Simplicity hives, made of dressed
cypress and painted, with Langstrolh frames-
all standard size. Will take $3.00 per strong
colony as they stand. Address for information,

JOHN KENNEDY, Selma, Mis8.
2IA4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

SEND=TO=US
for everything in Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We Have It
at Factory Prices. Can ship Qnick. We
are agents of G. B. Lewis Co., Chas. Da-
daut & Son, and other leading manu-
facturers. Wholesale and Retail.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
213-21S W. Second Street,

DAVENPORT, - IOWA.

5A26t Please mention the Bee Jo'irnal.

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

lor complete line of

B66-K66D6r§' SUDDliOS.

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. fl,

1730 South 13th St.. OMAHA. Nphr
12A13t Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

WANTED.
A place to work in an apiary within 150 miles

of St. Louis; 5 years' experience; 17 years old.
State terms and wages.

CHARLES POTTS.
Bunker Hill, Macoupin Co., III.

Wanted - Bee-Keeoers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We manufacture them, and are dealers
in BEE-SUPPLIES. Send for special
price and Catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.
Mease mention Bee Jotimal 'vr&en writuia

Fourth of July.

One fare for the round-trip, plus 25
cents, July 2d, 3d and 4th, within 200
miles from the starting- point on Nickel
Plate Road. Return limit July Sth.
Chicago Depot : LaSalle and VanBuren
Sts. City Ticket Offices, 111 Adams
St., Auditorium Annex. Telephones,
Central 20S7, and Harrison 2208.

9—24A4t

MouniUnjoiiGoileoe
open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1S46. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-
pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal gr.^de. Any young person
with tact and eni-rgy can ha\e an educa-
tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT I'NION COLIjEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

Please men I on Bee Jonrnal
when wrlti g Advertisers.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, May 9.—The market has an over-
supply of comb houey, very little of which will
pass as No. I grade—price is ll(?"12c per pound,
and off grades at a corresponding value. Ex-
tracted, 6(qj7c per pound for best grades of
white; amber colors, Sd'itc per pound Bees-
wax, 30(2i32c. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, 0., June'.—Since warm weather
set in, hardly any sales of comb honey are
made; what little there was sold, was fancy
white and brought from 12^®13Jic. Extracted
has a fair demand, as follows: Amber, in bar-
rels, from 5JiM5J<c; in cans, )n.c per pound
more; alfalfa, i.i^c; fancy white clover, 7}4c.
Nice yellow beeswax, 30c. C. H. W. Weber.
Albany, N. T., June 3.—The honey market is

very dull now, and prices nominal. Receipts
are very light and demand the same. We quote
comb honey, in good order, white, 13@lSc-
mixed, 12@13c; dark, 10@12c. Extracted, buck-
wheat, S!^'^6c; mixed, SM@6c; white, 6}^fe7c
Beeswa.x, 30@32c. U. R. Wright.
Cincinnati, April 18. — The honey market

here is reassuming activity, and judging from
present indications, and the lateness of the sea-
son, the last season's crop will be consumed be-
fore the arrival of the new. Amber extracted
in barrels and cans, 5>^@6Mc; white clover
6!^@S cents, according to quality and package.'
Fancy comb honey sells at 12((? 15c. Beeswax'
30 cents. The Fred W. Muth Co.

'

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey is
extremely light, almost nothing, and supplies
aie heavy for this time of the year, and our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 15@16c; A No. 1, 14(ail5c; and
Nc.l, 14c, with no call for under grades. Ex-
tracted, from 6@7c. Blake, Scott & £,ee.G
Kansas City, April 18. — The demand for

honey is a little better than it has been. Prices
on strictly fancy comb are $2.50 per case, if not
candied; the great trouble with the majority of
honey coming from the West at present is that
it is more or less candied, and about $2 00 to
$2.2£ is all we can get for it; amber is selling at
$2.25 per case. Extracted is dull at 5@6c. Bees-
wax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, May 21.—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull aud it is almost impos-
sible to move large blocks. What little trade
there is, is done in a small way. We quote
nominally: Fancy while at 13c; No. 1 at 12c
and amber at 10c: no demand for dark at all!
Extracted is in fair demand at unchanged pri-
ces, with a good supply. Beeswax remains firm
at 30c, but we expect a decline very shortly.

Hildreth & Segelken.
Philadelphia, June 8. — The comb honey

season is now about over. There are not enough
sales to fix any price. For the last 10 days
commission men have been accepting any offer
they could get, but did not fix any market
value. Extracted honey seems a little off in
price, some lots from the south being offered as
low as Sc in barrels. We quote: Southern ex-
tracted, t.c. Faicy white clover, Tc. Beeswax
is a little off; i'tc for bright yellow is the top
market price.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Jane I.—White comb, 1-lb
sections, 12H@13c; amber, '>.dllc. Extracted"
white, SM@6c; light amber, 5@SKc; amber'
3K®4Kc; dark amber, 3K@3iiC. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26@27Hc.
Offerings of new honey are looked for in the

near future, but not in heavy quantities. Stocks
of old honey in this center are of quite moder-
ate proportions and include little ot high grade.
Common qualities are not receiving much at-
tention.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wbea consig'tiing', bajlog* or selllng^, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
iQci South Water St. Chicago. IuLi

Please mention Bee Journal "Wiien writing.

WANTED !'=^?5Jb HONEY
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in baiTe'.s or cans. Quoteyour best price
delivered Cincinnati. Tbe Fred W.Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please meutioa Bee Joomai vAiea wrltinib
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FEK/FBCT C3-OODS !

XjOW PK.ICES !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.

}

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pabiished

Tlie i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epptng, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

1. J. STRlNGHflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries ia stock every
artice a bee-keeper nses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. •
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta Sita, EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

BEE-SUPPLIES! I

Some of the Best Goods in the
World.

We know this because our customers
say so, and prove the assertion by or-
ordering goods shipped across several
States to them.

Lewis' Goods at Factoru Prices
Catalog free.

C. M. Scott & Co.
1004 East Washington Street,

Indianapolis. Ind.

IAEISE
To say to the readers of
the Bee Jodknai, that

DOOLITTLE...
has concluded to sell
QUEENS in their season
during 1904, at the fol-
lowing prices:

1 Untested Queen . $1.00
3 Untested Queens.. 2.25
1 Tested Queen .... 1.25
3 Tested Queens.... 3.00
1 select tested queen l.SO
3 " " Queens 4.00
Select Tested Queen,
last year's rearing, 2.50
Extraselected breed-
ing, the very best. .5.00

Circular free, giving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q, M. DOOLITTLE,
24Et{ Borodino. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Rease mention Bee Jonmal -wusn -wrltlns.

I ?b Dadant's Foundation
27111 #
year #

We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^^^hf^TvRf^yf^KnNBss. X
No SAaaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ. ^

W^hv tictf^e. if Gf>ll cr* M/fll V Because it has always given better satis- ^Syr 11^ UUCd it. SCII »U WCIl r faction than any other. Because in X
26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments. ^s

3^ Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
7^1? We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

^ Langslroth on the Honey-BeG—Rev/lsed ^
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. ^

^ BEBSWaX WANTBP at all Mmes. J

j DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. ^
Please mention Bee Jotimal -wnen writing,

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
JL [5=- \A/

I O %

MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. Lewis Company
Watertovi-n.Wisconsln.U.S.A.

Send for Catalog.



Comb-Leveler—Making and Using. Removing Supers Before All Sections Are Sealed.

a. C. QREINER. OR. C. C. MILLER.

Bee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.OO A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W, YORK £ CO., 334 Dearborn Street,

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., JUNE 23, 1904. No. 25.
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I SEEMS STRANGE |
'*'^^ To talk about wintering now. But don't let last winter's losses occur again. yaf

^j^ Insure successful wintering by putting your new swarms into ROOT'S ^^<-

^ DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVES. .-. .-. ^^

4444444444444444 4444444444444444
•X*V **• **• •$•V •»*v •**v •J* *»**J*VVV
fffffffffffffff?

I Root's Dovetailed Chaff Hive.
''y It protects against extreme cold. It protects against extreme heat. It is used

*^J in Cuba and Mexico to keep the bees warm in chilly nights and cool in the

>^S hottest days. It winters the bees on summer stands as far north as they can

^^ be raised. In fact, it is the hive for every bee-keeper. For comb honey pro-
f^^
^^ duction it is in the first ranks. The ample protection of the super against
^^
"'S^ cold permits uninterrupted comb-building so necessary in the production of

*^^ comb honey. Send for our Catalog that tells all about it. .•. .•.

I THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
^ Factory and Executive Office

:

§ Iw^EIDIHSTJ^, OHIO.
mi

'

^ BRANCH HOUSES:
New York, N. Y., 44 Vesy Street.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 438 West Houston Street.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Havana, Cuba, San Ignacio 17.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.
And Agencies elsewhere.

##
X Send for Catalog and Buy of the Nearest Agency or Dealer. x
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Editorial Comments
)

The Marketing of Honey.

This is a subject that has been harped on so long that we suppose

many readers are almost tired of it.

But the time will soon be here again, when there will be honey to

sell—the new crop—and no doubt a number of bee-keepers will be glad

to learn the very best way to dispose of it.

We hereby invite those who have been successful in working up a

local demand for honey to describe their plans for the readers of the

American Bee Journal. There are certain general details in all meth"

ods that will work in any locality. Let us have such descriptions

soon, so that they can be published in good time to be of use this sea-

son. As you have been helped by what others have written, why not

turn in and help others by telling your methods? " An even exchange

IS no robbery."

Prevention of After-Swarms.

Prevention of prime swarms is not one of the easiest of problems

;

prevention of after-swarms is much easier. The following plan will

generally prove successful in preventing all after-swarming:

When the prime or first swarm issues put the swarm on the old

stand, placing the old colony that is in the old hive close beside the

swarm that is now on the old stand. A number of queen-cells are in

the old hive, and when the first young queen emerges from its cell an

after-swarm is lil<ely to issue. This after-swarm may issue about

eight days after the first swarm issued. Instead of waiting for that,

however, you will remove the old hive to a new location six or seven

days after the issuing of the first swarm. The result of that will be

that all the field-force of the old colony, instead of going back from the

fields to their own hive, will go to the old location, and join the swarm
on the old stand. That will weaken the old colony by just that num-
ber of bees, of course, and the fact that they are thus weakened will

have a tendency to make them give up the thought of further swarm-
ing. Not only is the weakness of the colony an argument against

further swarming; a still stronger argument lies in the fact that the

harvest has ceased. At least it has ceased I'or them, for as no fleld-

bees are returning laden with nectar, it is the same to them as if there

were no nectar in the fields, and they are likely to conclude that they

will do no more swarming.

The swarm will thus receive all the field-force, and will be so

strong as to do best work at storing.

Weight of Sections of Honey.

D. M. M., an able correspondent of the British Bee Journal, says

in that journal

:

An eminent bee-keeper, in recording his take of several thousaml
sections, showed that they averaged only 14% ounces. I am mu> h
surprised that any one, carrying on the pursuit on a large scale
should not seethe very great advantage of increasing the widths
his sections the small fraction of an inch, which would make all hi

surplus comb honey weigh (practically) 16 ounces to the pound sec

lion. In selling them, I fancy, he would be paid so much per pound,
but I question very much if the retailer would be so strict in handing
them oyer the counter, so I expect a tidy little profit would be reaped
out of the deal— at the cost of the consumer, of course. I have
already called attention to this point, and I trust bee-keepers in this

country will not introduce this undesirable innovation, which will not
be to the advantage of the craft in the long run. Our orthodox sec-

tion turns out as near a pound of honey as we are ever likely to secure,

and this is all sections should weigh.

A novice reading that paragraph might be induced to believe that

by adopting a section of a certain size a bee-keeper " would make all

his surplus comb honey weigh (practically) 16 ounces to the pound
section." If that were so, the bee-keeper referred to would no doubt

have adopted that size long ago. But in this country, however it may
be in England, it he were to have the exact size of section that when
finished would weigh a pound, he would need a different size for next

year. There may be a difference of an ounce or more in the weight of

sections in two different years. Two different localities in the same
year will also give different weights. The "orthodox section " of

England is probably 2 inches wide. The sections mentioned, which in

that particular year weighed H"./ ounces, were probably IJ^. Taken
one year with another in this country, will the 3-inch width come as

near to a pound as the 1%?

Demand for Bees and Beeswax.

The heavy losses of the past winter are shown by the large demand
for bees at the present time, and also by the large amount of wax
offered, many of the combs from the dead colonies having been

melted up.

Ladies' Home Journal and Bogus Comb Honey.

On page 40.S we called attention to the publication in the great

Ladies' Home Journal of a slight variation in the Wiley manufactured

comb-honey misrepresentation, and requested our readers to write

Editor Bok their protest, and also ask for a correction of the mislead-

'ing and untruthful statement made by Dr. Emma E. Walker.

We also said that we had written Mr. Bok, and here is a copy of

our letter to him

:

Chicago, III., June 1, 1904.

Mr. Edward Bok,
Editor Ladies' Home Journal, Philadephia, Pa.

My Dear Str :—I notice in your June issue, page 36, second col-

umn, a statement by Emma E. Walker, M.D., which has no truth in

it whatsoever. It is simply a variation of a story " made out of whole
cloth " some 'M years ago, to the effect that honey-comb is made out
of paraffin by machinery, the cells filled with glucose, and then sealed
over with a hot iron, etc.

Having been connected with the liee-keeping industry for 20 years,
and 13 years of that time editor of the American Bee Journal, I feel

entirely competent to enter a complete denial of the whole fabrication.
There is not a scintilla of truth in the statement.

For over 20 years there has been a standing offer of $1000, made
by a reputable firm, and one abundantly alile financially to back up its

statements (and I have also made the same offer), for a single pound
of comb honey made without the intervention of bees. That offer
remains untaken, and doubtless will always remain so, as it is utterly
impossible for man to duplicate the wonderfully delicate work of
honey-bees.

I beg of you to publish a prompt correction of Dr. Walker's harm-
ful statement in your first possible issue. For over 30 years the old
American Bee Journal (now in its 44th year) has been correcting and
denouncing the ever-recurring publication of this gratuitous comb-
honey canard. But I never expected its appearance in that usually
high authority—the Ladies' Home -lournal. However, at last it is
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there, but I am sure not with its able Editor's linowledge and sanction.

Trusting that this very important matter will receive your per-

sonal attention, and thus so far as you can relieve the honorable in-

dustry of honey-production from the misrepresentation placed upon
it, I am, Fraternally yours,

Geokge W. York,
Editor Americmi Bee Journal.

In response to the above letter, we have received the following

from the Ladies' Home Journal

:

Philadelphia, Pa., June 6, 1904.

Mr. George W. York,
Editor American Bee Journal, Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir

:

—Please accept our sincere thanks for your very cour-

teous letter in regard to a blunder that appears to have been made by
Dr. Walker, in her article on adulterated honey. Naturally, we our-

selves do not profess to be authorities upon the subject. And Dr.

Walker's work had been so uniformly good that it had not entered our
minds that she had made a blunder in this case. We shall take the

liberty of sending your letter to her, and quite likely she will be moved
to make a suitable correction in due time. But we are already work-
ing on our September and October issues.

Very truly yours, Wm. V. Alexander,
Managing Editor.

We were quite sure that the editor of the Ladies' Home Journal

would take the right view of the matter, and do what he could to help

correct the harmful comb-honey statement made by Dr. Walker. And
we believe she will hasten to write a full explanation and correction.

But another unfortunate thing is that it will not be possible to have it

published in the Ladies' Home Journal before its September or Octo-

ber issue. Of course, it is far different with a publication having over

a million subscribers, from what it is with a daily newspaper, or even

a weekly paper. Work on so large an edition as the Ladies' Home
Journal publishes every month, must be done far in advance of the

date of issue. But we believe a satisfactory correction will be given

as soon as possible by Dr. Walker, in her department where appeared

the original erroneous statement.

Some Peculiar People.

There are such among bee-keepers as well as in other walks in life.

We know a few of them. An editor hears from them occasionally.

Especially the kind that can't bear to see the truth in print, especially

if it happens to fit them or their friends. They can stand flattery all

right, and be'ieve what is not true if it happens to please them. Of

course, we do not expect everybody to agree with what we have to say

personally in the American Bee Journal, or perhaps with what others

have to say. But that does not prevent our speaking or printing the

truth as we and others see it.

Some will even go so far as to stop subscribing for a paper if the

the editor is inclined to tell the truth about some of their pet

schemes or things. But no honest editor is going to stop printing

what he believes is truth, and what ought to be said, just because a

few subscribers take unreasonable offense. At least we know one or

two editors that are not quite so cowardly. We are very willing to

listen to real argument, whether respectful or otherwise, and are

always open to conviction, but until convinced that we are wrong we

have formed the habit of standing firm in what we believe is right. We
do not have to give account for any other conscience but our own. So

we expect to continue to do our duty as we are given to see that duty.

We believe that is what ninety-nine out of every one hundred of the

people want to see, and the kind that should be demanded by all.

Of course, we do not expect that the American Bee Journal will

please all bee-keepers, as all do not see alike. But the peculiar thing

is, that sometimes when something is said very plainly in the Ameri-

can Bee Journal—which is also the truth—there are some who, instead

of trying to show wherein the one who wrote is wrong, simply say,

" Stop my paper !'' And it is done.

We hope such people will take some other good bee-paper,

although they are liable to repeat their queer action just as soon as

the other editor says something they don't like.

Well, such is life. We editors, at least, must take it as we find it,

and not allow anything like that to move us from the path of duty.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—vfords by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

(
Miscellaneous Items

Mr. T. O. Andrews was recently elected to the presidency of

the California National Honey-Producers' Association. He succeeds

Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck, who was compelled to retire on account of

continued ill health. However, he is recovering slowly, and it is

hoped he may soon be entirely himself again.

Mr. Groggshall is the way Sonnambulist refers to W. L.

Coggshall, one of New York State's " lightning bee-keepers." There

is no " grog " either in the manor his name. At least he always

seemed fairly sober whenever we have had the pleasure of meeting

him. It can't be that " Sommy " was a little groggy when writing

!

We decline to believe it without "fire-(water)-proof " evidence.

Mr. Richard Hyde, of California, secretary of the Tulare

County Bee-Keepers' Association, died June 2. His death was the re-

sult of a stroke of apoplexy. He had removed from the East to Cali-

fornia in 1885. Soon afterward he engaged in bee-keeping, in which

he countinued actively until his death. He was a native of Wisconsin.

He left to mourn his sudden departure a widow and two young
daughters.

The Rural Bee-Keeper is the name of another new monthly

bee-paper, published by W. H. Putnam, of Wisconsin. The June

issue is on our desk. It seems that the first issue was in April, but

the June number is the first to reach our ofBce. It makes the best

appearance of any new bee-paper put out in over ten years, if we ex-

cept the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal, which was sold recently, and

so ceased to exist.

BIr. Geo. C. Lewis, president of The G. B. Lewis Co., of

Watertown, Wis., dropped in to see us when in Chicago last week.

He reports the largest season's business they have ever had. For sev-

eral weeks their force has been working 20 hours out of the 24. Their

capacity is over 100,000 sections a day, and other manufacturing

departments in proportion. They had not anticipated such a large

business this season, as reports showed rather a heavy loss of bees in

wintering. But it seems that this has made no difference in the gen-

eral demand for bee-supplies.

" The St. Croix Valley Honey-Producers' Association " is the

name of a new organization in Wisconsin. Its officers are : President,

Geo. Shafer; vice-president, C. A. Thompson; secretary, A. L.

Palmer; treasurer, Wm. Hartwig; and general manager. Leo F.

Hanegan. Its objects are as follows

:

"To promote the interests of bee-keepers; to protect them in

their lawful rights ; to enforce laws against the adulteration of honey

;

to furnish its members bee-supplies and bee-literature at as near
wholesale prices as possible ; to grade, pack, and market our product
under a common brand, etc."

Western Bee Journal is the name of the latest claimant upon
the attention of bee-keepers. The June issue—Vol. I., No. 1—is on
our desk. Mr. P. F. Adelsbach, of California, is its editor and pro-

prietor. As no mention is made of it, we are left to guess that this

new paper is the result of the union of the late Pacific States Bee Jour-

nal and the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal. It is a great improvement

over the former, but hardly equal to what the latter was. Still, it

gives promise of being a publication worthy of the patronage of the

bee-keepers in the territory which it seems to desire to cover, if we
may judge by its name.

A Doggoned Hybrid Pup seems to be the latest " arrival "' at

Rootville, if we may judge from the following paragraph which ap-

pears in Gleanings for June 1

:

NOT A FISH story; BARKING UP TRADE.

This has nothing to do with bees; an<

do not rend it. My boy has a puppy, a cro

and a pointer, that keeps saying "Yor-riel

the day ; and sometimes he keeps on sii>

Late one night, while I was trying to slcc

that the dog was calling to another bef-r

for the American Bee Journal. I doubt h li

pronounce the word more distinctly than

if you are not interested,
s between a Scotch terrier

Yor-rick," every hour of
iig " Yor-rick " all night.
>. it popped into my head
litor—the one who stands
I her a huiuan being could
iiiis pup does at times. I
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wrote friend " Yor ick," telling him about this wonderful canine that

could pronounce his name so distinctly, and that I thought 1 would
name him York if he had no objections. He writes bacli that I must

be a good interpreter, and thinks it I should send him to the St. Louis

Exposition he would be a great attraction for the Root Co.'s exhibit.

He thinks, however, if I should teach him to say " York's Honey," he

could use him in Chicago. He has no objection, he says, to my using

the name, "but it must be understood that the dog is to lie a Prohibi-

tionist, without any iMC-tailment about him except his own. Then he

winds up by saying, " Please excuse this doggoned letter." I have

set myself to the task of teaching the dog to howl " Y'ork's Honey "

just as lustily as he now " Y'or-ricks " at night ; and if I succeed I am
going to put him in Y'ork's advertisement to bark up trade.

We hardly know what to think of the intended ( i) honor of

having a ' cross terrier " with a " Scotch pointer " nanned after us. At

first we were inclined to submit, thinking that we might never be

guilty of any act thar would disgrace so intelligent a dog as Master

Leland Root owns. After reading the above, we don't see how we can

object, it the pup's articulate language is not misinterpreted by his

most intimate friends. But we fear (not having seen or heard this

canine prodigy) that considerable imagination is invoked by those

who have decided that he insists on a continuous vaudeville perform-

ance of "Y'or-rick."

We have just been wondering how it would be if we should get a

little Duroc Jersey hoglet for a backyard pet. We could very appro-

priately call him " Root," as that would be about what he could do to

perfection. But we think we'll not get the " Root-er " until that

Prohibitionist pup is able to say " York's Honey," so he can earn his

keep by helping us to " bark up trade."

The Fourth Annual Meeting of the Texas State Bee-

Keepers' Association, at College Station, Tex., on July .5 to 8, promises

to be a big affair. A large notice has been sent out giving the pro-

gram, stating the advantages of membership, and also the following

concerning the apiarian exhibit to be held in connection with the

meeting:

An exhibit of apiarian products will be made, and blue ribbons for
first prizes and red ribbons for second prizes will be awarded. All of
the bee-keepers who have something to show will please write the
secretary about it, and make arrangements to help make this a great
show of bee-keepers' productions.

The premium list is as follows:

BEES.

Best single-comb nucleus, golden Italian
Best single-comb nucleus, 3-banded Italians
Best single-comb nucleus, Holy Land
Best single-comb nucleus. Black
Sweepstakes on bees—greatest number of different races;

races one-frame nucleus

HONEY.

Best exhibit of section comb honey
Best sample (1'2 lbs.) case section honey
Best exhibit of bulk comb honey. . . .;

Best sample (12 lbs.) bulk comb honey
Best exhibit of extracted honey
Best sample (12 lbs.) extracted honey

MISCELLANEOUS.

Best exhibit of beeswax
Best sample cake bright yellow wax, not less than 3 pounds.

.

. Best gallon of honey-vinegar
Best display of honey-plants, pressed and mounted

For further information, if desired, address the secretary, Louis

H. Scholl, College Station, Tex.

Honey as a tIealth-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet {3%x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Pricks, prepaid—Sample copy free; 10 for 20 cts.; 25
for 40 cts.; 50 for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free
at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office

Sketches of Beedomites

MRS. L. HARRISON.

See. Langstroth Book Offer on another page of thi

copy of the American Bee Journal.

As announced on page 404, Mrs. L. Harrison passed away while in

St. Andrew, Fla., May 26.

In a letter to us from her husband, Mr. L. Harrison, dated June

5, he writes as follows

:

Friend Y'ork :—I have little to add to Mrs. Harrison's biography,

more than you already possess. She was for 17 years apiarian editress

of the Prairie Farmer, and for two years of the Orange Judd Farmer,

when the infirmities of advancing years warned her to resign.

She has spent 13 winters in her cottage here at St. Andrew. She

has done much mission and church work here for several years past,

and was held in great esteem, and was greatly beloved by the people

of St. Andrew. Her funeral was very largely attended. She had suf-

fered much for six weeks, and death came as a glad release. Her life

work well done, she has gone to her reward. Her age was 72 years.

LovELL Harbison.

In 1S93, we published the following sketch of Mrs. Harrison, taken

at that time from the " Portrait and Biographical Album of Peoria

County, Illinois," which locality was her home:

Mrs. Harrison is deserving of special mention on account of her

eminent success as a bee-keeper and a writer on the management of

the honey-producing insects. " A B C of Bee-Culture " has this to

say of her

:

" Among women no bee-keeper is more widely known than Mrs.

Lucinda Harrison. Born in Coshocton Co., Ohio, on Nov. 21, 1831,

she came in 1836 to Peoria Co., 111., her parents, Alpheus Richardson

and wife, being pioneer settlers. Public schools were at that time un-

developed, and educational advantages few, but her parents gave her

the best to be had in private schools. Her brother Sanford was a

member of the first class which was graduated from Knox College,

and she then spent a year at an academy taught by him at Granville,

111. She taught school from time to time until 1855, when she married

Robert Dodds, a prosperous farmer of Woodford county, who died two
years later, leaving her a widow at 25. She was married to her pres-

ent husband on July 4, 1S66."

Mrs. Harrison thus describes her entrance into the ranks of api-

" In 1871, while perusing the reports of the Department of Agri-

culture, I came across a fiowery essay on bee-culture from the graceful

pen of Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper. I caught the bee-fever so badly that I

could hardly survive until spring, when I purchased 2 colonies from

the late Adam Grimm, of Jefferson. Wis. The bees were in 8-frame

Langstroth hives, and we still continue to use hives exactly similar to

those then purchased. I bought the bees without my husband's

knowledge, knowing full well that he would forbid me if he knew it,

and many were the curtain lectures I received for purchasing such

troublesome stock. One reason for his hostility, was that I kept con-

tinually pulling the hives to pieces to see what the bees were at, and
kept them on the warpath.

" Oar home is on three city lots, and at the time I commenced
bee-keeping, our trees and vines were just coming into bearing, and

Mr. Harrison enjoyed very much being out among his pets, and occa-

sionally had an escort of scolding liees.

" Meeting with opposition made me all the more determined to

succeed. I never wavered in my fixed determination to know all there

was to be known about honey-bees, and I was too inquisitive, prying

into their domestic relations, which made them so very irritable."

It is credited to Mrs. Harrison that she has written more than any

other woman in the world on the subject of bee-keeping, as opening up
a new industry for women. Her writings have been extensively pub-

lished not only in the L'nited States, but in Great Britain and on the

Continent, as well as in Australia and the South Sea Islands. Her
articles have been translated into B'rench, German and Italian.

Mrs. Harrison is a strong, vigorous, and advanced thinker, and is

a oeliever in the rights and privileges of women. Her contributions

in literature embrace not only articles on bee-culture, but likewise on
horticulture. Her first writings appeared in the Germantown Tele-

graph, of Philadelphia, and Colman's Rural World, of St. Louis.

The perseverance of Mrs. Harrison was rewarded, her husband's

opposition ceased, and he himself became interes'.ed in the bees, help-

ing to care for them, declaring that he believed that it would add ten

years to his life. For a number of years her apiary has contained

about 100 colonies. She is prevented from doing as much as she other-

wise would by ill-health and family cares, for, although childless, she

has been a mother to several orphan children.

She is best known as a writer, her many contributions to the press

being marked with vigor and originality, with a blunt candor that

assures one of her sincerity. She credits bee-keeping with making
her life more enjoyable by opening up a new world, and making her

more observing of plants and flowers, with which, we may add, her

home is quite surrounded.
Mrs. Harrison is plain and unassuming in her manners, kindly

and charitable. She says, " The way to be happy is to be usefully

employed.' She has great energy and perseverance, with large ex-
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ecutive ability, and, notwithstaading lier delicate healtli, accomplishes

much. She has written her name among the noble and useful ladies

of our land, who are a blessing to the community in which they live,

and an honor to their sex.

It was our good fortune to have at least a slight acquaintance

•with Mrs. Harrison. We had met her at conventions, and several

years ago visited at her home in Peoria, 111. She was an earnest, prac-

tical worker, and made a success of her bee-keeping, in which she was

so deeply interested. She had been an occasional contributor to the

columns of the American Bee Journal for nearly a third of a century.

At one time she was perhaps the most widely known woman bee-

keeper in the world.

In the death of Mrs. Harrison we feel that we have lost a personal

friend. Surely bee-keeping has one less faithful and devoted follower.

Mr. Harrison may be assured that among bee-beepers the world

over he will have sincerest sympathy in his bereavement.

Contributed Articles
)

Queen-Excluders—Difference in Opinion.

• BY ADRIAN GKTAZ.

ON page 807 (1903) is an article by Mr. Dadant saying sub-

stantially that queen-excluders are at least useless. On
page 231(1904) is an article by Mr. Davenport holding

exactly the opposite view. If the reader willlook over those

articles he will at once see that the bottom facts are these :

1. Mr. Dadant doesn't use excluders because his queens
don't go and lay in the upper story.

2. Mr. Davenport uses excluders because his queens do

go and lay in the upper story.

Now why such differences in the behavior of their

queens ? I think that the reason, or rather the two reasons,

for such a difference can be easily " located. "

1. Difference in size of brood-nest. If the reader will

turn to page 152 of L,angstroth Revised, he will see that a

brood-nest large enough to accommodate a good queen
should contain about 1700 square inches of comb. This is

equivalent to 12 Langstroth frames. Now, the hives used
by Mr. Davenport contain only 10 or 8 frames. That is not
enough. So his queens go " up-stairs " to lay, because they
have not sufficient room "down-stairs." That is one rea-

son.
2. Difference in the depth of the frames. Every reader

of this journal knows that the tendency of the bees is to

build their brood-nest in a globular form, as near as possi-

ble. Now a brood-nest of 12 Langstroth frames is big
enough, but it is too flat. I still have some hives of that

shape but I am gradually discarding them. One reason is

that very often the queen goes in the upper story to lay, and
neglects the outside frames. With only 9 or 10 frames, 2 or

3 inches deeper, such thing never happens, because then
the brood assumes a more nearly globular form without ex-

tending in the upper story. The reader doubtless knows
that Mr. Dadant uses the Quinby frame, which is two
inches deeper than the lyangstroth.

I am working nearly altogether for comb honey. Another
objection I found against the 12-frame hives is the too-large

size of the supers to accommodate them. They are too heavy,
for one thing. Furthermore, when the first super is given,
the weather is not warm yet, and a super of that size is too
large to give at once. There is more room than the colony
can keep sufficiently warm to allow easy comb-building. As
I stated in " Some Expert Opinion " column, I would rather
have only 9 frames and have them deep enough to make the
1700-square inches required. Knox Co., Tenn.

Comb-Leveler—How to Mal^e and Use.

BY G. C. GRBINKR.

IF
I should tell all I know about the comb-leveler it would

make a very short story, for I know but little about it,

and what little I do know is the result of my own experi-

ence and observation. Consequently the tool I use for this

purpose may or may not be the ideal of others, but if effec-

tiveness is the standard of its practicability I do not ask for
anything better.

If I am not mistaken, the comb-leveler as used by some
bee-keepers, works on the principle of heating or melting
down combs to the desired thickness. This leaves the edges
more or less seared over, and the bees are not so readily in-

clined to accept them. On this account I prefer my own
make, which leaves the edges somewhat rough or ragged,
but tender, and with little or no repairs by the bees, they
are in tip-top shape to " hitch to."

During the earlier years of my bee-keeping, some 26 or
28 years ago, when the advantages of using bait-sections

first appeared to me, I found it was necessary, for best re-

sults, to have all unfinished sections that were intended for

next year's baits, cleaned out by the bees as soon as the
honey-harvest closed. I also found that sections with cap-

ped honey, when exposed to the free access of the bees,

would be nearly annihilated, unless they were previously
uncapped. On accouut of this capped honey many times
not being fully drawn out (being stored late in the season),

and therefore being quite a little below the edges of the sec-

tion, a common straight knife did not work to suit me.
After a little experimenting I found that a comb made of

fine wire-nails, just a little shorter than the inside of the

short way of the section, would fill the bill to perfection.

At about the same time I learned from observation, that

fully drawn combs (in thickness) even if cleaned by the bees
of all the honey after the honey harvest, would not produce
nice, evenly capped sections the next year. The cause of

this was with most of these combs, a certain enlargement or

rim at the top edge of the cells. By removing this trouble,

reducing the thickness of such combs about % of an inch,

or a little more, from each side, so that the surface part of

the combs had to be newly built, I found that in this way
the appearance of such sections could be greatly improved.

This led me to make the tool,

which I have used ever since,

and of which an illustration is

here given.
There is nothing essential

about the general make-up of

the tool ; in regard to material,

shape, size, etc., all is a matter
of individual preference. The
only point, which requires a
little care in making, is the
comb proper—Fig. 1, A. The
little stick, a, should be of

some tough, cross - grained,

soft - wood lumber — elm or

basswood will answer— '4x!4

inch in size, and just short

GREINER'S COMB-LBVBLBR FOB UNFINISHED SECTIONS.

enough to go inside of the section. This is driven full of

fine 1-inch wire nails at about '4 of an inch (or a little less)

distance, after the holes have been punched with a brad-awl

of just the right size. The nails should drive in as tight as

possible without splitting the sticks. When completed, the

comb is nailed on the handle, Fig. 1, B ; this latter is a little

wider than the outside of the section, leaving the notches,

etc., to project and rest on the edges of the section when
the tool is used. Any kind of thin lumber the same thick-

ness as the little comb-strip, and not too soft, will do.

At Fig. 2 the comb-leveler is shown in position when in
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operation. It will be noticed that it is held, when drawn
across the section, at an angfle of about 4S deg^rees ; this
drops the points of the nails Jz inch below the edge of the
section, and if used from both sides, reduces the comb to
about one-half of its full thickness. By varying- the pitch
of the handle, the points of the nails can be raised or lowered
to suit the fancy of the operator.

It requires a little experience to use the tool properly.
If the temperature is too low and the combs are brittle,
they are liable to break when not solidly attached at the
the sides. Niagara Co., N. Y.

Double " Shook Swarms " and Comb Honey.
BY JOHN- S. CALLBREATH.

SUPPOSE a bee-keeper has several yards of bees, and
that the spring count is only about one-half what it was
last fall. Suppose, further, that he hasn't any empty

hives and yet wants to run for comb honey and practice the
" shook-swarm " method. The rule has been not to hive a
swarm in a hive full of comb, because the bees would store
so much honey below, and, once started there, would en-
tirel)' fail to do good work in the sections. Should he cut
the comb out, excepting enough for a starter ? That would
seem like a waste. Must he then buy new hives when half
of the hives he has contain no bees? That would seem wise.
Of course, if he is going to run for increase, the problem
would be easy enough—just keep forming nuclei and re-

place the combs of hatching brood with empty combs. But
if he wants to run for comb honey and practice the "shook
swarm " method the problem is still unsolved.

If a swarm is hived in a hive full of comb, w/iy do the
bees put their honey below instead of above in sections ?

"Because the queen can not at once fill all the cells with
eggs," is the substance of the answer usually given. But,
suppose all of the combs were full of eggs at the time the
swarm was put in, would they all be developed into bees ?

No. they wouldn't. How many ? Just as many as the
nurse-bees could care for, and no more. If there were twice
as many nurse-dees, would twice as many eggs be developed
into bees ? From practical experience I would say, yes.
That then solves the problem : Just hive or shake iwo
swarms into one full hive of comb, and with a double force
of nurse-bees to care for a// the eggs the queen can lay it

will very soon happen that, instead of the queen being
crowded for room to lay, the honey—not yet sealed over

—

will be crowded gut to give her rootn to lay.
With a double force of field-bees to bring in honey, and

a double force of nurse-bees to see to it that it goes where it

belongs, the results with me have been satisfactory. In
1898, at one time, I took off from such a colony, 96 finished
sections.

Sometimes hybrids, after a few days, will start queen-
cells and swarm. The remedy for that is either not to have
the hybrids, or else hive on starters.

Delaware Co., N. Y.

Removing Supers Before All Sections Are

Sealed.
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

ON page 173, D. McCarthy makes some remarks upon this
subject, and is endorsed more or less fully by our genial
Afterthinker, on page 297, and by S. T. Pettit, page

363. Some of the things said are excellent, but the total
trend is toward the advice that in no case should the supers
of sections be removed till all sections are completely fin-

ished, so long as the harvest continues.
I believe the beginner who follows that advice—and I

would not blame any beginner for following the advice of
such good authorities—will do so at a loss. If I had followed
such advice last year, I think it would be a moderate esti-

mate to say that the loss would have been SIOO.

It is said that in a rapid flow the honey is sealed before
fully ripened, and generally " it's better to leave all on until
the end of the season." No doubt the honey will be of be:
ter body if thus left on. A section of honey taken from tli

hive during a rapid flow just as soon as it is sealed, unle^ ^

properly managed afterward, is in some danger of becomi'
watery in appearance. But although the honey itself is r :

better for remaining on the hive, the capping is much t: ^

worse for it. To get the top of the market, sections mi, -t

be snow-white. As a rule, that's the way they are wh i

first sealed. Soon after that is the white surface begins to
be darkened—at least that is the way it is here—probably
caused by the bees bringing up bits of black from the brood-
comb below. If a super is left on till the corner sections are
finished, the center sections will be so darkened that they
must sell at a reduced price.

My good friend Pettit will have the outside sections
finished the sooner by use of the dividers of his devising for
holding a body of bees outside the sections ; but dividers
and all, the sections will be darkened if, as he suggests,
they be left on until the end of the season. At least that
would be the case with all the earlier supers of my honey.

It looks just a little as if Mr. Hasty's experience was dif-
ferent, for he says he seldom takes off honey till it's done.
I wish you would tell us, Mr. Hasty, when you leave a super
on till the corner sections are entirely sealed, are the cen-
tral sections just as white as the outer ones ? I am free to
confess that every year some of my central sections are
darker than I like.

You say, Mr. Hasty, that your experience is crippled,
so tell us what you //;/«/4' the bees will do. Let me tell you
what I fc7i02v they will do, or at least what they have done,
after having had experience of many years, not merely with
a few sections, but with thousands of them. If a lot of
supers are taken off during a full flow, the sections being
properly separatored, and the supers filled with the unfin-
ished sections, some of them half sealed and some less, and
returned to be finished, the work will be done so nicely that
a super of that kind can not be distinguished from others
except by seeing the penciled " Go-back " on one of the sec-
tions. I prefer, however, to have the work done by the
colonies that have made the best work at finishing sections,
and not, as you say, have them "put onto the next hive that
comes handy."

I cannot say how it is with others, but one of the things
that I know is, that if I leave supers on till every section is

fully sealed, part of the sections will be too dark to bring
the highest price readily, and by taking off before all are
completed and returning the unfinished ones, I can get
them all to grade in the highest class.

McHenry Co., 111.

[ Convention ProceedinSs
I

Report of the Convention of the New York State
Bee-Keepers' Association-

REPORTED BY MORLEY PETTIT.

The New York State Bee-Keepers' Association met in

Syracuse, Friday morning, Jan. 15, 1904, Pres. W. F. Marks
occupying the chair.

ORGANIZATION AND CO-OPERATION.

In his opening address, the president spoke particularly
on the subject of organization. The system of organiza-
tion in that State is by County associations sending dele-

gates to the State convention. This reaches every county,
and enables all to attend conventions. Yet the vast ma-
jority of producers do not avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity, and are the losers thereby. He urged individual
members to take a personal interest in association develop-
ment and canvass for members. The United States census
report had grossly misrepresented and underestimated the
honey-resources of the State, which, in reality, were second
to none. New York State bee-keepers had the advantage,
also, said Mr. Marks, of possessing the greatest markets of

the country, right within their own State. What they
should do now is to make that market sure and safe by vig-

orously enforcing their pure honey law.

To further their own interests. New York State bee-
keepers should be vigilant, active, and unselfish in promot-
ing organization. The State should be well represented at

the St. Louis Exposition. Thanks were due to Messrs.
France, Hutchinson, Holtermaun and Pettit for their pres-

ence and assistance at this convention.
W. Z. Hutchinson—This is the only State that has

county associations which afliliate with the State Associa-
tion. This is what we want in the National. Then the
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matter of statistics should be discussed, e. p.: Let the Gen-
eral Manag-er send out to each member return post-cards
with blanks to fill out, showing crop report. He could then
tabulate these reports and issue in bulletin form to members.

Mr. West—Let these cards be sent out twice—at the
close of the white honey-flow, then at the close of the dark.

Mr. Pettit—We should also collect reports from the
dealers as to the probable demand, then we have the rela-
tion between supply and demand, and a more even distribu-
tion of honey can be made.

Mr. Holtermann—Assessors should collect these sta-
tistics.

Mr. House—Inspectors should do it.

Upon this the inspectors present immediately protested
that they had enough to do.

Mr. France said that for the Manager of the National
to collect crop reports from the whole country would be ex-
pensive and unsatisfactory. For one thing, it would take
so much time they would be too late when published.

Mr. N. E. France, inspector of apiaries for Wisconsin,
then spoke on

DISEASES OF BEES.

This subject is one that underlies success in New York
State. If the bees are diseased, pasture, etc., count for
nothing. The subject should be divided. We have all of
the inspectors of the State here now, and should be able to
get at comparative differences in foul brood as found in
various places ; also to compare it with black brood, pickled
brood, etc. One trouble is that not foul brood nor black
brood, but the conditions of the season, produce pickled
brood. I have not seen such a case before. Conditions
were so favorable here last season that 80 percent of the
apiaries were diseased, often as bad as foul brood. I was
asked to go out and look over the subject, but found less
foul brood and more pickled brood.

Foul brood begins first in the food of the larva;. The
circulation is afi'ected. The little thing becomes restless,
moves in agony, then straightens out and lies on its back
lengthwise of the cell. It continues to grow, but the disease
grows faster. The head turns black, and the tongue is

thrown out. If the tongue of the bee strikes the side-wall
opposite, it never lets go. When the larva dries down the
tongue sticks there, and keeps the head turned up. The
ropiness then appears—and the odor. The cell-capping
dries down and cracks open. The larva draws up and dries
down to a brown scale about where the shoulder of the bee
would be. The bees can not remove this scale—it is glued
fast ; but they will go on and use the cell for honey, pollen,
or a new larva. The germs of the disease never float in the
air. If they did, all the cells in a diseased hive would be
affected in the same way, but they are not.

Pickled brood is quite different. It will turn brown just
the same, but the head of the bee becomes as hard as a
stone, and nearly black. Instead of the lower portion of
the larva flattening out, it becomes like a sack or bag. The
bee is easily drawn out of the cell and is found to contain a
watery fluid which is never ropy or odorous. I do not know
what causes pickled brood, but it seems to be a shortage of
food and heat at the proper time. A rainy, cold spell at the
close of dandelion bloom is liable to produce it. The live
bees must live—they feed themselves, aad then the brood, if

there is any left. The brood is liable to starve and become
" pickled," about the opening of clover. It is not a conta-
gious disease, and can be prevented by feeding regularly
when no honey is coming in, and keeping the hives warmly
covered.

Mr. France described experiments where wax from in-
fected combs had been made into foundation and used in
many different yards uniformly without any disease result-
ing. The treatment of the disease is easy if you carefully
follow instructions. Burning diseased combs is dangerous,
because the honey will not burn, and is liable to run out on
the ground and be gathered up by bees again. If you must
burn, dig a hole and burn in the hole, then bury the ashes.
The treatment is not so much as the man. The one who
knows too much to read and attend conventions is the one I

have most trouble with. N. E. France.

Mr. Holtermann described an experiment where he
melted wax at the lowest possible temperature, stirred in
large quantities of foul brood " culture," and then made
the wax into foundation. This foundation was used in
healthy colonies, and no foul brood resulted.

Mr. Hershiser—Where an apiary is diseased is there
danger of having the disase spread by extracting from
super-combs where no brood has been reared 7

Mr. France—For safety's sake, all extracting-combs
should be treated with formalin.

Mr. Holtermann—There is danger of the diseased honey
being carried up into the super.

Mr. France—Some say there is no use fighting the dis-
ease because the forest-trees are full of it. Now we find very
little disease in the trees, for two reasons. A swarm may
carry some diseased honey, but before there is any brood it

is all consumed. Again, if they contract the disease by
robbing, they soon die, and squirrels and moths make short
work of the combs.

Mr. Betsinger thought that one diseased colony in a
cellar would give the disease to the whole lot.

Speaking of formalin gas, Mr. France said he had
found that it would not act through cappings or honey.
Where the cells had been opened before fumigating, the
bees would afterward clean out the dry scale, but not when
in the ropy stage. There may be a difference in the drug.
Hives thoroughly scraped and cleaned of honey-stains need
not be disinfected.

(Continued next week.)

[ Our Bee-Heepin§ Sisters
]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

A Bit of Honey.

.Tust a bit of honey on the daily bread.
Just a waft of perfume on the path we tread.

Just a taste of sweetness in the bitter brew.
That is dashed too deeply with the poignant rue.

Just a winning patience when the day is long,

Just a cheery lifting of the pilgrim's song.

Just a thought of heaven ; earth will soon be o'er,

Oh, the fadeless flowers on that other shore I

Just a bit of honey, in the cup we take.

Just a little sweetness in the bread we break.

Margaret E. Sangstkr.

Results of Wintering'—Loafing- Bees, Etc.

Dear Sisters :— I want to make a " call," and say that

I have found both pleasure and profit in reading the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—the Sisters' column, especially. I do not
know another lady bee-keeper in this county, so, of course,

I feel lonely.
I put into winter quarters 4 colonies—3 strong ones and

1 after-swarm of not more than a quart of bees. Such a
winter I We put the hives in a shed and covered them with
carpet, as they were in single-walled hives. I got uneasy,
examined them in January, and found 2 colonies out of
honey, and what to do I did not know, so I bought "ABC
of Bee-Culture ;" it told me what I desired to know about
feeding. I made the entrances smaller, wrapped the hives
in woolen bed-comforts (after fixing a small vessel in each),
and made the old cat's bed in a super on top. They actually
carried the honey into the cells when the weather was
almost zero. On opening the hive in March I found brood
in the weakest colony ; I fed sugar syrup as soon as they
could fly, and now they are a roaring colony, filling a 9-

frame Langstroth hive.

One of my colonies came through the winter queenless,
which I united with a strong one. I have increased to 6

colonies by division and feeding, but liave had no swarms
yet. I expect to make better preparations for winter next
fall. Our spring has been backward and cold, but raspber-
ries and white clover are blooming now, so I expect to stop
feeding.

Reading " A B C of Bee-Culture " gave me a worse case
of bee-fever, and made me ashamed of my ignorance. I

sent for a sample copy of the American Bee Journal. The
next day after the sample copy arrived my subscription
went in for a year. I also got "Bees and Honey," which I

found very helpful.
One of my neighbors sent for me last week to come and

transfer a colony of bees out of an old pine box into an
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empty hive, as all the comb he could see was full of
" worms." I went, expecting' to find a weak colony, riddled

by moths. Imagine my surprise to find one of the strongest
colonies of Italians I ever saw, chock-full of brood and
honey, and lying out in front in a cluster as large as a pint

cup ! He finally consented (but with a doubtful mind) for

me to block the comb full of zconns (brood), and fit in frames
in the new hive. Imagine, sisters, of throwing away
enough brood to fill 16 Langstroth frames !

One question, please, and then I will go : L,ast summer
one of our colonies refused to store honey in a super— I even
put 2 frames of honey " up-stairs " to coax them, but they
simply would not do anything but loaf. Can you tell me
why ?

Success to the sisters, and the dear old Journal.
Monroe Co., W. Va. Mrs. Anna Parkbk.

There may have been various reasons why those bees
would not work. There may have been no nectar for them
to get. Sometimes bloom is abundant and no nectar. The
probability is, however, that other colonies were storing at

the time that those bees were doing nothing. They may
have been too weak to work in a super, or they may have
been queenless. Queenless bees are more apt to loaf. If

thwarted by any means in their preparations for swarming,
it may make them sulk and loaf.

Comments, Queenlessness, Yellow Sweet Clover.

We have had some strong articles in the American Bee
Journal lately. There were Messrs. Townsend and Doolit-
tle, both well equipped to give a reason for the faith that is

in them. As it happens, I am capable of appreciating the
articles of both gentlemen, because I have a small out-api-
ary run each year with a decreasing amount of attention,
and paying well for what little it gets, while the home api-

ary is run after the manner of Mr. Doolittle—how far after
of course I can not tell. I find Dr. Miller's comments most
pertinent, and think he has not left very much to be said.

As I understand it, it is a pleasnre for Mr. Doolittle to

be in close touch with the bees ; also, as a professional
queen-breeder, it is essential that he do more " fussing "

than is needed when one aims simply to push honey-gather-
ing to the utmost, as most of us wish to do. While we may
be of the "fussy " order at the start, we become content to
dispense with whatever we think non-essential to success,
and leave the fussing to the beginner who enjoys a sense
of mastery over his bees, and delights in his own bravery.

Then, as Mr. Townsend has pointed out, few of us can
make manipulation pay as Mr. Doolittle does. This matter
is analogous to another. There are plenty of people who
can be good agriculturists. They can be corn and stock
men, and make money at it, as many of them do here in the
West, but they have not the patience and skill to be horti-

culturists. Rarely we have a Kellogg or a Burbank. There
is room enough for both classes, but the rank and file must
be the ^ewera/ rather than the special.

I call Mr. Rickett's article a strong one, too. Bee-keep-
ers, as well as others, need to be reminded that there are
two sides to a question. Those who have been writing on
the heinousness of invading another's field could hardly
have had such cases as these in mind, but rather the villain

who, having no intrenched interests, deliberately comes to

rival another. It surely is bad policy for some one to bring
a large number of bees where there are already enough to

glean the field. I think we err in urging so much the in-

jury he is doing to his neighbor—we want to show him that
it ivill not pay. Selfishness (really " the struggle for exis-

tence " which brings about " the survival of the fittest '") is

inherent in human nature, and must be met on its own
ground. It seems a pity when so much nectar goes to

waste, that there should be crowding in particular fields,,

but that is the way of the world.
Mr. Hasty, I hope you succeeded in helping the some-

what jaundiced vision of the man with the tree. You havo
my sympathy, but, after all, poor " Nebraska " caught it

really worse than you did, and made no comment, presum-
ably lest what was a little harmless pleasantry might grow
to be unpleasant, or at least become "much ado aboi't

nothing."
I see from Miss Wilson's remarks about queenlessness

that I am not the only one who has suffered in that respeC
I found 3 queenless colonies in 21, which represents m
winter loss. Not having a record of the queens, I can n

tell if they were old or young. I tell that by the queen
wings, as I do not clip until the second season; but wh-

they are gone I can not tell. If I knew they were old queens
I would be thinking that I am in error in leaving requeen-
ing pretty much to the bees themselves. Will Miss Wilson
or Dr. Miller kitrdly say something on that head ? I believe
it is a matter where the masters of the craft are not agreed,

With the above exception I can report my colonies
strong. We have had a very lavish blossoming of the fruit-

trees, and now yellow sweet clover is just coming into
bloom. Mrs. A. L. Amos.

Custer Co., Nebr.

Mrs. Amos, in her very interesting letter, expresses a
desire to know whether the queens she lost this spring were
lost because they were old. Probably that had little to do
with the matter. Other things being equal, an old queen is

more likely to die than a young one, but we have had queens
doing excellent work when four years old, and the loss of

queens the past spring was not only of those hoary with
age, but of those reared last year as well. If Mrs. Amos
will try keeping a record-book in which not only a record of

the age of the queen is kept, but a record of the quality of

her bees as honey-gatherers as well, I believe she will find

it much more satisfactory.

We have a fashion of laying all the good or bad qualities

of the bees to the queen. So if the bees of a colony fail to

do good work as honey-gatherers, are very cross or objec-

tionable in any way, other things being equal, the head of

their queen is in some danger.

Will Mrs. Amos kindly tell us a little more about yellow
sweet clover ? Its time of blooming in her locality is the

last of May. Now, how does that compare with the time of

white clover ? How much earlier is it than white sweet
clover 7 Is the honey from the yellow of the same flavor

and color as from the white ? Has it any advantage over
the white except as to the time of blooming 7 How about
the yellow as a plant for fodder ?

Nasty's Afterthoughts
)

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

Bj E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

TEACHING BEES TO STEAI..

Whether or not it is possible for bees to steal in the

strict application of the term, they undoubtedly go where
they are not wanted and carry off property which the pro-

prietors wish to have left alone—and they can be trained to

do it when they don't see the opportunity themselves. We
may imagine barrels of moist sugar with jammed and
broken staves, and standing in a warehouse with broken
windows. Bees would not go in the broken windows till

they are taught ; but once having learned the lesson they

would carry off considerable property. If the Enoch on
page 339 got so far from the righteousness of the other

Enoch as to start his bees at doing this, his wrong-doing is

punishable. But most likely some neighbors and he have
been quarreling, and they are trying to manufacture a case

against him. Such a case would be rather unique, although

I believe Scotland once had a famous case in which a man
taught an intelligent dog to steal and drive off the sheep of

distant flocks.

EXPERIMENTS WITH HONEY-PLANTS.

That Plant-Introducing Station, which Uncle Sam is

starting at Chico, Calif., is likely to be an important insti-

tution. Bee-folks would do well to seize the opportunity

and get Prof. Dorsett interested in honey-plants before he

gets so many things on his list of plants for trial that he

can't possibly take any more. Page 340.

THE USE OF OUEEN-EXCLUDERS.

The queen -excluder gets more negatives than I wish it

did when the experts vote on it. In favor there are 16, and
opposed 11. S. T. Pettit brings out a somewhat novel idea.

He thinks it very desirable to keep the drones out of the

supers. If he would explain more fully the why of this per-

haps we would be edified. C. H. Dibbern has a reason for

excluders under the sections, which one rather has to admit

is valid as far as it goes. Bees will not run back and forth

with dirty wax pinched off the brood-combs if there is an
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excluder to crawl through—and the sections will be decidedly
the whiter for it. Page 340.

STOVE-PIPK SHELF FOR REWQUKFYING HONEY.

Stove-pipe shelf as a place to reliquefy honey which is

in glass—says G. C. Greiner. Thanks for the idea. Some
might ask for a more wholesale method. Some people fire

their stoves in such a reckless manner as to get a pipe red-
hot, or nearly so, occasionally. I wonder whether there is

a possibility of cracking the glasses. Page 341.

DOOUTTLE THE LEADER IN QUEEN-FINDING.

So Doolittle finds the queen 24 times out of 25 in once
carefully looking over the combs. 'Spects some of us will
have to practice a bit before we can quite reach those
figures. Page 342.

DRONES AND SWARMING.

My afterthinker does get in bad order sometimes ; but,
dear Dr. Miller, your "logical inference " also seems to have
gotten in bad order one time. As to drones the night after
swarming, I was not carrying (at least was not trying to
carry) the idea that that was anything more than a minute
point. If we see that in some minute point weeds are bene-
ficial, it's not a logical inference that they ought therefore
to be allowed to cover several square rods of the garden.
Not logical to make ten dollars of concession to ten cents of
motive thereto.

"When a swarm issues, a number of workers is de-
tailed," eh ? I incline to kick like a mule about any bees
being detailed to stay at home. Wholly fortuitous. The
home bees comprise a number of very variable sections.
Oft lots of them—sometimes only a few—get left by being
off in the fields. Oft lots of them—sometimes only a few

—

feel as the Children of Israel did after they had chosen
Saul—and come back from the swarm. More or less of
them get all the excitement they want by running about on
the combs and every available place—if they can squeeze
into the super so many the more will be likely to stay.
Usually quite a large company have never flown yet. The
more part of these, but not all, essay a rather premature
flight with the swarm. Bees of a group that are particu-
larly interested in a particular queen-cell (I imagine) rally
around a little and finally settle down by staying at home.
And what other sections there maybe don't occur to me just
at this minute—but no section of details—kicks the mule.
Page 344.

Dr. Miller's Answers
]

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

Swarming Experiences.

1. This spring I commenced handling the bees to prevent swarm-
ing, so I handled every frame of 65 hives, cut out all queen-cells and
drone-brood. WI4s it the proper thing to do ?

2. All went' well for awhile, 16 days I think, then I was busy and
could not go through them again ; my bees commenced to swarm, so I

watched them from 10 until 3 o'clock, and I put back every single
swarm. That worked well for a few days, when they commenced in
earnest one day. I was hiving a prime swarm and four more swarms
came out and all came over to that one. I gave them three hive-
bodies and one super. I examined them the third day and I set otf the
hive-body, as I thought there was plenty for one hive, set it down be-
side the bottom one. The next day they, left. What part of 5 swarms
went I could not say, but the rest stayed, and are working well. Is it

a common thing for bees to go together when swarming at the same
time! It is the case with mine this season. I have had a number of
instances where three swarms went together at one time. I divided
the three swarms and ga?e to the three hives where they came from.
All did well. Now I put two prime swarms together and put all after-
swarms back.

S. I had 5 swarms to-day (May 30)—4 prime and one after-swarm
which left with one of the prime swarms. I hived them in two hives
with supers on top. Is that the proper way to handle them, under
such circumstances;

4. Here is another experience: Ihad 4 swarms that went together;
I hived one, and the second day I divided them. I thought after a day
one colony did not have a queen, so I went to one of the hives that
one of the swarms came out of, and found a queen-cell just ready to
be uncapped. I out it out and uncapped it, and a young queen popped
out. I gave her some honey, kept her over night, then gave her to
the swarm that had no queen. All is well with them.

I had two after-swarms enter two other hives where the bees were
not in the swarming mood; they killed everyone of them. So it

seems that when they are in the swarming uiood they will mix up in
any shape.

I suppose my bees are all blacks as I have never bought a queen.
Upon examination I found 2 queenless colonies which I mixed up
with new swarms. I cannot find a queen in the hive. Can you tell

me how to find them?
5. My apiary is on a bluff 60 feet high, where the wind blows

strong every afternoon. Would it be better to set them down on the
low land? California.

Answers.—1. Hardly; continuous cutting out of cells will not
prevent swarming, and it does little good to cut out drone-comb unless
you patch the holes with worker-comb, for the bees are likely to fill

the holes with drone comb again.
2. Yes, it is quite common for two or more swarms to unite. Some

have had as many as half a dozen unite in one immense cluster, or go
into the same hive.

3. If I understand you correctly, the after-swarm united with one
of the prime swarms and absconded ; then you hived the remaining
three swarms in two hives with supers on top. Making two colonies
of the three would give you strong forces for surplus work, making it

a good thing if you didn't want the increase; putting on supers at
once was a good thing because giving abundance of room, which Is

quite important when a swarm is first hived. But there is one objec-
tion to giving a super when a swarm is first hived, unless a queen-ex-
cluder is used; the queen may go up and establish the brood-nest
in the super. It is not a bad plan to put an empty hive body under a
newly-hived swarm to give it extra room, taking it away after two or
three days.

4. After a little experience you will probably not have much
difficulty in finding a queen by looking over the frames. Use as little

smoke as possible, for there isn't much hope of finding a queen after

you have set the bees to running by using too much smoke. She will
generally be found on the brood. Take the frame, or the two frames,
nearest you out of the hive, and look over the other frames in succes-
sion. As you lift out each frame, glance at the exposed side of the
next frame in the hive. Then look at the farther side of the frame in

your hand, then the near side, and so on. If you don't find the queen
after looking over the combs once or twice, better close the hive and
try it half an hour later, or some other time. You may screen out the
queen liy making the bees pass through excluder-zinc.

.5. I don't know. If it's hot on the low land, and you find no
harm that the wind does, may be it's all right on the hlufi. If the
wind is so strong as to beat down the bees, that makes the bluff ob-

jectionable, and in any case it is easier for a bee with a heavy load to

make the lower place.

Play-Spell of Young Bees—Colorado vs. Other Places—
Carno-ltalian Cross.

1. On a warm afternoon the bees crowd around the entrance of

the hive, almost clogging it full. Some of the bees crawl up the front
of the hive, take wing and fly back to the entrance of the hive and go
in. Some of them crawl up the front of the hive and fly away. A
few take wing from the entrance and after circling back and forth in

front of the hive fly away. Why is this?

2. Do you think there is any difference between a dry climate, like

Colorado, or a wet Eastern climate, for bees?
8. How is a cross between Carniolan and Italian bees for honey?

Colorado.

Answers.—1. The young bees are taking their play-spell and at

the same time marking their location. You will notice that at first

they fly with their heads toward the hive.

2. Yes, there is a difference ; but either one may be a good or a

poor location for bees.

3. 1 kno%v nothing about them from experience, but some speak
of them highly.

Extractor for Unfinished Sections.

I read in the American Bee Journal, some time last winter, of

some one who had invented an extractor for unfinished sections.

Please tell me how or where I can get one. I have mislaid the Jour-
nal that had the article in. Illinois.

Answer.—There is probably no extractor made for extracting sec-

tions alone, although any extractor can be used for that purpose.
Make a wire basket or pocket, using coarse wire, and put the sections

in. Possibly you may obtain from supply-dealers such a basket ready-
made.

-^-^-^

All Thick-Top-Bar Staple-Spaced Frames Not Miller
Frames.

On page 173, John P. Coburn says; "Don't all supply-dealers
advertise thiek-top-bar staple spaced brood-frames? Are they not
practically Miller frames? The only difference is that Miller uses a

nail instead of a staple."

I thmk, Mr. Coburn, you will find an essential difference between
the two frames. Nails could be used instead nf staples in any of the
staple-spaced frames, but it wouldn't make them .Miller frames. The
Miller frame has top-bar, end-bars, and bottuiji-bar all of the same
width, 1 ", inches. I know of no frame listed that has this feature,

andl count it of some importance. It prevents the building of comb
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FIRE SMOKED US OUT

!

8
We got prett}- badly smoked in a fire in the power-house in which we're

located. Water damaged our stock-room to quite an extent. . . . But the insur-

ance companies made good on it ... .So we're going to give our customers the

benefit of it.

400,000 SECTIONS SMOKED UP.

They were all crated and the edges only were discolored. We'll let them

go for less than half while they last. Crates hold 500. We won't break a crate.

$2.25 a thousand ; SI. 15 a crate. Sections are l/z, lu, and 1% inches.

Smokers of every sort slightly discolored by smoke—one-third off.

A number of Extractors were smoked up. All they'll need is a good
scouring. They'll go for one-third off.

Many Hives were smoked a little— they'll go for one-third off while

A thev last. Better write to=day.

O MINNESOTA BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLY CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

between bottom-bars and end-bars. The bottom-bar of the Miller

frame is in two parts, which lends itself to the plan of having founda-

tion with splints built down solid to the bottom-bar. If you know of

anj catalog that has thiek-top-bar staple-spaced frames with these

features, I should be much obliged if you will give me the name.

Combs Built Crisscross—Introduclns Queens.

1. I bought a colony of bees in a 10-frame Langstroth hive, with
the bottom-board nailed fast. I want to Italianize them, but I find

the combs built diagonally, so I cannot get the frames out. What is

the best way to proceed ! The colony cast a swarm just before I got
them.

2. How would it do, in introducing a strange queen, to shake the

bees in front of the hive and let the new queen run in with the bees,

after cutting out all cells? Will it be safe? Kkntccky.

Answers.—1. Cut away the attachments of the combs to the
sides of the hive with a long-bladed knife. Likely you haven't such a

knife as it would require a blade 10 inches long. A hand-saw will do
very well. Now turn the hive upside down, dumping it up and down
if neiessary, and lift the hive off the now inverted frames. You can
then cut away at the frames to your heart's content. Possibly the
combs, at least some of them, are so nearly straight that by a little

cutting you can crowd them correctly into their frames. If the worl,
is done 21 days after the time the prime swarm was cast, there will be
no worker-brood in the way, and if the combs are too crooked it is

possible that the best thing may be to melt up the combs.
2. If the colony has been queenless two or more days, and if honey

is coming in freely, it is pretty safe, but a little risky for a valuable
queen.

*-*-*^

Keeping Last Year's Comb Honey.

1. I have 40 shipping-cases filled with a tine quality of clover honey
of last year's production, left over. Please advise me what to do with
it? Shall I sell it it I can get .*2.40 per case, or would you advise me
to hold it over until the present season is ended >

2. If the latter, how can I keep it from moth, or wax-worms' I

have a large box made of matched pine flooring that is very tightly
fitted together, so that moth cannot get into it. If kept in a dry shop
this summer in that box, would it be likely to sweat or spoil in any
way so long as so kept? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. It is a hard matter to advise without knowing your
market, especially your home market. The probability is that .*2.4'i

per case of 24 pounds will be better than to keep it over with the risk

of granulation.
3. If it is entirely free from worms now, putting it where no moth

can enter will keep it safe on that score, and kept as you mention
there should be no harm befall it except granulation. If any worms
are present now, treat with bisulphide of carbon, or sulphur, anl
again' two or three weeks later, and if then confined where moths can
not enter, it should not be further troubled in that way.

Perhaps a aueenless Colony.

I have only 1 colony, and there is not a particle of honey Jio

single cell of brood in the hive. The bottom -board was nailed to i

hive, and I tore it off yesterday and found quite a number of wi

worms and a lot of refuse on the bottom-board. The comb seem-

be all right, and there is a fair number of bees in the hive. About 15

days ago I placed an Alley queen and drone trap at the entrance of the

hive and caught quite a number of drones. Does a fertile queen come
out of the hive at other times than when the.v swarm ; You see that I

am thinking that I may have caught the queen in that trap. When 1

get the queen, would I better put the Ijees on foundation, or on the

combs in the old hive? The combs may be diseased, although they
,

appear all right. Missouri.

Answer.—The probability is that a colony is queenless if it has

no brood at this time of the year. If so, it is doomed unless it has

help. It may be, however, that a young queen is in the hive, and has

not yet begun to lay. If you can secure a piece of brood and give to

it, it will start queen-cells if no queen is in the hive. You can then

get a queen and give to it, if you think there is population enough to

be worth saving. Of course, food must be given if it can not gather

enough for its daily needs.

A fertile queen does not leave the hive except when swarming.

Even if she did, there would still be sealed brood after only 15 days.

The combs are very likely all right.

Swarming Questions.

1. In putting a hive on top of one where the bees died last winter,

will tiie bees swarm as soon as if in single hive? Will they store

honey in the lower hive if left that way? Will the queen lay in the

lower story, or will she always stay in the original brood-chamber'

2. After the first swarm leaves the hive, and I desire no more

swarms from that hive, will I have to cut out all queen-cells, or must
I leave one ?

3. Has the queen hatched and left her cell when the first swarm

4. If a swarm issues now, will it cast a swarm this year, if the first

new swarm is hived on full sheets of foundation? Michigan.

Answers.— 1. If the two stories are left, the bees will not swarm

so certainly or so soon as with only one story. If a story of combs is

put under a colony for the bees to take care of, the empty story is

usually taken away before storing begins, when working for comb

honey. If the two stories are left, the brood-nest will in most cases

be extended into the lower story before any brood is there.

If working for extracted honey, you can put the queen in the

lower story at the beginning of the harvest, putting a queen-excluder

between the two stories, and there will be no swarming in the experi-

ence of some, but others say it is not a sure preventive.

3. One must be left, or you will have a queenless colony.

3. The young queen emerges from her cell a week or so after the

issuing of the first swarm.
4. Generally not, although it sometimes happens, such a swarm

being called a " virgin " swarm.

Please send us Names of Bee -Keepers who do not nov^

g-et the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-

ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on

other matters.
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FROM MANY FIELDS

3
Season in Florida.

The season was cold until June. There was
a warm spell during March, with bees swarm-
ing. We have the whitest honey I have seen
for years. D. J. JPawletta.
Columbia Co., Fla., June 7.

Southern California Crop Pros-
pects.

The honey crop of Southern California will
not worry the Eastern producers thin year, it

being almost a failure. Some of our largest
producers are already feeding their colonies
to try to save them. Notwithstanding this
well-known fact, there appears occasionally
in our daily papers the old story of how much
honey is on hand in Southern California, and
that low prices will prevail.

Somebody keeps putting out these market
reports, evidently hoping the small producers
will swallow the bait and rush in their stock
if they have any. One of our largest produc-
ers has nearly 50 tons of extracted honey from
last season, and is holding it for 7 cents,
f.o.b., and perhaps more. He will get his
price before the season is over.

It will take eternal vigilance on the part of
the Honey-Producers' Association to prevent
the glucose fiend from getting in his work this
season. R. H. Lyman.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., June 4.

Heavy Winter Loss of Bees.

There are not as many bee-keepers here now
as last year. Quite a nvimber lost all they
had. Fully "5 percent of all the bees have
gone to their " happy hunting grounds."

I have taken the American Bee Journal for
over 10 years, and should not know how to
get along without it.

Henry Sutherland.
Berrien Co., Mich., June S.

DITTMER'S FOUXDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, ?Iost Xransparent and 1'ougli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of S UI*I*JLIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont.( Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
•lease mention Bee Journal "when wrriting,

Severe Winter—Home-Made hives.

As the winter here was very severe many
bees died, and many that lived are very weak,
but some are still strong and doing nicely.

I was quite lucky, and did not lose as large
a percentage of my bees as many other bee-
keepers in this vicinity, and at this time I

have bees working in their super.
When I first worked among the bees I was

troubled by their being very cross, so cross,
even, that one could not go at all near their
hives, and many bees of other bee-keepers I

find the same, but this year I am over this
trouble to such an extent that I open the
hives and work among them largely without
veil, smoker or gloves. I found that I was
the one that was to blame, and not the hees.
1 happened to be in the yard of a fellow bee-
keeper, and noticed that although he opened
the hives and did about as he had a mind to,

the bees kept just as still as kittens fondled
by their mother. I asked him how he man-
aged to keep his bees so tame, and it did not
take him long to make me understand, and
this year, as I said, I have no trouble in per-
forming the same feat.

The remedy is simply this : Be very calm and
moderate in your actions, and use the smoker
but very little, so as not to gjve the bees the
impression that you are after all their hives
and stores, for, if j-ou do, they will give you
to understand that they got there first, and
mean to stay until the last.

I see, on page H-i7, that a certain subscriber
seems to doubt my statement made on page
3S3, in regard to making my own hives, as he,

says he had found it costs more than to buy
them at a factory.

Now, I consider it needless to give my fig-

ures again, but they were the exact cost of
the material that I used, and the lumber was
good and sound, and not the sappy stock that
one is apt to get in ready-made hives, which
must be painted before getting wet or else

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but lew within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st,

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select l.OO 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8.00 IS.OO

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
Please mention Bee journal -when writine

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selectioo from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at "Scents; after June IS, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Take Notice Su\\'n!'k%a??g^ ^r^ifi
a^^.^—^^—^^^ have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, $1.00; Untested,

75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger

quantities and Nuclei given on application.
' Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please xnenuou isee j Durniu wnen wntm^

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

Smokers
ZSAtf T. P. BINQHAM. Parwell, MIcb.

Please mention Bee Journal "When writtn^.

Excursions for the Fourth
via the Nickel Plate Road, at one fare
for the round-trip, plus 25 cents, July
2d, 3d and 4th, within a radius of 200
miles from starting point. Return
limit July Sth. Three daily trains in

each direction, with modern coaches
and vestibuled sleeping-cars, to Cleve-
land, Erie, Buffalo, New York, Boston
and New England points. Passengers
to points east of Buffalo have privilege

of stopover at Niagara Falls, in either

direction, and also at Chautauqua
Lake, during excursion season, by de-

positing tickets. Individual American
Club Meals, ranging in price from 3Sc.

to $1.00, served in Nickel Plate dining-
cars ; also service a la carte. No ex-
cess fare charged on any train on the
Nickel Plate Road. Chicago Depot,
corner La Salle and Vrfn Buren Sts.

;

the ouly depot in Chicago on the Ele-

vated Loop. City ticket offices, 111

Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
Telephones, Central 2057 and Harrison
2208. 10—24A4t

A Standard-Bred Italian Queen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.

As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a fine. Un-
tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-

ing condiiioDs, all of which must be strictly followed:

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own
subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this j ear

(1904).
2. Sending your own name with the ?1.00 for the Bee Journal

will not eniiile you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
he already a paid"-in-advance subscriber as above, and the new sub-

scriber must be a NKW subscriber; which means, further, that

the new tubscriber has never had the Bee Journal regularly, or at

least not for a whole year previous to his name belnt: sent in as a

nswone; and, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where

the Bee Journal is already beiu^' taken.
, . ., , ^

We think we have made the foregoing sufficiently plain so that no error need be

made. Our Premium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned iu

a legitimate way. They are worth working for.
., j . „

We will book the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailed in May or

June. Will you have one or more?
, ,v r. -, , .v.

It you cannot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we wiil send the

American Bee Journal a year and the Queen—both for only 151.50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
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have a warped hive. From what this bee-

keeper says, there is not a carpenter in the
whole State of Illinois that can make a hive
witnout spoiling the lumber, and, as he says,
" not half cut." whatever that means.
Now, he is not speaking very well of the

carpenters in Illinois, and I do not wonder, it

things are in such a condition all through
those western States, that we here in the East
are told to go west where we would be in

great demand, for if an apprentice who had
worked at the carpenter trade six months here
could not make a bee-hive as good as those
made by manufacturers, he would be dis-

charged in short order.
He further states that " the men who run

bee-hive factories are at a big expense for

machinery,'' and they also pay big wages to

experts to handle stock and machinery. I do
not know how much of an expert it takes to

handle boards or box-machinery, but I do not
feel myself obliged to trade with every man
who comes along, just because he has placed
himself in my way, and has an " ax to grind."

W. W. Jacobs.
Middlesex Co., Mass., June 1.

Peiro's Propolis Pofous Plaster.

Here are directions for preparing the best
*' porous plaster " extant—the very thing bee-
keepers will certainly appreciate—at least

those who are suffering from lumbago, lame
backs, from muscular rheumatism, sprains,
etc.

:

To a half teacupful of propolis (bee-glue)
add just enough turpentine (a teaspoonful is

enough) to soften the propolis into a thick
paste by stirring well. Have a thick piece of
cotton cloth—drilling or bed-ticking—into
which several small holes have been snipped
with the scissors, lay the cloth on any Arm
base, table, box or other handy foundation

;

take a table-knife and evenly spread the prop-
olis as if buttering your bread. This done,
apply it firmly to the small of the back, where
the pain is most intense—where the "crick "

catches you on bending. Or, if your side or
chest hurts you—indeed, anywhere where
pain is great, apply this porous plaster, and
that pain will depart in short notice.

It can be left on as long as necessary.
" It sticketh like a brother."
It the propolis Is made very thin with tur-

pentine, and kept in a bottle for ready use, it

will prove its worth in gold on cuts, bruises,

felons, boils, etc. Indeed, it should prove a
household treasure in every bee-keeper's fam-
ily. Dr. Peibo.

More Heavy Winter Loses.

Last year there were quite a number that
kept bees here, but I am sorry to say that the
hum ot the bees now is very taint. I have
one colony left out of 13 that went into win-
ter quarters in good shape, but the winter was
too severe ; the cold weather was so steady
that the bees had no chance to move their
cluster, and so finally starved to death with
lots of honey in the hive. The bees that sur-

vived have very little chance to build up, on
' account of the continued cool weather.

We are living in the "famous fruit-belt"

ot Michigan. The fruit-growers missed the
bees during the blossoming season. The loss

ot bees here was an average of about 90 per-

cent. H. P. Heinlen.
Berrien Co., Mich., June 10.

Spring Report—A Bee-Cellar.

The past winter was both long and severe

here in northern Minnesota. I put 10 colon-

ies of bees in the cellar Nov. 14 and took them
out April 26. This was the first suitable day
tor bees to tly freely since Nov. 1.

Nine ot my colonies were in excellent con-

dition, and the other one very weak. We had
two weeks of warm weather following that

flrst good day, and the bees improved it to the

utmost. My best colonies soon had 12 frames
of brood.
There are not many bees kept in the county.

One of my neighbors had 7 colonies which
wintered all right; another neighbor lost i

out of ". They were kept in a house-cellar

warmed by a furnace, but not in the same
room with the furnace. The honey in the four

ite.stisfeLste.ste.iitstOttiiiMtM4.jteilislisliste.ite.>!*>!*.>!!

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. v
pt Service. ft

NEW CATALOG FREE.
^

Everythinjf used by Bee*Keepers.

lyow Freig-ht Rates.

WALTER S. POUDER,
5«3-5i5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND C

Please mention Bee Journai -swlien "wntlnfl

B66-K66D6rS

!

Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will 'tell

you how to put foundation in four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies atFactory Prices,

A. COPPIN. Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None better.

J.F.MICHAEL R.I, Winchester, Ind.
23Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Fourth of July.
One fare for the round-trip, plus 25

cents, July 2d, 3d and 4th, within 200

miles from the starting point on Nickel
Plate Road. Return limit July 5th.

Chicago Depot : LaSalle and VanBuren
Sts. City Ticket Offices, 111 Adams
St., Auditorium Annex. Telephones,
Central 20S7, and Harrison 2208.

9—24A4t
We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal Tvlien TvritinR

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the
freight.

Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan
QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRIGQS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

''ease mention Bee Jou'^al when writine.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, a-tid they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frbe Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

^eaae mention Bee Journal "wtien "wrltiiie

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. L,ang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

Qiueens Mow Ready to Supply by Return Mail.

Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens, Untested, during June,
1, 75c.; 6, $4.00-. 12, $7.50.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI,OHIO.

Rease mention bee Journal
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hives lost, granulated so hard that the bees

could not live on it. It was the best clover

and basswood. Can Dr. Miller explain this;

My bee-cellar is a pit dug in a gravel hill-

side, about 6 feet square, and 6 feet deep.

The sides are held up by posts set close to-

gether. The hives are set on stringers a foot

from the bottom. Above the hives a rough
floor is laid. The space above is filled with
sacks containing forest leaves. The root was
made of common boards with lath battens. It

projects about 6 inches above the ground and
has a slope to correspond with that of the hill-

side. A small ventilating shaft comes up
from the bottom at the lower side of roof. In

this hangs a thermometer which can be exam-
ined at any time desired. There is a small

trap-door just over the ventilator. Over this

door is set a box having no top or bottom.

This box is just large enough to hold4gunny-
sacks filled with leaves. By this means a slow,

steady ventilation is maintained all winter.

Around this box the roof is well covered with

leaves and hay, and extends some 10 feet back

from the root on all sides to keep frost from

going down about the sides of the cellar. The
temperature on Nov. 14 was 40 degrees; soon

afterwards snow came and the temperature

rose to 42 degrees. During the coldest weather

it dropped to 38 degrees, remaining between

these points the entire 165 days the bees were

in the cellar. I did not open the cellar to

examine them until March 31. A change of

70 degrees in the outside temperature never

made more than 2 degrees difference in the

cellar. The cash outlay for this cellar was
just$1.00.
White clover is abundant, and basswood

buds have started. I hope for a good season.

Decker Co., Minn., Junes. F. L. Day.

A Report—Tpansferping Bees.

At last I am going to tell you about some
queens I purchased. They were tested, and
are hatching, each having nearly 5 Langstroth

frames full of brood. The bees are very light

striped.

I told you I was going to transfer two colo-

nies from box-hives into hives with movable
frames; I divided the bees, put them in 4

hives, put the new queens in their cages 24

hours, and then set them free. I did not look

at them for 3 days, to see what they were do-

ing, but they were all right the other day.

SEND=TO-US
for everything in Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We Have It
at Factory Prices. Can ship Quick. We
are agents of G. B. Lewis Co., Chas. Da-
dant & Son, and other leading manu-
facturers. Wholesale and Retail.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
213-215 W. Second Street,

DAVENPORT. - IOWA.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
'

July 8th

The Nickel Plate Road will run an ex-

cursion to Chautauqua L,ake and return

at one fare for the round-trip from
Chicago, with return limit of August
9th, by depositing ticket. Transpor-
tation good on any of our three daily

trains. Cheap rates to other eastern

points. No excess fare charged on any
train on Nickel Plate Road. Individ-

ual Club Meals, ranging in price from
3Sc. to $1.00 ; also service a la carte, in

Nickel Plate dining-cars. Write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298, Chicago, for particulars.

Chicago city ticket offices, 111 Adams
St.and Auditorium Annex. Telephones
2057 and Harrison 2208. 11—24A4t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Prompt Shipments Onr Specialty.
If you want your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us. We

have the largest stock in Michigan, and can ship at once.
Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Root'sGoods -^o-^IOWA
And the West

At Root's Factory Prices.
IS years in the Suppiv Business has put us in

the lead for everythiufr in our line.

OUR NEW BUrLDING. just completed,
is filled with the largest stock ot Supplies ever
carried in the West.
We are centrally located, and have every fa-

cility for handling business with dispatch, and
our shipping- facilities are the best.
Write to-day for 1904 Catalog. Address,

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565 & 567 W. SEVENTH ST. DES MOINES, IOWA

15A12t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I
ourHII-VES and SEOTIOISrS

I
1 Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material.

|
By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and

secure prompt shipment. g

1 PAGE & LYON MFQ. CO., New London,Wis.«iJSA
|

f'iease mention Bae Journal when wntint.

K,HJD OA.IC, IO"WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at thelvOWtST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AaENCies.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb,
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa-
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Please Mention the Bee Joornal
when writing
Advertisers *•«

IViUTH SPECIAL HIVE
Differs from the regular styles of dove tails only in the superior COVER
and BOTTOM BOARD. It is neat in appearance and constructed with
RIGIDITY and DURABILITY.

Complete Line of LEWIS' SUPPLIES, at Factpry Prices.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI Beyond Comparison, j;

SEND FOR CATALOG'

THE FRED W. MUTH
51 Walnut Street,
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and doinfr good work. I have one dark queen
that has more brood than they have, and sev-

eral that have not as much. I transferred the
bees from 3 boxes this spring, but one colony
was not strong enough to divide. Those that

I transferred had brood enough to fill 5-Lang-
stroth frames to a hive, and enough honey in

the combs to put two more to a hive. 1 feel

proud of my work and my queens.
I am 21 years old, and am in hopes I will

become a bee-keeper. I make my own hives,

and they are all 10-frames—no toys— with
supers to hold as much as the brood-chamber.

I used sticks to hold the comb in the frames
when transferring. I think they are better
than wires ; they were ready to take off in a
week. The sticks must be longer than the
frame is wide or high, so as to cut notches
and- lie them on. It is the work for two to

transfer, and a job you cannot hurry.
Roy a. BofTWELL.

Monona Co., Iowa, June 10.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will meet at College Station, Tex., Tues-
day, Wednesdav and Thursday, July 5, b and 7,

1904, beginning at 10 a.m. on Tuesday. This
will be during the meeting of the Texas Farm-
ers' Congress, so it will be a great time. Rail-
road rates and board will be cheap.
The convention will open at the time named.

Come early and take part.
Loots H. ScHOLL, Sec.

College Station, Tex.

For Sale.
50 or more colonies of BROWN BEES in

Langstrolh-Siraplicity hives, made of dressed
cypress and painted, with Laag'stroth frames

—

all standard size. Will take f3.00 per strong
colony as they stand. Address for information,

JOHN KENNEDY, Selma, Miss.
24A4t flease mentiun the Bee Jonrnal.

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

B66-K66D6rs' Supplies.
Send for our large illustrated Caialoe-.

Address,

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. R,
1730 South 13th St., OMAHA. Nebr

12A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Wanted - Bee-Keepers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We inanufacture them, and are dealers
In BEE-SUPPLIES. vSend for special
price and Catalog:.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT. WIS.
Vlease mention Bee Jonmal •when -wntma

LOSS BY LICE
-the ntiv All

nd more profit

made by the use of this famous
powder. Itfrees setting hens from
these pests without harming eggs
or chicks. A trial box 10c will

.
prove It. 100 oz., by express. $1.00.

' "Pocket Book Pointers" free

D. J. Umlwrt, Boi 707. Apponaue. R I

Please mention Bee Journal when writina

Honey ^ Beeswax
SOLD

i:^:

'T/' BOUGHT
When yea run short of Honey to supply your

local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in 60-pound tin cans, 2 cans in a box. Purity
guaranteed. We pay cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henry M. Afnd. Mgr

loi E. Klnzie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen f. 90
•' Tested Queen 1.10
•• Selected " 1.40
' Breeder " 2.20
' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.10

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
304 Bast Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
iPleasp mentioa Beeiotimal -wnen wrlttivjk

Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

rteP'ie menuou Wee Journal •when writing.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping

Device is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-

keepers. Full printed directions

Bent with each one. We mail it for

25 cents; or will send it FREE as

a premium for sending us One
1 fiew subscriber to the Bee Journal

I for a year at $1.00; or for Sl.lO we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping Device. Address,

neORQE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

THe
Dixie Home

10 CENTS A YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
Illustrated M.^ga-
ziNE in the world for
10c a jear, to intro-
duce it ONLY.

It is bright and up-
to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.
It is full of fine en^rravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.
lOc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Si.x years, 50c. Or, clubs of
6 names, £0c; 12 for $1 . Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this
out. Send to day. THE DIXIE HOME.
24A48t No. 75. Birmingham. Alabama.
Please mention Bee Jonmal -when -writing,

$in t\n(\ WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED
«i[>X\/)UUU OUR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leafiet showing our -special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
47 Cedar Lake Road,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.

WANTED I'^'^^^^B HONEY
In no-drip shippn; cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or ans. Quote your best price
delivered Cinclnna The Fred W.Muth Co.
32Atf Front an;! alnut, Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mention I o Journal wtien writlne.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, May 9,—The market has an over-
supply of comb houey, very little of which will
pass as No. 1 ^rade—price is ll(g>12c per pound,
and off grades at a correspondinjf value. E.x-
tracted, 6(a'7c per pound for best grades of
white: amber colors, 5i<_'bc per pound. Bees-
wax, 30ft 32c. R. A. Bdrnett & Co.

Cincinnati, 0., June ".—Since warm weather
set in, hardly any sales of comb honey are
made; what little there was sold, was fancy
while and brought from 12H'(5'13Hlc. Extracted
has a fair demand, as follows; Amber, in bar-
rels, from S%(a,S^c; in cans, ^c per pound
more; alfalfa, 654c; fancy white clover, "Jic.
Nice yellow beeswa.x, 30c. C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., June 3.—The honey market is
very dull now, and prices nominal Receipts
are very light and demand the same. We quote
comb honev, in good order, white, 13@lSc'
mi.ted, 12@i3c; dark, 10@12c. Extracted, buck-
wheat, SH'ibc; mixed, 5)i@6c; white, 6)4(ai7c.
Beeswax, 30@32c. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, J une 15.—The demand for honey
is slow for this season of the year, which is due
lo the vast quantities that were held over from
last season, and the importation of Cuban
honey. We quote amber in barrels and cans at
SK@6Mc; while clover, fiMBHc Reeswa.x, 30c

The Fred W.Moth Co.

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey is
extremely light, almost nothing, and supplies
ate heavy for this time of the year, and our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 13@16c; A No. 1, 14(gi5c; and
Nc.l, 14c, with no call for under grades, Ex-
traded, from 6@7c. Blake, Scott & I,be.D

Kansas City, June 15.—The market is about
cleaned up on old honey, the last selling for
$2.75 per case. We expect our first shipment of
new stock in next week, and will sell same at
$3.25 per case; we have been receiving letters
from all of our honey-shippers, from which we
gather that the crop in Iowa and Missouri runs
from fair to good. Old extracted honey meets
with very slow sale. Beeswax in good demand
at 30c. C, C, Clemons & Co.

New York, May 21,—The market on comb
honey is decidedly dull and it is almost impos-
sible to move largre blocks. What little trade
there is, is done in a small way. We quote
nominally: Fancy while at 13c: No. 1 at 12c,
and amber at 10c; no demand for dark at alL
Extracted is in fair demand at unchanged pri-
ces, with a good supply. Beeswax remains firm
at 30c, but we expect a decline very shortly.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

Philadelphia, June 8. — The comb honey
season is now about over. There are dol enough
sales to fix any price. For the last 10 days
commission men have been accepting any offer
they could get. but did not fix any market
value. Extracted honey seems a little off in
price, some lots from the south being offered as
low as 5c in barrels. We quote: Southern ex-
tracted, tc. Fancy white clover, 7c, Beeswax
is a little oS; 29c for bright yellow is the top
market price.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm, A. Selser.

San Francisco, June 1.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, 12M!(<?il3c; amber, 'i^llc. Extracted.

Offerings of new honey are looked for in the
near future, but not in heavy quantities. Stocks
of old honey in this center are of quite moder-
ate proportions and iuclude little ot high grade.
Common qualities are not receiving much at-
tention.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, bnylng or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO..
199 South Watbr St. Chicago. Ill>

f-^ C t so colonies of ITALIAN
V-TiV 7>f\ IC BEES, Hoffman frames
1 Ul iJCXl^

i„ J, ^'^jK, frame hives,
including e.vlracting supers acd combs, at a
BARGAIN. B, WALKER,

CLYDE (a suburb of Chicago), ILL.
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BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of tbe makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best mag^aziue for beginners, edited bj one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

1. J. STRINOnflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every ^
artice a bee-keeper nses. BEBS AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. •

TT Apiaries—Glen Cove, 1..I. Catalog free. ^

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SlTA, EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

\ BEE-SUPPLIES!

\
Some of the Best Goods In the

World.

I

We know this because our customers
say so, and prove the assertion by or-

ordering goods shipped across several

States to them.

Lewis' Goods at Factoru Prices
Catalog free. ^

C. M. Scott & Co. L
1004 East Washington Street, T

Indianapolis, Ino. ^'^^ T»
MountUniojGoliege
Open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 2S

instructors. Alumni and students occu-

pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person

with tact and energy can have an educa-

tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COLIiEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

100 Colonies ot Italian, Carnlolan and their
Cross, in S frame dovetail hives—full colonies
at from $5.00 to $6.00 per colony. Address,
LOUIS WERNER, box 387, Edwardsville, 111.

23A4t Please mention the Bee Journal

l^a'^Dadant's Foundation
27111 #
year #

can anybody do? ^!P
PURITY, PIRHNESS, ^We Guarantee Satisfaction. SJ^aJ

NoSAQQINQ, No L

^Vhv rlnP« if <;ell unwell? Because it has always given better satls-
VY liy UUCd IL &CI1 ^U well r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

#
Bee=Keepers' Supplies |

OF ALL KINDS.

Langstpoth on the Honey-Bee—Re^/iscd
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

X BEBSVNZAX WANTED at all times.

f DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Please mention Bee Journal -wnen writlnfr.

BEWARE
where: you buy your

BEEWARE
WISIIV/ATCRTOWn\

MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. Lewis Company
Watertown.Wisconsin,U.S.A.

5end for Catalog.
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SEEMS STRANGE |

^

^

To talk about wintering: now. But don't let last winter's losses occur again .

Insure successful wintering: by putting your new swarms into ROOT'S

DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVES.

4444444444444444
.{..5..5.4.4..j>^..:.^..5..>^..{..j..!,4.

fffffffffffffff?

4444444444444444

fffffffffffftfff

Root's Dovetailed Chaff Hive.
It protects against extreme cold. It protects against extreme heat. It is used

in Cuba and Mexico to keep the bees warm in chilly nights and cool in the

hottest days. It winters the bees on summer stands as far north as they can

be raised. In fact, it is the hive for every bee-keeper. For comb honey pro-

duction it is in the first ranks. The ample protection of the super against

cold permits uninterrupted comb-building so necessary in the production of

comb honey. Send for our Catalog that tells all about it. '. .'.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Factory and Executive Office :

HV^EIDIITJ^, OHIO.

BRANCH HOUSES:
New York, N. Y., 44 Vesy Street.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Philadelphia; Pa., 10 Vine Street.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 438 West Houston Street.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Havana, Cuba, San Ignacio 17.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.

And Agencies elsewhere.

##
^ Send for Catalog and Buy of the Nearest Agency or Dealer. V
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Editorial Comments

Early Ordering of Bee-Supplies.

It would seem that after the very trying—almost heart-rending-

experiences of last year, in endeavoring to get bee-supplies in time to

prevent loss, would have caused all to rua no risk of a recurrence of

the trouble this year. But we learn that the dilHculty is almost as

great this year as it was last season.

We can not imagine anything more exasperating than to be with-

out necessary supplies to take advantage of a good honey-flow. Espe-

cially after one has sent in his order for goods in what he naturally

thinks ample time to receive them for use when really needed in the

apiary.

Many a business has languished, and almost failed entirely, for

the lack of ready capital to conduct it properly. But hee-keeping

would hardly seem to be a business of that kind, as its demands or

requirements are not large. In the majority of cases an extra invest-

ment of perhaps $50 or $100 would insure the possession of suflieient

bee-supplies to avoid any loss or vexatious delay whatever.

But too many seem to look upon their bees simply as they do on

their chickens. It they yield any returns, all right; if not, all right.

So the requirements are not carefully considered, or, it thought of at

all, it is often too late to prevent loss or delay. All dealers, if they

could, would gladly fill every order the same day on which it is re-

ceived, but of course that is utterly impossible in an establishment

that does much business. The dealer has his troubles as well as the

negligent customer. We know somewhat of the former's trials, hav-

ing passed through them during the very trying season of last year.

We have since thought that we'd like to write an article or two on
" The Trials of a Bee-Supply Dealer." But it we did, perhaps some of

our old bee-supply customers would come back at us with " The

Trials of a Bee-Keeper Who Couldn't Get Supplies." And we might

get the worst of it. However, we tried to do the best we could in

filling orders promptly, but it was very aggravating to all concerned,

as we were unable to get the goods fast enough from the factory that

furnished them.

The lesson to be learned is this: Order your bee-supplies durins:

the winter— perhaps three or four months before you really need

them—then, in all probability, they will arrive in time for use when

you must have them.

The No-Dpip Shlppingr-Case.

Recently, R. A. Burnett i Co. called us over to their honey-store

to see quite a large local shipment of comb honey that had come in

from Iowa. It was all properly put up, and arrived in excellent con-

dition, with one exception. It seems that the no-drip strips under

the sections were too thin. They were only 'jj of an inch thick, when

they should have been at least I4 inch.

The honey had not broken down at all, but it had leaked out 01

the combs so much that in some cases it was daubed all over the undi 1

side of the sections. Had the no-drip strips been thick enough, thi )•

would have been ample space below the sections for all the honey-drip,

without its touching them.

This is a matter that the manufacturers should remedy. It may
take a trifle more wood both in the strips and also in part of the case

itself, but we believe the advantage to be gained by the extra thick-

ness of the no-drip strips would increase the value of the case itself to

those who use them. By their being made too thin, it simply defeats

the very object for which they are intended, that is, when for any rea-

son the honey leaks out of the comb either from unsealed cells or from

cracking of the comb itself, the latter resulling sometimes from cold

weather or from rough handling.

The Press and "Manufactured" Comb Honey.

Early this month we received the following letter from Hon.

Eugene Secor, who, for several years, was the general manager of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association

:

Forest City, Iowa, .June 9, 1904.

Dear Mb. York :— I notice that a jjood deal is being said in the
bee-papers about an article on manufactured honey, written by Dr.
Walker, which appeared in the June number of the Ladies' Home
Journal.

This reminds me of a little correspondence I had with a party at

Omaha, Nebr. , who is in some way connected with the Tri-City Press
Club, I think. As you know, I have been editing a department on
bees and honey in the Northwestern Agriculturist for about a year.

In one issue I stated that consumers might depend upon comb honey
being pure. I also commented on the credulity of the public who
think that comb honey can be manufactured, and also commented on
the oft-exploded theory that hens' eggs were claimed to have been man-
ufactured by machinery. This is the article to which Mr. Gilder refers.

Since my reply I have not heard from him. Perhaps he is negotiating
with The A. I. Root Co. for that .^lOOO. It would be interesting to

know the correspondence between them.

I was in hopes, however, to get a sauiple, thinking I might be able

to enlighten him a little further. •

It seems that this comb honey fake will never be entirely elimi-

nated from the daily press and other journals.

I do not know that you will care to make any use of this material

which I send you, but I thought I would let you know that I am not
entirely out of the business, even though I am no longer general
manager. Very sincerely yours,

Eugene Sbcor.

The letter referred to by Mr. Secor, as having been received from

Mr. Gilder, reads as follows:
Omaua, Nebr., April 25, 1904.

EooENE Secor,
Editor Bees and Honey Department,

Northwestern Agriculturist.

Dear Sir .-—In the issue of the Northwestern, under date of April

16, in an article on " Comb Honey is Pure," you speak of an offer of

SIOOO for a pound of comb honey manufactured without the aid of

bees.

If this " manufactured honey " is not honey at all, or if you desire

to create the impression that there is no imitation of honey in the
comb, so-called, we would be pleased to have you state who offers the

money. We would like some of it.

Concerning the eggs manufactured—of course, if this, too, is

done by machinery they are not eggs proper. But some 15 or 20 years

ago there was a factory located at Newark, N. J., which manufactured
eggs, so-called. These eggs could not be fried or eaten raw, but they'

boiled very nicely, and tons of them were sold to restaurants, hotels,

and boarding houses. They were composed of corn-meal and other in-

gredients, and were perfectly harmless so far as the eating of them
was concerned.

As far as the honey proposition is concerned, there is sold all over
the country an article supposed to bo honey in the comb. Every cell

is an exact representation of its neighbor, and the taste is the only
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means of detection to thousands of people who never saw a honey-bee,

or know anything of its sting.

We are of the opinion that when the money was claimed, tlie

party offering the same would get out of pa;yment by saying that if

the honey is manufactured, it is not " honey," etc.

Very truly yours, R. F. Gilder.

Whereupon, Mr. Secor replied to Mr. Gilder's letter in this fashion

:

Forest City, Iowa, May 21, 1004.

Mk. R. F. Gilder,
Care Tri-City Press Club, Omaha, Nebr.

Dear Sir :— Replying to yours of April 25, addressed in care of

Northwestern Agriculturist, which was forwarded to me here, I beg to

say that the letter did not reach me until about Ave days ago, and my
absence from home for three days of that time is the reason for the

delay in answering.
From the tone of your letter you evidently think that comb honey

can be and is made by machinery. I should be pleased to see a sample
which you think has been made without the aid of bees. I have had
enough practical experience with bees, and have had enough oppor-

tunities for observation, to believe the thing can not be done, but I am
open to conviction when I see the proof. Please send me a sample,

prepaid; and you might also send me a sitting of those machinery-

made eggs.
That offer of $1000 for a pound of comb honey manufactured by

machinery was made in good faith by The A. I. Root Co., of Medina,
Ohio, and I think the requirements are about as set forth in my
department from which you quoted.

If you are unable to obtain a sample of the article which you think

is manufactured, perhaps you could tell the exact location where it is

made, and I will investigate.

I shall be glad to hear from you, because it is the truth we want
in this matter. Very truly yours,

Eugene Secob,
Editor Bees and Uojiey Department in Northwestern Agricnlturisi.

It seems utterly impossible to overcome the evil effects of that

over-30-years-old manufactured-comb-honey misrepresentation. We
know of only one thing to do about it, and that is, to strike it when-

ever its miserable head appears to view. Mr. Secor's method is com-

mendable. It is just what every bee-keeper should do whenever

opportunity offers. The bee-papers can do but little to counteract the

evil effects of the republication of the lie about comb honey, as their

readers know that their is no such thing as artificial or manufactured

comb honey.

We are glad to know that Mr. Secor is continuing to do what he

can to stop the further spread of the story that has done so much to

injure bee-keeping.

Getting Increase vs. Honey.
" About this time,'' as the almanacs used to say, inquiries will be

raised by beginners as to what method to pursue to get a large amount

of increase without interfering in any way with the honey crop.

They may as well learn first as last, that there is no secret plan by

which such a thing can be done. As a rule, a swarm can be had only

at the expense of so much taken from the honey crop. In localities

where there is a large fall flow, it is possible that a colony swarming

somewhat early may, together with its swarm, give a larger harvest for

the entire seasoB than the colony alone would have done if it had not

swarmed. Even in such a locality, too much dividing up of the force

by means of swarming will lessen the honey crop, the colonies not

being strong enough for profitable storing, if indeed they are strong

enough to gather enough for th.eir own winter stores.

In most localities, the largest amount of honey will be obtained if

the forces are kept together, with no swarming. The beginner is wise

who makes up his mind that at least until he has considerable experi-

ence he will try to repress all swarming beyond one prime swarm for

each colony.

(
Miscellaneous Items

A Great Work on the Bible.—We have just bought the 3-

volume set of "The Popular and Critical Bible Encyclopiedia," re-

cently completed and now offered for sale by The Howard-Severance

Co., 173-175 Fifth Ave , Chicago, 111., who should be addressed for

full information.

While we have not had the time necessary to examine this Bible

Encyclopaedia thoroughly, still we have seen enough of it to appreciate

its great value to Sunday-school teachers and workers, and Bible

students of all grades and classes. We are pleased here to give the

judgment of the well-known and popular Epworth Herald, whose able

editor. Rev. J. F. Berry, was just recently elected a bishop of the

Methodist Episcopal Church:

A WORKING BIBLE CTCI.OFJSDIA.

There is a place waiting in thousands of private libraries for The
Popular and Critical Bible EncyclopLedia. This is a new work, in

three superb quarto valumes, and it has unquestioned claims on the
attention of a great army of Bible students. There has long been real

need for a cyclopaedia which should satisfy careful students, and yet
be moderate in cost. That need is completely met in this work. It is

full, scholarly, and much less expensive than any work which will

stand comparison with it. The editors are Bishop Fallows, Prof. A. C.
Zenos, and Prof. H. L. Willett, who have associated with them a great
company of distinguished scliolars. They have drawn freely on all

available sources for the foundation material, and have added a
wealth of new matter which is of the utmost interest and value. The
editors have wisely omitted lengthy discussions of minor critical ques-
tions, and have given the largest space to the essential facts for which
a Bible cyclopedia is most often consulted. While the name limits the
work to Bible themes, the articles have gone far beyond the boundary,
treating church history, the history of doctrine, and many of their
related subjects. This adds largely to the value of the work, and gives
it a decided advantage over Bible dictionaries which keep strictly

within the limitations of their title pages. The critical standpoint of
the work is modern, and yet conservative. Full recognition is given
to the established conclusions of present-day scholarship, and the
theories of the critics are freely and fairly staled. But there is no in-

clination to surrender the strategic positions of evangelical Christi-

anity at the command of critics whose theories are destructive, not
only of orthodoxy, but of each other. The publishers have done their

part of the work admirably. The three volumes are strongly and
beautifully bound, and the typography is all that could be desired.

National Convention at St. Liouis.—We have received the

following from Secretary Brodbeck

:

Los Angeles, Calif., June 18, 1904.

Editor American Bee Journal.—
Dear tiir

:

—The annual session of the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation for 1004 will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.

September 27 and 2s will be devoted to Association work and its

interests.

September 'JO, International Day. We expect many prominent
foreign bee-keepers to be present on this day.

September 30, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-inspectors from all

over the United States and Canada are counted on to introduce and
discuss " The Diseases of Bees," etc.

Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Convention Hall, a large map
of the United States, Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map with a one-pound
sample of each kind of honey produced. Many other exhibits of spe-
cial interest will be shown.

We expect to see the largest gathering of bee-keepers ever held in

this country. A more detailed program will appear later.

Respectfully, Geo. W. Brodbeck, Sec.

We hope that just as many of our readers as possible will plan to

be in St. Louis the last week in September, so as to attend the sessions

of the bee-keepers' convention. It should easily meet the expectation

of Secretary Brodbeck.

Remember, it is the last week in September, beginning with Tues-

day, the '37th.

The Apiary of M.r. W. A. Bowles, of Barren Co., Ky., ap-

pears on the first page. When sending the photograph he wrote thus,

under date of June 3

:

I send a picture of my apiary of 48 colonies. The hives face south.
This is the worst season for bees I ever saw, so cold and wet all

through the spring. Bees are weak. We will not get any honey this

time.
I have kept bees since 1894, and have been a reader of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal since 1896. 1 winter my bees on the summer stands.
The man in the picture is myself, and the other is " my cook.'' I

"stole" her about 20 years ago. Then I hail to appear before a
preacher and make some promises, that I fear I have not kept as faith-

fully as I should, for I have heard some grumbling about stove-wood.
W. A. Bowles.

" The Alfalfa and the Omega."—At a meeting in the West
last winter Secretary Wilson was the chief speaker, but also on the
stand almost unnoticed and unknown was Mr. Colmau. the first Secre-

tary of Agriculture after the bureau was established. One old farmer,
noting that the first and last were present, ami being something of a
stump speaker, thought he saw a chance to lunke a point. At the first

opportunity, therefore, he arose and grandiloquently informed the
assembly that they had with them "the Alfalfa and the Omega." He
never got any further, however, the rest of tie speech being drowned
in laughter. He certainly had hay in his eye, if not in his hair.

—

American Farmer.

The Apiary of J. Li. Strong, of Page Co., Iowa, is shown on

the first page of this number. Mr. Strong wrote as follows:

I send a view of my apiary taken from a point looking northeast.

That old man is the proprietor, and rears th« queens. The other two
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are his sons, aged 5 andilfi years, respectively. In front are three baliy

hives, referred to in the American Bee Journal of recent date. We
made a dozen of them as a trial.

In the rear of the apiary are four rows of LanRStroth hives, 25 in a

row, with nueen-rearing hives in between. The hive that the little

boy sits on is one of them.
The large hives in front are of my own design, and have been used,

for the production of comb honey, for the last 25 years. The brood
occupies five or more combs in the center, with space on either side for

sections, and also in the rear, ami with room on top for a super hold-

ing 28 one-pound sections, thus giving room for 100 pounds of section

honey at one time.
There were less than one colony in four, in these hives, that made

any attempt to swarm last season, and it was a good season for honey,
and they were strong colonies. This is also a good hive for winter, as

it is packed in the space after removing the sections.
J. L. Strong.

c
Contributed Articles

J
Perfect Wintering of Bees.

BY S. T. PETTIT.

I
AM more than pleased with Mr. G. M. Doolittle's ac-

count of the perfect wintering of that first colony taken
down to remove from the cellar—page 422. I venture the

statement that these bees were so quiet that no sound could
be heard from them by the most accuteearnearly all winter.

When I made the statement several years ago that when
bees are wintering perfectly they do not hum, I remember
that Mr. Doolittle quite disagreed with me. While I have
learned many useful things from him, I knew then that he,

though wintering his bees fairly well, had some things yet
to learn about wintering bees. What that one colony did,

nearly all in the cellar will repeat when the bees and nearly
all conditions are right. Years of experience makes me
bold to say this.

I here reiterate what I have said before, tha.tjezt/ bee-

keepers indeed realize the possibilities of perfect wintering.
Once I was trying to impress upon the Ontario Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, that when bees are humming they are not
wintering perfectly. They gave me a good hearing, but I

stood alone, and Mr. J. B. Hall suggested that I was a little

hard of hearing !

I have for years had many instances like the one colony
described by Mr. Doolittle. Toward spring there will al-

ways be some colonies to murmur. That colony was prac-
tically in the same condition as it was when it went into the
cellar, and was ready to catch the first flow from any source.
When bees are wintered rightly, supers should go on to

catch the spring and fruit-bloom nectar. I said when the
bees are right, that is, of quiet, gentle, contented tempera-
ment ; for it should be understood that the perfect wintering
depends not a little upon the temperament of bees.

Mr. Doolittle doesn't want any advice from me, but I'll

venture to suggest that he will do well to breed from that
queen. But there are other factors to be considered. No
bee-keeper can reasonably hope to become a success at per-
fect wintering unless he devotes a good deal of time with
his bees, in studying their conditions as to quietness. De-
pend upon it, if they are humming, something is wrong,
and more frequently the ventilation is at fault than any-
thing else.

When I used to remove bees from the cellar I did not
stop to examine for life. I rushed them with all possible
speed to their stands, so that as nearly as could be all might
fly at once. And almost always those that seemed "dead-
est" had the most reserve force and life.

In that one colony Mr. Doolittle has described the key
note—my ideal of perfect wintering of bees.

West Ontario, Canada, June 17.

Drones to Keep the Brood Warm.
BY C. P. D.\1)ANT.

I
HAVE just read Dr. Miller's article concerning the num
ber of bees or drones detailed to keep the hive warm
when a swarm issues. Dr. Miller is a practical man, am:

it is much more pleasant to discuss a point with him thai,

with some one who has watched one hive of bees or made
experiments on one colony and draws his deductions from
that as a rule to work by.

The Doctor has surely watched bees when they swarm.
If he has made remarks similar to mine, he has seen the

drones issue just like the workers, drawn out by the cyclonic

nature of the outpour. There seems to be a terrific force

behind the bees—a regular windstorm inside of the hive

—

and I doubt very much whether any of the bees stop to

study over the required number necessary to keep the brood

warm. It is true that, at a certain point, the rush allays,

and shortly after there is a recall and a number of the bees

seem to regret the bereaved condition of their home, and
set themselves to work calling back the departing swarm.
But an examination, after all is quiet, will show that in

someinstances very few are left, while in others many have
come home again.

So, if my opinion is asked, I will say that I do not be-

lieve the bees use any judgment or care as to how many are

left. Many drones come back, some go with the swarm,
but I doubt if any one will dare affirm that the greater or

the less number remain.
It seems to be very abitrary. Usually, also, few bees

are left, except those which were in the field when the

swarm issued, and the very youngest of the bees, unable to

hustle enough to follow their sisters. If most of the drones

remain, they are surely in addition to the bees, and I am
decidedly of the opinion that there is no oversight in regard

to the number of bees left in the hive, although I am more
willing to grant them a high grade of intellect than many
writers do.

But I consider the drones of very little use in any case

for warmth. They are there during the warmest weather,

most numerous when the hive is so warm that the bees have

to cluster outside. If there is a lull in the warm weather

—

if the wind turns to the north and the crop stops—the first

thing the bees will do will be to chase those drones and

drive them away, unless the colony is queenless. In this

very changeable climate we probably notice this oftener

than they do in more equable climates. I have no doubt

that my readers have all seen the drones driven out, more

or less, a few days before the opening of the crop, when
their warmth would be of use if ever.

In this question of the prevention of the rearing of

drones, which I have strenuously advocated, I have found

quite a little opposition. Not long ago a French writer took

me to task, with very caustic remarks, comparing my posi-

tion to that of the simpleton of Lafontaine's fable who was
criticising God for not hanging the pumpkin to the branches

of the oak, but who changed his mind when an acorn fell on

his nose from the top of the tree. " God does well what he

does."
, ^ ^

When He wants to reduce the number of drones pro-

duced, we do not contradict Nature. There is no fault to

be found with the excessive production of drones, in a state

of Nature. Since the queen mates in the open air, she must

necessarily run many dangers. It is therefore necessary

that drones exist in great numbers in order that she may
mate readily. But the drones of half a dozen hives will

sufficiently fill the air in the vicinity of the hives contain-

ing virgin queens to supply as many as needed for a hun-

dred colonies. We are no more to be looked upon as finding

fault with Nature, when we seek to prevent the production

of drones, than the farmer who castrates his boar pigs, his

colts, his calves. " God does well what he does." But vve

would bring a very broad smile on the lips of the most rigid

Presbyterian if we were to try to convince him, that for

that most excellent reason he must preserve all his boars,

his stallions, and bulls.

My experience with the reduction of the production of

drone-rearing dates back many years. When I was a boy,

we often purchased bees in box-hives, in gums, in barrels,

in kegs, dry-goods boxes, etc. When May came we trans-

ferred them, combs and all, to movable-frame hives, during

apple-bloom. The first thing my father taught me was to

discard all drone-combs, and to till the transferred hive

with worker-comb from dead colonies. We had two good

reasons for this : First, we did not believe that it paid to

rear drones ; then we wanted our drones reared in our best

Italian colonies, and the bees we transferred were always

black or common bees.

By great care we succeeded entirely in preventing the

production of black drones in our apiary. When I say

"entirely," I must make a correction. We never did suc-

ceed entirely, but so nearly that the number of black drones

produced was only an infinitesimal fraction of the total

number reared, and if we could only have controlled our
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neighbors* apiaries as we did our own, we should have
changed the breed of the bees from brown to yellow very
quickly.

It is impossible to do away entirely with the production
of drones, but the man who takes pains can reduce it to the
minimum ; at the same time, by a contrary process, increas-

ing it to the maximum in the colonies which he considers as
the best for honey-production. Hancock Co., 111.

The Standard Section— Under-Weight and

Over-Weight.
BY A. C. F. BARTZ.

ON page 182 appears a contribution by Mr. Allen Latham,
in which he takes issue against the under-weight sec-
tions, that is, against the sections weighing less than a

pound when filled with honey, and wishes every other bee-
keeper who opposes the same would send in his protest.

Now, Mr. Latham, I wish to congratulate you very
much regarding the stand you are taking, and wish to go
on record with you on the same protest ; for, like yourself,
I have given considerable thought to what should be the
standard section, and have come to the conclusion, by a
number of extensive experiences, that the standard section
should be 4'4x4'4xl 1516, for several reasons.

First of all, its dimensions as to height and length ; it

fits most of the supers of standard make, as it has been in
use so long that most beekeepers have adjusted themselves
accordingly.

Secondly, its width admits of a pound of honey, the
nearest of any manufactured, providing the bees are
crowded to a finish, and separators 4 inches wide are used.
Right here I wish to ask what in the name of common-sense
caused the bee-keepers to use a 3 '^ inch wide separator, as
nearly every section of honey produced with them has a
bulge at the bottom, if the separator is put even with the
top of the section as it should be, else a brace-comb at the
top ? And what under the sun made some of them invent
the fad, or humbug, of the tall section with fence separa-
tors ? To my notion a greater nuisance than the fence
separator and the tall-section fad has not been imposed
upon bee-keepers for some time. I wish the bee-keepers
who keep bees for the dollars and cents there are in it would
pay no attention to such fads, nor would I advise any of
them to go to a great deal of expense to change their supers
to accommodate any other style section than they are now
using, because the honey-consuming public has been im-
posed on to such an extent by under-weight sections that
they are fast becoming aware of the fact that there are dif-
ferent weights on the market, and are insisting on having
their honey weighed, and every honest-thinking bee-keeper
ought to inform the public of the fact, and educate them so
they might know, when buying honey, to buy by weight
only, the same as the beekeeper gets paid in most of the
markets by the pound, regardless of what each section
weighs. Otherwise the bee-keeper sells by the pound and
theconsumer buys by the pound, but receives by the piece as
is now being practiced. And I think the reason my honey
is in such demand by some dealers is on account of its
plump weight.

One dealer in Chicago has written repeatedly that some
of his customers didn't want any other honey than mine,
and would wait several days rather than buy any other (I

suppose light-weights). Now I don't stamp my name on ray
honey, either, so here it will be seen that it is not the name
the consumer is after—it is the quality and quantity he gets
for his money that he is after.

Of course, I believe in strict rules of grading, and would
like to emphasize what Mr. Niver said about it on page 222,
at the Chicago-Northwestern eouvention ; but I do not
agree with him as to the trouble of figuring if selling by
the pound and having sections of difl'erent weights, as this
is easily overcome with our modern "computing scales;"
and I have found many dealers of late insisting on weigh-
ing the sections on account of their being so extremely
light that even they themselves did not feel just right when
selling to a customer asking for a pound of honey. For
it was really the case, in this county, and I believe in most
of the smaller towns, the people think a section of honey is
a pound. As I am keeping a grocery store myself, I have a
good chance to know what the people ask for, and what they
are expecting to get, and I, too, must say that 99 out of 100
are under the impression they are buying a pound of honey
instead of a section. The argument that they should think

an orange or lemon has to be a certain weight is not paral-
lel, for it is generally known that oranges, lemons, and
eggs, are not weighed but are sold b3' count, but it is not so
generally known that honey in the sections is sold that
way. Of course, if the public were educated up to there be-
ing a half-dozen or more different grades and weights on
the market—as they know there are oranges and lemons

—

they would not feel deceived if they bought the light-weight
ones; but that is just where the "shoe pinches"—they
don't know, and are either deceived or else pay a big price
for an education they will finally obtain if they buy honey
long enough to discover the difference.

And for the aboved-named reasons I am in favor of a
section of honey weighing a pound, and if a case of 24 sec-

tions overruns I do not charge the wholesale house, nor the
retailer with the overrun, but make every case 24 pounds if

it weighs that or more; but if it weighs under 24 pounds,
the exact net weight is put on the case. In this way it will

be seen that the consumer is not cheated. When he buys a
section of honey supposed to weigh 16 ounces, and it weighs
17 ounces, I am the loser of that. So you see this is a new
scheme, and, take my word for it, if you practice this last-

mentioned scheme—that is, have your honey rather over-
weight than under-weight—you will have many satisfied

customers, and no trouble in satisfying customers and no
trouble in selling your honey even if your name is not on
every section, nor even on the case. The wholesale dealer
and commission man will take care of your name. I want
them to be in business any way, and I like to see them pros-
per. They are the bee-keepers' best friends, providing they
are honest, and if some are found to be dishonest discard
them and try another.

I have sold thousands of dollars worth of honey, and so
far have found only one crook, and 1 sold to him only once.
I warn every bee-keeper, or probable shipper of other pro-
duce, to beware of him. I have advertised him wherever I

have gone, and so should everybody who has any produce
to ship, be it honey, butter, eggs, or anything else. If a
commission man or jobber is found to be crooked, nail him
to the cross and keep him there ; but if he is honest and up-
right, treat him kindly. We need him.

Chippewa Co., Wis.

[ Convention Proceedings
J

Report of the CouveutioH of the New York State
Bee-Keepers' Association.

REPORTED BY MORLKY PKTTIT.

(Continued from paffe 440 )

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The following paper was read by Mr. N. D. West, one
of the New York State bee-inspectors :

FOUL BROOD AND BLACK BROOD.

It is a great pleasure for me to meet with you at a bee-

convention like this. It makes me think of family re-

unions. We come together as friends for a great, jolly

time, and a profitable one, too, and we expect to have it,

although one day is too short a time to hold a bee-conven-
tion. Some business must be done, and then we want time
to shake hands and talk with everybody. If we are not
acquainted we expect to get acquainted, and tell each other
how little or how much we know about things pertaining
to the bee-business. I suppose that you expect me to tell

you something about black brood. Well, I must say it's a
terror. It has ruined many whole apiaries. In fact, all of
the apiaries in some localities. There has been a time
when you could hardly find colonies of bees that were not
more or less affected with some kind of brood-disease, in

what we term diseased localities.

However, things are improving. Apiarists are learning
what to do. Those who have lost their bees—many of them
—are now holding their own in numbers, and are securing
good crops of surplus honey again, .uid it is almost impos-
sible for them to keep their apiaries entirely free from the

disease; but the disease is beconiing^ less and less each

favorable year in those localities.
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The season has very much to do with the progress of
the disease. The season and all outside influences have
much to do with the success or failure in curing black brood.
The McEvoy treatment for foul brood is perhaps as good a
rule as can be given, in so few words, for curing what we
call black brood, as well as foul brood. However, circum-
stances and conditions are such that I, as a bee-inspector,
am obliged to decide on some special work or treatment for

an apiary after inspection. I can not give a fixed rule that
would best apply to all colonies and apiaries in different

localities, especially in localities where apiaries are more or
less diseased. I always have the apiarist go with me and
help do the work while I am inspecting his bees, if possible.

After inspection, if the disease is found to exist, then I con-
sider the man as to his ability, disposi/iou, and how he is

circumstanced to do' the work required. Then I advise with
him, and make the best use of him that I possibly can to

eradicate the disease and make his apiary safe, at the same
time. I consider his economy in doing the work.

Bees that are badly diseased with black brood, and have
become very weak before the honey-flow begins, would bet-

ter be destroyed. Bees that become diseased with black
brood so that the old bees become sick and dumpish, should
be destroyed ; they can't be cured.

The best time to cure colonies affected with black brood
is during a good honey-flow, when it has come to stay.
After the bees have had a few days to gather some new
honey and put it in their old combs, then shake the bees off

their combs and put frames filled with comb foundation in

their place ; new or disinfected hives preferred. Once
shaking will then generally cure, if the live bees or queen
are not diseased.

Black brood is more radical in a new territory than after
it has been there for a year or two. Apiarists that are not
used to treating bees for black brood should attempt to treat
but 3. few colonies at a time, until they get experience, espe-
cially by shaking bees off on frames of foundation. There
is a method of dequeening a colony for 21 days, and then
giving them a new. choice Italian queen, which, if done at

the right time, will help to control swarming, and very
much improve the condition of bees that are strong enough
to swarm, but are more or less affected with black brood.
This will very often effect a cure the first season without
diminishing a crop of comb honey. Repeat the work again
the next season, and the apiary will improve every year, if

you give the colonies better queens. Weed out and destroy
all weak, run-down colonies caused by black brood every
fall and spring. It pays best to do so. Make increase from
healthy stock.

With natural swarming, the disease sometimes follows
the swarm, and sometimes the young swarms will not be
affected. When there is abundance of new honey just
gathered in the hive, the swarm will go out laden with
honey which is fresh, and not likely to be diseased. The
queen and bees are not likely to be affected, only when
found in run-down colonies.

There is very much to be said on this subject, but I

must bring this to a close I may now be misunderstood,
and possibly it would have been better had I said nothing
on this sublect.

FORM.\LDEHYDE TREATMENT OF DISEASED BROOD.

It may be well to bring out a few thoughts on the sub-
ject of formaldehyde gas as a treatment for disinfecting
diseased brood in combs, its effect on the brood, and also on
live bees With what experience I have had with it, it has
proved to be both success and failure. I have had quite a
great deal of experience with the use of. formaldehyde gas
in disinfecting brood-combs with very great results. How-
ever, much depends upon the condition of the combs, and
how they have been previouly prepared. I would not as
yet recommend using brood-combs promiscuously through
an apiary that had any of the dried-down matter or scales
caused by diseased brood, that can be seen with the naked
eye. I have experimented some by trying to disinfect a
diseased colony of bees by running the bees through a small
rubber hose directly into the bee-entrance of the hive, mak-
ing all other places of the hive tight to keep the gas from
escaping. I have tried 50 or more colonies in this way. It

is surprising how much gas the bees can endure and live.

They will stand the gas for four or five minutes before they
will begin to drop while treating in this way. I close the
entrance of the hive with a cloth or handful of grass to

keep the gas from escaping. After about two minutes I re-

move the cloth to let in a little fresh air at the bottom of the
hive, and also look and see if the bees begin to drop near
the entrance. Then I close up the hive again and keep the

gas running in for about five minutes, then remove the cloth.

Do this at any time when the bees begin to drop and run
out over the grass in front of the hive. This treatment
will destroy all of the uncapped brood in the hive. The
bees will carry out the dead brood and polish up the combs.
The queen will very soon fill the comb with eggs, and for
a while the condition will look favorable, but after a little

the disease will begin to show up in a mild way.
My first few trials with formaldehyde gas were a com-

plete success. I took some of the worst cases of diseased
brood that I could find, and after disinfecting them I went
to strong, healthy colonies of Italian bees, and took out
three frames per hive and put in their place three frames of
the disinfected combs. These combs were soon cleaned up
and filled with good brood. After this I had several colo-

nies treated, and new swarms hived on the combs, and all

went well. The following spring those colonies were in

fine condition. Last season I had swarms put on some
combs that were disinfected the previous season, and all

went well. The past season has not been so favorable with
disinfected combs that were filled with diseased brood. For
a while the brood in such disinfected combs would appear
good, but later I could see the disease again in a mild form
advancing. What the cause may have been for both suc-

cess and failure I can not say. Possibly it may be in the
strength of the formaldehyde. It may have been because
with my first and successful treatment the combs were put
in a small box and treated for a half hour. Perhaps the
heat and steam may have softened up things in general, so
that the gas had a better chance to do its work. / donH
know.

So much for what it is worth. Any one who has had
experience with formaldehyde in disinfecting badly diseased
brood-combs, I would be pleased to hear from them. I ex-
pected to say but a few words when I commenced, but I did
not know where to stop. Pardon me for using so much val-

uable time. N. D. WEST.

Mr. Stewart—In the fall, after the breeding is done, re-

move diseased combs and give the bees healthy combs.
This cures them. Even if they should carry some honey
with them they would eat it all before next brood-rearing.

(Concluded ne.^t week.)

[ Our Bec-Heepin§ Sisters
|

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Death of Mrs. Harrison.

The news of the death of Mrs. Lucinda Harrison comes
as a shock to those of us who knew her. She was a woman
of ability who did her own thinking, an accomplished bee-

keeper, a vigorous writer, and above all a good woman.
Green be her memory.

Keeping" Queens Received by Mall.

When a queen arrives by mail before the bee-keeper is

ready for her, what is the best procedure ? Iowa.

In warm weather she can remain in the cage in the house
a number of days without being chilled, until you are read)'

for her, or she can be put in any hive to be taken care of, if

you first see that the cage is fixed so that the bees can not

eat through the candy to get to her, perhaps fastening a

a piece of tin over the candy.

Hatching' Eggs Over Bees.

If chickens can be successfully hatched from eggs
placed over a colony of bees, a good many of the sisters

would no doubt like to know more about it. It seems that
Mr. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review, has
been making some experiments in that line. He says :

" Hatching eggs over a hive of bees has been reported
occasionally, but there always seems to be some sort of
vaguery about the reports. They have not come direct, but
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have always been in the nature of a report that some one
had heard of some one who had succeeded.. It is doubtful
if any eg^g^s were ever hatched in this manner. The normal
temperature of a colony of bees never goes above 100 de-
grees, while the temperature of a fowl is 105 degrees. The
temperature of a colony of ^ees is not high enough to hatch
the eggs of a foul. Incubators for hatching eggs are kept
at a temperature above 100 degrees, while the brood of bees
will not endure such a temperature, as I learned to my sor-
row when using a lamp-nursery in hatching out queens. I

several times tried to hatch hens' eggs in the lamp-nursery,
which was kept at a temperature of about 97 degrees, but
never succeeded. The germ would seem to begin to grow,
and red veins would branch out from it, and then develop-
ment would cease and remain the same, even though the
egg remained in the lamp-nursery for several weeks."

Mr. Hutchinson's experience is much like that of others,
but is he not in error in thinking that no one has given a
direct report of success 7 On page 300, J. G. Norton says':
"I still hatch chicks in bee-hives. It is no fake, and I have
no patent for sale. I practice the same at home for my own
satisfaction."

Orange Honey.

Grate the yellow rind from two fine oranges and add to
it two pounds of strained honey. Remove the juice and
pulp from one dozen oranges ; this should measure at least
a quart ; add this to the honey. Turn the whole in a pre-
serving-kettle and boil carefully for half an hour ; then put
it into pots, and when cold cover with paraffin or oiled
paper.—Mrs. S. T. Rorkr, in Ladies' Home Journal.

Winter Losses—Prospects Good.

t)EAR Miss Wilson :—The past winter has been enough
to try the faith and courage of the oldest and most experi-
enced bee-keepers, and never was such a large percentage
of loss of bees suffered within the memory of any living
bee-keeper. Some have lost every colony, and others have
lost a few.

Last fall I put 21 colonies into winter quarters in as
fine condition as I ever saw bees. There was plenty of
honey in the hives, and the colonies unusually strong.
Judging from past experience, I confidently expected to
have a fine apiary ready to begin work in the spring. But,
alas! "the best laid plans of mice and men gang aft'
agley " (and women, too). I have to day just 4 colonies of
bees, and those not very strong.

Those bees were dug out from four to ten feet of snow
eight times during the winter. I find that my bees suffered
from excess of moisture. The snow above and around the
hives kept them warm and damp, some of the combs full
of honey dripping with the condensed moisture, and the
heavier the colony the worse the trouble. The few that I
saved were more exposed, with a better chance for ventila-
tion. Now, I would like to know what any one could have
done to combat those conditions of last winter.

I have been successful in wintering bees on the sum-
mer stands for several years, but this experience leaves me
in a condition of mind that I imagine hundreds of bee-
keepers in the North can understand, and that is, that we
have additional proof that there is much that we do not
know about bee-keeping.

I am wondering a little about Mr. Doolittle, the success-
ful bee-man of New York, as to whether he lost as large a
percentage as many of us have. If he saved his bees, I
wish he would tell us how he did it—and I shall be ready to
join his class for beginners.

This promises to be a great year for honey in Central
New York, for those who have bees to gather the nectar.
White clover and alsike are fine, and the fruit-trees full of
bloom, but colonies are so weak that they are coming up
slowly.

My home, until three weeks ago, was in Oneida Co., N.
Y. The enclosed clipping will explain why I subscribe my-
self— Mrs. Henry Alley.

Essex Co., Mass., May 29.

It is hardly safe to say what might have prevented so
g:reat a loss, but as th'e colonies that had the most ventila-
tion wintered the best, perhaps more abundant ventilation
for all might prove successful. How would it do to winter
them in the cellar?

I may say to the sisters that the clipping referred to

gives an account of the somewhat romantic marriage of
Mrs. Margaret Ball, of Oneida Co., N. Y., to the well-known
queen-breeder, Henry Alley, of Essex Co., Mass.

Three years ago Mrs. Ball bought a queen-bee of Mr.
Alley, and her workers proved to be fine honey-gatherers.
A correspondence regarding that queen ensued, in which
an acqaintance was formed. Mr. Alley wanted that queen
back, but the widow was loath to part with it. Persever-
ance, however, finally secured both widow and queen, and
Mrs. Ball is now Mrs. Alley.

(
Nasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

PBESBRVING SOME PURE BLACK BEES.

I can heartily second Allen Latham's suggestion that
some means be taken to keep a few colonies of black bees
pure. Some not too big island somewhere would seem to
be the thing. Those of us who have the love of Nature in
us regret to see the extinction of any decided natural form.
Much has been done to prevent the extinction of the buf-
falo. It is greatly regretted that the dodo slipped away
from earth just before the love of Nature's things grew up.
And if somebody had a practical scheme to prevent the ex-
tinction of the great auk, he would find plenty of people
willing to subscribe toward the expenses of it. But the
German race of bees we want for something more than for
mere sentiment's sake. Their whiteness of capping, and
especially their willingness to store honey a long distance
away from the brood, are grand qualities which we should
collectively be fools if we did not safeguard somehow. My
verdict is, Italians for extracted honey, and pretty well
blacked hybrids for comb—and to be sure of securing these
we don't want to let either of the ingredients disappear. So
many intelligent apiarists in England don't want anything
else than pure blacks that perhaps they have already gotten
things in safe shape. But if America possesses in the
brown bee of Arkansas a peculiar strain of the German
race better than any one else has, we are the ones to attend
to that. Page 343.

LETTING NATURAL SWARMS HANG HALF A DAY.

It would be a very unsafe rule to leave natural swarms
on the bough half a day—often go in less than an hour.
Wonder if Allen Latham has had experience long enough
and broad enough with his driven hive clusters to be able
to guarantee that they will not "pick up and leave." Page
343.

GROUND cork's MOVING HABIT.

So ground cork has the sand-in-the-hour-glassbad habit
of perpetual movement if it can find even a very small hole
to get through. A novice might think it easy always to
have bee-cushions and cloths absolutely tight—but we'uns,
the graybeards, know the opposite. Page 343.

KEEPING EMPTY COMBS.

Sometimes combs will keep in summer with no more
care than the spiders and ants give them. 'Spects this
must cover the case of F. Z. Dexter, page 351. So I advise
trying in a very small way at first (if indeed you try at all)

the scheme of fixing hives full of combs so the moth can't
get in without getting sulphur on her feet. The plan seems
to offer no defense against eggs already in the combs, laid
during fall and winter. My experience is that combs on
which bees have died are pretty apt to have lots of eggs in
them, while empty extracting-combs usually have none.

SWARMS CARRYING KOl'L BROOD.

The question, Do bees ever carry foul brood with them
in swarming ? seems to imply an opinion that usually they
do not. Glad if that is so. I have )>ut little experience of
my own, but much reading about foul brood somehow put
the idea into my head that not only tiiey sometimes do, but
that they usually do. Quite likely vvi ong. When we think
a moment we see that as it is at least four days before they
can have any brood to feed it to, thi . e is a fair possibility
of all infected honey getting eaten uji before that. It just
pops into my head that a swarm probably can not develop
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foul brood till at least six days after hiving. They are not
supposed to feed very young- larvif any honey. The creamy
food fed to the very young is a pure secretion, I believe

;

and there seems no probability of foul-brood germs being in

a pure secretion. Page 358.

ANNOUNCING FOUL-BROODY APIARIES.

Shall there be the fullest publicity given to every case
of foul brood ? On the whole, I'm glad a strong editorial

note on page 355 raises the question. We have been doing
the other way mostly ; and the results have not been at all

satisfactory. Both the uninfected and the infected are in-

jured. Bad for the former to catch a dire disease they
might have avoided ; bad for the latter to take such a
brutally selfish view of things as some of them degenerate
into doing. When good and impartial persons too easily

consent to keeping whist, the selfish man who is already
endangering the public thinks it's no great matter if he goes
further and does worse.

FOUL BROOD AND BLACK BROOD.

A modified form of the same foul brood bacillus is he
that produces black brood, we hear. As we hear it from
authority, we must heed also. Bacilli propagate with such
fearful rapidity—such a myriad of generations in a year

—

that it doesn't take many years to have an incipient breed.
Interesting to see that Prof. Cook had noticed a division
into two distinguishable types before black brood appeared.
Page 358.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the oflBce of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Perhaps Mason-Bees—Qiueen-Cells in Supers—Apis
Florea.

I have mailed you a queen-cage containing a few bees that
I caught on the school-ground to-day. They are a peculiar kind; ihey
have their abode in the ground and enter it through a small, round
hole, just the size of a bee.

1. Are they any good as honey-gatherers? You will notice that
their back legs are very much larger than those of regular honey-bees.
They are different in shape, their eyes are green, and thet are a little

smaller than the Italian bees. They have no stinger. It may be the
stingless bees.

2. You will notice in the cage a lump of some kind of stuff they
stored in there as soon as caught. What is it;

3. If there is a super on top of the brood-chamber, separated by a
zinc honey-board, with queen-cells in it, and one was to batch, would
it cause the bees to swarm ?

4. Where can the Apis llorea be obtained, and at what price * We
want a colony for curiosity. Louisiana.

Answers.— 1. I don't Know much about such things, but believe
they are mason-bees, which store no honey whatever.

2. A mass of pollen.

3. Generally not; but in some cases it might.
4. I don't know; doubtful if you find any in this country.

Beeswax—Queen Progeny—Cider and Bees.

1. What is beeswax, or what does it originate from?
2. In my hive No. 1, I put a (Moore) queen last fall, and the

week in May I took out the frame she was on and clipped her wintrs,

found her laying. I timed her with my watch, and she layed nine
in one minute and fifty-tiTe seconds. At this writing honey is tlo'

in at a great rate, but I can see nothing but hybrids. Do you thir

time for her brood to be out ; The honey-flow did not begin here
until about the middle of May. The leading apiarists here are w i

ing my hive No. 1 with interest.

The red clover fields are very heavy here, and I only wish I i

have a few colonies of " bumble-bees," as it gives a good flow
frost.

3. While I am encouraged with the honey outlook in Linn tU i

still I am fearful of one thing: 1 am within '.j mile of a large a

orchard, and it is loaded with fruit, and they make cider there,

while I will have a good patch of buckwheat at the very front |>

of my bees, still I fear they will get hold of the cider. Now, o

think we could prevent the bees from storing cider, by not aliH\

them anymore storage-room in the hives? This bothers me more i

anything else. Missoiiii.

Answers.—1. Look closely at a lot of bees, especially at svi

ing-time, and you will see some of them that have along then ;ii
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mens Little plates of pure beeswax somewhat pear-shaped. That's
where the wax originates, being secreted by the bee from the food it

eats, somewhat as the cow secretes milk from the food she eats.

2. There certainly ought to bu plenty of bees from the new queen
by this time. It you got an untested queen, she may have met a
black drone, in which case her worker progeny should be hybrids. If

you got her for a tested queen, there is a possibility that she was killed

immediately upon introduction, and another queen was in the hive.

3. It will hardly be practicable for you to have the hive so full of
stores that no plunder from the eider-mills could be stored. You
might, however, do this: Get the bees to cram their combs as full a.%

possible before the cider era ; then at the beginning of cider-making
take out of each hive one or two of the filled combs, replacing them
with empty combs. That will give the bees a chance to do most of

their cider-storing in these empty combs, and when the cider business
is over you can take out the cider combs and return the ones taken
away. Possibly you could get the cider-presses screened with wire-
cloth. That would also avoid the loss of bees that are killed in large
numbers in presses. If the cider-makers will not screen their places,

get them to do this : Take a paddle and kill every bee that comes
about the press, so that no bees shall go back to the hive to tell others
where they can go to get cider.

Wood Splints Instead of Wires—Separators.

I am somewhat puzzled to know how you use your splints in

fastening in foundation.
1. Are they made long enough so as to fit tight between top and

bottom bar, or are they pressed into the foundation a little way from
either bar ? That is, are they a little shorter than the distance between
the bars?

2. If they are shorter, what good are they at all?

3. Do you use wire in addition to splints?

4. How thick and wide are the splints?

5. What kind of wood are they made of, and are they sawed or

split?

6. What is your opinion regarding the Australian way of using
splints instead of wire? They use only one, and it runs horizontally.

7. I am going to use 1'^ sections and plain separators. The
separators are tacked onto one side of each section-holder and trade

narrow enough so as to leave J4 of an inch opening at top and bottom
of section. What do you think of this plan? And will it give light

sections? Ontario.

Answers.— 1. The space between top and bottom bars is S inches,

and the length of splints T's, making the splint lack 'j, inch of filling

the space ; this for no other reason except convenience in putting in.

When putting in, no attention i« paid to whether the splint is close

against the top or the bottom, or any where between.

3. The shortest answer I can make to that is to say that after hav-

ing thousands of them in use I find them to act just the same at it the

splint filled the whole space. 1 suppose the sagging that can take

place in a depth of '?, inch is imperceptible.

3. No.
4. About 1-16x1-16; measurements need not be exact.

5. Basswood, sliced or sawed.
6. They use hardly splints but horizontal bars of substantial

thickness. The depth of the frame being cut in two in this manner,
of course the sagging will be more than cut in two; but still there

will be some sagging, I suppose, and the combs will either be sagged
near the bottom-bar, or else there will be a space between the comb
and bottom-bar. Please remember that the chief end sought and at-

tained by the use of the splints is to have the combs built down solid

to the bottom-bar. But this building must be done when honey is

coming in, or else the bees will dig away a passage under the comb.

7. Wooden separators tacked <jn did not work satisfactorily for

me, curling in an objectionable way. Tin nailed on works all right.

'

If the sections are of such size as to make the proper weight when
used with fences, of course they will be light-weight when used with

plain separators.

Perhaps a Case of Plclded Brood.

We now have 15 colonies of bees, all coming through the win-
ter in good shape txcepting 1. which had a drone-laying queen,
so I united ii with another colony. The others were all very strong

as we had a splendid season here last summer and a mild winter. My
bees are hybrid Italian, excepting one colony of blacks.

In looking through the different hives, cutting out queen-cells, I

found the llack bees had some kind of a disease. Since looking

through " A B C of Bee-Culture" and back numbers of the American
Bee .lournal, I think it is a case of pickled brood, but I am not posi-

tive. The young brood is not affected but just before and after being

capped over. The larv;e are black in color, and lying on the bottom
side of the cells. It has no odor, nor ropy appearance. The bees will

not clean out the cells, and we found from one to four eggs in cells

that were diseased. We also found plenty of honey, but very little

pollen. It has been very cold and wet here for a month. When the

dead larv;e are taken out with a match they are very watery or dark
fluid. Please tell me what the disease is, and what can be used as a

cure. Some recommend burning, .nnd some say not. Will it do any
good for me to iry to cure the difease, as there are a number here who
keep bees as 1 used to keep theni, never looking at them until winter,

and probablv go with some sulphur and destroy some colonies of bees,

getting what honey they have. There is but one person in all this

neighborhood that takes a bee-paper besides myself. They don't want
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to bother with bees, although we are in a good location, with lots of
alfalfa. The black bees are great robbers, and I think they brought
the disease from some other place. Kansas.

Answer.—Your diagnosis is likely correct, and I can hardly sug-
gest anything better than to follow the treatment laid down in your
book.

By all means try to clean out the disease, even if others about you
have diseased bees. Some of the Colorado bee-keepers in regions
diseased even with foul brood depend largely on keeping disease
under by means of shaken swarms. Shaking a swarm upon founda-
tion is of itself good treatment against any disease of the brood.

Wants Brown or Black Queens—Holy Land Bees.

Where can I get some big brown or black queens, '.^ dozen? My
bees are getting so mixed up with the Holy Land bees. I have had an
awful time with Holy Lands. They swarm, and swarm, and not a
speck of honey from them. I cut 28 queen-cells out of one hive.
They started to swarm in March. They crowd in the supers but only
build a little comb and then swarm before they even till the brood-
chamber. No more Holy Lund bees for me. I have tried them every
way. Two colonies of blacks, that did not swarm last year, have
gi\en 230 pounds of comb honey. Originally they were wild bees, but
they are more gentle than any golden or leather-colored ones around
here. The golden Italians have never been known to go into a super

In this place ; they have lieen tried again and au'.iin, and now they are
just as bad as the Holy Lands. I have 20 colonies of bees now, but
could have had 100 colonies of Holy Land btes, if I had let them
swarm all they wanted to.

The honey-flow is all over now, only a few days more, but I can-
not complain, as my black bees did well; I think they would take the
prize anywhere.

The wasps have commenced coming around, so I will have to
make all the hive-entrances smaller, for they "get away " with a weak
colony in a moment.

Honey is quoted at 11, 12 and 13 cents in San Francisco now.
I gave some of the old American Bee .Journals to bee-keepers

around here. I have learned a great deal more out of the Bee Journal
than from all the books. California.

Answer.— I don't know where you can get the queens you in-
quire for, as it is hard now to And black or brown bees in their purity.
If you did get them, very likely they would be no larger or better than
the ones you now have. Possibly it might be worth your while to try
the leather-colored Italians.

It is pleasant to know that you have learned more from the Amer-
ican Bee .Journal than from all the books, yet after all that is not to
the discredit of the books. No doubt you have learned all the more
from the Journal just because you were first familiar with the books;
and they are making a great mistake who are depending on the Jour-
nal without ever having read a single book of instruction about bees.

5
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Bees in Good Condition.

My bees are booming. They wintered well,

as usual. So far, the prospects for a good
honey crop are all that I can ask. Forty colo-
nies are now in the best possible condition to
take advantage of the sweet clover and alfalfa
bloom, which will be on in about a week. On
June 8 I had the first swarm issue, and since
then 7 more came out. I am hoping, now
that swarming is about over, that my bees
will devote' their energy to the gathering of
honey. Wm. Stolley.
Hall Co., Nebr., June 20.

White with White Clover.

Bees are now doing nicely. The fields are
white with white clover, and honey is going
in at a great rate. Henry Alley.
Esses Co., Mass., June 20.

Not Much White Clover.

I have increased from 4 colonies to 10, and
taken one super of honey from my best col-

ony. But nectar is scarce; not much white
clover in this section of country.

R. L. McColley.
Wood Co., Ohio, June 21.

Heavy Loss of Bees from Poof
Winter Stores.

Out of 350 colonies of bees in this town last

fall there are not over 20 colonies left at this
date. A very few years ago it supported from
2000 to 2.500 colonies, and 40 years ago about
that number. I don't believe the bee-business
will erer cut any figure in this town again. It

is not the winter that kills the bees, but poor
honey. I will send you a sample of the
honey-dew; it is half an inch deep all over
my honey-house Hoor; it soured and run out
of the combs where I packed up my hives.
The bees will not touch the horrid stuff, nor
can I get a new swarm to go into a hive with
one frame in it on one side, and good clean
combs with frames of brood for the rest. I am
e.'itractinglhecomlis and washing them; when
they get dry, and not very bad, I think I can
use a few of them in a hive on top for extract-
ing.

I found a few good colonies by driving 24
miles over into New York State, among farm-
ers who kept them in box-hives. I picked
what 1 thought were No. 1 from each lot, and
they cost about .*'3 30 per colony, with 20 sec-
tions of new honey stored this year; some was
all capped. The honey will sell for nearly
enough to pay for the bees. They are swarm-
ing nicely. I did not get the last lot in time
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to transfer, but will do that when the queen
begins to pipe for a second swann. If I don't
hear her I will transfer in about Vi days from
the first swarm.

I think we will have a good year, as the
blossoms seem to hang on a long lime. White
clover is just coming out, and the bees are
woricing on it—something we have not seen
in .vears—and every basswood tree is going to

bloom, even small ones growing beside larger
trees.

Those colonies bought in New York State
had none of that poor honey, and I found the
best colonies on the high ground, and those
left on the summer stands.

C. VI. Lincoln.
Bennington Co., Vt., June 13.

[The sample of " sour stuS " came, and we
must say it is the most villainous stuff

we ever saw for honey. It is no wonder the

bees died. It is almost black in color, and

smells afar off. No wonder the bees died if

they had to winter on such " sour stuff."

—

Editor.]

Shaken Swarms Without Shaking.

I should like to ask " Maine," the con-
tributor of the article on page 411, "Shaken
Swarms WitboutShaking," it the bees can get
sufficient ventilation through a Porter bee-
escape board. This plan does not look feasi-

ble to me. I think that unless the colony
was very light the bees would suffocate.

I read the American Bee .Journal and like it

very much. I get some valuable information
from it. H. Vandebwerp.
Missaukee Co., Mich., June 16.

Swarming and Mixing Up.

Bees are swarming again, and phenomenally
mean about mixing up—and then, as a natural
result, refusing to stay in any hive—or any
other place. I have often wondered why my
bees so uniformly ball queens whenever they
get mixed, whileothers complain of it so little.

E. E. Hasty.
Lucas'Co., Ohio, June 22.

Daily Think.
Two bees or not two bees, that is the question

;

Whether it were better to have one bee and a
honey-comb.

Or, by having two bees, get both the
Honey-comb and brush.

—Baltimore News.

The Honey Crop Prospect.

The outlook tor a crop of honey through-
out the irrigated regions is generally good,
excepting in Arizona and New Mexico, where
the almost total absence of snowfall and
spring rains has practically blighted all

chances for a crop of surplus honey this sea-

son. In Colorado the winter loss amounted
to about ten percent, due very largely to

queenlessness. The spring has been fairly

favorable, and the colonies are in prime con-
dition for the flow, which promises to open
about June lb Moisture conditions are highly
satisfactory, the government station in Dea-
ver reporting a more than normal amount of

precipitation since January I. The only ap-

parent drawback is, in some localities the

alfalfa is badly winter-killed—not by cold

weather, but by warm dry winds. Sweet
clover is doing well, and in most localities is

more than usually abundant. Conditions in

Utah and Idaho are even better; the winter
losses were trivial, and the few reports I have
had indicate that the crop will be fully up to

the average.
Viewing the situation as a whole, with the

exceptions noted above, the outlook is very

bright, and honey-buyers will not be disap-

pointed if they depend upon shipments from

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the (.'leanewt and
ire!>l. ICi«-li<-Kt lii Color and Odor. Most Trani^pnrent and Xougli-
«^!«t—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SIJI*I*I..IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
-"'fia.'se mention Bee Journal when •writing.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -^

Dan^hters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pnre bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 I4.0O $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO 5.(X) 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1 SO 8 OO 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
Hlsaise mention Bee j-oumal "when "WTiting

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicullural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention laee j'^umaj wnen wntuig.

II^GHAM'S PATENT

25Atf
Smokers

T. P. BINQHAM. Parwcll, Mich.
I mention Bee Journal w^nen "writins

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selectioa from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June IS, 6Uc. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June 15, 7Sc. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Tcil/P WntirP '^'•" "« ^^" century
IdlVtJ IMJuIuD Queen - Rearing Co. will
^^H^^^^B^^^.^ have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, 41.00; Untested,
7Sc; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
" Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mentloti the Bee Journal.

Excursions for the Fourth
via the Nickel Plate Road, at one fare

for the round-trip, plus 25 cents, July
2d, 3d and 4th, within a radius of 200

miles from starting point. Return
limit July Sth. Three daily trains in

each direction, with modern coaches
and vestibuled sleeping-cars, to Cleve-
land, Erie. Buffalo, New York, Boston
and New England points. Passengers
to points east of Buffalo have privilege

of stopover at Niagara Falls, in either

direction, and also at Chautauqua
Lake, during excursion season, by de-

positing tickets. Individual American
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35c.

to $1.00, served in Nickel Plate dining-
cars ; also service a la carte. No ex-

cess ifare charged on any train on the
Nickel Plate Road. Chicago Depot,
corner Ea Salle and Van Buren Sts.

;

the ouly depot in Chicago on the Ele-

vated Loop. City ticket offices. 111

Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
Telephones, Central 2057 and Harrison
2208. 10—24A4t

A Standard-Bred Italian (|ueen-Bee Free

!

For Sending One New Subscriber.

As has been our custom heretofore we offer to mail a line, Un-
tested Italian Queen to the person who complies with the follow-

ing conditions, all of whieh must be strictly followed:
1. Tbe sender of a new subscriber must have his or her own

subscription paid in advance at least to the end of this year

(1904).
2. Sending your own name with the §1.00 for the Bee Journal

will not entitle you to a Queen as a premium. The sender must
be already a paid-in-advance sutecriber as above, and the new sul)-

scriber must be a NKW subset iber; which means, further, that

the new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal regularly, or at

least not for a whole year previous to his name being sent in as a

n, ., one; anJ, also, the new subscriber must not be a member of the same family where
the Bee Journal Is already being talien.

We ihiuk we have made the foregoing sutBciently plain so that no error need be

made. Our i'remium Queens are too valuable to throw away—they must be earned in

a legitimate way. They are worth working for.

We wi:'i Ijook the orders as they come in and the Queens will be mailec

Wiii you have one or morei
If you r lunot get a new subscriber, and want one of these Queens, we will send tne

American !; - Journal a year and the Queen—both for onb' $1.50. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, EL,
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the arid States for their supply of this tooth-
some sweetness.

I also believe that our bee-keepers will re-
ceive a fair price for their product, which, it

the flow is good, and care is taken, will grade
high. Considerable of last year's crop is still

in the hands of dealers, but I note that it is

nearly all " off grade,'' and will by no means
complete with the new crop. In Colorado we
export only the two grades. No. land No. 2,
and in the East they usually pass as fancy
and No. 1. The " off grades " are either ex-
tracted or sold at home at a lower price.—H.
C. Morehouse, in Gleauings in Bee-Culture.

Bee-Keeping of the World.

United States, 4.500,000; Germany, 3,000,-
000; Austria, 1,800,000; Spain, 1,700,000;
France, 1.000,000; Great Britian, 500,000;
Holland, 3.50,000; Belgium, 300,000; Den-
mark, 100,000; Greece, 50,000; Switzerland,
30,000 colonies.

If these figures are correct, the United
States may well arrogate to herself the proud
title of " the greatest bee-country in the
world.'' Just fancy a country producing
honey which, loaded on cars, would make a
train '25 miles long ! Austria is undoubtedly
one of the leading honey-producing nations,
and excels in organization, for she has a bee-
keepers' association numbering over SOOO
members. Their income, amounting to over
£1500 is augmented by a public grant of
about £600, and they insure all bee-keepers
irrespective of the number of colonies in their
possession, for the small charge of less than
6d., guaranteeing to "make good any losses
from foul brood, lire, theft, ete." In no
other country on the continent, however, is

agriculture so well organized or so success-
fully carried on as it is in Germany ; and her
bee-literatnre is second to that of no other
country, while for scientific knowledge of
bee-anatomy she stands an easy first.— British
Bee Journal.

New Bee-Papers.

(.)u' an average, each year witnesses the
birth of a new bee-journal; and, it might be
added, the death of a journal. Of course, all

journals cannot be equally valuable, but un-
less a new journal possesses some point of
superiority, there is little hope for its success.
Bee-keepers are slow in adding to their list a
journal no better in some respect, than the ones
they are already reading. If the main object
of starting a l^ee-journal is to put money in
the bank, disappointment will come as surely
as night follows day. A man may hope to
make a living publishing a bee-journal, but if

Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This' is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over SOO pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
i-earborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

WALTER S. POUDER, t
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND w

Please mention Bee Journal «?nen Tjirntmp

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

EverythidB used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

B66-K66D6rs!
Send for our FREE CATALOG. It will tell
you how to put foundation la four sections at
once; and the only way to get a full section of
honey
We sell Supplies at'Factohy Prices,

A. COPPIN, Wenona, 111.

4Atf Please mentloa the Bee Jonrnal.

FOR S-A.XjE!
100 Colonies of Italian, Carniolan and their

Cross, in 8 frame dovetail hives— full colonies
at from $S 00 to f6.00 per colony. Address,
LOUIS WERNER, box 387. Edwardsville, III.

23A4t Please mention the Bee Journal

Fourth of July.
One fare for the round-trip, plus 25

cents, July 2d, 3d and 4th, within 200

miles from the starting point on Nickel
Plate Road. Return limit July 5th.

Chicago Depot : LaSalle and VanBuren
Sts. City Ticket Offices, 111 Adams
St., Auditorium Annex. Telephones,
Central 2057, and Harrison 2208.

9—24A4t

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writine

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the
freight.

Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan
QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRiaaS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

' mention Bee Jo'i^'oal "when writing-

Tlarshfield Manufacturing; Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, s^t^d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSMFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

'•<^as>» menuon Bee Journal w^nen -wniant;

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati'are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send forjsame.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return I^ail.

Golden Italians, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens, Untested, during June,
1, 75c.; 6, $4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNA ri,OH 10.

Please mention bee Journal wV 01 writing
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he wishes to measure his success in dollars

and cents, he may choose from many other

fields more fruitful in that direction. The
making of money in a legitimate manner is

honorable, but an editor, like a teacher, a phy-

sician, or a clergyman, must have another

and higher object—that of doing good.—Bee-
Keepers' Review.

Propolis for Healing.

When first I went into the bee-lmsiness,

probably the second year, with Mr. D. A.

Jones, some one told me of the healing prop-

erties of propolis, and I made a salve for years.

This summer I advised a bee-keeper, who had
a \ot-ot propolis, to make some of the salve

and sell it; but probably he considered it

would be difficult to impress the people with
its virtues, and did not make any. The prepa-

ration is made by heating olive or sweet oil

and propolis. Enough oil must be put in to

make a paste that will readily spread when
cool. If too hard, add more oil. An insoluble

brown residue will be left when thoroughly
heated. This must be removed by straining

or dipping when hot. That is all about it.

The salve is excellent, and it would be well

for every bee-keeper to have some of it in the

house; and, more, I believe that where once a

customer is obtained there will be no difficulty

in more being required when the first stock is

exhausted.—R. F. Holtermanx, in Glean-

ings in Bee-Culture.

Bottom Feeder — How and What to
Feed.

To know how to feed, so there will be ;io

robbing, and not a spoonfu! lost, even if you
feed a ton of it, and not lose any heat from

the hive or drown a single bee, or kill one in

any way—I have tried nearly every feeder

that has ever been described in the bee-jour-

nals and bee-books, and several different ways
of my own, and can find nothing that will fill

all requirements at all times like the follow-

ing:
Take some 2x4 scantlings, either hemlock,

basswook or pine, out them in pieces 4 inches

LICE SAP LIFE
hnw they live and tlirive.

in't have healthy. priitUatilo

r stock and have lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
tix'^v ciire of the verminandyou will

he more busy takingcare of the pro-

fltB. MakeBflittinghenscomfortalile.
Sample 10 cents: 100 oz., H. CO by ex-
press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

D J. Umbsrt, Box 707. Apponiug. R. I.

For Sale.
so or more colonies of BROWN BEES in

Langstrotb-Siniplicity hives, made of dressed
cypress and painted, with Langstroth frames-
all standard size. Will take $3.00 per strong
colony as they stand. Address for information,

JOHN KENNEDY, Selma, Miss.
24A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WEST

for complete line of

B66-K66D6rS' SUDDlieS.

LEAHY MFG. GO., Dept. fl,

1730 South 13th St., OMAHA. ^^

12A13t Please mention the Bee Jonrn;

Wanted - Bee-Keepers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We manufacture them, and are dealers
In BEE-SUPPLIES. Send for special
price and Catalog.

AUG. LOTZ fit SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Tbree Bees on the other side.

Your Name on the Knife.—When oideriug, be sure to say jtist what name and
Address you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a uovelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It is

made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here.

'I'he Material entering- into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very linest Eng-lish razor-steel, and wc war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining-s are plate brass;
the back spring^s of Sheffield sprinff-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the n.ime and ad-
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foi

tunate as to have one of the *' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lastinij memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cu* gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation ot
this'beautiful knife, as tly ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1,25, or eive it as a Premium to the
one sending usihree new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.^" .i We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one : , both for $2.00.

Special Notice to Bee-KeeDers
^

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass. y\

Up First Flight.

fiep'ie mention ±Jee Journal "wtien writlnft

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNBTTE Queen-Clipping

Device is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-

keepers. Full printed directions

sent with each one. We mail it for

25 cents; or will send it FREE as

a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal

I for a year at $1.00; or for 11.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping Device. Address,

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Steele.

All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Qneen $. 90
" Tested Queen 1.10
" Selected " 1.40
" Breeder " 2.20
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.10

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Prlce-Llst.

d. L. STRONG.
ao4 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

Please mention Bee ioornal ^^nen wrltliut

TI16

Dixie Home

GEORGE W, YORK £ CO.
^^Please allo^ '*bout two weeks for your koife order to be dlied.

Chicago. Ill

to CENTS a YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
Illustrated M.^ga-
ziNB in the world for
10c a year, to intro-
duce it ONLY.

It is bright and up-
to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

It is full of tine engravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.

lOc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of

b names, SOc; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to day. THE DI.X1E HOME,
24A4St No. 75, Birmingham, Alabama.

''lease mention Bee Journal -when -WTitlng.

ANOTHER

CAR=LOAD
of Hives. Sections, and Supplies of all

kinds iust arrived from G. B. Lewis'
Factory, and are ready to fill orders
quick. Send us your orders for every-
thing'. We have it.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

^)

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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onger than the hive is wide, outside measure-
ment. My bottom-board is IJ.i inches thiel<,

counting the cleats across the front and back,

BO 1 dress the scantling down to V'^ inches

thick. After being cut up the pieces are held

over a buzz-saw with a little wabble to it, so

that it cuts a groove about J^ inch wide.

These grooves are cut to within about '-„ of

an inch of going through, and to within i.,'

inch of each end. I put four such grooves in

each piece, leaving a thin piece between the

grooves, then take a sharp chisel and cut a

little out of each piece so that the syrup can

run into all the grooves alike. I then fill

them with hot paraffin or beeswax, leaving it

a few seconds so as to give them a good coat-

ing inside to prevent the syrup from soaking

into the wood. Next give them two good
coats of paint, and we have feeders that have

cost about 6 cents each, and will last 20 years

or more.
When I look over the colonies in the apiary,

I put one of these feeders at the back end of

the bottom-board of eich hive, placing it so

that the top of the feeder will be on a level

with the top of the bottom-board ; then draw
back the hive over the feeder, so it will be

flush with the back of the feeder, the other

end of the feeder projecting four inches to one
side of hive. I then take a pail having a

spout, and pour in the feed, being careful to

have the hive set level. When the feeder is

full I lay a block of 2x4 across the feeder

where I have poured in the syrup, and the

job is done. The odor of the warm syrup will

rise up in the combs, and the bees will at once
And the teed, and clean out a feeder full in 30

minutes.
If you want to feed in the fall for winter-

ing, put two or three feeders under the hive,

in the same way, and give them all they re-

quire in one day. Of course, in the fall, you
must feed much thicker syrup than in the

spring.
If you have the syrup handy in the yard you

can fi-ed 200 colonies in less than an hour, and
noi kii; the bees, or lose any heat from the

A is the back end of the hive. B is the feeder
in position. The dotted lines indicate the
block used for covering that portion of the
feeder where the feed is poured in.

hive. I have fed tons of syrup in this way,
and have never had one colony robbed.

I would advise you to leave the feeders

under the hives all summer, as they are not in

the way, and when, from any cause, the bees

cannot get honey from the flowers, you can
easily give them a little syrup; and many
times save their brood, which I have seen

destroyed in large quantities during cold, wet
spells of weather.
This loss of brood is a sad sight for a bee-

keeper, especially when he wants strong colo-

nies backed up with hives full of maturing
brood, so I repeat, leave the feeder under the

hive all summer, and when the cold, wet spells

do come, give them a little syrup. A very

little will many times save their brood, and
the bees will go for the flowers with a rush as

soon as the weather warms up a little—much
faster than if they bad lost their brood.

And now what to feed is well worth consid-

Honey
f^j

Beeswax
SOLD BOUQHT

When you run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in OOpound tin cans, 2 cans in a box. I'urity

guaranteed. We pay cash for pure Beeswa.x.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henry M. Abnd. Mgr

101 E. Kinzie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

#«**»»*.

.-.*i^5*^;

R,H!I3 OA-K:, I0"WA..

BEE-
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want everv bee-keeper
tohaveourFREETLLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

^ ourHII-VES AMD SEOTIOITS
|

Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material.

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment. g

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London.Wis.-usA
|

Please mention Bae Journal -when 'writing

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER.

GOLDEN ITALIANS. CARNIOLANS
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ering. I have tried all the ehi.-aper trrades of

sweets, and tied DOthiDg as cheap, all things
considered, asgranulated sugar. If you have
a little extracted honey to mix with it, the
bees will like it some better. To have the
best results, make it very thin, about like

the nectar as gathered from the flowers, and
feed it quite warm.—E. W. Alexander, of
New York, in Bee Keepers' Review.

Bee-Keeping at the St. Louis Expo-
sition.

The St. Louis Exposition has not cone very
much for bee-keepers, but who is to blame we
are not able to say. There was an opportun-
ity-offered for one of the largest and grandest
displays of this kind that was ever known on
earth had the matter been taken up early last

year, and some one put in general charge who
was widely know among bee-keepers, and
who had had extended experience along the

line of apiarian exhibits. The display would
have proved a drawing card for the exposition

,

not only among the 400,000 bee-keepers in

the United States, but among those of other
lands, and would have resulted in untold ben-
efit to the industry. As it is, tht- honey and
apiarian display is a kind of a farce. It is oil

at one side, poorly equipped and overshad-
owed by other things deemed more important,
if not more attractive.

Colorado will have a fine display in charge
of Senator Swink, which is located in the
basement part of the Horticultural Building.
California has a fine one of extracted honey
located in the Agricultural Building, where
the entire exhibit should have been located.

Utah also has a very attractive exhibit of ex-

tracted honey in the same place, and there

may be other States which have good displays

in connection with their State exhibit, but we
did not have time to hunt them up.

In the Horticultural Building the A. I.

Root Company is setting up a neat, attractive

display of apiarian supplies, but when we
were there, some one who had an exhibit in

front of it was erecting a barrier about ten

feet high, so it will be hard to find when the

other display is completed. Mr. Danzenhaker,
who is in charge of the Root display, told us

that the space next to it was to be occupied
by an exhibit of bees, etc., which Senator
Swink propo.sed to set up, but this space al-

ready had a board fence in front of it so high
that no one could see over it, so it would lake
a police detective to find the Senator's bees,

should he locate them in this place. The lady
superintendent seems to be a very excellent,

hard-working woman, and is doing all she
possibly can to help the departments along,

but she evidently lacks experience sutlicient

to handle such an undertaking. This, how-
ever, is not the most serious trouble. She is

forced to "make bricks without straw," and
the most e killed expert in the land could not

get together a creditable apiarian display

under the circumstances. First, the location

is about as poor as could be ; second, last year
early in the season was the time to begin a

work of this kind; and last, but not least,

there is not money enough and push enougn
back of this display to guarantee success, even
though the location was a good one, and the

matter had been taken up at the proper time.

The honey and bee display at the St. Louis
Exposition is bound to prove a failure. Mis-

souri does not have any honey display &', all,

to her own discredit be it said, as she produces
as fine honey as can be found anywhere in

the land.—Modern Farmer and Busy Bee.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Texas.—The Texas State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciatioD will meet at College Station, Tex., Tues-
day, Wednesday and Tiiarsday, July S, 6 and 7,

1W4, beginning at 10 a.m. on Tuesday. This
will be during the meeting of the Texas Farm-
ers' Congress, so it will be a great time. Rail-
road rates and board will be cheap.
The convention will open at the time named.

Come early and take part.

College Station, Tex.
Lonis H. ScHOLL, Sec.

Obser\/atory Hi\/Gs I

After deabnB in Bee-Supplies tor a number of
years. I am led u> believe tiiere is a demand for
practical Observatory Hives holding 5 or less of the
common L. frames, with glass sides, U>x20. pro-
tected with 2-hinBed floors. For price and particu-
lars write to .N.W. TIFFANY.
jeAit 72 Fairview Ave., BINGHA.MPTOX, N. Y.

40 Years Among; the Bees,
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

Free as a, Pi-eminm tor Sending Xivo
Ne\r Subscribers.

The book contains 328 pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with gold
letters and design ; it is printed on best book-paper, and illustrated with
over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.

It is unique in this regard.
The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting

biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into

bee-keeping. Seventeen years ago he wrote a small book, called "A Year
Among the Bees," but that little vork has been out of print for a number
of years. While some of the matter used in the former book is found in

the new one, it all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keep-

ing by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just how Dr. Mil-

ler does things with bees.

HOW TO GET A COPY OF DR. MILLER'S

"FORTY YEARS AMONG THE BEES."

The price of this new book is SI. 00, post-paid ; or, if taken with the

WEEKLY American Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for $1.75.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the American Bee Journal
whose subscription is paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new
book free as a premium for sending us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year with $2.00. This is a magnificent offer, and should
be taken advantage of at once. For many of our readers it is not only an
easy way to earn a copy of the book, but at the same time they will be
helping to extend the subscription list of the old American Bee Journal,
and thus aiding also in spreading the best kind of apicultural information
among those who would be successful bee-keepers.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Deapborn Str et, CHICAGO, ILL.

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, May <).—The market has an over-
supply of cumb houey, very little of which will
pass as No. 1 grade—price is H@iic per pound,
and off grades at a corresponding value. Ex-
tracted, 6((i7c per pound for best grades of
white; amber colors, S(§ 6c per pound. Bees-
wax, 30Cji3Jc. R. A. Bdrnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., June 18.—Since warm weather
set in, hardly any sales of comb honey are
made; what little there was sold, was fancy
white and brought from 12^s@H3>ic. Extracted
has a fair demand, as follows: Amber, in bar-
rels, from .^yi(«>5^c; in cans, Mc per pound
more; alfalfa. t.i4c; fancy white clover, 7J4c.
Nice yellow beeswax, 30c. C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., June 3.—The honey market is
very dull now, and prices nominal Receipts
are very light and demand the same. We quote
comb honey, in good order, white. 13@15c-
mixed, 12(gil3c; dark, 10@12c. Extracted, buck-
wheat, SH'itiz; mixed, S}4@6c; white, 6!i(a<7c.
Beeswax, 30@32c. H.R.Wright.

Cincinnati, J une' IS.—The demand for honey
is slow for this season of the year, which is due
10 the vast quantities that were held over fr .m
last season, and the importation of 'uhan
honey. We quote amber in barrels and ,-;i,i« at
SKS^^^c; while clover, 6WW,s- •»=.- ,-.-.,

The Fsed W.Muth Co.

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey is
extremely light, almost nothing, and supplies
aie heavy for this lime of the year, -luj our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 15@lt.c; A No. 1, 14(ai5c and
Nc.l, 14c, with no call for under grades. Ex-
tracted, from 6@7c. Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Jane 15.—The market is about
cleaned up on old honey, the last selling for
$2.75 per case. We expect our first shipment of
new stock in next week, and will sell same at
$3.25 per case: we have been receiving letters
from all of our honey-shippers, from which we
gather that Ihecrop in Iowa and Missouri runs
from fair to good. Old extracted honev meets
with very slow sale. Beeswax in good dem ii
at 30c. C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, June 21.—Ve'y little demand for
comb honev. Some trade for No. 1 and fancy
white, at from 12@13c, while dark and amber
are almost unsalable. Extracted is in fair de-
mand, although prices are irregular. We quote
from 5(si65ic, according to quality. Southern
in barrels, at from SO^SSc per gallon.
Beeswax more plentiful and prices are erad-We quote 28s'2'lc.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Philadelphia. June 2C—It is just between
seasons now with comb honey. No sales re-
ported and nothing doing. Our commission
markets are at the height of the berry season,
and there are few sales made in extracted
honey for manufacturing purposes. We quote:
Fancy white extracted, 7c; amber, 6c. Beeswax
is declining; 2Sc for best yellow.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, June 15.—White comb, 1-Ib.
sections, 12^!@13c; amber, i.^llc. Extracted"
white, SSi@6c; light amber, S@S%c; amber,
3K@4Kc; dark amber, 3^@3iic. Beeswax, good
to choice, lie ht, 28(a30c; dark, 26@27!^c.
There are no heavy spot supplies of any de-

scription, and especially is choice to select,
either comb or extracted, in quite limited slock.
Demand at presenl, however, is not active.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigniog-, bnyidgf or selling, consalt

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. Iuu

wantedt^^Thoney
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote your best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
3ZAtf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati. Ohio

Please raeutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

ually decli
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FE3K,FECT OOODS !

IjOW PK.ICE1S !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of ttae makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pubiished

THe i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.;

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the m( St experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 AlTA SITA, east ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Rush Orders |
Are pouring in, but we are filling them
(almost every single one' within a few JZ
hours after they are received. We can B

Sections, Comb Foundation, «
and Dovetailed Hives g

IPON RECEIPT of ORDER g
in regular packages. ^

Open Day and Night.
Shipping Facilities Unequaled S

Anywhere.

G.M.SG0ll&60.l^s?i^n^g.onS,. IIndianapolis, Ind. g

IARISE
DooyiTLE...
has concluded to sell
QUEENS in their season
during 1904, at the fol-
lowing prices:

1 Untested Queen . $1.00

3 Untested Queens.. 2.25
1 Tested Queen .... 1.2S

3 Tested Queens ... . 3.00

1 select tested queen 1.50

3 " " Queens 4.00

Select Tested Queen,
last year's rearing, 2.50

Extraselected breed-
ing, the very best . . 5.00

Circular free, giving particulars regarding

each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q. M. DOOLITTLE,
24Et{ BorodlDO, Onondaga Co., N. V.

i*^aaae mezitlon Bee Jonm^ 'wlien writdns,

######################1

f/L'P Dadant's Foundation rea%
9 We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^E''A{,fY"''^^&R?fY.°''fiRr»NEss. S^ No SAGQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ. '^

U Why does it sell so well? faSn^iL^^^lLT^ol^iTf^BecIus^^'u $
^K^ 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments. Ijs^

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

tLangstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re^/i&ed
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

J BBBSVX^aX W^ANTBD at all times.

f DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Flease mention Bee Journal "wnen "wrltlnp,

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. Lewis Company
Watertown.Wlsconsln.U.S.A

.

Send for Catalog.
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44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., JULY 7, 1904. No. 27.

Apiary of iltn. .\. Kct-d, of Saline Co., I\hd

I .See page 468
;

Apiary of Frank Hinderer, of Schuyler Co., 111.

"Crystal Apiary," belonging' to Peter N. Duflf, of Cook Co., 111.
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LABOR-SAVING DEVICES.

Cowan's Honey-extractor.
During the last few months considerable time has been spent

on the improvement of the Reversible Extractor. The arms of

the reel are made of regular channel iron, with a hub formed
of sheet metal riveted together, making the reel stronger, and
lighter in weight. By the use of planed teeth on the bevel

gear it produces less noise, and makes the machine run easier.

We make them in the following sizes for L. frames:

No. 20—Two-frame, 24-inch can $16.00
No. 25—Four- frame, 28-inch can 23.00
No. 30—Six-frame, 31-inch can 30.00

Many other sizes and styles.

"We have used quite a number of extractors in our work, and
find that it pays to keep up with the times and use the latest

improved styles, and now use the COWAN. For general use
the four-frame extractor gives the best results. There is no
doubt but a two-frame extractor could be worked to advantage
in a large apiary. It is certainly a fact that, in a two-frame
extractor, the combs are so near the center, the labor of turn-

ing the machine is trifling."

"Old Grimes" in the Aviertcan Bee Journal.

The German Steam Wax
and Honey Press.

We feel that we have filled a long-felt want by of-

fering this Wax and Honey Press. By putting in the

combs and applying pressure, all the honey can be
obtained from them. Then by applying steam and
more ^aressure the wax can be drawn off. thus obtain-

ing all that is possible from your combs. The same
machine can also be used for an uncapping-can. It

is something every bee-keeper should $li| OO
own. Made in only one size m^UU

Foul-Brood Inspector McEvoy, of Canada, Says:

Woodburn, Ontario, Apr. 25, 1904.

Friend Root :—Your wax-press received and tested. It is

certainly one of the best and most profitable articles ever got-

ten up for the benefit of bee-keepers, and will soon go into use
in every section where bees are kept.

Yours very truly, Wm. McEvoy.

Send for Catalog. Extractors and Presses in Stock at Branches and Principal Agencies.

The A. I. ROOT Company,
BRANCHES: Main OfTice and Works, Medina, C, U. S. A. branches:

CHICAGO, 11.1,., H4 East Kr
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

I'HIL.'VDELPHI.\, PA., 10 Vine t

ST. PAUL, MINN., 1024 Miss. S
HAVANA, CUBA, San Ignacio, i

San .\ntonio, Tex., JIW \v. Houston.
Washington, U.C . 110() MU. Av., S. W,
NEW YORK CITY, •14 \ e.sey St,
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^ERICAS

Entered at the Post-OfBce at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.

Publislted ^Veekly at $1.00 a Year by Ueorg^e W. York & Co., »:(4 l>earborn St.

aBORQE W. YORK, Bdltor. CHICAGO, ILL, JULY 7, 1904. Vol, XLIV—No, 27,

Editorial Comments

JULY.
There's a low, excited murmur in the branches of tbe trees

;

There's a note of expectation in the humming of the bees;

Tbe corn flings out its pennants and reaches toward the sky—
And, to the mowers' merry song, is ushered in July.

All Nature turns to greet her, the fair mid-summer queen.

And swift before her magic wand, the gold supplants the green.

She bends above the meadows ; her touch is on the grain

;

And harvest time is come once more to valley, hill, and plain.

In her hand she holds fruition of the promises of Spring,

A gracious benediction from the Palace of the King.

When her smile is resting on you, then be thankful to the Lord,

For her lilessing and her favor are the farmer's sweet reward.

—Farm Journal.

The National Association and Honey Advertising.

It seems that the agitation that was begun a year or two ago at

the Denver convention, looking toward the National Bee-Keepers'

Association doing something about advertising honey as food for

daily consumption, promises to result in something tangible in the

not distant future.

.Mr. Dadant, on another page, gives his views on the subject, and

also urges the National to make an exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition.

In his article, he mentions having referred it to Mr. France, who re-

plied as follows:

Mk. C. p. Dadant:—Your article is all right, and I approve its

ideas. I fear, however, it is too late for an exhibit at St. Louis; and
so many being short on the lyi 14 honey crop also cuts a figure. I do
feel that the National must do something soon in the way of advertis-

ing and helping on honey marketing. I have been quietly trying sev-

eral plans, some that will work perfectly providing each producer, and
afterwards dealers, would be honest with themselves and the Associa-

tion. To test my plans, I have lately purchased several thousand
pounds of honey and sold it, and by so doing saw how quickly some
will take advantage of it, if the National establishes a brand. Our
markets to-day are not half what they might be if the confidence of

the public in honest goods can be had; also, the superior value i>f

pure honey as food needs advertising. Seeing the State honey show
so poor at St. Louis is why, at my own expense, I am getting up this

State honey display of one-pound bottles, every kind of honey each
Slate produces. And I hope during the winter, in my lectures at in-

stitutes, to use some of the same to illustrate why all honey does u^t

look or taste alike.

Our 435 colonies of bees have hardly enough clover for their liv-

ing; no show before basswood. N. E. Frasce.

Our suggestion would he that at the convention in St. Louis, in

September, this whole subject of advertising honey be thorou^rhiy

discussed, and then appoint an able committee to prepare a plan %vhiili

shall afterward be submitted to the Board of Directors, and on their

approval put into effect.

Also, as to the National taking up the matter of bandline "v

branding the honey of its members—we think that is a matter that

needs careful consideration. It's a big subject, and requires the ex-

ercise of much wisdom to handle it properly. Better go rather slowly

on.that, is our judgment, until sure of being on the right track.

Beeswax as a Solder.

If a watering-can or other vessel in which nothing hot is to be put

has a leak, try beeswax as a solder. Warm over the stove the spot to

be mended, warm also the wax and put a bit of it flattened out on each

side the hole, then press firmly together. Perhaps propolis (wasn't it

Hasty that recommended propolis?) is still better.

Nebraska State Fair Apiarian Exhibit.

This great annual Fair will be held at Lincoln, Aug. '29 to Sept.

3, 1904. The part which will likely interest our readers most is the

apiarian exhibits, for which the following list of premiums are offered :

BEES AND HONET— OPEN TO THE WORLD.
1st 2d 3d
Pre. Pre. Pre.

Best comb, basswood or white clover honey, not less

than 20 pounds, cased and in single-comb sec-

tions, weighing not more than 2 pounds each S5 00 S2 GO $2 00
Best alfalfa honey, the same amount and cased as

above 5 00 3 00 3 00

Best sweet clover honey, the same amount and cased
as above 5 00 3 00 2 00

Best fall honey, the same amount and cased as above 5 00 3 00 3 00
Best 20 lbs. extracted white clover or basswood honey .5 00 3 00 2 00

Best 20 lbs. extracted alfalfa honey 5 00 3 00 2 00

Best '20 lbs. extracted sweet clover honey 5 00 3 00 3 00

(The above to have been extracted previous to July l.J

Best 30 lbs. heartsease fall honey, to have been stored

after Aug. 1 5 00 3 00 2 00

Best 20 lbs. extracted alfalfa fall honey, to have been
stored after Aug. 1 5 00 3 00 3 00

Best 20 lbs. extracted sweet clover fall honey, to have
been extracted after Aug. 1 5 00 3 00 2 00

Best and largest display by any one, including bees,

extracted and comb honey 15 00 10 00 5 00

Best and most artistic designs in beeswax 7 00 5 00 3 00

Best exhibit of apiarian supplies and implements. , . .15 00 10 00 5 OO

Best display of honey in marketable shape, products
of exhibitor's own apiary 15 00 10 00 5 00

Best display of honey-candy,honey-sugar,and sweets,

by any one, in which honey is made to fill the
place of sugar 3 00 2 00 100

Best honey-vinegar, not less than '-. gallon 3 00 3 00 1 00

Best display of bees and queens in oliservatory hives,

and not allowed to fly, not less than five cages. .10 00 5 00 3 00

Best exhibition of extracting honey, to I 'e exhibited

on the grounds, under the direction of the Super-
intendent, not later than Thursday of the Fair.. 3 00 2 00 1 lid

Best honey-extractor, test to be made by actual ex-

tracting upon the ground 3 00 3 00 1 00

Best all-purpose single-walled hive 3 00 2 00 1 00

Best all-purpose chaff hive 2 00 1 00 50

Best bee-smoker 1 00 .50 35

Following confined toexhibitors in Nebraska alone:

Best display of apiarian implements and supplies, in-

cluding comb foundation drawn, and bees in

cages, not less than five cages 10 OO 5 00 3 00

Best report of surplus honey stored by imy colony of

bees during the year 11104, amount (if stores,man-
ner of building up, handling, kind of hive used,

kind and c|uality stored, to be vt-rilied by owner.
Entries to conform with other entries of this class,

and report, with verification, 10 be filed with
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SuperintendeDt not later than noon on Tuesday
of the Fair 5 00 3 00

COUNTY COLLECTIVE EXHIBITS.

The county in Nebraska showing the best collection

of honey of all kinds, any or all ages, shapes and
conditions 20 00 10 00 5 00

The exhibits must have been produced in the county exhibiting,

and the product of not less than five apiaries. Individuals composing
this collective exhibit may compete for any or all minor premiums
offered.

HONEY PEODnCING PLANTS.

Best collection of honey-producing plants,giving time
of blossoming, with common and proper names. 7 00 4 00 3 00

DISCRETIONARY.

In this lot make entries, when desired, of what is not provided for

in the foregoing lots in this class.

Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Friend, Nebr., is the superintendent of the

apiarian department of this Fair. He will be pleased to furnish any

further information that may be desired, if so requested.

Beginners' Bi? Honey-Yields—Why ?

Now and again some beginner reports an unusual yield per colony,

and the question is raised, "Why should one new to the business

succeed better than one of more experience^" The answer has been

given that it is because of the greater enthusiasm of the beginner. But

some of the veterans tell us that they have no less enthusiasm now
than during their first years in the business. Besides, it is hardly

reasonable that enthusiasm shall outweigh skill and experience. Is it

so in other callings?

A probably better answer is that the beginner has a smaller num-

ber of colonies. But why should that make so much difference? For

the simple reason that with a larger number it is easier for the locality

to be overstocked. The amount of honey consumed in a year by a

colony has been variously estimated at from 60 to ^00 pounds annually

the larger amount probably being nearer the truth, the greatest con-

sumption occurring during the time of greatest activity, or when the

bees are at work in the field.

In most localities one, two, or three principal sources of nectar

furnish all the surplus, although there may be numerous honey- plants

yielding a small quantity of nectar from spring to fall. These minor

sources, however, are not suffleient for the daily needs of an apiary of

50 or 100 colonies, so that during the greater part of the time the bees

get only enough for their daily needs, if indeed they do not draw on

the reser%'e stores. With only two or three colonies on the ground,

there might be enough nectar, not only to supply the daily needs, but

to afford a chance for the daily storing of nectar throughout the sea-

son. With a whole summer in which to store, instead of a few days

or weeks, why should there not be an extraordinary yield per colony .'

The chief moral in the case is that the beginner who gets a large

surplus from one or two colonies should not base his future expecta-

tions thereon, for, should he do so, disappointment will likely be in

store for him.

Miscellaneous Items

The Apiary of Geo. A. Reed is shown on the first page. He
writes as follows concerning it:

About five years ago a stray swarm of bees came to my place and
I hived it. As I had no smoker, and had never heard of a bee-veil, I

had a pretty tough time of it. Part of the time my face was swollen
up so that my wife did not know me. But that winter I came across
" A B C of Bee-Culture," and from that time on the bees and I have
gotten along nicely. But the greatest help I have had has been the
American Bee .Journal. Whenever I want to learn anything now I

find it without much trouble in the " Old Reliable." .Just continue
my paper for life, and whenever you need any money send me vour
bill.

Last year the floods washed away many of the bees, but I saved
my bees by taking them to high ground. I got "3 pounds from the
last crop of alfalfa, which I sold at 10 cents a pound, so you see I had
something for my trouble. Bees are swarming, and I think we will
have a good year.

I send a photograph of my apiary and myself, taken by J. A.
Ward. My little daughter is standing out in front of the hives.

Geo. a. Reed.

Bee-Hive iu His Bedroom.—Thf Lincoln (Nebr.) Daily Star

published some time ago an account of arolonyof bees kept in the

bedroom of Mr. J. H. Sears, who has had them there for over 18

months, and evidently enjoys their happy hum. Last season he is re-

ported to have taken UO pounds of honey from them. Continuing the

account, the Star reporter has this to say

:

" While visiting in the country in the summer of 1902, a daughter
of Mr. Sears found a swarm of bees in a hedge. They seemed to be-
long to no one, and when she returned home she informed her father.
The latter used to keep bees on the farm, and at once saw the possi-
bilities of the " find " his daughter had made. At the same time he
did not take into consideration the fact that he had no adequate place
to keep them when he had brought them home. When he had ob-
tained the swarm, captured in a cracker-box, he discovered that his
back-yard was far too small to accommodate his pets. The only pos-
sible place for them was in the bedroom where he slept.

•' Mr. Sears leaves his window slightly open, to allow the bees en-
trance and egress at will. An up-to-date hive is placed for their
occupancy, with all the comforts of the out-of-door apartments, with
the addition of hard-coal heat in the winter.

" At almost any hour the sill of the window may be seen partially
covered with the dark yellow insects, crawling in or out of the room
where is their hive."

The Apiary of Prank Hinderer appears on the front page

this week. When sending the picture (May 38) he wrote as follows:

I send a photograph of my home and apiary, my wife, boy, and
myself. I commenced in the spring of 1003 with 8 colonies, increased
to 33 by natural swarming, and having a honey-flow of 53 days, my
surplus was 1000 one-pound sections, and 1640 pounds of box-honey.
I use boxes holding from 31.2 to 10 pounds each. I had 4 colonies
in Langstroth hives, and the rest in box-hives. I had 3 swarms come
out on Aug. 4 and unite, and they stored a surplus of 155 pounds in

one-pound sections. I received 11 cents per pound for my honey. I

bought 19 colonies in the fall in box-hives, making 53 colonies. I lost

Ki colonies the past winter and spring, or 3.5 percent of them.
We are having nice weather now, and bees are getting strong.

There is good prospect that there will be lots of white clover, and also
sweet clover and basswood bloom.

I could not get along without the American Bee Journal.
Frank Hinderer.

c
Some Expert Opinion

In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

Frames Hung Crosswise vs. Lengthwise.

If for some reason you were to start in anew to keep bees, and
were obliged to get an entirely new outfit

—

Ques. 10.—What objections would you find to frames hung
crosswise of the hive?

O. O. PopPLETON (Fla.)— I don't know, as I have never tested
them.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)— It interferes with free ventilation, and free

passage of the bees to all parts of the hive.

G. M. Doolittle (N. Y.)—Answered by asking. What objections
would you find to frames hung lengthwise of the hives?

.J. M. Hambauqh (Calif.)— I am not sure that there are any ob-
jections, but I have not practiced this feature extensively.

K. L. Taylor (Mich.)—There are more of them, and more motions
are required to handle them, with no advantage except to coddle weak
colonies.

Prof. A. .J. Cook (Calif.)—None, except they are not the Lang-
stroth, and that hive and frame are most desirable because most used.
See answer to (Question No. 1.

Geo. W. Bkodbeck (Calif.)—Here in California this would indi-

cate a narrow frame and more to hancle in comparison with the
Langstroth, consequently necessitating more labor.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— I began bee-keeping with frames hanging
crosswise, but I did not like them. The bees fill the combs more
evenly when the entrance is at the end of the frames.

N. E. France (Wis.)—The hive I like liest for extracting holds 10
brood-fraines, with 16 same size (Langstroth size) crosswise the brood-
chamber. Easier to handle, and two sets of extracting.

Mrs. .1. M. Noll (Mo.)—None in winter. In the working season
all parts of the brood-nest could not be reached by the workers as
readily. In hut weather it would hinder perfect ventilation.

Dr. .J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—I have u.«i'd hives with frames both
ways, and I could never see any difference lu the work of the bees. In
many things relating to the apiary theory ami practice don't always
work side by side.

C. H. DiBBERN (111.)—As I tip my hives forward to shed water,
such an arrangement would throw the coi I'ls out of perpendicular,
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and if foundation were used, or ii swarm hived on starters, it would
make a nice mess. Hives witti gable roofs would do better, but it

seems handier to have frames run from front to rear.

EroENE Secor (Iowa)—Too short to make good breeding combs.

Too short for out-door winterinj;. Too many frames to handle. Supers

would have to be made on a different plan without any improvement
on the ones now in use.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—It would not do at all, as the hive needs to

have the entrance lowest to let the moisture run out, and that would
cause cross frames to hang against the hive at the bottom and away
from it at the higher end.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—It's not the fashion in this country, and
I like to be fashionable. It gives the bees less chance to ventilate the

hive. It would necessitate leveling the hive from front to rear, which
would not be so convenient.

E. E. Hasty (Ohio)—Mainly that it malies the frame too small.

Also^ because the hive doesn't want to be level from front to rear.

Don't seem to be any objections but what could be got out of the way
if large advantages were in sight.

C. Daveni'ORT (Minn,)—a good many. I want the back of the

hive 2 inches or so higher, so that rain will not beat or run in at the

entrance. With frames crosswise, the hive would. have to be level

lengthwise, and unless the hive was square it would take more frames
crosswise.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—None whatever. The Europeans have dis-

cussed at great length this method, which they call the " warm
frame" principle, as against the "cold frame," hung at right angles
with the entrance. I never could see any difference in results. I have
tried them both.

W.M. RoHKiG (Ariz.)—If the number and size of the frames were
the same in either case, I can see no objection, only that the hive
must be level from front to back ; and unless the hive is square it

would take up more room in the row, which, with us, would be a
decided objection.

E. S. LovEST (Utah)—While I prefer to have the frames run
from back to front, I have seen a great many colonies of bees do well

with the frames running crosswise of the hive. I have noticed that,

as a rule, the wax-moth is worse in hives where the frames run cross-

wise, than they are in hives where the frames run from back to front.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—They do not admit of leaning the hive
slightly forward. However, that is a very unimportant objection.
They are warmer than the frames hung lengthwise when wintering
out-of-doors. Frames hung crosswise stop the cold wind entering by
the entrance, while those hung lengthwise let it run in freely between
the frames clear to the rear wall of the hive.

P. H. ElWood (N. Y.)— I can not think of any serious objections,
but would expect it to work not quite so well unless, as in our case,

the entrance is at the center of the bottom. Any arrangement of

frames and entrances that brings the honey uneven in the clamp. The
same may be said as to the brood-department, unless the frames are
long and shallow, when winter stores would be better at one end.

K. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—Practically none. I have used extensively
such in the past; they are better for nearly every purpose than the
long Langstroth frame. They cost a little more, but that is a very
small item. First cost is a trifle if it gets better results later. With-
out a detailed argument, let me say that I kmiw short frames are all

right for results in breeding, and the super arrangements can easily

be adapted.

.]. A. Green (Colo.)—The hive would need to be leveled front

to rear, which, unless a portico or slanting bottom-board were used,

would permit rain to drive in, which would not readily run out again.
Hives can be leveled more easily in one direction than in two, wtiU-h

would be a practical necessity with the hives now in use, except by
making the entrance at the side of the hive, which would often be in-

convenient, especially in the arrangement of a large apiary.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—None whatever. The same results would
be attained, but it would give you rather an ill-shaped frame, espe-

cially if you were working for extracted honey. Of course, there
would l)e more frames to fill the space, more wiring, more handlini,',

and less ground to be gone over in a given time. In this day and atre

the fellow who is going to make two blades of grass grow where there

has only been one, must be about it, or some fellow will have the

grass plowed up and corn planted thereon.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)—There are two ol)jections to the plan of

hanging frames crosswise in the hive: 1. I want my hives adjusted

on the summer stands so as to be a little lower in front than at the

back, so as to drain the hive of any water that may drift into the

entrance of the hive, and this would hinder the frames from hangint;

true with the hive. 2. Such a plan would add to the number of

frames, and this would add to the labor of handling the frames. As
I look at things, the proper position of the frames is with their ends
toward the entrance to the hive.

c

L. Stacheliiausen (Tex.)—This question has two meini
First, shall the frames hang crosswise to the hive-entrance or par

toilf In this sense, there is not much differencein ourclimate; fui

north a crosswise position to the entrance, as it is generally use

preferable. Why?—the sages there may answer. Second, if we
a Ill-frame hive is it better to hang 10 frames in it the long way, '

shorter frames crosswise? The long frames are more favorat

brood development, and are better for wintering, because they c»;'i

more honey ; 10 larger frames cost less than I'J smaller ones, ami
less manipulation. I do not know any advantage of the cross

frames.

iilk-l

Contributed Articles

Our National Association and Advertising

Honey.
BY C. P. D.\DANT.

IHA.VE noticed that editorial concerning advertising-

honey, on page 339, and also that of Editor Hutchinson

in his May Review. I think both suggestions are timely

and well taken. America is the most practical country in

the world, and knows better how to advertise than any

other country This is certainly why our goods scatter over

the entire world. The Europeans do not know how to ad-

vertise, and their magazines do not get the support that

ours do, because the only thing on which they can count

with any show of profit is the subscription list. When they

do advertise they do not seem to do it with so much force as

we do here. " He pays the freight " has no actual parallel

across the Ocean, although some houses manage to do a

great deal of wall advertising, which calls the attention to

them. I remember seeing an example of that, in Paris

where the house that was '• Not at the corner of the quay "

made itself known to everybody.
These things being so, how is it that we neglect our in-

terests in some very important advertising ? Those who
have read my trip to the Paris Exposition will remember
that I was very much disappointed at not seeing a single

exhibit of United States honey anywhere, while our manu-
facturers of bee-supplies (our own firm included) had very

fine exhibits of their wares. Most to be regretted was the

comparison that could establish itself in the minds of the

European bee-keepers when they saw the Canadian exhibit

of honey, made under the auspices of their association,

which was splendid, and attracted a great deal of attention,

while our own country was nowhere to be seen as a honey-

producer. This failure ought not to occur again in any

World's Fair, no matter where it is. We need to call the

world's attention to our products, for we are the most exten-

sive producers in all lines.

The same remarks apply to our own home exhibits.

Not only ought each State to make an exhibit, but it seems

to me of great importance for our National Associa-

tion to make a colossal show, something to be remembered

by all who see it. We have as efficient a General Manager
as can be found. Mr. France has already shown that he is

entirely devoted to our interests. All that needs to be done

is to furnish him sufficient funds to push the advertising of

honey, and I have no doubt that our large producers will

see that he is furnished a large quantity of the very best atid

finest honey for the exhibit. Of course, it will be nothing

but right to have each producer's name on the honey he

sends. For this, money is needed, and I propose that we
start a .subscription list to defray the expenses of a National

exhibit, and will myself subscribe $25.00 for this purpose, if

this move is adopted by our producers.

Not only must we show our honey in a manner to im-

press the public, but I believe, as our friends. Editors York

and Hutchinson, suggest, that we should advertise our pro-

duct at large. I would suggest, also, that if our General

Manager is supplied with sufticient funds, he could adver-

tise our Association as willing to examine and test any
samples of honey sent, and report to the persons interested.

There is not a single one of our producers of honey on a

large scale but knows how unpleasant it is to have a

stranger doubt the purity of our goods, whether comb or ex-

tracted honey. If each of our members was authorized to

say to a doubting purchaser that he may send a sample of

the product to the General Manager of the National Associa-

tion, and that an opinion will be given free of charge, in

return, concerning the purity of the honey sent, there

would be a big point gained. I do not believe that this

would add very much to the labors of the General Manager,
because I think that very few persons would avail them-

selves of this opportunity, but it would give great strength

to our producers, and would undoubtedly enable them to

sell honey where they might otherwise have failed. I have

no hesitancy in asserting that, were it not for the fear of

adulteration, twice the quantity of honey would be con-

sumed in America that is used today.
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These thoughts are jotted down rather in a hurry,
for this is a busy time with us at this date (June 4), but I

hope this will serve to draw the attention of our larger pro-
ducers. If we take a united action, there is no doubt that
we can do ourselves much good. We are exactly in the
position of a large manufacturer who does not advertise be-

cause he thinks his goods will speak for themselves. It is

neither practical nor wise. Hancock Co., 111.

Later.—June 18. Since writing the above, I have laid

my plan before the General Manager, Mr. France, and he
approves it, although he says it is rather late for an exhibit
at St. Louis. But most of the honey is harvested after this

date, and I have never seen much of an exhibit of honey at
any Fair before fall. Besides, the greatest crowds will prob-
ably attend the St. Louis Fair during our beautiful fall

weather in September and October, and I have no doubt the
management will gladly grant our National Association
room to make a creditable exhibit. An appeal to our mem-
bers by all our bee-papers ought to bring a good response
in the way of honey, especially if it is understood that the
producer's name will appear on his honey.

I believe, also, that a very great advantage can be de-
rived from authorizing our members to refer their custom-
ers to the Manager of our Association in case they doubt
the purity of their goods. It will be readily understood by
the public that our Association is organized for the purpose
of protecting bona-fide bee-keepers against fraudulent deal-
ers in bogus honey, and an official representative of the
organization will be able to give an authoritative opinion
concerning any samples submitted to him.

We are just beginning to realize the great advantages
that the union of forces can give our members. Let us work
at perfecting our organization without delay. There is

plenty of room for improvement.
I invite expression of opinions from one and all on this

matter. If any one sees faults in the proposed moves, let

him speak out. But let us keep united, and work, and we
will succeed. C. P. D.

[See editorial on this subject, on page 467.

—

Editor.]

Law Governing Bees and Bee-Keepers.

BY HHNRY KI,KIN, LL. B.

MANY of the readers of this journal are no doubt inter-
ested in knowing the law that governs the bee-indus-
try, and it is to acquaint them with the law on this

subject that this article is written.
Bees are considered in law as wild animals, or, as it is

commonly termed in legal literature, they z.t^fera naturcr ;
but when they are hived and reclaimed, a person may have
a qualified ownership in them. The finder of a bee-tree who
removes the bees to his own land, may thus become their
owner. An unreclaimed swarm belongs to the person who
first hives them ; if a swarm fly from the hive of one person
they continue his as long as he can keep track of and pursue
them ; but if they settle on a tree on his neighbor's land, he
has no right to enter the land without permission.

If a person finds bees on the land of another, he does
not thereby acquire any right to them. The bees belong to
the owner of the land where the tree stands. To reclaim
bees the finder has to remove them from the place where he
finds them to his own land ; thus if the finder of a bee-tree
marks the initials of his name on the tree, he is not thereby
reclaiming them, and he does not own them ; any person
finding the bee-tree after that, has the right to cut the tree
and take the bees.

If a person gets a license from the owner of a bee-tree
to cut the tree and take the bees, he acquires no property in
the bees until after he has possession, and he has no rights
as against a person subsequently obtaining a license and
taking possession. The latter has the right to cut the tree
and take the bees. If, however, the person obtaining the
first license is cutting the tree, and the one with the second
license interferes, the former may maintain an action
against him.

From the principles laid down above it may be deduced
that if a person should place a box in a tree for bees to hive
in, the tree being located on another's land, he acquires no
rights, and a third person may as to him take the bees and
the honey.

Another phase of the subject may be of interest. Bees,
while in a wild state, are not the subject of larceny ; that is,

no one can be punished for stealing them ; but as long as

they remain in the tree where hived, even though the tree
belong to an individual and he has confined them in the
tree, they are the subject of larceny.

An owner of bees is not usually liable for any injury
they may do to third persons or to property ; thus, where an
action was brought against an owner for injuries done by
his bees to horses passing on the highway near the place
where the bees were kept, and it was shown that the bees
had been kept there for several years without injuring any
one, the owner was held not liable. Ulster Co., N. Y.

[ Convention Proceedings
|

Report of the Couventlou of the New York State
Bee-Keepers' Association.

REPORTED BY MORI,BY PETTIT.

(Continued from pa^e 455 )

R. F. Holtermann, of Canada, read the following paper
on

MARKETINQ HONEY.

A good article for sale is more than half the battle in

marketing. An article spoiled in production can with dif-

ficulty only get a market, and which it can never hold.
Better to know how to get an article in proper shape for

market than only to know what to do to bring it before the
attention of the buyer—both, however, are of great impor-
tance.

Honey must be in the right shape, and then distributed
in the right way. To give to the people in each market
what they want, sounds well to the unthinking individual,
but to carry this policy out means to stop all so-called

world's progress. Better methods are desirable, and any
way of marketing which can be shown to be to the advan-
tage of the trade and the consumer should be brought for-

ward, and the public educated to see the advantage.
At present, honey generally is produced in about as un-

systematic a way, and with about as poor results, as butter
was 20 or more years ago. Here a few pounds, and there a
few pounds, without uniformity in production or handling,
and much of it injured ; for in its various stages of produc-
tion and handling its quality can be affected as much as
butter. Too much of it leaves the hive when it is really

not yet honey, but when it- is still in its stages between nec-
tar and honey. Again, that grand quality in desirable
table honey—aroma—which helps to hold and develop our
market, is practically lost sight of by our bee-keepers

;

their method of handling and the lack of speaking of it

proves this.

I have 400 colonies of bees, and out of one county alone
last season took some 30,000 pounds of honey, yet with all

our rush we extract, and before the honey has lost the
warmth of the hive we strain out any particles of wax and
the like, and then immediately store the honey in vessels
which can be tightly sealed as soon as filled. If any one
asks, " What about the froth?" let me answer that froth
on well-ripened honey is only to honey what the beaten
white is to the white of the egg. They are the same, and
produced in principle in the same way.

Next, honey contains formic acid. This is a valuable
medicine, and retards, and even destroys, the growth of un-
wholesome germs. In storing, this should be considered.
Honey can never remain long in contact with tin without
this acid acting on the metal. The percentage of formic
acid varies ; I have had samples of honey analyzed, finding
100 percent more in some samples than iu others.

Inferior goods not only hinder the sale of similar
goods, but they injure the demand for a good art^icle ; one
becomes the opponent to the other, one neutralizes the effect

of the other, and of this phase of the market we can say,

"A house divided against itself can not stand." As far as
I know, all, or almost all, of our northern honey has the
peculiar characteristic of becoming solid, crystallizing, or,

as it is commonly called, granulating.
The more delicately fiavored honey, such as clover,

even in expert hands, rarely goes throjigh the process of
liquefying without perceptible deterioration in its delicate

flavor and aroma. This may be disputed by those of less
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sensitive palate, yet remains true, and will stand the test.

None of us, however, are likely to deny that when the aver-
age retailer, with little or no experience in this direction,

undertakes to liquefy honey, evil results are almost a fore-

gone conclusion. It may be fairly good, but too often the
" bloom " has departed.

That the change which honey undergoes by overheating
is important the polariscope proves. Long-heated honey
not granulating tends also to show that the nature is

changed ; its color, flavor, and aroma, as we know, may also

be lost.

Perfectly grained honey is also a safeguard against
adulteration. Under the circumstances, a system of mark-
eting extracted honey which would overcome the necessity
of passing honey through the dangerous stage of liquefying
woujd be an advantage.

In the production of honey we should guard against
mixing in extracting, of inferior and better grades of honey.
In almost every case it results in a reduced total return of
dollars. Second-class honey should be kept and sold sep-
arately.

To produce and sell honey intelligently we must under-
stand its nature. Honey is more than a sweet. Sole-
leather and beef-steak, without our present knowledge of
chemistry, are alike, yet it would be a difficult matter to

convince even a hungry man of this. Within the last two
years Prof. Shutt, of the Dominion Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, Canada, has discovered that the past methods of
analyzing honey are faulty, and we may reasonably hope
that the stage of perfection has not yet been reached.
Honey has, in addition to water, saccharine matter and
formic acid, a volatile oil distilled by the blossom which
secretes the nectar. The power of these essential oils can
be best understood when we remember that in Eastern
countries certain plants yield an oil which, consumed, pro-
duces death. It is this oil, volatile in its nature, which

j

gives honey its aroma. We detect this agency in the blos-

som, in the field, when we lean over the hive in manipula-
tion, again as we extract, and, last but not least, we know
the delicious and often delicate flavor possessed by honey
fresh from the hive.

It is desirable to retain as much as we can of this for
table use. Assuredly, why should we follow blindly the
lead of those who have gone before, and expose our ex-
tracted honey to the atmosphere, thus losing what, in ray
estimation, is so desirable to deliver to the consumer?
There is so much to learn about the ripening process nectar
undergoes in the hive. I see questions which, for their
solution, require the careful expert and original thought of
the bee-keeper and the chemist, the solution of which ques-
tions will be of practical and lasting benefits to the bee-
keeper and consumer of honey.

The bee-keeper gets only a small percentage of the nec-
tar the bees gather. The brood is fed, the heat and energy
of the bee has, through food, to be provided for ; the brood
has to be warmed, and the process of ripening through
raised temperature and the fanning of atmosphere in and
out, all has to be done at the expense of food consumed.
We masticate food and change starch to sugar. By the
addition of certain secretions in this, the food undergoes
the first stages towards digestion. The bees by nature are
compelled to gather nectar a little at a time ; they again
transmit it to fresh bees at the threshhold of the comb ;

again, as it is moved about from cell to cell in the process
of ripening, in all these, as in the slow process of mastica-
tion, the honey is being inverted, and in honey we have a
partially digested, or predigested, food ready for assimila-
tion. No other sweet on earth can boast of this in its favor.

The above processes, properly carried out, are done at a
great loss in quantity from what is first gathered, but it is

the machinery power, the coal, if you will, to produce the
energy required to gather, change and seal this food in its

stages from nectar to our valuable food—honey. At no
stage should this process of ripening, etc., in the hive be
stopped by the bee-keeper ; to do so must work injury to our
market.

Again, if we do not know wherein our goods are supe-
rior to others, which at first glance appear to be the same,
and are ?iot cheaper, but a less price, how can we expect to

sell them to advantage, and do them justice? There is

simply no answer to the question. We must understand
their powers of merit, and have faith in them. Possessed
with that conviction we can hope to convince others.

Think of a butcher, a dry-goods drummer, the hard-
ware man, acting in that capacity for a horse-dealer, the
dairyman pointing out the merits of fruit, or the poultry-
man sent as an expert to find a market for cheese and but-

ter, and you have a spectacle of what every Dick, Tom and
Harry is expected to do for honey. Even our governments
are guilty of such actions. It is often done unthinkingly,
but the consequences are disastrous to our honey market.
Bee-keepers should combine in every large city, such as the
one we are meeting in (Syracuse), and have a wholesale and
retail establishment for the sale of honey. The retail es-

tablishment could have for sale articles of food, etc., in
which honey has been used as an ingredient. Here the
highest in the land could be drawn by advertising, exhibi-
tions of bees, their handling at certain times, observatory
hives and displays, setting forth the natural history of the
bee, and so on. Such a store, at a comparatively small out-
lay of cost, could be made the talk of the city, and reach
the most intelligent and desirable class of citizens, and
honey be made to reach the tables of thousands upon thou-
sands where the article is to-day a stranger.

In other places arrangements could be made to make
the sale of honey a strong (not neglected) department of a
business already established, or the business in certain
places might only be run for a portion of the year, but
always have in charge a bright, alert expert having confi-

dence in and knowing the goods. These centers could also
be made centers of instruction to employes in establish-
ments where the sale of honey would be desirable.

Give a proper margin to the one who sells your honey.
Bee-keepers as a body are much to blame for having their

wholesale and retail prices too close together. A retailer

should have not less than a margin of 20 percent.

We, as bee-keepers, often talk as if the price was our
main difficulty in selling, and as if the price altogether
stood in the way of a larger market. I venture strongly to

assert this is not where more than half our trouble lies. We
could raise the price if we only would first improve the gen-
eral quality. Make stronger efforts to put the merits of
honey before the public, distribute it more evenly over the
country, and give the dealer a better margin. Does any
one doubt it? Eet him or her look at proprietary goods,
trade-marked goods, which stare us in the face on every
table to day. Let him consider how much of their place on
the market is due to real merit, and how much to advertis-

ing. Draw your own conclusion and doubt no longer.

Until millions and millions of dollars worth of sugar at

present consumed by our people have been replaced by
millions of pounds of honey, we have no right to say there

is no market for honey. Give honey back the place it once
had as a sweetener, and our people will have back a greater
measure of health. The public must, of course, be provided
with what it wants, but our keynote should be to educate
them to use what they need, and what is best for them. It

is in our interest, and the interest of the people, to advocate
for the table either comb honey or honey that has been
sealed until granulated. For a fancy trade we might put it

into jars like cream cheese, and immediately run over the
top a thin film of melted paraffin, the object being to ex-

clude the air and retain the aroma of the hive. When
granulated solid, as in large barrels, the block can be cut

like cheese with a wire, and retailed. I know of no better

way of marketing, and you can in this way give a customer
the best value for his money.

Unfortunately for us bee-keepers, governments do not
do us justice. We can form hands with you over the line,

which we as Canadians hope will not be efl'aced as long as
man's government lasts, and we can feel with you that we
have a grievance in common. Governments levy taxes
upon the wealth obtained by beekeeping, but unlike other
branches of agriculture, in production and marketing. The
past history is that in nearly every case, for political or

other expediencies' sake, incompetent persons have been
appointed in the rare instances where anything has been
done. The government betrays trust in this, and we as
bee-keepers are worse off than before. Results in experi-

ments have been given out where the expert bee-keeper can
see under the veil and gnash his teeth, that his profession
should be thus belittled, and the poor novice swallowing in

his verdancy all that comes from such a source, like the
blind leading the blind is brought into the ditch.

If we want to make the best showing in marketing, we
must have government aid, and have the aid other depart-
ments of agriculture are getting—aid which a branch of
agriculture having power to produce wealth merits, and not
have our governments, by their lack of action, and even in-

action, blazen it abroad that bee-keeping is not worthy of,

or a rewarder of, the highest agricultural intelligence and
application.

But this brings me to my closing remarks.
Beekeeping is a business ; it requires experience, appli-
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cation, and intelligent care to succeed in it. The sooner we
impress this upon the bee-keeper, or prospective bee-keeper,
the better for our honey markets.

My remarks have been lengthy, perhaps, rather than
weighty. I have given you my best upon the subject. You
have asked me to speak upon the subject, your quarrel must
then be not with me, but yourselves. Doubtless the discus-
sion will bring out something you have as bee-keep-irs in
this State—the material and characteristics of people who
can meet to advantage. You have large personal experi-
ence, often handed down from generation to generation.
You are willing to impart information, and yet you realize
all is not known, and new thoughts advocated will be duly
weighed and valued. You have also in my visits shown
that grand characteristic, courage to combat ideas which in

your estimation are wrong, and a willingness to give credit
where right, regardless of personal feelings. I wish you
every success. R. F. Holtermann.

Mr. France—Be sure your honey-barrels are clean. Put
them in the attic a year ahead and drive the hoops often.
In the alfalfa districts a great many use tins for storage.
The black from the iron darkens the honey. Never wash
an extractor till you want to use it. Leave it coated with
honey. Tin is better than galvanized iron.

A sample glass of syrup was shown, labeled " White
Clover Honey Compound—25 percent Honey and 75 percent
Corn Syrup."

Mr. Stewart—Why does not the manufacturer call it

syrup compound ?

Mr. Betsinger—It is being sold as honey.
Mr. France—The New York law is the best of its kind

we have. Keep after these compound fellows. Make it un-
popular.

Mr. Cass, who is a dealer in honey, said that the con-
vention last year did a lot of good among the dealers, by
calling attention to this stuff.

Mr. West—We largely knocked out this business. It

was brought up in the grocers' associations. The penalty
is the regular penalty of the agricultural law.

MR. HERSHISER ON "CROP REPORTS."
1. We could get them best through the General Manager

of the National Association, because the honey of one State
alone has not much influence on the markets of the coun-
try. All should join the county associations, and by this
means the National.

2. What is an average crop in the various parts of the
country ? This is a subject for study, and will take several
years to ascertain. Good crop reports are given in Glean-
ings every year. We should be willing to pay for crop re-
ports.

3. There should be four reports in the year. 1st, from
Cuba ; 2d, from Texas and California ; 3d, from all white
honey sections about the middle of August ; and 4th, from
late honey. O. L,. Hbbshiser.

Mr. Hutchinson—Foul brood inspectors would not get
fair reports because their work is among diseased apiaries,
and they have no time to visit others.

Mr. Hershiser—The General Manager should do this
work and receive a salary in accordance with his duties.

Mr. France—This would be very expensive. A single
report would cost $75 to $80.

Mr. Hershiser—Let those who get a full crop report pay
25 cents or so for ft. It is worth it.

Mr. Betsinger—A National report would be a farce—too
slow.

Mr. Hershiser was appointed to take charge of the New
York State honey exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition this
year.

The various foul brood inspectors reported on their work.
Mr. France reported that an association had been

formed to be known as the North American Foul Brood
Inspectors' Association. It is to meet in Buffalo next June,
and hold a school on bee-diseases, at which lectures will be
given by some eminent bacteriologist.

COPIES OF RESOLUTIONS.

Resolutions of thanks were passed to those who had
taken part in the program, and to those who had come from
a distance. Also the following :

Whereas, We believe the exhibition of the working
apiary, in connection with exhibits of the products of api-
culture at our last New York State Fair, was beneficial, and
of great value in instructing and educating the public in
the methods of securing pure honey ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That it is the sense of the New York State
Bee-Keepers' Association, in convention assembled at Syra-
cuse, Jan. 15, 1904, that the exhibition of such a working
apiary at the annual State Fair be continued ; and we here-
by ask the New York State Fair Committee to make proper
and adequate provisions for such exhibition at the next and
following State Fairs ; and

Resolved, That the secretary of this Association be and
is hereby directed to forward a copy of these resolutions to
the secretary of the State Fair Committee.

Whereas, The Secretary of Agriculture, in his last

report to the President, strongly urged the transformation
and development of the Division of Entomology of the
United States Department of Agriculture into a bureau ;

and
Whereas, It is the sense of the bee-keepers, of whom

there are over 700,000 in the United States, that the apicul-

tural industry does not and never has received recognition
from the general government ; therefore.

Resolved, That the New York State Association of Bee-
Keepers' Societies in convention assembled, most heartily
approve of the recommendation of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, that the Division of Entomology be transformed
into a bureau, and that we repsectfully, but earnestly, re-

quest the representatives of the State of New York in Con-
gress to support and use ther best endeavors to secure the
desired change.

Resolved, That the secretary of this Association be and
hereby is directed to forward copies of these resolutions to

the Representatives of the State of New York in Congress,
and to the Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture of
the State and House. H. S. Ferry,

Orel Hershiser,
Geo. B. Howe.

[ Our Bee-Heepin§ Sisters]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

German Honey-Cakes.

Eight cupfuls sugar ; two cupfuls honey ; four cupfuls
milk ; one pound English walnuts ; three cents' worth each
of candied lemon and orange peel ; five cents' worth citron

cut fine ; two large tablespoonfuls soda; two teaspoonfuls
ground cloves; two teaspoonfuls ground cinnamon. Put
the milk, sugar and honey on the stove to boil 15 minutes,
skim ofi" the scum and remove from the stove. Put in the
nuts, spices and candied fruits. Stir in as much flour as
can be done with a spoon. Set away to cool, then mix in

the soda. Cover and let stand over night, or a few days if

possible. Then stir in enough flour to make a stifif dough ;

roll out little thicker than for ordinary cookies, and cut in

fancy shapes. Will keep for months; in fact, they are not
good until they have been made a few weeks, at least.

—

Mabei. PeelE, in Rural New Yorker.

Getting- Bees Out of a Hig-h Tree,

I can tell the sisters a better way than the brethren.
Carbolic acid. It won't hurt the bees, but will make them
let go, and get out in a hurry. I had a swarm come out last

week, that was very high-minded. It settled in the top of a
high cedar on the front. I had a 12foot strip, and one 10
feet long, and I nailed the two together and put a good-sized
piece of rag with saltpeter on it and put on the pole and set

fire to it. It was hard work to raise that long pole, but I

got it up and poked it in among them. They swarmed out
around the top of the tree, and I did not see anything of
them, so I thought they had left for the woods. After a
while I heard them, and went inside of the trees, and they
were settling on a limb a little further along, and not quite

so high, but in as bad a place, so I got the pole on the out-

side on the road.
I had just made a lot of saltpeter rags, and had put on a

piece of a child's little dress, took some fine wire and tied

it to the end of the pole, struck a matcli and held it to the
bottom and let them down. One of ihe neighbors came
along, and he raised the pole for me. i told him to poke it
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right under them. By this time there was a pretty good
smoke, and pretty soon he said they had let loose. We came
inside of the trees and were looking, and he said they were
around a certain hive, and I could get them there. I went
to it and I found they were going in as fast as they could,

and they are still in there, or at least I Have not seen them
come out, and have watched in the middle of the day, and
am writing now where I can see the yard plainly. As they
have not come out I have been thinking whether or not the

queen was missing in it all. Do you suppose such is the

case ? They seem to be working all right.

I have had 5 swarms, 3 in May and one besides the
above in June. I had one come out and partly settle and
then go back, and in two days come out again and settle

with another one that had come out. They were so large I

could not get them all into one hive, so I put another hive-

body on top of it and they all went in ; both seem to be full

of bees. They have been doing well, and are now working
strong in the supers. I will have to put on extra supers on
several of others, but it has been so cold almost all of June
that I have not done it yet, but it is getting warmer, and I

hope it will stay warmer ; it has been worse than it was last

spring.
I did not get the bees cleaned up until May, and I only

lost one colony, which starved. I had plenty of honey, but
being so lame, and having so much to do, one did not get
attended to the same day, and it got cold so I could not at-

tend to them, and did not get it done at all ; the spring kept
so cold I could not do it. I sawed off the ends at the top
and laid a full frame in under the cushion ; they ate all that
and were dead when I could see to them.

All the colonies came out strong with lots of brood,
where I could attend to them, and the weather was warm
enough to be safe to open the hives. I gave them clean bot-

tom-boards and a clean hive, and cleaned off the tops of the
bars, so they have no carrying out of rubbish, only just to

go to work with a clean house.

I was very thankful that I got so I could walk without a
cane before I had to hive any bees, else I do not know how
I could have done it. I have done everything out-of-doors

for a year with a cane in one hand and a basket in theother,
in which to gather all my truck—all last summer and fall ; I

tell you, it seems good to go around without it. Had I not
gotten the rheumatism and neuralgia so badly in the win-
ter, my eye would have been well now, but that threw it

back a month. It is gaining now, and I hope it will soon be
entirely well. If any of the sisters, or brethren, have, or

should have, rheumatism, I would recommend them to be
sure to write to Prof. Malcom Watson, Battle Creek, Mich.,
who will send them a week's trial treatment. I have not
found any thing that is equal to it. Any ordinary case will

be entirely cured in 30 days, but I have had it so long it

will take another 30 days, but it has done me a lot of good.
I have spent enough to cure me, in liniments and oils, and
to no permanent good. This is not about bees, but I pity

any one so much that has rheumatism that I want to tell

him how to get cured. Our good editor might get it, and
I certainly would want him to know how to get rid of it.

I get so much good from the other sisters, that I want
to contribute my mite, if it will do any good. And I want
to thank Dr. Miller for the saltpeter rags, not only for

smoke but for bees up in a high tree.

Well, if I don't stop, I will go in the waste basket, if I

don't already. Mrs. Sarah J. Griffith.
Cumberland Co., N. J., June 13.

If I understand you rightly, the swarm went into an
empty hive ; that being the case, the queen is probably all

right, as the swarm would hardly have staid there without
a queen, or any means of rearing one.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3|^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts. ; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for ^1.25; 250 for $2.25; Son

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office

Nasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

DIRECTIONS FOR AN OBSERVATORY HIVE.

Even if you don't preserve all your American Bee Jour-

nals, preserve the one with diagrams and directions for

making an observatory hive. Keep it till you make the
hive. If every bee-keeper kept an observatory hive on view
it would increase the market for honey quite a bit—every
one that sees gets interested, and most of those that get in-

terested want some honey. Allen L,atham should have our
thanks for the article and diagrams. Page 359.

CHICKENS AS DRONK-CATCHKRS.

Mrs. Mary A. Ray, in the Sisters' department, touches

on one of the semi-important minor matters when she gives

her experience with chickens taught to catch drones at the

hive-entrances. She finds they soon learn to take heavy-
laden workers, also. The theory is, that a chick or duck
might indeed break over for once, but would get a sting in

the throat sufficient to cure it of such wrong-doing in the

future. Doubtful theory. Like other doubtful theories, I

guess it needs looking after. Quite a good few living crea-

tures succeed in swallowing worker-bees without getting

stung much. Sad if poultry get into the same company.
Page 360.

HATCHING EGGS OVER BEES.

And who should score a little fragment of success in

hatching eggs over bees but our good and enterprising

brother, Allen Latham ? With a week's effort just one egg
showed a little touch of red. Well, that partly redeems the

thing from the charge of whole-cloth mendacity. Page 362.

INDIVIDUAL HIVE-SHED—RELIQUEFYING BARREL HONEY.

We should scarce expect the man who runs a watch-

maker's business, an apiary, and an 80-acre farm, too, to be

the one to invent a diminutive shed for each hive—but so

it is. Good thing, no doubt, for those who have few colo-

nies, and are willing to take the trouble.

And this Missouri Yankee's method of reliquefying

honey is to turn the barrel upside down '. After having

duly laughed at the plan we might as well get at the true

inwardness of it. Yes, honey often candies, and then, after

a while, reliquefies, or partly reliquefies itself (more fre-

quently the latter). Turning the barrel over just as this

natural process is beginning will help along nicely. Pre-

suming that there is a space of half an inch or more under

the upper head, all the mass peacemeal has to move that

far—but such honey as they sell in paper bags is not going

to get juicy by merely turning it t'other side up. I should

suppose that when the barrel of honey reaches a partly

fluid state, rolling it a little semi-occasionally will hurry

matters up. To get honey fluid enough to run out a bung-

hole, and obviate the necessity of taking the head out, is

worth something. A. G. Erickson, page 362.

LEATHER LOOPS FOR CARRYING TOOLS.

Leather loops on one end of the comb-carrier, in which

the brush and tools can be thrust for carriage 1 That's an

idea I have not met before. One advantage of it is tHat the

loops are unobtrusive—you don't have to use them unless

you want to. Page 364.

QUEEN-GUARD AND SWARMING OUT.

I don't think a queen-guard put on an entrance after

hiving (with five queens inside) is going to be of any par-

ticular use one way or the other. You see, the bees don't

know the queens can't follow—and once out in the air they

won't come back to a hive they have recently been hived in

as they would to the paternal (maternal ?) roof. So I think

that in C. G. Ascha's case, they would have staid all the

same without the guard. Page 364.

PROPOLIZKD CAMBRIC FOR BEE-GLOVES.

And what about S. T. Pettifs propolized cambric for

bee-gloves ? I feel a little suspicious about the plan. Fussy
getting the material propolized. Liability to getting it

torn full of holes. Should think it would be disagreeable
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to make up. Main question whether it would be voted too

disagreeable to wear. Why not make the gloves first and
then put them under the quilts to bepropolized ? Holes and
bare spots better dealt with in the fabric perhaps. Page 366.

(
Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Swarming.

1. Do bees ever swarm ijefore one sees drones flying?

2. Did you ever know bees to swarm and not cluster, and go for

pans unknown, before 7 o'clock in tbe morning? Maine.

Answers.— 1. No, unless it be a hunger-swarm.
2. No. Yet some have reported the departure of swarms without

clustering. It is certainly not a common thing.

Startlnj! a New Colony by Dividing.

I am a beginner, and have one colony that has its brood-chamber
full. 1 put a lO-frame hive on top of their hive, and they are filling it

very fast. 1 want to lake that lO-frame hive and start another colony.
How will I do it* Illinois.

Answer.—Very likely the colony will settle the matter itself by
sending out a swarm tor you to hive in a lO-lrame hive. If they do
not swarm enough to suit you, you can divide them. I suppose the
colony is in a box-hive with the 10-frame hive on top. The probabil-
ity is that the queen will go up into that upper story with brood and
eggs in it; lift off the upper story, move the lower story to a new
stand, and set the upper story on the old stand. That may not be the
best way, but it is about the easiest way for one of no experience. By
all means gel a book of instructions, and study it carefully.

Milkweed Pollen-Masses and Bees.

I herewith send you a few bees for exauiination. You will notice
a substance on their feet, which they bring in from the field, and it

seems that they pull off the little toot with! it by detaching it, then
they are brought out of the hive by the other bees. What is it? If

this substance gels on any other live bee it stiekes to it as you see it

on these. You will also see where the little feet are torn off. The
bees were brought to me by a friend about 10 miles distant, and he
says it is destroying his bees. I have never seen anything like it

here. Kansas.

Answer.—Those bees have been working on milkweed, and the
little masses attached to their feet are from the flowers, hindering
them from climbing up in the hive, and then the other bees drive

them out. Your friend is needlessly alarmed; no great harm will

come to his colonies, and the trouble will soon be over.

Scale Lice and Maples.

We have something here that "gets me " in the way of honey- flow.
Our maples are covered with cotton pods like the sample I send. They
drop a syrup on the leaves and on painted tools under the trees so

thick that one can touch them with the tongue and they taste very
sweet. (A peddler came along the other day, and I had left mj' rubber
boots under the tree, and they stuck to his hand, and I have not seen
them since!)

Bees are doing fine; we have had no swarms yet. W» do not run
for swarms—we want honey. If this flow continues we will have a
wonderful crop. It has lasted about 10 days now, and gets stronger
every day. The long slick I send you is one that has just started. In
about three days the sweet comes on them, and then the How com-
mences. I would like to know if this is the insect that makes honey-
dew, or is it something new? Iowa.

Answer.— It " gets me" as well. I never saw anything of the
kind before. The maple twigs are covered with the largest scale lice I

ever saw, a fourth of an inch long, and proportionally larger in other
directions. Under the shell of some of these there seems developed a

white, cottony mass, perhaps four times the hulk of the original in-

sect. The most remarkable thing about it is, that when one takes hold
of one of these masses and draws it out, it stretches out into beautiful
silky fibres. Holding it over a two-foot rule, I stretched one 15 inches
before the last fibre broke. I wish some one would tell us more about
It, and I hardly know whether it belongs In the domain of the botanist
or entomologist.

Italian Bees For Sale.
1 colony in good frame hive $5.00
t strong l-frame Nucleus 1.00
I " 2-frame '

( with tested queen) 2.S0
1 Untested Queen 75
1 Tested Queen 1.00

ey My crop last sea<;on was about 40,000
pounds of honey (nearly half comb) from 210
colonies, spring count, and increased to 280 col-
onies, which shows mv h^fs are hustlers-

N. STAININGER, TiPTON. IOWA.

The Emerson Binder.
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with clotta

back for the American Bee Joarnal we mail for
but 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Joarnal for one year—both for only 11.40. It i»

a fine things to preserve the copies of the Jour-
nal as fast as they are received. If yon have
this **£merson^^ no further binding Is neces-
•ary.

QEOROE W. YORK & CO..
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

July 29th
the Nickel Plate Road will run an ex-
cursion to Chautauqua Lake, N. Y.,
and return at one fare for the round-
trip ($14.00) from Chicago, with return
limit of August 30th, by depositing
ticket. No excess fare charged on any
train on Nickel Plate Road. Cheap
rates to other Eastern points. Three
daily trains, with vestibuled sleeping-
cars. Individual Club Meals, ranging
in price from 3Sc. to $1.00 ; also service
a la carte, and Mid-day Luncheon SOc,
in Nickel Plate dining-cars. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113
Adams St., Room 298, Chicago, for
particulars. Chicago city ticket offices,
111 Adams St., and Auditorium Annex.
"Phones, Central 2057 and Harrison
2208. 14—27A4t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

Introducing Queens.

When you are ready to introduce a queen,
get a cup of hot water, or as much as you want,
and stir into it some honey or sugir, mak-
ing it thick enough 10 stick to bees. When
it is cool, take a spoon and sprinkle it between
the frames on the l:iees, and on the queen in the
cage; then open ihe cage and let the queen
run in where you have sprinkled the most
sweets, and the t5ees are as gentle and busy as

can Ije. Rudolph Bahr.
Bighorn Co., Wyo., June 19.

" Shook Swarms "—Honey Without
Bees—T Supers.

I Eold 12 colonies, and lost one during the
winter, and one queenless, and have 1.5 left.

As I had a couple of dozen old combs, and
some of them with honey in, I have wished for

thai numberof swarms, and have had but one,
so I took it into my head to make a couple of
shook swarms. So I went at it, and to com-

j
mence 1 smoked them, which was all right,

then thumped on the hive, which has been
recommended by some. They were lying out
considerable, but the smoke drove them in,

but when 1 thumped on the hive they resented
it at once, and sallied out and were on the
war-path. The result was I had to give it up,
and I slill have no " shook swarms." I have
finally concluded not to believe all 1 read here-
after. 1 had gone through the hive a few
weeks before and hunted out the queen and
clipped her wings, and did not get a sting;
but the thumping was the last straw.

It appears that some one gets wise occa-
sionally and informs us how honey is

made without bees, and when they have the
com!) built and filled they invariably have it

I sealed with a hot iron. The next one thai

LOSS BY LICE
on poultry amounts to many times
the cost of Lambert's Death t o
Lice—the sure preventive. A 11

loss can be saved and more profit

made by the use of this famous
powder. It frees setting hens from
these pests without harminif eggs
or chicks. A trial box 10c will

prove it. lOU oz., by express. SI.DU.

"Pocket Book Pointers" frei

0. i. Lambert. Box 707. Aooonau^;. K I.

t'lease mention Bee Journ?*! when -WTitlus

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None better.

J.F.MICHAEL R. I, Winchester, Ind.
33Dtf Please meutiou the Bee Journal.

July 8th

The Nickel Plate Road will run an ex-
cursion to Chautauqua Lake and return
at one fare for the round-trip from
Chicago, with return limit of August
9th, by depositing ticket. Transpor-
tation good on any of our three daily
trains. Cheap rates to other eastern
points. No excess fare charged on any
train on Nickel Plate Road. Individ-
ual Club Meals, ranging in price from
3Sc. to $1.00 ; also service a la carte, in

Nickel Plate dining-cars. Write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298, Chicago, for particulars.

Chicago city ticket offices. Ill .Adams
St. and Auditorium Annex. Telephones
2057 and Harrison 2208. 11—24A4t

ObsGr\/citopy Hives I
After dealing Lii l.-i- Supplies lor a number of

leve there is a demand for
lives holding 5 or less of the
til glass sides, 10x20. pro*
Ts. For price and partlcu-
\V. TIFFANY.
ive., BINOHAMPTON, N. Y.

journal when wntina.

yeiirs, 1 am lea to
practical Observator\
common L. frames,
tected with 2-hlnKed
lars write to
•JSAit 72Fairviev

Please mention E
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Wanted thousands ofNew Subscribers

A STANDARD=BRED

QUEEN-BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance

Subscribers.

We have arrang^ed with several of the best queen-breeders to supplj'

us with fhe Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly

rear—well worth SI.00 each. We want every one of our present regular

subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to

make it easy for you to get one or more of them.

In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If It

is not already paid up, you can send in the neces.sary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

A Queen Free for Sending One New Subscriber

Send us 51.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the

American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as

a premium.

Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and
invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.

Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your sub-

scription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is un-

derstood tliat the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in ar-

rears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is

past due.

As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use

all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers. But if any one
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the

prices are as follows: One Queen, 7Sc.; 3 Queens, $2.10 ; 6 Queens
for $4.00.

We expect o be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as
promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate

Now for the new subscribers that you will send us—aud then
the Queens that we will send youl

Now, we hope that all who can possibly do so will see what they caa do in the line of getting WiEW subscribers for the American Bee

.Touroal. You will likely surprise yourself at the way you will be abU- lo get them. And it will also pay you well, as you will get the v-alua-

ble premiums we offer to you. We would like to receive at lea!*t I «o new yearly siibsorlhers* Irom eacli reaUer « ur-

ing -Inly and Angui^l. We will be glad to be kept busy at our desk during the hot weather. We never felt better than we do now,

so can stand a grand rush of new subscribers. Just let them come

!

Now, for a big pull, and a pull all together! How many will !" Urst to send in new subscriptions

f

Aii'iT'-s all orders to, Yours frateruallv.

GEORGE W. YORK 6: CO., 334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

We have often wouderediWHY the old American

Bee Journal does not LKAD in the number of reg-

ular subscribers instead of being second * It is first

in age, and if we may believe many unsolicited tes-

timonials, it stands first in value and helpfulness lo
^

its readers. Now, why not make it tal<e the first

place in the number of its regular readers* Thai's

the question.

The next question is, How can itbedonei Well,

just like the bees of a colony store its surplus honey.

One or two bees do not gather it all. Each working

bee does a part. Thus, "many hands make light

work "—and the job is soon done.

Now, suppose each present regular reader should

say to himself, or to herself; "I'll get one new

subscriber for the American Bee Journal in the

month of July, and another one in August.'' One a

month should not be a difficult matter. It may be

that many can do better than that. Many have done

so already. But suppose there should be gotten

during July and August two new subscribers by each

one who now read.s the American Bee Journal,

wouldn't that be a great thing? We believe it can

be done.

You know the American Bee Journal, and can

best tell to your bee-keeping friends and neighbors

its real worth to any one who will read it carefully,

and practice its teachings. We will send you all the

Jree sample copies you can use wisely.

We offer valuable premiums for the work of get-

ting new subscribers at ifil.OO each. In addition

to the Queens mentioned on this page, here are a few

more premium offers;

More I»reinMin» Oll'ers.

For 2 New Subscribers—Dr. Miller's Book—" Forty

Years Among the Bees" (book alone, .sl.OO.)

For 2 New Subscribers — Doolittle's cloth-bound

"Scientific Queen-Rearing" book (book alone,

$1.00.)

For 1 New Subscriber and 25c, Doolittle's leatherette-

bound book (book alone, "Sc.)

For H New Subscribers—Prof. Cook's book—"The
Bee-Keeper's Guide " (book alone, $1.20.)

For 3 New Subscribers—Dadaat's Langstroth's book

(book alone, $1.20.)

For 8 New Subscribers—the book, "ABC of Bee-

Culture " (book alone, SI. 20.)

For 1 New Subscriber and 10c—Hutchinson's "Ad-
vanced Bee-Culture '' (book alone, ."jOc.

)

For 3 New Subscribers— Novelty Pocket Knife with

your name and address on one side of handle,

and Queen, Drone and Worker-Bee on other side

(l;nife alone, $1.2.5.

)

Our Rules on Getting New Subscribers

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or

her own subscription paid in advance at least lo

the end of this year (1904.)

2 Sending your own name with the $1.00 tor the

Bee Journal will not entitle you to any premium.

The sender must be already a paid-in-advance sub-

scriber as above, and the new subscriber must l)e a

NEW subscriber; which means, further, that the

new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal regu.

larly, or at least not for a whole year previous to h^

name being sent in as a new one; and also, the new

subscriber must not be a member of the same family

where the Bee Journal is already being taken.
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comes up, tell him to take a coinb made aod
filled by the bees ready to seal, and try to seal
it with a hot iron, and see how he comes out.
It will melt the comb and fry the honey. One
thousand dollars has been offered for one sec-
tion made and filled and sealed over. You
might offer $10,000 for one sealed in that way.
That would forever silence that talk.

I notice some ask Dr. Miller where he gets
his T supers, as they can't get any. I have
failed to see any such as I use. They were
originally gotten up by Elvin Armstrong,
some 20 years ago, but hi soon went out of
the business, and I could never get any more
until I sent a sample to a factory in Hudson,
Wis. The next year a firm in Minneapolis
bought them out, and when I sent for more
they had lost their model and I sent another.
Later I sent a model to Kretchmer Mfg. Co.,
and I suppose they have it yet, but I have not
sent for any this year. There is one fault
with them in the late design which the origi-
nal did not have, and which I should call
their attention to if 1 should order again.
The originals had half a bee-space above and
below the sections, so that when you come to
tier up it leaves a whole bee-space between.
The late ones have a whole bee-space above
and below, and when tiereJf up it leaves a
double bee-space between, which the bees will
in most cases till with honey. The same
trouble occurs where there is a whole bee-
space between the frames and the top of the
hive.

I cut down some of the supers before I put
them together. .J. C. Armstbonc,.
Marshall Co., Iowa, June 25.

Bees In Fine Shape.
The bees are in fine shape. Thev can

through the winter all right.

K. R. Pattison.
Otero Co., Colo., June 12.

Getting a Nice Start.
I have quite a start from 4 colonies, spring

count, having increased to 13, and on June 3
I took off 13 nicely capped sections from my
best colonies, and from this same hive I took
5 frames of brood. Last week I found in one
hive 5 nice queens, and I do not know how
many more there were. I caged 3 and intro-
duced them into nuclei, and also took out 3
queen-cells. This is the first time I ever saw
more than one queen in a hive, and they were
big ones. R. L. McCollet.
Wood Co., Ohio, June 24

Too Windy for the Bees.

The weather conditions are against the bees
gathering honey, and have been up to this
time, so much so that new swarms that came
off had to be fed. There is lot of alsike and
white clover, and plenty of nectar since spring
set in, but the weather was so that the bees
could not get out to get it. We have had to
feed a lot since putting the colonies out. The
losses around here by dwindling were heavy
since puting them out.

I have just visited the yard, and the bees are
like a water-logged ship in a gale— can not
keep their bearings. I wonder if it is not
blowing the feathers off the chickens out
West, where J. P. Blunk holds the fort, as I see
feathers flying in the air. You people of Chi-
cago that have a weather bureau, don't forget
Iowa; give it a little milder, please.

W. Irvine, Sr.
Webster Co., Iowa. June 25.

Fourth of July.
One fare for the round-trip, plus 25

cents, July 2d, 3d and 4th, within 200
miles from the starting point on Nickel
Plate Road. Return limit July Sth.
Chicago Depot : LaSalle and VanBuren
Sts. City Ticket Offices, 111 Adams
St., Auditorium Annex. Telephones,
Central 2057, and Harrison 2208.

9—24A4t
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BEE = SUPPLIES!!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

Everytbidif used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. Sf

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. >A

WALTER S. POUDER, |
5>3=5"5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND S

Please mention Bee Joumai -wnen •wnxint

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Hnmplirey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the
freight.

Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan
QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

'ease mention Bee Jon'-.nal when writing.

""^^^ ^

K,B!D OA-IC, lO-WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Aiternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AGENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Headquarters F°" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

Queens Now Ready, to Supply by Return Mail.

Golden Italians, Red Clover andfCarniolan Queens, Untested,'during June,
1, 75c.; 6, $4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin iSa-swood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frkk Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfleld, Wi

lunation I5ee journal wnen wniij
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c Beedom Boiled Down
)

As Busy as a Bee.

It's time for getting busy ; jes' as busy as a i

bee.

I tell you that's the animal as most appeals to
me.

A singin' in the clover and a ramblin' in the
sun,

A-raoin' with the butterflies, nor carin' who
has won.

Gat-herin' up the honey that is waitin' every-
where ;

Findin' everything you want to eat, an' some
to spare.

Livin' fur the present, with its comfort an'
its glee

—

It's time fur gettin' busy
;

jes' as busy as a
bee. —Washington Star.

Does Bee-Keeping Pay ?

Perhaps no other question is more often
asked, in regard to apiculture than, "Does
bee-keeping pay ' '' A harder question would
be difficult to imagine. Does store-keeping
pay; Yes, and no. Under the same condi-
tions either is prolitable to certain persons.
Under the same conditions neither is profit-

able to others. Some succeed where others
fail. Some fail where others would have
succeeded. It's so the world over, in all

branches of industry and commerce.—Ameri-
can Bee-Keeper.

Washing Honey from the Cappings

—

l1oney=Vinegar.

Up to a short time ago I used to wash the
cappings and then squeeze them into balls,

after which I placed them in the kettle for ren-
dering. A month or two ago I adopted a dif-

ferent method which I consider an improve-
ment, and, as it may be of interest to some of
the readers, I will describe it. In the first

place I leave the cappings in the uncapping
can for several days, sometimes for a week or
two, and occasionally take the honey-knife
and cut down through them, and stir them
about so as to liberate as much of the honey
as possible. When ready to render the wax,
I take a tub and put in it rain-water equal to
about two-thirds of the amount of cappings I

intend to wash in it (by measure). I find
that after the cappings have been well drained
there still remains in them enough honey to
make good, strong vinegar by using the above
proportions of water and cappings.
The water should be of a temperature so as

to feel slightly warm to the hand. I have not
tested the temperature, but think it should be
little if any above 100 degrees, Fahr. If too
warm it will soften the cappings, and this we
do not want. They should remain somewhat
brittle. If too cold it will not readily free the
honey from the cappings.
When the water is ready the cappings are

thrown into it, thoroughly washed and stir-

red about, and well broken up with the hands.
After the cappings are thoroughly washed,
instead of pressing them into balls as I used
to do I throw them back into the uncapping
can to drain, and allow them to remain as
loose as possible. After they are well
drained they are put in the pan or kettle for
rendering.
The advantage that I claim for this method

over the one of squeezing them into balls is

:

First, the water drains from the cappings
much sooner, and, second, in this loose form
they are more readily attacked by the heat,
and will therefore melt in a shorter time.
Any one who has never tried this method, I

think will find it an improvement.
As I have described my method so far, I

may as well tell what I do with the water used
for washing the cappings. As this sweetened
'water will make excellent vinegar, it would
certainly be a great waste to throw it away. I

therefore put it in a barrel or ketr having the
head removed, and also add to it the water
that is used for washing or rinsing the ex-
tractor and other utensils that have become

Prompt Shipments Our Specialty.
If you want your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us.

have the larg-est stock in Michig-an, and can ship at once.
Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN. Grand Rapids. Mich. |

We »

Excursions for the Fourth

via the Nickel Plate Road, at one fare
for the round-trip, plus 25 cents, July
2d, 3d and 4th, within a radius of 200
miles from starting point. Return
limit July 5th. Three daily trains in

each direction, with modern coaches
and vestibuled sleeping-cars, to Cleve-
land, Erie, Buffalo, New York, Boston
and New England points. Passengers
to points east of Buffalo have privilege
of stopover at Niagara Falls, in either
direction, and also at Chautauqua
Lake, during excursion season, by de-

positing tickets. Individual American
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35c.

to $1.00, served in Nickel Plate dining-
cars ; also service a la carte. No ex-
cess fare charged on any train on the
Nickel Plate Road. Chicago Depot,
corner La Salle and Van Buren Sts.

;

the ouly depot in Chicago on the Ele-
vated Loop. City ticket offices. 111

Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
Telephones, Central 2057 and Harrison
2208. 10—24A4t

What They Say.
W. H. Putnam, River Falls, Wis.
Dear Sir:- I delayed answering- your letter

until I had read the Jane nnmber of the Rural
Bee-Keeiek, and must say as a bee-keeper of
22 years' experience, I am more than pleased
with it, regardless of the assertions of some
that the publishing in this line was already
overdone; and if the improvements continue it

will certainly be second to none within its first
year of publication. I consider the June num-
ber alone worth several years' subscription to
any practical, live bee-keeper» and I will say,
let the good work go on and on. You have a
^ood field, and the fact of our having a bee-
journal published in our own Stale, should be
a lasting stimulant to all bee-keepers of Wis-
consin and the Northwest, and 50c certainly
cannot be invested to better advantage. Yon
may send me some more blanks.
Hillsboro, Wis. Yours truly, Elias Fox.
Send 10c for three back numbers, or 50c for

oneyear. RURAL BEE-KEEPER.
2TAlt River Falls, Wis.

B
INGHAM'S PATENT

SmokersT P BINOHAM. Farwell.Mlch

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
buckeVe strain red clover,

golden italians. carniolans
leturn Mail. Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

PR.ICB3S. oNt SIX

rested 2.00 10.00 18
Select Breeders, each $3.00
ro-frame Nucleus and nice Quaan 3.00

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI. OHIO

^'lease mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Prlce-List.

^ ourI3:I"V^ES and SEOTIOlsTS ^

Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment.

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis.'iJSA

Flease mention Bae Journal "when "wntina

DITTMEB'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, RiclK'Mt in <;olor and Odor, nost Transparent and Xoug^Ii-
est—in fact, the bi-t and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send tor sH'iiples. Working wax iato Foundation for I'.ish a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at hij^hest price. A full line of SUPPLIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with siurjiiles free on application.

E. Grainger .vJCo., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
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Special Notice to Bee-l^eepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

V ^^^^ F^rJi'UoQ t^eeijoujnai wnen •wntingL

For Sale.
£0 or more colonies of BROWN BEES in

I-angstrolh-Siraplicity hives, made of dressed
CTOress and painted, with Lanffstroth frames

—

aU standard size. Will take $3.00 per strong-

colony as they stand. Address for information,

JOHN KENNEDY, Selma, Miss.
24A4t Please mentloa the Bee Journal.

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stocl?.

All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 65
•• Tested Queen ')u

" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder '* 1.05
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00

All frrades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Price-Llst.

J. L. STRONG.
S04 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
*".easp mention Bee ioornal -wnen vmtfv*

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., a« we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H.HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Waynb Co., Mich.

10 CBINITS A YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
Illostratbd Maga-

I the world for
year, to intro-
tONLY.
i bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

It is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.

10c a year, pos-tpaid, any where in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six vears, £0c. Or, clubs of

(j names, £0c; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamp"! taken. Cut this

out. Send to day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A4St No. 7S. Birmingham, Alabama.

Please mention Bee Journal when -wriung.

ANOTHER

CAR=LOAD
of Hivep, Sections, and Supplies of all

kinds just arrived from G. B. Lewii'
Factory, and are ready to fill orders
quick. Send us your orders for every-
thing. We have it.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
DAVENPORT. IOWA.

Til6

Dixie Home b:h

Please mention the Bee Jo

daubed with honey. At times we also have
small quantities of honey that are off color or
for some reason not lit to offer for sale, and if

not needed to feed the bees, this is used by
mixing itwith the proper proportion of clean
water. All odds and ends of honey are used
this way. The barrel is placed in an out-of-

way position in the honey-house and a piece
of cheese-cloth thrown over it and a board
laid over this to keep it in pla^e, or else the
cloth is tied in place. We should aim to ex-
clude flies and all insects and yet expose it to

the air as much as possible.

It the water is warm, fermentation will

set in in a few days, and in a weeli or two we
will find a thick scum on the surface of the
liquid. This I remove about every week or
ten days, or as often as it accumulates to a
considerable extent. Each time after remov-
ing the scum 1 take a dipper or cup and dip

out a cupful and pour it back from a height
of two or three feet. This I repeated some
ten or twelve times. It also hastens fermen-
tation if a quantity of mother from old vine-

gar is added. Some may claim that it is not
necessary to remove the scum, as it will An-
ally settle to the bottom of the barrel and do
no harm, but I once made a lot and neglected
to remove the scum and this \sas so bitter

that it was not fit for use, and I see no use
in having it in the vinegar when it can be so

easily removed.

If the barrel or keg is removed to a warm
room on the approach of cool or cold weather,
the vinegar should be lit for use within six

months after the time it was made. When it

is finished it should be carefully dipped or

poured into a clean receptacle, or what is bel-

ter, draw it off with a hose, being careful not

to disturb the sediment at the bottom of the
barrel. When you have this you have an arti-

cle that you know is pure and good, and do
not have to go to your grocer and purchase
so-called " pure cider vinegar " that is likely

made of water and poisonous acids that are

not fit to be taken into the stomach.—S. E.

Miller, in Progressive Bee-Keeper.

A Mistaken Doctor and Qlucose.

Dr. Louis B. Allyn has an article in Good
Housekeeping, in which he says one of the
chief uses of glucose is for feeding bees. Now,
it seems so to us that the Doctor has been
wrongly informed. We think if he should
start out to hunt a man who makes a practice

of feeding glucose to bees that he would have
to hunt some time before he would find him.
Too many professional men are in the habit of

making unreliable remarks about an industry

of which they know but little except at sec-

ond hand. Glucose gets mixed with pure ex-

tracted honey a great many times, no doubt,
but the bees have nothing to do with the pro-

cess. It is done principally l)y unscrupulous
syrup manufacturers, so-called, after the

honey leaves the hands of the bee-keeper, and
doctors should know what they are talking

about before they put such remarks in print

on the pages of a popular and widely read
magazine. Such statements do no one any
good, and grossly misrepresent a growing and
valuable industry.—Modern Farmer and Busy
Bee.

Comb Honey—Early Marketing.

If the reader will look over our honey quota-

tions for the last three months he will see

that comb honey has been getting dull, duller,

dullest. The fact is, bee-keepers, not heeding
our injunctions, have been dilatory about get-

ling tlieir last year's crop on the market. A
great deal of it has been shipped M/if, the
holidays, when it should nlways be on the

market hefure. Last fall there was not enough
good honey to supply the market. All this

spring there has been a glut and falling

prices.

Mr. Selser, one of the principal honey buy-
ers in the East (and his statement is rein-

forced by the principal buyers of the coun-
try), urges the importance of shipping all

Northern honey to market between Sept. 1

and Dec. 1. Clover and basswood should be

sold as soon as taken off the hive. There is a

time for a few days early in the season when
the first new honey brings a fancy price. It is

I
Clubbing Offers si; t

y ModernFarmer $0.50 V
(4 Western Fruit (Irower 0.50 kV
y PoHltryGazelle 0.25 V
U Gleanings in Bee-Culture l.CO jJA

V $2.25 <
VJ ^11 one year only $1.00. rj

Ql Write for those just as good. ^
> Sample Free ^
V^ New Subscribers can have the Amek- fj

j5 ican Bee Journal in place of Glean- A
\J

INGS, if they wish, or all for $1.60. Re- U
fi newals to American Bee Journal add A
\J 40c more. MODERNFARMER, V
A St. Joseph, Mo. A

please mention Bee jonmal 'wnen wntin&

POULTRY SUCCESS CO.
The 20th Century Poultry nagazine.

ISth year, 32 to (.4 pages. Beautifully illus-

trated, up-to-date and belpful. Best known
writers. Shows readers how to succeed with
poultry. 50 CENTS PER YEAR. Special intro-
ductory offers: 10 months 25 cents, including-
large practical poultry book free: 4 months'
trial 10 cents. Stamps accepted. Sample copv
free. POULTRY SUCCESS CO. Dept.l7,

Springfield, Ohio, or Des Moines, Iowa.
49Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

ully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6
months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street, - Los Angeles, Cal
Wease mention Bee journal when writini!

The AmericanPoultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A|^.a|.do| that is over a quarter of aOyJWV lldl century old and IS still grow-
ing- must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

Amepiean Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACHIRERT
Read what J. I. Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter-
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, SCO brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. & John Barnes,
9Q5 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

'leatw roentanr; Kets .'ouTnai whflii "wrltmc

8-FramesVo»% Hive for $1.
This hive is rabbetted at corners: is the best

$1 hive made. No. 1 Sections, $4; No. 2, $3.50.

Sliipptog--Cases, 12-lb., IS per 100; 24-lb., $13;

20 lb. Danzy,$10; without glass, SOc less per 100.

Docela led Hives. Foundation, Smokers, etc.*

CHEAP. Send for List.

W. D. Soper, R » 3. Jackson, Mich.
22Ctf Mention Kee Journal when writing.

Tak6NoiiG6 ?u\\'u!''R%a?i^^ c'^r^i^
^^i^-p-^-i^-—^ have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 2r.. Tested, *1. 00; Untested,
75c; 5 for $3.25; 1" tur $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
" Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Ptiarr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.
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right here that the early bird— the bee-keeper

—catches the worm.
Of course, just now is the dull or off sea-

son for comb honey; but it is duller thau
usual at this time of the year simply because
producers were slow about getting their goods
on the market. Then when they did ship,

they shipped all at once and glutted the mar-
ket. Many held back, thinking to get better

prices; but in this they made a fearful mis-

take. There is a large amount of comb honey
on the market now that came in too late to be

sold. Some of it has been disposed of at a

fearful sacrifice. We know personally of a

number of commission men who have been
roundly scored for selling at so low a price,

when we know as a fact they did the very
best they could with the market as it is.

Fapcy honey sells almost any time at a

fancy price; but this-kind of honey is usually

all disposed of before the holidays, before the

second quality reaches the market, say in late

winter or early spring, and then when poor
prices are secured, if any at all, there is a

kick, and the commission man has to take it

fore and aft. We do not champion the honey
salesmen, but bee-keepers need to be reason-

able and fair. They need to wake up, as Mr.
Selser says, and learn when is the best time to

sell their honey.
It is not too early to try to impress the fact

that all table honey should be sold enrly. Bet-

ter employ extra help, get up a little earlier

in the morning, and work a little later to

scrape the sections to get them cased and off

to market, and don't. (/««' ship your No. 2

(unhnisbed or stained sections) to the city

after the holidays, where they will glut the

market. If possible, work them off around
home. Sell among your neighbors. Peddle
it out to people you know (at less price if need
be), and explain to them that it is exactly as

good as the fancy white honey in boxes that
is so pretty to look at. I am not sure but it

would be money in your pocket to cut out
this inferior-looking honey, but good in qual-
ity, mix it with a first-class extracted, and sell

it as bulk comb honey in tin buckets around
among your neighbors who know you, and
know that your product is the genuine article.

Perhaps some of our friends will think we
ought not to draw attention to a dull market
for fear of depressing still more. It can't be
much worse, and j ust now the truth should be
known in the interest of the future's sake.

Perhaps others may feel that we have an ax
to grind, as we are honey-buyers. Our busi-
ness in that line is very small, and we would
be perfectly willing to give it up at any time.
Our real interest is with the producer. If he
can't get permanent good prices he has no
use for bee-papers nor bee-supplies. Our ax
is also the bee-keepers', and we feel it is liiijli

iinie suinellihui mis s,„d, and forrihhj, ton.—
Editorial in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested'
Queens at 75 cents; after June IS, 60c. Tested
Queens. $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

B66-K66D6rS

!

Send for our FREE CATALOQ. It will tell

vou how to pal foundation in four sections at

once; and the only way to get a full section of

honey
We sell Supplies atFactohy Prices.

A. COPPIIN. Wenona, III.

4Atf Please mention the Bee Journal

IT lE'^^^^TS
to order your

Winter-CasesBee-Supplies
NOW, while we can serve ynn PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.

2TA26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -•-^-—

^

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
.ind Select Golden, bred
3'4 miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
m ismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July t^t.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 IS.OO 1.50 8 OO 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill. Tenn.
Vlsase mention Bee .Toumal "when -wTitinp

^^ n (\(\(\ WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED<PXU,VUU guf{ TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.
Please mention Bee Jotimal "when writing.

A Celluloid Queen-Button is a veiy

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of*

ten serves to introduce the
subject of honey, and *re-

quently leads to a sale.

The picture shown hertwltn
is a reproduction of a motto
queen-btttton that we are fur-

nishing' to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to

fasten it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10c;

or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the office

of the American Bee Journal.

Wanted - Bee-Keepers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We inanufacture them, and are dealers
in BEE-SUPPLIES. Send for special
price and Catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

If you want the iiee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont* Cal.,
I'OR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

liaiian Queens
Lodg-Touffued Red Clorer Queens—UntHSted,
Toe: rested. $1.00; Select Tested, fi 50. Commoa
Italians satue price. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ROBERT MIRRING,
:7AU IiKviD, Lewis Co , Wash.
Please mention Bee jouriiai -wneii wnti/ia

State of
Wasb-
ington...

Honey ^
SOLD 'T

Beeswax
BOUGHT

When jou run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in 60-pound tin cans, .: cans in a box. Purity
guaranteed. We pa> cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henkv W. Arnd, Mgr

101 E. Kinzie Street, ChlCAaO, ILL.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MAKKET QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, May 0.—The market has an over-

supply of comb houey, very little of which will
pass as No. 1 ^jrade—price is 11(3)1 2c per pound,
and off grades at a correspoDdinjr value. Ex-
tracted, 6f«'Tc per pound for best grades of
white: amber colors, 5(y 6c per pound. Bees-
wax, 30(Si3Jc. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, C, June 18.—Since warm weather
Bet in, hardly any sales of comb honey are
made; what little there was sold, was fancy
white and brouj^ht Irom 12i^@13)ic. Extracted
has a fair demand, as follows: Amber, in bar-
rels, from SH'nS^c; in cans, !«c per pound
more; alfalfa, ij>4c; fancy white clover, 7>ic.
Nice yellow beeswax, 30c. C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., June 3.—The honey market is
very dull now, and prices nominal. Receipts
are very liirht and demand the same. We quote
comb honey, in good order, white, 13@15c-
mixed, 12@13c: dark, 10@13c. Extracted, buck'
wheat, S.HS'db-; mixed, S)4@6c; white, (>%(ai'c.
Beeswax, 30@32c. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, June IS.—The demand for honey
is slow for this season of the year, which is due
to the vast quantities that were held over from
last season, and the importation of Cuban
honey. We quote amber in barrels and cans at
5K@t))^c; wh[ie clover, 6!4(glSc. Beeswax, 30cThe Fred W.Mdth Co.

Boston, May 14. -The demand for honey is
extremely light, almost nothiag, and supplies
a-e heavy for this time of the year, and our
prices therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 15(tt(itic; A No. 1, 14(g^i5c, and
Nt.l, 14c, with no call for under grades.' Ex-
tracted, from b@7c. Blake, 6cott &. LiKb..

KansasCitv, June25.—The market is about
cleaned up on ola huuc^ , and there is verv little
demand at present. There are a few cases of
new honey coming, which are being oflfered at
f3.00 per case. No. 1 slock and amber at a little
lesf . There is a great deal of old extracted on
the market which is very slow sale.
Beeswax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, June21.—Vey little demand for
comb honey. Some trade for No. 1 and fancy
white, at from 12@13c, while dark and amber
are almost unsalable. Extracted is in fair de-
mand, although prices are irregular. We quote
from S®6Mc, according to quality. Southern
in barrels, at from 50@55c per gal Ion.
Beeswax more plentiful and prices are grad-

ually declining. We quote 286 2'^'c.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Philadelphia, June 20.— It is iust between
seasons now with comb honey. No sales re-
ported and nothing doing. Our commission
markets are at the height of the berry season
and there are few sales made in extracted
honey for manufacturing purposes. We quote-
Fancy white extracted, 7c; amber, 6c. Beeswax
is declining; 28c for best yellow.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. a. Selser.

San Francisco, June 22.—White comb, 1-lb
sections, 12H@13c; amber, ''*llc. Extracted
white, 5}4®6c; light amber, S@5Xc; amber'
3K@4><c; dark amber, 3Ji@3?ic. Beeswax, good'
to choice, light, 28(a3nc; dark, 26@27>^c.
Spot stocks and offerings are of rather mod-

erate volume and include very liitle strictly
high-grade honey. For the latter sort the mar-
ket is firm, although there is no very active in-
quiry. To effect free sales of common quali-
ties, the acceptance of rather low figures would
be necessary.

HONEY AND BEE5WAX
W'heu coD^igning-, buying- or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
1QQ South Water St. Chicago. Ilu.

In no-drip shipping.cases. Also Amber Ex-
tracted in barrels or cans. Quote vour best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred W. Muth Co.
32Atf Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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FEJI^IfE3CT OOODS !

LiO-W PR,ICE3S !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.

)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have publishedm i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Bpping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by m lil, $1.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO ,

1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

I Rush Orders |
S Are pouring in, but we are filling them g

(almost every single one) within a few W
9 hours after they are received. We can g

Sections, Comb Foundation, |
S and Dovetailed Hives g

g UPON RECEIPT of ORDER gX in regular packages. Jj

S Open Day and Night. g
g Shipping Facilities Unequaled g
u Anywhere.

1 G.M.SGOtt&Go.^s^iugtonst. I
g INDIANAPOLIS. IND. g

The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians

becomes creater each year. The following re-

port shows the reason why:

EXCEL IN STORING CAPACITY.

B S. Taylor, a large honey-producer of Fer-

ris, Cal., who sent me an order for 75 queens at

one time, says:
" I have a large apiary mostly of your stock,

and I have never, in my 3u years' experience,

seen so quiet and gentle bees to handle, and in

storing capacity they excel anything I have

ever had."

Untested Queens, 7Sc each: six, $4.00; dozen,

$7.50. Select Untested, $1.00 each; six, $5.00;

dozen, 19.00. .... . ,

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Descriptive circular free.
., j

I am now filling orders by return mail, and
shall probably be able to do so till the close of

the season
j. p. MOORE.

27Atf MORGAN, PENDLETON CO., KY.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

# ^ . ., - ... f

#

#

Fei^Dadant's Foundation ?^1P

We Guarantee Satisfaction, beauty'^ 'p&RrTY.°''FiRnNEss.
No SAGQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Whv rlrtP'S if Cfll en vx/fll V Because it has always given better satis-
yy iiy UUC& 1L sen »U WCIl r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the HonGy-BeG—Re^/ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

i^i BEESV\^AX W^ANTED at all times.
4»i

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., HI.

T^Tjr

Hi

ation Bee Journal "wtien writinp

MILLIONS
OF SECTIONS

THOUSANDS
OF SHIPPING-CASES

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS!IWAT€f>TOWN:

MAKES THE FINEST

Ready for Prompt Shipment.

Q. B. Lewis Company
Watertown.Wisconsln.U.S.A.

Send for Catalog.
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LABOR-SAVING DEVICES.
Cowan's Honey-extractor.

During the last few months considerable time has been spent
on the improvement of the Reversible Extractor. The arms of

the reel are made of regular channel iron, with a hub formed
of sheet metal riveted together, making the reel stronger, and
lighter in weight. By the use of planed leeth on the bevel
gear it produces less noise, and makes the machine run easier.

We make them in the following sizes for L. frames:

No. 20—Two-frame, 24-inch can $16.00
No. 25—Four-frame, 28-inch can 23.00
No. 30—Six- frame, 31-inch can 30.00

Many other sizes and styles.

"We have used quite a number of extractors in our work, and
find that it pays to keep up with the times and use the latest

improved styles, and now use the COWAN. For general use
the four-frame extractor gives the best results. There is no
doubt but a two-frame extractor could be worked to advantage
in a large apiary. It is certainly a fact that, in a two-frame
extractor, the combs are so near the center, the labor of turn-
ing the machine is trifling."

"Old Grimes" in the American Bee Joiiiyial.

The German Steam Wax
and Honey Press.

We feel that we have filled a loug-felt want by of-

fering this Wax and Honey Press. By putting in the
combs and applying pressure, all the honey can be
obtained from them. Then by applying steam and
more pressure the wax can be drawn off, thus obtain-

ing all that is possible from your combs. The same
machine can also be used for an uncapping-can. It

is something every bee-keeper should $J
own. Made in only one size 14.00

Send for Catalog.

Foul-Brood Inspector McEv'oy. of Canada. Says:

Woodburn, (Ontario, Apr. 25, 1904.

Friend Root :—Your wax-press received and tested. It is

certainly one of the best and most profitable articles ever got-
ten up for the benefit of beekeepers, and will soon go into use
in every section where bees are kept.

Yours verj' truly, W]M. McEvov.

Extractors and Presses in Stock at Branches and Principal Ageocies.

The A. I. ROOT Company,
BRANCHES: Main Office and Works, Medina, O., U. S. A. branches:

CHICAGO. 11,1,., HI East Er
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

PHIL.ADELPHIA, PA., 10 Vine
ST. PAUL, MINN., IOL'4 Miss, i

HAVAN.A, CUBA, San Ignacio,

San .Anlonio, Tex.. •l:i.s \V. Honston.
Washington. U.C , lUKi Md. Av., S. W.
NEW Y'ORK CITY, •14 Vesey St.
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iEditorial Comments

Photograhps of Things Apiarian.

This is a splendid ticne of the year to take photographs

of apiaries and other thing^s of interest to bee-keepers.

Nature is at her best now in many parts of the world.

Never again will the apiary look more attractive than in

June or July, in perhaps the majority of localities where

bees are kept.

We are always wanting' good apiarian photographs

with which to illustrate the pages of the American Bee
Journal. Many of our readers have kindly sent them iu.

Of course, we have not used all of them. Some were not

clear enough to make good engravings. We never promise

to use a certain picture until we see it. But the majority

of photographs usually make fairly good engravings.

Why not have a photograph taken of whatever you have

that you think would interest other beekeepers, and send it

to us ? If we can use it, we will notify you on its receipt,

and likely request some reading matter to appear with it in

the American Bee Journal.

The kodak time is now right here

—

Most picturesque season of the year.

Self-Spacing vs. Loose-Hanging Frames for Extracting.

While perhaps all admit certain advantages in having

frames that sp^ce themselves automatically with rapidity

and accuracy that can not be approached by loose-hanging

frames, there is wide divergence of opinion as to the advis-

ability of using such frames in the production of extracted

honey. At the one extreme are those who say it is out of

the question to think for a moment of using such' a frame,

because the spacer interferes with the free use of the ex-

tracting-knife. At the other extreme are those who say

that after a large experience with both kinds of frames in

the production of extracted honey, they would not for a

moment think of using loose-hanging frames.

Very likely the kind of frames and spacers used may
account in part, if not entirely, for such great difference of

opinion. Take a frame with top-bars ~s wide, with spacers

on each side at each end, or even on one side at each end.

and the interference with the knife, especially with meta i

spacers, will be something not to be endured. There will

also be trouble in the extractor, with spacers projectin"

one-half inch or more. No wonder that those who hav
tried such frames for extracting should prefer loose-han;

ing frames.

The case is different with a different frame-top and end-

bars I's wide, spacers consequently projecting only '4 inch,

the spacers on one side only at one end, and on the other

side at the other end ; such a frame would make little

trouble in the extractor, and as the spacers are only at Qne

end on each side, the operator could always cut away from
them, interfering with the knife not enough to overbalance

the advantages of such frames.

Florida Orange-Blossom Honey.

A beautiful example of the good fellowship that exists

between editors of rival bee-papers appears in the June
Bee-Keepers' Review, by way of a picture of orange blos-

soms that is a gem, accompanied by an article on orange-

blossom honey by W. S. Hart, both picture and article being

loaned to the Review by Editor H. E. Hill before its appear-

ance in his own paper, the American Bee-Keeper.

According to Mr. Hart, the shipping of tons of honey
from Florida under the mark of "Orange Blossom Honey,"
seems little short of fraud." " As this honey all comes
from locations to the north, and outside of the orange-

growing districts of the State, it is not possible that it

could have come from the orange blossom."

Too much can hardly be said in praise of orange-blos-

som honey as to color, body, and flavor, but the quantity of

nectar yielded is not abundant. Mr. Hart says :

" I think I am safe in the assertion that a barrel oi pure
orange blossom honey was never shipped from this State."

The special value of orange blossoms lies in the fact

that they yield large quantities of pollen that greatly aid in

building up colonies in February, March, and early April.

The Experiences of Bee-Keeping.

We suppose quite a number of our readers have heard,

or have attended, a Methodist class-meeting, or experience-

meeting. Those in attendance arise, one after another,

and relate their experiences in spiritual matters, and thus

are strengthened and encouraged in their religious life.

Now, what the class-meeting is to the devoted Metho-
dist, we desire that the old American Bee Journal shall be

to its readers—a place where they can exchange their api-

arian experiences, and gain helpful information and en-

couragement in their work and study among the bees.

Hence, to each one of our readers who thinks he or she has

discovered something that will help some one else, we ex-

tend an in^vitation to sit right down and describe it as best

they can, and send it to us for the American Bee Journal.

If a goodly number will do this, it will make this journal

more valuable than ever to all.

Perhaps it is not so easy to write with a pen. Then use
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a lead-pencil. We are not particular, only so it is as plainly

written as you can write. We do not expect that it will look

like copper-plate work, or eng'raving. Just do the best you

can, and we will attend to the rest. Get down the facts in

simple language, just as you would write a letter to a friend.

No one expects eloquence in a bee-paper. Just plain, sensi-

ble, business-like talk is what is wanted. That's all.

Now, no doubt during the present season there will be

many a new apiarian experience that ought to be written

up (or down), and published for the benefit of all. We can

take care of the publishing end, if you will attend to send-

ing us the story.

Hybrids or Italians—Which ?

Under this heading, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, G. M.
Doolittle advises the honey-producer to breed from a good

queen, allowing the young queens to mate with any drones

they might chance to meet. He does not say so, but he

would, of course, expect the honey-producer to buy a new
queen to breed from as often as the old one should die. A
large number of honey-producers would be likely to improve
their stock by following this course rather than to follow

their present course of hit-or-miss rearing of queens without

regard to either father or mother, but many will prefer to

make some effort toward selection of both sire and dam.
Admitting that a cross gives vigor, it will hardly be con-

tended that all crosses are alike. Suppose two daughters of

the same queen, one mating a drone of the very poorest

stock, the other meeting one of the very best. Are those

two young queens likely to be of equal value ?

Location of Bait-Sections In the Super.

The general practice probably has been to put one or

more partly drawn sections in the center of th,e super, in

order to induce the bees to begin work in the super more
promptly than they would without such inducement. Of
late, there is some tendency toward putting baits in the

corners of the super rather than in the center.

There is something to be said on both sides. With the

bait in the center, work will begin in the center, gradually

extending outward, and the central sections will be finished

while the corner sections are not yet filled. With baits in

the corners the work will be more evenly distributed from
the start, and there will be a more even finishing of the en-

tire super.

But if baits are used in the corners, it is absolutely

necessary for even work that there be at least one section

in each corner, making four times as many baits needed as

when putting baits in the center. Moreover, a single bait

in the center will start work in the super a little sooner than
will four corner baits ; and that little is sometimes a very
important matter.

Some have no difficulty in taking the unfinished sec-

tions from the corners of several supers, massing them in

a super and returning them to the bees to be finished. For
these the best plan may be to use a central bait. Those
who can not get good work by such returning may do well

to plan in advance to have the number of baits quadrupled
in order to use them in the corners.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the Ameridan
Bee Journal at fl.OOi

Miscellaneous Items

I Mr. T. 0. Andrews, to whom we referred recently as

having been elected to the presidency of the California

National Honey-Producers' Association, was elected to fill

the vacancy caused by the resignation of Geo. W. Brodbeck
from the board of directors of that organization. The
vacancy in the presidency had not yet been filled when last

we heard, but doubtless will be soon. We were clearly mis-

taken in the former statement that we published.

A Midsummer Fair is to be held July 22 and 23, on
the grounds of Mr. Leiter, on Lake Geneva, in Wisconsin,

for the benefit of the Lake Geneva Fresh-Air Association.

An elaborate premium list has been prepared, in which is

the following, under the heading of " Apiary :"

Best case of comb honey, not less than 24 sections.
Best extracted honey, not less than 6 one-pound jars.

Best one-frame nucleus hive, with bees.
Best general exhibit.

For further information, address the secretary, George
F. Porter, Lake Geneva, Wis.

Fourth of July at Dr. Miller's.—For several years

Dr. Miller has extended to us (Mrs. York and the writer) a

most cordial invitation to come to Marengo and help eat

fresh from the vine some of the luscious strawberries that

grow on his farm, which is located a mile south of the town.

Finally, we decided to go, and did so on Saturday, July

2, arriving in Marengo about 7 o'clock in the evening.

Very shortly after arriving and greeting the members of

Dr. Miller's family, we began to eat strawberries. We had
them every meal until Monday evening ; and then, lest we
should too soon lose the "strawberry-eating habit," we
brought several boxes of them home with us. We certainly

never ate more delicious strawberries.

On Sunday we attended the Presbyterian church and
Sunday-school, being members of Dr. Miller's Bible class.

In the evening there was a patriotic service, there being

also present members of the Grand Army Post and Woman's
Relief Corps. The popular pastor, Rev. Mr. Van Page, de-

livered a fine address appropriate to the occasion. The
music by the choir was in excellent keeping with the rest of

the service.

All day Monday—the Fourth—we visited and talked

bees. We went into tlie home apiary and opened a few

hives, but it was a little too cool to do the best work with

the bees.

Dr. Miller had supers on such colonies as were ready for

them, a few hives showing three supers each. He had taken

off only two supers full of honey. White clover seemed to

be in abundance, with white sweet clover just coming into

bloom. Previous to the opening of the honey season, the

Doctor had, all ready to put on the hives, 26,000 sections in

supers. His faith seemed to be large. We hope he may have
all those sections filled with honey by the end of the season.

Dr. Miller's family consists of Mrs. Miller, her sister

(Miss Emma M. Wilson), and their beloved mother, Mrs.
Wilson, who is 84 years of age. She is a dear old lady, eats

her three meals a day, and is as happy and contented as

any one could well be. What a benediction is such a person

in any home I

On the first page are the latest pictures of Dr. Miller

and Miss Wilson, the photographs ha ng been taken at>out

two months ago. Especially pleaseo; ^vill be the women of
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beedom, who receive the American Bee Journal regularly,

to see the picture of the one of their number who so ably

and entertainingly conducts the department of " Our Bec-

Keeping Sisters " in this journal. We are sure all would
be glad to know her better, or to have the privilege, as we
have had, of spending a day or two under the same roof

with her in Dr. Miller's delightful home. But the next best

thing is to have her picture and read her department from
week to week.

Dr. Miller holds his 73 years exceedingly well. We only
hope that he may be spared to the world yet many years.

All beedom does well to hold him in the highest esteem and
honor. He deserves it. There are too few like him in the

world.

I
Contributed Articles |

Notes of an Inspector of Apiaries.

BY HERM.4X F. MOORE.

THERE has been a good deal of talk about foul brood
near Chicago, but no one can appreciate the actual
conditions existing so well as the inspector who visits

many apiaries and finds yard after yard diseased in all

stages. The discouraging feature about it all is the indif-

ference often shown by those most interested.

In one front yard a single colony remains alive. A
short examination without smoke shows 3 frames of bees
and brood nearly destroyed by foul brood. Two or three
other empty hives are near, the colonies of which were
likely killed by the same disease. About a mile away a fine

apiary of 26 colonies was examined and -j of them are
found infected. The owner of the 26 directed the inspector
to the front-yard colony, saying his bees might have gotten
it there. The owner of the 26 is out from S7S to SlOO by the
disease. He also told the inspector he had allowed the bees
to clean out an empty honey-barrel, from Wisconsin. But
that being over a year ago, was not, in this case, the source
of the disease. Bee-keepers cannot be too careful about
feeding their bees on strange honey. Better sell the honey
and feed sugar syrup in all cases so as to run no risk.

At another apiary 3 colonies nearly dead with foul
brood are found. The old German lady told the inspector
that they burned everything up—bees, frames, hives and
all. She was advised to burn up the frames and brood at

once, for the sake of neighbors. Said she would see to it.

About a mile from the infected colonies was another
apiary of 4 colonies. The lady told the inspector they had
no disease, that they were right up-to-date. She had sold
50 colonies lately to a farmer a couple of miles away. She
gave no opportunity to examine the bees. After finding 3
colonies badly diseased the inspector called again at this
apiary and warned them of the disease about a mile away.
The advice given was to call at the diseased apiary and
make friends with the people and try to have the diseased
colonies destroyed at once.

In several of these cases the inspector should have been
able to burn up and treat the disease right on the spot.

There is great need for a law giving the inspector power to

burn or cure, in his discretion.

The inspector has been against formaldehyde as a

remedy up to this time. However, it seems as if this agent
would be useful in saving combs, with a slight modification
of the present method. A chemist told the inspector that
formaldehyde had a great attraction for water. He said it

would form a combination with the water in honey after a
long fumigation and no doubt destroy all germs of foul

brood in the honey. It might be a very long process and
hardly practicable in ordinary cases.

Now, if we can dip the best of the combs in water (say
soft, warm water) and jounce them up and down repeatedly,
so the water will penetrate every part and soften the honey
in the cells, may it not be that the formaldehyde and water
will do a thorough job and make the combs safe to use ?

The writer will be greatly obliged to any one who has
the facilities (Mr. France, for example,) if he will try this

and report in the American Bee Journal.
Cook Co., 111.

Does Honey Absorb Water Naturally?

BY J. K. lOIINSON.

I
BELIEVE I first asked this question,which has drawn out

considerable discussion. Mr. lyatham gives account, on
page 261, of an experiment where honey did absorb water

so as to increase in both weight and bulk. His experiment
is valuable, as it shows that honey does have some affinity

for the moisture of the air, but it also shows that honey is

not a true deliquescent. It also shows that even though
he had the honey confined in a bell-glass it did decompose
to some extent though he does not admit that it did.

In the account of Prof. Shutt's experiment he demon-
strated that honey gained so as to double its bulk, or nearly

so, in three weeks. I suppose Mr. Shutt alsoconfined honey
in an air-tight compartment and burned hydrogen to pro-

duce the water. While I do not in the least doubt the accu-

racy of both Mr. Latham's and Prof. Shutt's experiments,

I do say they mislead in the real facts, for just one reason,

and that is this :

The honey in an air-tight compartment is no/ subject

to the law of evaporation, while the honey as we store it in

any room which is sufficiently ventilated, is. We must bear

in mind that a natural atmosphere becomes moist because

of evaporation, andJroni no other cause.

Mr. Latham's experiment shows plainly that the law of

evaporation is much stronger than the affinity of honey for

water, as he admits that even the tiniest crack caused the

air to become dry. Why ? Because of evaporation. Neither

could he get the honey to absorb any of the moisture ex-

cept when inclosed, and then burning hydrogen. Now
hydrogen will not burn except when supported by oxygen.
Not only so, but it always unites with the oxygen to produce

water.
It was only a question of how much hydrogen he used

in combustion to produce a certain amount of water, and as

the compartment was air-tight the honey got the water; but

even the tiniest crack, and the honey was powerless. Had
there been no honey in the bell-glass, water would have col-

lected on the sides of the bell-glass, by lowering the temper-

ature. Let me quote a few words from Prof. Storer, pro-

fessor of chemistry in Harvard College :

" No ma;tter in what way hydrogen is burned, the pro-

duct is always water. At the high temperature of the flame

this water must, of course, remain in the condition of gas,

but it can readily be brought to the liquid state by reducing

the temperature. Over a jet of burning hydrogen, best ob-

tained from a gas holder, hold a dry, cold bottle. The glass

soon becomes covered with a film of dew, as the water gen-

erated by the union of hydrogen and oxygen condenses in

droplets upon the cold sides of the bottle."

Water will not burn naturally ; not only so, but it sub-

dues conbustion ; but by chemical experiment the two gases

composing water (oxygen and hydrogen) can easily be sep-

arated, and the one gas (hydrogen) supported by the other

gas (oxygen) will not only burn readily, but cause great

heat.
In fact, many things can be accomplished by chemical

experiment that do not take place in Nature.

Such old and experienced bee-men as Dr. Miller, L. L.

Langstroth, A. I. Root, etc., have for many years taught us

that a model place to store honey is in a garret where the

thermometer will reach nearly 100 degrees. Why ? Because
when honey is in a warm, airy room the law of evaporation

has power to draw the water from the honey, whether it be

liquid or comb honey. And, not withstanding this is a fact,

such an atmosphere is heavily laden with moisture, which
you can readily prove by drawing a pitcher of very cold

water and placing in that room. The water will collect in

abundance on the outside of that pitcher. Why doesn't the

honev get some of that moisture ? No ; honey is contin-

ually giving up its moisture, while the cold sides of a

glass pitcher have power to collect, owing to low tempera-

ture. So we must bear in mind that ventilation is one of

the most essential means of ripening honey.
Mr. Latham says we should bear in mind that there

should be an air-tight partition between honey and air. Cer-

tainly not. Air is the very element that ripens honey and
makes it good. When honey is stored rapidly the bees will

not cap it over until they give it lots of air, by ventilating

or fanning a current of air through the hive.

Mr. Latham says honey did not decompose during his

experiment, yet admits that it lost its volatile oils. If he

will think again he will have to admit that the honey must
undoubtedly have decomposed to just the extent of its loss.

If he will read on page 318 (1903) he will find an account
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of Prof. Shutt's experiment in determining water of honey.
Prof. Shutt says that he coa lends that what we have been
supposing to be water only, is really in part the decomposed
products of the honey. Furthermore, he says :

" Evidently
there was no stopping-place, and what we were calculating as

water was really in large part due to decomposition of the

honey.'''

In conclusion I wish to say just this : We can be em-
phatically sure that it is only a question of time between
thin honey and sour honey, and a warm room will make it

sour all the quicker unless there be plenty of ventilation.

Ventilation is the important part. Mr. Ivatham used cal-

cium chloride to dry the air and honey. Why ? Because
calcium chloride is a true deliquescent substance, and not
only took the water from that air, but from the honey as
well. Knox Co., 111.

Defense of Sweet Clover and Its Honey.

BY R. C. HUGENTOBLER.

I
THINK Mr. Hasty all too hasty in confirming- the sen-

tence passed upon sweet clover, on page 745 (1903), by
Mr. Walter S. Pouder. Mr. Pouder makes two indict-

ments against sweet clover

:

1. That, blooming with white clover, and mingling its

inferior nectar with that of white clover, " it has greatly
lessened the value of our white clover crop in central In-

diana and southern Ohio."
2. That " it yields a surplus this year, the first since the

National Bee-Keepers' Association met in Indianapolis, in
1886."

As Mr. Pouder speaks for southern o^io, and as I am a

southern Buckeye, the bee-keepers' lullaby, "locality," has
no effect upon me, and I am compelled to break the silence

of years in defending that bee-intoxicant—sweet clover.

I shall pass by the charge against sweet clover, of dis-

pensing intoxicants which change the "busy" to the
" boozy " bee, with the remark that the legality of such
business is beyond the tribunals of man, as he himself has
legalized and been engaged in the gigantic slaughter of the
years, and address myself to the foregoing indictments.

In regard to the first, I must say that there is but a re-

mote possibility of the adulteration of white clover honey
by the busy bees in southern Ohio. The reason of the re-

moteness of the possibility of adulteration is, the remote-
ness of the thing to be adulterated. There is plenty of
sweet clover honey every year, but you can not adulterate
nothing ; neither can the bee. I will afSrm, for southwest-
ern Ohio, that between the years 1897 and 1903 there
was not a single pound of surplus white clover honey pro-
duced. Sometimes within this interval there was an abun-
dance of bloom,but it persistently refused to yield the much-
desired sweet. During this same interval sweet clover failed
not for a single season to produce enough surplus to make
bee-keeping possible.

It is a well-known fact that in southern Ohio the sweet-
clover flow commences about two weeks later than from
white clover, and ends about two weeks later than the same.
Even if white clover were a reliable nectar-producing plant
in southern Ohio, (which it is not), one-half of the white
clover nectar would be gathered before the sweet clover
commenced to yield, and the last two weeks of the sweet
clover yield would be gathered after white clover had ceased
to produce nectar. Thus, the two clovers would be yielding
simultaneously for about two weeks, if we allow four weeks
for the time of the clover flow, which is a fair estimate.
Thus but two weeks of the white clover crop could be
affected by the sweet clover honey being blended with it.

while two weeks of the sweet clover crop would be gathered
separately. In the crowded districts of southern Ohio the
twoweeksof the sweet clover yield being simultaneous with
that of white clover, it would be an immense boon to the bee-
keeper, as it would furnish remunerative employment to the
millions of toilers that make their daily onset on the flowers.

If the white clover pasturage were sufficient, and sweet
clover the scanty yielder it is said to be, the argument
against sweet clover would, nevertheless, fail ; for the law
obtains that bees work on the bloom giving them the great-
est returns for their labor, so there would be no admixture
of sweet clover honey with that of white clover.

I think, then, that the argument made against sweet
clover is an argument in its favor ; and my conclusion, sup-
ported by the arguments based upon either of the premises,
is, that sweet clover holds its head high among the nectar-

producing plants of central Indiana, and smothers out all

competitors in southern Ohio.

Eliminate sweet clover from southern Ohio, and destroy
the last vestige of an apiary 7 No ! Let it adorn the dusty
highways and clothe the naked hillsides ; let it clamber up
frowning precipices and leap across deep gullies ; let wind
and wave conspire to extend its dominion and enable the
winged millions to sip from its enticing bloom.

Hamilton Co., Ohio.

Convention Proceedingsings
I

Report of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Convention.

BY E. B. TYRRELI,, SEC.

The annual convention of the Michigan State Bee-
Keepers' Association was called to order with Pres. W. Z.
Hutchinson in the chair, at Agricultural College, at 1:30

p.m., Feb. 25.

The report of the Secretary was read and adopted.

DISCUSSION ON FOUL BROOD.

Next followed a discussion on foul brood. Mr. C. A.
Huff believed it is not necessary to disinfect the hives. He
asked the experience of those who have tried shaking bees
for foul brood.

Pres. Hutchinson said it does not develop very often
afterwards.

Randolph Graden had reason to believe that robbing
will not spread the disease. He had a neighbor who had
8 or 10 colonies of bees located 30 rods from his apiary where
he had foul brood. One day this neighbor's bees were
found robbing out an infected hive, but the robbers did not
contract the disease. Mr. Graden said he could cure foul

brood in every case ; that he had tried all methods down to

ground coffee without effect. His method was to take the

bees, when honey was coming in, and shake them in a box,
leaving them there until they swarm out, when they are
hived in a nice, clean hive. He then destroys all combs,
and boils the honey. He believes foul brood is carried by
the wind.

Leonard Griggs asked if it were not possible for the
nurse-bees from an infected hive to be carried by the wind
to the wrong hive, and then spread the disorder by the

honey carried with them. It was thought possible it might
be carried in that way.

STORING HONEY IN LARGE TANKS.

QuES.—" Why store honey in large tanks ?"

G. A. Black uses 20-gallon jars just to ripen the honey
in. He allows 75 to 80 percent to be capped before extract-

ing.
S. D. Chapman said there is no question but what a

large tank allows better evaporation, and thus a better arti-

cle of honey. He has raspberry honey weighing 12 pounds
to the gallon.

Mr. Huff uses enough combs to hold the crop, then after

extracting stores it in a large tank. He is satisfied that he
thus gets a better article.

Mr. Tyrrell uses and advocates the use of large storage-

tanks, his tanks holding one ton each. By their use he gets

a better-ripened and a better-settled article. All but two
barrels of his honey last year was stored in large tanks.

These two barrels were filled while extracting from nearly
sealed honey, but, when heating for bottling, the honey
could not be gotten nearly so clear as that stored in the
tanks.

C. F. Smith thinks the honey gains nothing by being
stored in tanks, but wants all honey sealed before extract-

ing. He thinks that no honey catulies firm unless it is

sealed before extracting. He has used jars to ripen, with
poor results.

Mr. Tyrrell said that candied hone melted, then allowed
to candy again, is much finer graiui .; than before being
melted; but possibly if the honey hai leen stirred the first

time while candying it might befinei ained.

Pres. Hutchinson said that in ^ ,•• York bee-keepers
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seem to favor large tanks. Some advocate the use of arti-

ficial heat.
Mr. Wood has lard cans to store in. He never opens

them until he is ready to melt the honey. He finds the 5(i-

pound size the best. He strains the honey through cheese-
cloth when he puts it in the cans.

Mr. Black can not get honey to run through cheese-
cloth.

Pres. Hutchinson described a strainer he saw in Califor-
nia, used by " Rambler," which was simply a long piece of
cheese-cloth on rollers. The cloth was simply unrolled
from one roller and rolled up on the other as fast as it got
too dirty to strain well.

Mr. Wood uses one strainer for each can.

- ALSIKK CLOVER FOR HONKV—RIPENING HONEY.

QuES.—" What has been the success in alsike clover for
honey ?"

Mr. Black raises a good deal of alsike, and has a good
deal of alsike honey. He says the honey is good, and
weighs 13 pounds per gallon.

George A. Stray says alsike honey is as good as any
produced.

Mr. Wood finds alsike honey extra-good.

W. D. Soper believes alsike honey is good. He didn't
think that standing in open tanks was beneficial to honey,
but that honey is all right to bottle when extracted. He
thinks tank honey isn't so good, and said that any honey on
which rises a scum when heated isn't sufficiently ripened.

Mr. Huff differs from Mr. Soper on the rising of scum;
some of the best honey in his experience will have it when
heated.

Mr. Ludington had some experience with sour honey,
and found that heating it improved its flavor. This honey
soured bejore being extracted.

Mr. Graden took off some honey once as soon as it was
capped, and it sweat badly. He put it back on the hives,
and the cells that sweat were emptied by the bees and filled

with dark honey.

Mr. Wood gets his honey well ripened without getting
travel-stained, by putting a piece of wire-screen between
the supers and the bees.

GETTING BEES OFF EXTRACTING-COMBS.

QuBS.—" How to get bees off combs for extracting ?"

Mr. Chapman has taken off as high as 3000 pounds in
one day. He takes out the combs and shakes off the bees,
then sets them down until all are shaken, when he finishes
by brushing.

Mr. Ludington and Mr. Huff use bee-escapes.
Mr. Chapman does not use escapes on account of rob-

bing.
Mr. Leach asked if combs do not sometimes break by

shaking.
Mr. C. Cady advocates wired frames.
Mr. Leach does not use wired frames.
Mr. Wood uses wired frames.
Mr. Leach extracted 900 pounds with the help of a boy

from 9 o'clock to 3 o'clock.
Mr. Huff puts on escapes in the evening for what he ex-

tracts the next day.

DEEP OR SHALLOW FRAMES—WHICH ?

QuES.—"Which are preferable, deep or shallow supers?
"

Mr. Wood began bee-keeping in 1878, and from his ex-
perience would advocate shallow supers. He can take off

four shallow ones to one deep one.

Mr. Tyrrell asked if they can extract fast enough with
the shallow frame. Some thought they could, others
thought not.

At a call for hands, three favored bee-escapes for ex-
tracted honey, and five were against them.

[Concluded next week.)

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-
ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid mucn
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us en
other matters.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of tl s

copy of the American Bee Journal.

[ Our Bee-Heepln§ Sisters
j

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Sulphur and Honey for Rheumatism.

Honey thickened with dry sulphur—a teaspoonful every
morning—has cured some cases of rheumatism.—National
Stockman and Farmer.

Some of the sisters might try this and report.

Bee-Literature for the Common People.

Three years ago this summer a Mrs. Brundage, from
Chicago, came to me to get all the cases of honey I could
spare—she wanted it for herself and neighbors. She said
she could not get anything but manufactured honey in the
city. I gave her the address of George W. York & Co., and
told her I would not be afraid to give her all I was worth if

she got anything but pure honey there.
After I explained and told her all I could, I said, " To

make a long matter short and to the point, if we bee-keepers
fed that stuff you speak of to our bees, it would be just like

throwing your pocketbook full of money into the fire ; it

would be the end of all and both."
She is a woman with a fair education, and after she had

started off she stopped her horse and called back to me,
" Oh, I thank you ever so much for what you have told me ;

I feel so much better." She certainly must have had a hor-
ror of manufactured honey to hire a horse to go through
this country in different directions for "pure bees' honey,'''

and hire it taken from 2/2 to T miles to the depot, and pay
express charges from here to Chicago.

An old man who gets a dollar's worth of honey of me
each year, got some of the fall honey of another bee-keeper,
and told him, " I know Mrs. Bartrum feed dem bees some
things dat makes dat terable vite honeys." I said to him,
" Of course, you explained the difference in the color of the
early honey and the fall honey, didn't you ?" He said,
" No, I did not ; do you think I would argue with such old

drones 7" I think they are just the ones to work at.

I do wish one of the big bee-men would write a book on
bees, from the beginning to the present, about honey and
all the flowers and plants that produce honey. Write it so

that children under 14 years of age can comprehend it.

Make it as fascinating as the " History of Birds," and have
it introduced into our school libraries. I am sure if you
would attend one of the teachers' institutes you would not
find more than one—or perhaps not one—who can tell any of
the whys and wherefores of bees. I think it just as impor-
tant a study as to take a horrid snake and dissect for the
scholars. And a book on all the honey-plants of the differ-

ent countries would be nice in t'heir libraries. Our school
has a lovely library, with histories of birds, animals, in-

sects, our big men, and just about everything excepting
bees and honey-producing plats, and" I do think a flowery
written book on those subjects would be a blessing to this

growing generation, and the author would reap a good
thing from it.

The two road commissioners, that repair the road here,

are two old Norwegians that try to kill all the lovely sweet
clover, and let grow all the horrible old burrs and obnoxious
weeds you can think of, and they think it is all right.

If some good writers could roll up some good bee-facts
in a miserable old dime novel, some of these fellows that
won't read the bee-papers might swallow it like a bitter pill

rolled in sugar, and after it is down it would do its work.
So the good bee-work rolled in the cheap novel would have
an effect on a certain class.

I have a friend, a smart woman, well educated, and a
doctor's wife, who thinks and says that " honey don't cost
bee-keepers anything." And a young man I know, who
owns a big farm, and is considered quite smart, has a few
colonies of bees in box-hives, but never has any honey ; he
would not give a man SO cents a colony to transfer them to

good hives ; and he thinks the bees make their hone)' in the
winter. Rich as he is, it would kill him to take a bee-paper.
And there are so many like him that would not read a bee-
paper, that might get it into their heads through their chil-
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dren from the school library, if there were such books in it.

I could tell of so many such people, and they would be more
apt to read such articles in our county papers than in any-
thing else.

My father (Hiram Havenhill) was a very successful bee-
keeper, and took the American Bee Journal a number of
years. Mrs. H. W. Bartrum.

Kendall Co., 111.

So Few Bees.

Alsike and white clover are blooming profusely, but the
bees are so few to gather the honey. They are working
nicely, though. Mrs. Nki,ub G. Paxson.

Erie Co., N. Y., June 28.

Value of Honey in Cooking-.

I wish every one knew the worth of honey for cooking-
The Cost per pound may be more than sugar, but it is never-
theless cheaper to use in making cake, because cheaper fats
and less eggs may be used than when sugar is ; and, what
is more, the cake or pudding may be eaten without harm by
those with the weakest stomachs, and they seem to be com-
plete food.

Where there are children, nothing could be better.
They like and need sweets, and if you add good milk to the
bill of fare, you will have one no child will find fault with.

If less sawdust and straw, under the name of "break-
fast foods," were used, and more honey-cakes made and
consumed in their place, there would be less sickness and
weak stomachs than at present.—Mrs. S. A. Smith, in the
American Bee-Keeper.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Likely a Harmless Worm.

I have one colony of bees which is not doing well.
The other day I found at the entrance of the hive a large
worm, of reddish color, that had 6 legs, and then a space,
and then 6 legs more and a little bunch of hair. Is there
such a worm that bothers bees ? If so, what is the remedy
for getting rid of it 7 Indiana.

Answer.—I know of no worm of that description that
troubles bees. It probably got there by chance, and was
doing no harm to the bees.

ttueenless Colony—Diseased Brood.

1. I have 4 colonies of bees, one of which has been
queenless since early in the spring, and I can not get them
to rear a queen by giving them brood or queen-cells with
eggs in them. They have started queen cells several times,
but they tear down the ones I give them.

I sent for a queen this spring, and before I had time to
introduce her she died, and so of course the colony is still
queenless. What would you advise doing with it 7 It is a
moderately strong colony, kept strong by the brood that I
have put in, perhaps. Shall I unite it with another colony,
or not 7 If so, how shall I proceed 7

2. The other 3 colonies have diseased brood, like a sam-
ple I mail you. What do you think is the matter? Is it
pickled brood, or what 7 In the spring there was only a lit-
tle that way, but now there is lots of it dead. If it is pickled
brood what can I do for it 7 Is it contagious 7

I am a new hand with bees, having kept them only two
years, and this is my first trial asking questions ; but per-
haps you can tell what I am wanting to know. Utah.

Answers—1. Better unite with other colonies. At a
time when bees are busy gathering, set a comb covered with
bees in any colony that needs it, or shake the bees down in
front of any hive you want them to enter. Before giving

the bees to another colony, pound and smoke them to get
them to fill up with honey.

2. The sample sent arrived, was in a pulp, and didn't
look like comb—appeared as if it had been cooked. Being
in a tin box, and quite a bit smaller, I suppose, than the
box, it had pounded about in the box, and being pretty
warm had become pounded into a mass. From what little

I could judge about it, I should think it quite possible that
it is pickled brood, but I am not an expert in brood-diseases,
and advise sending a sample to one who is, as Dr. Howard,
or one of the foul-brood inspectors.

Swarminis and Drones—Carrying Out Brood—Transfer-
ring.

1. Do bees ever swarm before they have drones 7

2. What makes bees carry out brood, a few at a time,
for weeks 7 They are in an old, mothy hive, and I want
them to swarm, then in 21 days transfer the rest. They are
quite strong now.

3. Which is best to transfer on to, brood-foundaton or
old combs ? Maine.

Answers.—1. I don't know. Certainly it is a very rare
thing, but I suppose it might happen.

2. Very likely they are carrying out brood nearly
mature, just because they are in " an old, mothy hive," the
young bees being injured in the cell by the wax-worms.

3. Fully completed comb is generally preferred to foun-
dation.

Dividing Colonies-Untested Queen.

As I am an old, worn-out soldier I thought I would try
the bee-business. I notice untested queens are spoken of
in the American Bee Journal, and I have enough bees in

one hive to make 2 good colonies. Would they do all right
to divide them and put such a queen with them 7 If so,

how and when would that queen become fertile 7

Indiana.

Answer.— It would do all right. An untested queen is

not, as you seem to suppose, a virgin queen, but a queen
that has been fertilized and is laying. She is called un-
tested because she is sent off before her worker progeny
have emerged to show by their markings whether she has
been purely mated.

Please don't send a stamp when you send questions. I

don't send answers by mail, and your subscription to the
American Bee Journal entitles you to answers without
stamps.

Swarming—Putting On Supers, Etc.

1. As I have had no experience with swarming, I am a
little puzzled at hive No. 1. It is quite heavy with honey
and full of bees, with a clipped queen. The bees are, or
have been, boiling out in front of the hive and under the
alighting-board by the pint, day and night. How would
you manage in this case? The queen does not seem to
want to come out.

2. What are the best noticeable signs just before
swarming ?

3. Is it all right to put one super on top of another and
leave until fall 7

4. What time of day is swarming most apt to take
place ?

5. Is it absolutely necessary to put on queen-cell pro-
tectors 7

6. Will not the virgin queen fertilize with her kindred
drone all right 7 If not, how are we to manage to keep our
good stock from running out 7 Missouri.

Answers.— 1. A clipped queen will issue with a swarm
just as readily as one with whole wings. If the bees cluster
outside by the pint day and night, it may be merely because
they are warm and crowded, with no thought of swarming,
but if honey is coming in rapidly at the time, it is worth
something as a sign. A colony may swarm, however, with-
out any previous hanging out. Perhaps the only manage-
ment needed is to give the bees betti • ventilation, or to
shade the hive, so the bees will be a little more comfortable.
If anxious to have them swarm, let them alone.

2. The most reliable sign that bees neditate swarming,
is the finding of a number of queen-ce,! in the hive. You
may, however, judge a little from outs'le appearances, if
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you find a colony ceasing work and loafing when other colo-

nies keep on at work ; and when bees return from the field

laden with pollen and join the outside cluster without goiiifj

inside to unload.
3. Extracting supers may be left on till the close of the

harvest; section supers should be removed as soon as all,

or nearly all, the sections are sealed. Otherwise the cap-
pings will become darkened.

4. Between '• and 2 o'clock. But swarms may issue
almost any time in daylight if they're particularly anxious
to make you trouble, especially after swarms.

5. That depends upon what you want to do. They are
not necessary unless you want to save cells that a free
queen might destroy, or that the bees would destroy where
they have a laying queen.

6. There is usually not much danger of a queen meeting
a drone from the same hive, as she flies to a distance on her
wedding-lrip. To make sure against inbreeding, it is not a
bad plan to introduce fresh blood by purchasing a new
queen occasionally.

Heavy Colonies Lost in Wintering—Section Comb-Foun-
dation With Drone-Size Base.

1. In this locality 99 percent of the bees that died were
the strongest honey-gatherers of last season, and went into
winter quarters heavy with stores. Can this be explained
by the theory that they filled their brood-chamber too full
late in the season, and were unable to rear sufficient young
brood to withstand the severity of the past winter ?

2. Don't you think it would be a good plan for the
manufacturers of foundation to furnish the section founda-

tion with drone-size base ? It would save the bees consid-
erable work in comb-building where full sheets are used.

Indiana.
Answers.—l. Yes, that would easily explain it. Not

that it was so very late, either, but perhaps as early as
August, for later than that it would not make so much dif-
ference.

2. You would probably not like it. Generally there is

less drone-comb in the brood-chamber than the bees would
have if left to their own devices, and with little or no drone-
comb below and abundance above, the queen would be likely
to make trouble above. To be sure, you might keep her
down with an excluder, but that would be trouble and ex-
pense, and you would find that some sections would not be
finished up as promptly as they should be, for the bees
would hold the cells open for the queen. I think, however,
that if you care to try it you can get drone-foundation.

Perhaps Piclded Brood.

I send by this mail a piece of honey-comb from a hive
which has a disease of some kind. Please examine and re-
port, with advice as to remedy, etc. West Virginia.

Answer.—I'm not an expert in brood diseases, but I

think there may be nothing more than pickled brood at the
worst, and all trouble may soon disappear. If, however, it

continues, it may be well to send a sample to one of the
experts in such matters, as Dr. Howard, or Messrs. McEvoy
or France. In the meantime you will do well to get Dr.
Howard's pamphlet and inform yourself on the subject as
fully as you can.
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GEORGE W. YORK COMPANY
334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

IMPORTANT NOTICES.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal is
$!.(«> a year, in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico; all other countries in the Postal Union, 50
cents a year extra for postage. Sample copy free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is paid.
For instance, "deci4" on your label shows that it is
paid to the end of December, 19U4.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send a
receipt for money sent us to pay subscription, but
chanpe the date on your wrapper-label, which shows
that the money has been received and credited.

National Bee-Keepers'Association

abers.

Objects of the Association.

l8t.—To promote the interests of its me:
2d.—To protect and delend its members

lawful ridhta.
3d.—To enforce laws against the adulteration Oi.

honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.

General Manager and Treasurer —
N. E. FRA>fCE, Platteville. Wis.
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Bees Wopking Well.

My bees are working' finely. I have
caugfht all that have swarmed. So far
they have stored quite a lot of honey.

Robert Durling.
St. Lawrence Co., N.Y., June 29.

Expects a Good Crop.

My bees are doing well. I had 3 col-

onies in the spring, and now have 7.

We are having plenty of rain, and I

think we will have a good honey crop
this year. W. H. Hobert.
Muscatine Co., Iowa, July 4.

A Celluloid Qneen-Bntton is a very
pretty thing lor a bee-keeper or honey-seller to

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

/en serves to introduce the
subject of honey, and 're-

qnently leads to a sale.

The picture shown herewita
is a leprodaction of a motto
queen-button that we are far-

nlshinf to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to

fasten it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10c;
or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the oSoe
of the American Bee Journal. '

Busy with Berries and Bees.

I have been very busy ; our straw-
berries lasted 4 weeks. We picked
1,200 quarts the best week. The best
da)''s run was S17.7S. We sold every
berry excepting what we ate and gave
away ; that is, we did not lose a box by
spoiling. We sold lots on the 'phone.
This is the fifth week and we will get
2 or 3 cases to-day.
In order to keep the bees quiet dur-

ing strawberry time I wired old combs
and made double deckers of 14 strong-
est colonies. Four days ago I set off

the top deck, which had about 4 frames
of brood and 4 of nice white honey. I

gave the old colony some of those 1000
drawn combs in section-boxes and am
extracting those 4 frames from each
upper deck, and gave the 4 frames of
brood a ripe queen-cell. The double-
deck colonies seetii to have passed the
swarming fever, mid they had 2 supers
on top before I t ok ofi^ the top deck.
They are now working finely in 3 su-
pers (most of the. I.) I took off 2 supers
of fine white sect ons, and have about

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Golden or Honey-Queens After July i.

Oar GOLDENS will come up with any other
Golden strain. Our HONEY-QUEENS are
what some breeders call " Red Clover Queens."

1 6 12
Untested $.75 $4.00 $7.00
Tested 1.25 7.00 13.00
Breeders 5.00

2 frame Nuclei (no queen).. 2.00 11.00 22 OO

When Queeas are wanted with Nuclei add
price of any Queeu wanted. We guarantee safe
arrival of all Queens and Nuclei. Our Breeders
may be returned after 30 days if satisfaction is

not given. Cash must come with all orders.
Orders are booked and filled in rotation.

Mr. Gus. Picaman, of Litchfield, 111 , in a
letter of Aug. 3, 1903, says: 'Send me two un-
tested honeyqueeus. The one I bought of yon
two years ago is all right. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. Gunderson, of Oconomowoc*
Wis., says in a letter dated August 1, 1'503: " I

like your queens the best of auy that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last

August for 2* Nuclei to be delivered thi ^ sprinff.
Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCKER, Pearl City, III.

fl®"This ad. will appear every other number

16Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Additional Sleeping-Car Service.

The Nickel Plate Road has placed
an additional vestibuled sleeping-car
on train leaving Chicago at 9:15 p.m.,
daily, and also on train from Cleve-
land to Chicago, arriving Chicago 7:40

a.m., daily, for passengers between
Chicago and Cleveland, in both direc-

tions, and intermediate points. Three
daily trains. No excess fare. Ameri-
can Club Meals, ranging in price from
35c to $1.00, served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars ; also service a la carte,

and mid-day luncheon, 50c. Chicago
city ticket offices. 111 Adams St., and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phones Central
2057 and Harrison- 2208. Chicago depot,
L,a Salle St. Station, cor. Van Buren
and La Salle Sts. 16—28A3t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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Wanted"Thousands or New Subscribers

A STANDARD-BRED

QUEEi-BEEmm
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance

Subscribers.

We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply

us with The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly

rear—well worth $1.00 each. We want every one of our present regular

subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to

make it easy for you to get one or more of them.

In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American

Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If It

is not already paid up, you can send in the necessary amount to make

it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

A ^neen Free for Sending Que Mew Subscriber

Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the

American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as

a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and

invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want

some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many

copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.

Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one

of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your sub-

scription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is un-

derstood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one

year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in ar-

rears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is

past due.

As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use

all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers. But if any one

wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the

prices are as follows: One Queen, 75c.; 3 Queens, $2.10 ; 6 Queens

for $4.00.

We expect -o be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as

promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate

Now for the new subscribers that you will send us—aud then

the Queens that we will send youl
|

11^' S-franie iXiiclei of Italian Bees (witli «nieei») ga.OO eac
Select Breeding <tueens, iiit3.tM> eaoh.

We have often wondered'WHY the old American
Bee Journal does not LEAD in the nnmber of reg-

ular subscribers instead of being second? It is first

in age, and it we may believe many unsolicited tes-

timonials, it stands first in value and helpfulness to

its readers. Now, why not make it take the first

place in the number of its regular readers* That's

the question.

The next question is, How can it be done! Well,

just like the bees of a colony store its surplus honey.

One or two bees do not gather it all. Each working

bee does a part. Thus, " many hands make light

work "—and the job is soon done.

Now, suppose each present regular reader should

say to himself, or to herself; "I'll get one new
subscriber for the American Bee Journal in the

month of July, and another one in August.'' One a

month should not be a difficult matter. It may be

that many can do better than that. Many have done

so already. But suppose there should be gotten

during- July and August two new subscribers by each

one who now reads the American Bee Journal,

wouldn't that be a great thing ! We believe it can

be done.

You know the American Bee Journal, and can

best tell to your bee-keeping friends and neighbors

its real worth to any one who will read it carefully,

and practice its teachings. We will send you all the

free sample copies you can use wisely.

We offer valuable premiums for the work of get-

ting new subscribers at $1.00 each. In addition

to the Queens mentioned on this page, here are a few

more premium offers;

More Prei Otters.

For 2 New Subscribers—Dr. Miller's Book—" Forty
Years Among the Bees" (book alone, SI.OO.)

For 2 New Subscribers — Doolittle's cloth-bound
" Scientific Queen-Rearing " book (book alone,
$1.00.)

For 1 New Subscriber and 2.5c, Doolittle's leatherette-
bound book (book alone, r5c.)

For 3 New Subscribers—Prof. Cook's book—"The
Bee-Keeper's Guide " (book alone, $1.20.)

For 'S New Subscribers—Dadant's Langstroth's book
(book alone, $1.20.)

For 3 New Subscribers—the book, "ABC of Bee-
Culture'' (book alone, -SI. 20.)

For 1 New Subscriber and lOc-Hutchinson's "Ad-
vanced Bee-Culture'" (book alone, 50c.)

For 3 New Subscribers—Novelty Pocket Knife with
your name and address on one side of handle,
and Queen, Drone and Worker-Bee on other side
(knife alone, ?1.25.)

Our Rules on Getting New Subscribers

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or

her own subscription paid in advance at least to

the end of this year (1904.)

2. Sending your own name with the $1.00 for the

Bee Journal will not entitle you to any premium.
The sender must be already a paid-in-advance sub-

scriber as above, and the new subscriber must be a

NKW subscriber; which means, further, that the

new subscriber has never bad the Bee Journal regu-

larly, or at least not for a whole year previous to his

name lieing sent in as a new one; and, also, the new
subscriber must not be a number of the same family

where the Bee Journal is alit-ady being taken.

Ii: 'I'estert Btalian <tiieens, i^il.as eacli;

Now. we hope that all %vho can possibly do so will see what they can do in the line of getting WE'»V subscritjrrs for the American Bee

Journal. You will likely surprise yourself at the way you will be able to get them. And it will also pay you well. ii. you will get the valua-

ble premiums we offer to you. We would like to receive at least two new yearly siil»seribers Iroiit --aeli reader dur-
ing July and August. We will be glad to be kept busy at our desk during the hot weather. We never felt '.-iter than we do now,

so can staud a grand rush of new subscribers. Just let them come

!

Now, for a big pull, and a pull all together 1 How many will be first to send in new subscriptions?

Address all orders to, Yours fraternally,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 334 Dearborn St., Cf ICAGO, ILL.
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IS or 20 supers soon to come oflf, be-
sides about 300 pounds of extracted. I

have 7T supers on, and will put more
on to-day.
We had a backward spring-, but I

made every effort to get the bees strong
and had over one-half in 3 supers.
Basswood promises the finest bloom I

ever saw, and will be in in about 8 or
10 days. I am fixed for it. I have SO
empty hives, regular Root hives, ex-
cepting I " rooted " them out myself.
Also 8,000 sections which I got for'$2.S0

per 1,000.

I have had some swarming, but not
much. I have SO colonies now ; 34 in

the spring. J. E. Johnson.
Knox Co., 111.

Bees Doing Passably Well.

The season has been cold and back-
ward, but the bees are doing passably
well at present. I am caring for 140
colonies. There are no less than 1,500
colonies of bees within a radius of 5
miles of this place.
The American Bee Journal is a wel-

come guest at our house.
C. F. HO.\DLEY.

Finney Co., Kan., July 2.

Long Winter Confinement of Bees.

I notice in June 16th number several
references to continuous long confine-
ment of bees during the winter.

In the fall of 1880, at my old home in
northern Iowa, I put away 115 colonies
in chaff-hives. These were confined
to their hives during the winter, with-
out a single flight, for 151 days. Six
of these colonies died during the win-
ter and 109 survived, all of them prac-
tically free from disease, and all sur-
vived through the season. I don't
think I ever had bees come out of win-
ter quarters in stronger and better con-

ugTTtn'ng Lice Killing Machine
" Ikills all lice and mites. No injury to

I birds or feathers. Handles any fowl,
Hest chick to lar^rest cobbler.
IQ thre« sl»s Psya for Useif first eeuoo.
I igM ling Lice Killing £>owder . P:>ultry
Licf Murder, etc. We a*oure epeclal low
wi»t«8. C»Ulofr mftlled free. Write ror It.

CHAELES SCHILD, Ionia* Mich,

rtezise zuention Bee Joomai wnen wntana

Italian Bees For Sale.
1 colony in ^ood frame hive f5.00
1 strong 1-frame Nucleus 1.00
1 " 2-frame ' i with tested queen) 2.S0
1 Untested Queen 75
1 Tested Queen l.OO

E^ My crop last season was about 40,000
pounds of honey (nearly half comb' from 210
colonies, spring count, and increased to 2S0 col-
onies, which shows mv bees are hustlers.

N. STAININGER. TiPTON. IOWA.
27Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNBTTE Queen-Clipping

Device Is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-
keepers. Full printed directions
sent with each one. We mail it for
25 cents; or will send it FREE as
premium for sending us One

1 Neiw subscriber to tlie Bee Journal

J for a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping Device. Address,

OEORae W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

EverythiuK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. >x
Prompt Service. pt

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. '^

WALTER S. POUDER, I
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND 2

BEE-KEEPERS!
Don't forfjet that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited States of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the .

freight. r
Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan ^QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog. f

QRIQQS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO. T

':i

'ease mention Bee Jo*iix)al when "WTitinp.

*n»*^
-#-!^i

K.E3I3 OA-iC, lO'WA..

BEE-
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everythintr needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCieS.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, Iowa.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Headquarters '»« Bee-Supplies
Root's Qoods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati'are the

lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

Queens Now Ready.to Supply by Return Nafl.

Golden Italians, Red Clover andfCarniolan Queens, Untested.'during June,

1, 7Sc.;6, $4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W.WEBER,
:iiCINCINNATI,OHIO.

rriarshfield Manufacturing Co.
^

Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FRKB Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MAR5HFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield. Wis.

*^**aa® mention Bee Jonmal when 'wrlttnA
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Kichest in Color and Odor. Mowt Transparent and I out;;li-

est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don t

fall to send for samples. WorkinK wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SIJHPt,IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog

and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger &;Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents ia Canada for Diltmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER,

GOLDEN ITALIANS. CARNIOLANS
teturn Mail. Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

PR.IOE3S. oNt SIX

$0.75 $4..0

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST.. CINCINNATI, OHIO

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. g

I oti.H:i"V^ES AND SEOTIOISrS
I

1 Are Perfect In YVorkmanship and Material. g
a By .sending- in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
ii secure prompt shipment. S

i PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London, Wis.«>Js.A
|

Please mention Bae Journal when writin*

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other side.

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

(This Cut is the i'OLL Size of the Knife.)

Your Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say jnst what name and
address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies in the handle. It is

made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of

the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as

Bhown here.

The Material entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;

the blades are hand-forgred out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-

rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or

corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lininffs are plate brass;

the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described

above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the

owner will never recover it; but if the "Novelty" is lost, having name and address

of owner, the finder will return it; othei

dress, would destroy the knife. If travelii

tnnate as to have one of the -'Novelties,"
case of death, your relatives will at once b'

dition than did the 109 colonies. I ob-

tained an average yield during the

season of 1881, of 130 pounds per col-

ony—next to the largest yield I ever

obtained in that locality.

The condition which helped to this

success in spite of such long confine-

ment, was having the colonies in good
condition in the fall, with ample stores

of the best of fall honey (mostly buck-

wheat), early packing, use of first-class

packing material, utilized in the best

manner then known, a good wind-

break on all sides of the apiary, and

last, but not least, I think, the having

the hives almost (many of them en-

tirely) covered by snow during all the

hardest part of the winter. The hives

used were permanent chaff-hives,

somewhat on the order of the Root

chaff-hive, excepting that the Ijrood-

chamber was the same size and dimen-

sions as the Ideal hive still used in the

apiaries.

Mr. Doolittle says that he does not

think it possible that bees can be con-

fined as long as 156 days when win-

tered on the summer stands, and come
out in perfect shape for the summer's

work. It looks as if that opinion needs

revision. O. O. PopplETON.
Dade Co., Fla., June 27.

- to try to destroy the name and ad-
nd you meet with a serious accident, and are so for
r Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in

ified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of

thisjbeautiful knife, as liy " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the

one sending usaHREENEW subsckibeks to the Bee Journal (withSS-W.) We will club the Noveltj

Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $2.00.

A Discouraging Season.

At this writing the stores of the bees

throughout the county, as far as has

come under my observation, have gone

backward from what they were one

month ago. As the weather was not

unusual for this time of the year, I can-

not account for this backward tendency

in any other way than that the reaction

after swarming-time is the cause of it ;

that the bees are busy getting up nor-

mal strength, and that they will yet

compensate for the time and money
spent on them. Sebastian Iselin.

San Joaquin Co., Calif., June 26.

Poor Year in Florida.

This has been a poor year for bees

all along the coast. Here they are not

as heavy as on April 1. The saw-pal-

metto yielded no honey ; neither has

the mangrove. Cabbage-palmetto may
give them enough to winter on, but

there will be no surplus.
E. M. Graves.

Volusia Co., Fla., June 30.

GEORGE W, YORK d CO.
49*Plea6e aXlar 'bout two weeks for your knife order to be flUeO.

Chicago. Bl

Fine Prospects for a Crop.

If the weather is favorable for the

gathering of it, the prospects are fine

for a good honey crop in this section

of the country. We never had a better

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Oueens secured bv a cross and years

of careful selection iroiu Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-

son. I can furnish l.irge, vigorous Untested

Oueens at 75 cents; after June 15, 6Uc. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June IS, 75c. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.22Atf

.IT F^^-^S-
to ord'M- your

Bee-Supplies" Winter-Cases
.... .. .„ _... r,^>/-,^^t^^>T.VNOW, while we can

and get them at BOT
R. H. SCMMII)

37A:6t Please n

, . PROMPTLY,
\I PRICES.
•)., Cheboygan, Wis.

lion the Bee Journal
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white clover bloom, and raspberries
and basswood are promising a full

bloom also.

The winter loss of bees here was
generally heavy, some losing all they
had. I lost 8 colonies out of 39, but
they were light in bees ; but as the
spring has been favorable for their
building up, they have become quite
strong. The bees have a strong incli-

nation to swarm here this spring,
which is not favorable for the gather-
ing of a large crop of honey per colony.

Geo. E. Moore.
Marathon Co., Wis., June 30.

Shaken Swarms Without Shaking:.

Replying to H. Vanderwerp, page
459 : I am using the plan as described
on page 411 this summer, and have no
difficulty about ventilation. Listening
at the side of the hive I hear no un-
usual commotion, so I imagine the
field-bees soon begin to go through the
escape, the anxious ones first, and
those left are quiet in the presence of
the queen and brood. I have used the
plan for two seasons now, and so far it

has worked well. Turner Busweli,.
Somerset Co., Maine, July 4.

Formalin for Disinfecting Ex-
tpaeted Honey.

Will Mr. France, who has tested the
formalin gas treatment for foul brood,
tell us through the columns of the
American Bee Journal whether it can
be used to disinfect extracted honey ?

If so, how do you proceed ?

The great problem that confronts
the bee-keepers of southern California
just now is how to beep their bees from
starving for the next 6 or 8 months,
and at present market prices extracted
honey is cheaper feed than sugar, but
many are afraid to feed honey bought
in the general market owing to the
danger of introducing the disease that
has caused so much trouble.

If the gas treatment is not available,
what is a guarantee against contagion
in this way ? J. B. Whitaker.
San Diego Co., Calif., June 23.

We referred the foregoing to Mr.
France, who answers as follows :

I doubt if formalin is able to kill
germs of disease in honey. We have
to extract very closely infected combs
before using. If I bought honey to

The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Kalians

EXCEL IN STORING CAPACITY.

B, S. Taylor, a large honey-producer of Per-
rU, Cal., who sent me an order for 75 queens at
one time, Siys:
" I have a larg-e apiary mosUy of your stock,

and I have never, ia my 3u years' experieace,
seen so quiet and ifenlle bees to handle, and in
storing capacity they excel anythine- I have
ever had."

Untested Queens, 7Si; each: six, $4.00: dozen,
$7,53. Select Ontested, $1.00 each; six, $5.00;
dozed, $1,00,

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Descriptive circular free,

I am now filling orders by return mail, and
shall probably be able to do so till the close of
the season,

J. P. MOORE,
2'^tf MORGAN, PENDLETON CO., KY.
*'\ea»e mentioii Bee Journal wiiea wnutii

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Danrhters of Select Im-
portea Italian, Select
Iiong-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3K miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No
pare bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5

lies. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival gi

anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4,00 $7.S0 $ .60 $3,25 $ 6.00
Select 1,00 5.U0 9.C0 .75 4.25 8,00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested,, 2,00 10,00 18.00 1 50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

^n Hew .roumai when T^ritine

<&i n nnn ^^ have just completed®XV,UUU oup TEN thousand DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and ate ready to du business. Write us for
leaflet sho viujr our special Sires and prices.
It is the greatest bargain yon ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road

MINNEAPOLIS, - MIS^ESOTA.
Hlease mentjon Bee Journal -wlieJi wxitina,

CCilnE I STROMGEST
rciiuki ^AOE. Buu^^r^B Strong, Chicken-
Tlprht. Sold to the Farmerat ffholeiale
PriccH. Fnllr Warranted. CataJoir Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box .^') Winchester, Indiana, D. S. k,

3SE26t Please mention the Bee Journal

mianied - Bee-Keeoers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We manufacture them, and are dealers
in BEE-SUPPLIES. Send for special
price and Catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS,

LICE SAP LIFE
That'fl how they live and thrive.
You I'an't have healthy, profitable
fowls or Btock and have lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
tak,' ''are of the verminandyou will
be ij),,re bu3y takingcareof the pro-
rits. Makes sitting hens com fortalile.

,^^_,2.^L. Sample 10 cents; lOOoz., H.OO by ex-
^i^^MSr/ [ircf.^. "Pocket Book Pointers" froe.

J. Lambtrt, Boi 70;, Apponaug, R, I.

If you wai^t the iSee-Book
That covers the wliole A picultural Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
1 OR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal DIscouDta to the Trade.

Honey ^ Beeswax
SOLD T BOUGHT

Whea 1 oa run short of Honey to tuoply your
local trcde, write I > us tor prices. We offer it

in 00-pouud tin cans. 2 cais in a box Pnritv
g^uaranteed. We pjy cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on appncaiiun. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henk\ M. Arnd Mffr

101 E. KInzie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

IN6HAin' PATENT

S^^^Smokers
25Atf T.p, ::NaHAivCPirwrii.Mi!h

feed bee.s, to be safe I would bring- the
honey to a boil, and stir well, the can
of honey being- set in lars^er can of
boiling water. If at the boiling point,
and well stirred, it will kill all life, and
not color the honey much.
Never set honey in a dish on the

stove, but in an outer one of boiling-
water. N. E. France.

Poor Ppospeets for Honey.

I lost 21 colonies out of 26 in March.
There is no honey here yet, and the
prospects are very poor— too dry. But
I hope we will get some honey later.

John T. Paintin.
Johnson Co., Iowa, June 28.

No Crop Prospects.

The prospects for a honey-crop

—

there are none. The bees in this lo-
cality are making a living, and that is

about all. Last lall I had «0 colonies,
and when I inspected them this spring
I found I had lost only 4 colonies, one
more was queenless, and one queen a
drone-layer. All had plenty of stores
and were in good condition.

I am a deputy county inspector, have
so far inspected 735 colonies, and have
found only 7 colonies with foul brood.
We are fighting it hard here.

E. W. Lee.
Riverside Co., Calif., June 24.

Golden Italian and Brown Bees.

I don't often write anything for the
" Old Reliable "—the best and greatest
of all the bee-papers—simply because I

am not able to advise, from lack of
knowledge and experience, therefore
when a fellow can't say any sensible
thing that would be of some advantage
to somebody, it is best to say nothing

;

but this time I will write a short article
for two reasons, to-wit :

1st. To reply to "California," on
page 458

2d. To learn something, if some of
our kind apiarists will reply to my
letter on the subject named herein.
"California." on page 458, says,

" The golden Italians have never been
known to go into a super in this
place," etc. That is precisely my ex-
perience. Last August or September
I sent off and got some golden Italians,
and some long-tongued, yellow, clover
queens. I bought of reliable breeders,
and I believe they thought they were
giving nie the very best they had ; but
the golden Italians have proven a per-
fect failure. They have not filled a
single super frame, and if I had not
added some of my native brown bees
to them to strengthen them at the be-
ginning of the honey-flow, they would
not have entered the supers at all.

Now, what causes it ? Most of the
brown bees have died of old age, leav-
ing only the golden Italians. In open-
ing the super I find only the latter
roaming about over the combs in a
lazy, listless sort of a way, with no
seeming energy.

The yellow, clover bees, which, by
the way, look to me like hybrids, judg-
ing from tlieir color, have done much
better, only one colony of them having
swarmed this season, and have filled

the third, and are now on the fourth
super, that is, those that did not
swarm. Those that swarmed have not
quite filled one super. The golden
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Italians are as complete a failure as I

ever expect to see. On examination of

their brood-combs I find more drone-
brood than worker—all scattered over
the combs. They don't hustle in the

early morning hours like my native
browns. Then, I have some Carnio-
lans that I can't complain of. They
love to swarm, it is true, but they are

not behind in storing at the same time.

My native brown bees have filled the

fourth super this season, and their

storing commenced about May 1, as

during all of April it was so cold, and
having an east wind that lasted all of

April.
My entire apiary came very near

starving in April; but fortunately

they had stored sufficient during latter

part of February and parts of March
to tide them over the dearth of April.

So we, here, can only count our present

crop since the first of May.
The native brown bees surpass all

others I have ever tried, in every way.
They build the whitest comb, the
straightest combs, and do it more
quickly than any other race of bees.

Although the Carniolans buildstraight
combs, and whiter than some, they
don't come up to the browns.
Now, then, this is what I have to say,

and I will now ask the fraternity if any
one or more of them will be kind
enough to reply to this, whether my
experience with golden Italian and
others I have named is their expe-

rience.
Another thing I would ask : Are all

golden Italians as small as mine? I

always thought Italian bees were
larger than the native bees of this

country, but I find they are much
smaller than our natives. The Carni-
olans are even smaller than the na-

tives. The native black bees, noted
for their cross nature, but are indus-
trious, have become almost extinct in

this country, the brown bees becom-
ing the natives. John Kenneiiv.
Adams Co., Miss., July 2.

Take Notice 5uee„-Rean„, Co. wi,>
^M—>^^^-MM^ have 1000 Queens ready for

ihe mail bv April 20. Tested. *1.00; Uniesled,
7Sc; 5 for $3 25; 10 f.ir $6.00. Prices oa larger
quaniilies and Nuclei g-iveo on application.
" Prumpt service; fair 'reatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex,
13Atf Please mentioo the Bee Journal.

WE Sell Root's Goods in Michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Fiiundation. etc., a« we can save you time and
Ireii/ht. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT &SON.
Bell Branch, Wavne Co., Mich.

i«ase mention Bee journal when wrumg

Special Notice to Bee-Keepcrs

BOSTON
Money in Bees for j-ou.

Catalog price ou

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

r^ePie menuon iiee journal iwlien wntm^ 334 Dearboru Sir

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen f. bS
•' Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder '* 1.65
" Comb Nucleus (00

Queen) 1.00

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
Heaus*^' mention, BeeiotmiaJ wnen w-riliiivfe

Lanflsiroilion...

Tll6H016l!B66
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over SOO pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $].20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for f2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us
TMREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ROCK-A =BY BABY.

BY EUC.ENE SECOR.

Rock-a-hy baby
On mother's warm breast,

CuJdled as closely
As birds in their nest.

Sleep and dream, sweet one

—

But O, do not cry !

Tears are for older ones

—

Rock-a-by, baby by.

Smiles are the angels
Of our belter selves,

And babies are lent us

—

The dear little elves

—

To light up the windows
Of hearts— (_), don't cry

—

Smiles are tiod's angels

—

Rock-a-by, baby by.

(iDoe I was sleeping
On mother's soft arm,

Once I was sheltered
By her from all harm.

Now she is slunib'ring
Where none ever sigh.

While I remain, crooning,
" Rock-a-by, baby by."

—Children's Home Herald,

[While the foregoing is not exactly about

bees, still it will touch the hearts in a good
many homes of bee-keepers. It will be no-

ticed that Mr. Eugene Secor wrote it—often

called the " Poet-Laureate of Bee-Keeping,"

—

—Editor.]

On Thoroughness, Perseverance and
Specialty.

I am sorry that such a large percent of the
people who keep bees do not realize the neces-
sity of being thorough in everything con-
nected with the business. Far too many of
them are looking for " some other business to
go with it," not knowing that hardly one
man in a thousand is smart enough to be cut
in two, and two men made of him, I have
always known that / never was; therefore, I

have given my bees my whole attention, as a.

business, for nearly .50 years.

The chances to succeed in bee-keeping are,

I think, better now than I have ever known
them to be: but, like all other lines of busi-

ness, you must be thorough in all the details.

The lime is past when the lazy, careless,

shiftless man can compete with the man who
puts lots of hard work, energy, and perse-
verance into his business.

In conclusion, 1 will say, either attend to
your I)ee5 as they should be, or else sell them
to some one who will, and then turn your
attention to something else,—E, W, Alexan-
der, in Bee-Keepers' Review.

A Nailing Table.

I used to get down on the floor when nail-

ing up hives and wear out my knees and back,
straddle around like a spider, and sometimes
entertain some other worldly thoughts; the
hammer, the nails, the square and everything
needed seeming to have a fashion of getting
out of reach just when needed.
An ordinary lablc is too tall and not strong

enough for nailing on ; so about two months
ago 1 made what 1 call a nailing-table. This
table is made of Ihree-inch yellow pine, the
top of two pieces iKVi inches by about S^^

feet long. The legs are made of the same
material of suiiabie length, and reach clear

across near each end. It is well nailed to-

gether and tttorouj.'hly braced, and the top is

planed so as to mnke it as nearly level as

possible. The wa\ I decided on the proper
heighlh was by ta: ing a nail in the left hand
and holding it agtti^i the wall or some up-

right object at just le right beigbtb to receive

a downward blow with the hammer while 1
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was standing in an upright position. The
table was then made so that its top would be

just sixteen inches lower thaa this point, as I

use 10- frame hives.

See that the table stands solid on the floor;

stand at one corner so that the table is to your
right and in front of you. Near the opposite
end bore a ^ or 1 inch hole, and in this fit a
shouldered piece of about 1x3, so that the top
of it is 14'4 inches above the table top. Rest
the one end of the side of the hive-body on
top of this support, and tit the other end to

the end-piece. Now you want a piece of hard
wood I'.,x3xl0 inches long. Lay this over
the dovetailed parts, and with a heavy wooden
mallet (made for the purpose) strike a solid

blow on top of it. driving tne dovetails (so-

called) together. Next put in the other end,
and" last the other side. You have likely no-
ticed that in drivingdovetailed hives together,
when one corner is struck the othercorner has
a tendency to come apart. Therefore, when I

have all four pieces loosely lifted together I

slide the hard-w( od piece from one end to the
other, striking the two upper corners alter-

nately. When the corners are well fitted to-

gether apply the steel square which should be
lying on the table near your right hand, with
"the tongue hanging down over the end of the
table. After trying it for square you are
ready for nailing.

The Td cement coated thin wire nails should
be in a pan or some wide receptable (not in a
paper bag) near, and convenient to your left

hand so that you can grasp six or eight with-
out stooping or moving out of your tracks.

Now set a nail near the corner of the hive to
your right, start it with one or two light taps
and send it home with two heavy blows of a

hammer that is just the right weight. Do
not peck away on it with eight or ten light
strokes. While your right hand is wielding
the hammer have your left hand and fingers
bringing the next nail in position. Follow
the nails with the hammer, that is, work from
right to left, unless you are left-handed, in

which case the whole operation should be re-

versed. The hive-stuff and everything needed
should be within easy reach so that the oper-
ator need not move from his position.
For nailing frames and other small parts I

have a seat of suitable heighth, and sit beside
the table instead of standing. I have devoted
considerable space to this one subject, but I

fully believe it will be worth much to the
readers it they will follow the advice here
given.—S. E. Miller, in Progressive Bee-
Keeper.

Uncapping Honey—How to Treat the
Honey=Knife.
A large share of the work of producing ex-

tracted honey is that of uncapping the combs.
Some day we may have an uncapping ma-
chine, but at present we must depend upon
the knife. The Bingham is really the only
uncapping-knife worth considering. First,
it must be kept sharp. Next, it must be kept
free from honey and wax. This can be ac-
complished b.v having two or three knives,
standing them in water when not in use. As
soon as a knife becomes daubed up and sticky
with honey and wax, drop it into a dish of
water and pick up a clean knife. The water
soon dissolves otl the honey leaving the knife
clean and ready for business. Whether the
knife shall be kept in hot water, or whether
the water shall be cold, depends upon circum-

^ ANOTHER V

|car=load|
U of Hives, Sectiiins, and Supplies of all rt
V kinds just arrived from G. B, Lewis' <
M Factory, aiid are ready to till orders W
V quick. Send us your orders lor every- ^
^<| thing. We have ii. W

^ Louis Hanssen's 5ons »
U DAVENPORT, IOWA. ^

The

Dixie Home b:i

lO CEMTS A YEAR.
MAG.\ZINE, largest,
brightest and Snest
Illustrated M.ag.\-

the world for
year, to iutro-
ONLY.
bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.
It is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at ouce.
10c a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of
6 names, £0c; 12 for ft. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this
out. Send to day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t No. 75. Birmingham, Alabama.

stances. If the extracting is done in hot
weather, and the combs uncapped as soon as
taken from the hives, while the honey is

warm, fresh and comparatively thin, a cold
knife is preferable; but if the extracting is

not done until the season is over, when the
honey and combs are stiffer from ripeness and
lower temperature, then the hot knife is more
desirable.—Bee-Keepers' Review.

Success dependent upon many things.

Successful men are often asked why they
have succeeded— to give the secret of their

success. It can't be given in a few w'ords; in

short, there is no " secret of success;" it is

the result of many things. I was in a dentist's
' chair the other day when a farmer came in

to talk with the dentist about furnishing him
with butter. The dentist fell to talking with
the farmer, trying to find out why his butter
was superior. Was it because of what he fed
the cows, was it because he didn't keep the
ereaoQ until it was too old, or was it because
he churned it at a certain temperature, or was
it this or was it thatj The farmer replied
that butter might ije poor because some of the
points mentioned were neglected, and it

might be one, or more, of a great many other
things. The dentist replied, "I see; it is

something like this : If a filling drops out of
a tooth before the patient gets down stairs,

there is always a reason for it, but it may be
one of a thousand things."
Then, as is often the case, I fell to moral-

izing, or philosophizing. Success does not
come from a single idea, but from careful at-

tention to many things. The secret of a bee-
keeper's success is not in location alone, nor
in the kind of stock that he has, nor of the
methods of manipulntion. It comes from the
proper combination of man.v things; and the
neglect of one factor may destroy the effect-

iveness of others most excellent in them-
selves.—Bee-Keeper--' Review.

Some Apiary Stock at a Bargain !

We offer for sale, from our stock of bee-i

ad the balance as good as new

;

St, some of which

20 Wood-bound lO-frame Zinc Honey-Boards ISc each.
1080 New. Clean, Wired Extracting Cambs (L. sizej 15c each.
420 New L. Brood-Frames with fu.l sheets wired fonndation 10c each.
400 Good L. Brood-Combs 12c each.

1 " Sew Model" Solar Wax-Extractor iglass 26x60 in.) .S.OO.

1 Wooden HoneyTaok with galvanized iron bottom (holds HOD lbs.) 10.00.

16-iach Comb Founddtion Mill 15.00.

1 10 inch Comb Founnaliod Mill 25.00.

100 New L. 10 fr. Dovetailed Hives (each consisting of a Body, Cover
and Bottom-Board—all nailed) 9Sc each.

If you order Combs and Hives, the Combs can be put right Into th-:? hives and shipped in that
way. All the above can be shipped promptly, so long as they last. Fir i come, first served. What
do YOU want out nf the lot ? or do i ou want it all ? (No order filled (r less than $5.00 from the
above list.) Also BEES AND QuEENS. and Stanley Queen In, ub i. Send fur fiee Circular

Address, jA.K,TiiXJR, STA.NTjES'S" DiaCOlT, ILiLi.

(
HONEY AND BEESWAX

MAKKST QUOTATIONS
_

Chicago, J uly ".—There is a plentiful supply
of honey of ail kinds on the market with no
sales being made; prices therefore cannot be
more than on an asking basis. Very little if

any choice to fancy comb, but a large amount
of what would average No. 1 is offered at 10(<i 12c;
no sale for off grades or damaged lots. Ex-
tracted, white. i)(ai7c; ambers, 5'fi'6c. Beeswa.x.
iS^30c. R. A. BURKETT & Co.

Cincinnati, O., July 7.—The sales of comb
honey, which are made now, amount but to
very little. Some fancy comb left from last
season finds sales for 125^(ai3><c. The new i*
just beginning to be offered and small lots are
coming in. Extracted for manufacturing pur-
poses finds a fair demand. I (juote amber in
barrels from Sli@5^ic; in cans, 'Ac more; water-
white alfalfa, 6^c; extra fancy white clover.
7^c. Beeswa.x, 28c C. H. W. Wkbe

Albany, N. Y., June 3.—The honey market is
very dull now, and prices nominal Receipts
are very light and demand the same. We quote
comb honey, in good order, white. t3©15c;
mixed, 12@13c; dark, lu@12c. Extracted, buck-
wheat, 5!-s'<?6;; mixed, S>4@6c; white, 6K(a7c.
Beeswax, 30@32c. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, J une 15.—The demand for honey
is slow for this season of the year, wtiich is due
to the vast quantities that were held over from
last season, and the importation of Cubaa
honey. We quote amber in barrels and cans at
55i@6)^c; white clover, bMC^Hc. Beeswax, .30.-.

The Fred W.Muth Co.

Boston, May 14.—The demand for honey 'is
extremely light, almost nothiug, and supplies
aie heavy for this time of the year, and our
price-* therefore are largely nominal. We quote
fancy white at 15@16c; A No. 1, 14@13c, and
Nc.l, 14c, with no call for undir grades. Ex-
tracted, from6@7c. Blake, Scott & Leb.

Kansas City, June 23.—The market is about
cleaned up on old honey, and there is very little
demand at present. There are a few case^ of
new honey coming, which are being oHered at
$3.U0 per case. No. 1 slock and amber at a little
less. There is a great deal of old extracted on
the market which is very slow sale.
Beeswax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co,

New York, June 21.—Very little demand for
comb honey. Some trade for No. 1 and fancy
white, at from 12'8il3t-, while dark and amber
are almost unsalable. Extractefl is in fa r de-
mand, alttiough prices are irregular. We quote
from S6j6}<c, according to quality. Sonthero
in barrels, at from 50&55c per gallon.
Beeswax more plenliful and prices are grad-

ually declining. Wequoie2Ss,i2tic.
HiLDRETH (S SeGELKEN.

Philadelphia, June 2'\— It is just between
seasons now with comb honey. "Xo sales re-
ported and nothing doing. Our commission
markets are at the height of the berry season
and there are few sales made in extracted
honey for manufacturing purposes. We quote-
Fancy white extracted, 7c; amber, 6c. Beeswa.x
is declining; 28c for best yellow.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wii. A. Selser.

San Francisco, June 29.—White comb, l-lb,
sections, 12'-6(a'13c; amber, 'i.i>llc. Extracted'
white, S)4@6c; light amber, S®5'4c; amber'
3K®4Kc; dark amber, 3X@3Kc. Beeswax, good'
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26®27^ic.
Not much honey of any sort on the local

market, and especially are stocks light of
choice to select white. At the same time there
is no active in*]uiry at full current figures. To
sell freely, especially for shipments abroad, in-
side quotations would be about the utmost that
could be depended on.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO ,

199 South Water St. Chicago, iul.

WANTED !'=*c^^^B HONEY
no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber

nd Walnut, clvcimnaii. ue
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FESK-FBCT OOODS !

LiOW FI?,ICE3S !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years, i

It is always BE5T to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

Tlie i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for begiaoers. edited by one
of the m. St experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

TheW.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Eppiug, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

1. J. STRlNGttflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries In stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. '

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee«Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

Bees, Honey and BeeswaK bought and sold

for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO ,

1 Alta Sita. east ST. LOUIS, ILL.

I Rush Orders |
» Are pouring in, but we are filling them •'

JZ lalmost every single one I within a few jg

g hours after they are received. We can g

I Sections, Comb Foundation, |
K and Dovetailed Hives g
g UPON RECEIPT of ORDER gS in legular package;-.

(ff

S Open Day and Night.
J?

g Shipping Facilities Unequaled g
it Anywhere.

iG.M.SGOU&Go.l?^s^i^u^gcons.. §K Indianapolis, Ino. J^

eiease menUon Bee Joun^al -when wiitina

IARISE
To say to the reaaers of
the Bke Journal that

DOOUTTLE...
has concluded to sell

QUEENS in their season
during 1W4, at the fol-

lowing prices:

1 Untested Queen . JLOO
3 Untested Queens.. 2.i5

1 Tested Queen 1.25

3 Tested Queens.... 3.00

1 select tested queen 1.50

3 " " Queens 4.00

Select Tested Queen,
last year's rearing,2.50
Extraselected breed-
ing, the very best. .5.00

Circular free, giving particulars regarding

each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q. M. DOOLiTTLE,
24Ktf Borodino, OnondaKa Co., N. Y,

{>laasa mentloii Bee Joomai wnon writing

I W^ Dadant's Foundation
27111 #
Year #

We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^^^i^°'^'=^^^^fy>'"^i.^°-'
No SAQQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SMEETINQ.

Why does it sell so well ? use it has always given better satis-
faction than any other. Because in.

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies |
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Revfised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. ^

|i BBBSV\ZaX VNZANTBP at all times.

J DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Please mention Bee Jotirnai wnen wriiinp

MILLIONS
OF SECTIONS

THOUSANDS
OF SHIPPING-OASES

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

Ready for Prompt Shipment.

Q. B. Lewis Company
\N'atertown.Wlsconsla.lI.S.A.

Send for Catalog.
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SEASONABLE GOODS.
iii.iiik

Porter Bee=Escapes.
Sprinjc Escapes.— For clearing the super of bees before taking off the

sections. A great labor-saver. No shaking of heavy supers and excessive smoking.
No stinging and robbing. Just tip up the super and insert the board. Next morn-
ing the super is free from bees and can be removed. We have tested all forms of

escapes and find the Porter by far the best.

Price, 20c each ; $2.25 per doz., prepaid. Price, with board, 35c; $3.20 for 10,

not postpaid.

House Escapes.—No extracting-house is complete without these escapes.
They allow the bees to pass out and it is impossible to return. See that your win-
dows and doors are fitted with them and you won't be worried with robbers. This
escape is used to place on top of a pile of supers when such a method is used in

clearing supers.
Price, 25c each; $2.75 per doz., postpaid.

"f No=Drip

Don't allow your honey to be sold

at low prices on account of poor
shipping-cases. Put your crop in

Root's No-Drip Cases and it will

reach the market in perfect condi-

tion, thus bringing satisfactory re-

turns. The cases are made of se-

lected basswood with 2 or 3 inch
glass front which show off the

honey to the very best advantage.

PRICES.

NO-DRIP
SHIPPING - CASES,

jg Complete, in-

^Icludin^ 3-

Z 'inch glass 1

.^^iside, nails
o 'and paper, .

- in flat.

i^
1

12-in. 4-row for Wt s'n 30I25
10-in. 4-row " |30:23

20 15

20 15

25 IS

20 IS

20 IS

.10 22
25 20

12-in. 2-row
Win. 2-row "

16-ln. 2-row •'

8-in. 3-row "

65i-in. 3-row "
7H-in. 4-row for 4x5
T/g-in. 3row "
9M-la. 4-row for 3J^xS
fij<-in. 3 row *•

100

2 00 {18 00
2 00
1 30
I 20
1 SO
1 30
1 20
1 80
1 40
1 80I 15 00
1 40l 11 50

11 00
10 so
12 00
It SO
11 00
16 00

Send to us or to any of our branch houses for general catalog. It gives

full prices and description of Cartons, Glass Jars, Tin Cans, etc. In fact,

everything needed by the bee-keeper. Remember you can get Root's Goods

near at home and save freight.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Factory and Executive Office:

li.lEIDIISr.A., OHIO.

BRANCHES
Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesy Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 163S W. Genessee Ave.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

#
i*ii

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 438 West Houston Ave.#
^ Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave.

Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.

AGENCIES EVERYWHERE.

0(|)"(|)'(|)''f"(|)"^''(f"f)"f)''(|)"(f'(f^^^
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Editorial Comments

The National Convention at St. Louis.

The next meeting- of the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation promises to be a very important gathering. Each
annual convention is such. But the St. Louis one is to be

exceptional. You should be there. It is to be Sept. 27, 28,

and 29. Just the best time of all the fall season. Secretary

Brodbeck is preparing a great program. Big subjects.

Better get ready to go. You'll miss it if you are not

there. Go, and take your wife or sweetheart. It will be a

sweet time all around.

Preparation for Swarming.

Years ago it was understood as a rule without excep-

tions that a prime swarm would not issue until sufficient

time had elapsed from the first starting of queen-cells for

one or more of them to be sealed. Since movable combs
came into use it has come to be regarded as a rule with

many exceptions. Is it really true that there is ever an ex-

ception ? To be sure, a swarm often issues-with no sealed

cell present, perhaps only eggs in queen-cells, but does that

ever occur when the bees are left to themselves ? If queen-

cells are destroyed by the bee-keeper, the bees may then

swarm with only eggs in queen-cells, or possibly without

even as much preparation as that ; but is there ever really

a case in which the bees swarm inside of eight days after

the first egg is laid in a queen-cell ?

Destroying Queen-Cells to Prevent Swarming.

It is the common thing for the beginner, when told that

the prime swarm issues when the first queen-cell is sealed,

to settle down at once to the pleasing conclusion that if he

can only prevent the sealing of queen-cells he has the key

to the situation, and all he has to do is to destroy all queen-

cells once a week and there will be no swarming. But when
the bees are thus thwarted, he finds to his sorrow that iu

too many cases they are only made the more determined,

and he may find a swarm issuing the very day after he has

destroyed all queen-cells. From this some have concluded

that the destroying of cells has no bearing whatever upon
swarming. That is too sweeping a conclusion. In a good

many cases swarming will be delayed if queen-cells are

emptied, especially if containing only eggs, and sometimes

the bees will give up swarming for the season. But de-

struction of cells is generally not to be depended upon as a

means for prevention of swarming.

Grading and Casing Comb Money.

Many a bee-keeper, who otherwise manages well to

secure a good crop of honey, when it comes to grading and

casing it for market makes a bad mess of it.

Some are so careless, and so heedless, as to mix in the

same case the very finest white comb honey with amber,

partly sealed, or even unsealed.

Partly sealed and unsealed honey should never be mar-

keted, at least not sent to the city market. Such may, per-

haps, be sold around home, but it would be better to use it

in the bee-keeper's own family.

Again, we have seen section honey that was simply

taken from the hives in the super, and the super and all

sent ofif to market ! Isn't that awful ? Such gross care-

lessness or ignorance is truly inexcusable. Of course, no

reader of modern bee-literature would be guilty of such

work.

In order that comb honey shall bring the best price in

the market it should be graded, and then each grade packed

separately in nice, new no-drip shipping-cases.

Slipshod work pays no better in bee-keeping than any-

where else.

Exceptions in Swarming.

A correspondent who reports an after-swarm as issuing

earlier than he expected, writes :

" On page 435 it tells how to prevent after-swarms, but
as I have had several come out within two or three days
after a prime swarm as mentioned above, would it not be a
good idea to add the words, du/ if a swarm conies out and
returns, reckon one week from that day. You see, we
"greenhorns" take the experts at just what they say.
Picture me with Dr. Miller's, Prof. Cook's, and the "ABC
of Bee Culture " books trying to figure out why that after-

swarm came out ahead of time I"

It would be a nice thing if one could always give in-

structions that are complete, and rules that are without ex-

ceptions. But if one should always give all the variations

that can be studied up by a freakish colony of bees, and
tack on corollaries accordingly to any general rule, one
would shrink from offering any rule. The best that can

generally be done is to give the rule, and trust that the

learner will have studied general principles sufficiently in

his text-book to meet the various exceptions that may arise.

In the case under consideration, if the addition sug-

gested were made to the rule, it would by no means fit all

cases.

The rule given on page 435 meets a normal case of

swarming, and if the suggested additon were made to the

rule, it would by no means meet all cases. If stress of

weather should prevent the issuing of a prime swarm at

the usual time, that would shorten by a day or more the

space of time between the first and second swarm, and a
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second swarm might issue in a week or less. Some casualty

might happen to the queen—she might be unable to fly, and

issuing with a swarm might be lost, the swarm returning

to the hive. Then a swarm would issue as soon as the first

emerging young queen was ready to go with it, and if the

bee-keeper should have failed to see the previous abortive

attempt at swarming, he would be surprised to see what he

called a second swarm issuing within a day or two after the

first.

The Germans are wise to insist that the important

thing is to learn theory as a groundwork for practice.

Appreciated Appreciation.

In the last American Bee-Keeper appears an article

headed, "Let the Honey Get Ripe," with the following

appreciative words of introduction :

"The agricultural press, in general, usually makes a mess of any-
thing attempted in the line of apiarian discussions, but the following.

from the Florida Farmer and Fruit Grower, is a rare exception to this

rule, and the comment and suggestions are so excellent that we have
pleasure in reprinting it in the American Bee-Keeper.''

Then follows in full the editorial, " Extracting and
Marketing Unripe Honey," to be found on pape 131 of the

American Bee Journal for Feb. 25, 1904. It is gratifying

to know that the article is so fully appreciated, and the

Florida Farmer and Fruit Grower shows excellent taste in

making its selections, but it would be still more gratifying

if the Florida Farmer and Fruit Grower would imitate the

courtesy of the American Bee-Keeper by giving full credit

to the source from which its selections are made.

Treatment of After-Swarms.

In general it is best to prevent after-swarms, and the

plan given on page 435 will usually prove successful. But
" accidents will happen in the best of families," and it is

well that the novice should know how to proceed if an after-

swarm issues.

The old rule was to return to the parent colony an after-

swarm as often as it issued, and except for the labor in-

volved in returning a number of times the rule was good.

The philosophy of the plan is this :

When a prime swarm issues, a number of queen-cells

are in the hive, and in a week or more the virgins in these

cells are ready to issue. If further swarming is contem-

plated, only one virgin is allowed to emerge, the others

being guarded in their cells by the workers. A second

swarm issues with the free queen, and it may be that only

one of the remaining virgins will be allowed to emerge,

which virgin will accompany a third swarm, and this may
continue until four or more swarms have issued. Generally,

however, the colony is so weakened by the issuing of the

second swarm that all virgins are allowed to emerge, a

royal battle occurs, and only one aspirant for royal honors

is left. If the second swarm be at once returned, the vir-

gins may be kept in, and it may be necessary to return the

swarm several times. To avoid this, hive the first afttr-

swarm that issues, a>nd leave it standing in the shade for 24

hours. Then shake the bees down in front of the mother
colony, letting the bees run in. The mother colony, during

that 24 hours, will have allowed all virgins to emerge from
their cells, and there will be no more swarming.

'• The Hum of. the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a "hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

Miscellaneous Items

Jas. A. Green, bee-inspector for Mesa Co., Colo., wrote

wrote us July 8 :

" The honey-flow so far this season has been very light

;

very few swarms and very little honey. Causes : Cool
weather and overstocking."

General Manager N. E. France, of Grant Co., Wis.,

writing us July 7, reported that there was not much show
for a honey harvest in • southern Wisconsin, but that ttiere

is an abundance of alsike in central Wisconsin, with a fair

harvest prospect.

Hon. E. Whltcomb, of Saline Co., Nebr., one of the

board of directors of the National Bee-Keepers' Association,

has an article on " Nebraska Honey-Bees," in The Saturday
Summary, published at Beatrice, Nebr. Mr. Whitcomb is

entertaining both as a speaker and as a writer, either on
bees or on any other subject that he takes up.

Prof. Geo. E. Thompson, for many years editor of the

publications of the Government Bureau of Animal Indus-

try, Washington, D. C, is a candidate for the office of

Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, to succeed the late

lamented Mr. Brigham. We trust that President Roosevelt

will appoint Prof. Thompson, as we believe he possesses

the qualifications necessary to fill that high position with

satisfaction to all.

Car-Load of Texas Bee-Keepers for St. Louis.—H.
H. Hyde, of Floresville, Tex., is making up a car-load of

bee-keepers to go to the St. Louis convention together. The
train will leave San Antonio the evening of Sept. 24, over
" Katy." Those who are going, from that region, and wish

to get with this crowd, or join it on its way out of Texas,

should write to Mr. Hyde for full particulars and sleeper

rates. It's the best way to go. No one who was in the spe-

cial car-load to the Los Angeles convention last August will

ever forget that trip. It was a bee-keepers' meeting over 2000

miles long.

[ Convention Proceedings
|

Report of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Convention.

BY K. B. TYRRELI,, SEC.

(Continued from page 487.]

COMB OR BXTRACTED HONEY—WHICH ?

QuES.—" Which is more profitable to produce, comb or
extracted honey 7"

Mr. Larrabee produces comb honey, but will change to
extracted next season. He really favors comb honey, but
hasn't the time for it. He would use the Langstroth hive,
either 8 or 10 frame.

Mr. Griggs favors comb honey. He uses both bee-way
and plain sections, but favors the plain sections. He is not
sure that he gets as much honey with separators, but he
gets it in better shape. He prefers tl;e lOframe hive, as it

requires less work and attention, a. id uses full sheets of
foundation in both brood department nd supers. He hives
the new swarm on the old stand, pn supers from the old
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hive on the new swarm, and practices tiering up. He puts
the empty super under the partly filled one during tlie

height of the honey-flow, but on top at the close of the flow.

Mr. Smith produced comb honey last season from bees
he' bought, and secured the most honey with plain sections

and fence separators.
Mr. Wood discarded everything three years ago for

plain sections and fences. He uses sections 4x5x1 '2, 3;'sx5,

and 4'4x4,'4Xl,'2. He prefers the fence lengthwise of the
hive.

Mr. Hunt says t.hat trade has been growing very much
in favor of plain sections, but he now sells more of the
4'4x4'4sl"s slotted than the plain.

C. M. Davenport finds it more profitable to produce
comb than extracted honey, and favors plain sections, as
he gets 16 cents for honey in plain to 13 for it in the bee-
way sections.

Mr. Wood finds more finished sections with the fence
separator.

Mr. Soper has customers complain of the posts coming
off of the fence separators, and asked if that is the rule.

Mr. Griggs has no trouble if they are dry. He removes
the separator with a knife.

Mr. Wilson has no trouble with the posts coming ofl^,

and prefers the 4'4 plain to the 4x5. He wouldn't use bee-
way sections.

Mr. Woodman has sold more 4'4x4'4XlJs bee-way sec-

tions than any other kind, although the sale of plain sec-

tions is on the increase. He would prefer the 4 '4 bee-way.
He found more fancy honey in 4 '4 than in the plain.

Mr. Hutchinson said a man in New York, in cleaning
sections, had some coarse wire-cloth stretched on 2x4 pieces,
and rubbed the sections on this cloth for cleaning.

C. W. Dansforth asked why so many produce extracted
honey. He prefers comb honey.

Mr. Black wanted to hear from those who produce both.
Mr. Chapman started 20 years ago producing comb

honey, but soon found he could get in his locality 5 or 6
pounds of extracted to one of comb, because the nights are
so cold that bees can't work in the supers to advantage.
Location makes a big difference.

Mr. Ludington has kept bees 30 years, and prefers ex-
tracted. His best yield of comb honey was 140 pounds,
while his best yield of extracted was 360 pounds from one
colony. His average yield per colony is ISO pounds of ex-
tracted.

Mr. Leach thinks that location plays a big part. If

located near market, comb honey is preferable, while if it

must be shipped far extracted honey is more profitable. He
now prefers to extract what he has to ship.

Mr. Wood prefers to produce extracted. He has pro-
duced both, but will run exclusively for extracted in the
future. He can sell extracted at 13 cents to comb at 16
cents. He prevents swarming by placing a frame of un-
sealed brood in a hive filled up with empty combs, then
puts on a hive of empty combs, and the hive of brood on
top.

Mr. Chapman tried this way, but did not like it. He
kills the queens at the beginning of the basswood flow, and
the bees fill up the empty cells with honey, thus getting in
good condition for winter.

Mr. Dansforth asked what time is best to put on supers.
Mr. Griggs said any time the hive becomes crowded,

whether the honey-flow has started or not.

USK OF OUBBN-EXCLUDKRS.

Qdks.—" When and why would you use queen-excluder?"
Mr. Chapman uses the queen-excluder for extracted

honey. He wants the queen confined to the lower story
during the honey-flow. He uses theS-frame hive.

Mr. Griggs uses queen-excluders when hiving swarms,
if the swarm is large. He does not use them on old colo-
nies. He produces comb honey.

Mr Smith said if you wait a short time after hiving a
swarm before putting on supers, it is not necessary to use
the excluder.

Mr. Hutchinson said it isn't necessary to use a queen-
excluder on the old colony for comb honey, but does on the
new swarm.

BLKCTION OF OFFICERS.
The election of oSicers resulted in the following being

elected :

President, W. Z. Hutchinson ; Vice-President. E. M.
Hunt; Secretary, E. B.Tyrrell, of Davison ; and Treasurer,
D . D. Wood.
The time and place of holding the next meeting was

left to the Executive Committee.

Friday morning there was held a joint session with the
fruit-growers. Pres. Hutchinson read the following paper
on

SPECIALTY VS. MIXED BEE-KEEPINQ.

Time was when many of the industries were represented
in one family. Flax and wool were grown, spun and made
into cloth and worked up into clothing. Cows were kept,
and cheese as well as butter made for home use. Poultry
and a few colonies of bees added to the comforts of the
household. But there is no need of going into detail ; every
one knows how people lived lOl) years ago.

Cheap and rapid transportation has encouraged the in-

vention of machinery, the building of factories, and the
classification of labor. This has brought about specialty.

No one disputes that this condition of things is better. By
it our comforts are more than trebled. Some industries
branched out as specialties much sooner than others. Bee-
keeping was among the later ones. At least, however, it

has become recognized as an industry of itself.

At present, however, there are farmers who are keeping
a few bees—perhaps a good many bees—and apiarists who
are managing small farms, perhaps large ones ; there are
men engaged in some other occupation who are thinking
of taking up bee-keeping, or may have already done so

;

and there are bee-keepers asking, " What will best mix
with bee-keeping?"

I have little faith in that old saw about " not having all

of the eggs in one basket." / say, yes, have them all in

one basket, and then carry that basket so skillfully that
none are broken. I know there are trying seasons for spe-
cialties in any branch of business ; times when it might be
better, in that particular year, if there were more than one
egg-basket ; but the specialist does enough better, in the
good years, to bring specialty out at the head in the long
run. The specialist can have the best tools, appliances,
and labor-saving implements—things that the dabbler can't
afford. He can do and have many things in a wholesale
way that would be unprofitable upon a small scale. Upon
this point Mr. R. L. Taylor once wrote :

" A multiplicity of occupations multiplies the burdens
of responsibility, induces unrest and embarrassment, and
our powers becoming overtaxed, carelessness, slovenliness,
unthrift and failure result. A ' Jack at all trades ' is almost
a synonym of a ne'er-do-well. What reason is there for
dulling the edge of skill, and sacrificing thoroughness, by
combining another business with that of bee-keeping ? Not
certainly to fill up time. Bee-keeping as a specialty is no
small business. It is capable of great expansion. It can
well furnish work for every day in the year, and the larger
the business the smaller the proportional expense of the
plant and the management, and, consequently, the larger
the profits. If bee-keeping is so unprofitable as a specialty
that the operator must pursue another business to eke out a
living, then it is too unprofitable to be pursued at all, and
should be abandoned altogether. If it can be made profit-

able as a specialty, with all the advantages that specialty
brings, then it can not be made profitable as a subsidiary
pursuit. We see this demonstrated in practice. It is not
the specialist, but the «o«-specialist, that fails."

Many professional men take up bee-keeping as a pas-
time. With them I can not have any more argument than
with the bee-keeper who studies music for pleasure. But
upoc a money basis it is a far different thing. When a man
is engaged in some pursuit that is capable of absorbing all

of his energy and capital, I doubt if he can add to his pleas-

ure or his pocket-book by adding some other business to his
regular occupation. The bee-keeping specialist, with his
hundreds of colonies, his improved hives, appliances and
methods, can and does produce honey more cheaply than
the man with a few colonies. By specialty is not meant
that a man does nothing else, but that it is his main business.

It is true that there are industries in which there is a
mutual advantage in their combination. The fattening of
hogs, and the running of a grist-mill, or of a slaughter-
house, is an example. The keeping of swine and the rais-

ing of apples also brings about a mutual advantage. The
swine enrich and " cultivate " the soil, and eat the wormy
apples that fall. This is good for the trees, and the apples
are good for the hogs. There is no business that can be
united with bee-keeping to liny great mutual advantage.
There is a slight mutual advantage in the keeping of bees
and the raising of fruit. Not small fruit that must be
picked when the bees are swarming. There is also some
advantage in the raising of alsike clover, or of buckwheat,
but not sufficient to warrant a bee-keeper in buying a farm,
or a fruit-grower to run an apiary.
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I hope no one will imagine that I am advising bee-
keeping as a specialty without previous experience. How
this experience shall be acquired, although an interesting
topic, is not the one now under discussion. I might say,

however, that nearly all of our bee-keeping specialists

acquired this knowledge in a small way in connection with
some other pursuit. They were better fitted for bee-keep-
ing, and, at last, the old business was dropped for the new.
Some of our specialists learned their business by an ap-
prenticeship to some successful bee-keeper, which is the
quickest and most preferable method.

Let us suppose that the highest success is attainable
only by specialty. Having done this, we must not forget
that there are " many men of many minds;" that " cir-

cumstances alter cases ;" and that all men and all cases are
not fitted for specialty. Some men prefer to lessen the risk

of total failure, by having the eggs in more than one bas-
ket, even if it makes costly eggs. A man with a small farm
may have time to care for a few bees, or a farmer may have
sons and daughters who can do a large share of the work.
The reasons why a man sometimes desires, or is compelled,
to mix something else with bees are too varied for mention
here. It is evident that the greatest success can be hoped
for only with specialty, yet no cut-and-dried, cast-iron rules
can be laid down. A man must study himself, his surround-
ings, and the conditions of his particular case.

It is evident that those occupations will best mix with
bee-keeping that can be followed in the winter ; or at least
those requiring little or no attention during the busy season
with the bees. What would be best for one man would be
poor business for another. Among the avocations that
have been mentioned are wood-chopping ; teaching the
district school in winter; or teaching singing school or
writing school ; raising grapes or apples, or other fall fruits

;

keeping Jerseys and making winter butter ; canvassing,
broom-making, etc. W. Z. Hutchinson.

This was to have been responded to by Ernest R. Root,
but he being absent Secretary Tyrrell responded with a
few remarks, agreeing mainly with the views given by
Pres. Hutchinson.

The Friday afternoon session was called to order at
2:15.

BUYING BBK-SUPPLIES—ADVERTISING HONBY.

The question of buying bee-supplies was first discussed
as a measure to hold our membership, but as a plan more
easy ty try, the following motion was passed :

Moved and supported that the secretary of the Michigan
State Bee-Keepers' Association be authorized to use any
funds in his hands belonging to the Association, in getting
up a pamphlet showing the advantages of honey as food,
and giving a list of names and addresses of members, to-
gether with the amount and kind of honey each has for
sale, how put up, etc., and this pamphlet be advertised in
some desirable medium, as a daily paper. This means that
every member has an equal chance of selling his honey
directly to the consumer, or whoever answers the advertise-
ment.

"shook" swarming.

The question of shook swarming was taken up. Mr.
Townsend has practiced it on one yard for two seasons
with success. He loses about the same percentage from
leaving the hive as natural swarms. He doesn't use drawn
comb, but full sheets of foundation in the brood-nest, and
waits for queen-cells before shaking. He visits the yard
once a week.

Mr. Griggs had about 4 out of 5 swarms come out after
shaking. He doesn't like the practice of shaking. He
shakes them on full sheets of foundation. If a comb of
brood were put in the hive they staid all right.

Mr. Morgan said when he put in frames of brood they
would build queen-cells and then swarm.

Mr. Townsend thinks that brushed swarms will stay
just as well as natural ones.
lZI Mr. I/udington has put new swarms in hives that had
previously swarmed, with a young queen, and never had
them swarm out. He has changed places with a weak and
a strong colony, caging the queen of the weak colony, and
had good results.

cz- Mr. Woodward asked if Italian bees are more apt to
swarm than others.

Mr. Wood said not. He gets queens from Italy that
will not swarm.

Mr. Olin said he agrees with Mr. Wood, that queens
direct from Italy are poor swarmers, and very gentle.

Mr. Wood gets as high as 180 pounds of comb honey
from a colony with an imported queen.

Mr. Cavanaugh said Italians are more for swarming,
in his experience.

Mr. Griggs had better results last year from black
bees. They were also better to handle than the Italians.

Mr. Wilson has as good results from Italians.
Mr. Wood says many breeders in Italy send Cyprian

queens for Italian. Italians are dark.
The question of bees locating a home was discussed,

with the decision that they sometimes do.

The convention adjourned. E. B. Tyrrell, Sec.

(
Contributed Articles

Management for Few Unfinished Sections.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

HOW to manage our bees so as to secure the greatest
yield of comb honey, is a question of great importance
to all those who are engaged in producing such honey

for market, but comb honey is of little value unless pretty
nearly, or fully sealed over, so that how to manage our bees
so as to have few uncapped sections in the fall is a ques-
tion of more vital importance, perhaps, than the one we
have been in the habit of regarding as the greatest. For
years I was troubled by having from one-fourth to one-
third of the combs in the sections not fully sealed at the
close of the honey harvest, which were salable only at a re-

duced price ; but of late years I do not have as many as
formerly.

After experimenting for some years in this matter I

became convinced that the cause of the trouble was in giv-

ing the bees too many sections ; and especially conducive
to this was the plan of tiering up sections late in the season.
Many, yes, very many times, years ago, I spoiled a promise
of an abundant yield of comb honey by tiering up four or

five days before the honey harvest closed. To tier up sec-

tions profitably, requires considerable tact, and especially

do we want a thorough knowledge of the honey-resources
of the field we occupy.

It has seemed to me that there has been too much inju-

dicious talk during the past regarding not allowing the
bees, under any circumstances, to cluster on the outside of

the hive, the idea being generally conveyed that, when bees
thus cluster out, they need more room. To my mind it

depends upon when this clustering out occurs, whether
more room is needed or not ; and for this reason I said " in-

judicious talk." If the clustering out occurs at the com-
mencement or in the height of the honey harvest, then
more room should be given ; while if at the latter part of

the honey harvest, or in a time of honey-dearth, no more is

needed, for more room at this time results in the one case

of many unfinished sections, and in the other in an abso-
lute waste of the time used in enlarging the hive. Allow
me to illustrate :

During some seasons we have but very few days of
honey-secretion, and that oftetl after the flowers which pro-

duce the nectar are rather past their prime. At such times
we often do not have on the hive more than one-half the
capacity which we would use in a good season, and for this

reason the bees begin to be crowded out. Hoping that the
weather may continue good, and that the flowers will secrete

nectar during the rest of the time that they are in bloom,
we double the room for our colonies, only to have it turn

bad weather again, thus giving us only partially filled sec-

tions in the fall, while had we left them as they were, and
not have been stampeded at the sight of a few bees hanging
out on the front of the hive, all would have been finished.

I well recollect one such season when, in time of bass-
wood bloom, we had bad weather up to the middle of the
same. At this time I had on the hives about one-half of

the surplus room generally used, when, all at once, the
yield of honey became abundant, and the bees began to

crowd out. Hoping that the weather might be good for

some time, I doubled the capacity on a few hives. The re-

sult was that the bees immediately totk possession of the

empty sections, while the weather turned unfavorable
again, and when the season wasj over I did not secure half
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as many finished sections from these colonies as I did from
those which were allowed to remain as they were.

Ag-ain, very often after basswood bloom has failed there
comes on very hot weather, when not a bit of nectar can be
obtained, and the result is that the fronts of the hives are
black with bees. According to the advice of " never allow
your bees to lay out," or " whenever you see the bees lay-

ing out, more room should be given," the sections should
be hustled on at once, till there is room enough for all the

bees inside, before the bee-keeper could rest in this matter ;

and some have gone so far as to tell us at such times as this

(at least no qualification was made in the matter as to time,
regarding the j-ield of honey, etc.), we should smoke the
bees in, after having given the room, continuing this smok-
ing until they would stay in the hives.

Any one can see at a glance that such unqualified talk

and advice as this would do only harm, and be of no use,

for at such times the bees are doing just as much for the
benefit of the apiarist by hanging on the outside of the hive
as to be elsewhere. Yea, more, for if they were out vainly
searching for honey, when there was none, they would be
wearing out their vitality so that they would be gone before
the next nectar-secreting flowers came into bloom, as well
as to consume an amount of honey from the hive equal to

what was needed extra to give them strength for this vain
foraging.

My plan of securing nearly all completed combs of
honey in the sections is as follows :

When the bees show, by building little bits of comb
here and there about the hive, that they are ready for the
sections, I put on only the amount of room that I think they
will reasonably fill in a very poor year, and leave them thus
till the bees are well at work, when I give about the same
amount more, if this is during the forepart of the honey
harvest, and when this room is fully occupied I give the
same amount again, if we have not passed the middle of
what is our usual honey-flow. By the time the bees fully

occupy the last room given, that first put on will be ready
to come ofi', and when this is taken, if more room is needed
it is put above the sections the bees are already at work in,

so that they may not be forced into these last sections until
they are lacking in room to work below.

If the yield continues, I keep taking oft" the filled sec-
tions next the hive and putting the empty on top of those
the bees are already at work in, until the season begins to

draw to a close, when, as fast as the full are taken, the
others are lowered down till the space is contracted to the
original capacity that was first put on. In this way the
bees are given all the space they really need, while the
chance for many unfinished sections in the fall is quite
small. Such items as these are well worth looking after
and studying upon ; for they who understand the most
about all these little kinks of practical bee-keeping are the
ones who will make the greatest success in the apicultural
world. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

A Method of Wiring Frames.
BV LOUIS K. WAHL.

I
ENCLOSE here a drawing showing my metlodcf wiring
frames, or one more kink to keep kinks out of wire while
wiring frames.
I learned the value of wired frames and foundation in

my earliest bee-keeping, but putting wire in frames had
been a tangling and kinking up job with me until last sum-

mer, when I got an old table and laid a frame on the center,
stood a spool of wire on its end and drove a spike through
the spool in the table, about 3 inches from the end-bar to

the right. I then took three empty spools and drove spikes
through them in the table at the center of the pierced holes
where the wire bends around the end-bar—two on the left

end and one on the right. I then nailed a block 1x1x6 at
the right-hand corner of the bottom-bar, and tacked a
block on the inside of the frame thin enough to slip under
the wires against the left-hand end-bar to hold the frame
square.

To proceed to wiring, have two tacks started in the top
edge of the end-bar to the right over the pierced holes, as
shown in the cut. Now thread the wire, whirling it around
empty spools until you get to the last hole, where you whirl
the end of the wire around the track, and then drive the
tack in tight. Now take the wire off of the spools and
catch the wire No. 3 with the left thumb, holding your four
fingers over the top-bar, then wind up slack with the right
hand ; then catch wire No. 2 in the same way, and whirl
the wire around the tack and drive the tack home ; cut off^

the wire and whirl the end half way around the empty spool
to the right, to keep the wire from raveling until you start

the next frame.
If a board the proper length and breadth were made,

and bolts with round heads without any square shoulder
were used to go through the spools instead of spikes, and
the top edge of the spools were clipped off, I think the wire
would slip off the spools more easily, and there would not
be so much slack to wind up. Mr. W. L. Coggshall uses
only two wires in the frame, and cuts the wire the proper
length before wiring, therefore no spools would be required

;

but where more than two wires are used the spools are

desirable.
By the way, I worked for Mr. Coggshall during the

buckwheat flow in September, 1900, and graduated in the
bee-business. I was not there long enough to be called " a
lightning operator," but I thought I moved like lightning
some of the time. On one occasion when I was uncapping,
and " W. L." was extracting and filling kegs, a bee began
crawling into my ear. I dropped my knife to take her out,

when I heard "W. L." laugh, and saying, "Let her go;
let her go ; she is looking for wax."

I never enjoyed a happier time in my life, and any
young man that has the chance shouldn't miss it.

Monroe Co., N. Y.

Honey in Sections vs. Chunk-Honey.
BY G. C. GREINKR.

THE recently-sprung-up chunk-honey business, with all

its enthusiastic advocates, is another great surprise to

to me. Are we drifting back to the days of our fore-

fathers ? Have the efforts of our most prominent bee-ex-

perts—to bring about the perfection of a convenient, up-to-

date comb-honey package in the shape of the world-
renowned one-pound section—all been in vain ? Are the
almost wonderful inventions in the line of expensive sec-

tion-machinery doomed to be thrown aside to make room
for the manufacture of chunk-honey tubs, pails, cans, etc.?

Are we bee-keepers going to lay temptation at our neigh-
bor's door by offering the very best opportunity for adulter-

ation, instead of casting our influence in the opposite direc-

tion ? Are we willing to sacrifice our well-merited reputa-
tion of Yankee ingenuity, and neat and tasty workmanship,
for an insignificant, perhaps imaginary, financial gain ?

These are some of the thoughts that engage my mental fac-

ulties whenever I am reminded of the chunk-honey business.

As a prelude to the few remarks on the foregoing
points, which I wish to make, let me say that I may be a
little cranky in my views. I do not ask or expect any per-
son to fall in with me, or take any stock in my arguments,
unless so inclined. I simply express my views as they ap-
pear to me, the result of past experience and observation.

In my earlier days—some 50 years ago—when still liv-

ing on the other side of the big waters, I had frequent op-
portunities to witness the operations of what we considered
at that time expert bee-keepers. Bees were then generally
kept in the old-fashioned straw-skeps, and the only way to

obtain surplus honey was to take it from the brood-cham-
ber. The hive was tipped up, or laid on its side, and with a
long, hooked-shaped knife some of the combs that appeared
to contain mostly honey and little or no brood (generally
side combs) were detached and taken out. The honey so
gathered was stored in crocks and pails, or other available
dishes, and kept to supply the home trade. When custom-
ers called for honey they always brought their own dishes,
and the number of pounds they wished to buy had to be
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ladled out as the conditions would best permit. Without
going into details, we can well imagine that the whole
transaction from beginning to end was a mussy, inconven-
ient, and unbusiness-like affair. With the exception of the
use and the advantage of the movable frames, the chunk-
honey business of to-day has a striking similarity to the
doings of SO years ago.

But this is not so very serious. If bee-keepers prefer to
produce their surplus honey in chunk-honey style, and con-
sumers prefer to buy in this way, no particular harm is

done, although from natural inclination I would neither
produce nor buy it.

But what about adulteration ? We are making a great
noise about having laws passed against food adulteration
(bee-keepers in particular against honey adulteration),'and
then we turn around and open the way, fairly inviting
others to engage in this nefarious business. I do not wish
to intimate that bee-keepers would be found guilty of any
sleightof-hand performances of this kind. No 1 bee-keepers
are too honest for that ; but what is to hinder the unscrupu-
lous retailer from putting a lot of chunk-honey in a tub and
filling it up with Mr. Rockefeller's corn-juice, and selling it

all as honey ? The very idea of mixing extracted honey with
comb honey beats the stamp of trickiness on its forehead.
Why mix it ? Is it necessary to dispose of our extracted
honey under the disguise of comb-honey? If we wished to
sell extracted honey why not make a clean job of it and sell
it as such—it will sell on its own merits if properly handled

;

and then produce the comb-honey in neat, clean sections,
and sell them as comb honey. This would not only be more
business-like, but it would reduce the chances of adultera-
tion SO percent ; we would be sure that the comb honey, at
least, could not be adulterated.

Then, again, what is the object in producing chunk-
. honey ? If it is easier and cheaper to produce it we also
get a cheaper and greatly inferior article by that means,
which has to be sold at a less price to sell it at all ; and if

this is the case, I emphatically say. Don't produce chunk-
lioney, for we only run competition to our own business.
Better produce a No. 1 article and get a No. 1 price, even if
it is a little more expensive.

But I hear some one say, "It will bring as much in
market as the best section honey." This I doubt very much.
It may be true in some cases, where consumers never had
an opportunity to get acquainted with the more attractive,
neat and tasty section-honey, but in more progressive locali-
ties, where the people have been educated in their tastes
and notions by the progress of the times, chunk-honey
would have to take a very prominent back seat. And this
is not strange.

Let us step into one of our up-to-date grocery stores and
look around. There we find on one of their highly polished
counters, conspicuously exhibited amoag other first-class
goods, a clean, tasty and properly-putup case of 24 A No. 1

sections of extra-white clover honey. Near by, we will sup-
pose, stands a tub or crock of chunk-honey, with a ladle or
large spoon for the means of distribution. To make a dis-
play of its contents, the vessel has to be open, thus making
a grand gathering-place for all sweet-loving insects, to say
nothing of the dust that is constantly settling on our pre-
cious sweet. To retail it, the buyer has to furnish his own
dish, or the grocery man has to supply the necessary uten-
sil in the shape of a wooden butter-tray or paper oyster-pail.
In either case it is a wasteful venture, for a good propor-
tion of the purchase will remain sticking to the dish when
the honey is finally transferred to the plate for the table,
and, if ever so carefully managed, it will be more or less
mussy.

Then compare this to the handling of sections. Any
number of pounds can be readily taken from the case and
wrapped up ; it makes a convenient and clean package to
handle, and when the good housewife places the contents of
one of the sections on the table she is sure to tempt the
most exacting of her table company with its tasty and in-
viting appearance.

With this contrast so plainly to be noticed, I can hardly
believe that any rational being would be willing to buy
chunk honey as long as any honey in sections can be
bought at the same price ; and to sell it for less would, as I
said before, have a tendency to hurt our section-honey mar-
ket. There is a certain class of people who are not overly
particular in their demands as regards style or neatness,
and these would undoubtedly buy chunk-honey if they could
save a cent or two per pound. This, of course, would lessen
the demand for section-honey just so much, and a down-
ward tendency of its price would be the natural conse-
quence.

There is another point, although not exactly in the
chunk-honey line, where, I think, we bee-keepers make a
mistake, and that is, to sell a little ofl grade or imperfect
sections at less than regular market price. This may seem
no more than fair, but under certain conditions it may be
detrimental to our own interests.

For instance, a short time ago a neighbor called at my
place to buy some honey. He did not feel inclined to pay
the full market price, but wanted to know if I had any
second-grade stock that I would sell for less. I explained
to him that all my honey was first-class white honey, no
other being produced here, but that I had a lot of unfinished
sections, reserved for my own home use, that I would sell

for less per section. After looking it over he decided to
take a case of. 24 sections at the price I had named. I will
say right here, that as near as I could estimate the weight
of those unfinished sections, I charged him as much per
pound as I sold my full-weight sections for.

Soon after, on one of my trips, I called at a place where
the lady of the house wished to buy some honey. When I

stated my prices ([ had comb and extracted) she said:
' Can't you sell to me as cheap as you did to such and such
a person ?" My reply was that he had bought unfinished
honey, while I offered her all finished sections. " Oh I

well," she said, " I ate some of that honey at their table,

and it was just as good as your sections. If I can't buy as
cheap as he did, I won't buy any." It took me some time
to convince her that I had given her friend no better bar-
gain than I had offered her.

To obviate all such trouble, and do a straight-forward,
systematic business, my motto is, " Sell regular goods at
regular prices." And I consider chuok-honey one of the
irregularities. Niagara Co., N. Y.

[ Our Bee-Heepin§ Sisters
|

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Sisters, What Has the Harvest Been ?

Dear Bkh-Kekping Sistbrs :—Now that we are fairly

launched in the season of 1904, wouldn't it be a nice thing
for each to report as to the harvest ? As members of one
family each naturally likes to know what the others are
doing. The brothers are no doubt too busy, but can't the
sisters find just a little time to give us some idea of how
the bees are progressing ?

Especially is it desirable to have a report from each as
soon as the harvest is over. Such a report should always
give the number of pounds of comb honey harvested, the
number of extracted, and also the number of colonies spring
count. Sometimes a report is given something like this :

"I took 360 pounds of comb honey this season."

Now, what idea can one have from that alone whether
the season was a prosperous one or not ? If 360 pounds are
taken from 4 colonies, spring count, it's quite a different

thing from getting the same amount from 20 colonies. And
yet sometimes the amount harvested is all that is given,
without a word said about how many colonies were engaged
in the work. Come to think of it, I'm not sure any of the
sisters every reported in that imperfect way—perhaps it

was only the brothers.
Now, dear sisters, please keep track of the amount of

honey you take, and then report, if it is only on a postal

card. Emma M. Wilson.

California Bee-Keeping: for Women.

In the June number of Good Housekeeping, is an article

entitled "Honey," written by Miss Flora Mclntyre, the
daughter of the well-known California apiarist, J. F. Mc-
lntyre, the man who has had.a larger number of colonies
in one apiary than perhaps any one else in the world. Miss
Mclntyre is a practical beekeeper, and her father speaks
with pride of the tons of honey she extracted last summer.
As we might expect, coming from such a ource, the article

is well written. The illustrations are a! i good. She has
a word to say about bee-keeping for wom . and closes with
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a very pretty picture of the sunny side of bee-keeping in

the wilds of California :

Here are the closing words of her article :

I must say a word about the desirability of bee-lseeping as an
occupation for women. Its possibilit.v is a settled fact; for tnan.v

women have worked at it successfully. My father employed a f;irl

last year at our out-apiary, and said that her worl; was more satis-

factory than that of any of his hired men. It is out-of-door worii, and
therefore peculiarly healthful. I linow, for I have tried it. After the
day's work in the warm sun is over, there is nothing to do but enjoy
one's self. Bees retire early, and it is not well to disturb them after

sundown. Then, when the canyon is in shadow, when the air is still,

sweet-scented and refreshingly cool, when no sound is heard but the
hum of late-returning bees, and the rush of water in the creek, the
bee-keeper saddles his pony and gallops down to the post-oflice; or, it

he chooses, rides up the canyon. There, where the road passes be-

tween the oak tree and the sycamore, where the mountain rises on one
side, and the creek flows along on the other, almost hidden by the
trees which line its bank, the shades of green in the blackberry vines,

and the poison oak are exquisite. He rides on and on, without a care,
until the shadow reaches that long ledge of rook on yonder mountain
to the east, then he turns homeward, for, when the sunlight leaves,

the darkness comes quickly.
On warm summer mornings there is the '* dip " in the swimming

pool below the barn, or for the angler the rod and line, some bait,

and, presto, some brook trout for breakfast, for they bite well early in

the morning.
Sometimes on warm summer days, when the bees do not need

one's attention, there is time for a long afternoon in the shaded ham-
mock with a book, or with the dreams of the lovely country home
which the golden honey will some day build, as beautiful and pictur-
esque as that of any actress; of the music books and art with which
it will be tilled: of fine horses in its stable; of the friends who will
gather to enjoy it all. All this to be some day when the bee-keeper
is rich enough. With sufficient judgment, hard work and " bee-
sense " this dream may be made a reality.

With the end of August, the bees in readiness for the winter, the
bee-keeper may go the city, iif he likes.

Honey and Almond Cpeam.

Recipe for honey and almond cream : Honey, one
ounce ; powdered castile soap, '2 ounce ; oil of sweet
almonds, 13 ounces ; oil of bitter almonds, '2 dram ; oil of
bergamot, '4 dram ; oil of cloves, 7 drops ; balsam of Peru,
'2 dram ; liquid potassa, '2 dram. Mix the oils with the
balsam, then mix the honey with the soap ; add enough of
the potassa to make a nice cream ; add this to the first mix-
ture, and beat for several minutes.—Chicago Record-Herald.

Basswood Late, But Promisingf.

Basswood has not opened up yet. It is very late this
year. The trees are very full of buds. We think it will be
as late as July 12 before the bees work on the basswood.

Mrs. Ada L. (Pickard) Boggs.
Richland Co., Wis., July 8.

[ Hasty's Afterthoughts
)

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

COMB-LKVELERS FOR PARTLY-FILLED SECTIONS.

And so Mr. Greiner has had a different kind of comb-
leveler in use this 20 years. If it's " nuts and raisins," he
has kept the nuts and raisins from us for a long time. The
instrument looks plausible as it appears in the pictures. In
weather not too hot and not too cold I guess it would work.
No great harm if it does make the section looi a little ragged
—bees will soon fix that. The Taylor leveler, which works
by melting off the surface on a hot plate, occupied quite a
space in our papers years ago—not much said about it now.
Wonder how many of the brethren are really using it.

Page 438.

TWO SWARMS IN ONE HIVE OF COMB.

John S. Callbreath's scheme of two swarms in one hive
full of empty comb, I'll be charitable enough to grant that
it might be O. K. in some yards. In my yard, mixing bees
is an abomination. Moreover, in my yard one swarm in a
hive full of empty comb isO. K.,and the fear of getting

the brood-nest injuriously restricted by honey a mere scare-
crow. Page 439.

WIDE FRAME vs. T SliPER—COMB HONEY M.ANAGEMENT.

On page 439, Dr. Miller seems to infer that I use the T
super or something similar. I don't. I use the old-fash-
ioned two decker wide frame— best outfit in the world for a
lean location, and a strain of bees that is witting to use it. I

put on wide frames to hold 40 sections, and more than half
the time can let them stay on till the close of the season.
Heavy flows of honey like angel's visits at my place. Sur-
plus mostly something else than jvhite, anyway. A little

travel-stain does not show quite so badly on darker grades
of honey. Another important thing—a large share of my
customers are not spoiled, and do not demand extra-white
honey. All these things must be weighed by that begin-
ner before he follows me in preference to Dr. Miller. No,
the central bottom sections are not so white-looking as the
same honey is farther away. To leave one of my upper
stories on till every section is done—it is not my intention
to do that. Intend to take out the two or three best wide
frames before that. So I guess I am not contradicting Dr.
Miller's practice much more than the differing circumstances
require. I'll yield so far as to admit (up to the point of the
Doctor's experience) that sometimes go-backer sections have
been taken off at last finished up very smoothly. Probably
Dr. Miller will admit that sometimes a finish on two differ-

ent levels and a general roughness is the outcome.

POPULAR PRESCRIPTIONS PARTLY PUNCTURED.

June is the season of green peas, but presumably we
should not think of that particular shade of the spectrum
in connection with the P. P. P. P. 'sof " Peiro's Propolis
Porous Plaster. " Let us think of brown or gray, or some
other of wisdom's colors. The porous plaster with propolis
for medicated surface, and the turpentine liniment with
propolis as ingredient seem all right. But so large a pro-
portion of our whole population have a certain amount of
superstition in their medical ideas, that a word of caution
for weak brethren may not be amiss. Let us not cultivate
the whim that propolis must be efficacious because it is our
stuff—or that honey must of course have wonderful health-
fulness because it is our product. "To the testimony" on
all such matters, and no foolish assumptions. Page 445.

LONG WINTER CONFINEMENT OF BEES.

As to the length of time bees will stand confinement,
the 122 days of John H. Clausen, page 315, are badly dis-

tanced by the 165 days of F. L. Day, page 446. And then
comes Doolittle's golden colony, page 422, that in a farm
cellar wintered perfectly 188 days. This seems to be the
cap sheaf at present. These latter cases, however, not be-
ing out-of-doors are a bit less natural than the other.

POSITIVE TESTS IN THINGS APICUWURAI,.

Positive tests, applied in a scientific manner, are often
called for—called for as if they could be had by just open-
ing a box and taking them out. The editorial note on page
420 very properly calls attention to our limitations. In re-

gard to overstocking (and many other things) how can tests

be made positive enough and scientific enough to satisfy
captious people ? Better give it up in most cases. Intelli-

gent, practical men, with minds directed to a subject, will

usually get the core of it. Until we can get greater defi-

niteness let us be thankful for that.

PICKLED-BROOD SDGGESTION.

Prof. Cook's suggestion as to pickled brood is worth
thinking of. May be not so much a definite thing of itself

as a condition that sets in when considerable amounts of
brood die from almost any cause. Page 420.

GRADING SECTION HONEY.

In grading honey, have standard sections of the proper
grades set up for the eye to work from. Otherwise our
judgment slides up and down with different times and days
—and especially with different amounts of light. Page 421.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-
ple copies. Then you can \exy likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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Dr. Miller's Answers
]

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Treatment of Pickled Brood.

From reading the text-books and the bee-papers I am
satisfied that my bees are afifected with pickled brood. I

wish you to advise me how to get rid of it. Is it best to
melt up the combs, or use them again ? I am satisfied the
disease disappears when the honey-flow comes, so it is hard
to detect it. And by changing combs in my apiary I have
scattered it nearly over the yard. Iowa.

Answer.—General Manager France thinks the disease
is not contagious, so it is quite possible that it was not es-
tablished in the difl'erent colonies by means of the frames
of brood that you scattered about, but by means of a lack
of unsealed honey and fresh pollen. The probability is that
no present treatment will be needed, because, as you say,
the disease disappears when the honey-flow is on. It is not
necessary to destroy the combs. As the disease disappears
in a honey-flow, if it appears again you can produce a
honey-flow by feeding moderately, which will probably
prove a satisfactory treatment.

Swarming and After-Swarmlng.

I had a swarm come out twice and cluster, and after
putting them into a hive they came out and went back to
their old hive. The next day I found a dead queen on the
front of the hive. Two days after, they swarmed and I put
them into a hive and they stayed. I put them on the old
stand, with the hive they came out of beside them, intend-
ing to prevent an after-swarm by moving the hive in one
week (as per instructions in the bee-books). In two days I
had an after-swarm, which I dumped back in front of the
old hive, and put on an Alley trap, and the next noon I

found 4 dead queens in the top of the trap.
1. Did the bees kill the queens I found ?

2. Did the bees drive them out 7 and is there probably
one queen left in the hive?

3. Is it practical to use the Alley trap at swarming-
time, or will it bother the bees too much ?

4. Would it be practical to use it to prevent after-swarm-
ing as I did, or would there be danger of a young queen
being caught while going out to mate, and the bees killing
her ? Massachusetts.

Answers.— 1. It was a fight to the finish among the
queens themselves.

2. The bees didn't drive them out, but dragged them
out after they were killed. The victorious queen remained
in the hive.

3. The trap does not bother the bees so very much, and
you can rely on it to catch the queen.

4. The trap must be intelligently used. The bees would
hardly kill a queen caught in the trap, but it would have to
be removed to allow her to take her wedding flight.

Uncapping Honey—Candy for Queen-Cages.

1. How do you use the uncapping-knife ? Do you have
two knives at one time, one in water while using the other
(as talked of at the California convention) ? Does the water
not spoil the honey ? Somehow, uncapping goes slow with
me. There is no bee-keeper near here that I can see. I

have " Langstroth Revised" and "Forty Years Among the
Bees."

2. If you put the knives in water, must the water be
hot or cold ?

3. What kind of knife do you use ? I have the Bingham.
4. In the spring, when the 10 frames in the brood-

chamber would be full of brood and honey, I would put on
10 empty frames, comb or foundation, then when well filled
put on sections. It worked well until this spring they
just swarm and swarm, and then swarm again. Before
this spring I could control them as I pleased. I need half

extracted honey and half in sections. Is my way worth
anything ? Would you advise me to do differently ?

5. How do you make candy to put in queen-cages for
the bees to clean out so as to free the queen ?

Kansas.
Answers.—1. I do not use an uncapping-knife—at least

I have not used one for two or three years—as I work for
comb honey ; but when I did use one I used a single knife.
There is no doubt an advantage in having two. Scarcely
any water will cling to the knife when it is lifted out, espe-
cially if a little shake is given to the knife, and a very few
drops of clean water will have no appreciable effect on the
honey.

2. "You pays your money, you takes your choice."
Quite a tattle has been waged between the advocates of hot
and of cold water. I suspect you'll find it a little like this :

When combs are warm and soft cold water will be all right ;

when tough and a little cold, warm water will work better.
It's an easy thing for you to try each.

3. Mine is the Novice, which I got before there was any
Bingham. There is probably nothing better than the
Bingham.

4. Probably nothing different is advisable, and I doubt
that there's any better way to get part comb and part ex-
tracted. Some years are worse than others about swarm-
ing, and likely next year will not be so bad. In any case
you ought not to have more than one swarm from each col-

ony. See " Prevention of After-Swarms," page 435.

5. Turn to page 321 of your " Langstroth Revised," and
find instructions for the candy desired, which is called
Scholz candy. You're not likely to want as much as there
given, so try this : Take a small quantity of the best ex-
tracted honey (easy to add to it later if you haven't enough).
Better heat it (don't burn it), although it will do very well
cold, then pour it on some pulverized sugar on a board or
table, and stir and knead thoroughly, adding more sugar
till you have a very stiff dough. Let it stand a day or two,
and add more sugar if it has become too soft, so as to flat-

ten down.
Your postage stamp frightened me, but it revived me

greatly that your questions were not only plainly numbered,
but each number had a ring around it so I couldn't miss it.

I wish all might be as considerate.

Swarming—Tested Queen Slow Layer— Using Bee-
Escapes- Nuclei Swarming.

1. When one queen is heard piping, answered by queens
in cells "quahking," does it in every case positively mean
that a prime swarm has already issued, and that a second
swarm will issue in about 48 hours ? Or is this ever heard
before the first swarm, where the laying queen is about a
year old ?

2. (a) Is it a safe guide to expect a swarm to issue on
the first favorable day after queen-cells are sealed? {/>) Are
they likely to swarm before cells or cell are sealed ? (r) Are
they likely to delay swarming for many days after the cells

are sealed ?

3. I have a tested queen apparently perfectly healthy
that has never laid an egg since her introduction exactly
one month ago on June 18. Is she likely ever to lay again 7

4. I have another tested queen that did not lay till 23
days after introducing, though she is now laying sparingly.
Will she be all right now ? Both these queens are in strong
colonies, one of blacks and the other light hybrids ?

5. In using a bee-escape to take a super off a hive that
has only one super on it, doesn't it crowd the bees too much
in the brood-nest in a strong colony, and would it not be
better to put another super with sections and foundation in
it next to the brood-nest, the bee-escape over that, and the
super to be removed over that ? I generally put the escape
on in the evening, and take it off the following morning be-
tween 9 and 10 o'clock.

6. What should a colony weigh for wintering in an 8-

frame-hive, with combined hivestaiid and bottom-board
and ventilated gable cover?

7. Will four and three frame nuclei set out June 9 be
likely to swarm this year, under favorable conditions ?

Virginia.

Answers.— 1. In general, yes. Rut if the old queen
should be killed, or by any means put out of the way after
the queen-cells were made ready for swarming, but before
they were sealed, there would still h, piping and quahking
upon the emerging of the first youn ; queen, although no
swarm had previously issued. Id' i t think you will hear
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any piping before the issuing^ of a swarm with a laying
queen, no matter how young she may be.

2. (a) Pretty safe. • (b) No. (c) No. Yet there are ex-

ceptions to all of these. When queen-cells have been de-

stroyed in a colony, I have known them to swarm the next
day with nothing farther than eggs in queen-cells. I don't
know whether they will ever swarm before having sealed
cells if left entirely to themselves. I doubt it. Bad weather
may delay a prime swarm, but not for many days.

3. Possibly she may, probably not.
"^4. Likely she will never be a prolific queen. But if she

has been through the mails, having been all right at the
start, you may rear young queens from her and expect them
to be as good as if she had continued laying well.

I 'Si. No, there is no need of an empty super under the es-

cape to receive the bees. Now don't misunderstand me

—

there may be a great need of an empty super, but not be-

cause you are taking off a full one. For if a second super
is needed at all, it is needed before the full one is finished.

If you are going on the plan that the bees are never to work
in more than one super at a time, you are probably making
a costly mistake. I know that some advocate having not
more than two supers on at a time, but I'm sure I should
lose if I didn't sometimes have 3, 4 or more supers on at a

time. At the close of the season, you may wind up with
only one super on, and if it crowds the brood-nest to have
the bees of that super go down, let it crowd. No use to put
on an empty super when there is nothing to be stored in it.

6. Unless that cover is extra heavy, SO pounds. More
will do no hurt.

7. Hardly.
< » »

Bee-Management—Queenless Colony.

1. What course would you pursue with 3 colonies of
bees ? Last winter 3 colonies died, and I put the 3 hive-

bodies, 2 of them under good, strong colonies, and the third

above another good colony. The bees have filled both
bodies, and each colony is working in the second super. It

will not do to try to winter them in such shape, so how shall

I manage them ? The queens' wings are not clipped.~ 2. I have one colony that is very weak, and may be
queenless. I put a frame of brood and honey in that hive a

week ago, and I fear there is not force enough there to care
for the frame given. Iowa.

—^ Answers.—1. You say, " It will not do to try to winter
them in such shape." Why not 7 They would probably
winter all right in the two stories. But it will be an easy
matter to reduce them to one, either now or later. Put a

queen-excluder between the first and second story, and in

21 days there will be brood in only one story. Then you
can take away the story without brood, shaking off the bees
from the combs. When putting the excluder between the

stories, it will be a little better to see that the queen is in

the lower story, and to put in that story the frames that
contain most brood. If you so desire, you may make a
quicker job of it without any excluder. Merely take away
at once half the combs, those containing the least brood,
and dispose of them elsewhere.
cTj 2. Take a frame of brood and adhering bees from some
other colony, making sure you don't get the queen, brush
off the bees at the entrance of the weak colony, and return

the comb where you got it. If you want to make it still

stronger, do the same thing with another comb. But if you
give too many strange bees you may endanger the queen of
the weak colony.

«-«-»

Brood-Diseases—Swarttilns, Etc.

At 11 a.m. yesterday, I had a swarm of bees, hived it,

and they are working on foundation starters. The parent
colony had no queen-cells, and on looking for some I dis-

covered a number of dead larv;i? lying on their backs with
ends up, as per description of pickled or black brood. There
is positively no odor that I can distinguish. I have done
nothing since finding the dead brood but study what to do.

I have just put the bees, left in the parent hive, with the
swarm. They left in the parent colony a full set of nurse-
bees, about four or five quarts, I should think, and the six
frames of Jumbo brood with hundreds of hatching bees I

have just put into the wax-boiler, over a hot stove—the
most cruel thing I have ever done in my apiarian experi-
ence. The authors on bee-diseases say destroy if you do
not know, and I do not know. I have found 2 other colonies
that show the same disease to a less extent. These bees are
all in new Jumbo hives, transferred about June 12, and are
on Miller bottom-boards, with full entrance open.

There are still four frames of foundation drawn and
partly filled with honey, but no pollen. I shall keep these
frames until I read your answer.

I might add that the nurse-bees had started a single cell

since the parent queen left them, and that the young hatch-
ing bees that come out of the cells adjoining dead larva;

seem strong and active.

1. What shall I do with the remaining colonies that
show disease ?

2. What made the bees swarm when some were willing
to stay and try to rear a queen ?

3. Would I better have fed the honey than to have
thrown it into the boiler ?

4. Could I have put the frames of brood in the hive,

over another hive with wire-screen between, and let them
hatch and live, rather than to have boiled them up with
the wax ? The colony now fills 10 Jumbo frames nearly
full. Illinois.

AnswKRS.^1. In a matter entailing such serious possi-

bilities, I would not trust the advice of any one, no matter
how well informed about bees, unless he were thoroughly
conversant with brood-diseases. I am not that, and advise
you to send sample to one of the experts in that line. I may
say, however, that I thitik you need not be greatly alarmed,
and that notwithstanding the appearance of the dead brood
the disease may disappear of itself. I base my '• think " on
the fact that I knew a case that appeared the same as yours,
which did not terminate disastrously.

2. There seems nothing in the case different from an
ordinary case of swarming, unless it be that no queen-cells
were started, and I am wondering whether it might not have
been that they had started cells previously and you had
destroyed them.

3. While it might have been safe to feed such honey, it

it is better to take no chances, and I would not feed it with-
out boiling.

4. Yes, I think so.

i\\ii\h\Miii^

I The American Bee Jooroal^ Gleanings in Bee-Cniture |
jS (If you are not now a subscriber to Gleanings) ^f

?t BOTH ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $1.60. I
% -•• ^
•^ We have made arrangements with the publishers of Gleanings in Bee-Culture (issued twice a month), ^;
?§ so that we can furnish that magazine with the Weekly American Bee Journal—both one year for but $1.60 ; ^
•^ provided you are not now a subscriber to Gleanings. ^;^ This is a magnificent offer, and should be taken advantage of by all of our readers who are not now ^;
r^ getting Gleanings regularly. These papers, althou^;h on the same subject, are conducted so differently, and ^
•^ contain such a variety of reading matter, that every hee-keeper should have them both. And they can be had ^
;^ for a whole year for $1.60. Address all orders to ^',

5 GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL. g
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process tbat produces the (Jleane-t and
Purest, Kichest in C!olor and Odor, mot^t Xransparent and 'l'out$li-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUHPLIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Prompt Shipnieuls Our Specialty.
If you want your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us. W

r. have the largest stock in Michig^an, and can ship at once.
C Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

I
LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids. Midi.

July 29th
the Nickel Plate Road will run an ex-

cursion to Chautauqua Lake, N. Y.,

and return at one fare for the round-
trip ($14.00) from Chicago, with return
limit of August 30th, by depositing
ticket. No excess fare charged on any
train on Nickel Plate Road. Cheap
rates to other Eastern points. Three
daily trains, with vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Individual Club Meals, ranging
in price from 3Sc to $1.00 ; also service

a la carte, and Midday Luncheon 50c.,

in Nickel-Plate dining-cars. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113

Adams St., Room 298, Chicago, for

particulars. Chicago city ticket offices,

111 Adams St., and Auditorium Annex.
'Phones, Central 2057 and Harrison
2208. 14—29A2t

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None belter.

J.F.MICHAEL R.I, Winchester, Ind.
23Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -
Vv \ur ^ Daughters of Select I m-
X\ dMBv^/J ported Italian, Select

Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
ZVi miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.S0 % .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 l.SO 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping Cases.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FBED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. Q

oti« HZI-^TES AMD SEOTIOHSTS
§

Are Perfect In Workmanship and' Material. g
By setiding in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and

secure prompt shipment. §
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis.«usA

|

c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

An Apiarian Drama.

How doth the little busy bee
Manipulate her tail ?

She sticks it deftly into me.
And hears me cuss and wail.

But when away she tries to dash.
Leaving the joke on me,

I elevate my fist and maih
That far too busy bee.

Beginner.
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Filling Supers Nicely Now.

I never worked with bees much, but
left them to care for themselves mostly,
and consequently lost some, but I have
7 colonies in pretty good shape. They
swarmed too much last year, but are
not doing so much of that so far this

season, and are filling supers nicely.

White clover is in full bloom. It is not
quite time for basswood here yet.

David Haynes.
Dallas Co., Iowa, July 4.

The Bee Journal a " Whole Team."

I do not think that I would want to

be a beekeeper without subscribing
for the " Old Reliable " as long as I

can. It seems to me that trying to

do without the American Bee Journal
would be like the fellow that wanted
to be a farmer without first buying a
team of horses. Fred W. Maneke.
Madison Co., 111., July 11.

Great Bloom— Little Honey.

We have had a great bloom of clover,

etc., but the bees have gathered very
little honey this year.

F. H. Drake.
Worcester Co., Mass., July 11.

The National and Honey Exhibits.

I see on page 469 that C. P. Dadant
writes about making an exhibit at the
World's Fair at St. Louis. I have been
wondering why preparations were not
made for a large exhibit. I think the
National Association ought to make
an exhibit equal to, or better than, any
other. If every member will furnish
honey we can make a large exhibit. I,

for one, will furnish some honey ; I

have extracted and chunk honey, and
put it up in quart Mason jars. I think
it would be better to have it all put up
alike. Let the Association furnish
packages at cost.

I say, make a large exhibit at the
Fair, and talk the selling part later on.

Won't making an exhibit at Fairs be
better and cheaper advertising ? The
Association can sell the honey after

the Fair is over. Can't some arrange-
ment be made for the National Asso-
ciation to make exhibits, in its name,
at all the State fairs ?

I see extracted honey quoted on the
market at 4 to ! cents per pound. I

would like to kecj) all the bees that I

can handle propc iv, but if there is not
something Jdone o raise the prices
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above those quoted, I will do something
else.

I would suggest on the honey-selling
part of the Association, to turn every
member out, and prosecute him, who
tries to put any adulterated honey on
the market.
My bees stored 200 pounds per col-

ony, spring count, last year, and they
promise more than that this year.
Please let me know about saving

honey and how to put it up.
N. R. White.

Saline Co., Mo., July 9.

[We will have to refer this to General

Manager France, as no plans of mak-
ing any exhibit by the National A.'iso-

ciatson have been arranged, so far as

we know.

—

Editor.]

Banner Crop—Selling- Honey.

I am having the banner crop this

time, sure. I went into the winter bat-
tle of 1903-04 with 48 colonies and
came through with 100 percent.

I am sorry to see quotations so low,
although it does not affect me ; I have
learned to do pretty fair peddling
honey, and to get something for my
honey. I get 20 cents for Ideal sections
(this season they weigh 16 ounces, and
some 17 ounces) ; and 18 cents for 4'4-

x4'+xlj's. I sell through the country,
and instead of selling to some grocer
for 12,'i or 13 cents and take it in trade
I sell direct to the consumer. I can-
vass a town, talk honey and bees, and
treat people honestly and fairly. I

make four grades of my honey, carry
a sample of each grade, and make a
sale nearly every time. My best sales
last week, per day, canvassing, was
$61.10, and my lowest $42.25.

I have increased to 70 colonies, and
have taken SO pounds from some of my
colonies.
When I get time I may tell just how

I work up my trade, and how I hold it.

J. M: West.
Pike Co., Ohio, July 9.

[We shall be pleased to publish the

details of your method of working up

and holding a honey-trade, Mr West.

We hope you will find time to do it

very soon, so that it may be of use to

others the present season.

—

Editor.]

No-Drip Strips—No Clover Honey.

I am glad to see the kick about the
cleats in shipping-cases, on page 451.

It is my trouble, too. I want them 1

inch by '+ of an inch. The cases I

bought last came with cleats % inch
by Js of an inch. Some other party
gets my next order.
No clover honey here this season.

The bees are at work on basswood now,
and I am in hopes of getting a little.

E. C. Wheeler.
Marshall Co., Iowa, July 11.

Some Swarming Experienees.

I deliberately let one small swarm go
to-day because it got in such a high
and difficult place. Another swarm, a
big one, chose a high and difficult

place. Before its turn came yet another
prime went up there as if to join them,
but mostly " rallied round." Soon both
swarms were mostly rallying around
together, and continued at it for a very

>W ^< •'t^ >.^ yji'- >te>te ite >te »ji. xtx xtx xte >A( xtx >1<(>1>! >t«! >fa rf«

'k

Root's Qoods at Root's Prices. ^
EverythinK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, x

Prompt Service. ^
Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. /

BEE = SUPPLIES!

WALTER S. POUDER,
5i3-5>5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND ^

BEE-KEEPERS!
Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the

freight.
Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan

QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRiaaS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

'easw mention Bee JoM'^al ^hen "wrritmp:.

K,H!D OA.K, lO-WA..

BEE-
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everythiasr needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have onrFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Odcc for Catalog.

AQBNCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, low .

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. "

Shugart & Onren,
Council Blnffs, Iowa.

Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Headquarters '«" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati'are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send forlsame.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail.

Golden Italians, Red Clover and'Carniolan Queens, Untested.'during June,

1, 7Sc.; 6, $4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

f^dasd mention &e« Jonmal 'wben ^vrltlns.
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iimai wnen writing

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vig-orous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June IS, 60c. Tested
yueeas, $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write for dis-

count on larg-e orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

IT :rjk.irs
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^ Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H.SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygaa, Wis.

C2"A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

36 Colonies Bees For Sale.
Reason for sellingr — ^oin^ to California.

Mostly Italians on nice, straight combs, mostly
built on wired foundation. Good 10-frame
Langstroth hives; upper story same as lower,
with 6 combs or wired foundation for extractor
—a 28 box super, 4J4x4^ boxes, with starters

and fences separators, complete. Price, with
this outfit, $5.00 per colony. Safe delivery
guaranteed. C. KENDIG.

2*>Alt NAPERVIT.LE, ILL.

LOSS BY LBGE
3 poultry a unts

the cost of Lambert's Dea 1 li «

o

Lice—the sure preventive. \ll

loss can be saved and more prolit

made by the use of this famous
powder. Itfrees setting hens from
these pests without harminc cgps
or chiciis. A trial box 10c ^ii!

prove it. 100 oz., by express, f i "'i"
cltet Booli Pointers" fi e.

I.

Additional Sieeping-Car Service.

The Nickel Plate Road has placed

an additional vestibuled sleeping-car

on train leaving Chicago at 9:15 p.m.,

daily, and also on train from Cleve-

land to Chicago, arriving Chicago 7:40

a.m., daily, for passengers between
Chicago and Cleveland, in both direc-

tions, and intermediate points. Three
daily trains. No excess fare. Ameri-
can Club Meals, ranging in price from
35c to $1.00, served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars ; also service a la carte,

and mid-day luncheon, 50c. Chicago
city, ticket offices. 111 Adams St., and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phones Central

2057 and Harrison 2208. Chicago depot.

La Salle St. Station, cor. Van Buren
and La Salle Sts. 16—28A3t

Wanted - Dee-Keepers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We manufacture them, and are dealers

in BEE-SUPPLIES. Send for special

price and Catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WI?.

great length of time. At length the
great cloud slowly rolled away with
apparent intent to go to the woods. I

bade them good-by. On the road, how-
ever, they passed directly over a bushel
basket which I had with bees in it, and
many of them were rallying around.
Over this alluring spot they halted in

their career—and with much waiting I

had the whole mess down on the bas-
ket.

The swarm left to go when they got
ready ; staid only a little over an hour.

E. E. Hasty.
Lucas Co., Ohio, July 8.

A Very Dry Season.

This part of Los Angeles county will
produce no surplus honey this year. If

the bees make their own living without
feeding they will do better than I ex-
pect. We are having a very dry sea-
son. M. K. Chandlbr.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., July 2.

Always Up-to-Date.

I like the American Bee Journal very
much ; it is always up-to-date in mat-
ter pertaining to the busy bee.

J. F. Pearson.
Humboldt Co., Calif., July 5.

Fine Basswood Flow.

We are having the finest flow from
basswood I ever saw. I have taken off

nearly 500 pounds of comb and ex-

tracted honey, and have more to take
off. This is the invoice I took yester-

day :

XX—27 supers, being capped,
of 30 sections each 810.

X— 32 supers in which bees are
working 960

O—15 gupers just begun 450

3 extra supers full.

13 extra supers beginning.

I am putting on 500 sections to-day.

I have increased from 36 colonies to 64,

but I bought 2 swarms.
It rained hard day before yesterday,

and although there was a light shower
yesterday the bees never stopped work-
ing. I can leave a comb of honey any-
where in the apiary without fear of rob-

ber-bees. But it won't last long thus, I

fear ; but we have lots of white clover
in bloom, and although it had begun to

fail, this good rain will keep it going.
J. E. Johnson.

Knox Co., 111., July 7.

Ppefers the Tall Section.

To-day is the day for celebration,

and I am enjoying my Fourth taking
swarms and watching the bees work.
This is certainly a record-breaking
season for the bees, as far as it has
gone, that is, in this locality. I have
never known the white clover to be so
abundant before.

Say, Mr. York, what is that, on page
454, that A. C. F. Bartz is giving us in

regard to the tall 4x5 section ? I have
studied Capt. Hetherington's life some,
and I glory in his spunk and alertness.

He was a firm believer in the tall 4x5
section, and he was the first to use
them to any extent- I bought 10 Dan-
zenbaker hives with the closed-end
brood-frames, and 4x5x1 ;is sections,

with the cleated separator, and I have
learned for myself that the tall sec-

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen J. 65
" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder *' 1.65
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
**leas<? tnentioa Bee ioarra: wjd.qh "wTiis.ri*

10 CEMTS A YEArT
Thrk MAGAZINE, largest,
I IIP* brightest and finest

1 ilvJ Illustrated Maga-

Dixie Home iSl'S"-
It is bright and up-

to-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life.
It is full of fine engraving's ot grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.
lOc a year, postpaid., anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico, Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of
t names, £0c; 12 for $1.

" Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamp<: taken. Cut this
out. Send today. THE DIXIE HOME.
24A48t No. 75, Birmingham, Alabama.

Italian Bees For Sale.
1 colony in good frame hive $S.tH)

1 strong 1-frame Nucleus 1.00

1 " 2-frame " utith tested queen) 2.50

1 Untested Queen 75
1 Tested Queen l.OO

ZW My crop last season was about 40,000
pounds of honey (nearly half combi from 210
colonies, spring count, and increased to 280 col-

onies, which shows rav bPes are hustlers
N. STAININGER. TiPTON. IOWA.

27 Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

|car=load|
U| of Hives.'Sections. and Supplies of all W
V kinds just arrived from G. B. Lewis' <f

U Factory, and are ready to fill orders M
> quick. Send us your orders for every- \
{4 thing. We have it. M

6 Louis Hanssen's 5ons »
U DAVENPORT. IOWA. ^

.ioo the Bee Jo'irnal.

<itC\ nnn ^^ have just completed©XVjUUU QUI, TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for

leaflet showing our special Hires and prices.

It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,

Please mention B^^p Journal wheii -wntiniE.

Honey f^ Beeswax
SOLD BOUGHT

When J ou run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in tjOpouad tin cans. : cans in a box. Purity
guaranteed. We pa> cash for pare Beeswax.
Price iiuoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henkv M. .\KNn. Mgr

101 E. Kinzie Street, CHlCAaO, ILL.

INGHAM'S PATENT

^^^^^^^ Smokers
( T. P. Bl iiMAM, Parwell, Mich.
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tions, where the separator is used with
full sheets of foundation, are the nicest
things of all improvements in modern
bee-keeping-. Mr. Bartz and myself
have altogether different views of the
thing. By using full sheets of foun-
dation the tall section weighs in the
neighborhood of a pound, as does the
4,'4X4'+'.

But, as the old Indian said, if every-
body saw things alike every one would
be after his old squaw.
Long live old Francis Danzenbaker

and the 4x5 section !

The American Bee Journal is all

right. Art E. Moorehead.
Leavenworth Co., Kans., July 4.

Results for 1902 and 1903.

I have been a reader of the American
Bee Journal for four years, and a bee-
keeper five years. I commenced with
2 colonies, and now have 3U in 10-frame
Wisconsin hives. In 1902 I sold 1000
pounds of honey from 10 colonies ; in

1903, 1200 pounds from 16 colonies. But
when I read what some others do I fall

away below. J. M. R. Weaver.
Harvey Co., Kans.

The Season in Mississippi.

I will again report what we have
done down here this year in Dixie,
which is the extreme northwest Miss-
issipi, near the Tennessee line. I am
in bee-flight of a large creek-bottom
which furnishes our bees' range.

Our honey-month is usually May,
but we were rained out this year in
May, so did not expect to get any
honey, so to speak, still the bees kept
up a continual work all June and up to
now. So I went " bee-robbing " last
week, and to my surprise found several
of the largest hives so full that they
could hardly hold much more ; in fact,

some were a real show, suitable for the
World's Fair, I think.
We have had a first-class honey-dew

upon the leaves of the trees here this
summer. I have time and again read
what our Northern bee-keepers say
about honey-dew not being good or fit

to eat. That just depends upon the
locality in the United States altogether.
Our honey dew honey this year will do,
I am quite sure, to send to the World's
Fair, and if I can get it there on exhi-
bition, in a suitable way, I mean to do
so, to the credit of our county. There-
fore, I want to score in favor of our
honey-dew honey. That the idea of
honey-dew being from aphides is a
mistake is very evident here with us.

It is secreted by the trees under certain
conditions very peculiar, only certain
years, and very infrequent (not fre-

quent at all).

I want to add another score here in
favor of the zinc honey-board agita-
tion, which seems doubtful with some.
I am an advocate of them, and will
come later with a special letter and
evidence on that line, if desired. They
are worth S5.00 each to me.
We have had plenty of rain here

lately—a superabundance. Crops are
looking well, corn fine, owing to good
rains.
We have a better bee-country down

here than we are credited with. People
who give bees good attention always
succeed with them, if located near a
river-bottom. Of course, in the dry
hills bees can not be expected to do

much, excepting a few colonies for
family use. There are bee-keepers in
our State makinp bee-keeping quite an
extensive business.
Success to the " old reliable " Ameri-

can Bee Journal and its Editor.
W. T. Lewis.

DeSoto Co., Miss., July 12.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for 1004
will be held in Sepiember, at St. Louis, Mo.
Sept. 27 and 2.^ will be devoted to Association

work and its interests. We expect many prom-
inent foreign bee keepers to be present on these
davs.
Sept. 20, National Day.
Sept. 30. Inspectors' Day. Twenty iee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
"The Diseases of Bees," etc.
Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-

tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Kurope. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pound sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-
terest will be shown.
We expect to see the largest gathering of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-
tailed program will appear later.

<;eo. W. Brodbeck, Sec,
Los Angeles, Calif.

buy your crop outright, cash at you
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We liave salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than anv other firm or association.
Yours for business, THQS. C. STANLEY iL SON,
29Atf MAN/..4NOLA, Otero Co., COLO.

Tal/P NlntirP Tl^at the New Century
IdRD llUull)t3 Queen - Rearing Co. will^^^^—^^^^^ have 1000 Queens ready for
the mail by April 20. Tested, fl.OO; Untested,
75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
*' Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Bk.\nch, Wayne Co., Mkh.

HENRY ALLEY
will be ready to ship

FineAdel Queens!
By Return .Mall on July 20.

S. F. Sampson, of Ronceverte, W. Va., says:
" Your queens are t-'ood, and I can depend on
them every time "

Robt. Forbes, East Milton, Mass: " Your
Adel bees are away ahead of anything else I

have."
Extra Tested Breeding Queens and my new

book on "Queen-Rearing," $1.5u. Catalog and
a small bojklet on .|ueen-rearing sent free.

29A4t WENHAM. MASS.

Northern King Queens.
One Untested. 7; ; Tested, $1.25. Trv

Address. B. F. SCHiVllDT, R. F. D. I,

North Bue.va \ ista, Clayton Co , Io\

To Sell Ny Apiary
fO) colonies. Good con-

_ _ ilitlou: straight combs;
id location. A 1 rral discount on fixtures

ipplies. B. F. Hastings, Perry Park, Col.

29.i2t Please mention the Bee Journal

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.\RKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, July 7.—There is a plentiful supply
of honey of ail kinds on the market with no
sales being made; prices therefore cannot be
more than on an asking basis. Very little if
any choice to fancy comb, but a large amount
of what would average No. 1 is offered at lOw I2c;
no sale for off grades or damaged lots. Ex.
tracted, white, (j(gi7c; ambers, 5to6c. Beeswax,
28@30c. R. A. Burnett <a Co.

Cincinnati, O., July 7.—The sales of comb
honey, which are made now, amount but to
very little. Some fancy comb left from la^t
season finds sales for 12M@i3Kc. The new is
just beginning to be offered and small lots are
coming in. Extracted for manufacturing pur-
poses finds a fair demand. I c]uote amber in
barrels from 5'/i(iiS \c; in cans, ^c more; water-
white alfalfa, bHc; extra fancy white clover
7L.:.. R..ac....... ->©., .^ rr *TT t^__ »
7Mc. Beeswax, 2Sc. C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., June 3.—The honey market is
very dull now, and prices nominal Receipts
are very light and demand the same. We quote
comb honev, iu good order, white, 13@l5c*
mixed, 12@13c; dark, I0@12c. Extracted, buck-
wheat, S^i^o:; mixed, S}i@6c; white, 6%<Si7c
Beeswax, 30@32c. U. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, June 15.—The demand for honey
is slow for this season of the year, which is due
to the vast quantities that were held over from
last season, and the importation of Cuban
honey. We quote amber in barrels and cans at
S^@6Kc; white clover, 6i4@8c. Beeswax, 30cThe Fred W.Moth Co.

Boston, July 8.—Our market on honey, both
comb and extracted is practically in a slum-
bering condition, as there is really no call
whatever.
Prices remain as before quoted, but are really

only nominal. Blake, Scott & Lbk.

Kansas City, June 25.—The market is about
cleaned up on old honey, and there is very little
demand at present. There are a few cases of
new honey coming, which are being offered at
$3.00 per case. No. 1 stock and amber at a little
less. There is a great deal of old extracted on
the market which is very slow sale.
Beeswax in good demand at 30c.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, June 21.—Very little demand for
comb honey. Some trade for No. 1 and fancy
white, at from 12(^13c, while dark and amber
are almost unsalable. Extracted is in fair de-
mand, although prices are irregular. We quote
from S@6)4c, according to quality. Southern
in barrels, at from SO^SSc per gallon.
Beeswax more plentiful and prices are grad-

ually declining. We quote 28^)200.
Hildreth & Segelken.

Philadelphia, July S.—There is little or no
call for comb honey and no sales being made
with some offers of new crop at varying prices'
There has been a big lot of extracted honey
carried over, enough to carry through the sea-
son if no more was produced this season, from
from the present outlook. We quote fancy ex-
tracted, while, 7wi7>ic: amber, 6c; Southern'
S>^c. Beeswax lower-28c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, July 6.—White comb 1-lb
sections, 12H®13c; amber, o^nc. Extracted'
white, Sii@bc; light amber, 5(as^ic; amber'
4@4>«c; dark amber, 3ii@3iic. Beeswax, cood
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26@27>^c.
New crop is on market in moderate quanti-

ties, mostly from the Sacramento and San Joa-
quin valleys. In a small way slightly higher
figures than are warranted as wholesale quota-
tions are being realized. Offering of new uo
to date have been mainly amber grades.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning-, baying- or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. Ilu

and

COMB
In no-drip shipping-cases. Also Amber Ex.
traded in barrels or cans. Quote vour best price
delivered Cincinnati. The Fred VV. Muth Cu.

3iA.ti Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, (iuk.
-lease mention Bee Journal •wnen 'writing.
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LiOW PK,ICE3S !

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.

1

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

Tlie i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

Ine of our goods at Catalog prices- Order of
lim and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writin?

1. J. STRlNGtIflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in Bt<~ck every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

§

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Rush Orders |
Are pouring- id, but we are filling them
(almost every single onei within a few
hours after they are receiTed. We can

Sections, Comb Foundation,

and Dovetailed Hives

UPON RECEIPT of ORDER
in regular packages.

Open Day and Night.
Shipping Facilities Unequaled g

Anywhere.

G.M.SGOtt&GO.W^sWngtouSt. g
Indianapolis, Ind. g

flease menuon Bee Jourrai when wiitina

Tlie Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians
becomes greater each year. The following re-

port shows the reason why

:

EXCEL IN STORING CAPACITY.

B. S. Taylor, a large honey-producer of Per-

rie, Cal., who sent me an order for 75 queens at

one time, says:
" I have a large apiary mostly of your stock,

and I have never, in my 3u years' experience,
seen so quiet and gentle bees to handle, and in

storing capacity they excel anything I have
ever had."

Untested Queens, TSc each: six, $4.00; dozen,
$7.50. Select Untested, $1.00 each; six, fS.OO;

dozen, $9.00.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Descriptive circular free.

I am now filling orders by return mail, and
shall probably be able to do so till the close of

the season.

J. P. MOORE,
2TAtf MORGAN, PENDLETON CO., KY.

Flease mention Bee Journal 'when writing

v^^ Dadant's Foundation
27in
year

We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^^lhrr''pmNy:^^KmEss,
No SAOaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SMEETINQ.

'SS? \A^hx7 rlnf^e. it cf>1l en \Tr<^ll V Because it has always given better satU-
,wL.

^^ ''J ""»=* **• »C1I »U well r faction than any other. Because in
^Sf a6 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

I Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

I
#

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstrotl"! on Hie Honey-Bee—R&vit
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESV\^aX WZANTED at ali times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. J
Please mention Bee Journal wnen -ssTTitlnp

DON'T RUN THE RISK
Of Having to Wait for

§66Uons ano stiipDinD-Gose^.
Send to Us and

661m mi and oet ii quick.

XJ. S. A..
Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown,Wis.,

u

s

A



Management for Comb Honey. Robber-Guard and Entrance-Contractor.
S. T. PETTIT. " VIRGINIA BEE-KEEPER."

Bee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.OO A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W, YORK L CO., 334 Dearborn Street,

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., JULY 28, 1904. No. 30.

4i>\i/\l/\)/\l/ii/\iAl/\iAi/\i/il/ViAl/\l>\)/\l/il/\l>il/\^^

A CHEAP, HANIIV, ROOMY UNCAPPING-BOX BELONGING TO H. G. SIBBALD.
OF ONTARIO, CANADA.

page 517.)
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SEASONABLE GOODS.

^

Porter Bee=Escapes.
ZZl Spring Escapes.—For clearing the super of bees before taking off the
Bections. A great labor-saver. No shaking of heavy supers and excessive smoljiDg.

No stinging and robbing. Just tip up the super and insert the board. Next morn-
ing the super is free from bees aud can be removed. We have tested all forms of

escapes and find the Porter l.),v tar the best.

Price, 20c each ; $2.2.5 per doz., prepaid. Price, with board, 35c; $3.20 for 10,

not postpaid.

House Escapes.—No ex tract ing-house is complete without these escapes.
They allow the bees to pass out and it is impossible to return. See that your win-
dows and doors are fitted with them and you won't be worried with robbers. This
escape is used to place on top of a pile of supers when such a method is used in

clearing supers.
Price, 2.3C each; $2.75 per doz., postpaid.

No=Dnp
wSses***
Don't allow your honey to be sold

at low prices on account of poor
shipping-cases. Put your crop in

Root's No-l)rip Cases and it will

reach the market in perfect condi-

tion, thus bringing satisfactory re-

turns. The cases are made of se-

lected basswood with 2 or 3 inch
glass front which show oS the

honey to the very best advantage.

PRICES.

NO-DRIP
SHIPPING -CASES.

12-id. 4.row for 4^ s'n
lOin. 4-row ••

12-iii. 2-row "

lOin. 2-row
lo-in. 2-row "

8-iii. 3-row
bM-ia. 3-row "
7!'8-in. 4-row for 4x5
lys-in. 3-row ^^

95i-in. 4-row for S-HxS
f>/i-id. 3row *•

j^ Complete, io-
•^ icluding 3-

o 'inch glass 1

.^'iside, nails
ti and paper,
^ in flat.

Z 1 10

fl8 00
17 00
11 ou
10 50
12 00
11 SO
11 00
16 00
12 00
16 00
11 50

Send to us or to any of our branch houses for general catalog. It gives

full prices and description of Cartons, Glass Jars, Tin Cans, etc. In fact,

everything needed by the bee-keeper. Remember you can get Root's Goods

near at home and save freight.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Factory and Executive Office

:

lw^H3IDi:iSr.A., OHIO.

BRANCHES
Chicago, III., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesy Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genessee Ave.

Mechanic Falls, Maine. 4!^

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 438 West Houston Ave.
Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave.
Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.

AGENCIES EVERYWHERE.

rf^'f)-f)''(|)"(f-(f-(|)''9"(|)''f)"(f'f)-f)«f)f)"^^
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Editorial Comments

Working Up the Home Market.

General Manager N. E. France, in his home city of

3500 people, disposes annually of about 14,000 pounds of ex-

tracted and 700 pounds of comb honey. This is done

through the stores, at a commission of 10 percent for cash,

or an even swap without any commission where goods are

taken. The price of extracted has been 10 cents a pound,

cost of package added, but for the past two years the price

has been 8 cents. The trade is mostly in 2 and 3 pound

friction -top tin cans, though farmers take larger packages.

This is the way Mr. France says, in the Bee-Keepers' Re-

view, that he worked up the trade :

Just 30 years ago we sold comb honey, in large boxes,
at 25 cents per pound. We then got our first extractor. I

wrote short articles for our local papers, telling how the

honey was extracted, and how much better it was than the
old-fashioned strained honey mixed with bee-bread and
other foreign material. At public gatherings, in the city

park, I took combs of honey, the extractor and uncapping-
knife, in the band-stand where all could see the honey ex-

tracted. Then I passed around the combs, also the honey
in my nicely labeled pails with a spoon to sample it with. I

was careful to advertise that such honey was for sale in

every produce store in the city, a.t i/ie same price as / (Aere

sold if.

Sometimes, if sales were not as good as usual, we would
take the light wagon with a barrel of nice honey, the barrel

fitted with a faucet, and scales to weigh with, and peddle
out one or two barrels, taking special pains to inform cus-

tomers that they could get more like it at anytime in nearly
any store in the city, and af the same price—10 cents per
pound.

Book-Learning vs. Experience in Bee-Keeping.

The man who attempts to become a bee-keeper by

studying bee-books and bee-papers without ever touching

a hive is not likely to be a brilliant success. Knowledge
gained by actual experience is likely to be worth more than

that gained from books. There are those whose knowledge

of bee-keeping has come almost entirely from personal ob-

servation and experience, who have never felt the need of

studying bee-keeping from a book, and who say, " I take no

bee-paper, because experience is better than book-learning."

While all of this is true, it is one of those half-truths

that, stopping short of the whole truth, is equivalent to a

grievous error. It is true that the man who has gained a

certain amount of knowledge from experience is better off

than the man who has gained the same amount of knowl

edge from reading. It is also true that Jones, who has

gained all the knowledge possible to be gained from read-

ing, is not so well ofi^ as Smith, who has gained that same
knowledge from actual experience. But Jones is a possi-

bility, while Smith is an utter impossibility. Smith can

never go beyond the experience of a single lifetime, while

Jones has the result of the experience that reaches back
through many generations. Not only that, but he has

within his reach the rich accumulations of the experiences

of many lives during each of those many generations.

For, after all, the teachings of the books and journals

are merely the results of the experience of others, and next

to getting knowledge from our own experience comes being

told the experience of others.

Besides, the well-read man has all the opportunity for

personal experience that the man has who reads nothing.

His experience, however, is based on the accumulated wis-

dom of all that have gone before him, while the unread

man begins back just where his ancestors began hundreds

of years ago. A few evenings devoted to the study of a

single book will give a man more information than he can

gain from actual experience in a long lifetime. The book

will cost him little more than a dollar, while the knowledge
gained without it will cost him in blunders and failures

many dollars.

Next in value to the investment of money in a bee-book

and a bee-paper is the investment in another bee-book and
and another bee-paper.

" Advantages of Late=Reared Queens."

Editor Hutchinson has this to say in the July Bee-

Keepers' Review concerning requeening colonies in the

fall, or after the honey season is ended, enumerating the

advantages connected with the practice :

So many times there comes to the bee-journal editor the
query :

" When is the best time to buy and introduce
queens ?" Many seem to have an idea that the spring is

the best time to do this work. Unless there was some spe-
cial reason for doing otherwise, I should always buy and
introduce queens in the fall. In the first place, queens are
scarce in the spring and prices are high. Next, if there is

a failure to introduce, and the bees get the brood-nest over-
loaded with honey, and there is a break in brood-rearing for
a week or ten days, the colony is practically useless for the
clover honey harvest. Again, early in the season, unless it

is very early, the colony is populous, combs full of brood,
and everything is booming. The bee-keeper is busy, or
ought to be, and it is not " good business " to be tearing
up, and disturbing, and throwing out of equilibrium, a col-

ony just on the eve of a honey harvest.

Queens reared after the honey season is over are every
whit as good as any queens, if the breeder understands his
business, and attends to it. It is just possible that they
may be less inclined to swarm. The hurry of the season is

over, and the bee-keeper has more time to attend to the
business of introducing queens. If there is a failure to in-
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troduce, there will be no consequent loss of a honey crop.

Still further, the queen that is introduced, being- a young
queen, will lay later in the season than will an old queen,
and, as a result, the colony will go into winter with a larger

proportion of young bees.
And now for the last and best point : The queen will

be young and vigorous the next spring, and will push her

colony ahead in a way that is seldom seen with an old queen.

If you have never tried it, do it this fall. Introduce
some really good young queens that have just begun to lay,

and see how the colonies will winter, come through the

spring, and boom ahead of all others.

We would refer our readers to the advertising columns

of this journal for offers of queens. We believe they are

all reliable, else we would not allow them to advertise in

the American Bee Journal.

Speed of Birds and Bees.

The St. Joseph News and Press reports that W. W.

Murphy, an engineer on a Burlington fast express, has

been gauging the speed of various winged creatures by

watching their flight as they accompanied his train. A
pigeon easily makes 46 miles an hour. A chicken-hawk and

a crow can make 24 miles an hour ; the blackbird, dove,

robin, and other small birds, 38 miles an hour.

" Murphy says that a honey-bee, the other day, flew in

and out of his cab window while he was going at the rate

of 63 miles an hour. The performance lasted while the

engine traveled a half mile."

Yet that might not mean that a bee can fly 63 miles an
|

hour, for the air of the cab would be moving more or less

with the cab, carrying the bee with it. On the other hand,

the bee might be going more than 63 miles an hour, for it

was not flying in a straight line, its zigzag course as it flew

in and out of the cab increasing the distance traversed.

Phacelia for Honey and Fodder.

There is probably not the slightest doubt that Phacelia

tanacetifolia is a fine honey-plant. It is having quite a

boom in European countries, having been introduced there

from California. Testimony in foreign journals conflicts

as to its value for fodder, making it somewhat problemati-

cal whether indeed it has any great value in that direction,

without which it can little be counted on for honey, as the

cultivation of any one plant for honey alone can probably

never be made profitable. Absolutely nothing has been

said about it as a forage plant in this country in the bee-

papers, until the following from Otto Luhdorf, a Califor-

nian, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture :

This plant is very good for fodder and honey in the

Northern States, where alfalfa can not be grown to advan-
tage. Alfalfa has many advantages over phacelia. Alfalfa

is perennial ; can be cut from three to six times a year, and
brings each time from 1 to IJi tons of hay per acre. Alfalfa,

even if cut late, will still make fine hay.

Phacelia is an annual, and it can be cut only once or

twice in the same year. The first time it should be cut for

hay, just when commencing to bloom fully, giving the bees
about one week's time to work for honey. If the season
brings moisture in sufficient quantities, as is general in the

Northern States, I believe it will bring a second cut, which
may be used for honey and seed. I have not tried it here,

especially for such a second crop, as we have not sufficient

moisture in this country, but I have seen it produce new
growth near ditches, where I had cut off some for experi-

ment, and this new growth produced again flowers and seed.

Phacelia will make fine hay for all kinds of stock, if cut

not too late, say when blooming about from one to two
weeks.

If a country is suitable for alfalfa, this fodder will

bring much larger returns than phacelia.

Miscellaneous Items

"Modern Queen-Rearing" and "How to Produce
Extracted Honey " are the names of two 32-page illus-

trated pamphlets recently issued by The A. I. Root Co., at

IS cents each. Orders may be sent to the office of the

American Bee Journal at the price named.

P. J. England, of Fancy Prairie, 111., the first president

of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, died July

14, of typhoid fever, after a short illness. He is survived

by his widow, six daughters and two sons. From a letter

received from one of his sons, Mr. Arthur J. England, we
take the following, which shows the high character of Mr.

England :

" My father was a consistent Christian, and a kind,
loving husband and father. For a number of years he had
not been extensively engaged in bee-culture, but he never
lost interest in the pursuit."

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this

copy of the American Bee Journal.

"Texas Almanac and State Industrial Guide for

1904," is the title of a 25-cent pamphlet of over 400 pages,

giving a comprehensive description of the counties of Texas,

their resources and products ; specially prepared and illus-

trated articles on the various industries and pursuits of the

State ; directory of associations, institutions, etc.. for ready

reference. Mr. Louis H. SchoU, secretary of the Texas
State Bee-Keepers' Association, contributed the part re-

ferring to bees and bee-keeping. It is published by A. H.

Belo li Co., Dallas, Tex. Every Texan, and every one else

who desires to know all about Texas, should have a copy of

this pamphlet.

These ReviewletS are taken from the July number of

the Bee-Keepers' Review :

Elmore M. Hunt and wife, of Bell Branch, Mich , are
rejoicing over their first baby—a girl.

Dr. C. E. Parker, a well-known bee-keeper of Syracuse,
N. Y., is dead. He was the one with whom Irving Kenyon
took his first lessons, as mentioned recently in the Review.

" All things come to him who waits," is an old saying
with which I never felt entirely satisfied. It is all right to
wait if necessary, but there must be something more. Here
is the way that Thos. A. Edison puts it, and it adds the
one thing needful. He says, " All things come to him who
hustles while he waits."

The Pennsylvania Association, as announced on page

344, was organized April 12. Secretary D. E. Woods, of

Muncy, Pa., sends us the following statement

:

The chief purpose of the Pennsylvania State Bee Keep-
ers' Association is to promote apiculture in Pennsylvania,
and it is to be accomplished by efforts made along the fol-

lowing lines :

1. To secure legislation for the promotion of bee-keeping.
2. To suppress the diseases of bees, especially foul

brood, by legislation and by the appointment of a compe-
tent State Inspector with deputies or assistants.

3. To secure and promote instruction in bee-keeping at
Farmers' Institutes.

4. To secure a series of lectures at the normal session
for Farmers' Institute Lecturers to be held in Bellefonte
next October.

5. To make it possible for persons to obtain instruction
in apiculture at the Pennsylvania State College.

6. To induce and promote investigation and experimen-
tation in apiculture at the Pennsylvania State Agricultural
Experiment Station.

7. To induce and promote investigations and publica-
tions by the Division of Zoology of the Pennsylvania State
Department of Agriculture.
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8. To enforce the laws against the adulteration of honey.
9. To secure laws against spraying fruit-trees while in

bloom.
10. To obtain statistics concerning bees and bee-pro-

ducts within our State.
11. To enter upon a crusade of apicultural education in

this State, both for producers and consumers of honey.
12. To instruct fruit-growers and farmers as to the

practical value of bees as fertilizing agents for their plants,

and to show the fact that they are wholly beneficial and
never injurious

13. To raise the rank of Pennsylvania as a honey-pro-
ducing State from fourth in the Union to first, if possible.

14. To band together all the bee-keepers of the State for

the purpose of good fellowship, and that strength which is

to be obtained only by union.
15. To make it possible for all persons who are not now

keeping bees to add to their revenues by the production of
honey, and to increase both the quantity and quality of the
honey produced in this State.

The Association desires the name and address of every

man in the State who has one or more colonies of bees,

and for this purpose invites persons to correspond with

the Secretary, stating the number of colonies kept, and
giving statistics as to the amount of honey and wax pro-

duced each year. The membership fee is only one dollar

per year, which also entitles the individual to membership
in the National Bee-Keepers' Association, and gives him
special protection and assistance at any time that it may be

required. For example : If a member of the National

Association becomes involved in litigation, the National

Association will furnish expert testimony and counsel such

as may be necessary to secure equity in the courts of justice.

This commendable undertaking should receive a large

membership, and all persons interested are invited to send

their names, addresses and fees to the secretary, and these

will be registered and receipted.

The next meeting will be held in Harrisburg during the

first week of December, when several papers will be pre"

sented by practical and expert inen bearing upon the vari-

ous problems of the bee-culturists in Pennsylvania.

Some Expert Opinion
' In the multitude of couiisellui-^ iliere is safety."

—

Bible.

The Uneapping-Box, shown on the first page this

week, is thus described in the Bee-Keepers' Review by its

owner, Mr. H. G. Sibbald, one of Canada's successful bee-

keepers :

A convenient and roomy uncapping-box that will hold
the cappings from three or four thousand pounds of hone}-
is a boon to any bee-keeper in the busy season. The one
shown is easily made, and fills the need very well.

It is 5 feet long, 16 inches wide, and is made in two sec-

tions, each 9 or 10 inches deep. The lower section is for

honey, and, with the exception that the corners of the side-

boards are halved together, it is simply a well-nailed and
neatly-made box, waxed inside at all joints, with a tap at

one end to draw off honey ; the legs being a little shorter at

the end having the tap, so that the honey will run off

readily. The top half or section is made the same way,
only that, instead of a board bottom, it has a nice screen
bottotri which allows the honey to drain from the cappings.
Two small pieces, 2'2xjs inches, are used for braces to

strengthen this top ; and between the left hand one and the
end are two strips about Ix -4 inches, to rest the comb on
while uncapping. The two spaces to the right, between
the braces, are used to set the super of combs on while un-
capping, and after uncapping, any drip will then be caught.
The bottom section is halved on the inside edge ; the top
halved on the outside edge, so as to fit the inside so that it

can not leak. H G. Sibbald.

•• The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at SI .00.

Proper Distance for Frame-Spacing.

11.— (u) What distance areyour fniiiieii apaeed frotu center lu center?

('') If you mere starting anew, tvhat distance would you space themt

(r') What are your reasons for your preference for either distance f

N. E. France (Wis.)—a. 1'^ inches in brood-chamber ;

1^4 for surplus combs.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)—a. From 1^ to 1J4 inches

from center to center, b. I have no desire to change.

G. M. DOOLITTLE (N. Y.)—a. 1'4 inches, b. I'i; inches,

c. Because the bees so space when building comb without

being manipulated by man.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—a. l>'s inches, b. I's inches,

c. It is enough, is compact, protects brood best, and all

superfluous space is to be avoided.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—a. I'/i inches, b. Same, or very

little less. c. The combs are easier to handle, being as

fully spaced as the bees will allow.

C. H. DiBBERN (111.)—a. l;s inches, b. I would not

change it. c. That seems to be just what the bees would

space them were no frames given them.

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)—a. I don't stop to measure dis-

tance ; simply use the eye and touch to determine the space,

making it a close bee-space, b. I don't want bulged combs.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—a. About 1 7-16 inches.

b. I would not change. c. This distance approximates

nearest to the septa of the combs as constructed by the

bees.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—a. I'l inches, b. About lU

inches, c. To have them of a standard width and to pre-

vent their being heavy and bunglesome for handling or

extracting.

O. O. POPPLKTON (Fla.)—a. l-s inches, b. The same.

c. This seems the right distance for best results in brood-

rearing, and can readily be increased for honey-storing, if

thought best.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—a. iv, inches, b. l}i inches,

c. With our frames, any accumulation of propolis increases

the distance, and I believe iy& is enough for brood. For ex-

tracting, 1,'2 is all right.

S. T. Pettit (Out.)—a. I's inches, b. lis inches,

c. When left to the bees that is their choice. Anything

less hastens swarming ; anything more is a waste of room

and heat just when we want all the heat possible.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—a. 1 7-16 inches, b. I do not know

any reason for making a change, c. Supposing this is the

distance that brood requires, a greater distance would be

wasted space, for the bees will accommodate themselves to

the space.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—a. I'l inches, b. Same. c. I

believe that to be about right where brood is reared and

honey all stored in the same combs. There is more room

to cluster in winter than if spaced closer. The frames are

easily removed.

G. W. Demarke (Ky.)—a. My frames are spaced the

regular Langstroth distance apart—Ifs from center to cen-

ter of the frames, when the combs are being constructed by

the bees. b. If I were starting anew I would make no

change, c. My reasons are : Close spacing at the start
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gives me straig-ht, well-constructed combs to start with,

and as my frames are " movable," I can widen the spaces

between the combs by removing one of the frames, and re-

spacing the others. This plan enables me to accommodate
the varying conditions of the inmates of the hive.

R. L/. Taylor (Mich.)—a. I's inches, b. The same.

c. ly^ inches is about the distance preferred by the bees. If

further apart less brood could be covered by the bees in

cold weather, and if naturally closer there would be evident

inconvenience often, unless the combs were very true.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—a. l;'s, except as propolis

makes it a little more. b. Probably I's. c. That distance,

or a little more, seems to be the distance used by the bees

when left to themselves. It's easier to get hives and
frames for that distance, and I don't know of any objection-

C. Davenport (Minn.)—I do not pay much attention to

this. The larger part of my hives are the 8-frame dove-

tailed, and some of them have a division-board, and many
of them have not the 8 frames occupying the whole space.

So far as practical results are concerned, I do not see any
difference.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— a. 1'2 inches. They are loose

frames, and I regulate the distance by sight and feeling,

generally using my fingers to determine the distance be-

tween the frames, b. I would not make any change, c. I

find that to be about the average distance the bees build

their combs when left to themselves.

Adrian Gbtaz (Tenn.)—a. Some l^s inches and some
lyi inches, b. 1}4 inches, or nearly so. c. Easier handling.
Possibility of pushing the frames a little closer when queen-
cages are to be kept betwen two of the frames, which are
then farther apart than usual. More space between the
combs, thus giving room for a more compact cluster during
the winter.

James A. Green (Colo.)—a. I's inches, b. The same,
c. Because I believe this distance suits the bees best. I

hope no one will be misled by those who advocate a much
closer spacing. I once made a lot of hives in which the
frames (fixed distance) were about 1'+ inches apart. They
were no better in any way, and the bees wintered much
worse than in similar hives with wider spacing.

I/. Stachelhausen (Tex.)—a. l.'< inches, b. The same
distance, 1% inches, c. If a swarm of bees builds the first

two combs in a natural state, these combs have a distance
from center to center of 34.5 mm.; that is somewhat over
1'

i inches. Combs which are started later from the same
swarm are distanced a little farther apart. This is proof
enough that this larger distance is no hindrance for the
bees. Combs distanced 1/4 inches are easier to handle that
closer distanced.

E. S. EovKSY (Utah)—I am not very particular about
the distance from center to center. I use Hoffman self-

spacers, about l^s inches, and as my hives are 16 inches,
outside measurement, I usually put 10 frames in the brood-
chamber ; but when I put in frames that have been used be-
fore, I often fill up with 9, and I note little or no difference

as to results, only in wintering I prefer 9 to 10 frames. In
the super or top box I fill up with 8 or 9 frames, the less

frames the more honey, as the bees build them thicker and
heavier.

E. D. TowNSEND (Mich.)— a. l^s inches for the brood-
chamber, and 1 ;4 for the upper stories, b. We are building
all our new hives as above, and see no reason for a change,
c. l;s inches is about as close spacing as is practical to

have in the brood-chamber. There are many reasons why
anything wider is worse than useless. We use 8 frames in

a 10-frame upper story to extract from, then run the un-

capping knife deep, uncapping the whole side of a Lang-
stroth frame at one stroke, holding the comb in such a posi-

tion that the cappings fall direct into the uncapping tank,

noi bad on the comb. Then you get more wax without any
apparent loss of honey. Thick combs uncap much faster

than thin ones ; then there is 20 percent less to uncap to

get the same amount of honey.

(
Contributed Articles ]

Best Management for Section Honey.
BY S. T. PBTTIT.

ON page 439 Dr. Miller gives a friendly criticism and de-

fends his method of taking comb honey. Criticising,

he says :
" But the total trend is toward the advice

that in no case should the supers of sections be removed
till all sections are completely finished, so long as the har-

vest continues."

My own advice is, that in no case should the supers of

sections be removed so long as the white honey harvest

continues, and then they should come off, finished or un-

finished. And I am fully convinced that my method will

have as few unfinished sections as any practice known to

the profession, and I and the bees are spared that sore

trial of overhauling and removing sections during the

honey-flow.

You say. Doctor, "If I had followed such advice last

year I think it would be a moderate estimate to say that the

loss would have been flOO." Probably you are right, but

your fixtures are (pardon me, for I must say it) not what I

think are the best. My supers hold 36 4 '4x4 '4 sections,

and most of the bees go up the sides and near the rear end

of the hive, and are made comfortable at the sides by the

use of dividers, and the congested condition of the centers of
your hives and supers is abated in mine. (More about

dividers at some future time.)

Any unfinished sections from the previous year I put

next to the super walls
;
you put them in the center. I want

the bees evenly distributed throughout the supers ; I aim

at relieving that undesirable crowding of the center of the

hive and supers which causes, among other evils, travel-

stained sections. Of course, I must have strong colonies

for my system.

Another thing, in your practice, with which I can not

agree, is putting new sections on top of sections instead of

under them. To work on these the bees must travel over

the partly finished sections, and we know what will happen

to them in that case. Farther along you say :
" Soon after

that the white surface begins to be darkened—at least that

is the way it is here—probably caused by the bees bringing

up bits of black from the brood-chamber below." Thank
you, my good friend, for that cheerful confession, that the

% of an inch deep top-bars doesn't cure all the ills claimed

for it. But, after all, I don't think the bees go below for

old wax, so long as their sacs are full of new honey ; but if

they do, then let's adopt thin top-bars and excluders. You
may count on it that the drones help to destroy whiteness

of sections.

I am glad. Doctor, that you admit that honey will be of

better body if left on for considerable time after being

capped ; that a section of honey taken from the hive during

a rapid flow, just as soon as it is scaled, unless properly

managed afterward, is in some dangi r of becoming watery
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in appearance ; that the honey itself is the better for re-

maining for some time on the hive. What a severe con

demnation of your own practice. It is the "body"—the

flavor, the aroma, the keeping quality, the eating quality

that makes honey the much-prized luxury that it is. It is

a bad trade to impair or injure any of these for snowy
whiteness. All the whiteness that the trade calls for can

be had without in any way sacrificing quality.

I am willing to admit that some of the whiteness will

be lost by leaving the sections on until the honey is thor-

oughly ripened and the surface of the cappings finished-

made practically air-tight.

Another thing, I believe that decreasing the room in

the hive during the honey-flow by removing sections, causes

a tendency to swarm, and also to travel-stain the remaining
sections—sets up a general discontentment.

We should not lose sight of the fact that bee-keepers

are, without any profit to themselves or to their patrons,

educating the public to demand what they do not adequately

pay for. Through our exhibitions and otherwise, we have
taught—some at least—to expect a section with scarcely

the appearance of a pop-hole ; that every last cell must be

sealed fast to the wood ; that extracted honey must be

served to customers in the liquid form ; that tall sections

are " away out of sight " ahead of the standard 4'4 x4,'+ sec-

tions ; and now, my good friend, Dr. Miller, is making a

fad of snowy whiteness. And we are saddling ourselves

with all these uncalled for fads. And in the end no more
honey will be sold, nor will we get any more money. I hold
to putting the very best goods possible upon the market,
but it is, in my judgment, unwise to create a demand for

an article that tends to injury, and can be of but temporary
gain and no real benefit to any one. No one has a patent
on any of these fads, and if many adopt them, what then ?

To my mind there is, though perhaps unconsciously, a

little guile in it all. The tall section, though it weighs no
more, seems to ; and so the customer pays more for it.

The snow-white section is supposed, by the unsuspecting
customer, to be of superior quality, but in truth it is of in-

ferior quality to the well-ripened honey covered \)y finished-

sealed cappings.

Perhaps I ought to ask pardon, but then we are Bible

readers and Christians. Saint Paul says :
" Abstain from

all appearance of evil."—I. Thes. 5:22. But the practices

referred to are too cute even to have the appearance of evil.

No one is at liberty to interpret the above as charging
any one with dishonest motives. What I wish to say is,

that any one may inadvertently wrong himself or another.

It is much easier to err than to correct an error.

Ontario, Canada.

A Robber-Guard and Entrance-Contractor.

BY "A BBEKEEPKR IN VIEGINIA."

I
SEND drawings and descriptions of an appliance that I

have found very useful, and that any one who can put a

hive together can make. I claim no originality for it,

though I have never seen anything of the kind in use, or

advertised for sale. I call it the " Combined Robber-Guard
and Winter Entrance-Contractor."

Fig. 1 shows the central portion of the entrance-con-

tractor with robber-guard in position. (Outline part is the

contractor, and shaded part the guard.) This is how it or-

dinarily appears from the front of the hive.

Fig. 2 shows the same except this is its appearance

from the rear or.inside of.the hive, ordinarily.

In very bad cases of robbing, where the despoiled colon

seems disinclined or unable to put up any defense, the rob-

ber-guard may be used with the rear part of the front, thus

leaving only one bee-space for the robbers to enter, while

five or six bees can defend the entrance from the inside.

Fig. 3 shows the entrance-contractor as used in winter;

the opening can be any size desired, the robber-guard be-

ing, of course, cut to fit the opening accurately.

Fig. 4 shows the robber-guard slightly enlarged and on

Fi^.l. Front

Fig,2. Back

Fii.3

Fit.4.

Combined Robber-Guard and Winter- Entrance Contractor.

its back. It is fastened in the contractor with two very

small nails, and is easily pried out or pressed in with the

fingers.

All entrance-contractors and robber-guards are num-
bered and cut to fit the hive of the same number, as I find

almost every hive varies slightly in both the length and

depth of its opening. I have one of these for every hive,

all painted white, and they can be put in position on any

hive, or hives, as desired, in a few seconds.

In winter the robber-guards are taken out, and the con-

tractors remain on until the approach of warm weather.

Augusta Co., Va.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-

ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be

widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; 50 for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office
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[ Our Bee-Heepln$ Sisters]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Ordering- Bee-Supplies—Forced Swarming.

Dear Miss Wilson :—There is another side to that

taken by the Editor, in his comment on " Early Ordering-

of Bee-Supplies," on page 451. May I give my experience ?

I got my bees late in 1902, all in box-hives. So last year
was my first of practical bee-keeping.

First, I wanted to transfer them to new hives, and as I

was told that transferred bees would not swarm the first

year, 1 got a new dovetailed hive for each colony, and five

over for luck. The first one I tried on the " Heddon short

method," got the queen and bees in finely, and they all

absconded. Then I tried another plan, that of putting the

old hive over the top of a new one, the frames of the latter

filled with full sheets of foundation, and I was told that the

bees would fill it up, and the queen would go down. Would
they ? The whole lot of them were bent on swarming out.

Every one I tried ignored the bottom story entirely, and
most of them swarmed straight through twice, and one
three times. By this time last year I had hived 19 swarms,
and I, the novice, was " out of supplies." The dealer was
" out," so were the bees ! Though " trying," it is not quite
" heart-rending," for fortunately I had a number of extra
frames, so I made several temporary hives from old boxes
(the 10-gallon oil-can, turned on its side, is just the size),

nailed a strip of wood at each end to hang the frames on,

and when a month later a car-load of supplies came to the
relief of unhappy beedom, all I had to do was to lift the
frames and bees into permanent homes.

Only one colony did not swarm, and that stored about
170 pounds of honey.

But this year I was not going to be caught.
After uniting several small colonies in the fall, and

losing 2 in the winter, I began this year with 25, 5 still in

box-hives, as I got my last supplies too late to transfer
them, but I had hives ready for them. But I did not wait
for spring count ; as early as February I ordered all I

thought I would need in the way of supplies, and they were
not delivered until the last week in May, just two days be-
fore a neighbor hived a fine swarm.

I got the hives made up as quickly as possible, painted
them, wired the frames and put in foundation, set them up,
and sat down under the trees to wait for swarms. I am
waiting still ! So is a nice row of empty hives ! Only
one colony has swarmed from the box-hive colonies which
failed to do so last season. Of the remaining box-hive colo-

nies one was found queenless, so I united it early, and the
others I have transferred, making from them 2 extra colo-

nies, and that is all my increase. Now, how would the
Editor advise me to calculate for next year ?

I have been most carefully over the remaining 20 within
the last few days, and in each there is unbroken continuity
of brood from eggs and tiny larv;c to young bees that
"hatch while you wait," which I think is proof that the
old queens never left the hives and got past me. I know
Dr. Miller would think this state of things ideal, but I

don't, as I wanted natural increase.

However, if the bees won't I will, so on Monday I sent
away for an Italian queen, and set myself to study Dr.
Miller's methods of making artificial increase, in his
" Forty Years Among the Bees."

After reading and calculating the time required, I am

afraid that if I wait to rear all my own queens, it will be too

late in the season to build up good colonies, so to-day I have
sent away for 6 more queens.

I shall take advantage of Dr. Miller's 40 years of experi-

ence in making my colonies, but I shall be much obliged if

you will kindly tell me, with queens that have been mailed,

how soon after introducing I ought to find brood ?

May I say something about the plan of making forced

swarms through a bee-escape, which has been discussed in

the American Bee Journal this month ? I have tried it

twice myself, for the last drive in transferring from box-

hives, and for fear of sufi'ocation, I raised the hive on a
piece of an old wood separator. This gave a current of air

without making a bee-space, and this week, when I tried it

for the second time, I fixed up an old super with 4 escapes

in it, and left it on for three days. But with me, however
it is with " Maine," the plan is not satisfactory.

The field-bees went down, but the queen did not, and
with her stayed all the young bees, and I had to drive and
brush them all out in the old way. This led me, for a be-

ginner, to have rather an exciting experience yesterday.

As I brushed the last comb I saw the queen, caught her and
put her on the alighting-board, but she ran up the side and
I lost sight of her. However, I thought she was pretty sure

to run in with the others, and so I left them to settle down.

When I came back, in about 20 minutes, most of the bees

were in, but right in the middle of the alighting-board was
a ball of bees. "A balled queen"— I had never seen one be-

fore, and I was afraid they would sutfocate her before I

could get them off. I seized " Forty Years," which was
lying on my chair, but the advice was only for balling in-

side the hive, so I ran up to the house with a vague idea I

had read of dropping them into water. I came back with a

pail of water in one hand and my " A B C of Bee-Culture"

in the other, and after consulting the latter I decided to try

the less heroic plan of smoking them first. A few gentle

puffs and the top bees flew off, but the last were harder to

move. They had the queen on her side, and were holding

her down by her feet and wings. However, the queen her-

self struggled then, and in another moment was free, and I

saw her enter the hive, where I hope she was safe.

With thanks for the many good things I have learned

from your pages, I am. Yours sincerely,

Delta County, July 8. Colorado.

In the excceedingly interesting account of your experi-

ence there is nothing to conflict with the very good advice

given by the Editor, on page 451. You have learned by ex-

perience that nothing can be definitely known in advance

as to the amount needed for any one season's supplies. So
the only safe way to do is to order all that you think you
can possibly need for the most favorable season, and if

you do not need them they will keep until you do. In

that case you will only be out the use of your money, and
it is much better to have that empty row of hives waiting

for occupants than to have the occupants waiting for the

hives.

But it is not best to have foundation shipped in cold

weather, on account of the danger of breakage.

Now as to the time you may expect queens to lay after

introducing. There is a great variation. Sometimes a

queen will lay in less than 24 hours after she is freed in the

hive, and she may not lay in a week.

In regard to forced swarms through a bee-escape : You
say the queen did not come down, ;ind with her stayed all

the young bees. To be sure, she did not come down, and
never would, but would goon layiiiij, and the bees would
keep on hatching out. But on page ^

' 1 notice that " Maine "

says ; "Then after one day's flight so that all the old bees

were below, or later, as the case ight be, introduce the
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queen below." Which is another way of saying that after

that length of time he took the queen from above and put

her below.

It is not an unusual thing for bees, when excited, to

ball their own queen for safety, and it is a pretty good plan

to let them alone, and in nine cases out of ten she will nut

be hurt. Smoking a balled queen will free the queen pro-

viding the smoker be held far enough away. But hot

smoke will pretty surely cause the bees to kill her.

Hasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

THE FAST-GROWING EUCALYPTUS.

A planted tree 4 feet in diameter and 150 feet high is

pretty well for 25 years of growth even in California—6 feet

a year vertically and 2 inches of diameter. Long live the

eucalyptus ! With cottonwood and eucalyptus some of

southern California is now getting along better for fuel

than some of northwest Ohio is. Just think of it once.

How much better it is to exercise forethought and produce

things than it is wantonly to destroy them I Page 422.

DARKENING AND GRANULATING SECTION HONEV.

Betsinger, at the Onondaga convention, let loose three

ideas of decided interest. I'll change them to questions.

Will jarring a white section make it look darker—by caus-

ing the honey to touch the front? Will old honey carried

up from below cause the new honey it is mixed with to

candy ? A trifle of candied honey in the cells of an empty
section—can it ever be got out so perfectly that the new
honey put in it will not be stimulated to candy ? Page 423.

SCIENTISTS AND FORMALDEHYDE.

People whom we have to call scientists are now very

numerous, and it is written, " Many men of many minds."

Doubtful if you could scare up a single doctrine so absurd

but that some scientists would support it. 'Spects that we
shall have to stick to the idea that formaldehyde is itselj a

destroyer of microscopic life until more than one scientist

(and more than a few of them) say it isn't. No harm to

suppose that formic acid is still more destructive. The
main trouble with destroying vapors is to get them to pene-

trate where they are wanted ; and that difficulty is not

going to be overcome by letting them right loose to go

away. Page 406.

IDEAS AT THE FOIJNDATION OF THINGS.

All'ee same like me-digestive powers poor—is the field-

working bee according to Robert West, of Jamaica experi-

ment station. Leaves off nursing the brood and goes to

work in the fields on that account. During a grand honey-

flow is fed partly-digested food by the younger bees of bet-

ter digestion. These are brilliant ideas, partly proven-

ideas that go down to the foundation of things. Of course,

they should be further tested and settled. As a more trilling

matter we note positive evidence that drones in the hive do

not always have to be fed. This will allow us to be a little

more open to recent testimony that drones have been seen

helping themselves to nectar from the flowers. Page 407.

ESCORT BEES AND INTRODUCING QUEENS.

Irving Long's plan of immediately removing the escirt

bees of a queen and substituting others from the hive ;o

which sheis to be introduced— I guess that's pretty certainly

good as far as it goes. Whether it is worLh enough to pay

for the additional trouble I'm not so sure. Shouldn't won-

der if it was. You see, if the lady is going to misbehave

herself because she doesn't like the smell of her new sub-

jects, it's much better for her to get through all that sort of

thing in the cage, before a small audience too much fright-

ened to resent it. Page 413.

WRONG KIND OF MAN AND THE BEE-KEEPINf, SISTER.

So just the wrong kind of man to marry her can make

the bee-keeping sister more trouble than a whole lot of bees.

Ho, hum, hum ! I don't see how I can prove the contrary

of that, and so I'll just let it stand. Page 409.

SULPHUR FOR MOTHS AND OTHER VERMIN.

A little while ago we heard how to sprinkle sulphur on

the floor of a hive and keep away the moth from the combs

in store there. Now we hear that sprinkling sulphur

around the corncrib, and some over the corn, will keep rats

and mice out. Natural inference that a similar sprinkling

will of course keep the mice out of one's racks of empty

extracting-combs. Why, O why, don't the Russians sprin-

kle a little sulphur over Manchuria, and drive all those

troublesome Japs away ? Page 395.

TAR-PAPERED WINTER-CASE FOR SUMMER AND WINTER.

Mr. Kilgore reports that his tar-paper which serves as

roof for winter-cases, and then as substitute for roof to the

hive proper in summer, has continued weatherproof four

years. Pretty good. To make the winter-case serve as

both shade-board and roof is quite an econoipy. Page 379.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Bees Not Going Into The Super.

I have 3 colonies of bees that I purchased for pure Ital-

ians. When I received them last spring they were appar-

ently in fine condition ; they had each swarmed once, but

have not even started to work in the supers. They do not

seem to go up into the super at all, but seem to be working

all right.

Is there anything I can do to help the matter? I have

had but little experience, but I try to gain all the informa-

tion I can from books and the American Bee Journal.

Illinois.

Answer.—That swarming would hinder super-work,

especially if you did not put the swarm on the old stand.

You can do something to hasten the start in supers by put-

ting a bait-section in each super—a section containing

some comb. Probably you have none, so you can give them

something even better. Take a frame out of the hive, cut

out a piece of brood an inch by three or four inches, and

set it in the bottom of one of the center sections. That will

bring them up into the super, sure, and whether they store

any there depends on whether there is anything more to

store than they can find room to store in the brood-

chamber. -..*

Farm Bee-Keeplng-Otner Questions.

1. When a man keeps only a few colonies, in connec-

tion with his farm work, as I do, how can he get the most

honey ?

2. I had a colony the past spring that I noticed was not
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working well. I overhauled them and found a very small,

inferior queen, hardly as large as a small worker, with two
or three small patches of brood. I destroyed the queen and
ordered one ; on its arrival I arranged to introduce her, and
then discovered a large, nice-looking queen hidden in the

entrance of the hive. What would you say the trouble was
that those queens did not lay ?

3. I had another colony that was a little weak. About
the first of May I discovered the bees had commenced to rob

it. I closed the hive and moved it into a new place, and
had no more trouble of this kind. Several times afterwards
I opened the hive and found a nice-looking queen with
one or two patches of brood, perhaps three or four inches
square ; I thought she would build up in time, but to-day

(July 2) I opened the hive again, and found the queen. All

the brood had hatched and no signs of eggs or brood. Do
you think the queen was injured at the time they attempted
to rob the hive, or what is the trouble ?

4. If I should give them a frame of brood will they rear

a queen ? and should the old queen be destroyed before
giving the brood ?

5. What would you do with such a colony ?

Maine.
Answers.—1. Answering your question in the most

general way, I should say to prevent after-swarming, so as
to keep the force of the colony together for super-work. Of
course, along with that should go the thousand and one
things that are taught in the books of instruction on bee-
keeping. If you have not one of these you are doing your-
self a wrong. .If there is any specific point in this connec-
tion upon which you desire further light, I shall be glad to
try again.

2. Without knowing more particulars I can only guess
that the small amount of brood present was all sealed, that
the old queen had been absent for some time, and that the
young queen you found the last time had not yet begun
to lay.

3. It would be nothing strange that the queen should
be injured in a robbing affray, but if there was present
only one or two patches of brood three or four inches square
shortly after the removal, it is likely the queen was poor in
spite of her good looks.

4. The queen should be killed, and then the bees will
rear a queen from young brood given them.

5. Do just what you have suggested, and in addition it

would be well to give with the frame of brood the adhering
bees, for they would be in better condition to feed the royal
larv* than bees that have had nothing to feed. Of course,
if you had a queen, or a sealed queen-cell to give, that
would be better.

What is a Good Honey-Yield ?—Separators—Buck-
wheat—Price of Honey.

This is a wonderful honey-year in Missouri. White
clover has been in bloom for-two months, and will reach
nearly three months of continued honey-flow.

1. What number of pounds of honey is considered good
for one colony of bees to gather ? My No. 1 colony will
reach 1S6 pounds, with buckwheat just coming into bloom,
and there were only 3 pints of bees in this hive April 23.

2. Do you approve of the separators in supers ? I do
not. I have two supers of honey before me now, just taken
off, one with and one without the division-boards, and I

find the bees have fastened the sections nearly all over to

the board ; and another thing, it is almost impossible to get
all the young drones out, some of them having been sealed
up inside, and I find it takes longer for the bees to fill up. I

prefer one big room for the sections.

3. Is there any noticeable difference between the Italian

and hybrid drones ? If there is, then some of my hybrid
drones are going in and out of the hive of Italians.

4. I have two kinds of buckwheat, one the silverhuU
and the other the Japanese, and I am j^oing to time them,
and see which bloom lasts the longer. How can I harvest

and save the seed ? I have no horse, and have only one
acre, but it is very heavy. I want to put it up in sheaves,

if I can, and expect to have to flail it out.

5. I am selling my comb honey at 15 cents per pound or

two pounds for 25 cents. Should I sell it for any less ? It

is fine, and I use all the best factory bee-supplies.

6. Do bees have honey and pollen at the same time in

their load ?

7. Do you not think it a good idea to leave the last su-

per filled this fall, on the hive, to make sure of not having
to feed for winter ?

May you live long .' Missouri.

Answers.—1. That's a very hard question to answer.
An average yield in one place may be very different from
an average yield in another place. Perhaps it is not far

out of the way to say that an average yield for the whole
country may be about 35 pounds per colony. But that's

only a guess, and I'm not ready to defend it vigorously.

Certainly you ought not to feel sad over a yield of 156

pounds, with buckwheat to follow.

2. I most certainly approve of separators for sections

that are to be packed for shipping. If the sections are in-

tended for home use, it is as well to have no separators. I

have no trouble with sections being built to separators, but

hives are level from side to side. Bottom starters help, too.

3. Drones are very irregular in appearance, and you
may find in a hybrid colony drones just like those in a pure

colony. But it isn't anything strange if you find drones

from one hive going into another hive.

4. It's no great trick to harvest it, I think, although

I've had no experience. It does not ripen any too evenly,

so you must not wait for all seed to ripen, but cut as soon

as the first is ripe. If possible, do all cutting and handling

in the morning when dew is on, so the seed will not shell

out. If I remember rightly, Pennsylvania farmers used to

tie it up, not in the same kind of bundles as wheat or rye,

but each bundle made a shock by itself, the butt-ends rest-

ing on the ground, and the bundle being tied close up to

the top.

5. Each market is a law unto itself, but if you are re-

tailing at the price you name that certainly seems low

enough, if not too low.

6. I think it is the common thing for bees to carry both

pollen and nectar at the same time.

7. It's an excellent thing for the bees, but rather ex-

pensive. Better take off sections a little earlier, and have
some extra frames of sealed honey. If you want supers on

for the sake of wintering, let them be without sections.

Thanks for your kind wish. My good wife takes such

excellent care of me that I'm not likely to be carried off in

the flower of my youth.

A Rather Long Queen.

Enclosed find a testimonial. Did you ever see a queen

two inches long ? Illinois.

Answer.—No, I never saw a queen two inches long.

I marvel that any queen-breeder should have on his price-

list a testimonial saying that a queen ' measured fully two
inches long." After receiving your letter I spent some
time trying to measure a queen that v :is of good size. She
did not very kindly aid me in my que-t for knowledge, but
as nearly as I could tell by holding a ule over her during
the very short time she was willing t .-,tand still, I think
she was about seven-eighths of an inci long.
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Wanted -Thousands of New Subscribers

A 3TANDARD=BRED

QUEEN-BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance

Subscribers.

We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply

us with The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly

rear—well worth $1.00 each. We want every one of our present regular

subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to

make it easy for you to get one or more of them.

In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If It

is not already paid up, you can send in the necessary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

A Qneeu Free for Sending One New Subscriber

Send us SI. 00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the

American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as

a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and

invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.

Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one
of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your sub-

scription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is un-

derstood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one
year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in ar-

rears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is

past due.

As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use

all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers. But if any one
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the

prices are as follows: One Queen, 7Sc.; 3 Queens, $2.10 ; 6 Queens
for S4.00.

We expect » be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as
promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate

Now for the new subscribers that you will send us—aad then
the Queens that we will send you I

<!^^ »-lranie rWiicleiX' Italian Kees (\«-itli «|ueen) gS.OO each
Select Breeding: Queen!<, *3.00 each.

We have often wonderediWHY the old American

Bee Journal does not LEAD in the number of reg-

ular subscribers instead of being second? It is first

in age, and it we may believe many unsolicited tes-

timonials, it stands tirst in value and helpfulness to

its readers. Now, ivhy not make it take the first

place in the number of its regular readers? That's

the question.

The next question is, How can it be done! Well,

just like the bees of a colony store ita surplus honey.

One or two bees do not gather it all. Each working

bee does a part. Thus, " many hands make light

work"—and the job is soon done.

Now, suppose each present regular reader should

say to himself, or to herself ; "I'll get one new
subscriber for the American Bee Journal in the

month of -July, and another one in August." One a

month should not be a difficult matter. It may be

that many can do better than that. Many have done

so already. But suppose there should be gotten

during July and August two new subscribers by each

one who now reads the American Bee Journal,

wouldn't that be a great thing? We believe it can

be done.

You know the American Bee Journal, and can

best tell to your bee-keeping friends and neighbors

its real worth to any one who will read it carefully,

and practice its teachings. We will send you all the

free sample copies you can use wisely.

We offer valuable premiums for the work of get-

ting new subscribers at $1.00 each. In addition

to the Queens mentioned on this page, here are a few

more premium offers

:

more Premium Otters.

For 2 New Subscribers—Dr. Miller's Book—" Forty
Years Among the Bees" (book alone, SI.00.)

For 3 New Subscribers — Doolittle's cloth-bound
" Scienliflc Queen-Rearing" book (book alone,

$1.00.)

For 1 New Subscriber and 35c, Doolittle's leatherette-

bound book (book alone, "oc.)

For 3 New Subscribers—Prof. Cook's book—"The
Bee-Keeper's Guide " (book alone, $1.30.)

For 'S New Subscribers—Dadant's Langstroth's book
(book alone, $1.30.)

For 3 New Subscribers—the book, "ABC of Bee-

Culture" (book alone, $1.30.)

For 1 New Subscriber and 10c—Hutchinson's " Ad-
vanced Bee-Culture" (book alone, 50c.)

For 3 New Subscribers-Novelty Pocket Knife with
your name and address on one side of handle,

and Queen, Drone and Worker-Bee on other side

(knife alone, $1.35.)

Our Rules on Getting New Subscribers

1. The sender of a new subscriber must have his or

her own subscription paid in advance at least to

the end of this year ( 1904.)

3 Sending your own name with the $1.00 for the

Bee Journal will not entitle you to any premium.

The sender must be already a paid-in-advance sub-

scrilier as above, and the new subscriber must be a

NEW subscriber; which means, further, that the

new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal regu-

larly, or at least not for a whole year previous to his

name being sent in as a new one; and, also, the new

subscriber must not be a member of the same family

where the Bee Journal is already being taken.

XesteU Italian <tueens, Sl.SS eacli;

so can stand a grand rush of new subscribers. Just let them come I

Now, for a big pull, and a pull all together! How many will lie first to send in new subscriptions.

'
' ress all orders to. Yours fraternally.

Lscribers for the American Bee
ell, as you will get the viilua-

•om eacli readei- «lur»
felt better than we do now.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, Most Xransparent and 'I'ougli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPI..IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Some Apiary Stock at a Bargain

!

We offer for sale, from oar stock of bee-supplies, the following list, some of which is new
and the balance as good as new:

20 Wood-bound 10-frame Zinc Honey-Boards ISc each.
1080 New. Clean, Wired Extracting Cambs (L. size) ISc each.
420 New L. Brood-Frames with full sheets wired foundation 10c each.
400 Good L. Brood-Combs 12c each.

1 ' New Model " Solar Wax-Extractor iglass 26x60 in.) 8.00.
1 Wooden Honey -Tank with galvanized iron bottom (holds 1800 lbs.) 10.00.
16-inch Comb Foundation Mill 15.00.
1 lO-inch Comb Founnation Mill 25.00.

ICO New L. 10 ft. Dovetailed Hives (each consisting of a Body, Cover
and Bottom-Board—all nailed) 95c each.

If you order Combs and Hives, the Combs can be put right into the hives and shipped in that
way. All the above can be shipped promptly, so long as they last. First come, first served. What
do YOU want out of the lot ? or do v ou want it all ? (No order filled for less than Sf.OO from the
above list.) Also BEES AND QUEENS, and Stanley Queen Incubator. Send tor free Circular

Address, A-K-THXTK, STA.N'rjE'X' DISCOID, II_,3L,.

July 29th
the Nickel Plate Road vpill run an ex-
cursion to Chautauqua Lake, N. Y.,

and return at one fare for the round-
trip (S14.00) from Chicago, with return
limit of August 30th, by depositing
ticket. No excess fare charged on any
train on Nickel Plate Road. Cheap
rates to other Eastern points. Three
daily trains, with vestibuled sleeping-
cars. Individual Club Meals, ranging
in price from 3Sc to $1.00 ; also service
a la carte, and Mid-day L,uncheon 50c.,

in Nickel-Plate dining-cars. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113
Adams St., Room 298, Chicago, for
particulars. Chicago city ticket offices,

111 Adams St., and Auditorium Annex.
'Phones, Central 2057 and Harrison
2208. 14—29A2t

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 S.uo 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested. 2.00 10,00 18.00 ISO 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
BUCKEiyE STRAIN RED CLOVER,

GOLDEN ITALIANS. CARNIOLANS.

Fxe.xcss.
Untested . .

Select Untested
Tested
Select Tested - .

S-lect Bre

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO

B Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I
ourHi-v^es AMD sEOTionsrs

|
I

Are Perfect In YVorkmanship andNaterlal.
|a By sending in your order now, you willjSAVE MONEY, and

% secure prompt shipment. 8

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New Londoii,Wis.!iiS;A

|

c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

Good Prospects for Honey.

I surely can not get along without
the American Bee Journal. This is
my second year with bees, and I have
27 colonies, and the prospects for a
honey crop are good here. Basswood
has just opened.

A. H. TiMMEKMAN.
Scott Co., Minn., July 15.

Gathering fpom Alfalfa.

Alfalfa, second crop, is now in full

bloom, and bees are collecting honey
rapidly from it. The first crop did not
yield much honey ; in fact, the early
part of the season was against bee-
keeping. Many strong colonies did
Dot have sufficient honey coming in to
supply their necessary demand. Re-
sult, hungry swarms, many of which
absconded. I fed my bees, kept them
busy, divided them as they would bear
it, and have had no natural swarms.

Dr. G. Bohrkr.
Rice Co., Kans., July IS.

Experience in Bee-Keeping.

In 1901 we started bee-keeping, and
have had bad luck until the present
time. We bought 2 colonies of bees in
1901, and increased to 6, and they win-
tered well, and in the spring of 1902
we bought 7 more and rented 39, so we
had in all 52 colonies of bees. We
started to work, and have not stopped
yet ; we worked and got nothing
through the first part of the summer,
but in the latter part we divided and
ran them up pretty well

;
put between

92 and 98 (I do not exactly remember
the number) away into winter quart-
ers, and came out in the spring with 30
colonies, and we felt pretty sick over
it. Before I forget it I will say the
rented bees did nothing but build up
for the coming winter ; that was the
spring of 1902, and, in 1903, 15 colonies
were turned back New Year's day, so
we got rid of them. All the rented

fln flpiary For Sale ! fi^^:'!^^i
mimmmm^^^^^^^^i^^m^^tmm^mmm tailed HiveS.
all iu fine condition. Also a g'ood letail supply
bu-'iiness established 20 years. All goes for $150.
30A4t E. W. COE, Clarence, Iowa.

Nickel Plate Excursion

to Boston, Mass., and return, account
G. A. R. National Encampment, at
$17.75 for the round-trip, from Chicago.
Tickets good on any train August 12th,

13th and 14th, and on special train
from Chicago at 8 a.m., August 13th.

Final return limit September 30th.

Also rate of $20.70 for round-trip via
New York City and Boat, with liberal

stop-over returning at that point. If

desired, stopover can be obtained at
Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake
within final limit. Three trains daily,

with modern sloeping-cars. Particu-
lars at city ticket oftice, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago, or address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 113 Adams St., room
298, Chicago, for reservation of berths
in through standard or tourist sleep-
ing-cars. 18—30A3t
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bees had been handled so poorly ; I

think that is the reason they did noth-
ing.
We expect a fairly good crop of

honey this summer. We commenced
extracting this morning.
We have put our bees in double-wall,

chaff-top hives, with IS frames instead
of 10. Uo you think they will winter
as well as in the single-wall, 10-frame ?

We have also found a new scheme
for foundation that we have never read
of any where, and so far there is no
dissatisfaction, no breaking down of
combs, no crooked ones, and just as
smopth as need to be. We take wrap-
ping-twine or carpet-warp, and dip
it into wax which has been melted,
using it as hot as possible, then lay it

along the center of the top-bar. It is

cheap, and quickly done.
J. S. Ellifritz.

Uinta Co., Utah, July 11.

A Little Too Wet.

Bees are doing splendidly, though it

is still a little too wet. There is any
amount of white clover, and consider-
able alsike clover here. The bees win-
tered very poorly in this locality, and
now they are trying to make up for
lost time.

I use the Langstroth hives, but make
my own. Leonidas Carson.
Trumbull Co., Ohio, July 13.

New York Bee-Keeper's Experience.

I saw in last week's number of the
American Bee Journal a reference to a
Methodist experience meeting. It has
been my lot to attend such meetings
for the last 40 years, and I find they
are very helpful in the religious life.

I am situated within 2]% miles of where
Ethan Allen made the demand for the
surrender of Fort Ticonderoga, on the
shore of Lake Champlain, and our val-
ley is covered with white clover this

LICE SAP LIFE
That's how they live and thrive.
You i^an't have healthy, profitable
fowls or BtocU and have lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
take care of the vermin and you will
be more busy taking care of the pro-
tltB. Makes sitting hens comfortable.
Sample 10 cents; 100 oz., tl.CO by ex-

^\ '^^^^''jjSF^"/ press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

\\<^oV^y D J. Lambirf. Boi 707. Apponiug. B I.

I^ease mention Bae Journal "when wrltlnjs

Cheap Rates to Boston via New York
City and Boat.

S20.70 for the round-trip, from Chi-
cago, via Nickel Plate Road, August
12th, 13th and 14th, with liberal stop-
over at New York City returning, and
also stopover at Niagara Falls and
Chautauqua Lake within final limit, if

desired. Also rate of $17.75 from Chi-
cago to Boston and return, via direct
lines. Tickets good on any train on
above dates and also on special train
from Chicago at 8 a.m., August 13th.
Final return limit September 30th, by
depositing ticket. Through sleeping-
car service. Meals in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
Plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to
SI. 00 ; also service a la carte. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113
Adams St., room 298, Chicago, for res-
ervation of berths in through standard
and tourist sleeping-cars, and full par-
ticulars. 19—30A3t J

jli. sli sJi >te. >te sti sK stt>tt >I4 >tt .«!< itt >tiilt sJialt Jte >lt>tt

BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

Everytbiajr used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. «
Prompt Service. ft

l,ow Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. >x

WALTER S. POUDER, |
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND L

r'.'ease mention Be-- Jouma/ -when "wntinF

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited States of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Hutnphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the
freight.

Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan
QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

ORIQQS BROS., 521 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

''ease mention Bee Jo'ii^al when "writing.

^T**^
-#-*%«,

K,B3ID OAJS., IO"W-A..

BEE-
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQBNCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, low .

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Onren,

Council Blufifs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Headquarters '»" Bee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

rz7 Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati'are the
lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Lang-
stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey-Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send forjsame.

Queens Now Ready, to Supply by Return Nail.
Golden Italians, Red Clover andJCarniolan Queens, Untested,"during June,

1, 7Sc.;6, S4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W. WEBER,
.?.^.S at." CINCINNATI, OHIO.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

MAR5MFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Plaass mention Bee Journal w^hen tcrltlns
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Special Notice to BeeKeepcrs

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price oa

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up FiTBt Flight.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write tor dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apirultural Field mure

completely than any i.iher published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Take Notice &:'k%a?ln^ cr^ji
^^_^^_>^_^^ have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, $1.00; Untested,

75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger

quantities and Nuclei given on application.
" Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pliarr, ProD., Berciair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H.HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

B
IINGHAIH'S PATENT

Smokers
T. P. BINQHAM. Farweil. Mich.

National Encampment, Q. A. R.

The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets, August 12th, 13th and 14th, at

S17.7S for the round-trip from Chicago,
via direct lines, with stopover at

Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake,
if desired, within final limit. Also, if

preferred, rate of $20.70 between same
points for the round-trip via New York
City and Boat, with liberal stop-qver
returning at that point. Tickets good
on any train on above dates and also

on special train from Chicago at 8

a.m., August 13th. Final return limit

September 30th. Meals served in

Nickel Plate dining-cars, on American
Club Meal Plan, ranging in price from
35 cents to $1.00 ; also a la carte City
Ticket office, Chicago, 111 Adams St.

Chicago depot, L,a Salle St. Station,

cor. Van Buren and La Salle Sts., on
the Elevated Loop. Write John Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., room 298, Chicago, for reservation
of berths in through standard and
tourist sleeping-cars, and other de-

tailed information. 20—30A3t

season, and what bees came through
the severe winter are doing nicely. I

had one swarm that issued June 14
;

July 5 I took off one super of 40 sec-
tions, and July 7 I took off the second
super of 40, and I have at this date two
more supers nearly filled by the same
swarm.

I am getting 18 cents per section for
the No. 1. I extract all cull sections,
and sell my extracted honey in bottles
and 2-quart pails. The honey this sea-
son is very white, and the sections
well filled. I use the Langstroth
frame. My brood-chambers hold 11

frames ; that gives me a good working
force of bees in the honey-ilow. I have
25 colonies of bees now ; at one time I

had 75 colonies, but I lost them down
to 4, but I am gaining some.

I have kept bees for 16 years, and I

find the American Bee Journal a great
help. I would not try to handle bees
without it,and " A B C of Bee-Culture."

I intend to have a photograph taken
of my apiary in the near future, and I

will send you one.
On page 442 I notice the question

asked in regard to an extractor for un-
finished sections. I take two 2-inch
frames that will hold 8 sections each,
and put them in the Cowan extractor.
I can extract 16 sections at a time, and
do nice work. G. H. Adkins.
Essex Co., N. Y., July 18.

What to Learn.

Learn to laugh. A good laugh is

better than a bee-sting.
Learn to attend strictly to your own

business—a very important point.
Learn to tell a story ; a well-told

story is as wholesome as a sunbeam in
a sickroom.
Learn the art of handling the bees

with care, for, if you don't, they will
tell where they are.

Learn to avoid iil-natured remarks,
and everything calculated to create
friction.

Learn to keep your troubles to your-
self. The world is too busy to care
for your ills and sorrows.
Learn to stop croaking. If you can

not see any good in this world, keep
the bad to yourself.
Learn to greet your friends with a

smile.
And last, but not least, is to learn to

get some one to subscribe for the old
American Bee Journal.

W. H. HOBBKT.
Muscatine Co., Iowa, July 20.

Cane Sugar and Maple Sugar.

Allow me to offer a criticism of E. E.
Hasty's statements regarding sugars,
on page ISO. He says: "You may
meet a chemist who will tell you that
cane sugar and maple sugar are the
same—and all common folks of good
sense know they are not." Well, I

suppose I must not be one of the " com-
mon folks of good sense," for I believe
they are the same, excepting that the
sugar in the maple has taken up the
peculiar flavor of the tree. And that
is why I believe it. I, and others, have
made a decoction of the rough bark of
the maple, and by using two parts
granulated sugar to one of the decoc-
tion, have obtained a syrup that the
average person could not distinguish
from the real maple syrup. As to their
sweetening powers not being the same,

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Qolden or Honey-Queens After July 1.

Our GOL,DENS will come up with any other
Golden strain. Our HONEY-QUEENS are
what some breeders call '^ Red Clover Queens.''

1 6 12
Untested $.75 $4.00 $7.00
Tested 1.25 7.00 13.00
Breeders 5.00

2 frame Nuclei (no queen).. 2.00 11.00 22.00

When Queens are wanted with Nuclei add
price of any Queen wanted. We guarantee safe
arrival of all Queens and Nuclei. Our Breeders
may be returned after 30 days if satisfaction is

not given. Cash must come with all orders.
Orders are booked and filled in rotation.

Mr. Gus. Picaman, of I,itchfield, 111., in a
letter of Aug-. 3, 1903, says: '-Send me two un-
tested honey-queens. The one I bought of you
two years ago is all rif;^ ht. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. Gunderson, of Oconomowoc,
Wis., says in a letter dated August 1, 1903: " I

like your queens the best of any that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last

August for 24 Nuclei to be delivered thi j spring.
Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, 111.

*S^ This ad. will appear every other number
16Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

rClluCI MADE. Bull^«»^" strong. Chicken-
MfW^fSfa Tight. Sold to the Famierat Whol4>«*le'***"** Prices. FiilIrWarrsiit«d. Catalog Kree.

t^^.^.i^.iiJilillia COILED SPKINQ FENCE CO.MWHWMWMMWM Joj 89 fflmheBler, Indiana, V. 8. i.

3sE26t Please mention the Bee J"i"nal

lO CEIVTS A YEAR.
TVi r^ MAGAZINE, largest,
I |||-* brightest and finest

\ llv) Illustrated Maga-

Dixie H0I116 EvS"J''"
It is bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

Jt is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.

iDc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.-*., Can-
ada and Me.xico. Si.x years, SOc. Or, clubs of

6 names, 50c; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send today. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t Nn. 7.s. Birmingham, Alabama.

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen f. ti5

" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " l.in
" Breeder '* 1.65
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J, L. STRONG.
204 Bast Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
ir'lease meritio^ Bee iocma! -w-nen -writins

uJhTn^ng Lice Killing Macliine
"

" ^i-'^^i-Jii.T all lice and riiitcs. No injury to
s ..r feathers. Iiaiidle3any fowl,
llust chick to larpept gobbler.

'-iihtning Liee Killing Powder, Pbultry

iPipr..<''m(PH. "cfttolog mailed free. Write rorlU

ICHARLES SCHILD, Ionia; Mich.

<&1 A i\(\(\ VVE HAVE JUST COMPLETED
iDlUjUirV OUR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR

BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—aud are ready to do business. Write us for

leaflet showingr our special Hives and prices.

It is the greatest bar^'^ain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.
Flease mention E'-e Journal "when wntiHj?',
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why should they be ? Would the syrup
made from pure sugar, and then
flavored with sour fruit-juice, have the
same sweetening- power as the pure
syrup unflavored? The flavoring in

the maple, just as with fruit-juice,

uses up part of the sweetening power
of the sugar. As to the judge on the
bench, he would probably fine you as
heavily if you would sell syrup (or

sugar) highly flavored with fruit-juice

for the pure and unflavored article.

Wm. Mooke.
Ontario, Canada, April 11.

Not Doing as Well as Last Year.

After gettingovermy sickness, when
I was able to examine the bees, I found
that 4 colonies were smothered by the
sleet and ice accumulating in front of

the entrance, and one colony was
queenless, making a loss of 5 colonies.

Had I not been confined to the bed it

would not have happened. You see, I

am not as strong as I used to be ; I am
in my 77th year. I got my first colony
when I was 16 years old, out of a large
basswood limb, after a storm had
broken it off of a 4-foot tree, in Onta-
rio, Canada.
The bees have not been doing as

well this year as last year, on account
of cold, wet weather ; however, I have
taken 75 one-pound boxes off of the
hives, and the bees are working on
two sets of supers. If the flow holds
out they may fill them from that down
to 25 pounds. The rain may be the
means of a good flow from smartweed
and asters in August and September.
They are still gathering from white
clover. D. C. McLkod.

Christian Co., 111., July 14.

ANOTHER

^: CAR-LOAD :^

of Hives. Sections, and Supplies of all

kinds just arrived from G. B. Lewis'
Factory, and are ready to fill orders
quick. Send us your orders for every-
thing. We have it.

6 Louis Hanssen's 5ons ^U DAVENPORT. IOWA. ^

5A26t Please mention the Bee JoMrnal.

HENRY ALLEY
will be ready to ship

FineAdel Queens!
By Return Mail on July 20.

S. F. Sampson, of Ronceverte, W. Va., says:
"Your queens are good, and I can depend on
them every time "

Robt. Forbes, East Milton, Mass: "Your
Adel bees are away ahead of anything- else I

have."
Extra Tested Breeding Queens and my new

book on "Queen-Rearing," $1.50. Catalog and
a small booklet on queen-rearing sent free.

29A4t WENHAM. MASS.

Wanted - Bee-Keeoers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We manufacture them, and are dealers
In BEE-SUPPLIES. Send for special
price and Catalog".

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24Al7t CADOTT, WIS.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for 1''04

will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.
Sept. 27 and 2s will be devoted to Association

work and its interests. We expect many prom-
inent foreign bee keepers to be present on these
davs.
Sept. 20, National Day.
Sept. 30, Inspeciors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
** The Diseases of Bees," etc.
Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-

tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba ant! Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pound sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-

terest will be shown.
We expect to see the largest gathering of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-
tailed program will appear latei

Los Angeles, Calif.
<;eo. W. Brodbeck, Sec.

WANTED — Comb Honey, Wholesale.—
Will buy your crop outright, cash at your

depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in LT. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than anv other firm or associati.D.
Yours lor business, THOS. C, STANLEY^ SON,
29Atf M ANZANOLA, Otero Co., \,OLO.

• IT IP-^^^S

Bee-Supplies ^ Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROMPTLY,
aod get them at BOTTOM PKICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.

27A26c Please mention the Bee Journal

FOR SALK—in Arizona, on the
Gila Uiver, KAXCH AND BKKS.

ISO colonies or more of fine ITALIAN BEES
in L. hives, Iv. anil H. frames, extra supers,
with comos, 6 frame Cowan Extractor, Tanks,
etc. This was a poor year on account of sand-
storm at time of blossoming of mesquite; got
only 185 cases. The honey from mesquite is

water-white. We have W. Moody, cottonwood,
willows to build up on in abundance; alfalfa
yields good here; also a few of the honev-trees.
Ranch of SO acres, about 20 fenced. Alfalfa in

stack worth about $100 to $1£0; alfalfa in seed,
about f 300 to $400; pair of fine mares, for work
and saddle; two colts, lH years, as large as
dams; wagon and harness- Adobe of 4 rooms,
2 beds, stove, and cooking utensils—a batch's
outfit. Plenty of game; costs nothing: for wood;
7 miles from'station. New canal being put in.

Uot for about 2 months; rest of year finest of

tine. A good place for sore lungs. You buy
fur cash this bargain for Jl,200. A good year
for the bees will give you 20 to 30tons of honey.
About IS acres are nearly ready to plant. Good
stock country; anything you plant will grow
here. Good reasons for selling. For mote in-

formation, call on or address,
w. F. Mcdonald,

30Atf PalO-Mas, Yuma Co., Arizona.

Additional Sleeping-Car Service.

The Nickel Plate Road has placed
an additional vestibuled sleeping--car

on train leaving Chicago at 9:15 p.m.,

daily, and also on train from Cleve-
land to Chicago, arriving Chicago 7:40

a.m., daily, for passengers between
Chicago and Cleveland, in both direc-

tions, and intermediate points. Three
daily trains. No excess fare. Ameri-
can Club Meals, ranging in price from
3Sc to $1.00, served in Nickel Plate
dining-cars ; also service a la carte,

and mid-day luncheon, SOc. Chicago
city ticket offices, 111 Adams St., and
Auditorium Annex. 'Phones Central
2057 and Harrison 2208. Chicago depot.

La Salle St. Station, cor. Van Buren
and La Salle Sts. 16—28A3t

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MAKKHT QUOTATIONS

Chicago, July 19—There is a plentiful supply
of honey of all kinds on the market with no
sales being made; prices therefore cannot be
more than on an asking basis. Very little if

any choice to fancy comb, but a large amount
of what would average No. 1 is offered at lOm 12c;
no sale for off grades or damaged lots. Ex-
tracted, white, 6@7c; ambers, S»6c. Beeswax,
27@2Sc. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., July 7.—The sales of comb
honey, which are made now, amount but to
very little. Some fancy comb left from lapt
season finds sales for 12J^@t3Xc. The new is
just beginning to be offered and small lots are
coming in. Extracted for manufacturing pur-
poses finds a f^r demand. I quote amber in
barrels from S]i®S%c; in cans, }ic more; water-
white alfalfa, biic; extra fancy white clover,
~^c. Beeswax, 28c. C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., June 3.—The honey market is
very dull now, and prices nominal. Receipts
are very light and demand the same. We quote
comb honev, in good order, white, 13@lSc'
mixed, 12(s)13c; dark, 10@12c. Extracted, buck-
wheat, Sh'^bc; mixed, 5J^@6c; white, 6)^(a7c.
Beeswax, 30@32c. H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, June IS.—The demand for honey
is slow for this season of the year, which is due
io the vast quantities that were held over from
last season, and the importation of Cuban
honey. We quote amber in barrels and cans at
Sii®b}ic; white clover, 6^(a8c Beeswax, 30c.

The Fred W.Muth Co.

Boston, July 8.—Our market on honey, both
comb and extracted is practically in a slum-
bering condition, as there is really no call
whatever.
Prices remain as before quoted, but are really

only nominal. Blake, Scott & Lhe.

Kansas City, July 2S.—The receipts of new
honey are gradually growing heavier.although
it is a little earlier yet for much of a demand;
with good weather, we look for the demand to
pick up considerably. Market to day on fancy
white comb hooey, and No. 1 stock, $2 75 per
case of 24 sections. Beeswax moving slowly at
SOc per pound. C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, June 21.—Very little demand for
comb honev. Some trade for No. 1 and fancy
white, at from 12@13c, while dark and amber
are almost unsalable. Extracted is in fair de-
mand, although prices are irregular. We quote
from Ststbiic, according to quality. Southern
in barrels, at from SOgJSSc per gallon.
Beeswax more plentiful and prices are grad-

ually declining. We quote 2Sgi2''c.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

Philadelphia, July 8.—There is little or no
call for comb honey and no sales being made,
with some offers of new crop at varying prices.
There has been a big lot of extracted honey
carried over, enough to carry through the sea-
son if no more was produced this season, from
from the present outlook. We quote fancy ex-
tracted, white, 7@7>ic; amber, 6c; Southern
SJ^c. Beeswax lower- 28c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, July 13.—White comb, l-lb.
sections, 12m@13c; amber, "J^llc. Extracted"
white, SM<a)6c; light amber, S@S!^c; amber'
4@4!^c; dark amber, 35i@33ic. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26@27J^c.

Strictly choice water-white is in light supply
and market for such is tolerably firm, there be-
ing a fair incjuiry on local account. For amber
grades, however, there is not much demand,
except for shipment abroad at lower prices
than are prevailing in this center or than
apiarists are willing to accept.

HONEY AND BEE5WAX
When consig-niag^, buying' or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. III.

To Sell My Apiary
of 90 colonies. Good cou-

_ ditioo; straight combs;
good location. A liberal discount on fixtures
and supplies. 11. F. Hastings, Perry Park Col.

29A2 inease mention the Bee Joarna
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FEK-FBCT OOODS !

XjO-W FK.ICE3S !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BE3T to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pubiisUed

T116 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mt St experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog ptices. Order of
him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Journal "wrhen "writine.

1. J. STfilNGttftlW, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every
arttce a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. •

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

bought and sold

LEAHY MFG. CO ,

1 Alta Sita. east ST. LOUIS. ILL .

I Rush Orders
|Are pouring- in, but we are filling them g

(almost every single one) within a few JZ
hours after they ure received. We can g

Sections, Comb Foundation, |
and Dovetailed Hives g

tPON RECEIPT of ORDER g
ft in regular packages.

(jf

@ Open Day and Night. (S

§ Shipping Facilities Unequaled §
Anywhere.

iC.M.SGOtl&GO.W^s^i^'n^^tonSt. I
ft Indianapolis, Ind.

ft

IAEISE
lae rsKit juuknal mat

DOOWTTLE...
has concluded to sell
QUEENS in their season
during 1904, at the fol-

lowing prices:

1 Untested Queen . .$1.00

3 Untested Queens.. 2.25
1 Tested Queen .... 1.25
3 Tested Queens.... 3.00
1 select tested queen 1.50

3 " " Queens 4.00
Select Tested Queen,
last year's rearing, 2.-'*

Extraselected breed-
ing, the very best . . 5.00

Circular free, giving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q. M. DOOLITTLE,
2«Etf Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y,

jHisaae mention fiea jo^ani&i wnou wntmg.

ijfe i^i i^ iiiit Hi jj& iii»jt i*i iH ifi i& a»i iHi jte jteA i*i

s
S

11^ Dadant's Foundation
27tll

year
more en n anybody do ?

BEAUTY. PURITY, FlRnNESS,We Guarantee Satisfaction, ^e'al
NoSAQaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ,

W^hx/ tine^c i"!* c^U crk ^irf^H V Because it has always given better satis-
y 11^ UUCd It. »C1I »U WClI r faction than any other. Because in
26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

I
Bee=Keepers' Supplies |

OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re\/isec]
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BBBSVSZaX VNZANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton. Hancock Co., 111.
^

flease mention Bee Journal -wnen writlnp

DON'T RUN THE RISK
Of Having to Wait for

§6Gt)lon§ and SDipplng-Gases.
Send to Us and

Get 1116 B6a anfl oei it qoigk,

Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown,Wis.,
XJ. S. A..

U

s

A



Symbiosus—Bees and Legumes.
PROF. A. J. COOK.

Rearing Queens—Method Described.
THOMAS BKODERICK.

Bee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.OO A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W, YORK & CO,, 334 Dearborn Street.

44th Ycaf, CHICAGO, ILL., AUG, 4, 1904. No. 31.

A HANDY BEE-TENT BELONGING TO JOHN NEWTON,
OF ONTARIO, CANADA. (See page 533.)
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MARKETITO YOUE CROP.
It you sell to the retail trade nothing helps sales better than a neat package. If you sell to commission merchants your honey packed well

will always bring the best prices. You are a penny wise and a pound foolish if you market your crop in anything but the best packages.

It is appearance as well as quality that brings new customers and holds old.

Simplex Jars.
The latest and best. 1-lb. size only. It is

going to supersede our No. 25 jar. Prices ou
application.

Rubber Stamps.
A fine way to put your name on your sec-

tion-cases is to use a Rubber Stamp. Full
prices and description of our various styles
are found in our Rubber Stamp Catalog.
Free.

Bee-Escapes.
No comb-honey producer can be without

an outfit of these Escapes. They save much
hard work. Tour honey is taken off in good
order and with a minimum of disturbance.
S ee general catalog for prices.

Hershiser Jars.

Very neat and attractive. Cork-lined
aluminum caps which seal light. Clear Hint-

glass. They are made in four sizes square:
?4-lb., .ij-lb., 1-lb., and 2-lb. In three sizes

round : '.^-Ib., 1-lb., and 3-lb. For prices, see
general catalog. Other prices and styles also
shown in this catalog. If you have not a
copy, request it of our nearest branch house
or agency.

No-Drip Sliipping-Cases.

The best package for marketing your c.omb
honey made from selected basswood smoothly
cut. In all sizes for different widths and
kinds of sections. Prices given In general
catalog. Get the best prices for your honey
this year.

Screw-Caps.

We can furnish nearly all sizes and styles

of screw-caps and honey-gates. See general
catalog for prices and descriptions.

Tip-Top Jars.

Sealed with a rubber ring under the rim of
glass top, and held securely by a spring-top
fastener. J.^'-lb. and 1-lb. sizes. See catalog.

Honey-Labels.

We print a complete line of attractive
labels to put on all sizes of honey-jars. Sam-
ple book and prices on application.

Tin Packages.

Our o-gallon square tin cans are the favor-
ite for shipping extracted honey. Used ex-
clusively in the West. See our prices before
buying. Can be shipped from branch houses.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
lwlEIDIIsr.A., OHIO.

BRANCHES
Chicago, 111., 144 East EMe Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesy Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. (Jenessee Ave.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

i
.^ St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

3^ San Antonio, Texas, 438 West Houston Ave.

'^ Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave.

?S? Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

•S Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.

AND MANY AGENTS.
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c
Editorial Comments

Sending Samples by Mail.

Probably not otie bee-keeper in ten who sends samples
of bees or brood by mail packs them properly. A bee will

be sent in a letter, mashed beyond recognition. A piece of

comb containing^ diseased brood will be sent in a slight

pasteboard box that succumbs to the pressure in the mail-

bags. A tin box is the best in which to send brood,

although wood will answer. Do not send a small piece of

brood in a large box to rattle around and become mashed
into a pulp in hot weather. If the piece of brood does not

exactly fill the box, pack cotton or newspaper about it so

that it can not move. Foul brood inspectors will appreciate

this.

Is Your Own Honey Market Supplied ?

A good many bee-keepers are hardly as much awake as

they should be to the possibilities of their home market. It

might be worth while for each one to do just a little figur-

ing to see whether the people who live in his own place

consume as much honey each year as do the people who live

in Mr. N. E. France's city. About 14,000 pounds of extracted

and 700 of comb for 3500 people—those are the figures.

That makes 4 1/5 pounds for each man, woman, and child
;

4200 pounds for each 1000 people. If that much is not sold

in your place, don't you believe you could do something to

bring it about ? Mr. France's neighbors ought not to be

honey-eaters above all others ; can not your neighbors be

brought up to their level ?

Qetting a Bee=lnspector Law.

We have received the following question concerning
the procedure to follow in order to secure a State law on

bee-diseases, and the appointment of bee inspectors :

American Bee Journal—
Can you give me any instructions as to how to institute

a law to have a bee-inspector in this State ? We have sonic-

poor bees and foul brood ; I got it from an old bee-keeper,
though he claims it is not in the State. I called three old
bee-men, and they all looked at it but did not know, but I

did by the description, and burned everything, so as not to

take any chances. Yours truly,

Leon E. Miner.

Perhaps the plans followed by Illinois and Ohio are as

good as any, which, in brief, are as follows :

The principal bee-keepers" associations in each of the

States named started the ball rolling by getting some mem-

ber of the legislature to introduce a bill, which was then

referred to the proper committee.

After that all the beekeepers of the State were urged

to flood not only the members of the committee to which
the bill had been referred, but also all the other members of

the legislature, with letters requesting them to give their

support to the bill whenever it came up.

Minnesota can have this necessary law, if the bee-keep-

ers of that State will go after it during the next session of

their State legislature.

Bees Mixing in Hives.

It is well known that drones are freebooters, and will

enter any colony willing to tolerate drones of its own. It is

not so well understood, especially among beginners, that
there is more or less mixing of workers. A loaded bee, re-

turning from the field, is blown to the ground in front of

some hive other than its own, and crawls in. By this and
other means there is more mixing than might be suspected.

It is important in some cases that this should be understood.
A queen has been bought for pure Italian, perhaps, and the
purchaser doubts her purity because he finds among her
progeny at a time when they should no longer be there,

bees that are undoubtedly black. Unless he finds these

among the downy babies that have just crawled out of their

cells, he can hardly be sure that they did not come from
other colonies.

Expert Opinion on Diseased-Brood Samples.

Subjects for consideration in the department of "Dr.
Miller's Answers " take a very wide range, and there is no
desire to limit that range, even if it sometimes obliges the
Doctor to fall back on the reserve answer, "I don't know."
To this, however, there is one exception ; the Doctor is not,

and does not pretend to be, an expert in diseases of brood,

as foul brood, pickled brood, and black brood. No matter
how well read he may be on the subject, he has not had the

experience of the man who has become an expert by seeing

and treating hundreds of cases. In a matter involving such
serious results, it is of the first importance that a bee-

keeper who finds some suspicious appearance in the brood

of some colony or colonies should know as positively, and
as soon as possible, just what the trouble is, and how it is

to be treated. For lack of this expert knowledge severe

loss has been sustained by the destruction of colonies when
no contagion was present ; in other cases still greater loss

has occurred because the disease was allowed to spread for

want of the proper treatment.

If you have suspicion that fcml brood, or either of the

other brood diseases, has thrust its unwelcome presence

upon you, don't waste time by .isking Dr. Miller about it,

but at once send a sample of the diseased brood to one of
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the experts, perhaps the foul brood inspector of your county,

State, or province. If you have no such officer, there still

remains the privileg^e of applying- to the General Manager

of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, who is at the

same time the very efficient foul brood inspector of his own

State, Mr. N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis. Mr. France

very kindly agrees to give his valuable opinion to any one

who is a member of the Association, although this imposes

on Mr. France a burden that perhaps he ought not to be

called upon to bear. As a rule, the Association does not

agree to give financial aid to any one who applies for mem-
bership after he gets into trouble, but the present case is

somewhat diiferent, and if you are not a member of the

Association send along with your letter of inquiry a dollar,

and you will become a member in full standing.

So please don't send to Dr. Miller samples of diseased

brood, thus making delay when delay is dangerous, but

apply at once to your foul-brood inspector, or Mr. France,

and don't write without sending a sample at the same time.

Sixty Acres of Alsike and S-weet Clover.

From Frank Coverdale comes the report that in Jackson

Co., Iowa, the yield from white clover is practically noth-

ing, but basswood, at date of writing, was promising, and

an apiary of 160 colonies was doing a rushing business on

30 acres of alsike, with 30 acres of sweet clover to receive

attention later. The sweet clover is an early variety, and

he pastures cattle on it from early spring, so the plants are

kept low and bushy, not preventing the growth of young

plants from this spring's sowing. In this way he expects a

crop every year. His report of the crop will be looked for

with interest.

Miscellaneous Items

Basswood Bloom was abundant in Wisconsin this

year, but the nights were too cool for a good honey-flow.

M. H. Mendleson, the great bee-keeper of Ventura Co.,

Calif., has been suffering badly in .both arms from poison

by a spider bite.

E. France, the honored father of General Manager N.

E. France, has been quite sick lately, but is some better

now. He is over KO years of age.

Two More Complaints have come in from California

to General Manager France. They are that bees were a

nuisance, and injurious to fruit ; no honey, so the bees

work on such sweets as they can find.

The National Association had 1884 paid-up members
on July 25. There are several hundred whose dues expired

lately, so that if all were paid up there would be quite a

good many over 2000 members of the National Bee-Keepers'

Association. Not so bad. Some of these days we may
catch up with the bee-keepers' associations of Germany in

the point of membership. In the matter of excellent meet-

ings perhaps we equal them now.

Mp. 0. L. HePShiser has lately effected the settlement

of a case in Buffalo, in which the National Association was
interested. Thus costs of suit were saved. Organization

is a great thing. So is good management. General Mana-
ger France, with the co-operation of leading bee-keepers in

various parts of the country, is doing a great work for bee-

keepers and bee-keeping everywhere. The National Asso-

ciation has important work to do along the original lines for

which it was organized. It is fulfilling its mission, and will

continue to prove its worth more and more as time goes on.

Mf. Geo. W. BPOdbeek, of Los Angeles, Calif., who is

the present secretary of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion, has been improving slowly in health since his late

long and very severe sickness. In a letter dated July 12, he

wrote that he expected in a few days to go to his bee-ranch

for a stay of a few weeks, as it always has benefited him so

much up in the mountains. He said it would interest him
to see his trees and vines growing, and hear the bees hum-
ming again after an absence of over six months.

Death of H. C. MoPehOUSe.—On July 27 we received

the following from Mr. M. A. Gill, of Boulder Co., Colo.,

dated July 25,"announcing the rather sudden and unexpected

death of Mr. Morehouse :

Friend York :—I have just received a message from
Boulder, announcing the death of our friend, H. C. More-
house. He was taken violently sick in one of his apiaries a
week ago with what proved to be inflammation of the stom-
ach, and died this morning. A large delegation of bee-
keepers will attend his funeral, from Longmont.

The news came like a shock to me, as I had learned to
love him as a brother. He was such a companionable fel-

low, and all his actions and arguments were based upon
principle, and, had he lived, would have made himself
known here in the West. We shall greatly miss him.
Surely, in the midst of life we are in death.

Yours very truly, M. A. GiLi..

Bee-keepers everywhere will unite with us in extending-

sincerest sympathy to Mrs. Morehouse in her great bereave-

ment. Mr. M. was a splendid man. We had the good for-

tune to meet him at the Denver convention of the National

Association two years ago. And we liked him. Since then

some very pleasant correspondence has passed between us.

His letters always exhibited a beautiful, kindly spirit. But
he is gone. He will be sadly missed not only in his home,
but in various walks in life. It will not be an easy matter

to fill his place.

Mr. Morehouse was the very efficient secretary of the

Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association. Until recently he was
editor of the Rocky Mountain Bee Journal, one of the very

best new bee-papers ever started. He was a hard worker,

and after selling his paper he devoted his whole time to bee-

keeping. Had he lived, as Mr. Gill says, he would have
been a great leader among practical honey-producers.

We hope very soon to publish a biographical sketch and
picture of our departed friend and brother.

A Handy Bee-Tent is shown on the first page this

week. Mr. John Newton, to whom it belongs, had this to

say about it in the Bee-Keepers' Review :

The engraving is of the bee-tent used in my apiary
;

and I often wonder why so few bee-keepers use tents when
they save so much time and excitement in the bee-yard. I

find the bee-tent one of the most useful things about the
yard, and I would not on any account do without it. It is

built very light, so that it can be easily carried around, and
when through with, it can be closed up and put away.

You will see by the engraving that it is made of very
light material. The corner posts are 1x1 '2 inches, made of
gray elm, so as to make them strong and light. The bottom
and top bars are of pine, and of the same dimensions as the
corner posts. The frame of the hinged top and the braces
are made of lighter material.

The tent, when open, is 5^2 feet high, 3 feet wide, and 4

feet long. It is hinged together at each joint, the braces
shutting to the inside when closed, and is held together by
means of straps at the corners. The top frame fits inside
the frame-work of the tent, being fastened down with two
hooks inside the tent, thus holding the tent open and in
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position. In the engraving the top is shown thrown back.
The bar at the back of the tent holds the bottom open by a
sliding strip of strong • wood which slides on screw nails.

The bottom side-bars are used as handles for carrying the
tent from hive to hive, The covering is of strong cotton,
except a piece of wire-netting IS inches wide across each
side, which is used to make it lighter and airier when work-
ing inside. The front has two widths of cotton, and when
not pinned back they fall down and lap over each other,
thus closing the doorway. When the tent is closed it is S'j

feet by 4 feet by 6 inches.
Now as to the uses to which the tent is put. First of

all, it is used in the early spring for going through hives,
clipping queens, etc., so as to prevent robbing. Then I find
it very handy in the swarming season, to keep swarms from
mixipg up. If one or more swarms are out, and another
starts to issue, I place the tent over the hive and let the
swarm go to the top of the tent. If the queen is clipped I

step inside and cage her. After the other swarms are set-

tled I throw open the top and let the bees that are on the
outside return home.

During the last extracting the tent is used, if no honey
is coming in from the fields, so as to save time and excite-
ment in the yeard. Whenever the bees are " looking for
trouble," if the tent is used they can't find it.

John Newton.

[In queen-rearing, where nuclei must be opened day
after day regardless of annoyance from robbers, a tent is a
great convenience. I first made one about 6 feet square,
and the same in height. It had a door at one corner, and
was covered all over with mosquito-netting. But it was too
large and unwieldy, and offered too great temptations to

sportive winds. I had to have a guy rope at each corner,
with a stake to drive in the ground, and thus anchor it

when I was not using it, or I never knew where to find it

when I needed it again. One day there was such a strong
gale, in advance of a thunder-storm, that it picked up Mr.
Tent, guy ropes, stakes and all, and smashed it all in a heap
against the side of the barn. Then I got one of The A. I.

Root & Co.'s tents that fold up umbrella fashion, and used
that for several years when it was needed. By the way, I

often used it in the way Mr. Newton mentions, viz., as a
swarm-catcher. If a swarm was on one of the apple-tree
boughs, or in the air, and another began coming out, I

clapped the tent over the hive where the swarm was coming
out, and it answered every purpose of a swarm-catcher. It

showed only too clearly how perfectly a man could be mas-
ter of the situation if he had enough swarm-catchers scat-
tered about the yard.

You will notice a cute little dog making himself at
home in the doorway of the tent. Well, there is a story
that goes with that dog. " Bobbs," as the dog was called,
had quite a choice collection of tricks at his command, and
was a close companion and playfellow of Mr. Newton's 4-

year-old boy, who couldn't bear to hear a word said against
"Bobbs." In talking with the boy, I asked him his age.
" Four years old," he replied. "But the dog isn't so old as
that, is he ?" I said. He shot me a quick glance that
seemed to say, "Now, you're running on Bobbs;" he
thought a moment, then reluctantly admitted, " No, he
isn't, but he used lo be older .'"—Editor Rhvibw.]

The MidSUmmeP Fair at Lake Geneva, Wis., an-

nounced on page 484, was held July 22 and 23, and was a

big success. There were several thousand people in at-

tendance, and the expected proceeds were about $5000. It

was held by, and for the benefit of, the Lake Geneva Fresh-

Air Association, an organization in the interest of the poor

children of the city. The exhibits in the various depart-

ments were most excellent, there being departments of live

stock, poultry, dairy, apiary, farm products, dogs, art and
fancy work, etc. The Editor of the American Bee Journal

was present the second day of the Fair, and acted as judge

of the apiary department, with the following results :

Best case of comb honey—1st premium, Miss Emilv
Hatch ; 2d, Miss Emily S. Rumsey ; 3d, H. C. Buell.

Best extracted honey in jars—1st, Wm. M. Whitney ;

2d, S. C. Ford.
Best 1-frame nucleus hive with bees—1st, Emily S.

Rumsey ; 2d, Wm. M. Whitney.
Best general exhibit—1st, Wm. M. Whitney ; 2d, S. C.

Ford.

Messrs. Whitney and Ford had a very good display lil

bee-supplies besides honey, etc. Mr. Whitney also had
bee-literature, a straw hive, etc. He had almost a constant

stream of visitors to whom he kept telling the story of bee-

keeping until his vocal organs were almost impaired.

Among his bee-books was not only a copy of the very first

edition of " Langstroth on the Hive and the Honey-Bee, " but

it was the author's own copy, in which every other leaf was
a blank one, and on many of which the great Father Lang-
stroth had with his own hand written notations and com-
ments for a future edition of his book. Mr. Whitney very

kindly loaned us this treasure, and later on we hope to find

time to review it in these columns.

The Lake Geneva Fresh-Air Association is to be con-

gratulated upon the success of its first Fair. Much credit

is due Miss Emily S. Rumsey for her untiring efforts and
self-sacrificing devotion to the work.

Contributed Articles

Symbiosus— Bees and Legumes.
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

IT
was a common belief, a few years ago, that a college

man, or one who had had the full benefit of a college

course, was not so well fitted for business as one who
came to the work " unfettered " by such training. He was
often referred to as an "educated fool." There was such a

unanimity in this opinion that, without doubt, it had some

basis , in fact. "The book farmer" was pointed at in

those days with the finger of scorn, or at least with derision.

This is no longer true. All kinds of business to-day reach

for the college graduate. Education as now built up in our

colleges is nowhere thought to disqualify a man for any

kind of work, mental or physical. Indeed, some of our

great corporations make this a sine qua non in selecting the

men that are to be employed, and some are even arranging

to have men taught in college, with a good general course,

before specialization commences preparatory to engagement

by them.

What has influenced to bring about this great change ?

Without doubt it has come through the introduction of

science teaching. Science, as now taught, deals with

things, and as the student learns to handle and observe

the things of the laboratory, even from the most minute

micro-organism to the very mountain that he scales, he is

made quick to take hold of all of life's problems, and in so

doing to grasp the lever of life by the long end. The young

man to-day, if at all bright, can get a good college educa-

tion, and if wise he will get it, and he will have a good,

large amount of the best scientific culture mixed all through

the course.

I am led to this long introduction by the result of an

examination of a splendid class in botany a few days since.

I asked for a good illustration of the law of Symbiosus, or

of the law that organisms often dwell or act together, for

the mutual good of both. Two of the answers I am sure

will interest our readers :

" Bees in collecting honey afford a good example of this

law. They secure from the flowers the nectar which is cane-

sugar, and which is digested by them, or changed into re-

ducing sugar, partly in their stomachs and partly in the

honey-comb cells, through the action of a ferment which
they add to it as it is gathered. This makes a necessary
and most admirable food, when mixed with the proteid

food-elements of the bee-bread, and supports the larva- or

brood and the mature bees. Nor do the flowers receive a
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less benefit. The bees, as they plunge into the flower-tube,
become dusted with pollen, and, as they push on to the nest
blossom, they carry this pollen to the stigma of that flower,
and so the bloom is cross-pollinated. Research has proved
that the flowers will not be able to seed when pollinated
with their own pollen, and thus we may say that the bees in

these visits become the very saviors of the species of plant
whose bloom attracts them. Thus the flower feeds the bee,
and the bee saves to the world the flower."

Another student gave another case as interesting and

equally as apt an example of Symbiosus :

" We have in the legumes, and the bacilli that live and
work on their roots, a good example of Symbiosus. These
tiny organisms attack the roots of the pod-bearing plants,
and cause tubercles to form, in which they live, and feed
and grow ; thus these root-growths furnish them home and
food. In turn they breathe in the nitrogen from the air as
we breathe the oxygen, and combine this in their cell-struc-

ture so that the host-plant can use it. This host-plant,
large as it is, can not take the free nitrogen, but must have
the same in combined form. Thus it gets a big return for
the home and the little food that it gives its guest, for it

gets a large amount of this combined nitrogen, which is

the very substance of its cell-structure. This part of the
process even goes further, as the legume, when it dies,
leaves a great excess of this combined nitrogen in the soil

for other plants that may come after it. Thus we have ex-
plained the well-known fact that a crop of clover or other
legume will often convert a sterile soil to a fertile one. In
this mutual aid of the legume and the minute bacillus we
have one of the best illustrations of the law of Symbiosus."

ALFALFA AS A BEE-PASTURAGE.

It is well known that Nevada, Arizona, and the San
Joaquin Valley, in California, have excellent bee-pasturage

in the great alfalfa fields of those sections. As this crop is

irrigated it is always vigorous, and unless the cold winds or

some other meteorological interference occurs, the honey
crop is almost a sure thing. Alfalfa honey is also of the

best.

I have wondered why it might not pay in these years of

extreme drouth in Southern California, to move the bees

from the sage mesas to the alfalfa fields. We have about
here large areas of alfalfa, which now must waste its fra-

grance on the desert air, as far as the bees and the honey-
product go.

Mr. Mendleson, of Ventura county, has often found
that it paid to move his bees to the bean-fields, and there it

often happens that the beans fail to respond with the gen-
erous flow of nectar. It is possible that the alfalfa would
do the same, though I believe that it would give more cer-

tain returns. I am not sure how this would work, but it

would be well worth while to make the trial. The alfalfa

would also profit by the visits of the bees, as we often raise

the seed, and bees are necessary if we would secure a full

yield of this valuable crop. We have in many sections of

Southern California large fields of this valuable hay and
forage crop. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Developing the Home Market for Honey.
BY K. B. ROOD.

I
BEGAN keeping bees with 22 colonies five years ago, in

Manatee Co., Fla., having had little previous experience.

I supposed that I must find a market in the large cities,

being led astray perhaps by such statements as that made
by Mr. M. A. Gill, at the Denver convention in 1902 :

" If

you are going to be a honey-producer produce some, and
when you get it produced sell it to some one who likes to

dabble with pints and pounds, and turn your attention

towards producing some more." Good enough advice per-

haps for Colorado, but very poor for any section of our
country I know of east of the Mississippi.

I made my first shipment to New York, but the price

was so low that I decided that I must try to find a market

elsewhere, and so I began looking up the situation in our
near-by cities. I found considerable honey in the fancy
grocery stores, put up in neat glass jars shipped from the

Northern wholesale houses. Some of this may have been
of doubtful purity, and the trade on it was small. The
grocers were first suspicious, but as we got acquainted and
they were convinced that my honey was pure, my sales in-

creased from 1000 pounds for 1900 to 10,000 in 1903, and the

end is not yet.

I began with the 1 and 2 pound Muth jars. The corks

are unsatisfactory, for even when carefully waxed they will

leak a little in hot weather ; but I can find nothing that

suits me better, taking price into consideration, so I stick

to them. In the meantime I am looking for a better package.
The editor of Gleanings in Bee-Culture suggests that if

a grocery trade is once worked up, orders will come in regu-

larly from it without further eflort, but I find that this does

not hold good in practice. The grocers buy practically all

their goods through drummers, so much so that they neg-

lect to keep up stock unless "drummed." It seems neces-

sary to call upon them about every 60 days to sell and to

make collections in order to do the maximum amount of

business. This means that your market must be near

home, or the expense will be too great.

We have had some unfavorable seasons, too wet or too

dry, and my demand is exceeding my supply, so that I am
buying some honey every year.

I mention my success in selling honey (I believe I have
driven every bottle of adulterated goods out of my territory)

because I think it can be duplicated in scores of cities, at

least in the South, as I have found several where little

honey is sold. I am convinced that in order to get grocers

to sell extracted honey successfully, whether liquid or

granulated, it must be put up for them in such retail pack-

ages that they can deliver it to their customers without fuss

or trouble. One experience with a barrel, or even a can of

partially candied honey, will deter many of them from buy-

ing for a long time. Comb honey is of uniformly good

quality, and being in a small package is easily handled,

which, I think, accounts in a large measure for its popu-

larity. I produce only extracted, because I think at the

price I get it pays me better, and then comb honey is very

difficult to keep in this damp climate.

To conclude, I can hardly see why over-production need

bother the average bee-keeper who produces a good quality

of honey, puts it up attractively, and pushes its sale with

the same intelligence required to sell soap, or cornstarch,

or blueing, or any of the salable articles of trade. The pro-

ducer ought to be the best salesman in the world, for he

knows that his honey is pure, and also a thousand details

about the business that always interest and convince men.

Manatee Co., Fla.

Rearing Queens—A Method Described.

BY THOMAS BRODHRICK.

MR. HARRY GREEVES, on page 350, expresses the

wish that some one would start up the queen-rearing

discussion again. For the benefit of Mr. Greeves

and others who are interested in this all-important subject,

I will briefly describe my method of rearing queens,

which I feel certain will greatly simplify their rearing, inas-

much as it enables the bee-keeper to do away with all fuss-

ing with queen-excluding metal, the uncertainty of the

swarming fever, or waiting for queens to get old and be

superseded naturally ; and best of all, reduces the cost.

I have thoroughly tested all of the methods given

through the bee-papers, and know of the merits and de-

merits of queens reared by each and all of them. For a
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lODfT time I reared my queens by the Alley and Doolittle

methods, as I considered them the simplest and best, but I

became dissatisfied at times with the Doolittle method, espe-

cially when reared above or behind queen-excluding metal.

The Alley method will produce good queens every time

when conditions are right, but it is too costly to suit me.

The making of a colony queenless, and keeping it so for a

week or ten days, means dollars and cents, and if late in the

season it may mean death to the colony the following win-

ter. However, we must have good queens regardless of

cost, and I would rear them by the Alley method, too, if I

had not worked out the following :

When settled warm weather has arrived, and colonies

have become strong, i.e., one hive-body well filled with

bees, with brood in all combs excepting the two outside

ones, and large numbers of young nurse-bees on hand ;

then, and not until then, should any one attempt to rear

queens. When bees are in this condition, with plenty of

honey and pollen coming in from the fiields, I am then ready

to begin queen-rearing operations, provided queens are

needed thus early.

I go over the apiary and select a good, strong colony,

preferably hybrids, one which has a good, prolific queen

not more than two years old—still better if not more than

one year old. I hunt out this queen, catch her, and with a

sharp pair of scissors clip about '4 of an inch off one of the

large wings and liberate her among the bees again, and close

the hive. In about four or five days you will find eggs in

queen-cells.

Now prepare a batch of cell-cups, a la Doolittle, minus
royal jelly, and take them along with you to the colony,

destroy the cells the bees have started, hunt out a comb
containing small larva;, and with a goose-quill toothpick,

that has been previously polished on a stone to take off

sharp edges, lift out larvK that are about two days old, as

near as you can judge, and place one in each cell-cup with-

out royal jelly—just the dry cup. Now place the comb with

cell-cups in the center of the brood-nest and leave it for a

day or two, when you will find that just as many, or more,

cells have been accepted as if you had put royal jelly in

them.

Now these cells have been shaped up by the bees to

suit their liking, and there is considerable royal jelly in

them, lift out those old larva; that you first put in, and re-

place them with the smallest larva; you can find from your

best breeding queen, and place the comb back in the hive

where you took it from. Those cells will be cared for and
fed from the very moment you place them back in the hive.

This I consider very important, and must take place if we
are to have good queens every time. And this leads me to

say, that with an)' method when artificial cell-cups are used,

unless given to bees that are hopelessly queenless, they

must be grafted a second time if you want good results.

The reason is plain to be seen—the cells are unnatural iu

every respect, and in the majority of cases remain un-

noticed for several hours, and the nature of them is only

discovered as some bee out of curiosity pokes her head into

one of them, when she at once spreads the news. But,

alas, it is too late, they have received a setback from which
they will never recover, and the omission of this very thing

is, I believe, the principal reason why so many bee-keepers

received or reared queens that were not satisfactory, there-

by causing the queen-breeder and cell-cup methods to be

condemned. I am firmly convinced that the grafting of

cells a second time h-as paid me enormously—yes, better

than any other work I ever did in the apiary.

Now. lest some may think that a queen treated as I

have described will be of little good from the standpoint of

egg-laying, and consequently a run-down colony, to such I

want to say that a queen treated in this way will, with the

exception of a few hours when first clipped, lay just as well

as ever. That has been my experience for the past four

years ; and, further, the colony will produce just as good
results in either comb or extracted honey as if you never
touched the queen. And this colony can be kept building

cells during the whole season, as I have done repeatedly.

In such a case you must examine every comb in the hive

once in every twelve days or two weeks, and cut out any
cells that may be started on them.

When rearing queens in this way it is just as necessary

to feed the colony in times of scarcity as it is with any
method. Of course, the bees are trying to supersede their

queen, and will carry on the work of cell-building just as

long as there is anything in the hive for them to live on,

but if there is no honey in the fields feed by all means ; also

feed the colony containing your breeding queen, so that

any larv;f taken from it will not have received a setback

from being fed sparingly. As in times of great scarcity

bees feed larva; just as little as possible and have them live,

it seems almost unnecessary for me to say that larv;e taken
from a colony when in this condition are entirely unfit for

queen-rearing purposes.

Before closing I want to add a few don'ts : Don't try

to rush matters by attempting to rear queens before your

colonies get strong. Don't wait until the season is nearly

over, and drones nearly all killed off ; the bees know when
the drones are killed and winter is close by, and seem to

prefer their old queens rather than take chances on getting

a young one fertilized. Don't winter a queen that has

been clipped and at the head of a cell-building colony all

summer; quit off in time to allow a young queen to become
fertile and laying, and use another colony next summer.

The rearing of queens just when and where I wanted
them, and in almost any numbers, with the colony storing

in the sections just as fast as any other—no waiting for the

swarming fever or old age to overtake some queen— is some-

thing that has given me great pleasure. That I believe it

will be so with others is my reason for taking the trouble to

write it out. Cayuga Co., N. Y.

Convention Proceedingsin§s
J

Southwestern Ohio and Hamilton County, Ohio,

Convention.

The members of the Southwestern Ohio and Hamilton

County Bee-Keepers" Association elected the following offi.

cers at the last regular meeting, on June 17 :

President, Henry Shaffer; Vice-President, Joseph Ries-

tenberg ; Secretary, Henry Reddert ; Treasurer, C. H. W.
Weber. Executive Committee : John Sommers, Chas.

Weber, Benj. Kolks, Harry Denning, and Fred Eggers.

Our organization is increasing rapidly, one of the main
features being " bee-keeping from a scientific standpoint,"

hence the enthusiasm displayed at the meetings during the

" Welfare " of the organization. We are incorporated under

the laws of the State of Ohio, having received our charter

from the Secretary of State, June 17. Enclosed you will

please find the Constitution and By-Laws.
Henry Reddert, Sec.

[The Constitution and By-Laws referred to above we
publish herewith, as they may be a help to some other bee-
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keepers' associations, either already existing or in the pro-

cess of organization :

—

Editor.]

CONSTITUTION.

The Constitution of the " Southwestern Ohio and Hamil-
ton County Bee-Keepers' Association " shall read as follows :

ARTICLE I.

Sec. 1.—The name of this Association shall be the
" Southwestern Ohio and Hamilton County Bee-Keepers'
Association."

Sec 2.—Its object shall be the promotion of apiculture
in all its branches.

Sec. 3.—This Association shall hold its annual meeting
for the election of officers the last Monday in August each
year, at such place as the Executive Committee sees fit to
select. Each member shall be notified of the annual meet-
ing for the election of officers and other business of impor-
tance. Members at a distance may vote by proxy for the
election of officers and other important business after being
duly notified by the_ Secretary four weeks before the meet-
ing takes place. The regular meeting shall convene every
three months, and business of importance shall be laid on
the table for the next meeting, to give the members at a
distance not able to attend every meeting an opportunity to
cast their vote (after being notified) by proxy.

Sec. 4.—The officers of this Association shall consist of
a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and five
members for Executive Committee. These officers shall be
elected for one year, or until their successors be duly in-
stalled.

Sec. 5.—A quorum shall consist of seven members of
the Association.

Sec. 6.—Any bee-keeper, or those interested in apicul-
ture who never adulterated honey, or induced others, or en-
deavored to induce others to do the same, are eligible for
idembership. Every applicant for membership shall file a
petition in writing provided by the Association, adding 50
cents for yearly dues of membership, which money shall be
returned if applicant is rejected. If his petition is reported
favorable by the Association, he may become a member at
once, but if objections are raised he shall be balloted for. A
ballot-box shall be provided by the Association for this pur-
pose. White balls elect, black balls reject. If two or more
black balls are cast the applicant is rejected. If one black
ball is cast the vote shall be repeated. If the result be the
same, the member casting the black ball shall state his
objections, and if approved by the members present the
applicant is rejected. All measures before the members of
the regular meetings must be approved by two-thirds of the
members present. Yearly dues for membership shall be
50 cents, payable in advance.

Sec. 7.—On request of seven members, the President
shall call a special meeting.

Sec. 8.—All officers shall be elected by ballot.

Sec. 1.—Dues shall be SO cents for one year, payable in
advance.

Sec. 2.—Bills payable must be approved in open session.
Sec. 3.—The Constitution and By-Laws may be

amended only at the annual meeting by a two-thirds vote of
the members present. All amendments must be made in
writing and presented to the Secretary four months before
the annual meeting convenes.

ARTICLE III.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Sec. 1.—The President shall preside at all meetings,
appoint committees, sign all orders on the Treasurer, and
act as chairman of the Executive Committee.

Sec. 2.—The Vice-President shall proceed with the
duties of the President in case the latter be absent.

Sec. 3.—The Secretary shall keep a true and accurate
record of all proceedings of the Association : receive all
moneys and receipt therefore

; pay the same to the Treas-
urer, take receipt for same, and countersign all orders on
the Treasurer ; conduct the general correspondence ; notify
all committees relating to their duties, and notify members
in regard to the proposed business to be transacted at regu-
lar and special meetings ; keep a record of the names and
addresses of the members, and make an annual report of all
receipts and disbursements of the ensuing year. When his
successor is elected he shall deliver to him all property of
the Association in his possession.

Sec. 4.—The Treasurer shall receive all moneys due the

Association from the Secretary, and give receipt therefore ;

cash all orders duly signed by the President and Secretary
;

make an annual report of all receipts and disbursements,
and deliver all property of the Association to his successor
in office.

Sac 5.—The Executive Committee shall audit the books
of the Secretary and Treasurer, and report the same to the
Association at the annual meeting ; have charge of all in-
terests of the Association during the intermission, and act
for the Association in case of emergency.

RULES.
Roll call of officers.

Reading of minutes.
Business report of committees.
Election of officers.

New business.
Roll call of members and dues.
Welfare of the Association.
Adjourn.

[ Our Bee-Heepin§ Sisters
j

Conducted by Emma M- Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Yellow Sweet Clover, White Sweet Clover,
Motherwort, Etc.

Miss Wilson :—I see you ask me a few questions in re-

gard to yellow sweet clover. Some of these I can answer
readily enough, and to some of the others I will have to say,
" I don't know."

I noticed the first opened blossoms of the yellow variety

May 26 this year, while it was July 4 before the white be-

gan to spread its bloom.

They are magnificent honey-plants, both of them. I

do not think that the honey from the yellow variety has

such a pronounced sweet-clover taste and color as has that

of the white, but it is not easy for me to tell about that, as

I get a blend of the two.

The bees have been working through June on the yel-

low kind, also on alfalfa and motherwort. By the way,

motherwort is a good, old stand-by here.

Now the bees are busy on motherwort, yellow sweet

clover, and white sweet clover. The yellow sweet clover is

slacking up in its blooming now, to mature an enormous
lot of seed. After that it will have a sort of secondary

blooming-time^as is the way with the white sweet clover,

also. Here we do not use either kind for fodder, prefering

alfalfa. But, beyond a doubt, they have merit as fodder-

plants. I know that our cattle and horses eat both kinds

very readily, and that it is useless to scatter seed of either

in pastures, hoping to get nectar therefrom.

The yellow variety is of more slender growth than the

white. It is also of trailing habit when allowed to follow

its bent. An individual specimen will spread out over the

ground like a beautiful carpet, while the white variety,

whether alone or in group, grows erect and vigorous. I

have some six feet in hei^ght, and still growing. I believe

that the yellow is even more lavish of its blossoms than is

the white; in fact, I know of nothing else with such a

capacity for turning itself into a mass of fragrant bloom.

You are right about the record, Miss Wilson. It is not

advisable to dispense with it, and I usually keep one, but I

was from home for nearly two months last summer—to the

detriment of my bee-keeping and otlier things. I am mak-
ing a big effort to keep the run of the colonies this year,

and to let all things be done decently and in order. It is

up-hill work, though, with all I have on hand, and if it was
not that the bees are a pleasure to me I surely would give
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them up. I take them as a recreation, but I feel this sum-

mer as if in danger of having too much of a good thing.

There are several other matters on which I would like

to touch.

I want to give in my testimony in regard to those bee-

hive chickens, but for the present I must close.

Custer Co., Nebr., July 13. A. L. Amos.

Sweet clover bloomed nine days earlier here this year

than with you, but that was the very first bloom.

Thank you very much for such full information regard-

ing the two sweet clovers.

Hatching- Eggs Over Bees.

Apropos of your comments on hatching hen's eggs in

bee-hives (page 4SS), I would say that many people about

the country do accomplish the incubation in that way—some
people indeed who do not keep bees. From my own experi-

ence and observation I know that it can be done. This,

therefore, makes another direct report as well as J. G. Nor-

ton's, and as much to the point as his is.

Albany Co., N. Y. S. Davenport.

Bees Doing- Well—Poor Queen, Etc,

Dear Miss Wilson :—Bees are doing well now consid-

ering the rains. Not much surplus honey yet, but fair pros-

pects if it stops raining. Several prime swarms yet to

come, while some of the first hived in 10-frame hives are

almost ready for supers. I have been making frames, both

deep and shallow, and have fastened in all the foundation

this year. We use the Parker machine for sections and
shallow frames. With it one can fasten on warm days if

necessary.

We moved our bees during fruit-bloom to a little nook
sloping eastward, sheltered by woods on the west and north,

and a large meadow on the south. On account of the tall

trees near, father put bunches of old combs tied to sticks at

convenient places about head high, thinking swarms would
alight (or " roost," as 4-year-olds would have it) on them,

but they chose high post-oak branches.

One colony has been weak all spring. We have cleared

them of moth several times, and given them frames of

brood from other hives five or six times ; a few cells of

brood on some of the combs makes me think they have a

/>oor queen. Would it be all right to transfer the frames to

a new hive—cover and bottom-board—setting it on the old

stand and hiving an after-swarm in with them ?

Last winter was not so hard on bees here as at other

places ; one of our neighbors had one or two colonies die in

the spring, but so far as I know all others wintered all right.

Hickory Co., Mo., July 5. Ann F. Kelly.

You are probably right in regard to that colony having
a poor queen, and the first thing to do is to find her and kill

her. Then after the colony has been queenless a day or

two, unite with it the first after-swarm that issues.

No need to transfer them to a new hive unless there is

some objection to the old hive.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of thi

copy of the American Bee Journal.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office ot the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Reducing; the Number of Colonies.

I have 30 colonies of bees and would like to reduce them

to about 20, before they go into winter quarters. How
should I proceed ? About 5 of the colonies are very weak,

through persistent swarming. Iowa.

Answer.—Unite just as soon as surplus storing is over.

Better still, just a little before that time. Take the 10

weakest colonies and set them over the next 10 weakest. It

will be better to kill one of the queens two or three days

before uniting them. Between the two hives put a sheet

of manilla paper, or three or four sheets of newspaper,

making in the paper a hole large enough for one bee to pass

at a time, seeing that the hole comes over the space between

two top-bars, so there will be no hindrance to the passage.

About three weeks later remove one story, putting in the

story that is left all the brood and the fullest frames of

honey.
^

A Honey-Dew Affliction.

My bees are working on honey-dew, the trees just

glistening with it ; the leaves look as if they were var-

nished, and in the morning when the dew is on the bees

work " to beat the band." I have several hundred pounds

of it in the supers. It is bad looking stuff, and not fit to

eat or sell. What can I do with it ? Will it do to feed bees ?

Iow.\.

Answer.—It will do to feed it to the bees in the spring

or any time when they will use it for brood-rearing ; but

don't give it to them for winter stores. Such honey may

be sold for baking or mechanical purposes, or it may be

made into vinegar.

ttueen Progeny-Testing Queens-Keeping Queens
Over Winter.

I Italianized 3 colonies last August with red clover

queens. One of these queens produced nearly all black

drones, and I bought her as a tested queen. Her bees are

three-banded.

1. Why did she produce black drones ?

2. I have reared some nice queens, and find it diiScult

to test them. The young bees look very dark, but they

nearly all show the third band. Are they hybrids ?

3. Could those dark-looking drones be the cause of such

dark bees ?

4. One of those queens I bought last August superseded

about the middle of June. This was a select-tested queen,

and her drones were very nicely marked. Now the tested

queen is trying to supersede also. This gives me a chance

to rear some more good queens. What is the cause of these

queens superseding so soon ?

5. Will it do to leave the tested queen alone in the hive,

or is she likely to die before spring ?

6. Will the bees expel the drones if I cage the queen ?

7. How can I keep a dozen queens over winter ? I

would like to keep them in one hive, if possible.

,S. How would it do to make cages, put candy in them

with the queen and young beee, then put these cages in the

middle of a strong colony and make the colony queenless ?
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Will the bees feed the queens all winter in case they run
short of candy ?

Perhaps you will say that the cluster will move about
and leave the queen exposed to the cold. To prevent this I

will use only 2 or 3 frames of honey, causing the cluster to

stay, the remaining space being filled with empty combs.
My frames are only 14x834 and hold a little over 4 pounds,
so I will have to look after them on the first fine day that

comes. Oregon.

Answers.— 1. A tested queen is one whose worker
progeny have 3 bands, and no attention is paid to the
drones. The queen herself may be very dark or light and
so may the drones. Just why, I don't know. If the work-
ers have the three bands, that's all you can require of a
tested queen.

2. If they have the three yellow bands they are all right.

The leather-colored Italians are generally favorites, al-

though on the dark order. A few workers without the yel-

low bands are not always conclusive proof of impurity un-
less so young that you are sure they never have flown from
the hive ; because there is more or less mixing from other
colonies. But it would be nothing else than you should ex-

pect, to have your young queens impurely mated if blacks
or hybrids are within a mile or two of your apiary.

3. Not necessarily ; drones are very variable, even in

the purest stock. But as said before, with black bees all

around you, your young queens are likely to be impurely
mated.

4. I don't know; although a queen which has been
through the mails is likely to be superseded sooner than
others.

5. As the bees are trying to supersede the queen, she
would likely be put out of the way as soon as a young queen
is reared to take her place. If you are anxious to keep her
over the winter, let her be in a nucleus for a time, strength-
ening up the nucleus in time for winter, destroying any
queen-cells that may be started. Even then there is some
danger that she may not winter over, if the bees seem bent
on superseding her.

6. The caging of the queen, so far as it would have any
effect in that direction, would make the bees more inclined
to retain the drones.

7. I don't know of any way in which you are likely to
succeed satisfactorily. Perhaps the nearest to it would be
to have two or more nuclei in one hive, making very sure
that no bee could get from one nucleus to another without
going outside the entrance.

8. For a very small sum I'll guarantee that every queen
you attempt to winter in that way will be dead before time
to fly in spring.

Size of Brood-Frames-Cliaff-Hives.

1. Are the Hoffman and the Langstroth brood-frames
the same size? and which kind do you consider the best ?

2. Would a 10-frame hive, using either of the above-
named frames, be large enough to winter a colony without
a second story, provided the frames were full of honey, or
nearly so ? or what size would I need ? I would like to adopt
a hive of that capacity. I now use frames 13'+x7 inches
deep, and have to use a second story for wintering.

3. Should the chaff in chaff-hives be removed every
spring and repacked in the fall ? or is it all right after being
once put in ?

4. What ought to be the inside dimensions of a 10-frame
hive, using Hoffman or Langstroth frames 7 and how deep
using reversible bottom-boards ?

5. I am thinking of making my own hives, if I cannot
buy them at a reasonable price, with double walls, having

an air-space of two inches between the two walls without
packing, and then pack the hives well in straw in winter-

time. Would they be better than a single-walled hive ?

Only the brood-chamber should be double-wall, using Hoff-

man shallow frames for tiering up.
Northern Indian.*..

Answers.—1. The Hoffman frame is really one form of

the Langstroth frame, and the size is the same. The name
Langstroth, however, is generally applied to the loose-hang-

ing frame. Between that and the Hoffman it would be a

little hard to choose. After using many of both kinds I

have discarded both and prefer the Miller.

2. Yes, it would be plenty large.

3. In the regular chaff hive the packing remains per-

manently.

4. The 8-frame hive is 12' s inches wide inside, which
width gives room for a dummy. A lOframe hive to be used

in the same way must be 147s wide, but they are quite com-
monly made narrower than this so that the dummy cannot

be used. I should prefer a dummy. Depth, y,'2 inches.

5. Only trial of the two kinds side by side would prove

which is the better in your hands.

Yellow Jacket—Swarms Going Back—Prevention of

Swarming- Clipping Queens in Criss-

cross-Comb Hives.

Enclosed please find a wasp or bee, or whatever it is.

I found it in a hole in the ground.

1. What is it ? Does it store honey when domesticated ?

2. This year I caught several swarms, and I had no

sooner caught the swarm than a few of the bees would go

back to the parent hive a few at a time. Have you ever had

such experience ? and what was the cause ?

3. What method do you think would be ber.t for me to

pursue to prevent swarming, so as to produce the most pos-

sible honey? I hear of the " shook swarm " method, clip-

ping the queen's wings, and several other methods, but are

they now in practical and daily use ?

4. How can you clip the wings of a queen where the

combs are built crisscross ? Wisconsin.

Answers.—1. It's a yellow jacket and could not be in-

duced to store honey.

2. I don't think I ever had just that experience, and I

don't know the cause. If the queen should not go with the

swarm, bees would return to the old hive, but then all

would go.

3. Shaking swarms might work very well for you. It

is certainly practical, and has been practiced to a large ex-

tent by experienced bee-keepers. In reality it is little else

than making the bees swarm at your own will a little be-

fore they %vould swarm naturally, with some advantages

over natural swarming, as keeping a stronger force to-

gether.

4. You would have to drum the bees out, so as to catch

the queen.

Probably Bee-Paralysis.

What is the matter when shiny, hairless, wingless bees

that are pushed out of a hive by the other bees ? Are they

diseased, or are they robbers ? Iowa.

Answer.—Most likely paralysis, although the bees are

not usually wingless.

Amerjkanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.'7S. Address
all orders to this office.
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c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

Bees Doing Well on Sweet Clover.

We have had so much rain so far

this season that our bees did compara-
tivelj- nothing till sweet clover blos-

somed. Now they are doing well.

Joseph Sh.wv.
Chase Co., Kans., July 18.

Robbing—Good Honey-Flow.

Yesterday I had by accident a serious
attempt at robbing in my bee-yard.
Thousands of bees had effected an en-

trance into the hive before I discovered
them. Then I closed every avenue of
entrance or exit except a small hole at

the entrance of the hive, and covered
and surrounded the hive with cloths

saturated with crude carbolic acid. The
robbers soon dispersed.
Frequent rains are prolonging the

honey-flow, which has been very good,
although it did not commence quite so

early as usual.
My colonies are dangerously near

numbering 200 at this writing. I have
not had so much swarming as I had
last season. Edwin Bevins.
Decatur Co., Iowa, July 19.

Southerner's Sojourn in New York.

On April 28, I left Watauga Co., N.
C, for the home of James McNeill, of
Columbia Co., N. Y., to assist him in

apiarian duties for the season.
We took the B. ^i E. train at Butler,

Tenn., and as we rode down the beau-
tiful Watauga, which, in the Indian
vernacular, means " Beautiful River "

—and beautiful it is—I thought of the
times I had slaked my thirst from her
fountain-head, and courted pleasure
upon her mossy margin. Down we
went as the train sped along, and the
river leaped over cataract and cliff on
her way to the sea.

We took the Norfolk & Western at

Bristol, Tenn., a bustling little South-
ern city just bubbling over with busi-

ness. We went by the way of Hager-
town and Harrisburg, arriving at Mr.
McNeill's on Saturday, April 30. After
an introduction to the family, we re-

tired to the kitchen and " satisfied a
longfelt want."
Mr. McNeill is a man of about 55,

modest, unassuming, and refined. He
never has had the good fortune to woo
and win a bride. For 15 years he has
been a close student of bees and their
habits.
He now controls over 300 colonies in

two yards. He advocates and uses the
10-frame Simplicity hive, runs for ex-

tracted honey, and uses the Bingham
knife and Stanley reversible extractor.

The honey is conveyed direct from the
extractor to a large tank in* the base-

ment, which holds over a ton. From
this it is drawn into suitable recepta-

cles for shipment. He believes in

keeping the best bees to be obtained,
so he has procured queens from the
leading breeders in the United States.

All the queens are clipped in early
spring, and a record of each kept on
the inside of the cover. In the fall

each colony is placed on six frames of
well-filled honey or syrup, and packed
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BEE = SUPPLIES!!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

EverythinK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. ^

Ivow Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. W

WALTER S. POUDER, ^
513 = 515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS, IND «

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Don't forget that we are the largest jobbers in the Uuited Stales of

ROOT'S BEE-SUPPLIES,
Johnson Incubators and Brooders,

Humphrey's and Mann's Bone-Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all Kinds, Seeds and Implements.

Remember, you get these goods at Factory Prices, and save half the

freight.
Let us book your order for Golden Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan

QUEENS ; listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS., 531 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

'ease mention Bee Jon^xial "when writinp.

ICR<H3TCHIi'IE5K, l.ffFO. CO.
R,B3ID OA.IC, IOWA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want everv bee-keeper
tohaveourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AGENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, low ,

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
\. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Headquarters '«"6ee-Supplies
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Complete stock for 1904 now on hand. Freight-rates from Cincinnati^are the

lowest. Prompt service is what I practice. Satisfaction guaranteed. L/ang-

stroth Portico Hives and Standard Honey -Jars at lowest prices.

You will save money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for^same.

aueens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail.

Golden Italians, Red Clover andJCarniolan Queens, Untested,'during June,

1, 75c.; 6, $4.00; 12, $7.50.

C. H. W.WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are

the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wi

"i^asa mention Uea Journal wnen wrttine
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the (JleaneNt and
Purest, Kiclie!>>t in 4Jolor anti Odor. jTIONt VransparenI, and 'I'ougli-
est—in fact, the best aad most beautiful Foundatiou made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundatiou for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SIH»I»1,IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samnles free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Diltmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping Cases.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST.. CINCINNATI. OHIO.

6 Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I
ourHI-VES AMD SEOTIOITS p

§ Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.
|

g By sending in your order now, you will ;sAVE MONEY, and
<S secure prompt shipment. O

I
PAGE & LYON MFQ. CO., New London,Wis. i^s a

|

Wanted - Dee-Keepers
To write for our prices on SECTIONS.
We manufacture them, and are dealers
in BEE-SUPPLIES. .Send for special
price and Catalog-.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

This
Lightning Lice Killing Machine

CHARLES SCHUI), Ionia* aUch,
^tease mention Bee journal vrtien •writing

ft i*i.jfi.i*i.i*i.ifi.ifi.i*i.jfi.iii.i^iii.ifi.i*i.J'i-i*i.i*i.i*i.ifi.i.*i.i*£,jfi.jfi.i/ii.jfi.iti. n
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Djn t run aa\ chances by Wiater H
lag vour Bees la leaky dry goods "J,

boxes, wheu you can have the BEST
WINTER-CASE for almost the II

same price. Write to us stating the ^i'

amount of cases wanted, and we will -j

name bottom price on our NEW fl

CHAMPION. Read what Mr. John ^
BoDENSCHAT/,, of Lemont,Ill., has ^^
to say regarding our Winter-Cases. It

R. H. SCHMIDT, |
*^^^^^ Sheboygan, Wis. |;

•n-

Messrs. R. H. Schmidt Co., Sheboygan, Wis. <&

Dear Sirs:—Tlie NEW CUAMPION WINTER-CASES which I bought of you four M
years ago, have given me entire satisfaction, and I am more than pleased with same. L,ast j^
winter being the severest in years my neighboring bee-keepers lost from SO to % percent of ^
their bees, while mine—every colony packed in your cases-came out good and strong. I S
wintered a 3 frame Nucleus last winter, and when I took off the winter-cases, April 20th, li-

the 3-frame Nucleus had 2 frames of brood. 'ij>

Please send me by freight 100 more of NEW CHAMPION WINTER-CASES. En- S
closed find check for same. Very truly jour.s. if

JOHN BODENSCHATZ. <T>

in dry leaves. His winter loss is

usually quite small.
Mr. McNeill is a prohibitionist, and

has voted that way for 20 years. He
edits a temperance column in the
Weekly Gazette, and holds up the tem-
perance cause. G. W. McGuire.
Columbia Co., N. Y., July 18.

A Report fpom the Cpawford Co.,
Wis., Apiary.

Being- personally in charge at the
above apiary here on the Wisconsin
River, I have had a g^ood oversight of
this iield. We had a fair crop of light
amber spring- honey, a mixture that
probably included the nectar of dande-
lions, raspberries, a small amount of
white clover, apple and wild fruits.

This honey was clear, of good body,
and pleasing flavor. White clover
made no showing ; although there ap-
peared to be an abundance of plants
the bloom was scattering, and what
there was did not appear to have any
nectar in it. I attribute this largely
to the fact that the plants were seed-
lings. Next year these plants will be
due to produce a crop of honey. I have
noticed for many years that when we
have a general seed crop it is followed
by a crop of young plants (if there has
been rain enough to cause the seed to
germinate), and then we will not have
a paying crop from the field until the
second year.
Basswood has yielded fairly well,

and lasted from the 6th until the 22d
of July. One thing is very noticeable,
the honey was simply ripe and heavy
almost as soon as deposited in the
hive ; this in spite of the fact that we
have had plenty of rain since basswood
first began to come into bloom. Bass-
wood, as a rule, is apt to be thin and
watery when first gathered, and some
bee-keepers have made a bad record for
themselves by extracting too soon.
This year there will be much thin
honey if all fields are like mine. The
honey that we are taking out to-day is

more like wax than a liquid, and that
right on top of the barrel. Who can
tell why the honey, or nectar, rather,
should be so much heavier some sea-
sons than others ?

The white clover honey of 1903 could
not be excelled for quality, but the
basswood crop of this year need occupy
no second place.

Just now the bees are working on
catnip, and we look for a crop from
autumn flowers on ihis field. 1 would
certainly dislike to depend upon a field

which produced only white clover, as
that plant is not one that yields every
year. It will be seen from what I have
said that we have a chance for four
runs, in the following order : Spring
flowers, white clover, basswood, fall

amber.
Mr. Whitney, in an article in the

last issue of Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
talks as though it would be right and
proper to urge all farmers to keep bees.
I think there is very little sense to such
an argument. There is no more rea-
son why every farmer should keep bees
than that he should raise every kind of
crop that is produced on earth, and en-
gage in every otiier line of work that
can be done on a farm. I believe that
bee-keeping is a profession, and should
be followed by tliose who make it their
calling. The nectar in flowers be-
longs no more to certain land-owners
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y Special Notice to Bee-Keepers <

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price ou

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the aekini,'.

F. H. FA.K.MiEJK,,
182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Up First Flight.

vQeu WTlUIUi.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queeos secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Qiieeas
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
yaeens, $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write for dis-
count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field mure

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremontp Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Quide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade-

Tol/O Mntiro That the New Century
IdlVdnUllUt) Queen - Rearing Co. will
^^^^^^^^^^w have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, *1.00j Untested,
75c; 5 for 13.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger

John W. Ptiarr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

We Sell Root's Goods in MicHiGAN
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Bl
25Atf

INGHAM'S PATENT
25 years the best.
Send for Circular.Smokers

T. F. BINQHAM. Parwell. Mich

National Encampment, O. A. R.
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets, August 12th, 13th and 14th, at
$17. T5 for the round-trip from Chicag-o,
via direct lines, with stop-over at
Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake,
if desired, within final limit. Also, if

preferred, rate of $20.70 between same
points for the round-trip via New York
City and Boat, with liberal stop-over
returning at that point. Tickets good
on any train on above dates and also
on special train from Chicago at 8
a.m., August 13th. Final return limit
September 30th. Meals served in
Nickel Plate dining-cars, on American
Club Meal Plan, ranging in price from
35 cents to SI. 00 ; also a la carte. City
Ticket office, Chicago, 111 Adams St.
Chicago depot. La Salle St. Station,
cor. Van Buren and La Salle Sts., on
the Elevated Loop. Write John Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., room 298, Chicago, for reservation
of berths in through standard and
tourist sleeping-cars, and other de-
tailed information. 20—30A3t

than do the fish in the sea, or the birds
that fly over the land. If the land-
owner keeps bees he can not confine
them to his own land unless he owns a
large tract, in which case he can cer-

tainly prevent others from establish-
ing apiaries. As a rule, bee-papers
urge many people to go into bee-keep-
ing because it is to their interest to do
so, but there is a limit to all things ;

and short crops, low prices, winter
losses, and the good common-sense of
many farmers, keep things level, and
make it possible for those in the busi-
ness to sell their product for a reason-
ably fair price. There is a campaign
of education going on all the time,
educating the general public to use
honey. If this work was not kept up
honey would be only a drug on the mar-
ket at the present stage of the business.

Harry L.^throp.
Crawford Co.. Wis., July 26.

c Beedom Boiled Down
]

Apiarian Display at St. Louis.

Some are inclined to call down Edi-
tcr York, of the American Bee Journal,
for asking, " Who is Mrs. Berthe ?"

It is our opinion that Editor York was
fully justified in asking just as he did.
It will probably be remembered by our
readers that The Modern Farmer was
the first to ask this question. But it is

now altogether too late to attempt to
make the bee and honey display what
it should be, or what the importance of
the industry would demand. This po-
sition should have been given to some
man who has been prominent in the
industry for years, who is well known
all over the country, and a member of
the National Association, and not a
woman who is known only in her
own State, is not a member of the Na-
tional Association, and probably never
attended one of its meetings. Who-
ever made this appointment, let his in-
tentions be ever so good, showed either
great ignorance of the bee-keeping in-
dustry of the country and its commer-
cial importance, or else a total disre-
gard of the qualifications necessary to
make an enterprise of this kind a suc-
cess. We apprehend, however, that no
one, let him be ever so well equipped
for this work, could have made a suc-
cess of it under the circumstances. Be-
sides, we doubt if any one well
equipped would have accepted the po-
sition under the circumstances in
which it was given to Mrs. Berthe. As
we said in a former article it was
doomed to failure from the start.
There was no possibility of success,
owing to the fact that it was too late
to gather together a creditable display
of honey and apiarian supplies.—Mod-
ern Farmer and IJusy Bee.

A History of Alfalfa.

The name alfalfa is of Arabicorigin,
and has persistently followed the plant
through Latin America and into those
parts of America into which the Span-
iards introduced it. The plant is not
unknown in the Kastern United States,
having been introduced a number of
times from Western Europe, especially

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -"-^-^^

Dautfhters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Todgue (Moore'sl,
and Select Golden, bred
35i miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No i m-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.U0 9.P0 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested. 2.00 10.00 IS.OO 150 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders : $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

Diseases of Bees.
I have a positive rure for black brood, pickled

brood and bee-paralysis, and have no doubt
same treatment will cure foul brood.
Send for particulars to

HENRY ALLEY,
31lnf WEN HAM, MASS.

LOSS BY LICE
on poultry amounts to many times
the cost of Lambert's Death to
I.ice—the sure preventive. A 11

loss can be saved and more proflt
made by the use of this famous
powder. It frees setting hens from
tbese pests without harming eggs
or chicks. A trial box 10c will
prove it. 100 oz., by express. fl.i'O.

"Pocket Book Pointers" free

0. J. Umberi, Boi 707. Aoponaug. h 1.

Providence AUEENS
rov6tlieirUualit)ies

THE. HIGHEST.

Now is the time to requeen
your colonies for next season's
service.

A circular on request.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
P.O. Box 1113.

31 A

I

lO CEINITS A YEAR.
THe

Dixie Home e:-:s

MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
ILLUSTR.4TKD MaGA-

vorld for
to intro-

LY.
It is bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.
.'.t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
fjuildings and famous people. Send at once.
yOc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, 5iic. Or, clubs of
6 names, 50c: 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut tiiis

out. Send today. THE DlXiE HOME,
24A48t No. 7.S. Birmingham, Alabama.

^^t^ non ^^ »ave just caMpiETED«1>AV,VUU QUH TEH THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEEKEEPERS SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are re.^dy to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, . MINNESOTA.
Please men t] on Bee Jotimal when writliiA
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§ Clubbing Offers sr I
V ModernFarmer $0.50 V
(4 Western Fruit Grower 0.50 |^V Poultry Gazelle 0.25 y
(l Gleanings in Uee-Culture l.io fi
> $i.25 <
\^ All one year only $1.00. rj

Ck Write for those just as good. ^
y Sample Frff <
V New Subscribers can have the Amek- r/

/^ iCAN Bee Journal in place of Glean- 5k

\J
INGS, if they wisb.or all forS1.60. Re- rJ

fA newals to Atnerican Bee Journal add A
^ 40c more. MODERNFARMER, J/A St. Joseph, Mo. A

f-lease mention Bee Journal vfti.'em. -writing

The American Poultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

Alniirnnl "^^^ '^ O"^^' ^ luarter of a
•JVfUl lia.1 century old and is still g-row-

American Poultry Journal.
50 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACHINERY
Read what J. I. Parent, of

' Charlton, N. Y., sajs: " We
cut with one of your Corn-

ed Machines, last winter-
chaff hives with 7-in. cap,

100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a ereat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
:ith this Saw. It will do all

you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, "W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

»^easo tDentioTi Kfla-'onTuai wnen "wntiiic

H-FramesVo»v Hive for $1.
This hive is rabbetted at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. I Sections, $4; No. 2, $3.50.

.Shipping-.Cases, 12-lb., JS per 100; 24.1b., $13;

20 lb. Danzy,tlO; without glass, 50c less per 100.

Uoveta led Hives, Foundation, Smolters, etc.,

CHEAP. Send for List.

W. D. Soper, R » 3. Jackson, Mich.
22Ctf Mention Bee Journal when writing.

POULTRY SUCCESS CO.
The 20th Century Poultry Hagazine.

15th year, 32 to 64 pages. Beautifully illus-

trated, up-to-date and helpful. Best known
writers. Shows readers how to succeed with
poultry. 50 CENTS PER YEAR. Special intro-

ductory offers: 10 months 25 cents, including
large practical poultry book free: 4 months'
trial 10 cents. Stamps accepted. Sample copv
free. POULTRY SUCCESS CO. Dept. 17,

Springfield, Ohio, or Des Moines, Iowa.

49Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields

and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

uUy covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street, - Los Angeles, Cal
Please mention Bee joumaj wnen •wntiue

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None belter.

J.F.MICHAEL R.I.Winchester, Ind.
23Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

from France, where it is known as
"lucerne," but it has never gained a
foothold in the East, at least until the
last few years. It is now being: intro-
duced under its proper name, "alfalfa."
At present there is a genuine craze
among the farmers of the Eastern half
of the United States concerning this
plant and some of its more important
varieties. It will undoubtedly become
the leading hay crop of the East in
those sections where soil and climate
favor its development.
Alfalfa has always been the stand-

ard hay-plant of arid America, where
it is grown almost exclusively under
irrigation. In those parts of the irri-

gated section where the soil and cli-

mate are favorable, alfalfa is indeed a
marvelous plant. In Southern Califor-
nia, where irrigation water is plentiful
and intelligently applied, five crops of
hay are cut in a single season, while as
far north as Central Washington, three
good crops are secured, and in excep-
tional seasons four. In the Imperial
Valley, of Southern California, eight
crops of alfalfa hay are not unusual
for the season of 12 months.
Unfortunately, alfalfa is somewhat

particular as regards soil and climate.
From its habit of growth it is not suit-
able to heavy clay soils or soils under-
laid by clay hardpan. Its roots pene-
trate very deeply, and if the soil is of
the proper texture it is no uncommon
thing for the roots to penetrate the soil
from 11 to 20 feet. In exceptional in-
stances the roots have been known to
penetrate the soil more than 100 feet.

This great depth of root-growth en-
ables alfalfa to draw up stores of
plant-food that are unavailable to or-
dinary crops and gives it gieat longev-
ity. Many alfalfa fields in the West
are yielding good crops after having
been cut for 25 years. It is seldom
wise to leave a field of alfalfa for so
long a time as this, because plants will
be killed here and there by trampling,
making the stand thinner and allow-
ing weeds to get a start ; but as long
as the stand is good, and weeds do not
bother, there is no object in plowing
up an alfalfa field.

For its best development this crop
requires a deep, sandy loam, free from
standing water within several feet of
the surface ; abundant water to be
preferably applied at stated intervals
by irrigation, in not too large quanti-
ties ; long, hot summers, and winters
not too severe. Where these conditions
exist alfalfa has no competitor as a
hay-producer, but it will thrive on a
good many types of soil ; in fact, al-

most anywhere except in stiff clays,
light, dry sands and wet soils. The
great value of alfalfa lies in its great
yielding power, its palatability to
stock and the large amount of nitrogen
it contains. Most hay crops of this
country contain too little nitrogen,
and it is necessary for the stockmen to
make up this deficiency by buying ex-
pensive mill products, such as cotton-
seed meal, linseed-oil cakes, etc. Al-
falfa is one of those plants which draw
a large amount of nitrogen froin the
atmosphere. It enriches the ground
upon which it grows as far as nitrogen
is concerned, and it has been found
that almost without exception a grain
crop following alfalfa will make a phe-
nomenal yield.

Some recent experiments indicate
that when alfalfa hay is run through a

ITALIAN QUEENS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred aad

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen {. faS

" Tested Queen 9U
" Selected '* 1.10
'' Breeder " 1.65
" Comb Nucleus {no

Queen) 1.00

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each g^rade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG,
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
Heasw mentioa Bee ioamal wnen writi.nt

FOR SALE—in Arizona, on the
Gila Uivei% KAXCH AM) BKKS.

150 colonies or more of fine ITALIAN BEES
in L. hives, L. and H. frames, extra supers,
with comus, t> frame Cowan Extractor, Tanks,
etc. This was a poor year on account of sand-
storm at time of blossoming of mesquiie; got
only 185 cases. The honey from mesquite is

water-white. We have W. Moody, cottonwood,
willows to build up on in abundance; alfalfa
yields good here; also a few of the honev-trees.
Ranch of SO acres, about 20 fenced. Alfalfa in
stack wonh about $100 to $15n; alfalfa in seed,
about 1300 to $400; pair of tine mares, for work
and saddle; two colts, \% years, as large as
dams; wagon and harness- Adobe of 4 rooms,
2 beds, stove, and cooking utensils— a batch's
outfit. Plenty of game; costs nothing forwood;
7 miles from station. New canal being put in.

Hot for about 2 months; rest of Tear tinest of
fine. A good place for sore lungs. You buy
for cash this bargain for *l,2i-'0 A good year
for the bees will give you 20 to 30tons of honey.
About 15 acres are nearly ready to plant, (iood
stock country; anything you plant will grow
here. Good reasons for selling. For more in-

formation, call on or address,
W. F. MCDONALD.

30Atf PALOM.4S, Yuma Co., Apizona.

^ ANOTHER 9

|car=load|
N of Hives, Sections, and Supplies of all M
> kinds iust arrived from (i. B. Lewis" «
ft Factory, and are ready to fill orders )«
> quick. Send us your orders lor every- <f

\A thing. We have it. M

6 Louis Hanssen's Sons ^h DAVENPORT, IOWA. ^

5A26t Please mention the Bee Jo'irnal.

IT F-^^'S
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve y u PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PKICtS.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
27A261 Please mention the Bee Journal

Nickel Plate Excursion
to Boston, Mass., and return, account
G. A. R. National Encampment, at

SI?. 7.^ for the round-trip, from Chicago.
Tickets good on any train August 12th,

13th and 14th, and on special train

from Chicago at S a.m., August 13th.

Final return limit September 30th.

Also rate of $20.7(1 for round-trip via
New York City and Boat, with liberal

stop-over returning at that point. If

desired, stopover can be obtained at

Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake
within final limit. Three trains daily,

with modern sleeping-cars. Particu-

lars at city ticket office. 111 Adams St.,

Chicago, or address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 113 Adams St., room
298, Chicago, for reservation of berths

in through standiird or tourist sleep-

ing-cars. 18—30A3t
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shredder and pulverized it is almost
equal, pound for pound, to bran as a

food for cattle. When stockmen learn

this it will certainly have a decided ef-

fect upon the cost of keeping livestock

especially dairy cows, in these sections

where alfalfa is grown. Another point

that should not be overlooked is the in-

creased value of the rich farmyard
manure when livestock are fed rich,

nitrogenous food like alfalfa hay.

Although alfalfa is somewhat par-

ticular as to soil and climate, or,

rather, it should be said, responds
readily to favorable conditions of soil

and climate, it is at the same time
widely distributed in this country. On
the Pacific Coast it has been cultiva-

ted from Southern California to the
British line, and even beyond. It is

grown west of the Coast Range of

mountains, but in the interior valleys

of the Coast States it has proven itself

perfectly at home. It has also done
well in Louisiana, Mississippi and the

other .Southern States, and last year a

farmer in New York reported five tons
per acre. This shows that the range
of adaptability of this plant is greater

than was previously supposed.

As a honey-plant it is a wonder.
Nearly the entire West depends upon
alfalfa for the honey crop. Alfalfa
yields a honey of the most delicious

flavor, and is much sought after by
cousumers the world over. Every year
the alfalfa fields are being extended,
and with this extension new apiaries

are being established, keeping pace
with the new development. — Harry
Briggs, in Western Bee Journal.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for l'>04

will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.
Sept. 2~ and 2:s will be devoted to Association

work and its interests. "We expect many prom-
inent foreign bee keepers to be present on these
davs.

Sept. 2'>, National Day.
Sept. 3u, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
** The Diseases of Bees,"' etc.

Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-
tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pcund sample of each kind ot honey
produced Many other exhibits of special in-

terest will be shown.
We e.xpect to see the largest gathering of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-

tailed program will appear later.
Geo. W. Bkodbeck, Sec.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Missouri.—The Missouri State Bee- Keepers'
Association will meet Sept 2h^ in St. Louis, in

the same hall to be used by the National Bee-
Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C P. Dadant, in connection
with the National Associatioo.
Wakenda, Mo. W. T. Car v. Sec.

Lan^strothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This' is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannqt fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for S2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

334 Dearborn Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

VVANTED-CoMB Honey, Wholesale.-
' ' Will buy your crop outright, cash at your
depot anywhere In the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends tbe season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.: quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properl.v
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to vour
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than anv other firm or association.
Yours tor business, JHOS. C. STANLEY & SON,
29Atf Manzanola, Olero Co., Colo.

Cheap Rates to Boston via New York
City and Boat.

S20.70 for the round-trip, from Chi-
cago, via Nickel Plate Road, August
12th, 13th and 14th, with liberal stop-
over at New York City returning, and
also stop over at Niagara Falls nnd
Chautauqua Lake within final limit, if

desired. Also rate of $17.75 from Chi-
cago to Boston and return, via direct
lines. Tickets good on any train on
above dates and also on special train
from Chicago at 8 am., August 13th.
Final return limit September 30th, by
depositing ticket. Through sleeping-
car service. Meals in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
Plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to
SI. 00; also service a la carte. Write
John Y. Calahau, General Agent, 113
Adams St., room 298, Chicago, for res-
ervation of berths in through standard
and tourist sleeping-cars, and full par-
ticulars. 19— 30.-\3t

Prompt Shipnients Om* Specialty.
If you want your orders filled within 44 hours, send them to us. We

have the largest stock in Michigan, and can ship at once.

Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODWAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Please MentioD the Bee Journal lJl?rSJ?.?.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

CuKAf.i), lulv 19—There is a plentiful supply
of honey of ail kinds on the market with no
sales being made; prices therefore cannot be
more than on an asking basis. Very little if
any choice to fancy comb, but a large amount
of what would average No. 1 is offered at lOfo I2c;
no sale for off grades or damaged lots. Ex-
tracted, white, ii@7c; ambers, Sftubc. Beeswax,
'"'"''"'- R. A. BOKNETT & Co.:7@28c.

Cincinnati, O., July T.—The sales of comb
honey, which are made now, amount but to
very little. Some fancy comb left from la!=t
season finds sales for 125^@i3Mc. The new is
.iust beginning to be offered and small lots are
coming in. Extracted for manufacturing pur-
poses finds a fair demand. I quote amber in
barrels from S^ CaiS'ric; in cans, ^c more; water-
white alfalfa, bUc; extra fancy white clover
~!<c. Beeswax, 28c. C. H. W. Weber.

'

Albany, N. Y., Jnly 21.—We are approaching
the demand for new crop honey. There have
been no receipts ihns far to speak of—not
enough to establish as yet. We could sell a
limited amount of light comb at 15@16c. Old
crop is well cleared out of this market, and we
look for a good trade in honey this season.
Extracted, demand light; some small lots ar-

riving; holding at "c for white, and be for dark.
Beeswa.x quiet at 28@30c U. R. Wright.
Cincinnati, July IS.—The supply of honey at

the present time is limited, with but moderate
demand. New hcney is beginning to arrive.We quote our market to day as follows: Am-
ber e.\tracted in barrels and cans, =^]4®6%c-
white clover, 6)i@8c. Comb honey : demand
limited), 13(ai4c for fancy and No. 1. Beeswax
-90. The Fred W.Muth Co."

'

Boston, July 8. -Our market on honey, both
comb and extracted is practically in a slum-
bering condition, as there is really no call
whatever.
Prices remain as before quoted, but are really

only nominal. Blake, Scott & Lee.
Kansas City, July 25.—The receipts of new

honey are gradually growing heavier, although
it is a little earlier yet for much of a demand-
with good weather, we look for the demand to
pick up considerably. Market to day on fancy
white comb honey, and No. 1 stock, $2.75 pe'r
case of 2* sections. Beeswax moving siowlv at
30c per pound. C. C. Clkmons & Co.

New York, June 21.—Very little demand for
comb honey. Some trade for No. 1 and fancy
white, at from 12@13c, while dark and amber
are almost unsalable. Extracted is in fair de-
mand, although prices are irregular. We quote
from 5a6)4c, according to quality. Southern
in barrels, at from SO^SSc per gallon.
Beeswax more plentiful and prices are grad-

ually declining. Wequoie 2SS2'>c.
HiLDRETH at SegELKEN.

Philadelphia, July S.—There is little or no
call for comb honey and no sales being made,
with some offers of new crop at varying prices'
There has been a big lot of extracted honey
carried over, enough to carry through the sea-
son if no more was produced this season, from
from the present outlook. We quote fancy ex-
tracted, white, 7(a7*ic; amber, 6c; Southern
55^c. Beeswax lower-28c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, July 20.—White comb, l-lb
sections, 12'-«(aJl3c; amber, 'J^llc. Extracted'
white, saa^t'c; light amber, S@5Hc; amber'
4@4Hc: dark amber, 3%@3iic. Beeswax, e-ood
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26@27«c.
There are no heavy quantities offering

neither is there much demand. Inquiry is
m"sily ou local account, and is largely for
sirictlv select water-white. The propurtion of
laner>oit is decidedly light in present supplies.
Market for aml.er grades is not displaying any

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. CmcaGo. ill.

warned
To Sell My Apiary
of

dndsuppi
29 A2

J colonies. Good con
ght combs;

1. A liberal discount on fixtures
IJ.F.Hasiings, Perry Park Col.
Please mention the Bee Jsarna
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PEiK,FBOT OOODS !

A Customer Once.

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years, i

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

The i American i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by oae
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N.Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Journal when -oTitine

I. J. STRINGHflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every m>

artice a bee-keeper nses. BEES AND it
QUEENS IN SEASON. <!>

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free. 'Q

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 Alta Sita. east ST. LOUIS. ILL.

I Rush Orders |
•» Are pouring id, but we are filling them gC (almost every single onei within a few g
§ hours after they are received. We can g

Sections, Comb Foundation, S

§ and Dovetailed Hives g
g UPON RECEIPT of ORDER g» in regular packages. ^f

£J
Open Day and Night. g

|! Shippin;; Facilities Unequaled S
S Anywhere.

ic.M.ScoU&Go.l^^s^i^ngtonst. IK Indianapolis, Ind. g

Please mention Bee Joun^al when wnitme

The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians
becomes greater each year. The following re-

port shows the reason why:

EXCEL IN STORING CAPACITY.

B. S. Taylor, a large honey-producer of Fer-

ris. Cal., who sent me an order for 75 queens at

one time, says;
" I have a large apiary mostly of your stock,

and I have never, in my 3u years' experience,
seen so quiet and gentle bees to handle, and in

storing capacity they excel anything I have
ever had.''

Untested Queens, 75c each: six, $4.00; dozen,
$7.50. Select Untested, $1.00 each; six, $S.0O;

dozen, $9.00.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Descriptive circular free.

I am now filling orders by return mail, and
shall probably be able to do so till the close of

the season.

J. P. MOORE,
3iDtf MORGAN, PENDLETON CO., KY.

*^ease meatioii Heu journal vrtmu wviu*i.j

^ 11^ Dadant's Foundation
27111

year

We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^^^h^^.^Tv^iyfl^KrisBss.
No SAQQINa, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

^A/h\/ Hnf^e if Cf»ll en \ii/<:»n V Because it has always given better satis-
\y Uy UUCd 1L S>C1I &U VVCIl r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Satnples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

I
i

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Revfised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEBSWAX WANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., HI.

tion Bee Journal -when wxitlnpPlease

DON'T RUN THE RISK
Of Having to Wait for

Sections and §liiDPlno-6d§6§.
Send to Us and

Gel 1116 Best, and Gei \i Quick,

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WISIIWATERTOWN:

MAKES THE FINEST

XJ. S. -A..

Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown,Wis.,

u

s

A



National Bee=Keepers' Convention, St. Louis-Sept. 27-30

PvlWERie^q/V

Dee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.OO A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W, YORK L CO,, 334 Dearborn Street,

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., AUG. 11, 1904. No. 32.

UOME THE HONEY-BEES UELFEI) Ti) BLlLli, J.Li.oXGING TO MR. I. E. CRANE, OF ADDISON" CO., VT.
(See page 548.)
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MARKETING YOFR CROR
If you sell to the retail trade nothing helps sales better than a neat package. If you sell to eoiiimission merchants your honey packed well

will always liring the best prices. You are a penny wise and a pound foolish if you market your crop in anything but the best packages.

It is appearance as well as i|uality that brings new customers and holds old.

Simplex Jars.
The latest and best. 1-lb. size only. It if |

going to supersede our No. 25 jar. Prices on
application.

Rubber Stamps.
A tine way to put your name on your sec-

tion-cases is to use a Rubber Stamp. Full

prices and description of our various styles

are found in our Rubber Stamp Catalog.

Free.

Bee-Escapes.
No comb-honey producer can be without

an outfit of these Escapes. They save much
hard work. Your honey is taken off in good
order and with a minimum of disturbance.

S ee general catalog for prices.

Hershiser Jars.

Very neat and attractive. Cork-lined
aluminum caps which seal tight. Clear Hint-

glass. They are made in four sizes square;
14-lb., 1,,-lb., 1-lb., and -S-lb. In three sizes

round; i.,-lb., 1-lb., and 2-lb. For prices, see
general catalog. Other prices and styles also

shown in this catalog. If you have not a
copy, request it of our nearest branch house
or agency.

I

No-Drip ShippinS-Cases.

The best package for marketing your comb
honey made from selected basswood smoothly
cut. In all sizes for different widths and
kinds of sections. Prices given in general
catalog. Get the best prices for your honey
this year.

Screw-Caps.

We can furnish nearly all sizes and styles

of screw-caps and honey-gates. See general
catalog for prices and descriptions.

Tip-Top Jars.

Sealed with a rubber ring under the rim of
lass top, and held securely by a spring-top

fastener. J^-lb. and 1-lb. sizes. See catalog.

Honey-Labels.

We print a complete line of attractive
labels to put on all sizes of honey-jars. Sam-
ple book and prices on application.

Tin Pacliages.

Our ,5gallon square tin cans are the favor-
ite tor shipping extracted honey. Used ex-
clusively in the West. See our prices before
buying. Can be shipped from branch houses.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
IMIEIDIISrj^, OHIO.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesy Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 163S W. Genessee Ave.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

BRANCHES

*T ??

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 438 West Houston Ave.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave.

Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.

AND MANY AGENTS.
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Editorial Comments

The St. Louis Convention.

Arrangements have been made for the hall in which to

hold the St. Louis convention of the National Bee-Keepers'

Association. A letter from General Manager France says

this about it

:

The annual convention of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held Sept. 27, 28, 29 and 30 in the audi-

torium of the Christian Endeavor Hotel, within lOd feet of

the south entrance of the St. Louis Exposition. Vice-Pres.

C. P. Dadant has just returned from the Fair, and has
secured the best possible accommodations for the members.

Special rates : Send at once 50 cents to General Mana-
ger N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis. , to secure charter

certificates to insure your special rates at the above hotel

—

SI. 00 a day for lodging, or .S2.00 a day for board and lodg-

ing. Otherwise higher rates will be charged. Make it a

point to attend the Fair the week before or after the con-

vention, and thus continue your reduced board-rates. Other
hotels near, but higher rates charged. Market Street street-

cars, west bound, in front of the Union Depot, will bring
you direct to the above hotel without transfer.

N. E. France.

Is it a New Bee-Disease?

Heavy losses in Utah are reported in Gleanings in Bee-

Culture, 2000 colonies having succumbed last year in Cache

valley. The question is raised whether it is paralysis in an

aggravated form or some new disorder. As to the symp-

toms, B. P. Critchlow says :

"While there is no trembling, they drop down in the

grass in front of the hives, and are unable to fly ; and they
seem to mount the grass and twigs with great difficulty,

and in taking them up in my hands they were unable to

fly away, and, if thrown into the air, would drop to the

ground. They seemed to have no desire even to sting. It

appears to be contagious, for it seems to affect a certain

part of a row, while another section of the row seems to be

strong and swarming.

Importance of Advertising Honey.

Advertising honey in some kind of a wholesale way
seems to be in the air just now, and something may come

of it. AH may not be agreed as to just what is the best

way, but almost any way would be better than no way.

Nowadays the business man who does not advertise is likely

to be left at the tail-end of the procession ; why should there

be an exception in the case of bee-keepers ?

This will be one of the live subjects at the St. Louis

convention.

Thick Combs for Extracting.

E. D. Townsend makes a strong plea in the Bee-Keepers'

Review for using only 8 frames in a 10-frame upper story,

thus making the spacing about 1 '4 . He says :

" With this wide spacing we get great, fat combs of
honey, and then we run our uncapping knife deep, cutting

the comb clear down even with the frame, and there are
hardly ever any combs so uneven but what the knife will

uncap them the first time over. This makes it possible to-

uncap much faster, and there are less combs to handle. I

do not think it would be putting it too strong to say that

two lOframe upper stories, with 8 combs in, can be un-

capped as quickly as one with 10 combs in ; and then the 8

frames can be extracted in one-fifth less time. Besides

this, we get a good deal more wax ; and I can not see that it

costs anything extra, this drawing out of the combs each,

year."

"Bees Need No Attention."

The above words appear in an advertisement in an

Eastern paper. A copy was sent to us by one of our read-

ers, who desired to know if something could not be done to

stop the appearance of an advertisement containing such a

staiement.

Of course, bees d6 need attention, and lots of it at

proper times. No one can hope to succeed at any thing-

without giving all needful attention, and just when neces-

sary.

It's a mistake to publish such a misleading advertise-

ment, but we do not see that it can be prevented.

Marketing Unripe Honey.

Mr. R. A. Burnett, of R. A. Burnett & Co., one of Chi-

cago's leading honey-firms, had this to say for publication

in " The Packer " for July 1<)

:

"It is becoming better understood amongst the con-

suming classes that unripe honey is not palatable; there-

fore, the chief thing now in selling honey is to get the

aroma as well as appearance ; especially is this true when
Wisconsin, or any of the States east of the Missouri
River, seek to put their honey in competition with that west
of them. The trade is beginning to discriminate more and
more each season with regard to flavor of honey. If a pro-

ducer is known so to manage the product of the bees as to

get this aroma to the utmo.st, he will stand a better chance
of marketing at a little higher price than his neighbor ;

certainly it will be taken in preference, and where there is

an abundance of honey, as there was last year, this is quite

an advantage.
" People buy honey for the relish ; therefore, the ripen-

ing of honey and not exposinj^ it to the atmosphere in such
a way as to eliminate this delicate aroma are essential in

getting a honey that the market wants. This volatile oil

distilled by the blossoms which secrete the nectar is, there-

fore, the chief factor in sellini,'^ honey produced in the Mid-
dle States. This fact applies equally to extracted and comb
honey.

" We are of the opinion that it is more diflicult to retain
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this aroma in the extracted form than in the comb, perhaps
because so many bee-keepers remove the honey from the
comb before it has gone through the necessary curing pro-

cess, and then again exposing it to the atmosphere to re-

move more of the water, and thus prevent the honey souring.

" It is well to remember that a merit in the article for

sale is the chief factor. When the salesman finds that he
has something that pleases the people, he becomes enthusi-

astic and convinces those seeking for a similar commodity
to be influenced by his statement, which, if the goods carry
out, he has little difScult3' in making a second sale to the

same party. Honey without the desired flavor has had
more to do with its own undoing than any other one thing
that it has to contend with. We have had many instances

of this in our business by people buying a nice looking case

of comb honey for their own use, and, finding it very differ-

ent from what they had reason to expect, either returned
the greater portion of it, or refrained from buying any
more, sometimes for years. Let them get pure extracted

honey of a tasteless nature and they will not buy any more.
It is an easy matter, as a rule, to sell to people what they
want, and there are a great many people who desire honey
that has that fine, old-fashioned flavor that they used to get,

but which now they so seldom find offered in the market."

Mr. Burnett has had a quarter of a century of experi-

ence as a honey-dealer, and so is pretty well informed on

the side he has worked for so many years—the city con-

sumer's side. Surely, bee-keepers must exercise more care

in the direction suggested, else it will be only a question of

time when honey will be a drug on the market, no matter

how fine its appearance. It musf have the right flavor—the

bee-hive taste.

Miscellaneous Items

Mr. J. T. Calvert, of The A. I. Root Company, was in

Chicago recently and gave us a short call. He reports a

larger bee-supply business this season than in 1903, and that

was a record-breaker.

A Flexible Bee-Hat came to this office a short time

ago with the following words printed just above the brim

in front: "W. S. Pouder, Bee-Keepers' Supplies, Honey ^'v:

Beeswax, Indianapolis, Ind."

It is one of the best beehats we have seen, and it is also

somewhat less flexible than others. We have donated it to

one of the sister bee-keepers, and she thinks it is all right.

Bees Help Build a Beautiful Home.—On the first

page will be found a picture of the lovely home of Mr. J. E.

Crane, of Addison Co., Vt. In 1900 he wrote as follows

concerning it, in the Bee-Keepers' Review :

I had almost forgotten that I had promised to write

something about the home the honey-bees had helped to

build, and what shall I say ? The picture shows the outside

of the home better than I can describe it. Of the inside I

will only say that it is as convenient and pleasant as it is

pleasing from the outside.

It will be observed that the barn has a wing running
out to the right. This is my honey-house, where I store my
honey and fixtures and do my work. I like this much bet-

ter than where the honey-house is in a separate building ; as

I can load my wagon with clamps or hives on the barn
floor ; yes, and hitch on my horse already to start, before
opening the door. Again, I can bring in a load of honey
from out-yards, and at once drive in and close the doors,

without any interference from robber-bees. Or, if it should
be raining, it is a great convenience to be under shelter

while unloading. Some years, when I have a large crop, I

have found the barn-floor, after sweeping and cleaning, a
most excellent place to pack honey ; as my work-room
would be too clogged to give me room.

But how did the bees help to build the home ? I hear

some one ask. Well, it was very mucli this way : When
young I was very much of an invalid. The best medical
advice was that I should live on a farm ; live in the open
air. But I could not do the hard, heavy work of the farm,
and how was I to make a living without being able to do
the work, for I had not the capital to hire it done. Either
some branch of farming must be followed that did not re-

quire hard work, or some means must be used to make
enough to pay for extra help. No one in our parts had
made a business of bee-keeping in those days, some 35 or 40
years ago, but some of my neighbors kept bees, and in good
years sold some honey. I secured Ouinby's and Lang-
stroth's works on bees, and studied the subject very care-
fully. During the Civil War there were no journals devoted
to bee-keeping. One or two that were started just before
were discontinued. The bee-keeping world seemed a great
blank, compared with to-day. But I was led to believe that
if I could not make a living at bee-keeping I could at least
sell enough honey to hire the necessary help to run a farm ;

so I began in a small way, and did not get a pound of sur-
plus the first season, which was a very poor one. The next
year was a good one, and my colonies averaged 100 pounds.
And then I increased gradually until I had six or seven
hundred that I could call my own.

Of course, I used a frame hive from the first, and kept
Italian bees. There seemed to be more difi"erence between
Italian and black bees in those days than in more recent
years. But I find, by getting new strains of Italian blood,
that their old-time vigor seems to be restored.

The price of honey was high in those days, averaging
me 30 cents per pound above cost of selling.

But if there is one thing above another that I did be-
sides carefully studying the bees and everything connected
with them that led to my success, it was that I increased
my stock slow/y, and as I could manage them. If the sea-
son was poor I got what surplus honey I could, and let the
increase go till a more favorable year, not attempting to

increase by artificial means. If the year was good I would
get my crop of honey and what increase I could. In this
way I made them earn me something almost every year. It

seems to me that I have known more failures in bee-keeping
to come from rapid increase than from any other cause, and
I don't know but more than from all other causes put to-

gether.
Another thing I ought perhaps to mention, is that I

have stuck to my bees through winter and summer, year
after year, and now, after many years, notwithstanding
the low price of honey, I have reason to believe that they
will pay as well in any fairly good section as any other
branch of rural industry ; and now, after working with
bees for 35 years, I am more than ever interested in them.
It doesn't pay to go into bees, and, when there comes a poor
year, sell out or let them die, and go crazy over something
else. Many sections of our country are undoubtedly unfit
for profitable bee-keeping, as much so as are parts unfit for
wheat-growing or the raising of fruit, and there is nothing
to be gained by trying to make ourselves believe we can
succeed with bees everywhere. Such sections can be easily
determined by the flora, and the experience of those who
have kept bees for some years in such localities.

J. E. Crane.

Printer's Ink—the original publication devoted to the

science and art of advertising—gives this very complimen-
tary paragraph in its issue of July 20, for which it has our

thanks

:

" The American Bee Journal, published weekly in Chi-
cago, the oldest journal of its kind in the United States,
was established in 1.S61. A booklet from the present pub-
lisher and editor, George W. York, tells the story of this
publication in an interesting way, and compares conditions
among bee-keepers of the (jO's with those of to-day. The
American Bee Journal is representative in its field, and
commands the work of the best contributors among scien-
tific and practical bee-men."

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.
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Some Expert Opinion
•' In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

Number of Frames for Comb Honey- Surplus-

Honey Source.

nyfran (,f Liinf/xtnitli rnpiifily (lu yun use furlS.-(<0 Jh
comb honey f

. (b) If 'lull were utarllng anew liuw many wuiilil yuii niirf

((•) What is your source fur surplwi honey.'

(d) When does it commener to lilontnf

(() 7/ow ionrj does it lust .'

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—a. 6 to 10. b. 6 to 10. c.

Clover, basswood and buckwheat.

N. E. France (Wis.)—a. Full set of Langstroth frames.

c. Clover, d. June 6 or 10. e. 4 weeks.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—a. 8. b. 8. c. White sage-

d. Varies, usually about June 1. e. 4 to 6 weeks.

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)—a. 8 and 10. b. 10. c. White

clover, d. About third week in May. e. About 6 weeks.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—a. 10 and 5, owing to circum-

stances, b. The same. c. Clover and basswood. d. About
June 1 and July 4, respectively, e. Till about July 20.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—a. 8. b. 8. c. White clover

and linden, c. White clover about June IS ; linden about

July 1. e. White clover, one to two months ; linden 10 days.

Jas. A. Stone (111.)—a. 10. b. 10. c. Principally white

clover, d. Latter part of May. e. 4 to 6 weeks, according

as the season is wet or dry. It has been known to last

longer.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—a and b. We use a deeper frame

than the Langstroth. c. Clover and fall blossoms, d.

Clover about June 1 ; fall bloom about Aug. 25. e. About
a month.

J. M. Hambaugh (Nev.)—a. I run exclusively to ex-

tracting, b. 10 frames, c. Principally alfalfa here in

Nevada. d. By June 10. e. Until frost—September or

October.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—a. From 8 to 10. b. Same
number, c. Fruit-bloom, poplar, holly and persimmon are

the principal sources, e. The spring honey-flow is over by
the middle of June.

S. T. PettiT (Ont.)—a. About 10. b. Not sure, but I

would test. c. Larger hive. c. Mostly clover, linden and
Canada thistle, d. The time of commencing varies a good
deal. e. Usually 40 days.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)—a. My standard (I have some
odd sizes) holds about the equivalent of 8 Langstroth
frames, b. I would not make any change, c. White clover.

d. In the latter half of May. e. Two months, more or

less, according to the season.

O. O. POPPLETON (Fla.)—a. About 9. b. Same, c, d

and e. We have three sources : Wild pennyroyal in Jan-

uary and February ; saw palmetto about April 10 to May
20 ; and black mangrove about June 20 to Aug. 1. These
dates vary very much. I have given about the average.

C. Davenport (Minn.)— a. 8. b. S. c, d and e. White
clover and basswood. White clover commences to bloom
here about June 1, usually, but seldom yields much until

about the middle of the month ; it generally yields from 30

to 40 days. Basswood generally blooms about July 1, and
lasts from 1 to 2 weeks.

L. Stachelhausen (Tex.)— a. I do not produce section

honey any more. b. I would use a capacity of a little less

than 8 Langstroth frames, but more and shallower frames.

I believe the Danzenbaker hive would suit me in this re-

spect, c, d and e are different each year in this locality.

R. C. AiKlN (Colo.)—a. 8 usually during the flow ; 10 to

12 at all other times, b. 6 to H while flow is on ; 12 at all

other times, accomplished by "divisible brood-chamber"

hives after the Heddon idea. c. Alfalfa and sweet clover,

d. Alfalfa June 10; clover July 15. e. Alfalfa 2 to 4 weeks ;

clover about same.

C. H. Dibbern (111.)—a. I do not use the Langstroth

hive, but give about the space of s such frames, b. I would

leave it at that. c. White clover, basswood, sweet clover

and heartsease, d. May 20 for white clover, June 15 to 20

for linden and sweet clover, Aug. 15 for heartsease, e. It

varies considerably.

E. S. Lovesv (Utah)—a. 10 in Langstroth. and in the

shorter and deeper hive. b. 10. c. Lucerne, sweet clover,

white clover. Rocky Mountain bee-plant, and fruit-bloom,

d. Lucerne in May; sweet clover in June ;
Rocky Mountain

bee-plant in July ; white clover and fruit-bloom in April, e.

Lucerne, sweet clover, and Rocky Mountain bee-plant

usually last until the end of September.

E. D. TowNSEND (Mich.)— a. I use the Heddon sectional

hive for comb honey, each section being of 5 Langstroth

frame capacity. The old colonies are worked on one or two

sections, according to their strength ; new swarms are hived

in one section, b. Same as above, c. Clover, raspberry,

and asters, here in Mecosta county, d. Clover and rasp-

berry early in June ; asters the middle of August, e. From

to 4 weeks.

G. W. Demaree (Ky. I— a. 9 or 10, in the regular size

10-frame Langstroth brood-chamber, b. If I were starting

anew I would make no change, c. Our early summer har-

vest depends upon the black locust, or other bloomi-ng trees,

aud (mainly) white clover, d and e. Usually our summer

honey-flow begins about the middle of May, and ends the

middle of July, depending no little upon the season. Our

fall flow from white aster is usually covered by the months

of September and October. Every bee-keeper should study

his own locality, if he would succeed in the production of

honey.

James A. Green (Colo.)— a. My hive, consisting of two

sections each 6 inches deep, 8 frames in width, Langstroth

length, has just about the same capacity as a 10-frame

Langstroth hive. b. This size suits me all right, though

for other reasons I would, if starting anew, make each sec-

tion about half an inch shallower, c. Principal sources are

alfalfa and sweet clover. Alfalfa began to bloom this sea-

son May 20, and yielded first honey to amount to anything

June 6. Sweet clover began to bloom June 15. Sweet clover

blossoms until frost ; alfalfa in three periods, the first of

which closes about June 20.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)— a. 12 or 13. I have now but

few hives taking the Langstroth frames, and I will discard

them gradually. I would prefer only 9 frames, but I want

them 11 or 12 inches deep, so as to give a brood-nest equal

to 12 Langstroth frames, or a little over. With 12 frames,

the supers are too heavy to handle when full. They are

also larger than the bees can keep warm enough early in

the spring, and for that reason they often fail to go up in

the large super while they do in the smaller one. Deep

frames are also decidedly better for outdoor wintering. In

visiting the hives it takes less time to examine 9 frames

than 12, even if they are deeper. A 12 Langsfroth-frame

brood-nest is big enough, but too flat. Frequently the queen

occupies the center combs and the sections above, and neg-
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lects the outside combs, c. Tulip-tree, honey-dew, persim-

mon, and sourwood, in the order named, with the chances
that one or several miss every year. d. The tulip-tree about

May 10. e. Till July 20. But there are intervals without

a flow between these four sources, besides the chances of

some missing.

Dr. C. C. Mili^KR (111 )—a. 8. b. I'd do some studying
whether to have 8 or 10, inclining to 8 if feeling vigorous

enough for the extra work, and to 10 if feeling a little lazy,

c. Chiefly white clover, with some fall flow. d. About June
1 comes first bloom with flow 10 days later, e. The flow
lasts from two to three weeks to as many months. Some-
times blossoms are plentiful with no nectar.

P. H. Ei.woOD (N. Y.)—a. We use about 2200 square
inches of comb surface with Italians ; 2500 would be better

with Carniolans and some of the other races. We change
the capacity to meet the capacity of the queen, b. The
same. c. White clover with alsike ; basswood and buck-
wheat, d. White and alsike clover about the middle of

June
; basswood about July 10 ; buckwheat about Aug. 1.

e. Occasionally the bloom is continuous through the season,
but I never knew the yield of honey to be continuous. If

we get three to four weeks of good honey weather we are
fortunate ; sometimes much less.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—a. 8. b. 8. c. Sweet clover,

white clover, and heartsease, d. April 30 for sweet clover ;

white clover follows, and heartsease about Aug. 1, and con-
tinues till frost, e. Sweet clover of the yellow variety lasts

till July 1, when the white comes into bloom and lasts till

after the first frosts. White clover begins blooming about
June 1, and, under favorable conditions, lasts well toward
fall. Usually, however, dry weather catches it during
August. Heartsease begins blooming about Aug. 1, and
lasts till frosts. The most productive in nectar is that
variety which comes up in the stubble-fields after the har-
vest is cut. We have two varieties, the upland and swamp
heartsease.

c
Contributed Articles

)
Rearing Thousands of Queens from One

Colony.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A
CORRESPONDENT wishes me to tell the readers of
the American Bee Journal how I rear queens. To go
into all the minutia of the matter would take up all the

room in several issues of the American Bee Journal, and
were I disposed to do this the Editor would not allow it.

Therefore, I have referred the correspondent to the pages
of " Scientific Queen-Rearing," which explains the whole
thing

; and I will in this tell, briefly, how to work a colony,
as is given in full in the book, so that thousands of queens
can be reared from the same, this colony having a laying
queen in it all the time.

When spring opens I select one of the strongest colo-

nies I have in the apiary, the same having a queen of the
previous season's rearing, as this colony should have a
queen that is not likely to fail in her egg-laying ability dur-
ing the season, as the laying ot the queen below has much
to do with the perfection of the queens reared above, in my
opinion.

About the middle of May I go to other colonies in the
apiary, and take frames of emerging brood to the number

needed to take the place of those in this hive, having no
brood in them, which is generally from one to three. These
beeless combs of brood are now set iti the hive, when in a

week or ten days I have a colony strong enough to com-
mence operations.

As soon as the colony is strong enough to go into the

upper story profitably, I go to some hive in the bee-yard
that can spare them, and get two frames having mostly
eggs and unsealed larva- in the comb. Or, if the colony is

a little weak, take these two frames of unsealed brood from
their hive and set in their places two frames of emerging
brood from other colonies. This will strengthen the colony
still further, and make it stronger earlier in the season. I

now put on top of this hive containing the prepared strong
colony, a hive having a queen -excluder nailed to the bottom
of it, so that if we need to look into the hive below after-

ward, the excluder will lif t ofi" with the upper hive. Having
the upper hive and excluder in place, the two combs of un-

sealed brood are placed in the center, and four frames well

filled with honey are placed two on either side of these,

making six frames in all. The rest of the hive is filled out

with dummies, except the place left for the division-board

feeder used in feeding, at all times when the flowers are

not yielding nectar.

E. R. Root and others partition off the hive having the

strong colony, with excluders, instead of using an upper

story ; but from a trial of the matter for several years, I

obtain the best results with the upper story. However, the

principle of the partitioned ofl' part is the same as the upper

story, and fully as good queens can be reared ; but with

me not so many of the prepared cell-cups are accepted as in

the upper story.

When about two days have elapsed for the new colony

to adjust itself to the new conditions, it is ready for a batch

of prepared cell-cups, as given in the book. To tell all

about how to prepare these would be altogether too long for

this article, and I must refer the reader for this part to the

book. And lest this is thought to be for an advertisement,

I wish to say that the publishers of the American Bee Jour-

nal have full control of the book, sale and all, and I have

nothing to do with it.' I write this article only by request

of the correspondent.

To return : Before going for the needed royal jelly

and the larva- to transfer into it, I stop at the prepared hive,

take out one of the dummies, shove the frames that way till

I leave a frame's space between the combs of brood, when
the cover is put on again. As a rule, it takes me from 15 to

20 minutes to get the royal jelly, the larvae, put the jelly

and larva" into the cell-cups, and take the now prepared

frame to the prepared hive.

On now opening the hive I find the prepared space left

for the frame of prepared cell-cups filled with bees, all

clustered in there, often so closely that I have to work the

frame slowly up and down in lowering it into the hive, thus

causing the bees to run out of the way. I speak of this,

not only to show how strong the colony should be to rear

good queens, but I believe that this clustering has quite a

little to do with their being better prepared with royal jelly,

and for queen-rearing, than they would be did I leave the

providing of this space till I came with the cell-cups already

prepared for insertion.

Three days later I go to the hive again, take out

another dummy, draw the frames toward that part of the

hive from which it is taken till I come to the frame of

brood, when I lift the frame of cells, take oflf one or two of

them for the royal jelly needed in starting the next batch

of cells, when the frame of cells is placed in the vacant

space behind the frame of brood, caused by taking out the

dummy and drawing the others along, thus preparing the
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same place between the frame of brood for the next frame

of prepared cell-cups which the first one occupied, and when

all ready it is placed there as was the tirst.

Four days later the last dummy is removed, the frames

again drawn along till we come to a frame of brood, when

the last prepared frame of cells is taken out, one or two

taken off for royal jelly, and the frame "jumped " to the

outside of the frame of brood, which gives room for the

third prepared frame between the frames of brood again,

where it is placed as soon as it is prepared. As it is in-

tended not to do any work with the bees on Sunday, I time

it so that no cells need come off on that day, from being

"ripe," so prepare the next lot of cells three days later,

which makes ten days from the time we started, at which

time the first are ripe, so that we really have only three

prepared frames every ten days.

The frame of ripe cells is now taken out and dis-

tributed where they are needed, when I lift out the two

frames of brood, look them over to make sure that the bees

have started no queen-cells on them, when these two frames

of now sealed brood are jumped over behind the two frames

of cells now remaining. I thei! take out a frame of honey

from each side, and shove all the frames along toward each

side of the hive, so as to make room for two frames contain-

ing eggs and larva;, taken from any hive in the yard, which

are placed in the center of the hive again as the first two

were, being left apart for the fourth prepared frame, which

is now fixed as were the others, and put in.

This tells the correspondent all there is of it, only that

you keep on in this way all of the season. If a honey-flow

comes on, or the bees get too crowded for room so they are

liable to swarm, put on a hive of combs above this second

story, and extract the honey from it as often as it accumu-

lates, making the hive too heavy to lift off handily ; for you

must lift this hive instead of the cover, after it is once

put on.

In this way I get hundreds, and up into the thousands,

of cells from the one colony in one season.

Onondaga Co., N. V.

[Every bee-keeper, whether a queen-rearer or not,

should have a copy of Mr. Doolittle's " Scientific Queen-
Rearing." We furnish it by mail at Sl.OO for the cloth-

bound book, or SI. 75 for the book and the American Bee
Journal one year ; or the leatherette-bound book for 75

cents, or with the American Bee Journal one year—both for
$1.50.—Editor.]

Protect the King-Birds— Planting Trees.

BY " CLOVER BLOSSOM."

I
WANT to shake hands with J. P. Blunk. I have just

been reading what he said about the king-bird on page

<829 (1903). It makes me feel very happy to find a brother

who takes such a good, square view of the matter. I am a

lover of the busy bee as well as of our beautiful birds. It

has often pained me to see how people are short-sighted

enough to slaughter the king-birds just because something

has happened to a virgin queen, and she has " turned up

missing."

I can recall but one instance where it was claimed that

a king-bird was killed while in the act of catching a queen.

Now. where chickens are permitted to range in the apiary

they have been known to pick up drones, and even worker-

bees. The editor admits in a recent issue of Gleanings in

Bee-Culture, that it is entirely possible for the same chick-

ens to pick up a mated queen as she returns from her wed-

ding-trip. Now, why don't our more hasty bee-keepers kill

every chicken on the place in order that they may insure

the safe return of all the queens 7 There would be just as

much philosophy in this act as there is in swearing eternal

vengeance on a harmless bird, which, instead, is actually

our friend.

Let me digress a little and prove my statement by good

authority ;

" Bee-keepers accuse the king-bird of a taste for honey-

bees, but an examination made by Prof. E. E. L. Beal, of

281 stomachs, shows that the charge is unfounded. Only 14

stomachs contained remains of bees, most of which were
drones, while iiO percent of the king-birds' food was found

to consist of injurious insects. "—Chapman's Bird Life.

"One bee-keeper of Iowa suspected the king-biids of

feeding upon his bees, so shot a number near his hives, but

when the birds' stomachs were examined by an expert ento-

mologist, not a trace of a honey-bee could be found."

—

Farmers' Bulletin, No. 54.

The king-bird, besides destroying hosts of noxious in-

sects, renders us another service which is far more valuable,

namely, protecting us against crows and hawks. They

have been the means of saving many a little chicken, tur-

key, duck and bird from the ravages of the crows and

hawks. Plenty of data is on record to prove this state-

ment. I have seen them frequently attack a crow or hawk

with such fury that he has been glad enough to escape his

tormentors without his intended victim. I do not think I

am valuing their good work too highly when I say that I

believe a pair of these birds are worth $25 a year to any

community. I would like to become acquainted with the

sister who thinks she is spry enough to have a gun always

in her hand when the hawks come around.

I trust that before any bee-keeper will again look over

a gun-barrel at a king-bird, he will drop a postal card to the

Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, for Farmers'

Bulletin, No. 54, entitled, " Some Common Birds and Their

Relation to Agriculture." The bulletin will be sent free to

all applicants. By the perusal of this bulletin one can learn

more facts concerning our common birds than perhaps he

would gather in an ordinary lifetime.

Be very careful not to mistake your friends for your

enemies.
PLANTING TREES, OR REFORESTING.

The scarcity of lumber seems to be quite an alarming

question at present. Prof. A. J. Cook has been doing much

to stir up the people to plant trees. He has recommended

an excellent list of trees for the warmer parts of the United

States.

Why should we not, as a bee-keepers' fraternity, put our

shoulders to the wheel and help solve this great problem ?

There is a great army of us, and if we will all fall to and

celebrate Arbor Day once or twice a year, by each planting

a few trees, such as linden, locust, tulip-poplar, eucalyptus,

or some other trees that will not only make a beautiful

shade, but also yield nectar and grow into valuable timber,

we can accomplish a great deal.

Last spring I brought a number of linden trees from

along the Delaware River, and planted them on red shale

near my home ; they all grew but tyo, and one of those the

chickens resurrected the day after it was'planted. I also

got three tulip-poplars started in spite of our long spring

drouth.

This locality differs somewhat from Dr. Miller's, as I

can secure all of the young linden that I can use from be-

neath old trees along the river where there is a rich, moist,

sandy loam.

The locust trees are somewhat more difficult to secure,

so I have started a miniature nursery in a corner of the

garden.

True, we perhaps would never cut a figure on the lum-

ber market, but we at least would be beautifying our homes,

extending the nectar-resources, and, by extending forestry,

we would be able to help protect our land against drouths

and floods. Bucks Co., Pa.
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Nasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo. Ohio.

QUEENS MATING MORE THAN ONCE-

As to queens mating more than once, two very different

cases are mooted. One is a second fertilization some
months or years after the first, to renew a waning- fecundity.

I think the evidence is pretty scanty of this ever having
really occurred. The other is a second meeting quite

closely subsequent to a first one—the reason of this second

meeting^ being that the first was insufficient. If the first

bucket does not fill the reservoir take another one ; have the

sperm-reservoir filled somehow. This kind of repeating is

so reasonable, and the evidence of its occurring occasionally

is so positive, and so high in character, that I guess we would
better accept it—provisionally. That a queen very often

goes out more than once is, I believe, well accepted. But
some have inclined to the opinion that three or four trips,

and two or more meetings, was the normal and usual style.

Hardly to be accepted at present, although, as Dr. Bohrer

says, it may be more frequent than generally known.
Pages 373 and 374.

PERFECT CELLAR-WINTERING OF BEES.

That there is often a slight murmur of sound to be

heard in the bee-Cellar when bees are wintering fairly well

seems to be pretty well established— backed by Mr. Doolit-

tle for one—but how about the very best of wintering ? S.

T. Pettit claims that there is a still better sort of wintering,

during which perfect silence is the rule—that is, so nearly

a perfect silence that the human ear does not readily catch

any sound. I guess he is right—and that perfect health of

the bees, perfect quality of the honey, sound pollen, pure

air, and complete abstinence from all brood-rearing are the

elements. Mr. Pettit also thinks that the temperament of

the bees determines whether they winter silently in No. 1

style or winter in No. 2 style with more or less of stir and
noise. Perhaps he is right in this also. Yes, the larger

half of the fraternity do not properly estimate how much
better perfect wintering is than the tolerable kind which is

almost universal, except when the poor kind prevails. The
astonishing yields of early surplus reported from Notre

Dame College apiary argue in the same direction—large

hive, extra-strong colony in the fall, perfect wintering.

Page 453.

WIDTH OF SEPARATORS—HEAVY WEIGHT SECTION.

A. C. F. Bartz is right in esteeming it very foolish to

have separators so narrow that the honey will be bulged at

the top and bottom. I'm not so sure that he is right in hav-

ing no passage at all at the top.

And what shall we do with the 17-ounce section ? Mr.

B. sells it for a pound. Good way—for the man whose mind
feels easy about it, but perhaps too much to ask of the aver-

age bee-man. We've been working and lifting hard to get

him up to the 16ounce level ; and if we ask him to go higher

I fear he'll " go all to pieces." Home use and presents take

some honey, and the 17-ounce section is good for these pur-

poses. Page 454.

BLACK BROOD.

Bee-Inspector West tells us a thing about black brood
which I have been waiting to hear. " Black brood is more
radical in a new territory than after it has been there a year
or two." Most of the violent infectious diseases, both of

our fellow creatures and ourselves, show the same pecu-

liarity. The first reports we had of black brood seemed to

indicate that it would quickly sweep the United States and
leave us no bees. It has not done so ; and it was reason-

able to infer at the time that it would not. Mr. West very

reasonably suggests that a colony in which the bees are

mostly old, and in which they have become dumpish and
apparently sick, can not be cured. Destroy them at once.

Page 454.

BEE-CENSUS OF THE WORLD.

As to the figures on page 460, representing the bee-

census of the different nations, they look a little as if they

were manufactured. Too round. Switzerland is quite a

country, and somewhat famous for its bee-culture ; how
about so few as 30,000 for Switzerland ?

[ Our Bee^HeeplnS Sisters
J

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Manag-ement of Swarming-—Sheet Bee-Escape-

TransfeFring-—Drones and Burr-Combs—
Superseding- a Queen and Swarming.

Dear Sister BeeKeepers :—I will give some of my
experience in bee-keeping. I began in the spring of 1902.

We bought 6 or 7 colonies in home-made hives, with frames

running crosswise instead of lengthwise. I did not know

one bee from another, and thought all there was to do was

to get the honey when it was stored.

But coming across an article on the care of bees in the

spring, I found there was something to do, so I looked

through the hives. One colony had already died, and most

of the others were on the verge of starvation. I fed them

as directed, and had no further trouble. I then subscribed

for the American Bee Journal, and I could not now do with-

out it. I think a bee-paper is indispensable to successful

bee-keeping, also the " A B C of Bee Culture."

Some of the old bee-keepers in this localitj', who have

kept bees for 30 years, are surprised that I keep my bees

from swarming. I have not had a natural swarm this year,

but have had 17 artificial swarms. I go through the hives

every week, dividing if I want increase, and cutting out

queen-cells and changing frames about if I do not. Last

year I did not follow this method, and the bees swarmed a

plenty. I caught several swarms by taking a frame of

brood, tying a string to each end of the frame, and hanging

it on a nail driven in the end of the pole of the swarm-

catcher. The queen would very soon crawl onto the frame

of brood, and the bees would follow. Some swarms settled

in the low, thick hedge where I could not get at them, so I

just slipped the brood in front of them, and in a little while

I had the queen, then I put the frame in the hive on the

ground, and the bees followed.

When I take off supers I stand them on end on the

ground, then spread a white sheet over them, tucking it in

around the bottom so that no bees can get in from outside.

In a few minutes I go around to the different groups and

turn the sheet over. That throws the bees outside, and in

a half an hour, or an hour, I have all the bees out. They

crawl up on the sheet. This year I cut a hole in the sheet

and sewed a screen-wire cone in, and the bees just hustle

out through the cone.

I also use a white sheet to cover the hive where there is
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robbing going on, and it has never failed to stop it for me.
I close the entrance to one bee-space, and the home bees will

kill the robber-bees and pitch them out of the hive.

When the weather was cool and cloudy I fed my bees in

little troughs that kept them busy when there was no nectar

in the flowers. We have had so much rain that it has not

been a very good season for the bees. The supers are not

much nearer full than they were a month ago, but the hives

are crowded with bees. After the rains, when the sun comes
out clear and bright, the bees rush to the fields, which are a

mass of white clover, that has been in bloom since May 11.

The fields look almost like fields of snow. In the fall we
have the Spanish-needle, and the whole country looks like a

field of gold. It is such rich honey—not strong like the

buckwheat.

I have been transferring my bees from the home-made
hives to thedovetail hives this spring. I set a hive with a

frame of brood and full sheets of foundation—or, better, a

hive full of drawn-out comb—under the box-hive, and the

queen soon takes possession of it. I smoke the bees down
from the top of the box-hive, so that they will all go into

the lower hive. I then set the box-hive on another hive

prepared as before, except that I put a queen-cell in a cell-

protector in the new hive, and as the brood hatch out they

go down. Enough bees will go to the box-hive to keep the

brood warm. I set the new arrangement by the side of the

hive containing the queen, so that the bees adjust them-

selves in a day or so, and the new hive (with its box-hive)

can then be removed to a new place. The bees will stay

with the brood, and by the time the queen is hatched the

brood is about all hatched, too. The box-hive can then be

done away with.

The first swarm I ever caught clustered in an apple-

tree on a large limb, near the trunk of the tree. I put a

frame of brood in a hive, put the cover on and set the hive

on a limb above the swarm. They all went in, and the

worker-bees went off to the field and came back in the even-

ing. I then set the hive on the bottom-board on the ground
under the tree, and after dark I brought it back to the bee-

yard.

I saw an interesting sight last summer. One day I took

an extracting super off the hive and found a good deal of

burr-comb on the underside. The worker-bees and drones

were thick over the broken cells. They mended it all nicely

before they left. The drones would spread their legs around
the cells and pull them into shape, pressing with their heads

and hind part of the abdomen. They worked as hard as the

worker-bees, but in a different way. It looked very funny
to see them pulling and patting the cells into shape. If the

drones do not gather honey why do they go so busily back

and forth to the field with the worker-bees ?

How can one tell when a colony wants to supersede ^

queen ? and when the bees want to swarm ?

(Miss) B. Louisa Hackvi^orth.

Bates Co., Mo., July 21.

You are to be congratulated on freedom from swarming,

but you must remember that the season may have some-

thing to do with it. Last year was one of the worst seasons

we ever had for swarming, and this year there is very little

inclination that way.

Seeing that you have done so well using the cone in the

sheet getting bees out of supers, you might do still better

to go a step farther and use the Miller tent-escape.

Your plan of transferring is evidently original, and it

is bright. Your smoking down the bees out of the box-hive

into the new hive is practically the regular driving, only

you do it the reverse of the usual way, which is to turn the

box-hive upside down and smoke and drum the bees up into

the new hive. When bees are thus stampeded they natur-

ally go up rather than down.
In some cases there might be danger that after the

driving there would be so few bees left in the bos-hive that

not enough would go down to care properly for the frame
of brood with its queen-cell.

Those drones evidently had a plot made up to deceive

you, pretending they were hard at work when they were not

doing a thing. Please watch closely again, and see if any
particle of the wax is actually moved when they appear to

be working it with their legs.

When queen-cells are started you can not alwaj's tell

whether the bees mean to swarm, or merely supersede their

queen ; but you can judge something by the number of

cells. For swarming there will be a goodly number ; for

superseding, a very few, perhaps only one.

You will make a good bee-keeper. You have a good

deal of originality, and seem to do quite a bit of thinking

on your own account, and even if you do make mistakes you

will come out ahead in the end.

We shall be glad to hear from you again.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the ofBoe of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Wiring Frames with Starters-Hiving Swarms-
Keeping Ants Out of Hives.

1. Is it necessary to wire frames that have an inch

foundation starter ?

2. I brought a swarm home from the woods and hived

them, putting a frame of brood from another colony in with

them. Was that right ?

3. What will keep ants out of the hive ? Vermont.

Answers.— 1. Not at all.

2. Yes, a frame of brood is a good start toward house-

keeping, and often makes them more contented.

3. The surest thing is to have the hive-stand with legs,

each one standing in an old can or something of the kind

kept filled with water or oil. In some parts of the South

ants will utterly destroy a colony of bees ; but I think the

ants that you have can be kept at bay bjr the bees them-

selves without any help from you. They make their nests

about hives mainly for the warmth and only where bees

can not get at them, and do no real hurt.

Selling Honey to Boarding-Hoases.

Why do they not use honey in boarding-houses? In

the locality where I market my honey I cannot sell to them.

A few weeks ago. by hard begging, I did get one lady who

kept a boarding-house, to buy 30 cents worth of honey. I

coaxed her to get it so that I might be able to say that I had

sold honey to one boarding-house. When I call at a board-

ing-house to sell honey about the first I hear is, " It's no

use. We don't want any honey. We don't like it, and the

boarders will not eat it." Probably they will refer to one
" star " boarder who likes it. One of the cities in which I

sell my honey has a population of 25,000 or 30,000, and it is

full of boarding-houses, but I cannot sell honey to any of

them. I do not understand it. I have thought of making

a canvass of the city, asking the proprietors of the board-

ing-houses why they do not use honey. Do you think they

would tell me ? I have come to a decision in my own mind
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in regard to it, but I would rather hear from more expe-

rienced bee-keepers like yourself on the subject before I

give my opinion of it. Please explain this.

Arkansas.
Answer.—I can only make a guess in the case, and that

is that they don't want the expense. If the boarders eat

just as much butter with honey as without it then the honey
is an extra expense. Another thing : When honey is not

put regularly on the table, but put on just as a rarity, very
likely a section melts away so rapidly that the boarding
house landlord thinks he never could stand it. If it were
on the table at every meal, they would hardly eat so much
at a time. If any one can give other light upon the sub-

ject, the place is open for it.

Queen Matins After an After-Swarm-
Supers.

Tiering Dp

1. How many days is it from the time an after-swarm
is hived until the queen goes out to mate ?

2. I notice by the bee-papers that a good many tier up
supers 4 and 5 high. Do you not think that makes it too

far for the bees to carry the honey ? How many would you
advise placing on at one time ? Nebraska.

Answers.— 1. Henry Alley, the veteran queen-breeder,
says a queen never goes out to mate till 5 days old or older.

According to that, if she should go out with a swarm when
a day old, she might be expected to mate 4 or 5 days after

swarming. If held in the hive more than a day before
swarming, the time might be shorter.

2. It depends upon the season and the colony. In a
poor season, one super may be enough, perhaps too much,
for the strongest colony. In a flush season a weak colony
may not need more than one super, and a strong colony
may need S or even more. No matter how far the bees may
have to carry the honey in the hive, they should not be
crowded for room to work in. For most colonies in a good
season, 3 or 4 supers at a time may be enough. Give enough
so the bees will not be crowded for room, whatever that
number of supers may be.

Making a Place for a Queen-Yellow Matter at
Hive-Entrance.

1. I had a colony that I supposed was queenless, so I

sent for a queen. On her arrival I made another search and
found a queen in that colony. What would you do under
such ciicumstances ? I took a frame of brood from each of

two colonies, putting the queen with them. Then I put
about a quart of bees from another colonj- in with these,

and shut the hive up for 24 hours. They were all right un-
til this evening when the others began to rob them, and I

moved the hive.

2. I find small drops in the entrance of the hive that
look like yellow matter. What is it 7 Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Your plan of making a place for the
queen was all right. Perhaps a smaller entrance would
have helped to keep the robber-bees out. Moving the hive

to a new place might happen to work all right, but gener-
ally it would do more harm than good. It would lose to the
colony the field-bees, making it less strong to resist robbers.

2. I don't know. If it was at the entrance of the hive

in which the bees were fastened, it might be the discharges
of the bees, for sometimes they discharge their feces at the

entrance of the hive upon being freed. If it was at the

other hives I don't know what it might be unless pellets of

pollen wet with rain or dew.

Introducing New Blood.

I am an amateur in bee-keeping, am a subscriber to the

most excellent American Bee Journal, and like it very

much. I started with one colony this spring, having lost

two large ones last winter, and have had two swarms, so

that now I have 3 colonies in good condition. I desire to

ask a few questions :

1. The bee-keeper from whom I purchased has bred

them for 8 or 9 years, and never during that time intro-

duced any new blood. Do you not think it advisable to in-

troduce new queens in all three of my colonies ? Would it

not improve them ? They surely do not store what they

ought to. They are Italians.

2. What time of year would you advise introducing the

queens, if at all ? Pennsylvania.

Answers.— 1. If there are no other bees near you, the

likelihood is that your bees have suffered from close breed-

ing. But a queen and drone may meet when their respec-

tive colonies are two miles or more apart. So if there are

bees around you at no greater distance than that, there is

less danger. It would be a good plan in any case to get a

new queen for one of the colonies—hardly for each—and if

the new stock shows superior qualities you can easily breed

from that.

2. There is probably no better time than August.

Why Not Get
, the New Clean
E Smoker...

Cost> no more. Ooes
without puffing.
Will last longer.
and CO a

ot. The sun of
all improvements i

bee -smokers. Set
card for circular to

T. F. BINGHAM
Farwell, Hich.

Please mention Bee Journal "wtien w-ntinp

The Chas. Schild Co.—We are informed that
Mr. Chas. Schild who has heretofore dDne bus
iness at Ionia, Mich , has moved from Ionia to
401-403 Prospect St., Cleireland, Ohio. With
this removal Mr. Schild has organized The
Chas. Schild Co., and has associated with him
in this business his brother-in-law. Bv this re-
moval the firm has increased facilities for
doing a larger business in their popular and
successful poultry lice killing machine.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

We Thank Thee.

For flowers that bloom about our feet

;

For tender grass so fresh and sweet

;

For song of bird and hum of bee;
For all things fair we hear and see.

Father in heaven, we thank thee!

For blue of stream and blue of sky

;

For pleasant shade ot branches high
;

For fragrant air and cooling breeze

;

For beauty of the blooming trees.

Father in heaven, we thaul< ihee I

A Very Dry Summep.
I had 6 colonies, spring count, and

will get from 200 to 300 sections of comb
honey from them, mostly from bass-
wood. I increased to 10 colonies. In
this immediate vicinity we have had a

Special Notice.
I have all the orders for Queens that I can fill

until Aug. 25. E. A. SinnONS,
32.\lt Fort Db , Ala.

500 Colonies
:)f Bees for sale,
)r exchang^e, for

.^g-ood securities.
i.buaddut alfalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-beaUh. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell A; Co , Ogi>en, Utah.
32A.tf Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CENTS A YEAR.

THe

Dixie Home

MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illdstr.^tkd Maga-
zine in the world for
10c a vear, to intro-

duce it'ONLY.
It is bright and up-

to-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

,,t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.

'..3c a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of

6 names, SOc; 12 for $1. Send us a cluh. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taiien. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOIVIE,
24A4St No. 7."i. Birmingham. Alabama,

nease mention Bee journal when "writrnff
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Wantedthousands ofNew Subscribers

A 5TANDARD-BRED

QUEEN-BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=in=Advance

Subscribers.

We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply

us with fhe Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly

rear— well worth $1.00 each. We want every one of our present regular

subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to

make it easy for you to get one or more of them.

In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If It

is not already paid up, you can send in the necessary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

A Qneeii Free for Sending One New Snbscriber

Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the

American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as

a premium.
Now. go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and

invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.

Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one

of these fine Queens any wa3-, send us SI. SO and we will credit your sub-

scription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is un-

derstood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one

year in advance of the present time. So, if your siibscription is in ar-

rears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is

past due.

As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use

all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers. But if any one
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the

prices are as .follows: One Queen, 75c.; 3 Queens, S2. 10 ; 6 Queens
for S4.00.

We expect o be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as

promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate

Now for the new subscribers that you will send us—and then

Ihe Queens that we will send you I

ly :t-fVain<^ '%ii«l«'I ofllalian ll*"*-!* (witli »iii<

S«'Ieol Breeding Queens. -iia.OO ea<-li.

We have often wondereJ'WHY the old American

Bee Journal does not LKAD in tlie nnmber of reg-

ular subscribers instead of being second ! It is Hrst

in age, and if we may believe many unsolicited tes-

timonials, it stands Hrst in value and helpfulness to

its readers. Now, why not make it take the first

place in the number of its regular readers? That's

the question.

The next question is. How can it be done! Well,

just like the liees of a colony store its surplus honey.

One or two bees do not gather it all. Each working

bee does a part. Thus, " many hands make light

work "—and the job is soon done.

Now, suppose each present regular reader should

say to himself, or to herself ; "I'll get one new
subscriber for the American Bee .Journal in the

month of July, and another one in August.'' One a

month should not be a difficult matter. It may be

that many can do better than that. Many have done

so already. But suppose there should be gotten

during July and August two new subscribers by each

one who now reads the American Bee Journal,

wouldn't that be a great thing? We believe it can

be done.

You know the American Bee Journal, and can

best tell to your bee-keeping friends and neighbors

its real worth to any one who will read it carefully,

and practice its teachings. We will send you all the

free sample copies you can use wisely.

We offer valuable premiums for the work of get-

ting new subscribers at ."(il.OO each. In addition

to the Queens mentioned on this page, here are a few

more premium offers:

more Preiiiiiini 01tei-!t.

For 2 New Subscribers—Dr. Miller's Book—" Forty

Years Among the Bees" (book alone, .$1.00.)

For 3 New Subscribers — Doolittle's cloth-bound
" Scientific Queen-Rearing" book (book alone,

.¥1.00.)

For 1 New Subscriber and 2.5c, Doolittle's leatherette-

bound book (book alone, 75c.)

For 3 New Subscribers—Prof. Cook's book—"The
Bee-Keeper's Guide" (book alone, SI. 20.)

For :i New Subscribers—Dadant's Langstroth's book
(book alone, $1.20.)

For 13 New Subscribers—the book, "ABC of Bee-

Culture" (book alone, *!. 20.)

For 1 New Subscriber and 10c—Hutchinson's " Ad-
vanced Bee-Culture" (book alone, 50c.)

For 3 New Subscribers—Novelty Pocket Knife with

your name and address on one side of handle,

and Queen, Drone and Worker-Bee on other side

(knife alone, -¥1.25.)

Our Rules on Getting New Subscribers

1 The sender of a new subscriber must have his or

her own subscription paid in advance at least to

the end of this year (1904.)

2 Sending your own name with the SI.00 for the

Bee Journal will not entitle you to any premium.

The sender must be already a paid-in-advance sub-

sorilier as above, and the new subscriber must be a

NEW subscriber; which means, further, that the

new subscriber has never had the Bee Journal regu-

larly, or at least not for a whole year previous to his

name being sent in as a new one; and, also, the new

subscriber must not be a member of the same family

I
where the Bee Journal is already being taken.

«i:(.00 each: Tested Italian <tneems, §1.25 eacli:

Now, we hope that all who can possibly do so will see what tbi-y can do in the line of getting !%K\% subscribers for the American Bee

Journal. You will likely surprise yourself at the way you will be abb- to get them. And it will also pay you well, as yo";^'" Bf'
'.'^f J"'"^;

ble premiums we offer to you. We would like to receive at least 1 «•© new yearly xiibscriUers «•""»
*f *1", '

*^'"'*;„"
""I

ing: .Inly and ;«uisrust. We will be glad to be kept busy at our desk during the hot weather. We never felt better than we do now,

so can stand a grand rush of new sub.scribers. Just let them come

!

Now, for a big pull, and :i pull all together! How many will be Krst to send in new subscriptions!

Adilnss all orders to, Yours fraternally,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Special Notice to Bee-Keepers

BOSTON
Money in Bees for you.
Catalog price on

ROOT'S SUPPLIES.
Catalog for the asking.

F. H. FA.R,li,a:EK,,

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Up First Flight.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured bv a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June 15, 7Sc. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

If you want the Bee-Book
that covers the whole Apirultural Field more

completely than anv mher published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

T^l/r> M/\+ir0 That the New Century

Tak6N0llC6 Queen. Rearing Co will

^m^—^^^^—— have 1000 Queens ready for

the mail by April 20. Tested, $1.00; Untested,

75c; 5 for $3.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
ISAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

B
INGHAM'S PATEN1

Smokers
X p RlNnHAM.Parwell. Mich.

National Encampment, G. A. R.

The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets, August 12th, 13th and 14th, at

$17.75 for the round-trip from Chicago,
via direct lines, with stopover at

Niagara Falls and Chautauqua Lake,
if desired, within final limit. Also, if

preferred, rate of $20.70 between same
points for the round-trip via New York
City and Boat, with liberal stopover
returning at that point. Tickets good
on any train on above dates and also

on special train from Chicago at 8

a.m., August 13th. Final return limit

September 30th. Meals served in

Nickel Plate dining-cars, on American
Club Meal Plan, ranging in price from
35 cents to $1.00 ; also a la carte. City
Ticket office, Chicago, 111 Adams St.

Chicago depot, La Salle St. Station,

cor. Van Buren and La Salle Sts., on
the Elevated Loop. Write John Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., room 298, Chicago, for reservation

of berths in through standard and
tourist sleeping-cars, and other de-

tailed information. 20—30A3t

very dry summer. From Decoration
Day to about the middle of July we had
only one good, soaking rain and 3 or 4

sprinklings. Last Saturday we had a
very fine rain which lasted from about
5 o'clock in the evening until early
Sunday morning. One thunder shower
after another came up from the south-
west and everything was well drenched.

Chari,ks B. Achard.
Dupage Co., 111., Aug. 1.

Bees Doing Extra Well.

I keep only a few colonies of bees
and they are doing extra well. I have
taken the American Bee Journal for
only one year, but I would rather go
without my daily paper than without
the Bee Journal. H. J. Anderson.
Cass Co., 111., July 20.

Good Incpease—Honey-Flow Not
Extra.

I lost 1(1 colonies of bees last winter,
and this left me with only 5 in the
spring. I have increased to 11.

The honey-flow is not very good.
E. E. KennicoTT.

Cook Co., 111., July 1.

Swarming—Small Crop.

On page 499, it is asked, " Is there
ever really a case in which the bees
swarm inside of 8 days after the first

egg is laid in a queen-cell ?" I an-
swer yes, many times, with me. I

think fully 20 percent of my swarms
this year swarmed with eggs only or
very young larv;i; in the queen-cells.
They were left to themselves, no cells

having been removed before swarm-
ing. It would be from 12 to 16 days
before a cell hatched, after the prime
swarm issued.

In "Treatment of After-Swarms,"
page 500, it is said :

" Hive the swarm
and return it to the mother colony 24
hours afterwards." I find it better
practice to remove all queen-cells and
return the swarm at once. It will end
all swarming from that colony.
The white honey crop here is small.

It was too dry for clover, but basswood
yielded well for a few days. My sur-

plus is about 25 pounds per colony.
b. I. Wagar.

Wayne Co., Mich., July 22.

Good Prospects for Fall Crop.

The prospects are fine for fall, as it

is raining all around us. The Gila
River is rising. Plenty of rain in the
mountains means plenty of water with
which to irrigate.

W. F. McDonald.
Yuma Co., Ariz., July 28.

Bees Not Doing Much.

I bought 2 colonies of bees in the fall

of 1902, and increased to d colonies last

season, but lost 3 during the winter,
although they had plenty of stores.

My bees are not doing much this

season. They seem to have the swarm-
ing fever. I have 7 colonies now, and
1 decamped to parts unknown. My
first swarm was on June 20; I hived
them, and opened the hive today, cut-

ting out all queen-cells but one.
There will be considerable buck-

wheat for the bees to work on, but I

am sorry to say that the sweet clover

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Golden or Honey-Queens After July 1.

Our GOLDENS will come up with any other
Golden strain. Our HONEY-QUEENS are
what some breeders call " Red Clover Queens."

1 6 12
$ 4 00 $ 7.00

7.00 13.00
Untested t .75

Tested 1.2S

Breeders 5.00

2 frame Nuclei (no queen).. 2.CO 11.00 22 00

When Queens are wanted with Nuclei add
price of any Queen wanted. We guarantee safe
arrival of all Queens and Nuclei. Our Breeders
may be returned after 30 days if satisfaction is

not given. Cash must come with all orders.
Orders are booked and filled in rotation.

Mr. Gus. Picaman, of Litchfield, III., in a
letter of Aug. 3, 1903, says: 'Send me two un-

tested honeyqueeus. The one I bought of you
two years ago is all right. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. (iunderson, of Ocononiowoc,
Wis., savs in a letter dated August 1, 1'103: " I

like your queens the best of any that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last

August for 2t Nuclei to be delivered thi j spring.
Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, III.

16Etf

will appear every other duraber

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. Buu
Strong, Chicken-

Tipht. Sold to the Farmer at Wholesale
Prlcps. Fnlly Warranted. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRINQ FENCE CO.
Box .S*4 Winchester, Indiana, C. S. A.

>lease mentiuo the Kee Journal

HENRY ALLEY
will be readj to ship

Fine Adei Queens!
By Return Mail on July 20.

S. F. Sampson, of Ronceverte, W. Va., says:
"Your queens are good, and I can depend on
them every time."
Robt. Forbes, East Milton, Mass: " Vour

Adel bees are away ahead of anything else I

hav
and IE.itra Tested Breeding Queens

book on "Queen-Rearing," 11 5li. Catalog and
a small bojklet on queen-rearinif sent free.

32Etf WENHAM. MASS.

LICE SAP LIFE
they live and thrive.
lave liealthy, jirolitiible

BtocU and have lice too. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
he verminandyou will

ii.re uuciy taking care of the pro-

mo. MakeB sitting hens comfortable.
Sample in cents; 100 oz.. 81.00 by ex-
press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

J. Lambsrt. Boi 707. Apponaug, ^ '.

Provicl6nG6 AUEENS
rovetHeiryualities

THE, HIGHEST.

Now is the time to requeeii

your colonies for next seasons
service.

A circular on request.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER.

<&in (\(\(\ WE HAVE JUST COMPLETEd
®XV,Vl/U OUR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for

leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.

It is the greatest bargain yon ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.
Please mentjon Bee Jonmal -whe-u -wtiuuk.
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•was all cut down just as it was about
to bloom. The white clover flow is

about over, and so is alsike. a patch of
which I had sowed.
The bees are working- in the supers,

but don't seem to be making- much
progress.

I am night watchman at the Univer-
sity here. I gave a copy of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal to one of the profes-
sors to read, and the result is that he
has become interested in bees, and has
sent in his subscription. I promised
him a colony this fall.

My bees were very weak in the
spring. They dwindled down to al-
most nothing. Geo. M. Skifert.
Northampton Co,, Pa., July 21.

Bees Working in the Supers.

Bees have just commenced to work
in the supers. I do not look for much
of a crop this year. Geo. A. Reed.
Saline Co., Kans.. July 20.

Driest of Dry Seasons.

Bees began to swarm March 27, and
the season was favorable while swarm-
ing lasted. I saved 25, while my neigh-
bors had very few or none at all.

Bees are now gathering but very
little honey. In many cases they have
eaten more than they have gathered,
where they had it stored. They are
living from hand to mouth, as it were.

We are going through one of the dri-
est of dry seasons, and the bee-forage
suffers with all the rest.

A. B. CARPENTER.
Tulare Co., Calif., July 24.

Bees Doing Fairly Well.

My bees are doing fairly well this
year, but last winter was " a corker."
I lost 8 out of IS colonies. I bought 12
on June 1, and 6 more last week. I

have had only 3 prime swarms and one
second swarm this year.

I joined the National Bee-Keepers'
Association last spring, and wish the
rest of the bee-keepers would " go and
do likewise." Lyman North.
Page Co., Iowa, July 28.

Bees Storing in Supers—Strikes.
The bees have not begun to work on

the fall flow as yet. Some of the col-
onies have stored 4 supers of 24 pounds
each, and the majority 3 supers each.
The others have stored some two supers
full, and some one.

I hope the strike in Chicago has not
affected you. The strikes are a curse
to the country. We are just getting
over the effects of the strikes here four
years ago. D. C. McLeoh.
Christian Co., 111., Aug. 1.

[We agree with you on the strike

business. Arbitration is better.

—

Ed-
itor.]

Perhaps Milkweed Caused It.

In a recent number of the Bee Jour-
nal, a lady apiarist wanted to know
what caused so many of her bees to die
in the midst of the honey-flow. I was
troubled in the same way, and I began
to investigate as to the cause. I found
on the common milkweed or silkweed
(Cornuti) dead bees and those nearly
dead, and those that were very eager
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^BEE = SUPPLIES I
Root's Goods at Root's Prfces. &

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS u
.

Prompt Service. ' &
Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. y

WALTER S. POUDER, §
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS »ND w

»<**.« icwu-uco tt«« jotimaj wn«ti ^^r^ri-
.

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS
The Passeng-er Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. 12, In
which is described the

best territory In this country
for the growing- of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.
32A15t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B66=K66D6rS
R

Dont't forget that
we are the largest
iobbers in the
United States of

Jicc'-SiiiiftUes, .loin
aiinaturn and Broor/ei-s. llumph-
rev'.s :tncl Mnnu's Hone Cutters.
Honltry ,Sii,,,,;,c..s of all U-in<l>~. r.fe</.s
^iiifl Impleiiieiil ^, Remember, you gel
these goods at I>"actory Prices, and save half
1 he freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover aad Carniolan Qiicp/i.s ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mentton Bee journal -wuen wntrng

*r#*^
"^HxiShC]

R.H1I3 OA.K, lO-WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, ard prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Chariton, low .

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Onren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

WANTED--HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail
Golden Italians, Red Clovers» Carniolans,

Price for Untested :

One, 7S cents. Six, S4.00. Twelve, $7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

*^fl5iRR TTieTiTann Hf^f* Journal 'When "writuip

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making- SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog- and
i'l ice-List. .-. .-. .-. .-. .-. .-. .-.

S THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Please flentioD the Bee Journal
when writing
Advertisers •*
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, RicUest in Color and Odor, Most Xransparent and 'I'ougli-
est—in tact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't

fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUl*I*l<IE!S, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples tree on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
buckeVe strain red clover,

golden italians. carniolans.
leturn Mail. Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

PF!.ICE!S. oN£ SIX,

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
51 WALNUT ST.. CINCINNATI. OHIO

Cheap Rates to Boston via New York
City and Boat.

S20.70 for the round-trip, from Chi-

cago, via Nickel Plate Road, August
12th, 13th and 14th, with liberal stop-

over at New York City returning, and
also stopover at Niagara Falls .ind

Chautauqua Lake within final limit, if

desired. Also rate of S17.7S from Chi-

cago to Boston and return, via direct

lines. Tickets good on any train on
above dates and also on special train

from Chicago at 8 a.m., August 13th.

Final return limit September 30th, by
depositing ticket. Through sleeping-

car service. Meals in Nickel Plate
dining-cars, on American Club Meal
Plan, ranging in price from 35 cents to

$1.00 ; also service a la carte. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113

Adams St., room 298, Chicago, for res-

ervation of berths in through standard
and tourist sleeping-cars, and full par-

ticulars^ 19—30A3t

BEE-KEEPERS!
We manufacture SECTIONS, NO-DRIP

SHIPPING-CASES, and are dealers in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Write for low prices aud catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

XT F^^"^S
to order ynur

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yfu PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

TENNESSEE
QUEENS ^-^^^^^

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3K miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but lew within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismatedqueens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before Jnly 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.0O
Select 1.00 S.00 9.C0 .75 4.25 S.OO

Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

ANOTHER ^

CAR-LOAD
I

of Hives, Sections, and Supplies of all W
kinds just arrived from G. B. Lewis' ^
Factory, and are ready to fill orders W
quick. Send us your orders lor every- <
thing. We have it. H

Louis Hanssen's Sons h
DAVENPORT. IOWA. ^

Please mention the Bee Jo>i

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

S Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I otiRl3:i"V^ES AND SEOTIOlSrS I
S Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material. g
g By sending in your order now, you will |SAVE MONEY, and a
ff secure prompt shipment. g

I PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. ^s.a
|

to get into the flowers. I think they
must have been poisoned, some so
much that they died, and others went
to the hive and died there. W^ ^^^

The colonies that were the best work-
ers had the most dead bees in front
of it.

When the hail killed, or rather de-
stroyed, the blossoms, there was no
more dying.

I should like to hear if there was
much of this plant near where the sis-

ter bee-keeper lives.

If this is the cause, I don't know
what can be done about it, as it seems
to be on the increase in this section.

Repeated cuttings and puUings seem
to have no effect to destroy it.

There is but little honey and few
swarms up to the present time.

R. K. Smith.
Weld Co., Colo., July 24.

Poop Prospect for a Fall Crop.

It is very dry here, and the honey
crop will be light. We have but little

surplus yet, and that is all from bass-
wood. It furnished a good flow while
it lasted, for the bees that were in

reach of timber. White clover has not
helped us so far, and there is poor pros-

pect for a fall flow, as the dry weather
has been hard on the honey-plants.

I appreciate the American Bee Jour-
nal very much, and find it a great help
in solving the various problems that
arise in the management of an apiary.

R. H. BUCHNER.
Jackson Co., Iowa, July 26.

Heavy Loss in Wintering.

This year's honey crop is very light.

There was a heavy loss of bees win-
tered out-ofdoors. An experienced
beekeeper in this locality lost 75 per-

cent. I had 8 colonies left out of 35,

which was the worst winter loss I have
had in my 14 years of bee-keeping.

I am making all the poor combs into

wax, and trying to save the best ones.
Herbert Fre.\s.

Ontario, Canada, July 23.

" Preparation for Swarming."

I notice on page 499, some questions

are asked in an editorial headed,
" Preparations for Swarming." I

would like the privilege of answering
those questions in the light of my lo-

cality, for I believe that locality has
something to do with many of these

problems that arise, and which, of

course, cannot be solved by all alike.

There are many exceptions to the

rule which is mentioned in the edito-

rial, and the bees make these excep-

tions themselves without any interfer-

ence on the part of the apiarist.

I allow natural swarming and pay
no attention to queen-cells until swarm-
ing has taken place. Then I overhaul

the parent colony to find out what pro-

vision has been made for a new queens

and I often find that there are no
queen-cells started. This has been the

case several times this season.

Sometimes they will have the cells

about half built, at other times they

will be sealed, and still other times

(not often) there will be a young queen

which has just emerged. Perhaps the

latter may be a case of supersedure,

the old queen having decided to leave.

I used to pay no attention to cells,
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moving the parent colony to a new
stand, and letting- the bees do the rest.

But after finding that many colonies
were queenless about the time a young
queen should be laying, I began to look
for the cause. Although some of them
were probably made queenless by the
young queen being lost on her wed-
ding flight, I am satisfied that the ma-
jority of them never started queen-
cells at all.

Queer, is it not ? But I can prove it

to any one who will visit me during
the swarming season. This may apply
only to Jefferson County, in western
Pennsylvania.
We have had a poor season so far

—

too wet, and cold nights. There is lots
of white clover, but it does not seem to
yield nectar when the sun does shine.

Gko. H. Rk.\.
Jefferson Co., Pa., July 25.

Comb-Buildeps—Top-BaFS.
It is not easy to believe that Dr. Mil-

ler would try to prove a case by the
sort of evidence given in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture, page 688. I suppose most
of us know that capping done among
the brood and old combs will be mixed
with dark wax. But that is quite a
different thing from the bees going
down into the brood-chamber for wax.
Comb-builders, according to my ob-

servations, seldom or never leave their
work until it is finished, or they are re-
lieved by others that are loaded with
wax, and which in turn are supplied
with nectar by the field-bees that have
served their time at house-work. They
stay right there, seemingly spellbound.
The 'sinch thick top-bar is not in-

ferior to the Js-inch in any point, but
it is, in my judgment, superior in many
points. I am of the opinion that the
time will come when the -s-inch thick
by about "s-inch wide, supported by a
truss-wire, will be the general favorite
among top-bars of all kinds.
The very best interests of the bee-

keeper should be considered when we
write. S. T. PkttiT.
Ontario, Canada.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
?,^^",'°°^' Bee-Keepers' Association for l')04

will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.
bept. 2. and ^.s will be devoted to Associationwork and us interests. We c,\-pect many prom-

inent foreig-n bee keepers to be present on these
days.

Sept. 21, National Day.
Sept. 30, Inspectors' Dav. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over theUnited States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discass
" The Diseases of Bees." etc.
Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-

tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pound sample of each kind ol honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-
terest will be shown. 1> a ,u

We expect to see the largest galherinif of bee-
keepers ever held in thiscountrv. A more de-
tailed program will appear latei

Los Angeles, Calif.
\V. Bkopreck, Sec.

IMIssourl.—The Missouri Stlte Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet Sept. 26, in St. Louis in
the aame hall to be used by the National B'ee-
Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C P. Dadant, in connection
with the National Association.
Wakenda, Mo. W. T. Cak\ , Sec.

Ohio.-I beg lo draw your attention to the
prizes offered in the honey section bv the Ham-
ilton County Agricultural Society at their forth-
coming Kair at Oakley Park, Aug. 16th, 17th,
18th and loth. The Hamilton County Bee Keep-

ers* Association has been instrumental in hav-
ing this sectirn added in order to stimulate
and interest the honey-producers of Ibis and
adjoining counties. The executive committee
would respectfully solicit their members and
others to make entrees for competition in the
class that suits their production.

In addition valuable " special prizes " useful
to the bee-keepers are offered by the Fred W.
Muth Co., C. H. W. Weber, and Mr. J. C. Froh-
liger. See Hamilton County Agricultural Cat-
alog, page 39.

Vl^e would again remind you of our annual
meeting on the second Monday of September.
Preparations are now under way to make this
the most instructive of any vet held by this
rlourishing organization.
Silverton, Ohio. Wai. J. Gilliland.

FOR SALiK—in Arizona, on the
Gila River, RANCH AND BKKS.

ISO colonies or more of fine ITALIAN BEES
in L. hives, L. and H. frames, extra supers,
with comus, frame Cowan Extractor, Tanks,
etc. This was a poor year on account of sand-
storm at time of blossoming of mesqnite; got
only 18S cases. The honey from mesqnite is

water-white. We have W. Moody, cottonwood.
willows to build up on in abundance; alfalfa
yields good hero; also a few of the honev-trees.
Ranch of 80 acres, about 20 fenced. Alfalfa in
stack worth about $100 to $1£0; alfalfa in seed,
about $300 to $400; pair of tine mares, for work
and saddle; two colts. 1?^ years, as large as
dams; wagon and harness. Adobe of 4 rooms,
2 beds, stove, and cooking utensils—a batch's
outfit. Plenty of game; costs nothing for wood;
7 miles from station. New canal being put in.
Hot for about 2 mouths; rest of year finest of
fine. -A. good place for sore lungs. You buy
for cash this bargain for«l,200. A good year
for the bees will give you 20 to 30 tons of honey.
About 15 acres are nearly ready to plant, tiood
stock country; anything you plant will grow-
here. Good reasons for selling. For more in-
formation, call on or address,

w. F. Mcdonald.
30Atf Palomas, Yuma Co., Arizona.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consig"iimg, buying" or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Water St. Chicago, ilu
Hease mention Bee Journal -wbeii. -writlne

ITALIAN QUEENS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $. OS
" Tested Queen oo
" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder " l.to
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street. CLARINDA, IOWA.
*-'!ftasf=i irieTOtlo^ Bef» .'.oomsi' wpati -wn-itiTiv

Nickel Plate Excursion

to Boston, Mass.. and return, account
G. A. R. National Encampment, at

S17.7.5 for the round-trip, from Chicago.
Tickets good on any train August 12th,

13th and '14th, and on special train

from Chicago at (S a.m., August 13th.

Final return limit September 30th.

Also rate of f20.7<i for round-trip via
New York City and Boat, with liberal

stop-over returning at that point. If

desired, stop-over can be obtained at

Niagara Falls and Chautauqua L,ake
within final limit. Three trains daily,

with modern sleeping-cars. Particu-
lars at city ticket ollice, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago, or address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 113 Adams St., room
298, Chicago, for reservation of berths,
in through standard or tourist sleep-

ing-cars. 18—30A3t

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.\KKET QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, July 19—There is a plentiful supply

of honey of all kinds on the market with no
sales being made; prices therefore cannot be
more than on an asking basis. Very little if

any choice to fancy comb, but a large amount
of what would average No. 1 is offered at lOw 12c;
no sale for off grades or damaged lots. Ex-
tracted, white, iifiiTc; ambers, S(a.6c. Beeswax.
27@28c. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., July 7.—The sales of comb
honey, which are made now, amount but to
very little. Some fancy comb left from last
season finds sales for 12H@i3Kc. The new is
just beginning to be offered and small lots are
coming in. Extracted for manufacturing pur-
poses finds a fair demand. I .juote amber in
barrels from 5!4 fistic; in cans, >ic more; water-
white alfalfa, b^c; extra fancv white clover
7>^c. Beeswax, 2Sc. C. H. W. Weber.

'

Albany, N. Y., July 21.—We are approaching
the demand for new crop honey. There have
been uo receipts ihus far to speak of—not
enough to establish as yet. We could sell a
limited amount of light comb at 15@16c. Old
crop is well cleared out of this market, and we
look for a good trade in honey this season.
Extracted, demand light; some small lots ar-

riving; holding at 7c for white, and be for dark
Beeswax quiet at 28@30.: H. R. Wright.

Boston, July .S. -Our market on honey, both
comb and extracted is practically in a slum-
bering condition, as there is really no call
whatever.
Prices remain as before quoted, but are really

only nominal. Blake, Scott & Lbe.

Cincinnati, J uly IS.—The supply of honey at
the present time is limited, with but moderate
demand. New hcney is beginning to arrive.
We quote our market to day as follows: Am-
ber e-xtracted in barrels and cans, 5J<@6>^c*
white clover, vii®Sc. Comb honey (demand
limited), 13@14c for fancv and Nn 1. Beeswax
2')c. The Fred W.Muth Co.

Kansas City, July 25.—The receipts of new-
honey are gradually growing heavier, although
it is a little earlier yet for much of a demand;
with good weather, we look for the demand to
pick up considerably. Market to day on fancy
white comb honey, and No. 1 stock, $2.75 per
case of 2t sections. Beeswax moving slowlv at
30c per pound. C. C. Clemons & Co.

Philadelphia, July 2i.—There has been ab-
solutely no call for either extracted or comb
honey for the last two weeks Quite a lot has
been offered of new goods from the South, but
not enough sales to fi.x a market price. Every-
body is waiting expectantly to know what the
outcome will be in the way of production. Some
parts of York state have quite a crop, while
others have little or none. Several large lots
of extracted honey have arrived in our market.
We quote as follows: Fancy white, 7@8c; am-
ber, 6@7c; Southern, 5^@6c. Beeswax, 2oc
cash.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, July 20.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, 12>^(ail3c; amber, 'i^nc. Extracted,
white, 5S<@6c; light amber, S@S c; amber,
4@4Hc; dark amber, 3X@3Kc. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28(ai30c; dark, 26(S27,i*c.

There are no heavy quantities offering,
neither is there much demand. Inquiry is

mostly on local account, and is largely' for
strictly select water-white. The proportion of
latter sort is decidedly light in present supplies.
Market for amber grades is not displaying any
noteworthy firmness.

WANTED — Comb Honev, Wholesale.—
Will buy your crop outright, cash at your

depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
everv market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of iioney. Address us there direct,
stating what ynur honey is gathered from.what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.: quantity, when ynn can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated anil delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to vour
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than any other firm or associati-in.
Yours for busiue.=. THOS. C. STANLEY & SON,
29MI Manzanola, (Hero Co..>.olo.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -wrritiup.
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FE3K/FBCT OOODS !

rjO"W FR,ICBS !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BE3T to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i flmerJcan i B66-K66P6r
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best mag^aziue for beginoers. edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPAHY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Journal when writine

1. J. STRINGtlflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in et'^ck every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUBENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, 1(. I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.

Bees, Honey and Beeswax boug^ht add sold
for cash.

LEAHY MFG. CO ,

1 Alta Sita, east ST. LOUIS. ILL.

I Rush Orders |
g Are pouring in, but we are filling tbem g
Jg (almost every single one' within a few l?

3g hours after they are received. We can g

Sections, Comb Foundation, |
8 and Dovetailed Hives ^
g UPON RECEIPT of ORDER gN in legular packa^ei-. ^
^ Open Day and Night. ^
Q Shipping Facilities Unequaled g
g Anywhere.

g G.M.Scott &GO.w"^shi^n^gton St. g
2$

Indianapolis. Ino. Q

IARISE
DOOLITTLE...
has concluded to sell
QUEENS in their season
during 1904, at the fol-

lowing prices:

1 Untested Queen . $1.00
3 Untested Queens.. 2.25
1 Tested Queen .... 1.25
3 Tested Queens.... 3.00
1 select tested queen 1.50

3 " " Queens 4.00
Select Tested Queen,
last year's rearing, 2.50
Extra selected breed-
ing, the very best.. 5.00

Circular free, giving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q. M. DOOLITTLE,
24Etf Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

^ease mention See Jonm&l wn^n WTltiii£.

######################^
27tll

Year Dadant's Foundation fea'? |We Guarantee Satisfaction, beauty." '^puRrrY," firhness. ^
NoSAQaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING. 'SF

Whx/ einf^a i^ c<x|l crk ^-xrf'll V Because it has always given better satis- mg
YV 11^ UUC:» IL SClI &0 well r faction than any other. Because in JE

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments. IjS

^end name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on tlie Honey-Bee—RevisedtThe classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. ^
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THE AIKIN HONEY-BAG «^-
If you are a producer of Extracted Honey, here is something worth investigating. It is now proved

a success. Last year we sent out many bags as a trial. This year we find it hard to obtain bags enough
to supply the demand. They are being used almost everywhere. If your honey candies soft it will candy
harder in these bags. There is no loss as in the case of glass jirs. They are not hard to fill. They bring

the selling price of honey down where everybody can buy. Develop a home market. No package is as

cheap and attractive as the AIKIN HONEY-BAQ.

but Cheap.

^%r ^^

Brings Trade

and holds it.

EASY

to fill ....

EASY

to haadle...

?(f?7».- T»T7»- T»r?(irToT?,?

We will print in name and address of
producer or dealer, in different quanti-
lies, at the following schedule of prices

Lots of 100 $..10
Lots of 250 50
Lots of son 75

Lots of lOCO l.on

For each additional 1000 add 50 cents.
Each change of name and address
counts as a separate order For in-

stance, lOCi' bags printed with four dif-

ferent names aud addresses, 250 of each,
would be $2.00; with 10 different names,
$3.0u, etc. As the bags must be printed
before they are made up and coated, we
can not change the label except in lots

of 10,000 or over. We have some plain

21b. size of dark-drab paper which we
can furnish plain at $2.i«i per 1000 less
than prices quoted above, or we can
print a smaller special label in one color
at above rates extra for printing.
We did not include these ba^s in our

catalog this year because we wanted to
see them more generally tested indiffer-
ent sections of the country, aud proven a
satisfactory package everywhere before
doing so. We are prepared to supply
them, and have arranged for a 1-lb. size
in addition to the four other sizes sold
heretofore. We are now supplied with
all sizes.

1 LB. SIZE, 3iixS}i.
100 ..$ .65
500 3.00
1000 5.50
SOOO @ 5.25

2-l.B SIZE, 5x7>4.

1000 7.00
5000 @ 6.60

, 6x9)4.
100 $1.00
500 4.75
una 8.75
5000 @ 8.25

SLB size, 7x10.
100 $ 1.20
500 S.50
1000 10.50
500(1 ® 10.00

10-lB SIZE, 10x10)4. ,

ICO $ 1.50
500 7.00
loon 13.50
5000 @ 13.ai

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Factory and Executive Office: MEDINA, OHIO.

m^

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

BRANCHES

mm̂

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores St.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.
Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.

-A.3SJT) IvI-A-lSTY A.OENTS.
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Editorial Comments
]

Honey Market Quotations.

We have received the following letter dated Aug-. 6,

which shows the side of those who furnish the honey and
beeswax market quotations for this journal

:

Friend York :—Lately we have received numerous
letters from shippers of honey who expect as much for their

crop as the quotations in the market reports of the various
bee-papers. They are evidently not aware that these quo-
tations are our selling prices, and not the prices dealers are
paying for their shipments. In consequence thereof, we
would beg to suggest that you, through the columns of your
journal, impress upon the minds of these shippers this dif-

ference, and enlighten them on the subject, as the market
reports, apparently, are a delusion to the bee-keeping fra-
ternity.

We are no commission firm, but buy for cash at a close
margin of profit.

Just returned from a ten days' trip through the North,
and, in looking over the mail, find a number of letters of
the strain above mentioned. Yours very truly.

The Frkd W. Muth jCo.

We supposed that those who read the market quotations

in the bee-papers understood that the prices given are the

ones the dealers secure for the honey after they receive

the shipment ; and that the honey-producer or shipper will

get those prices less the commission charged for hand-

ling, and also less the freight and cartage charges.

Of course, when a honey-dealing firm buys for cash,

they^must not be expected to pay the full marketquotations,

else where would they get their pay for doing the business ?

We are very certain that shippers of honey will under-

stand this matter all right if they will only give it a little

thought. The honorable honey-dealers should be encour-

aged, for they are doing a good work for both the producer

and the consumer. But in so doing they should not be be-

grudged the necessary commission or profit on the honey
they handle.

Nominating National Candidates.

We have received the following notice from General

Manager France in reference to the nomination of candi-

dates in advance of the annual election of the National Bee-

Keepers' Association to be held in November this year :

OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION TO
BE NOMINATED IN ADVANCE OF ELECTION.

One of the latest amendments to the constitution of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association provides that the Board
of Directors may " prescribe equitable rules and regulations

governing the nominations for the several officers," and
the Board has just decided that the General Manager shall,

in August, publish in the bee-journals a call for a postal-
card vote of the members of the Association for the nomi-
nation of candidates for the several offices (stating the
offices) to be filled at the next election. On Oct. 1, the Gen-
eral Manager and one other disinterested member chosen
annually by the Board of Directors, shall count the votes,
and the two men receiving the greatest number of votes for
each respective office are to be candidates for said office

;

the names of the nominees and the offices for which they
are nominated to be published at once in the bee-journals.

In accordance with the foregoing, I hereby ask all

members of the National Bee-Keepers' Association to write
me their choice of men as candidates for the following
offices :

To succeed Jas. U. Harris, of Grand Junction, Colo., as
President.

To succeed C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, 111 , as Vice-
President.

To succeed Geo. W. Brodbeck, of Los Angeles, Calif.,

as Secretary.
To succeed N. E. France, of Plattevllle, Wis., as Gen-

eral Manager.
To succeed E. Whitcomb, of Friend, Nebr., as Director.
To succeed W. Z. Hutchinson, of Flint, Mich., as

Director.
To succeed Udo Toepperwein, of San Antonio, Tex., as

Director.
October 1 the votes will be counted, and the names of

the two men receiving the most votes for each respective
office will be published in the bee-journals, then, in Novem-
ber, a postal-card ballot will be taken which will decide
which of the nominees shall hold the office.

Send all votes to N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

This is in effect what is known as an " informal ballot,"

in order to discover who are the leading candidates for each

office to be filled. Of course, it will not prevent any mem-
ber from voting for whomsoever he pleases in the final bal-

lot in November, no matter who may lead in the informal

ballet.

More Manufactured Comb-Money Lies.

This time it is the Pittsburgh (Pa.) Gazette (dated July

24,) that has joined the ranks of the enemies of honey-pro-

ducers, and published the following batch of misrepresen-

tations :

HONEY-COMBS ARE MADE FROM OIL—ARTIFICIAL PROCESS IS

GUARDED SEDULOUSLY FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC
—CURIOUS USES OF PETROLEUM.

Among the peculiar uses to which low-grade petroleum
and the refuse of the better grades is now being put, is that
of the manufacture of artificial honey-combs. There are
four factories devoted to this product in different parts of
Pennsylvania and Ohio, one of them being in the immediate
neighborhood of Pittsburgh. The process for making the
combs is said to have been evolved by a petroleum expert
only after years of experiment, and it is so much of a secret
that not only are visitors excluded from the factories in
which the combs are made, but the locations of the latter
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are kept secret as far as possible from all but those con-

nected with or employed in them.
The artificial honey-combs are so nearly like those made

by the bees, in the chemical composition of the wax as

well as the cell formation that the two can not be told apart

even by experts. The idea of making them was suggested

by honey-dealers of the class whose " bees " produce more
of the sweet article than combs can be found for. It is as-

serted, however, that neither the empty nor the filled combs
find a market in this State, on account of the rigorous en-

forcement of the pure-food laws.

We have already written the Pittsburgh Gazette con-

cerning this matter, and we trust that all of our readers

who can possibly do so will write at once, requesting a

prompt correction and retraction of the above miserable

stuffjabout comb honey.

It is exceedingly exasperating that the Wiley so-called

" scientific pleasantry," or, really, the lie about comb honey

being manufactured without the aid of bees, should still

" go marching on " more than 23 years after it was first

started in the Popular Science Monthly. The truth will

never catch up, at this rate.

It is really coming to be a very serious matter. It is

time the National Bee-Keepers' Association is taking a

hand in the proceedings. It has already tried to do some-

thing about it in one or two instances, but we believe that

it needs to begin a genuine campaign that means " war to

the knife, and the knife to the hilt," on the newspapers

that persist in republishing the Wiley comb-honey lie and

its variations.

We hope this important subject will be taken up at the

St. Louis convention next month, and something tangible

result from the discussion.

In the meantime, let every reader of every bee-paper

write to the Pittsburgh, Pa., Gazette, and demand an im-

mediate retraction of their libelous statements about comb

honey and honey-combs.

lyATER.—Since the above was put in type, we learn that

the Gazette for Sunday, Aug. 7, published a handsome re-

traction, one of the very best ever given by an offending

newspaper. In next week's issue we hope to be able to re-

produce it.

Bees Marking Their Location.

The action of a worker-bee in flying around in con-

stantly increasing circles when it wants to fix in its mem-

ory a given location is a more common occurrence than

many suppose. It occurs not merely when a young bee

takes its first flight. It will do the same thing after swarm-

ing, or when moved to a new location at a considerable dis-

tance, and may be especially noticed if a feed of honey be

given at a distance from the hive. After the first time

loading up, the locality is carefully marked, for it will not

do to forget where such a bonanza is located ; but future

visits to the same place are followed by no such precautions.

How to Uncap Money Rapidly.

In the Bee-Keepers' Review E. D. Townsend tells how,

by a single stroke of the knife, he uncaps the entire comb on

one side. With spacing IJ4 inches there is chance for so

deep a cut that no second motion is needed, but special

care is taken that the comb be not held at such an angle

that the cappings can fall back from the knife upon the

comb. This last point is the secret of rapid work.

Bees Tabooed in Cuban Cities.

L,. Maclean de Beers says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture

that in most of the small towns of Cuba there is a munici-

pal law forbidding the keeping of bees nearer to the town

than a distance of about one-fourth to one-half mile. A law

of that kind would not stand in this country.

Miscellaneous Items ]
Clips a Leg.—in his article on rearing queens, on page

S34, Mr. Thos. Broderick calls attention to an error which
was quite naturally made in this office. He writes :

In my article on queen-rearing, I notice a most serious
mistake, and one which makes the article entirely valueless.

In the first column and third full paragraph on page 535, I

am made to say :
" Clip about j4 inch off one of the large

wings," while it should read :
" Clip about '4 inch off one

of the large legs." The correction of that one word means
success instead of failure, as all bee-keepers who practice
clipping queens' wings know that it is very seldom that a
queen is superseded from this cause, but when a leg is

clipped it is altogether different.

In order that the readers will better understand why I

practice what some may choose to call a cruel method, I

wish to add this :

Years ago, while clipping the wings of a large number
of queens, I accidentally clipped a leg off of two or three
queens, with the result that they were all superseded im-
mediately afterward. When I learned what happened to

those queens it occurred to me that I might do the same
thing purposely, and get the same results, and I have suc-
ceeded. Later I will show a sample of the work I have had
done with such a colony. Thos. Broderick.

The Apiapy of Silas Johnson, of Marshall Co. , W.
Va., appears on the front page. He wrote us as follows

when mailing the picture :

I am sending a picture of my apiary which is in the
rear of my dwelling-house, and contains 69 colonies of bees.
It is not all shown, as I could not place the camera so that I

could get it all in. I am standing in front of a glass hive,
holding a swarm of bees that has jUst clustered on a limb.

I make all of my own hives, and they take the standard
Langstroth frames. Some of them hold 8 colonies, some 3,

and some 2, but all are alike on the inside.

This has been a poor season for honey. There was
plenty of bloom, but 1 think it was too wet to yield much
nectar. I have not taken the honey off yet, but I do not
think I will get over 18 pounds to the colony.

I have had a good many swarms, but I put them all back
and caged the queens.

The Apiary of Chas. G. Maeklin, an attorney bee-

keeper living in Whiteside Co., 111., is shown on the front

page this week. When sending the photograph he wrote :

" In accordance with a request made by the editor of the
American Bee Journal in the issue of July 14, 1904, I here-
with send a photographic view of one corner of my apiary.
The other corners do not appear on account of the difficulty

in procuring a good light, principally due to the dense
foliage. My time being taken up largely with my profes-
sional duties, my assistant, who appears in the background
of the picture, has full, and complete charge and manage-
ment of the various colonies shown, as well as of almost
everything else around the premises.

" I make my own hives of the Sframe pattern, and find

that by so doing it is a great saving over the prices asked
by the trust. My apiary is run solely for comb honey, and
as a means of relaxation can not be surpassed."

American Bee Journal Convention Reports.—

A

straw in Gleanings in Bee-Culture reads as follows :

Stenog speaks of the good work of the American Bee
Journal in convention reports, and of Gleanings leaving
that field free. What a blessing that is will be appreciated
by those who are familiar with European bee-journals.
After one of the big conventions, different journals will
have page after page of the same thing reported, and some
of the little fellows will tag along after, copying from the
others. Then, too, there is a big difference in the time of
getting out the reports. Mr. York will rush through a long
stenographic report in a very few numbers, while foreign
reports will string along for a year—sometimes longer I
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Contributed Articles ]
" Bees Packing Pollen in the Cells."

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER.

ON pag-e 294, is an article by Mr. Getaz on the above sub-

ject, with figures shown herewith. His opening para-

graph cites the questions of a correspondent as to how
bees can ram the pollen into the cells with their heads
when such delicate and tender organs as the eyes and an-

tenna; constitute the forepart of the bee's head. Then he

d/dicaiaiicn

Af-^.

says :
" The correspondent is widely mistaken in speaking

of the eyes and antenna of the bees as ' delicate and tender

organs.' Bees and other insects are not built on that plan."

I chanced to be the person who first challenged the
" battering ram " story, and endeavored to show the ab-

surdity of the theory that the bee so uses her head.

Mr. Getaz has confused structure with function. Struc-

turally, the bee is relatively strong, and the head is quite

hard enough to pack the soft pollen, even more compactly

than we find it. In fact, if the head was not strong it could

not support the jaws with which the bee does so much work.
But the sense-organs distributed over the head are exceed-

ingly delicate, and while well protected from injury by such
blows as ordinarily come to the bee, their perfect action is

dependent upon their freedom from dirt and dust.

If one has not a copy of Cowan's or Cheshire's books,

it will be worth his while to turn to the article by Mr.
Getaz, referred to above. For the sake of more ready ex-

planation, I reproduce the illustrations used by Mr. G.

In Figs. 1 and 2 are shown the joints of the antennae,

while Fig. 3 shows one of the organs of the latter. There
are several other organs. In the antenna: are believed to

be located organs of touch, smell, hearing, and an organ
whose exact function is unknown. Fig. 4 shows a section

of the compound eye, but fails to show the hairs which are

placed to protect it.

Unbroken pollen-grains are quite fine enough to lodge

in many of the depressions and between the hairs, but when
they burst, or the husk opens, a far finer powder is set free,

which, if the bee " rammed the pollen in with its head,"

would completely clog these organs. In gathering pollen

the bee sticks it together by some moist substance, either

honey or some gland secretion. This not only holds the

pollen-grains together, but causes them to swell, and some
of them burst. This moisture, together with the starchy

properties of the pollen, are accountable for the density and

compactness of pollen after it has been stored for a time.

Mr. Getaz further says :
" Exactly how the packing of

the pollen in the cells is done no one can tell. That the

pollen is packed, tamped and rammed hard, every one

knows."
Freshly stored pollen is not " packed hard," but soon

becomes so, for the reasons I have given above. Many per-

sons now know just how it is packed, i. e., by being spread

and kneaded by the bees' mandibles. I have watched them

many times, have shown it to many others, and if Mr. G.

were here I could show him hundreds of workers busily at it.

Lots of things which have been accepted as true about

bees are being found to be wrong. It is hard to unlearn

that which we have grown up believing, but it is what we
often have to do. Many statements pass current because

they were made by some one with a reputation for skill,

accuracy, and close observation, the public not stopping to

consider whether or not the reputation is well-founded. In

this instance it is not necessary for Mr. Getaz, or any one

else, to take my word for it ; they can all go to see for

themselves. Providence Co., R. I.

Extracting Supers and Swarming—Excluders
BY C. P. D.\DANT.

SHALLOW extracting-combs are blamed for making
bees, swarm, in Mr. Doolittle's conversation. But don't

the badants use such combs ? and are they not notori-

ous for the small amount of swarming they have ?"

The above quotation is taken from the " Stray Straws "

of Dr. C. C. Miller, in Gleanings of July 1. Dr. Miller is

right in his surmise, but nevertheless I believe that Mr.

Doolittle may have been right in his affirmation, as much
depends upon what kind of shallow extracting frames are

used. I have seen extracting-supers of the same size as the

comb-honey supers for 4'4^ sections. These supers are alto-

gether inadequate, in my opinion, for extracting purposes.

We should bear in mind that the saving of the comb is of

very great advantage to the bees, and the room which is

ample for them, when comb honey is produced and they

have to build all the comb, is entirely too narrow when
supers already full of built combs are supplied.

We use a super with frames the side-bar of which is 6
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inches in depth, the super itself being: 655 inches deep. We
have also a larger hive than the ordinary Langstroth 10-

frame hive, our size of frame being l"s inches longer than
the regular Langstroth. So our supers have ample room
for from 50 to 65 pounds of honey, and are more than one-
"half larger in capacity than the small supers referred to.

We very often use two or three of them, adding them as
necessity requires, but always before the bees have all the
combs filled, so that they may never feel short of room.

That is how we have succeeded in almost abolishing'

swarming in our apiaries. We know that bees have the
greatest incentive to swarm when the hive is getting
crowded, or when, in a very good honey-yield, they find

themselves short of empty combs, although with a notable
empty space still unoccupied by combs at all. I have known
colonies to swarm many times when the supers were entirely
empty, but rarely have seen swarms issue from hives that
had been supplied with a large quantity of empty combs in

good time, or before they began to feel the urgent need of
them.

QUBBN-BXCLUDING HONEY-BOARDS.
I wish also to make a few remarks upon the use

of the queen-excluding honey-board, of which several
have spoken as an indispensable implement for extracting.
Mr. Hasty has even gone so far as to say that the use of a
queen-excluder ought to be compelled by law.

The experience on which my critics have based them-
selves to assure us of the absolute need of excluding honey-
boards is certainly dissimilar from mine. As the reader
knows, the Dadauts have been the champions of extracting
and extracting-supers for 30 years or more, and in all my
experience I have seen but very few seasons in which there
was brood reared in the supers.

But the reader must remember that not only are our
supers large, but our hives also are larger than the average.
There is ample room in the lower story to accommodate a
very prolific queen, and she rarely finds it necessary to go
up into the upper stories. The only instances when I have
found the queen in upper stories were when the season had
been very long and irregular, some days being good for
production while a number of days were unfavorable, so
that the bees consumed, during a part of the time, what had
been harvested during the preceding days. The queen has
also occasionally gone into the supers when in search of
drone-combs, for we aim to remove all drone-comb fi;om the
brood-chamber as regularly as possible. Queens sometimes
prefer drone-combs to lay in, probably when a long season
of breeding has caused them a certain fatigue. It would
seem as if laying drone-eggs rested them. If there happens
to be a patch of drone-comb in the super, the queen, when
in this condition, is likely to find it and lay eggs in it. But
I would not think of resorting to the queen-excluder to pre-
vent that. I would much prefer doing the same thing with
the supers as with the hive-body—remove all drone-comb,
wherever found, and replace it with worker-comb.

My main objection to the queen-excluder is its being
glued so fast to either the super or the brood apartment, or
both, as to become a nuisance to remove. It may be that
our location is a better one for propolis than many others.
Be this as it may, I find that after a few weeks such imple-
ments become so glued to the other parts of the hive that
you have to damage them to remove them. Then, an ex-
cluder is always more or less in the way of the bees. I
would much rather put up with the little inconvenience of
an occasional patch of brood in the super than with the
annoyance of an implement which is difficult to handle.

- When Mr. Hasty spoke of wanting a law to compel
those who produce honey to use queen-excluders, I under-
stood that he meant this as a question of hygiene, probably

under the idea that brood found in the extracting-combs
would be thrown out by the extractor and create a nuisance,
spoiling the honey by the dead larva;. This is a matter
that has never given us any concern, and for several rea-

sons :

In the first place, the honey can usually be extracted
out of brood-combs without throwing out larvn;, it one is a

little careful.

Secondly, we rarely find unsealed brood in the supers
at the end of the crop, when the honey is ripe and fit to ex-

tract, because at that time the breeding has already

decreased. Sealed brood can not be thrown out, and will

not be killed or injured in any way by extracting the

honey, though it may cause the chrysalis to be a little dizzy

while the whirling is going on.

Thirdly, it generally happens that the combs that con-

tain brood have little else in them, and they are not usually

put into the extractor at all.

We are the only ones who do not use queen-excluders

between the stories. In the replies to the questions asked

about this matter, I noticed that Mr. France, who is a very

practical man, and a very large producer of first-class

honey, emphatically sustained the non-use of the excluding

honey-board for extracting. If I am not mistaken, Mr.

France uses what the Europeans call a horizontal hive, a

hive in which the surplus honey is harvested from brood-

combs at the side of the brood-nest, and this hive is not

adapted to queen-excluders.

A little care in the management of extractor-combs

will remedy all the possible evils feared from the non-use

of the excluder.

In the production of comb honey the conditions are en-

tirely different. The laying of eggs and rearing of brood

in sections will change the color of the comb and render

the honey unfit to be classed as first quality, no matter of

what quality it may be in reality. Breeding in extracting-

combs will leave them rather better for the extractor, after

the bees have hatched out, for those combs are less brittle,

and more safely handled. Hancock Co., 111.

Convention ProceedingsinSs
J

Report of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTED BY LOUIS H. SCHOU,.

The meeting was called to order by the Secretary,

Louis H. Scholl, in the absence of the President and the

Vice-President, at 2 o'clock Tuesday afternoon, July 5.

Mr. F. L. Aten was appointed temporary chairman of

the meeting, whereupon the Secretary gave his annual

report.

The election of officers resulted as follows : W. H. Laws,

president ; W. H. White, vice-president ; Louis H. Scholl,

re-elected secretary-treasurer ; and H. H. Hyde, assistant

secretary.

ESSENTIAL QUALITIES OF A SUCCESSFUL BEE-
KEEPER.

"What are the essential qualities for making a success-

ful bee-keeper ?" L. Stachelhausen spoke as follows :

I am on the program to answer this question. If some-

body had asked me to do so I would have chosen another
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problem, as I have a diflferetit opinion in this respect from

the majority of bee-keepers.

Generally, it is believed that quite special qualities are

necessary to make a successful bee-keeper. I do not think

so. To be successful in any business some qualities are

necessary. At first a man must have sense enough. More

for some kinds of business than others, that is all. A cer-

tain degree of tact is necessary, but more especially indus-

try, and practical and scientific knowledge.

There is no question about it, that a bee-keeper must be

industrious. If a man thinks the bees work for nothing

and board themselves, and that it is easy to make money
by keeping bees and sitting down in a rocking-chair all

day, he will soon find out that he is mistaken. In bee-keep-

ing everything must be done right, and at the right time.

The lazy people generally do a thing either not at all or not

properly, and at too late a time. But the same quality of

industry is necessary in other occupations. The lazy fellow

will succeed nowhere. I mention this only because some
have the idea that bee-keeping is so very easy.

The most essential quality for a successful business

man is the necessary knowledge. The whole difference is

in the way in which we obtain this necessary knowledge^

and how much of it is necessary to run a certain business.

In some occupations a little practical experience is

sufficient to be successful. In others (and bee keeping
among them) a large degree of knowledge and a good deal

of practical experience are necessary to be successful.

Right here comes in the diflSculty in bee-keeping. To
obtain the necessary knowledge for other occupations the

apprentice goes through a school especially established for

this purpose ; or works for some time with a master who in-

forms him practically and scientifically. The beginner in

bee-keeping very seldom has occasion to use one ortheother
way, depending upon the reading of good books and bee-

papers.

I have worked with bees for nearly SO years ; kept bees

here in Texas for 25 years, and have seen large and small

apiaries started all around me. The most of them disap-

peared very soon. In every case of such failure I found
that the man either did not read or did not understand the

little that he did read.

Now, we have to consider another point. This self-

education by reading and studying is the most difficult way
to obtain a certain knowledge ; some degree of elementary
knowledge is necessary for it ; some energy, and I might
saj' a love for science.

A much easier way it is if we obtain this knowledge bj'

and by, if we practically work in the apiary under the super-

vision of a well-educated apiarist who explains everything

—

every operation not only practically, but in every case

gives the scientific reason why something must be done in

just this way, and not in the other way.
For this we Texans can be proud, as we have here on

the college grounds such a school it which the necessary

knowledge can be obtained. As far as I know, it is the only

school of this kind in the 1 'nited States, and probably in the

world.

I will say again, to be a successful bee-keeper the man
must possess the necessary scientific knowledge ; then, and
only then, he will know always what to do if something un-

expected happens in the apiary, and he will be able to im-

prove his practical operations.

The late Baron Berlepsch, one of the prominent bee-

keepers of . Germany in the last century, said : "At first

learn theory or you will remain a bungler in practical bee-

keeping all your life."

Here ,the word " theory " has another meaning from
that for which it is generally used here in the United States.

Here theory means merely a hypothesisnot entirely proven.

In Germany the word is used for science.

L,. Stachklhausen.

F. L. Aten said that the greatest essential in the making

of a successful bee-keeper was an industrious person who
was able to stick to his business.

[Continued next week.)

[ Our Bee-KeepinS Sisters]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Melting' Old Combs into Beeswax.

I want to tell the sisters how I melt combs. I take a

two-bushel sack, fill it with old combs, and place it in a

large kettle of boiling water. With a strong paddle pre-

pared for that purpose, I begin mashing it, holding the

mouth of the sack in my hand. When the wax begins to

rise pretty freely I begin dipping it off, pouring it into a

gallon vessel of cold water before it gets too hot to handle.

I then pour the cooled wax, water and all, into a sack, and

the water runs out leaving the wax. I keep stirring the old

combs till all the wax is out. I then dip it all off as well as

I can. If the sack is dipped up and down in the hot water

several times the wax will run off next to the kettle as the

sack is raised. Then raise it quickly (if you have melted

and stirred it well the refuse will be so clean that it will not

stick together when cool), pour the wax back into the ket-

tle and melt it thoroughly, so you will have a nice cake. If

left crumbled it will mold and make the wax dark.

Pickens Co., Ga., July 18. Mrs. QuEBN B. Hali,.

Keeping Bees in a Garret.

I am perplexed about my bees, and write to see if you

will kindly help me. We got a swarm, and put the brooder

in a small box in the garret. They are storing considerable

honey, but is there not some way in which we can save the

bees, so that they will increase as they would in common
hives ? Can we put a brooder on the one we have, and will

the new swarm go into it another year ? There are so many
bees that all of them can not winter in the brooder. If we

had put a super with sections in it on the brooder, would^

they have stored honey in it ? It is going to be very un-

handy to cut the comb and divide it to sell, as we want to

sell part of it. Do you know of any one who is keeping

bees in this way ? Mrs. L. Wilson.

Rutland Co., Vt., July 26.

This letter was written to one of the leading supply-

dealers, who has sent it to me for reply.

I don't just know what you mean by the brooder, but as

nearly as I can make out you want to have the bees in the

garret so open that you can get at the combs to cut out

honey whenever desired. This has been thought of more

than once, as a very handy thing, but it is doubtful that

you could get any practical bee-keeper to try it, and just as

doubtful that it would be a success if tried.

Of course, it sounds very nice in theory to have the

combs all open so you could take a knife and plate any time

and cut away what you desired of the nice, white honey, but

some things are not so nice in practice as in theory. When
bees are left to themselves in this way you will find that a

large proportion of the honey they store will be in the upper

part of the combs, while the lower part of the same combs
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will be occupied with brood. Plain to see that you can not
cut away any of this honey without cutting away the brood
at the same time, and that wouldn't do at all. To be sure,

there might be some combs at the side without any brood,
but the amount would not be large.

I have been told that years ago oily-tongued agents
went through the county selling what were called bee-

palaces. A bee-palace was something like a mammoth hive
with a door in one side. A common box-hive was to be set

on the palace, and then the bees were to work down and fill

the palace. Then, when the housekeeper had company to

tea, and wanted to have a nice plate of white honey to dec-

orate her table, she was to go to the bee-palace, open the
door, and cut out what she needed, close the door, and
proudly go her way. The hives of bees were put on the
palaces, but I am not told that the latter part of the pro-

gram was ever carried out.

Boxes might be put over bees in the garret, but if the
bees were not confined as in a hive they might not readily

enter the boxes. Neither would it be practicable to have
them so arranged that the bees would swarm and hive them-
selves. They would be little inclined to swarm with un-
limited room, but if they should swarm they would go out
into the open air and have to be hived like any other swarm.

Now, if I have made the wrong supposition in the case,

please write saying what is meant, and what kind of a
brooder you refer to, and I'll try again.

Nasty's AfCerthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

LENGTH OF FOUNDATION SPI,INTS.

Ivots of us, I take it. Dr. Miller, failed to catch on to the
idea that your foundation splints might just as well be an
eighth of an inch shorter than the space they were to cover,

and so be handier to put in. Page 457.

HONHY-DBW.

When honey-dew gets so bad that a single comb of it

keeps a swarm from running into a hive, one inclines to

say, " Not any honey-dew for me." Page 458.

PROPOLIS IN HEALING SALVES.

Get a lot of propolis and heat it well, and mix it well

with olive-oil. Let the oil have time to extract the virtues

of the more solid ingredient ; then heat it real hot and pour
it off, leaving behind such of the propolis as shows too much
inclination to go to the bottom. This is presumed to be a
healing salve when it gets cool. {Anything made into a
salve, provided it is not positively injurious, will exclude
air and keep out microbes, and thus favor healing.) When
I scrape propolis several cool days in succession (propolis

reduced to dust gets thick on everything at such times), I

find the backs of my hands inclining to get sore. Too much
healing power exercised on them, eh ? Page 461.

THE REAR WOODEN FEEDER.

The Simplicity wooden feeder, made very much larger

and modified in form to put under the back end of a hive, is

what we see on page 462. E. W. Alexander likes it after

feeding tons of syrup with it ; and that is a pretty strong

recommendation. Several at once answer well to feed for

winter. I should guess that one strong point of it is that

robber-bees drawn by the smell of warm feed bob around at

a place where they can't possibly get in, and let the entrance
alone. Perchance its weak point might be liability to get
rotten and spoiled.

A ROUGH BLUFF ON DUFF.

Mr. Duff
He had bluff
Big enough

—

Laid up the heathen-idol image of the demijohn with stones,

and got it printed in the paper of a Prohibition-candidate

editor. AU'ee same his apiary is pretty—and just now he
is sober. Page 465.

FRAMES CROSSVSriSE OF THE HIVE.

As to frames running " the wrong way of the hive," none
of the experts seem inclined to advocate them with any en-

thusiasm, and few are very sharply opposed. If the inquisi-

tive beginner waw/i to try a few that way nobody will throw
bricks. Page 469.

BEE-TREE LAWS AND JUSTICE.

John Doe finds bees in a tree belonging to Moses Moe.
Marks his name on the tree. Calls on Mr. Moe to get his

permission to cut the tree. Moses does not quite want the

tree cut down ; talks and talks, but hangs off about giving

the permission. Next Richard Roe also finds the bees, cuts

the tree, carries off the honey, and then, falsely claiming

that John has turned his rights over to him, calls on Moses
Moe to settle up. Moses says that is not of very much con-

sequence, and that is the last of it so far as he is concerned.

(Known to be that sort of a man.) Now the public feeling,

which, in this case, is undoubtedly the correct feeling, is

that Richard has stolen John's bees. If I understand the

article of Henry Klein correctly, law will not touch Richard

for anything he has done toward John. Law does not love

simple justice so much as it does the consistency of a dry-

bones logic. (Richard could not steal till John owned ; and
John could not own till he first had them in his power.) In

the good time coming courts, lawyers and judges (if there

are any such things then) will care more for simple justice

than they do for words, names and quillets. They will feel

sincere regret, and a measure of humiliation, at every such

failure of law to provide justice ; and they will not feel,

their personal duty ended till they have got the legislature

to prevent a repetition of it. Page 470.

MIXING VARIETIES OF HONEY—UNRIPENESS.

Holtermann, in the New York convention, went to the

bottom of things more completely than essayists usually do.

Good paper. Right that we should guard against mixing

two different grades of honey in extracting. But I must
nevertheless put in a word for those localities where the

crop is small, and all extracted at the end of the season.

Hardly practical to keep kinds separate then, the difficulty

and fuss of doing so being too great. The loss of being

unable to separate the kinds is more than made up by the

increased ripeness of the whole. Sometimes bees work

lively at bringing in a very poor article quite late and leave

a lot of it unsealed. That can be extracted first, before the

ripe honey is uncapped. Glad to see Holtermann in har-

mony with the best demands for ripeness. Listen once

more to this flaming-sworded sentence of his :
" Too much

of the crop leaves the hive when it is really not honey, but

when it is still in its stages between nectar and honey."

—

Pages 470-472.

WASH HONEY-EXTRACTOR WHEN NEEDED.

Surprised (and perhaps the surprise was ?L\\\X\e pleasant)

to hear Mr. France say, " Never wash the extractor till you

want to use it." I haveoften done according to this maxim,

but supposed the conduct to be somewhat disgraceful, and

tending to get the tin coating off the inside the implement.

Page 472.
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(
Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to tlie office of tlie American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Honey Quotations in ttie Bee Papers.

1. What are honey quotations in bee-papers worth to

the honey-producer, anyhow ? If you write to any one

quoting prices for his city, his reply is always below prices

given in the paper. Is that your experience ? Iowa.

Answer.—I have had no experience in the matter

lately. Years ago, the daily papers of Chicago quoted

prices that were always below the market. I have supposed

that nowadays the quotations in the bee-papers were the

same as you would get in private correspondence. If you

get diiferent quotations from those published, it would be a

good plan to send them to the bee-paper publishing the

quotations. If any quoter is giving wrong quotations he

should be brought to the mark.

Do Drones Feed Tliemselves ?

Don't you think the drone sips the water from the

honey ? It has been my observation that we find him on

the combs that contain the latest honey from the fields. I

never saw a bee feeding a drone, but have seen hundreds
helping themselves. It is absurd to say that a bee must
feed the drone or he will go hungry. If I am not correct,

why do they drive drones out ? My experience has been, a

fair quantity of drones, lots of honey. Arizona.

Answer.—Now, that's strange ; you never saw a drone

fed by workers, and have seen hundreds helping themselves,

while I never saw one helping himself, but have seen them
fed by workers. But I never made a careful watch in the

matter, and have trusted the word of the authorities that it

was necessary for the workers to feed the drones. Perhaps
others can give their testimony.

Wintering Bees—Chaff-Hives—Danzenftaker Hives.

1. If you had to buy new hives, and propolis was not

plentiful in your locality, would you buy Danzenbaker
hives ?

2 I have 5 colonies of bees in 10-frame dovetailed hives.

Can they be wintered in a cellar with a furnace in the ad-

joining room, or would they be safer on the summer stands ?

3. Which do you think are the better, and which do you

use more, 8-frame or 10-frame hives ?

4. What is your opinion of chaff-hives ?

5. Do you think strong colonies o* bees in Danzenbaker
hives, with supers full of chaff, and telescope caps over all,

would winter well on the summer stands, in latitude 41 ?

6. If I put 9 frames in my 10-frame hives, with a divi-

sion-board on each side, it leaves a ^2 -inch space behind each.

Will the bees build comb in those spaces rather than in the

supers ?

This is my first year with bees, and I am 17 years old.

Illinois.
Answers.—1. No.

2. I don't know. Perhaps in your locality on summer
stands. But try two or three in cellar so as to compare.

3. I use 8-frame hives, but for extracted honey I would

have 10-frame or larger. Indeed, for comb honey 10-frame

hives are safer, and I should prefer them if I did not want
j

to give very close attention to my bees, and if I didn't care

for the heavier handling.

4. If you try them at all, better do it on a small scale.

Some favor them, but there is hardly as much said in their

favor now as a few years ago.

5. Yes.

6. No, unless very badly crowded, and perhaps not then.

Harvesting Bucltwtieat.

Allow me to enlighten you on the buckwheat question

(page 522). Buckwheat is never tied—in fact, it doesn't need

to be tied, for it " sticketh closer than a brother." It is set

up in bundles of a convenient size to handle, the work be-

ing mostly done with a hand-rake, although it can be done

with the pitchfork. The tops are drawn somewhat closer

than the bottom, which helps to shed the rain, and brace

against the wind.

This is written in all kindness, as part payment for the

many good things that I have gotten from your book and

other writings. Pennsylvania.

Answer.—I am exceedingly obliged to "Pennsylvania "

for his correction. As he lives right in the locality where my
observations were made many years ago, I have no doubt

the practice was the same then as now ; but I had not sup-

posed the bundles would stand without tying. But there

is a whole lot of things I don't know yet.

Eating Extracted Honey Stored by a Foul-Broody
Colony—Vinegar Made from Foul-Broody

Honey.

1. What are the effects upon the human body of eating

extracted honey stored by a colony of bees which has foul

brood ?

2. Would you consider vinegar made from honey stored

by a foul-broody colony of bees to be perfectly safe to use ?

3. Will the fermentation process in making vinegar

destroy the germs of foul brood ? Of course, I take it for

granted that vinegar can be made from this kind of honey.

Illinois.

1. I don't believe there are any perceptible effects.

2. Yes.

3. No, the germs would probably be unaffected.

Answering more fully the spirit of your questions, if

any part of the rotten brood should be in either the honey

or the vinegar, while it might have no perceptible effect on

the health, it would be filthy for table use. But honey

taken with proper care from a foul-broody colony, even

though it might not be safe to feed bees, would not be seri-

ously affected for human consumption by the spores, which

are merely infinitesimal seeds of a little plant.

Cutting Out ttueen-Cells-aueens Mating with Selected
Drones—Mixing of Drones.

1. Is it practical, on the issue of a swarm, to cut out

queen-cells and give to nuclei if they are uncapped ?

2. If a swarm should issue, say June 1, on what date

should they be carried in the cellar in order that they may
be carried out in the evening to have the queen mated by

selected drones ?

3. Upon giving a frame of eggs and just hatching

larvse on June 1, at mid-day, on what date at mid-day should

I cut out cells ?

4. Will drones fly and mi.x from one colony to another,

say black drones and Italians in the same apiary ?

England.

Answers.—1. Yes, it is practicable, but hardly advis-

able. To rear the best queens the cells should be left in
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strong colonies certainly till they are sealed, if not until the

princesses emerge.

2. There is too much variation in the matter to name a

definite day on which the young queen will be ready to take

her nuptial flight. If a prime swarm issues June 1, the

young queen may emerge from her cell anywhere from the

5th to the 10th, or later, according to peculiar conditions.

Then they do not all take the nuptial flight at the same
age ; it may be when 5 days old, or it may be when older.

It is a rare thing, however, for a young queen to emerge

sooner than a week after the swarm issues, and if she

should take her wedding-flight at S days old, that would be
12 days after swarming, so if you should begin the cellaring

the night of the 11th, and carry out the hives each after-

noon until fertilization took place, you would be pretty safe.

3. June 11 is as late as it will be safe to leave them with-

out fear that some will hatch.

4. Yes, you may find drones of any colony in any other

I colony in the apiary.
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FROM MANY FIELDS

3
Only One.

Hundreds of stars in the lovely sky,
Hundreds of shells on the shore together,

Hundreds of birds that go singing hy.
Hundreds of flowers in the sunny weather;

Hundreds of dewdrops to greet the dawn,
Hundreds of bees in the purple clover,

Hundreds of butterflies on the lawn,
But only one mother the wide world over.^ —Selected.

A Fair Crop of Honey.

I have about finished taking my crop
of honey for this year, and have a fair
crop of basswood extracted honey of
as fine a quality as I ever produced, so
thick that it will run slowly out of a
large honey-gate. Clover was not very
good, but we got a little. The weather
was too wet and cold for clover.

G. W. Wilson.
Richland Co., Wis., Aug. 4.

Italian Queens

Dark Honey—Introducing Queens.

I am new to the bee-business, and do
not know much about bees and honey,
except that the former will sting and
the latter is sweet.

I wish some one would tell me why
the honey that mine have stored is so
dark ; it looks like sorghum molasses.
We have had too much rain so far

for bees to do much here.
I have read in the Bee Journal a good

deal about introducing queens. My
plan is to adhere strictly to the rules
sent with the queen, and I have no
trouble at all. Of course, the colony
should be queenless 2 or 3 days pre-
vious to the introduction. I take the
cork out so the bees will have free ac-
cess to the candy, and set the caged
qiteen and her retinue on the frames
under a quilt. The bees do the rest,

and I have not lost one yet. If those
rules are followed there is no danger.
I always buy tested queens.

I receive the American Bee Journal
regularly every week, and like it very
much. I read and re-read every num-
ber with a great deal of interest.
When my time expires I'll renew my
subscription. W. C. Edgkworth.
Pulaski Co., Ark., Aug. 2.

Working Up a Home Market.

First, try to get the editor of your
local paper to publish an article on the
merits of honey. Manage to include
in this article a few of the most aston-
ishing facts that you know about bees,
and he will be more likely to accept it.

If he does publish it make him a pres-
ent of a section of fancy comb honey.
Have a rubber stamp and stamp your

Tliat are
HUSTLERS.

My crop last season was about 40,(iC0 pounds
of honey (nearly half comb) from 210 colonies,
spring count, and increased to 280 colonies,
which shows my bees are hustlers. Queens
from this stock by prompt mail: Untested, 7Sc
each; Tested, $1.00.

33A3t N. STAININGER. Tipton, Iowa.

WANTED!
Comb and Extracted

HONEY
On Commission.

Bo- ton pays g-ood prices for a fancy
article.

F. H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

LigTTt'n^ng Lice Killing Machine
kills all lice and luites. No injury to

9 or feathers. Handles an > fowl,
llust chiob to lart.'est ^'(.)bble^.

li^rifning Lice Kiiiinff Powder, Pvultry
Ua Murder, ett. Wo necure .prcUl low

is rates. Catalog mnUed free. Write i.^r It

'CHAHLES SCHILI), Ionia, Ificb.

/^IICElklC Either 3 or 5 banded

IHJCCniKJ ITALIANS
Warranted Queens, SI. 00 each ;

4 or more at the rate of $9.00 per doz.

Quality, purity of mating, safe arrival

and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. No disease. Your patronage
solicited.

CHAS. n. DARROW,
Route No. I, nilo, flo.
33A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

ITALIAN QUEENS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 65
" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder ** 1.65
" Comb Nucleus {no

Queen) 1.00

All prades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Price-l*ist.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
^leasp mentioa Bee ioomal waen -wntuxi,

Italian Queens.
Untested, one Oueen, 65c; u Queens, $3.50.

Tested, one Queen. 75;; 6 Queens, J4.iio.

33Alt JOHH LEININQER. Ft. Jennings, Ohio.
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name and address on every pound of
your honey. Force upon your cus-
tomers the fact that comb honey can-
not be manufactured, and that it does
not pay to feed sugar, glucose, etc.,

to bees.
Next get some little pamphlets, such

as "Honey as a Health Food," etc.,
and distribute them among your cus-
tomers. Secure the consent of the ed-
itor of your local paper to publish in it

a number of recipes in which honey
must be used.

If people get angry and think that
your bees are a nuisance, do not fight
with them, but give them some honey.
We have thus far had a fair season.

We had a long, cold spring, followed
by 3 or 4 weeks of fine bee-weather. It
is getting very dry now, but we are
looking for rain soon. If we do not
get it there will be very little honey.
New honey is in great demand.

Geo. S. Graff.\m.
Penobscot Co., Maine, July 30.

Bee-Paralysis—Vitality of Young
Brood.

Every season I have lost one or more
colonies with bee-paralysis. It would
make its first appearance any time
from very early in the spring to the
middle of June. Those colonies hav-
ing it badly would dwindle away alto-
gether in two or three mouths, others
would show signs of it for a month or
two and get over it. The strong colo-
nies seemed to have it worse than the
weaker ones.
So when on June 9 I found a strong

colony which occupied two full stories,
showing signs of the disease, I deter-
mined to try the sulphur remedy.
About the middle of the daj' I took out
every frame and dusted the bees with
finely powdered sulphur, using a yeast-
powder tin with holes in the cover. For
five or six days they grew much worse,
showing that it was a bad case. After
that they began to improve, and in
about 21 days there was not a sick bee
to be seen. I did not take away the
unsealed brood and eggs, as recom-
mended by O. O. Poppleton, on page
S3S (1903), and on looking in three
days later I found that although some
may have been destroyed, a good pro-
portion were uninjured. About 10 days
later I found another colony with the
disease, and applied the sulphur with
the same results. When I have occa-
sion to do it again I shall take out any
combs that have much unsealed brood
or eggs, shake the bees off, and, after
dusting the bees, return them at once
to the hive.

I had an experience lately with bees
choosing larva; too old for rearing
good queens about the middle of June.
Having found a fairly strong colony
with plenty of sealed brood but no
queen or queen-cell, I put in a frame of
eggs and young brood from my best
queen. When I looked 10 days after-
ward, I was surprised to find a queen
already out, and two or three more
ready to emerge ; after a longer time
than usual the one first out—she was
scarcely larger than a worker—began
to lay ; there was only a small patch
of eggs, and at the same time there
were three queen-cells with eggs in
them. I need hardly say that I killed
her at once.
The great vitality of young brood

surprised me lately. I found in June a

iK. Sk. >te. >te. JitSfc >tt Ste. >ti itt >li .«it Jli >tt iti >te. >li >to xfe. >tt

BEE = SUPPLIES !i
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. g-

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS, w
Prompt Service. K

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. >^

WALTER S. POUDER, |
5"3-5«5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS \ND S

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS
The Passengrer Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. 12, in
which is described the

best territory in tliis country
for the gTowiuff of early strawberries and ear"^y
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A15t Please mention'the Bee Journal.

B66=K6GD6r§ 1

Dont't forget that
re the largest

obbers in the
ed States of

7^ooC-i n^'c-Siii,piles. Jaltiisan In-
cuhntor^ and HroftflGrs, //iiHipb-
rcv's find Alanii's /{one Ctittfrs,
fault rv Su/)/./;es at all Utn<l^, Soef/s
and /mp(o/Jifnl.>*. Remember, you g^et

these goods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Qiioojis ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Fleiise mention Bee Joomal wben wntrng

*n»*^ BEE-
SUPPLIES II

We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQBNCIBS.
Kretchmet Mfg. Co., Chariton, low .

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa-
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

WANTED--HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail

Golden Italians* Red Clovers, Carniolans.
Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, S4.00. Twelve, $7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
OfiBce and Salesrooms—2146-48 Central Ave.
Warehouses—Freeman and Central Aves.

Hease mention Bee Journal when -wTitimt

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

rriarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making- SECTIONS, a-^d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
rigfht kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frBE Illustrated Catalog- and
Price-List.

THE MARSH FIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Please flention the Bee Journal
when writing
Advertisers *••••
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DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process tliat produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, .Tlost Transparent and Xougli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-
ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPI^ICS, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples tree on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
please mention Bee journal -when -writma

Prompt ShipmeDts Our Specialty.
If you want your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us. '^

have the largest stock in Michigan, and can ship at once.
Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN. Grand Rapids. Mich.

BEE-KEEPERS!
We mannfacture SECTIONS, NO-DRIP

SHIPPING-CASES, and are dealers in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Write for low prices and calalog^.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

IT X'^S^-yS-
> order your

Bee-Supplies ^ Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve you PROMPTI<Y,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

If you >vant the Bee-Boolt
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other publibhed.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cooli. Ciaremont, Cai.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None better,

J.F.MICHAEL R.I, Winchester. Ind.
23Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Diseases of Bees.
I have a positive rure for black brood, pickled

brood and bee-paralysis, and have no doubt
same treatment will cure foul bruod.
Send for particulars to

HENRY ALLEY,
31Dtf WEN HAM, MASS.
Flease mention Bee Jouma* -when WTitinp

LOSS BY LICE
on poultry amounts to many times

the cost of Lambert's Death 1 o
r.ice—the sure preventive. All

loss can be saved and more proflt

made by the use of this famous
powder. Itfrees setting hens from
these pests without harming eppa
or chicks. A trial box lUc will

prove it. 100 oz.. by express, f 1 "0

Please mention Bee Journal "wtien "wntlce

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

.rHI'v^es and sEOTionsrs
I

Are Perfect In Worlimanship and Material. g
By sending in your order now, you will [SAVE MONEY, and

w secure prompt shipment. g

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London.Wis. ijsa

|

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping Cases.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

comb about two-thirds full of drone-
brood, most of it ready for sealing. I

took it out, and thinking to kill it kept
it in the bee-house close to an open
window for three days. The weather
was rather cool, the temperature vary-
ing from 45 to 60 degrees. I then put
it into the queenless hive mentioned
above to have it cleaned out, and on
looking in some days later I was sur-
prised to find quite half of it alive and
sealed over. W. Fisher.

British Columbia, Canada, July 9.

Anticipated Swapming.

On page 428 is an item with the
above title describing " anticipated
swarming by single permutation." On
page 419 the editor refers to the article,

and questions whether it will not re-

sult in " double permutation."
I am aware that " one swallow does

not make a summer," neither does one
experiment establish a definite princi-
ple, but it may show at least what may
be an exception to a general rule.

After reading the article referred to
I followed the instructions carefully,
and the result was even worse than the
editor anticipated. Here is the method
pursued

:

June 17, "The queen and all the bees
of hive No. 1 are driven out and put in
a new hive on the old stand." Hive
No. 1 is placed on stand No. 2. Hive
No. 2 is put on a new stand. June 24,

No. 1 and 2 exchange places.
Now for the result : The next day

after shaking them (June 18), No. 3
left their hive and clustered with an-
other large prime swarm that was in
the air, but as the queens were clipped
I caught them and divided the cluster,

putting about one-half of them back in

No. 3 where they remained all right.

June 29, No. 1 swarmed. About July
10 (I failed to set down the date). No. 2
swarmed. So instead of getting one
swarm from the two I got 3 swarms
from them.
But this has been an exceptionally

bad year around here for swarming.
My first swarm was June 1, and they
have kept it up almost incessantly un-
til the present time. I had 2 swarms
to day. Perhaps in an ordinary year
that method would be more successful.

J. RiDLBY.
Wright Co., Minn., July 28.

No. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Worst Year for Honey.

This is the worst year for honey I

ever noticed ;
great bloom but no nec-

tar. There has been much diseased
brood in this section, but I have suc-

cessfully cured every colony that I have
" shaken." F. H. Drake.
Worcester Co., Mass., Aug. 8.

Treatment of Foul Brood.

Yesterday I saw foul brood for the
first time. I was not aware that there
was a case of it within SO miles of my
apiary. A friend had purchased a col-

ony of bees some distance from his

home, but they did not seem to be do-

ing anything, so at his request I vis-

ited him. He is about 5 miles away.
A very offensive odor greeted me as

I opened the hive. Many cells con-
taining brood had sunk quite a little

below the natural level, were brown in

color, and were capped over. The cap-

ping was ropy, like mucilage, much of
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the brood was not sealed, and most of
it was dead in the cells. I had all the
combs cut out and put into water, with
instructions to pour off the water after
soaking a few hours, and bury it out of
reach of the bees. I then ordered the
comb boiled and the wax removed from
the surface of the water upon collect-

ing. The hive and frames which were
filthy and not of very good quality, I

ordered burned. I turned the bees into
a new, clean hive with comb founda-
tion starters 4 inches wide, with in-

structions to feed them until they went
to work.
Upon returning home I changed all

my clothing. I hadused a screw-driver
to pry loose the frames in the diseased
colony. This I held in a blaze until

the handle was scorched to a brown
color. In addition to this I washed it

in verj- strong soap-suds before taking
it about my own apiary.

I may have been unnecessarily cau-
tious about spreading this disease, but
I cannot underrate the amount of harm
that might have come to me as well as
to my neighbors who keep bees.

Had the colony referred to been my
own I should have taken it away at

night, poured coal-oil all over and
through the hive with bees fastened in,

and burned up the entire disgusting
mass.

I have not a particle of friendly feel-

ing for bee-keepers who are careless
with foul-broody colonies, or those peo-
ple who tell the public through the
press that bee-keepers make honey-
comb, fill and cap it over, and that they
mix glucose in large quantities with
small quantities of honey, then label

and sell it for pure honey. I feel con-
fident that a great of this could be pre-

vented if we were more watchful, and

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Dantrhters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-ToogTie (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, aud mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees witliin 3 miles,
and but few vithin £
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismatedqneens replaced
free. Safe arrival g'uar-
anteed.

Price before Jnly 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 13.00 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circnlar.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

flease mention Bee Journal when wiitiiui-

Mount Uiloj College
open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-
pying highest positions in Chnrcb and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person
with tact and energy can have an educa- f^

tion. We invite correspondence. Send V
for catalog. \

MOUNT UNION COLIiEGE, r
Alliance, Ohio. 1/

Please mentton Bee Jonmai w^hen vmtiiifi.

The Novelty Pocket-Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on tbe other side.

Vour Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say Jnst what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, whicli Is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Qoeen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here.

The IMaterial entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best qnality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very flctst English razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass:
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a sei
tunate as to have one of the " Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this>eautiful knife, as tb^ " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Qet this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give It as a Premium to the
one sending as ihbee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$3.'».l We will clnb the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one vear, both for $2.00,

and ad-
accident, and are so for
as an identifier; and la

GEORGE W, YORK £ CO.
4*"Pleas« ailor ^bont two weeks for your knife order to be Ullect.

Chicago, m

would impose a penalty for harboring
disease among bees, and for the other
corrupt methods named.

Dr. G. Bohrer.
Rice Co., Kans., July 26.

Swarming Experienee—Short Crop.

I had this summer in the swarming
line an experience which was entirely
new to me. In two instances after a
colony had swarmed and the young
queen had begun to lay they swarmed
again. I was present when one of the
swarms issued, so I opened the hive
and found one comb with a few eggs
in it (200 or 300, may be), and 3 or 4
queen-cells with eggs in them. The
second swarm came out at one of my
out-yards and was hived by the owner
of the land. I was there 3 days after-
wards and opened the hive the swarm
came out of, and found one comb half
full of larvii- and eggs, and one half
cell, that is not yet capped. That will
answer the query in the editorial pub-
lished July 21, on " Preparation for
Swarming."
The honey crop in this section will

be very short. White clover yielded
very little honey. Alsike for the first
time in my experience failed to give
any crop, the bees hardly noticing it.

Basswood is now in bloom, profusely
so, but for the first week it failed, too

;

now the tees are at work on it, and
have been for S days, but it is nearly
over. Honey will surely command a
good price. Gustave Gross.
Vernon Co., Wis., July 22.

A Report from Nevada,
The outlook is bad from present

weather indications, and I fear a short-
age of the honey croj). It has been
average up to date, and what we have
secured has been first-class, mostly al-
falfa. The second crop of alfalfa is
late. As the weather has been hot it

does not grow fast. I think the frost
will catch the blossoms before they
can be of much value to bee-keepers.

Churchill County has organized a
bee-keepers' association.

John W. 1/yEi.L.
Washoe Co., Nev., Aug. 1.

Haps and Mishaps with Bees.

I want to tell you of my haps and
mishaps among the bees since putting
them out of the cave last spring. I took
out the same number that I put in last
fall—24 in all. I had to feed a few in
the latter part of the winter. After
taking them out of winter quarters I

united 2 colonies with others, and 2
dwindled out. This latter circumstance
very much surprised me, as the hives
seemed to be quite heavy. But on ex-
amination I found that th6 most of the
frames were chock-full of pollen.
A great many of the bees died during

the winter, and this left the colonies
pretty weak. I began to feed, and that
started brood-rearing, as they began
to build up. Up to July IS the season
was cold and wet, so much so that the
bees were confined to the yard almost
continually'. Since that time they
have piled up the honey.

I am in a splendid locality on the Des
Moines River, where there are good
nectar-blooming plants from early
spring until early fall. We have no
white clover in the pastures where the
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stock keep it cropped down. Sweet
clover, catnip, and other blooming
plants are plentiful.

The last week in June and the first

two weeks in July it seemed as if the
bees thought they had nothing else to

do,but swarm. Since July IS I have
had no swarms. What a fine thing it

would be to have a strain of non-
swarming bees !

I have increased from 20 colonies to

32, putting all other swarms back. The
colonies are now very strong, with
from 2 to 4 supers on. Those with the
4 supers are chock-full and boiling over
with bees. The wind was so strong
that I was afraid they would blow over
if tiered up any more, so I had to take
off 21 sections and replace with empty
ones. Those taken oflF were all well
filled.

It is reported in this vicinity that
bees were never known to be so cross.

I know that in the four years that I

have kept them I have never seen mine
so cross.
My friends Blunk and Carver are

making a good record with their bees,
I believe. " Joe " has been harping to

me about fish, and the best I could do
for him was to give him a clipping

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
ItaliaH Queeas secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutcbin-
son. I can furnish large, vig-orous Untested
eueens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
neens, $1.00; after June 15, T5c. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atl FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

t Providence AUEENS «

$ I rovelHeiryrov6lli6ir\4ualiti6s

THE. HIGHEST.

Now is the time to requeen
your colonies for next season's
service.

A circular on request.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
P.O. Box 1113. Providenck, R. I.

.11 At.'

^/OiHoney^ Beeswax
SOLD BOUGHT

When jou run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in 60-pound tin cans, 2 cans in a box. Purity
guaranteed. We pay cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henry M. Aknd, Mgr

loi E. Kinzie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New Century
;^;ueen - Rearing Co. will
have 1000 Queens ready for

Take Notice J"^"
"

^^^^^^^^^^^^ have luyju yuecDS reauy lor
the mail by April 20. Tested, $1.00; Untested,
7Sc; S for 13.25; 10 for f6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
" Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Some GoofliluDiJinQ Oilers.
A good many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal should be renewed

at once. We wish to call special attention to the following-, which we are sure
will commend themselves to many of our readers :

Kn 1 The Bee Journal and Dr. Miller's "Forty Years
^^\). 1 Among the Bees " (book alone, $1.00) Both for $1.75

Wfv <) The Bee Journal a year and Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keep-
l^V. A gr's Guide," (book alone, $1.20)

Wfw "1 The Bee Journal a year and Dadant's " Langstroth
''"• "^ on the Honey-Bee," (book alone, $1.20)

The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing," (cloth bound) (book alone, $1.00)

The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's " Scientific
Qu'een-Rearing," (leatherette bound) (book alone, 7Sc)

Bee Journal a year and Standard Untested Italian
Queen (Queen alone 75c)

fJn y The Bee Journal a year and a "Novelty Pocket-Knife"nu. / with your name and address on it (knife alone, $1.25)

Kn Q__ The Bee Journal a year and a " Wood Binder," for
holding a year's numbers (binder alone, 20c)

The Bee Journal a year and an " Emerson Binder,"
(stiff board) (binder alone, 60c)

Wfk 1ft The Bee Journal a year and a Monette " Queen-Clip-lU ping Device," (device alone, 2Sc)

W/\ 11 The Bee Journal a year and Newman'sMU. 11 Honey," (cloth bound) (book alone, 75c) . .

The Bee Journal a year and Newman's
Honey," (paper bound)

NO.4-

NO.5-

NO.6

No. 9-

' Bees and

No. 12-

W/-1 i'X The Bee Journal a year anMU. IJ Culture," (book alone, $1.20)

W/\ 1A The Bee Journal a year and a Foster Stylographicnu. 11- Pen (Pen alone, $1.00)

d Root's " A B C of Bee-

Send all orders to GEORG-E W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

about a catch that was made in some
Wisconsin lake. It will please the
eye, but won't build up brain and
muscle.

I am looking for a good yield of
honey in August ; I hope we will get it,

at any rate. W. Irvine, Sr.
Webster Co., Iowa, July 30.

Treatment of Robber-Bees.

When I find that there is a case of
robbing in my apiary I go to the be-
sieged colonies and throw flour on the
robbers as they pass in and out. In
this way I can locate them at once. I

then throw wet hay over the entrance
to the hives of the robber colonies,
thus preventing them from going in
with their load. They will worry
around until they are tired out, and
they will never return to rob. When a
man has trouble at home he is not
likely to bother his neighbors. It

would be advisable to close down the
entrance to the hives of the besieged
colonies to a small space, or see to it

that the colonies have laying queens.
West Virginia. Subscriber.

Experiences of the Season.

I have had an experience this season
which will cause old, experienced bee-
keepers to smile, and doubtless some
of them are willing to give me good
advice and remedies for my so-called

troubles.
I have said in previous articles that

I was a small bee-keeper, and keep a
few colonies partly for the pleasure of
working among them, as the honey-
bee and I are great friends, and it is

very seldom that we have any misun-
derstanding.

In this section, last winter was a
very hard one on bees, and the loss

was great, mine being about 35 per-

cent, which was a little below the aver-
age. I started in the spring with 15

colonies in fair condition. The spring
was wet, late, and cold, and the nights
have been cool up to the present time.

My bees commenced to swarm June 12,

and kept it up till July 23. I am hop-
ing that they have done swarming for

this year. I now have 44 colonies, and
would have had many more had I not
doubled all afterswarms. I have had
39 swarms from my 15 colonies in the
spring, several of my first or prime
swarms having cast swarms.

The above is ray record on swarming
this season up to the present time. If

any one has a better record please let

us hear from you through the Ameri-
can Bee Journal.

I will now give the honey record : I

have taken off 165 pounds of section

honey, and have a number of supers
nearly full, which I will take off in a

few days. Some of my colonies are

storing honey in large quantities,

while others that seem to be equally

strong are not storing any surplus

honey. I have a few old colonies that

have cast three swarms each, and filled

a super of 28 sections. I have one
swarm that filled the hive and 28 sec-

tions in 22 days after issuing from the

parent colony, and in 18 days after I

took off the second super of 28 full sec-

tions, and the next day they swarmed.
I have another swarm, or, rather,

double swarm (for two prime swarms
issued at the same time and clustered

in one), and the next day after hiving
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them I put on a double super, or 56 sec-

tions, and they filled the liive and both
supers, and cast a swarm on the 23d
day after being hived. A number of
my best honey-gatherers are the dou-
bled-up after-swarms.

Bees that swarm as mine have this
season can't store as much honey as
those that don't swarm, and some men
will ask me why I don't work for ex-
tracted honey. To such I will give the
following reasons why I don't make
the change : I have always worked
for section honey, and I have every-
thing fitted up for that method of
manipulating my apiary. I have passed
the 80th milestone, and can not expect
to work among the bees many more
years, and the profits won't pay the
cost of making the change. If I ex-
tracted I would have to ship my honey ;

now I have a substantial home market
for all the section honey ray bees can
produce, and I get nearly double per
pound what I would get for extracted,
and, besides, the extracting method is

not an infallible law ; it does not
always prevent swarming. There are
other methods that will prevent swarm-
ing. One is to cut out queen-cells, but,
as an old bee-keeper told me a few days
ago, he did it for several years and
had given it up, as it was a nasty, dis-

agreeable job, and it must be done
every week, and then the bees would
often steal a march on him. I know it

looks out of place for a man of my age
to be up in a tree 20 feet from the
ground to get a swarm of bees, but as
I have not lost a swarm of bees in the
swarming season for four years, and
no accident has happened to me, I

think I will plod along in the same old
rut; but if I were younger I would do
differently.

We have had an abundance of white
and alsike clover this year, and it is

covered with honey-bees. Basswood is

now in full bloom, and it is like " the
hum of the bees in the apple-tree
bloom." Those who work for ex-
tracted honey report large yields.

S. B. Smith.
Millelacs Co., Minn., July 29.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for 1904
will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.
Sept. 27 and 2>i will be devoted to Association

work and its interests. We expect many prom-
inent foreign bee keepers to be present on these
davs.

Sept. 2'i, National Day.
Sept. 30, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
" The Diseases of Bees," etc.

Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-
tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pcund sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-
terest will be shown.
We expect to see the largest gathering of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-
tailed program will appear later.

Geo. W. I-Jkodbeck, Sec.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Missouri.—The Missouri State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet Sept. H: in St. Louis, in
the tame hall to be used by the National Bee-
Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C. P. Dadant, in connection
with the National Association.
Wakenda, Mo. W. T. Carv, Sec.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

500 Colonies sli

Bees for sale,
changref for

_ )od securities,
alfalfa range; no failures. Reason

or selling, ill-health. Address,
.)K. C.KO. D. MiicHELi, & Co, Ogden, Utah.
3.IAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CEMTS A YEAR.

Dixie Home

MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
Illustrated Maga-
zine in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce it ONLY.
It is bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life,

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
mildings and famous people. Send at once.
)c a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of
6 names, SOc; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back il not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t Nn. 7a. Birmingham, Alabama.
Fleaso mention Bee Journal -wben WTltlng,

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., a*; we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted lor Cash. ^

,

M. H. HUNT & SON.*^
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Please mention Bee Journal when -writiiig,

lege for themselves or friends to inves-
tigate

MouniumonGoiieoe
Our motto in all departments is **Max-

imum efiBciency at minimum cost."

Our scholastic training- is equal to the
best, our reputation first-class. All ex-
peases for a year, aside frotLi. 'he cloth-
ing- and traveling, less than $2iK '>0. Co-
education,, health conditions, mor*.'' and
religious influence, superior.
Send for catalog-.

MOUNT UNION COtiLEGE,
Alliance, Obio.

Please mention Bee Journal "w-lien wzitlxi^

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNBTTE Queen-Clipping

Device is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-
keepers. Full printed directions
sent with each one. We mail it for
25 cents; or will send it FREE as
a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
ifor a year atJl.OO; or for $1.10 we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping Device. Address,

aeORQE W. YORK & CO.,
^ . - CHICAGO, ILL.

\VANTED — Comb Honey, Wholesale.—^- Will buy your crop outright, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from.what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than anv other firm or association.
Yours lor business, THOS. C. STANLEY & SON,
29Atf Manzanola, Otero Co., Colo.
''lease mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When coufeig-ning, buying" or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago, IlLi

•lease mention Bee Journal when WTitln&

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.\RKKT QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, Aug. ,s.—A little new comb honey is

being offered at 12@12!^c per pound for the No.
1 to fancy. E.xtracted, b(s^^ cents per pound for
white, and 5(gi6c for amber. Beeswa.K. 2sc per
pound. R. A. BOHNETT cfe Co.

lATi, O., Aug. 8.—The stock of last
year's comb honey is now nearly all cleaned up.
The prices obtained were for fancy water-white,
12Htol3Hc; the new stock of same is now more
plentifully offered; too early telling what the
market might do in prices. For extracted is a
fair demand, and I quote same as follows: Am-
ber in barrels, S^©5)ic; in cans, J^c higher;
water-white alfalfa incans, 6J4c; fancy white
clover in barrels, 6J4@3c. Beeswax more plen-
tiful, brings 2sc. C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., July 21.—We are approaching
the demand for new crop honey. There have
been no receipts ihus tar to speak of—not
enough to establish as yet. We could sell a
limited amount of light comb at lS@16c. Old
crop is well cleared out of this market, and we
look for a good trade in honey this season.
Extracted, demand light; some small lots ar-

riving; holding at 7c for white, and 6c for dark.
Beeswax quiet at 28@30c H. R. Wright.

Boston, July 8.—Our market on honey, both
comb and extracted is practically in a slum-
bering condition, as there is really no call
whatever.
Prices remain as before quoted, but are really

only nominal. Blake, Scott & Lee.

New York, June 21.—Very little demand for
comb honey. Some trade for No. 1 and fancy
white, at from 12@13c, while dark and amber
are almost unsalable. Extracted is in fair de-
mand, although prices are irregular. We quote
from 5@65^c, according to quality. Southern
in barrels, at from 50@S5c per gallon.
Beeswax more plentiful and prices are grad-

ually declining. We quote 2-Se)2')c.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, July IS.—The supply of honey at
the present time is limited, with but moderate
demand. New hcney is beginning to arrive.
We quote our market to day as follows: Am-
ber extracted in barrels and cans, 5K@6J^c;
white clover, b}i<g)8c. Comb honey i demand
limited), 13@14c for fancy and No. 1. Beeswax,
29c. The Fred W.Muth Co.

Kansas City, Aug. 8.—The receipts of comb
honey are a little better and the demand is in-
creasing. The market for the last month has
been $2 75 a case for fancy white comb honey,
but look for an advance in the near future. Ex-
tracted slow sale. Beeswax moving fairly well
at SOc per pound. C. C. Clbmons & Co.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.—Some comb honey
has been arriving in this market the last week,
but hardly enough to fix the market price.
Everything depends on the crop, which is still
uncertain. Some few sales made of fancy comb
at 16@17c; No. 1, 14@lSc. Extracted honey ar-
riving freely and selling at 7@,Sc for fancy
white and t.@7c for light amber. Beeswax, 26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Aug. 3.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, 12i^@13c; amber, <»^iic. Extracted,
white, 55i@6c; light amber, 5@5(i.c; amber,
4@4>tc; dark amber, SJ^QSJic. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26@27!^c.
Spot stocks of amber grades are of fairly lib-

eral volume, including some Hawaiian Island
honey. The latter is rather dark, of light body
and sugary tlivor. It is receiving scarcely any
attention. Choice water-white is not plentiful,
either comb or extracted, and for this grade the
market is moderately firm at the values pre-
vailing.

<bi n nnn ^^ "ave just completed«I>XV,VVW OUR TEN thousand DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain yon ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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FBUFBCT C3-OOIDS !

lL.O"W PR,ICES !

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
Mew Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pnbiished

THe i American i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for begianers. edited by one
of the mtst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Jotimal TPlien -writms

I. J. STRlNGtlfllW, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEBS AND
QUEENS IN SEASON. '

Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

~ ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honeys Fancy "nodrip" Shlp-

mng-Cases with glass in front and paper trays

for holdingdrip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars

with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-

pers- regular Hason Fruit-Jars nicely packed

for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; 5 gallon

Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each bo.\. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Stainiard-Bred «|iieei»s

and everything necessary in the way of Sup-

oUes of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUN^
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIftNflPOLIS, IND.

Flsase menuon Bee Jovimai •vrami wntuus

B
intiHAN'S PATENT

Smokers
T. P. BINQHAM. Par-well. Mich.-

The Emerson Binder

This Emerson stlS-board Binder with cloth

back for the American Bee Jonrnal we mall for

bat 60 cents; lor we will send It with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year—both for only $1.40. It It

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jonr-

nal as fast as they are received. If yon have
this " Emerson " no further binding is neces-

"" QEORae W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

Please meutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

?L'?Dadant's Foundation ?Ln
I We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^e'aLty"." '=PUR?f^.'^^ '^ness.W No SAaaiNQ, No LOSS, patent weed-process SHEETINa

S^ Whv Hrtf^e « cc^ll en m7<^II V Because it has always given better satis-

J^
11^ UUCA IL »CII »t» WCIl r faction than any other. Becanse in

Sff 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

W Langslrolhon the HoriGy-Bee—Revfised
^ The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail. «|

BEBSW^aX W^ANTEP at all times. S
DADANT & SON, Hamilton. Hancock Co., 111. J

Please mention Bee Journal -wnen -writing.

DON'T RUN THE RISK
Of Having to Wait for

§66Uon8 and §|]iDPlng-6as6§.
5end to Us and

G6t 1)116 Bea and Gei it Quick,

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
a fs^- \A/ I o ?

MAKES THE FINEST

XJ. S. A..

Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown,Wis.,

u

s

A
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— THE AIKIN HONEY-BAG
If you are a producer of Extracted Honey, here is something worth investigating. It is now proved

a success. Last year we sent out many bags as a trial. This year we find it hard to obtain bags enough

to supply the demand. They are being used almost everywhere. If your honey candies soft it will candy

harder in these bags. There is no loss as in the case of glass jars. They are not hard to fill. They bring

the selling price of honey down where everybody can buy. Develop a home market. No package is as

cheap and attractive as the AIKIN HONEY=BAQ.

Attractive

but Cheap.

Brings Trade

and holds it.

•!.••

EASY

to fill ....

EASY

to handle...

########

AVe will print in name and address of
producer or dealer, in different quanti-
ties, at the following' schedule of prices
for any size:

Lots of 100 $ .30

Lots of 250 50
Lots of 500 75
Lots of 1000 1.00

For each additional 1000 add 50 cents.
Each chang-e of name and address
counts as a separate order. For in-

stance, lOOn bags printed with four dif-

ferent names and addresses, 250 of each,
would be $2.00; with 10 different names,
$3.0t-», etc. As the bags must be printed
before they are made up and coated, we
can not change the label except in lots

of 10,000 or over. We have some plain

2-lb. size of dark-drab paper which we
can furnish plain at $2.00 per 1000 less
than prices quoted above, or we can
print a smaller special label in one color
at above rates extra for printing.
We did not include these bags in our

catalog this year because we wanted to
see them more generally tested indiffer-
ent sections of the country, and proven a
satisfactory package everywhere before
doing so. We are prepared to supply
them, and have arranged for a 1-lb. size
in addition to the four other sizes sold
heretofore. We are now supplied with
all sizes.

1-LB. SIZE, 35ix5H.
100 $ .65

500 3.00

1000 5.50

5000 @ 5.25

2-LB, SIZE, 5x7J4.

1000 7.(

5000 @ 6.t

35i-LB. SIZE, 6x95^.

5-LB. SIZE, 7x10.

sax) @ lo.c

10-LB. SIZE, lOzlOH-

SOOO @ 13.W

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Factory and Executive Office: MEDINA, OHIO.

BRANCHES—
Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine. !ii$4

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores St.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.
Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.

A.N1D IklA-lSTTT A.OENTS.
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Editorial Comments

Revised Report of the 1904 Honey-Crop.

Gleaning^s in Bee-Culture, as in other years, has been

endeavoring to get at the size of the honey crop for 1904 in

the United States. It is an exceedingly difficult matter to

get anything reliable about it, but they particularize the

subject as follows, in the light of reports received so far :

The yield in parts of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michi-
gan vrill be from one-fourth to one-half a crop ; in Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, from
the best information we can gather, the yield will be fair,

but the aggregate amount of honey will not be as heavy as
last year, owing to the aforesaid winter losses. Buckwheat
in New York promises well. In the New England States,
the yield has been light to fair.

Reports are lacking from Colorado, but the few received
indicate that the crop will not be as large as was antici-

pated ; yield in Nevada will be good ; in Utah will be largely
a failure. We have not heard from Canada, but the pros-
pects so far as we can gather are good.

Odd-Size Cases of Comb Honey.

C. C. Clemons & Co. , one of the quoters of the honey
market for the American Bee Journal, write us as follows

on the variety of sizes of cases used for holding comb
honey :

American Bee Journal :

—

We note an increasing desire in bee-culture to put
honey up in odd-size shipping-cases— 15, 20, 24, 28 and 32
sections to the case. The price of honey for years has been
based on 12 and 24 section-cases, and it is almost impossible
to get any more for a 28-section case than you can for a 24
section. You have to open each case and show the buyer
that there are 28 sections, and sometimes count them over
two or three times to convince them that there are really 28
sections in the case.

We think that this matter should be taken up with the
bee-papers, and a 24-section case advocated in all localities,

and the bee-papers, from our standpoint, can't impress this
idea too strongly. We would be pleased to have an expres-
sion from you on this subject.

Yours truly, C. C. Clemons & Co.

We are of the opinion that only two sizes of shipping-

cases are ordinarily necessary. We refer to what have been

known for years as the 12-pound and 24-pound cases. But,

really, we do not see that the size of case has any special

bearing when honey is sold by the pound. And we are

just old-fashioned enough to believe that comb honey
should be bought and sold by the pound instead of by the

case. We think that most of our readers know our views

on this matter. Come to think of it, we believe we have

seen it stated somewhere that in a certain locality in the

West, the bee-keepers declined to patronize the American

Bee Journal any longer because we dared to express our

honest opinion on this subject. But that action would not

change the fact any, that it is better to buy and sell honey

by the pound.

Still, we think it would be a good thing if there were

more uniformity in the size of cases. And we believe that

those commonly known as 12-pound and 24-pound would be

all right, regardless of how many sections each holds.

We invite expression on this subject, both on the part

of honey-dealers and honey-producers. We are quite sure

the bee-keepers desire to use such cases as will give the

most satisfaction to the dealers.

The Bee-Papers of the World.

How many bee-papers do you suppose there are in the

world ? The probability is that your guess will be some-

what under the mark. That unique publication , Trade Press

List, gives a list of 87. France leads with 22. Next comes
Germany with 11. Russia and the United States of Amer-
ica have 9 each. Little Belgium has 8 ; Bohemia, 6 ; Italy,

4; Algiers, Australia, Holland, Spain, 2 each; Canada,
Denmark, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Roumania, 1

each. Most of them are monthly, 4 are semi-monthly, 4 bi-

monthly. The only other weekly bee-paper in the world

besides the American Bee Journal is the British Bee Journal.

So-Called "Manufactured Comb Honey."

There is likely to be some discussion on this subject at

the St. Louis convention, and there is little doubt that the

reporters will be on the watch for some warm stuff. Editor

Root thinks it would be a good plan to offer $500 or SIOOO to

them if they can find two sections that are exactly alike in

filling and capping. That would rouse their interest, surely.

Ordering Queens by Mail.

We find that there are a few bee-keepers who need a

word of caution, or a few " don'ts," about ordering queens

by mail.

When desiring to requeen, don't make the colony

queenless before receiving the new queen. Wait until after

the new queen has arrived.

Don't form a nucleus, to take a new queen, before the

queen is received. It will be time enough after she comes.

These two " don'ts " are suggested by the fact that we
have known bee-keepers to unqueen a colony, and also form

a nucleus, before ordering the queens for them. This might

be all right if one were certain that he would receive the
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needed queens within the next 48 hours. But even if queens

are advertised, and sent, " by return mail," the mails may
be delayed, or the advertiser may not in every instance be

able to send the queens so promptly. At any rate, there is

no necessity of the bee-keeper doing a thing before the

queens ordered are on hand. It is not safe to take any

other course, for if there should be much delay in getting

the queens it might be almost impossible to introduce them
successfully, and yet it would be no fault of the queen-

breeder.

The Value of Pollen.

Take care of your combs of pollen. Sometimes a be-

ginner is inclined to throw away a brood-comb because it

is almost entirely filled with pollen. It is possible that

there are places where such a comb is of no value, but in

most places where a surplus of pollen is stored at one time,

there will come other times when the bees will need it, and

a pound of pollen may at times be worth more than a pound

of honey.

Fertilizing Queens in Baby Nuclei.

" Swarthmore " has been claiming success in having

queens fertilized with only a very few bees, and so have

some others, as already reported. But some who have tried

the same thing have made an utter failure. One of the

veterans reports to us that he had not much faith in any-

thing of the kind, but for the sake of knowing what the

truth was gave the matter a somewhat extensive trial. He
says he is obliged to confess that it is not a difficult thing

to have young queens fertilized in a nucleus without any

brood, merely a section of honey, and with only enough

bees to cover well the section. He has had numbers of

queens fertilized in this way, and the failures are little if

any more than with nuclei of the usual type. But the

young queens must be removed very soon after beginning

to lay, or else confined with excluder zinc ; otherwise they

will turn up missing. No special apparatus was used, just

a common hive, the bees being imprisoned a little more

than two days before being allowed their freedom, .a queen-

cell being given at the time of imprisoning the bees, or else

a virgin queen less than a day old.

(
Miscellaneous Items

"Some Facts About Honey and Bees."—This is the

subject of an article by Mr. J. E. Johnson, on page 581. It

was written to be published in leaflet form. We can furnish

it in lots of 100 copies at 35 cents, postpaid. All orders

should be sent to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Why not ask your local newspaper editor to republish it ?

Absent Treatment for Rheumatism.—An innocent-

looking German boy walked into a drug-store the other

day, says the Cleveland Plain-Dealer, and, facing the pro-

prietor, started in thus :

" Hav you got some bees' stings for rheumatisms ?" he
shyly inquired.

" Bees' stings for rheumatism ?" the proprietor re-

peated. " Where did you hear of that ?"
" Why, mother vas reating it by de newspapers," re-

plied the lad.

The proprietor laughed.
"I've seen something of that kind in the papers," he

said, " but I won't attempt to offer you anything just as

good. Where is the rheumatism ?"

"In de handt und in de arm," the boy replied.

" Well, see here," said the proprietor with a sudden
smile, " I haven't got the cure on my shelves, but I keep it

in my back yard. You go out through this door, and walk
around my flower beds. When you see four or five bees
resting on a flower, just try to pick them up."

The boy nodded and went out. He was gone at least 10
minutes.

When he came back his face was red, and his nose

—

where an angry bee had alighted—was beginning to swell.
He held out his hand.

" I picked me some of dose bees oop," he placidly re-
marked.

" Did you ?" said the amused proprietor. " And does
your hand feel any better ?"

The boy looked up.
"It ain't for me," he placidly replied, " it's for my

bruder."

The Red Rose and the Honey-Bee.-Mr. H. Dupret, of

Quebec, Canada, has forwarded the poem below, which was
sent to him by Mr. John J. Keating, of Massachusetts, who
says that it is a little song that his mother used to sing to

him in his childhood days. It is as follows :

Pray excuse me,
And don't accuse me,"
Said the poor yeoman Bee
To the queenly Red Rose,

" If I take a pot ot honey
And don't lay down the money.
For indeed I haven't any,
As all the wide world knows."

" Little Bee, do not worry
Nor be sorry,"
Said the queenly Red Rose
To the poor yeoman Bee

;

" For you pay me for my honey
Much better than with money.
In the sweet songs of summer
Which you sing and sing to me."

Learning Bee-Keeping by Mail is the latest thing in

the apiarian line. The A. I. Root Co. have just founded

"The Root Correspondence School of Bee-Culture." The
terms are $25, which includes, besides the " lessons," a col-

ony of bees, a copy of " A B C of Bee-Culture," and a year's

subscription to Gleanings. Their neat prospectus gives

many reasons for establishing such a course of correspond-

ence. Its progress will be watched with interest. Much
can be learned " by mail " in these days, even in bee-keep-

ing. A year's subscription to the American Bee Journal is

an illustration.

Mf. J. 0. Todd, one of our old subscribers in Washing-
ton County, Iowa, died recently, the cause of his death

being heart trouble, from which he had been suffering for

some weeks. Mr. Todd was an old settler of Washington

County, and was one of the most respected citizens in the

vicinity in which he lived. He was born in Delaware, in

1831. He had been a subscriber to the American Bee Jour-

nal since about 1875. His first colony of Italian bees were

bought from Chas. Dadant, in 187b. Mr. Todd was a prac-

tical bee-keeper up to the time of his last illness.

Width of Top-Bars.-In the article by Mr. S. T. Pet-

tit, on page 55"i, in referring to top-bars, he is made to say :

" I am of the opinion that the time will come when the Yf,-

inch thick by J^-inch wide," etc. The width should have

been IJs, not %. We regret the error, but are always glad

to make correction when our attention is called to any mis-

takes that may have appeared in these columns.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper'^ handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and

neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both for fl.75. Address

all orders to this office. ^
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Contributed Articles

Snow-white Comb Honey—Bait-Sections.Etc.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

IT
is a pleasure to meet so kindly a foe as Mr. S. T. Pettit,

so I have read with no little interest his article on page
518. I am there charged with " making a fad of snowy

whiteness," and helping to create a demand for it.

Bless your heart, Mr. Pettit, I did not create the demand
—the demand was already there, and all I have done has

been to supply it and take my pay for that supply. You
think I ought to educate the public that an article of well-

ripened comb honey, even if darkened a little, is worth more
than the same honey just as it is first sealed. I've done
that ; I've said it in print, and I've said it a good deal

oftener verbally. But after I've said all I can on the sub-

ject, the public replies to me, " All you say may be very

true ; but we buy honey partly for looks ; a snow-white sec-

tion looks the best on the table, and we're willing to pay
two cents a pound for the looks ; if you don't care to sell us

what we want, you're not obliged to."

For after all you have said, the fact remains, as I said

on page 439, " To get the top of the market, sections must
be snow-white." Now, if people want to buy looks, I don't

see anything immoral in selling looks, do you ? Isn't the

whole comb-honey business largely a matter of looks?
Don't you believe that extracted honey can be produced
that will be just as good as the comb honey you and I are

producing, and that such extracted honey can be sold for

two cents a pound less than the comb ? Shall you and I

say, " Dear public, you must learn what is for your own
good ; extracted honey properly produced is just as good
for you, and you must buy it ; we will not be any longer a
party to your extravagance, and we'll no longer furnish

comb honey." I confess I don't feel any special call to say
just that ; do you ?

POSITION OF BAIT-SECTIONS IN THE SUPER.

Instead of putting bait-sections in the center, you put
them " next the super walls." So should I if I had enough
of them. But I have only a limited number, and one bait

in the center, I feel confident, will do more to start work in

the super than eight next the super walls. If no bait is in

the super the bees will begin work first in the center, and a
center bait will be occupied sooner than a bait elsewhere.

I've r)0 quarrel with you about your arrangement to

give room at sides of supers ; if mine were so arranged
I wouldn't be at special pains to change ; but I don't think
I estimate as much congestion in my supers as you do. If

a bee from the fields should go straight to the uppermost
super to unload, the case would be difi'erent.

You speak of my practice of " putting new sections on
top of sections instead of under them." Pardon me ; that's

not my practice ; it's Hershiser's. He says add always on
top ; you say always under. I say always under ; only when
I don't know whether another is needed, but think it possi-

bly may be, then I put an empty super on top as a sort of

safety-valve—oftentimes a pretty good plan toward the

close of the season, when one doesn't know what day the

flow will cease. Such a super will not be touched by
the bees unless they are actually 'crowded into it, and it can
then be moved down to the lowest place. The little dark-

ening done to the lower sections by the bees going ,up

through will on the whole do less harm than the gluing and

soiling of sections put below when such sections are not

needed.

I wonder if decreasing the room in the hive during the

honey-flow by removing sections does increase tendency to

swarm. I suppose it must ; but I'm after that extra 2 cents

a pound, and will have to stand the extra tendency to swarm.

I just wish I could have a chance to fight a whole day

with you in person—yes, and you might have that son of

yours to help you—I met him in Chicago and rather fell in

love with him.' I think we'd find that after all we should

agree on a good many things. McHenry Co., 111.

Some Facts About Honey and Bees.

BY J. E. JOHNSON.

DID you ever give much thought to the subject of why

the people of to-day are neither as strong nor as

healthy as they were in former times ? also why so

many of the wealthiest men and women are invalids ? and

why our hospitals and sanitariums are forever crowded with

patients, many of whom must undergo dangerous and pain-

ful operations, being brought under the influence of power-

ful anesthetics, such as chloroform, ether, etc., and are

too frail to withstand the shock, and die ?

It has been said that the world is growing weaker and

wiser, but such should not be the case. If we grow wiser

we should use our wisdom to retain health, as that is next

in value to the salvation of our immortal soul.

There may be many causes for ill-health. Rich food,

and the excessive use of sugar, candy, etc., are the princi-

pal agents that undermine our health. When papa goes to

town he is reminded by the children not to forget to buy

some candy ; while at home they think there is nothing so

good as cookies, cake, pie, and other nicknacks. And soon

they become candidates for the doctor's attention.

A certain amount of sweet is necessary to promote

health, but the excessive use of sugar is very injurious,

especially to children, because it overtaxes their delicate

digestive organs.

The best form of sweet for either old or young is honey,

because honey is practically predigested, and is restful to

the digestive organs. God created bees to store honey, and for

several thousand years honey was the principal diet in the

line of sweets, long before a sugar refinery was even thought

of. Let us look into the history of honey.

In Genesis, 43d chapter, we find that the sons of Israel

took honey with them when they went down into Egypt for

corn.
In the 16th chapter of Exodus we find that the manna

sent from Heaven to the children of Israel tasted like

wafers made with honey. A food prepared by an All-wise

Creator for his beloved children was certainly of the very

best, and most wholesome.

In olden times bees lived largely in cliffs. Moses sang

of honey ; see Deuteronomy, 32d chapter, 13th verse.

Honey is also mentioned in the Psalms of David ; see

the 81st Psalm, 16th verse.

In the 13th verse of the 24th chapter of Proverbs we

find these words from Solomon ;
" My son, eat thou honey

because it is good."

In Isaiah, 7th chapter, 15th verse, we find these words :

" Butter and honey shall he eat that he may know to refuse

the evil and choose the good." In the 29th verse of the

14th chapter of I. Samuel we find that when Jonathan tasted

of honey his eyes were enlightened so that Saul and his

army were able to overcome the Philistines. And in many
other places in the Bible is honey mentioned with favor,

and as an emblem of purity and sweetness. In the last
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chapter of Luke we find that Christ, the Son of God, par-

took of honey before the disciples, just before ascending to

Heaven. Bees must have been plentiful in those days, as

they even took up their abode in the lion that Samson slew,

and Samson was fond of honey ; and judging- by his great

strength honey must have agreed with him.

The honey of to-day is just the same as it was in olden

times, except that the bee-hive has been improved so that

the bees build their combs in a more convenient shape.

A few years ago Prof. Frank Benton went to Palestine

to investigate the bee-industry, and as a result of his efforts

we have a particular strain of bees known as the Holy Land
bees, which are now scattered widely over the United States.

The bees always rear their brood at the bottom of the comb,
and store their honey above, so that the nurse-bees carry
their food down when feeding. So, by placing frames in

the lower story of a hive, and sections or little boxes in the
story above, the brood is reared below and the honey is

stored above in the little boxes, and for that reason the
comb honey on the market to-day is so white and nice, no
brood having been reared in the comb. The comb in which
brood is reared becomes much darker in color.

Foolish stories have been started by reporters who have
no knowledge of the habits of honey-bees, that comb honey
is made by machinery, but such reports are entirely

without foundation. Comb honey can not be made arti-

ficially. A one thousand dollar standing reward has long
been offered for a single pound of artificial comb honey. No
one has been able to claim the reward.

In order to get the bees to build the combs straight and
even in the little boxes, a small, thin sheet of beeswax is

fastened in the center of the upper part of the box. The
bees start their comb on this sheet, and thus the bee-keeper
is able to get his bees to build comb in the shape desired.

The liquid honey found upon the market is obtained by
shaving the cappings off of combs, and placing them in an
extractor. The combs are made to revolve around inside of
the extractor so that the honey is thrown from the comb by
centrifugal force. The comb can then be placed back in

the hive, and be refilled by the bees. More honey can be
obtained in this way, as bees consume many pounds of
honey in building comb.

The bees gather the nectar from different flowers and
blossoms, and by a process known only to the bees and
their Creator, the nectar is converted into honey—the most
wholesome sweet known to man.

But let us look into this matter from a scientific point
of view. Honey is often recommended and prescribed by
the physician for colds, coughs, etc. It is also beneficial to

patients afflicted with kidney trouble. Dr. Gandy, of
Nebraska, says that honey is a sure preventive of that
dreaded Bright's disease of the kidneys.

I have found honey to be a good remedy for tonsilitis,

by holding honey in the throat so as to keep it in contact
with the tonsil.

Of late, scientists have discovered that nearly all dis-

eases are caused by living organisms which belong to the
bacterium family. These organisms are so exceedingly
small that they can only be seen by the aid of a powerful
microscope, and when they find our system favorable to

their propagation they take up their abode with us, and
thus cause disease. These bacteria are not of animal life,

but are little plants, and are often found in the wjter we
drink, and the food we eat, and even in the air we breathe.
For instance, the disease consumption is contagious, but
only when these germs find our lungs weak or disordered.

Of late it has been found that the acids from raspber-
ries, strawberries, lemons, etc., are very beneficial in pre-

venting disease, because the acid, though not injurious

to the system, does, to a great extent, prevent the propaga-
tion of disease-germs. Henri De Parville, a well known
bacteriologist says in the Journal des Debats, that lemon-
ade will kill the germs of typhoid fever. Citric acid will

kill cholera-germs in two minutes. Now, while certain

acids kill certain germs, formic acid is one of the best germ-
destroyers known to medical science. And strange though it

may seem, formic acid is always found in honey, and is one
of the natural products of the honey-bee. So honey is not
only a predigested sweet, as Nature has provided it should
be, but it contains one of the best germ-destroyers known
to medical science, and has stood the test of thousands of

years. It was recommended in olden times. It was the

food of the ancient prophets, and it is the same to-day as it

was when God promised his chosen children of Israel a land

that flowed with milk and honey.

In my own family we have honey on the table the same
as butter, and the children eat all they wish, and do not have
such craving for candy as they otherwise would have. We
use it in summer in lemonade infetead of sugar, and in win-

ter we drink hot water sweetened with honey and flavored

with lemon for colds ; and I am sure we are much better

and healthier for it.

Many say they would eat mucb more honey if they were

sure that it was genuine bees' honey. Let me assure you
that there is not, nor has there ever been, any such thing

as artificial comb honey. Neither will the bees touch glu-

cose nor store it in their hives. So that any one is safe and
sure of getting genuine bees' honey when buying comb
honey.

A few years ago liquid honey was largely adulterated

by unprincipled dealers, but the pure food laws have driven

it out of the market in most States. So ask for pure honey

and don't buy syrup said to be as good as honey, and expect

to get honey.

All honey does not look alike, nor taste exactly alike.

For instance, clover honey is of light color, while when bees

work on buckwheat and some other flowers the honey is of

a darker color. I am a bee-keeper, and my bees not only

furnish our family with honey, but I sell honey to my
neighbors and nearby trade ; but I have no honey to sell to

far-off trade. Buy your honey of your grocer, or any near-

by bee-keeper, and I assure you that you will find it far

superior to any other sweet known.

Honey should never be stored in a cellar or damp room.

If stored in a warm, dry room it will keep indefinitely.

Knox Co., 111.

[ Convention Proceedings
j

Report of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTED BY LOUIS H. SCHOLI,.

(Continued from page £67.)

"The Present Standing of Foul Brood in Texas " was
gone over thoroughly byLouis H. Scholl. He has been in

correspondence with bee-men in several of the infected

localities where the disease is now prevailing, and he read

several letters from these. From what he has been able to

glean he gave the following paper:
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FOUL BROOD IN TEXAS.
It is hard to tell just exactly what the present standing-

of foul brood is in this State, but I will relate the fol-

lowing :

The first notice that we received of the disease being in

any of the Texas apiaries was from the north central part

of the State. From Navarro county we learned that there

were several apiaries where this disease had wiped out the

bees, and that to the extent of several hundred colonies. In

the several counties where the disease raged we may safely

say that about 1200 colonies were destroyed by this disease.

In some of these parts it seems as if it had now played itself

out, as it were. After all of the bees were destroyed, and
none left to keep the disease, it naturally disappeared.

In 1902, Mr. Wilmon Newell, then in charge of the api-

cultural work here, made a trip of inspection to Navarro
county, and found several apiaries infected, which he in-

structed the owners thereof to treat, giving the most rigid

instructions as to how the work should be carried out. He
advised the burning of the badly infected colonies, and the

treatment of the less infected ones. From recent letters I

find, however, that the owners of these yards had not suc-

ceeded in ridding them of the disease.

As foul brood generally destroys apiaries in less time
than it seemed to me it was doing in some of the districts

in North Texas, I became a little doubtful as to whether it

might be foul brood or perhaps some other disease. So I

sent for samples of diseased brood, several of which I have
here now. From examination of these it is hard to tell

what it really is, but I do know that it is not foul brood.

First, there is not the characteristic foul odor. Second, the

ropiness of the dead brood is not present at all. Then, the

dead brood does not sink down to the bottom of the cells as

it does in foul brood. And if you examine the cappings
over the dead brood you will not find them sunken and with
a small hole in them. Instead, you see them sunken down
about half way into the cell. Now it is hard to tell from
such small samples that have been in the mails several

days just what it is without perhaps a microscopical exami-
nation. So what is it that they have up there ? I can not

say what the present standing of foul brood is in that part

of Texas.

Last fall we received many letters from the bee-men of

Uvalde county wanting help. They were complaining
about the spreading of the disease there, and that some-
thing must be done. As we have no funds for doing any of

this work, and for defraying the expenses which would be

involved in such work, we were, of course, unable to do

anything. But after some correspondence it was agreed

upon that I go out there and investigate the matter, and
also to treat the diseased apiaries, provided the bee-keepers

go together and promise to pay my expenses while there, in

the way of board and lodging, buggy and horse, and that

one man go with me to the infected apiaries.

I went there last year, in the fall, when broomweed
was in bloom, and a honey-flow was on that would have

made the work just ideal, but after spending two days there,

during which time an attempt was made to get the bee-

keepers together, I had to return to College without having
accomplished anything. And this only because there were

a few of the leading bee-keepers who led the others around

as they wished, and who said that they did not think that it

was necessary to have this expert come out here to attend

to the foul brood ; and then they thought that it was not so

bad, anyway ; therefore what is the use of spending any
money for this work ? Then a motion to adjourn was made
by another, and they went home again.

I would like to say, however, that there were about 20 bee-

men who really wanted the work done, but after the other

fellows had their say, these did not have the courage to

come out with it.

That is the trouble with too many of our bee-keepers,

and unless they do wake up to the times and come out,

ready to do something when an opportunity offers, they

will never accomplish what should be accomplished.

Since then I have received letters from there to the

effect that there were several yards infected very badly with

the disease ; that the owners of them were allowing combs

and other things* to be exposed to other and healthy api-

aries, and that it would spread all over the country out

there if something was not done soon. We have heard of

one or two yards being fairly rotten with the stuff, that the

owner had left them to themselves, and that other bees

were exposed to them. But as I did not have occasion to

go out to any of these yards, even after I traveled all the

way to that place, I can not tell just what the present stand-

ing of foul brood is out in the Uvalde country.

Now I will take you down to the Beeville country,

where this disease caused such an uproar last winter. I was

called there, and now let me tell you something the very

opposite from the previous narrative just gone over.

The Beeville bee-keepers went together and had a man
come down there. When he came he was taken into their

care and all the help was offered him that he would have

needed, and that in spite of their being busy as could be.

It was in the latter part of March, when bees need one's

attention in that country, but these people were going to

get rid of the foul brood first, and then attend to their bees,

and they did it. I was enabled to destroy all of it that

could be found, and we inspected something like 2000 colo-

nies that were suspected. It took a good many days' work,

but they did not let me go until it was attended to.

Out of the 2000 colonies inspected there were only 25

that were infected with the disease, and they were promptly

burned.
In a lot of 8 hives in one of the yards the infection was

traced back to a car of bees that was brought down from

Dallas several years ago. The others were in a yard re-

cently bt'ought down from Iowa, and the disease was

brought with the bees. At one place where a whole apiary

had once been destroyed with foul brood were found 2 re-

maining colonies that were badly infected. These were

placed on a pile of kindling made out of the old hives from

which the bees had died before, after having dug out a

large place in the ground to prevent any of the melted

honey and wax from running out, and the whole thing was

set on fire.

We have a foul-brood law, but it is not strong enough

to accomplish the desired work. It is weak in some points,

and mainly in that it does not give the inspector authority

enough in treating the disease. For instance, in the case

at Beeville, the burning of the bees could hardly have oc-

curred had not the bee-keepers agreed in a meeting that they

would stand behind the inspector and that the bees be

burned; that the bee-men would settle any dispute that

might arise therefrom

Here is a case where the bee-keepers showed what could

be done by uniting, and attending to things that needed

their immediate attention. They had their meeting right

in the infected yard, resolved to do their part, and they did

it. If such action would be taken at all of the localities

where the bee-men are troubled with this disease, it would

not be long before it would be eradicated.

Besides, the Beeville bee-men have two strong associa-

tions in good working order. That is the main reason for

their prompt action. " In union there is strength " holds

good here. Each of these associations has a committee to

look after the matter of the bee-diseases and foul brood.

They call it a vigilance committee, and whenever it is
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thought necessary, inspections are made of apiaries that

are suspected, and a report is made to the State Entomolo-
gist, who is authority in foul-brood matters. He then at-

tends to the matter as deemed best.

It will be understood that we have no funds for doing
this work, as has already been said. The Legislature left

off the necessary appropriation, and there are no other funds
to draw from for this work. Of course, the law provides that

the costs be collected from the owner of the bees that were
treated, but il takes a lot of money to pay for the expense
involved in inspecting apiaries before any are treated. For
instance, if we take the Beeville inspection trip, and con-

sider it a minute ; out of the 2000 colonies inspected there

were only 25 that needed treatment. And these were in

only two yards. Now, who is to be charged up with the

expense of inspecting all the other apiaries that received

no treatment ? Yet these apiaries had to be inspected, as

they were in the same locality, and were suspected.

I have simply mentioned this so that it might be clear

to the bee-keepers of the State. The majority did not quite

understand the situation, in that they overlooked this mat-
ter of the expense involved in the inspecting trips. I now
hope that it will be understood by all why it is necessary to

have an appropriation for carrying out this work. This
appropriation we should work for, and it is the duty of the

bee-keepers to see that we get it if we want to get rid of the

dreaded foul brood.

I would like to say a few more words about the standing
of foul brood at Beeville at the present time, as it is due the

bee-keepers of that locality that I do so. As I said before,

the disease was all destroyed when I was there, and since

then the committees referred to have had the matter in

hand to keep close watch over it. The last reports show
that a stop was put to foul brood at the time of my inspec-

tion, in March, and that there is no danger of it appearing
again unless brought there again from the outside. But
even this is not very likely ever to be, as the vigilance com-
mittees will look carefully to all the bees that are brought
there hereafter.

From the above you will be able to draw an idea as
to the present standing of foul brood in our State. I will

now leave it to the bee-keepers to act in the matter.

Louis H. Scholi..

Willie Atchley, of Bee county, the foul-brood inspector

appointed by the South Texas Bee-Keepers' Association,

was present and confirmed the statements of Mr. Scholl,

saying that he had recently been out on an inspecting

tour, but found no trace of more foul brood. He thinks that

the country down there is now free of the disease, and that

their committees would keep a close lookout for any that

might appear. Any bees brought there will receive close

inspection before being allowed to land. Thus, there will

be little danger of any cases breaking out there again.

Mr. W. H. Laws, of the Nueces Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association, also confirmed the above. He also said that

the foul-brood law is too weak in some respects, and espe-

cially in that it did not give the bee-men authority enough
when it was best to resort to burning the infected apiaries.

He was one of the bee-keepers present when the Beeville

foul-broody bees were burned, and stated that as the inspec-

tor had not the authority to burn these bees he, with the
others, united, and insisted that they be burned, and that

the bee-keepers would stand behind the inspector in case
any trouble should arise. In this case the burning of the

bees was the only way to get rid of the disease without in-

fecting other yards which were near. Besides, the hives
were old, full of propolis, and were in such condition that

treating by any other method was impossible. Then,
the bee-keepers and the committees referred to were too

busy to attend to such work at that time, and there would
have been nobody who could have attended to it.

Prof. Sanderson, the State Entomologist, in whose
hands the foul-brood law was placed, gave the bee-keepers

an address regarding it. He told them of the inefficiency of

the law, and that there was no appropriation for doing the

work. If no first-class law could be gotten we could not do
anything with foul brood. Nothing can be done without a

better law, and the necessary appropriation. Of course, the

law is good in that it will help much as a stepping-stone in

getting something better. He urged the bee-keepers to take

this matter up in earnest, appoint a committee to look after

it, and that the bee-keepers should pay for the work. This
should be taken up at this meeting, as this was the proper

time and place to attend to the matter. He also urged that

the bee-keepers get up a sum of money from which to draw
if expenses should arise. This committee should be at Aus-
tin during the meeting of the Legislature, and see to it that

the matter is pushed along, and passed. The expenses

should be paid by the bee-keepers. Legal advice might be

necessary in framing a law of this kind. The persons for

this work should be the best from among the members, and
those who are well-fitted for carrying out what is to be done.

A motion was then made to appoint a committee of three

to be known as a soliciting committee, and that they be in-

structed to get up subscriptions from the bee-keepers for de-

fraying such expenses. These are F. L. Aten, C. E. Tribe,

and Udo Toepperwein, to report later.

F. L. Aten, J. K. Hill, Dr. J. B.Treon, H. H. Hyde, and
Prof. E. D. Sanderson, were appointed as the Legislative

Committee of the Texas Bee-Keepers' Association.
(Contiuued next week.

)

[ Our Bee-KecpinS Sisters
|

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Women as Bee-Keepers.

In one respect I think llie average wnnian is a better lice-

keeper tlian the average man. She is neater; she looks alter

the little tilings, keeps things picked up better. If she wants

to find atiything that is not in plain sight she does not stir

np every thing in the shop to do it, or, if she does, things

are not usually left just where they were dropped, making

the shop look as if a cyclone had struck it. There are ex-

ceptions, of course, but the average man is a genius in thi>

respect—I don't mean in respect to keeping things picked up.

but in stii'ring things tip.

" California Bees and Honey."

In that excellent paper, the National Stockman and Farm-

er, appears an article of some length, written by Mrs. Mary

G. McKay, headed "California Bees and Honey." One is

puzzled to decide whether it is written by one who got her

knowledge by actual experience in handling the bees or ]iy a

professional writer, obtaining her knowledge at second hand.

Likely the latter, in which case it is written with unusual accu-

racy, and in any case it is very readable.

"Sonietinies the good wife," she says, "accustoming her-

self to the habits of the bees, with wise outlook, has added to

her i)in-nioney until her bank account has exceeded that of

lier husband."

-\ souie\vh;it rosy picture is painted when she says:
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"While beekeeping appeals to the leisure-loving and can

be depended on as an easy way of making a living, yet to sur

eeed in making the very best oiil of this industry there nuist

be a thorough understanding of the insects, their ways i^i

working, habits, etc. .As an ontdoor industry for semi-in-

valids it offers great inducements; as the manual labor re-

(luired for montlis at a time is only to keep the grass and

weeds cleared from about the hives to prevent ants, lizards

and such enemies of the bee from finding a lurking place."

Even in California, something more than keeping down

grass and lizards is required: work, and some of it hard

work, must be done. But what is there worth tlie having

that is not more worth while 1)ecause obtained through bard

work ?

.\ wise word is spoken when she says :
".\ jierson under-

taking bee-culture should prepare himself by a careful sttuly

of some treatise on the subject."

.\s to hiving swarms, we are told that the bee-keeper

"lightly shakes the mass of insects near the opening of the

new hive, where, finding a taste of fresh honey, they quietly

enter." If Mrs. r^IcKay would watch the hiving of a few

swarms she would probably find that all the taste of fresli

honey, or honey of any kind, that they get upon entering their

new abode, is what they carry with them from the old hive.

Regarding the production of honey in the two different

forms, comb and extracted, we are told :

"While many beekeepers make a business of extracting

their honey my neighbor tells me that in ithis section more

money is made by selling in the comb, as the cost of extractors

and the work required in extracting are all saved; but in the

case of large colonies in the South extracted honey forms the

most marketable product."

"The cost of extractors and the work required in ex-

tracting are all saved," which sounds just a little as if the

cost and the labor were less in the production of comlj hrnuy.

If. "in the case of large colonies in the South extracted honey

forms the most marketable product," does that mean that the

market for comb honey is not so good as that for extracted ?

.\nd if extracted honey forms the most marketable product,

"in the case of large colonies," does that mean that comb
lioney is better in the case of small colonies? But perhaps

she means large apiaries instead of large colonies.

But, as already said, the article is unusually free from

error to be written by one not herself avbee-keeper.

A Complexion Lotion.

Fur a complexioit lotion, to soften the skin, wash the face

two or three times a week with the following preparation :

Glycerin, 5 ounces ; lanolin, 5 ounces ; clarified honey. 5

ounces ; rosewater, i ounce : elderflower water, i ounce.

Put the glycerin, lanolin and honey in a double boiler.

When they are well mixed add the rosewater and elderflower

water. Shake well and bottle. When applying to the face

use a linen pad or soft cloth.—From Chicago Record-Herald.

Honey and Pecan Sandwiches.

Sarah Windic Laiides gives the following recipe for

sandwiches, in The Delineator

;

Four tablespoonfuls extracted honey, two tablespoonfuls

finely chopped pecans. ^lix the two ingredients. Split soda

biscuits, hot or cold, butter them and fill with the mixture.

The biscuit should be baked not over half an inch thick.

See Our Queen Offer for sending one new subscriber to

the American Bee Journal. Page 589.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. K. Hasty, Sta. B Rural. Toledo, Ohio.

liOII.INr. FOfL-DKOOllV HONEY.

Reading N. R. France's directions for boiling foul-ljruody

honey, I felt that a needed caution was left out. Liable to be

glutinous and thick, such honey is not like water, easy to get

it all boiling hot. Easy ito get 97 per cent of it boiling hot.

lint the other ,; per cent gets on the kettle above water-line,

and on the cover, and ^jiffs up into the form of foam, and

escapes a long manipulation without being at 212 deg. at all.

This won't do. Such honey must be all subjected to the kill-

ing heat, else never any of it used for feed. Suppose the seeds

of a new and specially bad weed were intrusted to you to kill.

and you chose to kill them by lioiling in water, and you let

3 per cent of them escape in protective scum, and on cool

metal plates, and eventually dumped the whole in the liarn-

yard to be scattered in the fields! Page 493.

.\ CO.MFORT.VELE WOR K-T.M!LE.

Instead of ^-inch stufif for a table have your table of

3-inch stufT—and not nearly so high as ordinary tables, well-

made, solid, heavy and low. That's just it. Mr. S. E. Miller.

Thanil<s. Ever so much easier to make things on such a

table than on an ordinary one—to say nothing about harvest-

spidering around on the ground. Page 494.

II.VNV THIN(;S KEOL lUF.U IN .SUCCESS.

Ves. one point left wrong can easily make the butter

poor, but never superior butter without a multitude of things

attended to. A similar law afltects a great many things and

vocations in the world, apiculture included. .And .still we

manage to think that everything is going to boom, once we

get that one m-ti' notion into efi'ect. Page 495.

NO l'REP.\R.\TION FOR SVV-ARMING.

I can't name hive and date, but I think my bees have

sometimes swarmed without the usual preparation when they

had not been manipulated for many days previous—only

crowded conditions, and very hot day, and took a notion from

the swarm spirit abroad in the air. This in reply to editorial

question aliout the matter on page 499.

SWARMING .\NU .\FTERSVV.\RM ING.

To the brother who wants it written down rulable for a

swarm to emerge one week from the day they have made a

failure of swarming and returned to the hive, I will tell how

it stands in my memory: In just about onc-lialf such cases

they will next make a trial a week or more afterward. In

something like one-half the cases the next trial will l)e the

nekt day. I suppose this mainly depends on whether the

queen is all right, and in the hive next day or not. If not.

they'll wait till a young one comes out, or gels sonw-.eliric

near ready to couw out. Afterswarms.,have nothing to wait

for that they should wait a week : and mostly they try again

next day. But for them to omit one day is not rare. .\ sec-

ond trial the same day is also common—and there may be

three trials the same da^. One of the rare—but not .so very

rare—happenings in a big apiary is for a swarm to emerge

and return one or more times each day for quite a number of

days in succession. I'm not at all sure about the rationale of

this, but off-hand I guess it to be somewhat as follows: .\

colony i'n a high state of swarm excitement swarms and
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enters the hive of another colony which is not intending to

swarm, at least not soon. Both queens get balled and killed,

making successful swarming impossible. It's a long time to

wait for a young queen, and the excitables find it a relief to

their feelings to try the swarming flurry occasionally—and

gradually get the more quiet home-bees into the same way of

feeling. Usually an intruding swarm preserves its queen,

and comes out the next day without the bees intruded upon

going with it in any great numbers—and that ends the mat-

ter. Presumably the two crowds spend the night making

faces at each other.

Going back into the hive is quite common among after-

swarms. One would expect (their queens being much better

on the wing) that is would be rare. Not ready to prove

anything about it, but suspect two cases among them also,

perhaps three. In the first case the young queen is abnormally

rattle-headed, and after flying around a little while—some-

times a long while—she goes home. The bees are left to fol-

low when their patience fails—often after remaining in cluster

quite a long spell—occasionally will even submit to be hived

and stay a few minutes. In the second and still more abnor-

mal case they swarm when no queen at all has emerged yet

—

greatly excited in their minds, and want to try if they can't

expedite matters by a swarm rush. Very possibly when
there is a queen present with the swarm the bees and not she

are sometimes responsible for a return. This would make a

third case. Page 499.

(
Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the oflBce of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Drone-Laying Queen.

1. I have a colony of bees hived June 23 which I am
confident was the first swarm from the parent hive this sea-
son, and I supposed, of course, that the old queen was with
them, but to my surprise I have found that all the brood and
brood-combs are drone. Can you explain the cause?

2. Can I kill this drone-laying queen and unite the work-
ers with another weak colony? If so, how? Or, will there
be danger of the bees balling the fertile queen of the other
colony? Illinois.

Answers.— i. It is quite often the case that when a queen
becomes old the contents of her spermatheca are exhausted,

and she then lays drone-eggs in worker-cells ; but the change
is usually gradual, just a few drones at first, becoming more
and more until all are drones.

2. Yes, you can unite in different ways. One way is to kill

the bad queen, and two or three days later give a frame with

adhering bees to the weak colony, and another frame eacli

day after. But when you have given enough so the weak
colony becomes as strong as the other, you need not hesitate

to give all the rest at one time.

Supposed Mating of Clipped Queen.

I see you say that it is a physical impossibility for a queen
to mate that is clipped. My father-in-law, an honest Chris-
tian man, had a case just like that. About June 12 a first

swarm came from a colony (he saw,., it cast the swarm). In
due time he saw a second swarm issue from the same hive.
The queen would not stay in, so he cut off both wings. I

told him later that he had fixed her. But today I examined
the condition of the colony, and found a clipped queen laying
splendidly. The hive was three-fourths full of worker-comb,
with brood in all stages from eggs to hatching bees. To say
I was surprised puts it mildly. There was an alighting board

two or three feet square in front of the hive which had been
there since they were put in. I can vouch for these facts.

He had cut off three-quarters of the wings.
Missouri.

Answer.—I liave had several cases of the same kind, ex-

cepting that there was no clipped virgin in the case. July 27,

this year, I took the queen from No. iii and put her in a

colony fifteen numbers farther on in the row. Eight days

later I found plenty of eggs and young brood in No. ill, and

was surprised to find a clipped queen present. The likelihood

is that a neighboring colony swarmed, and its queen entered

No. III. Is it not possible that the same thing occurred in

your case?

Late Brood-Rearing—Bees of Swarm Killed.

1. I notice that late brood-rearing is recommended. How
would you encourage it ?

2. I have a swarm that issued on June 8, which did fair-

ly well. But on the morning of .\ugust 4 I found about half
a pint of dead bees on the ground and on the alighting-board.
Why did they kill them ? Pennsylvania.

Answers.— i. With a fall flow of even moderate extent

there is no need to do anything to keep up late brood-rearing.

Young queens, however, are more reliable than old ones. If

the flow stops early, breeding can be kept up by light feeding

every other night.

2. It is quite possible that a puny afterswarm from

somewhere else tried to enter, and the bees were killed.

Clipping Queens to Lay in Queen-Cells—Excluders
Under Section Supers.

On page 535 Mr. Tfiomas Broderick says that to clip a

queen will induce her to lay in queen-cells, and I wish you
would give me some light on this subject, as I am clipping a
number of my queens, though I never found that this induced
them to lay in queen-cells. Are not a great number of the
bee-keepers recommending clipping all queens?

2. Do you think that a queen-excluder will do much in

preventing the storing of honey in sections? If so, to what
extent ?

3. Would you advise taking the chances of having some
sections filled with brood rather than to use a queen-ex-
cluder? Texas.

Answers.— i. I have been clipping all my queens for

years and never supposed it made any difference about their

laying in queen-cells. I don't see why it should. Perhaps

Mr. Broderick will enlighten us on this point.

2. Of course it hinders free passage at least a fittle, and

to that extent is a hindrance to storijig; but that hindrance

might not amount to one pound in a thousand. Yet it may
amount to more.

3. Witji separators and sections filled w-ith foundation

there seems no need for excluders. At least I don't find brood

in one section in a thousand.

Perhaps Excited- Uniting Colonies—Shaken Swarm.

1. I had a pint of bees and a queen in a hive. The queen

was a virgin, and when she took her wedding-flight the bees

swarmed out with her and lit on a cedar-tree near by. Why
did they do this?

2. I returned the swarm and gave them about a pint

more bees and ' some brood. Two days later the queen left

the hive and returned fertilized. Of this I am sure. Two
days later the queen and two-thirds of the bees were gone.

Where did they go? Is it possible that they went into some
neighboring hive?

3. What is the best method of uniting?

4. What is a shaken swarm? ^Iaine.

Answers.—i. I don't know; perhaps from mere excite-

ment. It is not at all an uncommon thing,

2. Quite likely; although it is impossible to say.

3. Hard In say. One good way is to make one of the
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colonies quecnlcss two or three days before uniting, then put

the frames of brood and bees together alternately. Another

is to put one hive on top of the other (one of them being

queenless) with a sheet of manila paper or two or three

thicknesses of newspaper between the two stories, having in

the paper a hole large enough for the passage of a single bee

at a time.

4. Shake or brush all or nearly all the bees from the

combs of a colony, leaving in the hive the bees, queen and

frames of empty comb or foundation, and removing the brood

to some other place—possibly leaving one frame of brood for

two or-three days—and you'll have a shaken swarm.

Clover and Trees for Bees—Wintering in an Observa-
tory Hive—Wiring Frames—Requeening.

1. What kind of clover can common bees work on?
2. What kind of trees, other than fruit-trees, can bees

work on ?

.?. Is there anything I can plant that will furnish honey
in July and August?

-(. Will a queen winter all right in an observatory hive

with one frame of bees, if kept in a warm place?

5. Do you put wire or strips in brood-frames if you use
only foundation starters, or only when using full sheets of
foundation?

6. Will a sH X iJ4 section hold one pound of honey if

filled with plain separators in the super?
7. Would you requeen a colony of bees if they did not

do as well as the others, when the queen is very large and
pretty? Virginia.

Answers.— i. White, alsike, crimson, white sweet clover,

yellow sweet clover, sometimes red clover, and perhaps others.

2. Oh my ! A whole lot ; more than I can tell, and more

than I know. A few are linden, locust, poplar, eucalyptus,

maple, banana, black mangrove, etc.

3. Try sweet clover, buckwheat, and perhaps phacelia.

4. Possibly, but you will not be likely to have much left

in spring.

5. Only with full sheets.

6. Somewhere in that neighborhood, but there's nothing

exact about the amount that can be counted on in that or any

other section. One colony may put more weight in a section

than another ; the same colony may make sections heavier one

year than another, and even in the same super there may be

a decided difference in weight.

7. Yes, handsome is that handsome does.

Sign of ttueenlessness-Making Nuclei— Dividing
Colonies.

1. Do bees sometimes swarm out, cluster, and on being
hived stay and go to work, and yet have no queen? I have
one that I hived July 20, which seems to be that way. I ex-

amined the colony August 2, and no queen could be found. I

found some comb and honey, but no eggs or larvae.

2. They carry very light loads of pollen. Is this a sign

of quecnlessness?

3. How late will it do to make nuclei ?

4. Can bees be divided without sealed queen-cells?

5. Does a queen in a cell have her head up or down ? I

saw one in a cell that was not quite out. She looked as

though her head was up.

6. What part of the hive is called the super?
7. Where can I get "A B C of Bee Culture?"

Nebr.\ska.

Answers.— i. When the queen does not go with the swarm
the swarm returns to its old home or unites with some other

colony, although sometimes a swarm that has staid hived is

found quccnlcss afterward; possibly the queen was lost after

being hived.

2. It is to some extent a sign of quecnlessness, although

not always reliable.

3. \<^u prol'.Tbly mean to have the nuclei built up into

colonies . for winter. It depends u|ion the pasturage, the

strength of the nuclei, and the help you give them. Generally

it is not safe to make a 2-frame nucleus later than the middle

of July, if you expect it to have no further help, although one

may be started in September if yon give it enough help from

other colonies.

4. Yes.

5. The usual way is head down; rarely on her side;

never head up unless you put her so.

6. The upper part, in which the surplus honey is stored.

"Super'' is a Latin word which means "over."

7. You probably mean Doolittle's excellent work on

queen-rearing, which can be had at the office of the American

Bee Journal for $1.00, or with the Journal a year, both for

$1.75. The book, "A B C of Bee Culture" is mailed for $1.20;

or with the American Bee Journal a year—both for $2.00.

Bees Loafing-Perfiaps No Forage.

I have a very strong colony of bees in a large box-hive.

They have been loafing for three weeks or more. Are they

likely to swarm? They cast one very good swarm in the

early part of June, but were very weak in the spring. This

same colony cast a swarm on August 24 last year, which was

the largest swarm of bees I ever saw. It almost filled two
Danzenbaker brood-chambers. This left the old colony weak

to go into winter quarters. It was a swarm itself in May of

last year. The swarm wintered with some fall feeding.

Maryland.

Answer.—That depends. If they have been loafing as

long as three weeks, and there is plenty of room in the hive,

perhaps there is nothing for them to do in the fields. If other

bees are busy gathering, they may be thinking of swarming,*

although three weeks is a pretty long think.

Preparation for Swarming-Virgin Queen Perhaps
Starved.

1. One of my colonies contained a valuable queen, which

I got last year. I went to it a short time ago to get a frame

of eggs for a queenless colony, and found nine sealed queen-

cells and one young queen. The old queen was gone, and

there were no eggs or larvse. (They had swarmed about three

weeks before, and at that time I cut out all cells and returned

them with their clipped queen, and found a few eggs m the

hive a week later.) I got the queen as a premium from a

firm that I consider perfectly reliable. Were they supersed-

ing their queen? If so, why?

2. Did they kill her as soon as the queen-cells were

started?

3. I caged the young queen, and as fast as I cut out the

cells the young quee'ns cut themselves out and I caged seven

more. I had several two-story hives with supers above ( I ran

for comb honey), and I smoked and drove the bees down mto

the lower hive till I felt pretty certain the queen was below.

Then I put the lower hive on a new stand, leaving the other

on the old stand, and put a caged queen in each for them to

take care of two or three days, when I intended to make sure

the old queen was not there, before letting the young one out.

While examining them today I found one young queen dead,

and the other one nearly so. Did they let them starve? If

so, why? I was under the impression they would take care

of' a virgin for a long time, whether they had a laying queen

in the hive or not. loWA.

AnsW'Ers.— I. Hardly superseding; rather swarming. You

thwarted them in their attempt to swarm, and they at once

began fresh preparation to swarm again.

2. Probably not till the young queen emerged; although

the old queen may have been viewed with some disfavor as a

continuance of the swarming fever.

3. .A very young virgin is hardly considered as a queen

liy the bees, and would in many cases be allowed to starve. A
laying queen would be more likely to be fed than a virgin,

even in a queenless colony. You should have provisioned the
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Good Season for Honey.

This has been a very good season for
this part of the country. I have taken
off some beautiful comb honey. I have
not extracted any yet, but some of my
colonies have three full-depth extract-
ing supers on. I expect to begin ex-
tracting about the middle of the month.
I sell my comb honey to the stores at
\2)i. cents a section. There are not
bees enough in this part of the State
to have any effect on the price of
honey. Hans Christbnsen.
Skagit Co., Wash., Aug. 6.

Crop a Complete Failupe.

We are having a famine here among
the bees. The honey crop is a com-
plete failure. I have not taken a single
pound this year. I have been feeding
my bees for some time. If fall honey
fails the bees will not live throtigh the
winter. G. D. Hawk.

Sullivan Co., Tenn., Aug. 11.

The "Bidsom" Feeder.

I have recently made five " Boughter
—Improved— Danzenbaker — Super —
Original — Miller Feeders," vehich, I

think, are just the thing for top feed-
ing ; but as that name is too big, I

simply use the initial letter of each
word,and call it briefly the " B-i-d-s-o m
Feeder," thus giving proper credit to
each party vrhose ideas I have bor-
rowed. It is a combination of the
" original Miller feeder " idea, with the
Danzenbaker super principle of support-
ing it over the brood-nest. The regular
Danzenbaker super, without frames or
fences, is the outer wall of the feeder,
and is separate and distinct from the
feeder itself. The "original Miller
feeder " is made to fit snugly into the
super, hanging by Danzenbaker rivets
on the regulation supporting cleats of
the super ; allowing space between the
inside of the super and the outside of
the feeder for the bees to get to the
feed.
By using the regular "end-wedges "

of the super, the entire arrangement

Providence AUEENS
rovettieirUualities

THE HIGHEST.

Now is the time to requeen
your colonies for next season's
service.

A circular on request.

LAWRENCE C. NIL|.ER,
P.O. Box 1113.

31 At.

Providence, K. I.

B
INGHAM'S PATENT
25 years the best.
Send for Circular.Smokm

^-^Atf T. F. BINQHAmT Pararir MIchT
Plezise mention Bee Jsomal -wnen vntm^

>tt >ti >te. >te. >fe ste. >t< >J4 jte. >ji>ii >t< ite. iititi ste. jte. >te. jliati

BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

EverythinK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. «
Prompt Service. ^

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. «

WALTER S. POUDER, \
5«3-5' 5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND ^

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passeag^er Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. U, in
which is described the

best territory in tills country
for the growiner of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
•' Circular rwo. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Genn Pass'r Agent.

32A]5t Please mention the Bee Journal.

666-K66P6rS
Koot'

Don't forget ihat
are the largest

obbers in the
led States of

ou'»ator.s and Urootiers, Iliizuph-
rovVs iind JXIami's Hone Cutters,
JRoultry vSu;>/>7ios af all Uind^, «eeds
it in I /mpZc'/noJi (-•-;. Remember, you get
these goods at Faclory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queo/is ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIQQS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mention Bee journal w&an wntum

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER,
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is made bee-tight all around, allowing
examination or re-filling without dis-

turbing the bees at all. Moreover, it is

also a time, space, labor, and money
saver, and, with very little modifica-
tion, can be adapted for use on all

kinds of 10-frame, or even 8-frame
supers. A half inch cleat nailed on
the inside ends of any super will sup-
port it, and the other parts of the feeder
will fit the super without additional
fitting or alteration, provided only
that the depth is made to correspond
with the depth of the super. The reg-
ular hive-cover goes over all, and is

both a neat and a necessary protection
for the'feed and the feeder.
The details for its construction, and

the materials required, are as follows :

Two end-pieces. 'jx5xl3 inches; 2

side-pieces, '2x4'2xl7; 2 inner side-

pieces, '4x4;sxl6; 2 top side-pieces,

'4x1 '4x17; 2 bottom pieces, '2x6'2Xl7,
tongued and grooved together ; and 4

Danzenbaker rivets.

Before nailing, take the end-pieces,
and at the top edge on each side, cut
out a rabbet '^x'2 inch, to receive the
" top side-pieces ;" also drive the rivets
2 inches from the sides, and 3 = s inches
from the bottom of each end-piece, let-

ting the head into the wood (like a
screw-head) far enough so that the
outer end of the rivet will project at
least '4 of an inch to rest on the end
cleat of the super. Nail the ends,
sides and bottoms together ; you now
have a box 14x17, outside measure, S'2

deep at the ends, and 5 deep at the
sides. This box must be thoroughly
paraffined on the inside, so as to make
it perfectly water-tight. The "2 inner-
side and top-side pieces " are now
nailed together, and fastened into the
rabbets prepared to receive them,
which will then allow 's of an inch at
the bottom of the inner side-pieces for
the feed to pass from the body of the
feeder into the side chambers for the
bees to reach it. Hang this bos into
the Danzenbaker super, and fill it with

QIEENS
Either 3 or 5 banded

ITALIANS
Warranted Queens, SI. 00 each ;

4 or more at the rate of S9.00 per doz.

Quality, purity of mating, safe arrival
and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. No disease. Your patronage
solicited.

CHAS. n. DARROW,
Route No. I, nUo, Ho.

rEiiijt{Miiof. Bull"*»" strung, Ctlcken.
Tlpht. Sold to the Farmerat Wfaoti^sale
Prices. Fullr Wairant^'d, Catalog FreeCOILED 8PRIN8 FENCK CO.
Box »9 fflnehMUr, Indiana, C. 8. A.
Please mention the Bee Jonrnal

HENRY ALLEY
will be ready to ship

FineAdel Queens!
By Return Mall oa July 20.

S. F. Sampson, of Ronceverte, W. Va., sajs:
"Your queens are g-ood, and I can depend on
them every lime."
Robt. Forbes, East Milton, Mass: "Your

Adel bees are away ahead of anything else I

have."
E.xtra Tested Breeding Queens and my new

book on "Queen-Rearing," $1.50. Catalog and
a small booklet on queen-rearing sent iree.

3::Etf WENHAM. MASS.
Please mention Bee journal \rlieii writina:

Wantecl=Thousands
of New Subscribers

A STANDARD-BRED

QUEEI-BEE FREE
To Our Regiilar Paid=in=Advance

Subscribers.

We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply

us with The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly

rear—well worth fl.OO each. We want every one of our present regular

subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to

make it easy for you to get one or more of them.

In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it

is not already paid up, you can send in the neces.sary amount to make
it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

A ^neeu Free for Sending One Blew Subscriber

Send us 51.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the

American Ijee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as

a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and

invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want
some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.

Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one

of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your sub-

scription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is un-

derstood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one

year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in ar-

rears, be sure to send enough more than the SI. 50 to pay all that is

past due.

As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use

all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers. But if any one
wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the

prices are as follows: One Queen, 75c.; 3 Queens, S2.10 ; 6 Queens
for $4.00.

We expect o be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as

promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate

Now for the new subscribers that you will send us—aad then
the Queens that we will send youl

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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ITALIAN QUEENS!
Either Qolden or Honey-Queens After July i.

Our GOLDENS will come up with any otlier

Golden strain. Our HONEY-QUEENS are
what some breeders call " Red Clover Queens."

1 6 12
Untested $.75 $4.00 $7.00
Tested 1.25 7.00 13.00

Breeders 5.00

2 frame Nuclei (no queen). 2.00 11.00 22.00

When Queens are wanted with Nuclei add
price of any Oueen wanted. We guarantee safe

arrival of all~Queens and N uclei. Our Breeders
may be returned after 30 days if satisfaction is

not g-iven. Cash must come with all orders.

Orders are booked and filled in rotation.

Mr. Gus. Picaman, of Litchfield, 111., in a

letter of Aug. 3, 1903, says: ''Send me two un-

tested honev queens. The one I bought of you
two years ago is all right. There are no better."

Mr. Frank D. Gunderson, of Oconomowoc,
Wis., says in a letter dated August 1, 1''03: " I

like your queens the best of any that I have
ever had." This man placed an order last

August for 24 Nuclei to be delivered thi j spring.

Address all orders to

D. J. BLOCHER, Pearl City, III.

:SS" This ad. will appear every other number

16Etf Please meution the Bee Journal.

IT IF^^^^-^S
to order your

Bee-Supplies s' Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. M. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

Italian Queens sfsVi'iRs.
My crop last season was about 40,l)Cn pounds

of honev (nearly half comb) from 210 colonies,

spring count, and increased to 280 colonies,

which shows my bees are hustlers. Queens
from this stock by prompt mail: Untested, 75c

each; Tested, $1.00.

33A3t N. STAININQER, Tipton, Iowa.

Hease mention Bee Joamal wben writma

500 Colonies °l!?=£
Abundant alfalfa range: no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell i: Co , Ogden, Ut.^h.
32Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CENTS A YEAR.
T-u - MAGAZINE, largest,

I MP brightest and finest

I IH) Illustrated Maga-

Dixie Home E:-:a?r
It is bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

It is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
(Onildings and famous people. Send at once.

Xpc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of

6names, 50c: 12for$l. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t No. 7.S. Birmingham, Alabama.

Please mention Bee J oumai -wnen wntme.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT &SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

PleP«ie xnem.ion Bne Journal •A'ueu ^rriting

BEE-KEEPERS!
We manufacture sections, NO-DRIP

shipping-cases, and are dealers in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Write for low prices and catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

Please meutlou Bee Journal
wheii wrltltig advertisers.

sugar-water ; and you have a sine qua
not! " Bidsom feeder," in which the
bees can get at the feed, but not at you
while looking after their feeding.
And this home-made " Bisdom

feeder " makes humble bow to the bee-

keeping public, while making its

"bids" for bee-keepers' favor every-
where. James Grant Boughtsr.
Carbon Co., Pa. i

Very Dry Summer.

It has been very dry here this sum-
mer, so there will not be much surplus
honey this year. Most of the bees were
killed off last winter. Ira L. Hyde.
Washtenaw Co., Mich., Aug. 14.

Too Cold for Fruit-Bloom.

I have been keeping bees three years,

and have 14 colonies. It was so cold

last spring that we lost the fruit-bloom.
The bees are doing very well now. I

am 58 years old, and like to work with
bees.

I have been taking the American
Bee Journal ever since a year ago last

May, and have every copy since then.
M. M. BUCKANAN.

Jackson Co., N. C, Aug. 5.

A Good Queen—Introducing.
I wish to give a report of an Italian

premium queen that I received from
the American Bee Journal office three
summers ago. She was successfully
introduced in a colony of fierce hybrids,
where she did some fine work and win-
tered well. The following spring
(1903) I had the colony transferred to a
Danzenbaker hive. The bees were
beautifully marked, very gentle, and
such fine workers that I used her for
my breeding queen. Although I was
continually robbing her of brood, her
colony stored more honey than any
other in the yard. During the summer
a terrible epidemic of foul brood swept
through here, and her colony was one
of the four in my yard that did not get
the disease. I have stamped the dis-

ease out of my yard.
This spring the bees were very weak

on account of dysentery, caused by
long confinement during the winter. I

packed her up good and warm, and she
was bringing her colony up nicely
when the first swarm came out, on
June (). I caged my breeder, filled her
hive with drawn comb, and turned the
swarm into the hive. I then introduced
my caged queen into the hive where
the swarm came out. She has now a
powerful colony of bees that are doing
extra-good work at storing honey.
The daughters of my breeder are

very fine workers.
Here is a short cut for introducing

queens instantaneously. I believe it

surpasses Dr. C. C. Miller's drowning
method : j c:__^

Open the hive, remove the old queen,
catch hold of the new one and daub
her all over with honey, and drop her
in between two frames of brood so
that she can not fall to the bottom, and
the work is done. I have used this

method for some time, and have never
lost a queen.

If I have an extra-choice queen, and
feel like being more careful, if there is

not a good honey-flow on, I drive the
bees back a little with smoke, then
sprinkle them with sugar-water (diluted

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -•^

^- Daughters of Select Im-
fj ported Italian, Select
f Iiouf-Tongue (Moore's),

and Select Golden, bred
3K miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 S.UO 9.C0 .75 4.25 8.0O
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 \i.00 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish larg-e, vig-orous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June IS, 75c. Write for dis-
count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

LICE SAP LIFE
That's how they live and thrive.
Ynii can't have healthy, profitable
fowls or stock and have lice Coo. Let

Lambert's Death to Lice
take care of the rerminandyou will

he more busy takingrcareof the pro-

_ (ItB. Makeasittinghenscorafortable.
linflM^ ^k/iS/^^ Sample 10 cents; 100 oz.. tl-CO by ex-
nm"^'^^i<jMl^t press. "Pocket Book Pointers" free.

D J* Limbirt, Boi 707, Apponaug, R. I.

TcAlO Wntirp ^'^^^ ^^^ ^ew century
idlVuPIUblUU Queen -Rearing Co. will
^^Bi^MMH^^ have 1000 Queens ready for
the mail by April 20. Tested, *1.00; Untested,
75c; 5 for 53.25; 10 for $6.00. Prices on larger
quantities and Nuclei given on application.
'* Prompt service; fair treatment " is our motto.

Address,

John W. Pharr, Prop., Berclair, Tex.
13Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 65
" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10
'* Breeder " 1.65
'^ Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00

All (Trades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Prlce-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

<l>in (\{\(\ WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED
«l>iU,UUW oup TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR

BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for

leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.

It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.
eiease mention Bee Journal when wriUuK

FOR SALE.
',5 Colonies Bees in Langstroth Hives. Ad-

dress, ROBT. J. COLBURN,
34Att 6827 Union AVE., CmcaGO, III.
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honey is as good) till they are entirely
subdued, then daub the queen and drop
her in. Please try this, Dr. Miller, and
report.

The theory of the instantaneous in-

troduction is this : Daubing- the queen
with honey removes all foreign scent.
The bees may take her for an intruder,
but when they pitch on her perhaps to
ball her, they get into the honey and
begin at once to clean her up. May be
it arouses their sympathy, if they have
any, and by the time she is slicked up
all signs of hostility cease.

Franklin G. Fox,
Bucks Co., Pa., July 29.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for l'>04

will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.
Sept. 27 and J-s will be devoted to Association

work and its interests. We expect manj prom-
inent foreign bee keepers to be present on these
days.

Sept. 2'>, National Dav.
Sept. 30, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
*' The Diseases of Bees," etc.
Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-

tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pound sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-
terest will be shown.
We expect to see the largest grathering" of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-
tailed program will appear later.

Geo. W. Brodbeck, Sec,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Missouri.—The Missouri State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet Sept. 2t.. in St. Louis, in
the s.ame hall to be used by the National Bee-

Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C. i*. Dadaut, in connection
with the National Associatioa.
Wakenda, Mo. W. T. Gary, Sec.

Wanted.—The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in the Court House at
r.alesburg, III., Tuesday, Sept. 20. All who are
interested in bees are cordially invited to at-
tend. The conventiou will begin at 9 o'clock
a.m., and last all dav. E. D. Woods, Sec.

J. E. Johnson, I>res.

JwantedT
^ Comb and Extracted

1HONEY
1 On Commission.

A Boston pays good prices for a fancy^ article.

4 F. H. FARMER,
J 182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

Please mention Bee Journal -wlieJi -wrltiue,

::c WANTED :^
Fancy Goiiib ttoneij from While Glover,

in no-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
10i>* E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

DITTIIER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, 7Iost Xransitparent and 'I'oug^Ii-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fall to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPlilES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Tlarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, at'<i they are 'A

the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the ft

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE- W
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and g
Price-List. .-. .-. .-. .-. .-. .-. .-. M

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.
|

WANTED-HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail

Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Carniolans,
Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, S4.00. Twelve, $7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
M.^KKKT QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Aug-. IS.—Some new honej is on
sale; No. 1 to fancy white comb brings 12'iJl3c;

so far the demand is of a slow nature. Ex-
tracted, good supply, and white grades sell at
6fai7c; amber, 5@6c, according to kind, quality,
flavor and package. Beeswax. 28c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., Aug. l*?.—The tone of the
comb honey of this year's stock is becoming
stiffer, producers claiming it to be not so plen-
tiful and therefore ask higher prices. I quote
fancy white comb honey from 15'" lS%c.
Extracted is showing no change. Amber, in

barrels, S%(ai5%c; in cans, !*c higher; water-
white alfalfa in cans, (>^>c; fancy white clover,
in barrels, bl^iaSc. Beeswax more plentiful,
brings 2Sc per pound. C. H. W. Weber.

Albany, N. Y., July 21-—We are approaching
the demand for new crop honey. There have
been no receipts thus far to speak of—not
enough to establish as yet. We could sell a
limited amount of light comb at 15(&lbc. Old
crop is well cleared out of this market, and we
look for a good trade in honey this season.
Extracted, demand light; some small lots ar-

riving; holding at 7c for white, and 6c for dark.
Beeswax quiet at 28@30c H. R. Wright.

Boston, July 8.—Our market on honey, both
comb and extracted is practically in a slum-
bering condition, as there is really no call
whatever.
Prices remain as before quoted, but are really

only nominal. Blake, Scott & I^ke.

Cincinnati, July 15.—The supply of honey at
the present time is limited, with but moderate
demand. New hcney is beginning to arrive.
We quote our market to-day as follows: Am-
ber extracted in barrels and cans, 5K@6}^c;
white clover, 6H@8c. Comb honey (demand
limited), 13@14c for fancy and No. 1. Beeswax,
2'?c. The Fred W.Muth Co.

Kansas City, Aug. 11.—The supply of honey
is increasing. The demand is improving. The
market hereto-day is $2.75, but we look for it to
go higher next month on account of the short
crop of honey this season in this section. Ex-
tracted slow, 5J4's>6Hc. Beeswax good demand,
30c. C. C. Clemons & Co.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.—Some comb honey
has been arriving in this market the last week,
but hardly enough to fix the market price.
Everything depends on the crop, which is still
uncertain. Some few sales made of fancy comb
atl6@17c; No. l,14@15c. Extracted honey ar-
riving freely and selling at 7@sc for fancy
white and ti@7c for light amber. Beeswax, 26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Aug. 10.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, 12?^@13c; amber, "^^llc. Extracted,
white, 5H@6c; light amber, 5@S't.c; amber,
4@4Hc; dark amber, 3ji@33.4c. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28(ai30c; dark, 26@27!^c.
Market is quiet, and for other than choice to

select is not favorable to the selling interest.
There is not much water-white honey offering,
but considerable of amber grades, and scarcely
any inquiry for ordinary qualities.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R, A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 80UTH Watbr St. Chicago, ilu
•^ease mention Bee Journal when "writing,

Will buy your crop outright, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
everv market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,

stating what your honey is gathered from.what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when you can de-

liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like

to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than any other firm or association.
Yours lor business, THOS. C. STANLEY & SON,
29Atf Manzanola, Otero Co., Colo.

Please mention Bee Journal -wheu -wpiting.
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FBR-FBCT OOODS !

LiOW PK.ICBS !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.

)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

T116 i rtmerican i B66-K66P6r
(Monthly, 50c a year.

)

The best magraziue for beeinners. edited by ooe
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Journal when •wTitine

1. J. STRINGtlflM, 105 Park Place.

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries In stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BBES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy "no-drip" Ship-

ping-Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holding-drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-
pers; regular Hason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; Sgallon
Tin Cans boxed .i Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standai-d-Ki-ecl <^iieciis

and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIflNflPQLIS, IND.

IAEISE
DOOLITTLE...
has concluded to sell
QUEENS in their season
during 1904, at the fol-

lowing prices;

1 Untested Queen $1.00
3 Untested Queens.. 2.25
1 Tested Queen .... 1.25

3 Tested Queens.... 3.00
1 select tested queen 1.50

3 " " Queens 4.00

Select Tested Queen,
last year's rearing, 2.50
Extra selected breed-
ing, the very best . . 5.00

Circular free, giving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q. M. DOOLITTLE,
24Etf Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Flease mentloxL Bee Jonmai wnen *97rltlzxe,

iiL'pDadant's Foundation
We Guarantee Satisfaction. S'e^Xuty" 'p^Rrfv^*^-

-

-

FIRnNESS,
NoSAaOINO, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ,

Because it has always given better satis-

faction than any other. Because in
s, but thousands of compliments.

Why does it sell so well ?
26 years there have not been any complaii

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk. #

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Revfised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

v^ BEESV\^aX WZANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. g
?*F^'!J!t^T?»T7((rT(i?T».. ?f. Tf. Tf. "f. 7»," Tf.^T^^

Please mention Bee Journal -wnen wming

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE!
WHEN YOU NEED

SECTIONS AND SHIPP1NQ=CA5ES
Send to Us .ind OF.T THK BEST, AXI> GKT IT QUICK.

BEWARE
NVHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS!IWATEkrOwn}

MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown,Wis.,



National Bee=Keepers' Convention, St. Louis Sept. 27-30

IxlWERie^Ar

Dee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.00 A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W. YORK £ CO,, 334 Dearbom Street,

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., SEPT, 1, 1904. No. 35.
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-- THE AIKIN HONEY-BAG
If you are a producer of Extracted Honey, here is something worth investigating. It is now proved

a success. Last year we sent out many bags as a trial. This year we find it hard to obtain bags enough
to supply the demand. They are being used almost everywhere. If your honey candies soft it will candy
harder in these bags. There is no loss as in the case of glass jars. They are not hard to fill. They bring

the selling price of honey down where everybody can buy. Develop a home market. No package is as

cheap and attractive as the AIKIN HONEY-BAQ.

Attractive

but Cheap.

Brings Trade

and holds it.

########

We will print in name and address of
producer or dealer, in different quanti-
ties, at the following schedule of prices
for any size:

Lots of 100 $.30
Lots of 250 50
Lots of 500 75
Lots of LOGO 1.00

For each additional 1000 add 50 cents.
Each change of name and address
counts as a separate order. For in-

stance, 1000 bags printed with four dif-

ferent names and addresses, 250 of each,
would be $2.00; with 10 different names,
$3.0U, etc. As the bags must be printed
before they are made up and coated, we
can not change the label except in lots

of 10,000 or over. We have some plain

2-lb. size of dark-drab paper which we
can furnish plain at $2.i-K) per lUOO less
than prices quoted above, or we can
print a smaller special label in one color
at above rates extra for printing.
We did not Include these bags in our

catalog this year because we wanted to
see them more peuerally tested indiffer-
ent sections of the country, and i)roven a
satisfactory package every where before
doing so. We are prepared to supply
them, and have arranged for a 1-lb. size
in addition to the four other sizes sold
heretofore. We are now supplied with
all sizes.

iLB. SIZE, 3KxSM-

500 ... 3.00

1000 5,50
5000 @ 5.25

i*jfci >fe ijijL jiti i»^ sfjr ^ij

EASY

to fill ....

EASY

to handle...
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Editorial Comments

Foul-Brood Legislation in England.

This seems to be the leading- topic in the British Bee

Journal at the present time. In this country there is

scarcely a dissenting voice among bee-keepers themselves

as to the desirability of strict foul-brood laws ; the only

trouble is to get the legislatures to wake up enough to act.

But in England bee-keepers themselves are very much
divided, those who have had no experience with the disease

thinking that it can be fought by individual effort. To this

a writer in the British Bee Journal pertinently replies :

Of what use is care, cleanliness, new blood, strong colo-

nies, special treatment, when your skep neighbor over the

hedge has a hotbed and hatchery of the disease capable of
contaminating a -whole countryside, so that your strong
colonies are decimated in spite of your persistent and pains-

taking efforts ?

Showing perhaps better than anything else the divided

opinion in that country is a circular sent out to the various

county associations by the Council of the British Bee-Keep-

ers' Association asking to be told :

1. If your Association is, or is not, in favor of legisla-

tion ?

2. Will your County Council support, or put in force, an
Act, if obtained ?

3. Is your Association prepared to contribute toward
the cost of securing a Bill, and if so, what sum ?

The preliminary cost of getting an Act through parlia-

ment, if indeed action can be secured at all, is estimated at

from «7S0 to $2500.

All of which should give a very comfortable feeling to

the bee-keepers in those States which, with so much less

trouble and expense, have secured efficient laws on this im-

portant matter. Let the good work not flag, however ; so

long as there is a single State in the Union without an effi-

cient foul-brood law, that State is a menace to every other

State.

Get the Sections Finished Up.

When working for section honey it is desirable to have

a few unfinished sections left over as baits for the next sea-

son, but usually there are more of such baits than are de-

sired. The outer sections, and especially the corner ones,

are the last to be finished, and it is the practice of some to

take off a super without waiting for these laggards. Then
the unfinished sections are massed in a super and returned

to the bees to be finished, such supers of sections being

dubbed "go-backs" by Dr. Miller. He claims that good

work is done in getting these "go-backs" finished, the

supers of them not being distinguishable from other supers

of sections except by the word "gob " (short for " go-back '")

penciled on one of the central sections.

S. T. Pettit thinks there is no need for uneven work,

using perforated followers at each side of the super, thus

getting the outside sections finished as soon as the others.

Building Cells Upon Capped Cells.

Every bee-keeper knows that a honey-comb has two

sets of cells, one on each side of the septum, and some have

noticed that occasionally there is a third set. If a comb of

honey is sealed over, and then moved so that there is any
considerable space more than a quarter of an inch between

it and the opposing surface, the bees may commence build-

ing another set of cells right upon the sealed surface. It

is well to know that every drop of honey contained in the

cells thus covered over by the extra set of cells is a dead

loss, and might just as well be so much wood. The bees

seem to think that when they come to the bottom of these

surface cells they have reached the septum, and there is no

use to try to go farther ; and they may starve with at least

a little honey easily in reach. So when you find comb built

over cappings, be sure to dig down through the cappings, if

it be only to punch a small hole into each cell.

Rate of Bees' Flight.

D. M. M., one of the leading correspondents of the

British Bee Journal, thinks that bees, when going out with-

out a load, may go as fast as 30 miles an hour, or a mile in

two minutes; but returning they may take anywhere from

5 to 10 minutes for a mile. He says :

I have what I consider fairly reliable proof that they
can travel 30 miles an hour, but I can adduce no evidence
to prove it, While I believe that they can do so, however,
I am quite confident that they rarely do. My belief is that,

though in making for the foraging grounds, they easily

travel a mile in three minutes, yet on their return they fre-

quently take double that time ; and I know, on occasions,

they may take ten minutes. I have watched them hundreds
of times approaching home heavily laden, and I know that
for a considerable distance I have paced them at the above
speed. In watching them leaving or returning to their

hives, I made elaborate observations for given distances,

and these bore me out in these conclusions.

Looking for Queen-Cells.

With not a few bee-keepers, especially of those who
work for comb honey, one of the chief labors of the honey

season is looking for queen-cells. It is no small help to

know where to look for cells. No need to look in the center

of a comb evenly filled with brood for cells prepared for
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swarming-. On the edge of a comb is the usual place, a

new comb being preferred to older ones. But if there is a

jog or a hole in the central part of one of the central combs,

that's the place the bees will be sure to start cells if they

start any. They may start a number in other parts of the

hive as well, but if none are started there, no need to look

elsewhere. George Demuth, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture,

gives the following plan to lessen the labor of searching for

cells :

" Place a comb in the center of the brood-nest, said

comb having an opening in its center formed by means of

two pieces, Jsx'sxG, spaced ^s or )4 inch apart by being
tacked to blocks of that thickness. This little frame is in-

serted in the comb horizontally, and the top-bar of the

frame is painted red, or otherwise marked. On opening a

hive, draw out this comb. If no cells appear in this open-

ing, there are none in this hive. All other combs must be
perfect (not contain openings), and it is better if they are

built solid to the bottom-bar by having been inverted."

The Dadants and French Bee-Keeping.

C. P. Dadant has been secured as one of the chief con-

tributors of I'Apiculteur, the oldest and most thoroughly

established of the 22 bee-journals of France. To those who
know something of the history of French bee-keeping dur-

ing the last half of the nineteenth century, that is a won-

derfully significant statement.

Thirty-five years ago the elder Dadant began to advo-

cate advanced methods of bee-keeping in the French jour-

nals, and met with severe opposition. M. Hamet, at that

time editor of I'Apiculteur, was especially bitter in his

opposition, maintaining the use of skeps, or box-bives, in

preference to movable-frame hives. Mr. Dadant, however,

from his home in Illinois, sturdily kept up the fight all

through the years, and to him is mainly due the advance in

French bee-keeping today. The giving of the place of

honor to the son by the same journal, which was his father's

bitterest foe, is a graceful acknowledgment of the great

debt owed to that father by all the French bee-keepers.

c
Miscellaneous Items

J
Mp. T. F. Bingham, of Clare Co., Mich., wrote as fol-

lows, Aug. 17 :

" We have a small early crop of finest honey. Bees are

getting a little from buckwheat, etc., now, but not much.
The weather is cool, dry, and windy—no honey in the air."

Mp. C. H. Hare, of Pawnee Co., Nebr., gave us a short

call last week. He reports a good honey crop in his part of

the country, and also a good bee-supply trade. It seems

that at least in some parts of the country the bees have done

well. We are inclined to think that there will be a fair crop

of honey generally.

Mp. J. L. StPOng, of Page Co., Iowa, on Aug. 26, sent

us a clipping, which is in substance as follows :

Harry Strong and Roscoe Flowers were out on a hunt-

ing and fishing excursion, when one of the saddest acci-

dents it has been our duty to chronicle occurred. When
they reached the river near the Thomas Whitehall farm,
Roscoe got out of the spring wagon in which they were
riding, and had gotten the boat which they were going to

use, when he heard the report of a shotgun. Harry had
started to drive over the bridge which crosses the river at

that place, holding a small single-barreled shotgun between
his legs, when a jolt of the wagon jarred the trigger, send-

ing a charge of shot into his left arm and shoulder. Harry

was taken to Mr. Whitehall's home, to which a physician
was immediately summoned, and the boy's father was sent
for. Everything possible was done to save Harry's life,

but he lived less than 24 hours after the accident, and was
laid to rest on the evening of Aug. 25. Harry was 17 years
old, and the son of Mr. J. L. Strong.

Mr. Strong, the father of Harry, is one of our queen-

advertisers. If there has been any delay in filling orders,

his customers who read the American Bee Journal will now
know the cause. All will join us in extending sympathy to

the bereaved parents of Harry Strong.

Wisconsin and Minnesota Bee-Keepers to St. Louis.

—Mr. L. F. Hanegan, of Glenwood, Wis., writes as follows

about taking a carload of bee-keepers to the St. Louis con-

vention this month :

I am planning to get together a car of bee-keepers to

go to the St. Louis convention, to leave St. Paul the morn-
ing of Sept. 26, via Chicago. If we get 20 members we get
a car direct to World's Fair gates from here without change.
Car-fare for the round-trip is S13.00 ; no sleeper. Sleeper
can be had Chicago to St. Louis for $2.00. Already 12 are
planning to go with coach party. I intend to spend some
time at the Minnesota State Fair in talking up this trip and
the National Association. Any one can join this car at any
point on the Wisconsin Central Railway or at Chicago.

L. F. Hanegan.

Amerikanische Blenenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—-both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this ofUce.

Some Expert Opinion
' In the multitude of counsellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

Collective Name for Queen-Bee and Her Progeny.

13.— (a) Is it desirable in inodern bee-literature, to adopt ajixed nom-

enclature or name for the mother {queen) bee arid her progeny, wheji domi-

ciled in the hivef

(6) What word, words, or name, should be in common use whett

speaking of the mother (queen) bee and her progeny or attaches, when lo-

cated i7t a hivef

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—b. Colony.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—a. Yes. b. Colony.

Mrs. J. M. Ndi,i. (Mo.)—a. Yes. b. Colony.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—a. Yes. b. Colony.

C. H. DiBBERN (111.)—a. I think not. b. A colony.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—a. Possibly, b. I hardly know.

N. E. France (Wis.)—The average bee-keeper does not

care for it.

J. M. Hambaugh (Nev.)—a. I don't know. b. I don't
know.

L. STACHEI.HAUSEN (Tex.)—I am not competent to an-

swer these questions.

C. P. Dadant (III.)—The names " queen " and " colony"

seem to answer sufficiently.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—a. Yes. b. Before swarming, " a

stock ;" after swarming, " a first swarm."

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—a. Yes. b. Queen, as dis-

tinct from virgin queen. This is a long custom, and is O. K.

Adrian GKTAz(Tenn.)—a. Yes. b. I don't know. Nor-

mal colony. Queen-family. Bee-family, or something like

that might do.

Dr. C. C. Miher (111.)—a. Well—er—yes, as nearly
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fixed as possible, b. " Colony " is a word that generally

answers the purpose ; sometimes " swarm," and sometimes
" nucleus."

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—a. I had never thought of such a

need. b. I know of no word more suitable than the one

now in use—" colony."

O. O. POPPLETON (Fla.)—I don't believe that I under-

stand these questions. The word " colony " covers what is

asked for, but it also includes more, viz.: combs and hive.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—I use the term "colony." 'Tis

probably not strictly correct, but I know of no better, and

it is common usage so to describe or name. Guess better

keep 6n so.

James A. Green (Colo.)—a. There would be some ad-

vantage in having a definite name. b. Until something

better is brought forward, I think the present term " col-

ony " should be used.

E. S. LovESY (Utah)—a and b. I don't think so. The
main thing to do, as I take it, is to keep track of the age of

the queen and her working capacity, then you know how to

operate under almost any condition.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—a. It is very desirable, b.

Jl/o^/ier-bee would hs much better than the word "queen,"

which does not express anything functional or character-

istic of the insect. The names that are now applied to the

other inmates of the hive are sutSciently expressive.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—a. Certainly, if I comprehend

the question, but not an exclusive one ; but is there not

one already adopted? b. The word " colony," to be modi-

fied by an appropriate adjective to indicate any defect or

excellence as "a queenless colony;" while nucleus is a

convenient word for a very small colony.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—a. I never could see any use in

such a procedure. Animals have more or less intelligence

and learn to know their names ; insects never do. If in

order to identify them, I would use numbers instead of

names as the least liable to confusion, b. I would number

them from one up, of each family, which would render

them easy of identification.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— a. There ought to be uniformity,

so that all would understand just what is meant, b. If we
were starting anew some other name might be better than
" queen " for the mother-bee, but I doubt whether any other

name can be substituted for it without too much trouble

and confusion. As for the progeny of the queen, etc.,

when located in a hive, " colony " seems to me as good a

name as we can find.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)— a. To make our bee-literature

comprehensible to the reading public, I answer yes. b.

Well, now, you suggest a problem, a real head-swimmer !

The mother honey-bee, and her brood or family, if she

could read our ancient and modern bee-literature—well, she

would surely " scratch her head " in wonderment to know
who she and her family was, and is, and " where she was,

and is at." The unfortunate royal old mother, with her

single family, is called by the learned moderns a " colony 1"

—that is an indefinite number of families, and while quietly

and peaceably at work in her domestic hive-home—she is

called a " swarm "—commotion in the air or on the earth ;

and sometimes she is called a " shook swarm," and a

" shaken swarm," or a " brushed swarm," and all this while

the poor old slandered mother with her family is quietly

domiciled in her hive-home. When the writer was a young

man—SO years ago—the old men of those days called the

old mother "king," and her brood, a " gum of bees," and

they were nearer right than are our hifalutin, educated

shookers, and shakers, and swarmists, and colonizers

Well, I believe the mother honey-bee with her brood would

be satisfied with the name of " hive-hold of bees."

(
Contributed Articles

Alfalfa for Honey—Second Mating.
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

FEW of US appreciate the remarkable productiveness of

alfalfa, and its importance as a forage plant, or its

promise as an aid to the bee-keeper. I just saw in the

paper that three carloads of bees had been shipped the past

week from California to Nevada. This means that, con-

fronted with a honey-dearth in California, the bee-keepers

had cast about, and noting the unoccupied alfalfa-fields of

Nevada, they had bethought themselves to hie thither with

their bees in hopes to secure a crop despite the California

drouth. One of these bee-keepers was no less a personage

than our old-time friend from Illinois, J. M. Hambaugh.

I have wondered much of late if we are utilizing the

alfalfa pasturage to the limit in our own State. We know

that in this part of our State if the rainfall is scant, or is

untimely in its fall and distribution, we are sure to be

confronted with a honey famine. We also know that where

alfalfa is grown, there the flowers and nectar-secretion are

independent of rainfall, as this plant is grown in many sec-

tions entirely by irrigation, and so is as little disturbed by

peculiarity of season as any honey crop known to man. I

think that the honey product in the great San Joaquin Val-

ley is very sure, and that comes largely from this source.

In many parts of Southern" California there are fine alfalfa

fields that are unused by apiarists. Who knows but what if

these were utilized the bee-keepers could get a good honey

product without the great expense of moving bees by the

expensive way of the railroads ?

It is worth while to study into this marvelous plant

somewhat, as it is of such importance to our bee-keepers.

In some respects it is unique among all plants. In the first

place it roots very deeply. I have actually seen its roots

reaching down 10 feet, and have heard of them stretching

down for 20 feet in search of water and other food. It is

plain to be seen that in this wide reach they come in touch

with a vast deal of fertility, and use, or may use, abundance

of water, if it is to be had at all. In California the soil is

rich, fertile, and productive away down, often for many
feet. Dig a well or any pit, or grade off the top soil and we

often grow as fine a crop on this lower soil newly exposed

as we grow on the topmost soil. Thus ours is the soil for

alfalfa. If we can only get the water alfalfa will do won-

ders in our region.

And what a crop alfalfa is ! Think of growing, in ex-

treme cases, 10 crops in a single season ! Six or seven

crops in a season is the average in case of a good stand in

a good section. Often two tons per acre per cutting are

secured. Thus it would be possible, I suppose, to secure, in

a single season, 20 tons of hay per acre of this excellent

hay. Is there any other crop that any one knows of that

reaches anywhere near this great accomplishment?

Of course this means an immense amount of water. It

takes an inch of water to an acre to grow alfalfa. While an

inch to 10 acres is often as much as the orchard can claim,

and as much as it can get. We see, then, in regions where

water is very valuable it is tremendously expensive to grow

this crop. Few know or realize the amount of water that it
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takes to produce one pound of dry matter. It averages 325

pounds, and in case of alfalfa reaches more than 400. This
is the water that the plant pumps up from the earth and
passes off through the foliage. In this way a maximum
crop of alfalfa uses over 400 tons of water per acre. This is

the equivalent of a six-inch rainfall. Think, then, what
happens when from 6 to 10 crops are grown in a single sea-

son ! Verily, alfalfa has been rightly called a real water-
toper. This makes it evident that alfalfa may be discarded

as too expensive a crop where " water is king," as it is in

all the region of Southern California. In locating, then,

the bee-keeper who is to rely upon alfalfa for his forage,

must see to it that there is an abundance of water. I doubt
if alfalfa will continue as a crop in any section where water
has to be pumped. In case the water comes too near the
surface so that this wonderful crop will grow without irriga-

tion, or in case there are great irrigation ditches, or, again,
if there are never-failing artesian wells, then we may hope
for continuous fields of alfalfa, and may safely locate our
bees in that region.

There is another point that the bee-keeper should un-
derstand. Alfalfa will not do well unless the roots reach
down many feet. Thus, if there is a calcarious hard-pan

—

as is very likely to occur in arid regions like Colorado,
Nevada, Arizona, and California—within two or three feet

of the surface, then it will never answer for growing alfalfa.

There must be a deep, pervious soil in any region that is to

make a success of alfalfa.

One other point is worth attention. The alfalfa is often
cut before the bloom is out long. In this region the best
growers cut the first crop of the season before it blossoms
at all ; else the plants get too coarse and the hay is second
quality. It must be fine and leafy, especially to give the
best results in the dairy. After the first cutting, it is usual
to leave it till it is about one-third through the blossoming
season. Thus, of course, the honey season is cut short
some by this early cutting. There will, however, be much
of this bloom at all times in regions of extensive alfalfa
culture. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Description of the " Centennial " Hive.
BY J. h. STRONG.

BY request I will try to write a description of the large
hive, as seen in the view of my apiary, on page 449. For
a name I call it the "Centennial." It is 13 inches

deep by 17;V long inside, and 17 inches wide. The width
can be varied to suit the fancy of the apiarist. The comb
frames rests in a rabbet similar to the Langstroth frame,
but no bee-space above ; this is provided for in the section-
case and slatted honey-board.

The top piece of the frame is 1 7-16 inches wide, with
insets or scallops to admit the bees to the sections ; it has
a gain or slot cut in each end. The center one rests on
wooden pins in the rabbet, to prevent it from sliding, when
the division-boards are pressed against the frames.

The board that separates the sections from the brood-
chamber is made of strips 5-16 inch thick, cleated on the
inside to preserve the bee-space, and is pressed against the
frames as we enlarge or contract the brood-chamber. This
division-board is perforated to admit the bees to the sections
on either side.

The rear board is /i inch thick, perforated to admit the
bees to the sections. This board is nailed permanently,
with an extension of 4,'+ inches to receive sections.

The hive is provided with three movable sides that can
be lifted out, to see the glazed sections as they are being
filled.

The cap is simply a box rabbeted on the lower edge to

shut over the hive. This hive was designed for a non-
swarming hive, and is as near that as any hive I have ever
seen. Side-storing is not popular with bee-keepers gen-
erally, but I find bees working freely in side sections when
the colony is strong and other conditions are favorable ;

and when the weather is hot side sections take the prefer-

ence.
This hive is not patented, and any one is at liberty to

make and use it. Page Co., Iowa.

The Prolific Rocky Mountain Bee-Plant.

BY D. W. WORKING.

IONCb told the Editor an amazing story of the number
of seeds produced by a single Rocky Mountain bee-plant

—Cleome integrifolia. He dared me to tell the story for

the American Bee Journal. Subsequently I made another

count, the result of which was even more amazing than the

first. I do not happen to have my notes at hand, and dare

not give the figures from memory ; but one of these fine days,

after the frost comes, I mean to count again. Then look out

for the story. At present I have to deal with another matter

—the number of blossoms on a single plant at a particular
time.

Those who are familiar with our cleome know that it is

a progressive plant. Just now it is in all its glory of purple

bloom, dashed with pink and magenta. But my memorandum
book has this entry for June 24th : "Bee-plant beginning to

bloom." And it will blossom and yield honey after the first

light frosts of September. At the top of the cluster new
flowers continue to open to sun and bee after the pods below,

which testify to the first flowers, are ready to drop their

ripened seeds.

The flower-clusters of cleome are as much as four inches

in length in exceptional cases, with a diameter nearly as great.

More often they are about two inches in diameter, with a

length about a third greater. At the top of the cluster the

individual flowers that are to be appear as round-topped buds

;

and there may be from 10 to 25 of them in various stages of

development. Around and below these promises of sweetness

are arranged the open flowers and the dying blossoms with

tiny green pods arising from their hearts. Further down
are the larger pods, some of them several inches in length.

A few days ago I noticed an especially symmetrical bee-

plant standing beside the road. There were taller ones near,

some of them with larger flower-clusters. This plant had the

shape of the old-fashioned straw bee-hive of the pictures, or of

the typical oak-tree, and was a mass of bloom from the

ground to the top. I thought it a fine type of cleome in the

open.

Since making mental note of this particular plant I have

been watching for better ones. I have seen thousands that are

taller, hundreds with larger flower-clusters, and a consider-

able number that seemed to have as many individual flowers

in bloom. A drive of four or five miles this morning showed

me acres of the plant that were musical with the hum of the

thrifty honeymakers. A quarter of a mile from home I

stopped and cut my typical cleome. (Of course I felt just a

little like a robber ; but there are more plants left than enough

to supply the bees.)

Then came the measurement and the count. This partic-

ular plant was just four feet tall. Its greatest diameter was
four feet and nine inches ; and the transverse diameter was
four feet. By actual count, there were 183 flower-clusters. I

did not try to find the largest of these"; but the largest one of

the eight counted had 36 separate flowers open to the inspec-

tion of any curious old-maid bee that might have come along

before eight o'clock this morning. The smallest of the eight
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had seven open flowers. The average (discarding the frac-

tion) was 23.

A simple problem in multiplication is all that is left. If

the average of the eight coimted clusters is an average of the

entire number of clusters on the "bee-tree," that particular

cleome plant had 4,209 open flowers at one time—the morn-

ing of Wednesday, August 10, 1904.

I could estimate the number of bees that might visit such

a plant during a single day, or during the two months of iN

blooming period ; but I will refrain, and leave opportunity for

the curious reader to exercise his imagination to such an ex-

tent as he may be inclined. The "boomers" of ginseng arc

not able to make half so alluring a showing as I could make
lor cleome, if I should try. But I have promised to refrain,

Arapahoe Co., Colo.

I
Convention Proceedings

]

Report of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTED BY LOUIS H. SCHOLL.

(Continued from page 584.)

"THE 4x5 SECTION SUPER AND ITS ADVANTAGES,"

was taken up by H. H. Hyde, who said that it was fast be-

coming the standard section. Being taller than wide it

looks nicer, and having a large comb-surface it looks larger

to the customer, and would bring a better price in the mar-
kets. In connection with this section he would use open
separators. He used the Hyde-Scholl fences, and would
recommend their use first, last, and all the time. They
have been tried and improved for several years, and have
proven to be advantageous in many ways over the old-style

or the fence separators commonly put on the market by
manufacturers. These fences will now be manufactured by
all the leading manufacturers of bee-keepers' supplies, and
can be obtained of them. The Hyde Bee Co. ordered last

year 15,000 sections fitted with these separators. As the

season was too far advanced at the time they were received,

and honey was not coming in favorably, there were only
about 3000 filled.

Udo Toepperwein said that undoubtedly the Hyde-Scholl
fence was superior, as he sold more of that kind than any
other last year, the bee-keepers making special calls for

them. If he should judge from what bee-keepers have said

about them, they must be a good deal better than the other

fences. The demand for Hyde-Scholl fences has been so

great that he will have to have all of his super arrange-
ments fitted up with such fences from now on. He said that

he found them to be the best sellers of any style he had.

W. H. Laws said that the production of section honey
in Texas was of the utmost importance at the present time,

and that it should be thoroughly ventilated at this meeting.

Mr. Hyde agreed with him on this, as there are now so

many bees kept in Texas that we must produce section

honey as well as comb honey in bulk and extracted.

During an average year it is all right to produce only

bulk comb and extracted, as there is not any likelihood of

an over-production of these two. But during an extraordi-

nary year when there are heavy flows everywhere, it is an

advantage to hav3 section honey as well as the others.

This works admirably, too, as the production of fancy sec-

tion honey can not be done during a moderate flow, but it

can be done during the better seasons. Therefore, we
should have our surplus over bulk comb and extracted in

section honey during a good year, while we do not need the

section honey during a less favorable one.

A vote to the efi'ect that the 4x5 section be endorsed as

the standard section to be used in Texas was put, and re-

sulted in 7 votes for and 6 against it, but after a reconsid-

eration and a long discussion it was decided that the Asso-

ciation had no right to adopt any style of section, or any
other kind of hives or supplies as a standard, and that every

member was allowed to use the hives and fixtures he wanted

to use, therefore the vote was ruled out.

" NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL INCREASE "

was taken up by Willie Atchley. For the experienced bee-

keeper artificial increase was better, but the novice would

better depend upon natural swarming for his increase. If

one has the experience he can make the cheapest increase

in the fall during an inferior honey-flow. This will give

him good, strong colonies the next season.

If natural swarming is depended upon, the bees swarm
during the flow of white honey, and this causes a loss of

surplus.

Z. S. Weaver gave the experience of a neighbor who
tried to increase his apiary artificially. He did this in the

fall, during the month of October, when there was no honey

coming in, and of course he lost nearly all of the bees.

Another case is the one of the bee-keeper who tore his

bees all up in the early spring for early increase, so that

the colonies would be strong by the time of the honey-flow.

He divided the colonies, and put the brood-combs in the

new hive with a frame with a two-inch foundation starter

between each comb. The same was done with the combs in

the old hives. The result was most disastrous.

Mr. Hyde does not know when it is the best time to

make artificial increase. Sometimes it is better done in the

fall, and again better in the spring. There are several

ways of doing this very cheaply. The first is to make the

increase in the fall. Take good queens, divide the colonies

and build them up with the brood-combs. That is, if there

is a fall flow, and they will build up good and strong for

the next year's honey-flow. The second way is to have the

colonies strong in the fall with plenty of honey and good,

laying queens, so that there will be lots of early brood in

the hives in the spring. As soon as these become very

strong, combs of brood are drawn from them and nuclei

made. These are then built up. The third way, and a

cheap one, is to use the weak colonies for increase instead

of running them for honey. There are always some colo-

nies in the apiary that are too weak to amount to anything
as honey-gatherers, and these can be used more profitably

in making increase. Divide them up into three or more,

and build them up with full sheets of foundation. The next

year you will have a lot of strong colonies for the honey-

flow. In this way the weak colonies are worth more than if

used for storing colonies.

Mr. Laws said that he had all of his bees out in the

woods, miles away, and that he could not depend upon nat-

ural swarming for his increase. He wants a non-swarming
race of bees, but has not got them yet. He can make his

increase much more profitablj' in an artificial way. He
tries to prevent swarming as much as possible, first, by
giving plenty of room, and second, if they get too strong

for this he draws brood-combs from them and makes nuclei.

These he builds up, and it is a cheap way of making in-

crease, as it is done while he prevents swarming.
In that time of the season, when the queen has laid all
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the eggs for bees that are necessary for that honey-flow, he

resorts to " shook swarms." With this method all of the

bees that are useful for that flow are shaken into the new
hive and made to store the surplus. The brood is then used
for increase and placed on a new stand, as it is not needed
in the old colony.

He made 200 colonies of increase by simply drawing
brood-combs from the upper stories of strong colonies and
replacing them with full sheets of comb foundation. The
brood-combs are then used in making nuclei by using 5 or 6

combs of brood to each, and filling up with full sheets of

foundation.

All this increase is made with little cost. If the new
colonies were not made the old ones would have swarmed
and would have stored no honey. Then being out in the
woods, and nobody to watch for the swarms, both the
swarms and the surplus would have been lost.

The meeting then adjourned until 9 a.m. the next day.

SECOND DAY—Morning Session.

A committee was appointed to secure a better rate, and
better transportation of honey. Complaint was made to

the efi'ect that shipments were delayed at points for a month
at a time sometimes, and that honey did not reach its desti-

nation until after several months. This committee is to

try to secure a better express and freight rate, and see if

shipments can not be made in more rapid time. Also, to

see if a special rate for drop shipments by express could be
obtained. Much honey would be shipped by express if a
lower rate could be obtained. This would mean rapid ship-
ments from the producer to the consumer, and if such a
rate could be obtained of the express people it would throw
much business into their hands.

It will also be tried to get a commodity freight-rate for
honey in car-load lots.

L,. Stachelhausen, Will Atchley, and H. A. Mitchell are
the Committee on Transportation.

A committee was appointed, consisting of Jno. W.
Pharr, W. E. Crandel, and F. J. R. Davenport, to draft a
petition and have it signed by every bee-keeper to the effect

that we urgently try to get better foul-brood legislation and
sufiBcient funds at the next meeting of the legislature. Com-
mittee to report later.

Udo Toepperwein requested that the bee-keepers all help
to make the apiarian exhibit at the coming International
Fair at San Antonio, this fall, one of the best that we have
ever had. There will be several hundred dollars offered for
premiums, and over three hundred have already been put
up. Several hundred will be subscribed for by the leading
business firms of that city, besides the regular premium
funds of the Fair Association. Therefore, all the bee-keep-
ers should do their best to make this a grand exhibit.

It would be well to state here that the Fair Association
of San Antonio has taken a greater interest in the bee-keep-
ers' exhibits matter than any other Fair Association that
we know of. They have this matter at heart, and are doing
all they can for the bee-keepers. So the bee-keeper should
appreciate it and make his exhibits. It would be well to let

Mr. Toepperwein know what you will have to exhibit, so
that he can engage room for it accordingly.

H. H. Hyde announced that the annual meeting of the
Southwest Texas Bee-Keepers' Association would be held at
San Antonio during the time of the Fair this fall, and urged
all bee-keepers to be present. As they are nearly all going
to the Fair some time while it lasts, they could arrange it so
as to be there during the time of this meeting, which will
be announced later. The railroad fare will be very low, and
all should try to attend.

The St. Louis Fair bee-keepers' exhibit, and what had
been done, was thoroughly gone over by L,ouis H. Scholl

the apiarist of the experimental apiary at the College and
Secretary of the Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association. He
said that he had tried hard to get up a creditable exhibit

from Texas, and had spent much time in writing to the bee-

keepers of the State for their co-operation, but to no avail.

They took too little interest in a matter of this kind, and
instead of the State of Texas having the best and largest

bee-keepers' exhibit there, it has nothing to show for what
it is bragging about. After making several attempts to get

up a good exhibit the matter had to be dropped. It is hoped

that at another opportunity like this there will be more in-

terest shown in the matter, and that Texas will be there to

show her sister States that we are really what we claim to

be. We can show that we have a good many things down
here.

[Continued next week.)

[ Our Bec-Hcepln§ Sisters
|

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, lU.

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed.

Dear Miss Wilson :—I noticed in the Sisters' column

where Mrs. A. L. Amos speaks about yellow sweet clover

blooming in May. I thought it would just suit me. What
I would like to know is where I could get some seed.

Osage Co., Mo. Paul S. Bonnot.

Any leading seed dealer ought to be able to supply you.

It might pay some one who has the white or yellow variety

of sweet-clover seed, to advertise it in the American Bee

Journal.

Unfinished Sections—Wholesaling- Extracted
Honey—Snakes and Bees—Virginia

as a Honey State.

We have now 60 colonies of bees, all in good, healthy

condition. We have taken off about 1000 sections, and ex-

tracted over 17 gallons, mostly clear and light colored.

Last spring we had over 100 "go-backs"—partly filled

sections. Some soured. Mr. Highet thought the bees

would clean out all the old honey before they put in the new.

On taking off those sections I find them very dark, and of a

queer flavor. I thought perhaps it was from dandelion, as

there were quantities of flowers at that time.

1. What shall I do if folks don't like the flavor of that

honey 7 Would it be best to feed it to weak colonies in the

fall?
2. What is the best way for me to put up extracted honey

to wholesale, if I can't retail all I have here?

3. Do snakes eat bees? I find them under the hives

—

garter snakes.

4. Is Virginia a good honey State ?

Cook Co., 111. Mrs Bertha A. Highet.

1. It is a very dangerous thing to put honey of objec-

tionable flavor on the market, as it spoils your reputation.

Some one will be sure to say it is adulterated. Some that

accept it as genuine honey will conclude that they do not

like honey as well as they supposed, and therefore will not

care to buy any more. You would better do almost any-

thing with it rather than sell it.

It is possible that the honey stored in the sections is

dandelion, although it is seldom that the bees store any sur-

plus from this source, as it comes so early that it is all used

up in brood-rearing, for which purpose it is of great value.
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In any case, it was a mistake to use sections that had been

left over winter with honey in them. The soured honey

would be left in the comb to spoil that which was added,

and even if it was not soured it would be granulated, and

the least particle of granulated or candied honey in a sec-

tion will have a bad effect on the rest.

The thing that should have been done was to have had

the sections cleaned out dry by the bees last fall before it

had time to granulate.

Your plan of feeding the honey to weak colonies is prob-

ably all right, for the " queei- taste " is not likely to make

it unwholesome for the bees. Then the comb can be melted

up. Or you can melt up the whole business, let it get cold,

take off the cake of wax, and use the honey for cooking,

unless you object to the flavor. If it is sour it will make

vinegar, one to three pounds of honey being used to the

gallon.

The term " go-back " is not applied to unfinished sec-

tions left over winter and used the following season to in-

duce the bees to start work in the supers—these are called

"baits." When supers of sections are taken off with the

corner or outside sections not entirely finished, these un-

finished sections from a number of supers are put in a

super and returned at once to the bees to be finished, and

these are the ones that are called "go-backs."

2. Perhaps in 60-pound cans, although all depends upon

your market.

3. Snakes are found under hives, and sometimes in

them, probably because of shelter, and it is not likely that

they do any harm, unless it be to frighten the bee-keeper.

4. It is not specially noted as a great honey State,

although there are no doubt plenty of good honey locations.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable "' seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Kural, Toledo, Ohio.

RETURNING AFTERSWARIIS.

The rule for returning afterswarms twenty-four hours

after will probably work nicely a great many times. I think,

however, that when the swarm-fever rages its worst, it some-
times won't work at all. Hardly time enough for the excited

minds of the little creatures to get level, and plainly not time

enough for things at home to settle to one queen. Hive them
in a temporary hive and set the same right by the door of the

old hive. Shake them home about four days later. So)ne-

times afterswarms occur in times of such severe dearth that

they have to be fed to keep them from absconding. Page 500.

CLE.\NING SECTIONS ON Vi^IRE CLOTH.

How about cleaning sections of propolis by rubbing them
over coarse wire-cloth tightly stretched? I'm one of the

"don't knows" on that till I see it tried once. Rather afraid

it's a lazy man's invention—calculated to do rapid and easy

work, but never a first-class job. A^so should expect it to

fail totally when the weather is hot. Page 501.

COOL NIGHTS AND COMB-BUILDING.

Now perhaps that's so. Some localities and weathers

such that comb-building is largely prevented by the coolness

of the nights—and yet the honey comes in quite lively in the

middle of the day. This would furnish an innocent reason for

the harvest of extracted honey being very much larger than

the harvest of sections. So we mustn't always scowl at such

a report and say: "He snatches out his stuff long before it

gets to be honey." Maybe he's innocent as a babe, after all.

Page SOI.

SWARMING AND IMPORTED QUEENS.

Even if Italians of the first generation from Italy are a

little less inclined to swarm than our home stock, there don't

seem to be any practical w.ny lo realize much on that fact.

Can hardly afford to keep all our colonies supplied with im-

ported queens. The seeming quality might be—might be im-

agined to be—only because queens having taken a very long

journey seldom lay with maxinuun rapidity afterward. Page
502.

THE CHUNK-IIONF.Y BUSINESS.

It's an "illigant" berating Mr. G. C. Greincr gives the

chunk-honey comet on page 503. But the comet most likely

will keep swishing right along the heavens, with its "irregu-

larities" of tail and head, just as if not a word of objurga-

tion had been hurled at it. Sad. But zve don't have to offer

chunk-honey to the customers to whom we wish to sell sec-

tions.

ROOMY UNCAPPING-BOX.

That roomy uncapping-box of H. G. Sibbald's makes me
feel covetous. I neither have a very roomy uncapping ar-

rangement nor room to place as roomy a one as I have. Page

SIS-
EXTRACTED VS. COMB HONEY CONSUMPTION.

When a city uses only 700 pounds of sections to 14,000

pounds of extracted it shows that excellent missionary work
in favor of the latter has been done—and that the missionary

inside the can is not a hypocrite, as said missionary has been

known to be. Page 515.

ADVICE ON BEE-BOOKS AND BEE PAPERS.

Have a bee-book and take a bee-paper—more than one of

each if possible—you're all right, dear Boss, to ring the

changes on that vigorously and oft. But shall I tell you what

has just popped into my mind? Perhaps tTie vice of having

both and not reading them is more frightfully prevalent than

most of us have any idea of—just merely glancing at the

paper when it comes, and leaving the book on the shelf time

out of mind. I even suspect that systematic effort to make
"subscribers" into "readers" would eventuate in more profit

than the same effort to make non-subscribers into subscribers

would. Who'll join the class? Who'll join the class—of those

who promise to read their text-book through again within

six months? You see, if they do that they'll read the paper

better; and if they do that they won't drop off the list—and

"penny saved Ijetter than penny earned," you know. Page

SIS-
THE FLIGHT OF BEES.

Nothing can be told by that bee in the engine cab. First

time it got entirely clear of the air-friction of the train it

undoubtedlv disappeared like a flash. At first thought, hawk

24 miles aii hour and robin 38 seems an absurd mistake. If

dog went 24 and rabbit 38 how soon would he catch him?

Nevertheless small birds (many kinds, I think) are often

seen chasing the hawk, presumably in revenge for eating their

nestlings. They thump his back, pull his feathers, and circle

'round in a way that puts in many more rods to the furlong

than the hawk can. Page 516.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Queen That Was Probably Killed.

On or about June l I had a prime swarm issue. I hived

them and in hiving lost the queen. The same day I gave

them a frame of brood and tliey reared a nice queen. She

laid about five frames full of worker-eggs, and about two

weeks ago she disappeared and has not returned. What be-

came of her, and why did she leave the hive?
Virginia.

Answer.—I don't know. Tt is not likely that she left the

hive, more likely she was killed in the hive. Sometimes a

queen is accidentally killed by the bee-keeper; sometimes a

small swarm of strange bees enter and kill the queen; some-

times bees ball their own queen when frightened, and may
kill her.
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Wintering Bees on Sugar Syrup.

Will bees winter successfully fed entirely on syrup made
of granulated sugar? About how many pounds of syrup
will an ordinary colony consume from Oct. 1 to May 1 7

Minnesota.
Answer.—Yes, many colonies have been thus wintered,

and sugar syrup is better than some kinds of honey, but not

better than good honey. About 22 pounds of best granu-

lated sugar will answer. The best way is to feed early equal

quantities of sugar and water. It is none too early to feed

now. If fed later a thicker syrup must be made, 5 pounds
of sugar to 2 of water.

Was It Poul Brood?

Last October a friend of mine told me that his bees had
been inspected by a foul-brood expert, and foul brood dis-
covered in one of his best colonies. The inspector advised
him to have the hive burned, bees, combs, and all. I asked
permission to inspect it before it was destroyed, as I had
never seen a case of foul brood, and wished to learn how to
distinguish and treat it. My friend gave the colony to me,
and I took it to my farm, placing it one-half mile from my
own apiary of 14 colonies. I did not examine it for some
time, but when I did I found the hive full of bees, brood and
and honey, with no sign of disease that I could see. I ex-
amined them again in April, and found everything all right.
I did so several times after that, and it seemed to be very
prosperous. May 25 I removed it to my own apiary, and
May 26 it cast a fine, large swarm, which I saved. Eight
days later another swarm issued, and this, too, I saved.
About 30 days later I inspected the 3 colonies, and found
both swarms in fine condition, and the prime swarm had
the hive filled and was ready for the super, but the parent
colony was in bad condition, with little honey, not very
many bees, and dead brood in all stages. The uncapped
brood had both ends turned up, and everything had a bad
look, but there was no bad odor. I shook the bees into a
new hive on clean foundation, and they went to work with
renewed energy, and the queen (which appeared to be a
good one) was soon laying ; then brood appeared with no
sign of foul brood.

I boiled every part of the old hive, also the combs,
honey, brood, and some bees that were just hatching. I

have since put the hive together and repainted it, and am
going to use it.

I do not think it was foul brood, but whatever it was it

was carried over from last season, and only broke out when
the colony was reduced by excessive swarming.

What do you think was the trouble ? and do you think
it is apt to appear again ? The combs in the foul-broody
hive were very old. Kansas.

Answer.—It doesn't seem that it could be foul brood,

and yet it will not do to be too positive. Even genuine foul

brood seems to disappear sometimes when a good flow of

honey is on, only to reappear later. If it turns up again,
your best plan will be to send a sample of the brood to Gen-
eral Manager France, together with a dollar for member-
ship, if you are not already a member of the National Bee-

Keepers' Association.

Burr-Combs and Propolis—Bee-Space Between Supers.

My two chief sources of trouble in getting a satisfactory
crop of comb honey during the three years I have been ex-
perimenting, are burr-combs between the tops of brood-
frames and bottoms of section-holders, and propolis be-
tween the top of sections and honey-board. Taking the
last-named trouble first, I sometimes found propolis filling
the entire space

—

^s inch—from the top of the sections to
the honey-board.

First I tried cutting strips of heavy white paper and
tacking them down on the top of the sections (leaving the
bee-way open at each fence). The next day I wondered
what white stuff the bees were carrying out, but never im-
agined it was the paper, so you may judge of my surprise
when I looked into the super on the third day, and found
nothing left but the tacks. I am now using oilcloth, and
find that gives better results, but I want something better.

Why is it necessary to construct the super so that we

have a bee-space on top of the sections ? When oilcloth is

used on top there can be no bee-way. Why have any ? It
seems to me that if the upper edge of the super were planed
oif so that the honey-board would rest evenly on top of the
super and sections, there would be little propolis there.

In regard to burr-comb, I use the Langstroth hive, 8-

frame, with Hoffman frames and Js-inch top-bar. Each
super I put on seems to be worse than the preceding one.
In taking a super off last week there was so much burr-
comb that frames and all came with the super.

I am trying a Danzenbaker hive this year for an experi-
ment, and I find no burr-combs there at all. Is this your
experience ? Massachusetts.

Answer.—I thought I had had in my time some bees
that scored high as storers of propolis, but I never had any-
thing that would fill a Js-inch space over sections. (It may
be said in passing that a fs space over sections is rather

large ; '4 is usual. But it would not help the glue question

to have a smaller space.) I don't know of anything likely

to help such a case unless it be a change of bees, and there

is a marked difference in bees as to propolis. Oilcloth over

sections will make some difference, but the bees will thrust

a lot of glue under the oilcloth on the edges of the sections.

If you plane down the super so as to have no bee-space on
top, it will be much the same as with the oilcloth ; you can
hardly make so close a fit that the bees will not push propo-

lis in the crack. Besides, if a board fits down tight on the

sections, you will be sure to kill many bees unless the work
of covering is so slowly done as to be intolerable.

I have used oilcloth, also wide frames in which the wood
fit close down upon the sections, and much prefer to have

nothing touch the tops of the sections. The little glue that

is spread over the tops—generally only late in the season,

and less than in either of the other ways—can readily be

scraped off.

The burr-comb problem is more difficult to manage.
Burr-combs will gradually accumulate between top-bars as

time goes on—the Danzenbaker probably the same as the

others when older—and there may be more or less building

between top-bars and anything placed over. If you will

take the trouble to clean the burr-combs from between top-

bars in spring, there will be little trouble with burr-combs

over them. The trouble will be aggravated if the bees are

crowded for room. If your bees are good honey-gatherers,

and you try to limit them to two supers at a time, you may
count on burr-combs galore. A space not more than ,'+

inch over top-bars and between supers, plenty of super-room,

and cleaning up each spring will meet the burr-comb nui-

sance perhaps as well as anything else you can find.

Italianizing Vicious Bees.

I have handled bees for over 12 years, but have never
seen any so vicious as some I now, have. I wish to Italianize
them this fall. How can I "subdue the brutes" long
enough to hunt out and kill the grand " head center " of all

their meanness ? Tobacco won't subdue them—as soon as
they can breathe they are " up and at it " again. I believe
they have the longest stingers—if not tongues—of any bees
I ever saw—ordinary summer clothes are no protection.
They are great workers. I have just taken off some honey,
and my right wrist is big enough for two. I've handled
some very cross bees, but these take the cake—also the
plate. I hate to own up beat, but I reckon that's about the
size of it. New York.

Answer.—I hardly know. You might try chloroform.

Or, try this : Move the hive some distance from its stand,

setting on the stand another hive containing perhaps a

frame of brood so as to catch the returning field-bees. In

about two days the fielders will all have left the hive, and

the younger ones will be more ready to listen to reason.

When through manipulating them, return the hive to its old

stand, allowing the old bees to join the colony. You might

also try spraying thoroughly with very weak syrup.
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FROM MANY FIELDS 5

Bees Not Doing Well.

I commenced the season with 9 colo-

nies of bees and increased to nine, and
have taken off about 100 pounds of

comb honey. They don't seem to be
doing much at the present time.
Ivong may the American Bee Journal

flourish. I give it credit for most of

my success in bee-keeping.
Mrs. C. W. Snyder.

Logan Co., 111.,-Aug. 11.

A Report—Instructing the Public.

My crop is pretty fair. I have 2200
pounds of honey so far from 34 colo-

nies, spring count. My success is due
principally to using empty combs. (It

has been too cool for comb building).
Much of the comb honey would not
grade No. 1 in Chicago, but dark honey
goes just the same here as the snow-
white, if it is not too dark. I will have
a good demand here for honey.

I think we should give serious
thought to the matter of instructing the
public as to the value of honey. There
are thousands of would-be honey con-
sumers who never saw a modern bee-

hive, and it is easy for them to believe
that bees would not store honey in

square boxes as while as snow. When
even professors in chemistry who are
paid by the people, make such bung-
ling mistakes as to give out to the
world that comb honey is manufac-
tured, what can be expected of the
great mass of people who have never
seen a bee-paper nor a modern bee-

hive?
Prof. AUyn sa5'S that he found comb

honey on the market, which, when an-
alyzed, was shown to contain glucose,

and which was flavored with formic
acid. Bees' honey always contains
formic acid, and as the honey is predi-

gested it always contains glucose, or

grape sugar. But that glucose is en-

tirely different from the commercial
glucose. The word glucose should not,

however, be used in any newspaper in

connection with honey, as the public
will not understand that the chemical
term glucose, used for grape sugar or
part predigested nectar, is entirely dif-

ferent from the filthy stuff that is used
in syrups. But the glucose found by
Prof. Allyn was just what is so valua-
ble in honey, as is also the formic acid.

When we remember that honey is so
favorably spoken of in the Bible, and
is a food that is as an all-wise Creator
has intended it to be, we can only con-
clude that we are doing the public a
great favor in urging its daily use.

Nowadays the people want to know the
" why " of things, and it is right that

they should, as they are very much im-
posed upon in many ways. Every bee-

keeper should contribute a little in in-

forming the public of the real value of

honey. If he would do this, which he
very easily could by distributing
pamphlets and using the local papers,

we would need have no fear of a glut

in the market, nor would we have any
use for a honey exchange. There are

a great many people who believe that

comb hone)' is manufactured and it is

the snow white sections of snow-white

>te. >!i >te. >te >te. sti ste sit ite. >fe >!i .'«t« ste. >ts.iii >Jt >te. jte. sK.an

BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. &

Everythidif used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. W
Prompt Service. [*

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. «

WALTER S. POUDER, l
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS »ND L

>^ >J<f 7J« >pf >J« >J« 7}«^ >fC >J<>}< >J? 7ft 7J5>J5>J? >J? >JKTJS51?T^
-..«-. fj.na-Lu^u oeft journal wnfln Txrntuii.

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. 12, in

which is described the

best territory in tliis country
for the growing- of early strawberries and early
veg-etables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, lOWA^ requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12.''

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32AlSt Please mention the Bee Journal.

B66=K66D6rS
K> >fs lie
cii'iators

Don't forget that

we are the largest
jobbers in the
United States of

-Siipp/ies, t/o/iiison In-
iijc/ J3roo<iers. Iliimpb-
^w *= Hftni? Clutters,

il Jvin</s, Seetis
Remember, you get

half

rev'-
J»OJi/frv Supp/ios
ni,<l /mp/omonrs.
these goods at Factory Prices, and -_ - .-

the treipht. Let us book your order for Uolden

Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan f^tioeiis,-

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated

Catalog. .-» .^ .r^ ..»

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mention Bee Journal when •wntang.

^'Christian Endeavor Hotels
WORLD'S FAIR, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Located on Oakland Avenue on the South side of the Exposition within lO" *%'
°J °°I,°/J^^

entrance gates to the Fair Grounds, and on Market Street car line running from the U nion atat'on

direct to the hotel. It is a mammoth structure covering S acres of ground, j stories in neigiii,

with a capacity of 3000 people daily. Every room is an outside room, and lif"dsomeiy ana cjm-

fortablv furnished. There are wide verandas, a large rotunda, offices, parlor, o)''?^™,''*^^^^,?"^

concessionary rooms. United States Post Office, a lunch counter, restaurant and din,ng-roomwiia

a seating capacitv of 1500 people. The hotel is endorsed by the Clergy, "^orld s i air ymciai

Bankers and Merchants in St. touis, as well as having the approval of the Christian Endeavor-

ers. We are frequently in receipt of testimonials like the following:

" To Whom It May Concern:—This is to certify that I have been at the Ciristian Endeavor

Hotel for 7 days with a party of 161, and desire to state that we have been well pleased "''""e ac-

commodations. The management is courteous, the rooms are neat and clean, the food weu cooKea

and well served. Dr. Jos. F. Barton, Dept. of Natural Science,
„„„,,„_„ p, ,.

C. V. State Normal School , Shippensburg, Pa.

When you come to St. Louis to see the great Exposition you will surely stop at ''leC'iristian

Endeavor Hotel, where you will have a safe, convenient, comfortable and happy home in ine

midst of congenial associations and surroundings. Now is the time to arrange tor rates ai

hotel. Write at once for booklet giving full particulars.

61iri8lian Endeavor Hotel and Auditorium 60..

3SA3t 6600 Oakland Avenue, ST. LOUIS, MO.
mease mention Bee Journal wnen 'wntme ^^^__^_^_^

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods

at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper

to have our FREE ILLUSTRATfcD
CATALOG, and read description of

Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,

Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AGENCIES.

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.K,B3r) OA.IC, IO"WA..

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I ourHI^VES and SEOTIOnSTS
1

Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

a By sending- in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
(9 secure prompt shipment. n

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. "Js * |

flease mention Bee Journal when wilting
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CliibbiDg Offers Iv
I

Modern Farmer $0.50 y
Western Fruit Grower O.SO lV
Poultry Gazette 0.25 V
Gleanings in Bee-Culture 1.00 fi

U.2S <
All one year only $1 .00. W
Write for those just as good. ^
Sample Free ^
New Subscribers can have the Amer- fj
ICAN Bee Journal in place of'GLEAN- A
INGS, if they wish, or all for $1.60. Re- r)
newals to American Bee Journal add A
40c more. MODERN FARMER. V

St. Joseph, Mo. X

Please mention Bae Journal 'when writlns

The AmericanPoultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A|^,f(.t1ol that is over a quarter of aOUUl 1I«X1 century old and IS still grow-
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

American Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

BABNES' FOOT POWER MACHINERT
Read what J. I. Parent, of

' Charlton, N. Y,, says: " We
_
cut with one of your Com-

' bined Machines, last winter-
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, SOO brood,
frames,'2,000 boney boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do

pith this Saw. It will do all
' Catalog" and price-list free.

W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Please mentlnn Bee Journal -when 'WTiiaiie

8-FramesVogv Hive for $1
This hive is rabbetted at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. I Sections, $4; No. 2, $3.50.

Shipping-Cases, 1Mb., $8 per 100; 24-lb., $13;
20-lb. Danzy,$10; without glass, 50c less per 100.

Doveta'led Hives, Foundation, Smokers, etc.,

CHEAP. Send for List.

W. D. Soper, R D 3. Jackson, Nich.
22Ctf Mention Bee Journal when writing.

POULTRY SUCCESS CO.
The 2oth Century Poultry flagazine.

15th year, 32 to 64 pages. Beautifully illus-

trated, up-to-date and helpful. Best known
writers. Shows readers how to succeed with
poultry. 50 CENTS PER YEAR. Special intro-
ductory offers: 10 months 25 cents, including
large practical poultry book free; 4 months'
trial 10 cents. Stamps accepted. Sample copv
free. POULTRY SUCCESS CO. Dept.l7,

Springfield, Ohio, or Des Moines, Iowa.
49Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

uUy covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Stree*, - Los Angeles, Cal
flease menaon £ee journal ^vnen writini!QFOR THE FALL TRADE!
liPPtl ^ You will need them in or-"^^'•^ der to have strong, vigor-

ous colonies next spring. We want to sell them
to you. Tested, $1: 6 for fs. Untested, 7Sc; S
for $3.25; 10for»6; 15 for $8 25; 25 for $12.50; SO
for $23.50; 100 for $45. Give us your order. We
guarantee safe arrival. Address,

New Century Queen-Rearing Co.
John W. Pharr, Prop.

35ASt BERCLAIR, TEXAS.

honey, which lead them to believe it.

I have no fault to find with fancy
honey, but people should be informed
as to how we are able to get the bees
to store it. J. E. Johnson.
Knox Co., 111., Aug. 13.

Don't Like Honey-Dew.

We have taken oflf some honey, and
have had nearly 100 pounds of black,
nasty-looking "stuff" that some "old-
timers " call " honey-dew " honey. We
have sold it all, but we don't like it.

Mrs. H. H. Hunt.
Hardin Co., Iowa, Aug. 11.

Bees Winter-Killed—A New Start.

I had poor luck with my bees last

winter, but this summer I have taken
a new start, and hope to do better. I

had 30 colonies last summer, and they
all winter-killed but 4. I now have
about 10 colonies.

I find a great deal of valuable infor-
mation in the American Bee Journal.
The song, "The Hum of the Bees in
the Apple-Tree Bloom," is very beau-
tiful. It is new here, and takes well.

J. L. Simpson.
Rock Island Co., 111., July 8.

Poor Season.
This has been a poor season for me

so far. I put 60 colonies into winter
quarters, and only took out 13 in the
spring. They have not swarmed any
this year, nor have they stored over 25
pounds of honey. I wintered them on
the summer stands. Edwin Ward.
Chautauqua Co., N. Y., Aug. 18.

King-Birds and Other Birds that are
Enemies to the Bee.

I have kept bees for 25 years or more.
I keep them because I like the bees,
and also the honey. I believe my fam-
ily consumes as much honey as the
majority of families of six, and as for
myself I very seldom eat a meal with-
out it.

I do not understand that statement,
page 541, in regard to finding no
bees in the stomachs of king-birds.
They do not eat the bees, but they do
kill hundreds of them. I have often
watched them catch as many as 20 or
more. Then I would shoot the bird.

But I couldn't find a piece of a bee in

the stomach. If you will watch the
birds closely you will notice that they
drop the bee after tearing it in two
and getting the honey-sac. I kill every
king-bird that comes on the place.

Now, don't take it from this that I

don't love birds, for I do. I put up
boxes for bluebirds and wrens to build
in, and we always have plenty of them.
In the winter time we always feed the
redbirds, and they come for the food
as regularly as chickens.
On a cold, wet day last spring, when

scarcely any bees were flying, a red-

bird alighted on one of the hives. I

watched it, and at first thought that it

was picking up dead bees, but upon
making a closer examination, I found
that it was catching live ones. I chased
it away, but it came back every time.
It stood on the alighting-board, catch-
ing the bees as they came out, then
flying up on a hive and eating them

—

or at least, I thought it was eating
them. It caught so many that I finally

QUEENS

!

We now have a good supply, ready to mail,
stock is hardy, all our outyards wintered on
their summer stands, right near bleak Lake
Erie; our present strain is e.\tra prolific and
fine workers. Hurry in your orders as we shall
soon unite for winier. Prices of Golden or 3-

band:
1 6 12

Select $.75 $4.00 $7 00
Tested 1.00 5.00 9.00
Select Tested l.SO 8.00 15.00
Breeders 3.00 15.0U
Straights Band Breeders.. 5.00

Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder
35Atf BELLLEVUE, OHIO.

This
Lightning Lice Killing Machine

smallest chick to larpest pobbler.

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None better.

J.F.MICHAEL R.I.Winchester, Ind.
23Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Diseases of Bees.
I have a positive cure for black brood, pickled

brood and bee-paralysis, and have no doubt
same treatment will cure foul bruod.
Send for particulars to

HENRY ALLEY,
31Dtf WEN HAM, MASS.
i'lease mention Bee Jouxuaj wueii wnune

IT I'^S^^-S-

Bee-Supplies "^ Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

QUEENS!
For the Rest of the Season.

3 and 5 banders, each, tjO ceats; 6, $3.50; doz.,

$6.80. Having caught up with orders I am now
able to send queens by return mail. This ad.

will not appear again. Remit by money order to

DANIEL WURTH,
3SAlt Karnes City, Karnes Co., Tex.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS -^

Daoghters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Goldk^n, bred
2% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

t 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select 1.00 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested l.SO 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8.00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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Providence AUEENS
rov6tti6iryualili6S

THE. HIGHEST.

Xow is the time to requeen
your colonies for next season's
service.

A circular on request.

LAYVRENCE C. MILLER,
P.O. Box 1113. Providence, R. I.

QIEENS
Either 3 or 5 banded

ITALIANS
Warranted Queens, SI. 00 each ;

4 or more at the rate of S9.00 per doz.

Quality, purity of mating, safe arrival

and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. No disease. Your patronage
solicited.

CHA5. n. DARROW,
Route No. I, nilo, flo.
33A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B
INGHAIH'S PATEN1

Smokers
2SAtf T. P. BINQHAM. Porwell. Mich

Please mention Bee Journal 'when writing

That are
HUSTLERS.Italian Queens

Mj crop last season was about 40,0C0 pounds
of hone^- (nearly half comb) from 210 colonies,
spring- count, and increased to 280 colonies,
which shows my bees are bustlers. Queens
from this stock by prompt mail: Untested, 75c
each; Tested, $1.00.

33A3t N. STAININGER. Tipton. Iowa.

Hease mentlozi Bee Joamal when writma

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 65
•• Tested Queen 90

Selected " 1.10
'• Breeder " 1.65
*' Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00

Imported Queens from $3 to $5

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Pnce-List.

d. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Br.\nch, Waynb Co., Iuich

BEE-KEEPERS!
We manufacture SECTIONS. NO-DRIP

SHIPPING-CASES, and are dealers in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Write for low prices and catalog".

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vig-orous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write for dis-
count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Please mention Bee Journal
when wrUlng advertisers.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making- SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
rig-ht kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis,

DITTMEB'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, Host Xraii^^parent and Xongli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If ynu have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPliIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Prompt ShipmeDts Our Specialty.
If you want your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us. W

have the largest stock in Michigan, and can ship at once.
Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids. Mich.

shot it. I couldn't find a bee in its
crop, but found 85 dead bees on the
hive. It was after the honey. I be-
lieve an expert entomologist would
have said that that bird had eaten no
bees.
My father used to shoot king-birds

when I was a boy. After he shot the
older ones we caught the young ones
for pets, but found they would eat
nothing but bees.

As to king-birds keeping hawks and
crows away, I'll admit they fight them
a good deal, but don't keep them away.
I always shoot the hawks and crows,
and destroy their nests. I think any
one is foolish who does not kill the
birds that eat bees, especially if he is
rearing queens.

I don't believe chickens eat bees, for
my bees are close to the chicken-yard.
I have often seen the bees carry one
that couldn't fly and drop it down
among the chickens, but I never saw
them eat one yet. H. B. Tbrrii,.
Aug. 15.

A Little Mixed-Up Bee-Talk.

Whel, I have took the Amerikan bee
paper a long time, and I've been see-
en a good many bee-keepers have been
riting up about ther bees, so I thought
as my bees are doen all rite I'd rite
some to.

My Ant Martha learnt me somewhat
about riten and spelen long ago. I do
remember that was a long time ago. I

will never forgit poor Ant Marth.
Things come to a feller for good some
time.

I dont just read all thats in the bee-
paper, as I am a little slow at readen,
and some things I dont understand
very wel, but mayby you see mayby it

will all come to me some time.

About the big letters some places Ive
forgot where to put them and perids
and comos if Mr. York or else Editor
(now if I dont spel it rit its that way in
the Bee Journal) what I was goen to
say mayby one of you would fix that
all rit.

I notis Mr. Davenport rites good
about bees. Hes in my same state.
Wonder if he is any relasion to that
Davenport in N. Y. , who says he haches
chicken eggs in bee-hives. Now I want
to say to every body when you want to
hach chicken eggs or turky eggs dont
try to let the bees have a hand in it. It

will do everybody good to remember
that. Now, when I try to take honey
to extract some times I find the queen,
or king some say, up there and then its

lots of young bees comen, so I've got a
job on hands in place of taken honey.
Thev got queen-excluders to keep the
queen down, and I've got that, but
sometims I getcareles, and sometims I

don't know it is, but I've notised they
always take ther eggs where the queen
is. Its fun ny, but of course its natural,
that is wliat shes ther for to see about
that. The good way to do is be very
careful to not let it hapen, but when it

does hapeu don't git mad.

Whel, I must close, but if I had more
time I would tel about my nabor. He
has some bees to. A few days ago he
wanted me to help him out about how
he lost a queen. He said when he
looked one time they had queen eels,

and he .saw they had eggs (some times
I say nits, but I gues thats rong) that
they had eggs and larks. And another
time when he looked the eels was purty
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well eone and no eggs, so the queen

was gone. I told him the chances was

she had swarmed. But he d'dnt want

to think so. Of course I couldnt help

him much. Any way, if they were

mine I think he wouldnt need to wory

about it for awhile ;
mayby it wil turn

out all rite. Its a good way I think to

reson on things, and then take it as

nice as you can. Anyway I think so.

Whel, as I sed, now I will close..

Charley Placid.

Todd Co., Minn., Aug. 13.

A Hoosier at the Fair.

Aue. 2, myself and wife started for

the World's Fair. Having been a bee-

keeper all my life, I did not fail to see

thi honey exhibits as well as other dis-

^^We' took a Mason jar of lemon juice,

well sweetened, and had all the good,

cool lemonade we could drink, by put

ting a little of the juice in our cup and

then filling it up with the ice-water

furnished on the cars. In the same

way we had plenty to drink on the

grounds, and when returning home.

Sweet clover was in blossom along

the way through Illinois, but I don t

think it amounted to much.

Of the honey exhibits, I came across

only one, and that was in the Agri-

cultural Building-that of Emerson

Bros., of California. They had ex-

tracted honey in cans and round bot-

tles, and comb honey in one-pound sec-

tions and in glass globes. The comb

was arranged in 4 pillars.

In the West annex of the Horticult-

ural Building I met Mr. Danzenbaker

and wife with a display of Root's

goods, consisting of extractors, smok-

ers foundation machines, observatory

hives, bee-literature and the Danz. su-

pers Mr. D. showed me some comb

honey just from North Carolina in the

4x5 plain sections—nice, clean, no prop-

olis and no scraping, each one weigh-

ing just a pound. He also explained

the merits of smokeis and how to re-

move brood-frames from his hives.

Across the aisle Senator G. W.
Swink, of Colorado, had a large display

of alfalfa honey. The comb was in

4% bee-way sections, over 3000 pounds.

Ouite a lot of it was in slabs, being

built in the Langstroth brood-frames.

Bell jars looked enticing filled up hex-

agonally and in all shapes. L,arge

stars of comb honey attracted every-

body's attention. The extracted honey
was put up in Pouder jars, globes and
cans. But what particularly pleased

me, and what every bee-keeper ought

to see, was the beeswax. One pyramid
of cakes weighed 700 pounds, the bot-

tom cake alone weighing ISO pounds.

There were wax apples, corn, lions,

horses, roosters, etc., plaques of leaves.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apiculturat Field mure

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal DiscounU to the Trade-

Please mention Bee Jotumal when wrltlna.

Please lueutloii Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

FOR SALE.
Breeding stock from the Clovernook strain of Rankin-PoUard Imperial

Pekin Ducks. Also White Wyandotte Pullets and Cockerels (Duston strain).

Also White Holland Turkeys, imported stock from Canada ; non-roaming, hardy
and prolific.

MISS FRANCES ELLEN WHEELER,
Clovernook Ranch, CHAZY, NEW YORK.

Please mention Bee Journal when writma

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address oD one side—Three Bees on tbe otber side.

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

[This Cut is the i'oi.i. Size of the Knife.)

Your Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Kaite.

The Novelty Knife is Indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is

made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which Is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here.

The Material entering Into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the ** Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for-

tunate as to have one of the '* Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in

case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife havlng^
the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cu(: gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of

this^jeautiful knife, as tb^ " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to tht
one sending us three new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.^*W.) We will club the Novelty
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $2.00.

GEORGE W, YORK £ CO.
<^PIeas« alloT" •'bout two weeks for your kuife order to be tilled.

Chicaga HI
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flags, buildings, etc., made of beeswax.
Many of the States d^^d not have their

apiarian supplies up yet, and others
were just coming in. But I am sure by
the time the National Convention
meets in September there will be more
to see. Even as it is, it would pay any
bee-keeper to go and keep himself
abreast of the times. Outside the api-

cultural exhibits we saw and enjoyed
many things that will be a pleasant
remembrance to us for many days.

Evan E. Edwards.
Madison Co., Ind.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
National at St. Louis.—The annual session of

the National Bee-Keepers' Association for 1904
win be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.

Sept. -7 and 2S will be devoted to Association
work and its interests. We expect many prom-
inent foreig-n bee keepers to be present on these
davs.

Sept. 2*1, National Day.
Sept. 30, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
*' The Diseases of Bees," etc.

Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-
tion Hall, a larg-e map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pcuud sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-

terest will be shown.
We expect to see the largest gathering- of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-
tailed program will appear later.

Geo. W. Bkodbeck, Sec.
Los Angeles, Calif^

Missouri.—The Missouri State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet Sept. 2ti. in St. Louis, in
the aame hall to be used by the National Bee-
Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C. P. Dadaut, in connection
with the National Association.
Wakenda, Mo. W. T. Cary, Sec.

Wanted.—The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in the Court House at
Galesburg, 111., Tuesday, Sept. 20. All who are
interested in bees are cordially invited to at-

tend. The convention will begin at 9 o'clock
a.m., and last all day. E. D. Woods, Sec.

J. E. Johnson, Pres.

a: wanted a;
Fancij Comb tloiieij from White Clover,

id uo-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the averajre weight of
honey per comb, all de&nite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

i WANTED!
Comb and Extracted

HONEY
1 On Commission.

A Boston pays good prices for a fancy
^ article.

4 F. H. FARMER,
J 182 Friend St., BOSTON. MASS.

V^ANTED — Come Honey, Wholesale.—
' ' Will buy your crop outright, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your houey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than any other firm or association.
Yours for business, THOS. C. STANLEY & SON,

'^" * ** Manzanola, Otero Co., eoLO.29Atf

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping Cases.

I
Also AMBER EXTRACTED

In Barrals or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. SI WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

WANTED-HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail

Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Camiolans*
Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, $4.00. Twelve, $7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

)
Chicago, Any. is.—Some new honey is od

sale; No. I to fancy white comb brings 12ra)13c;
so far the demand is of a slow nature. Ex-
tracted, g-ood supply, and white grades sell at
6©7c; amber, 5@6Ct according to kind, quality,
flavor and package. Beeswax, 28c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., Aug. 19.—The tone of the
comb honey of this year's stock is becoming
stiffer, producers claiming it to be not so plen-
tiful and therefore ask higher prices. I quote
fancy while comb honey from 15'" ISJ^c.
Extracted is showiny no change. Amber, in

barrels, S%(gi5%c; in cans, H;c higher; water-
white alfalfa in cans, b^c; fancy white clover,
in barrels, t)H('x'8c. Beeswax more plentiful,
brings 2Sc per pound. C. H. W. Weber.

Boston, Aug. 20.—The honey market is in a
ver^' unsettled condition; or, rather, we might
say that the absence of any demand practically
makes no market. As a general thing, we do
not look to see a demand until from the middle
of September to the first of October. By this
time, cooler weather creates a certain demand.
Prices at this time are, therefore, practically
normal. The very finest thing is bringing I6c
and from that down. Stocks are coming in very
slowlj, but that is to be expected at this time.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

New York, Aug. l"*.—A few lots of new comb
honey have arrived, but not enough to establish
a tixed price in quantity lots. We do not ex-
pect large receipts before the second week in
SeptembeJ, and will not be able to give definite
quotations until that time. Extracted honey is
in fairly good demand at unchanged prices.
Beeswax dull and declining. Market price

being now 27(si28c. Hildreth & Segelken.

Kansas City, Aug. 11.—The supply of honey
is increasing. The demand is improving. The
market here to-day is $2.75, but we look for it to
go higher next month on account of the short
crop of honey this season in this section. Ex-
tracted slow, 5K@6>2C. Beeswax good demand,
30c. C. C. Clemons & Co.

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 25.—Honey demand im-
proving some now. Receipts of new crop are
light as yet, but we hear of quite liberal offer-
ings at country points, indicating lower prices
later when the *' behind time " fellows get their
crop ready. We quote fancy white, 16@17c; A
No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 14c; mixed and buckwheat,
12^14c. Extracted, white, T@7^c; buckwheat
and mixed, Mqoy^c. H. R. Wright.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.—Some comb honey
has been arriving in this market the last week,
but hardly enough to fix the market price.
Everything depends on the crop, which is still
uncertain. Some few sales made of fancy comb
at 16@i7c; No. l,14@15c. Extracted honey ar-
riving freely and selling at 7<§Sc for fancy
white and (i(ai7c for light amber. Beeswax, 26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Aug. 10.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, 12Via@13c; amber, 9(Sllc. Extracted,
white, 5H@6c; light amber, 5@SM.c; amber,
4@4'^c; dark amber, 35i@3Kc. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26@27i^c.
Market is quiet, and for other than choice to

select is not favorable to the selling interest.
There is not much water-white honey offering,
but considerable of amber grades, and scarcely
any inquiry for ordinary qualities.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When c'usigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Water ST. Chicaqo. ILL.

^1 t\ (\nf\ WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED
©XUjVUV guR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR

BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for

leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.

It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road. J

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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LiO"W PR,ICE3S !

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of tbe makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

T116 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Moathly, 50c a year.)

The best mag-azine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Journal -when WTitina

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy "no-drip" Ship-

ping-Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holding'drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-
pers; regular riason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; 5-gallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standard-Bred Queens
and everything necessary iu the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDlftNflFOLIS, IND.

500 Colonies

m
Dixie Home

of Bees for sale,
exchang-e, for___ ____ ___>od securities.

i.buudaiit alfalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell Az Co., Ogden, Utah.
3^Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CENTS A YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illustrated Maga-
zine in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce it ONLY.
i bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

it is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
buildings and famous people. Send at once.
..Oc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
.tda and Mexico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of

6 names, 50c; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A43t No. 7.S. BIrmlngliain, Alabama.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

I 'y^'^Dadant's Foundation ?Ln

S? Whi/ rlrkf^e i+ ct^ll en \i[^<^ll V Because it has always given better satis- «•
<i«i

''^ "j W^Cd II, »CII »U well r faction than any other. Because iu 3,~ 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments. ^s^

2K Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

^? We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re^/ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

|i BEESVI^aX VN^ANTEP at all times. X

H DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. g
flease mention Bee Journal -wnen •writlnp

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE!
WHEN YOU NEED

SECTIONS AND SHIPPINQ=CASES
Send to Us and GET THE BEST, AND GET IT QUICK.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
n I—

,

IWATERTOWN;WIS!
MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown,Wis.,

eLE.\/f\rOR^HAFT.



National Bee=Keepers' Convention, St. Louis-Sept. 27-30

Bee Journal
WEEKLY-SI.OO A YEAR.

Published by GEORGE W, YORK £ CO., 334 Dearborn Street,

44th Year, CHICAGO, ILL., SEPT, 8, 1904. No. 36.

APIARIAN EXHIBIT OF F. L. GRANT, OF SOMERSET CO., MAINE.
ROOF OF BEESWAX SHINGLES, AND SIDES OF SECTIONS OF HONEY.
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SPECIAL
THE ROOT CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF BEE CULTURE.

GET A GOOD POSITION.
^n,ir^e

Our prospectus explains why this course

in bee-keepins by mail was begun, tue

opportunities afforded by it; the demand

there is for capable help, etc. Send for

prospectus at once, or, better still, avail

yourself of following Special, Offer:
^ The price of the course is $25.00, includ-

ing a full colony of bees. As the readers

of the A»ierican Bee Journal have bees it

will not be necessary to supply them; and

as we want about a dozen students AT ONCE

who have some knowledge of bees, to tin-

Tsh the course by the middle of wmter, so

we can recommend them for positions in

1905, we will enroll a li^^ited number at

once for the full course lor »10.00. This

covers the entire series of lessons, personal

answers to all inquiries, text-books, etc.

Do lot wait. The time is short to complete

the work, and a limited number only taken

at this figure.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS.

ON ORDERS FOR NEXT SEASON'S STOCK

received with cash, at catalog prices, we

allow the following discounts:

nrrlers in Sept , 7 per cent. Orders in Oct., 6 per cent

0™P= '.;^ ^^^PJ-' ' ^er cent. " " Dec, 4 per cent

.. .. Jan, I per cent. After January no discount.

This applies to all general orders with

the following exceptions:

Glass and tin honey-packages of all

kinds; scales, books; burlap, rubber stamps

labels, wheelbarrows, lawn-mowers bushel

boxes, bees and queens, and all goods listed

in special catalogs and circulars other than

our general catalog of bee-keepers sup-

plies? The discount is intended to apply

mainly to hives, frames, foundation, sec-

tions, section-holders, separators, fences

shipping-cases, extractors, smokers, and

other bee-keepers' requisites too numerous

to mention, listed in our catalog before

page 26, including pages 28, 35, and 36.

QUEENS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER QUEENS

if vou wish to introduce this fall.

RED.CLOVER STRAIN REARED INIOUR VARDS^^

Untested queen i ,5
Select untested queen

| 2 00
Tested queen , 00
Select tested queen •• ••

Let us book your order now for a breed-

ing queen to be delivered 1905. Our trade

inbreeding queens has been ^o heavy that

to be sure of your queen you should place

your order soon.

Breeding queen j .. „
Select breeding ^"^'^"^—""•"••par'oid •'••. m 00
Extra select breeding queens, i year om

We make a specialty of imported queens.

If you wish a fine breeding queen get one

of these. Introduced now thev will be

ready fo-- business next year. We furnish

them promptly.

IMPORTED QUEENS.

Fair imported queens,, *3 00

Best imported queens -J

SIMPLEX JARS.

We have found a new glass

jar for one pound of honey,

which we think surpasses any

other style we ever offered. .

It has a glass top which

screws on to the glass jar

with a rubber gasket be-

tween. The joint is on a

taper so that, the further you

screw the cover on, the tight-

er it makes the joint. It can

be sealed absolutely air-tight;

has no metal to rust or cor-

''*i-._.o.j!i!55^ rode. It is about U i^ich

hi.dier than the No. 25, which improves its

ap'pearance. We sell them at the same

price as the No. 25, and have a car oad in

stock ready to fill orders. We still have

some No. 25 in stock for those who may

prefer to continue with it. We believe,

however, the, Simplex jar will take the

place of the No.

TKe A. I. ROOT CO.,
MEDINA, OHIO.

Mr

-^

*«^

.^
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Editorial Comments

Adulterated Beeswax.

In Europe thousands of foundation presses are in use

by individual bee-keepers, a chief reason beings the ditjficulty

of buying pure foundation. In this country nearly all bee-

keepers prefer to buy their foundation, because they can

buy it of such excellent quality, and without any thought

of adulteration. Now comes, in the Canadian Bee Journal,

from Prof. Shutt, Chemist of the Dominion Experimental

Farms, a report in which he says :

" In March of this year, however, a request was made
by Messrs. Goold, Shapley & Muir Co., for an analysis of
certain beeswax they had purchased from the United States,
on the ground of suspected adulteration. In the interests

of the bee-industry, it was deemed desirable to accede to

this request, and the examination was made. The results

pointed to the presence of parafBn in all the samples, vary-
ing approximately from 25 percent to 29 percent.

" Unlike the adulterated ' foundation ' of 1890, these
samples possessed a melting point practically identical with
that of genuine beeswax, showing that the adulterant must
be of the nature or ozokerite of ceresin—the former a nat-
urally-occurring paraffin, and the latter its refined product."

The name of Goold, Shapley & Muir Co. is given as at

one end of the transaction, but it would be a pretty sure

guaranty against repetition, and it is only fair to honest

manufacturers that the dishonest ones should be exposed.

Turn on the light.

Drones Getting Their Own Lunch.

The following letter has been sent us with the remark,
" Seeing is believing ":

Dupage Co., Ir.i,., Aug. 19, 1904.

Dear Sir

:

—You ask for information on the feeding of
drones by workers. Now, it is pretty hard to give positive
testimony, because bees are not transparent, but I can cer-

tify as to what they appear to do and you may draw con-
clusions.

For three years I have had an observatory hive in my
library window, and being a partial invalid frequently
watch the bees for an hour at a time. And this is what I

have noticed :

When drones are " laying around " on the comb they
are frequently surrounded by a bevy of workers feeling
them with their antenna;, or perhaps licking them with
their tongues ; but whether feeding them or making their
toilet, I don't know. But when a drone comes home from a
flight he makes a " bee line " for the nearest uncapped cell

of honey, and stays there until he is apparently drunk.
I have never examined a drone's stomach before and

after, or smelt his breath to see if he had been drinking, but
circumstantial evidence indicates that while at times he

may have his meals served to him by the workers, when he
comes in with a real brown thirst on he goes to the cup-
board and helps himself.

Doubters, get an observatory hive.
Yours very truly,

Ralph D. Cleveland.

This is very direct testimony, and agrees with that of

"Arizona," page 369, who says he has seen hundreds of

drones helping themselves. There still remains the ques-

tion, " Do drones need to be fed at all by the bees?" It

will hardly do to answer this by saying, " Yes, for it is well

known that workers do feed drones, and would they do so

unless it were necessary?" For a worker is often seen

feeding another worker, and no one would claim that as

proof that such feeding is absolutely necessary.

Strength of Honey-Vinegar.

At the Ottawa Experiment Station some experiments
have been made regarding the amount of honey to the gal-

lon for best results in making vinegar. From one to six

pounds of honey to the gallon of water were tried, the tem-
perature being usually from 65 to 70 degrees. Prof. Shutt
reports in the Canadian Bee Journal :

" Though undoubtedly the temperature was too low for
the most rapid conversion, the results plainly indicate that,
as regards the strength of the honey solution, the fermen-
tation is retarded, when the strength of the solution exceeds
three pounds per gallon. As far as the work has gone the
strongest vinegar was produced from the two-pounds-per-
gallon solution, and the probability is that when the experi-
ment is completed it will be shown that the most economi-
cal strength of the honey solution will lie between one
pound and three pounds per gallon."

The Antennee of the Bee.

E. F. Phillips, Ph. D., has been making some experi-

ments and observations with regard to the antennaj or
" feelers " of the bee, as reported in Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

ture, and confirms the conclusions of Huber and others.

Probably most bee-keepers have observed the lively way in

which worker-bees sometimes strike their antenna against

the antenna of other workers. That seems to be their way
of talking to one another. But not every bee-keeper knows
that these same antennae contain, besides the organs of

touch, those of smell, and perhaps of hearing. Indeed, if

the antenncB be removed, the most of the bee seems to be

gone.

Huber tells us that when both antenna; of a queen are

cut off close, she is no longer regarded with the same re-

spect by the workers, and instead of laying eggs as usual

drops them anywhere. Dr. Phillips says :

"In experimenting along this line I cut the antenna;
from a virgin queen about three hours old, and put her on
the comb of an observatory hive, and she was at once
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balled. This was repeated with another hive. She was
rescued from the workers, and confined in the hive in an
introducing-cage containing' candy, but in a short time

died, probably of starvation, for I am sure she was not

stung by the bees in the ball, for she was taken out at once
and I never lost sight of her. Although there was candy
in her cage, she evidently did not recognize it as food, since

she was not attracted to it by smell, and on account of the

loss of her antenna: she was not fed through the meshes of

the wire-cloth."

Baby Nuclei in Queen-Rearing.

Editor Root says that " these little lots of bees will not

prove to be satisfactory unless they have brood, a little feed-

ing, and they must be handled without smoke the greater

part of the time ".

But Dr. Miller reports success with neither brood nor

feeding, in which he follows the example of W. H. Laws.

Very likely better success may be secured with brood, and

feeding may be important if honey is not coming in. It

can hardly be necessary to use smoke at any time in hand-

ling such miniature colonies ; and Editor Root says it is

likely to beget robbing.

, Let it be very distinctly understood, however, that no

one advocates these small nuclei for anything more than

fertilizing. A strong force of bees should be used for start-

ing cells, and up to the time the virgins are about ready to

emerge from their cells.

Miscellaneous Items

Hon. Eugene Secor, well-known as the " Poet Lau-

reate of Bee-Keeping," is still "at it
"—writing poetry, we

mean. The following from his rhythmic pen was read at

the Sixth Annual Farmers' Institute of Winnebago Co.,

Iowa, in 1902, but it is just as good to-day as when it was

written :

BETWEEN THE PLOW-HANDLES.

What man in all the Universe of God

Has better right to look aloft and say,

" I'm partner with the Lord. I turn this sod

To feed His hungry children day by day?"

With all His plentitude of sun and rain,

And whispering winds from out the ardent South,

He needs the whistling plowman's cheerful strain

And sinewy arm, to fill each waiting mouth.

Who plows a field says to despairing souls,

" Hope is not dead ; look up and see the sun."

Who plants, lielieves that He who suns controls

Shall bless the labor thus in faith begun.

Kings of the Earth are they who plow and sow,

If in that work they do their very best.

No need to envy poor rich men who go

About their greedy quest but crafe for rest.

Sweet sleep is given to him who tills ihe soil,

And sweeter peace of mind, because he knows

That no man's poorer for his fruits of toil,

Ingathered from the bounty Heaven bestows.

An Innocent Make-Belleve.—Lady Henry Somerset,

so well known for her temperance work, relates that her

sympathies were first enlisted in philanthropic service for

poor children by the following incident :

" It was in this way," she said. " I was moved in that
direction by the rare patience and imagination of one little

boy. His example convinced me that patience was one of
the qualities I needed most, and in seeking it I grew into

that work. I was in a hospital on visiting-day, while the
doctors were changing a plaster-cast which held a crippled
boy's limb. The operation was exceedingly painful, I was
told ; yet, to my surprise, the little sufi^erer neither stirred

nor winced, but made a curious buzzing sound with his
mouth. After the doctors left I said to him :

" How could you possibly stand it ?"
" That's nuthin'," he answered ;

" why, I just made be-
lieve that a bee was stingin' me. Bees don't hurry very
much, you know. And I kept buzzin' because I was afraid
I'd forget about it's being a bee if I 'didn't."—Christian
Endeavor World.

Second Mating of Queens.—Prof. Cook has this to

say on the question of queens mating a second time :

I have been an interested reader of what has been pub-
lished of late by several writers of the several bee-papers,
on the matter of second mating of queens. I do not believe
that queens, efi'ectively mated, mate again. They may
mate and not be impregnated, when, of course, we should
expect them to mate again, and on till real copulation or
impregnation has occurred. We know how promptly
queens, unless old, commence to lay in spring, and the
drones do not come for some time. This (and observation
for years) makes me skeptical in this matter. The reasons
given are not conclusive to my mind. A. J. Cook.

In Love with One's Worlt.—"A man can do best that
which he loves best. If he has started in a business which
he can not learn to love, then he should go into some other
business. He will never succeed in this age of competition
unless he can find real pleasure in his work. The making
of money is not a sufficient incentive. He must find his
highest enjoyment in the task itself. No man who works
along that line can fail. That is my judgment, based on
my own experience and my observation. The one straight
road to success is to learn to love your business. A man
must love his business better than he loves anything else,

if he would make success sure. It is the true, the only way."—James Bdchanan Duke.

Contributed Articles

The National Bee-Keepers' Convention at

St. Louis.

BY C. P. DADANT.

A
NUMBER of friends have been inquiring of me in

regard to the arrangements for the next meeting of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association. A brief statement

is now being published by Mr. France, but for the benefit

of those who feel interested, I will detail what was done in

the matter.

The officers of the Association all live away from St.

Louis—the president in Colorado, the vice-president in Illi-

nois, the secretary in California, and the general manager
in Wisconsin. I, therefore, felt compelled to take upon
myself, as vice-president, the responsibility of making defi-

nite arrangements for the meeting.

As you remember, Mr. Editor, you sent me early in the

season a letter from the Chief of Agriculture at the Louisi-

ana Purchase Exposition, offering to furnish us a suitable

hall for our meeting. To this I replied, thanking him for

the offer, and promising to call upon him in July to perfect

the arrangements. This I did, but the Chief was away.
His clerks and managers very kindly showed me around. I

found that their agricultural hall was engaged for the time

of our meeting to another organization. Besides, this hall

was in the main agricultural building, and in a very noisy

spot. It would have been an inconvenient place for us.

The managers of the Agricultural Building being unwilling
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to lose the opportunity of such a gathering as our Associa-

tion promises, did all they could to find us another hall.

After a number of inquiries we found that the Hall of

Congresses, situated in the north part of the grounds, was
vacant for our date, and I was advised to call upon the

Director of Congresses, Mr. Howard J. Rogers, to secure

the building. But it is no small task to find an official in

as busy a place as the St. Louis Universal Exposition. I

was sent to the Administration Building, from there to the

Education Building, and from there to the hall itself, with-

out being able to meet him. I gave up the chase for that

day, and satisfied myself that the hall was quite sufficient

;

in fact, rather too large, and far enough from the center to

secure peacefulness and absence of noise.

The next day I resumed my search with as little success,

and had almost given up catching up with my man, when
one of the clerks in the Education Building hit upon the

plan of finding him by 'phone. We did not find the Direc-

tor, but his clerk, who very kindly booked us for the date

set.

The next thing was to find a hotel not too far, nor too

high in price. I visited some five or six. A friend in St.

Louis, who accompanied me, took me to a very fine hos-

telry, but it seemed as if everything was too high. The
hotels all counted on a large turn-out in September and
October, and did not wish to bargain for a crowd at those

dates, except at outrageous prices. Finally I found that the

Christian Endeavor Hotel, on the south side of the grounds,

and located outside, could accommodate us at f1.00 per day,

European plan, and would furnish us a hall free. It is true

the hall is open at the back, being only a temporary affair,

but we were given the assurance that our welfare would be
cared for, and that this hall would be made comfortable

enough for our requirements. After reporting to Mr.
France by letter, we informed this hotel that their offer was
accepted, and the Fair management were notified that we
would not use the Convention Hall.

I find that some of our friends are disappointed because
the meeting is not to be within the grounds. Let them
bear in mind that it costs SO cents each time we go in the

grounds, and it is out of the question to attend a bee-meet-
ing regularly and visit the Fair at the same time. The days
of our congress ought to be devoted to actual business and
discussions of bee-interests. This will be done with the

greatest facility in a quiet place. The Christian Endeavor
Hotel is away from the noise, practically in the country,
and there will be nothing to disturb us while our meetings
are going on. I have attended meetings in halls where it

was difficult to hear the voice of a speaker. I do not care
to have such a meeting again, and I believe most of our
bee-men will agree with me. The hotel is reached by Mar-
ket street cars, west bound from Union Station. Its street

address is 6600 Oakland Avenue. There is an entrance to

the World's Fair just opposite the hotel, on the south side.

One more remark : Those of our friends who have not
visited the Fair must bear in mind that those who made the
map of the Fair have not followed the elementary law
taught in the schools in regard to geography, that of plac.

ing north at the top of the map. The World's Exposition
celebrating the Louisiana purchase has issued a map in

which the north is at the foot of the map. The city of St.

Louis is therefore at the left instead of the right. I men-
tion this because it caused me quite a little annoyance until

I found out what was wrong.

I have been hoping that we could secure a good attend-
ance from foreign countries, but foreign bee-keepers, with
very few exceptions, think that it is too far and too expen-
sive to come to America for a bee-meeting. Our people go

to Europe much more easily than the Europeans come here.

Distance does not frighten us as it does them.

Canada is a part of us as far as our Association is con-

cerned, since one of our directors is a Canadian, and so I

hope to see a good delegation from there. I understand a

young Russian bee-keeper has been prevailed upon to give

us a talk. I hope others will come.

We are looking for the meeting to be the largest ever

attended by bee-keepers in America. Our membership is

now the largest of any bee-association in the world.

Hancock Co., 111.

Proper Temperature for Brood-Rearing.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A
CORRESPONDENT wishes me to tell him, through

the columns of the American Bee Journal, what I con-

sider the proper temperature for brood-rearing, closing

with, " The same will be interesting to many readers beside

myself ". As I have seen very little on this subject, I will

try to tell the readers a little of what I have learned about

it as I have passed along.

In spring weather the capacity of a hive to retain

warmth has much to do with prolific brood-rearing and the

securing of bees in abundance in time for the honey har-

vest. The more heat we can retain in the hive the more
honey we are likely to obtain through an increase of bees ;

and, further, the more honey we can save, for all are aware
that the " fuel " that the bees " burn ", so as to raise the

temperature of the cluster to where it is necessary to rear

brood successfully, is honey. Again, the more fuel (honey)

the bees burn, the sooner their lives wear away, for it takes

an effort, even on the part of the bee, to keep the " furnace "

in the hive (the bees) heated, and filled with fuel as fast as

it is consumed. Hence, we see the important bearing that

a good, warm hive has in advancing our interests in the

spring. Why do I say in the spring? Because at that sea-

son of the year the temperature outside the hive is very

much lower than that which is required by the bees to rear

brood, especially during the nights.

The above has been given as a sort of preparation for

what is to follow, and with the hope that those who have

been neglecting to look after their hives as to their being

comfortable for the bees during spring, will not neglect

them longer.

The correspondent asks me to tell what I " consider the

proper temperature for brood-rearing ". Any consideration

of this subject would be vain, unless based on some knowl-

edge regarding it, and that I might have some knowledge
on this subject, I began, some years ago, to experiment as

follows :

I procured a self-registering thermometer, and, placing

it near the fire till it showed about 130 degrees of heat, I set

the register, wrapped it in some heated cloths, and imme-
diately placed it in the center of the brood-nest of a medium-
sized colony. This was on a very cool day, somewhere
about the middle of May. That night it froze quite a little,

and the time was selected with the expectation of freezing

during the night, as we often have such nights in this

locality during the month of May. The next afternoon it

had warmed up enough so that the bees were flying, when I

took out the thermometer and found that the coldest point

reached in the brood-nest during such a cold night was 92

degrees. Since then I have tried the same experiment sev-

eral times, on both strong and weak colonies, although at

no time since when it froze quite as hard as it did that

night, and I have f®und that in no colony which was rear-

ing brood successfully a less degree ever obtains.

Very strong colonies will be able to keep the tempera-
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lure a little higher, generally up to from 94 to 96 degrees,

during any time when they are making a business of rear-

ing brood. Being satisfied that 92 degrees was the lowest

point consistent with successful brood-rearing, I next went

about finding what is the highest point the bees allow in

their hive when the mercury is playing in the 90's in the

shade.

Accordingly, one very warm day in August I placed the

thermometer, early in the morning, in the center of the

brood-nest of a very strong colony. This day gave prom-

ise of being a very warm one, it being 78 degrees in the

shade soon after sunrise. At 2 o'clock that afternoon it was
too warm to work out in the sun without danger to health,

as from 93 to 98 degrees was the range of the mercury in the

shade during the first half of the afternooon. The front of

nearly every hive in the apiary was covered with bees, while

hundreds were plying their wings at the entrance of every

hive to keep the temperature as low as possible inside the

same. At about sunset the thermometer was lifted from the

hive, when I found that the highest point reached was 98

degrees, during that extremely warm afternoon.

Since then I have tried other similar experiments, but

have never been able to secure a higher temperature, and
generally it would be from a half degree to one or two
lower. In this way I have kept experimenting till I am sat-

isfied that, to rear brood successfully, the temperature in-

side the cluster of bees must reach a point somewhere be-

tween 92 and 98 degrees, and any arrangement of hives

that will keep it as near those points as possible, with the

least expenditure of effort on the part of the bees, would be
the hive best suited to the needs of the bees, and conse-

quently to the needs of the apiarist. Of course, this only
applies to the brood-rearing part, and does not conflict in

any way with the using of the proper frames and sections

required.

The points we should look after are those of helping the

bees to keep the hive and inside of the cluster warm in

spring, and cool during the extreme heat of the summer
months

; and the former is more to the advantage of the
bees and their keeper than the latter.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

[ Ccnvention Proceedings)

Report of the Fourth Auuual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTED BY LOUIS H. SCHOLL.

(Continued from page 600.)

W. H. Laws read the following paper on

THE SHALLOW, OR THE DIVISIBLE, OR THE REQU-
LAR LANQSTROTH FRAME—WHICH ?

The hive question is one that has never bothered my
brain to any great extent, and my experience has been
almost wholly confined to the regular Langstroth.

With it, in continual use for the past 18 years, and with
handling from 100 to 1000 colonies, I have learned some of

its disadvantages as well as some of its advantages.

It is a noticeable fact that those of our leading men
who adopt a shallow hive never cease to extol its merits
and remain its advocates.

Bulk comb honey is the chief product of the bee-men of

our part of the State, and by all means we should adopt a

hive that is best suited to the production of that article, and
the great bulk of our honey is produced in this size of

frame, very few using any other size of frame in the api-

ary but the regular Langstroth.

The objections that are most often raised against the

standard Langstroth hive is that the depth of the frames is

so great that it forbids the use of thin foundation, and also

that it is difficult to get all the combs well sealed that we
wish to cut and use in our bulk-comb product.

With these faults I notice that some of our bee-men
have looked to a shallower hive with which to secure all well-

sealed, white combs of honey built on thin foundation.

Some looking for a standard have adopted the Ideal super,

using it as a hive from the ground up. Notably our worthy

secretary, Mr. Scholl, has this hive in extensive use, and
reports that it is indeed an " Ideal " hive for the produc-

tion of bulk comb as well as for section honey.

Were I to turn my forces to the production of one-pound

sections of honey, I would surel)' adopt the Ideal hive and
super, using two sections of it for a brood-nest, and on the

approach of the honey-flow I would cut the brood-nest to

one section, using the other section above the supers, or on

some weaker colony run for extracted honey.

But for the production of extracted honey the Ideal

frame is too shallow for rapid handling in the extracting-

house. We can take honey faster from deeper combs, and

in my opinion a frame that will measure seven inches deep,

and as long as the Langstroth, is suited best to the needs

of the bulk comb products, and that with the greatest ease

and results. Such a hive is known as the " Acme."
W. H. Laws.

L. Stachelhausen, that old veteran and user of the

divisible brood-chamber, told how he used it for years

and with the best of results. His hive is almost the same
depth as that used by Mr. Scholl, or the Ideal depth, only

that he uses a different kind of a frame. His is the same
as the old style of Simplicity or all-wood frame, and he

spaces it by means of corrugations in the rabbets upon

which the frames hang. He prefers this kind of a frame

because it gives freer communication between the top-bars,

which is not the case with the shallow Hoffman frames as

put out by the manufacturers.

With the wide top-bars it acts too much like a queen-

excluder. This prevents the queen from passing freely

from one case to another at times, and she will allow her-

self to be crowded in one of the shallow cases when there is

enough laying room in the others either above or belo\v.

Therefore the wide top-bars are a disadvantage.

He can run more bees by using the divisible hive, as

the manipulations are fewer. He can handle whole sections

of frames while the bee-keeper with the deep frame is hand"

ling only frames.

Swarming can be controlled much more easily with tliis

kind of hive, too, as the hive can be cut up in such a way at

the right time as to knock swarming in the head. This can

not be done with the Langstroth-frame hive. The frames

are too deep for these manipulations. Then " shook

"

swarming can be practiced much more rapidly with such

hives. Building up of colonies, or drawing brood from

over-populous ones, can be done much more quickly and

effectively, as a case is simply removed and the bees shaken

out and the case set on another hive.

For the production of comb honey, both bulk comb and

sections, such a hive is by far the best. Even for extracted

honey this is the best hive. More honey can be taken with

a shallow-frame hive than one using deep frames. Whereas

single combs are taken out of a deep super, a whole case of
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ten shallow frames can be taken off. By smoking the bees

down, taking off the case and then jouncing it up and down
a few times it is ready to take into the honey-house from

which the few remaining bees are left to escape through

the honey-house escapes at the windows. This is by far the

best way to run for extracted honey. Then when extract-

ing it is easier to uncap the smaller ones, as they are more
even and admit of one slice doing the whole side. And in

extracting they are handled in pairs and replaced in the

supers very rapidly.

They have many advantages over the deep frames, and
a person does not know it until he has given them a thor-

ough .trial, and has convinced himself.

F. L. Aten gave his experience with the full-depth

Langstroth hive and frame, never having used any other.

He uses nine frames in a 10-frame body, and eight in the

supers. He uses full-depth frames for the production of

comb honey, and only starters, as he can not use thin foun-

dation as it will tear down. He can not use thick founda-

tion in full sheets as it will cause too much gob in the comb
honey. However, he is an advocate of the deep frame, and
thinks it the best and superior to the shallow frame hives.

Louis H. SchoU gave the convention some valuable

facts concerning the divisible brood-chamber hive. He used

the black-board, and showed the workings of this hive and
management by illustration of facts. He has been more
successful with this kind of hive than any other. When he

started with it he tried only 20 of them, using no other

than the regular shallow or Ideal super as put out by the

supply dealers. In this a cheap hive is obtained, as it is of

standard manufacture. They are nothing but the S/s inch

shallow extracting supers now on the market, and by using

a series of them a good divisible brood-chamber hive can be

obtained.

" As stated before, only a few were used at first with the

intention of using them as supers on the regular Lang
stroth hives already in use, if found to be unsatisfactory.

Instead of doing this, however, they proved so good, and
the advantages were so much greater, that more were put

into use, and as time goes on they will replace, the deeper
frame hives altogether in these yards.

" There is one thing to be remembered in discussing the

merits or the advantages or disadvantages of such a hive.

If you are going to use such a hive as you would manipulate
a deep frame hive, then, and right there, you will lose sight

of the real benefits to be derived from the use of a shallow
hive. Unless you adopt the right kind of management that

goes with the use of such a hive, you will never know any-
thing about the merits of the shallow hive.

"It takes quite a different mode of handling bees in these

hives from what it does in deep frame hives. Cases, and
not frames, are handled in many of the manipulations in

the apiary. This lessens the work materially, and it is such

things that help in making money and profits for the bee-

keeper. That is one of the main things that we are after.

If we can make two dollars where we otherwise would make
only one, it is to our benefit to investigate the matter and
trj- to make as many of those two dollars as possible.

" Now for a few points on the management of this hive.

Mr. Stachelhausen has already said much that I have prac-

ticed with my hive, and therefore I know that what he has

said is all truth.

" Those fellows that hang onto their deep frames do not

know what a good thing is, and they do not know that the

divisible brood-chamber hive is a good thing until they have

actually tried it. They are free to decry the things said in

favor of the shallow hive, and yet they have never had one

of these in use really to disprove these things by actual

facts. Only those who have had actual experience can say

whether one thing is better than another. If they have not

tried them they are only theorizing. There is quite a deal

of difference between theory and the real thing, sometimes.

"That the shallow hive is advantageous in many ways,

those of experience have found out. Others who have tried

them found them not so, perhaps for the reason that they

did not use them rightly. We know of cases where this

was so.

"Most of the bee-keepers are using shallow supers for

comb honey. And many are using them exclusively for

extracted honey, too. For tiering up and for many other

reasons a shallow super is better. Foundation of a lighter

weight can be used in them, for one good reason. Such
foundation must be used for fancy comb honey.

" Then, when a shallower super is put on, the bees are

not placed so far from the brood-nest, and that causes them
to begin work in the supers earlier. Then the amount of

room can be gauged better with the shallow super accord-

ing to the honey-flow. Bees will fill a shallow super at

times when they would not begin in a deep one.

"The manipulations of the brood-nest in the early

spring, at swarming time, during the honey-flow, and, in

fact, at all times of the year, are much more advantageous

over the deeper-frame hives, and therefore allow of more

being accomplished with less labor. This is a factor that

should be considered well by every bee-keeper."

After a thorough discussion of this subject it was de-

cided that a man convinced against his will is still uncon-

vinced.
fContinued nest werk.)

[ Our Bee-HeepinS Sisters]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Honey Cosmetic.

Put in a cup the white of an egg, add a large spoonful

of extracted honey, perfume to your taste, and mix thor-

oughly. Before going to bed, cover the face and hands

with this cosmetic, which will whiten the skin, making it

smooth and clean.
m I m

Use of Honey in Cooking.

I wonder if many of the sisters realize the importance

of doing everything possible to increase the use of honey in

cooking. If every family in the land should learn that for

some things honey is far superior to sugar the difference of

consumption would run up into the—well, let us stop and

figure a little. Take the one item of honey-cookies alone.

At our house we are very little given to the use of pie and

cake, so we are not heavy consumers of honey-cookies,

probably not using more than one batch a month, requiring

a pound of honey in the making. I know of other families

that would " get away " with such a batch once every week.

But let us be very moderate, and allow each family to

use for honey-cookies a pound of honey each month. They
say there are some 80,000,0(K) people in this country and

there must be a good many more than 8,000,000 families. If

each one of these families puts into honey-cookies a pound

of honey each month, that would make 8,000,000 pounds a

month or 96,000,000 pounds a year. Forty-eight thousand

tons! That's a good bit of honey, isn't it? Would help

the market quite a little, wouldn't it ?

Now, if each of the bee-keeping sisters will make a
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practice of making- honey-cookies, using them in the family
and putting them before their guests, others will be induced
to follow the example. More than one who has sampled
our cookies has wanted the recipe, and it will be the same
elsewhere. It is nice to send a few such cookies to the pas-

tor's family or to other friends, and that will help.

Now, that's only one item, and by no means all has
been said that might be said. The matter lies largely in

the hands of the sisters, not the brothers—although the

brothers' mouths may help out. Let us push it.

Bee-Keeping- Combined with Other Pursuits.

I have read with much interest lately the arguments of

bee-keepers who favor the handling of apiaries as a specialty

and an exclusive occupation and source of income. Al-

though the other side of this important question has been
lightly touched upon, there are doubtless very many who could

say considerable if they wished, in defense of bee-keeping in

connection with other business. Of course there are sections

in our country where the pasturage is so assured and gen-
erous, and where the bee-keeper has facilities for handling
outlying yards, that it pays well to make a specialty of the

business. But the fact also remains that a larger percentage
of apiaries, especially in the East, are so situated that, for

one reason or another—take them year in and year out—
they will not, if managed alone, afiford an income sufficient

to provide comfortably for a family; while if the apiary is in

connection with other lucrative employments, it adds a sub-
stantial item to sales, especially on small farms.

In most of our Eastern States the honey-flow is very
spasmodic, the pasturage in many sections supporting only
about eighty colonies to the apiary, and the income varying
from $ioo to $500. As such a limited number of colonies re-

quires only an occasional day's work in the yard, there is con-
siderable time left for fruit-growing, poultry-raising, and
other like pursuits.

Again, if bee-keeping goes hand in hand with other
branches of husbandry, the general business of the farm will

be sufficiently arduous to justify employing an assistant to

bear the brunt of the hard work in the apiary also. This
will enable a person who is not robust to run a small place
comfortably and profitably, when otherwise life would be a

painful struggle.

A little farm of three acres will accommodate a good
bee-house and yard for 100 colonies; buildings, yards, etc.,

for 2,000 ducklings, as many chickens, 100 turkeys, and i.ooo
or more pigeons; also a good vegetable garden, about thirty
fine apple-trees, 1,000 choice currant bushes, grapes, raspber-
ries and plums, and there will be considerable room for ex-
pansion.

The owner of such a little farm, with one helper the
year around, and another during the busiest summer months,
can keep every part of it in good, healthy, running order, and
if the honey season is poor there are the other resources to
fall liack upon: if poultry fails the honey crop will probably
be good.

Another advantage in inixed farming is that the pro-
prietor of a hotel or a fainily purchasing one item of you is

quite likely to take the others, a market thus being established
for the entire farm product. Also in advertising stock there
is a decided gain in having three or four first-class products
for sale.

There are few moderate-sized poultry farms that cannot
also run an apiary with good results ; and very many of our
bee-keepers who have small apiaries can double their income
and comfort by adding to them the raising of poultry and
small fruits. Fhances Ellen Wheklkr.

Nasty's Afterthoughts
)

Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

PROPER SPACING OF BROOD-FRAMES.

The expert opinion on the proper spacing of combs is

eleven for 1:?^ inches, eight for I'z inches, two for 1 and
7-16; and just one thinks he would like 1^. Two pretty

decidedly don't care. Only two confess any inclination to

change, both in the direction of closer spacing. Sorry it

came out exactly so. Where combs are continually manipu-
lated in a hive in which bees are not very plenty, close

spacing comes easy, so it does where there is practically no

manipulation at all ; but it looks to me that a man who
wishes to handle over his combs a few times in the course

of the season—colonies strong some of the time—will do it

easier with the widest spacing. Page S17.

BKES IN SUPERS—WHITENESS IN HONEY.

S. T. Pettit will think I'm queer, but I doubt if he can

abate much the inclination of bees to crowd into the center

of a super. Even if he puts a thin septum below and makes
all the bees go up front, rear and sides, I should doubt still.

Bees don't seem to regard a thin septum i/ ii is entirely sur-

rounded with bees. They know where the center of things

below is, and as a matter of preference prefer to be exactly

over it. In cool weather there would be a gain in throwing
more warmth into the outside sections.

And here's a sentence of his that bears repeating well :

" We should not lose sight of the fact that bee-keepers are,

without any profit to themselves or their patrons, educating

the public to demand what they do not adequately pay for."

Page 518.

BALLING QUEENS—SENSE OF SMELL IN BEES.

I think Miss Wilson is wrong in assuming that Sister

" Colorado's " queen was balled to protect her. Bees with

all their wisdom don't know enough to recognize their own
mother if a foreign scent is upon her. That startling smell,

originating with the fingers of that "critter" that had

touched their queen, was what did the business. Sure,

their queen never smelt that way. If the daintiest cheek

were pressed for a little while with an onion, or a tomato

leaf, the chap meditating a kiss—well, the scoundrel would

"kiss and tell." He would tell how it smelt and tasted.

It's plain that bees vie with dogs as to the amazing delicacy

of their sense of smell. The nicest, cleanliest fingers are

to the bee more than an onion is to a human being. Page 520.

KNOWING AND " DON'T-KNOWING ".

The little boy's dog that used to be older—being a gen-

uine incident—is an instructive one. How much children

know—and at the same time how little they know ! Rest of

us in the same predicament. In medicine, in chemistry, in

religion, in other things, an examiner with all wisdom in

possession would surely catch anj- one of us on here and
there a point where we are equally unable to see the

utter un-verity of assertions and dogmas. Our alleged

wisdom contradicts itself ; but we can't see the contradic-

tion. Page 533.

BEE-TENTS AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION.

John Newton's bee-tent on the front of No. 31 is worth

talking of. The double arrangement of curtain for door-

way seems to be excellent. The fly-open top, if in practice

it doesn't gape open and let bees pass, would be nice, I

guess. The screen-wire windows are all right. Don't think

of such a thing as getting into a tent that you can't see out
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of and see what is going on outside. If you need a lent at

all it is a good one that you need—and perhaps a flounce at

the bottom, with pebbles sewed in the edge to make it hug
the ground, might be suggested. But when one uses a tent

only when he has to use it, it may be that that point almost

never comes. Then, perchance, his tent gets out of order

and stays so. That's me. Kind o' suspect that I'm in the

majority, too—how is that ? My last tent the squirrels and
mice took all the cover oflf it for nests.

Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Heartsease, Ironweed and Bergamot.

I enclose the blooms of 3 common weeds or flowers,
which are very plentiful here. I would like to have you tell

me their names and their value as honey-plants. Iowa.

Answer.—No. 1 is heartsease, one of the great honey-
producers. No. 2 is ironweed, of no great value in this

vicinity, although it may be better with you. No. 3 is ber-

gamot, one of the mint family, and of considerable value.

Afterswarm Going with Queen When Mating.

Does an afterswarm always go out with the queen on
her wedding-trip ? My neighbor says that Prof. Cook says
that they do. I doubt this very much. Nbbraska.

Answer.—I have looked with some care through Prof.

Cook's book without finding any definite statement on the

subject, although something may have escaped my notice.

It is not likely that he will say anything contradicting the
general belief that the swarm sometimes accompanies the

queen on her wedding flight, but not generally.

Bees Hanging Out.

What causes the bees to hang out of the hives on these
hot days. Haven't they enough ventilation ? I suppose it

is too hot for them. I have them under shade-trees in
Langstroth hives. Missouri.

Answer.—Bees that hang out when storing is going
on rapidly need attention. They may need ventilation, and
it may be that they need more room. But if there is noth-

ing for them to do in the fields, and all the field-bees are

staying idly at home, their hanging out is no sign of any-
thing wrong.

*-•-».

Doubling Up Colonies for Wintering.

I have SO colonies of bees. I will sell what I can of
them, and double up the rest so that I will have about 30 to
winter. I use Danzenbaker hives, and will double by plac-
ing one hive on top of another.

1. Will it do to let them remain in that way all winter ?

or after the bees have been united would it be better to keep
them in one hive, and put the other away ?

2. If there is only enough honey in the two hives scat-
tered through all the combs to winter the bees, how can I

proceed to have it condensed in the one hive, if your an-
swer to question 1 be to remove one of the hives ? Ohio.

Answers.—1. If the colonies are strong, as of necessity

they will no doubt be, it will probably be as well or better

to leave them the two stories, especially as the frames are

shallow.

2. If you should prefer to reduce them to one story,

there will be no great difficulty in getting into one story

the most of the honey, or at least all that will be desirable.

A little before the queen stops laying, put into the lower
story the heaviest frames of honey, with one frame of

brood, putting the rest in the upper story with an excluder
between. Three weeks later remove the upper story, of

course brushing back all the bees. Or, without any prelim-

inary work, when brood-rearing has about ceased, but while

bees are still flying freely, take away one story, and mass
in the other the combs having most honey.

Very likely you may ask what's best to do with the

combs removed. Keep them in the cellar, and you will find

it a nice thing to have them ready for use next spring. It

will be well, however, to give them a week or two of freez-

ing weather so as to kill any worms that may be present.

If no other bees are near, you can do another way : Set

these hives with their contents several rods from the apiary

with entrance large enough for only one or two bees at a

time, and let the bees rob them out.

I thank you for your kind words.

Profit and Loss in Keeping Bees.

1. How much profit would a single colony bring in a
season ? If the profit is small, can one person take care of

many colonies ?

2. Is it possible that a complete failure could be the re-

sult of a season's work ? Nebraska.

Answers.—1. A single colony in a season may produce

all the way from nothing to 500 pounds of honey or more.

One person might without any help take care of enough

colonies to make a living by it, but such cases are very rare.

To do so, one needs to know the business thoroughly, after

years of experience, and the few who make a business of

bee-keeping exclusively generally hire more or less help.

The great majority of bee-keepers have some other business

besides bee-keeping.

2. Yes, there are seasons when bees not only produce

no surplus but have to be fed to keep them from starving.

Moths in the Hive.

The moths are in my hives. Please tell me how to get

rid of them. Ili.inois.

Answer.—Keep your colonies strong, and the bees will

take care of the worms without any help from you. It will

help greatly to get in Italian blood, for Italians are much

better than blacks at keeping out the moth. In the mean-

time, you can help the bees to clean them out in this way :

Take out the combs one by one and look for the galleries of

the worms in the sealed brood. Take a wire-nail or other

pointed thing and tear open the gallery a little at one end.

Then start at the other end and follow it up till the worm
hustles out, when you can dispatch his wormship in any

way that suits your taste.

Money as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-

ing Recipes " and " Remedies Using Honey." It should be

widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for S1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office
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FROM MANY FIELDS
V^ 3

Bees Did Pretty Well.

The bees have treated us pretty well
this season, though it takes lots of
drumming' to sell honey at a "live
and let live "price. However, I hope
to be able to " drum " enough out of
it to go to St. Louis to the convention.

F. W. Hall.
Sioux Co., Iowa, Aug. 23.

Laws for Bee-Keepeps—Coppeetion.

On page 573 there is either a mis-
print, or else I made a blunder. I in-

tended to say that I had no friendly
feeling for those bee-keepers who
knowingly keep bees diseased with
foul brood, or who report through the
press that bee-keepers manufacture
comb honey, and fill and cap it over.
Nor for that class of people who adul-
terate honey by combining it with glu-
cose, then label and sell it for pure
honey. I do not wish to be misunder-
stood concerning matters of this kind,
for in most parts of the country foul
brood can be stamped out. Ignorant
and malicious falsifiers can be exposed,
and adulterators of honey can be pun-
ished by law. If we, the bee-keepers
of the country, will only make a united
effort in each State by applying to the
legislature for an eiTective law, we
would be but asking for justice to our-
selves as well as the masses who pur-
chase and consume honey.

Rice Co., Kan. Dr. G. Bohrer.

Results of the Season.

I secured 1800 pounds of extracted
clover honey from 17 colonies, and 60
pounds of comb honey from one colony.
I got nothing from the basswood
bloom, as the weather was too hot in
the daytime, and the nights were too
cool. Chas. J. Dappel.
Ozaukee Co., Wis., Aug. 18.

Good Honey Crop—Swarming.
In my report of July 30, page 574,

there is an error in the amount of
honey taken off at that time. If I said
sections I meant supers. Since that
time I have taken off 10 more supers.

I have 61 sections on at present, and
if conditions hold out I think they will
be ready to come off at the end of the
month, when I intend taking all the
supers off, and give the colonies a
chance to store for winter supplies.
We have had all kinds of weather the

last week—extremely hot by spells.
The bees are doing fairly well. I will
report the result of the honey harvest
for the season later on. Up to this
time the bees have gone away beyond
my expectations in the amount of honey
stored.

I had no swarming for more than a
month. I hived the prime swarms by
caging the clipped queen and setting
.the hive on the parent stand, moving
the parent colony to a new stand, mark-
ing it, and in eight days cut out the
queen-cells. If none were hatched I

cut out all but the largest and marked
it O. K. Eight days from that time I

>le. >Jiilt>K. jte. ste. >t< >te. sli>Jt>li >tt >te. >liili >IiiK >lt >K. sa.

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

EverythiuK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
5«3-5'5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND C

-<\f»&!t meiLiioQ lie« Journal wnen TJnn'Ui^c

S

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passeng'er Department -of the Illinois
Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. 12, in
which is described the

best territory in tiiis country
for tile growing of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A]5t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Don't forget that
we are the largest

bbers in the
United States of

B66- Keepers
Jioofs /foo-S»z/>p//es, Jo/ijison In-
ciihntors nnd JSrootlerSr Iliimxyli-
rcv*s and illanjj's 7ione Cutters,
t*6ultry SuiijylioH of nil Uind^, Soet/s
unci /mp7o7Herit s. Remember, you get
these groods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Caruiolan Queens;
listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mention Bee joiimal vrben WTttms

^Christian Endeavor Hotel^^
WORLD S FAIR, ST. LOUIS, MO,

Located on O iklaud Avenue on the South side of the Exposition within 100 feet of one of the
entrance gates to the Fair Grounds, and on Market Street car line running from the Union Station
direct to the hotel. It is a mammoth structure covering 5 acres of ground, 3 stories in height,
with a capacity of 3000 people daily. Every room is an outside room, aud handsomely and com-
fortably furnished. There are wide veraadas, a large rotunda, offices, parlor, numerous baths,
concessionary rooms, United States Post Office, a lunch counter, restaurant and dining-room with
a seating capacity of 1500 people. The hotel is endorsed by the Clergy, World's Fair Oflicial

Bankers and Merchants in St. Louis, as well as having the approval of the Christian Endeavor-
ers. We are frequently in receipt of testimonials like the following:

" To Whom It M.\y Concern:—This is to certify that I have been at the Christian Endeavor
Hotel for 7 days with a party of 161, and desire to state that we have been well pleased with the ac-
commodations. The management is courteous, the rooms are neat and clean, the food well cooked
and well seived. Dr. Jos. l*'. Barton, Dept. of Natural Science,

C. Y. State Normal School, Shippensburg, Pa."

When you come to St. Louis to see the great Exposition you will surely stop at the Christian
Endeavor Hotel, where you will have a safe, convenient, comfortable and happy home in the
midst of congenial associations and surroundings. Now is the time to arrange for rates at the
hotel. Write at once for booklet giving full particulars.

GUrislian Endeavor Hotel and fludllorjuiii Go.,
35A3t 66oo Oakland Avenue, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please mention Bee Jotimai wben vmtUiz.

R,B1I3 OA-K:, I0"WA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in

the Apiarv, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want everv bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Onren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

S Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. 8

I
ourHI'V^ES and SEOTIOIISrS

I

I
Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material. ggBy sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and

secure prompt shipment. S

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. «Js

^

|

flease xuentlou Bee Jourr-al v?hen wilting
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looked for the queen or eggs, theu left

them alone, except where I thought the
queen had been lost. Then I exam-
ined again to make sure of the queen,
and if they had no queen I gave queen-
cells to the afterswarms. I hived them
in hiving boxes, set them away in a
cool place, cut out the queen-cells, and
returned in the evening. There were
none that swarmed out again, but they
settled down to business.
My yard is well sheltered, and I give

large hive-entrances. I see to it that
each colony has an abundance of room,
and in extremely hot weather I raise

the. covers over the strong colonies,
and where the supers are tiered up
three or four high.

If I have no more swarms from now
on I shall adopt this plan in the future.
Mr. Blunk and I are going to try

those rear-end feeders, and have writ-
ten to a manufacturer about making
some for us. I think they are ahead
of anything of the kind in the market.

W. Irvine, Sr.
Webster Co., Iowa, Aug. 22.

Honey Crop Not Good.

The honey crop will not be good in

this locality, owing to the extreme dry
weather. Bees will hardly store enough
honey for winter use.

Mike D. Mohr.
Rock Island Co., 111., Aug. 17.

Wintering Bees—Brace-Combs.

The picture shown on page 497 was
taken when my bees were wintered on
the summer stands. The barrels were
used as outside cases to hold the shav-
ings. The square boxes, shingle-roofed

and composed of shingles, were used
for the same purpose, and answered
well.

The barrels and boxes were aban-
doned after a few winters, and the bees
are now wintered with much less

trouble in my bee-cellar.

An inquirer would probably wonder
how an ordinary sugar-barrel could be
put over a bee-hive. My hives are 12

inches square, and a headless sugar-
barrel drops easily over, leaving
abundant room for excelsior or chaff-

packing. These covers were used sum-
mer and winter. Now I use a board a

little over a foot square, covered with
tin, and laid on top of the hives. It

is very easy to handle, and answers
very well in the summer, but a box
would probably be better in the spring.

I have a canvas cover that I have used
on the sides below the tin cover, but it

gets thin and fails in about 3 seasons.

As my hives are constructed and

rS Passengers to New York, Bos-

ton, New England, and all eastern

points will find it to their advantage
to ascertain rates applying over the

Nickel Plate Road and its eastern con-

nections. Three daily trains, on which
there is no excess fare charged. One
special feature of the service is meals
in dining-cars,on American Club Plan.

Pay for what you get, but in no case

over 35c. to Sl.OO per meal ; also service

a la carte and Mid-day Luncheon SOc.

Folders, rates and all information
cheerfully furnished by applying to

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Chi-

cago, 111., Room 298, 113 Adams St.

Chicago depot, La Salle and VanBuren
Sts. 27-36A4t

riarshfield Manufacturing Co
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, a-^d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Riclie!«t in Color and Odor. Most Xransparent and Xonglf
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. It you have never seen it, don't

fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SU1>PL.IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog

and prices with samples tree on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole']Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.

1

BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER.
GOLDEN ITALIANS. CARNIOLANS
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Wanted=Thousands
of New Subscribers

A STANDARD-BRED

QFEEI^-BEE FREE
To Our Regular Paid=-in=Advance

Subscribers.

We have arranged with several of the best queen-breeders to supply

us with The Very Best Untested Italian Queens that they can possibly

rear—well worth $1.00 each. We want every one of our present regular

subscribers to have at least one of these Queens. And we propose to

make it easy for you to get one or more of them.

In the first place, you must be a regular subscriber to the American

Bee Journal, and your own subscription must be paid in advance. If it

is not already paid up, you can send in the necessary amount to make

it so when you order one of these fine Queens.

A Qneen Free for Sending One New Subscriber

Send us $1.00 and the name and address of one NEW reader for the

American Bee Journal, and we will mail you one of the Queens free as

a premium.
Now, go out among your bee-keeping neighbors and friends and

invite them to subscribe for the old American Bee Journal. If you want

some to show as samples, we will mail you, for the asking, as many
copies of the American Bee Journal as you can use.

Should there be no other bee-keepers near you, and you desire one

of these fine Queens any way, send us $1.50 and we will credit your sub-

scription for one year and also mail you a Queen. Of course, it is un-

derstood that the amount sent will pay your subscription at least one

year in advance of the present time. So, if your subscription is in ar-

rears, be sure to send enough more than the $1.50 to pay all that is

past due.

As the supply of these splendid Queens is limited, we prefer to use

all of them as premiums for getting new subscribers. But if any one

wishes to purchase them aside from the Bee Journal subscription, the

prices are as follows: One Queen, 75c.; 3 Queens, $2.10 ; 6 Queens

for $4.00.

We expect ^o be able to fill orders by return mail, or almost as

promptly as that, so there will be no great delay at any rate

Now for the new subscribers that you will send us—aud then

the Queens that we will send youl

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

have been used for cellar wintering
the outside case seems superfluous. Of
course, one cannot tell, without an ex-
tensive experiment, whether bees taken
from the cellar when soft maple is in
bloom need more protection than the
thin hives afl^ord. I have had no
trouble with mine. They breed up
well and do as well as my neighbors'
bees.

I think my experience has solved the
much-talked-of brace-comb problem.
Brace-combs cannot be found in the
300 hives I have used for 5 years. They
have never been cleaned, and have
been used for section honey every sea-

son. All my honey is stored in the ifi-

side of the frames and in the inside of
sections. T. F. Bingham.
Clare Co., Mich., Aug. 29.

Long Winter Conflnement—Season
a Failure.

I notice some of the correspondents
think they have kept bees in confine-
ment a long time, and I have been
waiting to see if some one would get
up near to high-water mark, but fear-

ing some one will get ahead of me and
I cannot report the longest time, I will
tell my story now.

L. F. Sheldon put his bees in the cel-

lar Nov. 24, 1903, and in putting them
out missed one colony. He found it

later and put it out June 19, 1904, in

very fair condition. It did not swarm
or store any surplus honey. I tele-

phoned to Mr. Sheldon just before
writing this, to make sure about dates,

and what Mr. Sheldon says can be re-

lied upon.

The honey season has come and
gone, and nothing to show for it but
lots of light swarms and about 500

pounds of honey. Never was the pros-

pect better than the forepart of June.
The colonies were sending off large
swarms, and every little basswood tree

and larger one was loaded. The ground
was white with clover, from which I

never saw the bees gather honey until

this season. They worked about 3

days on the first blossoms, but there
hasn't been a bee on it since.

I could stand in my yard and see the
basswood trees in full blossom all over
the hills. There were not as many
bees moving in my yard, as there
should have been from 3 colonies, and
all this time the farmers were telling

Low Rates to Eastern Points

will always apply via Nickel Plate
Road and its eastern connections to

all points in New York, New England
and eastern States. Three daily trains

to Ft. Wayne, Findlay, Cleveland, Erie,

Buffalo, New York and Boston. Stan-
dard equipment on all trains. Meals
served in dining-cars on American
Club Plan, ranging in price from 35c.

to §1.00 per meal ; also service a la

carte and Mid-day Luncheon SOc. The
eastern terminals of the Nickel Plate
Road are only from three to ten min-
utes from all Ocean Steamship Docks,
and the service afforded is first-class.

No excess fare charged on any train.

For particulars, call on or address J. Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298, Chicago, 111. Chicago
depot. La Salle and Van Buren Sts.

26—36A4t
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F
rovidence AUEENS
rovetHeiryualities

THE. HIGHEST.

Now is the time to requeen
your colonies for next season's
service.

A circular on request.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
P.O. Box 1113.

31 A lit

Providence, R, I.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicullural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mentlos Bee Journal -when xnrltlne.

Either 3 or 5 banded
ITALIANS

Warranted Queens, SI. 00 each ;

4 or more at the rate of $9.00 per doz.

Quality, purity of mating-, safe arrival
and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. No disease. Your patronage
solicited.

STROUGEST
MADE. Bull
•Strung', Chicken-

Sold to the Farmerat Wholesale
Fnlly Waixantod. Catalnp Free.
ILED SPRING FENCE CO.

I Winchester, Iniiliuia, V. S. A.

mention tne aee JuurnaJ

QIEENS

CHAS. n. DARROW,
Route No. I, nilo, no.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

HENRY ALLEY
will be ready to ship

Fine Adei Queens!
By Return Mall on July 20.

S. F. Sampson, of Ronceverte, W. Va., says:
"Your queens are good, and I can depend on
them every time "'

Robt. Forbes, East Milton, Mass: " Your
Adel bees are away ahead of anything- else I

have."
Extra Tested Breeding Queens and my new

book on "Queen-Rearing," $1.50. Catalog and
a small booklet on queen-rearing sent free.

32Etf WENHAM, MASS.
Please meiition Bee journal 'when 'writlnfic

)f Bees for sale,
)r exchange, for

_ _ good securities.
Abundant alfalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co., Ogden, Utah.
32Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

500 Colonies

10 CENTS A YEAR.

TUB

Dixie Home

MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
Illustrated Maga-
ziNB in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce it ONLY.
It is bright and up-

'.o-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
mildings and famous people. Send at once.

Oc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of
6 names, SOc; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send today. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t No. 75. Birmingham, Alabama.

Some Oooo GiuDDing otters.
A good many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal should be renewed

at once. We wish to call special attention to the following, which we are sure
will commend themselves to many of our readers :

Wrw 1 The Bee Journal and Dr. Miller's "Forty Years
l^U. 1 Among the Bees " (book alone, $1.00) Both for $1.75

Kn 1) The Bee Journal a year and Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keep-
l^yj. £. er's Guide," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

Wfw "1 The Bee Journal a year and Dadant's "Langstrothnu. J on the Honey-Bee," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

W/\ A The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's "Scientific
"• Queen-Rearing," (cloth bound) (book alone, $1.00) " 1.75

Nq C The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing," (leatherette bound) (book alone, 7Sc) " 1.50

fJn /i Bee Journal a year and Standard Untested Italiannu. U Queen (Queen alone 7Sc) " 1.50

Kn J The Bee Journal a year and a "Novelty Pocket-Knife"
* with your name and address on it (knife alone, $1.25) " 2.00

Wrt R— "^^^ See Journal a ye:,.r and a " Wood Binder," for
^' '^ holding a year's numbers (binder alone, 20c) «' i.io

Nrv Q The Bee Journal a year and an " Emerson Binder,"
'^"* ^

(stiff board) (binder alone, 60c) " 1.40

Wrt 1A The Bee Journal a year and a Monette " Queen-Clip-
ping Device," (device alone, 25c) " 1. 10

Wrt 11 The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
llU. II Honey," (cloth bound) (book alone, 7Sc) *' 1.50

Wrv 12 The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
IMf, lA Honey," (paper bound) " i.io

W/\ 1 "1 The Bee Journal a year and Root's " A B C of Bee-
ilU. ly Culture," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

Nn 'tA—'^^^ S^^ Journal a year and a Foster Stylographic
'^^' ** Pen (Pen alone, $1.00) '« 1.75

Send all orders to GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

me that the hills were a-roar with my
bees. I could not understand what all

this meant, so I started for the hills,

and what a sight I beheld ! I don't
know how bumble-bees are marketed,
by the hundredweight or by the bushel,
but I will call it by the bushel. Every
tree of any size had on it I should think
a half bushel of bumble-bees, all try-

ing to get at the blossoms. They
would hit one against the other, and
some would fall to the ground. I

thought then I would cross my bees
with the bumble-bees, but later I was
told by those working in the hay-fields
that they had found millions of nests
but not one bit of honey. No honey-
bee could have lived to get any honey
from those blossoms. The weather
was nice all the time they were in
blossom, with sprinkles of rain almost
every day. Our own best honey-pro-
ducing plant—the blue thistle—was
nearly all killed out last winter.

C. M. Lincoln.
Bennington Co., Vt., July 25.

Too Dpy for a Good Honey Crop.

It was too dry here during- June and
July, so the honey crop in this locality
will be small, but the bees and the
American Bee Journal are so interest-

ing that I feel that I am more than
paid for the time spent with both.

I have 20 or 30 sections of honey
which I believe is almost pure catnip.

I. V. Winter.
Kane Co., 111., Aug. 29.

Swarm Issuing with no Eggs in the
Queen-Cells.

On page 499 in the American Bee
Journal I notice you seem to doubt
whether a swarm ever issues inside of
8 days after the first egg is laid in a
queen-cell.

I had one swarm issue June 24 this
year, without even so much as an egg
in a queen-cell.
The colony was not interfered with,

and had considerable room to work.
This swarm acted rather queer. It was
hived on the returning- plan (the
queen's wings were clipped). I placed
one comb partly filled with brood in the
hive to catch the first pollen, and 9
frames of foundation, and on top of
this I placed the super from the old
colony. In a few minutes the swarm
returned nicely as usual, but the bees
were not all in the hive yet when some
of them started out again. They were
scarcely all out when they started back
in (I having caught the queen and re-

turned her with them both times).
When most of the swarm was in they
started out again as before, but this
time the queen remained in the hive.

I removed the comb of brood which I

Loyis . Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WARE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport, Iowa, 213-215 W.21I St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t
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QUEMS

!

extra prolific

J
_.„ orders as we shall

Prices of Golden or 3-

„>. „„.. have a good supply, ready to mail,

stock is hardy, all our outyards wintered on

their summer stands, right near bleak Lake
Erie; our present strai

fine workers. Hurry in

soon unite for winter,

band:
^ g ,2

Select * •75 * •».00 $ 7 UO

Tested ^-^ ^•°° """
ielect Tested 1.50 8.00 IS.OO

Breeders 3.00 IS.OU

Straight 5 Band Breeders.. S.OO

Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder
35Atf BELLEVUE. OHIO.

-IT I^-i^^TS-^^
to order your

Bee-Siippliesi^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yu PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.

27A26t Please menlion the Bee Journal

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from R^d Clover Queens

and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-

son I can furnish large, vigorous Untested

Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c Tested

Queens, $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS.KOEPPEN,
22Atf FKEPERICKSBURG, VA.

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.

All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen f. 65
" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10

" Breeder " 1.65
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00

Imported Queens from $3 to $5

All grades ready now. Safe

_ arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of

each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

204 East Logan'SUert7"°CLAI^INDA, IOWA.

\Me Sell Root's goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and

freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash;
^ M.H. HUNT* SON. •

Bbll Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

<fe1 ft ftftft WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED
<t>iU)UUll QUR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR

BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT

—and are ready to do business. Write us for

leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.

It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.

B
INGHAM'S PATENl
2S years the best.
Send for Circular Smokers

2SAtf T. P. BINQHAM, Farwell. Mich

Please mention aee J ^^mal wnea wr.tutg.

BEE-KEEPERS!
We manufacture SECTIONS, NO-DRIP
SHIPPING-CASES, and are dealers in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Write for low prices and catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

had placed in the hive and they re-

turned the third time, but this time
they stayed and went to work nicely.

The colony in question had a num-
ber of queen-cells started, but I am
very positive not one of them had even

an egg in it.

Two years ago I had a prime swarm
issue from a colony about June 1, and
just 16 days later the first afterswarm,
so I should think it must have been a

case nearly like the above. I also ex-

amined this colony after giving the

second swarm, and found one young
queen just ready to come out of the

cell, and another cell about ready to

hatch. F. J. Strittmattbr.
Cambria Co., Pa.

Encouraging Report.

We have had some fine rains. All

sorts of fall flowers are blooming.
Queen-rearing is going along smooth-
ly. The outlook is for a late flow, if

frost does not cut the bloom.
H. G. QuiRiN.

Huron Co., Ohio, Aug. 24.

Grasshoppers Injure the Honey Crop

We have harvested 18,000 pounds to

date, from 700 colonies. Grasshoppers
and blasted alfalfa blossoms explains

the light crop. E. F. Atwater.
Ada Co., Idaho, Aug. 22.

King-Birds—Enemies or Friends ?

The article by " Clover Blossom ",

in defense of the king-bird, is quite

misleading and erroneous— at least so

far as these birds are concerned about

here. He says it is "a harmless bird,

which is actually our friend." (Page
551.) And then follbw two quotations,

one from Chapman's Bird Life, and
one from Farmer's Bulletin No. 54. In

both these cases evidence that the

king-bird is not a bee-eater is looked

for in the wrong place, namely, the

stomach. Now, king-birds or bee-

martins might be examined by experts

by the thousand, and no evidence of

their bee-eating proclivities be discov-

ered in their stomachs, as they rarely,

if ever, swallow the bees that they

catch. I shot 11 of these birds in 1903,

and so far 8 this year, and I intend to

shoot every one that I see anywhere
near my apiary.
After reading that article I deter-

mined to give the bee-martins one
more chance, as there happened to be

two—one old bird and one young one

—

that I had been " laying for," and had
not managed to get a shot at, as they
would fly away as soon as they saw me
approaching. However, I knew their

favorite perches while catching bees,

so I determined to watch them from a

safe distance, and see what, if any,

damage they did. At night I cut the

grass short under their perches and
sprinkled the ground with sawdust,

and next day sat at a window in my
house close to the apiai'y with a pair of

opera-glasses to keep watch. The fol-

lowing was the result:

August 12—10 a.m., old king-bird
catching bees, seen distinctly through
glasses—53 bees caught in 40 minutes,

and in 67 flights. Found remains of

50 bees below perch. 10:50 a.m., young
king-bird, 27 bees caught in 40 minutes
in 54 flights—25 remains of bees found.
August 13—3 p.m., old bird, 61 bees

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long'-Toiigue (Moore's),
and Select Goldj^n, bred
2V\ miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested % .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 % 6.00

Select X.OO 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 Id.OO 1.50 8 00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Circular.

JOHN M.DAVIS. Spring Hill. Tenn.

^^,f»?=.e ir.eation Bee journal wnen wnmi&

lansstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Bditlon.

This' is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

over 500 pages, being revised by those

large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for f2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us

THREE NE\V subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work. _
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Bees For Sale.
About SO colonies of Italians and Hybrids,

with young and prolific queens, in 8-frame

hives. Will sell, to reduce my number, at $4.50

each; 5 or more, $4.25 each. Address,

N. H. LIND, Baders, III.36A4t

Q
FOR THE FALL TRADE!

I 1P£^t1 ^ "i'ou will need them in or-'^^^'*-' der to have strong-, vigor-

ous colonies next spring. We want to sell them
to you. Tested, $1: (j for $5. Untested, 75c; 3

for $3.25; 10 for $6; IS for $8.25; 25 for $12.50; 50

for $23.50; 100 for $45. Give us your order. We
guarantee safe arrival. Address,

New Century Oueen=Rearing Co.
John W. Phakk, Prop.

35ASt BERCLAIR, TEXAS.

f>;pase mention Bee Journal wJien wrltloe

Honey 1^ Beeswax
SOLD BOUGHT

When jou run short of Honey to supply your

lo-al trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in oQ.pound tin cans, 2 cans in a box. Purity

guaranteed. We pay cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henrv M. Arni), Mgr

loi E. Kinzie Street, CHICAQO, ILL.
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caught in 45 minutes, in TO flights—58
remains found. 4 p m., young bird, 50

bees caught in 60 minutes, and in 58
flights—50 remains found.

August 14—12 noon, old bird, 58 bees
caught in 60 minutes, 75 flights—57 re-

mains found. 2 p.m., young bird, 47

bees caught in 60 minutes, and 57
flights—46 remains found.
August 15—10:30 a.m., young bird

shot and killed. 12:10 p.m., old bird
shot and killed.

In all the cases above, immediately
after my watch was over, I went to the
birds' perches, and in every instance
found about the same number of re-

mains of bitten-up bees on the ground
as I had seen them catch, some of the
bees being much less mangled than
others.
Some people say that even if these

birds do eat bees, the loss of the few
they eat amounts to nothing. I can
not agree with them, even if these
birds never caught a queen, which I

have no doubt they do. Had I not used
my shotgun I should have had eight of
them preying on my bees this year,
and even if no single bird ever caught
bees for more than an hour at a time
in each day, my loss would have been
about 450 bees a day, 3150 a week,
or about 378,000 for the entire period
that these birds remain here during
the summer.
"Clover Blossom " concludes his re-

marks on these birds with this sen-
tence : "Be very careful not to mis-
take your friends for your enemies ",

and while endorsing that sentiment, I

would conclude this article with : And
be doubly careful not to mistake your
enemies for your friends.

" A Bbe-Kekper in Virginia."
Augusta Co., Va., Aug. 16.

YVANTED — Comb Honey, Wholesale.—"* Will buy vour crop oatrig-ht, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc: quantity, when you can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than any other firm or association,

lor business, THOS. C. STANLEY,*, SON,
29Atf MANZ.4NOLA, Otero Co., Colo.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning-, buying- or selling-, codsult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago, ill.

WANTED!
Comb and Extracted

HONEY
On Commission.

Boston pays good prices for a fancy
article.

F.H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

-iGa^se mention Bee Journal -wnen wxitina

CONVENTION NOTICES.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for 1004
will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.
Sept. 27 and 2s will be devoted to Association

work and its interests. We expect many prom-
inent foreign bee keepers to be present on these
days.

Sept. 20, National Day.
Sept. 30, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
" The Diseases of Bees," etc.

Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-
tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pound sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-

terest will be shown.
We expect to see the largest gathering of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-
tailed program will appear later.

Geo. W. Brodbeck, Sec.
Los Angeles, Calif.

,

Missouri.—The Missouri State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet Sept. 26, in St. Louis, in

the aame hall to be used by the National Bee-
Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C. P. Dadant, in connection
with the National Association.
Wakenda, Mo. W. T. Gary, Sec.

Wanted.—The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in the Court House at
Galesburg, 111., Tuesday, Sept. 20. All who are
interested in bees are cordially invited to at-

tend. The convention will begin at 9 o'clock
a. A., and last all day. E. D. Woods, Sec.

J. E. Johnson, Pres.

Illinois.—The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in Galesburg, 111., Tues-
day, Sept. 20, in the County court-room. All
bee-keepers in the vicinity are invited to attend,
Galesburg, 111. E. D. Woods, Sec.

New York.—The Fulton and Montgomery
Counties Bee-Keepers' Society will hold their
next meeting at the Central Hotel. Market St.,

Amsterdam, N. Y., on Tuesday, Sept. 20, 1904,

at 10 a.m. AU who feel interested in bees or
honey are cordially invited to be present.
West Galway, N. Y. T. I. Dugdale, Sec.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED--HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail

Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Camiolans,
Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, S4.00. Twelve, S7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MAKKET QUOTATIONS

J
Chicago, Aug. 18.—Some new honey is on

sale; No. l to fancy white comb brings 12(ail3c;

so far the demand is of a slow nature. Ex-
tracted, good supply, and white grades sell at
6(a'7c; amber, 5(g)6c, according to kind, quality,
tlavor and package. Beeswax, 2.Sc.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati, O., Aug. 19.—The tone of the
comb hooey of this year's stock is becoming
stiflfer, producers claiming it to be not so plen-
tiful and therefore ask higher prices. I quote
fancy while comb honey from 15fa iSJ^c.
Extracted is showing no change. Amber, In

barrels, S%@S^c; in cans, ^2C higher; water-
white alfalfa in cans, 6Hc; fancy white clover,
in barrels, 6H@8c. Beeswax more plentiful,
brings 28c per pound. C. H. W. Weber.

Boston, Aug. 20.—The honey market is in a
very unsettled condition; or, rather, we might
say that the absence of any demand practically
makes no market. As a general thing, we do
not look to see a demand until from the middle
of September to the first of October. By this
time, cooler weather creates a certain demand.
Prices at this time are, therefore, practically
normal. The very finest thing is bringing 16c
and from that down. Stocks are coming in very
slowly, but that is to be expected at this time.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

New York, Aug. I'J.—A few lots of new comb
honey have arrived, but not enough to establish
a fixed price in quantity lots. We do not ex-
pect large receipts before the second week in
Septembe4, and will not be able to give definite
quotations until that time. Extracted honey ts
in fairly good demand at unchanged prices.
Beeswax dull and declining. Market price

being now 27(ai28c. Hildreth & Segelken.

Kansas Citv, Aug. 30.—With cooler weather,
the demand for honey is slowly increasing,
and prices are firm, as follows: Fancy white
comb honey, f3 00 per case; amber and darker
shades, f2.'25 to $2.50. White extracted, per
pound, 7 cents. Beeswax, per pound, 30c; good
demand. C. C. Clbmons & Co.

Cincinnati, July 15.—The supply of honey at
the present time is limited, with but moderate
demand. New hcney is beginning to arrive.
We quote our market to-day as follows: Am-
ber extracted in barrels and cans, 5K@6J^c;
white clover, 6Ji^@8c. Comb honey (demand
limited), 13@14c for fancy and No. 1. Beeswax,
29c. The Fred W, Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 25.—Honey demand im-
proving some now. Receipts of new crop are
light as yet, but we hear of quite liberal offer-
ings at country points, indicating lower prices
later when the " behind time " fellows get their
crop ready. We quote fancy white, 16@17c; A
No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 14c; mixed and buckwheat,
12't_'14c. Extracted, white, 7@7}^c; buckwheat
and mixed, o'l? oj^c. H. R. Wright.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.—Some comb honey
has been arriving in this market the last week,
but hardly enough to fix the market price.
Everything depends on the crop, which is still

uncertain. Some few sales made of fancy comb
at 16@17c; No. l,14@lSc. Extracted honey ar-
riving freely and selling at 7@Sc for fancy
white and o@7c for light amber. Beeswax, 26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission, Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Aug. 17.—White comb, 1-lb.

sections, I2!^@13c; amber, '>,^llc. Extracted,
white, 55i@6c; light amber, 5@5H.c; amber,
4@4>^c; dark amber, 3J4@3>ic. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28@30c; dark, 26@27>^c.
The first noteworthy shipment by sea for

some time was made the current week, a
steamer taking 200 cases extracted for Ger-
many. Market for amber grades is without
special firmness, but tendency on water-white
honey is to better average prices than have been
prevailing the past season.

JTC WANTED :X
Fancij Comb ttoneij from White Glover,

in uo-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.CM. SCOTT & CO.
1C(14 E. Wash. St., INDIAN' APOLIS, IND.

34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.
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FEK-FBOT O-OOOS !

IjO'W PR.ICES !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i flmerican i B66-K66P6r
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Eppiug, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee Journal when wxitins

1. J. STRINGttftM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries lu stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUBENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS.

(joods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy **no-drip" Shlp-

plng.Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holding'drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-
pers; regular Mason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; 5-gallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Staiidaril-Ured Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDmNflPOLIS, IND.

IAEISE
DOOLITTLE...
has concluded to sell
QUEENS in their season
during 1904, at the fol-
lowing prices:

1 Untested Queen . .$1.00

3 Untested Queens.. 2.2S

1 Tested Queen .... 1.25

3 Tested Queens 3.00

1 select tested queen 1.50

3 " " Queens 4.00
Select Tested Queen,
last year's rearing, 2.50

Extra selected breed-
ing, the very best . . S.OO

Circular free, giving particulars regarding
each class of Queens, conditions, etc. Address,

Q. M. DOOLITTLE,
24Etf Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

I 'yli^Dadant's Foundation I'aa'f

X We Guarantee Satisfaction. S^auty,'" '^P&RrfY.°'^iRnNEss.W No SAQaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINO.

^ Whv rlrtf^C if cpU cr* xx/fH V Because it has always given better satls-^ VV Iiy UUC^ IL a»Cll S>0 VVeil r faction than any other. Because in

^gf 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

^ Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
^T We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

s

LanQstroth on the; Honey-Bee—Revfised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

3t BEESV\^aX VIZANTED at all times.^ _-

—

.
. .

f DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

flease mention Bee Jotirnal wnen writinp.

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE!
WHEN YOU NEED

SECTIONS AND SHIPPINQ=CA5ES
Send to Us and GET THE BEST, AND GET IT QUICK.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS!Iwatertown)

MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown,Wis.,

fel.
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We believe that every reader of the
American Bee Journal is open to
reason. That ever}^ one will make
his decision without prejudice.

Why do we give a discount ? Like aU other
questions this one has two sides. Your side and
ours. To clear the matter a little we will first tell

why we give a discount, and then will try to ex-
plain why you should take advantage of it.

Almost every business has a rush sea-

son and a dull one. To make the
conditions balance is a never-end-
ing problem.

Roughly speaking our busy season lasts 6
months of a year and the dull season the balance.
To keep from running at a loss during the dull
season is what taxes our strength. One expense,
for example, is a pay roll of 250 helpers which must
be met and it does not decrease much during these
months. Tiiis is not the only item by any means
nor do these expenses apply to ourselves only, but
to every branch house and agent that sell our
goods. This is why we are anxious for business
during this season. And to obtain these orders
is why we give discounts. September is the dull-
est month, and when we make our best offer.

What is the advantage of buying sup-
plies before you need them ? This
is the bee-keeper's side of the ques-
tion.

One of the advantages is our discounts. Just
for convenience we will assume that $lOO.oo will
cover your requirements for supplies. You don't
need them before April 1. We will suppose that

you have the money and buy your supplies this

month. You receive as a rebate $7.00. Your
money in the bank for 6 months at 4 percent would
bring $2.00. Thus you have a clear $500 to your
credit. If you have to borrow money you can fig-

ure in a minute what you earn. Can you place
your money where it will bring larger returns ?

Seven percent for 6 months is 14 percent for one
year. The last figure is more than the profits of
an average business firm. A good farmer nets no
more. How can the bee-keeper afford to miss it ?

Aside from the mere discount there

are many other savings to be con-

sidered.

Are you working all winter ? Like ourselves
you find it best to keep busy during the slack sea-

son. Your time can be used to an advantage then
in nailing and painting your hives and making
ready your supers. Why not do it ? Then there
is always an advantage in being prepared. Very
few are successful otherwise. For lack of fore-

thought you may lose your crop or swarms for
want of supers and hives. Have you ever been
vexed by not receiving your supplies when they
are needed ? Why repeat the experience ?

It is a positive fact that the majority
of bee-keepers do not give their

bees the attention that their possi-

ble profits warrant.

The larger number of bee-keepers take the
profits from their bees as being mere luck. This
is why so many put off ordering supplies to the
last minute and run the risk of failure. Make
your bees pay by giving them intelligent thought
and attention. In the last number of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal you will find complete details re-

garding our discounts. It's costly to put off what
you can do today.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Factory and Executive Office: MEDINA, OHIO.

BRANCHES—
Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores St.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.
Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.

A.]sriD iid:.A.i^"5r a.oents.
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Editorial Comments

]
The National Convention at 5t. Louis.

In two weeks the 3Sth annual convention of the National

Bee-Keepers' Association will be in session at the Christian

Endeavor Hotel in St. Louis. It begins Sept. 27th. It

should be the largest meeting of beekeepers ever held in

this country. Why not make it a grand reunion ? It's a

good thing for those who are engaged in the same line of

work to meet and compare experiences. In so doing greater

progress can be made by all.

Better arrange to attend the St. Louis convention, and
help to make it a big success.

Apiarian Exhibits at Fairs.

These can be made of much interest to the Fair visitors,

and of no little profit to those who make the exhibits of

bees, honey, and the various implements and methods em-
ployed in modern apiculture. It is one of the best ways to

aid in educating the public concerning pure honey and its

production. And if proper eflforts are put forth with those

who manage the Fairs, usually generous premiums will be

offered.

But even if the premiums are not so liberal as they

should be, every such opportunity should be embraced by
bee-keepers to place before the consumers all the informa-

tion possible about beekeeping, and the ways in which pure

honey is produced, so that an increased demand may result.

By all means, bee-keepers should take advantage of the

Fair privileges extended to them, and utilize such to the

mutual benefit of both themselves and the consuming public.

The Honey Crop for 1904.

A final report, or resume of reports, appears in Glean-

ings in Bee-Culture for Sept. 1, in the following paragraph :

Regarding the amount of honey produced this year, the
accumulated evidence that has come in from various sources
seems to show quite clearly now that the aggregate of
honey this season is much less than last. In a way, this
may be a blessing in disguise, considering the large amount
of comb and extracted honey carried over from last season.
If we had had a crop as heavy as last year, the market
might have suffered a total collapse from which it might
not have entirely recovered. "There is no great loss with-
out some small gain " is an old adage that may possibly be
true in this case.

So far as we have been able to learn, although the

honey crop is less in quantity this year than last, prices are

not as yet much if any higher. Here in Chicago the de-

mand has hardly begun. But we think a little later it will
revive, and that there will be a good call for honey.

We think it will take a little time to recover from the
depressed prices that prevailed last year, when there was
such an enormous crop of honey in the central portion of
our country. Especially was this felt in Chicago, where
the market was fairly flooded with the finest qualities.
Still, ordinarily Chicago uses lots of honey, and in a few
weeks we believe the demand will be normal again, if not
greater than ever before.

Bogus Comb Honey and the Ladies' Home Journal.

As a sequel to the paragraph in the June number of the
Ladies' Home Journal, mentioned on page 403 of this jour-
nal, appears the following in Dr. Walker's department of
the September number of the Ladies' Home Journal :

ATRIFICIAI, PARAFFIN HONEYCOMB.

Since making the statement in this department in the
June Journal concerning paraffin honeycomb, I have re-
ceived a number of letters from those interested in the sub-
ject challenging my authorities.

My authorites are these :

In " Foods : Their Composition and Analysis ", by A.
Wynter Blyth, it says:

" A curiosity of food is a commercial American artificial honey,
which is entirely composed of glucose syrup, while the comb is also
artificial, and made of paraffin."

In "Practical Dietetics", by W. Oilman Thompson,
M. D., Professor of Medicine in the Cornell University
Medical College in New York City, visiting physician to the
Presbyterian and Bellevue Hospitals, it says :

" Artificial honeycombs are now made from paraflin, stamped into
cells to imitate the original, which enables the bees to devote more
energy to the manufacture of honey and bestow less od the oomhs.''

In " Food Analysis", by Leffmann and Beam, it says :

" A common method of adulteration consists in pouring glucose
syrup over honeycomb from which the honey has been drained, and
allowing the mixture to stand until it h:is acquired a honey flavor."

In "The New International Encyclopaedia " for 1903, it

says :

" It is stated that much of the so-called honey which is sold con-
tains none of the product gathered by the bee, and Is entirely artificial.
Of 66 samples of honey examined by the Massachusetts State Board
of Health \a were adulterated with uane-sugar or commercial glucose,
or both. One sample contained as high as S8 percent of commercial
glucose."

Notwithstanding these apparent authoritative state-
ments, wide inquiry among practical bee-keepers now con-
vinces me that paraffin is not used for this purpose, and
never has been except in an experimental way. There-
fore, the statement made in the June issue was erroneous.
What appears to be further evidence of this is the fact that
a reward of $1000 for a sample of paraffin comb was offered
some years ago, and I understand has never been claimed.
I give the above facts so that my former statements may
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not do any injustice to the army of reputable bee-keepers

in America.

A hasty glance at this array of authorities might lead

one to say that Dr. Walker was more than justified in say-

ing just what she did say in her department in June. But

the heading of her present statement is " Artificial Paraffin

Honeycomb ", and the only thing she talks about is the use

of paraffin for comb, whereas in the June number it was

comb honey—quite another thing—for she says, " the little

cells are then filled with glucose slightly flavored to give

the honey taste, and the artificial product is ready for use."

The first quotation is entirely to the point ; the three

successive ones grow weaker as they proceed. The second,

from Dr. Thompson, refers only to artificial comb, the bees

being credited with the filling—apparently with pure honey.

The third, fromLefi'mann and Beam, refers only to genuine

honeycomb, no paraffin in the case. The fourth, has only

to do with adulteration or imitation of liquid honey, there

being no comb, neither paraffin nor any other kind, in the

case.

But it is human nature to make as strong defense as

possible, and Dr. Walker has done the manly—rather the

womanly—thing to say in plain terms, "the statement

made in the June issue was erroneous ". If all who have

helped to injure the bee-keepers' interests were thus ready

to make the amende honorable, we should have cause for

gratitude.

In a private letter referring to this matter. Dr. Walker

wrote us as follows, under date of Aug. 17 :

" I am sure that you will feel satisfied with the state-

ment concerning comb honey, which I have written for the

Ladies' Home Journal for September. I think that as long

as this statement remains in our reference books there is

always danger of its being innocently quoted. It seems a

great pity that this should be true. I can not imagine any
fair-minded writer wishing in any way to harm a legitimate

industry."

We all now know that Dr. Walker never intended in any

way to injure or misrepresent honey-producers. And all

will be glad to see that she has thus set herself right on the

subject, and before the bee-keeping world.

Superseding the Common Fate of All Queens.

This is the time of year when more superseding occurs

than at any other time. The beginner is likely to think of

superseding as a rare occurrence. Instead of that it is the

common thing. In the natural course of events, every queen

closes her career by being superseded.

Miscellaneous Items

J. B. Hains, a pioneer beekeeper in Cuyahoga Co.,

Ohio, the inventor of the Hains atmospheric feeder, in

vogue some years ago, died at his home Aug. 24. He bottled

honey for the Cleveland market, buying of other beekeep-

ers after his own crop was disposed of.

Some National Association Notes have been sent to

us for publication by General Manager N. E. France, as

follows ;

Two more victories—lawsuits.

A large number of members have secured board at the

Christian Endeavor Hotel, St. Louis, to attend the Fair and
bee-keepers' convention. I am securing rooms near each
other so as to make it pleasant.

Freight on honey, in cans, boxed or cased, is 4th class ;

in cans otherwise, double first-class. If those using the

single 5-gallon jacketed can will bill the same as cased at

4th class, they will save overcharges.
The last Annual Report had many names of members

whose membership had expired, making the total too many.
This year over 2000 are at present paid-up members.

I feel there is much valuable work to be done by the
Association, and recommend that city members do not cause
quarrels among neighbors, and thus allow the Association
more time and money to advertise the use of honey, help
the sales of the same, etc.

France's honey display at the National Convention is

worth going to see. Sept. 27 to 30, Christian Endeavor
Hotel, at St. Louis.

The voting ballots for nominating officers for 1905 and
three directors are coming in very fast.

The Apiary of Mr. A. J. Freeman is shown on the

first page. When sending the picture, Mr. Freeman wrote

thus :

I enclose a partial view of my apiary. I have 18 colo-

nies, all in good shape for fall flow. Our flow is now com-
mencing (Aug. 9). I have taken 300 pounds from about 6
colonies, all white clover honey. I am in hopes my 18 colo-
nies will give me at least SO to 7S pounds each.

My father bought 3 colonies when I was about 13 years
old, in Illinois, and they all froze out that same year. Some
years later—about 1877—we moved to Kansas, where I have
remained ever since, and I have been keeping bees nearly
all these years, but the first five years were full of blunders
and loss, both in bees and money ; but since I am better in-

formed I make a success every year. We always have
plenty of honey, and generally lots to sell, and I get IS cents
a pound for all of it—extracted and comb.

My bees are nearly all full-blood Italians, and I think
they are the best. I aim to introduce several queens every
year from the best breeders.

I read three bee-papers, and I also have about half a
dozen bee-books.

I don't have much trouble about introducing queens. I

have never lost a colony from bee-moth, as I always keep
them strong, with young queens, and plenty of honey on
hand. A. J. Freeman.

The Apiary of T. R. G, Welch, of Morgan Co., Utah,

appears on the first page. When sending the photograph

he wrote as follows :

At this writing (Aug. 1) my apiary consists of ISO colo-

nies. In the spring I had 88 in good condition, and have
hived 62 swarms, and lost 6 or 8. I am running 40 colonies
for extracted and 110 for comb honey. In the shed, at the
left hand of the picture, I do all my extracting, and cleaning
and grading comb honey. In the open shed are 48 colonies
in two rows ; on the shed are 14 colonies. All the hives
have shade-boards, which are nearly all taken off and set at
the back for this ocgasion. I am just giving the open col-

ony another frame of comb.
The whole apiary covers an area of only 4x6,'4 rods,

with plum trees in front. The shed faces south, 19 degrees
east, and the hives set mostly in pairs, about 4 feet apart,
and 6 feet between the rows.

I winter my bees in just the positions they stand during
the summer.

I am in my 70th year, and do all my work myself. I

love the bees and the work. I do not consider myself a
professor in apiculture, but for the purpose of being suc-
cessful I spend much time in studying their habits. July 10
I hived a swarm that to-day (Aug. 1) has 16 drawn combs,
Langstroth size, filled with brood and honey, and a super of
comb honey ready to take off—in just 21 days. But it was
a swarm.

Last year I netted from my apiary $5.00 per colony in

honey and beeswax. T. R. G. Welch.

Mr. Philip Prior and His Apiary,—Mr. W. A. Pryal,

of San Francisco Co., Calif., some time ago sent in the fol-

lowing concerning a San Francisco apiary and its owner :

The first gold hunters that came to California landed
in San Francisco ; the first bees that sought the incompa-
rable nectar of the Golden State, also passed through the
Golden Gate and made their first home on the sand-hills of

the metropolis of the West. That is close on a century ago,

if it is not that far back already. In those days, the city

that is built on a hundred hills did not offer much induce-
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ment to the busy little workers. They probably voted the
young- city an uncivilized place; a "dismal excuse" for
man, or beast, or insect, to inhabit. Those bees, if they
reasoned at all, as well as many a homesick man, yearned
to take the first steamer for the East. But never a bee took
the steamer homeward. They remained " to grow up with
the country ", and, like many of the sturdy argonauts, they
rejoice in now being reckoned among the great history-
makers of the world.

A half century has made San Francisco one of the im-
portant commercial cities of the universe. And California
—well, where is there its equal in everything that the heart
of man yearns for ?

In the early history of the bee in San Francisco, there
were no large parks, no vast stretches of truck-gardens as
there are now, that produce vegetables that n.re shipped to

the cities of the East by the train-load, to say nothing of
feeding the hundreds of thousands of inhabitants of the
city. Since then the native flora has been augmented by
countless kinds of nectar-yielding flowers that make the
bees of to-day in the City of St. Francis well contended. It

has been stated by some, who have had insufficient infor-
mation upon the subject, that bees will not thrive in this

city. Such is not the fact.

There are a number of small apiaries in the city. From
the owners of those I have talked with, I learn that bees do
well, and sufficient honey is gathered during the winter to

keep the colonies well supplied with stores. The view
accompanying this is that of a trim little apiary I photo-
graphed on a beautiful day in mid-February. It is in what
is known as the Mission District of the city—a portion of
the metropolis that is noted for its mild climate. And there
are apiaries out by Golden Gate Park, where the climate is

not so mild, and the little workers roll in the honey there,

too.

The apiary shown is that of Mr. Philip Prior, the prin-

cipal of one of the public schools of the city. This gentle-
man is as ardent a worker among the industrious insects as
he is a faithful and successful instructor of the rising gen-
eration. He tells me that he has averaged as high as 51

pounds of comb honey per colony. This is a pretty big
yield, considering that his place is in the neighborhood of
five or six miles of the Pacific Ocean. He never loses any
colonies during winter. The bees are kept on an ordinary
city lot in the rear of his home, which is on one of the prin-

cipal streets of the city. Owing to the insects having to fly

high to clear the residences, they have not been known to

molest horses or pedestrians on the street. Bees were form-
erly kept on the same block by John McCormick some years
since, and I learn that he made quite a success of his little

apiary.
In connection with what I have stated above, of the

bees in the apiary herewith pictured, I will relate that these
bees got a great writing up in the city papers, and just be-

cause in following the dictates of Nature, they took advan-
tage of the beautiful and warm day, and swarmed. In
their simplicity they flew over the barn on the adjoining
lot in the rear, and circled around in the play-ground (a very
natural thing for them to do) of the Hawthorne School, over
which presides my friend and client, Mrs. Mann. Perhaps
these bees thought because they were the property of a
pedagogue, they were cutting the proper caper by seeking
the sacred precincts of a school-yard for an alighting-place
fbr their owner to come and hive them.

But it proved unholy ground for them. The children
did not think it fun to see a bee at school ; neither did the
principal or the other teachers, though they are all learned
and estimable ladies, as it is my good fortune to count sev-

eral of them among my acquaintances.
According to the reports in the papers, the Health De-

partment of the city was called to remove the bees. It

seems, however, that the deputies forgot to bring their im-
plements for extracting the business ends of the poor little

innocents. At one time it was thought that it would be
necessary to call out the fire department, as well as the

tough gang that is used in gathering in superfluous dogs,

stray cows, and omnivorous William goats. At any rate,

the clumsy deputies of the Health Department, who, by the

way, have had more experience in chasing the elusive
microbe, used a few sulphur candles to subdue the bees, and,
as a result, caused the bees to seek a more congenial alight-

ing-place. Where that place is. Principal Prior knoweth
not, and thus, between those two departments of the city

government, the apiary of our worthy friend lost the first

swarm of the season, which was worth say, a golden bill.

Right here I should like to ask why did not the fellow

who got up the rhyming lines on the value of swarms start

in with March and April 7 I have had swarms issue in the
latter part of March, though the season usually begins in
April hereabout. W. A. Pryal.

Mr. C. J. Thies, of Pepin Co., Wis., sent us a newspaper
clipping recently on the flight of bees, from which we take

these paragraphs, as they refer to Mr. Prior's bees :

Although it is a distance of 2j4 miles from the Prior
bee-ranch to (iolden Gate Park, the Prior bees make the
trip there, collect loads of honey and get back to the hive in
two minutes, making a bullet-like flight at the surprising
rate of 150 miles an hour.

Mr. Prior has demonstrated this by having an observer
watching certain bee-favored places in the park and exactly
timing the arrival there of bees he purposely sprinkled with
flour as they issued from the hive. He has also kept time
on the absence of the whitened bees.

"Your Mother."—We have just received one of the

most beautiful home songs that has of late come to this

office. It is called " Your Mother", written by J. T. Rider.

Price SO cents per copy. Readers of our paper, by sending

25 cents in postage stamps to the Theatrical Music Supply

Co., 44 West 28th St., New York, N.Y., will receive a copy

mailed to them postpaid.

Some Expert Opinion
' In the multitude of couusellors there is safety."

—

Bible.

Hand-Holes or Cleats on Supers.

1 4.

—

Do yvii leant /mnd-holes, or cleatx, on both sides and ends u/

saprrsf I meati pr'tnciptilly extracting-snpers.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—No.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—I do.

Rkv. M. Mahin (Ind.)—No.

N. E. France (Wis.)—Cleats.

Mrs. J. M. NuLi, (Mo.)—Yes.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—Yes.

G. M. Dooi-ITTLK (N. Y.)—Cleats, always.

Wm. RoHRiG (Ariz.)—Yes, hand-holes preferred.

E. S. LovESY (Utah)—Hand-holes on sides and ends.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—Yes, good hand-holes—no cleats.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)-They are convenient, and so

desirable.

J. M. Hambaugh (Nev.)—Hand-holes are preferable to

cleats at the ends.

O. O. POPPLETON (Fla.)—Cleats all around, but I would

prefer hand-holes.

C. H. DiBBESN (111.)—I prefer hand-holes at the ends of

extracting supers only.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—Just on the ends, I think, is suffi-

cient ; less apt to overbalance.

C. P. Dadant (111.)—We want them on the sides, though

they are perhaps also desirable on the ends.

P. H. Ei.vvooD (N. Y.)—Either on both sides or both

ends, but not necessary on both sides and ends.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—If I used extracting supers I'd

want cleats at the ends, as well as on the hives.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—Yes, hand-holes on the sides

and ends of comb honey supers, extracting-supers and

hives.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—Yes, hand-holes are necessary

when the hives have been tiered up. I would prefer the

hand-hole to a cleat, for the reason that there is no material
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about it, and it lessens the weight of the hive rather than

adding- to it. Simplicity is what we need in apiculture.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—I use hand-holes. Cleats,

unless they are put on with screws, frequently get loose and
come off.

L. Stachelhausbn (Tex.)—I use them on the ends
only ; have no use for hand-holes on the sides of the 10-

frame supers.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—I prefer hand-holes on the sides,

but if supers' sides are made of '2 -inch lumber, I would use
cleats or hand-holes in the ends.

E. D. TowNSEND (Mich.)—We use a lOframe Lang-
stroth body for an upper story to hold our extracting-combs,
and with this size we have no use for hand-holes in the
sides.

James A. Green (Colo.)—Yes. After having used a
great many supers having hand-holes only in the ends, and
others having them only in the sides, I feel that I never
want any more that do not have both.

G. W. Dkmarek (Ky.)— I have some supers that have
hand supports both at the sides and ends, but I never use
the side holes. I prefer the hand supports at the ends of
all "tiering" cases and supers, no matter how deep or
shallow.

[ Convention Proceedin$s|

Report of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTED BY LOUIS H. SCHOLL.

{Continued from page 615.)

"production and PROPER GRADING OF SECTION HONEY"
was discussed by W. E. Crandall, the manager of the Texas
Honey-Producers' Association, and who said that some of
the bee-keepers had been trying to produce it exclusively,
and that he does not approve of this. If the season is not a
favorable one for the production of honey in sections—and
it takes a good flow of honey for that— it will be best to pro-
duce some other kind of honey, as extracted or bulk comb.

During a good year it is all right to produce some sec-

tion honey, but for the bee-keeper who wants to produce it

exclusively it is not deemed best to do so.

If it is produced it should be put on the market in a nice,

clean way, in new shipping-cases, and nothing but good
honey put in.

H. A. Mitchell was asked how he produced the nice
honey he had on exhibition last year, when he carried oft'

the gold medal for the best section honey of the State. This
year he again took first prize.

This honey is from basswood, and where Mr. Mitchell
lives and has his apiaries there is a great deal of it. When
he has a good flow it fairly flows into the hives, and that is

the reason he gets such a good quality of honey. He uses
7-to-the-foot, 4'..x4'2 square section, and all-wood separa-
tors in T-tin supers. This gives thinner combs, and there
is an advantage in it. The bees fill them better and finish
them nicer. They also fill more sections.

F. J. R. Davenport said that there were three essential
points necessary in the production of fancy comb honey.
First, prolific queens ; second, rousing colonies ; and third.

a heavy honey-flow. If you have not these you might just

as well set your supers on a stump, and you will not get a
bit less surplus honey than if you have them on colonies

with any of the above lacking.

H. H. Hyde dwelt on the use of a shallow super on the

colony before a honey-flow, and raising it at the beginning
of the white flow and putting the section super between it

and the brood-chamber. Then, when the sections in this

one are two-thirds full, put another below it. The shallow

super above is used for extracted honey.

TTdo Toepperwein read the following paper on

THE IMPORTANCE OF UNIFORM, STANDARD CANS
FOR TEXAS.

This is a matter that we have had up for two years, and
we adopted the 3-lb. friction-top cans, 20 in a case ; 60-lb.

friction-top pails, 10 in a case ; 121b. friction-top pails,

10 in a case ; the 60-lb. cans with 8-inch screw caps, and
60-lb. cans with 1 's-inch screw caps, 2 in a case. I think this

one of the best moves that we ever made, as there are now
only four different sizes of cans. This makes it very easy

for the dealer to keep a complete stock, and the result is

that the bee-keepers can get, in most cases, nearly any size

they want, or the next size to that. With the four standard-

size packages honey is sold very nearly as easily in one size

as in another.

The 3 and u pound friction-top cans are taking the lead

now, and the demand for these sizes is increasing very

rapidly, as these are just the right size for family use. The
60-lb. cans are too large for family trade, and so are the 12-

Ib., to a great extent. The 12-lb. cans are too small for re-

tailers to dish out the honey to the customers, and for this

purpose the 60-lb. cans are the right size.

The 3 and 6 pound cans weigh only 60 lbs to the case,

and are of a shape so as to be very easily handled. The 12-

lb. and 60-lb. cans, however, are very hard to handle, as the

packages are too clumsy.

There is yet a great demand in Uvalde for the 6 and 12

pound cans with screw caps, which is quite a drawback to

the dealers. All screw-cap cans are very hard to open or to

close, and if a friction-top can is closed it never leaks, if

ripe honey is put in the cans, even if the cans are turned

upside down, while every screw-top can leaks more or less

if turned upside down or on the side.

I think that we should encourage the 3 and the 6 pound

friction-top cans, which are nicely shaped, and are in light

packages. We can not discard the (lO-lb. cans altogether,

as there will always be a demand for them, but there is a

tendency for a lighter package all the time, and a 60-lb.

all around should be encouraged.

I think another thing that should betaken up is whether

or not it would pay us to use the 60-lb. cans cased singly

—

one in a case. If we would have all packages weigh 60-lbs.

there would be less young bee-keepers with worn-out backs

from handling too heavy cases of honey. The 60-lb. cans,

two in a case, weigh about 135 pounds with the case, which

is too heavy for one person to handle. Would it not pay us

to use only one can in a case, at only a very small additional

expense ? I am sure it would not cost much more per case.

Udo Toepperwein.

The bee-keepers endorsed the views of Mr. Toepperwein,

and a thorough discussion followed.

It was decided that the 12-lb. cans be cut out as much
as possible. The merchants are wanting a 60-pound pack-

age, as the heavier ones are too hard to handle, therefore

the bee-keepers should act on this matter in conformity

with the wishes of the merchants who handle their product.

J. F. Teel said that the merchants from his part of the

State wanted the 60-lb. cans cased singly, so as to make a

lighter package.
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Several of the members pave some disadvantages of

such a package. The main one was that it was too high,

and that it was too often thrown down on its side, when
the contents would leak out. Any package that is too high

is thrown over in rapid handling, and in piling up, as every-

body knows too well if they are acquainted with the way
the railroad people handle things.

W. H. Laws told of an instance where he had shipped

a case of honey in a 60-lb. can cased singly. He delivered

it to the freight agent. About a week afterward he saw the

same case lying on its side in the freight depot, and almost

all the honey leaked out of the can. Since then, whenever

he has to ship out a single can, he simply sends it out in a

case that holds two cans, taking out one of them, so that

there is not so much danger of the case being turned over.

Willie Atchley told of a new package for honey that his

father, E. J. Atchley, got out recently. It is a square can

the same as the old 8-inch screw-top can, but only half as

high, and holds 25 pounds. This makes a nice can for

honey, and two in a case makes a package of about 60

pounds with the case. It is a flat package, and is easily

handled. The cans are not so deep, and therefore it is a

good all-around can for the bee-keeper. The cost is low,

too.

The Texas Honey-Producers' Association has had a

great deal of experience in this line, and they say that a <)0-

Ib. package is in the greatest demand with them ; that there

is a call for one can of 60 pounds of honey, or a single can,

and if shipped out in a case by itself it was unsatisfactory.

They could get any amount of orders for single 60-1-b. cans,

and that they have thought it best to have part of the honey
in one-can cases, and some in two-can cases of the 60-lb.

cans.

He said that there was no place for the 121b. cans, as

those who sometimes ordered them and were told that they

had none of them would order the 61b. cans, every time.

Therefore, the bee-keepers will strive toward having none
but the 3 and 6 pound friction-top cans in 60-lb. packages,

and the 60 lb. cans in one and two case sizes until they can
get a better size of the large cans.

(Continued next week.)

c
Contributed Articles

Queen-Excluders and Their Use.

BY C. P. DADANT.

MR. DADANT :— I have read with interest your article

regarding queen-excluders, but with my 8 and 10
frame hives I am obliged to differ from you. I began

a few days ago to extract, but found the honey, in part, not
ripe enough to suit me, therefore I gave it up again. I am
now putting the fourth hive-bodies (or third supers) on most
of my colonies. But let me tell in what condition I find
part of my hives. I suspect the majority are in that con-
dition.

First, the body or brood-chamber is mostly filled with
pollen ; some have some brood, some have none. The sec-

ond body, or first super, is largely filled with brood ; third
body, or second super, has some brood in most of the center
combs. I have a few hives with queen-excluder on an 8-

frame body ; these hives have two supers nearly filled with
honey. (When I speak about supers here they are full-

depth extracting supers, the same as the brood-chamber).

With your large hives the queens may stay down ; with
my 8 and 10 frame hives they will move up. It seems the
bees crowd the brood-chamber full of pollen, and then move
up, but then again some have plenty of empty cells below,
and still the brood is above.

Excuse this letter, but I felt like writing a few lines in

reply to your article, as my bees work so differently from
yours. RoBT. A. Hoi,Ekamp.

St. Louis Co., Mo., Aug. 20.

I have just received the above letter. I have also lately

received similar information from a bee-keeper located only

about 12 miles from us, a Mr. Null, who also uses the 10-

frame Langstroth hive. This illustrates the necessity of

never dictating any special method of culture to different

people located in different spots, and using different imple-

ments. It is very evident to me that the difference in re-

sults is due to the hives used. We are in the habit of say-

ing that the advantages of the movable-frame hive reside

entirely in the manipulations that the hive permits, but

there is certainly something also in the size and shape of a

hive, not only for wintering but in many other instances.

The hive we use, and have been using for years, is

similar to the regular Langstroth in every respect, except

the length and depth of the frames, and I believe I can show

why the bees behave differently in these.

Queens do not like to lay eggs in a small comb, but

they like still less to go over an empty space, or a space

covered with wood, while laying. Those of my readers who

have tried frames divided horizontally or vertically in the

middle by a slat, have noticed that in numerous instances

the queens will breed on one side of the dividing slat and

not on the other. That is how I explain the reluctance of

the queen to leave the brood-combs. She will more readily

cross over from one comb to the other than step over a bee-

space and two wooden slats to ascend or descend from one

story to another. So if the combs are large and spacious it

will not be difficult to keep the queen in the breeding apart-

ment without excluders.

But if the frames are not sufficiently numerous, or the

combs are not large enough to accommodate the queen to

the fullest of her laying capacity, she will leave the story

she occupies, and if she finds another of equal size, as to

the capacity of the brood-combs, she will there elect her

domicile permanently. There is no probability of her leav-

ing the upper story after she has once moved there, until

this upper story again becomes crowded with honey. As

the bees always put their honey above them, or between

them and the roof, as far away from the entrance as pos-

sible, the queen will sooner or later be crowded back, unless

the space occupied is too large for their needs.

With a very capacious brood-chamber, capable of accom-

modating the most prolific queens, and supers of shallower

depth, such as we use, we avoid the difficulties mentioned.

The queen has usually sufficient room below for breeding,

and when she goes to the upper story she finds there a shal-

lower frame, which does not permit her to lay her eggs in a

large circle such as she prefers. She, therefore, is less

prone to remain.

As to the great gathering and storing of pollen in the

brood-combs, this is only a temporary occurrence, due to the

peculiar season we are having in this part of the country.

The flowers have bloomed uninterruptedly from May till

August, and while there has been occasion for the bees to

gather as much pollen as they wished right along, the

honey harvest has been very intermittent. A good flow of

honey would cause the bees to gather less pollen, and the

surplus of it would be consumed. But it behooves the bee-

keeper to make sure of what the brood-combs contain for

winter.

If I were in the place of the above-mentioned bee-keep-

ers, I would take up those lower stories and place them at

the top, thus doing away with the pollen-combs for the

time. It would also be necessary to crowd the bees some

for room, that is, give them less room that if all was in a

normal condition. The colony would thus crowd more
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honey into the brood apartment, which would make it safer

for winter. When a colony is given ample space with ex-

tractor-combs already built, there is a liability of their

scattering their honey so that the lower story is in danger
of not being sufficiently supplied with food for winter.

The prospect just now for a fall honey-flow is very
promising. We have never seen more bloom and stronger
colonies than at present. If the weather is not too cool or

too wet from now until frost, there is promise of as ample
a harvest as I ever saw. Hancock Co., 111., Aug. 23.

Priority Rights in Locations for Bees.

BY L. V. RICKETTS.

ON page 327 appears an article on the rights of bee-

keepers, in which I asked a number of questions. On
page 425, Mr. Hasty attempted to reply to the article,

but made no attempt at answering any of the questions.
He seems to be trying to evade the main issue by substan-
tially alleging that all who think differently from him on
this subject are actuated by a desire to do a wrong. This
accusation is as absurd and as unreasonable as was his pre-

vious attack on the crowding bee-keepers, in which he
called them names. ( Page 346—1903 ; and page lOS—1904.)

We will now sum up the evidence at hand, and see whether
or not Mr. Hasty is right in his conclusions.

On page 805 (1903), Delos Wood, of California, while
attending the Los Angeles convention, spoke very emphati-
cally in line with the argument as set forth in my article on
page 327, and judging from the fact that Mr. Wood was
attending the convention, and from his writings in the
American Bee Journal, we may safely conclude that he is

one of California's leading bee-keepers. This would show
that he was not prompted from lust, but was speaking from
a clear and unselfish desire to give each one his just dues.

On page 381, Mr. McColley says : "I rather admire the
way L. V. Ricketts goes for those bee-men that think they
own the earth. I rather think ' hog ' would fit them ". Now
we find by reading Mr. McColley's article that he has an
apiary in the South and one in the North, yet he takes sides

against Mr. Hasty's views. Does this show lust or a desire

to do wrong on the part of Mr. McColley ?

On page 441, Mrs. Amos, in her very interesting article,

says that she has a home apiary and a small out-apiary,

which indicates that she is an established beekeeper, hav-
ing territory occupied by her bees, yet in her article she
says: " I call Mr. Ricketts' article a strong one, too. Bee-
keepers, as well as others, need to be reminded that there

are two sides to a question ". No lust or selfishness in

this, Mr. Hasty.

Now, as to myself, I own 80 acres of land four miles
southwest from Pullman, Wash., on which I live and keep
my bees, and five miles south from Pullman and five miles
southeast from home I own 160 acres. On this last place I

have never established an apiary, although it is a splendid
location, and no apiary nearer than 12 miles of either place.

I am so very busy with my farms, stock, and dairy business,
that I haven't the time to give attention to an out-apiary,

so you see I am not lusting for some one's bee-territory.

Could it be possible that Mr. Hasty has a petit interest

in the shape of a small apiary which he is zealously guard-
ing against all would-be intruders, that causes him to be so
outspoken against others likely to crowd him a little ? Or
is it because he is paid to afterthink, and this is one of his

afterthinklets ? It appears to me that Mr. Hasty sought,
with one fell swoop of his pen, to settle for all time the
question of the priority rights of bee-keepers. I could not

sit back and silently observe him posing a.& lawyer, judge,

3.\i6jury in this case.

My only motive for writing the previous article on this

subject was to arouse interest on the question, and to show
that it is a great problem having two sides. My advice is

to use great judgment and discretion in each individual

case.

Mr. Hasty concludes his article by saying : "Now, it

isn't by calling things by their right names that Mr. Hasty
will disgrace his department and himself ". Now let us see

whether or not Mr. Hasty always calls people and things by
their right name.

On page 10 (1903), when referring to the picture of some
distinguished ladies and gentlemen on the title page of No.
48 (1902), he says, " My, what a lot of donkeys gazed out

upon us from the title page of No. 48 "1 Now, really, Mr.

Hasty, is that calling things by their right name ?

On page 8 (1904), in speaking of that beautiful young
Texas bride, whose picture appears on the title page of No.
SO, page 785(1903), he refers to her as " that critter ". If

Mrs. Hyde gets after Mr. Hasty with a broom-stick, she

will make him hide-out in great haste.

That naughty child, what shall we do with him if he

does not desist from calling people and things " by their

right names "?

Having accomplished my purpose, as stated above, and
realizing that space in the " Old Reliable " is too valuable

to be filled with long-drawn wars of words, there shall be

no long war between my friend Mr. Hasty and me. Thus
ends th'e controversy so far as I am concerned.

Whitman Co., Wash.

[ Our Bee-Hccpln§ Sisters
|

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Floor Polish.

A paragraph in the Herald and Presbyter says that

turpentine mixed with beeswax makes the very best floor

polish.

Milk-Crackers and Honey.

A supply of dainty biscuit or crackers is very useful in

hot weather. Saltines, or even milk-crackers, spread lightly

with butter and crisped in the oven, and served with a

comb of honey, a plate of candied ginger, or a jar of mar-

malade, make an acceptable finish to an unpretending mid-

day meal.

So says the Herald and Presbyter.

Importance of Carefulness with Bees.

Now comes the time of year when habits of neatness

generally accredited to the gentler sex are of importance in

a very practical way. One who is slovenly, whether man
or woman, is likely to be careless in exposing honey toward

the close of the season, when robber-bees are prowling

about, eager for stolen sweets. Perhaps a comb of brood is

taken out of a hive and carelessly left for a time, while the

operator is attending to something else—perhaps entirely

forgotten for a time. It does not take the robber-bees long

to start a land-ofiice business, and if the comb is hastily

taken away it may only make matters worse if a weak col-
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ony happens to be near. Better leave in place of the re-

moved comb another containing a very little honey, or even

an empty comb, so the bees will tire themselves out on that

rather than to attack a neighboring colony. Better still to

be careful in the first place.

Bee-Keeping- for Weak Patients.

Nowadays the doctors are urging, as never before, that

sunshine and the open air is the thing for many of the sis-

ters who need toning up, and many a one is taking doses of

light and air as she would doses of any other medicine.

In many cases a doctor might do a worse thing than to

avoid mention of the curative power of those elements, but

quietly to manage to have his listless weak patients become

interested in keeping bees.

Wives as Honey-Salesladies.

Mr. A. Wakerell, speaking in the British Bee Journal

of selling honey, says :

I may offer another little " tip " to bee-keepers who,
like myself, are married men, and which I have found to

answer admirably, viz.: giving my wife a little commission
on each pound of honey disposed of. In this way I sell a
great deal more honey than I otherwise should be able to do.

Now, if Mr. Wakerell found profit in allowing his wife

a commission on sales, why not others ? It might be a good

thing for any of the sisters who are possessed of that some-

times very convenient piece of property—a husband—to

read to him gently, but persuasively, the foregoing item.

Artificial Eggs, So-called.

In connection with artificially-made comb hoifey is

mentioned in a recent copy of the American Bee Journal,

artificially made eggs. When this product was first placed

on the market we lived in Orange, N. J., and the so-called

egg-factory was, I think, in Newark, about five miles dis-

tant. Mother bought a package of the egg-powder and tried

it, and decided in her own mind that it was made of eggs,

pure and simple, dried and pulverized. She experimented
her our eggs, and with product could not be detected from
the other; it was identical in appearance and work.

Clinton Co., N. Y. Frances EllEN Wheeler.

Dried eggs, or eggs prepared in any way to preserve

their good qualities, are just as good and honest a product

as dried apples or canned peaches. There is nothing arti-

ficial in the case.

I don't know exactly the place to which you refer in

this Journal, but if artificially-made eggs were mentioned,

it may have been suggested by a very bright article written

a good many years ago by Mr. S. F. Newman, of Ohio. It

was a burlesque—take-off—on the production of artificial

comb honey.

Different materials were used to manufacture the dif-

ferent parts of the egg—carrots for example, for color-

ing the yolk—and the undertaking was so far successful
that the eggs were hatched out under the fostering care of
an old biddy ; but, alas, one of the ingredients was at fault,

and the poor little chicken came into this cold world utterly
devoid of feathers !

The idea was, probably, that this was as reasonable to

believe as the wild stories of artificially-made honey.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this ofiice.

[ Hasty's Afterthoughts }

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

HONEY-ADULTERATORS AS MEMBERS.

Good plan not to take the adulterators of honey into

membership—only a door should be left unlocked, that

" While the lamp holds out to burn
The vilest sinner may return."

Also, lots of serviceable people have a mean prejudice that

can't be got out of them. Bad plan to make it possible for

one or two such to keep out a desirable candidate. This

anent the Constitution on page 536.

LESS SWARMING THIS SEASON.

Edwin Bevins seems to have found swarming bad this

season, but not so bad as last. Same here. Page 537.

ORIGIN OF ALFALFA.

If the word "alfalfa" is Arabic, and came to us

through the Spanish Americans, it would rather indicate

that the plant is a native of western Asia. Same plant is

not the same (Irish bull !) when it comes to us through

Europe under the name of Lucerne. In Europe it has had

long evolution under different influences. Page 541.

BETTER-FLAVORED HONEY DEMANDED.

And it is a fine, high flavor that we must be having in

honey, else a slump in the honey market. Mr. R. A. Bur-

nett strongly intimates that. Better then that we " read,

mark and.inwardly digest "—and let the perfectly willing

bee inwardly digest that extracted honey some more. Page

547.
BEES OF NOW AND OF 40 YEARS AGO.

J. E. Crane drops the hint that perhaps the Italian bee

is not as vigorous as it used to be 40 years ago. Worth

thinking of. But don't jump to that conclusion too nimbly.

Page 548.

NUMBER OF FRAMES PREFERRED IN A HIVE.

" Once more into the breach " the 8 frame hive and the

10-frame hive go against each other. Nine experts are for

the former and seven for the latter. Also seven contrive to

get themselves out of count one way or another (get killed),

while one wants 12, and one wants 9 frames. Page 549.

METHODS OF QUEEN-REARING—CLIPPING QUEENS.

At times perhaps we get into the condition of the people

at Athens, who lived on purpose to get hold of something

new. A new queen-rearing method then should certainly

make us prick up our ears—methods in print so few. How

about the Broderick method ? Wish I was more capable of

judging. The main points about it seem to be two in num-

ber. Whether it is original with Mr. B. to rear queens only

from the second occupants of the cells, I am not able to say.

That's not very important to the rest of us if the thing it-

self is of a high order of importance—as apparently it may

be. Reasonable that the first occupant may suffer more or

less neglect at first—and turn out something else than the

very best queen on account of it. But what /oizVn't' assur-

ance have we that the second occupant will never be con-

temptuously poked around in the cell at first introduction ?

But the other fundamental point—my, what a lot of

kicking it's going to cause among the clippers to assume

that a strong colony in May always starts supersedure cells

when you clip their queen I That, if so, is a very sore

charge against clipping as a practice. And about two-
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thirds of the brethren, I take it, are clippers—fanatically so

some of them. What do I think ? I think bees are always
disturbed in their minds when their queen is handled to

clip her. Very likely the clipping itself causes part of it,

but I think the handling is one main thing. I would con-

tribute this additional point to the method. If you find

your cell-building colony is getting languid in its work,

catch the queen and handle her some more. I think pretty

strongly that if any queen is handled, say once or twice a

week, the bees will try to supersede her, if they don't do

worse. When a queen is handled there is a numerously
graded set of things that may happen. The bees may kill

her quick as a flash the minute they get hold of her. (From
my own experience when I was a beginner.) They may
ball ber till she is worthless or dead. They may ball her

not very furiously, and soon let her go. They may go
deliberately about superseding her. (This not from my
own experience, but inferred from Mr. Broderick's.) They
may threaten to supersede, but not persevere to accomplish
it. They may merely " turn up their noses" a little for

awhile—and anon the disagreeable scent disappears and all

is lovely again.

Mr. Broderick's experience that bees accept just as

many larva; in dry cells as in jelly is important— if others

find it so also. Polish that quill on a stone till the sharp
edges are all taken off. Page 534.— [See Mr. Broderick's

correction on the queen-clipping matter, page 564.

—

Editor.]

MOST HONEY COMES FROM THE HIVE !

The printer man bungled S. T. Pettit's answer and
makes him father of a brilliant joke which he is doubtless

entirely innocent of. The principal source of surplus honey
is the hive. Same here—that's where I get mine. Page 549.

Dr. Miller's Answers ]
Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,

or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Introducing Honey-Daubed Queens.

On page 590, Franklin G. Fox asks me to report after
trying the plan of introducing a queen by daubing her with
honey and dropping her in. I tried the plan many years
ago, when it was somewhat commonly practiced before the
present ways of introducing were known ; but it was gen-
erally stipulated that the queen must be daubed with honey
taken from the hive into which she was to be introduced.
In many cases it is safe, but not always.

C. C. Miller.
--•-^

Using the Queen to the Best Advantage.

1. I am a beginner, and would like to know how to use
the queen to the best advantage. Could I leave all the bees
possible in a top story that is pretty well filled with honey,
set it by itself for two or three days, and then give them
the queen 7 Or would it be best to kill one of my queens,
and replace it with the new queen ?

2. About how long before the queen ought to begin
laying ? Canada.

Answers.—1. If you take an upper story containing
honey, but no brood, and set it in a new place, you will prob-
ably find it entirely deserted by the bees unless you im-
prison them for two or three days, and then there may be
danger of smothering. If the season of gathering is en-
tirely over, it may be the best plan to kill the queen of a
colony and introduce the new queen in her stead. If, how-

ever, you are anxious to preserve both queens, and the har-
vest is still on, or you are willing to feed, you may do this :

Take an empty hive, put into it one frame of brood and bees
from the old hive with the queen on it, fill up with empty
combs, set in place of the old hive, removing the old hive
with brood and bees to a new place, at the same time intro-

ducing the new queen into the old hive.

2. Possibly she may begin laying as soon as the bees
liberate her from the cage

; possibly not for a week.

Killing the Bees to 6et the Honey.

I am selling out with the intention of leaving my pres-
ent location, and I can not take my bees with me or sell
them for what they are worth. How can I kill them so as
to get the honey ? I have several colonies doing very well,
but I know but little about handling them. Missouri.

Answer.—The only way that was known at one time
to get honey from bees was to kill them with brimstone.

Dig a pit in the ground, put in it some burning coals, drop
on some brimstone or sulphur, set the hive over, and quickly

close up with cloths or rags every avenue of escape. Bisul-

phide of carbon or chloroform may also be used. It's a sad
proceeding at best.

Why Did the Bees Die ?-Other Questions.

1. I am a beginner in the bee-business, and have only
12 colonies. We had a very severe winter and a late spring.
I put 14 colonies into winter quarters, but lost 2. In one of
them I found the bees dead in a cluster in one side of the
hive. All the honey had gone to the middle of the hive, and
the other half (5 frames) was mostly full of sealed honey.
There were plenty of bees in the hive, plenty of pollen, no
signs of disease, and the weather was very cold. What
was the trouble with them ?

2. In looking through my colonies the other day I found
a nice queen lying in front of a hive, that I think had been
pulled out that day. On looking into the hive-I found that
they had a nice young queen. Did they kill the old queen ?

3. At the same time I found two other hives that had a
fine, ripe-looking queen-cell sealed in each of them, and I

thought they were fixing to swarm. Now I find that the
cells have hatched and the bees have not swarmed. How is

that 7 Virginia.

Answers.—1. The trouble was the long spell of cold.

Usually a mild spell comes soon enough so that the bees can
leave the cluster, and bring to it enough honey from farther

out to last till the next warm spell. But in this case they

used up all the honey in their reach before another warm
spell came, and they had their choice to leave the cluster

and freeze to death or cling together and starve.

2. Yes, it was a case of superseding.

3. The cells may have started for swarming, and bad
weather, a let-up in the honey-flow, or something else may
have made the bees give up swarming, but still allowing a

young queen to emerge. But you speak as if there were

only a single cell in each hive, in which case there was
probably no intention to swarm, but to supersede the queen.

Money as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes " and " Remedies Using Honey." It should be

widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts. ; 25

for 40 cts.; 50 for 70 cts.; 100 for Si. 25; 250 for $2.25; 500

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office
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QUEERS

!

have a good supply, ready to mail,
: is hardy, all our outyards wintered on
summer stand^f, right near bleak Lake

Erie; our pres_ent strain is extra prolific and
rry in your orders as we shall
inter. Prices of Golden or 3-

fine workei
soon unite for
band;

1 6 12
Select $.75 $4.00 $ 7 iK)

Tested 1.00 5.00 9.00
SelectTested 1.50 8.00 15.00
Breeders 3.00 15.00
Straights Band Breeders.. S.OO

Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder
35Atf BELLEVUE. OHIO.

IT i=ua."srs
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROJVIPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., fheboygan. Wis.
2TA26t Please mention the Bee Journal

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June 15, 75c. Write for dis-
count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22At£ FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

ITALIAV QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full

colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 65
" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder " 1.65
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00
Imported Queens from $3 to $S

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-liist.

J. L. STRONG.
304 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

^in (\(\(\ WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED<I>XV,VVV gyp TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
47 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.

B
INGHAN'S PATENl

Smokers
T. F. BINQnAM.ParweU. Mich

Piease zaention. Uee j :janiai wn«u writing.

BEE-KEEPERS!
n-e manufacture SECTIONS, NO-DRIP

SHIPPING-CASES, and are dealers in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Write for low prices and catalog-.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.

c
FROM MANY FIELDSLPS

])

Bees Hard at Wopk—King-Birds.
Bees are booming^ on heartsease, and

soon the Spanish-needle will be ready.
We have had lots of rain.

In last week's Bee Journal one of
the correspondents says that king-birds
or bee-martins do not catch bees. Tell
him to cut the gizzard open, and see
the bee-legs in there.

A. J. Freeman.
Neosho Co., Kans., Aug. 24.

Quite Good Season.

The season has been quite good, but
so many cold nights, not over a half a
dozen warm ones. There was lots of
honey, if the weather had been so the
bees could have gotten it. They never
got to work early, but not as late as
last year. Basswood was fine. I must
claim the honor of having something
that Dr. Miller does not have—a colony
to swarm once with a cell, and this
colony never swarmed last year.
The honey market is no good—10

cents wholesale. I won't sell for that,
as there are some that must be gotten
rid of first. Subscriber.
Faribault Co., Minn., Sept. 1.

Rolling in Yellow Honey.

The honey crop this year is very
good in quantity, but not in quality.
The first honey we get is from chin-
quapin bloom, and it has a bitter flavor.
The flow lasted longer than usual this
season, but now the partridge-pea is in
bloom, and the bees are rolling in a
beautiful yellow honey of the best
flavor. D. H. Herlong.
Tolen Co., Fla., Aug. 20.

Honey from Smartweed.

Bees were working good on the sec-

ond bloom of alfalfa when I left Okla-
homa.

I visited a bee-keeper here and bought
some honey from him. I was surprised
at the cheap price at which he sold it,

but when it came on the table I under-
stood it. It came from smartweed and
was dark, with a rank flavor.

The American Bee Journal is all

right, and helpful to a beginner.
E. C. Pendroy.

Lyon Co., Kans., Aug. 22.

Honey-Flow Fair—Prospect Good.

The honey-flow has been fairly good
this season, but not nearly so good as
it was last. I think we have had too
much rain and cloudy weather during

Fine Breeding Queens, $2
Sample of liees, free.

J.F.MICHAEL, RT. 1, WINCHESTER, INO.
37A at Please mentlou the Bee Journal.

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALK

50 lbs. or over, at 5 cents per pound. Address,
37Atf JOSEPH SHAW. Strong City, Kans.
lease mentton Bew journal when VTriting

Bee-Heepersp

Attention

!

Are you going to buy Bees ?

Are you going to locate in Texas ?

We make a specialty of nuclei and full colo-
nies of bees for shipment^ in any quantity, any
where, at all seasons of the year, car lots a
specialty.
We are selling- ag^ents for a larg-e number of

colonies of bees, in quantity and locations to
suit purchasers. If jou wish to buy a farm or
ranch we may have it for you. Write us your
wants.

Southwestern Bee-Keepers

:

We are Southwestern manag-ers for the W. T.
Falconer Mfg-. Co., and will carry a full line of
BEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES at Factory Prices.
Let us figure with you before buying-. Order
early and get the discounts.
We will carry a line of Honey-Cans and buy

your honey crop, and want all the beeswax we
can get at market prices.
OUR AIM —To supply the bee-keeper, his

wants, and buy his products in return.
Correspondence in Spanish and German a

specialty.

The Hyde Bee-Supply Co.
H. H. Hyde, Pres. and Mg-r.

ISIN.Flores St., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
37Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

65 GoionjeLFop Sale

!

Strong in bees, and mostly in 8-frame dove-
tailed hives with wired frames, and one super
on each hive. No disease. Prices: In lots of

5, $4.00 each; or for the entire lot, at the yard,

f3.S0 each. Small quantity of dark honey for

sale also. MRS. J. A. HIQHET,
2325 N. 43rd Ave., Irving Park Sta.

37A4t CHICAGO, ILL.

Pjieaae mention Bee jonm&i vntm 'writlnf-

Bees For Sale
with Queen-Rearing outfit, trade and fixtures.
Information furnished on application. Address

JOHN W. PHARR,
37A2t BERCLAIR, TEX.
Mease mention Bee Jotiroal when writlns:

lO CENTS A YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest
Illustrated Maga-
zine in the world for
10c a year, to intro-

duce it ONLY.
It is bright and up-

lo-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life,

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
'Uildings and famous people. Send at once.

^c a year, postpaid, any where in the U.S., Can-
dida and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of

6 names,Soc: 12for$l. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send today. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A4»t Nn. 75. Birmingham, Alabama.

WeasB mentio i Bee iooroa' 'srn en -wrtliTi*

Low Rates to Eastern Points

will always apply via Nickel Plate
Road and its eastern coonections to

all points in New York, New England
and eastern States. Three daily trains

to Ft. Wavne, Findlay, Cleveland, Erie,
Buifalo, New York and Boston. Stan-
dard equipment on all trains. Meals
served in dining-cars on American
Club Plan, ranging in price from 35c.

to .Si. 00 per meal ; also service a la

carte and Mid-day Luncheon SOc. The
eastern terminals of the Nickel Plate
Road are only from three to ten min-
utes from all Ocean Steamship Docks,
and the service afforded is first-class.

No excess fare charged on any train.

For particulars, call on or address J. Y.
Calahan, (Teneral Agent. 113 Adams
St., Room 29S. Chicago, 111. Chicago
depot, La Salle and Van Buren Sts.

26—36A4t

Tlie

Dixie Home
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riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making- SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
rig-ht kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

•^lease mention Bee Journal -when -wTitme,

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest antl
Purest, Richest in 4Jolor and Odor, Most Xransparent and 'I'ougli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SIJPI*liIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole.'Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
pisase mention Bee journal "when writing

Prompt Shipments Our Specialty.
If you want your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us. We

have the largest stock in Michig-an, and can ship at once.
Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

'leaso mention Bee Jo^irnai wneu writme.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on oae side—Three Bees on the other side.

HOWARD M. MELBEE,
HONEYVILLE, O.

[This Cut is the fVLz. Size of the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.—When orderlug", be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Enite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here.

The Material entering- into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forg-ed out of the very finest Eng-lish razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lining's are plate brassy
the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the tinder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so foi
tunate as to have one of the ** Novelties," j-our Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and L&
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
_i

. ifg jg g husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having
of the recipient on < iide?

The accompanying cui gives a faint idea, but cannot fullv convey an exact representation o*
this'beautiful knife, as tb*" ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We .send it postpaid for $1.25, or g-ive it as a Premium to the
one sending usihree new sobsckibers to the Bee Journal (with $.^ 00.) We will club the Noveltj
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $2.00.

GEORGE W. YORK £ CO, Chicago. Ill

49*Please allop" •'bout two weeks for vour knife order to be tinea.

Please illentioD the Bee Journal
when writing
Advertisers •••

the past month. The bees have gath-
ered barely enough to subsist on, but
at present they are doing better.

I think the prospects are fairly good
for the fall flow if the weather is favor-
able. There is an abundance of bloom
from goldenrod, Spanish-needle and
smartweed.

I looked through my colonies yester-
day, and found that they had plenty of
brood and larva?. D. H. Plank.
Cass Co., Mo., Aug. 25.

c Beedom Boiled Down
)

The Fretful Cares and Fears.

The little cares that fretted me,

I lost them yesteidiy

Among the fields above the sea,

Among the winds at play

;

Among the lowing of the herds.

The rustling of the trees.

Among the singing of the birds.

The humming of the bees.

The foolish fears of what might happen—
I cast them all away

Among the clover-scented grass.

Among the new-mown hay
;

Among the husking of the corn

Where drowsy poppies nod.

Where ill thoughts die and good are tiorn-

Out in the fields with God.
— E. B. Browning.

Marketing Comb Honey.
What I am about to say now is not

intended for bee-keepers who scrape
and grade their comb honey, and put it

up in clean, new shipping-cases before
sending to market. All such, to save
time, may skip this, as " the shoe won't
fit "; but the other plass—those who
are too indifferent or ignorant, or are
too something, of the principles of
making sales—should read this care-
fully ; and when I am addressing this
class I am well aware that I am speak-
ing to the great majority of comb-
honey producers ; for it is indeed a fact
that the great bulk of the comb honey
that goes to market is not scraped, or
if scraped it is improperly graded, if

graded at all ; or it may be scraped,
but injured in appearance by being put
in badly soiled shipping-cases, or,

worse still, home-made cases.
I have been through a number of

commission houses, and have looked
over the lots of honey that have been
received. I have seen every shipment

Louis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport), Iowa, 213-215 W, 2(1 St
Please meatioa the Bee Jourual. 3oAJ:6t
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that has come to Medina ; and to see
the ordinary honey that is shipped to
market, which otherwise might have
been No. 1 and " Fancy ", all mixed up
in the cases—cases soiled, sections un-
scraped—well, it is enough to make
one's heart ache. Then the producer
of such honey, when he gets his re-

turns, complains because they are be-
low the market as quoted in the jour-
nals ; and he thinks his commission
man is dishonest, when the fact is the
whole trouble is with himself. If he
had taken a day or two to scrape and
properly grade the honey, he could
have earned anywhere from S25 to $100
a day in the larger returns secured for
thai same honey. A little No. 2 or off-

grade honey put in with No. 1 and
*' Fancy ", puts the whole easeful down
to the price of No. 2.

We have received several lots of such
honey, and, rather than make poor re-

turns, we have gone to the expense of
regrading and scraping, selling the
"Fancy" at one price, the best the
market affords, the No. 1 in another,
and the No. 2 in still another. Of
course, we charged the producer for the
time expended; but in doing so we
have earned him good money. Where
we buy this mixed honey outright, of
course we pay a low figure for it, then
grade and scrape, and sometimes re-
case, with the result that we make a
good margin on our investment. But
should the buyer profit by the negli-
gence, carelessness, and indifference
of the producer ? It takes experience
and skill to get comb honey, and a good
bit of it sometimes, I think. It takes
but just a little more of the same skill
to put that honey, when once secured,
in good marketable shape where it will
bring the best the market affords. But
this is not all of it. Besides securing
the best prices, the producer will us-
ually get prompt returns. No. 1 and
" Fancy " sell, as a rule, with little or
no delay, where mixed and ungraded
goods are a drug on the market ; and
the poor bee-keeper waits months,
sometimes, before • he gets returns ;

then when he does get them his honey

A CHANCE to get

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Beauty and utility. None better.

J.F.MICHAEL R.I, Winchester, Ind.
23Dtf Please mentioa the Bee Journal.

Diseases of Bees.
I have a positive rure for black brood, pickled

brood and bee-paralysis, and have no donbt
same treatment will cure foul brood.
Send for particulars to

HENRY ALLEY,
31Dtf WENHAM, MASS.
Please mention Bee Journal waen wntine

This
Lisntn'ng Lice Killing Machine

U lice and r

ir feathers. Haudlea any fowl
IlesC chick to lar^e^t jrobbler,

. CkUlog milled fr««. Writ«iorlb

CHAS. SCHILD CO.,
lD:6t 401 Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.

500 Colonies
of Bees for sale,

\chadge, for
good securities.

Abundant alialfa rang-e; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell A: Co., Ogden, Utah.
32Atf Please mention the Eee Journal.

iK >4i ili >li >liMi >li >li >li >Ii >li >!<: ^ti >li jili >li >li >li ,sli ili

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
5«3-5'5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND

--Aa*K* mennoii BeA Journal wnen -wmanf

STRAWBERRY AND
VE6ETABLE DEALERS
The Passeng-er Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Companj have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. 12, in
which is described the

best territory in this country
for the growine" of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requestiug a copy of

' Circular
J. F. MERRY, k

32A]5t Please i

ist. Geu'l Pass'r Agent,

ention the Eee Journal.

B66-K66D6rS ri

Don't forget that
we are the largest
iobbers in the
United States of

Koofs /Joo-Supp/ies, ./oJi/i^on In-
ou'jafors anil lirootlcrs, Hutnpb-
rej-'s and Mann's Hoae Cutters,
Poultry Sui>[>Iles of all /.-in</s. Seeds
and Inip/o/jie/if s. Remember, you get
these goods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens;
listed in onr Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mention Bee journal wtien wntme

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

ourHI^^BS and SEOTIOHSrS I
Are Perfect in WorltmansliiD and Material.

|By sending- in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment. »

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us.a
|

Flease mention Bee Journal -when wiitina

BEE-
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog:.

AQENCIES.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

^•Christian Endeavor Hotels
WORLD'S FAIR, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Located on Oakland Avenue on the South side of the Exposition within 100 feet of one of the
entrance gates to the Fair Grounds, and on Market Street car line running from the Union Station
direct to the hotel. It is a mammoth structure covering 5 acres of ground. 3 stories in height,
with a capacity of jHH' people daily. Every room is an outside room, and handsomely and com-
fortably furnished. There are wide verandas, a large rotunda, offices, parlor, numerous baths,
concessionary rooms. United States Post Office, a lunch counter, restaurant and dining-room with
a seating capacity of 1500 people. The hotel Is endorsed by the Clergy, World's Fair Official
Bankers and Merchants in St. Louis, as well as having the approval of the Christian Endeavor-
ers. We are frequently in receipt of testimonials like the following:

"To Whom It May Concern:—This is to certify that I have been at the Christian Endeavor
Hotel for 7 days with a party of 161, and desire to state that we have been well pleased with the ac-
commodations. The management is courteous, the rooms are neat and clean, the food well cooked
and well served. Dr. Jos. V. Barton, Dept. of Natural Science,

C. V, State Xormal School, Shippensburg, Pa."

When you come to St. Louis to see the great Exposition you will surely stop at the Christian
Endeavor Hotel, where you will have a safe, convenient, comfortable and happy home in the
midst of congenial associations and surroundings. Now is the time to arrange for rates at the
hotel. Write at once for booklet giving full particulars.

Gliristian Endeavor Hotel and fliidilorium Go.,
35A3t 66oo Oakland A\ enue, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please mention Bee Journal when '^?Titln£
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TENNESSEE
QUEENS -•

Daughters of Select Im-^L^m^y ported Italian, Select
' ^aMBKy Long-Tonffue (Moore's),
- ^'•r and Select Golden, bred

3!< miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pnre bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July Jst.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.2S $ 6.00
Select 1.00 S.UO 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6 50 12,00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10 00 IS.OO 1 50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN m. DAVIS. Spring Hill, Tenn.
Plef^'^e mention Bee Joviitial "when wntmg

Bees For Sale.
About 50 colonies of Italians and Hybrids^

with young- and prolific queens, in S-frame
hives. Will sell, to reduce my number, at $4.50

each; 5 or more, *4 25 each. Address,

36A4t M. H. LIND, Baders, III.

please mention Bee journal -wlien wntine

a: wanted a:
Fancy Goiiib tloneu from White Glover,

in no-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of

honey per comb, all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WE INVITE all readers of the Amer-
ican Bee Johrnai, who seek a col-

lege for themselves or friends to inves-
tigate

MountUnlon College
Our motto in all departments is "Max-

imum efiiciency at minimum cost."

Our scholastic training is equal to the
best, our reputation first-class. All ex-
penses for a year, aside froiii 'he cloth-
ing and traveling, less than $20i, ^O. Co
education, health conditions, mor^.^aud
religious influence, superior.
Send for catalog.

MOUNT UNIOX COIjLEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

-'ease mention Bee Jon^oai when wrriting:.

7?'* Passengers to New York, Bos-
ton, New England, and all eastern
points will find it to their advantage
to ascertain rates applying over the
Nickel Plate Road and its eastern con-
nections. Three daily trains, on which
there is no excess fare charged. One
special feature of the service is meals
in dining-cars,on American Club Plan.
Pay for what you get, but in no case
over 35c. to $1 OOpermeal ; also service
a la carte and Mid-day Luncheon SOc.

Folders, rates and all information
cheerfully furnished by applying to
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Chi-
cago, 111., Room 298, 113 Adams St.

Chicago depot, La Salle and VanBuren
Sts. 27—36A4t

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago, Iuu

40 Years Among the Bees,
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

Free as at, Premium tor Sending Xtvo
We\r Subiiicribers.

The book contains 328 pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with gold
letters and design ; it is printed on best book-paper, and illustrated with
over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.
It is unique in this regard.

The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting
biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into
bee-keeping. Seventeen years ago he wrote a small book, called "A Year
Among the Bees," but that little v-ork has been out of print for a number
of years. While some of the matter used in the former book is found in
the new one, it all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keep-
ing by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just how Dr. Mil-
ler does things with bees.

HOW TO GET A COPY OF DR. MILLER'S

"FORTY YEARS AMORG THE BEES.

"

The price of this new book is $1.00, post-paid ; or, if taken with the
WEEKLY American Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for $1.75.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the American Bee Journal
whose subscription is paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new
book free as a premium for sending us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year with $2.00. This is a magnificent ofi'er, and should
be taken advantage of at once. For many of our readers it is not only an
easy way to earn a copy of the book, but at the same time they will be
helping to extend the subscription list of the old American Bee Journal,
and thus aiding also in spreading the best kind of apicultural information
among those who would be successful bee-keepers.

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

has to be sold at a sacrifice, because at
the time of the sale it is leaking, pos-
sibly candied, and the actual net re-
turn is only a half or a fourth what it

would have brought if the honey had
been scraped and graded.

Sometimes we get some beautiful
fancy honey put up in second-hand
cases, or cases that are soiled and
dirty, making the whole lot look poor.
If they were new cases, but simply
soiled, a small piece of sandpaper on a
block of wood will make them look
almost new in two minutes' time ; but
if the cases are second-hand, and
roughly sawn—well, there is nothing
to do but to recase. Commission men
say, and our own experience goes to
corroborate it, that a good case well
made, carefully nailed, and clean, viill

make the honey bring enough more to
pay for three or four good cases, where,
if it is a poor one, it knocks the price
down on the whole consignment, no
matter how well it may be scraped and
graded. In saying this, I may be ac- L

cused of " grinding our own ax ", be-
cause, forsooth, we make and sell ship-

CONVENTION NOTICES.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for V>d4
will be held in September, at St. L,ouis, Mo.

Sept. 2" and 28 will be devoted to Association
work and its interests. We expect many prom-
inent foreign beekeepers to be present on these
days.

Sept. 2'), National Day.
Sept. 30, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
" The Diseases of Bees," etc.

Mr. N. E. France will exhibit, in the Conven-
tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pound sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-

terest will be shown.
We e.xpect to see the largest gathering of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-
tailed program will appear later.

(;eo. W. Brodbeck, Sec.
Los Angeles, Calif.

iVlissouri.—The Missouri State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet Sept. 26, in St. Louis, in

the aame hall to be used by the National Bee-
Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C. P. Dadant, in connection
with the National Association.
Wakenda, Mo. W. T. Cary, Sec.

Wanted.—The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association' will meet in the Court House at
Galesburg, 111., Tuesday, Sept. 20. All who are
interested in bees are cordially invited to at-

tend. The convention will begin at 9 o'clock
a.m., and last all day. E. D. Woods, Sec.

J. E. Johnson, Pres.

Illinois.—The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers*
Association will meet in Galesburg, III., Tues-
day, Sept. 20, in the County court-room. All
bee-keepers in the vicinity are invited to attend.
Calesburg, 111. E. I). Woods, Sec.

New York.—The Fulton and Montgomery
Counties Bee-Keepers' Society will hold their
next meeting at the Central Hotel. Market St.,

Amsterdam, N. Y., on Tuesday, Sept. 20, 1904,.

at 10 a.m. All who feel interested in bees or
honey are cordially invited to be present.
West lialway, N. Y. T. I. Dugdalk, Sec.

Wisconsin.—The committee on arrangements
for the Northeastern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association met Sept. 1, and the following pro-
gram was formulated for the next annual
meeting, which will be held at the Opera House,
in Mishicot, Oct. 25, 1>)04:

How can we increase the demand for honey '.'

—J. COCHEMS.
Winter feeding of bees.—C. W. Voigt.
Bee pasturage.— Dk. J. B. Rick.
Laws relating to the adulteration of honey.—

A. S. Chloupbk.
The cause of spring dwindling—Fred Tkapp
Question bo.v.

Mishicot, Wis. Dr. J. B. Rick, Sec.
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ping-cases, but that is not the motive.
But it does hurt our business when
bee-keepers fail to get good prices, and
honey is a drug on the market.
But this is not all. No matter how

much honey may be properly graded
and scraped, if it is left on the hive till

it is travel-stained it is liable to be
lumped off as No. 2. Of course, we
bee-keepers know that honey that has
been on the hive for some time after it

has been gathered, acquires a richness
that it will not have if taken off at
once. But that is not the point. The
public demands, and will pay a better
price for clean white goods than it will

for soiled and dirty honey that possi-
bly may have a better flavor; for of
this fact the public knows nothing,
and it therefore has no weight. Peo-
ple are in the habit of buying by sight

;

and if the goods do not look as good as
the best they do not want them.

I tell you, brother bee-keepers, and I

say it with all kindness, if you but
knew how much good money you are
losing sometimes, under the delusion
that it does not pay to scrape or grade,
you would reform your ways very soon.
Pick out an honest commission house
or honey-buyer, then follow his sug-
gestions. Do not imagine that you
know more about it than he does as to

what the public wants and will pay for.

And, again, do not send your No. 2
and off grades to market—better by far
sell around home, where you can ex-
plain that ydur travel-stained honey is

just as good as or even better than the
" Fancy white " which you ship to the
city. If the sections are poorly filled

out and unscraped you will probably
get a better price by cutting the combs
out entirely and mixing with them a
good grade of extracted honey, and
selling to your neighbors as bulk comb
honey. But do not attempt to ship
this to the northern cities, at least.

where it will be sold as a glucosed con-
coction.
Now, dear friends, if you will take

these suggestions in the spirit in which
they are written, you and the honey-
man in the city will both profit ; and
you will at the same time stimulate the
comb-honey market. There is no
trouble at all io selling No. 1 and
"Fancy" comb honey—bear that in
mind.—Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

J WANTEPT
\ Comb and Extracted

mONEY
On Commission.

Boston pays good prices for a fancy
article.

F. H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

•-'lea.'^B meataon Bee Juamai wnwa writing.

VVANTED — CoMH Honey, Wholesale.—
^' Will buy your crop outright, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than any other firm or association.
Yours lor business, THOS, G. STANLEY &. SON,

Manzanola, Oiero Co., l-olo.29Atf

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping Cases.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

WANTED-HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail
Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Carniolans,

Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, S4.00. Twelve, $7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
:WAKKHT QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Sept. T.—The market is now show-
ing more activity. Some small lots of fancy
white clover have been soirt at 14c per pound,
with No. 1 ranging at 12(a>13c; very little call
for other graces. Extracted, white, brings
6@7c; amber, 5(a'(,c, according to quality, flavor
and style of package. Heeswax .iHfe2'^c.

R. A. BORNETT &. Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 8.—The honey market
has improved a little, but prices are not ad-
vancing as fast as we expected. Fancy comb
honey is selling slowly at «.00 per case. No. 1
moving readily at $2.75, but there is very little
demand for amber and the darker shades of
stock. The extracted market is slow at 6@7c.
Beeswax in good demand at J>o-.

C. C. Clemohs & Co.

Cincinnati, 0., Sept. 7. — The tone of the
comb honey of this year's stock is becoming
stiffer, producers claiming it to be not so plen-
tiful and therefore ask higher prices. I quote
fancy white comb honey from 13Si(a 15c.
Extracted is showing no change. Amber, in

barrels, 5^@5^c; in cans, He higher; water-
white alfalfa in cans, OHic; fancy white clover
in barrels, bW^ic. Beeswax more plentiful!
and brings 28c per pound. C. H. W. Weber.
Boston, Aug. 20. -The honey market is in a

very unsettled condition; or, rather, we might
say that the absence of any demand practically
makes no market. As a general thing, we do
not look to see a demand until from the middle
of September to the first of October. By this
time, cooler weather creates a certain demand.
Prices at this time are, therefore, practically
normal. The very finest thing is bringing I6c
and from that down. Stocks are coming in very
slowly, but that is to be expected at this time.

Blake. Scott & LebJ
New York, Sept. 8.—Arrivals of new crop

comb honey are very light as yet, none to speak
c f, nor does there seem to be much demand as
yet and prices are unsettled. We think, how-
ever, that when arrivals begin to be more plen-
tiful, within the next 10 days or 2 weeks, there
will be a demand for fancy white at 15c; No 1

at 14c. and No. 2 at 12@13c.
Extracted honey is selling fairly well at

6@6>ic for white, and 5)4 c fur light amber and
amber, and dark ai 5c. Southern average qual-
ity in barrels, at 52(a58c per gallsn.
Beeswax dull and declining: choice grades

selling at 28@29c. Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, July 15.—The supply of honey at
the present time is limited, with but moderate
demand. New hcuey is beginning to arrive.
We quote our market to-day as follows: Am-
ber extracted in barrels and cans, SM®(,}ic\
white clover, 6^(^8c. Comb honey (demand
limited), 13@l4c for fancy and No. 1. Beeswax,
29c. TbbFred W.Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 25.—Honey demand im-
proving some now. Receipts of new crop are
light as yet, but we hear of quite liberal offer-
ings at country points, indicating lower prices
later when the " behind time " fellows get their
crop ready. We quote fancy white, 16'^17c; A
No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 14c; mixed and buckwheat,
12@14c. Extracted, white, 7@7Vsc; buckwheat
and mixed, b(S!b%c. H. R. Wright.

Philadelphia, Sept. 7.—Very little comb
honey has arrived in the market as yet, but ex-
tracted honey has come in quite freely for the
last two months, both from the South and
West. There seems to be quite a crop of ex-
tracted honey throughout the country. Comb
honey has not all been graded up yet, and we
can hardly tell at this early date definitely
about the price. We quote: Fancy comb,
15@16 cents; No. 1, 14(a.i5c; amber. 10(ai2c; ex-
tracted, white, 7M(38c; amber,6H@7c; dark,t.c.
Beeswax, 27c.

AVe are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Aug. 17.—White comb, 1-lb.

sections, 12!>«(#13c; amber, O^lic. Extracted,
white, 5H@f>c; light amber, 5@5i..c; amber,
4@4>^c; dark amber, 3)i@3>ic. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 28ffl30c; dark, 26@27Hc.
The first noteworthy shipment by sea for

some time was made the current week, a
steamer taking 2iX) cases extracted for Ger-
many. Market for amber grades is without
special firmness, but tendency on water-white
honey is to better average prices than have been
prevailing the past season.

Please mention Bee Journal
when wrUlug advertisers.
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FEK-FBCT OOODS !

LiO"W PR,ICES !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For aearly 14 years we have pabiished

THe i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

TheW.T. FALCOBER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him^and save the freight.

1. J. STRINGtIflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Maunfactares and carries in stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Sranker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy *'no-drip'* Ship-

plng-Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holding'drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-
pers; regular Hason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; 5 gallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Staiidard-lfred Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St.. INDIftNflPOLIS, IND.

Queens jl

FOR THE FALL TRADE!
vill need them in or-

der to have strong, vigor-
; colonies next spring. We want to sell them

to you. Tested, $1; 6 for fS. Untested, 7Sc; 5
for $3.25; 10 for J6: IS for $8 25; 25 for $12.50; 50
for $23.50; 100 for $45. Give us your order. We
guarantee safe arrival. Address,

New Century Queen-Rearing Co.
John W. Pharr, Prop.

35ASt BERCLAIR, TEXAS.
Please meation Bee Journal wben irrltuie

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.p
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

2S CtS.
each.
5for$iHybrid Queens

H. H. PORTER,
BARABOO, Wit

?L'?Dadant's Foundation
27111

year

We Guarantee Satisfaction. Kty:' "uR^?Y^"'^lRnNEss.
No SAQQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

»? ^\'hv Hrtf^e it cf>ll crturi^ll V Because it has always given better satls-
^_ yy Uy UUC& IL sen &0 wen r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

^{•;. Send name for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
^1? We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS,

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re^/ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BBBSW^aX WANTBD at all times.

J DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

fiease mention Bee Journal "wnen "writiiip

I SAVE YOUR MONEY I
BY ORDERING GOODS NOW FOR

190.5
1^ The following- cash discounts will be allowed on orders for Supplies ^
^ for next season. This does not include honey-packages for current ^

^ 7 percent if sent in bef< 6
2 5 "

before Oct. 1.

Nov. 1.

Dec. 1.

4- percent if sent in before Jan. 1. S^
3 •'

" " Feb.l. ^
2 " " " Mar. 1. S^

I
percent if sent in before Apr. 1.

:^ ,/:-^ Our catalog prices for 1904 will hold good for the season of 190S.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FtNEST

I Q. B. LEWIS CO., I
Watertown, Wis.

tfieaae meutlos Bae Jouroai -when ^nttue.



National Bee=Keepers' Convention, St. Louis-Sept. 27-30

|\|VVERie/i

Bee JournI
44th Yeaf, CHICAGO, ILL., SEPT, 22, 1904.

Officers of the Texas Bee^Keepers' Association,

No. 38.

A 'BIQ FOUR" FROM TEXAS.

(See page 644.)

LOUIS H. SCHOLL, Sec'y-Treas.

H. H. HYDE, Assistant Sec'y-Treas.

t'^f^f^J'<S||^f®t(*5|^f®f^t'4j

\V. H. WHITE, \ .

t'4M'-itM'4i
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We believe that every reader of the
American Bee Journal is open to

reason. That every one will make
his decision without prejudice.

Why do we give a discount ? Like all other
questions this one has two sides. Your side and
ours. To clear the matter a little we will first tell

why we give a discount, and then will try to ex-
plain why you should take advantage of it.

Almost every business has a rush sea-

son and a dull one. To make the
conditions balance is a never-end-
ing problem.

Roughly speaking our busy season lasts 6
months of a year and the dull season the balance.
To keep from running at a loss during the dull
season is what taxes our strength. One expense,
for example, is a pay roll of 250 helpers which must
be met and it does not decrease much during these
months. This is not the only item by any means
nor do these expenses apply to ourselves only, but
to every branch house and agent that sell our
goods. This is why we are anxious for business
during this season. And to obtain these orders
is why we give discounts. September is the dull-

est month, and when we make our best offer.

What is the advantage of buying sup-

plies before you need them? This
is the bee-keeper's side of the ques-
tion.

One of the advantages is our discounts. Just
for convenience we will assume that $loo.oo will
cover your requirements for supplies. You don't
need them before April 1. We will suppose that

you have the money and buy your supplies this

month. You receive as a rebate $7 00. Your
money in the bank for 6 months at 4 percent would
bring $2.00. Thus you have a clear SS.OO to your
credit. If you have to borrow money you can fig-

ure in a minute what you earn. Can you place
your money where it will bring larger returns ?

Seven percent for 6 months is 14 percent for one
year. The last figure is more than the profits of
an average business firm. A good farmer nets no
more. How can the bee-keeper afford to miss it ?

Aside from the mere discount there

are many other savings to be con-

sidered.

Are you working all winter ? L,ike ourselves
you find it best to keep busy during the slack sea-

son. Your time can be used to an advantage then
in nailing and painting your hives and making
ready your supers. Why not do it ? Then there
is always an advantage in being prepared. Very
few are successful otherwise. For lack of fore-

thought you may lose your crop or swarms for
want of supers and hives. Have you ever been
vexed by not receiving your supplies when they
are needed ? Why repeat the experience ?

It is a positive fact that the majority
of bee-keepers do not give their

bees the attention that their possi-

ble profits warrant.

The larger number of bee-keepers take the
profits from their bees as being mere luck. This
is why so many put off ordering supplies to the
last minute and run the risk of failure. Make
your bees pay by giving them intelligent thought
and attention. In the last number of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal you will find complete details re-

garding our discounts. It's costly to put off what
you can do today.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Factory and Executive Office: MEDINA, OHIO.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

BRANCHES—

I
St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores St.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.
Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.

!^ Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour St.
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Editorial Commente

Qo to St. Louis in Good Time.

Not a bad plan, if you can arrange for it, to go in ad-

vance of the time for the bee-keepers' convention, next

week. That will give you a chance to take in the big show,

or ai least a part of it, beforehand, and then give your un-

divided attention to the convention.

There's no disputing that it interferes no little with the

attendance at the convention to have such an attraction as

the big Exposition going on at the same time ; but there

are compensations. The low rates that can be had only in

connection with some other great attraction will bring bee-

keepers from a greater distance than if full fare had to be

paid. Also, they will come from greater distances and in

greater numbers to attend the big show and the convention
together than they would to attend the convention alone.

So, on the whole, we may expect a better convention than
we would have with no big show in the way.

Don't Increase Number of Colonies Too Late.

The beginner finds it so easy to make increase by arti-

ficial means that he is tempted to continue it late in the

season. To be sure, a nucleus may be built up by having
given to it a frame of brood and bees from each of several

colonies, and these colonies will scarcely feel the shock, re-

covering from it in a short time ; but if this be done quite

late in the season the shock will be greater and the recov-

ery not so perfect. Beginners will do better to keep on the

safe side. Better have one colony good and strong than
two so weak that one or both will succumb before spring.

The Best Time for Superseding.

A queen may be superseded at any time of the year
when bees are active ; but all times are not alike. It is a

sad interference with the honey crop, usually, to have a

queen superseded just before the beginning of the harvest.

The best time is toward the close of the main honey har-

vest. At that time an interim without any laying is not a

loss, for the bees resulting from that laying would be too

late for the harvest. There is an advantage, however, in

the laying a little later on, for that makes a lot of young
bees to winter well and have a sufficient span of life to do

good service the following spring. An old queen seems to

be somewhat tired out from her arduous labors during the

season, and may stop laying quite early, much earlier than

a queen which has just been set up in business.

What shall be done, then, to get the bees to supersede

their queens in the early fall ? Nothing ; fortunately

nothing. A wise providence seems to have ordered so that

nearly all the superseding is done at the very time when
the best interests of the bee-keeper require it. Let us be

thankful that those who think it best to leave to the bees

the matter of renewing their queens may also safely leave

to them the choice of the time for such renewal.

The Different Kinds of Bees.

The article, "Many Species of Bees ", on another page
of this number, contains statements that will be a surprise

to many. How many of us have ever noticed a dozen differ-

ent kinds, to say nothing of hundreds ? And is it not

strange that among so many there should not be a number
of them storing honey enough to be worth while? Still

stranger is it that the one kind stands so far off in that re-

spect from all others.

Perhaps it is just as well that one species is all the

apiarist has to do with. So many puzzling problems are

constantly coming up in the study of that one species, that

if he had the 1877 or more other species to puzzle with, it

would make him go crazy-

Shall the Bees or the Bee=Keeper Renew Queens ?

This is a mooted question. Possibly that everywhere
prevailing factor—locality—may have something to do with
it. Some say that when bees are left to themselves there is

so much loss from failing queens at the very time when
their work is most needed, that it is better on the whole to

replace every queen at the close ot its first full season of
work. Others say that with them the rule is that when the

bees do not think it wise to supersede a queen somewhere
near the close of a season, such a queen may be relied on to

do as good, or even better, work the second season. The
beginner may do well to observe, and perhaps experiment,
for himself.

Pure Food Laws Needed.

On another page in this number will be found a com-
munication from Dr. G. Bohrer, whom the older readers

will remember as being a prominent bee-keeper many years
ago. It is a pleasure to welcome him back to our ranks.

His example of informing the people through the local press

is worthy of general imitation. If bee-keepers are not in-

terested to make the truth known, who are?

He is also right in the idea that in every state there

should be rigid laws to safeguard the people against the

danger of buying under a honey-label anything other than
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the pure article stored by the bees. A law of this kind,

however, will not be easily obtained if it applies to honey

alone. It will be much easier to secure a general pure-food

law, and it will be just as effective against the adulteration

of honey as if it referred to honey alone. The pure-food

law of Illinois, for example, is a case in point. A pure-

food commissioner makes it his business, supported by able

assistants, to look after cases of adulteration, honey among

other things, and as a result adulterated honey is no longer

placed upon the market as it was. If a law were passed re-

ferring to honey alone, it would be idle to think of having

a set of State officers appointed with the duty of enforcing

the law. No effort should be relaxed until every State in

the Union has on its statue books a good pure-food law.

Miscellaneous Items

Mp. L. L. Andrews, of Riverside Co., Calif., called on

us last week when in Chicago for a few days. He reports

no honey in his locality this year—in fact, it will be neces-

sary for bee-keepers there to feed. Mr. Andrews will at-

tend the St. Louis convention.

" Facts About Bees and Honey "—the article on page

581 by J. E. Johnson, is being copied by local newspapers,

as we suggested would be a good thing to do. The Sauk

County (Wis.) News published it in full, Sept. 1. Mr.W. P.

Just, one of its proprietors, is a bee-keeper, and evidently

knows a good thing when he sees it. We trust that more

newspapers will copy the article.

Geo. W. Brodbeek, of L,os Angeles Co., Calif., secre-

tary of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, has again

been very sick, so that he will not be able to attend the St.

Louis convention. This is greatly to be regretted, for all

wanted him there, and he doubtless was even more anxious

to be present. We trust he may speedily recover his health,

and meet with the National again at some future time.

Rev. M. Mahin, D.D., of Henry Co., Ind., wrote as fol-

lows, Sept. 9 :

" I will be 80 years old Oct. 22, and take as much pleas-

ure working with my bees, and in reading the American

Bee Journal, as ever. And I preach whenever I am called

upon. My wife and I will soon celebrate our 61st wedding
anniversary (Oct. 31)."

Dr. Mahin is one of the oldest readers of this Journal.

We wish him and his still many more years of useful

Wisconsin and Minnesota Bee-Keepers to St. Louis.

I^f. L. F. Hanegan, of Glenwood, Wis., writes as follows

about taking a carload of bee-keepers to the St. Louis con-

vention next week :

I am planning to get together a car of bee-keepers to go

to the St. Louis convention, to leave St. Paul at 8:35 a.m.,

Sept. 26, via Chicago. If we get 20 members we get a car

direct to World's Fair gates from here without change.

Car-fare for the round-trip is $13.00 ; no sleeper. Sleeper

can be had Chicago to St. Louis for $2.00. Already a

goodly number are planning to go with coach party. Any
one can join this car at any point on the Wisconsin Central

Railway, or at Chicago. L. F. Hanegan.

Those who are interested and can possibly join with the

proposed car of bee-keepers from the Northwest, should

write to Mr. Hanegan at once. It will be a great trip for

all who can join in the company.

I
Sketches of Beedomites

J

OFFICERS OF THE TEXAS ASSOCIATION.

These are pictured on the first page this week. Con-

cerning this " Big Four " we may speak as follows :

W. H. LAWS.

Mr. W. H. Laws, of Bee County, is the president, hav-

ing been elected to that office at the last meeting in July.

He is well known to the bee-keeping fraternity as of queen-

breeding fame. Many will know him as the author of the

use of the Baby Nucleus for mating queens, with which

thousands of queens are mated satisfactorily. As a bee-

keeper he has been successful for he has made some money
out of the business.

Mr. Laws has a hive-factory of his own and makes his

own hives and fixtures, and also for some of his neighbors.

A gasoline engine is used for power.

Mr. Laws is a fine man, upright in stature and very

pleasant in manner. He is well liked by the bee-keepers of

the State, and in electing him as President of the State

Association they have chosen wisely, and have secured a

man who is well qualified to fill the chair in a convention

hall.

W. H. WHITK.

Mr. W. H. White is Vice-President of the Association,

having been elected at the last meeting. He is another fine

Texas bee-keeper, like the president, and the two will take

good care of the presidential chair during theii term of

office.

While Mr. Laws represents his district from the far

Southwest Texas country, Mr. White represents the far

Northern portion of the State, residing in Lamar County.

Here he has a steam bee-hive factory where thousands of

feet of lumber are cut up into bee-hives and other fixtures

the year around.
LOUIS H. SCHOLL.

Mr. Louis H. Scholl, of Brazos County, is still the sec-

retary and treasurer of the Association. Who does not

know him ? He has been a contributor to the columns of

the bee-papers as an advocate of the divisible brood-cham-

ber hive with which he has had splendid success. The
Hyde-Scholl separators, gotten out in 1898, are well known
to the section-honey producer, and reference has been made
to the extensive collection of the Texas Honey-Flora on

which he has been working for several years.

Mr. Scholl holds the office as Apiarist and Assistant

Entomologist of the Agricultural and Mechanical College

of Texas, with which he has been connected since 1902,

and there he has charge of the State apicultural work.

For 7 years he has held the office of Secretary of the

State Bee-Keepers' Association, and although he has tried

to resign on account of being " too busy", he has not been

allowed to step out. That is just the kind of a man that is

wanted, hence he has to stay.

H. H. HYDE.

H. H. Hyde was appointed as Assistant to the Secre-

tary-Treasurer of the Association at the last meeting. Un-
til recently Mr. Hyde has been one of the members of the

Hyde Bee Co., of Southwest Texas, but he now resides in

San Antonio where he has charge of the new Falconer

Southwestern Branch House of bee-keepers' supplies. He
will also deal in bees and honey on a large scale.

Mr. Hyde has always been very enthusiastic as a bee-
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keeper, and as a queen-breeder he has gained quite a repu-

tation. His name is attached to several useful appliances

used in bee-keeping, namely, the Hyde-Scholl separator,

which is now being so extensively used in the South ; the

Hyde-Gill hive-cover for warm climates ; and the Hyde
foundation fasteners for putting brood-foundation in deep

frames.

The foregoing are quite a quartette of " big bee-men ",

for they are not only big as bee-keepers, but as nearly all of

them are over 6 feet in height, the reader will understand

what we mean. They simply grew in proportion to their

State—Texas—of which they are so justly proud. Yes,

Texas does not only produce good honey in big quantities,

but big bee-men also.

Then, the pictures also show that they are handsome
looking fellows. Who would have thought it after hearing

so much about the "Wild West", and the fellows with their

yellow breeches, their six-shooters, their long hair, and

—

horns ?

They are all expected to be at the St. Ivouis meeting of

the National Bee-Keepers' Association, so those who are

going would better take another look at them, so as to rec-

ognize them when seen there.

Yes, they will be at St. Louis, add they will have with

them a pressing invitation for the National to meet in

Texas next year. And they look as if they would get al-

most anything they go after 1

DR. Q. BOMRER.

Dr. G. Bohrer, of Rice Co., Kans., whose picture ap-

pears herewith, was an intimate friend of Rev. Iv. Iv. Lang-
stroth, and one of his patrons, having purchased an Italian

queen of him as early as 1864. Dr. Bohrer also defended

Father Lang-
stroth when as-

sailed by those

who infringed

on his hive pat-

ent and denied

his being the

inventor of the

first really
movable-frame
hive.

Dr. B. moved
to Kansas in

1873, from In-

diana, on ac-

count of disa-

bilities con-

tracted while
in the army
duringtheCivil

War. He found
CentralKansas
comparatively
free from mala-

rial influence,

being a s u f-

ferer from ma-
larial poison-

ing. That part

of Kansas was
not adapted to

bee-keeping as early as 1873, hence he dropped out of the

ranks of bee-keepers. But now fruit-blossoms, alfalfa and
other nectar-yielding plants are becoming abundant, and

every promise of satisfactory success in apiculture is af-

forded, so he is in line again. He was chosen president

of the Kansas State Bee-Keepers' Association when it was
organized some time ago, which position he still holds.

We understand that Dr. Bohrer expects to attend the

National Convention at St. Louis next week. If he is there

he will probably be one of the oldest members, having been

present at the very first meetings of the Association in the

early '70's. We will all be glad to see him.

[ Convention Proceedings
]

Report of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTBD BY I<OUIS H. SCHOLI,.

(Continued from pa^e 631.)

Mr. O. p. Hyde read the following paper on

THE LAWS BABY NUCLEUS FOR MATING QUEENS.

I see that I am on the program for criticism of the Laws
nucleus. I wish to say in the first place that I have no

earthly use for it. I have seen hives of which their inven-

tor said they were the very thing. After I had examined

and tried them I decided that they were no good to me ex-

cept for feed boxes or to make hen's-nests. But the Baby
nucleus under consideration is too small for either. All the

use that I could put it to was for kindling wood.

Why do I make the above assertions ? I make them for

many reasons. When I first heard and read of the Baby I

knew that it would not do. I know it this year from ex-

perience. My son bought ISO of them. I did not know any-

thing about it until they were at the depot, He praised

them so much that we took them out.

The next thing to do was to put them in use. He had

to destroy about SO or 75 good, full-sized combs to fill the

little frames. It was no small job, as each had to have

some honey and part of the comb empty. It is hard to find

such combs without much loss.

Next he had to start plenty of queen-cells, so each could

have a cell. Next they had to be "peopled" from the

strong colonies. This was all done in good shape.

Some time later I was out at one of the apiaries where

there were 50 of these little nuclei. To my surprise there

were not less than 40 of them lying down on their sides and

only an occasional bee passing out. I went to work to see

how many good queens I could find, and found bees in only

three that were trying to stay, and not a queen in either of

them.

So, in a short time I was making a round with the boys

and found all of the little things piled up and the frames

were all tiered up on full colonies, and they are there to-

day. The boys said that they did not get a single queen

out of the whole 150.

We have about 75 of the right kind of nuclei in use, and

these are the regular 3-frame Langstroth size. With these

we have reared all of our queens to replace all those that

were failing. So you can see from the above how I stand

on the little nuclei.

But there is one more point, if nothing else would ob-

literate it from the face of the earth, and that is that there

is not enough comb-surface. The queen will be cramped

the first days of her laying life, and to keep a queen from
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laying at her full capacity the first two or three weeks of

her life, she will never thereafter be a prolific queen.

My honest opinion is that if you use the Laws Baby
nucleus you will never have good, prolific queens.

I should be glad to hear from others on the last point.

O. P. Hyde.

Mr. Weaver said that one trial was no fair test.

Willie Atchley thinks that they are good sometimes,
and not good at other times ; that they can't be relied on
during a season that is not exactly favorable. If every-

thing is just right queens can be reared and mated in most
any way.

Mr. Laws arose to defend the use of these little mating
boxes, and told how they were first gotten out, and how he
had successfully used them. Besides, they are used with
the greatest of success by many queen-breeders in the

country. He thought that the criticism of Mr. Hyde was
rather too severe, and unfounded, as he had not given them
a fair trial. He also explained their modus operandi.

The inventor of this little mating box was C. B. Banks-
ton, who was then a queen-breeder near Beeville, and who
successfully mated hundreds of queens where only a few
could be mated in the old way. He did not make it public,

however, as he wanted to try it more thoroughly before
doing so. At one time Mr. Laws offered him S50 if he
would tell him the secret of how he managed this mating
and what his method was. Mr. Bankston declined the
offer.

Mr. Laws then went to work and tried the mating with
small boxes, and was the first to give it to the public in
such a way that it was a benefit to the bee-keeping world.
Therefore we owe the praise to him for giving it to us so
that we could make use of it.

He had with him one of the little nucleus boxes as he
uses them, and explained how they were used. The small
frames that he uses are shallow frames just long enough so
that they will hang inside and crosswise of an 8-frame su-
per. Thus they are kept when not in use.

When you want to use them, after you have the cells
ready, take a strong colony that is to be used for the pur-
pose, and with a little cup dip a cupful of bees into each of
the little nuclei. A cell is stuck on each of the little combs,
and then the whole is closed up. Virgin queens can be put
in instead of cells if you have them.

When you have fixed all of them they are taken out into
the country several miles away from all undesirable drones,
and there they are simply thrown under bushes or along the
fence where they are out of the hot sun. The entrances, of
course, Jiaving been opened.

Here they are left until the queens are;;mated, when
they are taken out after they have laid a few days, and new
ones are run in if virgins are to be used. Otherwise cells
are given. In this way several hundred queens can; be
mated with Jhe bees from a sin gle colony. This is far su-
perior to the old way of""having large nuclei. Theseare too
expensive to use. The little nuclei were left out for months
and all through the winter last year.

John W. Pharr, of the New Century Queen-Breeding
Company, gave a talk on the use of these little mating
boxes, and convinced the bee-keepers present that they were
a success. He has used them for several years, and mates
hundreds of queens with them successfully, and would not
rear queens without them.

His little frames are of such a size that he can put]six
of the small ones into the inside of a regular Langstroth
frame, and keep them over a strong colony.

A little nucleus was exhibited, all complete with bees
and queen. These are nothing but little boxes that are
closed all around with a lid hinged at the top. On this is a

leather handle to carry it by, and when in use and a young
queen is to be mated he simply hangs it up somewhere on a

barbed-wire fence, on the limb of a tree, or some other

thing, until the queen is mated.

The boxes are prepared just as Mr. Laws prepares his,

by putting in the comb, bees, and the cell, or a virgin queen.
Mr. Pharr has his boxes painted—some red, some white,

arid others blue, so that the queens do not get mixed up in

going to the wrong home.
H. H. Hyde said that really they had not given the little

nucleus a thorough trial, and that his father was a little

too severe in his paper on the subject. He will have them
tried again and note the results.

(Continued next wefk.)

[
Contributed Articles

Apiarian Exhibits at World's Fairs-

Trade-Marks.

Honey

r.Y J. M. TIAMBAUGH.

I second Mr. Dadant's motion on page 469, relative to

t!ie National making exhibits of the apiarian products of

the United States at all world's fairs in the future. It seems
lo me there is a long-felt need for some mode of advertising

and appropriate distribution, with methods that will place our
products more thoroughly in the hands of the consumer, and
by so doing increase the consumption. I believe the National
Bee-Keepers' Association can be instrumental in doing
much good along the line mentioned by Mr. Dadant.

What are the conditions of the markets to-day relative to

honey, especially extracted? Go to our city 1 restaurants and
hotels, and how often do you see it placed upon the table or
on the bill of fare?

"Buckwheat cake.> and maple syrup." Yes, brother bee-
keepers, and now why do these spurious concoctions usurp
the place of our beautiful, health-giving honey? Is it not

pnrtially our own fault?

Let us go to all our leading grocery stores, and take a

look at the situation. These are the great distributing centers

to the consumers, and the wide-awake merchant caters to

the trade, and will "push" those articles that he can turn
into money the quickest, and with the least exertion. Upon
his shelves can be seen fancy "Tea-Garden Drips," "Vermont
jMaple Syrup," and various other sweets, put up in fancy
packages of various sizes, highly ornamented with attractive

pictures and lettering calculated to catch the eye. These
packages are an ornament to his shelves, and a pleasure to

sell, and put up in quantities to suit the trade. .A.nd now,
brother bee-keepers, isn't it about time we we're getting into

the band-wa.gon? Of course we have the adulterators to

fight, but it seems to me that here is work for the National
and various State organizations, in cooperation with its mem-
bers, to overcome this poisoned sentiment, and gain the con-
fidence of the public. We trust the National meeting at St.

Louis in September will thoroughly discuss this matter. My
idea of a mode of procedure would be as follows:

Let the National issue a trade-mark under government
protection, to be .given to every honey-producer that is a

member of the National Bee-Keepcrs' Association, to stamp
each and every package of honey that is nut noon the mar-
ket, under conditions that his own private brand is to be used
in connection therewith. Let every State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation also i,=sue a trade-mark imder patent for the use of its

members in the same way. These certified trade-marks of

absolute purity accompanying each and every package of
honey, will evidently give it prestige and standing before the
public, and win the confidence of the consumer.

Should these trade-marks be too expensive for the Na-
tional to give to each member, those tliat desire their use can
well afford to pay something for them. This will be an in-

centive for every honey-producer in the land to join the Na-
tional. It will also give each and every honey-nroducer a

chancr (n luiiUl \\\-i a trade based on the absolute merits of
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the honey he puts upon the market, and he can well afford

to cater to the wants of the public by putting it in various-

sized packages, embellished with catchy advertisements, etc..

and in the event that any member of these organizations is

proven guilty of adulteration, let him be blacklisted, published

to the world, and expelled from these associations.

I give these ideas for what they are worth, and trust they

will be deliberated upon at the coming National Bee-Keepers'

meeting. Churchill Co., Nev.

Pure Food Legislation a Necessity.

BY DR. G. BOHKER.

lam now looking forward to the pleasure of attending

the convention at St. Louis, where I hope the bee-keepers

of the country will unite in taking an advance step in the

matter of securing legislation in all our States against

the sale of glucose either in its pure state, or adulterated

with honey. Millions of people believe that there is but

little pure nectar put upon the market. They think nearly

all the honey is adulterated, or that there is no nectar at

all in much that is put up in neat packages and labeled

"Honey." Much of which is too true.

It occurs to me that if we select a strong committee
from each State—those in particular that have no law
upon this subject—and urge them to correspond with in-

fluential bee-keepers all over each State, requesting them
to w-rite to or see their members of both the House and
Senate, in as many counties as possible, such a law might
be secured in most, if not all, of the States. A law of this

kind would restore confidence among our people, and re-

sult in the sale of very much honey that now remains
without a buyer. Then there is a great shortage of true

knowledge among many people, about the construction
of honeycomb by the use of machinery, which they think
is filled and sealed by the honey-producers of the coun-
try. The truthfulness concerning this matter, it seems
to me. beekeepers should attack through the local press
in each county. I have done so here in Rice County, and
also through the agricultural papers of the State, and
have made a standing ofifer of $1,000 for one 4J4 x 4J4 sec-

tion of comb manufactured by machinery, filled and
sealed by human hands.

If the masses of intelligent bee-keepers continue to

remain inactive (or comparatively so) the uninformed
will continue to remain so very largely, and the honey-
producer will suffer as a result.

I have been out of the bee-business so long that until

I re-entered the apiarian field again I lost sight, to quite
an extent, of the way in which the honey-trade was being
injured. Thirty-one years ago glucose was not used in

combination with honey, as it is now.
I am glad to be back in line again. I would have

been long ago, but for a lack of bee-forage. Now we
have quite an amount of alfalfa—more than 150 acres
within a radius of seven miles, and not over 35 colonies
of bees to gather honey from it. I had nine colonies in

the spring, and now have 2?,.

.
It was too cold and wet to gather much honey from

fruit-bloom, so that I fed them probably 150 pounds of
sugar syrup to stimulate them. Within the last 15 days
both old and new colonies have filled their brood-cham-
bers, and the old colonies have filled one set of supers,
and are now at work in the second set. I, of course, put
comb foundation in all empty frames and supers. Some
colonies are crowding out their queens, so that I will be
compelled to use an extractor. If the season holds out
as it now promises to do there is no telling how much
they will store. I never saw anything like it before.

We - put a glass dish containing a little smartweed
honey sticking to the sides and bottom, on one of the
hives in my apiary. It set there two days, and not one
bee went near it, which is something unusual, and to my
mind tends to prove that bees like alfalfa (aside from its

abundance in the case) better than smartweed or hearts-
ease, as it is called by most people.

Why not at the National convention at St. Louis, in

September, make it a point to select a committee from
each State which has no law against the adulteration of

honey by combining it w'ith glucose or other liquid

sweets, and selling and exposing the same to sale under
the label of honey? That this is being done to an extent

that has been, and now is, preventing the sale of many
tons of honey annually, there can be no reasonable doubt
among that class of people who are familiar with the

production and sale of honey in the United States of

America. Many people have been led to believe that ex-

tensive honey-producers buy glucose by the carload, and
feed it to their bees, that store and seal it in their combs,
in which shape it is put upon the market as pure nectar,

when as a matter of fact they tell us it is not nectar at all.

Others tell us that bee-keepers manufacture comb with

machinery made for the purpose, and fill this comb with

glucose, sealing it by artificial means, and sell it for

honey. Still another class tell us that honey dealers com-
bine large quantities of glucose with a small quantity of

honey put up in glass jars and other receptacles, then put

a nicely gotten up honey-label on it, and put it on the

market. This latter method of defrauding the public is a

fact.

The statements that comb is manufactured by the use

of machinery, filled with glucose and sealed by bee-keep-

ers, and that glucose is fed to bees on a large scale, is

false from start to finish. At any rate, I have never

known bees to store glucose, and have never talked with

a bee-keeper who ever saw or knew of their doing any-

thing of the kind.

The object, then, of such a committee as has been

referred to, is to work up an interest in each State, and

through a co-operative movement upon the part of bee-

keepers and others interested in the sale of pure honey,

as well as to teach people the actual truth about this mat-

ter, and to punish parties for counterfeiting honey and
defrauding the masses. Ask each State legislature to

place upon its respective statute books a stringent law

against such abuses. This would be but a modest, rea-

sonable, and just demand upon the part of the people, and

it is a request that each State assembly will grant if it is

once really known that the people want such a law, and

it is shown just how they are being imposed upon by

these counterfeiters and imposters. In the meantime
there may be members of the National and State bee-

keepers' associations who are engaged in this dishonor-

able business. If so, they should be searched out, and

the constitution and by-laws so shaped as to require

their prompt expulsion from the society, and their con-

duct publicly exposed.

A course of this kind will restore confidence upon the

part of people, who, as matters are, will not buy honey
for fear of being imposed upon, but who will buy when
sure that they can purchase the pure nectar.

If. Mr. Editor, you know of a case, or ever heard of

a case through reliable sources, in which bees stored

glucose and sealed it, please give the facts in detail to the

public. I feel confident that the truth in the case will

shame his Satanic majesty, no matter in what part of the

wood-pile he may be hiding.
Rice Co., Kans.

Honey Market Quotations in Bee-Papers.

BV EDWIN BEVINS.

In the editorial on " Honey Market Quotations," on

page 563, the Editor says that he has received a letter

which shows the side of those who furnish the honey and

beeswax market quotations. I beg leave to say that it

shows a side of only a part of those who furnish these

quotations—the part which buys for cash, and not the

side of the commission men. The Editor seemed to un-

derstand, as I did—and I suppose most honey-producers

did—that the quotations were the prices at which honey
sold, and not the prices which some men dealing in honey
and giving quotations, pay for it. The writer of the let-

ter referred to says, "The market reports, apparently, are

a delusion to the bee-keeping fraternity." These reports

were not a delusion until a lot of men began furnishing

them without giving the public any information regarding

their manner of doing business.

You say, Mr. Editor, that you supposed that those

who read the market quotations in the bee-papers under-

stood that the prices given are the ones dealers secure

for the honey after they receive the shipments. So I un-

derstood; and I supposed most honey-producers under-

stood it the same way, and it is only within the last few
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days that I have been undeceived. This matter of honey
quotations needs some airing.

I recently wrote to a honey-dealer in Cincinnati, ask-

ing what he would give for fancy white clover honey in

cans. He replied that for such honey he would pay 6

cents, delivered in Cincinnati. Under date of Aug. 6 the

same dealer quoted amber extracted honev in cans at 6

cents, and fancy white clover in barrels at d^/i to 8. Why
such a wide difference? and why any difference at all in

price of fancy white clover honey? It seems to me that

honey all of one grade should bring a uniform price. If the
honey brings eyi to 8 cents in barrels, we can only, in

the absence of quotations, infer that it would bring a

little more in cans. Such quotations are either carelessly
or designedly misleading. Which?

Again I ask, What are these quotations worth to the
honey-producer? Mr. Fred W. Muth, in his letter to the
Editor, remarked that honey quotations in the bee-papers
had evidently become a delusion to the bee-keeping fra-

ternity. In view of the facts just related it looks as if

they may also have become a snare.
It has developed recently that there are two classes

of men in the cities who furnish honey quotations to the
bee-papers, viz.: the commission man and the man who
buys to sell again. Some bee-keepers, I suppose, have
sent honey to both classes in the belief that the honey
would be sold and an account of sales rendered, and that
they would receive what the honey sold for, less freight
charges and the usual commission.

If they have sent honey to the honey-buyer on the
strength of his quotations, and with this expectation, and
without previous correspondence and a previous under-
standing, it is my belief that some bee-keepers have been
disappointed with the returns for their honey. The quo-
tations for the different grades of honey sometiines vary
considerably, and the man who sends the best honey to
the market has a right to expect the best price for it. In
sending to the honey-buyer without a previous under-
standing with him, I will say, however, that the seller is

liable to be greatly disappointed. The buyer, to whom
the honey is sent, has the sender at his mercy, in a great
measure.

If the buyer has been quoting a certain grade of
honey, say from 6 to 8 cents, it matters not that the
honey you send is the best of that grade—you cannot
help yourself if the price you received is the one lowest
quoted. Even if the honey-producer corresponds with
this class of honey-dealer, and thinks he is sure of getting
fair treatment, I feel tolerably certain that he will not al-

ways receive the satisfaction he looks for, unless in every
instance the buyer is a straight up-and-down man.

I believe there is greater risk in dealing with the
honey-buyer, unless you know your man, than there is in
dealing with the firms and men doing a commission busi-
ness. The buyer may be honest, and he may be solvent,
and again he may be neither. If the commission man
defrauds you he becomes in law a criminal—the buyer
does not. Decatur Co., Iowa.

[ Our Bee-Keepin$ Sisters
]

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson. Marengo, 111.

Experience with Bees, Rendering' Beeswax, Etc.

Under the inspiration of a perusal of the instructive
American Bee Journal we became enthused with the idea
of owning an apiary. Accordingly we purchased one
formerly owned by a resident of this city. She conducted
this very successfully for a number of years, until God
called her Home. We found many hives containing dead
bees and many old combs of granulated honey, with only
nine full colonies. We cleaned them up, arranging them
as best we could, and early in the season when there was
not much for bees to gather, we allowed them to extract
at their own sweet will all the honey in the old combs.
Possibly this was not wise, and some may say that it

encouraged robbing. But it certainly resulted in an in-

crease of colonies for other bees began coming to us, and
during the swarming season one, two and once three

swarms came to us in a day. Our own colonies were not
very strong and did not swarm very much, but we in-

creased to 32 colonies.

I never heard of so many bees coming and going.

The farmers place empty hives at different points in the

woods, and one man caught 27 swarms in this way. But
there are no sweets without some stings, and the best

remedy we find for them is to break off stems of milk-

weed and apply immediately, following with a hot paste

of antiphlogistine over night to draw out the swelling.

Our first harvest was 60 pounds of extracted pure
sweet clover honey, and 30 pounds of comb from four

supers; next we took off 42 pounds of extracted from two
supers on one hive; next 52 pounds from three supers.

This is as thick as tar and very sweet and transparent.

We are green at the work, and tried to bundle up
well to take off the honey, and use no smoke. But after

finding that the bees were cross, and that we got many
stings and phrenological developments, we used the
smoker, which quieted them and set them to eating, while

we walked off with the spoils.

Where can I get a book on the use of honey as a

food or for culinary purposes, also for making exhibits

at fairs? I can readily see that the study of the methods,
ways and manipulation of the busy bee requires years of

experience, observation and hard work.
After one has read, studied and asked all the crazy

questions conceivable, and thinks he is well armed for the

fray, he gets all the conceit taken out of him when he
bumps up against an unthoughtof problem.

My little girl, seven years old, who is away on a

visit, writes me that she "would like to come home and
milk the bees, if some one would pull out the slivers first."

I find there is no true excellence without labor, and he
who would succeed must first buffet the rough waves of

experience, and suffer many reverses and—slivers.

What is the best method of rendering beeswax, and
is there anything that can be used to whiten it. especially

old combs from the hives, and also the best way to clar-

ify or strain?

We enjoy the American Bee Journal, and but for its

many instructions would never have dared to embark in

this sweet business. Mrs. B. J. Wade.
Woodbury Co., la., Aug. 9.

Your plan of leaving the depopulated hives for the

bees to clean out, certainly worked well in your case, see-

ing the material increase you secured. Indeed it is often,

if not always, a good plan to allow bees to take the honey
from hives out of which the bees have died, unless it be
so that the neighbors' bees get the lion's share. At times
when there is nothing to gather in the fields such a course
is a great stimulus to the bees, and some have gone so

far as to take combs of honey from the bees and put
them a short distance away, purposely to let the bees rob
the honey back again.

You ask for a book on the use of honey as food or

for culinary purposes. Probably the nearest to such a

book is a leaflet on "Honey as a Health Food," written

by Dr. Miller and published at the office of the American
Bee Journal. It is also included in the book, "Forty
Years Among the Bees."

Perhaps the best thing to use for extracting wax is

the German steam wax-press. Less expensive is the solar

wax-extractor, although it does not get out the wax so

clean.

A simple and inexpensive way for small quantities

is thus given in "Forty Years Among the Bees":

"An old dripping-pan (of course a new one would do)
has one corner split open and that makes the extractor.

The dripping-pan is put into the oven of a cook-stove,
with the split corner projecting out. The opposite corner,

the one farthest in the oven, is slightly raised by having
a pebble or something of the kind under it, so that the

melted wax will run outward. A dish set under catches
the dripping wax, making the outfit complete. Of course
the material to be melted is put in the pan, the same as in

the solar extractor."
To clean wax perhaps all that is easily practicable for

you is to keep it liquid for a considerable time, so that

the itnpurities shall have plenty of time to settle. One
way is to put it in the oven of the range or cook-stove.
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let it melt, then let the fire die down, close the oven d'n,r.

and leave it all night, taking ont next morning before

starting the tire. Then scrape the impurities off the bot-

tom of the cake. ^ - ^

The 8-Frame vs. 10-Frame Hive.

In deciding between 8-frame and 10-frame or larger

hives, a factor that deserves respectful consideration is

the difference in the weight of supers—at least for those

of the sisters who work for comb-honey. This summer
the writer has had to handle supers more than usual, and
when tired out at the close of a hard day's work, the

thought would oomp. "Well. I'm tired; but I'd be a good
deal' more tired i£ the supers were 25 per cent heavier, as

they would be with 10-frame hives." Of course there are

other thijigs to be considered, especially safety in winter-
ing, and in that respect the larger hives have decidedly

the advantage.

Nasty's Afterthoughts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

CLIPS A LEG INSTEAD OF THE WING.

Ah, Mr. Broderick doesn't claim that clipping a wing
will suffice to make bees supersede their queen! It was
a leg he clipped. How nicely that musses up the outpour-
ing of w'isdom which I indulged in over it! The correc-
tion puts the thing on an entirely different basis; but it

still leaves it an important suggestion, which will make
some racket, I reckon. The vials of wrath from the clip-

pers will have to be suddenly corked; but now the anti-

clippers will take a hand. Shall we chop our queens up
piecemeal—butcher them to make a Roman (honey) hol-

iday? I don't think I should enjoy performing this man
ipulation—although I do not say I would not under any
circumstances do it. Page 564.

HONEY IN BO.MtDING HOUSES.

So Arkansas tinds that the boarding houses of a city

of 25,000 cannot be made to buy honey. Here's a kettle
of fish that we might as well look into. No doubt about
the experience being a genuine one; and we may well sus-

pect that a similar state of things prevails very widely-
The keeper of a boarding-house is not in the business for
her health. She experiences hard-scrabble and small
profits; and her first look-in at the proposition is; "Here's
an extra expense for no purpose." Is she right? Well,
she's not altogether wrong. Honey, to get into her house
easily, must offer itself as a substitute for something. Ex-
tracted honey is the natural substitute for syrup; and the
abominably poor quality and lack of sweetness realized
in- grocery syrups is one of our strongest helps. Why
won't this avail at the boarding house as well as at the
private family? With patience and perseverance it will.

to some extent, in time, but not much just now. The
habit of never buying honey is among the greatest of all

adverse winds. Let us consider a little. She don't want
to fuss with two different kinds of liquid sweets on the
table at the same time—what will happen if she leaves oft

the syrup and puts on extracted honey? One-third of her
crowd don't eat honey, some claiming, either as a whim
or as a reality, that they can't eat it without pain, and
they will complain bitterly at the substitution. Here we
are "up a stump;" and it's a big stump not easy to pull.

The situation as to section honey is also, from our
point of view, unsatisfactory. The vender of honey wants
to say: "More honey and less butter';" but it doesn't work
that way. Honey greases the runners of the sled on
which the butter slides down—and takes at least one ex-
tra biscuit along with it. Possibly some day this wib
come to be regarded as a thing of course; but not just
yet it isn't. When habit comes to work for us, instead
of working against us, that will be a happier day. Also
when nearly all the private families come to have honc\-

on the table regularly the better class of boarding houses
will be driven in, so to speak. Page 553.

I liEES MARKING THEIR LOCATION.

I feel like putting in a mild protest or query, nom-
inally founded on the editorial note, page 564, but really

I

hitting in a great many other spots as well. When we
say bees leave off marking location after the first trip,

are we not repeating things after one another rather than
stating the exact facts? Granting that they take more
pains on a first trip, it still seems to me that bees most
of the time circle 'round a good deal when leaving home.

I

"They like to do so I guess, it's so easy and natural. Or
is it like the dog's turning 'round in a circle before he
lies down—one of the things no fellow can find out?

I

Poising and reciprocating back and forth closely in

front of the hive is also some of the time marking the
location; but it has various other objects and reasons, I

take it.

PACKING POLLEN IN CELLS.

Yes, I suppose we may as well climb down and ad-
mit that most of the pollen-packing is not done on the
battering-ram plan, but by the bees' mandibles. A bat-
tering-ram sort of motion would be frequently seen were
that the style. Still, it being pretty hard to prove a nega-
tive, Mr. Arthur C. Miller hardly proves they never give
it a little bit of a bunt "just for greens." That prepared
pollen "would completely clog these organs," is hardly
established. Sometimes wet clay completely clogs our
hands; but other times we can manipulate it with ease
without clogging. Page 565.

BUCK\VHE.\T TIED AND UNTIED.

So, in "Pennsylvania's" locality, buckwheat is never
tied! Here, in Ohio, it is tied close to the top, after be-
ing set up on end in sub-conical shape. It is not tied
with such a tie as is given to a bundle of wheat—but suf-
ficient to help it stand up. and keep it from scattering
around. Our way better than t'other. Page 569.

c
Dr. Miller's Answers

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Dlvidlng-aueens in tiie Mails—Finding ttueens-

Extracting-Comfis—Drawn Foundation.

1. I have 12 double hives full of brood and honey (in

both stories). Would it be advisable to divide them, giv-

ing one a young queen? I would like the increase.

2. Does it injure a young queen-bee to be sent
through the mails this time of year?

3. Can you give any suggestions to a novice as to
how to find the queen?

4. Is there a way to get combs for extracting next
summer before the fiow?

5. How can I get the bees to draw out foundation
(wired frames) ? Iowa.

Answers.—1. Getting pretty late for that sort of

thing, especially for a novice; so it might be well for you
not to try it on many.

2. This time of year is probably as good as any.

Sometimes a queen in badly injured by a journey thiough
the mails, while often she seems none the w.jrse f-ir it.

3. Experience is the best thing. After some prac-

tice you'll spot a queen on a comb very readily. Don't do
anything to set the bees to running. If they get to run-
ning, you may as well close the hive till another time.

The two things most likely to set them to running are
too much smoke and too rough handling. So vise just as

little smoke as will keep the bees under subjection, and
be slow and gentle in all your movements. G. ^I. Doolit-
tle says that from 9 o'clock till 3 the queen is most likely

to be found on the outside cnnib that has brood in. either

on one side or the other. It you lift out two or three
frames and set them in an empty hive, that gives you
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room in the hive to glance over one side of each comb
before you touch it at all. That is, when you lift out a

frame, before carefully looking it over, glance over the

exposed side of the next frame in the hive. Often you
may see the queen thus in the hive, when with gentle

haste you will put down the frame in your hand and lift

out the one with the queen. After looking over the

combs two or three times without finding the queen, it

is generally as well to close the hive till an hour or two
later, or till another day.

4. You can get combs drawn out only when bees are

storing, either from a natural flow or from feeding, and
even them they will draw out combs no faster than they
fill them.

5. Just the same as getting any combs drawn out,

by giving them to the bees when they need them to be
filled either with stores or brood.

Queen Entering Wrone Hive on Returning from
Bridal Trip.

1. What are the signs, indications and manners of

bees when they are disposed to accept a strange queen?
And what are their manners when they are not?

2. I find that one of my colonies has mixed bees in

it, and evidently has a different queen from the one that
has been in the colony all along. My hives' set in rows
15 feet apart, and are set in pairs in the rows. There are
about SO in all. Last April I placed a Carniolan queen-
cell in a hive of natives that I found queenless. Shortly
afterward I examined the hive, and found that the queen
had hatched. A month or so after this I had occasion to

examine this same hive, and found it queenless again. I

supposed the young queen got lost while off on her bridal
trip. About the same time I discovered that 'a. hive that
sat in front of this queenless colony had mi.xed bees in

it, and on examination it was evident that a different
queen had entered it, for about half of the bees were of
a different race, and resembled hybrid Carniolans. What
do }-ou think of that? A young queen returning from
her bridal trip and entering the wrong hive! Is it pos-
sible that bees under such circumstances will receive a
strange queen? Could it have been that this particular
colony was queenless at the time, and in a mood to re-
ceive any queen that might come along? All of the bees
in these 80 colonies are brown, with the exception of two
colonies, and these have old, fertile queens in them—one
a Carniolan and the other an Italian. These two queens
would have no occasion to leave the hives, except to
swarm. And there is no possible way in which a queen
could have gotten into this hive in any other way than
the one I have mentioned. Please tell me what you think
of this. Mississippi.

Answers.— 1. A sensible question, yet one that hard-

ly needs to be answered to those with some experience,
for I suspect that as good a guesser as your next ques-
tion shows you to be would readily judge as to the be-
havior of the bees without being told. If the bees are
kindly disposed to the queen, they will appear to stroke
and caress her, perhaps climbing over her at the same
time, but no one will take hold of her. If hostile, they
will grab hold of the^queen, and appear as if trying to
sting her—in reality they will not sting her—and if very
unfriendly one after another will seize the queen till there
is no room for any more to get hold of her, when they
will seize the bees that have hold of the queen, and you
will thus have a case of balling the queen. Then you
must release the queen, either by throwing the ball of
bees in water, or by blowing on them smoke that is cold;
for if you hold the smoker close enough to blow hot
smoke on them you will make them sting the queen.

2. Yes, you've made the right guess. A young queen
may enter the wrong hive; and what's more, even an old
laying queen may of her own accord change her domicile,
issuing with a swarm «nd then entering the wrong hive.

Wtiat Ails the Bees?-lntroduclng Queens.

1. What is the matter with bees when in coming out
of the hive (that is in the late autumn, midwinter and
early spring), they pass large quantities of a thick yel-

low matter on the front board of the hive, sometimes like

long thread?
2. What is the best and easiest way to introduce a

queen?
3. Which is the best time to introduce a queen, just

before the swarming season, during the swarming season,

or immediately at its close? New Zealand.

Answers.— 1. They are merely emptying the contents
of the intestines, which accumulate when they are con-
fined for any length of time to the hive.

2. There are so many best ways that it is hard to
say. Besides, even the best of the best ways is likely to

be a failure sometimes, for bees are freaky things. There
is, however, one way by which you may be successful
without fear of failure. Have some combs of hatching
sealed brood—one way of getting them ready is by put-
ting combs of brood mostly sealed over an excluder for
eight days or more. Put these frames of brood in a hive
without allowing a single bee with them, and put in your
queen, closing up bee-tight, and keep in a warm place for

five or six days. Then set the hive on its permanent
stand, leaving the entrance for a few days only large
enough for a single bee to pass.

3. That depends upon circumstances and your own
desires. It is better to choose a time when honey is

yielding well, whatever the time of year. Other things
being equal, perhaps as good a time as any is near the
close of the honey harvest. Less danger then of inter-
fering with the harvest.

I The American Bee Journal ^Gleanings in Bee-Cnltnre |
.•^ (If you are not now a subscriber to Gleanings) »;

I BOTH ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $1.60. f.

S ^•^ t
;^ We have made arrangements with the publishers of Gleanings in Bee-Culture (issued twice a month), ^•
r5 so that we can furnish that magazine with the Weekly American Bee Journal—both one year for but $ 1.60 ; 5^
•.^ provided you are not now a subscriber to Gleanings. ^•
;^ This is a magnificent offer, and should be taken advantage of by all of our readers who are not now ^'
r^ getting Gleanings regularly. These papers, although on the same subject, are conducted so dififerently, and ^
'.^ contain such a variety of reading matter, that every bee-keeper should have them both. And they can be had ^
;^ for a whole year for $1.60. Address all orders to ' ^'

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL. ^

Please mention llie flmerlcan Bee Journal wlien writino to our Advertisers.
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c FROM MANY FIELDS
3

Black Medick.

I am a mailing a plant that I would
like to have named. If it reaches you
without getting smashed you will see
that it resembles white clover very
much, only that the blossoms are yel-
low, about the color of golden-glow,
and the seeds are in clusters about the
shape of a head of clover, and each
seed is on a stem by itself, and not in
pods like clover. I found this plant
and one other in a patch of white clo-
ver I sowed last spring.

C. H. Harlan.
Kanabec Co., Minn., Aug. 29.

[The plant belongs to the same fam-
ily as the clover, and is called Black
Medick. It originally came from
Europe, but grows well in this coun-

try.— C. L. Walton.]

Very Poop Season—Too Much
Swapming.

We had a very wet spring here, fol-
lowed by a dry spell, and bees have
done very poorly.
Last fall I packed my bees away for

winter with all kinds of clothes in the
supers. I then had 45 colonies, and
the first of May I had only 23. I think
they swarmed too much, as I had about
80 swarms. I have not taken off over
SO pounds of honey, all told. The su-
pers are all full of comb, and partly
full of honey. The bees have begun
to store a little honey now, and I think
we will get some yet. We got all our
surplus last fall in September and Oc-
tober. I made all my own hives.

B. N. Dougherty.
Monroe Co., Ohio, Sept. 6.

Reap-End Feeder-Bees Have Paid
Well,

When I read of Mr. Irvine's rear-end
feeder, page 619, it brought to mind a
story I heard when a small boy. A
farmer told his hired man to feed the
mules corn in the ear, and upon hear-
ing an unusual noise in the barn he
went out to find that the man was

IF YOU INTEND TO KEEP MORE

BEES'^
Ne.xt year, a bargjia is now offered you to ob-
tain strong, reliable stock for increase. The
bees are as fine a strain as there is in Amer ca.
I have bought queens from all the test breed-
ers, and spent much time in developing a strain
that excelled in honey-gathering, hardiness,
gentleness, and white-capping.
For $7.00 I now offer goods lor which I have

been receiving $12.CO.

I will ship, for $7.00, a young Select-Tested
Italian Queen of above strain, value $3.00, in a
full Italian colony of S frames bees and brood
(value $7,001, sufficient honey lo vvinter on !.*1.05

at lowest valuation); all in a new dovetailed,
painted hive. Roofs make i55c): a bottom-
board {2^5c] and a strong cover, covered with
painted Nepodset roofing (45ci; all making a
total value of ?12.C0, which, as before said, will
be shipped for ^7.00. Everything in best condi-
tion. No bee-disease has ever been known in
this locality. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. Please don't delay, but order at
once. FRED'C E. SMITH.

Route 13, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
fte*tr»? luecTiou Boe Joamai wtien 'WTitlii&

>te. >tt >t4 >ti >to. >te >K >lt >ti >t« >ti. .xte >Jt >t4iK >tiiK>K iK SIS.

BEE = SUPPLIES!!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. &

Everything used by Bee.Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. «
Prompt Service. pT

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. >x,

WALTER S. POUDER, I
5"3-5>5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND L

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS
The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. 12, in

which is described the

best territory In this country
for the growing of earl\- strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular Wo. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32AlSt Please mention the Bee Journal.

B66=K66D6rS I

Don't forget that
PC are the largest
jobbers in the

States of
Koofyi /ice-SiippJies, ./o7irisr)n Jn-
oii/)ntor.s and Brooders, lltinipb-
re%-'s firiri Manii'a Bone Cutters,
I't'inltrv Supplies or all Iclnds. J<ce<Js
and Impleajents. Remember, you get
these gouds at Factory Prices, and save half
ihe freight. Let us book jour order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens,

•

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free illustrated

Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mention Bee Jotimal -wnen wniong

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. g

urHi^^es and sEOTionsrs |
Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material. g

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and S
secure prompt shipment. S

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. i^s a

|

flease menuon Bee Jourrai when wiitme

r**^*-

R,EI3 OA-K;, IOWA..

BEE=
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, ard prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
tohaveourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of

Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,

Etc. Write at Ooce for Catalog.

AaENCIE5.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
L H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

^I'Christian Endeavor Hotel
WORLD'S FAIR, ST. LOUIS, MO.

>^

)uch side 01 the Exposition within KW feet of one ol the

Market Street car line running from the Union station

ture covering 5 acres of ground, 3 stones in height,

y room is an outside room, and handsomely and com-
ran'das, a large rotunda, offices, parlor, numerous baths,

' -''
' -vith

L Jcated ott O ikliud Aveuu- on lUt
entrance gites to the fair Grounds, and
direct to the hotel, ft is a mimmolh »t

with a captcitv of 3'iAi people daily. E
fortablv furnished. There are wide ve , „- - , .

concessionary rooms. United States Post Office, a lunch counler, restaurant and dining TO"
„. . ,

a seating capacity of ISOO people. The hotel is endorsed by the Clergy, Worlds Fair Oflicial

Bankers and Merchants in St. Louis, as well as having the approval of the Christian Endeavor-
ers. We are frequently in receipt of testimonials like the following:

"To; Whom It Mat Concern:—This is to certify that I have been at the Christian Endeavor
Hotel for 7 days with a party of 161, and desire to state that we have been well pleased with ihe ac-

commodations. The management is courteous, the rooms are neat and clean, the food well cooked
and well seived. Dr. Jos. F. Barton, Dept. of Natural Science,

C. V. State Normal School, Shippensburg, Pa.

Wheu you come to St. Louis to see the great Exposition you will surely stop at the Christian

Endeavor Hotel, where you will have a sate, convenient, comfortable and happy home in the

midst of congenial associations and surroundings. Now is the time to arrange for rates at the

hotel. Write at once for booklet giving full particulars.

GUristian Endeavor Hotel and flnditorium Go..

25AAt <^6oo Oakland Avenue, ST. LOUIS. MO.
Please mention Bee Joamai when wTitlii£
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Tlarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, a°d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
rig^ht kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frBE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

LTHE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writinc-

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Piire<«l, Rictae»it in Color and Odor, jTIo!!it XranMiparent and 1'ougli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. It you have never seen it, don't

fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPl-IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Out., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

aUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Uoyls Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEfVIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Lovrest prices and quick service.

Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport. Iowa. 213-215 f.2il SI

Ttie

Dixie Home

A YEAR.lO CENTS
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

iLLnSTRATED MAGA-
ZINE In the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce It ONLY.
It is bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

;t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,

luildings and famous people. Send at once.

Oc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-

ada and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of

6 names, 50c; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taisen. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t No. 7.S. Birmingham, Alabama.

*-*lease mention Bee Journal -when "writine

Pleasft Wenlion the Bee Joornal ^^«" ^""^
Advertisers <

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other side.

[This Cut is the i'OLL Size of the Knife.)

Your Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say jnst what aame and
address you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It is

made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of

the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worljer, as

Bhown here.

The Material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;

the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-

rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or

corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;

the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described

above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the

owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address

of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-

dress, would destroy the Xnife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fot

lunate as to have one of the -'Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and In

case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

. J lasting memento could a mothei
a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What:
^ve to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or ;

the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of

this^eautiful knife, as tb^ " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to th«

one sending us laREE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.^'».) We will club the Noveltj

Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $2.00.

pounding corn into the mules' ears
This new feeder may be ahead of ev
erything novp, but when it comes to
work it will not be ahead of the bee.

I have kept some bees for years, and
would not be without them. I keep an
itemized account of all receipts and
expenditures connected with the bees,
and as a whole I think they have paid
me well, and we have had all the honey
we could use ourselves besides. I am
a great lover of honey. This year the
yield has been but about 67 pounds per
colony of comb honey.

Chas. AlbbrT.
Dane Co., Wis., Sept. 13.

Indian Turnip.

Will you please tell me what the en-
closed seed is ? L,. Nusbaum.

Iberia Co., I/a.

[The seeds are those of the Indian

turnip. The juice is extremely acrid,

and one taste of the turnip-like bulb

will not soon be forgotten.—C. L».

Walton.]

Not a Good Season—Demand
Greatep tlian Supply.

I had 14 colonies, spring count. To
date they have stored an average of 10
pounds per colony.

I do not think this season has been
a very good one here, as it was too wet
and cold all spring, and too dry at
present for a fall flow. The thermom-
eter was 93 degrees here yesterday, and
the nights are very cool for this sea-
son of the year.
The only trouble I have is that I

can't get honey enough to supply the
demand. I can sell all I have at my
apiary for 25 cents per pound.

I could not get along very well with-
out the American Bee Journal and the
good information I get in it from other
bee keepers. It comes regularly every
week. Long may it live 1

W. C. Edgeworth.
Pulaski Co., Ark., Sept. 11.

GEORGE W, YORK £ CO.
^>~Please allor" 'bout two weeks for vour knife order to be fllleo.

Chicaga 111

Sneezeweed op Helenium
Autumnale.

Please tell me the botanical and com-
mon name of the enclosed flower. The
bees visit it sometimes. It is a wild
flower which I found in this vicinity.

It is a perennial plant, and beautiful
in in its growth. Kate V. Austin.
Wayne Co., Ind., Sept. 7.

[In Farmers' Bulletin No. 86, which
gives a description of 30 poisonous

plants of the United States, the plant

is called sneezeweed, staggerweed,

swamp sunflower, and several other

names descriptive of its various qual-

ities. The botanical name is Helenium
autumnale. The flowers secrete a

poisonous substance which sometimes

proves fatal to cattle and sheep. The
bitter taste of cow's milk or even the

butter may be due to this weed grow-

ing in the pasture. It is not probable

that bees get much honey from the

flower.—C. L. Wai,ton.]

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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TENNESSEE
QUEENS -^

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
Similes apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No i m-
pnre bees within 3 miles,
and but few nithin S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before Jaly Ist. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .7S $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO S.UO 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 13.00 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
i^fip^e tnention Bee Journal wnen wntinfii

Bees For Sale.
About SO colonies of Italians and Hybrids,

with youag- and prolific queens, in S-frame
hives. Will sell, to reduce my number, at $4.50

each; 5 or more, $4.25 each. Address,

3«A4t N. H. LIISD, Baders, III.

Please mention Bee journal "When "wntinfi.

STROHGEST
MADE. Bull

- StroDg, CMcken-
Tlpht. Sold to the FarmeratWholesale
Prices. FuHrWarranlcd. Catalog Free.

i^ii.a 'OILED SPKISfi FENCE CO."*" Boi S9 miieheBt«r, lodlaiia, U. S. 1.

38E26t Please mention the Bee J Duroal

FENCE!

fiS' Passengers to New York, Bos-
ton, New England, and all eastern
points will find it to their advantage
to ascertain rates applying over the
Nickel Plate Road and its eastern con-
nections. Three daily trains, on which
there is no excess fare charged. One
special feature of the service is meals
in dining-cars,on American Club Plan.
Pay for what you get, but in no case
over 3Sc. to $1.00 per meal; also service
a la carte and Mid-day Luncheon SOc.

Folders, rates and all information
cheerfully furnished by applying to

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Chi-
cago, 111., Room 298, 113 Adams St.

Chicago depot. La Salle and VanBuren
Sts. 27—36A4t

65 Golonjes^For Sale

!

Strong in bees, and mostly in 8-frame dove-
tailed hives with wired frames, and one super
on each hive. No disease. Prices: In lots of

g, $4.00 each; or for the entire lot, at the yard,
-3.50 each. Small quantity of dark honey for
Bale also. MRS. J. A. HIGMET,

2325 N. 43rd Ave.. Irving Park Sta.
37A4t CHICAGO, ILL.
******* rt a'.4=>iin'>c; He** -J OTUTl&i WOot vmXXUg

B
INGHAM'S PATENl

Smokers
25Atf T. F. BINQHAM. PirwelL MIcK
Please mention Bee Joomai -wnen wntm^

BEE-KEEPERS!
We mannfacture SECTIONS, NO-DRIP

SHIPPING-CASES, and are dealers in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Write for low prices and catalog.

AUG. LOTZ & SON,
24A17t CADOTT, WIS.
Please mention Bee Joomal -when writlna

Bee^Keeping as a Business.

In reply tci tin- quer}', "What will

best ini.x with bee-keeping?" I have al-

ways replied: "Some more bee.s." When
the conditions are favorable, I am de-
cidedly in favor of bee-keeping as a
specialty—of dropping all hampering
pnrsuits, and turning the whole capital,

time and energies into bee-keeping. If

bee-keeping can not be made profitable

as a specialty, then it is unprofitable as
a subsidiary pursuit. If bee-keeping
must be propped up with some other
pursuit, then we better throw away bee-
keeping, and kccf the prop.

General farming is very poorly adapt-
ed for combining with bee-keeping, yet
the attempt is probably made oftener
than with any other pursuit. There are
critical times in bee-keeping that will

brook no delay, when three or four days'
or a week's neglect may mean the loss

of a crop, and these times come right
in the hei.ght of the season, when the
farmer is the busiest. Leaving the team
and reaper idle in the back field while
the farmer goes to the house to hive
bees is neither pleasant nor profitable.

Drawing in a field of hay, while the
bees lie idle because the honey has not
been extracted to give them storage-
room is another illustration of the con-
ditions with which the farmer-bee-keep-
er has to contend. The serious part of
it is that the honey thus lost may be
worth nearly or quite as much as the
hay that is saved.

Some special lines of rural pursuits,
like winter-dairying or the raising of
grapes, or winter-apples, unite with bee-
keeping to much better advantage than
general farming : but when bee-keeping
is capable of absorbing all of the capi-
tal, time and energy that a man can put
into it, why divide these resources with
some other pursuit?

It has been said that bee-keeping is a
precarious pursuit that it can not be
depended upon, alone, to furnish a live-
lihood, and, for this reason, it should
be joined with some business of a more
stable character. It is true that there
are many localities where there is often
a season in which little or no honey
is secured, and, in the Northern States,
winter losses are sometimes very heavy,
hence it would be risky to depend en-
tirely for a living upon keeping bees,
in a limited way, in such localities:

but, if the average profit from bee-keep-
ing, one year with another, is not the
equal of other rural pursuits, why keep
bees? The truth of the matter is that
it is more profitable: and if bee-keep-
ers would only drop everything else, and
adopt methods that would enable them
to branch out and keep hundreds of
colonies where they now have dozens,
they would secure enough honey in the
good years more than to carry them over
the poor years, and thus not only make
a living, but lay up money.
When a man decides to cut loose

from everything else and go into bee-
keeping extensively, making it his only
and his life business, the question of all

questions is that of locality. There are
few localities in which a small apiary

Bees For Sale
with Queeu-Rearin(,' outfit, trade and fixtures.
Information furnished on application. Address

JOHN W. PHARR,
37A2t BERCLAIR, TEX.
rtease mention Bee Journal wlien writlnK

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALE

50 lbs. or over, at 5 cents per pound. Address,
37Atf JOSEPH SHAW, Strong City, Kans.

-nease mention Bee Journal 'wnen "writing

B0UI6S.

Jars,
of every
descrip-

Honey

=

Dealers
G. G. STUTTS GLASS GO.,

nanufacturers,

145 Chambers St. New York, N. Y.
38E4t Write for illustrations.

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full
colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 65
" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder " 1.6S
" Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1,00
Imported Queens from $S to $S

All grades ready now. Safe
arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Prlce-List.

J. L. STRONG.
204 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

§*i n nnn ^^ have just completed«>1V,VUV OUR TEH THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest bargain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road.

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.

MounLUiiojGoileoe
open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-
pying highest positions in Chorch and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person
with tact and energy can have an educa-
tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COIiliEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

National at St. Louis.—The annual session of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association for l'*04

will be held in September, at St. Louis, Mo.
Sept. 27 and 2» will be devoted to Association

work and its' interests. We expect many prom-
inent foreign bee keepers to be present on these
days.

Sept. 21, National Day.
Sept. 30, Inspectors' Day. Twenty bee-in-

spectors from all over the United States and
Canada are counted on to introduce and discuss
" The Diseases of Bees," etc.

Mr. N. E. France will e-xhibit, in the Conven-
tion Hall, a large map of the United States,
Canada, Cuba and Europe. Each State and
Country will have a shelf attached to the map
with a one-pound sample of each kind of honey
produced. Many other exhibits of special in-

terest will be shown.
We expect to see the largest gathering of bee-

keepers ever held in this country. A more de-

tailed program will appear later.
Geo. W. Brodbeck, Sec.

Los Angeles, Calif;

IVllssouri.—The Missouri State Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet Sept. 2t.. in St. Louis, in

the same hall to be used by the National Bee-
Keepers' Association. Further particulars
later. Arrangements are being made for our
accommodation by C. P. Dadant, in connection
with the National Association.
Wakeuda, Mo. W. T. Cary, Sec.

Wisconsin.—The committee on arrangements
for the Northeastern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association met Sept. 1, and the following pro-

gram was formulated for the next annual
meeting, which will be held at the Opera House,
in Mishicot, Oct. 25, W04:
How can we increase the demand for honey ?

—J. COCHEMS.
Winter feeding of bees.—C. W. Voigt.
Bee-pasturage.-Dr. J. B. Rick.
Laws relating to the adulteration of honey.—

A. S. Chloupkk.
The cause of spring dwindling-Fred Tr app
Question-box.
Mishicot, Wis. Dr. J. B. Rick, Sec.

Fine Breeding (Jiieens, $2
Sample of Bees, free.

J. F. MICHAEL, RT. 1, WINCHESTER, IND.

37A2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bee-Supplies

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June IS, 60c. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after June IS, 7Sc. Write for dis-
count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Please mention hee Journal "wV on writing-

IT I'.a.-Z'S
order your

i^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

Low Rates to Eastern Points

will always apply via Nickel Plate
Road and its eastern connections to

all points in New York, New England
and eastern States. Three daily trains
to Ft. Wayne, Findlay, Cleveland, Erie,

Buffalo, New York and Boston. Stan-
dard equipment on all trains. Meals
served in dining'-cars on American
Club Plan, ranging in price from 3Sc.

to $1.00 per meal ; also service a la

carte and Mid-day Euncheon SOc. The
eastern terminals of the Nickel Plate
Road are only from three to ten min-
utes from all Ocean Steamship Docks,
and the service afforded is first-class.

No excess fare charged on any train.

For particulars, call on or address J. Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298, Chicago, 111. Chicago
depot, La Salle and Van Buren Sts.

26—36A4t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

40 Years Among: the Bees,
By dr. c. c. miller.

Free as a I»reniiiim tor Sending: X»vo
New Subscribers.

The book contains 328 pages, is bound in handsome cloth, with gold

letters and design ; it is printed on best book-paper, and illustrated with

over 100 beautiful original half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller himself.

It is unique in this regard.

The first few pages of the new book are devoted to an interesting

biographical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he happened to get into

bee-keeping. Seventeen years ago he wrote a small book, called "A Year
Among the Bees," but that little v-ork has been out of print for a number
of years. While some of the matter used in the former book is found in

the new one, it all reads like a good new story of successful bee-keep-

ing by one of the masters, and shows in minutest detail just how Dn Mil-

ler does things with bees.

HOW TO GET A COPY OF DR. MILLER'S

"FORTY YEARS AMONG THE BEES.

"

The price of this new book is f1.00, post-paid ; or, if taken with the

WEBKLY American Bee Journal for one year, both will be sent for f1.75.

Or, any present regular subscriber to the American Bee Journal
whose subscription is paid in advance, can have a copy of Dr. Miller's new
book free as a premium for sending us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year with $2.00. This is a magnificent offer, and should

be taken advantage of at once. For many of our readers it is not only an
easy way to earn a copy of the book, but at the same time they will be
helping to extend the subscription list of the old American Bee Journal,

and thus aiding also in spreading the best kind of apicultural information

among those who would be successful bee-keepers.
Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL,

might not yield some surplus, but when
a man is to make of bee-keeping his

sole business, the securing of the best

possible location is time and money well

spent. What a .s;ood, solid foundation
is to a "sky-scraper," a good location is

to the building up of a successful, ex-
tensive bee-business.

Having settled in a locality, the bee-
keeper can not study it too thoroughly.
Especially must he understand its honey-
resources; the time when each flow be-

gins, its probable duration, its quantity

and character. He must know whether
to e.xpect a spring-flow, like that from
dandelion, hard maple, or fruit-bloom,

that will build up the colonies for the

main harvest that is to come later. If

there is likely to be a season of scarcity

between the early flow and the main
harvest, it must be known and prepara-
tions made to keep up brood-rearing by
means of feeding or the uncapping of

honey. The management will depend
largely upon the source of the main
honey-flow, whether it be raspberry,

clover, basswood. buckwheat, alfalfa,

sage or fall flowers. Whatever the

source, the bee-keeper must know when
to expect it, and plan to have his colo-

nies in exactly the right condition to

gather it when it comes. This is one
of the fundamental principles of suc-

cessful bee-keeping.

Having secured the most desirable lo-

cation, the next step is to procure the

best kind of bees that can be obtained.

There are several different varieties of

bees, each with its peculiarities, but,

aside from this, every bee-keeper who
has had experience with several strains

of the same variety, knows that some
strains are far superior to others—that

there is scrub-stock among bees, just as

there are scrub-horses, cattle, sheep and
poultry. With scrub-stock, the cost of

hives, combs and other appliances re-

main the same ; it is no less work to

care for such stock ; and it requires the

same amount of honey to rear and feed

it as it does the best stock in the world.
In proportion to its cost, no investment
brings the bee-keeper greater profit than
the securing of superior stock.

Having secured a good location, and
good stock, the bee-keeper should adopt
such hives, implements and methods as

will enable him to branch out. estab-

lish out-apiaries, and keep a large num-
ber of colonies. At the present time
the great failing of professional bee-

keepers is the keeping of too few bees

—

of clinging to some other hampering
pursuit. Many keep enough bees to

furnish them a fair living in a good
season, but when winter losses, and poor
honey seasons follow one another in

quick succession, there is sufifering. or,

at least, great inconvenience. If a man
is going to follow bee-keeping as a pro-

fession, his only hope of success is in a

good location, good stock, and the keep-

ing of bees in such numbers that when
a good year comes he can pile up the

honey, ton upon ton—enough to keep
him several years. The larger a busi-

ness the more cheaply can it be con-

ducted in proportion to the results ; not

only this, but the very fact that bees

are scattered about in out-apiaries, sev-

eral miles apart, adds to the certainty

of the crop, as one locality often yields

a fair crop while another only a few
miles away yields nothing.

It has been urged against bee-keeping
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as a sole pursuit that, while it keeps a

man very busy during the summer it

leaves him idle in the winter. Bee-
keeping, rightly managed, will keep a

man busy every day in the year. Tcx)

many bee-keepers fail to realize that

the selling of a crop is fully as impor-
tant as its production. The business

part of bee-keeping has been sadly neg-
lected. No set rule can be given as to

how a man shall dispose of his crop,

but it does seem like very poor business

management to send away a crop of

honey to some commission merchant,
and .then sit around all winter when
good wages might be made selling

honey direct to consumers, or to retail

dealers. The selling of the crop, and
the preparations for the coming season,

may well occupy a man during the win-
ter.

It should be understood, however, that

bee-keeping is not an occupation in

which one can easily become wealthy.
In this respect, it is much like other
rural pursuits. Rightly managed, in a

locality adapted to the business, it can
be depended upon to furnish a com-
fortable living, and perhaps enable a

man to lay up a few thousands of dol-

lars ; but such fortunes as are sometimes
amassed in merchandising or manufac-
turing can never be hoped for by the

bee-keeper. Fortunately, however, the

perfection of a man's happiness bears but
little relation to the size of his for-

tune : and many a man with the hum
of the bees over his head, finds happi-
ness deeper and sweeter than ever
comes to the merchant prince with his

cares and his thousands.—W. Z. Hutch-
inson, in the Bee-Keepers' Review.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

WANTED !P

Comb and Extracted y

IHONEY^

1

On Commission.

F. H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON. MASS.

\VANTED — Comb Honhy, "Wholesale.—
' " Will buy your crop outrig-ht, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzauola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending- our apiaries and looking- after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properlv
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than any other firm or association.
Yours for business, THOS. C. STANLEY &, SON,
29Atf MANZ.iNOLA, Oiero Co., Co

WANTED

!

Fancy Comb Honeu from White Glover,
In no-drip cases, at once. State jour lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first
letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying- or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. Ilu

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
BUCKeVE STRAIN RED CLOVER,

GOLDEN ITALIANS. CARNIOLANS
leturn Mail. Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

PR.I0E:S. one six Ti

«i $0.75 $4.00 $7
Untested 1.00 S.OO 9

1.50 8.00 IS
rested 2.00 10.00 IB
elect Breeders, each . . . $3.00
o-frame Nucleus and nice Queen 3.00

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO

WANTED-HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail
Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Carniolans,

Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, S4.00. Twelve, S7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Office and Salesrooms—2146-48 Ceotml Ave. ^N Itl ^> Kl Kl A fl ^^ I i I ^^
Warehouses-Freeman and Central Aves. L/ I INO I INNA I I , OHIOi

HONEY AND BEESWAX
MARKET QUOTATIONS

Chicago, Sept. 7.—The market is now show-
ing more activity. Some small lots of fancy
white clover have been sold at 14c per pound,
with No. 1 ranging at U@13c; very little call
for other grades. Extracted, white, brings
6@7c; amber, 5@oc, according to quality, flavor
and style of package. Beeswax. «a29c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 8.—The honey market
has improved a little, but prices are not ad-
vancing as fast as we expected. Fancy comb
honey is selling slowly at «.00 per case'. No. 1
moving readily at *2.75, bnt there is very little
demand for amber and the darker shades of
stock. The extracted market is slow at 6@7c.
Beeswax in good demand at 3Mj.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati, O., Sept. 7. — The tone of thecomb honey of this year's stock is becoming
stifler, producers claiming it to be not so plen-
tiful and therefore ask higher prices. I quote
fancy white comb honey from I3^(a ISc.
Extracled is showing no change. Amber in

barrels, 5li@S'Ac; in cans, H^c higher; water-
white alfalfa in cans, bHc; fancy white clover
in barrels, t)^(«>8c. Beeswax more plentiful'
and brings 2.'<c per pound. C. H. W. Weber.

'

Boston, Aug. 20. -The honey market is in avery unsettled condition; or, rather, we might
say that the absence of any demand practically
makes no market. As a general thing, we do
not look to see a demand until from the middle
of September to the first of October. By this
time, cooler weather creates a certain demand
Prices at this time are, therefore, practically
normal. The very finest thing is bringing 16cand from that down. Stocks are coming in very
slowly, but that is to be expected at this time.

Blake, Scott & Lee^
New York. Sept. 8.—Arrivals of new crop

comb honey are very light as yet, none to speak
cf, nor does there seem to be much demand as
yet and prices are unsettled. We think, how-
ever, that when arrivals begin to be more plen-
tiful, within the next 10 days or 2 weeks, there
will be a demand for fancy wh teat ISc; No 1
at 14c, and No. 2 at 12(a.l3c. '

'

Extracted honey is selling fairly well at
b@biic for white, and SHc for light amber and
amber, and dark at 5c. Southern average qual-
ity in barrels, at 52@S8c per gallsn.
Beeswa.x dull and declining; choice grades

selling at 2S@29c. Hildreth & Segelken.
Cincinnati, Sept. IS.—There is an improve-

ment in the honey market, so far as e.xtracted
honey is concerned. The demand has increased
considerably, but the supply is limited, owing
to the fact that bee-keepers in general are mis-
takably holding their crop for better prices.
We quote amber extracted in barrels at 5i^@6c;
white clover in barrels and cans at 7(aS4c, ac-
cording to quality. The comb honey situation
is badly demoralized,being aught but encourag-
ing. Qnote fancy white clover comb honey at
14fgl5c. Beeswax, 2602SC.

Thb Fred W.Muth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 25.—Honey demand im-
proving some now. Receipts of new li .>p are
light as yet. but we hear of quite liberal offer-
ings at country points, indicating lower prices
later when the " behind time " fellows get their
crop ready. We quote fancy white, I6@17c; A
No. 1, ISc: No. 1, 14c; mixed and buckwheat,
12"il4c. Extracted, white, ~@'}4c; buckwheat
and mixed, b&biic. H. R. Wright.

Philadelphia, Sept. 7.—Very little comb
honey has arrived in the market as yet, but ex-
tracted honey has come in quite treely for the
last two mouths, both from the South and
West. There seems to be quite a crop of ex-
tracted houey throughout the country. Comb
honey has not all been graded up vet, and we
can hardly tell at this early date definitelv
about the price. We quote: Fancy comb,
15(ai6 cents; No. 1. 14@15c; amber, 10Ol2c; ex-
tracted, white, 7)^(g8c; amber, 6}4@7c; dark, be.
Beeswax, 27c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Sept. 7.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, 12W5»13c; amber, 9^11c. Extracted,
white, 6@6)^ cents; light amber, 5@6c; amber,
4r$4>«c; dark amber, 3%@3Jic. Beeswax, good
to choice, lip ht, 2'i@30c: dark, 27(^2sc.
For choice to select water-white the market

is unfavorable to the buyiug interest, stocks of
this description being exceedingly light. Com-
mon grades are rather plentilui, and are not
meeting with auy very active demand, although
as a rule they are being steadily held.
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BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BE3T to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

The i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best mag^azine for heg'iuaers, edited by one
of the nil St experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him^aad save the freight.

1. J. STRlNGtIfllW, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries in stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BBBS AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
A piaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

ST. LOUIS. 1904.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Galore.
Catalog Free.

A No. 1 Smoker by mail, $1.

LEAHY MFG. CO.,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and Khipt>ing Honey. Fancy "no-drip" Ship-

ptng-Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holding'drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular Hasan Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; S gallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each bc.x. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standard-Brefl Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIftNflPOLlS, IND.

FOR THE FALL TRADE IUPPtlC Y'ou will need them in or-

_ •^^^^^ der to have strong, vigor-

ous colonies next spring. We want to sell them
to you. Tested, $1; 6 for fS. Untested, 7Sc; 5

for $3.25; 10for*6; IS for $8 25; 25 for tl2.S0; SO

for $23.50; 100 for $45. Give us your order. We
guarantee safe arrival. Address,

New Century Queen=Rearlng Co.
John W. Pharr, Prop.

35ASt BERCLAIR. TEXAS.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Q

500 Colonies
of Bees for sale,
or exchange, for__ good securities.

Abundant alfalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co., Ogden, Utah.
. J2Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

I###########^
27111

Year Dadant's Foundation
27111

Year

fWe Guarantee Satisfaction. ^^^Ifr'pvRfTYfhRnNBss.
NoSAGQINQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

^ir ^A^hv Hnf»« it Cf^ll cr» M/fll V Because it has always given better satis-

.wji.
^^ "y ""*''=» **- °CI1 ^0 well r faction than any other. Because in

^wp 26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

%? Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re^/ised
tf The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BBBSVNZaX W^ANTBD at all times. g
J DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., HI. J

Please mention Bee Journal wnen -wTitlnp,

I SAVE YOUR MONEY I
^ BY ORDERING GOODS NOW FOR ^

I 1905 I
•^ ^r-

t^ The following cash discounts will be allowed on orders for Supplies ^
^ for next season. This does not include honey-packages for current &

^ 7 percent if sent in bef< 6

J 5 " •

before Oct. 1.

Nov. 1.

Dec. 1.

I percent if sent in before Apr. 1.

4- percent if sent in before Jan. 1. &'
3 " " " Feb. 1. >:
2

uS J^^^ O""^ catalog prices for 1904 will hold good for the season of 190S

Mar. 1. ^

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

I Q. B. LEWIS CO., I
5 Watertown, Wis. g

flease mention Bee Jonrual 'wben wrltliu:,.
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OUR new edition of the A B C of Bee Culture is pro-

gressing finely. We expect to have the first copies

ready in the coming December. Already we have orders

booked for a large number. If you want a copy promptly

you had better let us have your order now. Old price:

$i.oo, postage 20c extra.

THE Root Correspondence School is going to be a suc-

cess. The readers of The American Bee Journal

will remember that we make a special offer to them of the

course for $10.00 to a limited number. Ask for our pros-

pectus and particulars.

THE two little books: " Modern Queen-Rearing " and

" How to Produce Extracted Honey " are selling

fast. They are great value for little money. Fifteen

cents each or both for twenty-five cents, postpaid.

IN October the discount on our bee supplies is 6 per

cent. Every month you wait it will be less. It's a

saving to anticipate your wants. It pays to be ready.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,

MEDINA, OHIO.
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Orange Blossom Honey.

E. B. Rood expresses surprise in the American Bee-

Keeper that W. S. Hart should have thought that not a bar-

rel of pure orange-blossom honey had ever been shipped

from Florida (as mentioned on page 483). Two years ago

Mr. Rood extracted 30 pounds to the colony, and previously

A. F. Brown extracted 50 pounds per colony that must have

been almost pure, for nothing but orange blossoms were

within reach to yield an appreciable amount of honey at the

time.

Division of Labor Among Bees.

E. F. Phillips, Ph.D., says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture

that a young worker-bee has the entire eye well covered

with unbranched hairs, making it seem practically blind ;

and he thinks that blindness rather than instinct accounts

for the fact that it does no field-work till 16 to 20 days old,

when almost every hair is removed from its eyes. Looks
like a reasonable supposition, and yet when no older bees

were present workers 5 or 6 days old have been known to

gather stores.

No Need to Strain Extracted Honey.

E. D. Townsend, of Michigan, says in the Bee-Keepers'

Review :

No matter how much you strain honey, it needs skim-
ming, anyhow, so the straining does not help any ; besides,
it requires some work to arrange a practical strainer. Then
there is the washing, and care ; more work all for nothing.
The gates to our tanks are now placed close to the bottom.
When we first began using tanks, we worked on the princi-
ple of drawing out the center, so the gates were placed 4
inches above the bottom ; but we soon found that there was
nothing settled to the bottom, so now we place the gates
clear to the bottom and this allows us to draw that much
more honey before the scum begins to come through the
gate. _^^_^^^__
Bacteria—Kinds and Importance.

When a bee-keeper hears the words bacteria, microbe,

or micro-organi%m, it is in perhaps most cases with the

thought only of something destructive, suggesting foul

brood, typhoid fever, consumption, etc. But it is not true

of these microscopic plants that they are all baneful, any
more than it is true of plants of larger growth. Because
one is poisoned by handling poison ivy it does not follow

that he must wear gloves to pick apples or currants.

Neither are most bacteria deadly enemies because one of

them produces foul brood. The fact is that out of the many
hundreds of the different species of bacteria, abounding

everywhere in air, water, and soil, but a comparatively few

are harmful to man.
Some who read these lines will probably change to

some extent their notions about bacteria after reading the

following very instructive extract from an article by Prof.

R. M. Bundy, in the American Bee-Keeper

:

Bacteria are simply a class of low plants. They are the
active principle in many of nature's processes and are as
necessary to our life as the blood in our veins. They are
the cause of putrefaction or decay of all animal and vegeta-
ble substances. They enrich the soil by a process of nitri-

fication in a way that cannot be done by artificial means.
They are the curing agents of the farmer's hay in the mow,
as well as his fodder in the silo. In the dairy they are of
great importance, the souring of milk being caused by the
action of bacteria, converting the sugar of the milk into
lactic acid. The ripening of cream and its changes into
butter, and the ripening of cheese are the direct results of
bacteria growth. It is to their powers of producing chemi-
cal changes during their growth that they owe their im-
portance in the world.

Paste for Labeling Tin or Wood.

The American Pressman, a printers' paper, gives the

following in response to an enquiry as to paste for sticking

labels on tin or wood packages :

Mix 4 ounces of rye-flour with I'i ounces of clean
powder sugar in cold water, until they form a smooth
cream ; cut up an onion (about as large as a good-sized
white plum) into small squares and drop them into a pint of
boiling water, letting them remain there for one minute,
after which pour in the boiling water (skimming off the
onion particles) and briskly stir till the right consistency
of paste is obtained. It is essential that the water be at
boiling heat when stirring into the mixture of flour and
sugar. Add 4 or S drops of carbolic acid to keep the paste
from becoming sour. When this has been well stirred in
and the mass cool, it is fit for use. Apply with a fairly fine

pig's-bristle brush for evenness.

Phacelia for Honey and Forage.

This plant which has had such a boom in Germany, al-

though little has been said about it in California (it was in-

troduced into Germany from California), has had a good

deal said in its favor as a forage plant. Of course it is

natural that a good honey-plant should be viewed optimisti-
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cally by bee-keepers, and to say the least its value as a for-

age plant would not be underrated ; so it is not strange that

some of the German bee-keepers should enter a protest

against praising phacelia too highly as a forage plant.

Pastor Eck, in Praktischer Wegweiser, speaks highly

of phacelia as a honey-plant, and adds :

"But that phacelia is a good forage plant, and as such
to be recommended to farmers for cultivation, we bee-keep-
ers dare not assert, for it would be foolish to awaken in our
neighbors hopes that would not be realized. Such a thing
would soon bring its bitter revenge."

The testimony of a well-known Californian, W. A.

Pryal, hardly agrees with this. He says in Gleanings in

Bee-Culture

:

" Some of the varieties are of rather delicate growth ;

others are robust. The former are relished by cattle ; and
where it grows in quantities it is a valuable pasturage. I

have found bees working on all the varieties I have noticed^
but I do not think it can be counted on for any large honey-
flow."

Probably no one in this country has done more than

Dr. Miller to call attention to phacelia, but a Stray Straw
in Gleanings says :

"Phacelia doesn't come up to expectations. I have a
patch about 10 feet square that I've been watching closely.

The bees don't work on it as thickly as I expected, from
having seen them on a few plants years ago. Possibly that
was in a time of dearth. A patch of buckwheat would have
more bees on it. Horses will eat it, tut do not seem to
hanker for it ; neither does a bed of it look as pretty as I

expected—don't believe it's worth booming in this locality."

Del niele e Suoi Usi.

That's the name of a pamphlet received, no doubt a

very interesting one, upon honey and its uses, but unfor-

tunately Italian is not the common medium of communica-
tion in this otSce. The work contains 24 neatly printed

pages, written and published by Carlo Perucci, Treia

(Marche), Italy.

Hiehael Ambrozic, of Austria, one of the most widely

known bee-keepers of Europe, died recently. He was an
extensive advertiser and an up-to-date apiarist.

Mondeng Mfg. Co., have already issued their 1904-05

catalog of a full line of bee-keepers' supplies. It has 64

pages and cover. They are out for business, and expect to

get their share of the patronage of bee-keepers. A copy of

their catalog can be had by addressing Mondeng Mfg. Co.,

147-149 Cedar L,ake Road, Minneapolis, Minn.

A Serious Experience with Bee-Stings.—The Alka-

loidal Clinic for September—a leading medical journal pub-

lished in Chicago, contains the following account of the

very serious effects of bee-stings on one of its Missouri

readers, who evidently is also a bee-keeper

:

BEE-STINGS.

I have had some personal experience with bee-stings
recently, which I wish to report and if possible get some
help.

June 17, in helping a neighbor hive a swarm of bees,

several of them stung me. In a few minutes I became very
sick. There was an intense tingling over the entire body,
the skin became flushed, eyes suffused, the heart's action

became tumultuous, and there was a sense of oppression. I

soon felt nauseated, but at this time did not vomit. In a

few minutes purging commenced and was quite active and
imperative. This condition continued for an hour or more,
then gradually subsided. But for two or three hours if I

would so much as move a foot a wave of tingling would
pass over my entire body.

Yesterday, July 4, in working with my bees, one stung
me on the forearm. Within 3 minutes I became sick, only
more intensely so than on June 17. At this time I vomited
and purged within 10 minutes of being stung. All the
former symptoms were present. Both times I was stung
soon after the noon-day meal. I have been stung often

before, with no ill-results ; having many times remarked
that bee-stings did not hurt me as much as mosquito bites

—and this was an absolute fact. The sting yesterday
caused considerable swelling which now, more than 24 hours
.after, still continues unabated.

The books give very little treatment, except alkalies

locally. One book recommends strychnine arsenate and
quinine arsenate. Also hyoscyamine for spasm. In my
case there was decidedly the reverse of spasm. With me it

acted as a vasomotor paralyzer. The condition simulated

that produced by an overdose of hyoscyamus, except the se-

cretions of saliva, etc, were not diminished.

Can the editor or some brother tell me of some means I

can use which will prevent this unpleasant effect every time
I am stung? No doubt the best plan would be to let the
other fellow look after the bees. But I really enjoy the care
of bees, but of course can not continue handling them if I

must suffer thus and at the same time lose so much time
from my business.

There was also a peculiar roughness of the skin which
on my arms had the appearance of cutis anserina, but over
my body the elevations were as large as peas, or larger.

W. W. Shafer.

The Alkaloidal Clinic's editor replies thus to Mr. Shafer:

Our personal acquaintance with bees has been limited
and not at all satisfactory. Apis niellifera seems to look
upon us as a suspicious character, and if we go within speak-
ing distance of the hive we get it—and though the effects
are not quite as marked as you describe, they are decidedly
uncomfortable—enough so, at any rate, to make us return
the antipathy. Perhaps some apiculturist will give you the
information you seek. The injection of a 2-percent solution
of potassium permanganate is unquestionably the best
remedy for the sting—after you have got it. The best pro-
phylactic we know is—keep away from the bee. But this is

really a serious matter and we call upon members of the
Clinic family to come to the brother's assistance—our's
also.

And we also pass on the invitation to any M.D.'s among
our readers, to come to tlie aid of both the Clinic's editor

and his bee-keeping correspondent, if possible.

Rheumatism Cured by Bee-Stings.—Mr. W. A. Bal-

linger, of San Juan Co., New Mex., sends a clipping from
the Denver Post about bee-stings as a cure for rheumatism.
The only danger may be that much of it is mainly a news-
paper story, something like the manufactured-comb-honey
canards that are forever going the rounds of the press. But
we give the item herewith, as it is well known that bee-

stings are used in the preparation of certain medical

remedies :

Philadki,phia, June 20.—After long experiments by
bacteriologists, a firm of wholesale chemists has sent
agents to Texas to obtain all the bee-stings, from which
serum will be made for the cure of rheumatism.

A farmer afflicted with rheumatism was set upon by a
swarm of bees and frightfully stung. His face, neck and
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limbs were covered with red spots and swollen for days.
When the swelling- subsided, to the farmer's delight the
rheumatism had disappeared.

Supplemented by similar cases, this tale came to a man
who was interested in bacteriological experiments. The
loss of its sting-er, if carefully removed, will not destroy
the bee's honey-making ability.

A special laboratory is being constructed near Phila-

delphia for the transformation of the bee-sting into a
serum. The stings will be transported thither from the
bee-farms in air-tight glass-tubes in specially constructed
cases, so designed that the temperature surrounding the
tubes may be kept the same as that of the bee's body.

In a finished state the product will be sold in small vac-
cine points of ttte same form as antitoxin and the small-
pox virus.

Sugar and Honey—Consideration and

Comparison.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

I am not going into a scientific definition of tlie words
sugar and honey. Every reader of this paper knows what
they are. From the scientist's standpoint there are several

kinds of sugars. The most important of all is called sucrose,

sometimes saccharose or simply cane-sugar. In this paper
I shall use the word sucrose exclusively, and reserve the

words sugar or cane-sugar as they are commonly understood
in every-day life.

SUCROSE.

The ordinary sranulated sugar is nothing but sucrose
practically pure. The impurities that it may contain do not

amount to one one-hundredth of its weight. That means
that sucrose and granulated sugar are really the same. It

does not make any difference whether it comes from the

cane or from be?ts, notwithstanding what some uninformed
writers have said.

From a scientific standpoint sucrose is a chemical com-
pound of carbon and water, or at least of carbon and the ele-

ments that constitute water. Whether these elements are

there in the shape of water, or independent, we cannot say

positively: but there are strong indications towards the first

supposition. So we may take it for granted that sucrose is

composed of carbon and water chemically united.

CHEMICAL COMBINATIONS.

I suppose that every reader of the above imdcrstands what
I mean. But for those who perhaps do not, I will give some
explanations.

Carbon is what we might term pure coal, or rather char-

coal. Lampblack is almost pure carbon. The diamonds when
pure white are absolutely pure carbon. There is at first sight

a vast difference between lampblack and diamonds. However,
the diamond is carbon crystallized: that is, the particles of

carbon are close together and placed in regular order.

There is a vast difference between a mixture and a chem-
ical compound. Pour carbon (or lampblack) into water, and
stir. This is a mixture. But combine them chemically and
they will form some kind of sugar or similar substance.

A striking example of the difference can be seen when
working plaster of Paris. Mixing the plaster with plenty

of water will give a thin paste or batter almost as linuid as

water. This is a mixture, .\fter awhile, this mixture be-

comes almost suddenly very hard : in other words, the plaster

has "set." That is, the water has combined chemically with the

plaster and become solid.

INVERTED SUGARS.

Let us put some granulated sugar (sucrose) in water.

It will melt, or rather, dissolve. In fact, the word dissolve

should be used exclusively for such cases, and the word
melt reserved for the action of the heat turning a substance

^ Ifeiv ;I
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into the liquid state—for instance, melting wax or melting
lead.

But the sugar dissolved in water is not combined, hut
mixed with the water.

Let us now boil the mixture. After awhile the mixture
thickens considerably, and if then left to cool, assumes the

appearance and consistency of a syrup. The sucrose has be-
come inverted. That is, it has chemically combined with an
additional proportion of water and thus formed another kind
of sugar, or rather a mixture of t*o kinds, one of which is

called dextrose and the other levulose.

The change takes place very slowly if no acid is present.
But an addition of any kind of acid will accelerate it con-
siderably. The stronger the acid, and the larger quantity there
is, the less time or heat is required.

CANE-SUGAR.

The first step in the making of cane-sugar is to cut the
cane and press it, so as to extract the juice as completely as

possible.

The juice is then boiled rapidly in a nan with a certain
quantity of lime. The lime has two effects. The first is to

separate the purely vegetable matters contained in the juice
so that a part of them settles at the bottom, and another
part comes up as a scum and can be skimmed off. The
other effect is that the lime combines chemically with the
different acids that are in the juice, and forms compounds
that do not- invert the sucrose. If the acids were left intact,

every bit of sucrose would be inverted during the subsequent
boiling.

The boiling is done as rapidly as possible in a succes-
sion of shallow pans. When the juice is sufficiently reduced
it is left to cool. The sucrose with more or less impurities,
crystallizes more or less perfectly, and the remaining juice,
chiefly composed of inverted sugar, constitutes the molasses
of the commerce.

Before the appearance of corn syrups, molasses was
bringing a good price, but now its production is almost a
loss. In order to reduce it on many of the modern planta-
tions, the boiling is done in a vacuum pan.

REFINING.

The brown sugar is sold t.o the refiners. It is dissolved
in plenty of water, and then goes through a series of opera-
tions during which all. or practically all, the foreign sub-
stances are eliminated. The water must now be evaporated.
To boil the dissolution in an open vessel would result in the
inversion of a large portion of the sucrose. To avoid this
the evaporation is done in a vacuum pan. The dissolved
sugar is placed in an air-tight vessel (the vacuum pan) and
the air and vapor inside are pumped out as fast as the water
evaporates. The effect of the pumping is to cause the water
to evaporate rapidly, though none, or but very little heat
is applied. The sucrose crystallizes as the water is with-
drawn, and after one or two more operations is practically
pure, and constitutes the granulated sugar of commerce. Light
brown sugars are obtained in a similar but less complete
treatment.

The nectar that the bees find in the blossoms is not
honey, at least not yet. It is composed of water in which
are dissolved about one-fifth of its weight of sucrose, some
inverted sugars in a very small porportion, a very minute
quantity of essential oils, and some very little quantities
of the different substances that go to form the different
plants. The essential oils are very pungent and strong in
odor and taste, and it is to them that the peculiar tastes of the
^iifferent honeys are due.

The bees gather the nectar and bring it home. There
they put it in the cells, take it out and put it into their
stomachs, put it back, and repeat the operations until the
honey is sufficiently ripened. It is then left in the cells until
a more complete evaporation has taken place, and then sealed.

During these operations the formic acid secreted by the
stomachs of the bees has been added. The heat of the hive
and the bees, and the addition of the formic acid, evaporate
a large portion of the water contained in the nectar and
cause another portion to combine with the sucrose, invert it

and transform it into dextrose and levulose, about half and
half. Usually, a small portion, more or less, of the sucrose
remains unchanged.

GRANULATED HONEV.

If we put some sugar in water it will dissolve in it

completely. We mav add more, and it may dissolve also.

But eventually a point will be reached where no more can
be dissolved, and if more is added it will remain intact.

That is, the water will dissolve only n certain per cent of

its weight of sugar. If we try with warm and cold water
we will find that the warmer the water the more sugar will

be dissolved. If we try with common salt, soda, bluestone.

copperas, alum, etc., in succession, we will find a great dif-

ference between them. Of some, large quantities can be dis-

solved ; of others, very much less. Generallv warm water
will dissolve very much more of a substance than cold water.
In some cases it is not so. Boiling water will dissolve but
little more common salt than cold water.

Now if we dissolve as much of a substance as can be
done in water, and then withdraw through boiling or other-
wise a portion of the water, evidently a portion of the sub-
stance dissolved will return to its former state, since there

is not enough water to dissolve all of it. I say its former
state, but it is not strictly correct ; usually the substance thus
restored crystallizes, that is, if it is such that can crystallize.

Now let us turn to the honey. It is a mixture of dextrose,
levulose and some sucrose dissolved in water, beside a very
small percentage of other substances. As long as the tem-
perature is sufficiently high the water may be able to keep
all in dissolution. But in cold weather it may not be so.

Of the three- the sucrose crystallizes easily and in definite

shape: the dextrose does not crystallize so easily, and when
it does the crystallization is imperfect and more of a mushy
nature. The levulose does not crystallize at all. So when
the weather is cold enough so that the water cannot hold
all the sucrose and dextrose in dissolution, they crystallize.

If we warm the honey they will dissolve again, but only

to crystallize later, when exposed again to the cold. But if

the heat is maintained long enough the recrystallization may
not take place no matter how cold it may be. This is due to

the fact that a sufficiently long heating has the effect of in-

verting whatever sucrose may be left, and also to increase

the quantity of levulose at the expense of the de.xtrose. Strong
acids have the same effect even without apolication of heat.

And it is probable that the secret spoken of lately in regard
to keeping honey liquid indefinitely consists merely in adding
to it a small quantity of strong acid.

Lately some complaints have been made that sugari syrup

fed for winter has crystallized, and the quality of the sugar
has been crystallized. It isn't the sugar— it is the mode of

feeding. Several years ago the sugar was boiled until it

became syrup, and tartaric acid was added. Under such con-

ditions the sucrose was inverted and the resulting syrup

acidified by the tartaric acid was very much like honey : in

fact, it is a kind of honey. Now we merely feed sugar (that

is, sucrose) dissolved in water. If the feeding is done
slowly, and the weather is warm enough, the bees will do the

inverting themselves. If not, they will iperely store dissolved

sucrose which is liable to crystallize almost at any time.

BEET-SUGAR.

Somebody, I think in England, said that beet-sugar is

unhealthful for bees. That depends to what point the re-

fining process is carried out. The fabrication of beet-sugar

is more coinplicated than that of the cane-sugar. The beefs

juice is very impure, comparatively, and contains substances

more difficult to separate, some of them of a bitter and salty

taste. In Europe the refining process is not always carried

to its extreme perfection, and the sugar thus obtained is sold

cheaper, and acknowledged to be beet-sugar. When thoroughly
refined, it is like the cane-sugar—nothing but pure sucrose,

or practically so. What the public does not alwavs know
i.i that the best beet-sugar is often sold for cane-sugar. And
the innocent apiarist who said that cane-sugar is far better

than beet-sugar had more than likely used two different quali-

ties of beet-sugar.

GLUCOSE.

Glucose, cane-sugar, etc., are obtained from corn; that

is, the starch contained in the grain, not from the juice of

the plant, as many neople imagine. The starch is extracted

through some process of grinding and washing. The starches,

like the sugars, are chemicallv composed of carbon and water,

but the proportions and arrangement of the particles are
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different. Like sugar, the starches can be inverted, but ibe

transformation is more difficult. Practically it is done by sub-

mitting the starch to the action of strong sulphuric acid with

enough water to keep the resulting glucose dissolved. If

absolutely pure, the glucose is nothing but the same levulosc

that exists in the honey. Often the word glucose is applied

to the dextrose as well as to the levulose or any mixture
of the two.

After the transformation has taken place, tlie acid and
the glucose are both together dissolved in the water. The
question comes now to separate the sulphuric acid. This is

done by adding just enough lime to combine chemically with

the sulphuric acid. The product of this combination is noth-

mg more nor less than plaster of Paris. As this cannot be

dissolved in water, it assumes the solid state, and can be

stparated by filtration.

All that looks very nice on paper. Practically it is not

so. There are practical difficulties to surmount, and the

result is that the glucose or syrup found in the market con-
lain more or less sulphuric acid, lime or plaster. Further-

more, neither the lime nor the sulphuric acid used are pure,

and some of their impurities cannot be separated from the

mixture. The worst of these impurities is the arsenic fre-

quently contained in the sulphuric acid. It may be ex-

plained here that the mineral from which the sulphuric acid is

•extracted, usually contains some arsenic.

As a matter of fact, cases of poisoning through the use
•of glucoses containing arsenic have occurred several times.

Knox Co., Tenn.

Rearing Queens—Methods Considered.

BY G. M. DOOLlriLE.

I have received the following letter to the Editor, for-

warded to me for reply .in the American Bee Journal:

Mr. Editor :—I have a word in connection with Mr. Doo-
little's article on page 550. which I consider of value. We
find his plan is to put royal jelly into the cell-cups before he
does the larvae. To save tliis trouble I prepare a queenlcss
nucleus of young bees, which is fed the same as the queen-
right colony. .•Vll I then do is to transfer the larvs into the
cups, place them in this nucleus—which I style the royal jelly

stand—leave them there about twelve hours. Then place them
in the queen-right colony to be completed, thus saving and
getting better work done, for the bees put in jelly fitted to

the age of the larvae. By this plan I have many times in

succession had every cup accepted.

I would like to ask Mr. Doolittle how he manages to keep
the cells clean during comb-building season. I have more or
less trouble with the bees building comb around the cells.

Is anyone mating queens from the top story with a lay-

ing queen below? If so, how is it accomplished? I am
very desirous of getting informaticni on these points.

Uinta Co., Utah, Aug. 20. John Merkley.

Replying to Mr. Merkley, I would say that I have gone
over all the ground he has, and I can only see in it more work
with no better queens, than with the royal-jelly plan, as given

in the American Bee Journal. I know qucenless bees can be
made to do almost anything by way of rearing queens from
larvae given, but any person can put royal jelly into the cell-

cups, and then "float" the larvae off the transferring "needle,"

in less tiine than he can put the same number of larvae into

the same cups without the jelly. At least that is the testimony

of scores who have tried both ways. This being the case,

all the manipulation with queenless colonies is a waste of

time and a vexation of spirit. Very many times I have
every prepared cell-cup accepted, having in one instance had

99 perfect queens emerge out of 100 prepared cups, the same
being given at five different times, 20 at a time. I gave the

average before.

All that is needed to keep the cells free from comb is to

extract the honey when the bees are crowded for storing-

room ; or take out two or three full frames of honey and put

empty frames in their places, in which they can build comb.
Two sheets of wire-cloth, half an inch apart, between the

two stories, will secure the safe mating of queens from an

upper story, with a laying queen in the lower. Sometimes the

same arranging of perforated-zinc sheets will accomplish the

same results ; but at times the bees will persecute and kill

the virgin queens above, where the bees from below, with the

laying queen, have access to the apartments where the virgins

are. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written
by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains " Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be
widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Pricks, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500
for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal oflSce

DIKECTOK W. F. MARKS DIRECTOR G. M. DOOLITTLE. DIRECTOR P. H. ELVVOOD.
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Report of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTED BY LOUIS H. SCHOLL.

iCoatinued from page 646.)

SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF OUT-APIARIES.

The most important factor in this line of work, I believe,

is to be done in cleaning of frames, bottom-boards and hives

in general. See that all colonies have queens, and how breed-

ing is progressing. In cleaning hives, etc., it has always been
easier to have an e.xtra hive-body and bottom-board. The first

thing is to set the colony off to one side and put the empty
hive down, then proceed to clean frames and place in the

empty hive down, then proceed to clean frames and place in

the empty hive-body. In this method I find we kill less bees,

and work faster.

The next time around we spread brood. That is, those

colonies that need it, and it has been my experience that nearly

all colonies with brood in four frames need it, if there are
enough bees to cluster on 6 frames. I generally give them one
comb in the middle, then place pollen frames on the outside

of the brood-nest, and on each visit to the yard thereafter I

spread likewise. After the first spreading I always place the

comb containing eggs and larvae on the outside of the sealed
frames of brood, so in case of any chilling it will be better

for the colony to lose the larvae than the brood, as we are
working for young bees to help rear more brood, and as a rule

queens lay in combs between hatching brood better than they
do between combs containing larvae and eggs.

As I have described brood spreading I will describe equal-
izing. It is my opinion that it is the best policy to build up
strong colonies by help from the weaker ones. Of course,
if you have plenty of time to stimulate brood-rearing, and if

your strong colonies Iiave 8 to lo frames of brood, then take
a frame of hatching brood from the strong ones, placing
the empty frame in tlic middle of the brood-nest of the strong
colony.

We will now suppose all colonies are ready for the flow.

We begin supering by giving one super with a bait-comb, and
if the flow is late in arriving, as in the past two seasons,

and colonies commence building cells and preparing to swarm,
if increase is wanted we draw two combs of hatching-brood
and a queen-cell and start a nucleus,, inserting in their place
frames containing full sheets of foundation, thus preventing
them from building drone-comb, and nine times out of ten

preventing swarming.
If no increase is wanted, then cut the queen-cells, and

if there are any weak colonies in the 5'ard, do some more in-

terchanging of brood for empty combs.
After the flow is on, super where needed. Never super a

colony that has no need of it. When a super is 2-.^, or nearly

2-3, finished, place a super under it, and so on through the

flow.

In some cases where you draw two frames of brood and
it does not check the swarming fever, then shake them on
full sheets of foundation, and if the queen is very prolific, give

one comb of hatching-brood and one frame of larvEe. Select

larvae, if possible, too old to start queen-cells from. This
plan has never failed to quell the swarming fever, and I have
never had a swarm to go out.

When taking honey one man shakes the supers and an-

other man carries and stacks them up.

After this, super colonies as if expecting another flow.

The most essential thing in successful bee-keeping, wheth-
er out-apiaries or not, is the quality of stock—good, prolific

queens. Holy Lands or three-banded Italians mated to golden
drones are my preference.

And" movers among assistants that have the ability to do
as instructed. Carl Wurth.

F. L. Aten discussed at length his method of managing
out-yards. He uses all lo-frame hives throughout. All his

supers are lo-frame, deep-hive bodies. These he tiers up as

high as needed and gives the queen all the room she needs.

He produces mostly extracted honey, and that with plenty of

room that he furnishes he has little trouble with swarming.
He uses half sheets of foundation in the supers and alternates

them with a honey-comb and a frame with foundation. A
bee-keeper intending to run out-yards must have a good deal

of experience in bee-keeping before spreading out too far.

Willie Atchley uses full-depth bodies throughout, and
leaves all the supers on during the winter. During the breed-

ing season he scatters brood through two or more bodies and
thus reduces swarming.

L. Stachelhausen uses divisible brood-chamber hives and
with them and the shaking of swarms he manages out-apiaries

successfully. With these hives swarming can be successfully

controlled whether running the out-yards for extracted or for

comb or section-honey. For years his average of swarming
has been only 2 per cent.

Hereupon several questions came up for discussion on
the order of a question-box, and after that the several com-
mittees made their reports.

A large delegation of bee-keepers expected to attend the

St. Louis meeting of the National Bee-keepers' Association,

and an earnest effort will be made to secure the meeting of

this Association for next year. This meeting will be held

then during the time of the International Fair at San Antonio,

and a good convention will be assured. It is now about time

that the National should come South, and Texas wants the

meeting. Every effort will be made to entertain the North-

ern bee-keepers when they do come, and we will be glad to

show them what our country looks like.

There are many Northern bee-keepers who are interested

in Texas as a honev country, and if the National meets here

it will give these a chance to come and look Sround.
(Concluded next week.)

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Is Handling- Queens a Cause of Balling-?

I feel under such obligation to our good After-thinker for
his original and attractive way of putting in a new light many
of the good things he afterthinks, and especially for his doing it

in such a delightfully good-natured way, that I hesitate to

talk back ; but I feel impelled to stand up for the practices

of the bees—at least of the bees "in this locality," whatever
may be their training in Mr. Hasty's region.

On page 616 he says: "I think Miss Wilson is wrong
in assuming that Sister 'Colorado's' queen was balled to pro-

tect her. That startling smell, originating with the fingers of

that 'critter' that had touched their queen, was what did the
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business." Now if he gives that as a possible alternative, or

even as a probable alternative in that particular case, I

might promptly accept the amendment. But when he talks as

if bees never ball tlicir queens for protection, and makes it

appear a probable thing that every time a queen is touched
by the fingers she will be balled, I respectfully—very respect-

fully—demur.
He says : "The nicest, cleanliest fingers are to the bee

more than an onion is to a human being." Now, if Mr.
Hasty detests cinions as much as I, that means that every time
a queen is touched by the fingers she is sure to be balled.

Every queen we have is handled at least once in her life-

time by the fingers—when she is clipped—and if any harm
comes from it once in a thousand times we never know it.

To be sure, we don't watch to see whether the bees ball her,

but if harm came to the queen from the handling, we should
be able to recognize it at the next opening of the hive.

A good many times a queen is found balled by her own
bees—not immediately after being handled, for at that time
she is allowed to run down among the bees, and the hive is

immediately closed—but she is found balled when the hive

is first opened, when human touch could not have defiled

her for days, or for months. In such a case I don't know
for certain why she is balled, but she is certainly not balled

because handled. If the hive is promptly closed, and the

bees left in quiet, the queen will be found all right at the

next visit. That looks as if the bees had been frightened at

the opening of the hive, and balled her to protect her. If that

isn't the correct explanation. Mr. Hasty, tell us what is ; but
please don't say the touch of the fingers has made the trouble
when she has not been touched at all.

Stung by a Queen-Bee—Drone-Laying- Queen-
Swarming—Bee-Hive Chickens.

Old bee-keeper though I am. I have been having some
new' experiences this summer.

Swarming has been very much in order among tlie colo-

nies. I aim to practice "anticipated swarming," but the bees
got ahead of me on many occasions until I am about ready
to say, "For ways that are dark and tricks that are vain, the
swarming bee is peculiar."

The books to the contrary notwithstanding, I am quite

sure I was stung by a cjicrcn-bce. The circumstances were as

follows

:

I had given a mature queen-cell which failed to hatch,
and later out came a swarm that had at least four young

queens. As I watched them at the hive-entrance I caught one
of the queens and made a prison of my left hand. Presently
r picked up another and put her with the first. Soon after
I felt an unmistakable sting on the inside of the prison that
could have come from none hut one of the royalties. Possi-
bly they undertook to wage war in their close quarters.

I have also for the first time had a drone-laying queen,
greatly to the detriment of the colony that cherished her. She
was a very fine-looking queen, too. I could not see anything
wrong with her.

A short time since I had a letter from a friend in which
she told me of her troubles—that the bees had done little in

the supers but had all swarmed twice, some of them three
times. It recalled vividly to my mind my own experience in

the early years of my bee-keeping, w^hen it could truly be said
of my hives : "There is always room at the top," and my bill

for sections was of the lightest, because the same ones did
duty for more than one year. Bait sections? Yes, to be
sure I had them, and the "bait" was carried beloiv!

I have much better success now, and if I had had my friend
with me the day after I received her letter. I would have
given her an object lesson when I overhauled two of my
hives. One was a lo-frame hive where everything was pros-
perous from a bee-standppint. There were populous combs
with plenty of honey, and what little drone-comb was in the
hive was filled with eggs or brood instead of honey, showing
preparation for swarming. The other was a hive in which
I had put a splendid swarm less than two weeks previous. I

hived them on 5 Langstroth frames with starters which they
had built into beautiful snowy combs, and they had gone with
a rush into the sections and were ready for a second case.

I feel grateful to Mr. Hutchinson for his article on the
"Use and Abuse of Comb Foundation." His little book is

full of meat.
I see the matter of bee-hive chickens is still on hand.

I think if my success with them had been as ereat as I hoped
for, I would have sent a report long ago, but I have y, bee-
hive chickens that were hatched on June 8th. I had 12 eggs
that, stood the first test all right, and I was hoping that most
of them would hatch. I think some dashing rains and a de-
fective hive-cover might account for the failure of the other
chicks to get out of the sliell.

Now, lest some doubting Thomas should set me down as
being related to Munchausen I would better tell the whole
truth.' It seemed to me when I put the thermometer in the
nest that the heat w-as insufficient, so I put hot water in an
ordinary rubber warming bottle, and laid that over the eggs

—

not touching them, of course, but having several layers of

DIRECTOK W. A. SKLSER. DIRECTOR UDO TOEPPERWEIN.
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paper and cloth between, so that the heat might sift down
gently. Then the whole was covered with a chaff cushion to

retain the heat. The bottle was refilled every night and
morning, and the water was never cold at these times.

Custer Co., Nebr., Aug. 31. Mrs. A. L. Amos.
Seasons, as well as bees, are freaky things. Yon are

having much swarming this year, while a large number of

our colonies have never had so much as an egg in a c|ueen-

cell this season.

Last year, however, was one of the worst for swarming,
contrary to the rule that when bees are storing heavily they

give less thought to swarming.
Your "possibly" might well be "probably," in that queen-

stinging case, one queen trying to sting the other, and sting-

ing you by mistake. Yet there might be one exception to the

rule that a queen never demeans herself to sting anything less

than royaltj'. Certainly an exception has been known to the

rule that a queen never stings a worker.

Tlie " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

EXTR.\CTING FROM COMBS WITH BROOD.

Thanks to Mr. Dadant for the courtesy with which
he treats my rather strong protest against extracting
from combs with brood in them. Nevertheless, in that
matter (my country before my politeness), I feel bound
to hit every head I see. In the article of his, on page
566, I'm obliged to see a little corner of his head—where
he says a little care at the extractor will throw out the
honey and leave the larvae. In reasonable presumption
the most pronounced nastiness ever to be found in a

normal bee-hive is not in the brood-cells but in the
thinned-down honey, or feed-fluid, in which honey is only
one ingredient, placed, to be handy, right adjacent to the
brood. No amount of care on the part of the operator
can avoid throwing that out to mingle with the honey.
Flies out before the honey does. And with the laws we
already have, the pure food commissioners may get around
eventually to avenge decency and justice—bring the of-

fenders right up standing, by condemning their honey to
the swill-tub.

BEE-PAPERS OF CHRISTENDOM.

Astonishing! Plump 87 bee-papers have been caught
and listed by name—besides the possibility of there being
a few more loose in the woods. That Canada gets along
with one and Belgium indulges in eight looks like some
other things in this world—a trifle out of balance. The
hind one of the eight in Belgium will hardly make its

proprietor a millionaire. Still, maybe he has food and
raiment from some other source; and maybe he enjoys
seeing his name on the paper as editor, so aziiully well
(not editor written that nerveless way, but editor with
big capitals all the way through) that he is really one of
the happiest of mortals. Life is what the liver makes it.

Should we forbid him to live life as he understands it?

Not unless he first comes to understand some higher con-
ception of life. Page 579.

THE FOLK-SONG ABOUT THE BEE AND ROSE.

That little folk-song about the bee that took the pot
of honey without laying down any money is good enough
that one wonders that it should keep hid for a generation
without getting into print. Red Rose was willing to fur-

nish nectar and take pay in music—liked it even in solo.
Humans all like it in distant, gentle chorus; but when it

strikes up at solo near by they think of siulden business
elsewhere. Page 580.

BEE-KEEPING BY MAIL.

Bee-keeping by mail correspondence! Well, what's
to hinder? Sotne would a great deal rather start in that
way than spend a season "subbing" it in somebody's
apiary—doing long hours of simple drudgery, out of
which nothing can be learned but humiliation. Out a lit-

tle on cost, but decided saving of comfort and indepen-
dence and time. When sudden need of help pinches, a
letter may be a little slow; but even with the other kind
of instruction the teacher cannot be expected to stand
looking on all the time; and beginner will contrive to get
into, now and then, a scrape too strenuous to admit of
hunting up teacher to find out what to do. Page 580.

FACTS ABOUT HONEY AND BEES.

J. E. Johnson is not far from right when he puts
health ne.xt to salvation, in value. But when he patters
along the disgraceful old beaten path, and joins in the
regulation outcry against sugar as an unhealthy thing, I

take the opposite side with plenty of vim. Sugar and
high-sugared viands get a bad name unjustly, because
usually eaten after the person has already eaten too much.
Both wholesome to a high degree if repletion is avoided.
All the same, "Facts about honey and bees" are very suit-

able to be set before the outside public for perusal. Page
581.

SISTERS vs. THE BRETHREN AS BEE-KEEPERS.

So the Sisters think the average man is a genius in

setting things in confusion, needlessly, and leaving them
so. What shall we say to this indictment, brethren? Are
we guilty, or not guilty—or unable to tell till we hear the
evidence? Let's reform, first, and prove our innocence
afterwards. (Say, it's the married man that's guilty. Gets
confirmed and hardened in this crime by leaving every-
thing for his wife to straighten out. Bachelor gets care-
ful and fussy, all samee girl bachelor.) Page 584.

LATE SWARMING AND IIANGING-OUT.

The fact that "Maryland's" colony swarmed abnor-
mally late last year makes it a little more supposable that

they are meditating the same thing again this year, as

they hang out. Dr. Miller is right, however, in hinting
that the probability of swarming decreases decidedly after

bees have hung out more than the usual time. Toward
autumn there are sometimes great bunches hanging from
many hives, with no swarming at all. Page 587.

DIRBCIOR WM, M KVOV.
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Send Questions either to the ofliee of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Keeping Mice Out of Hives In the Cellar-Uniting Two
Small Colonies.

1. If I take off the bottom-boards when I put bees into

the cellar for wintering how can I keep the mice out?
2. How ought i to proceed to unite two small swarms,

and when ought it to be done? They are two rods apart.

3. Do you think it best to contract the hive-space for the

bees before putting them in tlie cellar for wintering? Some
of the bee-men here say, "put them in as they are."

Michigan.

Answers.— i. I don't know that you can satisfactorily.

Yet you might make a frame two inches deep, covered with

wire-cloth, with coarse mesh to put under the hives.

2. Remove one of the queens three or four days before

uniting. Then take the queenless bees to the other hive,

alternating the combs. Or. set the queenless colony over the

other with a sheet of tnanila paper or two or three thick-

nesses of newspaper between them and a hole torn in the

paper big enough for a single bee to get through at a time.

3. Just as well to put them in as they are.

Queenless and Laying-Worker Colony.

I have a little trouble on my hands at present. Colony
No. I issued about July 15. I hived the swarm, moving the

old hive several feet away and plajcing the new swarm at the

old place. The old swarm, or Colony No. 2, remained very

weak, in fact seemed to get weaker and weaker. Thinking it

was queenless, I sent for a select tested Italian queen. Before
introducing her I was going to make sure that the swarm
was queenless, so I opened the hive again and this time found
plenty of capped and uncapped brood, but no queen. On fur-

ther examination I found nothing but drones—some even
smaller than the ordinary bee. I searched for the queen, but

in vain—even forced all the bees through a queen-excluder
twice with no results. Is it possible that there is a laving

worker in the hive? What can be done in my case? I have
the Italian queen in a cage on the hive, but the bees will not

come up, and therefore I think they will not accept her. Can
this queen be introduced in this cnlony? How?

Wisconsin.

Answer.—That colony has been queenless eight weeks,

and the bees are so old that at this time of year they're hardly

worth saving. It is not only "possible that there is a laying

worker in the hive," but pretty certain that a lot of laying

workers are there. It is not likely that you can get the colony

to accept the queen. It is, not a question of saving the col-

ony, but how to save the queen. Perhaps the best way is to

introduce her into another colony in a normal condition, re-

moving its queen. The next best thing is this : Take two
or more fratnes of bees from a colony with a laying queen—

•

better still if taken from two or more different colonies

—

put theiTi in a hive with the queen in an introducing cage, set

the hive close beside the colonv of layin" workers, and
keep the entrance closed for three days. Then, every day or

two, give to this nucleus a frame of comb and bees from the

laying-worker colony till nearly all are given ; then shake

down in front the remaining bees and take away the hive

that had the laying workers.

Dividing After the Honey-Flow.

I. Desiring to increase my colonies. I want to inquire

if it would be wise in my case to divide the old colonies this

late in the year, after the honey-flow is over. My colonies are

strong, and I thought of dividing them and letting the nucleus

rear queens fiom the comb of eggs and brood given them.
California.

.'Vnswer.—Don't. Better have one colony to go into win-

ter strong and good, than two with neither of thein fully up
to the mark. Neither is it nest early or late to give brood to a

nucleus to rear a queen. A good, strong colony for that up

to the time the queen is nearly ready to emerge.

DIRECTOR E. WHITCOMB. DIRECTOR R. C. .\IKIN. DIRECTOR W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
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Good Reading-Matter a Great Help.

I am enjoying- reading: the back
numbers of the American Bee Journal.
I have 12 colonies of bees, and if I had
had as much good reading- several
years ago as I am having now, I might
have had SO or 100 colonies. I use 10-

frame chaff hives. Ai.LEN C. Dicks.
Grant Co., Ind., Sept. 19.

Season Rather Unfavorable.

My crop of honey this year will be
about 3000 pounds from 88 colonies,

spring count. I have increased but
little, as the season has been unfavor-
able. All of the new colonies, as well
as the old from which I got increase,

must be fed. I now have 96 colonies,

all in good condition for winter.
Samuel H. Hitt.

Jo Daviess Co., 111., Sept. 15.

Many Swarms and Unfavorable
Weather.

Our honey crop is not very good this

year, about one half crop of honey and
3 crops of swarms. We never had as
much swarming as this year. We had
swarms as late as September.
The season opened fine ; it was nice

and warm with plenty of pollen to

build from, but when the harvest came
cold rains with cold nights spoiled the
clover harvest, and the fall is pretty
much the same. Our crop will proba-
bly be 50 pounds to the colony, spring
count. Samubl C. Majors.
Nemaha Co., Nebr., Sept. 16.

Drones and Queens Feeding Them-
selves.

I notice on page 611 a letter from a
Dupage Co. bee-keeper saying drones
have been seen feeding themselves. I

have observed the same thing many
times. I've observed something more
wonderful than that—if that can be
considered wonderful—and that is one
queen feeding another. Desiring to
requeen some colonies, two queens that
had been removed from the hives were
put into the same cage ; they clinched
for apparently a life-and-death strug-
gle, but soon released their grasp, and
one of them commenced eating some
honey that had been put on the screen
cloth ; then went to the other queen
and went through all the motions of
feeding her, and there was no more
fighting between them; but another
queen being put into the cage, she
killed them both sooner than it takes
to tell it. Wm. M. Whitney.
Walworth Co., Wis.

flarshfield Manufacturing: Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-Ivist.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

^'lease mention Bee Journal when -writing.

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, IMost Transparent and I'ougli-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. It you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Worthing -wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-
ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPLIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

OUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WARE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport, Iowa, 213-215 W,2fl St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t

lO CENTS A YEAR.

TI16

Dixie Home

MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illustrated Maga-
zine in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce it ONLY.
It is brijfht and up-

lo-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

;t is fuU of fine engravings of grand scenery,
)uildings and famous people. Send at once.

J)c a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
.jda and Me.xico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of

t. names, 50c; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send today. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t No. 7S. Birmingham, Alabama.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing

Bee-Keepers.fluentlon
Are you going to buy Bees or Queens?
Are you going to locate in Texas ?

We make a specialty of Queens,Nuclei and full
Colonies of bees for shipment, in any quantity,
any where, at all seasons of the year, car lots

a specialty.
We are selliog^ agents for a large number of

colonies of bees, in quantity and locations to
suit purchasers. If you wish to buy a farm or
ranch we may have it for you. Write us your
wants.

Southwestern Bee-Keepers

:

We are Southwestern managers for the W, T.
Falconer Mfg. Co., and will carry a full line of
BEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES at Factory Prices.
Beeswa.x bought and sold, and Honey Cans in

season. Let us ligure with you before buying.
Order early and get the discounts.

The Hyde Bee-Supply Co.
H. H. HVDE, Pres. and Mgr.

120 N. Flores St., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
37Dtf Please mention the Bee Joarnal.

Lice Killing Machine
~^~

kills all lice and mites. No injury to
s or feathers. Handles any fowl,
llest chick to larpeyt gobbler.

M»do In thre« Bli:ei P«ya for itself Bret aewon.
Lightning Lic6 Killing Powder, Poultry
. Lice Murder, etc. Wo eecure special low

;ss rates. C&talog mailed fr«e. Wrlt« lor it

CHAS. SCHILD CO.,

401 Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALE

50 lbs. or over, at S cents per pound. Address,
37Atf JOSEPH SHAW, Strong City, Kans.

'•lease mention Bee Journal when writing.

B
INGHAM'S PATEN1

Smokers
25Atf T. P. BINQHAM. Perwell. Mich
please mention Bee Journal "wiien 'wrlttn^

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents; after June IS, 60c. Tested
Queens, fl.OO; after June 15, TSc. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
Please mention Bee Journal TvVen wrltin©

IT i=u=^^rs

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve you PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26[ Please mention the Bee Journal

Low Rates to Eastern Points

will always apply via Nickel Plate
Road and its eastern connections to

all points in New York, New England
and eastern States. Three daily trains

to Ft. Wayne, Findlay, Cleveland, Erie,

Buffalo, New York and Boston. Stan-
dard equipment on all trains. Meals
served in dining^-cars on American
Club Plan, ranging- in price from 35c.

to Si.00 per meal ; also service a la

carte and Mid-day Euncheon 50c. The
eastern terminals of the Nickel Plate
Road are only from three to ten min-
utes from all Ocean Steamship Docks,

and the service afforded is first-class.

No excess fare charged on any train.

For particulars, call on or address J. Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
St., Room 298, Chicago, 111. Chicago
depot. La Salle and Van Buren Sts.—:Z3 : rrr: d '26—36A4t
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Many Species of Bees.

Some people think that there are only

two or three kinds of bees—the honey-
bee, the bumble-bee. and possibly one
kind of smaller wild bee. So far is

this from being true that no less than
1,8/8 different species of wild bees have
been described from North America, that

is, including all of the country north nf

Panama up to the present day.

When we come to study the habits and
structure of all these bees, it is possible

to understand why they are so nuiuer-
ous in kinds. The pollen of flowers has
to be carried principally by insects ; that

of one flower to other flowers of the

same sort, in order to brins: about the

fertilization and production of seed.

Of all the insect carriers the bees are
the most important. They visit the flow-
ers for nectar and pollen, to store up
in nests for their young, and when so

doing they carry the dust-like pollen

from flower to flower, leaving a little of
that previously gathered each time they
alight on a blossom. Now suppose that
all bees visited indiscriminately every
sort of flower, it would continually hap-
pen that the pollen of one species of
plant would be left on the flower of
quite a different species, where it would
be altogether useless. It is desirable,

therefore, that each kind of bee should
visit one particular kind of plant, or at
any rate should prefer certain kinds.
This we find to be more or less the
case, and there are many bees that never
visit more than one sort of flower.

The number of different kinds of flow-
ers are very great, and consequently it

is not surprising to find that there are
many sorts of bees.

Described North American bees are
so numerous, it is practically certain
that we do not know half of those ex-
isting. An apiarist writing on this sub-
ject, says:

"Indeed, it is not impossible that the
North American continent, with the
West Indies, possesses as many as .S.ooo

species. Thus the opportunity for the
student of these insects is very great.
He is absolutely certain to find in al-

most any part of the country species
wholly new to science during his first

season's collecting. In Colorado I am
sure that almost any spring and sum-
mer day devoted to the search would
yield new kinds. In New Mexico, up to
•date. 508 species have been found, and
of these I have been able to describe
31s as entirely new."—Rural Califor-
nian.

Feeding Bacl< Extracted Honey.

There is a sort of fascination about
feeding back extracted honey to have it

turned into comb honey. I doubt if

there have been very many pounds of
•comb honey profitably produced "right
from the stump," as Mr. Heddon used
to say, by the feeding of extracted
lioney. but with hot weather, black
bees, or those with a dash of black

blood in their make-up, unfinished sec-

tions may be completed at a profit if

the work is rightly managed. Feeding
back is distinctly a separate branch of

apiculture, as much so as commercial
queen-rearing. There are many things

about it that can be learned only by
experience, but much can be learned by
reading the experience of others. Some

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Danghters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
Similes apart, and mated
to Select Drones, No im-
pnre bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismatedqueens replaced
free. Safe arrival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1,25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8.00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill. Tenn.
<-'ease mention Bee Jo^ijTmal wheu writing.

Bees For Sale.
About 50 colonies of Italians and Hybrids,

with young- and prolific queens, in 8-frame
hives. Will sell, to reduce my number, at $4.50
each; 5 or more, $4.25 each. Address,

36A4t M. H. LIND, Baders, III.

please mentjon Be« joumal -when wntinK

^^(\ nnn ^^ "ave just completed
<9X\J,\f\f\f OUR TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
BEE KEEPERS'SUPPLY MANUFACTURING PLANT
—and are ready to do business. Write us for
leaflet showing our special Hives and prices.
It is the greatest barg-ain you ever saw.

Mondeng Mfg. Company,
147 Cedar Lake Road,

MINNEAPOLIS, - MINNESOTA.

The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians

was so great in July and August that he was
compelled to withdraw his *' ad.'' from the
A mericau Bee J ou rnal, to keep from being-
overrun with order.s; but he is now UP WITH
ORDERS, and sendiag^ Queens BY RETURN
MAIL, bred from his FAMOUS LONG-
TONGUED RED( LOVER STOCK, which
has won a world-wide reputatioa for honey-
g-athering, hardiness, and gentleness. This is

the same stock whicli W. Z. Hutchinson adver-
tised for several years under the name of " Su-
perior Stock."
Prices: Untested ' "ueens, 75c each; six. $4.00;

dozen, :?7.50. Select Untested. $1. no each; six,
$5.00; dozen, $''.ui'. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.

Address, J. p. MOORE,
39Atf norgan, Pendleton Co.. Ky.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Lan^strotlionthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This" is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over SOO pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium, for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.
This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

lege for themselves or friends to inves-
tigate

MountUnionGoilege
& Our motto in all departments is *'Max-
ij imum efl&ciency at minimum cost."

gOur scholastic training- is equal to the

^_ best, our reputation first-class. All ex-
•fl penses for a year, aside f roca 'he cloth-
K ing- and traveling-, less than $2lK V. Co-
S education, health conditions, mor^ ^ and

2,
religious influence, superior.

g Send for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COLLEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

T'j Passengers to New York, Bos-
ton, New England, and all eastern
points will find it to their advantage
to ascertain rates applying over the
Nickel Plate Road and its eastern con-
nections. Three daily trains, on which
there is no excess fare charged. One
special feature of the service is meals
in dining-cars,on American Club Plan.
Pay for what you get, but in no case
over 3Sc. to $1.00 per meal ; also service
a la carte and Mid-day Luncheon SOc.

Folders, rates and all information
cheerfully furnished by applying to
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, Chi-
cago, 111., Room 298, 113 Adams St.

Chicago depot, Ea Salle and VanBuren
Sts. 27—36A4t

ITALIAN QUEERS,

BEES AND NUCLEI.
Choice home-bred and

Select Imported Stock.
All Queens reared in full
colonies.

One Untested Queen $. 65
" Tested Queen 90
" Selected " 1.10
" Breeder " 1.65
'* Comb Nucleus (no

Queen) 1.00
Imported Queens from $3 to$S
All grades ready now. Safe

arrival guaranteed.

For prices on quantities and description of
each grade of Queens, send for free Price-List.

J. L. STRONG,
304 East Logan Street, CLARINDA, IOWA.
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very good hints along this line were
given last fall in Gleanings by Mr.
M. W. Shepard, of Florida. Among
other things Mr. Shepard says:

"The ciuestion of feeding back ex-

tracted honey for the production of

comb honey does not appear to settle

any more than several other questions

of more or less importance to the bee-

keeping fraternity do. Opinions and
theories differ in regard to the matter,

and many of the shining lights of bee-

dom say it can't be done. After an
experience covering several seasons,

and having had my efforts crowned
with success, it may not be out of

place for me to say it can be done, and
done easily, and at a good profit, and
especially feeding back to finish un-

finished sections. We usually have
several thousand such sections at the

end of the main honey-i^ow, and in

this climate it is well-nigh impossible

to keep combs of any kind off the hives

on account of the worms ; so it is policy

as well as profit that led us to try the

feeding-back plan.

"We first assort the unfinished sec-

tions, get the supers ready, and then

begin by filling the supers, putting the

fullest ones in the corners and outside

rows ; but be sure to uncap all sealed

cells. If you don't the bees w'on't, but

will build new comb on top of the sealed

cells, making what we call 'double-deck

combs.' After you fill the supers, put

not less than two on any good, strong

colony whose brood-chamber is well

filled with sealed brood and honey.

For feeders we use a box made of

thin lumber, and which will hold a

gallon or a little more. Set this box
OH top of the supers, fill it with thick

honey, throw a handful of coarse ex-

celsior on top of the honey ; then cover

the whole up bee-tight.

"You will find that the bees will

store about all of the first feederful

below, not making much of a show in

the sections; but be sure to keep honey
in the feeders day and ni.ght until the

sections are nearly as full as they

should be ; then taper off rapidly with

the feed, and the bees will seal the

combs, and you will find them as smooth
and perfect as if built under normal
conditions. Take these supers off and
replace with empty ones, and vou will

get them filled ; but I would advise not

to use the same colony for more than

two lots, for on the third lot they

seem to think they have done enough,

and will not take the honey.

Now, this is all about finishing un-

Dod't forget ttiat
are the largest

obbers i u the
United States of

B66-K66P6rS •

jRootVs Keo-Su/>p/ies. Jo/uison Tn~
oubators «nei Brocxiers, Iluni-pli-
rey's atifi Alarm's /Jone Cutters,
Poultry Supf>/ies af nil lilnds, iSoef/s
and Jmp/ojiiejits. Remember, you g^et

these goods at Factory Prices, and save halt
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Caruiolan Quoons ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mectaon Bee joirmal vKtm wntme

We Sell root's Goods in Michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freiKht. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, V7ayne Co., micH

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois
Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication kuuwu as Circular No. 12, in
which is described the

best territory in this country
for the growinj of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32AlSt Please mention the Bee Journal.

Honey /^/ Beeswax
SOLD BOUaHT

When you run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We offer it

in 60-pound tin cans, 2 cans in a box. Purity
guaranteed. We pay cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henry M. Arnd. Mgr

loi E. Klnzie Street, CHICAQO, ILL.

finished sections, but the same plan holds
good if you use sections filled with
foundation instead of partly finished sec-
tions. I do not claim that the fore-
going is a universal plan, that will

work everywhere and under all condi-
tions, whether the conditions are known
or not, but I will say that it works with
us on a large scale, and we are satis-

fied.

"Now, does it pay to feed for the pur-
pose of filling out unfinished sections?
Yes, it pays us to do so. Will it pay
to feed back for the purpose of pro-
ducing comb honey from full sheets of
foundation in the sections? Yes, if

extracted honey is not worth more than
5 cents per pound, and comb honey is

not worth less than 12 cents. We wish
to sa5', first, know what you are going
to try to do, then go ahead. If you
don't want a puttering job, don't try
feeding back, and don't try to be a light-

ning operator at the job, or possibly the
lightning may strike you."
The point that Mr. Shepard mentions

ite. sti sti. ite. ste.>lt >te itt iti Jte. ite. >li ite. >liitt >tiiK >lt iK.JH

BEE = SUPPLIES! I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. W
Prompt Service. ft

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. W

WALTER S. POUDER, |
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND S

.^. - mMH-uon aefi joxirmu wnen vrn^iz^it

S 3end for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. S

I
ourI3:I"V^ES and SEOTIOISrS

I

I
Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

|
5> By sending in your order now, you will, SAVE MONEY, and

^ secure prompt shipment. S
M We will allow you a cash discount of b percent on orders sent in during October. fcj

S PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London, Wis. ^sa
|
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*ni*»*.

k:k,h3tce3:m:e3k, i-dFo. co.

BEE=
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOW EST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOii.and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AOBNCIES.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

Prompt Shipments Our Specialty.
you want your orders filled within 24 hours, send them to us. We

^ have the largest stock in Michigan, and can ship at once.
V Beeswax wanted at highest market prices.

§ LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN. Grand Rapids. Mich.

l<
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about uncapping: any sealed lii>ncy,needs, I

think a little mare explanation. If the
combs are so arranged or placed that
the spaces between them vary only
slightly from a "bee-space." there is no
need of uncapping the sealed cells, but
if the spaces are much wider than a

"bee-space," the bees, especially if

crowded for room, and fed abundantly,
w'il! build comb right on top of the
capped surface, giving the honey a de-
cidedly patched and blotched appearance.
—Bee-Keepers' Review.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Wisconsin.—The conTention of the N. E. Wis-
consin Bee-Keepers' Association, to be held in
the Opera House at Mishicot, Oct. 25. l')04. will
be called to order at 10 a.tu. Election of officers
and other important business will be trans-
acted in addition to the program recently pub-
lished in this journal. Dr. J. B. Rick, Sec.
Mishicott, Wis.

j WANTED if

Comb and Extracted ^

HONEYS
On Commission.

2 Boston pays good prices for a fancy^ article.

F. H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

1 ar

Please mention Bee JoumaJ w^aen -writine-

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 80UTH Water St. Chicago, luu

VVANTED — Comb Honkv, Wholes.-\le.—
' ' Will buy your crop outrig-ht, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, ISIanzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like
to know about what the freight rate to your
nearest city. We believe that our purchases
are larger than any other firm or association.
Yours for business, THOS. C. STANLEY & SON,
29Atf Mi \NOLA, Otero Co., Colo.

WANTED

!

Fancy Comb tioney from White Glover,
in no-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade,

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
10O4 E. Wash. St., INDIAXAl'OLIS, IND.
34Alf Please mention the Bee Journal.

For Sale!
lited quantity of choice

SEED OATS
of H variety that yields from 5 to 3) bushels
more per acre than can be secured by sowirg
the ordinary white oats. Write lor particulats
and be convinced. Address,

R. Q. TURNER. BOX 81, WOODSTOCK, 0H:0.
3'^)A4t Please mention the Bee Joarna i

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Chicago, Sept. 24.—The market is now show-
ing more activity. Some small lots of fancy
white clover have been sold at 14c per pound,
with No. 1 ranging at 12@13c; very Utile call
for other grades. Extracted, white, brings
ti(^7c; araber, 5^i6c, according to quality, flavor
and style of package. Beeswax, 28(rt30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6^^@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather, Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clemons & Co

Boston, Sept. 22.—Comb honey continues to
come in slowly, while the demand is increas-
ing. Fancy white will brin^r from 16@17c; No.
1, 15@lt,c, and No. 2, 14c. The old honey has
been practically cleaned up, there being one lot

of any quantity left. We look to see our pres-
ent market maintained right through the sea-
son. Blake, Scott & I^ee.

New York, Sept. S,—Arrivals of new crop
comb honey are very light as yet, none to speak
cf, nor does there seem to be much demand as
yet and prices are unsettled. We think, how-
ever, that when arrivals begin to be more plen-
tiful, within the next 10 days or 2 weeks, there
will be a demand for fancy white at 15c; No. 1,

at 14c, and No. 2 at \2«.i 13c.
Extracted honey is selling fairlv well at

bi^oj^c for white, and 5>ic for light amber and
amber, and dark ai 5c. Southern average qual-
ity in barrels, at 52fn ^.^c per gallsn.
Beeswax dull and declining; choice grades

selling at 2S(a2^c. Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, Sept. 15.—There is an improve-
ment in the honey market, so far as extracted
honey is concerned. The demand has increased
considerably, but the supply is limited, owing
to the fact that bee-keepers in general are mis-
takably holding their crop for belter prices.
We quote amber extracted in barrels at 5'4(f^(iCi

white clover in barrels and cans at 7@S^c, ac-
cording to quality. The comb honey situation
is badly demoralized, being aught but encourag-

ing. Quote fancy white clover comb honey at
14@l5c. Beeswax, 26@28c.

The Fred W.MnTH Co.

Albany, N.Y., Sept. 19.—Honey receipts are
increasing, and although demand is g^ood pri-

ces are easing up some, 15c being as high as we
can sell any round lots. We quote: Fancy,
15@16c; A No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 14c; mixed. 12@13c;
buckwheat, 13@13!^c. We advise shipping in
handle carriers by freight only; comes safely
that way. Extracted, white, 7c: mixed, 6>6@"c;
buckwheat, o>^c. Beeswax. 28fai30c.

H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, O., Sept. 21 .—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have a little moderated. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb. U%@lSHc; No. 2, 12H(S'l4c. Ex-
tracted is sold as follows: White clover, (.J^fti^Sc;

amber in barrels, 5K@5?^c; in cans, 6@6Jic.
Beeswax, 27c. C. H. W. Weber.

Philadelphia, Sept. 7.—Very little comb
honey has arrived in the market as yet, but ex-
tracted honey has come in quite freely for the
last two months, both from the South and
West. There seems to be quite a crop of ex-
tracted honey throughout the country. Comb
honey has not all been graded up yet, and we
can hardly tell at this early date definitely
about the price. We quote: Fancy comb,
15@16 cents; No. 1. 14(aa5c; amber. lO'u 12c; ex-
tracted, white, 7>6u( Sc; amber, 6>6@7c; dark, Uc.

Beeswax, 27c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Sept. 7.—White comb, 1-lb.

sections, 12^@13c; amber, 9,g)llc. Extracted,
white, t@t% cents; light amber, 5@t>c; amber,
4@4Vftc; dark amber, 3%(Si3Mc. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 2''(ai30c; dark, 27@ZSc.
For choice to select water-white the market

is unfavorable to the buying interest, stocks of

this description being exceedingly light. Com-
mon grades are rather plentiful, and are not
meeting with any very active demand, although
as a rule they are being steadily held.

WANTED-HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail

Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Carniolans*
Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, S4.00. Twelve, S7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In N«>drip Shipping Cases.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO..
No. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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FBR-FBCT OOODS !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

The i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The W. T. FALCONEE MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of oui goods at Catalog prices. Order of

himland save the freight.

1. J. STRINGHflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manufactures and carries In etock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

BEES FOR SALE
A few colonies or a few hundred col-

onies. Write for what you want, and
sret them cheap.
COMB HONEY WANTED. State

price delivered here.

H. L. MILLER,
1 ALTA SiTA. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all k inds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy "nodrip" Ship-

pingXases with glass in front and paper trays

for holdingdrip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular riason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; 5-gallon

Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Staiidartl-Bred Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-

•olies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDlflNflPOLlS, IND.

Queens
FOR THE FALL TRADE!
Y'ou will need them iu or-

to have strong, vigor-

ous colonies next spring. We want to sell them
to you. Tested, $1: 6 for }S Untested, 75c; S

for $3.25; 10 for 10; IS for $8 35; 25 for $12 50; 50

for $23.50; 100 for $45. Give us your order. We
guarantee safe arrival. Address,

New Century Qiieen=Rearing Co.
John W. Pharr, Prop.

35A5t BERCLAIR. TEXAS.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than anv other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

500 Colonies sl-?=S
Abundant alfalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co., Ogden, Ut.\h.
32Atf iPlease mention the Bee Journal.

I ill} Dadanfs Foundation
27111

year

No SAaaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

finf^a. {< cf^II en \X7<3|I 9 Because it has always given better satis-
UUC:» IL &C11 &U WClI r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Why

Send same for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re^/i&ed
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

|t BEBSVAZaX WZANTBD at all times. g
f DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co.. 111. f

Please mention Bee Journal -wnen writing

I SAVE YOUR MONEY |^ BY ORDERING GOODS NOW FOR ST-

I 1905 I
f5 The following cash discounts will be allowed on orders for Supplies jp
1^ for next season. This does not include honey-packages for current &

^ 7 percent if sent in before Oct. 1. I 4 percent if sent in before Jan. 1.

.^ 6 " " " Nov. 1. 3 " " " Feb. 1.

"5 5 " " " Dec. 1.
I 2^ I

percent if sent in before Apr. 1.

Mar. 1. y

•.gi ^^r- Our catalog prices for 1904 will hold good for the season of 1905.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WISirWATERTOWN)

MAKES THE FINEST

I G. B. LEWIS CO., I

5 Watertown, Wis. ^
•J <^.

ir^ease mentloii Bee Journal when anting.
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OUR new edition of the A B C of Bee Culture is pro-

gressing finely. We expect to have the first copies

ready in the coming December. Already we have orders

booked for a large number. If you want a copy promptly

you had better let us have your order now. Old price:

$i.oo, postage 20c extra.

THE Root Correspondence School is going to be a suc-

cess. The readers of The American Bee Journal

will remember that we make a special offer to them of the

course for $10.00 to a limited number. Ask for our pros-

pectus and particulars.

THE two little books: " Modern Queen-Rearing " and

" How to Produce Extracted Honey " are selling

fast. They are great value for little money. Fifteen

cents each or both for twenty-five cents, postpaid.

IN October the discount on our bee supplies is 6 per

cent. Every month you wait it will be less. It's a

saving to anticipate your wants. It pays to be ready.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,

MEDINA, OHIO.
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The National Convention at St. Louis.

The 3Sth annual convention of the National Bee-Keep-

ers' Association was called to order by Pres. J. U. Harris,

of Colorado, at 10 a.m., in the Christian Endeavor Hotel in

St. Louis, Mo., Tuesday, Sept. 27. There were about 100

present at the first session, but more members came in later.

Mr. F. E. Brown, of California, was elected secretary pro

tetn, as Mr. Brodbeck, the secretary, was not strong enough

in health to be present, which was greatly regretted by all.

We will have more to say next week, as this number of

the Journal goes to press too early to say it at this time.

Qet Surplus Honey Off in Time.

No calendar time can be given for clearing all surplus

comb off the hives. The season closes weeks earlier in some
localities than in others. In any case the beginner must be

on guard against the mistake of leaving supers on when
bees no longer gather more than serves their daily needs.

The bees make quite a show of working after the harvest is

over, and the temptation is to think that they will yet store

quite a little, when the fact is that they are gathering no

more than they consume for their daily needs. Even before

they get so low as that, surplus receptacles should be all

off. For, at the close of the season, the queen is depositing

few or no eggs, and yet there is considerable sealed brood

in the hive. As fast as this emerges the empty cells must
be filled by the bees ; so they have quite a bit of room in

which to store in the brood-chamber.

A section of honey that is entirely filled can be sold

even if some of the cells are not sealed ; but if left on the

hive till the flow ceases entirely, those unsealed cells will

be emptied and the honey carried down into the brood-

chamber, and a section with emptied cells is a different

thing from one with cells filled and unsealed.

Another thing that will happen, in many places, to a

super of sections left on too late, is that the bees will smear
propolis over them, not merely over the wood, but over the

cappings. What is still worse is to leave on the hive se.

tions upon which the bees have not worked at all. The
foundation will be glazed with propolis, and this may be so

bad that the bees are loth to accept them at all the follow-

ing season.

It will not hurt the bees to be a little crowded late iJ

the season ; so be sure not to leave supers of sections on the

hives too long,

same trouble.

In case of extracted honey there is not the

Why Do Bees Stand More Cold Outdoors?

To the question, " Why will bees winter successfully

out-of doors with the thermometer at zero, and in the cellar

it must not reach the freezing point ?" the editor of Glean-

ings in Bee-Culture replies :

Why bees can stand zero temperature outdoors and not
a freezing temperature in a cellar is a query that has often
arisen in my own mind, and I think we can account for it

almost entirely on the ground of ventilation. Where air is

poor, the temperature must not go below 40. When pure
and fresh it may go much below, or even down to zero.

No doubt bees will endure a lower temperature in pure

than in foul air ; so will a man. But is not the answer to

the question to be found rather in the difference in the

length of confinement ? If a colony in a cellar has the

average cellar air, and is allowed a flight every five or six

weeks, would it suffer greatly to have the temperature down
below the freezing point ? If a colony outdoors were con-

fined to the hive for four or five months, would the purity

of the outdoor air guarantee it a continuance of life ?

Wholesale Sampling of Honey.

For a number of months, some two or three years ago,

we kept a lady " demonstrator " of " York's Honey " in the

largest retail grocery in Chicago. It was for the purpose

of creating a larger demand for that brand of extracted

honey.

A glass dish holding perhaps a quart of the sweet
liquid was kept on the counter in front of the demonstrator.

Then, with a teaspoon, she dipped up a small quantity of

the honey and put it on a thin cracker about an inch and a
half in diameter. The cracker, with the honey on it, was
then handed to the waiting visitor, who took it and put it

into her (or his) mouth all at once. Thus, there was no
honey dropping around to stick up everything upon which
it might fall. And one spoon was all that was necessary.

This method of furnishing samples of honey to visitors

was a success. In a great many instances it resulted in an
immediate sale from the stock kept on hand in glass jars.

While dipping the honey and handing it to the prospec-

tive customer, the demonstrator talked about the purity of

the honey, and also answered any questions that might be
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asked. It is one of the best forms of advertising pure

honey, although rather expensive. Still, when the number

of future sales of honey are considered, as a result of such

sampling, it is perhaps as cheap advertising as can be done.

During the time our demonstrator was in that particular

store, her retail sales amounted to an average of about $40

a week.

About Bee-Keepers' Planning.

Good plans are of great importance. When a new piece

of work is to be done, which, without planning, would take

a day"s time, it may be economy sometimes to spend half a

day in planning, for, by that half-day's planning, the whole

of the work can be done inside the remaining half day.

The Bee-Keepers' Review, in speaking of this, says :

" If a man would just take owf day 'off' and spend it

in studying his business, going over all of its phases care-

fully, he might find it the most profitable day's time he ever
spent."

That is well said, and true. Hardly so true, however,

are the two sentences immediately preceding, which read :

"Most of us do too little thinking and planning. We
are so busy working that we have no time for study."

There are, no doubt, bee-keepers who do too little think-

ing and planning, but hardly " most of us ". One of the

great attractions of bee-keeping is the constant arising of

new problems and the enjoyment of studying them out.

Compare bee-keeping with other occupations in general,

and your average bee-keeper will take a pretty high rank as

a thinker and planner. Just because of this our bee-papers

are filled with new ideas from year to year. And just be-

cause he is a thinker and a planner, each beginner in bee-

keeping gets up something new—perhaps a hive—even if

he does find out later that it has already seen the light, or

is to be cast aside as worthless. Oh, yes, " most of us " do a

lot of thinking and planning.

Newspaper Enterprise—and Surprise.

The enterprise of the metropolitan dailies in bringing

to light the unusual is likely to be amusing when bees are

in question. A bee-keeper in Pennsylvania took from four

colonies of bees an average of 125 pounds per colony, ex-

tracted honey. This information appears in a Chicago
daily with the heading, "Bees Make Record", and the

further heading, " Quarter of a Ton of Honey is Taken
from Four Colonies "; and yet again, " Special Dispatch to

the Intet-Ocean "! The newspaper man who fitted up that

item might open his eyes if he should read of some of the

record takes.

Closed-End Frames vs. Other Styles In Spring.

15.

—

Do bees breed up better in sprint/ witli etoseil-enil frames, ur is

tiiere no diff'ereneef

G. M. DooLlTTLE (N. Y.)—No difference.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—I find no difference.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—Never used closed-end frames.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—I have never noticed any difference.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)—I don't know. Never used
them.

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)—No experience with closed-end
frames.

Wm. Rohrig (Ariz.)—In this locality I think there is no
difference.

Iv. StachELHAUSEN (Tex.)—There is no difference in

this locality.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—I have never been able to notice
any difference.

O. O. PoppLETON (Fla.)—Have no experience with
closed-end frames.

James A. Green (Colo.)—Yes. I think there is a dif-

ference in favor of closed-ends.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—I think there is quite a differ-

ence in favor of the closed-ends.

N. E. France (Wis.)—Abundance of honey is of most
importance; second, young queens.

C. H. DiBBEKN (111.)—I think there is little difference as
to frames ; all depends upon the queen.

E. D. TowNSEND (Mich.)—I have had no experience
worth mentioning with closed-end frames.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)—I have so little experience with
closed-end frames that I can not express an opinion.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—I have never used closed-end
frames. I don't think there would be any difference.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—Yes, somewhat, necessarily, as
the closed-end frames are some protection against the cold.

C. P. DadanT(I11.) We tried closed-end frames, but
soon discarded them ; so I am not in a position to answer
knowingly.

G. W. Demareb (Ky.)—Closed-end frames have never

shown any good qualities in any respect in my apiary. I

still have a few shallow extracting supers in use that have
closed end-bars, and they are a worry to me.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—I don't know; I think they
ought to breed up better with closed-end frames, because
warmer.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—I never could see any difference.
Certain causes seem to bring about the same effect in a
well-stocked bee-hive.

E. S. LovESY (Utah)—I know of no difference ; a strong
colony of bees with plenty of stores will build up quick in

the spring. At least this is my experience.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—I believe they give a slight
advantage, but not enough to make one sleepless of nights
who has them not.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—I don't know. Never used
closed-ends enough to make my opinion valuable, but if

allowed to guess I'd say there wouldn't be any difference.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—I am not sure of any difference,
and I use both. Possibly closed-ends are better, but I think
the gain one way or the other would not justify a choice of
style.

Money as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3>2x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cook-

ing Recipes " and " Remedies Using Honey." It should be

widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office
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long summer days out in his apiary working, and he kept

it up until late at night. He spent whole days studying

and investigating the habits of bees, and probably added
more to the knowledge of bee-keeping, and to making it

profitable, than any other man of his time. He had no
fear of bees at all, and claimed he had been inoculated

with bee-poison until he was immune. His talent and
valuable work were appreciated by the leading bee-keep-

ers of the United States, and Iiis presence at their con-

ventions was always welcome, and they voted him some
substantial rewards for his investigations. His book.
"Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," was, at the time of its

publication, far in advance of anything that had ever been
published on the subject of bee-keeping.

Mr. Langstroth lived to a good old age, dying Sun-
day, Oct. 6, 1895. He was still active in mind and body,
and was conducting a communion service in a church in

Dayton. He began the service, and suddenly stopped and
said, "I beg pardon. I shall have to sit down." He sat

down in his chair, and died immediately.
I look back over my acquaintance and intimacy with

Mr. Langstroth as something to be grateful for, and feel

that 1, although not a bee-keeper, owe him a personal debt
of gratitude for the inspiration I received and for what I

learned from him. V\aluo F. Urown.

[To the foregoing Mr. A. I. Root adds this para-
graph.

—

Editor.] :

The above brings back so vividly my recollections of
father Langstroth that it almost seems as if I could see

and hear him talk, while reading it over. I can heartily

indorse every point in the description made by friend

Brown. 1 have told you, in the introduction to the ABC
book, with what joy and enthusiasm I read the pages of

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, in 1865. 1 very soon
pushed inquiries that resulted in finding Mr. L. still liv-

ing; and then commenced a pleasant correspondence that

was kept up more or less until his death. There was
something in his makeup that constantly reminded one
of some of the great benefactors of our age—Benjamin
Franklin, for instance. His life was so unselfish that he
might have lacked the necessaries of life were it not for
the many able and willing friends that he was constantly
making right and left. May the Lord be praised for those
like father Langstroth, who not only make this world a

better one while they live, but the memory of whose
works will help to make the world better after they are
dead and gone.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer. " We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical bee-
keeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.

Progress and Possibilities of Bee-Keeping in

Great Britain and Ireland.

BY* WM. DE CODRCY.

WHEN carried out under intelligent management per-
haps none of the minor rural industries, such as bee-
keeping, poultry-rearing, market gardening and

fruit-growing—which are becoming every day more appre-
ciated as worthy of attention—can be made a source of
greater profit to the farmer, the artisan, or the laborer than
bee-keeping. With respect to this particular pursuit, all

classes stand on equal terms, as those having but very
small holdings or gardens can keep bees as well as if they
were possessed of thousands of acres. Bees are no respect-
ers of rights of properties, they are "monarchs of all they
survey", their " happy hunting ground " comprising the
area within a radius of from three to five miles from their
hives, and over this they forage, weather permitting, iak-

ing the nectar and pollen from the blossoms that yield any,
but repaying them manifold by fertilizing their seeds or
fruit.

Bee-keeping has engaged the attention of intelligent
persons in all ages. We have writings on the habits and
management of bees by Aristotle, Virgil, and Pliny, which
contain a good deal on the subject that is true and useful,
though modern bee-keepers will not agree with all that any
of them say. It is, however, only with comparatively re-

cent years that the success of this ancient and interesting
pursuit has been rendered certain, and that the large ele-

ment of chance it had included heretofore has been greatly
reduced, for, providing the weather is not altogether ad-
verse to the bees and the secretion of the nectar in the
flowers, the results of a season are now calculable. Apart,
too, from gathering and storing honey, the hive, or domes-
tic bees (Apis mellifera), plays an important part in the
economy of the farm or the garden.by ferti izing the vari-
ous flora, when they convey the pollen which adheres to the
hairs on their bodies from one flower to another, or in some
cases from one part of a flower to another part thereof.
Without this process many seeds could not be produced, and
botanists tell us that the blossom of the apple requires no
less then five distinct fertilizations in order to produce a

perfectly formed fruit, the failure of one or more of which
causes the apple to be formed with one or more sides only
partly developed.

Since the establishment of the British Bee-Keepers'
Association, in 1874, bee-keeping has made rapid progress,

both through the invention of modern appliances and
through adopting new methods, and has spread so

rapidly in this country that the idea should occur to those

who give these matters a thought, that further develop-
ments to bring about great results require only a little fos-

tering care from those who are concerned in the industrial

welfare of the people. Help from the powers that be, which
I mean to refer to further on, at present appears in the

horizon in Ireland.
Although many of the mysteries surrounding the hive

and its occupants in the past have been unravelled by bee-

masters, and new and more favorable methods of treating

those most interesting little insects have been discovered
and put into practice, leading apiarists have still no doubt
of further great developments, till the " little busy bee "

will be so submissive to its owner that he can set it to do
almost everything but talk to him.

After innumerable centuries of the old, plodding meth-
ods of the sulphur-pit—by which the bee-keeper suffocated a

colony of his bees worth half a sovereign ($2 SO), with the

doubtful prospect of getting honey to the value of that

amount—a great step in the right direction was taken half

a century ago, when the bar-frame hive with its movable
combs was substituted for the old time-honored straw-skep.
Though reference to bee-keeping and descriptions of the
habits and instincts of the honey-bee are to be found in the

works of many of the most ancient writers, is it not strange
that it was only in 1857 that comb foundation—which is the

root of the great success in modern bee-keeping—was in-

vented ? The apiarists of the world are indebted to a Ger-
man for this valuable invention, which, however, was im-
proved and perfected in America— notably by Mr. A. I.

Root, of Ohio.
In 1881, the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association was founded

by a few of the leading bee-keepers in Ireland, meeting in

Dublin, " with "— to quote a short paragraph from its an-
nual report—" the twofold object of advocating the more
humane and intelligent treatment of the honey-bee, and
bettering the condition of the cottagers of Ireland by the
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encouragement, improvement, and advancement of bee-

culture". Thus, it will be seen that the British Associa-
tion had seven years start of the Irish one, but the latter

has now been 23 years in existence. During these 23 years
the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association has been trying to do
for Ireland what many foreign governments have been
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damage to colonies of bees than any of the above, they are
not usually styled bee-enemies. Bee-pests among the feath-
ered tribe may be divided into two classes—domestic and
vrild. Among- the former, ducks are found to be the most
destructive ; they seem quite sting-proof, and will stand
watching at the entrances of hives ready to gobble up the
bees almost as fast as they emerge or alight. Hens will
also frequently contract the habit of bee-killing, and less
frequently turkeys ; but in all cases of domestic birds, as
well as with most wild ones, it appears to be individual
birds that contract this habit. Therefore, the whole mem-
bers of scarcely any species or variety must not be branded
as " apicides ". In fact, I have frequently allowed poultry
of every variety to go through my apiary at all seasons
without check, only excluding any occasional culprit that
might turn up. But I by no means recommend this prac-
tice, for unless the apiary is constantly under the observa-
tion of somebody, a great deal of harm may be done before
the mischief is detected. A fowl snapping at bees at the
hive-entrance will be very soon joined by others, and these
will probably join in the fun when they see what is up.

Of wild birds, the great tit (Farus major) and the blue
tit (Parus caruleus) are both addicted to the habit of killing
bees ; watching at the entrance of the hive and catching
the bees as they emerge from it. The cole tit {Parus ater)
will sometimes eat a few dead bees, which are usually found
on the ground under the entrance to the hives, but I have
never seen any member of this variety killing bees, though
some writers imagine they do ; but this is probably because
they may have occasionally seen these harmless little birds
visiting their apiaries with the object I have stated. Many
bee-keepers have also supposed that the swallow (Hirundo
rustica), the swift (Hirundo apus), the martin (Hirundo
riparia), are enemies to hive-bees, but I do not concur in
this idea, and I am glad that I can bear testimony to clear-
ing the character of these beautiful harbingers of spring
against such a charge. I have frequently, for years,
watched the swajlows dart through numerous bees in their
flight to and from their hives, and never have I seen these
birds kill a single bee. Indeed, on the contrary, they
always appear to keep clear of them. Some writers on
bees assert that they have " often watched them chasing
the swallows away from the vicinity of the apiary, espe-
cially in early autumn, after the honey-flow had ceased,
when the irritability of bees is very much increased ".
Though I have never noticed anything like this occur, I
have no reason to doubt the statement in view of the way I
have seen swallows " fight shy " of bees when they met
them in their flight near the apiary. I have noticed fowls,
more than once in summer, chase and capture blue-bottle
flies buzzing about the fronts of hives right in the thick of
numerous honey-bees on the wing, which the fowls did not
seem to mind.

The latest stimulus to bee-keeping in Ireland is the
formation of the " Irish Bee-Keepers' Federation " some
two years ago. The avowed object of the Federation is to
" improve the prospects of bee-keepers in Ireland as a
national industry".

For individuals, membership consists in the holding of
at least one pound (fS.OO) share in the Federation.

The Irish Agricultural Organization Society has already
formed local bee-keepers' co-operative societies in different
districts in Ireland, and these societies may become mem-

bers of the Federation by the holding of five £\. shares, and
one extra ^1 share for every five members over 25 in the
local co-operative society, and thus a society's members will

be entitled to the privileges of the Federation as if they had
become phare-holders direct to the latter.

The general rules of a local co-operative bee-keepers'
society are those under the Industrial and Provident Socie-

ties' Act 1893, which are in force for all Industrial and
Productive Societies, but these rules are subject to special

rules devised by the I. A. O. S. to suit each different kind of
co-operative society. A few extracts from the special rules
of co-operative bee-keepers' societies will give a fair idea of
what they are like :

Rules I and II refer—To the name each society may be
called, and the registered office of same.

Rule III states—The object of the society shall be to

develop and improve among the members of the society the
industry of bee-keeping, and any industry allied thereto or
arising out of bee-keeping ; to furnish its members with
the technical instruction needful to carry on their industry
in the best manner ; to buy hives or any other requisites

which may be required by its members; to sell honey, bees-
wax, or other products of the industry, and to secure for

members the profits derived from the sale.

Rule IV fixes the shares at five shillings each, payable
in the manner following : One shilling (about 24 cents) on
application, and the remainder in such calls as the commit-
tee of the society may from time to time direct, at least 14

days' notice being given of each call.

The object of having the shares so low is to enable bee-
keepers of small means to become members at one share
each, while those in better circumstances are expected, but
not obliged, to take several to make up the necessary share
capital. Should the ordinary share capital not be sufficient

to carry on the business, the society may issue transferable
preferential shares to such amount as the ordinary business
meetings may determine, and subject to such authorization,
to an amount equal to its subscribed ordinary share capital.

As, however, the issuing of preferential shares is not quite
in harmony with the principle of co-operation, as propa-
gated in Ireland by the I. A. O. S., the formation of such
share capital is only resorted to when it is absolutely neces-
sary to do so.

"The society may also issue guarantee shares to its

members to any amount, such shares to be utilized solely

for the purpose of securing capital necessary for its busi-

ness. Such guarantee shares shall be withdrawable on the
holder giving six months' notice in writing, but may be
cancelled by the committee at their discretion ". I am not
aware, however, that guarantee shares have been issued or
applied for in any of the co-operative societies.

The Irish Bee-Keepers' Federation, Ltd.. is formed for

the advancement of their own interests. It provides all

necessary requisites for its members on the lowest terms,
and markets their honey and other bee-products to the best
advantage. It supplies commercial advice to local socie-

ties, and meets the various needs of the industry as they
arise

The Federation is managed by a committee elected by
the members, the Federation Local Co-operative Societies
being entitled to vote in proportion to the number of
their members. County Kilkenny, Ireland.

Procccbinas of (Eotux^ntions

Report of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association,

Held at College Station, Tex., July
5 to 8, 1904.

REPORTED BY LOUIS H. SCHOLL.

iCoatiuued from page t-61.'

Mr. H. H. Hyde read a paper on "The St. Louis Convention,
and When and How to Go." [As it is now too late for the
publication of this paper to do any good, it is omitted.

—

Edi-
TOK.l

NUMBER OF COLONIES FOR GOOD BEE-RANGE, AND COST.

The question, "How many colonies will a good range

support, and what should the bee-keeper pay for such loca-

tion?" was discussed with quite a difference of opinion.

Mr. Weaver said that it depended upon locality entirely

as to the number that it would support. A c;ood locality will

support a larger number in certain years and in some years

it will not stand half as many. If there is a regular honey-

yield in every year, then the number would remain the same.

As to paying for a location, that all depends, too. Some peo-

ple will not want any pay of any kind where vou locate an

apiary on their place. In such cases it is a good idea to keep
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them well supplied with as much honey as thev will need for

their family use. This will amount to from five to ten dol-

lars, all according to the output of the season.

H. H. Hyde said a bee-keeper should pay for a location

on a reasonable basis, say about lo cents per hive. Where 50
colonies were put in a yard they generally paid five dollars

for the location: if 100 colonies, then ten dollars. If no money
is wanted and the people liked honey, then honey is given in-

stead.

Mr. Aten favors reasonable compensation for apiary

rights. He said that there are many people who will not be

persuaded to take any compensation of any kind, and in such
cases it is a good idea to present them with some nice honey
at times. Give them the very nicest that you have.

Mr. Laws said as the bee-keepers are dependent upon the

land-owners for locations for their apiaries, they should be
paid, and paid well. H the friendship of the land-owner is

cultivated and maintained he will look to your interests and
there' will be less trouble about locations for one's bees. It is

no small matter if one is compelled to move his bees from a

good locality on account of dissatisfaction on the part of the

land-owner. A good location is worth a great deal to the bee-

keeper, therefore he should do all that is right in paying for

such location.

Willie Atchley said that there is no diflference in the yield

whether there are only. 50 or whether there are 400 colonies

in a good locality. During a honey-flow of such a locality

the 400 cannot gather all of the honey in the fields. During
a poor year the 50 will make a better average than if there

were more in {hat locality. One hundred in a yard are how-
ever better than more in one locality in the springtime when
breeding is going on.

It seems that when the honey-flows open in those locali-

ties in Southwest Texas they are inexhaustible at the time

they are on, but in the spring the forage for brood-rearing is

more scarce. That, therefore, would make a difference ni the

early part of the year, while it does not make a difference later

in the season.

In regard to pay for such locations, he has made arrange-

ments with the large ranch-owners by which he has a right

to establish apiaries on the ranches, and others are excluded
from them. For this right he pays thirty dollars.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

On Inspecting the College Apiary:

We. the Committee, have visited and inspected the State
Experimental Apiary at College Station and find that the bees
are in good shape for experimental purposes.

W. E. Crandall,
W. H. White.
H. A. Mitchell,
K. C Knowles,
.1. W. Wolf.

Committee.
On Resolutions :

Resolved, that we. The Te.\as Bee-Keepers' Association,
extend our thanks to Professors Sanderson and Scholl and
other officers of the A. & M. College for the kind reception we
have received by them and the College Administration in gen-

eral.

Resolved, that we extend our sincere thanks to the press

and every newspaper for the support and the kindness they
have shown us in helping in advertising all the meetings
of our Association.

Resolved, that we extend a cordial invitation to the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association to meet with us at San An-
tonio, Texas, next year.

Willie Atchlkt,
L. Stachelh.\itsen,

Committee.
On Inspecting the Association's Books

:

We report for the Committee of Examination of the Sec-
retary-Treasurer's books, that we find them in first-class and
correct condition for the limited time we have had in exam-
ining them. W. H. Laws, /or Committee.

On Transportation

:

We have been informed by all local express agents, that

[Codtiaued on page bS'.l

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, III.

Bee-Keeping for Women—Heddon-Plan of
venting Afterswarms.

Pre-

Dkar Miss Wilson :—I live in a beautiful little village,
and have an ideal place for bees. The trees are low, and
consist of apple and cherry trees, so when my bees swarm
they never go high, and even when they try it I am ready
for them with my sprayer. I have had good years and poor
years, but I never get discouraged. I love my work and
take an interest in it, and, besides, it nets me quite a little

sum every year.
I think bee-keeping is fast becoming a woman's indus-

try. There is no work so healthy and interesting as bee-
keeping.

I started with one colony, which increased during the
season. I lost a few last winter, and now have 27 good,
strong colonies. I work my bees on the Heddon plan in
swarming. I very seldom have second swarms. I prefer
this method to clipping the queen's wings.

I often wonder why more women do not keep bees. I

remember the first super of honey I took off, and how we
did enjoy that honey 1 I have all the books on bees, and
although I have learned a great deal from them I have
learned a great deal also from experience. One should
study the bees while working with them, and when a sum-
mer comes with a poor honey crop, don't give up, but hope
for the better crop next year. There is where success in
bee-keeping comes in. Mrs. J. L. Antes.

Lake Co., 111., Sept. 1.

Some may inquire as to the " Heddon plan in swarm-
ing " referred to by Mrs. Antes, that is, the Heddon plan of
preventing afterswarms. Mr. Heddon says :

"Let us suppose that colony No. 8 swarms June IS.

With a non-erasive crayon we mark upon the hive ' O, June
IS', and on the hive in which we put the swarm, ' S, June
IS '. Thus we distinguish the old colony from the swarm at

a glance, as we make these marks in large characters.

" When we hive the swarm (always on full sheets of

wired foundation), we place it on the old stand, moving the

old colony a few inches to the north (our hives front east),

with its entrance turned northward, away from its swarm
about 45 degrees. As soon as the new colony is well at

work, having their location well marked (say two days), we
turn the old colony back parallel with the new one. Now,
both hives face east, sitting close beside each other. While
each colony now recognizes its own hive, they are, as re-

gards all other colonies, on one and the same stand.

" The dates on the back ends of the hives indicate that

second swarming may be looked for about June 23. About
two or three days before that date, and when the bees are

well at work in the fields, we remove the old hive to a new
location in another part of the apiary. This depopulates the

old colony, giving the force to the new, leaving too few
bees in the old one for the young ' Misses ' to divide ; and
as they at once recognize this fact, they fight it out on the

line of 'the survival of the fittest.'

"

Mr. Heddon deserves great credit for introducing this

plan, which he gives in his book, " Success in Bee-Culture ",

and nearly 20 years ago in (".leanings, but the plan has
been simplified, perhaps by Dr. Miller, after this fashion :

Put the swarm on the old stand, setting the old hive

close beside it, both facing tlie same way. Six or seven
days later remove the old colony to a new location. That's
all there is to it. The mother colony will thus be reduced
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this true of September. One day this week the thermome-
ter stood at SS degrees, and the next as low as 40 degrees.

In the main it has been a delightfully cool, pleasant
summer; hut noi good bee-weather.

Looking' After the Beeswax.

MRS. ANTES AND PART OP HER APIART.

to just as weak a condition as if the other manipulations
had been made, and with less trouble.

Mrs. Antes says she prefers this to clipping the queen,
but the two things are quite separate. Clipping a queen's
wings does not in the least prevent a second swarm, but
does prevent the first swarm from going off with the old
queen.

Our Changeable Climate.

What a changeable climate we have had this summer.
One day very warm, and the next cool. And especially is

Bee-keepers, as a rule, are such very busy people that
everything that can be set aside during the harvest is likely
to be postponed to some future time, and looking after the
beeswax is one of the things likely to be so treated. Per-
haps few of us are as careful as we might be about saving
the little bits of wax. If we have some handy receptacle in
the apiary into which they can be thrown they are much
more likely to be saved, and they are well worth saving.
Now that the harvest is over, it is a pretty good plan to get
all the wax into marketable shape at once.

Paste of Marshmallows Root With Honey.

Steep Js ounces of marshmallows root in }< pint of
water ; add 3 ounces of gum arable. When the gum is dis-

solved, let settle, and pour off. Replace on a slow fire and
add 3'2 ounces of liquid honey, stirring constantly. Add
the white of an egg beaten to a froth. When it will no
longer stick to the fingers pour upon a surface powdered
with starch.

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

OUBEN AND HER RETINUE—WHAT SHALL WE CALL THEM ?

Good thing to have a fixed name for each of the essen-
tial things of apiculture iy we don' I try/or too terrible a sort

of Jixedriess. When a man calls a thing by an intelligent
name it is rarely advisable to scold him. Virgil got praise
instead of dispraise for using 12 different names for bee-
hive. Thirteen out of 24 experts indorse colony as the
proper name for queen and retinue. No other name gets
enough to stand up in a row. Such things do not have to
"go on all fours", not at all, else colony would not do.
Among human beings a colony is a large number of fami-
lies which have branched off from some previous state and
founded an organism of their own ; while queen and 40,000
bees are all one family. Yet the term family gets almost
no support. One reason may be that our minds do not take
kindly to the idea of a family of such enormous size. Also,
by such nomenclature, we lose the likeness between the
founding of a colony and the swarming of bees, and we
want to keep that. Also, when we think of a family, the
idea of each member, or nearly each member, filling a niche
altogther his own, is prominent in mind ; and a myriad of
repetitions of the same identical unit make the term seem
incongruous on that account.

There is also a contest between queen and mother as
name for the first lady of the coop. Queen fails to express
important functional relations ; but likewise mother fails
to express other important ideas. Fight would be nearly
a stand-off if we were beginning brand new ; and we are
not doing that by any means. As queen has long been in
full possession she is quite certain to stick.

How nice it would be if we could all have as much faith
as G. W. Demaree I He says, " I bf lieve the mother honey-
bee, with her brood, would be satisfied with the name of
' hive-hold of bees ' ". With such faith spread abroad, the
horizon would be full of mountains moving and skipping
around. Page 596.

ALFALFA EXPENSIVE WHERE WATER IS A LUXURY.

Ten crops of alfalfa in a season, and two tons at a
crop ! I don't know but we shall have to borrow some of
the faith mentioned above, friend Cook.

But here's an important point Prof. Cook sets before us
which is meaty, and unthought of by most of us. We con-
template oft the wax-honey ratio, what is the hay-water
ratio ? How many pounds of water does a plant have to use
in order to lift out of the ground and elaborate one pound
of dry product ? Guess I Five pounds. Twenty pounds.
Prof. Cook tells us the average is 325 pounds ! And alfalfa
uses much more than the average—something over 400
pounds. It calls for the whole of six inches of rain (fallen
on some distant surface perchance) to make one full crop.
This is not one of the merits of alfalfa, but one of its worst
shortcomings. Where water is expensive, and all has to be
brought, alfalfa hay is too awfully expensive. Page 597.

,CLEOME AND RED CLOVER GOOD SPREADERS.

Pretty good spread has cleome if one select plant opens
4,209 flowers at a time. Still I imagine a select red clover
can be found to beat it. Say 50 heads on the plant, and 200
florets to the head. That would be 10,000. A red clover,
give it good soil and room enough, spreads itself immensely.
Page 598.

ARE THE BIRDS GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY ?

" When Greek meets Greek then comes the tug ", etc.

When the professional, college entomologists meet the pro-
fessional sportsmen and nature-observers on the king-bird
question, there's a chance to see fur fly. H. B. Terril, page
604, and the Virginia bee-keeper, page 622, seem rather to
come out ahead so far. Failing to find bees in a bird's
crop is no evidence of its innocence. If you, Mr. Professor,
should shoot a dozen country schoolboys in the clover
fields, and totally fail to find a single bumble-bee in any of
their stomachs, all that wouldn't prove that the schoolboy
never catches bumble-bees to suck their honey. Certainly
guilty of doing just that trick sometimes. The slender-
billed birds, such as perforate and suck grapes, can proceed
in the same way with bees. The redbird which caught and
dropped 85 bees on Mr. Terril's hive seems to have done
this. Birds with blunt bills can proceed as the schoolboys
do, tearing the bee apart and swallowing only liquid con-
tents—nothing that would appear on a post-mortem exami-
nation. If a bill is big enough it might be used as a crush-
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ng honey press. I would be glad to believe the birds all

nnocent, but it hardly looks that way ; and the disposi-

ion just now prevalent to formally pronounce them abso-

utely not guilty is premature, I fear.

On page 622 there seems no chance of mistake. Either
an apparently candid and careful observer is lying or these

birds killed bees at a dreadful rate. Interesting to note

that the Virginian king-bird did not leave his dead bees all

looking just alike, but some much torn and some torn but
little. Consolidating the work of the two birds on three

separate occasions, we find they captured almost exactly a
bee a minute— the old one six bees in five minutes, and the
young one four bees in five minutes. Didn't get every bee
they made a dive for—the old one getting four bees out of
five attempts, and the young one three out of four. The
number of bees found in the piles fell a few short of the
number they were seen to have. These presumably were
thrown away while on the wing after the next bee.

But the climax number on page (i23 is wild—else sum-
mers are very long in Virginia. It would require 822 days
to destroy 378,000 bees at 450 per day.

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or lo Dr. C. C. Miller, .Marengo, 111.

Proportions of Honey and Pollen for Wintering.

I have the lo-frame Hoffman hives. The bees seem to

be carrying in an immense amount of pollen. Is there any

danger of getting too much pollen? and what proportion of

honey and of pollen do they need to winter all right?

MiSSOURL

Answer.—It is pretty safe to trust the matter entirely

to the bees. I don't know just what proportion is best, but it

would probably be no harm to have one-fourth as much pollen

as honey. Next spring you'll find that they'll use up pollen

rapidly in brood-rearing.

Honey-Dew—Non-Swarming -Preventing Increase

Winter Passages—Best Brood-Frame.

The bees are gathering large quantities of honey-dew from
the soft maple trees.

1. Is the honey good to eat?
2. Will it hurt the bees to have some of it for winter

food?
3. Does a white, cotton-like substance, firmly attached to

the twigs of the trees, always accompany the aphides?
4. What is this substance?

5. I have quite a number of sections of it, and if it is not

good to eat what shall I do with it? I have no extractor.

6. I have a colony in an 8-frame dovetailed hive which
has not swarmed this season. It was a swarm last season,

but it sent out three swarms the same year. I have taken 141

nounds of honey from it this season, with about .So oounds
more nearly ready to come ofif. It was treated like the rest

of the colonies, all of which swarmed. Why didn't it swarm?

7. Is this yield usual with colonies that do not swarm?
8. Is the following method all right to use to prevent

increase

:

Let the swarm issue, kill the queen and send the swarm
back : wait seven days, then cut out all the queen-cells but

one. I tried this method with one colony, and it was quite

successful.

9. Will it always be successful?
10. If not, what method would you suggest?
11. How much honey will a pound of comb store if cells

j

are the usual size?

12. How many colonies would keep one man busy during
the summer?

13. Do you think it necessary to cut winter passages in

brood-combs? If so. when is the best time if frost comes
the middle of September?

14. Of all the different brood-frames which do you like

the best? Wisconsin.

Answers.— I. It's all right if it tastes right.

2. There are kinds of honey-dew that are bad for winter
stores, but I think this kind is not.

3 and 4. No, only particular kinds have this woolly sub-
stance, and if I mistake not it is part of the insects them-
selves.

5. Honey that is not good for table or winter feed may
be safely fed to the bees in spring.

6. Be thankful you have a colony that stores instead of

swarming without questioning why. I can't tell you why
they don't swarm, any farther than to say that there is a

difference in bees themselves, some being more inclined to

swarm than others ; and when you find a colony that makes no

offer to swarm, and piles up a lot of honey, it is a good plan

to breed from such a colony. There is, too. a difference in

seasons as to swarming. Last year was a very swarmy year

here, while this year many of my colonies made no attempt

to swarm.
7. A colonv that does not swarm may give all the way

from a very poor to a very good yield, but it will give more

than it would if it swarmed, and the record takes are usually

from the colonies that do not swarm.
8 and 9. The plan is good and will usually be success-

ful ; but sometimes you may miss a cell, and sometimes the

only cell you leave may be bad.

10. You will make a safer thing of it if vou allow the

colony to swarm with the first young queen. Put the swarm
on the old stand, setting the old hive in a new place. A day

or so later, when all the queens in the old hive have been

destroyed but one, return it to the old stand and shake the

swarm into it.

11. I don't know : but 200 pounds have been estimated.

12. From 50 to 200, according to the man and the man-

agement.
13. It is not necessary nor advisable. Let the bees have

a chance to go over the top-bars to get from one comb to

another.

14. The Miller frame, and I'm ready to discard that as

soon as I find something better.

Pollen-ttueen Traps-Sealed Covers for Cellar-Winter-

ing- Other ttuestions.

1. Do bees carry pollen all summer?
2. Do you recommend queen-traps in swarming-time for

undipped queens?

3. Do bees become queenless after the honey season is

over (September) ?

4. Would you remove supers before the first frost, or

wait, there being lots of goldcnrod and fall flowers as yet?

5. Do you examine the new swarm everv few days? If

not, what is your plan?

6. Do you recommend sealed covers for cellar-wmter-

ing, the cellar being damp? Minnesota.

Answers.^i. Yes.

2. That depends on circumstances. If you allow natu-

ral swarming, and cannot be on hand to see when they swarm,

it's a very nice thing to have a queen-trap to hold the queen

till you get around : thus saving the loss of queen and swarm.

3. Probably it does not often occur. But don't decide

that a colony is queenless because you find no brood in Sep-

tember. Sometimes a queen slops laying very early in that

month.
4. Go by the yield. So long as the bees are stormg

honey that you want in the supers, leave them.

;. There's no need to gn through a new swarm, is there?
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My plan would be to let them alone.

6. I put my bees in the cellar with covers sealed down

;

but they have entrances full-width two inches deep. With
very small entrances there should be upward ventilation. .

TEXAS CONVENTION—Continued from page 68i.

vegetables is to elect a man and pay his way to see that the

express commissioners and managers do recognize us, our
business, and our convention, and bee-keepers ought to help

this man and stand by him.
L. Stachelhausen,
H. A. Mitchell,
Will Atchley,

Committee.
On Soliciting for Defraying Expenses in Getting a Foul-lJrood

Law

:

The committee reports that the sum of $65 has been sub-
scribed by the members present, and that more would be sub-
scribed if necessary.

F. L. Aten,
C E Ttibe,
Udo ToErPKRWKIN.

Comtnittee.
On Statistics

:

Reported that the members oresent at the last days' meet-
ing represented 5,6so colonies of bees. These were from 3.S

members. H. H. Hyde, Committee.
It was decided to get up the statistics of all the members

of the Association as soon as it could be done.
As a committee for next meeting's program, F. L. Aten

was appointed.

The following were appointed as a committee to go to St.

Louis to represent the Texas bee-keepers, and request the Na-
tional to meet in Texas next year : L. H. Scholl, D. Krebs,
H. H. Hyde.

Thus was closed one of the most important meetings o{

the Texas Bee-Keepers' Association during its history. Every
bee-keeper present was well pleased with the time that he
spent here during the meeting of the great Farmers' Congress.

Between sessions inspections of the diiTerent departments
of the College were made. The apiary was visited by many,
and the bees were examined by those interested. Others went
through the honey-house, which is one of the best for the pur-

pose in the country.

Here, also, can be seen all the appliances and the different

styles of hives used in bee-keeping, both new and old. Differ-

ent races of bees are kept in the apiary, as well as different

arrangements of hives and supers.

The associations that were represented at the meeting, and
who sent delegates, are as follows

:

North Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, W. H. White.
South Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, Willie Atchley.

Southwest Texas Bee-Keepers' Association, H. H. Hyde.
Texas Honey-Producers' .Association. W. E.

Nueces Valley Bee-Keepers' Association, W. H. Laws.
Bexar County Bee-Keepers' Association, Udo Toepper-

weiii.

The Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers, J. E. Lutz.

The honey and bee exhibit was very fine. There were
prizes awarded to the exhibitors, consisting of blue rib-

bons for first, and red ribbons for second premium.
Louis H. Scroll. Secretary.

(The End.)

DITTMEB'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, becauee made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, Most Transparent and Xoug^li-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful FoundatioQ made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPI»I>IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

GUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

Bees Doing Very Well.

My bees are doing very well this sea-
son. I had two colonies in the spring,
and increased to 3. I had several
swarms, but always returned them in
order to retain the surplus. I will get
over ISO pounds of extracted honey,
and I had about 20 well-filled sections.

I read the American Bee Journal
with interest, and I regard it as a
great assistance to an amateur bee-
keeper. C. D. S.
Essex Co., N. J., Sept. 20.

Heavy Rains Good fop the Honey
Crop.

It commenced to rain in northern
and central California on the 22d, and
never have such rains fallen so early
in the season. This is the third day,
and the end seems not in sight. In
this city, last evening, there was quite
a thunder storm, with the brightest
kind of lightning. Much damage will
be done to grapes and some other
fruits; also to hay, grain, beans and
other crops yet in the fields. Bees will

B66=K66P6rS I

Don't forget that
7e are the largest
obbers in the
United States of

Root's Koe-Su/>p7/es» Jo/inson In-
autiators aitti Srooders, IIiinif>Ii^
re3''.s ajirf JKIann^s Bone Cutt&rs,
F'fjultry Suj>jyli<?s of all Ulncl^t Speeds
and /mp7o2ijej2t,s. Remember, you get
these goods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Quootis ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

QRIQQS BR05.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

For Sale.
Bee-Farm of 41 acres stocked with 40 colonies

of bees, in splendid bee-locality; good farm-
land, 2% miles from town. Price, complete,
$1,200. Address, J. T. RENO. JR.
40Alt Jerico, CedarCo., Missouri.

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Watnk Co., Mich

please mentioa Beeionmal 'wxien -wrltint;

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Danifhters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tonsrtie (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3M miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival gruar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.0O
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 13.00 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
flease mention Bee Jourr.ai wiien wntum

IT :p-^^^3
to order your

Bee-Siipplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

B011I6S,
I ^n f* of every

FOR

Honey-^
Dealers

G. G. STUTTS GLASS :G0.,
rianufacturers,

145 Chambers St. New York. N. Y.
3.1E4t Write for illustrations.
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be the g-ainers, as the fall and winter
flowers will be more numerous. " 'Tis

an ill wind that blows no one good."
W. A. Pryal.

San Francisco Co., Calif.. Sept. 24.

Honey Crop a Failure In Nevada.

Nevada will have no honej' crop to

speak of this year. Placing it at one-
fifth or one-sixth of a crop would make
it about right. Grasshoppers and too
much water are the causes of a failure.

E. D. COOLEY.
Humboldt Co., Nev., Aug. 29.

Wintered Poorly—Season too Damp.
Bees wintered poorly last winter, my

loss being 25 percent. My surplus will
be about 3 pounds of comb honey per
colony, spring count. It has been too
wet to secure best results.

George Stout,
Hennepin Co., Minn., Sept. 15.

Poor Year for Bees—Wintering.

This has been the poorest year for
bees in this part of the country we
have had in years. It has been too
wet. We have not had a swarm this
year, although I never allow my bees
to swarm when I can prevent it. I

make brush swarms when I want in-

crease, or when they get the swarming
fever so badly that I can not prevent
swarming. I use the 8-frame dove-

The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians
was so great in Julv and Aujjust that he was
compelled to withdraw his "ad.'' from the
American Bee Journal, to keep from being-
overran with orders; but he is now UP WITH
ORDERS, and sending Queens BY RETURN
MAIL, bred from his FAMOUS LONG-
TONGUED RED-CLOVER STOCK, which
has won a world wide reputation for honey-
g-athering, hardiness, and gentleness. This is

the same stock which W. Z. Hutchinson adver-
tised for several years under the name of " Su-
perior Stock."
Prices: Untested Queens, 75c each; six, $4.00;

dozen. S7.50. Select Untested. $1.00 each; six,
$5.00; dozen, $'> 00. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.

Address. J. P. MOORE,
3'>Atf Horgan. Pendleton Co.. Ky.

STRAWBERRY AND
VEBETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois
Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publicdiion known as Circular No. 12, in
which is described the

best territory in this country
for the growinff of early strawberries and early
vegeiables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular iNo. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.
32A]5t Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CEMTS A YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brlgrhtest and finest
Illustrathd Maga-

u the world for
10c a year, to intro-
duce it ONLY.

bright and up-
lo-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life.
»t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
inildings and famous people. Send at once.
Oc a year, postpaid, any where in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of
6 names, £0c; 12 forfl. Send us a clnb. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this
out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME.
24A48t Nn. 7.S. Birmingham. Alabama.

THe
Dixie Home

We would like to talk to you just
1 a few seconds on the value of the
I tfleplioiie to the farmer. Possibly
you know its worth already, but

' would like to know more about the
right kind to buy. If you buy a

Stromberd -Carlson
Telephone

you can't go wrong. Send five S-cent
stamps for our 128-page telephone book
for the man that wants to know ALL.

Or send for free book F-80 "Telephone
Facts for Farmers." Address nearest oiBce.

Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., ''"cSI'ill'-

Put
Your
Ear Toj

Our
PhonCi

r^
inease mention Bee joomai 'wnen wnciii&

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Prlce-List.

ourHI'V'ES and SECTION'S
Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

By sending- in your order now, you will! SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment.

We will allow you a cash discount of 6 percent on orders sent in during October.

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. uj^

Please mention Bee Journal 'nrnen wntme.

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALE

50 lbs. or over, at 5 cents per poand. Address,
37Atf JOSEPH SHAW, Strong City, Kans.

'=^ease mention Bee Journal -when "writing

B
INGHARI'S PATENl
25 years the best.
Send for Circular.Smokers

T. P. BINQHAM. ParwclL ^^ch

PlaasH TOPntjon Bee Journal virhen -writma

We Are For Bee-Keepers

!

SEND FOR A CATALOG.
It will prove to you that our prices are the lowest and our Supplies the best

in the U. S. Our Factokv Above is the largest plant in the Northwest de-

voted exclusively to the manufacture of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
It is equipped with all the modern machinery, and with our new patent Sec-

tion-making- machine, one man can turn out 250 Sections a minute.
SECTIONS—We can furnish by the 500 or car-load.
SHIPPINO-CASES AND HIVES by the thousand.
Prompt Shipments Alwavs Made. Evkkything for Bee-Keepers.

MONDENG MFG. CO.
147 and 149 Cedar Lake Road, - MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

40E7t flease mention Bee Journal vrhen writLn^
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tailed hive, with shallow extracting-
snpers, and run for chunk comb honey
entirely. I sell it at home atl2j2 cents

per pound.

I keep the colonies strong, and do
not have any trouble with moths. I

have taken 90 pounds of honey from
some of my colonies this year, poor as

the season has been. X just cleaned up
for the season to-day (Sept. 20). The
colonies are all in good condition for

winter. I winter them on the summer
stands, but always give some kind of

protection. The weather is too change-
able here to winter them unprotected.

J. W. Ferguson.
Lawrence Co., Mo., Sept. 20.

Loois flanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEVVIS CO.'S

B-WARB
Lowest prices and quick service.

Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport, Iowa, 213-215 W.2fl St

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Scraping Sections on Wire-Cloth.

Chester A. Olmstead explained his

rapid method of handling comb honey,

scraping and crating it. He said a great

deal of time is unnecessarily wasted by

many a bee-keeper in getting his honey

ready for the market because his comb-
honey supers are faulty. The scalloped

bottom-bars of section-holders, he said.

are a nuisance, as the sections and bot-

tom-bars do not fit each other
_
exactly,

causing propolis to be deposited in places

where it can not be gotten at very read-

ily. If all the gluing is done on the

bottom or top of the section or the out

edges of the Cbeeway) section, then it

can be scraped off easily and quickly

by sliding the sections over a tightly-

stretched piece of wire screen of one-

nuarter inch mesh; whereas, if any gire

is deposited in the scallops it has to be

removed with a knife, which takes more
time.

He does not use a top-bar to his sec-

tion-holders ; but for what reason I do
not now recollect. . The section-holder

ICR,H!TCII1^E3R, IMFO. CO.
K,H3D OA.IC, IOWA..

BEE-
SUPPLIESI
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOW tST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIBS.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Onren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS »ND ^

>{iv >J< 7J? 7}<r >Jf>?f >?? TJ? 7i;< >?«>}<7^ Tjs: >J<^>^>?5>^ >l?^S^«8

riarshfield Manufacturing Co. |
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are

the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Clubbing Offers 11; \
Modern Farmer $0.50 U
Western Fruit Grower O.SO ^
Poultry Gazette 0.25 Vf
Gleanings in Bee-Cnlture l.tO IJA

ii25 <
All one year only $1.00. W
Write for those just as good. ^
Sample Free ^
New Subscribers can have the Amer- fj
ICAN Bee Journal in place of Glean- 5k
INGS, if they wish, or all for $1.60. Re- y
newals to American Bee Journal add \
40c more. MODERN FARMER. f}

St. Joseph. Mo. Jv

Please mention Bse Journal "When 'writliiA

The American Poultry Juurnal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A|flll|.t.|o| that is over a quarter of a>IUU1 liai century old and is still grow-
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

American Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACHINERT
Read what J. I. Parent, of

' Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
_
cut with one of your Com-

' bined Machines, last winter-
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood*
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

" Catalog- and price-list free.

W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

t^eaae roentlnn Bee Jonmai whrd w-ntuifi:

8-FramesVogv Hive for $L
This hive is rabbetied at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. 1 Sections, $4: No, 2, $3.50.

Shipping-Cases, 12-lb., $8 per 100; 24-lb., $13;

20 lb. Danzt,$10; without glass, 50c less per 100.

D^^eta led Hives, Foundation, SmoKers, etc.>

CHEAP. Send for List.

YV. D. Soper, R D. 3. Jackson, Mich.
22Ctf Mention Bee Journal when writing.

POULTRY SUCCESS CO.
The 2otti Century Poultry Hagazine.

15th year, 32 to 64 pages. Beautifully illus-

trated, up-to-date and helpful. Best known
writers. Shows readers how to succeed with
poultry. 50 CENTS PER YEAR. Special intro-

ductory offers: lOm.nihs IS cents, including
large pract'Cal poultry book free 4 months*
trial 10 ce 'ts. Stamps accepted. Sjmple copy-
free POULTRY Success Co. Dept.i7,

Springfield, Ohio, or Des Moines. Iowa.

49Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields,

and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

uUy covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, SO cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street, . Los Angeles, Cal
eiease meu^oi} tteejoaniaj wi»et- fv^tmfi:

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Queens secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, vigorous Untested
Queens at 75 cents: alter June 15, buc. Tested
Queens, $1.00; after J iine 15, 75c. Write for dis-

count on large orders

CHA!«. KOEPPEN,
22Atf FK iDERlCKSBURQ, VA.
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with a top-bar (in other words a wide
frame) is my own preference; and why
this of A. I. R.'s invention has ever been
releeated to the things of the past (by
the manufacturers) is really more than
I can understand. I can not yet believe

that the honey-producers are wholly to

blame for that, although I find but few
of the bee-keepers around me who
speak in high terms of it. I have heard
many objections raised to the wide
frame, particularly by those who had
had no experience with it : but none of

those objections have been worthy of

any consideration. I believe I am in a

good position, judging from the merits
of the wide-frame super as compared
with other kinds, as I have the differ-

ent styles in use. Give me the wide-
frame super, every time. I can handle
them quicker on and off the hive; I

can take the honey out quicker than
from any other super, and I can cer-
tainly clean more sections from them in

a given time. I have many a time been
greatly surprised to learn how long it

took some of the friends to case their
honey. With wide frames it is a short
job indeed, and I have not used Olm-
stead's screen-scourer either. But it is

with my sections as Mr. O. says : The
propolis is just exactly where it can be
scraped off with one swoop, and no
fooling. I fully agree with Mr. 01m-
stead—no scalloped bottom-bars for me.
A straight and (if anything) a narrower
bottom-bar than the bottoms of the sec-
tions is what I want, and top-bar the
same. Whether the separator is solid
wood, fence, wire screen, or what not,
is another consideration which may be
taken up at another time.—F. Greiner,
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Wisconsin.—The cooTention of the N E Wis-
consin Bne Keepers' Association, lo be h Id in
the O lera House at Mishicot, Oct. 23, 111)4, will

deratlOa.m. Election of . fficers
portant business will be trans-

to the program recently pub---' Dr. J. B. Rick, Sec.

be called to <

and other i

acted in add
lished in this journal
Mi^ihicntt. Wk.

WANTED !t
Comb and Extracted ^

HONEYf
On Commission. i

Bu,,ioo pd> s g-oud prices for a tancj

'
' F.H. FARMER,

182 Friend St.
'AKMER, L
BOSTON, MASS. L
r* T •

VVANTEO — Comb Honey, Wholesale.—
Will buy your crop outright, cash at jour

depot adi where in the U, S., if price and qual-
ity are righl. We have salesmen in nearly
every ma ket in U. S., but bur only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Minzanola, Colo., our honey-
man wh . st^<rnds the season in ihe West super-
inten. init our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
statin? what your honey is gathered Irom.wnat
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, eic ; quantity, when yn can de-
liver, tnd lowest cash price per pound properly
crated ai d delivered to your depot. Would like
to kaow about what the freight rate to your

arest city VVe believe that our purchases
are laiger than any other firm or associaU n.

Yours lor business, THOS. C. STANLEY A. SON,
29Atf Manzanola, Oieio Co., >,OLO.

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping Cases.

Also AIVIBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

^-HiCAiio, aepL. 24.—The market is now siiow-
iog^ more activitj. Some small lots of faacy
white clover have been sold at 14c per pound,
with No. 1 raagin^ at 12^13c; very little call
for other grades. Extracted, white, bring-s
6@7c; amber, 5@6c, according to quality, flavor
and style of package. Beeswax, 28r<i'30c.

R. A. BURNBTT & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white sto^k. Extracted rather slow at 6^@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather, Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clhmons & Co.

Boston, Sept. 22. —Comb honey continues to
come in slowly, while the demind is increas-
ing. Fancy wnite will brintr from ltia)17c; No.
1, 15@ibc, and No. 2, 14c. The old honey has
been practically cleaned up. there being one lot

of any quantity left. We look to see our pres-
ent market maintained right through the sea-
son. Blakb, Scott & Lbb.

New York, Sept. 24.—Comb honey is now
arriving quite freely and fancy stock finds
ready sale at l5c; No.l at 13@14c; No. 2, ll'flil2c;

no buckwheat on the market as yet. Extracted
honey in fair demand at unchanged prices.
Beeswax dull at 27(a 28 •.

HILDRETH& SeGELKEN.

Cincinnati, Sept. 15.—There is an improve-
ment in the honey market, so far as extracted
honey is concerned. The demand has increased
considerably, but the supply is limited, owing
to the fact that bee-keepers in general are mis-
takably holding iheir crop for better prices.
We quote amber extracted io barrels at 5 ^@6c;
white clover in barrels and cans at 7(28^0, ac-
cording to quality. The comb honey situation
is badly demoralized,being aught buiencourag
ing. Quote fancv white clover comb honey at
14@lSc. Beeswax, 26@28c.

The Fred W.Muth Co.

Albany, N,
is getting mors
seems to be m

Sept. 28.—Our honev market
isk now. Thequality of honey
1 ahead of last year. We are

selling fancy white comb at 15(a^lbc; v . . l,

15c; No. 1, 14@l4J4c; mixed, 12@13c; buck • • »t,

No. 1, 13H@14c; No. 2, ll@l2c. Beeswax. 2^'^'i^c.

H. R. Wright.
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 21 .—Comb honey is now

coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have a little moderated. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb. 13%mSHc', No. 2, 12V2(a'14c. Ex-
tracted is sold as follows: White clover, t.!^(at3c;

amber in barrels, SKOS.i^c; in cans, i)'&b%c.
Beeswax, 27c. C. H. W. Weber.

Philadelphia, Sept. 22. — The market, for
comb honey is very much unsettled at the pres-
ent time. Quite a few poor lots have been sent
in early, and have sold for low prices. Very
little fancy has arrived in this market thus far.

We quote: Fancy, 16@l7c; No. 1, 14(gil5c; am-
ber, 14c. Extracted, fancy white, 8(^ 9c; amber,
7to8c; dark, be. Beeswax. 28c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Sept. 21.—White comb, 1-lb.

sections, 12H(atl3c; amber, 9,d)iic. Extracted,
white, 6(al6W cents; light amber, S@t.c; amber,
4@4^c; dark amber, 3>i@3%c. Beeswax, good
to choice, liirht,29@30c; dark,27@28c.
Spot stocks are of rather light volume and

are mostly of amber grade. There is little sell-

ing pressure,esperially on good to choice honey.
Some holders are contending for stiffer figures
than are warranted as regular quotation?. Not
much is changing hands, and business doiug is

principally on local account.

WANTED

!

Fancij Comb tloney from While Glover,

in no drip ca^es. at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all deOnite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCO 'T & CO.
1004 E. Wash, St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND
34Atf Please mention the Hee Journal.

WANTED-HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail

Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Carniolans,

One, 75 cents.
Price for Untested :

Six, $4.00. Twelve, $7.50.

SAFE arrival GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Office and Salesrooms—2146-48 Central Ave,
Warehouses—Freeman and Central Aves

^'lease mention Bee Journal "when vniituur.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to buy of the makera.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

The i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best mag-azine for beg'inners. edited by oae
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Eppin?, N. H., carries a fall

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

Please mention Bee journal \irhen 'writlitic

1. J. STRlNOttflM, 105 Park Place,

NEW YORK
Manafactnres and carries In stock every
artice a bee-keeper uses. BEES AND
QUEENS IN SEASON.
Apiaries—Glen Cove, L.I. Catalog free.

BEES FOR SAL E
A few colonies or a few hundred col-

onies. Write for what you want, and
get them cheap.
COMB HONEY WANTED. State

price delivered here.

H. L. MILLER,
1 Alta Sita. east ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in taon.
Hooey Packages of all kinds for markeling

and shipping Hoaey. Fancy "no-drip" Ship-

pTng-Cases witli glass in front add paper trays
for holding drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular riason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; S-gallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standard-Bred Qneens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDlflNflPOLIS, IND.

500 Colonies
of Bees for sale,
or exchange, for

__ ___ good securities.

Abundant allalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dk. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co , Ogden, Utah.
32Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Wateh St. Chicago. III.

Crvra Cnlnl Limited quantity of choice

rOrSalG! SEED OATS
of a variety that yields from S to 30 bushels
more per acre than can be secured by sowing
the ordinary white oats. Write lor particulars

and be convinced. Address,

R. Q. TURNER, BOX 81, WOODSTOCK, OHIO.

3')A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

1^1^ Dadant's Foundation
27111

year

We Guarantee Satisfaction. Se^ty" "uRrfv.'^^iRnNEss.
No SAaaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

: it has always given better satis-
faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Why does it sell so well ? f/Jj

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honev-Bec^—Re^/ised
^ The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

j£
^ BEESV\^AX VNZANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Flease mention Bee Jotimal wnen •writlnp

^ " We have you on our list ^;

if And you never shall be missed/' J
^ S.
f^ If we haven't, send us your name now so as to be sure to receive our ^.
'.^ new 1905 catalog, when issued, even if you don't want any goods. ^
'iS It will pay you to have it. IT WILL BE A DANDY. g-

;^ The following cash discounts will be allowed on orders for Supplies for ^'^ next season. This does not include honey-packages for current use. ^•

^ w-
:* 6 " " " Nov. 1. 13" " " Feb. 1. S;
'X 5 " " " Dec. 1. 2 " " " Mar. 1. ^'
^ 4- percent if sent in before Jan. 1. 1 1 percent if sent in before Apr. 1. ^
•5 ^
f Our 1905 CATALOG PRICES ^
rs will be the same as 1904 ^

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS!IWATCRTOWn}

MAKES THE FINEST

I Q. B. LEWIS CO., I
» Watertown, Wis. £

Jr'iease xuentlOQ Bee Journal when wntiz. g,-
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OUR new edition of the A B C of Bee Culture is pro-

gressing finely. We expect to have the first copies

ready in the coming December. Already we have orders

booked for a large number. If you want a copy promptly

you had better let us have your order now. Old price:

$i.oo, postage 20c extra.

THE Root Correspondence School is going to be a suc-

cess. The readers of The American Bee Journal

will remember that we make a special offer to them of the

course for $10.00 to a limited number. Ask for our pros-

pectus and particulars.

THE two little books: " Modern Queen-Rearing " and

" How to Produce Extracted Honey " are selling

fast. They are great value for little money. Fifteen

cents each or both for twenty-five cents, postpaid.

IN October the discount on our bee supplies is 6 per

cent. Every month you wait it will be less. It's a

saving to anticipate your wants. It pays to be ready.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,

MEDINA, OHIO.
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(fbitortal Hotcs anb (Eommcnts

^
The St. Louis Convention of tlie National.

This meeting of bee-keepers will be remembered as one

of the most harmonious of all gatherings of the National.

It was like the calm after a storm, when the Los Angeles

convention of 1903 is recalled.

There were 160 members in attendance, with about 25

States, the District of Columbia, and Russia and Cuba, rep-

resented. It was somewhat amusing to hear the remark,
" This is the largest and best convention of bee-keepers

ever held in this country". We mean it was amusing to

those who had not missed a meeting of the National during

the past dozen years. The L,os Angeles convention num-
bered about 200 ; the Chicago meeting, in 1900, about 300.

And as to the " best meeting "—several former ones were

far ahead of St. Louis, we think. But the last one was a

good meeting, and very enjoyable in many ways.

There seemed to be an effort to get in some public nomi-

nations for officers and directors, which manifestly would

have been unfair, and we think contrary to the new consti-

tution, as revised last year. It provides that the Board of

Directors shall arrange the details of nominations and elec-

tions, and they decided that nominations should be made by

the membership through a postal-card informal ballot,

which has been done. Of course, it is an experiment, but

we say, let the constitution be followed, and if no ofKcers

are to be elected at the annual meetings, as was done pre-

vious to 1904, then let no nominations be made there, either.

Unless a/l the candidates for a certain office were nomi-

nated, or mentioned publicly, at the annual meeting, it

would be unfair to those omitted, and would give an advan-

tage to those so nominated. If we were a candidate for any

office in the National, we would not want to be mentioned

publicly at the annual meeting unless the others who might

be candidates for the same office were also so named. We
would desire absolute fairness to all.

One of the dangers in these things is the tendency to

inject questionable political methods. We believe the office

should seek the man, and not the man seek the office, t'p

to the present time we believe that the National offices have,

in almost every instance, been given to persons who did not

seek them. It's a good plan. Better officers are secured in

that way.

So we say, let the National Association keep as far

away as possible from political methods that are the least

questionable or tainted with self-seeking. Unless it does

so, there likely will be trouble ahead, and the Association

will become worse than useless to the bee-keeping fraternity

and industry, in whose behalf it was organized and is kept

in existence.

Next week we will continue these convention com-

ments.

A little later we expect to begin the publication of the

report of the St. Louis convention in these columns.

Scraping the Refuse from Cakes of Beeswax.

Generally there is more or less refuse that must be

scraped from the bottom of a cake of beeswax, and it isn't

the easiest thing to do. Here's a bright kink from J. A.

Green, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, that knocks off three-

fourths of the labor ;

" Lay your cake of wax upside down on the grass in the
hot sun until the part exposed to the sun is thoroughly
softened, while the rest is still hard. You can then scrape
it as deeply as you wish, and do it easily. Do not lay it on
a board or the bare ground, or it will get hot where you do
not want it to."

Candor in Dealing With Customers.

A contributor in the Bee-Keepers' Review, who sells

honey partly of his own production and partly bought from

others, says :

" I create the impression that I produce all honey sold

by me, but I do not say so. A party will say :
' You must

have an awful lot of bees '. I answer :
' When I get done

I will have 20,000 pounds of honey sold '. It is not always
wise to iell even the truth, but I make it a point to tell no
lies."

When the editor allowed that to go to press without

note or comment, he lost a fine opportunity to "point a

moral ", especially for the younger portion of his readers.

The contributor does not say anything that, taken by itself,

is not strictly true, yet he frankly says that he creates a

false impression ; which is only another way of saying that

he makes his customers believe that which is false.

Without dwelling upon the moral side of the question,

is such a course good business policy ? One of the impor-

tant requisites of a good salesman is the ability to secure

the confidence of a customer. In the case in question, is

not that confidence in danger of being rudely shaken ? For

a time all will go well, and a fine list of customers will be
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happy in the thought that they are buying- honey from a

man who produces all he sells. But, by and by, some oae

who knows differently says to one of these customers, " Oh,

no, you are mistaken ; that man sells the honey he pro-

duces, but he also sells a lot that he buys from others ".

" Well, now, is that so ? Why, he told me that all the honey

he sold was of his own production ". No use to tell him

that no such exact form of words was used ; it isn't the ex-

act words that he keeps in memory most strongly, but the

impression made by those words. A false impression was

made—was intended to be made—and being deceived in one

respect it is not hard for him to believe that he is deceived

in other respects, so, when he is told, " You can't buy any

pure honey nowadays—that very honey that you're buying

for pure is pretty sure to be half glucose", he replies,

" Very likely, for a man that will deceive in one respect

will not scruple to deceive in other respects ".

The surest way to gain the confidence of a customer is

to be entirely candid and truthful, not only in the words

that are spoken, but in the way they are spoken, and espe-

cially in leaving correct impressions. Words are used to

convey ideas and make impressions, and the truth or falsity

lies in the impression more than in the words. Let a cus-

tomer once find that he has been deceived by you in any

one thing, and you have forever lost that confidence which

gives you your strongest hold.

A Queen that Won't Lay Drone-Eggs.
Arthur C. Miller reports in the American BeeKeeper

the case of a queen which declines to lay eggs in drone-

cells, even though the workers seem to urge her thereto.

He says

:

As the colony fills three shallow chambers and two
supers I looked for signs of swarming, and I also wanted
to save the extra queen-cells. There were no external
symptoms, and within all was serene. Not a queen-cell or
cup to be seen. Each brood-chamber was packed with
brood except drone-comb. Such cells the queen had com-
pletely avoided, even though in several places she had laid
in worker-cells all around the drone-cells. These latter
were all varnished and ready for use. Apparently the
workers wanted drones, but the queen did not.

The case is interesting. The queen is in her fourth
summer at least, and has once been out with a swarm, and
yet now when she should be declining, she is keeping the
equivalent of 16 Langstroth frames packed with brood and
declines to rear drones.

This was June 18, and three weeks later, when the col-

ony swarmed, a careful inspection of the bees as they

passed into the hive detected just three drones, which may
or may not have come from elsewhere ; but not a drone-cell

could be found containing brood in any stage, although

they were nicely polished, ready for eggs. As the colony

of this queen shows exceptional work in the supers, one can

hardly quarrel with Mr. Miller for thinking her a good
queen, even though of hybrid stock.

Mr. N. A. Kluck, of Stephenson Co., 111., called at this

office when on his return trip from the St. Louis conven-

tion. Mr. Kluck is president of the Northern Illinois Bee-

Keepers' Association, and a good convention-attender.

The Langstroth Article, on page 677 of last week's

number, should have been credited to Gleanings in Bee-

Culture, as it was copied from that excellent magazine. We
did not discover the omission of credit until after it was
printed. We always intend to be very careful in regard to

giving proper credit for anything copied in the American

Bee Journal from other papers, but once in awhile we are

liable to " slip a cog ", just like other common mortals.

of incubators, brooders, mechanical appliances for this pur-
pose, poultry foods, remedies and supplies. Mr. White's
years of experience in such matters, and his services in the
organization and promotion of the Incubator Manufac-
turers' Association of America, qualifies him to serve effi-

ciently and acceptably the exhibitors in these lines."

Knowing Mr. White as well as we do, we congratulate

the exhibitors in the lines indicated, upon their good fortune

in having so able and popular a superintendent.

Mr. Wm. R. Gould, of Hamilton Co., Ohio, appears on

the first page, holding in his right hand a branch on which

a swarm of bees settled. For effect, just before the photo-

graph was taken, he caught the two ends of the branch to-

gether, thus forming a representation of a horseshoe of live

bees. In the back view may be seen a part of his apiary,

from which this season he has marketed upwards of 700

pounds of honey from 14 colonies.

Mr. Gould is a recent addition to the list of bee-keepers ;

also an active member of the Hamilton County Bee-Keepers'

Association. The picture was taken by his eldest daughter.

Miss Edith.

Mr. Frank B. White, president of White's Class Adver-

tising Company, of Chicago, and a poultryman of note, has

recently been appointed a superintendent of one of the sec-

tions of the St. Louis Exposition. Mr. Chas. F. Mills, the

chief of the Department of Live Stock, in a letter to us,

dated Sept. 28, says :

"The Department of Live Stock is pleased to announce
the appointment of Mr. Frank B. White as superintendent

Nominations for National Candidates.—In the Au-
gust bee-papers it was announced that the Board of Direc-

tors of the National Bee-Keepers' Association had decided

to call for nominations by mail of candidates for the oflices

to be filled in November, the two highest to be the candi-

dates for each office. General Manager France, in accord-

ance with that arrangement, has sent us for publication the

result of the informal ballot, which is as follows :

FoK President—J. U. Harris and C. P. Dadant.
Others receiving votes in the order named : Dr. C. C.
Miller, George W. York, A. J. Cook, A. I. Root, E. T. Ab-
bott, W. A. Selser, G. M. Doolittle, R. C. Aikin, E. Whit-
comb, R. L. Taylor, H. E. Hill, W. Z. Hutchinson.

For Vice-President—C. P. Dadant and J. F. Mcln-
tyre. , Others : Geo. W. Brodbeck, George W. York, Dr. C.
C. Miller, G. M. Doolittle, W. L. Coggshall, J. Hall, J. U.
Harris, Ernest R. Root, Wm. McEvoy. O. L. Hershiser, J.

Johnson, H. Moore, W. H. Laws, W. Z. Hutchinson, H. H.
Hyde, K. C. Aikin, F. Greiner, F. Fouch, E. T. Abbott, W.
A. Selser, Frank Benton.

FoK Secretary—W. Z. Hutchinson and Geo. W. Brod-
beck. Others : W. H. Laws, S. A. Niver, L. H. Scholl, E.
T. Abbott, G. F. Davidson.

For General Manager—N. E. France and L. H.
Scholl.

For Director (to succeed E. Whitcomb)—E. Whit-
comb and H. H. Hyde. Others : F. W. Muth, H. E. Hill,

J. F. Mclatyre, Geo. W. Brodbeck, W. Z. Hutchinson, J. A.
Green, J. Heddon, A. J. Cook, E. Pratt, W. Alexander, H.
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Mendlesou, A. Carmichael, Wm. Stolley, E. Gannson, M.
Dearby.

For Director (to succeed W. Z. Hutchinson)— R. L.
Taylor and J. Q. Smith. Others : W. Z. Hutchinson, Geo.
W. Brodbeck, F. W. Muth, M. A. Gill, W. L. Coggshall,
George W. York, Eugene Secor. C. P. Dadant, H. Surface,
J. W. Rouse. E. S. Lovesy, Wm. Gary, J. U. Harris, H.
Mendleson, C. Stewart, E. Alexander, F. Rauchfuss.

For Director (to succeed Udo Toepperwein)—Udo
Toepperwein and E. S. Lovesv. Others : Dr. C. C. Miller,
H. H. Hyde, J. Q. Smith. E. T. Abbott, F. L. Allen, L. H.
Scholl. Ernest R. Root, F. Brown. W. H. Laws, W. Victor,
H. S. Ferry, Frank Benton, E. J. Atchley, Gus. Dittmer, H.
Lathrop, Emma Wilson, C. Stewart, L. Stachelhausen, E.
F. Atwater.

While the two persons receiving the highest number of

votes on this informal ballot are to be the candidates, that

does not prevent members from voting for any of the others

named, or any one else not named, who is a member.

In the case of a successor to W. Z. Hutchinson as direc-

tor, we understand that he has requested that members vote >

for R. L. Taylor, who also is from Michigan. Mr. Taylor
is an able man in every way, and also a practical bee-

keeper, and would be a real addition to the Board of Direc-

tors, we think.

These Missing Volumes and Copies of the American
Bee Journal are wanted by the Periodical Division of The
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C, in order to com-
plete their files

:

Volumes 2 to 5 ; Vol. 6, No. 1, July, 1870 ; Vol. 7, Nos. 2

to 11, August, 1871, to May, 1872 ; Vols. 8 to 13 ; Vol. 14,

2 to 12, Feb. to Dec, 1878 ; Vol. 15 ; Vol. 16, Nos. 1 to 6, 8 to
12, 1880; Vol. 17; Vol. 18, all except No. 46, Nov. IS, 1882 ;

Vols. 18 to 37 ; Vol. 38, Nos. 1 to 39, January to September,
1898.

If there are any of our readers who have any or all of

the foregoing, we trust they will communicate at once with

Mr. Herbert Putnam, Librarian, Washington, D. C, as he

is very desirous of getting all the missing volumes and
copies indicated by the list mentioned above, so that there

may be deposited in the National Library a complete set of

the volumes of the old American Bee Journal.

Mf. 0. D. Edwards, of Cooper Co., Mo., and a sample of

the peculiar work done by his bees, are shown on the first

page this week. When sending the photograph, Mr. Ed-

wards wrote as follows :

I have 26 colonies of bees, and they have been doing
very well this year. I had the first swarm June 1, and from
this swarm on July 18 I took 24 pounds of fine honey. In
taking off honey from one of the old colonies, I found I had
some educated bees that manufactured a perfect mitten as
well as any artist could do. I enclose a picture showing
what it is possible for bees to do. I'll bet it is the only
hand that was ever manufactured by bees.

O. D. Edwards.

Mr. 0. 0. Poppleton, of Dade Co., Fla., called at our

otKce both coming and going to the St. Louis convention.

He has also been visiting a few weeks in Iowa. Mr. Pop-

pleton is looking and feeling better now than in years past.

He is one of America's best bee-keepers, but on account of

poor health hitherto he has not been able to write much for

the bee-papers. We hope he will continue to improve, and

that with voice and pen he may help for many years to

place apiculture on a more sure and enduring foundation.

Mp. F. W. Hall, of Sioux Co., Iowa, with two of his

daughters, and also a neighbor's daughter, made us a short

office call last week when on their way home from the St.

Louis convention. It's a good thing to take the older chil-

dren along on such a trip when it can be done. Mr. Hall

has set a good example.

Contnbuteb Special Ctrttcles

Freaks in Nectar-Secretion—Alfalfa and

Cleome.
BY PROF. A. ]. cook.

I
HAVE a letter from the veteran bee-keeper of Ventura
Co., Calif.—our friend Mr. Cory—which leads me to

write something further about growing alfalfa as a
honey-plant. Mr. Cory is a man of wide experience, and a
very intelligent observer, and his judgment regarding any
matters relating to bees, or their economy, will never be dis-

regarded by one who knows him well.
It will be remembered that I spoke of alfalfa very

highly as a honey-plant, and called attention to the possi-
bility of added success if bee-keepers would study the mat-
ter of location, and by moving their bees secure the nectar
from alfalfa, and thus replace a honey dearth with fair if

not a bounteous yield.
Mr. Cory criticises this position—in a kindly way. of

course, as Mr. Cory is always a gentleman. He says that
while alfalfa in certain regions secretes nectar and adds
largely to the honey-yield, in other sections, especially near
the coast in Ventura County, it seems of no value at all as
a honey-plant. This is certainly a very important matter.
Since coming to California I have never lived near enough
to alfalfa fields—though there is an extensive area of this

valued forage-plant within a few miles of Claremont—to

form an opinion as to its value from my own personal ob-
servation. It is a fact that nearly all our honey-plants
seem very erratic in this matter of nectar-secretion. Thus,
in our region of Southern California, a little more or less

ain makes the whole difference between a wondrous suc-

cess and an absolute failure in the securing of a honey crop
from the sages.

In the East, we use to notice that a season of drouth
would utterly cut off the profits of the apiary. It may be
true, and very likely is, that atmospheric conditions, as well

as soil moisture and make-up, also affect secretion. It

seems to me that we need extended observations regarding
this whole matter of nectar-secretion. What effect has
moisture on the atmosphere or dryness ? What is the limit

of soil moisture ? What is the effect of winds, if any ? in

fact, the entire relation of environment, both above and be-

low ground, in relation to presence of nectar in the bloom.

It is well known that Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico,
Arizona, and the great San Joaquin Valley in California,

are regions of great heat, and also that all of them have a
very dry atmosphere. In all of these places, if I am rightly

informed, alfalfa, when well irrigated, proves an excellent

honey-plant. It would seem, then, that a dry atmosphere
and warmth are both favorable to honey-secretion. In some
parts of Southern California, like Orange County, Los An-
geles County, Ventura and Santa Barbara, the weather is

much cooler, and the atmosphere much more moist. Now,
if, as Mr. Cory says, the alfalfa does not secrete in these
regions, though the soil may be as moist and the growth as
luxuriant, then we must conclude that either the warmth or

the dryness of the atmosphere is the real cause of the pres-

ence of the nectar in the blossom.

I think we may safely conclude that the new and famous
regions which are becoming deservedly so noted and popu-
lar, of Imperial and Coachells, in San Diego and Riverside
Counties of California, may safely be counted on as pros-

pectively excellent for honey. They are very like the
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famous Salt River region of Arizona. The heat is very
great, and the dryness of the atmosphere is probably equal
to that of any section of our country. Both of these re-

gions, especially Imperial, are certain to become very noted
for their growth and extent of alfalfa fields.

If the alfalfa plants of the coast region, with its very
cool nights and refreshing fogs, do fail in the secretion of
nectar, I doubt if any study or possible change of method
would make this plant valuable for bee-pasturage. Surely,
the whole matter needs most thorough study and investiga-
tion.

CLEOMB INTKGRIFOLIA.

I have been interested in reading of this bee-plant in
the late bee-papers. It will also be remembered by our
older apiarists that, in the 80's, I was very interested in the
matter of bee-forage, and was quite sanguine about plant-
ing for bees with great profit. At my suggestion, the
United States Government arranged for extensive experi-
mentation in the matter. I was appointed to conduct this
experiment. After as careful study as I could give, I de-
cided upon extensive planting of this Rocky Mountain bee-
plant as likely to give good results as any that I might
plant. I also planted several others, especially the famous
Chapman's honey-plant. I kept these experiments going
for several years. Several acres were used. The experi-
ment was attended with no success whatever, except to
prove that planting for honey alone would probably never
be successful.

We all know that even the best honey-plants are likely
to fail. I knew such failure in Michigan for three succes-
sive years. California has given only three good years—at
least first-class years—in the last eleven. With these facts
in view, we readily see that cultivated plants must have
other value to warrant their planting. Thus, while I would
discourage any one from planting, especially for honey, I

would urge all bee-keepers to work for the planting of orna-
mental and field and garden crops of such plants as are
known as good honey-producers.

The roadside planting of the linden in the East, and of
eucalypts in; the West, and of the tulip-tree wherever it will
thrive, is always to be stoutly recommended. The growth
of alfalfa, where it secretes nectar, is so desirable that the
bee-keeper would be more than warranted in furnishing the
seed if he could thus induce farmers to plant this more ex-
tensively in the neighborhood of his apiary.

I have no doubt but that such excellent honey-plants as
mignonette in the cities of Chicago and Cincinnati, is what
has made apiaries in those cities so profitable.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Foote's Machine for Folding Sections.

BY A. F. FOOTK.

THIS is the machine that Foote built. (See first page.)
A—This is the plunger that fastens the sections in the
machine that Foote built.
B—This is the lever that forces the plunger that fastens

the sections in the machine that Foote built.

C—This is the bow that presses the lever that forces
the plunger that fastens the sections in the machine that
Foote built.

D—This is the pedal that is fast to the bow that presses
the lever that forces the plunger that fastens the sections in
the machine that Foote built.

E—This is the (coiled) spring that lifts the pedal that is
fast to the bow that presses the lever that forces the plunger
that fastens the sections in the machine that Foote built.

At the request of the Editor, made some time since, I

send a picture and description of my machine for folding
honey-sections. It can hardly be called a " section-folder"
because the folding is done with the hands, and the machine
fastens the ends.

I place the machine beside my work-bench at my left,
and while the left hand is putting a finished section away
the right hand picks up another from the brackets on the
right-hand side of the machine.

It requires a good deal of practice and quick motions to
put up 10 in a minute, but I have done 10 in 59 seconds.
The " plunger " plays in grooves on top of the machine
next to the operator; the " lever "' is between the legs on
the front, and does not show well in the picture. The other
parts show plainly, and all is explained in the parody on
"The House That Jack Built ".

The sign hanging by the window is like those I made
to be kept in the stores where my honey is sold.

Of course, the merits of the machine can be judged
only by seeing it work. In the picture it is like " a painted
ship upon a painted ocean ", but its work has been pro-
nounced perfect by a good many bee-keepers and others.
The machine is perhaps ungainly compared with those
advertised in the bee-catalogs, but I made it only for my
own use, as I have many other very handy tools that I use
about my small apiary.

As shown in the picture, my heel rests on a piece nailed
at the proper height to the legs of a stool, and a simple
pressure of the toe on the pedal does the rest.

Mitchell Co., Iowa.

A Successful Wintering Repository Above
Ground.

n
BY H. R. BOARDMAN.

Y^ EFERRING to my bee-house [see p. 695.—Ed.], it was
built 25 years ago ; and I have used it for wintering my
bees, with entire satisfaction, during all of these years

since. It was built in a permanent manner, has been kept
well painted, and is in a good state of preservation now.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION.

It is entirely above ground ; is 50x12x7 feet high, inside,

with double walls 12 inches thick, filled with sawdust, and
sawdust on the floor overhead. It is divided into three
rooms, two of which were designed to be used in winter for
winter repositories for the bees. A room in the middle, be-
tween these two, is 10 feet square, inside, leaving the bee-
rooms each 19x10 inside. There are two doors in this mid-
dle room, front and back. The windows all face the bee-
yard on the east ; they tip on pivots in the center, to let out
the bees, and fasten at the top with spring stops. They are
fitted with shutters inside to make the room dark as well as
warm for winter. The floor is cement.

The middle room furnishes an indispensable ante-room
to the bee-rooms in going in and out during the winter. It

also answers an excellent purpose for a ventilating room
through which the bee-rooms may be ventilated without
admitting the outside air directly to the bees.

For a considerable time after the bees have been put in
winter quarters they are not disturbed by the outside air,

nor even by the light, if the weather continues moderate,
but after a while it becomes necessary to darken the bee-
rooms to keep them quiet ; and for the same purpose I care-

fully exclude the direct drafts of outside air.

The room contains a stove used for various purposes,
besides furnishing heat and ventilation to the bees in win-
ter when needed. The advantage of two rooms instead of
one is apparent in setting out the bees when they have be-

come restless. A part of them can be kept quiet and under
control while the rest are put out.

SPECIAI, VENTILATORS UNNECESSARY.

When I had my bee-house built I thought that ventila-

tion was the coming solution of the wintering problem. I

had two ventilating tubes or pipes, 14 inches square, one in

each bee-room, reaching from near the floor inside into the
chamber, which I ventilated by a cupola mounted on the
center of the house, where the chimney now appears, and
connecting with the chamber. This elaborate system of
ventilating was all properly controlled by valves and traps,

and designed to carry out the vitiated air somewhat as a

chimney carries out smoke, so that the bees would keep in a
healthy condition. It did not meet my expectation. The
draft was the wrong way, and I abandoned the whole
scheme as worse than useless, with no little disappointment.

FRESH OUTSIDE AIR TOWARD SPRING NOT DESIRABLE.

I used to open the outside door to admit the fresh, cool

air at night to quiet the bees down when they became rest-

less, but I am sure it is a mistake to ventilate in that way.
The bees will surely become quiet after admitting the fresh
air, and lowering the temperature, but they will not stay
quiet. It only increases the impulse to rear brood, just the
diflficulty that already exists. I have been able to keep the
bees in better condition by excludiii),' the outside air until

the bees can be set out. I have never been able to maintain
a uniform temperature in the bee-rooms, nor have I found it

essential to successful wintering. ,-\ high temperature I

find much safer than a low one, especially after the brood
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rearing begins at the approach of spring. By a high tem-
perature I do not mean warm enough to drive the bees out
of the hives, or permit them to scatter over the room to die.

I have often been able to maintain a temperature of i.O

degrees for a considerable time without serious conse-
quences, but not much above that. About 45 degrees has
been generally accepted as nearly right for the winter re-

pository. This is well enough for the forepart of the win-
ter, but I prefer nearly 50 degrees, or even a little higher,
towards the end of the season. In order to secure this high
temperature I must depend upon the warmth generated by
the bees.

Experience has enabled me to determine about how
many bees it will be safe to place in a room, and be able
also to control the rising temperature in the spring.

For the last two winters I have put all of the bees in
one room, holding the other two in reserve to supply fresh
air, and have it under my control.

Last winter I put 110 strong colonies in one room in

this way, almost as many as I would have put in both rooms,
if both had been used, and with much better success in con-
trolling the conditions to my liking. I was pleased with
the results, and it suggests some valuable improvements in
the construction of winter repositories.

BENEFIT OF ARTIFICI.^I. HE.\T.

I have had considerable experience with artificial heat
for a good many years, and it has usually been attended
with good results. I often build a fire in the stove in

the ante-room of the bee-house when the tempera-

ture keeps too low. By warming first this room I can so
gradually and gently raise the temperature in the bee-
rooms that the bees only respond in a low murmur—a sure
acknowledgment of their comfort and contentment.

The draft of the stove carries out the vitiated air near
the floor, and that without admitting any drafts of fresh air
from the outside. Here, then, is the perfect ventilator.

I like to put the bees in before severe cold weather, and
in a falling temperature, as they will be more quiet and
handle better.

SECURING VENTII.ATON FOR EACH HIVE.

In the bee-house the hives which are without bottoms
are placed six inches apart, and tiered up, each over the
open space below. The first row is set on hive-covers
arranged in the same way. This gives abundant ventila-
tion, and allows the dead bees to drop out of the hives.

I used to think it necessary, for the welfare of the bees,
to set them out for a flight during the winter, but I now
prefer to have them remain in until they are set out to stay,
which time depends upon the season.

I do think it necessary for the welfare of the bees to set
them out of the winter repository for their first flight on a
warm, pleasant day. I set each hive on the old stand from
which it was taken. My hives are all lettered and num-
bered to correspond with the stands, which enables me to

do this readily. All of the colonies that have been put into
winter quarters in normal condition I expect will come out
in perfect order, and I am seldom disappointed.—Review.

Huron Co., Ohio.

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. -By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

INTRODDCIXG VIRGIN OUEKNS.

How shall we go to work to believe that a virgin three
hours old is nearly always and everywhere kindly received
(or ignored) as Dr. Miller and others teach us, and yet one
such, difl'ering only in that the antenna; were cut off, was
promptly balled in two successive colonies, as Dr. Phillips
says ? It looks like an incongruity. Really, perhaps it is

not. The virgin thus mutilated looks to human eye as
pretty nearly all right ; but, really, she is in a semi-mori-
bund condition. Quite possible the bees so perceive and are
horrified by it. That a capital wound should cause great
action of the nerves and corresponding exhalation of odor
is perfectly imaginable. And we may also wonder how
much the smell of fingers and tools comes in here. Page 611.

LARGE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCI.\TIONS.

C. P. Dadant treats us to a clap of thunder (small one)
when he tells us we have the largest membership of any
bee-association in the world. I had supposed there were in
Europe many larger ones, among them some equal to ours
multiplied by a considerable figure. Well, in my boyhood,
boys used to say, " Now, you see what thought did ". Page,
612.— [We also think Mr. Dadant is mistaken in his state-

ment. We believe there is an association in Europe having
a membership of some 8000 bee-keepers.

—

Editor.]

PROPER TEMPERATURE FOR B'iOOD-REARING.

So, according to Mr. Doolittle (which is a pretty reliable
" according to "), bees do not let the heat go below 92 de-

grees inside the cluster where they are rearing young.
Also, in very warm weather, they do not let it go above 98
degrees. How shall we memorize that ? 92 ! 98 ! In this

case I guess square effort to fix 92 and 98 in the memory
will prosper better than any mnemonic trick we are likely

to discover. Page 613.

HONET-COOKIES FOR ALL.

Miss Wilson's cooky figures are very inspiring, indeed.
After being so very generous as to allow ten persons to the
average family, she points out a market for 9b,000,()ti0

pounds of honey each year, by merely supplying everybody
(very moderately) with honey-cookies. Two thousand car-

loads ! Quite ready for this advance are full half of our

population, to-wit, the boys and girls. I'm sure the men-
folks can't hold out long if you'll only contrive to make
them smell a panful of the cookies when they are warm.
Nothing appears to be obdurate unless the sisters

—

Wonder
if the eating of honey-cookies is not good Jor the complexion.
Now ! All together I Great is the honey-cooky ! Banzai !

Page 615.

FREEDOM FROM BRACE COMBS AND BURR-COMBS.

T. F. Bingham's idea of having all the honey stored

inside the frames, and inside the sections, is self-evident

good sense. If he has succeeded in living up to his ideal

freedom from brace-combs and burr-combs for five years,

quite likely some of the brethren may wish to refresh their

memories as to how it was done. Oft happens that just

when we have got ready to follow suit we've forgotten how.
Page 619.

THE RIGHT KIND OF A "WINTER".

I. V. Winter is not " the winter of our discontent",
'cause he finds the bees and the American Bee Journal both
interesting, even in times of no honey. Page 621.

LONGEST CELLAR CONFINEMENT OF BEES.

Only four months of the year in which they were
wholly out of the cellar 1 That same is the case of that
cap-sheaf, long-confined colony of bees which was over-

looked and left in the cellar till June 19. Here's 208 days
instead of the 100 originally challenged for. Take your
ticket, Mr. Lincoln—till somebody else forgets one till June
20. Page 620.

"The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.

Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can

furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American

Bee Journal at $1.00.



HARRY CUNTON MOREHOLSE.

Some weeks ago we annoiaiced the r=.-.i:er s-dcer ceati
of H. C. Morefaoase, of Colorado, the verr eSciect s«cret2.rT

of the CokKado Bee-Keepers' Associa'don. We also jr;=-
tsed to give later a biografrincal sketch, whici we -s-i:! c:

cow, taking it froia Gleanings in Bee-Cnlture, which ::n-

temporarr also has kindly loaned cs the enaTa.-rin2 appear-
ing on the £rst page :

On 5=cdaT rnorning-. Jnlj- 2-1. at S : S-I . c-cctirrec the death
of Mr. Harry ClintDn ilorehoase. at his honte in Bgnlcer.
Colo,, after an illness of bat eight days, from appendiritis.
At no period during' his brief tllnp^'t -w-as it snipectec br
those in attendaaGe that the canse was ether than stomach
tronble, which, seemingly, yidded to the treatment admin-
istered. On Tfanrsday a period of convalescence came on
which continned for two days. when, snccenly. a change
came, and the victim rapidly sank to his last sleep. An
autopsy, hdd nnds- proper authority, disclosed the exact
canse to be a canceroos formatioa growing aboot the lower
abdomen, and inunediate cause appendicitis

_Mr. Morehouse was bCR-n in Marengo, Morrow Co.,
Ohio, April 15. 1569. In 1893 he. with his father. Th<Bnas
H.. and mother. Mary V. Morehouse, together with a grand-
father and brother, ronoved from Ohio to Guthrie, Okla.
There the young man apprenticed in the printing trade,
and later became a junior partner of the writer. In 1897 he
accompanied the writer to Boulder to establish here the
Colorado RepresentatiTe. This being successfully accom-
plished, and having early acquired marked skill in the
handling of bees, he sold to its foander his interest in the
printing-plant, and invested the same with other capital in
an apiary in 1900. About this time he was mairied to Miss
Mary Xpes. of Boulder. In 1902 he established the Kocky
Mountain Bee Journal, and conducted the same with great

success and reccgnized ability by reas-tn of £.is seen scien-
tific insight into the subjects treated. Rapidly <Hd his
business increase till this time, when he had under his con-
trol by far the largest number of colcnies of bees of prob-
ably any one in the State.

In March last he strid his journal to a California party.
and has since confined his eSutts to his apiary and to the
duties derolTing opoa htm as secretary of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Assodatioa.

Sincecoming to BoaMeran accideat caasfd the death
of his yoonger brother. Two years ago his fother died : a
few weds later an aunt was takes while a near neighbor,
and now he has answered tlie sadden call, leaviag an aged
motfier alone in the wodd, saTe a bereaved yoong wife with
a little soa 16 months <dd.

Mr. Mocefaoase acquired ^nre than cKdinary success in

his chosen vocatioa. He was a o^an of marked character-
istics, and one whotse manner at oooe impressed all with his
earnestness, candor, skin, and honesty. He stood high in
the business and fraternal circles of Bofilder : and in the
State Associatioa none were SMxe strcmgly recognized in
their professioa.

The fanaal was bdd on Tsesday, July 36l Qaite a
large deI^ati<Mi of members of the State Amociation from
over the county were in attendance, and the Sural tributes
were indeed lavisn and most beautiful, signifying in a
measaie the high regard in which the stricken brother was
fadd. Leo Vescsst.

In a private letter to this oSce from Mrs. Morehouse,

dated Sept. I^>i, she says :

" I have had to look after the harrestiiig of hooey frosi

600 or m<»e colonies of bees, and conseqsently have had
quite a respon^bility, which, sometimes, would seem as

tiioagh I could not shoulder ; bat thanks to good friends I

have been hdped to succeed very wdl.'*

:=;: — ?e« ri-r; -
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Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, III.

Bee-Smoker With a Weak Spring.

A smoker forms a very important part of a bee-keeper's
outfit. It is one of the very first things he buys after get-

ting, his bees. It is in almost constant use when at work in

the apiary. So it is a matter of no small importance in

deciding as to which smoker to get. In any case it ought
to be one that can be used with the least labor possible.

Personally, I like a smoker with a very weak spring, so
weak that perhaps most people would not like it at all I and
for that reason I have held on to the same smoker year after

year, although it is a most disreputable looking affair,

coated with bee-glue, and smells a good deal like an old

pipe that has been used many a long day. So you see it is

not for its beauty that I have such an affection for it, but
for the good that it has done, and can still do, for many an
arm-ache has that same smoker saved me.

If you have never tried using one with a very weak
spring, just try one and then trj- one with a strong spring,

and note the difference. When one spends almost the en-

tire time in the apiary, and uses a smoker so much of the

time, I believe that most of the sisters will agree with me
that a weak spring will be a very important factor in the
saving of fatigue in a heavy day's work.

What is a spring for ? Just to throw the bellows open,
and to have enough force remaining to resist the pressure
of the fingers so that the bellows will not slip out of the

hand. Xow, if the spring' is strong enough so that it re-

quires just a pound more force than is needed for this, you
will readily see that there is just so much strength wasted.

Some people that have tried my smoker, not being used
to such a weak spring, wonder why it does not slip out of

my fingers ; but it never bothers me in the least in that
way, neither do I think it would them if they were actually
to use it ; but they are so used to the stiff spring that they
imagine it would.

If you order a smoker without specifying, you'll get one
that will make you lame after a day's work ; but insist upon
a very light spring, and perhaps you may get it.

Bee-Keeping for Women in Newspapers.

The experienced bee-keeper is always on the alert to

learn something new, eager for information from any
source, but there is one sort of literature that he always
reads with interest without any expectation of gaining in-

formation. It is that obtained from the daily papers, and
to a greater or less extent from the agricultural papers.
Some of it would fit well in a comic almanac ; and the bee-
keeper reads it with the expectation of being amused at the
absurd things written—generally without being disap-
pointed.

Some writer for a daily thinks it would be an interest-

ing thing to write about bees, and he—perhaps oftener
she—concludes it is best to be fully informed on the subject,

so she goes directly to the scene of action, visits the apiary
of a successful bee-keeper, asks questions which are cheer-

fully answered, and after that half day's visit has obtained
the sum of all wisdom about bees, and is ready to tell the
dear public all about it.

An instance is to hand in a late Chicago daily. It is

written by Cora Roche Howland, who may be a very esti-

mable lady, but it would be well for her to learn that before
any writer attacks the subject of bee-keeping, she needs not
only a day, but many days, of observation and study to

make sure that none of her statements may be classed
among the ridiculous.

The article is headed, " Bee-Keeping Best Suited to

Women ". That heading ma^- have been part and parcel of

the article, or it may have been conceived by the editor of

the daily. In either case, the ground for it seems to b. in

the following paragraph :

••In the nature of things, bee-keeping is woman's work. Ic the

hive the womenfolk are the whole thing. Upon the health o: ; i;e

queen-bee the prosperity of the colony depends. The working bees,

according to the naturalist, are undeveloped females. The queen^s

fat and lazy consort lives merely to die for his queen, and all his

brother drones, the unsuccessful suitors, are tolerated by her faithful

subjects only so long as they are needed, and then are pierced to death

by the poisoned javelins of a horde of angry amazons."

That's original, to say the least, for whatever reasons
have been given as to bee-keeping being suited to women,
it has not before been urged that bee-keeping was espe-

cially a female business because worker-bees were females.

By the same reasoning the dairy business, including milk-

ing and feeding the cattle, should be turned over to women,
because cows are of the female persuasion.

But how about the drones being " pierced to death by
the poisoned javelins of a horde of angry amazons"?
Farther on the writer says, " At a given signal they die,

massacred by the virgin workers". What is that signal ?

and who gives it ? And if there is such a general massacre,

who has seen it ? Did any one ever see workers by the

dozen stinging the drones, or did they merely see a few
workers driving the drones and making feints at stinging?

•• At swarming time occasionally a swarm hangs so high on a tree

that she has to mount a ladder to reach it. But the task is an inter-

esting one. Grasping the bough from which the swarm depends, she

shakes the bees down into an inverted hive. If they do not go readily

she pushes them with her hands or with a big ladle. There is small

likelihood of stings, for the bees are full of honey and good natured.

They will follow their queen submissively."

Did any of you sisters ever mount a ladder and shake a

swarm into a hive turned upside down ? And did the bees

go right down into that inverted hive ? and did the queen
go down first and all the rest "follow their queen sub-

missively "?

Just one more interesting item :

••The intelligence with which a bee accommodates itself to cir-

cumstances certainly seems human. It you interrupt her in her work
by contracting her hive, she will contract the size of her cells."

So if you want cells of a little smaller size, all you have
to do is to give a little less room.

There are some nice people among newspaper writers,

but they should learn that one can't cram in a day so as to

write intelligently about the little busy bee.

Bicycles for Out-Apiarles.

Replying to the charge that when a man has gone to an

out-apiary on a bicycle, he has already done a day's work

before reaching the apiary. Editor Root, in Gleanings in

Bee-Culture, thus comes to the defense of the bicycle ;

This is not according to my experience, and I therefore

judge that the correspondent in question had never ridden

a bicycle enough to toughen his muscles to the point where
riding is a real pleasure rather than a wearisome exertion.

I have ridden repeatedly to our out-yards on a bicycle, and

have done a good day's work on arriving at the yard. I

have sometimes been very tired from working in the yard,

feeling as if I could not drag my feet around any more,

when, presto I as I got on my machine a new set of muscles

were brought into play in a different way ; and on arriving

home it is an actual fact that I felt refreshed and rested.

Why don't I go to out-yards now on a bicycle? Because the

automobile is quicker, and enables me at the same time to

carry along extra stuff.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-

ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on

other matters.
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Send Questions either to the olKce of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Millbb, Marengo, 111.

Perhaps Laying Workers—Separators No Hindrance.

1. Mr. C. H. Fry, an old veteran at the " stiaging^ sweet-
ness ", relates a peculiar circumstance : Oueen-excluder
under extracting ciiamber. Queen-cell found on extracting-
frame. Do bees transport tiie larvK ? Did tiie queen go
tiirough tiie excluder? No otiier larva? found.

2. Anotlier circumstance or query : More iioney lie

claims will be stored where no fences are used in this sec-
tion of the country. He claims a wager that a vast amount
more honey can be stored without, as the warmth can be
concentrated by the bees and kept for their use when needed.
What do you say ? Ohio.

Answers.—1. It might be the work of a laying worker.
2. It is generally believed that separators of any kind

make no appreciable difference in the crop.

When to Clip Queens.

When is the proper time to clip queens ?

Arkansas.
Answer.—First time you happen to see them after they

begin to lay. Then each spring, after bees begin gather-
ing, look through all colonies for queens that need clipping.

LonsToneued Leather Colored Bees.

I have some bees called the long-tongued leather-colored
bees. Are they Italians? If so, where did they get that
name? Arkansas.

Answer.—Very likely Italians ; so-called because
brought from Italy.

Robber-Fly or Bee-Killer.

I am sending you a little box containing a bee and a
bee-hawk. Please tell me through the American Bee Jour-
nal what it is. Kansas.

Answer.—It is a two-winged robber-fly. I don't know
enough to say whether it is Asilus missouriensis or one of
its near relatives, but coming from Kansas it may be the
Nebraska bee-killer, Promachus bastardi.

Prodttcinsr comb Honey—Tupelo-fium.

How do you produce comb honey ? Take up the hi<re in
the spring, and describe operations till the season closes.

1. Say whether or not you use more than one super,
and, if you do, and could take off the unfinished sections
every 10 days, would you use only one super ?

2. When you use more than one super do you let all sec-
tions stay on till the season closes?

3. Do you think as much honey would be produced with
one super to the hive, and take honey (the finished) every 10
days ? I want your plan, please.

4. What is the value of " tupelo-gum " as a honey-tree ?

5. What do you think of two extracting supers for a
brood-chamber ? and when you put supers for comb honey
on alternate the supers, placing the bottom one—which
would have the most brood in it—next to the sections ?

There would be freer communication because of no honey
at top of frames. Mississippi.

Answers.—Your question reminds me a little of a let-
ter I once got from a woman in Wisconsin, saying, " Please
give me your system of bee-keeping". If I had asked her,
" Please give me your system of housekeeping ", she might
have realized what she was asking. Exactly what you ask
I have already tried to answer in the book, " Forty Years

Among the Bees", and there would hardly be room for all

that in this department. To your specific questions I am
glad to make answer :

1. I don't think any experienced bee-keeper would be
willing to confine himself to one super, although some
advocate not more than two at a time.

2. No.
3. No. I think I would be a heavy loser if I should

limit myself to two, and sometimes four or more are none
too many.

4. That tree is not found here, and I don't recall seeing
its value given.

5. It would work all right, but might be no gain.

The "Bidsom" Bee-Peeder.

What is the advantage of the feeder described on page
588 over the Miller feeder ? Ihinois.

Answer.—I don't know ; but I think the special advan-
tage claimed is that which is mentioned in two places :

First, where Mr. Boughter says, " the entire arrangement
is made bee-tight all around, allowing examination or re-

filling without disturbing the bees at all "; second, where
he says, " and you have a sine qua non ' Bidsom feeder', in

which the bees can get at the feed, but not at you while
looking after their feeding ". From this I suspect that Mr.
Boughter has the mistaken impression that the Miller
feeder can not be opened and filled without exposing the
bees. Possibly, however, there may be something I do not
fully understand in the case, and will be glad to have Mr.
Boughter tell us wherein the improvement lies.

St. Louis Convention Delays Answers.

i^ttending that St. Louis convention and looking
around a little at the big show has delayed no little replies

to some questions, and I ask the indulgence of the ques-
tioners. I'll try to answer your next questions very
promptly, and I'll promise not to go to St. Louis for the
next five years. C. C. Miller.

The Quality of Qlucose.

Bee-keepers who object to having glucose sold as honey,

or as something better than honey, are sometimes silenced

by being told that chemists pronounce glucose entirely

wholesome. So it is ; but that's pure glucose that the

chemists are talking about, and pure glucose isn't sold for

10 cents a pound. W. K. Morrison says in Gleanings :

Good glucose, free from all impurities, and fit for table

purposes, is quoted at SO cents per pound in the catalog of

the second largest dealer in the world. The glucose we
hear so much about is artificial glucose—quite a different

thing altogether. It is a disagreeable compound, which no
one who values his life would eat knowingly. I am not
exaggerating at all when I write thus. Five years ago, in

Manchester, England, a number of persons lost their lives

by drinking beer containing only minute quantities of this

same glucose. Now, what would be the result of using it

in large quantities, as would be the case in using it as a

substitute for honey ? In the case of the beer the glucose

was converted into caramel, and then used to give " body "

to the beer. In the particular case I refer to, at least 30

persons lost their lives in a few weeks by this insidious

poison. It was by the merest chance the discovery was
made that the poison came from the beer. And this is the

principal use to which artificial gluctse is put. So beer-

drinkers and would-be honey-mixers cau take fair warning.
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DiscountsI GET OUR iii^nniinTS on
M BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

il LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Best Fall Honey-Flow.

The early summer was not very
favorable for the bees in this locality,

but this fall is the best we have ever
had. We will get 1500 or 1600 pounds
of honey, about 1200 pounds of which
will be extracted, from 21 colonies,
spring- count. There is not much sale
for honey here. Harvey R. Chinn.
Dixon Co., Nebr., Sept. 21.

One of the Asters.

Kindly name the enclosed flower.
There is an abundance of it this sea-
son now in full bloom. The bees are
working on it more vigorously than
they have on white clover or any other
bloom. Does it make good honey ?

and of what color ?

This is my first season with the
bees, and they have done very well.

Geo. E. Wilkins.
Wright Co., Mo., Sept. 23.

[The flower is one of the asters

—

Aster ericoides—and is an excellent

honey-producing plant. Nearly all the

asters and goldenrods furnish first-

quality nectar for the bees, and where
these plants are abundant the apiarist

need have no fear of empty or half-

filled supers.—C. L. Wai,ton.]

The Value of Honey-Leaflets.

I took several of the leaflets, " Facts
About Honey and Bees ", to town and
distributed them, and the result was
that the next time I went in the mer-
chant wanted me to bring in more ex-
tracted and comb honey. Extracted
honey is going fast in Sounce tumb-
lers for 10 cents, and this clears for
me 14 cents per pound cash. I have a
large stock of tumblers filled and ready
for the market, and ordered another
barrel yesterday. I shall work more
for extracted honey in the future, as
comb honey brings only 12/2 cents per
pound. People will buy a great deal
more honey if they can buy it in 10-

cent packages. Some will buy a glass
of honey when they come to town, just
to try it, and they like it so well that
each time they come they will get a
glass or two.
A grain-buyer—a young, well-edu-

cated man—came to me the other day,
asking for another leaflet, as someone
had taken his. He wanted Dr. Miller
to read it (we have a Dr. Miller here,

too). He said it was wonderful. I also

gave oue to another doctor here, who
was at one time demonstrator of Bac-
teriology in Rushvclle Medical College,
and he liked it very much. I gave a

copy to the editor of our local paper,
and asked him to republish it if he
thought it worthy.
When reading one of these leaflets

one is tempted to think that it is not
all the truth ; in fact, the account

"TELEPHONE S!;;^
L book of meaty telepho
nhat the farmer wants t

straipbt from the shouldti
IH post, ynu how to buy i

? inforination pivinff just
know about 'phonea. A

talt. A hook that
,,ht. Sent free if you

ask for book F-SO Address nearest office.

StrombBrg-Carlson Tel, Co., Roctiester, K.Y., Chicago. III.

jO-OTLiAJ Wiiofi WTllUHt.

S'GRAPE VINES
69 Yerletlefl. AIM* 8mBl! Frultf^ Treea, Ac Best root-
ed stoek. Genuine, cbeup. 2 sample vines mailed for l(jc.

Descriptive price-liet free. LEWIS ROESCH, FREDOHIA.H.V.
Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.

For Sale ""-ir.^'' POTATOES
They outyield all old Tarieties; many sidg-le

specimens weigh 1 lb., are good shape, smooth
skid, shallow eyes, and are best of cookers.
Write for special 30 day offer, to introduce my
line of SEED POTATOES.

THEODORE FLUEGGE.
41Alt Rt 2. Bknsenville, III.

566§an(ISUDDll6S
FOK, SA.3LiE3!

115 colonies (Italian i in 10-trame single-wall
hives, plenty stores for winter; also foundation
machine, SO'O sections, extractor, and 40 empty
hives. Bargain if taken soon.

J. S. HAYS.
41Alt 411 N. Dri.LEV St , MAcOMB, ILL.

Uouls Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WAKE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us voiir orders and find out.

DavenporUowa, 213-215 W, 2(1 St
Please menti. the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Datiehters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
LiODg-Ton^e (Moore's),
and Select GoltVen, bred
3/< miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones, No im-
pure bees within "i miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe ? 'rival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. A fter July 1 st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested l.SO 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8.00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Clrcnlar.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
-•lease mention Bee Jourrai w^hen wmtiu;?

IT F-fi>-'^S
to order your

Bee-Siipplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve yru PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued

a publication known as Circular No. 12, in

which is described the

best territory in tliis country
for the growiner of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A15t Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CENTS A YEAR.
Tti /^ MAGAZINE, largest,
I IIP brightest and finest

1 ||\J Illostrated Maga-

Dixie Home siviS"-'"
It is bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life,

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
mildings and famous people. Send at once.

1c a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of

6 names, 50c; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE MOIVIE,
24A48t No. 75. Birmingham, Alabama.

B66°K66P6rS -SH?!^ United States of
Koofs _/Jt'0-Siif>p2ies» *7o2inson Jn-
cu/ja(ors fine/ JBrootiers, Uuniph'
re3*'s anrf A/anxi's .Kone Cutters,
foultry Sii/>p//es of alllcinds, Saeda
unci Imp/e/i»ojits. Remember, you get
these g-oods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freit.'bt. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carntolau Quoens ;

listed in ourCaialoff. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
'-'leftjw i&'^'QT ' oi> Baa Jo^maJ w&gn ^jontaiig

VIRGINIA QUEENS.
Italian Oueeas secured by a cross and years

of careful selection from Red Clover Queens
and Superior Stock obtained of W. Z. Hutchin-
son. I can furnish large, rigorous Untested
Queens at T-^ cents; after June 15, 60c. Tested
Queens. $1.0": after Jane IS, 7Sc. Write for dis-

count on large orders.

CHAS. KOEPPEN,
KAtf FREDERICKSBURG, VA.
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Something CSr Bee=Keeping Sisters
in the Winter Time.

We think all ladies will agree with us iu saying that every man should at least under-
stand some business, with which, in case of necessity, he could suppoft himself and family.
The wealthiest people frequently come to want, and wretched, indeed, is the man who cannot
earn a living after his wealth is gone. He sometimes fills the grave ot a suicide. And why,
in this enlightened age of progression, should not woman, as well as man, be able to depend
on her own resources? In case her husband dies in poverty, must she starve or depend on
charity? In case her husband fails to provide and grossly mistreats the woman he has sworn
to cherish, must she humbly submit? A THOUSAND TIMES, NO! Let every woman,
before she marries, have some knowledge that can be used to make her a living. Every mother,
rich or poor, should make her daughters, in a certain degree, independent, by giving them
some kind of a trade, and teaching them to be self-reliant. Mothers should have their
daughters learn to sew, and not neglect this important part of their domestic education. The

daughter so taught will not only make a better wife and mother, but will also be more likely
to secure a better husband, and will always command his respect. He will not look upon her
as a helpless " know-nothing," but will know that if he fails in his duties, she can live without
him, and this can only strengthen the bond between them. A thorough knowledge of dress-
making can always be turned into gold, and become the means of support for the mother and
her little ones. She may never have to use this knowledge in this way, but she has a trade and
can use it if necessary.

The outline cut shown herewith is a condensed copy of THE NEW LONDON
LADIES' TAILOR SYSTEM for drafting and cutting ladies' and children's garments.
For simplicity and accuracy it has no superior among the more expensive systems. Thousands
of girls have learned more about drafting and cutting with this system than they knew about
it after serving their apprenticeship in some of the dressmaking shops of the United States
and Canada. Thousands ot the best garment cutters have laid their complicated and expensive
system aside, and are now using THE NEW LONDO.N TAILOR SYSTEM. Thousands
have been sold at t^o.OO each, but we mail it Free to a paid-in-advance subscriber to the Amer-
ican Bee Journal for sending us two new subscribers at .$1.00 each ; or we will send it to any
one with a year's subscription to.the American Bee Journal, both for §1.75; or, wo will mail
the Tailor System alone for f 1.00. Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL

seems a little fanatical, but I challenge
any one to give substantial evidence
to prove a single part of it false. Since
it is true thie world ought to know it,

and if the majority learn of it the re-

sult will be a great help to the bee-
keeping industry. J. E. Johnson.
Knox Co., 111., Sept. 6.

[We furnish the leaflets referred to

for 35 cents per 100, postpaid.

—

Ed.]

Good Bee-Brush—Foul-Brood Cure.

The best bee-brush, I think, is a tur-

key wing, or the wing of a wild or
tame goose.
The best way to cure foul brood is to

give the bees new, full combs of honey
after breeding is over in the fall, tak-
ing away all of the combs.

A. J. Snowden.
Buffalo Co., Nebr.

Moving Bees on Wagon and Cars.

I will report my experience in mov-
ing bees on a wagon and on cars for
the benefit of others.

I prepared the bees for shipment by
screening them with wire-cloth on top
of the brood-frames, and closing the
hive-entrances with a strip of board
for heavy colonies, and for the very
light colonies I nailed the covers on
and screened the front entrances. A
few of the heavy colonies had consid-
erable honey in the brood-frames ;

these cracked, and hung on the wire in

the frames, while a few fell off to the
bottom of the hive. The bees loaded
themselves with honey, and then were
so heavy they shook to the bottom of

the hive with the shake of the
cars, became daubed with the tioney
leaking from the broken combs, and
died ; while those having little honey
in the hives came through in excellent
condition. If I had extracted the honey
before moving they would have moved
without any loss.

The crop of honey is about half, or

less than half, what it was last year.
Geo. E. Moore.

Washington Co., Wis., Oct. 4.

Bee-Keeplng In West Virginia.

I believe this locality is above the
average for bee-keeping. We have a
great amount of basswood and poplar
on the sides of our rugged hills, which
is not likely to be destroyed, as the
ground can never be cultivated or
made useful where they stand, and the
timber left is only culls. They seldom
fail to produce a great honey harvest
for the bees, and our fields always
have more or less of white clover. Of
late years our fall flow of honey has
been immense, almost altogether from
aster, which, in many places, is crowd-
ing out all other vegetation, and at
this writing many spots covering acres
are snowy white with its bloom, so our
bees will go into winter quarters with
combs filled with honey from this

plant. It continues to bloom until
killed entirely by freezing.

I have 37 colonies all in fine condi-
tion. I got but little surplus this sea-

son ; it was the poorest season for
years, caused by almost continuous
cold and wet veather during May and
June, and bees came out in bad shape
after their lout: winter confinement. I

am going to put all my colonies into
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the cellar this winter. I had never
tried wintering bees in the cellar until
last winter. I had 3 colonies which
were afterswarms, and those did not
have 10 pounds of honey to winter on,
yet those colonies came through the
winter without the noticeable loss of
any bees, while strong- colonies, being
wintered on the summer stands, were
either frozen to death or so depopu-
lated as not to be able to give any sur-
plus.

I am getting about all my education
along this line from the American Bee
Journal, and think the bee-keeper that
doesn't read it is the loser.

James Wolfe.
Marshall Co., W. Va., Oct 2

Likes Italians Best.

I use a lOframe hive, taking a frame
12x12 inches, and super frames 12x9.
My bees are all the way from golden
Italians to blacks. I like the Italians
the best on account of their beauty,
and their gentleness when I lift the
frames from the hives.

F. B. Stilvi'ell.
Tazewell Co., Va.

A Lively Time Moving Bees.

In May, 1903, I started out to buy a
few colonies of bees. Several miles
from home, on the bluflFs of the San-
gamon River, I found a widow who
had 8 colonies which she was willing
to sell. The bees were all in 8-frame
dovetailed hives except one, and that
one was in an old hollow log set up on
end, about 32 inches across the top,
and larger at the bottom. It was ar-
ranged so that a super could be placed
on top, and it had a hive-cover on it.

I examined all the colonies, and agreed
to give her S21 for the 8 colonies, 21
empty hives, 36 supers, and 500 new
sections.
Upon examining the log hive I found

it chock-full of bees—these little black
smarties—and the log stood S'^ feet
high, with an auger-hole bored 7 inches
from the bottom, also a few notches.
But it seemed that the bees could creep
out anywhere around the bottom of the
log. I told the widow I would be after
them the next evening.

The next day I looked around for a
team. I found a man whom I will call
John, with a two-horse team. We
started in time to get over there at
sundown, with a lumber wagon and a
terrible rough road to travel. We fixed
all the frame hives with wire-screen.
We had no room for the log hive, so
we struck for home. I don't think bees
ever got such a shaking up as they
did. We got them unloaded just at
daylight.
The next evening we went after the

old log, reaching there just at sun-
down. As soon as it got a little dark
we went to work. I had a wire screen
for the top and one for the bottom.
We got the screen on the top all right,
but when we went to put the screen on
the bottom I found I had used the
wrong screen for the top, and the other
one would not cover the bottom. Sol
took the screen ofif to put on the right
one, and the bees got mad, and still

madder, and went for us in full force.

I told John to stick to them, and if it

got too hot to run. I soon found that
run was the only thing to do ; but we
got the screen off the top while it was

>te. >li ite.>tt>tisit >t< ate. ili >tt >!i .«tt >li>lijli MS. iK. >te. iit ilt

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

EverythinK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Prompt Service.

l/ow Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE.

WALTER S. POUDER,
5«3-5«5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputatioa, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, no!i.t Xransparent and 'I'oui^li-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. It you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-
ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPtilES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samoles free on application.

E. Grainger ct Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

BEE-
SUPPLIES;i
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AOBNCIES.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

xci^s:to£I2.ce:k. 24:fc>. co.

Lice Killing Machine
' "3 all lice and mites. Noinjuryto

Js or feathers. Handles an y fowl,
illest chick to largest gobbler.
e In three ilies Pkys Tor itself first seuoo.
LxghtniTig Lice Killing Powder, Poultry

Waai !cUl !•

Cfttklog mklled fnt.

CHAS. SCHILD CO.,

pect St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on. Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT &SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Honey (§j Beeswax
SOLD '^/ BOUGHT

When you run short of Honey to supply your
local trade, write to us for prices. We ofifer it

in 60-pound tin cans, 2 cans in a box. Purity
g-naranteed. We pay cash for pure Beeswax.
Price quoted on application. Address,

THE YORK HONEY CO.
Henry M. Arnd, Mgr

loi E. Kinzie Street, CHICAQO, ILL.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

ourHI-V^ES and SEOTIOlsTS
Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

By sending in your order now, you will! SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment.

We will allow you a cash discount of percent on orders sent in during October.

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis.iij^

fleast) mention Bee Journal -wrnen wntuifc

^se»see»^=*s**53=<etse*ssji<$ss$e*$*se^

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is makings SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-L,ist.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis
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The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians
was so great in Julv and Aujjust that he was
compelled to withdraw his " ad." from the
American Bee Journal, to keep from being
overrun with orders; but he is now UP WITH
ORDERS, and sending Queens BY RETURN
MAIb, bred from his FAMOUS LONG-
TONGUED RED-CLOVER STOCK, whith
has won a world wide reputation for honey-
gathering, hardiness, and trentleness. This is

the same stock which W. Z. Hutchinson adver-
tised for several years under the name of " Su-
perior Stock."
Prices: Untested Queens, 7Sc each; six, t4.C0;

dozen, .fV.SO. .Select Untested. $1.00 each; six,

iS.OO; dozen, $').00. Safe arrival and satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.

Address, J, P. MOORE,
SiAtf norgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

TiiefloiieyBee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This'is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over SOO pages, being revised by those

large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

56G-K66D6rs,f\tt6ni.ion
Are you going to buy Bees or Queens?
Are you going to locate in Texas ?

We make a specialtv of Queens.Nuclei and full

Colonies of bees for shipment, in any quantity,

any where, at all seasons of the year, car lots

a specialty.
We are selling agents for a large number of

colonies of bees, in quantity and locations to

suit purchasers. If you wish to buy a farm or

ranch we may have it tor you. Write us your
wants.

Southwestern Bee-Keepers

:

We are Southwestern managers for the W. T.
Falconer Mfg. Co., and will carry a full line of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES at Factory Prices.

Beeswax bought and sold, and Honey Cans in

season. Let us figure with you before buying.

Order earlv and get the discounts.

The Hyde Bee-Supply Co.
H. H. HvDE, Pres. and Mgr.

UQN.FloresSt., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
37Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

B
INGHAM'S PATEN1

Smokers
T. P. BINaHAM. PsrwalL Mich

Please lueutiou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

a hot time. We agreed to evacuate,
and come another day, so we loaded
up the old boxes and went home, feel-

ing badly whipped.
In a few days I got a card from the

widow, to come and take those bees
away, as they were stinging the chil-

dren and the chickens, and everything
they could get at. I did not know what
to do. Finally I made up my mind to

take those bees, dead or alive. I took
sulphur with me, to kill them if they
showed fight.

We got there just at sunrise. They
were out and ready for us. I put on
iriy new veil, and went for them with
volumes of smoke, but it had no effect

on them. The more I smoked the
more they came out. We had to re-

treat, just covered with bees. They
were in my pockets, and everywhere.
We let them settle, then I packed dirt

around the bottom to keep them in.

At last I got the top screen tacked on,
but they kept working out through the
dirt at the bottom.

I happened to think of my package
of smoking tobacco. I filled the
smoker, got it to going, and stuck the
nozzle in the auger-hole. It was not
long before they put up a terrible howl.
I did punish them good. They quit
howling, and everything was quiet. I

told John I believed I had killed them
all, but he said he didn't think so, that
they had only surrendered.

I turned the log down to tack on the
screen, and about a peck of bees
dropped down. I tacked the wire partly
on, scraped up the drunken bees, and
dumped them in and closed it in a
hurry. We put them into the wagon,
and had not gone a mile before they
were as lively as ever. Poor John was
swelled up like a toad. This spring
the moth or wax-worm got into the
hive, and did a better job than I did.

This is a longer letter than I ex-

pected to write, but I hope the editor
will not call me down. It is like a
Methodist experience — the half will

never be told. S. T. Crim.
Sangamon Co., 111., Aug. 20.

Bee-Keeping in Northwestern New
Mexico.

This is an off-year for Northwestern
New Mexico, but not a failure. Spring
rains failed to materialize, and, as a
result, our bees were starving when
our eastern friends had their crop
gathered.
Last year was an exceptional one,

and our bees were not without a flight

for more than a week at any one time
during the winter. They were in fine

condition in the spring, but the har-
vest was too long delayed for many.
Those who were near large fruit farms
were more fortunate, and ready for
business when the harvest did begin.
Sweet clover was fine, but has seen its

best days. Two crops of alfalfa have
been harvested, and the prospects are
that the third will mature before frost.

Bees are now humming over the
Rocky Mountain bee-plant (cleome),
but the area this year is limited to the
low bottom-land. " Rabbit brush

"

(doubtless a kind of sage) is in full

bloom, but bees don't pay much atten-
tion to it now. It produces dark honey.

Nearly every ranchman here is a
bee-keeper. There are few profes-
sionals. This is certainly the home of
the honey-bee, but the obstacles bal-

BEE=BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BY

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

144 & 146 E. Erie St., - CHICAGO, ILL

Forty Years Among the Bees, by Dr.
C. C. Miller.—This I'uok contains 328 pages,
is pound in handsome cloth, wilh gold letters

and design ; it is printed on best book-paper,
and illustrated with 112 beautiful origiaal

half-tone pictures, taken by Dr. Miller him-
self. It is unique in this regard. The first

few pages are devoted to an interesting bio-

graphical sketch of Dr. Miller, telling how he
happened to get into bee-keeping. Seventeen
years ago he wrote a small book, called "A
Year Among the Bees," but that little work
has been out of print for a number of years.

While some of the matter used iu the former
book is found in the new one, it all reads like

a good new story of successful bee-keeping
by one of the masters, and shows in minutest
detail just how Dr. Miller does things with
bees. Price, $1.00.

Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Maoual oi the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook, of Pomona Col-
lege, California. This book is not only in-

structive and helpful as a guide in bee-keep-
ing, but is interesting and thoroughly practi-

cal and scientific. It contains a full delinea-

tion of the anatomy and physiology of bees.

544 pages. 295 illustrations. Bound iu cloth,

lyth thousand. Price, $1.20. •

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant.—This classic in bee-culture has
oeen entirely re-written, and is fully illus-

trated. It treats of everything relating to

bees and bee-keeping. No apiarian library is

complete without this standard work by Rev.
L. L. Langstroth—the Father o£ American
Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages, bound in

cloth. Price, $1.20.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. & E. R.

Root. — A cyclopedia of over 500 pages, de-

scribing everything pertaining to the care of
the honey-bees. Contains about 400 en-
gravings. Il was written especially for begin-
ners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practi-

cally Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.—A method
by which the very best of queen-bees are
reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Buuud iu cloth and illustrated. Price, $1.00;
in leatherette binding, 60 cents.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.—It is nicely illustrated, contains
160 pages. Price, in cloth, 75 cents; in paper,
50 cents.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods
and .Management, by W. /,. Hutchhison.—The
author of this work is a practical and enter-
taining writer. You should read his book;
90 pages; bound in paper, and illustrated.

Price, 50 cents.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
—This is a German translation of the princi-

pal portion of the book called '*Bees and
Honey." 100-page pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. New-
man.—Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather
binding. Price, for M colonies, $1.00.

Dr. Howard's Unok on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews
the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.

"Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by
6. R. Pierce.—Kesuli of 25 years' experience.
Price, 30 cents.

Foul Brood Ti atment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cau- and Prevention. 10 cts.

Foul Brood, i .\. R. Kohnke.—Origin,
Development and C .:n. Price, 10 cents.
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ance the advantages. An old bee-man
declared the bee-moth could not be
found here. We saw one light case
last year, but combs left in empty
hives all this summer are untouched.
Foul brood is reported at Farming-ton,
17 miles down the river.

An almost prohibitive freight rate,
and being SO miles from a railroad sta-

tion, make home-made hives almost
imperative. With fine comb honey at

7 cents wholesale, and 10 cents for one
section, or three for 25 cents, at retail

(last year), after a 50-mile haul by
wagon, the present is rather discour-
aging to a professional. The future
outlook is better. A railroad, which
means cheaper rates and new markets,
is practically assured. The mining
towns could be worked to advantage.
Extracted is in better demand, and
sells as high, or higher, than comb.
New irrigating canals are contem-
plated, and that will add many thou-
sand acres of alfalfa and fruit-land to

our pasture area. As a whole, the
future prospects of San Juan Co., New
Mexico, as a land for the bee-keeper,
are very bright. W. A. Bali,inger.
San Juan Co., New Mexico, Aug. 18.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

Wisconsin.—The conveotion of the N. E. Wis-
consin Bee- Keepers' Association, to be held in
the Ooera House at Mishicot, Oct. 25, l')04, will
be called to order at 10 a.m. Election of officers

and other important business will be trans-
acted in addition to the program recently pub-
lished in this journal. Dk. J. K. Rick, Sec.
Mishicott, Wis.

Texas.—The Southwest Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association meets in San Antonio, Thursday
and Friday, Oct. 27th and 28th. This will be a
rousing and important meeting, and all bee-
keepers are cordially invited to attend. For
program and place of meeting address,

U. H. Hyde, Pres.,
12'i N. Flores St., San Antonio, Tex.

Georgia.—The bee-keepers of Georgia will
meet Oct. 21st. at 10 a.m., at 205^ Cotton Ave.,
Macon, Ga., during the State Fair, to organize
1 bee-keepers' association. Every bee-keeper or
other person interested is invited to be present.
Cordele, Ga. J. J. Wilder.

WANTED !t

Comb and Extracted y

HONEYt
On Commission.

Boston pays good prices for a fancy
article.

F. H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

mwnncii Jrtert Jouma.! waeii. «"n^x^

WANTED — Comb Honey, Wholesale.—
Will buy your crop oatright, cash at your

depot anywhere in the U. S.. if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Tho's. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,

stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when ynn can de-

liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like

to know about what the freight rate to your
arest city. We believe that our purchases

are larger than any other firm or association.

Yours for business, THOS. C. STANLEY 8l SON,
29Atf Manzanola, Otero Co., Colo.

WANTED-
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping C

Also A1VIBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

oncy anb beeswax

Chicago, bept. 24.—The market is now show-
ing more activity. Some small lots of fancy
white clover have been sold at 14c per pound,
with No. 1 ranging at 12@13c; very little call
for other grades. Extracted, white, brings
6@"c; amber, 5@6c, according to quality, flavor
and style of package. Beeswax, iSdi 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honev is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slowat6^@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather, iJeeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clbmons & Co

Boston, Sept. 22.—Comb honey continues to
come in slowly, while the demand is increas-
ing. Fancy white will bring from Ib'o^lTc; No.
1, 15@loc, and No. 2, 14c. The old honey has
been practically cleaned up, there being one lot

of any quantity left. We look to see our pres-
ent market maintained right through the sea-
son. Blake, Scott & I^eh.

New York, Sept. 24.—Comb honey is now
arriving quite freely and fancy stock finds
ready sale at I5c; No.l at 13@I4c; No. 2, Uia i-2c;

no buckwheat on the market as yet. Extracted
honey in fair demand at unchanged prices.
Beeswax dull at 27(ai2Sc.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, Sept. 15.—There is an improve-
ment in the honey market, so far as extracted
honey is concerned. The demand has increased
considerably, but the supply is limited, owing
to the fact that bee-keepers in general are mis-
takably holding their crop for better prices.
We quote amber extracted in barrels at S^@6ct
white clover in barrels and cans at 7@8'^c, ac-
cording to quality. The comb honey situation
is badly demorali/.ed,being aught but encourag'
ing. Quote fancy white clover comb honey at
14^15c. Beeswax, 26@28c.

The Fred W.Mcth Co.

Albany, N. Y., Sept. 28.—Our honey market
is getting more brisk now. The quality of honey
seems to be much ahead of last vear. We are

selling fancv white comb at iStgiloc; A No. 1,

iSc; No. 1. 14(ail4Kc; mixed, 12@13c; buckwheat,
No. 1, 13't;@14c; No. 2, ll@l2c. Beeswax. 28@30c.

H. R. Wright.
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 21.—Comb honey is uow

coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have a little moderated. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancv water-
white comb. 13J^@15^c; .No. 2, 12^l4Uc. Ex-
tracted is sold as follows: White clover, oH.<« He;

amber in barrels, 5}i@5^c; in cans, o'^b^c.
Beeswax, 27c. C. H. W. Weber.

Philadelphia, Sept. 22. — The market for
comb honey is very much unsettled at the pres-
ent time. Quite a few poor lots have been sent
in early, and have sold for low prices. Very
little fancy has arrived in this market thus far.

We quote: Fancy, 16@17c; No. 1, I4(a 15c; am-
ber, 14c. Extracted, fancy white, 8(a9c; amber,
Ka^Sc; dark, oc. Beeswax. 28c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm, A. Selser.

San Francisco, Sept. 21.—White comb, 1-lb.

sections, I2i^@13c; amber, 9^lic. Extracted,
white, 6;a)6W cents; light amber, 5@6c; amber,
4@4Hc: dark amber, 3K@3%c. Beeswax, good
to choice, lit; ht,2''@30c; dark,27@2Sc.
Spot stocks are of rather light volume and

are mostly of amber grade. There is little sell-

ing pressure,especially on good to choice honey.
Some holders are contending for stiffer figures
than are warranted as regular quotations. Not
much is changing hands, and business doing is

princi4)aUy on local account.

WANTED I

Fancy Gomb tloneij from White Glover,

in no-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for 5P0T CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptlv. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCOT-T & CO.
10O4 E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED-HONEY
EXTRACTED AND COMB.

Mail sample and state price expected delivered Cincinnati.

Queens Now Ready to Supply by Return Mail

Golden Italians, Red Clovers, Carniolans,
Price for Untested :

One, 75 cents. Six, $4.00. Twelve, $7.50.

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED.

C. H. W. WEBER,
OfficeandSalesrooms—2146^*8 Central Ave. ^IKII^IMMATI OUI^
Warehouses—Freeman and Central Aves. V^ 1 1^ ^^ I 1^ 1^ A^ I Ij ^ril\^a

f^eaae mentiou Bee Journal wri-ju writliis.
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BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Beea at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pubiished

Tli6 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly^ 50c a year.)

The best magazine for begrmoers, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross ;

with tin caps, 15.00 a gross. 1-lb.

Square Jar.s, $5.00 a gross. Cat.

of SUPPLIES free.

I. J. STRIINGHAN,
105 Park Place, NEW YORK.

BEES FOR SALE
A few colonies or a few hundred col-

onies. Write for what you want, and
get them cheap.
COMB HONEY WANTED. State

price delivered here.

H. L. MILLER,
1 ALTA SITA, EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy **no-drip" Ship-

ping-Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holding-drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular Hason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; Sgallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standard-Bred Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDlflNflPOLlS, IND.

500 Colonies
of Bees for sale,
or exchange, for

_ _ good securities.
AbuDdatit alfalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo.id. Mitchell & Co., Ogden, Utah.
32Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Water St. Chicago. Ilu

Crvn C'llnl Limited quantity of choice

rOr om ! seed oats
of a variety that yields from 5 to 30 bushels
more per acre ihaa can be secured by sowing
the oraiaary white oats. Write for particulars
and be convinced. Address,

R. Q. TURNER, BOX 81, WOODSTOCK, OHIO.
3'iA4t f lease mention the Bee Journal.

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALE

50 lbs. or over, at 5 cents per pound. Address,
37Alf JOSEPH SHAW, Strong City, Kans.

¥.1} Dadant's Foundation
T We Guarantee Satisfaction. S?Ai'n

27111 #
year #

aore can anybody do? ''^

i» BEAUTY, PURITY, PIRHNESS, jjfeW NoSAaaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ. •»?

ft Why does it sell SO well ? faSriL^'^^ry'^o'tfer Btlusrin J26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments. I^ff

Ji.
Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

' We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
XC OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroch on the. Honey-Bee—Re\/isecl
«p The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BBBSW^aX WANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Flease mention Bee Journal "wnen "writinp

5 " We have you on our list §.

if And you never shall be missed/' J
"5 ^
^ If we haven't, send us your name now so as to be sure to receive our ^
^ new 190S catalog, when issued, even if you don't want any goods. ^
2 It will pay you to have it. IT WILL BE A DANDY. g!

^ The following cash discounts will be allowed on orders for Supplies for ^^ next season. This does not include honey-packages for current use. Sf

^ 6 " " " Nov. 1.

;< 5 " " " Dec. 1.^ 4 percent if sent in before Jan. 1.

3 " " " Feb. 1.

2 " " " Mar. 1.

I
percent if sent in before Apr. 1.

Our 1905 CATALOG PRICES
will be the same as 1904

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS!Iwatcfitown:

MAKES THE FfNEST

I Q. B. LEWIS CO., I
^ Watertown, Wis. ^

Please meutloa Bee Joumai wbea 'wntiofi
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AGRICUtTURAI, BUILDING AT THE WORLD'S FAIK, ST. LOUIS.

VIEW IN THE AGRICDLTURAL BUILDING, SHOWING PART OF THE
GEORGIA, NEBRASKA AND MISSOURI STATE EXHIBITS.

(See page 709.)
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LookHere
"Now I thought perhaps you could secure me a good man to take half interest

a man that Mr. A. I. Root will tell me is all right. I will give him a better chance

then he can get in the States. What I want is a man not afraid to work, one with

good horse sense, that understands the bees. In time he can have a steady income of

$1500 to $2000 a year." E. H.

The above is a sample of the many requests we are receiving for bee-keepers. The grad-

uates of our correspondence "school are going to have such oifers placed before them. Don't

you think it worth while to take up the course at once, and be in line for a good position? We

can still take a few students at the reduced price of $10.00 for the course.

Our course is not exclusively for those wishing a position, but for those intending to

learn bee-keeping, and adding to their present income. Also for those who wish an inter-

esting study. Write to-day, for our prospectus will give you full particulars.

OCTOBER DISCOUNTS
Don't forget that for October

orders we allow six per cent.

Our catalog prices will be the

same in 1905 as this season,

so don't wait for new catalog.

Every month you do you lose

one per cent. A little fore-

thought will be a profitable

investment.

Orders in Nov. 5 per cent.

Orders in Dec. 4 per cent.

Orders in Jan. 3 per cent.

Orders in Feb. 2 per cent.

DANZ. HIVE
This hive is growing more

and more popular as bee-keep-

ers discover its advantages.

You will not lose any thing

and have much to gain by in-

vestigating it. A postal brings

a copy of ' 'Facts About Bees,
'

"

telling all about the hive.

Fifty Per Cent Increase.

I have had a very successful year with the
Danzenbaker hive. It gives me better satis-

faction than any other hive for comb honey.
I am confident it increases the honey by 50
per cent over the 8-frame hive.
Yours for continued prosperity,
Jason Hollopkter, Union Bridge, Md.
10-4-04.

FOR SALE
An "ad" in the Honey Col-

umn of Gleanings will put you
in direct touch with honey-

buyers. It will cost you only

20c a line, and may save you
dollars in commissions in sell-

ing your crop. Give the col-

umn a trial, for we feel sure

you will be pleased.

Results.

An *'ad" in Gleanings has brought me
more inquiries and orders than I can fill.

Give me credit for the amount until next
year.

G. A. 61.BECH, Jerome, Mich.

The A. I. Root Co.,
Main Office and Works, MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.

BRANCHES:
CHICAGO. II,L., 141 East Er
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA, PA . 10 Vine St.

ST. PAUL, MINN., ICCl Jliss. St.

HAVANA, CUBA, San Ignacio. 17.

•San Antonio, Tex., 438 W. Houston.
Washington. D.C , 1100 Md. Av., S. W.
NEW YORK CITY, U Vesey St.
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Oet Unfinished Sections Emptied Now.

There are some who believe it just as well that it be left

till spring to have sections cleaned out that do not contain

enough honey to be sold or used in the home. Perhaps the

majority think it better that the work should be done in the

fall, before the honey has had time to candy. If you want

the bees to do the work this fall, it should be put off no

longer. Pile up the supers some distance from the apiary,

six or eight in a pile, and cover up so that only one bee at a

time can get in. The bees will make a clean job of it with-

out tearing the sections to pieces, as they would if free

access were given.

Hot vs. Cold Water for Honey-Knives.

J. A. Green says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture :
" Back

in Illinois I seldom found it of any benefit to put the honey-

knife in water, either hot or cold. When I did, cold water

was just as good as hot. But when extracting Colorado

alfalfa honey, hot water is decidedly better than cold, even

in hot weather".

Locality again. He also says that while in the East

honey may be extracted from combs containing unsealed

brood, in Colorado it requires time and skill to do it without

throwing out a large proportion of the brood.

Winterinjr Bees on Sugar.

HeiT Wilier reports in Praktischer Wegweiser that for

30 years he has wintered his bees in large part on sugar

syrup without observing any evil results therefrom. Others,

however, report cases of bees winter-ng apparently well on

sugar, but dying off rapidly in spring because weakened for

lack of nitrogenous matter, of which honey contains from

one to 3 percent, and sugar only a trace.

be remembered : that customers who are well-informed will

be likely to prefer the neater-looking sections, and once

educated to prefer them will not be likely ever to prefer

those of untidy appearance, while those customers who are

ignorant enough to prefer uncleaned sections are likely to

prefer the others when better informed.

Hoffman Frames Pro and Con.

Several pages of a recent issue of Gleanings in Bee-

Culture are taken up with a discussion of these frames by
eight different writers. If the discussion shows nothing

else, it shows very clearly what opposite views bee-keepers

can entertain upon the same subject.

Don't Delay Uniting Weali Colonies.

Such a caution will not be necessary for the experienced

bee-keeper, but there will no doubt be some of inexperience

who have continued up to the present time weak colonies

that should be united, not realizing the need of haste. If

you have delayed thus far, don't delay longer.

Shall Sections of Honey Be Cleaned?

Some are scrupulously particular to remove all trace of

propolis from sections, scraping and sandpapering them so

as to make the wood look as nearly as possible just as it did

when first given to the bees. Others put sections on the

market just as they came from the hive, and some of these

claim that their customers are better satisfied with un-

cleaned sections, feeling more sure that the uncleaned is

the genuine article.

Whatever the difference in markets, one thing should

Small Hives and Large Colonies.

G. M. Doolittle, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, champions
the small hive by saying that nine Gallup frames, equiva-

lent to 6}i Langstroth frames, will entertain the best queen
to her full capacity as to egg-laying, and says :

"How could a larger hive give any larger colonies?
Large hives do not give large colonies beyond arty hive
which gives the queen room for herjull capacity ".

If the premises be correct, it is hard to get away from
the conclusion. Some, however, would probably claim a

greater capacity than 6^4 Langstroth frames for the best

queen.

Virgin Queens and Afterswarms.

In that neatly printed journal, the Rural Bee-Keeper,

in the " Question, Extracted, and Observation Department,"
conducted by T. K. Massie, occurs the following :

The American Bee Journal, page 500, says :
•' When a

prime swarm issues, a number of queen-cells are in the hive,
and in a week or more the virgins in these cells are ready
to issue. If further swarming is contemplated only one
(italic ours) is allowed to emerge, the others being guarded
in their cells by the workers. A second swarm issues with
the free queen, and it may be that only one of the remain-
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ing- virgins will be allowed to emerge, which virgin will

accompany a third swarm, and this may continue until four
or more swarms have issued." This is not at all true here.

We caught 19 virgins in a second swarm a few years ago.

In the early part of July we were at a friend's some 30 miles
distant when a second swarm issued, and we found three

virgin queens out with it. Only yesterday we had a second
swarm, and found five virgin queens out with the swarm.
Our experience is that when a second swarm issues every
virgin queen which is old enough to fly at the time the
swarm issues will go out with the swarm.
czr It seems to us that there is enough " tommy rot " creep-

ing into our bee-journals under the guise of orthodox teach-

ing, but which only tends to mystify the profession of bee-

keeping, to make " one tired ".

It is probable that Mr. Massie wrote that paragraph

without careful thinking.

A week or so after a prime swarm issues, let him go in

the evening and place his ear against the side of the hive,

and if the bees intend to send out a second swarm he will

hear piping and quahking. The piping is done by a young

queen which has emerged from her cell, the quahking by

others still in their cells. Only one of the young queens has

been allowed to emerge, the others being guarded in their

cells by the workers. These guards seem to look out for

two things : preventing the emergence of the imprisoned

queens, and preventing the free queen from tearing open
the cells and destroying the occupants. When the second

swarm issues, the guards may relax their vigilance and
allow all the imprisoned queens to emerge, and they may
not. That depends upon whether " further swarming is

contemplated ". If no further swarming is contemplated,

the queens which have been quahking will be freed from
further imprisonment, and a number of them may issue

with the second swarm, just as Mr. Massie says.

Very likely Mr. Massie is familiar with all this, and
when he has had time to think it over will take pleasure in

saying in a future issue of the Rural Bee-Keeper that in-

stead of being "tommy rot " it is the simple truth that if

further swarming is contemplated only one virgin is allowed

to emerge.

Mr. Massie says: "Our experience is that when a

second swarm issues every virgin queen which is old enough
to fly at the time the swarm issues will go out with the

swarm ". Further experience will teach him that this is

by no means always the case. When a second swarm issues,

and a third swarm is contemplated, a number of queens

may be held in their cells fully able to fly if they could only

get out of their prisons.

Itlisccllancous Hcxps Jtcms

The Southland Queen, published for some years in

Texas, has recently been sold to Mr. P. F. Adelsbach, edi-

tor and publisher of the Western Bee Journal, of California.

This is the second time the Southland Queen has been sold

during its lifetime. Mr. Adelsbach also bought the Rocky
Mountain Bee Journal some time ago. So he has three bee-

papers in one now. There are now eight papers published

on the American continent, devoted to bee-keeping, one of

which is in Canada, and the others in the United States.

The G. B. Lewis Co. are trying to be better prepared

with a good supply of sections, hives, etc., for another sea-

son by keeping their factory and full force busy now and
until next spring. We called on them a week or two ago
and had a very pleasant chat with Mr. Geo. C. I<ewis, the

genial and hustling president and manager of the firm.

They have several million feet of basswood lumber for

sections, of which they are making 50,000 a day. They re-

ported the season of 1903 an extra ordinarily heavy one for

bee-supplies, but that 1904 was about 40 percent ahead, mak-
ing it the best season. Mr. Lewis did not say so, but we
are inclined to believe that this increased demand for their

goods came somewhat from their increased advertising in

the American Bee Journal this year. There are others who
also would likely find a larger demand for their wares if

they would use a more liberal space in our advertising col-

umns. The American Bee Journal is read by bee-keepers,

and they all need bee-supplies. While our list of subscribers

may not be as large as some others, the quality, we believe,

more than makes up for the lack of quantity. Hence, the

good results from a generous patronage of our advertising

columns.

St. Louis Convention and Fair.—At the National
convention, Sept. 27-30, were represented about 25 States

besides one each from Russia and Cuba, and two from the

District of Columbia. Illinois had 35 present, Missouri, 29,

Colorado 11 ; New York, Texas and Wisconsin, 8 each ; In-

diana 7 ; Michigan and Iowa 5 each ; California, Ohio, Kan-
sas, W. Virginia, Utah and Nebraska, 4 each ; Florida 3 ;

Alabama and New Jersey, 2 each ; and 1 each from Ten-

nessee, Mississippi, South Carolina, Pennsylvania and
Minnesota. It is quite likely that there were more present

than the foregoing from the difl'erent States named, but we
believe their names do not show on the membership roll.

It will be seen that it was a very representative conven-

tion. It was exceedingly enjoyable, at least to us, to meet

the bee-keepers from so many different parts of the land.

It was a congenial crowd, too. The stings were all left at

home, or else they were kept out of sight.

It seems that the Wisconsin-Minnesota bee-keepers, and
also the Texas folks, failed to gel together the expected

carloads of people to attend the convention, so the carload

that went to Los Angeles in 1903 still has the record. Per-

haps if the National meets in Texas next year, a carload of

Northern bee-keepers can be corralled and invade that part

of the South for a few days. It would be a nice trip, even

if there will be no Grand Canyon in it !

We have said nothing yet concerning the World's Fair.

In many respects it is a beautiful one. But the blight of

beer is written all over it. A friend of ours, who is there

all the time, told us that he and another gentleman, out of

curiosity, counted those drinking in only one beer hall one

evening, and there were 2200 persons, seven-tenths of them
young women and girls I Think of what that means I We
should think that even a self-respecting drinker would him-

self be ashamed of that awful displaj'. We hope that the

exhibit of beer and beer-guzzling at the St. Louis Fair will

so disgust the American people that they will soon arise ir

their might and wipe the whole accursed business off th

continent.

Among the exhibits of many of the States in the Ag
cultural Building, are found small displays of honey.

''

State of Colorado has, in the Horticultural Building

best and most attractive display of honey and bees
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found in the whole Exposition. Hon. G. W. Swink has it

in charge, and deserves just bushels of credit for his un-

tiring zeal and efforts in behalf of Colorado bee-keeping.

Mr. L,. D. Stilson, a leading bee-keeper of Nebraska, is

connected with the general agricultural exhibit from that

State. In their large booth (formed by the display of corn

and various other things) they have a small " theatre ", so-

called, in which they put on a screen moving stereopticon

pictures, that attract immense crowds. The pictures illus-

trate various agricultural scenes, such as making and

stacking hay, rounding up and branding cattle, etc. And
everything is in motion, even the attempted riding of a

bucking broncho pony. It is all done to advertise Nebraska,

and surely succeeds admirably. It was the only time we
ever saw Dr. Miller in a " theatre "! But as his good wife

was along, we didn't worry any about him 1 But we think

it was no worse than walking down into the Grand Canyon

and up again on Sunday, and A. I. Root, with several other

bee-keepers, did that

!

On the first page are shown two pictures taken on the

World's Fair grounds by Mr. Eugene J. Hall, the special

photographer for that bright advertising monthly, " White's

Class Advertising ", in the September number of which

they appeared.

We expect very soon to present to our readers some
pictures of the few apiarian exhibits that were scattered in

various places. It is really too bad that bee-keeping could

not have been adequately represented. Less beer and more

honey would be ever so much better. We hope that at the

next World's Fair bee-keeping will not be so neglected or

ignored. But we doubt if a truly grand international ex-

position can be produced oftener than once in 25 years.

Attempts at them are too frequent to expect anything

approaching perfection or real satisfaction in that line.

His "Honey" was Gone.—A country newspaper
man, who is very fond of honey, visited a neighboring city

recently, and at one of the hotels he was served with some
delicious honey. He enjoyed it so much that he told his

wife all about it when he returned home. On his next trip

to the city she accompanied him. They visited the same
hotel, and when the noon meal was being served he said to

his wife that he hoped they had some more of that honey.
It did not appear, however, and the newspaper man, there-

fore, beckoning to a waiter, said :
" Say, Sambo, where is

my honey ?" He was almost paralyzed when that worthy
grinned and replied :

" She doan work here no more, boss.

She done got a job at the silk mill." The wife received a
handsome new dress before they returned home, after mak-
ing a solemn promise not to tell the story.—Lippincott's
Magazine.

What About Wiring Sliailow Frames?

16.— Wliere tlie depth of comb in t/u-frame is bat little oner G i)icfus,

is it itecessary, or advisable, to wireframes?

0. P. DadanT (111.)—No.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—No.

Mrs. J. M. Ndll (Mo.)—No.

N. E. France (Wis.)—I never did.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—Not a bit of use to wire.

E. S. IvOvesy (Utah)—I don't think I would care to do so.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—I do not use such shallow
combs.

O. O. POPPLETON (Fla.)—Not if proper comb foundation
is used.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—I don't use wire for any depth ;

prefer splints.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—I think not, unless the founda-
tion is very light.

Wm. Rohrig (Ariz.)—For extracted-honey production
in this locality, yes.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)^Yes, especially if intended
to be used for extracting.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—I do not think so, if " medium
brood " foundation is to be used.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— I think not. I use frames 9,',2

inches, inside measure, and with medium brood foundation
use no wires.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—To quote Dr. Miller, " I

on't know." I think not. Ask R. L. Taylor. His answer
aiall be mine.

" C. H. DiBBERN (111.)—I use such a frame, never use
m es, and see no need for them if comb foundation of a

clal quality is used.

dec'. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—It is not necessary, but I think

the lisable where bees are carried to out-apiaries, or where
vney is extracted.

Jas. A. Stone (111.)—I have never tried any but com-
mon Langstroth size, though I would not think the shallow
frames needed it, at least after one year old.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)—Advisable. Sometimes the

bees build up one side before the other, which has the effect

of curving the midrib toward the side not built.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)— I have abandoned the wiring of

frames altogether, for I have found that as soon as combs
have been in use for a short time they can be handled with-
out risk.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—I do not wire. Wired frames are

better, but it takes so much time, and if you ha,ve to cut out
combs because of foul brood after a year or two's use, it

doesn't pay at all.

James A. Green (Colo.)—Yes. A 6-inch frame is two-
thirds as deep as the Langstroth, and needs wire in about
the same proportion. I use three horizontal wires in a

frame S 11/16 deep.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—Where extracting is to be done
it would be necessary to wire the frames regardless of the

depth of combs. When working for comb honey, wiring is

not so absolutely necessary.

S.T. PettiT (Ont.)—I would not wire them. I would
use full frames of foundation, and have them finished in

extracting supers between wide slatted separators to carry
a portion of the weight of the bees.

E. Stachelhausen (Tex.)—I would not use wire in

such frames. Wiring frames, and to fasten foundation in

such frames, is slow and disagreeable work for me, so much
so that I prefer to use heavier foundation and no wire, even
in larger frames, as the Langstroth.

E. D. TownsEND (Mich.)—I wire all my frames, and use
full sheets of foundation. I use four horizontal wires in

the Langstroth, and two in the Heddon frame. The latter

is not wired so much on account of the sag, as it is to hold

the comb foundation in the center of the frame.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this

copy of the American Bee Journal.
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The Ordinary Length of Bee-Life.

BV G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent writes thus : "I am a beginner in bee-

keeping, and read the American Bee Journal. I see you some-
times answer questions through the cohmins of that paper.

Will you please answer one for me? I want to know how
long a bee ordinarily lives? One of my neighbors say, i8

months to two years is their age. Another says, 30 days in

the summer season. What is a novice to think in this matter?
Please tell how long the queen, drones, and workers live,

through the columns of the above-named excellent paper.

There are somewhat conflicting opinions in this matter,
but it has always seemed to me that no one need be ignorant in

regard to the length of life of the worker-bee when one ex-
periment would tell him the truth in the matter. Take a

colony of black bees, and about the loth of June introduce
an Italian queen, or, if you have the Italian bee, procure a
black or German queen and introduce to them, keeping record
of the date when the change is made. In t.wenty-ono days
the last bee from the old queen will have emerged from its

cell, and if the introduced queen went to laying immediately
the first bee from this new mother will soon be making its

appearance, the time of the appearance of the first bee from
the new mother being jotted down also.

Now, if your experiment comes out at all as has mine
along this line, you will find that at the end of forty-five days
from the time the last bee had emerged from the old mother,
no more of her bees will be found in that colony, if the
colony remains in a normal condition, after the new queen
goes to laying. At forty days bees from the old queen will

still be quite numerous, they becoming fewer and fewer each
day, so that on the forty-fourth day there will be a very few
indeed left. This is for the summer months, and during the
time of active work.

Should the season be such that the bees stay in the hive
quite a share of the time, these old bees might hold out
a little longer than this, as the life of the bee depends quite
largely on the amount of work it does. Thus, when it labors
the most, its life is the shortest. Hence it comes about that,
through the inactivity induced by cold weather, the bee can
live during the winter season, or season of rest, from six to
eight months. This is proved by changing the queen as before,
only it is done this time about the middle of September.
Soon after the first of October the last black bee will have
emerged from its cell, and on rare occasions I have found
black bees in such colonies having changed queens during
the fore part of June. Also, when spring opens or about
the first of April, there will be very few of the yellow bees
in the hive, which shows that very little brood is reared
frorn October until April, as well as telling us that more bees
die in two months in the spring than during six months of
wmter, providing the bees winter well. This also shows us
that all possible precautions should be taken to preserve the
life of these old bees during the spring, so that they do not
die off too suddenly, or have what is known as "spring
dwindling," before the brood has emerged from the cells
in sufficient numbers to keep the colony in a prosperous con-
dition.

The life of the drone is regulated very largely by the
workers, for drones are usually killed or driven oflf by the
workers long before they would die a natural death by old
age. Any sudden cessation in the flow of honey from the
fields is often considered sufiicient reason for their being
driven off or the killing of them by stinging, if they are
persistent in staying in the hive; so it is hard to tell just
to what age they might attain were they allowed to live to
the good old age allotted to them when not persecuted by
the workers. Most apiarists think that the drones would
live a little longer than the workers: but from close obser-
vation with those which I have tried to preserve in queen-
less colonies for the late fertilization of queens during the
fall months, I am of the opinion that they are of a little
shorter life. It is a rare thing that I have found any out

of a certain "hatch" to be alive after forty days from the time

the last one emerged from the cell.

The average life of the queen, under normal conditions,

is about three years, although some have been known to live

more than five years. At a bee-keepers' convention a few
years ago a man told me that he had one queen that he had
purchased, to live to be nearly five and one-half years old,

and I had one that I purchased, to live to be five years

and four months old, she doing good work up to the last

months she lived. Queens live also in proportion to the work
they do, or according to the number of eggs they lay, as

egg-laying is the only work they perform.

Under our present system of management, most bee-

keepers coax the queen to lay as many eggs in two years

as she usually would were she in an old tree or box-hive in

three years, and from this reason most apiarists think that

queens should be replaced after the second year with those

which have just commenced to lay. There is no question

but that a queen reared during July, .August or September
of any year will do as good work the following summer as

she ever will ; but it is a question whether it will be a pay-

ing undertaking to remove the queens throughout the whole
apiary at the end of their second summer's work, and then
replace them with young queens.

I have experimented along this line to a considerable ex-
tent, and the result is that I do not now make it a practice

to supersede my queens every two years, for I find that the

bees are quick to understand when their mother is failing,

and will supersede their own queen when she gets to be
too old to be of service to them. So I now trust the matter
to the bees, believing that they know what is best for them
in this respect better than I do. And what is best for them,
as a rule, is certain to be the best thing for their keeper.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

" The Quality of Glucose "—A Correction.

BY PROF. B. N. EATON,
State Analyst for thf JUi7iois Food Coininission.

I can not see any valid reason why bee-keepers should
object to the circulation of the " Wiley lie " when they
countenance and spread such articles as that copied on page
698 from Gleanings in Bee-Culture, attributed to W. K.
Morrison. Knowing the editors of the above publications,
I would not accuse them of intentionally circulating false
statements, but attribute them rather to ignorance or over-
sight.

As regards the article, there is not a single truthful
statement of fact from the first to last sentence, nor in the
introductory paragraph. To itemize :

Pure glucose is sold for 10 cents per pound, and less.

Chemists do refer to this article when they speak of the
wholesomeness of glucose. The article referred to at 50
cents per pound is probably chemically pure dextrose
quoted by Merck at $2.00 per pound, or chemically pure dex-
trin at $1.00 per pound—the chief constituents of commer-
cial glucose.

Glucose is noi a particularly disagreeable article. The
poisoning cases in Manchester, England, were from beer
made largely from glucose instead of containing minute
quantities thereof. The glucose was 7iot used for color or
body, but to furnish sugar to make alcohol, thus making a
cheaper beer than by the use of grain. The discovery was
not made by chance, but by tracing the poisoning to the
beer, and by chemical analyses thereof by public analysts.

Use of glucose in beer is not the principal use to which
glucose is put, its principal uses being in syrups, candy,
artificial jellies and jams, and preserves. Good beer is free
from glucose, and the glucose variety, if not an actual
adulterated article, should be sold && glucose beer.

1 |

Finally, the poisoning in the English beer was not due
to' glucose per se, but to an accidental impurity in the glu-
cose—arsenic—which was due to some highly contaminated
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pyrite from which the sulphuric acid used in manufacture
of g-lucose was made.

Since the discovery of arsenic in gflucose beer, many
other articles made from sulphuric acid have been discov-

ered to contain traces of arsenic. Sulphuric acid, however,
has not been used in this country in the manufacture of

glucose for many years, hydrochloric acid taking- its place,

which, when neutralized with soda, le

mon salt in the glucose, and which, being harmless, is not
removed.

There are plenty of grounds on which to fight the sale
of glucose mixtures for honey without entering the field of
fiction. Cook Co., 111.

[We wish to thank Prof. Eaton for the foregoing cor-
rection. What we want, and what bee-keepers want, is the
truth concerning these matters.

—

Editor. 1

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Beginning- with Bees—Some Questions.

1. In the spring I obtained 6 colonies of baes (just com-
mon bees) ; 4 of these were in 8-frame dovetailed hives, and
2 in the old-fashioned upright-box made of rough plank.

They all seemed to be fairly strong in bees, but in a short

while the moths had destroyed two of those in the patent

hives. The other two seemed to be strong, and in July they

would hang in great clusters on the outside of the hive.

All at once this manifestation ceased, and the colonies have
appeared very weak ever since. If they swarmed at this

time I do not know it, though I tried to watch them.

I looked through all the hives about a week ago, and
there seemed to be very few bees in any of them, but all

that were there were workers, as nearly as I can tell. They
did not seem to be storing honey, but were coming in laden
with a bright vellow substance. The cells in one hive were
partly filled with this. Owing to the fault of the original

owner, or carelessness in moving, the frames are not prop-
erly spaced, and one cannot be removed without disturbing
the others. The comb is all built from one to another. How
can this be remedied? and when should it be done?

2. I saved but one small swarm during the season (I sup-
pose others must have escaped, but I knew of only one that

ran away). I was ignorant of the necessity of putting foun-
dation in the frames, so they are all built together, too. Is

it likely that this small number can get through the winter?
and will they amount to anything if they do?

7,. The box-hives are old and rotten; it's impossible to

close them up tight, top or bottom. One of these had a

quantity of comb in the top containing both brood and honey.
About the last of June I took this all out down to the cross-

pieces. The bees of this colony have stored a little honey
since then, and seem to be hard at work now, brinring in

the substance before mentioned.

The other hive is empty in the upper part, and has been
so all year. The lower part is full of dark comb, but there
is no honey that can be seen from either the top or the bot-
tom of the hive. Would you advise transferring these to

other hives now?
4. We are on an elevation, which we dignify by the name

01 "Round Mountain"—some hundred or so feet above the
surrounding country, and containing about ,3,ooo acres. We
are 4 or 5 miles from a bottom territory. The principal crops
are cotton, corn, and peas. There are a good many wild
flowers in spring and some fruit-bloom. So far as I know,
there is nothing except perhaps a few wild flowers for the
bees to work on now.

Our spring was cold and wet, and nothing was obtained
from the fruit-bloom. Some one said that we had no honey-
dew, either, because of the rain.

We have taken off two 24-section supers—one from each
hive—which were fairly well filled, and there were 8 or 10

pounds in the box-hive. Now, do you think a few colonies
in this locality could be made to produce enough honey for
home use?

5. Should these few that I have survive the winter, would
3f0u advise me to depend on natural swarming, or to try
forcing, and prevent swarming? The hives are not in a
desirable place. They are exposed to the afternoon sun.
Shall I_ let them winter where they are, and then remove in

the spring?

6. Do vou think my bees need feeding now? How and
what should they be fed?

7. While examining the bees lately, I found a large nest

of the common black ant under the bottom-board of two
hives. Would these interfere with the bees?

Faulkner Co., Ark., Oct. 3. Mrs. C. H. Nelson.

1. The sudden change from strong to weak colonies was
almost surely caused by swarming. The yellow substance

is pollen, and the likelihood is that while storing pollen they

are getting some honey, even though it be only enough for

their daily needs. Let the crooked combs alone till fruit-

bloom next spring. Then, smoking the bees a little, turn the

hive upside down; with a long knife or a saw cut away the

attachments of the comb at each side, and lift off the hive

from the comb. This is on the supposition that the bottom
of the hive is loose, and if not loose you must pry it off any-

how. When the body of the hive is removed, and the frames
are open before you, you may find that only a little straight-

ening is needed ; a comb attached to a frame most of its

length may need cutting away from the adjoinmg frame only

a little, and then crowded into place in its own frame. If

any or all of the combs are built too crooked for this, you
must cut them out and transfer according to instructions in

your book for transferring.

2. With your mild winters a colony might live through
even if pretty weak (and it's not easy to guess how weak
yours is), and if it lives through till spring there's a chance
for it to amount to a good deal.

.3. No, don't transfer now. Begging your pardon for dis-

agreeing, you can close them up quite tight if you have plenty

of rags to stuff in the cracks and holes.

4. Hard to say positively, but from what you say about
their work this year, I think you can produce more than one
family would be likely to consume, and have some left to

give away. Your bees have done a good deal better than
ours have done some years.

5. I don't know—not well enough acquainted with you to

tell. Likely you better try some each way so as to find out
what will best suit you.

6. Those from which you have taken surplus are not
likely to need feeding, yet will do no harm to maTce sure.

Sugar syrup fed in the way directed in your bee-book will be
all right.

7. Not if they're the same as the common black ant of
the North, but in some parts of the South there are ants
that are very destructive. If you have that sort, which go
into the hives and kill the bees, you can have your hives on
stands or benches with legs, and have the foot of each leg
standing in an old can or something of the kind kept filled

with water. Better if a little oil is kept on top of the water.
The water will not evaporate so fast, and the ants dislike oil.

"The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a "hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for

sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.
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Procccbina^ of Conixnttions

The Hatulltou Co., Ohio, Couventloii.

BY WM. J. GILLILAND.

The annual meeting was held in Cincinnati, Monday
evening, Sept. 12, at 8 o'clock, when the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President, Fred W.
Muth ; vice-president, John C. Frohliger ; treasurer, G.
Green ; and secretary, Wm. J. Gilliland.

Executive Committee—R. L. Curry, A. E. Painter, C.
Kuck, E. P. Rogers, E. H. Chidlaw, Wm. McLennan, E.
H. Vaupel, Theo. Meyer, Wallace Burch, Dr. A. B. Barker,
Wm. R. Gould, and Miss Carrie Boehme.

THB secretary's report.

The secretary presented his report as follows : The
Executive Committee has much pleasure in presenting its

second annual report, which indicates a continuation of the
prosperous condition that has been shown since its organi-
zation, a marked increase in membership, and a continued
influence amongst bee-keepers in the immediate neighbor-
hood, county, and adjoining States.

The most important event of the year, was the enact-
ment into law of a bill for the treatment of foul brood, and
the appointment of a foul-brood inspector under its provi-
sion. The promotion of this measure was undertaken by
us. Valuable assistance was rendered by the Hamilton
County representatives, led by Mr. D. R. Herrick, who took
charge of the measure in the House, and exerted his influ-

ence in pushing the bill to its final stages and ultimate
passage. This is the first attempt at legislation in the
State of Ohio, in the interests of the bee-keeping fraternity,
and the Hamilton County bee-keepers may be termed the
pioneers of bee-legislative measures in Ohio.

The next matter of importance which we were in-

strumental in advocating, was the addition of a honey-
schedule and premium list at the Hamilton County Fair, at
Oakley, Ohio. Quite a collection of extracted honey in jars,

and comb honey in sections and supers, was exhibited, and
substantial premiums were awarded to competitive mem-
bers of our Association. It is a fact that we regretted that
more bee-keepers did not avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity to compete. We would remind them to make prep-
arations early next year, and make a showing that would be
creditable alike to the bee-keepers and to the influence of
this Association.

The year ends with 58 subscribers on the roll of mem-
bership as compared with 47 last year—an increase of fully

25 percent. This increase is made up of principally practi-

cal bee-keepers, who manifest a desire to learn the best
methods in modern bee-keeping.

During the year, now ended, were held 12 regular and 4

special meetings, making 16 in all. The attendance was a
very good average, considering the variable weather and
long distances a great many of the members had to travel
to attend the meetings. Wm. J. Gilliland, Sec.

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

OUR daughter's new styles.

Laws a me I And is it a new dress and, a new style of
walking that our daughter must be putting on now ?

Enemies might say she should be less vain now she is com-
ing 44 in age. But, then, just as other folks' darling
daughters are still dear, vanity and all, so shall ours be—

I

'spect. And she spreads for my reflection on my page the
motto: "Our toil doth sweeten others." Alas, my toil
sometimes makes them a little sour 1

HONEY IN 60-POUND CANS.

It would be nice to have all 60-pound cans cased singly

—

that is, nice in some respects. It seems the danger of being
put wrong side up is much increased when the package is
tall and small enough to handle easily. Make the fellow
grunt just nicely and he'll forbear to throw the package,
and also forbear to tip it over. But there is also some com-
plaint that the boxing tears off from two 60-pound cans
cased together, sometimes in such a way that folks sample
the honey on the road. Page 630.

BEB-KEEPING IN A CITY—SWARMS, ETC.

Sounds a little queer to talk about a different bee-
climate in different parts of the same city. A little abnor-
mal in this respect San Francisco may easily be. In fact,
I suppose several square miles of tall buildings anywhere
tend to check a prevailing wind to those dwelling on the
lee side, somewhat as a forest would do ; and if the fogs
keep near the water mostly that may count heavily.

As to the first arrival of bees, I wonder what it is that
Mr. W. A. Pryal means by " Close on a century ago, if it is
not that far back already ". Is it a matter of doubt whether
or not the Spaniards brought in bees about 1804 ? We can
hardly call 1849 close to a century ago.

We hardly want to trust our swarms of bees to the
sophomoric bungling of the officials of a city health de-

partment. That's the main objection to keeping bees in a
crowded city. They will swarm ; and there's no telling

what mischief a swarm of bees may kick up.
And, rather unique among human beings, Mr. P. wants

some more poetry. Bless his sweet heart, he shall 'nave it.

A swarm of bees in March
Is worth a box of starch.

A swarm of bees in April

—

No poet alive can rhyme that. Or shall we misplace things,
and read

—

An April swarm of bees
Is worth a chunk of cheese ?—Page 628.

"QUEEN-EXCLUDERS AND THEIR USE."

Mr. Holekamp's experience, and Mr. Dadant's com-
ments thereon (page 631), are of decided interest. It occurs
to me that we may be laying rather too much at the queen's
door as to the well-known reluctance to carry the brood-nest
across spaces and wooden strips. It's quite possible that

the queen "don't care a copper " about it, except this one
thing, that she don't like to lay in a cell unless it is nicely
polished out. We can imagine instead that the workers find

it a little awkward to get begun at polishing in the first few
cells off decidedly by themselves. Or we may lay it to a
different gang of workers that do not complete removing
the contents of the cells. Whatever the cause is, the result

has wisdom back of it. A trifling amount of segregated
brood is not quite so safe in severely variable weather.

THAT ARTIFICIAL-EGG STORY AND FACTORY.

Besides the burlesque of Mr. S. F. Newman, I think the
assertion has been made—some time, some where—that
there was once a factory of artificial eggs. No attempt was
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made to deceive, if I keep the idea, only substances suitable

to use as a substitute for eggs were put in the general shape
and appearance of eggs to capture the popular fancy. I

think it was added that the factory soon failed and ceased
operations. Don't say as I fully believe the story ; but
there seems no call to disbelieve it fanatically. Perhaps
the only reason why the thing could not be realized is that

material to make a really good substitute for an egg costs

more than the egg itself does. If I were bossing the factory

I wouldn't essay a shell with fluid contents; but I'd have

the whole thing a little harder than putty, and with a nicely
buffed and polished surface. Page 633.

AI.TOGETHEK TOO SWII'T FOR BELIEF.

Surely, there must be something wrong about those
bees that flew ISO miles an hour. The two minutes named
would largely be consumed in loading up, even from open
cells of honey. Much more than two minutes is usually
required to load from flowers. Then the five miles would
have to be flown in less than no time. Page 629.

Clsli Doctor 2TItIlcr 99
Send Questions either to the ofiice of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Vetch and Rocky Mountain Bee-Plant.

1. Did your vetch do well this season? Mine did not, as

there was too much rain here for it. But the bees did very

well, I think. For new swarms 88 pounds per colony is

pretty good.
2. Will you please give us the post-office address of some

one to whom we can send for the seed of the Rocky Moun-
tain bee-plant ? Missouri.

Answers..— i. No; but it didn't have a fair chance.
2. Ask any leading seedsman for Cleome integrifolia.

< »

Superseding—Cane Juice for Winter Stores.

1. A small swarm—about a pint of bees—issued from a

full colony Sept. 28. Was it a case of superseding, and the
old queen swarmed out rather than be killed?

2. Would raw cane-juice be good to feed for winter
stores? My bees are working at the cane-mill in great num-
bers. Alabama.

Answers.—i. Possibly, but hardly. More likely a case
of superseding, and a number of the bees going out with
the young queen on her wedding-trip.

2. They would probably be better without it; but a small
amount may do no great harm.

Cleome or Rocky Mountain Bee-Plant.

1. Please give a description of cleome. If planted in

the spring will it flower during the summer?
2. What soil is best for it?

3. Is it an annual?
4. What time in the vear should it be olanted?
5. Where can I get the seed? Idaho.

Answers.—Cleome integrifolia, or Rocky Mountain bee-
plant, grows wild in some parts of the West in large quanti-
ties, and is an excellent honey-plant. Some years apo it

had quite a boom, and seed was planted largely. But it is

doubtful that anyone who sowed seed ever got back the cost
of the seed. A. I. Root found it inferior to its near relative.

the spider plant, although neither was worth cultivating. It

is doubtful that it is worth while for you to try it if it does
not grow wild with you. You can get seed from leadinp
seed-dealers. It should be sown in spring; is an annual, so
blooming first year. I don't know what soil suits it best. I

know it does well here in good garden soil : but the acres
of it I saw out West were growing wild on land that looked to

me poor.

Winter-Feeding in the Cellar Pollen in Sections
Bottom-Starters-ttueenless Bees and

Cotnl)-t)uilding.

1. I have some honey in shallow frames which I would
like to use for winter-feeding in the cellar. Is it all right to

set these frames on top of the hives?

2. Why is there so much talk in the bee-papers about

pollen in the sections? Do the consumers object to it? I

like a little in the honey.

3. You have said in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that a bot-

tom-starter should be ^-inch wide, but with tht founda-

tion on the market there is no room for such a wide starter.

Do you cut off that bottom-starter from the top one, or do

you have your foundation made to order?

4. You also say in Gleanings (page 791 ) that queen-

less bees are likely to stop building comb. I removed a

queen for certain reasons, and the bees did almost nothing.

This puzzles me, and I would like to know how Mr. Elwood

and others manage when they cage the queen to prevent

swarming. Central Wisconsin.

Answers.— I. It's all right if the bees will go up to them.

There is some danger, especially with a weak colony, that

the bees may not go up to the frames above. If given be-

fore being taken in the cellar, so the bees would get started

on the frames, or if stirred up a little in the cellar there ought

to be no trouble.

2. There is no objection whatever to pollen in the sec-

tions for people that like that sort of thing. Most people,

however, would object most decidedly to such a thing, and

if you have any of that kind of honey you will do well to

reserve it for home consumption, seeing its suits your taste.

3. My foundation is of the regular size offered in the

market, 3^ x 155^, and each sheet cuts four pieces, 314 each,

and four pieces H each.

4. Queenless bees are little inclined to build comb, what

they do build being almost exclusively drone-comb; but if

a flood of honey is coming in and they have no other place

for it they will build comb in which to store it.

Perhaps Not a Queenless Colony—Feeding for

Winter Stores.

On June 29th, when returning from work I noticed a

swarm of bees on a fence-post. I hived them in an ordinary

soap-box about a foot deep. I did not inted to keep them,

but became so interested after awhile that I decided to do so.

About two months later I purchased a hive (bar-frame)

containing 9 frames. I put full sheets of foundation on 5

frames, and managed to get the bees into the hive. But I am
afraid I either smothered or killed the queen in transferring

the swarm from the box. I have looked for her often, but

do not find her.

I could not do otherwise than make a mess of the trans-

ferring, as all the combs were built in a semi-circular form,

beginning in fhe northeast comer of the box, and extending

toward the center. I took the comb that was straight enough,

fixed it on a frame with wire to hold it, and put it in the body

of the hive, thinking that the bees would use it again for

storing honey, or for the queen to lay eggs in. Whatever

brood there was hatched out all right, but the bees would not

keep the voung ones in the hive. Now I find that not an

egg is laid in the old comb. Instead, they are building new
comb over it, all the cells in the old combs being empty.

I am feeding them syrup.

I purchased and put into the super 7 one-pound sections

of honey, and they consumed it all. I put 4 of the empty
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section-boxes with comb on a frame, and hung them in the

hive, thinking the bees would use it for storing-, but they don't

use it at all. They are building very white new comb, and
building it upward over the top-bar of the frames. Honey
is stored in some of the new cells, but not an egg can I see

in the hive.

The bees are what I would call Italians, having three

bands. The drones are of large size. The bees are very

amiable, as I handle them without veil or gloves. I have been

stung but once, and that was just before a thunder-storm.

Will you kindly answer the following questions:

1. Is the colony queenless?
2. If so, must I furnish them another queen now, or

wait till spring?

.3. What grade of queen would suit best?

4. Would I better take out the old comb, or leave it on
the frames all winter?

5. Can I winter them on syrup, or must I feed honey?
6. If I have to introduce a new queen, which wav is the

better, by cage or by daubing with honey? Ontario.

Answers.— i. You give no positive evidence that they

are queenless. and some circumstantial evidence that they

are queen-right. If I understand you correctly, they have
been building comb while they had comb that they might
have used without building new. Queenless bees would hardly
do that. You don't say whether the new comb is worker or

drone. If mostly worker, you may be confident a queen is

there.

2. Better wait till spring, in view of the possibility of a

queen being present.

.3. That depends on your desires ; probably an untested
queen would suit all right.

4. I confess I don't have a very clear idea of just how
things are; but probably it will be best to make no change at

present.

5. They ought to winter all right on syrup.
6. Cage.

Qiueen Accepted but does no Work.

' On the 24th day of August I purchased a golden Italian

queen. She was accepted all right by the bees, but up to

Sept, 24th there was no brood in the hive, and she had not
even laid the first egg. Do you think she will be of any
service in the future? I have kept bees for a good many
years, but have never had anything of this kind happen be-
fore. What is the cause of it? Ohio.

Answer.—I don't know. Probably, however, it may be
accounted for in this way: It is not an unusual thing for
queens to stop laying in September, sometimes early in the
month, especially if bees are not gathering much. Neither
is it an unusual thing for queens sent through the mails,
or even introduced without being mailed, to be several days
at beginning to lay (I've had them a week or more that had
not been mailed) even when honey is yielding well. Your
queen, introduced Aug. 24, would be doing nothing very un-
usual if she should not be ready to lay till the first week in
September, and by that time laying would be slacking up,
and queens not already laying would not begin at all. You
may find her laying all right next spring.

Introducing Queens.

1. When you place a caged queer! to be introduced in
the hive, what should be the manner of the bees toward the
caged queen if favorable to her acceptance?

2. When the bees hold on to the wires of the cage
so tenaciously as to require their being pulled loose, what does
it indicate?

3. The object in asking the above question is to know
what should be the manner of the bees toward the queen
while in the cage.

4. How long after the queen has been removed should
the other one be placed in the hive caged?

5. I tried daubing the queen with honey in turning her
loose among the bees after she had been in the hive caged for
24 hours. They seized and balled her at once. Do the bees
ever release a queen of their own accord under such cir-
cumstances ?

6. I notice in one of the back numbers of this paper
someone recommends putting bees from the hive into which
the queen is to be introduced in the cage with her instead of

those from her own colony. I tried this, and the bees seized

hold of her as though angrily disposed toward her. Has
this plan been much tested, and have you ever tried it?

Mississippi.

Answers.— i, 2, and 3. The answer on page 650 has

reference to a queen that is free, and what you want to

know refers to a queen in a cage, which is quite another

story. It isn't always easy to tell by the deportment of the

bees just how they do feel toward a queen that is caged.

When they seize hold of the wires, as you mention, and
hold on tenaciously, you may count it as an indication of

hostility. They will, at the same time, seem to hug close down
to the cage. If kindly disposed they are loosely located on
the cage, and occasionally you will see some of them offer

food to the queen. That's not very full information, but I'm
not at all sure that I can do any better. If any one can tell

better as to the signs of friendship or hostility to a queen
in a cage, I shall be thankful for the help.

4. Sometimes the caged queen is put in the hive at the

time the old one is taken, and sometimes the colony is queen-
less two or three days before the caged queen is put in the

hive. E. T. Abbott, however, advocates putting in the caged
queen without removing the old queen, then three days later

removing the old queen and freeing the new one at the same
time.

5. Bees sometimes release a queen after balling her, and
it is possible they might under such circumstances.

6. I don't think the plan has been much used, I don't

think I ever tried it when introducing a queen, although I

have a number of times given strange bees to a queen in a

cage, and they were always kind to the queen. But I was
careful to use bees rather young, the kind that stick their

heads in a honey-cell when a frame is taken out.

Please don't threaten to ask no more questions. I like to

get questions that are not fully answered in the books, and
if you don't get the information you want, "try. try again."

Wintering; Bees wltti Potatoes and Plants.

I have a large cellar under the house with a furnace.

I have it so partitioned off that it makes a fine place for the

bees to winter, as I can ventilate it at will. It is also a nice

place for potatoes. Do you believe that I can safely put
potatoes, also flower-plants that are dormants, in with the

bees? Illinois.

Answer.—I shouldn't be afraid of it.

Straining Extracted Honey—Extracting Supers
Cleaned Dy Bees.

1. I am much troubled in straining my extracted honey.

I can not strain as fast as I extract. What method is used
by bee-keepers who have from 50 to 75 colonies ?

2. I have moved my extracting-supers away from the

yard, placed them on a bottom-board, covered them up tight,

and contracted the entrance. Will the bees clean these out
all right? New York.

Answers,— i. Various ways are used. Some have cheese-
cloth fastened under the extractor. If this be spread out
like a sheet, to make a large surface, or if so arranged that

a large bag can be suspended under the extractor, the warm
honey will go through fast enough. Others have the strainer

stretched over the vessel into which the honey is received.

It is important to have a large straining surface. E. D.
Townsend, who extracts on a large scale, says there is no
need to strain at all. He has a faucet at the bottom of his

honey-tank, and within 24 hours the honey may be drawn
off to be canned, all the impurities going to the top where
they may be skimmed off ; at least they need not be drawn
off at the bottom.

2. Yes, there ought to be no trouble. If the combs are
old and tough the entrance need not be much contracted.

If the combs are new and tender, too large an entrance will

allow the bees to tear them,

Amerlkanlsche Blenenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.
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Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

ourI3:I"VES and SEOTIOISTS
I

Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

8 By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
tz secure prompt shipment.
|4 We will allow you a cash discount oi 6 percent on orders sent in during October.

I
PAGE & LYON MFQ. CO., New London,Wis. U:S^a_

Yellow OP Hop Clover.

I send a plant which came up among-
alsike clover. It is a clover, but no
one around here has ever seen it, and
I can not find the name of it. What is

it ? J. A. WEISSENFEI.S.
Chippewa Co., Wis., Sept. 22.

[The clover in question is the yellow

or hop clover, from the yellow flower-

head and the brown color which it has
when older. In common with other

clovers, it probably contributes its

share of nectar.—C. L. Walton.]

Values the Bee Journal.

I wish to say that I think the Ameri-
can Bee Journal the cheapest dollar's
worth one can g-et of that kind of liter-

ature. I read it regularly ; I profited
by it to the value of much more than I

paid.
My bees did fairly well this summer,

though my wife had to do the work at
swarming-time. H. Bbers.
British Columbia, Sept. 21.

Rain in Central California.

About two weeks ago we were having
unusual rains, but soon thereafter the
storm let up. We never had so much
rain before in September. In this city
the record was the greatest—5.07
inches; 1.70 at Fresno; something
like 3 inches at Sacramento and Stock-
ton, I believe ; and .28 at Los Angeles.
The weather was nice and mild ; then,
after the rain, the days were pleasantly
warm, and—oh ! my, how vegetation
sprung out of the earth ; In 3 days
alfilaree seed germinated and put forth
its first leaves ; in 4, burr-clover and
marshmallows were above ground. In
a week the hills were again visibly
green. At this writing the hills arid

valleys are again as verdant almost as
they were in April. Just think, only a
fortnight ago the hills seemed as dry
and parched as a new-burnt brick.

Now another rain is upon us, and may
last a few days. Of course, we are not
in need of these rains. California
farmers, like farmers the world over
for that matter, are always behind time
in ' getting their crops under cover.

Hay, grain, beans, and any amount of
raisins and prunes that were in course
of being dried in the open air were
ruined. Thousands and thousands of
dollars worth of such crops were dam-
aged, as also hops, grapes, aud other

fruit and vegetables easily ruined by
untimely moisture.
While many have been harmed by

these rains, the owner of bees will be

The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians
was so great in July and August that he was
compelled to withdraw his *' ad." from the
American Bee Journal, to keep from being
overrun with orders; but he is now UP WITH
ORDERS^and sendiag^ Queens BY RETURN
MAIL, bred from his FAMOUS LONG-
TONGUED RED-CLOVER STOCK, which
has won a world-wide reputation for honey-
g-athering, hardiness, and g-entleness. This is

the same stock which W. Z. Hutchinson adver-
tised for several years under the name of " Su-
perior Stock."
Prices: Untested Queens, 75c each; six,l4.0O;

dozen, ip7.S0. Select Untested. $1.00 each; six,

$5.00; dozen, sf'>.0O. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.

Address, 0. P- MOORE.
3'>Atf riorgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

mm,
Jars,

of every
descrip-
tion ...

Honey-
Dealers

G. G. STUTTS GLASS GO.,
nanufacturers,

145 Chambers St. New York, N. Y.
38E4t Write lor illustratioas.

B
INGHAM'S PATEN1

Smokers
T. P. BINQHAAI. ParwelL M

Lightning Knife Sharpener!

Every kitchen needs a knife sharpener.
Every woman will appreciate the I^ightning
Knife Sharpenkr — a new kink for the
kitchen. It*s cheap, but it's nicely made and
iinished, and will wear well. Puts a keen edge
on the knife and saves the stovepipe. Sample
tnailetl *"or oikl \- 1 hroc 'J-cyant stamps
Order at once—thev are going- like hot-cakes.

Address, LIGHTNING KNIFE SHARPENER CO.
( Not incorporated)

534« Ogi.en AVB., CHICAGO ILL.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Daajrhters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Ltong-Tongne (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3}i miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismatedqneens replaced
free. Safe s'rival guar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1 st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 18.00 1.50 8.00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN m. DAVIS. Spring Hill, Tenn.
Please meuTion Bee Journal -wheTi arntinp

IT i=^5.-:rs
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve you PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
2"A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

STRAWBERRY AND
VEBETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued

a publication known as Circular No. 12, in

which is described the

best territoty in this country
for the growing of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE. IOWA, requesting a copy of

"Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A]5t Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CENTS a YEAR.
Th /-, MAGAZINE, largest,
I IIP brightest and finest

I llU iLLnSTRATHD MaGA-

Dixie Home !SSS"r
It is bright and up-

U>-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life,

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
mildings and famous people. Send at once.

Qc a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Me.\ico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of

6 names, SOc; 12 for$l. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A4gt Nn. 75. Birmingham, Alabama.

B66-K66P6rS ^t^"^
United States of

Roof-s Koo-Supplies, Johnson la-
cubaton^ and Broodera, Humph-
rey's and Alaan'a Bone Cutters,
Poultrv Stit>fiHes of all kinds. Seeds
and IihpU-inc-nts. Remember, you get
these goods at Factory Prices, aud save half

the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

I GRIGGS BROS.
52i:Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
^eas€ xoention Bee journal wben wntut^

It you warn uic Dcc-tsooK
That covers the whole Apicnltural Field more

completely than anj other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cool(, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
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the gainer. Bee-feed will get an early
start, and there should be a strong
stand of honey-secreting flowers next
year. We can look for big fields of
mustard and wild turnips by Christ-
mas. Then, alfilaree and other early
flowers will give the bees all they can
do to gather the early honey. Mind
you, I am not predicting a big honey
crop for next year. " There is many a
slip "twixt the cup and the lip."

W. A. Pryal.
San Francisco Co., Calif., Oct. 8.

Bee-Stings Help Rheumatism.
I can give you the proof that bee-

stings will help rheumatism. Four
years ago, as a result of a fall on the
ice, I had rheumatism in my shoulder,
and could not raise my arm any higher
than my eyes. When I took the bees
out of the cellar I got two bees to sting
me on the arm. Just before the sting-
ing I tried to raise my hand, but could
only reach the eyes. One minute after
the stinging I could move the arm as
high as I wanted to. But the effect
was not lasting ; I did not get entirely
cured until I began to work steadily
with the bees.
And while I am at it I might just as

well give you the proof of another
statement I made two or three years
ago, viz.: That sometimes, at swarm-
ing-time, bees do carry a clipped
queen. A friend of mine in Vernon
Co. hived a swarm which, on the next
day, left the hive and started for the
woods ; he being present at the time
drove them back by throwing water on
them. After awhile they came out
again and then he clipped the queen.
But the next day they left for the
woods ; his folks noted the direction
they took, and about a week after he
hunted them up, cut the tree down, and
there was his clipped queen. At that
time there were no bees nearer than 4
miles. The tree he cut down was '+

mile from the yard.
As I clip all my queens, whenever a

swarm issues while I am in the yard, I

hasten to the hive in order to cage the
queen, so as to make sure of her. It
has twice happened that I did not see
the queen, but afterward found her on
my hat. How did she get there ?

Several times also I have seen the
queen come out last of all, one or two
bees bringing her out " by the ear",
so to say. In such cases I have caught
her and put her in a cage. But next
time it happens I'll watch to see what
the bees do. Gustave Gross.
Jefferson Co., Wis.

"King-Birds Again!"
Please allow me to thank Mr. Hasty

(page 683) for calling attention to the
" wild " figures which appear towards
the end of my article on king-birds
(page 623). These figures are supposed
to represent the number of bees that
eight king-birds would eat during the
entire period they are here, if each
bird limited his bee-eating to one hour
a day, and are given in my letter as
being 378,000! Whereas the number
should be 63,000. The number of bees
that these birds destroy is sufficiently
wonderful without having the total
multiplied exactly six times 1 I do not
know now how I arrived at this total
in my first letter, and can not imagine
how so huge an error could have passed

>tg.>te>te >te.>fej!te->fe jjte.>te yi/.fi/.-fi^. --u. >sx xtx xv w \u \u xw,

BEE -SUPPLIES!!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. &

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. U
Prompt Service. K

Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. g
WALTER S. POUDER, |

5'3-5i5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND C

Please mentioa Bee Jonma' -wcien wtihtiu

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color antl Odor, IWost Xransparent and Xoug^h-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPI..IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal wheji writina.

BEE=
SUPPLIES!!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everythinsf needed in
the Apiary, assuring- BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, aad prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AOBNCIES.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shngart & Onren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa-
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

kr.etch:i^eir, i^ifo. go.

Immmi Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Lowest Prices and Highest Quality. Our New Cata-

log just out. Write for it. Compare prices with others.

15 years' experience. Not in the Combination. Modern
Machinery. Sections and Shipping-Cases bj^ the car-load.

Prompt shipments. Hives, Extractors, Feeders, and all

Supplies used by bee-keepers. All goods guaranteed as

per Catalog.

MONDENG MFG. CO.
147 and 149 Cedar Lake Road, - MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

40E7t Flease mention Bee Journal "when writing
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unnoticed. "Ye Editor" might have
spotted it and corrected it for me be-

fore it went into print !

I would like to add that it is exceed-
ingly unlikely that each bird would
confine himself to one hour a day in

his bee-eating, which is the supposi-

tion on which these figures were based.
It is almost certain that the birds
would feed at least twice a day, morn-
ing and evening, and it is quite likely

that their visits would be even more
frequent.

I would also like to state that at the
time these observations were taken
(Aug. 12 to 14) there were 30 colonies

in the apiary, all very strong and all

busily at work, so there were continual
streams of bees going out and coming
in. " A Bee-Keeper in Virginia."
Augusta Co., Va.

Results of Inhaling Bee-Poison.

On page 660, the doctors among your
readers are invited to give their opin-

ion, and, if possible, a remedy in such
cases as that of Mr. W. W. Shafer. I

am not a doctor, only a plain farmer,
but I will give the experience I had
which is similar to that of Mr. Shafer,

and I think such cases are not at all

rare, especially among old people, for
I know of another bee-keeper, who is

also a doctor, who lives four miles
from here—a man 73 years old, not 73
years young, as Dr. Miller is—who has
had the same experiences. (I saw Dr.
Miller at the St. Louis convention, and
I think he looks younger and better
than his pictures in the bee-papers.)

It is my opinion that the sickness in

such cases is not caused by the stings,
but by inhaling the poison thrown out
by the bees when we open their hives
and smoke them.
Last year, when working with the

bees one day, I took the cover off of a
hive, and the colony being very strong
the top of the frames were covered
with bees. I had not smoked them
enough, and they rushed out at me.
Four or five of them stung me on the
right hand, and one on the side of
neck, whereupon I immediately became
sick at the stomach, and my eyes be-
came affected by a peculiar dizziness
for a few seconds. I drank about a
pint of water for the purpose of dilut-

ing the poison in the stomach, and
also took a dose of Apis melifica, a
homeopathic remedy made of the
bee-stings. In a short time the sick
feeling passed off, and was followed by

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, ^.nd they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the

.jj

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE- "Jt

SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and ;«

Price-List. .•. .•. .'. .'. .'. .'. .".
.jj

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.
|

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other side.

Your Name on the Knife.—When orderlugf, be sure to say jost what name and
address you wish put on the Katte.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies lo the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent aa ^lass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here.

The Material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very fines* English razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheffield spring^-steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and^you meet with a serious accident, and are so for

ill serve as an identifier; and intunate as to have one of the •' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident

How appropriate this knife
give to a son, a wife to a husband.
the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey :

thisfbeautiful knife, as tlv " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
Mow to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium toth«

one sending us ihree neiv subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $.^ 'W.I We will club the Novelti
Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $2.00.

for a present! What more lasting memento conld a mother
ster to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having

I exact representation of

GEORGE W, YORK L CO.
<^Pleas« allop" '"bout two weeks for your knife order to be lllleck

Chicago. Ill

How to Organize
A Farmers* Telephone Co.

We have published a very In-
st motive teJeptaone booit espec-
(•tally fur the man wh(» wants
to liDOW ALL about telephone
matters. It tells how to organ-
v/.v. how to build the lines;
ahoiit different types of 'pbones.
cdii.struction; gives by-laws, and
constitutions; in fact it is a tele-
jilione encyclopedia every farm-
er should have. We send it free
if you mention this paper. Ask
for Book F- M>, ''Telephone Facts

for Farmers." You vvill get it by return
mail. Address nearest office-

Stromberg -Carlson Tel. Mffi. Co.
Rochester. N. Y.—Chicago, 111.

Please mention Bee JournaJ wtien writine

Lanoswiion...

TiieHoiuBee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This'is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail for $1.20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for S2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

MooniUnionCoiiege
Open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25
instructors. Alumni and students occu-
pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person
with tact and energy can have an educa-
tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COIiljEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

Cnta Cllot Limited quantity ui chuice

rUl Odiu! SEED OATS
of 11 variety that yields from S to 30 bushels
more per acre than can be secured by sowing
the ordinary white oats. Write for particulars
and be convinced. Address,

R. Q. TURNER, BOX 81, WOODSTOCK, OHIO.
39A4t Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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a chilly feeling' and a severe itching of
the toes of both feet. All this took
place within 30 minutes, after which I

felt as well as ever.

I believe that drinking- the water,
thereby diluting the poison, is the best
remedy, the Apis melifica being use-

less. But it would be the proper
remedy if caused by stings, and it

might have relieved Mr. Shafer had he
taken it after vomiting.

I came to the conclusion that the sick

feeling was caused by inhaling the
poison, because of my previous experi-

ences. On several occasions, when
working with the bees for any consid-

erable length of time, I would begin to

feel slightly sick at the stomach, and
knew it was time to quit.

Mr. Shafer says that he has been
stung very often and never minded it,

but you will notice that in both in-

stances of which he tells us, when he
did become sick, the bees were exposed.
I get stung very often, when walking
among the hives, without any ill re-

sults. Missouri.

Effects of Bee-Stlngs,

I receive the American Bee Journal
regularly every week, and the more I

read it the better I like it. I could not
get along very well without it. I notice
in the last number that some bee-

keeper has had very serious trouble
with bee-stings. I wish I were able to

give a remedy, but I can not. It looks

as if the bee-sting has very bad effect

on some people. The first swarm I

had in the spring stung me so badly on
the hands that they were swollen so

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Wisconsin.—The conTention of the N. E. Wis-
consia Bee-Keepers' Association, to be held in
the Opera House at Mishicot, Oct. 25, l'>04, will
be called to order at 10 a.m. Election of officers
and other important business will be trans-
acted in addition to the program recently pub-
lished in this journal. Dr. J. B. Rick, Sec.
Mishicott, Wis.

Texas.—The Southwest Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association meets in San Antonio, Thursday
and Friday, Oct. 27th and 28th. This will be a
rousing and important meeting, and all bee-
keepers are cordially invited to attend. For
program and place of meeting address,

H. H. Hyde, Pres.,
12" N. Flores St., San Antonio, Tex.

Qeorgia.—The bee-keepers of Georgia will
meet Oct. 21st. at 10 a.m., at 20H Cotton Ave.,
Macon, Ga., during the State Fair, to organize
a bee-keepers' association. Every bee-keeper or
other person interested is invited to be present.
Cordele, Ga. J. J. Wilder.

Connecticut.—The Connecticut Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold their fall meeting at
Hartford, in the Capitol building, room 50,
Nov, 10, commeacing at 10:30 a.m. There will
be a question-box open to all. All bee-keepers
are invited to attend, bringing friends with
them and one or more questions that they would
like discussed. There will be two or three
papers by prominent bee-keepers. Please bring
a sample of your this year's honey crop, or
some apiarian fixture that you would like to
show. E. E. Smith, Sec.
Watertown, Conn.

Illinois.—The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold its 14th annual convention
in Springfield, Tuesdav and Wednesday, Nov.
IS and 16, 1904. On account of the I. O. O. F.
the railroads of the State give reduced rates,
notice of which will be made later herein. We
expect to have a good program, and with a
membership of more than a hundred we are ex-
pecting a larger attendance than ever before.
Come, and bring your neighbor bee-keeper

—

for the importance of this meeting will go a
long way in securing the appropriation for con-
tinuance of the bee-keepers' law of this State.
Rt. 4, Springfield, 111. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

Some Oooo GluDDlng Oilers.
A good many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal should be renewed

at once. We wish to call special attention to the following, which we are sure
will commend themselves to many of our readers :

1U« j The Bee Journal and Dr. Miller's " Forty Years
nu. 1 Among the Bees " (book alone, $1.00) Both for $1.75

W«
<J

The Bee Journal a year and Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keep-
IIU. Z er's Guide," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

Wfi '1 The Bee Journal a year and Dadant's " Langstroth
nu. J on the Honey-Bee," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

Wjx A The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing," (cloth bound) (book alone, $1.00) " 1-75

Wfi r The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's " Scientific
'^^" -^ Queen-Rearing," (leatherette bound) (book alone, 7Sc) " 1.50

M|-v /: Bee Journal a year and Standard Untested Italian
nU. O Queen (Queen alone 7Sc) " 1.50

lU/\ y The Bee Journal a year and a "Novelty Pocket-Knife"
nu, / with your name and address on it (knife alone, $1.25) " 2.00

W/N 0.1_ The Bee Journal a year and a " Wood Binder," for
IIU. O holding a year's numbers (binder alone, 20c) " 1. 10

jUj-| Q The Bee Journal a year and an " Emerson Binder,"
''"• ' (stiff board) (binder alone, 60c) " 1.40

IUf> 1 A The Bee Journal a year and a Monette " Queen-Clip-
nu. lU ping Device," (device alone, 2Sc) " I. lO

M«
-Jj

The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
IIU. 11 Honey," (cloth bound) (book alone, 7Sc) " l.SO

JJn -tiy The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
no. I A Honey," (paper bound) " 1.10

1U« -J'l The Bee Journal a year and Root's " A B C of Bee-
nu. IJ Culture," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

lUf. -I A The Bee Journal a year and a Foster Stylographic
no. I'* Pen (Pen alone, $1.00) " 1.75

Send all orders to GEORG-E W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Sireet, CHICAGO, ILL.

that I was not able to work the next
day, but now I don't pay any attention
when they stins. and it does not swell
to amount to anything at all. But my
14-year-old daughter had taken off her
shoes one evening, and went out in the
yard and stepped on a bee ; it stung
her, and it was so very painful that she
complained for some time. She went
to bed, and it was not long before she
seemed to get worse. She said she
itched so she could not stand it, so her
mamma lighted the lamp and exam-
ined her, and she was broken out all

over with welts, as we call them, half
as large as a hen's egg. Her mamma
got some flour and rubbed her for about
half an hour, and the bumps disap-
peared, and she got all right, only her
foot was swollen some the next day.
Of course, flour is no remedy for bee-
stings, but when I was a boy I would
break out with those welts, and I recol-
lect that they called it malt-itch, and
that was what they did for it was to
rub with flour, and that was why we
tried flour on the daughter, and it had
the desired effect. I suppose it was
the bee-sting that caused the bumps to
come out.

I write this simply to tell what effect
the bee-sting has on some people. I

wish I knew some remedy for the sting.
I have used coal-oil, turpentine, and
onion juice, with good results, and at
other times none of them do any good.
Long may the American Bee Journal

live ! W. C. Edgworth.
Pulaski Co., Ark., Oct. 3.

Alfalfa in Louisiana.

This was the worst season I ever ex-
perienced. I suppose it was caused by
being at the World's Fair during the
several months my bees needed my
attention, and in place they got that of
less interested ones. Our spring here
was not as favorable for the bees as
was that north of the Ohio River, but
the fall bids fair to make up for it. Our
bees work until about Dec. 15, when we
fix them up out-doors for winter, which
lasts until March 1. We have two
honey-flows, one from March to July,
and the other from September to
November. Alfalfa is being rapidly
introduced here, and if it keeps up at

its present rate this will be the finest

bee-district in America. Unlike Col-
orado, we will have as much honey
and no dreary winters, which will

make this the ideal home of the bee.
Wm. Thielman.

East Baton Rouge Co., La., Oct. 3.

The "Laws' Baby Nucleus".

The " baby nucleus " is going the
rounds—falsely called the " Laws'
Baby Nucleus "—and Louis H. Scholl,

in the report of our State bee-keepers'
convention, says that Mr. Laws was
the first to present it to the bee-keeping
world, and therefore deserves the credit

for the plan. Mr. Laws gave Mr.
Bankston credit for its origin in the
convention, and as to the frames he
uses that is a thought of mine, as he
knows. It is a mistake t6 say that it

has not before been presented to the
public, for it was published in the
American Bee-Keieper in the spring of

1903, from the pen of C. B. Bankston.
It was also written up by me for one
or two other bee-papers. .HT";

Mr. Bankston sent his first article to
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the Bee-Keepers' Review for publica-
tion, but the editor returned it, saying
that he could not see any advantage
in it. Ivater he published an article

from Mr. Laws on the same subject.
This looks to me like a disposition on
the part of bee-keepers to elevate one
and hold back another. This is not
right. Some honor is due a man for

his originality. There is not an idea
connected with the baby nucleus that
originated with Mr. Laws, Mr. Hutch-
inson, and Mr. SchoU, to the contrary
notwithstanding. I have reduced the
system to a more practical one, but I

want to say that every idea about this

matter that I have put forth in the
bee-papers (save the frame that Mr.
Laws uses) has been wholly, or in
part, gathered from the brains of
others.
We should all be ready to write on

the things we have learned, and there-

by help one another, not trying to ele-

vate ourselves. John W. Pharr.
Goliad Co., Tex., Sept. 25.

WANTED

!

Fancy Comb tloney trom White Glover,
in no-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for 5POT CASH, the averag-e weight of
honey per combi all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and i^ay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
«o<-> AouTH Water St. Chicaro. (lu.

WANTED!
Comb and Extracted

HONEY
On Commission.

Boston pays good prices for a fancy
article.

F.H.FARMERp
182 Friend St., BOSTON. MASS. L

%\fANTED — Comb Honey, Wholesale.—
** Will bay your crop outright, cash at your
depot anywhere in the U. S., if price and qual-
ity are right. We have salesmen in nearly
every market in U. S., but buy only through
Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Colo., our honey-
man who spends the season in the West super-
intending our apiaries and looking after West-
ern car-lots of honey. Address us there direct,
stating what your honey is gathered from,what
grade, the average weight of section, how
packed, color, etc.; quantity, when yon can de-
liver, and lowest cash price per pound properly
crated and delivered to your depot. Would like

to know about what the freight rate to your
arest city. We believe that our purchases

are larger than any other firm or association.
Yours for business, THOS. G. STANLEY JL SON,
29Atf Manzanola, Otero Co., Colo.

Wb Sell Root's Goods in michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc, as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Want^ for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Sweet Clover Seed
rOR SALE

so lbs. or over, at 5 cents perponn.l .Address,

37Atf JOSEPH SHAW. Strong City, Kans

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In Ne-drip Shipping Cases.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
in Barrsis or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
iVo. 51 WALNUT ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Chicago, Oct. S—The receipts are now larg-er
than the immediate requirements, but no mate-
rial chang-e in price is noticed. The best lots
of white ccmb bring^ 13('? 14c, with lower grades
ranging l@3c less. Extracted, white, in cans
and barrels, 6Hf^'"'^c; amber, 5h@(>Hc. Bees-
wax, 28@30c. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept, 22.—Market on comb
honev is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6J^@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather, Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clbmons & Co.

Boston, Oct. 11.—We quote our market for
white comb honey from 16(« 18 cents; for No. 1,

14@loc. There is a good demand, and receipts
are not excessive. E-xtracted honey wanted,
with practically no stock on hand.

Blakb, Scott & Lbb.

New York, Oct. S.—There are no new fea-
tures in the honey market. White honey is ar-
riving quite freely and meets with fair demand
at 14'.(15c for fancy white, 13c for No. 1 white,
and lli'_' 12c for amber. Hardly any buckwheat
has arrived as yet, and prices on same are not
established. First grade of buckwheat honey
will sell at from 10@Uc. Extracted honey in
good demand at unchanged prices. Beeswax
market dull and declining'.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Albany, N.Y., Oct. U.—The honey market
is steady here "at 15c for best white comb, and
1254@13J^c for buckwheat. The weather is cool
and favorable. Extracted, white, 654@7c—slow;
buckwheat, ^(((^kc. Beeswax, 28®30c.

H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, Sept. 15.—There is an improve-
ment in the honey market, so far as extracted
honey is concerned. The demand has increased
considerably, but the supply is limited, owing

to the fact that bee-keepers in general are mis-
takably holding their crop for better prices.

We quote amber extracted m barrels at 5>4@6ci
white clover in barrels and cans at 7@8^c, ac-

cording to quality. The comb honey situation
is badly demoralized,being aught but encourag
ing. Quote fancy white clover comb honey at
14(aH5c. Beeswax, 26@28c.

The Fred W.MuTH Co.

Philadelphia, Oct. 8.—The honey market
has been quite active in the last lu days. Quite
a good many arrivals. There seems to be a
bigger diversity in range of prices than we
have seen in this market for years. A number
of shipments have been sent to commission
men with instructions to clean them out at the
best price. This has hardly made an estab-
lished market price for any of the grades of
comb. We quote: Fancy, 1m" 17 cents; No. 1,

14'<' I5c; amber. 12c. Extracted, fancy white,
8c; No. 1, 7c; amber, b%c. Beeswax selling
freely at 28c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Sept. 21.—White comb, l-lb.

sections, 12?^@13c; amber, *5giic. Extracted,
white, 6@b% cents; light amber, 5(§i6c; amber,
4@4>^c; dark amber, 3J<@3Kc. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 2''@30c; dark, 27@28c.
Spot stocks are of rather light volume and

are mostly of amber grade. There is little sell-

ing pressure,esperially on good to choice honey.
Some holders are contending- for stiffer figures
than are warranted as regular quotations. Not
much is changing hands, and business doing is

principally on local account.

Cincinnati,©., Oct. 8.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have a little moderated. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancv water-
white comb, 13@l5c; No. 2, 12^'" I4c. Extracted
is sold ai follows: White clover, ol-^taSc; am-
ber, in barrels, 5H@S%c; in cans, 6((i6^^c. Bees-
wax, 2"c. C. H. W. Weber.

ALLOWED ON EARLY ORDERS EOR
Let me SELL or BUY your

HONEY
If vou have some to offer, mail sample with lowest price expected, delivered

Cincinnati.

IF IN" 3STEE3D
State quantity and kind wanted, and I will quote you price. I do business on

the cash basis, in buying or selling.

Full stock of Bee-Supplies, the best made. Root's Goods at
their factory prices. SF>KDS of Honey-plants.

C. H. W. WEBER, 2146-48 Central Ave.

CINCmNATI. OHIO.

Please Meolion tiie Bee JonrnaJ ^^"" ^''^
Advertisers
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FE1K,FE3CT OOODS !

LiO-W PK.ICE3S !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BBST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pubiished

T116 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight,

'""lease mention Bee Journal -when •writing,

4 No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross ; f
2 with tin caps, S5.00 a gross. 1-lb. L
J Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat. T
5 of SUPPLIES free.

4 1. J. STRINGHAN, fJ IDS Park Place, NEW YORK. L

BEES FOR SALE
A few colonies or a few hundred col-

onies. Write for what you want, and
get them cheap.
COMB HONEY WANTED. State

price delivered here.

H. L. MILLER,
1 ALTA SITA. EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

Goods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy "no-drip" Ship-

plng-Cases with glass in front and paper trays

for holdingdrip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular flason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; 5-gallon

Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each bos. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standard-Bred Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDlftNflPOLIS, IND.

500 Colonics °gU?ss
Abundant alfalfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill-health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co., Ogden, Utah.
32Atf ' Please mention the Bee Journal.

Loui§ Han§S6n's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B -WIE E
Lowest prices and quick service.

Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport, Iowa, 213-215 W.2fl St

Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

¥^^ Dadant's Foundation
We Guarantee Satisfaction. S?Ai'r

27111

year #
#

can anybody do?
BEAUTY, PURITY, FlRnNESS.

NoSAOaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINa

AV^hv Hrtf>e if Cl^ll en \x/f»ll V Becauseit has always given better satis- ^gT 11^ uvea IL sen »U well ( faction than any other. Because in ^26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments. ISBe

Send name for our Catalog-, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Revfised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESVNZAX W^ANTED at all times.

f DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111. *

Please mention Bee Journal -wnen writing

'S " We have you on our list

if And you never shall be missed/*

r5 If we haven't, send us your name now so as to be sure to receive our

:^ new 1905 catalog-, when issued, even if you don't want any goods.

'^ It will pay you to have it. IT WILL BE A DANDY.

v8
;^ The following cash discounts will be allowed on orders for Supplies for

^ next season. This does not include honey-packages for current use.

:* 6 " " " Nov. 1. 1 3 " " " Feb. 1.

:< 5 " " " Dec. 1-2 " " " Mar. 1.

^ 4 percent if sent in before Jan. 1. 1 |
percent if sent in before Apr. 1.

j$
' Our 1905 CATALOG PRICES

rS will be the same as 1904

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS!IWATCRrOWN:

MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.

flease mention Bee Joamal -wben wntlng.
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LookHere
"Now I thought perhaps you could secure me a good man to take half interest,

a man that Mr. A. I. Root will tell me is all right. I will give him a better chance

then he can get in the States. What I want is a man not afraid to work, one with

good horse sense, that understands the bees. In time he can have a steady income of

$1500 to $2000 a year." E. H.

The above is a sample of the many requests we are x-eceiving for bee-keepers. The grad-

uates of our correspondence school are going to have such offers placed before them. Don't

you think it worth while to take up the course at once, and be in line for a good position? We

can still take a few students at the reduced price of $10.00 for the course.

Our course is not exclusively for those wishing a position, but for those intending to

learn bee-keeping, and adding to their present income. Also for those who wish an inter-

esting study. Write to-day, for our prospectus will give you full particulars.

OCTOBER DISCOUNTS
Don't forget that for October

orders we allow six per cent.

Our catalog prices will be the

same in 1905 as this season,

so don't wait for new catalog.

Every month you do you lose

one per cent. A little fore-

thought will be a profitable

investment.

Orders in Nov. 5 per cent.

Orders in Dec. 4 per cent.

Orders in Jan. 3 per cent.

Orders in Feb. 2 per cent.

DANZ. HIVE
This hive is growing more

and more popular as bee-keep-

ers discover its advantages.

You will not lose any thing

and have much to gain by in-

vestigating it. A postal brings

a copy of ' 'Facts About Bees,
'

'

telling all about the hive.

Fifty Per Cent Increase.

I have had a very successful year with the
Danzenbaker hive. It gives me better satis-

faction than any other hive for comb honey.
I am confident it increases the honey by 50
per cent over the 8-frame hive.
Yours for continued prosperity.
Jason Hollopkter. Union Bridge, Md.
10-4-04.

FOR SALE
An "ad" in the Honey Col-

umn of Gleanings will put you
in direct touch with honey-

buyers. It will cost you only

20c a line, and may save you
dollars in commissions in sell-

ing your crop. Give the col-

umn a trial, for we feel sure

you will be pleased.

Results.

Gleanings has brought me
- can fill,

ntil next

Mich.

? me credit for the am'

G. A. Bleech, J

The A. I. Root Co.,
Main Office and Works, MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.

BRANCHES:
CHICAGO, II.L., 144 East Eri(
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., lOVin
.ST. PAUL, MINN., 10:24 Miss
HAVANA, CUBA, San Ignacii

San Antonio, Tex., 438 W. Houston.
Washington. DC

, llOO Md. Av., S. W.
NEW YORK CITY, 44 Vesey St.
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Educating the Public on Honey.

The fact is that only a small part of the population

ever eats any honey from one year to another. We think

the reason is, because they don't know its value as a food.

Perhaps another reason is, on account of their having read

that it is machine-made, and so they conclude that they

don't want any.

But no matter why more people don't eat honey, the

National Bee-Keepers' Association will soon begin a cam-
paign of education, and try to do something toward famil-

iarizing more of the consuming public with honey. Several

honey circulars are to be issued for general distribution.

The prospect is that the Department of Agriculture at

Washington will issue a bulletin on the subject for free

circulation.
It looks as if the time were near at hand when the

demand for honey is to be increased to something near what
it should be. When that time is come, there won't be

enough honey produced to supply the calls for it. Then
the price obtained by the producers will be higher, and bee-

keeping will be more profitable.

In the honey-educating business, even bee-keepers can

take an important part. Eat honey—and talk honey.

Appropriate Topics for Bee°Papers.

Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, gives

the following in his last number :

At St. Louis I sat down near two bee-keepers who were
having an earnest discussion. The first sentence that
caught my ear was as follows :

" I tell you, we don't care what his views are on the
temperance question, and he has no right using space in

his paper to air his views on the subject. We buy his paper
for what it can tell us about bees, and not to learn its edi-

tor's views on temperance."
The other man replied :

" I don't agree with you.
When a man owns and publishes a paper, he has a right to

put into it what he pleases, and if we don't like it we
needn't take his paper."

" He has and he hasn't. As owner he has a right to

run his paper as he pleases, but the subscriber has some
rights, and when he sends his dollar for a bee-journal he
doesn't want pages and pages used in discussing temper-
ance, religion, gardening and automobiling," etc.

I expected that he would include photography in the list,

but he didn't, but, then, he hadn't seen this issue of the
Review.

Perhaps a little comparison would help. We paj' two

cents for a Chicago daily newspaper. Over half of it

doesn't interest us any, so we don't read that part at all.

But what we do read is well worth the two cents we pay for

the whole paper.

Another thing : Nearly every one these days sees a

sample copy of the bee-paper before subscribing. So he
knows just what to expect in future issues. Hardly seems
the reasonable thing to kick afterward, does it?

We often think it's a good thing all people do not see

everything just alike. If they did, and they thought as do
sotne of our readers, all the other bee-papers would have to

quit the field. Then, again, if all thought as do sotne of

the readers of the other bee-papers we would have to shut

up shop.

We believe we know all the bee-papers published in

America, and think that every one is well worth many
times the small price of the yearly subscription.

Stopping Comb°noney Lies.

Even a disinterested listener must have noticed at the

St. Louis convention of the National, that the uppermost
topic in the minds of those present was how to combat the

spread of the misrepresentations about comb honey in the

newspaper and magazine press of the country. At nearly

every session this subject would break out in some form or

other.

The fact is, bee-keepers are getting exceedingly weary
of seeing their fair product maligned by those who know
nothing about it. And the prospect is that something effec-

tive will result from the action taken at the convention con-

cerning this matter. We trust the National will continue

to follow it up, and whenever a misstatement appears the

General Manager will be notified, then he Can get after it

at once, and request a correction. If that is not forthcom-
•ing, then demand it. Finally, if nothing satisfactory can
be had bj' either requesting or demanding, then threaten a

suit in the courts. It is long past time for the published

lies about comb honey to be ended. Bee-keepers need only

to stand together, and it will be accomplished, we believe.

Attraction of Colors and Odors.

Just how far bees, in their search for sweets, are guided

by colors and how far by odors, is an interesting if not a

profitable question. It is easy to know that they are guided
both by sight and scent. If they are working on a certain

flower, and an artificial flower of the same appearance be
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placed among the genuine flowers, the artificial flower will

be visited at least often enough to show that the bees are

guided by the looks, for scent there is none. Look at the

bees working on a linden tree when there is a breeze from
the south. The bees will approach the tree on the north

side and scarcely be seen on the south side. It might be

supposed that the wind blows the bees to the north side,

but the same thing takes place when the breeze is too slight

to produce such an efi^ect. In the fall, let honey be stored

in a room having a screen door on the north and one on

the south. When the wind is from the south the bees will

gather at the north door, and when the wind is from the

qorth they will gather at the south door, always gathering

at the door whence the odor comes.

The following conclusions of J. Perez, as given in the

"Experimental Station Record" of the Department of

Agriculture at Washington, are in point, and are worth

considering ;

Based upon extensive experiments and observations the
author has reaffirmed his opinion expressed in 1894, that
insects are not attracted to flowers by their color alone.

After reviewing some recent literature regarding the

attraction of insects by flowers, an account is given of

observations on the attraction of various species of Bom-
bus, Apis, Sphinx, etc., by plants growing under natural

conditions, and of experiments carried on with flowers

o-rown under conditions capable of control. As a result, it

is concluded that insects are guided from a distance to

masses of flowers by their perfume alone. Where flowers

are grown singly, insects are attracted generally by color,

and where the distance is small the odor also assists in

attracting and directing the movements of the flying in-

sects. In the case of apetalous flowers, the perfume alone

is a directive agent.

The Proper Place to Keep Honey.

The time of year has come when honey, either extracted

or comb, may be spoiled by being kept in the wrong place.

Perhaps no bee-keeper need be told that honey should not

be kept in a cellar, but the novice is in danger of some-
thing just about as bad. He does not keep his honey in the

kitchen, because there is too much steam there, but in a

room opening off from the kitchen, where there is no fire,

hence no steam except the little that comes from the kitchen

through the door which is much of the time open. If he
will try some in each place he will find that the kitchen is

the better place of the two.

Indeed a kitchen, even with all its steam, is not a bad
place to keep honey. Steam, to be sure, but the fire over-

balances the steam. The loom adjoining is one of the

worst places. Even if not so very much steam comes from
the kitchen, the coldness of the room allows that little to be
deposited upon the honey, and once deposited it stays there.

A place where salt will keep dry is likely to be a good
place to keep honey.

Influence of the Size of Hives on Swarming.

G. M. Doolittle, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, says that

9 Gallup frames, equal in capacity to about 6}^ Langstroth

frames, are sufificient to entertain the best queen to her full

capacity as to egg-laying. He says further, "with those 9-

frame Gallup hives I have had fully as little swarming as I

have had with the 10-frame I,angstroth hives, and the aver-

age of the swarms was not materially difl^erent as to size in

either case".
It would be interesting, and probably instructive, to

hear Mr. Doolittle discuss this matter with C. P. Dadant.

ITltsccUancous Ticxvs Items

Nomination and Election of National Offleers.—On
this subject, Mr. C. P. Dadant, the present vice-president

of the National Association, sends us the following :

Mr. Editor :—Reading your remarks in the editorial

on page 692, prompts me to say something in regard to the
same matter—the nominations and election of officers of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association.

It is very important to have good officers, and to elect

men who will thoroughly respond to the expectations of the
majority of members.

The ruling of the Board, that nominations be called
for and published previous to election, is a good measure,
but I think it ceases to be good when it says that the two
persons having the greatest number of votes shall be con-
sidered as the candidates for that office. If I am not mis-
taken this is the substance of the ruling.

The nominations in this way would give a fair idea of
what the members want, if these nominations were sponta-
neous. But some persons may solicit nominations while
others will allow them to come without solicitation. The
one who writes his friends and asks them to nominate him
will be easily nominated above others, and although SO or
60 votes may thus come for one person, a very meritorious
man may be left out, because he has not seen fit to do any
electioneering, and has been nominated by only a half-

dozen men who know his worth and want him elected.

I, therefore, believe that it would be better if the Board
will remove from its ruling the condition of considering
the two nominees having the most votes as the actual candi-
dates. Let each one nominate the man he thinks fit for the
office, and let these names be published in the way in which
you published on page 692, for I was glad to see that not
only the first two names, but also the other nominees, were
given in the American Bee Journal, and I wish that the
other bee-papers had followed the same course.

Although, perhaps, the views I express here will not be
approved by all, I feel that I represent the wishes of a great
number of members in making these remarks. I have
talked with several about this matter, and especially with
Dr. C. C. Miller, whose ideas on the subject concurred en-
tirely with mine.

I am glad to see that there is no longer any strife in the
Association. Our meeting in St. Louis was all that could
be wished in the way of harmony. We must now maintain
things in this condition, and try to be as fair to all as pos-
sible.

Our President refused to entertain a nomination at the
St. Louis convention for the position of director, and I

think he was entirely right. Had any one been nominated,
at a time when no nominations were expected or in order,
there would have been some feelings on the part of friends
or other candidates whose names could not be thus brought
to public notice in a report that is to be published. The
decision of the Board to call for nominations by mail is the
best thing for all, and if they will only remove the part
calling for only two candidates, it will make everything
more satisfactory.

What we must seek above all things is the avoidance
of measures that will give occasion for dissatisfaction on
the part of either the candidates or the voters.

Turning to another subject, I wish to congratulate you,
Mr. Editor, on the stand you take concerning " Candor in

Dealing with Customers ", on the same page as the editorial
referred to above. It is very important in our dealings with
the public that there is no misunderstanding, and the man
who knowingly allows any false impression to be formed is

in a very poor way to take his own part when he is falsely
accused. Hancock Co., 111.

We, too, are rejoiced that a more harmonious spirit is

getting back into the Association. We trust it will be en-

couraged by every member doing only those things that
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will contribute to the success and better unification of all

interests, rather than anything that might eng-ender still

further strife, or invite unfavorable criticism.

We wish to thank Mr. Dadant for writing as he has.

He is always fair-minded, and seeks only to advance the

best interests of the National Association and its members.

Mr. John Nydeggep's Apiary, in Vermillion Co., 111.,

is shown on the first page this week. When sending the

pictures (of his apiary and Mr. Blatt's bee-house), he wrote :

I began in 1870 to keep bees in Berne, Switzerland. My
hives were the so-called Burki hives, which are the most
common in Switzerland. Later I tried the Blatt, which are
the same as the Langstroth here, and also the Baden Vere-
insmass, the Gravenhorst " Bogenstulper " (a- straw hive
with curved top, which is turned over to take the frames
out), and many others, but the Burki hive is the best, after
all.

My hives were nearly all arranged for several colonies ;

three of them were arranged for IS. I had about 100 hives,
and many of them on the side veranda of the house. These
combination hives must be worked at from behind, which
is somewhat slower, but the bees never get as angry as
when they are approached from above. They are also
cheaper and better for winter. Anybody who does not keep
many bees should have only that kind.

In Switzerland, I had the Swiss bee-journal and the
Eichstadter journal. In 1874 the Swiss bee-keepers' asso-
ciation, of which I was a member, went to Stassburg to the
German-Austrian meeting, which was very interesting and
instructive. There we saw all the great authorities, and
talked to some. I also had a talk with Father Dzierzon.

In the Bernese Bee-Keepers' Association I was for
many years treasurer.

In 1882 I went to Farmer City, 111. I brought a large
box of empty combs with me, and in the fall I had about 10

colonies. But as I was on a farm I did not have much time
for bees.

Now I have about SO colonies, the hives all facing south.
They are all in the large, winter boxes, which are 3x28x26
inches. My present hives are again made according to the
Burki system, only I have arranged them so that I can

hang the sections in all the frames when I want to. The
brood-frames are therefore 12;4x8;, inside, and the upper
ones 12,^^x4'^'. I can use all my frames for comb honey or
for extracted. Extracted honey is the main thing with me.

I have again tried the Langstroth here, but I do not
care for it any more. I have also made a box for 8 colonies,
but have no bees in it yet.

I also send a picture of Blatt's bee-house, which has
room for 360 hives, besides bedroom and workshop for him-
self. It is at Rheinfelden, Switzerland.

John Nydeggkr.

Mr. John H. Terens, whose picture appears on the

first page, is thus written up by his friend, Mr. C. H.

Voigt

:

John H. Terens, a bee-keeper in Manitowoc Co., Wis.,
passed away July 20, 1904. He was born in Germany, Nov.
2. 1833, and came to this country with his parents in 1847.

He learned the tinker's trade in Sheboygan, Wis., served as

I
a soldier in the 27th Wisconsin Infantry, and passed sev-
eral years in California. He was married in 1854 to Miss
Annie Malone. In 1862 he settled in Mishicott, Wis., where
he established a hardware business, of which he made a
success. Some years ago he retired from business, putting
up a nice little home near the village, in which he lived at
the time of his death. The writer has known Mr. Terens
for 30 years as a straight, honest, and upright man, and he
was held in high esteem by those who knew him.

Mr. Terens was interested in bees as a boy, his father
having kept bees in the old country, where he helped in the
apiary. The bee-fever did not leave him, so when he settled

down for himself he bought some bees, and kept them until

his death.
Three years ago the writer and a friend called on Mr.

Terens to get his opinion in regard to organizing a bee-
keepers' association. He thought that was the very thing
to do, and the result was that the Northeastern Wisconsin
Bee-Keepers' Association was organized, of which he was
the president from the start. At the last election he asked
us to put in a president who had more get and push about
him, but he was elected without a single dissenting vote,

which shows in what high esteem he was held by his

brother bee-keepers. Mr. Terens leaves a wife and two
children—a son and a daughter. C. H. VoiGT.

Report of the Western Illinois Convention.

The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association met
Sept. 20, 1904, and there was a large attendance for so
young an organization. We met with only one great dis-

appointment, and that was the day was altogether too short.
The county court-house is a fine, large structure, and the
court-room a model place for a meeting, easily found by
bee-keepers from a distance, and as we had a good attend-
ance, the reporters of the daily papers were on hand and
very anxious to get a good report.

Galesburg has two dailies, and the two reporters were
each very anxious to outdo the other. We tried to aid them
so as not to let them publish something injurious to the bee-
industry, by giving them some points, but the articles they
wrote themselves, and, considering they knew nothing of
bees, they did pretty well.

We gave each reporter two nice sections of honey when
the convention was over, to let them sample our products.
for which they expressed themselves as very much pleased,
and each agreed to send a sample of his paper free to each
member of the Association—and they kept their promise.

A table was filled with samples of honey in several dif-

ferent kinds of sections, also extracted honey, and a large
cake of beeswax ; also fence separators, smokers, etc. I

send a copy of the report as it appeared in the daily paper.
Of course, a reporter likes to enlarge a little to make it in-
teresting, but they appreciated the kind treatment and
honey, and worked for our interest. Their reports appeared

in the daily and weekly edition, and will consequently be
read by several thousand consumers of honey. So you see

if we are careful to aid the reporters at bee-conventions they
have the power to do us lots of good. But, on the other
hand, if we ignore them, and fail to give them some in-

struction, they may through ignorance of bee-knowledge
do us much harm.

The honey leaflet, "Some Facts About Honey and
Bees ", has been republished by many papers, as members
gave editors a leaflet and it was published in full by several
papers that I have read. J. E. Johnson, Pres.

[The report of the convention as published in the Gales-

burg Evening Mail, reads as follows :

—

Editor.]

The second annual meeting of the Western Illinois Bee-
Keepers' Association, held yesterday in the county court-
room at the court-house, was a gratifying success to the
members. The discussions were interesting and instruc-
tive, and the attendance was large, representatives being
present from nearly every district within a radius of 30
miles of this city.

The interest in the Association is keen, and a long and
healthy life is assured if one is to judge by the number who
answered to roll-call. The Association, though organized
only last fall, has grown with surprising rapidity, and has
increased its memlsership threefold, a fact which is encour-
aging to the organizers and promoters. President J. E.
Johnson and Secretary E. D. Woods.

The principal object of yesterday's sessions was to per-
mit a free and thorough discussion of " Honey and Bees ",
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and at both the moroing and afternoon meeting's ample
food along these lines was presented for digestion. The
proceedings of the morning session were chronicled yester-

day, and the afternoon session was a continuation of the
morning meeting.

NON PROFESSIONALS INJURE HONEY MARKETS.

The first matter taken up was that of non-professional
bee-keepers putting honey in the market in a non-salable
condition and selling it at low prices, thus injuring the
trade. The statement was made that many farmers who
keep only a few hives retain for their own use the best
honey, and if there is a surplus the poor honey is marketed
for whatever they can get. In most cases this honey is un-
fit for the table or for any use at all.

It was agreed that a campaign was to be entered upon
by the members of the Association, by which they hope to

educate the people in this matter, and in regard to the
standing of the market. Also, to induce these farmers and
others who sold such honey to produce and market only the
best quality, thus insuring the public first-class goods,
and fixing an universal price for the honey.

DRONB-COMB IN THE BROOD-CHAMBER—BEST HIVE.

The reading of the following question elicited no little

discussion :
" Should drone-comb be permitted in the

brood-chamber of a colony of bees?" The majority took a
negative stand, allowing the only condition as follows

:

That a little may be allowed in the two outside combs.
Another question was, " Which is the best hive to use

for comb or extracted honey 7" W. B. Moore maintained
that the Danzenbaker hive was the best, advancing the
argument that the brood-chamber permits of more sections
above, and yet allows the same amount of space below, anf,
having closed end frames, makes practically a double-
walled hive for winter—features very much desired in a hive.

Pres. Johnson declared the divisible brood-chamber
hive, for either comb or extracted honey, to be a superior
hive, and one to be preferred, because it is much easier to

manipulate, especially the supers and frame independently
of each other ; and also because it permits easier passage
for the bees between the two sections of the brood-chamber.
It was left to the members to decide for themselves which
was best, as both are excellent hives.

REMOVING SURPLUS HONEY.
" How to remove the surplus honey from a colony of

bees ", was the next topic discussed. The use of bee-
escapes seemed to be the choice of the majority of the bee-
keepers, the exception being C. Wellbrock, who said he

preferred to carry supers of honey into a dark room and
allow the bees to escape through an open window.

A general discussion of these questions and other sub-
jects of interest to the bee-keeper followed, after which the
matter of where and when the Association should hold its

next meeting was broached. It was decided to meet in this

city again, the date chosen being the first Wednesday in

April, 190S.

Many specimens of comb honey, extracted honey, and
appliances used by bee-keepers were on exhibition. The
honey industry is increasing with each year, as the bee-
keepers find a ready market for their products at their own
doors. Although many of the bee-keepers of the Associa-
tion have from 5 to 200 colonies of bees, they are able to sell

almost every bit of their honey in their immediate neigh-
borhood, yet great quantities are shipped to Chicago, St.

Louis, Kansas City, and to the smaller towns and cities.

There is a possibility of a honey famine this winter, as
the yield was a poor one this year, hardly one-third of a
crop. When it is taken into consideration that there will

be little or no honey shipped East from California, where
the honey crop is almost a total failure, the bees having
died from starvation, and the wholesale dying of the bees
in Wisconsin and Michigan, among the largest honey-pro-
ducing States in the country, because of the severity of the
winter, it is very probable that this report may be credited.

Within the jurisdiction of the Western Illinois Associa-
tion there are bee-keepers who have many colonies of bees,

and who make it a business to produce honey for market.
C. Wellbrock reported having secured a crop of 2500 pounds
of honey from 28 colonies, which is considered remarkable
by the bee-keepers under the prevailing conditions.

J. E. Johnson has 66 colonies which yielded only 2200
pounds this season, which he states is about one-third the
regular annual yield. Similar reports came from others of
the bee-keepers, and of all Mr. Wellbrock is the only one
who secured a good honey crop.

There are from 30 to 40 apiaries conducted by members
of the Association, and the territory includes a great por-
tion of western Illinois. Thus, it will be seen what may be
accomplished by the Association.

During the meetings a number of new members were
secured for the Association, including Dr. Neal, of Knox
College, and a number of bee-keepers. Among those pres-
ent were F. N. Johnson, U. G. Dickerson, Abner Reynolds,
J. H. Moore, W. J. Radcliff, Geo. W. Cave, C. Wellbrock,
W. B. Moore, J. E. Johnson, Louis Springer, J. N. Irwin,
Arthur Bridge, Joseph Hillman, James Paden, F. E. Brooks,
E. D. Woods, S. R. Sheeler, and a number of others.

Benefits of the National Association.

BY C. P. DADANT.

THE recent convention of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association has shown us bettter than ever before the
great advantages that the bee-keepers can expect to

derive from a National Association, as soon as they sup-
port it in sufficient numbers to make it a power worthy of
the pursuit. It is true that our numbers are now much
greater than formerly, for we have existed for years with
only the membership that could be brought together at one
meeting each year. But we are as yet nothing to what we
should be. Our membership should embrace the great
majority of honey-producers throughout America. The 2000
members of the present day should number 20,000 within a

(

few years. Things of great magnitude are not done in a
single day, and we can not expect to reach this result at
once, but we must put our best foot forward, and let all
those interested in the pursuit understand that it is to our
mutual interest to join hands.

The things that have been achieved are but few com-
pared with what we can achieve sooner or later. But let
me recapitulate what may be expected if our Association
covers tne entire bee-fraternity :

We have already protected members unjustly perse-

cuted by cities or tndividuals, but it remains for us to pro-

tect all our members against fraud. The sale of anything
but honey under the name of honey should be strictly pro-

hibited, and we should see that this rule is enforced. On
the other hand, we must enlighten the public as to the false-

hood of asserting that comb honey can be, or has ever been,
manufactured artificially. We can also protect our mem-
bers, by allowing them to refer all their customers to the
central headquarters in regard to the purity of their product,
and tests which may be desired as to this, making the cus-

tomer perfectly safe in his purchases.
Literature enlightening the public as to the value of

honey, and as to the services rendered by the bees in Na-
ture in the fertilization of flowers, can be best spread
through our headquarters. This question of advertising
our products and our bees under their real colors is not to

be neglected.
But the greatest good that we may expect out of a union

of all our forces is the formation of a tjusiness association

which will undertake the sale of the bee-products on a large
scale. When such a union is formed, the sale of honey and
its price will no longer be controlled by the fluctuations of

a more or less abnormal market, but \>y a wise regulation
coming from the central management, which will be able
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to give a price at which houey should sell, by taking into

consideration the amount produced and the probabli;

demand. If a reasonable view is taken of markets and
prices, comparing honey with other sweets, the producer
will be able to secure a fair price for his goods.

The view which I take of this matter may be thoujjht

optimistic by some of the readers of the American Bee
Journal, but it is based upon actual personal experience.
The writer has, for 30 years, placed his price on his crop,

and has usually obtained it. Yet there are dozens of bee-

keepers on a small scale in my vicinity who have made it a
custom to take their honey to the city and sell it for what-
ever price was oflfered them. The result has been that they
have often accepted as low as 10 cents a pound for comb
honey in fine sections, while I was able to secure this price

on extracted honey. The isolated producer is at the mercy
of purchasers when he does not inform himself as to the
value of and demand for his product.

It is remarkable that the farmer is usually dependent
upon the ideas of others for the prices that he may expect
for what he raises, while he, being the sinew of the Repub-
lic, ought to regulate prices, or at least have a voice in this.

It is easier for bee-keepers to unite on such a question be-

cause their numbers are less, and they are nearly all read-

ing people who can be readily induced to join hands. Of
course, in establishing regular prices, no unreasonable re-

sult must be expected. If we ask too much for what we
have to sell there will be no sale. But how pleasant it would
be for our bee-keepers, if they were able to refer to a central
board, to inquire as to the prospective prices, and get a
rational and well-substantiated reply to the question,
•' What shall I ask for my honey ?" There is nothing im-
possible or optimistic in this expectation. Even if a central
union could not handle all our honey—and I do not see any
good reason for a negative—this union could at least inform
each and every one of us of the amount of the crop in the
country, apd of the prices which we should expect to secure.

So each and every one of us should work to enlarge the
membership of our National Association. We are lucky in

being able to say that the present General Manager is the
most active man that we could have selected. All who have
had anything to do with Mr. N. E. France, by correspond-
ence or otherwise, will testify that he has left nothing un-
done that could help the work. He has indefatigably re-

plied to all inquiries, has gone wherever he has thought
help was needed, and has carried our aims forward to the
best of his ability. But he is very much underpaid. Most
of his time during the past year has been spent in our be-
half for the paltry salary of $100 1 I believe that I voice
the sentiment of all who have had anything to do with
him, in asking the Board of Directors to make an investi-
gation and place the salary of the General Manager at a
fair figure.

The Association has something like a thousand dollars
in its treasury, and the next two years ought more than to
double the annual income, if we understand our own interests.

It is evident that the world is ripe for co-operation in
all lines. A sign of the times for us bee-keepers points
itself in the act that the bee-keepers of Europe are them-
selves discussing the question of association. The French
bee-journals for some time past have been replete with pro-
grams of federation, of union, of the bee-keepers associa-
ting in one body. This question seems in many instances
paramount to the questions of methods of bee-culture.

Hamilton Co., 111.

Bees and King-Birds and Otlier Birds.
BY J. P. BLUNK.

0" CLOVER BLOSSOM", where are you? Here, let's

shake ,^'"
. Say, "Clover", did you see what Mr. H.

B. Terril has to say about king-birds on page 604 ?

Will you wait here until I go out to convince him. I'll be
back with him in a short time.

Good evening, Mr. Terril ; I've called to see if we can
come to some better conclusion in regard to the king-bird.
I think you will find him a better citizen than you have
pictured him in the American Bee Journal, as I find he
bears acquaintance. While passing through the gun period
it's an easy matter to trump up charges againt many living
things. You say you have kept bees for 25 years, and still

a-killing bee-birds I Well, I had to keep bees but a few
years before I learned that this world was not created for
bee-keepers alone and their bees. We have but a few birds
now—what has become of them ? Go ask the man and boy
with the gun. When we were boys the birds were many.

In those days our birds did our spraying of fruit-trees. Not
so now, for there are too few of them. You accuse one red-

bird of taking 85 bees at one feed. Did you ever count the
bees you had crushed while putting on a super over a cross
colony ? Did you ever sit and look at the sight when the
young bees were out for a play some pleasant afternoon,
and conclude you could not spare a few for the birds, and
by doing so not lessen the surplus, rather than take the life

of one king-bird ? I would keep an extra colony to even
up matters. Surely, all living things enjoy life, and are
put here for a purpose.

You say your father used to kill king-birds, which re-

minds me of ray father, always killing buU-snakes when he
could find them, while I consider the bull-snake the best
cat on the farm. We sometimes outgrow our dad's ideas.
The desire to kill is as old as the hills, and I sometimes fear
that man will never outgrow it. You may wonder why I

protect the bull-snake. He is a good mouser, and a much
better ground-squirrel catcher, as he will go into their holes
to catch them. I would rather furnish the king-bird a few
bees than to replant the corn after the squirrel.

You also go loaded for the crow, which reminds me that
I was raised in a crow country, and thought once as you do,
until one day I went to a country where there were no crows,
and did not see a crow until I returned to my native State,
which was in the spring. The crows were returning, too,

and I then thought I had never heard anything so pleasing
to my ears. I stopped and listened to the din, which re-

minded me of home, mother, clay hills, and the old log
canoe on the river bank. Since then I have liked the crow.

Last December I told the readers of the American Bee
Journal how I thought I had misjudged the king-bird
through my own blunders, by running hatching queens in
dead colonies ; that these run-ins had been killed in the
hive by the bees, and not by the king-bird. So this season
I operated in a different way by letting Nature take its

course and hatch the queen in each colony, and then I lost

20 percent of young queens. King-birds, some one says. I

say. No. I found where the blame lay. It was the old

man's fault again, not the birds', for I never have seen so
few king-birds as I did this season ; I don't think there were
to exceed three about the apiary during mating-time, so, of
course, it could not be them.

I made a mistake when setting the hives close together
and in straight rows. I lost 48 percent of my bees with
spring dwindling. When swarming-time came I had two
thin, scattering rows left. The hives of all dead colonies

were removed, and the combs were placed in a rack under
the trees. These combs I placed 2 inches apart in the rack
to keep them from being bothered with the wax-worm,
which it did, and a lot of combs hang there to-day free from
all worms.

As fast as swarms came ofl" I would place the old hive
where one had died, and I got one row replaced again. The
hives were just close enough to sit on one and work in the
next, all facing the same way. When queens took mating-
trips from the hives on the end of the rows they got back
again and would soon be laying, while those that came
from towards the center of the row, where they all looked
alike—not a few of them were lost.

So now you see what an excellent opportunity that was
to saddle the blame on the king-birds. There is a good bit

of Adam in us all—I mean we men—we bird-killers—so
when we can't lay the blame on the women-folks its natural
in us to lay it somewhere, and poor King-bird is next in

order, and gets it.

I want to make an impression on the beginners, that
will knock all the killing of birds out of their heads. It's

an easy matter to create a false impression on a beginner
by the older ones saying, "King-birds are bee-catchers'",

which will cause them to think so, too, and they get the gun
ready, whereas if we try to tell them that birds, too, have a
right in this world as well as bees, we may set a good ex-

ample at least.

The other day I was talking with a bee-keeper about
this same thing. Here's what he told me : He had some
peas in the garden. A bird was seen among the peas a good
share of the time. He thought, of course, the bird was eat-

ing the peas. The gun was handy, and the bird was shot.

He opened the bird to see how many peas he had eaten.

Well, he didn't find a pea, but he did find a curious looking
bug, and a lot of them, too. He examined the pea-patch
closely, and there he found the same kind of bugs, and a
lot of them, too. He put the gun away, and told his wife
that he would never kill another bird. He said he was
ashamed to tell his mistake to his friends.

So let us be doubly sure before we kill one of the feath-
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ered tribe. The idea of us being so close-fisted about a few
bees for a bird, when we have them by the thousands, yes,
millions ! Whatever we do, don't let us kill the birds, but
hunt closely and see if it isn't possible to place the blame
where it originated, as the writer did. I think if any per-

son would examine the crop of a king-bird it would surprise
him ; you have no idea of the variety of insects it feeds on.

Now, "Clover Blossom ", you watch East and I'll keep
an eye on the West, and may be we can save the life of a
bird or two. Webster Co., Iowa.

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Ages of Bees that Go Out with a Swarm.

We are reading a book in our school called " Country
Life and Agricultural Education ". This book tells us that
" The old queen and all bees old enough to fiy go out to
found a new colony ". We do not think this. We think it

is the young bees that swarm. What is your opinion on
this subject ? Anna Werno.

McHenry Co., 111.

It's a nice thing that you can have such practical work
in your school, but it's a pity you can't have books written
by people who know what they are writing about. Let us
talk it over a little.

Suppose a colony of people were to go from your town
to make a settlement in some new part of the country. Do
you think it would be a good plan for every one in the town
over 12 to go to the new place, leaving no one in the town
except the children and babies? Wouldn't do, would it ?

And it wouldn't do, either, for all the children and babies
to go to the new place without any old folks along.

Well, now, it's the same way with the bees. Up to the
time a worker-bee is about 16 days old it does no outside
work—just housework, tending baby, cleaning up, building
comb, and that sort of thing. After that it graduates into
field-work, and the rest of its life spends its time bringing
into the hive nectar, pollen, water, and propolis or bee-glue.
If all bees old enough to fly—and a bee can fly when only a
day or two old—should go with the swajm, there would be a
sad state of affairs. There would be left in the hive hardly
a bee old enough to do anything—indeed, hardly enough to
keep each other warm—and the babies in the cells would be
crying for drink, and nobody in the hive old enough to fly
out for it.

If only young bees went with the swarm, there would
be no one to bring in anything from the fields, and when
the honey was used up that they brought in their sacs, they
might starve. No, the Good Being that made the bees and
all of us planned better than that.

If you will watch the bees that issue with a swarm, you
will see some of them with ragged wings, veterans nearly
worn out in the service, and all ages down to those that are
barely able to fly. Indeed, some will come out too young to
fly, and they'll just crawl around on the ground. And bees
of all ages will be left in the old hive.

Neither is it strictly true in all cases that the old queen
goes with the swarm. Sometimes she is not more than two
or three days old, although the oldest in the hive. The old
queen goes with the first or prime swarm, and a young
queen goes with an afterswarm.

African Way of Offering Sample Tastes of Honey.

A good deal has been said at different times about
various ways of selling honey, and especially as to allowing
prospective customers to sample by tasting. Some use a
wood-splint to be dipped in the honey, the splint to be
thrown away after the handling. To avoid the possible
suspicion that the splint may have been previously used,
one bee-keeper keeps his splints in bulk, say a wooden
separator, from which a fresh splint may be broken at each
sampling. But honey peddlers, in the heart of Africa,
have a simpler way. The Delineator, with which most of
the sisters are acquainted as a magazine giving instruc-
tions as to the latest style of making a gown or dressing
the hair, has a very interesting article in the November
number entitled, " The Woman Missionary Abroad ".

Among other things an account is given of the experience

I

of one of the sisters, Mrs. Snyder, wife of a medical mis-
sionary " in the very heart of savage Africa ".

I
After telling of negotiations with venders of different

articles, involving much exchange of language, the ac-
count proceeds :

" The honey-man now comes forward, having amused
himself while waiting by dipping straws in the pot and
licking them. His clay jar is found to be full of a mixture
of honey, water, dead bees, sticks, bark and comb. With a
look of disgust the housekeeper tells him it is not fit to eat,
whereupon, looking pained and surprised, he dips in two or
three dirty fingers and then offers them to the lady to lick '."

A Tooth-Paste.

From the department headed, "The Woman Beautiful ",

in the Chicago Record-Herald, is clipped the following

:

" Eight ounces of precipitated chalk, 4 ounces of pow-
dered white Castile soap, 4 ounces of powdered orris root, 40
drops of oil of sassafras, 80 drops of oil of bay. Honey
sufficient to form a smooth paste."

As will be seen, any one of the sisters can make her
own tooth-paste with little trouble, and be sure at the same
time that she is putting nothing injurious into her mouth.
It is not even necessary to have a paste so complicated.
The essential elements of a good tooth-powder are the
chalk and soap ; the additional items may vary greatly,
as they are merely for sweetening and flavoring. Adding
to the powder glycerine or honey makes it a paste. A very
satisfactory tooth-paste that has been in use for some time
in our household is made in the following simple manner :

Two parts precipitated chalk, finest quality ; one part
imported white castile soap powdered or scraped fine ; a
few drops of oil of wintergreen ; mix thoroughly with
enough extracted honey to make a rather thick paste.

Beeswax Prevents Yellowness in White Fabrics.

"Hints for the Busy Housewife", in Success, gives the
following :

" Beeswax, broken in pieces and put within the folds
of white woolens and silks, will overcome the tendency to

yellowness that white fabrics have when laid away for any
length of time."

Honey as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3J4X6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part] is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food," written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be

widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Pricks, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office
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The " Old Reliable '' seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

QUEEN-REARING WITH P.\ RTIAL-LEGGED QUEENS.

When I think of the Broderick method of rearing
queens, and the tangle we got into about it, this conundrum
comes to me : Why should bees notice the partial loss of a
leg so much more than they do the partial loss of two
wings ?

"FRETFUL CARES AND FEARS."

Another conundrum : Why should Mrs. Browning find
bees at work, hay new mown, and corn being husked, all in
the same "yesterday "? Well, she is English; and corn
over on the other side is mostly wheat. I conjecture that
" husking " in this case means husks striking together in
the wind—a sort of fanciful variation of "rustling". No
discount on the advice to throw away little fretful cares out
in the fields with God—only most of us must work instead
of idle while we are out there. Joyful circumstance—and
handy nearly every day—that the remedy is just as good to
those who work alone out in the fields as to those who go
out there idly. Page 636.

POORLY-FILLED SECTIONS FOR BULK HONEY.

The suggestion, on page 639, that poorly-filled sections
be cut out and sold as bulk comb—that should not be
stretched too far. Some folks could easily be emboldened
to use that way sections scarcely capped at all. If bulk
comb has a good reputation for quality let's not do any-
thing tending to damage the same.

VARIETIES OF BEBS.

Yes, if there were 1877 more species of bee, each claiming
to be the best bee. and any chance for doubts and dispute,
we would indeed be in a sad scrape. Somebody sure to dis-

pute wherever there's a chance. Lucky that all but a few
of the multitudinous species of Northern bees are solitary
and not social in habits. And of the few social species,
luckily our bee is too far ahead of all, or nearly all, for any
disputation. Perhaps if we should take in all the warm
regions of the globe we should find that the social species
of bees were not so few, after all. Lots of them—divided
into a number of different genera : Apis, Melipona, Bom-
bus, Trigona, and I know not how many others—wax-

builders,paper- builders, mud-builders, combination-builders'
Page 643.

KABY NUCLEI IN OUEEN-REARING.

Not a single laying queen from 150 of the baby nuclei
is a rather slim experience for O. P. Hyde. From side
lights, and front lights also, we may surmise that a little

more care, and hopefulness, and zest put into the trial

would have caused the loss to be somewhat less than total.

We see among the Texans that to one failure several report
success—or both success and failure. One man has a
leather loop on the lid of his and hangs it up, " on the tree-

top ", a la the rock-a-by baby. But, by the way, I hardly
see what it is that differentiates the present baby nuclei
from the ones that were tried and abandoned a great many
years ago. Also I fear that " success ", so-called, would
not exactly mean improved quality for our queens. You
know when the new medicine only claims to be "just as
good " as the old medicine, the probability is that the
quality will be a little below. Page 645.

HONEY IN HIVES WHERE BEES DIEI>.

When honey is left in hives in which bees have died
there are two different conditions that it may be left in. If

in the fluid state, and the rest of the bees are allowed access
to it, they will take it with a good deal of flurry and hurry,
and the job will soon be finished—may or may not be a

i good plan. If it is pretty solidly granulated they will grub
away at it more slowly, with the result that it will last

longer—incidentally giving neighboring bees more chance
to find out and get a large share. But the danger of put-
ting mischief into their heads is less in this second case.
Mrs. Wade's experience, on page 64S, is instructive, in that
she seems to have lost a pretty heavy share of the honey,
and then got her pay back again unexpectedly in the in-

creased number of wandering swarms that came and
alighted by her apiary. This inclination of wandering
swarms, that don't know what to do with themselves, to go
to some apiary (only so as it's not their own) and alight, is

not so well known as it miight be. Three in one day, of this

sort of gift horses, must be pretty near the record. I pre-
sume she'is right in assuming that previous experience in
grubbing honey there inclined them to come.

Clsk Doctor ZTItUcr 99
Send (Questions either to the oltice of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. .Mii.lek, .Vlarengo, III.

Queen Excluders and Swarming—Clarifying Honey-
Biennial Requeening—Producing Extracted

Honey—Winter Storps.

1. In running for extracted honey, using queen-ex-
cluders, will the bees be inclined to swarm as much as when
running for comb honey without excluders ?

2. In producing extracted honey, is it necessary to run
it through a clarifier to make first-class honey ? or will it

be clear after standing in a honey-tank a few days ? What
do clarifiers cost ?

3. Would )'ou advise a beginner to requeen his colonies
about every two years ? or let the bees supersede their
queens when they see fit ?

4. Can a man handle the honey from 85 colonies with a
2-frame novice extractor during a heavy honey-flow ?

5. If I tier up my extracting supers two or three high,
should I make entrances in each super for the bees to go in

and out ? or can they do as much work by going in at the
brood-chamber entrance?

6. If a colony requires 25 pounds of honey for winter
with one extracting super left on, how much less can they
winter on if the super is taken off in the fall ? The super
is the same size as the brood-chamber.

7. Are any of the bee-feeders advertised by supply-
dealers patented ?

8. Would it do to feed bees sugar syrup in the middle
of the winter, where the temperature does not fall below 30

degrees ? California.

Answers.—1. No, the excluder will make no appre-
ciable difference if there is room enough in the brood-

chamber.
2. Except where honey is very thick, standing for a day

or so in a tank is all that is necessary, the impurities all

coming to the top. I don't know the cost of a clarifier. and
worse than that, I don't know what a clarifier is. It is

hardly likelv that anything can do better work than passing
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Ihe honey through one or more thicknesses of some kind of

cloth.
3. There may be localities, or certain plans of manage-

ment, that make it advisable for the bee-keeper to take the

matter in his own hands, but in general it is pretty safe to

leave it to the bees. Perhaps in all cases it would be pretty
well for the bee-beeper to interfere, if he would this : Leave
all queens that have done better than the average, replac-

ing the remainder with better stock.
4. Yes.
5. One entrance is all that is needed as an entrance. I

don't know just how it may be in all localities, but in my
locality I believe there is a very decided advantage, how-
ever, in having some kind of entrances to the upper stories

when running for extracted honey. The bees will not use
them as entrances, but they aid in ventilation, and have no
Jittle effect in keeping down swarming.

6. I don't know. In a mild climate it might not make
any difference.

7. I am not sure that anyone is patented.
8. Very likely it would answer fairly well. The ques-

tion is not so much, " How cold is it ?" as " How often do
the bees fly ?" If they fly every week the syrup would be
all right, at least it would be all right to feed to supply
actual needs, but harm might be done to feed in such a way
as to stir up to unreasonable brood-rearing.

Moving Bees for Cellar-Wintering.

We packed our bees last fall on the summer stands, and
lost about three-fifths of them. Hoping to avoid a repeti-

tion of the experience, we want to put about 25 colonies in

the cellar. It is a high and dry cellar, and we have win-
tered one colony in it for two winters for experiment. They
have come through in fine condition, dry and clean, and
-with but little loss of bees. This seems contrary to every
one else, on account of the temperature, both times it hav-
ing been cold enough for long periods to freeze apples good
and hard. The bees are about SO rods from the cellar.

1. Will it be practicable to move them this distance to
the cellar ?

2. Or would it be necessary to move them now near to
"the cellar, and not have to stir them up by the long ride
just before cellaring ?

3. The other 25 colonies must be moved the same dis-

tance before spring work begins. When will be the best
itime, now or later ? Ohio.

Answers.—l. Yes.
2. No, I'd make only one job of it, doing the moving as

gently as possible, but they will stand quite a little stirring
up without serious harm. Indeed, it would not be such a
very hard job to carry them on a hand-barrow or stretcher
that distance, carrying two colonies at a time, and that
would stir them up scarcely more than a short distance.

3. Better late in the fall ; but before they stop flying
entirely.

Gorged Honey—Spring Peedlng-Afterswarms-Unltlng
Colonies—Non-Swarming Apiary.

1. In many operations entailing the opening of the hive,

we are recommended to make the bees gorge themselves with
honey so they will not sting, etc. I want to know whether
this honey that the bees fill themselves with must be reckoned
as a total loss to the colony, or is any of this honey re-

gurgitated by the bees and re-deposited in the cells again
after the disturbance is over?

2. How much honey should 3 and 4-frame nuclei, in

prosperous condition, have to winter on safely?

3. Do you recommend spring-feeding for stimulating
purposes ?

4. To prevent afterswarms, which is the better plan,

liive the afterswarm temporarily in an ordinary hive, and
as soon as you see the remaining queens in the parent colony
killed and dragged out of the hive, run the afterswarm back
into the hive it came from through an entrance-guard, thus
catching their queen? or, as soon as piping is heard, open

~ the hive and destroy all queen-cells found? Are either of
them likely to prove successful? If not, why not?

5. Is it practical to unite a queenless, eggless, and brood-
less colony, with a colony having a laying queen, through a

bee-escape?
6. (a) Wlicn should alsike clover be sowed here? (b)

How much seed -should be sowed per acre? (c) Should it

be sowed by itself or with any other crop?

7. What would you consider the easiest plan to follow

for a non-swarming apiary? I don't like "shook" swarms,
or your putting-up plan, or your foundation-plan. Absolutely

no increase desired, and as little mterference as may be with

the honey yield : shall be constantly in the apiarv.

Virginia.

Answers.- 1. I can't say positively, but I think it will be

found that most of the honey thus gorged will be returned to

the cells.

3. If you mean that the 3 or 4 frames are covered with

bees fairly, I should guess that there would be needed about

three-fourths as much honey as a full colony would need un-

der like conditions. It's the outside of the cluster that has

to stand the cold and cause the consumption of stores, and
there's the same amount of outside at the sides whether
there be two frames or ten. Each additional frame makes ad-

ditional exposure only at top, bottom and ends. So if a

nucleus be half as large as a full colony, it will need a good
deal more than half as much winter stores.

3. In some cases yes, in most cases no. If a colony is

well supplied with stores, and if the bees arc gathering at

least a little, so that the queen lays enough to give the bees

all the brood they can cover, nothing would be gained by

trying to get her to lay more ; and mischief might be done
liy the inexperienced feeding and getting the bees to fly at a

time when they would be chilled and lost. But in some places

there may come a time in spring with warm weather favor-

able for flying, but nothing yielding. Feeding then might
be an absolute necessity to get the queen to laying.

4. The first plan ought to be entirely successful, and
the second just as successful if you are sure to miss no cells.

5. Ought to be, but I don't know from experience.

6. (a) At the same time farmers in your locality sow
I'ed clover, (b) About four pounds, (c) Either way, a favor-

ite way being to sow with oats. On rich ground, where the

alsike would be likely to lodge badly in wet weather, a sprink-

ling of timothy may be good.

7. Oh, my! don't you think you're a little hard on me?
You bar out pretty much all the ways I know, and then

say, "Give us a better way." I've been groping after the

answer to that conundrum for many years, and am still

groping. But I can't be in the apiary all the time, and you
make the thing easier by saying, ".shall be constantly in the

apiary." In that case the following might be submitted for

your consideration : Have queens clipped. When a prime
swarm issues, kill or remove the queen. Then prevent after-

swarms b}' either of the w'ays you suggest in (luestion 4.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to tlie American
Bee Journal at $1.00.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-
ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

Amerikanische Blenenzucht, by Hans Buschbai^er, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical bee-
keeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last.
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S Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

^ ourHi^^es AMD sEOTionsrs
Are Perfect in Workmanship and Material.

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment.

We will allow you a cash discount of S percent on orders seat in duriaj^ November.

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us a

Bees Did Well.

Bees did well this year. I started
with one colony in the spring' and in-

creased to 8, taking off about 60 pounds
of honey. The bees have a good sup-
ply of winter stores.

Alois Bbitel.
Platte Co., Nebr., Oct. 8.

A Correction in Average Yield.

On page 685 I am made to say that
my surplus will be 3 pounds per colony,
spring count. Of course this mistake
was made by the printer. I can make
a better showing than that. I have
harvested nearly 1200 pounds from 34
colonies, and increased to SO.

G. Stout.
Hennepin Co., Minn., Oct. 12.

I
In this instance the mistake was not

the printer's, but Mr. Stout's, as we
printed it exactly as he wrote it. But
we all make mistakes, sometimes.

—

Editor.]

Bees that are Hustlers.

I have what I think is a pretty good
showing for a colony of bees. On
June 28 I received from a dealer one
pound of bees and one of his red-clover
queens, and they filled a lO-frame
brood-chamber solid full. The frames
are 17j2x9'4, and the super contained
28 one-pound sections. This is what I

call hustling.
The American Bee Journal is one of

my best friends, and I look forward to
its coming with as much interest as I

would that of an old friend
J. L. Wki.i.m.\n.

Stratford Co., N. H., Oct. 14.

Two "Swell" Encounters with the
Bees.

My first experience with bees was
when Gen. Sherman took me and a lot

of others from Atlanta, Ga., down
through that State, and a fine time we
had. Before we got to Savannah we
were rather short of rations, and had
to do some jayhawing. One day we
were out after something to eat, and
came across a lot of bee-hives. Of
course, we all wanted some honey, but
none of us knew how to handle bees,
and I tell you we were " done up " in

great shape by them.
The next morning the Orderly Ser-

geant looked at me and said, "What
are you doing here ? Go to your regi-

ment. What regiment do vou belong
to ?" I told him I belonged to the 2d
Iowa yesterdaj', and that I would like

to stay with it. He said, " Is that you,
Snider? Well, this is the worst case
of poison-ivy I ever saw. Report to

the doctor right off ". I reported to

the doctor, telling him what had hap-

TELEPHONES
For Farmers

The man who wants to know
ALLaoout telephones for furm-
erB ehoaldsend 6 2c Btamps for
128 pace telephone book F-M

450,000
arletle«.Also6rapei*.8tiiBll Frultnetc.Best root-

ea stock. Genuine, cUea;>. 2 sample <uri-ants mailed for
lOcDeac. price UbC free. LcwUfitkestthfFredoiiia^N.T,

The Demand for

Moore's Strain of Italians
was so great in July and Auffust that he was
compelled to withdraw his *' ad.'' from the
American Bee Journal, to keep from being*
overrun with orders; but he is now UP WITH
ORDERS^and seoding^ Queens BY RETURN
MAIL, bred from his FAMOUS LONG-
TONGUED RED-CLOVER STOCK, which
has won a world wide reputation for honey-
gathering, hardiness, and gentleness. This is

the same stock which W. Z. Hutchinson adver-
tised for several years under the name of " Su-
perior Stock."
Prices: Untested Queens, 7Sc each; six, 14.00;

dozen, $7.50. Select Untested. $1.01) each; six,

fS.OO; dozen, $9.00. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Descriptive circular free.

Address, 0. P. MOORE,
39Atf riorgaii, Pendleton Co.. Ky.

B
INGHAM'S I>ATEN1

Smokers
T. P. BINQHAM, ParwelL I«

Lightning Knife Sharpener!

Every kitchen needs a knife sharpener.
Every woman will appreciate the Ligiitxing
Knifk Sharpener — a new kink for the
kitchen. It's cheap, but it's nicely made and
linished. and will wear well Pnts a keen edee
on the knife and saves ihe stovepipe. Samp/e
niailG<l for itnly t /tree ^-cent stn/nps
Order at once—they are going like botcakes.
Address, LIGHTNING KNIFE SHARPENER CO.

(Not incorporated)

S34X Ogdek Ave., CHICAGO ILL.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

^p Danrhters of Select Im-
fl ported Italian, Select

<a?iWK# Lonfr-Ton^e (Moore's),''" and Select Gol4en, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No Im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and bnt lew within S
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. All
mismated qneens replaced
free. Safe 3'rival gnar-
anteed.

Price before Jnly Ist. After July Ist,

1 6 12 I 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO 5.00 9.0O .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 1S.00 1.2S 6.50 1Z.00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 U.OO 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Clrcnlar.
JOHN M. DAVI5, Spring Hill, Tenn.
t^Iease mention Bee Journal ^hen wiitm*:

IT I=J5^-2"S
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve you PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
2TA26C Please mention the Bee Journal

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the lUinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued

a publication known as Circnlar No. 12, in

which is described the

best territory in this country
for the growing of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE. IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A]St Please mention the Bee Journal.

lO CENTS A YEAR.
TK ^ MAGAZINE, largest,
I IIP brightest and finest

\ \\\j Illustrated Maga-

Dixie Home ISS"'fIt is bright and up-

t.o-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life.

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
luildings and famous people. Send at once.

)c a year, postpaid, any where in the U.S.,Can-

ida and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of

6 names, 50c; 12 for $1. Send us a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t No. T.";. Birmingham, Alabama.

Bfi6-K66D6rs -a?^^ United States of

Hoot's iJet—Supplies, Johnson In-
cubators anil Brooders, Humpb-
rov's and Mann's Bone Cutters,
Poultry Suj>i>lles of all kinds. Seeds
and Impleiiionts. Remember, you get

these goods at Factory Prices, and save half

the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated

catalog

Q^jQQg BpOS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please atention Bee jotunal wnon wnUa^

If you >van[ uic ogg-owvh
That covers the whole Apicnltaral Field more

completely than any other published.
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook. Clarcmont. Cal..
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to tbe Trade-
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pened, and sent over some of the honey
to the Sergeant. So I stayed with the
regiment, and came home with it.

The second dose I had the past sum-
mer, when I got mixed up in a double
swarm, and got it good, and no mis-
take. The next day one of my neigh-
bors passed the house while I was
standing at the gate. Helookedatme
and wanted to know what I was mak-
ing a face at him for ! I tried to tell

him, but he got madder and madder,
until my wife came out to explain mat-
ters. But I am not going to give up.
I like honey too well.
This has not been a good season. I

am old, but I am learning and willing
to learn. The American Bee Journal
is the thing to read if you want to be
informed on bees. John F. Snider.
Jackson Co., Iowa, Oct. 14.

Fair Yield of Honey—Demand
Greater than Supply.

From S colonies I secured 311 pounds
of surplus honey, of which I sold S41
worth at 20 cents per pound.

I wintered 12 colonies, which I in-
creased to 23, and they are now in
good condition for the coming winter.

I sell all of my honey to my shop-
mates. I couldn't supply all my orders
this year, and think I could have sold
500 pounds if I had had it. I am in a
good locality, and sell all I can spare.

C. A. Mangi'S.
Blair Co., Pa., Oct. 3.

PeculiaF Stingep—Season Not Very
Good.

Enclosed find a peculiar bee-sting.
By using a glass you will see that it

has two parts.
We harvested about 9000 pounds of

comb and extracted honey this season,
and have about ISO colonies to put into
winter quarters. We will pack about
100 in chaif-hives, and put about SO
into the cellar. Some of our honey is

from basswood, but the most of it is

from white clover, although we have a
little dark honey from goldenrod and
other flowers. The season was not
any too good this year, but we hope
next year will be better.

Fred Banker.
Brown Co., Minn., Oct. 11.

[That stinger was a kind of bifur-

cated arrangement, and looks as if it

might do double duty all at one time.

A single-stingered bee is enough for

us. Still, you might breed the double-

stingered kind for bee-keepers whose
apiaries are molested by mischievous
boys.

—

Editor.]

Wet and Cold Weather.

Bees have not done what was ex-
pected of them this season. It was too
wet and cold in the spring, and I had
quite a loss in spring dwindling. Those
colonies that were strong and ready
for the harvest did not do very well,
although the fields were a white sheet
of clover bloom. The bees did not
work on it as I have seen them in other
years. I think it was so wet and cold
that there was very little nectar in the
blossoms. The fall is no better. Fall
bloom is good, but the bees could do
nothing.

I am getting the bees ready for win-

Something CSr Bee=Keepini^ Sisters
in the Winter Time.

We think all ladies will agree with us in saying that every man should at least under-
stand some business, with which, in case of neeessity, he could support himself and family.
The wealthiest people frequently come to want, and wretched, indeed, is the man who cannot
earn a living after his wealth is gone. He sometimes fills the grave of a suicide. And why,
in this enlightened age of progression, should not woman, as well as man, be able to depend
on her own resources? In case her husband dies in poverty, must she starve or depend on
charity? In case her husband fails to provide and grossly mistreats the woman he has sworn
to cherish, must she humbly submit? A. THOUSAND TIMES, NO ! Let every woman,
before she marries, have some knowledge that can be used to make her a living. Every mother,
rich or poor, should make her daughters, in a certain degree, independent, by giving them
some kind of a trade, and teaching them to be self-reliant. Mothers should have their
daughters learn to sew, and not neglect this important part of their domestic education. The

daughter so taught will not only make a better wife and mother, but will also be more likely
to secure a better husband, and will always command his respect. He will not look upon her
as a helpless " know-nothing," but will know that if he fails in his duties, she can live without
him, and this can only strengthen the bond between them. A thorough knowledge of dress-
making can always be turned into gold, and become the means of support for the mother and
her little ones. She may never have to use this knowledge in this way, but she has a trade and
can use it if necessary.

The outline cut shown herewith is a 'condensed copy of THE NEW LONDON
LADIES' TAILOR SYSTEM for drafting and cutting ladies' and children's garments.
For simplicity and accuracy it has no superior among the more expi'nsive sj'Stems. Thousands
of girls have learned more about draftiug and cutting with this sysum than they knew about
it after serving their apprenticeship in some of the dressmaking shops of the United States
and Canada. Thousands of the best garment cutters have laid theii complicated and expensive
system aside, and are now using THE NEW LONDON TAILOU SYSTEM. Thousands
have been sold at .*5.00 each, but we mail it Free to a paid-in-adviin, .- subscriber to the Amer-
ican Bee .lournal for sending us two new subscribers at $1.00 eacl.

; or we will send it to any
one with a year's subscription tothe American Bee Journal, both :ur si.75; or, we will mail
the Tailor System alone for $IM). ' Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAQO, ILL.
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ter, and although it is a little late I am
giving them combs of honey. It can
be done any time in the forepart of
October, when the weather is warm
enough for the bees to fly. This kind
of feeding suits me best. I think bee-
keepers ought to have combs ready in
case they have to feed.

I have only about a third of a crop
this season, figuring SO pounds to the
colony, spring count. If the clover is

not winter-killed we may expect a good
season next year. C. H. VoiGT.
Kewaunee Co., Wis., Oct. 10.

Fairly Successful Season—Loss of
Bees Due to Spraying.

The season of 1904 is now drawing
to a close. While the bee-keepers in
our State enjoyed a fairly successful
season last year, still, taking the entire
State into consideration, this year has
been the more prosperous. Some
localities that suffered from grass-
hoppers and drouth last year have
come out with an old-time honey-flow
this season, while in a very few locali-

ties the bee-keepers have not done
quite so well.
While there was a serious loss in

bees this spring, those that lived
through have done very well. I have
investigated the trouble some, and I

have come to the conclusion that it

was a case of wholesale poisoning.
From the best information obtainable
it was caused by spraying the bloom.
This pernicious work must be stopped.

E. S. IvOVESY.
Salt Lake Co., Utah, Sept. 21.

Very Good Honey Crop.

Two weeks ago I took off the last

super of honey, making 78 in all from
28 colonies. Those were all full of
honey. Besides these I had a good
many partly-filled sections Of the 78
full supers 15 were extracting-supers,
which will make an average of 30
pounds to the super. This gives me
2340 pounds of honey all told, and all

colonies have enough to carry them
through the winter.
The weather has been cloudy and

threatening for more than a week, and
it has been close and warm. There is

plenty of wild-flower bloom, and the
bees are still gathering nectar. We
have not yet had any frost. The pros-
pect was never better for a corn crop
and other farm products.

W. Irvine, Sr.
Webster Co., Iowa, Sept. 30.

Advertising Helps to Sell Honey.

As I am now at the close of the
honey harvest for this year I will give
my experience. It may be of interest
to some of other localities. I always
like to read the reports and experiences
of others, and compare them with my
own.
This is my third season with the

bees. Last fall I put 34 colonies into
the cellar, and last spring I put the
same number out on the summer
stands. One of the number was weak,
and was robbed shortly after, so I be-
gan the season with 33 colonies. I in-

creased to 60, and took off 1414'2

pounds of surplus comb honey. It was
a poor season, as it was too cold and
wet all summer, and they are unable to

do anything this fall for the same rea-

BEE = SUPPLIES!
Jte. >li ite. >li ilt >tt ste Jtt >!iili>tt .'"It >li >li jli jK. Jlt »W. «li. "l^

Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^
ETerythioK used by Bee-Keepers. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. >x

Prompt Service. ^Low Freight Rates. NEW CATALOG FREE. g
WALTER S. POUDER, |

5i3-5>5 Massachusetts Avenue, INDIANAPOLIS IND y

I

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest andPurest, Ricliest in Color and Odor, Tflost Transparent and Xoueh-est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it don't
fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation lor Cash a specialty Beeswax al-
ways wanted at highest price. A lull line ol SUPPL-IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal when writina

K,Hir3 OA.K, IO"WA..

BEE"
SUPPLIES!
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.

AQENCIES.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shngart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

The Novelty Pocket-Knife.
Your Name and Address on oce side—Three Bees on the other side.

Your Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say Just what name and
tddress you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which Is aa transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the cellul.iid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures ol a Queen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here. ^ ,

-. ,

The IVIaterial entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are haud-forged oat of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass-
the back springs of SheiSeld spring-steel, aud the finish <)f the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the Xnife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so loi

)f the •' Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in
itives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife i.> a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladT to a gentleman, the knife havine
the name of the recipient on one side?

,. ,
./^^^ accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fullv convey an exact representation of

this.beautiful knife, as tb' " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to tb(mie sending us ihkee new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with$.^'».) We will club the NovelHKnife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $3.00.

GEORGE W. YORK L CO.
*^Pleaso allor- -"bout two weeks for vour knife order to be Iilie<t.

Chicago. Ill
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DiscountsI GET OUR UlSuOUniS ON
M BEE-KEEPERS^ SUPPLIES

P LEWIS C.& A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich. J

m

ISiSi

ilarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making- SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frse Illustrated Catalog- and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Connecticut.—The Connecticut Bee-Keepers'
Association -wiil Itold their fall meeting at
Hartford, in the Capitol building, room 5).>,

Nov, 10, commencing at 10:30 a.m. There will
be a question-box open to all. All bee-keepers
are invited to attend, bringing friends with
them and one or more questions that they would
like discussed. There will be two or three
papers by prominent bee-keepers. Please bring
a sample of your this year's honey crop, or
some apiarian iSxture that you would like to
show. E. E. Smith, Sec.
Watertown , Conn.

Illinois.—The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold its I4th annual convention
in Springfield, Tuesday and -Wednesday, Nov.
IS and 16, 1104. On account of the I. O. O. F.
the railroads of the State give reduced rates,
notice of which will be made later herein. We
expect to have a good program, and with a
membership of more than a hundred we are ex-
pecting a larger attendance than eve/- before
Come, and bring your neighbor bee-keeper—
for the importance of this meeting will go a
long way in securing the appropriation for con-
tinuance of the bee-l*eepers' law of this State.
Rt. 4, Springfield, 111. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

Please mention Bee Journal vtien vrritlna

Please
when

mentloii Bee Journal
writing advertisers.

son. I am now feeding them sugar
syrup.

Ivast year I took oflf 1000 pounds of
comb honey from 19 colonies, spring
count.

I sold all of my honey around home
this year, and could have sold more at
$1.20 per 12-section case. Last year I

shipped all of my honey, thinking
that I could not dispose of it at home,
but this year I put a small advertise-
ment in our local newspaper, and then
sent for 100 pamphlets on " Honey as a
Health Food", distributing them
among the farmers. Then I put up
ray honey in the up-to-date uever-drip
shipping-cases, put a few in the buggy,
and sold and took orders for a number
in a couple of hours. I was agreeably
surprised to see how fast they went.
My intention is to keep 200 colonies,

about 140 for comb honey, and the re-

mainder for extracted. I have been
thinking of getting a stamp with my
name and address, etc., to stamp each
section and case. Where can I pur-
chase one ?

About two weeks ago some one en-

LigTTt'n'ng Lice Killing Machine

larpept ^'obbler.

Bee-KeeDers.ftuenilon
Are you going to buy Bees or Queens?
Are you going- to locate in Texas ?

We make a specialty of Queens,Nuclei and full
Colonies of bees for shipment^ in any quantity,
any where, at all seasons of the year^ car lots
a specialty.
We are selling agents for a large number of

colonies of bees, in quantity and locations to
suit purchasers. If ^ou wish to buy a farm or
ranch we may have it for you. Write us your
wants.

Southwestern Bee-Keepers

:

We are Southwestern managers for the W. T.
Falconer Mfg. Co., and will carry a full line of
BEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES at Factory Prices.
Beeswax bought and sold, and Honey Cans in
season. Let us tlgure witlii you before buying.
Order early and get the discounts.

The Hyde Bee-Supply Co.
H. H. Hyi

129N.FLORES St.,

37Dtf Please mention the BeeJuarnal.

tered my yard during the night, got
away with some honey from the supers,
and even opened the brood-chamber
and broke some of the comb. Has any
one a plan for tracing such thieves ?

I am town clerk of our township,
and have a garden, my bees, and a
horse and a cow. wherewith to make
my living. V. A. Hanson.
Polk Co., Wis., Sept. 23.

(The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio,

furnish all kinds of rubber stamps.

—

Editor.]

Fair Honey Crop—Banner Colony.

The bees in this locality have done
fairly well. They will average about
60 pounds per colony, the most of
which is basswood and smartweed, and
hardly any white clover. We are hav-
ing abundant rains this fall, which, I

think, will give a good white clover
crop next year.
June 11 I hived a swarm in an 8-

frame hive, putting 3 supers on, and
July 12 it had filled the 3 supers and
the S-frame hive when it swarmed
again, the second swarm filling another
8-frame hive. From now on I shall
rear my owu queens, as they are as
good as, or better than, those that are
shipped to me from foreign countries.

I now have 10 colonies which I in-
tend to winter in the cellar.

B. F. Schmidt.
Clayton Co , Iowa, Oct. 19.

Introducing Queens—Resume of the
Years Gone By.

I think the most important thing for
a beekeeper is to have the right kind
of a hive. The next thing to know how
to handle the bees to save money, as-

everybody who goes into it expects to
make money out of it. Then one
should have the right kind of extractor
and tools to work with.
To introduce a queen successfully,

take the old queen out of the hive and
put the new caged queen between two
frames of brood, letting it stay there
for two days. Then pull the card off

the cage and stick on a little piece of
comb in its place. The bees will eat it

off, and the queen will be received all

right. I have introduced as many as
50 in one day with this method, and
have never had a failure.

I have been for over 40 years in the
bee-business, and I always take the
premiums at fairs, etc. I have lived
here for 32 years, and began taking
the American Bee Journal 35 years ago.
Since I have been here I have taken

890 pounds of extracted honey from a
single colony, and another one I in-

creased to 36 colonies in one season,
from which I secured 1800 pounds of
honey. I sold the bees for $8.00 per
colony. From 125 colonies I have
taken 15 tons of surplus honey, and
from 100 colonies 12 tons, and have
sold over 1600 pounds of beeswax.

I now have over 20O colonies, but this-

has been a very poor year for the bees.

in this locality.

The frames I use are 9x15 in the
clear, and 9 frames to the hive, and

NORTHERIN KING QIEEINS.
One Untested, 5(1 ci>..; Tested, $l.(iO. Try on

Address, B. F. SCHMIDT.
R. F. D. I, NORTa BUENA VISTA,

43.'^lt Clajton Co., IOWA.
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the hive and super are alike. I have
them tiered up 7 stories high, and get a

good deal of beeswax when I cut them
down. Dr. J. Akcher.
Santa Barbara Co., Calif., Sept. 20.

Statement for 1904.

Apiary 14 colonies, spritifj count; 4

colonies, fO ; 12 colonies, S12 ; hauling,
75 cents; foundation, 90 cents ; paint
and nails, SO cents ; sugar, SO cents ;

one queen, $1 : sections and founda-
tion, $2. S; "ABCof Bee-Culture",
$1.25 ;

'• Bees and Honey ", 40 cents ;

paint, 35 cents ; sections and founda-
tion, $2 70 ; nails, 20 cents ; 2 queens,
$2; Bee Journal (6 months) 50 cents;
total. $34.25.

Sold 12 pounds of beeswax at 25 cents
per pound, $3 ; 175 pounds of comb
honey at 25 cents per pound, $43.75 ;

total, $46.75.

This leaves a difference of $12 50.

The season closed to-day. I hope to

do better next season
W. C. EdgeworTh.

Pulaski Co., Ark., Oct. 10.

WANTED.
Comb and Extracted Honey, at once; whole-

sale. Stale vour lowest price for cash. Refer-
ence, Traffers' National Bank.

I. A. BARTLETT, WEST MILFORD, W.VA.
43At( Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consig^ning-, buying or selling-, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbh St. Chicago. III.

Please mention bee Journal wVnn -writiuR

WANTED

!

Fancy Comb ttoney from White Glover,
in no-drip cases, at once. State jour lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCO'^T & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIAN aPOLIS, IND
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

i WANTED lE

Comb and Extracted

HONEYf
On Commission. T

A Boston pays good prices for a fancy L
^ article. W
4 F. H. FARMER, L
J 182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS. L

Fleasa mention Bee Joomai ^irhen '^rntlii£.

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Fonndation, etc., as we can save you time and
treiKht. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALE

50 lbs. or over, at 5 cents per pound. Address,
3"Atf JOSEPH SHAW, Strong City, Kans.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

s In No-drIp Shipping Cases,

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quota your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 61 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI. OHIO.

LHidGO, Oct. H—The receipts are now larger
than the immediate requirements, but no mate-
rial change in price is noticed. The best lots
of white ctmb bring 13i<i'14c, with lower grades
ranging l(93c less. Extracted, white, in cans
and barrels, 65iw T^nc; amber, SH<S>bHc. Bees-
wax, 2S(ffi30c. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 2Z.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. E.ttracted rather slow at 6>^@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather, tJeeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clemons & Co

Boston, Oct. 11.—We quote our market for
white comb honey from lota IS cents; for No. 1,

14@16c. There is a good demand, and receipts
are not excessive. Extracted honey wanted,
with practically no stock on hand.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

-There are no new fea-
arket. White honey is ar-

New Yokk, Oct.
tures in the honey
riving quite freely and meets with fair demand
at 14(r> iSc for fancy white, 13c for No. 1 white,
and 11'" 12c for amber. Hardly any buckwheat
has arrived as yet, and prices on same are not
established. First grade of buckwheat honey
will sell at from lOfaillc. Extracted honey in
good demand at unchanged prices. Beeswax
market dull and declining.

HlLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

N.Y., Oct. 11.—The honey market
is steady here at 15c for best white comb, and
12^@13Hc for buckwheat. The weitber is cjol
and favorable. Extracted, white. 6^@7c—slow;
buckwheat, (>(^i}(>]4c. Beeswax, 28ia30c.

H. R. Wright.

Cincinnati, Sept. 15.—There is an improve-
ment in the honey market, so far as extracted
honey is concerned. The demand has increased
considerably, but the supply is limited, owing

to the fact that bee-keepers in general are mie-
takably holding their crop for better prices.
We quote amber extracted in barrels at 5>tf@(,c*
white clover in barrels and cans at 7(a8'^c, ac-
cording to quality. The comb honey situation^
is badly demoralized,being aught butencourag-
ing. Quote fancy white clover comb honey at
14fa!lSc. Beeswax, 26(a28c.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

Philadelphia, Oct. 8.—The honey market
has been quite active in the last li» days. Quite
a good many arrivals. There seems to be a
bigger diversity in range of prices than we
have seen in this market for years. A number
of shipments have been seat to commission
men with instructions to clean them out at the
best price. This has hardly made an estab-
lished market price for any of the grades of
comb. We quote: Fancy, loi" 17 cents; No 1
HC" 15c; amber, 12c. Extracted, fancy white'
8c; No. 1, 7c; amber, 6}^c. Beeswax selling
freely at 28c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selseh.

San Francisco, Oct. 12.—White comb, 1-Ib.
sections, 12^(gil3c; amber, "^.^ilic. Extracted'
white, bi^ba cents; light amber, 5@6c; amber'
4@4>ic; dark amber, 3ii@3Hc. Beeswax, good'
to choice, light, 2'i@30c; dark, 27@2Sc.
There is not much choice to select water-

white honey offering, and this sort is being
very steadily held. Stocks of amber grades
are of fair proportions and are not receiving
much attention from any class of buyers.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 20.—Comb honey is non-
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a Utile. The sales made and
prices obtained were for Xo. 1 fancy water-
while comb, 13(a>15c; No. 2, UHi'j 14c. Extracted
Is sold aj follows: White clover, in barrels
(>>s cents; in cans, 7i<@8c; amber, in barrels'
5)i®5^c; in cans,6(u6!<.c. Beeswax, 27c.

'

C. H. W. Weber

ALLOWED ON EARLY ORDERS EOR
Let me SELL or BUV your

HONEY
ne to offer, mail sample with lowest pric

Cincinnati.

IF IN KTEBD
spected, delivered

I do business on

Pull stoik of Bee-Supplies, the best iiuide. Roofs Goods at
ilioir I'actory prices. SEEDS of Honey-plants.

C. H. W. WEBER, 2146-48 Central Aye.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Please MeDtion the Bee Joornal iJ^JrJSrf.?.
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LiOW PK,ICBS !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we bave published

THe i American i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best mag-azine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The w. T. FALCONEE MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight,

"lease mention Bee journal -when writing

No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross;
with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat.
of SUPPLIES free.

I. J. STRINGHAIH,
IDS Park Place, NEW YORK.

Mont. Vista.
This delightful 20-acre place situated at (.rif-

fin, Ga., is now for sale. lOOn feet above sea-

level, affords a rtelightful climate. Especially
suited for poultry, bees, aud small fruit. Grif-

fin is a manufacturing town of SOIX), making a
home market at high prices. Full particulars
from owner.

43A.4t
H. E. WEED.

1715 Railw.iy Exchange, CHICAGO.

Goods in Season.
Honey Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy **no-drip" Sbip-

{)liig-Case8 with glass in front and paper trays
for holding drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spnngtop fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular flason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; Sgalloo
Tin Cans boxed 3 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standard-ltred Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-

Slies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
N GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIflNflPOLIS, IND.

500 Colonies si?fss
Abundant alialfa range; no failures. Reason
for selling, ill health. Address,
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co , Ogden, Ut.ah.
32Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Lools Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Ivowest prices and quick service.

Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport, Iowa, 213-215 W.2il St

Please mention the Bee Journal. 3(jA26t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

^##

f 27tll

f year

X We Guarantee Satisfaction. Sty" "uRrfY.°^?iwiNEss.^ No SAQQINa, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Sp Whv Hrkf^e ilr at^Xl en wrfll 1* Because it has always given better satis-

•ife
^^ "j U"C* IL sen S>U well r faction than any other. Because in

26 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

#

Dadant's Foundation FeiU

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

^T We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Re^/ised
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, SI.20, by mail.

X BEESV\^7\X WANTED at ali times. Z

f DADANT & SON, Hamilton. Hancock Co., HI. §
Please mention Bee Jotimal wnen writing

NEARLY 100

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. Lewis Company,
Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

Send for Catalog.
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For

November
GLEANINGS IN BEE
CULTURE.
Are you one of the 20,000 sub-

scribers to Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture? If you are not, there are

many reasons why you should be.

If you are a bee-keeper every num-
ber will be worth more than the

subscription price. It is the most
fully illustrated bee journal pub-

lished. No medical or fake adver-

tisements. Over one thousand
pages annually. It contains the

latest quotations from all the prin-

cipal markets in the United States.

The best bee-keepers contribute to

every issue.

SEMI-MONTHLY,
$1.00 PER YEAR. FOREIGN

POSTAGE 48c A YEAR EXTRA.

SPECIAL OFFERS.
1. Sample Copy, Free.

2. Six Months' Trial, 25c.

3. Gleanings 1 year. Red-clover

Ital. Queen (April, May, or June)

$1.50.

4. Gleanings 1 year and ABC
of Bee Culture, postpaid, $2.00.

5. Gleanings 1 year and Langs-
troth Revised, postpaid, $2.00.

6. Gleanings 1 year and Doo-

little's Queen-rearing, postpaid,

11.75.

7. Gleanings 1 year and Stand-

ard Cornell Smoker, postpaid, $1.85.

8. Gleanings 1 year and Amer-
ican Bee Journal 1 year, $1.60.

THE ROOT CORRESPON-
DENCE SCHOOL OF BEE
CULTURE..
The demand for practical bee-

keepers is greater that most people
suppose. We are unable to supply
the needs so started a correspon-
dence school to fit any one to take
advantage of these offers. We do
it too at a very reasonable cost.

The course also is of greatest value
to beginners wishing to make bee-
keeping pay, and for those study-
ing bees for recreation. Prospectus
giving full particulars will be sent
on request.

"Schools of Correspondence are
now teaching almost everything;
in fact, I have often wondered that
some one did not start a correspon-
dence school for teaching bee-keep-
ing, and now I see by an advertise-

ment in the last issue of the Youth's
Companion, that no less a firm

than our old friends, the Roots, of
Medina, Ohio, have done this very
thing. I believe that no person or
firm in this country is better fitted

then they for making a success of

such a venture, and I shall watch
the outcome with much interest."

—

The Bee-keepers'' Review.

"The A. I. Root Company, of Me-
dina, Ohio, has established a cor-

respondence school of bee culture.

As this is one of the largest and
best firms making bee-keepers'
supplies, it is safe to say that its

school will be first class in every
respect."—A'. W. Agriculturist.

GOODS AND DISCOUNTS.
The discount of our bee-supplies

ordered in November for next sea-
sons use is S per cent. A thrifty
business man never fails to take
advantage of this size discount.
Why should a bee-keeper neglect
such a matter? Catalog prices will
remain same as this year.
December, 4 per cent.
January, 3 per cent.
February, 2 per cent.

AIKIN HONEY-BAGS.
Perhaps it is not yet too late to

put your crop in these bags to sell.

We have a good stock on hand, and
can supply them promptly. Prices
on application.

SIMPLEX HONEY-JARS.
This beautiful jar is meeting the

approval of the honey seller. It

costs no more than the older forms.
Is a package that will show off your
product to the best advantage, and
places it beside the finest on the
grocery shelves. A neat label
helps. We print them. Work up
a home market, for they are the
most paying.

CANS AND CASES.
We are shipping promptly any-

thing in the line of honej- cans and
cases. A good stock of every thing
needed at all branch houses. Write
us direct for catalog or to any ad-
dress below.

RURBER STAnPS.
We furnish promptly all kinds of

rubber stamps. The best made.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Executive Office, MEDINA, OHIO.

-BRANCHES:-

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee Street.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores Street.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S. W.
Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.
Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour Street.
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Making Honey Exhibits at Fairs.

On another page of this issue is a list of the premiums
offered, and also their winners, at the Minnesota State

Fair, held recently. We understand that it was the largest

and best display ever made by the bee-keepers of that State.

And it ought to have been a good one. For was not the

total amount of cash premiums on apiarian exhibits the

largest offered by any Fair in this country ?

It seems to us that the Minnesota Fair managers have
set a good pace, and their example should be held up before

those who manage other Fairs, so that they may see what
can be done by bee-keepers when they are given proper

encouragement.

We congratulate Minnesota bee-keepers on their suc-

cess. We hope ihey will continue to merit such generous

treatment on the part of their State Fair officials. And we
also trust that the already good-sized premium-list may be
increased if possible, as we believe that the apiarian depart-

ment of their Fair can be so encouraged that it will be the

most attractive of all.

Choice of Directors of the National.

" It appears in the report of the Texas Bee-Keepers'
convention that a card was received from General Man-
ager I ranee, notifying the Association that the term of
the Texas Director would expire with the year, and ask-
ing them to appoint his successor, and that a successor was
then and there elected. Has a new rule been promulgated,
making that the proper order of procedure ?"

So writes E. V. Pagan. There surely is some mistake

in the case. No local or State bee-keepers' association has

the right to elect any officer of the National, and Mr. France
would hardly proceed in so irregular a manner. The elec-

tion will take place in the near future by mail, all the mem-
bers of the National having the opportunity to participate

;

and the successor to the Texas member may or may not be

a Texas man ; he will be the man who shall receive the

highest number of votes for the place when the vote is

counted.

Cost of Selling Honey on Commission.

Mr. E. D. Townsend says in the Bee-Keepers' Review :

" It is estimated, and I have never seen it contradicted,
that if comb honey sold through the commission man brings
14 cents a pound, the freight, cartage, and commission will

bring the net price down to about 10 cents a pound for the

bee-keeper. Now we have some customers who will give us
a cent a pound more than the regular quotations for our
honey on board the cars here The difference between
10c and 15c, or 50 percent on the deal, is worth looking
after."

Certainly the 4 cents a pound is well worth looking

after, and Mr. Townsend is to be congratulated that he can
secure an extra cent because his customers can rely upon
the goods. But there may be no harm in inquiring into the

correctness of the estimate he gives, even if it may never

have been contradicted. Given without qualification it cer-

tainly needs contradiction. Of the three items mentioned,

cartage and commission are fixed quantities ; freight is a

variable quantity. If the distance be sufficiently great, the

slice taken off the 14 cents may be a good deal more than 4

cents ; if the distance be small may it not be less ? Perhaps
it might be well to obtain some definite and reliable infor-

mation on the subject. We invite the commission honey-

dealers to help us out in this.

Prices of Honey in England.

In the British Bee Journal D. M. M. reports that

heather honey is scarce, and commands at retail 30 to 40

cents a pound. In the advertising columns of the same
journal, sections are offered at Vl% cents each by one man,
and at 15'2 each by another ; and pound jars of extracted

are offered at 12'2 cents each.

Candied Honey—A Suggestion.

Our Canadian cousins seem inclined to get names a

little mixed. In the Canadian Bee Journal we are told,

" Candied honey is made as follows", and then follow in-

structions for making what has been known for a long time
under the name of " Scholz candy", " Good candy ", and
"queen candy ". Candied honey is honey that has granu-
lated, and in it there is nothing but honey ; the mixture in

question is mostly sugar, and to call it " candied honey ' is

to do the very thing against which we so bitterly object on
the part of adulterators. Let us be consistent ourselves.

The Rapid Flight of Bees.

On another page, Mr. Allen Latham rather critically

examines some experiments touching the flight of bees, the
results of which have been published recently.

We have not personally made any tests, but we do not
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see why bees should not be able easily to fly at least 60 miles

an hour. Why, the speed of a horse has been timed at the

rate of a mile in about two minutes. Surely a bee can fly

twice as fast as a horse can go.

But it would be interesting to have some bee-flying

tests made at the experiment stations. Until we have

something definite as to the greatest speed a bee can make
in flying, we can all agree that an ordinarily healthy bee

can fly quite fast enough— especially when it has succeeded

in getting the prospective bee-keeper fairly on the run.

Sainfoin for Forage and Honey.

Much is said in the last Canadian Bee Journal about

this plant, which seems to have value as a forage and honey

plant, although sainfoin honey is not produced in market-

able quatftites. At the experimental farm is a plot of sain-

foin that has been growing three years, another seven,

which latter is getting very thin. Mr. Kixter says :

"Here is the white clover plot, and maybe you can
count the bees, you can see five, six, eight or ten ; you come
to the alfalfa, and may be you do not see a bee at all, or
may be one or two on the tops of the bloom ; you come to
the sainfoin, and you can count 100 bees in some spots
where you would see eight or ten on the white clover."

If sainfoin, as a honey-plant, excels white, sweet, and
alsike clover, it well deserves trial. Mr. Fixter speaks thus

strongly of it :

"The number of bees working on the sainfoin plots,

against those working on white clover, alsike and bokhara
clovers were quite noticeably in favor of the sainfoin. For
fodder and as a fertilizer, it appears to be equal to alfalfa,

and its habits and growth are very similar. The sainfoin
being slightly finer in the stems, and having more of a
stooling habit, will therefore make a much better pasture,
especially for sheep."

Chas. M. DaPFOW, of Vernon Co., Mo., wrote thus

when sending the queen-cell picture appearing on the first

page :

I am sending the picture of some queen -cells which may
interest some of the readers. I had intended to have the
entire frame taken, containing 11 complete cells (hatched),

and one (as shown on the lower bar) as they are prepared
for grafting. But while taking them over to the photog-
rapher the comb got broken out of the lower part of the
frame, so I decided to have only a part of it taken. So far

as good queen-cells are concerned their equal never was.

By the way, did any one ever try to hatch queen-bees
out of shot- gun shells 7 Watch me.

Chas. M. Darrow.

The House-Apiary of John A. Sauer, of Kings, Co.,

Ohio, is shown on the first page. When sending the pic-

ture he wrote :

I send a picture of my lath bee-house, built last spring.

It is at the rear of the lot, 20 feet wide and 96 feet deep. The
yard is only 20x35 feet. The bee-house is 8 feet high, with
a roof to keep out the rain and the hot sun ; 5 feet wide,
and takes up the width of the lot. I have vines growing
over the house, as I find it much better for the bees.

I started keeping bees a year ago last April with 3 colo-

nies, and lost one swarm about two months after. I took off

88 pounds of honey for the season, but sold 800 pounds the

first year. This season I have taken ofi^ 97 pounds, and in-

creased one, so now I have 4 colonies, and will get at least

100 pounds more of honey.

It can be seen from the picture that I am getting
crowded. There are buildings all around me. The popula-
tion is 5000. I expect to go into the honey-business exclu-

sively in a few years, and will then move to the country, so

that I can have about SO colonies. I like the work very
much, even if I have been stung very badly several times.

I get a great deal of valuable information from the
American Bee Journal. John A. Saukr.

The Apiary of B. F. Anderson appears by picture on

the first page. He wrote us as follows Sept. 7 :

I am sending a picture of my out-apiary containing
about SO colonies, all in movable-frame hives. They are
arranged in pairs, and set on benches 12 inches high and
12 feet apart each way. The picture was taken from the
south side. The hives all face the east.

The gentleman standing in the rear is a friend of mine ;

the boys in front are three of my little cousins, and the
other " good-looking fellow " standing in front is myself. I

had a frame of honey in my hands looking for a queen at

the time the picture was taken.
I have been studying " A B C of Bee-Culture " for two

or three years, and I am also a subscriber to the American
Bee Journal and Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

I have been keeping bees for several years in box-hives,
and did not know the advantage of movable-frame hives
until the spring of 1902, when I purchased 10 1,'2-story

dovetailed hives. Since that time I have been keeping
them in such hives entirely.

I have sold 220O pounds of honey from my out-apiary,
and will have about 800 or 1000 pounds more to sell.

Lowndes Co., Ala. B. F. Anderson.

Some Facts About Honey and Bees.—This is the

subject of an article written by Mr. J. E. Johnson, and pub-

lished on pages 581-82 of the American Bee Journal for

Aug. 25, 1904. We have republished it in 4-page leaflet

form for general distribution, and furnish it, postpaid, at

35 cents per 100 copies. Send all orders to the office of the

American Bee Journal.

An Explanation from W. Z. Hutchinson appears in

Gleanings in Bee-Culture for Nov. 1. It seems that in

August he sent out a circular letter to some of the members
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association requesting them

to vote for him as its next secretary. As would naturally

be supposed, such action caused Mr. Hutchinson to be criti-

cised, and especially when it was discovered that only a

selected list had received his letter.

In view of the criticism, and after due consideration,

Mr. Hutchinson wrote the explanation referred to above, in

which he says, " I hereby withdraw my candidacy, and

most urgently request my friends to cast their vote for

some one else ". We think the last is a wise move on the

part of Mr. Hutchinson, and we trust his request will be

heeded.

Referring to the matter of soliciting votes or nomina-

tions for officers in the National, one of our readers wrote

us as follows recently :

" We have a very good instance of this at present. The
editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review lately sent out a circular

to his friends asking for the nomination as secretary. Years
ago he made a good secretary, and, no doubt, would be sat-

isfactory, and has an undoubted right to make this request ;

yet this maneuver is giving him what I call an undue
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advantage over others in the nomination. For instance, I

have not the least doubt that if the editor of the American
Bee Journal had followed the same course, the nominations
would have stood between him and the editor of the Review,
for, laying all flattery aside, the former was as good a sec-
retary as the Association has had ; and Mr. Brodbeck, bcitij,'-

a modest man, would have been relegated to the third
place."

The National Association has had internal troubles

enough during the past two or three years without starting

any more. The peaceful conditions that seem to be exist-

ing now should be encouraged rather than disturbed.

The Group Picture of the National Convention at

St. liouis is now ready for delivery. It is quite a good pho-

tograph, considering that it was taken in a boiling noonday
sunshine. It is mailed for 75 cents, by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Flint, Mich.

Dp. Miller and His "Forty Years".—We have re-

ceived the following item about Dr. Miller and his book :

Editor American Bee Journal :

—

I received Dr. Miller's book, "Forty Years Among the
Bees ", and find it very interesting reading. It seems like
sitting down with the Doctor and having a social chat with
him about bees. Everything is stated so plainly, and in so
friendly a manner, that one can not fail to be very much
interested.

And, by the way, we have a near neighbor who is

acquainted with the Doctor, and who attended school under

his tuition years ago, at Marengo. His name is F. L. Shel-
don, a very good neighbor and a worthy citizen. Mr. and
Mrs. Sheldon often speak of the Doctor, and also of Miss
Emma Wilson, in very high terms.

The American Bee Journal we consider a valuable
paper. A. M. Deitz.
Charlevoix Co., Mich., Oct. 26.

No doubt Dr. Miller turned out some good " boys

"

when he was teaching school. It is a pleasure to have such
a testimony as the foregoing come in " after many years ".

By the way, we mail Dr. Miller's " Forty Years Among
the Bees " for $1.00 ; or with the American Bee Journal one
year—both for 1.75.

Honey as a Health-Food.—This is a 16-page honey-
pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as

Food", written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
" Honey-Cooking Recipes " and " Remedies Using Honey ".

It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey
the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a two-cent stamp ; 50

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25 : 250 for $2.25 ; 500 for $4.00 ;

or 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of the front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Send all orders to the ofBce of the American Bee Journal.

HENRY L. MILLER.

We regret to announce that Henry E. Miller, a bee-

keeper and bee-supply dealer at East St. Louis, 111., died

since the meeting of the National Association in St. Louis
in September, where he was present. He was born 39 years
ago in Illinois. He had been engaged in the bee-supply

business for the past nine years. His illness continued 1()

days, and was a complication of kidney trouble and typhoid
fever. He was buried on the 12th anniversary of his mar-
riage. In writing to us, Mrs. Miller says :

" You are a stranger to me, Mr. York, but I will say
to you that if there were more men like Mr. Miller in their
homes, or in their habits, there would be fewer unhappy
homes. We have six children, the oldest 11 years, and will,
with competent help, continue the bee-supply business at
"this place."

We were not intimately acquainted with Mr. Miller, but
from the several times we had met him we formed a high
opinion of him. He was very cordial at the St. Louis con-

vention, and seemed to enjoy the meeting very much.

Mrs. Miller and her young family will have the sin-

cerest sympathy of bee-keepers everywhere, in their great

loss and bereavement.

P. F. ADELSBACH.

Of all men who have achieved prominence in the West
during the last few years, relative to matters pertaining to
the bee-business, no doubt P. F. Adelsbach, editor of the
Western Bee Journal, published in Tulare Co., Calif., heads
the list. He has become prominent not so much as a bee-
keeper as a publisher. About a year ago he started his
paper in the face of a record of defunct bee-papers that was

fearful, yet he has built up a journal that bids fair to be-
come one of the leading bee-papers in America.

Mr. Adelsbach was born in Marquette, Mich., 30 years
ago, of German parents. At an early age his parents re-

moved to California. The boy grew to manhood under the
golden skies of the West, and at the early age of 17 he em-
barked in business for himself in Fresno, Calif., where he
conducted with the greatest success the leading photo-
graphic studio for over five years. By this time he decided
that he wanted to see some of the world, and having shown
much ability as an amateur actor, he now secured a perma-
nent place and went on the stage. He continued in this

capacity for only one season. He had formed a dislike for
the associations of an actor's life, and hence refused to

continue, even though he was eagerly sought to continue by
the people with whom he had been.

He then returned to his home and secured a position as
a reporter on a newspaper, and learned the printing busi-
ness during odd times. During all this time his education
was not neglected, for he soon afterward accepted a posi-
tion in a business college, where he taught bookkeeping,
shorthand and penmanship. About eight years ago he met
with an accident from which he has never recovered, and
has since been in delicate health. Soon after the accident
he met the lady who is now his wife. She was Miss Annetta
Snyder, of Selma, Calif. This brought him into a family
of beekeepers, and soon he had the worst kind of bee-fever.
After a little time he had an apiary of his own, which he
managed with his usual success. But his poor health would
not permit him to continue the work, and so he disposed of
the bees. He has to this day the keenest interest in bees,
and is always studying them.

Physically, he is a mere mite of a man, with large blue
eyes that penetrate one in an instant, and is very magnetic.
He is a splendid speaker, having often raised his voice with
telling effect against the liquor-traffic. The whiskey people
all know him. He greatly prefers books to bipeds, and has
little social tact. He is of a quiet temperament, but fero-
cious when antagonized. His sincerity of purpose makes
him a man who is honored by all who know him.

Tulare Co., Calif. L. L. RusSBLL.
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Flight of Bees—Experiments Examined.
BY ALLBN LATHAM.

THERE frequently appears in print some statement re-

garding the rapidity of the honey-bee's flight, but as
yet I have never seen anything approaching satisfac-

tory evidence which fixed the limit of the speed which bees
attain. The problem is one difficult of solution, and almost
any experiment devised to get at this rate of flight is so
beset with difficulties that one is little wiser at the close
of the experiment than at the beginning. Still, there are
some facts that we all can observe, and from which we have
the privilege of drawing our own conclusions.

Considering the difficulty besetting this problem, one is

a little surprised at the boldness of the assertions to be
found on page 629. The statement referred to relates to
experiments tried by Mr. Philip Prior. I am surprised that
the Editor allowed the statement to go unchallenged. I am
unable to assert that bees do not fly ISO miles per hour, but
I mean in this article to state a few facts which I think will
lead most of my readers to doubt the truth of the observa-
tions of Mr. Prior. I believe for one, that more care should
be shown in writing and in printing facts relating to bees.
We ought not to blame the press in general for its comb-
honey lies while we make such rash statements about the
habits of bees.

I wish first to show that Mr. Prior's experiment is false
on the face of it, not that I mean to say that Mr. Prior is
untruthful—far from it—but that there were doubtless weak
premises in the form of unreliable observation.

Mr. Prior floured bees, his assistant 2j-2 miles away
watched for the same, each had a stop-watch agreeing per-
fectly in time ; Mr. Prior watched for return of bees/u/l of
Golden Gate Park honey.

Let us ponder a moment. Flour was the only identifi-
cation of the bee. Did Mr. Prior let one bee out, or two, or
three, or many ? If one, then his assistant had to see one
bee in that vast park—had to see that bee with no loss of
time, so that Mr. Prior could see it return after an absence
of two minutes. (I wonder how many times Mr. Prior had
to try this one-bee flouring before he and his assistant got
satisfactory results. ) Suppose two bees were let out. Then
the assistant had to see both, or else the experiment was of
no avail. Suppose many bees were floured (as was likely
the case), then how was Mr. Prior to know that any particu-
lar bee had been to G. G. Park. Whatever the number of
the bees let out, the assistant must see the first bee to get
back. Well, well, I am getting all mixed up with those
bees.

If any one wishes to try this simple experiment let him
do so by all means, and find how easy and simple it is ! The
fact is that the experiment as tried is practically impossi-
ble. What chance is there that a single bee let out and
floured will be immediately spotted by an observer in a
great park 7 Even if a floury bee is seen, the proof is not
there, for that bee may have been otherwise floured.

What sort of flowers grow in G. G. Park ? Is it gen-
erally known that a bee uses up 40 seconds in filling herself
with thin honey ? This when the honey is all in one spot.
Is a bee to consume no time in getting together the load of
honey in G. G. Park ? Let Mr. Prior's bees take the mini-
mum of time and use 40 seconds. This will leave 1 min-
ute and 20 seconds for the bees to cover the 5 (five) miles to
and from the park. The rate of flight of Mr. Prior's bees is
225 miles per hour, not ISO.

I think that I have shown the weakness of the experi-
ment. I think that it was a shame that any credence should
ever have been given the canard, more the shame that it

should come from a school-teacher. Mr. Prior should have
used more care, and should have eliminated the chances for
error. What probably happened, is that floured bees were
seen by the assistant ; that Mr. Prior did see the same bee
come back loaded after an absence of two minutes. But
thai bee had never been to Golden Gate Park and back. She
had simply gone to the bees' watering-place and filled her-
self with water and returned, all in two minutes. We will
believe the Prior story when Mr. Prior directs his assistant

to feed the particular bee with a honey of special flavor, or
else marks the same in some unmistakable way so that Mr.
Prior will know that the bee has returned from the Park,
and not from some other place.

Eest I take too much space I will now drop the Prior
experiment and relate some of my own observations. These
observations are free to the bone-picking of any and all of
my readers.

It is my belief that bees can fly only a little over SO
miles per hour at the most, and that they are unable to fly

even that fast when loaded.
Let any one take his place on a roof or other elevated

position between an apiary and a field of buckwheat some
morning. The bees will be passing by the thousands. Let
the observer compare their flight with that of objects whose
speed he knows. I venture to say that 30 miles an hour
will satisfy most observers. The bees will seem to go about
as fast as leaves blown by a gale, not so fast but one can
see that they are honey-bees.

I have bees in my cottage at the beach. There are no
trees within a mile. The wind has free sweep. Many a
time have I studied the bees and the winds, and from those
observations am forced to believe that bees find it difficult

to fly over 30 miles an hour. Though the flowers may be
secreting to their full capacity, a breeze of 20 miles causes
the work to lag, and the bees appear very tired as they come
back to their hives. When the wind gets up to 30 miles the
work almost stops, only a few bees of possibly bolder or
stronger flight continuing to seek honey. When the wind
gets up to 40 miles no bee that wishes to get back to the
hive leaves the same, for it is driven hopelessly away, and
will tire itself out trying to beat back against the wind.

Right here I ought to say that when bees are about to

alight they slacken their flight, and so might find it difficult

to get to the entrance of the hive, though they might be
able to fly right into the wind. But that this will account
for only a few miles more of their speed I judge because of

two hives whose entrances are amply sheltered from the
prevailing wind. The bees from these hives continue work
after the others have stopped, but they also stop when the
wind gets over 30 miles.

The contents of the preceding paragraph will be clearer

if one stops to think that a bee flying SO miles per hour
could just stand stationary if flying into a SO-mile gale.

Bees flying 150 miles per hour would still go 100 miles an
hour into a gale of SO miles. If bees can make 100 miles an
hour in the face of a 50-mile gale, it would seem that an
ordinary sailing breeze would only serve to keep them cool

in their exertions, and not tire them all out.

Let us approach the problem from another standpoint.
The wing of the worker is fs of an inch long. Its sweep in

flight does not exceed '4 of an inch on the average for tip,

middle and base. Is it possible for the bee to move forward
any faster than the backward sweep of the wings ? Yes, a
little, allowing for leverage. Probably not more than twice,

to be generous. Well, then, how many times per second
must a bee move her wings to make them move at the rate

of 30 miles an hour, that is, to allow the bee's body to move
forward 60 miles per hour ? I figure that the bee's wings
would have to vibrate 3872 times per second. The pitch of

a note with a vibration number so large is very high, much
higher than that of bees in ordinary flight.

Here is a chance for some' painstaking observer, who
has a good ear for sound, to find out approximately the true

flight of the bee. At present it will be safer for us to put

it not much above 30 miles per hour, at least until we have
proof to the contrary New London Co., Conn.

The Rietsche Comb Foundation Press.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

THE statement has been made recently that there are in

use in Germany 17,000 Rietsche comb foundation
presses. I don't know how many are in France, Bel-

gium, Switzerland, and elsewhere. There is a factory in

France making them. These presses are made of metal
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similar to that used in making rollers. Rubber compounds,
and hardened plasters and cements, are also used to a great
extent, being cheaper than metal.

ADVANTAGES OF THE PRESS.

Why is it that so many European bee-keepers use such
presses and make their own foundation instead of buying
it ? Several reasons are given.

l)ne is that the foundation sold by the large establish-
ments is sometimes adulterated. The extent of this adul-
teration has been considerably exaggerated, and there are
plenty of concerns selling pure wax foundation.

Another reason is the fear of introducing foul trood.
Everj' now and then somebody reports that foul brood
appeared in his apiary and no cause could be assigned to it,

except that it was brought in with the foundation used.
For my part, I do not see how the spores of foul brood, or
any other living being, could survive the foundation-mak-
ing process, yet I do not know positively. Furthermore, it

is evidently best to be on the safe side.

SAVING HALF THE COST.

But the chief reason is, undoubtedly, the cheapness of
the home-made foundation. The cost of foundation in

Europe is about twice the price of the beeswax used. The
cost of making it at home is insignificant. Almost every
bee-keeper can make his foundation in a few winter even-
ings, when nothing else can be done. The process is very
simple and very rapid. Open the press, pour in the wax,
shut the press for a few seconds, then open it and take out
the sheet of foundation. That's all. A lubricant should be
applied now and then to prevent the wax from sticking.

The economy would be as great, or rather greater, here
than there. The wholesale merchants here pay for the

"pwa^ "

The Rietsche Press.

beeswax 23 cents per pound. I could get 28 cents in Cin-
cinnati, but from this the freight and commission would
have to be deducted. The foundation for sections costs
from 55 to 60 cents a pound, according to the quantity
wanted, to which the freight must be added. The railroads
do not accept a package for less than the 100-pound rate ;

that is, if I buy say 10 pounds of foundation I have to pay
as much for freight as if it were 100 pounds. Some of the
northern lines, however, put the limit at 50 pounds instead
of 100.

. If I am caught by an unexpected honey-flow, and have
to order by express, it is still worse. The express rates are
simply exorbitant.

ARTIFICIAL STONE.

For several years I have been studying the question
and experimenting. The first point in making the press
is to determine what material to use. Metal is too costly

;

besides, the process of making would require some expen-
sive machinery. On the whole, I do not think that a press
made of metal could be sold for less than $12. Plaster is

an entirely too weak material, and had to be abandoned
entirely. Portland cement is perfect in every respect but
one. Even the be.st brands contain some free magnesia.
This dissolves in the water used as a lubricant, or part of
the lubricant attacks the wax and forms with it a soapy
compound which eventually makes a coat on the press to
which the wax is liable to adhere in spite of any lubricant
used.

After many trials, I finally found that a mixture of
cement and other substances constituting one of the arti-

ficial stones recently introduced in the building business,
gave much better results. A coat of special paint com-
pletes the protection against the magnesia. This press

makes sheets 17x8'< inches. DilTerent sizes can be made
as well if preferred.

STRENGTH OF THE PRESS.

The foundation made on the press is usually rather
brittle. This, however, can be remedied in a large meas-
ure, and entirely satisfactory results obtained. It must be
remembered that wax shrinks considerably in cooling. If

The Artificial-Stone Press.

the sheet of foundation is left to cool in the press, the im-
prints of the press hold the sheet and prevent it from shrink-

ing or contracting as a whole. So the contraction will take

place everywhere, and cause innumerable very fine cracks.

It is the presence of these cracks that renders the sheet so

brittle. They can be seen by holding the sheet up to the

light.

If the sheet is taken up when quite soft, the contraction
will take place freely, and instead of cracking the sheet will

contract as a whole. If the apiarist will put such founda-
tion in the sections or brood-frames only in warm weather,
or in a warm room, he will not be troubled by any excess of

brittleness at all.

In order to meet these conditions it is necessary to make
the foundation in a room quite warm. The warmer it is

the better the foundation will be—90 degrees, or even 100

degrees, if the operator is willing to stand it. Of course,

he is not expected to wear winter clothing.

THICKNESS OF PRESS FOUNDATION.

Another difficulty I met, was that the sheets were too

thick for use in the sections. They would do very well for

extracting and brood-nest combs, but that was all. Every-
thing, every process that I could think of to make thin
sheets was investigated, but found wanting until quite re-

cently, when the idea struck me to put the press in an in-

clined position, so as to allow the surplus of wax to run off

before the solidification takes place. Very simple thing,

indeed. That is, after one has thought of it. It is like

Columbus' egg.
It is necessary that the room where the sheeting is

done, and the press itself, should be very warm, otherwise
a thin sheet would solidify before the press could be closed.

Manner oj Operating tlie Press.

Needless to say that the operator must be quick in pouring
the wax in the press and closing it.

PROCESS OK .MAKING.

In the above figure P is the press represented open. S
a frame to support it. B a shallow box to catch the surplus
wax and hold the press. T the table on which the whole is

placed.
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To make a sheet, pour the wax on the face F of the
press, using only one hand, the other hand holding the
upper part U, and closing the press as soon as the wax is
poured in. The dotted lines show how the closing is done.
The inside of the box and the outside of the press should
be wet before beginning the operations, in order to prevent
the surplus wax from sticking.

LUBRICANT FOR THE PRESS.

At this stage of operations we have a thin and soft
sheet of foundation to take from the press. Needless to say
that such a sheet will not stand any hard pulling, and in
order to have it come off easily, a good lubricant should be
used. The instructions given in the European bee-papers
are to use water and honey, half and half, and apply after
every fourth or fifth sheet. I find that there is quite a dif-
ference according to the quality or kind of honey and the
temperature of the room and the press. The warmer these
are the more honey should be used. I obtain better results
by applying the lubricant often, and in small quantity
rather than by doing the reverse. I suppose any cheap
glucose syrup would do as well as honey. With me, a big
sponge is the best instrument to apply the lubricant rapidly
and uniformly.

SOFTNESS OF PRESS FOUNDATION.

The foundation from the press is thicker than the sur-
plus foundation made by the Weed process, but is much
softer. But let me say, first, that the difference in thick-
ness is more apparent than real. The enormous pressure
to which the Weed foundation is submitted reduces its
volume perhaps to half what it otherwise would be, but it

increases the hardness and toughness in proportion.
There is no doubt that the bees prefer the soft founda-

tion, as they can work it more easily. Those of the old
readers of this paper, who have kept their bee-papers, will
find the discussions and reports on the use of the founda-
tion from the Given press and the rollers, in the papers of
ten or twelve years ago. The consensus of opinion was in
favor of the press. My own experiments are too limited yet
to be very conclusive. As far as I am able to judge now,
the bees will take the soft foundation in preference.
Furthermore, if the walls are not too high, they will thin
the base of the cells of the soft foundation, but never those
of the Weed foundation, probably because it is too hard.
The walls will always be thinned and drawn, no matter
how hard they may be ; probably because the bees can get
them between their mandibles and thus easily work them.
So, after all, the excess of wax of the soft foundation is not
lost at all. The transparency of the Weed foundation is
merely a matter of looks, and need not be considered.

Knox Co., Tenn.

Minnesota State Fair and Premiums.
BY H. G. ACKUN.

THE Minnesota State Fair, held Aug. 29 to Sept. 3, was
the best one the State Agricultural Society has held,
and one of the best State Fairs in the United States.

The Minnesota bee-keepers did their share by putting up a
larger exhibit than last year, not only in honey and bees,
but canned fruit sweetened with honey, jams and marma-
lades sweetened with honey, cooking and baking sweetened
with honey, and plain and sweet pickles put up with honey-
vinegar. Cooking and baking, canned fruit, sweet and
plain pickles all put up with honey and honey-vinegar have
been exhibited for five or six years at our State Fair, and
have done a good deal towards increasing the sale of honey
and honey-vinegar. Many of the rich have asked for
recipes for cooking, baking, and putting up pickles with
honey and honey-vinegar.

Mr. Eugene Secor, of Iowa, was the judge of the api-
arian exhibits, and the following is the

LIST OF EXHIBITS, WINNERS, AND AWARDS.

Case of Extracted amber honey. 12 pounds or more in glass, labeled

—

1st i5rem., J. B. Jardiae, $10; 2d, Moeser's Apiarv, $6; 3d, H. G.
Aoklin, $4; 4th, Walter R. Ansell, $2.

Display of extracted honey from greatest number of liowers in glass,
labeled— 1st, H. G. Acklin, $5; 2d, J. B. .Jardine. $3; 3d, Walter
R. Ansell, $1.

Beeswax—best quality, 10 pounds or more—1st, H. G. Acklin, $b; 2d.
J. B. .Jardine, U; 3d, Moeser's Apiary, $3; 4th, W. R. Ansell, $3.

Honey-vinegar— 1st, H. G. Acklin, S4; 3d, Moeser's Apiary, $3; 3d.
Waller R. Ansell, $2.

Best displa.v of pies sweetened with honey— 1st, H. G. Aoklin, $4; 2d.
Moeser's Apiary, $3; 3d, Walter R. Ansell, $2.

Best display of honey-cake—1st, H. G. Acklin. *4; 2d, Moeser's Api-
ary, $3; 3d, J. B. Jardine, $2.

Best and largest display of marmalades, jams and .iellies put up with
honey—1st, H. G. Acklin, $4; 2d, .J. B. Jardine, .¥3; 3d, Moeser's
Apiary, $2.

Largest and best display of plain pickles in honey-vinegar—1st, H. G.
Aoklin, $3; 2d, Moeser's Apiary, $2; 3d. J. B. Jardine, $1.

Largest and best display of sweet pickles put up with honey and
honey- vinegar—1st, H. G. Acklin, S3; 2d, Moeser's Apiary, $2; J.
B. Jardine, $1.

Largest and best display of variety of uses for honey—1st, H. G. Ack-
lin, $4; 2d, Moeser's Apiary, $3; 3d, J. B. Jardine, $3.

Nucleus of golden yellow Italian bees and queen—1st. H. G. Ackhn,
U\ 2d, J. B. Jardine, $3.

Nucleus of dark or leather-colored Italian bees and queen—1st, H. G.
Acklin, S4; 2d, Moeser's Apiary, 5;3; 3d, J. B. Jardine, S2; 4th,
Walter R. Ansell, $1.

Case of white clover honey, 13 to 34 pounds—1st, H. G. Acklin, -?10;
2d, Moeser's Apiary, $6; 3d, J. B. Jardine, .?4: 3d, Walter R.
Ansell, $2.

Case of basswood or linden comb honey—1st, Moeser's Apiary, SIO:
2d. J. B. Jardine, .?6; 3d, H. H. Heins, $4 ; 4th, H. G. Acklin, S2.

Case of other white comb honey—1st, Moeser's Apiary, §10; 2d, D. C.
Hazelton, $6; 3d, Lindersmith, $4; 4th, J. B. Jardine, $2.

Case of amber comb honey— 1st, Moeser's Apiary, -SIO; 2d, Walter R.
Ansell, SO; 3d, J. B. Jardine, *4; 4th, H. G. Acklin, S3.

Case of extracted white clover honey, 12 pounds or more in glass,
labeled— 1st, G. A. Forgeson, SIO; 3d, Moeser's Apiary, $6; 3d, J.
B. Jardine, S4; 4th, H. G. Acklin, ^2.

Case of extracted basswood or linden honey, 13 pounds or more, in
glass, labeled—1st, J. B. Jardine, SIO; 2'd. H. G. Acklin, $6; 3d.
H. H. Heins, .S4; 4lh, Walter R. Ansell, s2.

Case of other white extracted honey in glass, labeled—1st, J. B. Jar-
dine, $10; 2d, H. G. Acklin, $6 ;

3d, Walter R. Ansell, .S4; 4th,
Moeser's Apiary, ¥3.

Most attractive display of comb honey— 1st, Walter R. Ansell, 812:
2d, H. G. Acklin, SIO; 3d, Moeser's Apiary, $7; 4th,H.H.Heins,S5.

Display of comb honey in extracting frames— 1st. J. B. Jardine, $6;
2d. H. G. Acklin, S4 ; 3d, Walter R. Ansell, 12; 4th, Moeser's Api-
ary, SI.

Most attractive display of extracted honey—1st, Moeser's Apiary, SIO

;

2d, H. G. Acklin, $6; 3d, J. B. Jardine, S4; 4th, H. H. Heins, $2,
Display of extracted honey, granulated or candied—1st, Walter B. An-

sell, .?5; 2d, H. G. Acklin, $4; 3d, J. B. Jardine, «3; 4th, Moeser's
Apiary, $3.

Grand sweepstakes— largest, best, and most attractive exhibit— 1st.

Walter R. Ansell, S12; 2d, H. G. Acklin, §10; 3d, Moeser's Api-
ary, $"; 4th, J. B. Jardine, $5.

I have been on the committee to revise our premium-
list for a number of years, and while we do not get just
what we would like, it is getting better every year. The
Fair managers always have their say as well as the com-
mittee. Cooking, canning, and using honey-vinegar are
more attractive to the average Fair visitor than the honey
alone, especially to the ladies, and are doing a lot to get
them to using honey. The premiums do not begin to pay,
as most of the cooking is eaten up by the judges, managers,
and a few others.

One serious objection to our getting more premiums is,

when we ask for it the Secretary of the Fair turns to his
records and finds that Minnesota is now giving a larger
amount of premiums in the honey department than any
other State Fair in the United States.

Ramsey Co., Minn.

Money as a Health-Food is the name of a 16-

page leaflet (3^x6 inches) which is designed to help in-

crease the demand and sale of honey. The first part is

devoted to a consideration of " Honey as Food ", written

by Dr. C. C. Miller. The last part contains "Honey-Cook-
ing Recipes" and " Remedies Using Honey." It should be

widely circulated by every one who has honey for sale. It

is almost certain to make good customers for honey. We
know, for we have used it ourselves.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy free ; 10 for 20 cts.; 25

for 40 cts.; SO for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25; 250 for $2.25; 500

for $4.00 ; 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free

at the bottom of the front page, on all orders for 100 or

more copies. Send all orders to the Bee Journal office.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and

neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the

American Bee Journal one vear—both for $1.75. Address

all orders to this office.
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Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

What Has the Season Been, Sisters ?

Now that the season is over, it would be nice to compare
notes and learn what success the sisters have had during
the past season. Tell us, dear sisters, just how you have
succeeded, whether you got from each colony an average of
100 pounds, SO, or nothing at all. Tell us about any special

item of interest. Let's bring our sewing, knitting, or fancy
work, and sit down for a good, social chat.

Honey from Foul-Broody Colonies.

1. A short time ago I read in the American Bee Jour-

nal that a colony of bees might be lightly affected with
foul brood for some time before detecting it. If honey from
such a colony had been extracted and used for food, would
it injure any one who had eaten it ?

2. I see by a late paper that the bacteria in honey from
an infected colony would not be killed if boiled for one
hour. (I suppose this would be from a bad case.) And
would give the disease to bees if fed back to them. What
use could be made of such honey ? Mrs. Russell.

Monroe Co., N. Y.

1. Foul brood, as you probably know, is caused by a
microscopic plant—Bacillus alvei. If a single one of these

plants, or one of its seeds (spores), be contained in honey, it

will convey the disease just as truly as would a larger

number
;
just as a single seed of a weed would foul a field

of ground, although a larger number of seeds would more
rapidly fill the ground with weeds. So you see it is not best

to count too much on mild cases.

Now as to whether it is safe to eat such honey. Plants
do not grow except in the right kind of soil. The soil that

suits Bacillus alvei is found in the larva; of bees. In the

human stomach they will not grow ; you need have no fear

of it any more than you would be afraid if you should swal-

low an apple seed that an apple- tree would grow out of your
mouth. Surplus honey stored by a foul-broody colony is

just as nice and wholesome as that from healthy colonies,

although it might be death to bees.

2. Foul brood might be given by honey from a very
mild case after two hours boiling. Three hours is safer,

and it is hardly advisable to use such honey at all for feed-

ing bees. It isn't so much that it needs such a long time,

as that there is danger that all parts of the honey have not
been subjected to the same heat, and if a single spore

should escape it could do the mischief. If the honey is

clean there is no reason it should not betaken for table use.

It could also be used for making vinegar. If extracted
from foul-broody combs so as to be unfit for table use, it

could be boiled long enough to make it safe, and then fed at

a time of year when it would be all used in brood-rearing.

Of course, it might do to boil it for two or three hours, but
rather than take any sort of risk in such a serious matter,

it would do no harm to boil it for four hours, reducing it

with boiling water and keeping it boiling all the'Jinie.

Sisters Helping- the Brethren.

C. W. Barnum says in Gleanings in^Bee-Culture :

" My wife was induced to come out and help me in the

apiary, partly for want of health and partly for her help ;

and the outdoor exercise has built her up so that she out-

weighs her husband at present."

If more of the sisters were to help the brethren it would
be for their good in more ways than one, and probably for

the happiness of their families, although some might not

relish the thought of becoming the heftier member of the

combination. ^ I—^
A Furniture Polish.

Many of the sisters polish their own furniture. Q Here is

a recipe taken from the Chicago Record-Herald, by which
you can make your own polish :

"To make a cheap and excellent furniture polish, take
one ounce of white wax, one ounce of castile soap, half a

pint of turpentine, two ounces of beeswax, half a pint of

soft water. Dissolve the white wax and soap (which must
both previously be cut in fine shavings) in the water on the

stove, and dissolve the beeswax in the turpentine. When
nearly cold mix these ingredients together and the polish

will be ready for use."

>J=

Htr. :^asty's aftertI?ouc3l?ts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

HONEY AND SUGAR CHEMICALLY CONSIDERED.

It's a worthy chemical article that Adrian Getaz gives
us on honey and sugar—but I'm afraid it also needs a few
shots fired at it. For one thing he says, " Levulose does not
crystallize at all ". Then it would follow that such honey
as they market in paper bags hasn't any levulose in it.

That will hardly do. Less certainly wrong—but still it

looks doubtful—if granulation sets in because, at the low
temperature, water can not hold so much of the other in-

gredients. If that's correct, one would think that the heav-
iest, thickest honey would be the first to granulate—and it's

the other way, I believe.

On the dextrose and levulose matter let me illustrate

what I think. Here is beeswax— certainly looks like a sim-

ple, straight chemical ; but it is now known to be a varying
mixture of three different waxes. ^ I prophesy with a good

deal of confidence that the dextrose of honey will eventually

be found to be a varying mixture of several different

sugars—and the same of the levulose. I think the recogni-

tion of this fact will help us some in our puzzles, but prob-

ably not get us out of all of them.
He says the glucose of commerce, if pure, would be the

same as the levulose of honey. Isn't " levulose" there a

slip for dextrose ? My memory may easily be at fault,

but, if not, glucose is one of the dextroses. You see, if

there were a thousand different sugars they would all have

to be dextroses or levuloses, or neutrals. Dextrose means
right, and levulose means left, referring to the way a beam
of polarized light is twisted when it passes through. Nat-

urally this test makes the list of sugars pretty short—and
may range together things which are wide apart in quality.

We'll thank him for explaining how poison gets into

glucose—and thence into the grocer's syrup. ^Made with
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sulphuric acid ; and sulphuric acid has got down to such ex-

:eeding- cheapness that it is too cheap to be made with com-
mercial sulphur. Largely made by burning mineral pyrites,

md some of the mineral has arsenic in it as well as sulphur.

Liime takes the sulphuric acid out of the glucose ; but lime

won't take the arsenic out after it once gets in. Page 6()1.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YODNG AND OLD BEES.

It is an interesting fact that page 659 gives us about

young bees as distinguished from older ones. Many fine

hairs right on the surface of the large compound eyes

;

while from the eyes of the old bees the hairs are missing-
broken off, or at least gone somehow. We hardly expect to

be told that they pull them out, either from their own eyes

or their neighbors'. More likely the hairs get brittle and
easily break off when the proper time comes for them to go.

And the sweeping, catwash-her-face motion of the front

legs often seen, may furnish sufficient means of breakage.

I'll run the risk of a guess that young bees are not any-

where near blind, however—in fact, the editorial remark as

good as proves it. Where do all these hairs go to ? Rest

of young bee's body also parts with quite a fleece of hair

during the first 20 days of life—thousands of hairs for each

bee, and multiplied by say 100,000 bees in the course

of the season. Bottom of brood-chamber ought to be a

good place to go wool-gathering. Is it not these shed
hairs that give the cappings of the brood such a peculiar

texture—neither exactly wax nor exactly anything else 7

I'll play that most of the shed hairs adliere slightly to the
wax surfaces, and then the bees slightly scrape the sur-

faces over, getting a mixture of hair and wax, which a lit-

tle kneading fits for use as brood-cappitigs. Leastwise we
know that the lower edges of the combs get scraped away
with the lapse of time. If we fit in comb it will gradually
get gone, and the space above the bottom-bar will appear
again.

SUDDEN EFFECTS OF BEESTINGS.

The case of W. W. Shafer, on page 660, is a very ex-

treme one—also an example of a rare turn or sudden change
which, for aught we know, any one of us is liable to suffer.

After having been pretty well inured to stings one sud-

denly becomes very susceptible to them, and continues so.

The case of Langstroth and James Heddon were a little

that way, I believe.

EARLY SPRING CLEANING OF HIVES.

Probably all right in Texas, but in the cold North I

think harm instead of good is sometimes done by such vig-

orous spring cleaning as that per page 664—at least, there

is such a thing as doing it too early. Makes the hive too

drafty for the babies. Wait a bit. Wait till the extra-

strong colonies have got the cleaning all done ahead of

you ; then clean the weaker ones.

®
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9. Either plan will answer, butit^mightbe less trouble
to keep it in the comb. ^= '. * -^

10. I've had no practical experience in the matter, but
it is said that after the close of the season a queen may be

successfully int'-oduced. Other things being equal, the

absence of brood that you mention would be favorable. It

is also a time at which there could be no loss from a break
in laying, as there would be at the beginning of the harvest.

6 3end for Our 1904 Catalog and Prlce-Dst. a

s ourHi^v^es AMD sEOTionsrs
|

S Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.
|

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
Sj secure prompt shipment. S
if We will allow you a cash discount of S perceut on orders seui lu during November. M

1
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us.a

|

Jvcports an6 (Sxpcrteuccs

Good Report and Good Prospects.

As the season is over for 1904, I will

give a report of my honey crop. I have
taken 1450 pounds this season, 77
pounds of which is extracted. My best
colony gave me 152 pounds, and the
average was 96 pounds per colony,
spring count.

I had 15 colonies last spring, and
have increased to 30, and they are in

fine shape for winter My bees are the
red clover Italians.

This was a good season for honey in

this locality, and there is a fine growth
of young white clover which makes the
prospect look good for next season.

H. M. Garner.
Miller Co., Mo., Oct. 15.

Good Market for Chunk Honey.

Our bees have done fairly well this

season, though some colonies did not
store enough to take them through the
winter. Others filled two-story hives
full. I run mostly for chunk honey,
as the farm and poultry take up too
much of my time for working for sec-

tion honey. Besides, it pays equally
as well in our market to cut out the
honey and sell it in quart, half-gallon,
and three-quart pails, and by cutting
only alternate combs it keeps the bees
building all straight combs.

D. F. Marrs.
. McLennan Co., Tex., Oct. 17.

Finding and Hiving a Swarm.
One Sunday last June I went out and

sat down under a big tree. I had been
sitting there perhaps two minutes
when I looked up and saw bees thick
as spatter in another tree.

Two weeks later I went out to see
how my pels were. I sat down about
10:30 in the same place, and in five

minutes they started to swarm ! There
I was. They came out and alighted
on a nice little bush. Now, what would
you have done ? I will tell you what /
did.

I went half a mile and brought a
soap-box, came back, bees still there.
I pulled grass and weeds " to beat the
band ". Then I set the box down, cut
the limb, shook the bees otT, and do
you know they couldn't all get into the

box? There I was. So I hunted till I

found "the lady of the house", and
put her up in the farthest corner.

Then I thought of a friend of mine

Ii'ORMASLr.r
Low in price. Fully cu.irantee.l. Ij 11 Send

Send tor fret- iMtalot'Ue. U fj,
BIKTA MFG. CO., LIGONIER, INDIANA. FreeCatalog

STGRAPE VINES
69Torletle«. Al«oSmoIl Fmlti., Trees, Ac. Besf root-
ed stock, llenuiiie. .-licitp. aaample Tims mailed fnr 10c
Descrlptiyeprice-liBtfiee. LEWIS ROESCH.fREDONIA.N.Y.

MORE EGGS-LESS FEED

Humphrey "'V.ible'"'' Cutter
i^ouble Tnur e^e yield and cut your foel

REDUCED PRICES

Good for the Balance of

This Season Only.

As I desire to unite my nuclei as soon as pos-
sible, 1 ftill sell ITALIAN QUEENS at ihe
following' low prices, until m^ present supply
is exhausted

:

Untested Queens, uO cents each; six or more,
50 cents each. Select Untested, 75 cents each;
six or more, 'jO ceuts each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction (juarauteed. Send for circular and
read reports irom enthusiastic customers.

J. P. MOORE,
39Atf norgan, Pendleton Co , Ky.

liGET A DANDY' ,^-
the fa3tpst cuttin
and double vnurt-L'^' \ifld. SoM dircet
on 30 days tnul. ?^ UT'. Catalounie fi ti-.

Stratton Mfg. Co., Bos 21 , Erie, Pa,

r'.ea^e ^("itin" Hnt- jovirual when vm

BEEKEEPERS' CLUB.
Modern Farmer ode jear $ .5i>

Silk Front Bee-Veil 50
• '.leanings in Bee-CuUure one jeat ).(0

Langstrolh on the Honej-iiee 120
American Bee Journal (new only) ^^.00

'{4 2d

All of the above only $2.50; first two, $.£u; first

three, $1.25; first foar,$2 lu.

New subscribers for the A. B. J. can substi-
tute it for Gleanings if Ihev wish. Renewals
for A.B J. add 40 cents more to any club. West-
ern Bee Journal can be subsliluled for either
bee-paper. No changes will be made in any of
these offers.
Write for other clubbing offers, and a

i-RicE-LjsT OF BEE-SUPPLIES very cheap.

EMERSON T. ABBOTT,
ST. JOSEPH. MO.

Reasa mention ase Jouniai wa«n wntini:.

The American Poultry Journal
325 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

Alrkllfnnl tl"^' '5 °^^'' =1 quarter of a
«JUU1 lidl century old and is still grow-

ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

American Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal

meaae mention Bee Journal 'wbon irrltliUE

BARNES' FOOT POWER MACHIREBT
Read what J. I. PARENT,of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter-
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a q"reat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,

to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Hease mentinn Hea Joumai 'wtieii wrmne:

8-FramesVoHv Hive for $L
This hive is rabbetted at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. I Sections, $4; No. 2, $3.50.

Shipping-Cases, 12-lb., }.S per 100; 24-lb., $13;

20 lb. Danzy.llO; without glass, 50c less per 100.

Dnveta led Hives, Foundation, Smokers, etc.,

CHEAP. Send tor List.

W. D. Soper, R D. 3. Jackson, Nich.
22Ctf Mention Bee Journal when writing.

POULTRY SUCCESS CO.
The 20th Century Poultry Hagazine.

15th year, 32 to 04 pages. Beautifully illus-

trated, up-to-date and helpful. Best known
writers. Shows rt»aders how to succeed with
poultry. 50 CENTS PER YEAR. Special intro-

ductory otfers: 10 months 25 cents, including
large practical poultry book free: 4 months'
trial 10 cents. Stamps accepted. Sample copy
free. POULTRY SUCCESS CO. Dept. 17,

Springfieli', Ohio, or Ues Moines, Iowa.

49Ctf Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields

and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

uUy covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6

months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street. - Los Angeles, Cal

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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Widen
The Circle

There is no better way for the farm
er to widen the circle of his influence

than to join with his neighbors in buildin

a telephone line. It e.\tends the neighbor-

hood circle and enables each one to receive

advantages that cannot be had in any other

way. Tlie cost is meager compared with

the benefits of a good telephone line, and
progressive farmers, who are awake to their i

own interests, are building many such lines./

Stromberg-Carlson
Telephones

are used on nearly all farmers' lines because they

have been found to be the most suitable tele-

phones for that purpose. It don't pay to e.xperi-

ment when you can get Strombery-Carlsoyi Ttli-

phones and be sure of good service. Start otl' with the best

and your line will always work satisfactorily. You will

also avoid the e.vpense of changing instruments in a

few months. Book F- 80 "Telephone Facts for

Farmers"—tells how to organize, build,

and operate a farmer's line. It's

/ree and every farmer should
have a copy.

Address
Nearest

Office

Wrife

For Book
Today

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFC CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y. CHICAGO. ILL.

I roeotion Bee JoiirT>Ji

»»uren.f Bee-Keepers Supplies
Lowest Prices and Highest Quality. Our New Cata-

log just out. Write for it. Compare prices with others.

15 years' experience. Not in the Combination. Modern
Machinery. Sections and Shipping-Cases by the car-load.

Prompt shipments. Hives, Extractors, Feeders, and all

Supplies used by bee-keepers. All goods guaranteed as

per Catalog.

MONDENG MFG. CO.
147 and 149 Cedar Lake Road, - MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

40E7t Plesise mention Bee Joximail vrhen writiiia

who used to keep bees, so I started to

run. He lived only two miles away,
and the mercury stood 85° in the shade!
So you see it was fun, to get over there

and back with a bee-hive on the back,
and all the people coming from church I

Well, I got back with the hive all

right ; it was nice and clean, but there
I was—box full of bees, and a peck
outside.

Well, I got ready, spit on my hands
and went at it. I worked my knife
under the cover, and pried it off,

hunted till I found the queen again,
took her and a handful of her friends,

put them into the hive, scraped the
bees off the box till I could get a hold,

then shook them out in front of the

hive—bare handed and all, mind—and

CHICKS THAT LIVE

^ PM'. hatuh and tin ive iin-

,1(1 it^ M-.tim-liUe."nilili.iMs. Send 10 cents nnd set
,,,„ ,ii ainiii,.! latiil"^- Hill of poultry infoi niiitiim.

Reliable Incubator and Btooiler Co., Bot B-1 53 Quincy, III.

Italian lieesFor8ale
'10 colonies in '' frame Langstroth hives, with

£0 empty hives; 30O section-cases ready to put
on; 110 nodrip shipping-cases; 25 shipping-
crates; 25"0 sections put up with starters; 1000

sections in the flat; one Hubbard press; one
cold-blast smoker; one Bingham Smoke-En-
g-ine; one solar extractor; and 125 shade-boards.
The hives have porticoes, and telescope covers

10 inches deep, arranged tor tiering-up. All are

well painted white. The foregoing will be sold

at a bargain. Write at once. Address,

wn. JACKSON, Erburn, III.

44Atf Please mention the tJce Journal.

Henequin and Honey in Cuba

We have a great many thousand acres

of land in Cuba suitable for those two
products.
Henequin is the fibre plant from

which so many men in Yucatan have
become millionaires. Bee-raising and
henequin go weU together. Write for

particulars.

DR. MORTIMER WILLSON,
Sec. and Treas. Cuban Colonial Land Company

44A4t PORT HURON, WICH.

B011I6S.

Jars,
of every
descrip-
tion . .--

Honey=
Dealers

G. G. STUTTS GLASS GO.,
nanufactur

145-Chambehs St. New York. N. Y.
3SE4t Write for illustrations.

for

BEE-SUPPlIES forne.\t

vear'suse, and get tbe^l^^cuu^l: Oct.o percent;

Nov., 5 percent; Dec. 4 percent. The above dis-

count does not apply u< iioney-packages. Send
for catalog. W.J.McCak i v, Emmetsburg, Iowa

44Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.
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got only two of the hot thitips stuck
into me ; but I didn't let them know
I got any, or they might have given
me moreff and that took nerve.
But I got the bees safe and sound,

and they are the largest swarm I ever
saw. There was more than I could get
into a half-bushel basket ; and they
are the genuine Italians, too. Isn't
that a dandy find ? They are doing
grandly. S. B. StauTON.
Allegheny Co., Pa.

The Rietsche Press
Made of artitici:il stone. Practically inde-

structible, and giving entirely satisfactory re-

sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Addi- ss,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44Atf KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

The 4x5 Section.

The status of the 4x5 section appears
to be that it sells a little more readily,
but will not bring any higher price, in

most markets, at least. The reason
it is preferred seems to be that, to

many people, it looks larger than it

really is in comparison with the regu-
lar size, and in this self-deception of
the buyer lies its only advantage over
the square section. Cases weigh some-
what more ; and if I'j sections are used
they are apt to go considerably over
the weight required by the grading-
rules. To the large producer it is a
serious matter to give away a pound or
two of honey with each case. Aside
from these considerations, I believe it

costs me more to produce 4x5 than the
regular.—J. A. Green, in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture.

Sweet Clover.

I have frequently in the past written
about this plant, and some may con-
sider that I am cranky on the subject,
but I feel that it cannot be too highly
praised as a honey plant. I stand up
as a champion of sweet clover. Since
it has become pretty well established
around here I am very seldom bothered
with robber-bees, for any great length
of time. Before its introduction, there
was a time nearly every season from
about July 15 to Aug. IS, or later,when
I dreaded to open a hive owing to the
annoyance caused by robbers. If you
have no sweet clover in your locality,

introduce it and pay no attention to
the kicks made by cranks. If I thought
I was doing an injury to my neighbors
by encouraging the spread of this

plant I would not advocate its intro-
duction. But I know that it is a bene-
fit and not a scourge as some cranks
are pleased to consider it. It takes the
place along roads and waste-places
formerly occupied by noxious weesls,
and instead of impoverishing the soil

it adds fertility to it.

When discussing this subject with
my neighbors, if they are inclined to
consider it a weed, I ask them :

" Did
you ever see it growing in a wheat-
field ? Did you ever see it growing in

a corn-field ? Did you ever see it grow-
ing in any field or ground that is prop-
erly and regularly cultivated ?" To
all these questions they are obliged to
answer, no. They may, of course, see
an occasional plant growing in a corn-
field, but it is easily killed by proper
cultivation. Many men who will allow

:s. POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
apt Service.

NEW CATALOG FREE.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Danghters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3;< miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pnre bees within 3 miles,
and bnt lew within £
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated qneens replaced
free. Safe 3-rival guar-
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .7S $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.2S 6.50 12.00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 13.00 1.50 8.00 15.00
Select Breeders $X00each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

>»<; XV. >t<( >V. >!<( >te>te>te>te>i;< xtx >fa xfa \W vx xtx xty xv xtx wn,

BEE = SUPPLIES l!
Root's Goods at Root's Prices. ^

Everything used by Bee-Keepe
Proi

Low Freight Rates.

WALTER S. POUDER, a
513-515 Massachusetts Avenue. INDIANAPOLIS IND w

WINTER-CASE5
90 CENTS

Good, strong, well-made cases, neat-appearing, made to protect the bees in
the most severe winter.

We have a lot of these left over, slightly discolored by smoke during a fire

in the factory a few months ago. These sell ordinarily at $1.20 each. While
they last, each 'JO cents. Send your order at once.

Cheapest House on EaUh. All Goods Guaranteed or Money Back

JOHN DOLL & SON,
Power BvTJlding, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

BEE=
SUPPLIESI
We carry a large stock and great-

est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog, j

AQBNCIBS.
Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Blu£fs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

•w "^^-i^^O

R,H3D OA.IC, IO"WA..

DITTMER'S FOUXDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Rieliest in Color and Odor, .Most Xransparent and XongIi«
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful FoundatioQ made. It you have never seen it, don't
fail to send for samples. Worl<ing wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-
ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPI..IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
i'lease mention Beeooarna: -wnen wntto*
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cockle-burs to grow as high as their

heads on their farms, will throw up

their hands in holy horror at the sight

of sweet clover. They seem to have a

particular spite at it because it looks

like good stock food ; but livestock will

not usually eat it unless taught, and to

teach stock to eat it is more of a task

than the average farmer is capable of.

Sow sweet clover. Keep still about it

and let the kickers kick.—Progressive

Bee-Keeper.

Government Apicultural Work.

The years of quiet, steady, persis-

tent, earnest work of Mr. Frank Ben-

ton in urging the Department of Agri-

culture to recognize apiculture, are at

last bearing fruit. Heretofore the only

experimenting that has been done, has

been done with Mr. Benton's own bees,

which has often interfered seriously

with his crops of honey. Now there is

to be a central, experiment apiary just

B66°K66P6rS i

Don't forget that
we are the largest
jobbers in the
United States of

Root's Jiec-Sui>r>nes, Johnsoa In-
cubators anti liroo.Jers, Humpb-
rev's and Mann's Bone Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all kinds, Seeds
and Implements. Remember, you get

these goods at Factory Prices, and save half

the freight. Let us book your order for Golden

Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated

""'"
GRIGGS BROS.

521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
rteas*^ siiantioii Bee jotimai wnen writing

IT? FJ^'S'S
to order your

Bee-Supplies i^Winter-Cases
NOW. while we can serve you PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.

27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

It you want mc ogg-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field mori

completely than aoy other published,
^

Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Triiil*

lO CENTS A YEAR.

Ttl6

Dixie Homem
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illustratbd Maga-
in the world for

year, to intro-

.„.tONLY.
It is bright and np-

'o-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life,

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,

mildings and famous people. Send at once.

DC a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-

ida and Mexico. Six years, SOc. Or, clubs of

6names,S0c; 12for$l. Send ns a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Sendto-dly. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A48t No. 7.<;. Blrmloebam, Alabama.

i=lease mention Bee Journal when writing.
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like discussed. There will be two or three
papers by prominent bee-keepers. Please bring"

a sample of your this year's honey crop, or
some apiarian fixture that you would like to
show. E. E. Smith, Sec.
Watertown, Conn.

Illinois.—The Illinois State Bee-Keepers* As-
sociation win hold its 14th annual convention
in Springfield. Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov.
15 and 16, l'X)4. On account of the I. O. O. F.
the railroads of the State give reduced rates,
notice of which will be made later herein. We
expect to have a good program, and with a
membership of more than a hundred we are ex-
pecting a larger attendance than ever before.
Come, and bring your neighbor bee-keeper—
for the importance of this meeting will go a
long way in securing the appropriation for con-
tinuance of the beekeepers' law of this State.
Rt. 4, Springfield, 111. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

Pennsylvania.-The Pennsylvania State Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold its fall conven-
tion in Harrisburg, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Dec. 6 and 7, 1904. An excellent program has
been arranged. Many subjects of vital interest
will be ably presented. General Manager N.E.
Prance, of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, will be present, as well as other promi-
nent bee-keepers. Every bee-keeper in Penn-
sylvania should interest himself in this meet-
ing. D. h. Woods, Sec.
Mnncy, Pa.

WANTED.
Comb and Extracted Honey, at once; whole-

sale. State your lowest price for cash. Refer-
ence, Traders' National Bank.

I. A. BARTLETT, WEST MILFORD, W.VA.
43Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 SOUTH Wateh St. Chicago. Ilu
Please mention bee Journal -wVon "wrritlng-

WANTED \

Fancu Comb Honeij from White Glover,
in no-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for 5POT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first

letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
10O4 E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOIvIS, IND
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

1 WANTED!^
1 Comb and Extracted

mONEYf
1 On Commission. I
A Boston pays good prices for a fancy L
^ article. r

4 F.H. FARMER, ^
J 182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS. L

Hlease mention Bao Joomaj when "wntaiJ;

We Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT &SON,
Bell Branch, Waynk Co., Mich

<^.c;a&& menncn Hen Jotimai wnen wrtui.

'

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALE

50 lbs. or over, at 5 cents per pound. Address,
37Atf JOSEPH SHAW, Strong City, Kans.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED
RANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drIp Shipping Cases,

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Chicago, Oct. 24.—There is not an active
market considering- the season of year, prices
are not strong^ and may sag- in the absence of
demand. No. l white comb honey, 12>4@13c;
fancy clover, 14c, with corresponding grades
l@3c less. Extracted, white, 6>6@7!^c; amber,
6((i6>tic, according to kind, flavor, quality and
package. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 654@"c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clkmons & Co.

Boston, Oct. 24.—We are pleaded to note an
increased demand for honey, wnich with com-
paratively speaking, light receipts, makes pri-
ces firm. We quote fancy white, lt)@17c; No. 1,

16c; with but httle No. 2 on hand or to be had.
Extracted, light amber, 7@8c.

Blake, Scott & Lbb.

New York, Oct. 8,—There are no new fea-
tures in the honey market. White houey is ar-
riving quite freely and meets with fair demand
at U(<_vl5c for fancy white, 13c for No. 1 white,
and Ufa 12c for amber. Hardly any buckwheat
has arrived as yet, and price? on same are not
established. First grade of buckwheat honey
will sell at from 10@llc. Extracted honey in
good demand at unchanged prices. Beeswax
market dull and declining.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, Oct. 28.—There is a marked im-
provement in the demand for comb honey since
our last quotations. No material change in the
extracted-honey market. We continue to quote
white clover extracted honey in barrels and

cans at 7(«.8H cents; amber in barrels, 5K@6c.
Fancy white clover comb honey, 14@15c. Bees-
wax, 28c. The Fred W.Muth Co.

Albany, N.Y., Oct. 11.—The honey market
is steady here at ISc for best white comb, and
12H@13J^c for buckwheat. The weather is cool
and favorable. Extracted, white, 65^@7c—slow;
buckwheat, 6fa 6Hc. Beeswax, 28(3i39c.

H. R. Wright.

Philadelphia, Oct. 25. — Shipments have
been quite heavy in the last two weeks. Prices
are a little weaker in consequence, although
fancy honey maintains a good price. We find
the shortage is always in the fancy goods, and
the off goods are what overstocks the market.
We quote some sales: Fancy white comb,
it)(a'l7c; No. 1, 14c; amber and No. 2, 12@13c.
Extracted, white, 8c; amber, 6@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Oct. 12.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, 12i^@13c; amber, 9^11c. Extracted,
white, 6(^6% cents; light amber, 5@6c; amber,
4@4Hc; dark amber, 3M@3Kc. Beeswax, good
to choice, light, 29@30c; dark, 27@2Sc.
There is not much choice to select water-

white honey offering, and this sort is being
very steadily held. Stocks of amber grades
are of fair proportions and are not receiving
much attention from any class of buyers.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 20.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb, 13@15c; No. 2, 125^(«U4c. Extracted
is sold aj follows: White clover, in barrels,
6}^ cents; in cans. 7J^@8c; amber, in barrels.
5K@5^c; in caas,6(«'6^i>c ^ -"-

ALLOWED ON EARLY ORDERS EOR
Let me SELL or BUY your

HONEY
If you have some to offer, mail sample with lowest price expected, delivered

Ciacinnati.

Iin IIT N^EEJID
State quantity jmd kind wanted, and I will tjuote you price. I do business on

the cash basis, in buying or selling-.

Full stock of Bee-Supplies, the best made. Root's Goods at
their factory prices. SEKDS of Honey-plants.CU %AI \kt C JD C O 2146-48 Central Ave.n W . W CL D EL rt , CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Please Mention the Bee Journal Idv^rtS^rS^l..
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FE3K.FECT OOOIDS !

LjO"W PR,ICEiS !

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the maker*.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

The i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

-'lease mentioii Bee jovirnal -wlien writing

4 No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross
;

J with tin caps, S5.00 a gross. 1-lb. L
i Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat. T

^ of SUPPLIES free.

A I. J. STRIISGHAM, f
J los Park Place, NEW YORK. L

(joods in Season.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy *'no.drip" Sblp-

ping-Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holding drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-lop fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular flason Frult-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; Sgallou
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each hox. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Staudard-Ilrecl Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIflNflPGLlS, IND.

En^ravin^sForSale
We are accumulating quite a stock of engrav

ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if

we can sell some of them it would help us to

pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of onr engravings that any one would like to

have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL

Louis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEYVIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Lowest prices and quick service.

Send us your orders and find out.

DavenDorl, Iowa, 213-215 W. 2d St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

####################4}f#

27tll

Year Dadant's Foundation ?^s^

We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^ill^r'plm-^YfhwiNEss.
NoSAaaiNQ, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

\Vll-v Hrtf^C if C<»11 en MS/fll 9 Because it has always given better satls-
yy lljf UUCA 11. »«;il SU WClI f faction than any other. Becanse in

36 years there have not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

W Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Revised
^ The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

4% ~
ife BEESW:7VX WANTED at all times.

II DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

^F^1f?1»?*i|i??iT*»T^S?7»TT»??»??»?T»??i??«?T^^
flease mention Bee Journal •wnen writlnp

NEARLY 100

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
R .

IWATERTOWN,fWISI
MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. Lew is Company,
Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

Send for Catalog.
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For

November
GLEANINGS IN BEE
CULTURE.
Are you one of (.he 20,000 sub-

scribers to Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ture? If you are not, there are

many reasons why you should be.

If you are a bee-keeper every num-
ber will be worth more than the
subscription price. It is the most
fully illustrated bee journal pub-
lished. No medical or fake adver-
tisements. Over one thousand
pages annually. It contains the
latest quotations from all the prin-

cipal markets in the United States.

The best bee-keepers contribute to

every issue.

SEMI-MONTHLY,
$1.00 PER YEAR. FOREIGN

POSTAGE 48c A YEAR EXTRA.

SPECIAL OFFERS.
1. Sample Copy, Free.
2. Six Months' Trial, 2Sc.

3. Gleanings 1 year, Red-clover
Ital. Queen (April, May, or June)
Sl.SO.

4. Gleanings 1 year and ABC
of Bee Culture, postpaid, $2.00.

5. Gleanings 1 year and Langs-
troth Revised, postpaid, $2 00.

6. Gleanings 1 year and Doo-
little's Queen-rearing, postpaid,
¥1.75.

7. Gleanings 1 year and Stand-
ard Cornell Smoker, postpaid, $1.85.

8. Gleanings 1 year and Amer-
ican Bee Journal 1 year, $1.60.

THE ROOT CORRESPON-
DENCE SCHOOL OF BEE
CULTURE.
The demand for practical bee-

keepers is greater that most people
suppose. We are unable to supply
the needs so started a correspon-
dence school to fit any one to take
advantag^e of these offers. We do
it too at a very reasonable cost.

The course also is of greatest value
to beginners wishing to make bee-
keeping pay, and for those study-
ing bees for recreation. Prospectus
giving full particulars will be sent
on request.

"Schools of Correspondence are
now teaching almost everything;
in fact, I have often wondered that
some one did not start a correspon-
dence school for teaching bee-keep-
ing, and now I see by an advertise-
ment in the last issue of the Youth's
Companion, that no less a firm
than our old friends, the Roots, of
Medina, Ohio, have done this very
thing. I believe that no person or
firm in this country is better fitted

then they for making a success of

such a venture, and I shall watch
the outcome with much interest."

—

The Bee-keepers^ Review.

"The A. I. Root Company, of Me-
dina, Ohio, has established a cor-

respondence school of bee culture.

As this is one of the largest and
best firms making bee-keepers'
supplies, it is safe to say that its

school will be first class in every
respect."—A'^. W. Agriculturist.

GOODS AND DISCOUNTS.
The discount of our bee-supplies

ordered in November for next sea-
sons use is 5 per cent. A thrifty
business man never fails to take
advantage of this size discount.
Why should a bee-keeper neglect
such a matter? Catalog prices will
remain same as this year.
December, 4 per cent.
January, 3 per cent.
February, 2 per cent. ,

AIKIN HONEY-BAdS.
Perhaps it is not yet too late to

put your crop in these bags to sell.

We have a good stock on hand, and
can supply them promptly. Prices
on application.

SIMPLEX HONEY-JARS.
This beautiful jar is meeting the

approval of the honey seller. It

costs no more than the older forms.
Is a package that will show off your
product to the best advantage, and
places it beside the finest on the
grocery shelves. A neat label
helps. We print them. Work up
a home market, for they are the
most paying.

CANS AND CASES.
We are shipping promptly any-

thing in the line of honey cans and
cases. A good stock of every thing
needed at all branch houses. Write
us direct for catalog or to any ad-
dress below.

RURBER STAHPS.
We furnish promptly all kinds of

rubber stamps. The best made.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Executive Office, MEDINA, OHIO.

-BRANCHES:
Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, N. Y., 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee Street.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores Street.
Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland .\ve., S. W
Havana, Cuba, 17 San Ignacio.
Kingston, Jamaica, 141 Harbour Str. .-t.
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The Annual Convention Season.

Perhaps it has been observed by others also that the

convention season among bee-keepers usually begins each

year with the meeting of the National. But the majority

of the apiarian conventions are held between Nov. 1 and

the following March. It is the best season of the year for

most bee-keepers to get away from their homes and their

other work. It pays any wide-awake bee-keeper to go to

the convention. It's a good thing to meet others who are

engaged in the same kind of business as yourself. So at-

tend all the bee-keepers' conventions you can, and, like a

sponge, not only soak up some of the good things that are

said, but allow yourself to be " squeezed " a little and give

out something helpful when you can do so.

Order Odd-Size Bee-Fixtures Now.

Beekeepers who use odd-size sections and other appli-

ances will do well /o have them made now. Almost all

manufacturers absolutely refuse to make anything of this

sort during the honey season. They are lucky if they are

able to fill orders for regular goods at that time, let alone

those which are out of the ordinary. Manufacturers can

now devote their time to getting out these odd goods, and

the bee-keeper is not only sure of having his stuff on hand

when he wants it, but he is also allowed an early-order cash-

discount which pays him interest on the money invested.

The apiarists who use such supplies can readily see the

wisdom of ordering now.

Drawing Conclusions Hastily in Bee- Keeping.

The novice is in danger of drawing conclusions without

sufficient data, or without taking into account all the cir-

cumstances. If he gets a booming crop in his first year's

experience, it does not follow that he has a first-class loca-

tion ; neither does a failure in his first year prove that his

location is poor; that first year may be an exceptional

year, others averaging very different. A trial of a certain

plan a single year with a single colony may prove little ;

the same thing tried for a series of years with a large num-

ber of colonies may show an entirely different result.

Comparison, side by side, is important, and in some

cases absolutely essential. A beginner has good success

with a large or a small hivL-, and concludes that the size

he has been using is the b< st for him, although he may
never have tried anything different. If he should try a

different size side by side with the size he has been using

he might come to a different conclusion.

Even the experienced are sometimes caught napping.

A case, apparently in point, occurs in the Bee-Keepers'

Review. As a testimony in favor of feeding sugar syrup

for winter, the following is given :

"I fed 10 pounds to each colony, last fall, at the Pine
Lake yard, and this apiary produced almost twice as much
honey this year as the Eldred apiary produced, which was
fed no sugar, yet both apiaries were in the same condition
last fall. How is that ?"

How much does that prove as to the effect of the sugar-

feeding? Something might be proven by the comparison

of two sets of colonies in the same apiary, but the differ-

ence in the foraging ground of two different apiaries might

be enough to account for the difference in crops, sugar or

no sugar.

Special Postal Cards for Bee-Keepers.

In Europe some of the bee-keepers' societies have got-

ten up illustrated postal cards that are beautiful, although

probably expensive. Our National Association could fur-

nish something of the kind at cost to its members. It would
help at least a little as an advertisement of honey. Why
not have it ?

Publicity of Foul-Brood Cases.

British bee-keepers are still in the throes of an effort

to get proper foul-brood laws, and the British Bee Journal

gives side by side the proposed bill of 1896 and that of 1904.

The latter contains a clause not contained in the former,

which reads as follows :

" Where a person having in his charge any bees, hive,
or hives, has become aware that such bees, hive, or hives
are, or is infected, he shall forthwith give notice in writing
thereof to the local authority ; and if he fails to give such
notice he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding, for the first

offence, two pounds ; and for the second or any subsequent
offence, five pounds."

It is said this clause is not necessary, as another clause

gives the local authority power to make by-laws covering

the case. Is it certain that the local authority would do so

in every case ? Would it be thus done in any better way
than to have a general law covering all cases ? Of course,

" it's none of our funeral " what our British cousins may
want, but it seems that the general good requires very

great pains to be taken to compel any man whose bees have
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foul brood to take the most prompt measures possible to

prevent the spread of the disease.

Some have claimed that one of the duties of a foul-brood

inspector should be to publish the names of those having

bees afflicted with foul brood or other contagious disease.

To this it is replied that such a course would work a great

hardship on any one who should desire to sell bees, queens,

or combs from an infected apiary. An honest man would

not want to sell foul brood, and every possible means
should be taken that a dishonest one should not be allowed

to. When a house contains smallpox or other infectious

disease, the authorities are not careful to keep mum about

it. On the contrary, they are prompt to put up a sign so

that every one shall know, no matter how much a man's

business may be hurt by that knowledge.

It may be for the good of the one man that a case of foul

brood should be hushed up ; but it is for the good of the

larger number that it should have the greatest publicity.

Election of National Officers.

According to the revised constitution of the National

Bee-Keepers' Association, which was adopted last Decem-
ber, the election of four ofiBcersand three directors will take

place during the present month. With a 2000 membership
it will mean a lot of votes to be cast and counted. The
National now is the largest bee-keepers' organization on

this continent. It ought to double its membership within

the next two or three years, and we believe it will do so if

it is properly managed in the interest of all its members,
and also for the good of bee-keeping in general.

Carnlolan vs. Italian Bees.

" York Co. Bee-Keeper ", in the Canadian Bee Journal,

prefers Carniolans for a buckwheat region, and Italians for

regions without a fall flow. In the latter case the Carnio-

lans will need feeding, whereas the Italians will look out

for their own winter stores.

The Ontario Convention will be held at Toronto,

Ont., Canada, Nov. 15, 16 and 17, 1904, in the Granite Rinks,

Church St. As other societies will meet at the same time,

and as displays will be made, it is all called " The Fruit,

Flower and Honey Exhibition ". A good program has been

arranged. The evening of the ISth there will be a joint

meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association with the

Ontario Fruit Growers' Association and Provincial Horti-

cultural Societies. Of course, Canadian bee-keepers will

attend in full force

.

Some Bee-Supply Dealers and Manufacturers.—
For some time we have been longing to take a trip among
the manufacturers of and dealers in bee-keepers' supplies,

particularly those who are advertisers in the American Bee

Journal, many of whom we have had business dealings with

for years, and whom we have never had the pleasure of

meeting face to face.

Well, the coveted opportunity came Monday evening,

Oct. 17, when we packed our grip and started for the North-

west. We boarded an elegant train on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul railroad, and landed in St. Paul, Minn.,

the next morning. We were a total stranger in a totally

strange land.

But it didn't take us long to find the home of H. G.

Ackljn and family. We had met them before at several

conventions of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, and

very recently at the St. Louis meeting.

As we had not announced our coming, of course we gave

the Acklins quite a surprise that Tuesday morning. Mrs.

A. came to the door, and so was the first to wonder where

we dropped from. She at once looked up Mr. Acklin, who
was in the bee-supply store putting up orders. He came

in, and after a few minutes' chat proposed a carriage ride

around St. Paul with the writer and Mrs. Acklin, which was

very enjoyable.

By the way, Ethel, the 11-year-old daughter who has

favored several of the National meetings with her singing,

was in school, and doing nicely with her studies, as well as

with her music.

There is more to St. Paul than we had even dreamed of

As Mr. Acklin drove mile upon mile, we were impressed

with its extent of splendid streets and lovely homes. A
new and most beautiful capitol is building. It is of Georgia

marble. When completed it will be a gem—a big gem !

The situation is ideal. Minnesota may well indulge con-

siderable pride in the new capitol building when it is com-

pleted. But we wondered why they didn't locate it midway
between St. Paul and Minneapolis, and then call the Twin
Cities—well, " Paulapolis " wouldn't be bad.

That reminds us that Minneapolis now is the larger of

the "Twins "—about 20,000 more in population.

In the afternoon, Mr. Acklin accompanied us on the

street-cars to Minneapolis—10 miles from St. Paul—where

we called on John Doll & Son, of the Minnesota Bee-Keep-

ers' Supply Manufacturing Company. Mr. J. P. Doll, the

son, was formerly in partnership with Chas. Mondeng, but

bought out his interest in the business about a year ago.

We were much pleased with the pushing, business ways
of Mr. J. P. Doll. He is practically the manager of the

firm. Being an expert in woodworking, and understand-

ing thoroughly the requirements of the bee-supply manu-
facturing business, we predict that he will soon be heard

from in a way that will show that he means to succeed.

And why shouldn't he ? For he has not only his father

helping him in the business, but also his good wife, two or

three husky brothers, and a sister or two. It's a family

affair. They're all at it. Keep an eye on that Doll family.

They are Dolls, but not " Dollies ".

John Doll & Son are makers of everything in the wood
line connected with bee-keeping. Their capacity is about

40,000 sections a day ; 20,000 Hoffman frames ; hives,

supers, fences, separators, etc. And all made of the best

grades of lumber. While they are manufacturers of all

wooden apiarian fixtures, they .ire prepared to furnish

everything else required by the modern, up-to-date bee-

keeper.
We returned to Mr. Acklin's home just in time to help

dispose of a good supper, after wnich there was held an
impromiitu convention interspersed with snatches of bee.

songs, Miss Ethel accompanying on the piano.
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Mr. and Mrs. Acklin are genial copartners in' the be
and supply business. Besides handling four or five car-

loads annually, they have a home queen-rearing yard and a

half-dozen out-apiaries. The home yard is shown on the

front page, also the pictures of the happy Acklin fain ily.

Later on we will show to our readers beautiful pictures of

their several out-apiaries.

On Wednesday morning, Oct. 19, we bade farewell to

the Acklins, but not before yielding to an urgent invitation

to be present at their next State bee-keepers' convention,

to be held in Minneapolis, Dec. 7 and 8. We anticipate an
enjoyable time with the Minnesota bee-keepers then.

Next week w? will tell where we landed after leaving
the Acklins.

Mf. Geo. W. Brodbeck, the present secretary of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association, sends us the following

notice with the request that we publish it in the American
Bee Journal

:

Editor American Bee Journal—
Dear Sir

:

—Will you be kind enough to state that I am
not a candidate for the secretaryship of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association another year ?

Yours respectfully, Geo. W. Brodbeck.

Mf. Leo F. Hanegan, manager of the St. Croix Valley

Honey-Producers' Association of Wisconsin, writes that

their Association is steadily growing, having now 70 mem-
bers. They started May 21, 1904. They have shipped two

car-loads of comb honey so far, and have fully another car-

load to ship. They think that the prices are too low, as

their members received net about lOJ^ cents for No. 1 comb
honey, and a cent less per pound for No. 2, spot cash at the

car. This does seem to be rather a low price for good Wis-
consin white comb honey.

We are wondering whether the Association was able to

realize more on the honey for its members than if they had
not belonged to the Association. No doubt the price of

honey is altogether too low, as it has not yet recovered from
the big crop of last year. The market in Chicago went all

to pieces about a year ago, and it likely will take several

years to get back to where it was before the flood of honey
at that time. We are inclined to think that before another
season honey-prices will stiffen up a little, so that by a year
from now, if the bee-keepers are not too anxious to push
their honey to market, they will get a fair price for it.

That is, if there should be a gopd crop next season.

The "Giving ChFistmas " is becoming quite the

proper thing for Sunday-schools. Doubtless many of our
readers are Sunday-school workers, and would be interested

to know that we have an 8-page circular telling in detail

how at least one Chicago Sunday-school managed such a

Christmas service in 1902 and 1903 ; and it was a big suc-

cess each time. It is mailed for 6 cents a copy (stamps
taken) ; 2 copies for 10 cents, or 5 copies for 20 cents. Ad-
dress all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Smoking Bees—How and How Much.

17.— (u) Upon opeiuHg a /liue, do you use siiwke before removiny ihc
cover /

(b) If .10, how mucfif

{c) How rnueh smoke do you use while renioviug^ or after ret/wfiuij,
the cover f

(d) When using a smoker, do you have the thumb, or (hefiugers, on
the side of the bellows next the fire-box t

N. E. France (Wis.)—b. Very little, d. Fingers.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—a. Yes. b. One or two puffs at
the entrance, c. As much as is necessary to keep them
quiet, d. The fingers.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—a and b. Use a little over the
tops of the frames c. As above on vicious bees. On
others, none. d. Fingers.

C. H. DiBBERN (111.)— a. Yes, always, b. That depends
somewhat upon what I wish to do. c. Same answer, d. I
generally use several fingers.

Mrs. J. M. Noll (Mo.)—a. A very little, b. Only suffi-
cient to serve notice on the bees. c. Only enough to keep
them quiet, d. Do not stop to know any way to get hold of
the smoker.

L. Stachelhausen (Tex.)—a. No. c. I use an oil-cloth
on top of the frames, and while removing it I smoke the
bees just enough (and no more) to keep them quiet, d.
The fingers.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)— a. Yes, a little, b. Two or
three puffs, c. Always use as needed, often or none at all.

d. It depends upon the position of the smoker as I reach for
it.The fingers reach for the farthest side.

a Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.;— a. Yes, usually, b. Onlya lit-

tle. ScmetJmes I give Ihc tees a puff or two at the en-
trance, and blow a little smcke in each of the 3-inch holes in

the board cover over the fra nes. c. Usually none. If t'.ie

bees are disposed to rush out as the board is lifted, I drive
them back with smoke, d. The fingers, of course. To have
the thumb next to the fire-box seems to me exceeding awk-
ward and unhandy.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—a. Not often, b. Just a little.

c. Only enough to drive the bees down and out of the way.
d. Have no established rule—sometimes one way and some-
times another. Depends somewhat upon style of smoker.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—a. I usually give them two or
three puffs at the entrance, b and c. It depends ; some bees
require more than others, and then the same bees require
more at some times than they do at other times, d. Thumb.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—a. Very seldom, c. Use light puffs
of smoke till bees move where wanted, d. Owing to the
kind of bellows. If a Clark, thumb on top next to bellows ;

if any of the upright smokers, the fingers next to the bel-
lows.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)— a. Sometimes, but not often.
It depends upon the circumstances, b. Only enough to
subdue the guard-bees. c. Depends upon the circumstances.
Enough to subdue the bees so they will not attack the api-
arist, d. The fingers.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)— a. Not always, owing to the
disposition of the bees. b. This, again, is owing to the
disposition, conditions, etc. c. As little as possible to
accomplish the work. d. That would be owing to the shape
of the smoker.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—a. Sometimes, and sometimes
not, owing to whether the bees are good-natured or inclined
to be aggressive at the time. b. Just a " smell." c. From
none at all to two or three good puffs. Only what is neces-
sary to control the bees. d. The fingers.

E. D. TowNSEND (Mich.)— a. No. c. This using of smoke
is a question no one can answer without knowing the dis-
position of the bees, then it may require more smoke out o'
season than during the honey-flow. I puff in a little smo'
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then watch their actions a moment, and if they show fight

I give them a little more. It takes quite a long experience
to understand thoroughly the use of smoke in handling
bees. d. Fingers.

Wm. Rohrig (Ariz.)—a. Usually I do not. b. Very lit-

tle, c. A few light puffs over the frames just as the cover
is raised, and before it is entirely removed, is in most cases
sufficient; in some cases a little more may b e necessary,
after the cover is removed, d. The fingers.

C. P. DadanT (III.)—a. Yes, it is important, b. Just
enough to bewilder the bees at the entrance, except early or

late in the day, when we use more. c. That depends upon
the behavior of the bees. No rule can be laid. d. The
thumb, if the smoker is made according to our idea.

t

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—I usually give a few puffs a

the entrance, and only enough to keep the bees out of the

way when removing the cover. Too much smoke is worse
than not enough. When bees are gathering honey they
need but little smoke; when idle, they may need more.

O. O. POPPLETON (Fla.)—a, b and c. These all depend
upon conditions when opening the hives, whether honey is

flowing freely or not, whether colonies are strong or not,

whether irritable or mild, etc. It is impossible to have any
set rule. Each colony makes, and sometimes enforces, a
rule of its own. d. The fingers.

Dr. C. C. Mii,i:,hr (111.)—a. Generally, b. A puff or two
at the entrance, c. Depends upon circumstances and the
temper of the colony. Usually three or four puffs over the
top, more if the bees show fight. If a queen is to be found,
extra pains is taken to avoid smoke, d. Fingers. I wouldn't
want to twist my arm out of ioint.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—a. That depends entirely upon
conditions. If in the middle of the day, and the colony is

one marked with docility, they will become sufficiently

alarmed while removing the cover. If the colony is a
hybrid, I would not only use smoke freely, but at the same
time the toe of my shoe against the hive in order to thor-
oughly alarm them. I would then allow four or five min-
utes to intervene before uncovering them. I use only the

amount of smoke necessary according io the breed of the

bees inside, and conditions. Too much smoke injures the

bees, or disarranges the inside workings of the colony.
_
d.

I have never taken much pains as to that. Use which
comes handiest, taking care to keep both thumb and fingers

off the fire-box.

James A. Green (Colo.)—a andb. Unless honey is com-
ing in very freely, I always give a light puff or two at the

entrance before removing the cover, c. Just enough to

keep the bees peaceable. The amount depends upon the

kind of bees, the season, and various other things, d. I

almost invariably have the fingers on the side next to the

fire-box.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—a. If no flow of nectar, hit the en-

trance first ; during flow just from the top only, blowing in

the instant the cover raises enough, b and c. Quantity
according to temper of bees, time and kind of -day, etc.

Altogether too variable to describe. Practice only tells in

this matter, d. Don't know; never stop to think ;
probably

both ways.

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—a. Yes. b. Not much. I want
every bee in the brood-chamber to smell smoke, c. Very
little indeed when looking for the queen ; and more for

other operations. Smoke should more or less generally
stream in with the light under the cloth or cover. Not room
here to do justice to the subject, d. The thumb. It may
not be the best way, but that is the way I started.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)—a. For the past 2S years I have
experimented with the use of smoke to control bees in and
out of their hives, and I have found that conditions of

weather, temperament of the bees being handled, etc.,

makes it impracticable to adopt any precise rules in the use
of smoke to control bees. I seldom use smoke till the hive-

cover is removed, b. Lightly at the start, and more if

necessary to quiet the bees. c. I apply the smoke just as
circumstances demand, d. When using the smoker the
position of the fire-pot is above the bellows so as not to

heat the latter, as is the case when the fire department is

below the bellows. Thus handled the thumb goes on the
top side of the bellows next the fire-box.

P. S.—This is a long answer, but the query is important.

The Bee's Tongue—Its Formation and Use.

EY PROF. A. J. COOK.

I am often questioned by readers of the bee-papers in

regard to the precise anatomy of the bee's tongue. I am
glad to give this as it is one of the most wonderful chapters
in the whole book of nature. I know of few insects that have
such diverse habits as do our bees of the hive. They accom-
plish very much with their mouth organs and thus these

organs must be very greatly differentiated, as indeed they are.

Wonderful as is the anatomy of the honey-bee, no part of
Us structure is quite so marvelous as is its tongue. What
makes this ail the more interesting, the exact structure and
work of the bee's tongue was not understood by any one till

the present generation. Even the last edition of the Encyclo-
paedia Brittanica speaks of it as a solid organ, and the whole
description is one series of blunders. When we remember
that this organ sips honey from the deepest flowers, sucks it

in from the mammoth drop, or laps it up as it is spread thinly

upon glass or platter, we may well conceive that the organ
itself must be exceedingly modified to perform such varied

functions; especially as all is done so perfectly.

The tongue is called "labium," and consists of the thick,

heavy, shorter basal portion-—the mentum—and the long,

hairy, flexible terminal portion—the ligula. From the base

come the two jointed organs, common to almost all insects

—

undoubtedly feelers—the labial palpi. Besides these, are the

maxillas, grooved and pointed, and nearly as long as the

ligula. When these arc brought together they make a tube

of themselves, and are used, as I have proved by feeding

bees colored syrup, as a sucking-tube when they can get at

the honey in quantity.

But the ligula itself is the most interesting part of this

wondrous mechanism. This is really a tube within a tube.

But the inner tube through which the honey is drawn is not

complete. It is slitted on its under side to near the end,

where there is a sort of button. The edge of this slitted

inner tube is attached by a thin, much-folded membrane with

the edge of the outer one. We see, theii, that both tubes are

incomplete cylinders, a little section being omitted. But as

these edges are united by the membrane, the outer tube is

really complete, and though it has no connection with the

outside, it is connected at the base of the tongue with the

blood cavity of the bee. We see, then, how the bee can dart

its tongue out so quickly. It simply forces the blood into

this blind outer tube, and of course the tongue shoots out to

its full length.

When not in use, the ligula is not only drawn back, but

also, with the inaxills, is doubled back under the head. We
have seen how the bfie gets honey from a great drop by suck-

ing it through the extemporized tube- by approximating the

grooved maxilla;. We now have only to consider how the

bee sips from long, deep flower-tubes, or wipes the honey,

if we mav so speak, from glass or oilier surface. By use of

muscles within the tongue, the bee can push the inner tube

entirely outside of the outer, thus straightening the folded

membrane which united the two. In this way it laps up the

honey. I have proved this by watchin- the bee closely as I

held it in niv finger, and permitting ii to wipe up the honey

on a piri o'f glass. The timidity of .he bee never prevents

it from , iking the honev, no matter :• it is a prisoner in
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one's hands. Mr. Cheshire urges the opinion that this pecu-
liar structure is to permit the hee to clean pollen from the

folds of the membrane. We know that nectar is very likely

to have pollen in it. He thinks that as the bees sip tliis, the
pollen may lodge and the evisceration of the inner tube jier-

mits the bee to clean the pollen from this part of the ornan.
It is possible that he is correct, yet I have not found the
pollen in the folds, nor should I expect to.

The inner tube is quite rigid, and so is substantially a

tube without break except as the bee may push it out and
separate the lips. We should expect, then, that the pollen
would flow freely with the nectar through this central tube,
and see no reason why it should push out into the folds of
the membrane, indeed, we can hardly see how it could do so.

Is it not enough to assign it the function of lapping, which
it syrely possesses? When the bee wishes to gather nectar
from long flower, tubes, then, it leaves the tongue all intact,

the inner tube as a tube embraced within the outer tube and
the connecting membrane neatly folded between the lips of
the outer tube.

Here, then, we have substantially a tubular tongue, and
the bee, by use of it, is enabled to push this delicate organ
deep into the corolla-tube of the flower and sip the tiny drop-
let, it may be, of nectar from its extreme depths. The tubes
all meet in a single tube at the lower part of the mouth and
pass the honey to the gullet whence it flows on to the honey-
stomach. It only remains .o be said that just where this

tube enters the mouth there empties a single tube which comes
from the great glands of the thorax and upper head. This
undoubtedly contains the ferment that digests the nectar, for,

as we all know, honey is digested nectar.

The nectar of flowers is maitily cane-sugar, and this re-

quires digestion before it can be assimilated or used in the
body. By action of this ferment from the glands just men-
tioned, this cane-sugar is converted into honey or reducing
sugar. As I have often stated, this is an interesting and
important fact and one which we as bee-keepers may well
push to the front, for it shows, beyond question, that there
is no sweet so wholesome and desirable as honey. Like the
liver-sugar, formed in the body, it is all ready for use, and
thus honey as digested sugar needs no effort or energy on
our part to make it available for use.

If we feed bees cane-sugar they digest this in the same
manner. Careful experiments, which I made some years ago, i

when I fed a large amount of cane-sugar at nightfall to a
colony, showed that some of this ferment is put into the cell

with the nectar. Thus digestion goes on after the honey is

stored. I found much greater proportion of reducing sugar
some days after than I found the next morning after feeding.
Digestion is always somewhat imperfect, so that all honey
shows a trace of cane-sugar. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Comb-Frames and their Spacing.

BY T. F. BINGHAM.

I noticed "Mr. Hasty's Afterthoughts" query, relating to

the storing of honey inside of frames and sections. I will

give the facts, as I am able to demonstrate—note the word
demonstrate—not to argue, to theorize, etc.

I will describe my frame, and as there is but one be.;-

keeper besides myself using it, or anything exactly like it,

it may be of interest, even if of no value.

It has been argued that deep top-bars produce less burr
or brace combs than the usual sizes. I shall not attempt to

discuss that feature—nay, not even intimate a theory—still

it would be safe to infer that the hive I made, like the smoker
and knife, were made strictly for my own uses, and to meet
my own special needs. The frames above referred to are

called "closed-end," patented Oct., i866. In form and size

I have made several changes, but it is practically the same,
and accomplishing the same ends as when first invented, that

is to say, they secure all the honey and comb built in the in-

side, not outside, of the frames.

Right here it may be in order to answer a question not

directed to me, regarding whether closed-end frames are bet-

ter for securing more honey in sections than hanging frames
(noted in a recent copy of the American Bee Journal.) The
proper understanding of the above would lead to the con-
clusion that they are. One would infer that bees sometimes
build comb and store honey outside of the frames in bee-

hives. This is especially true in the production of section-

honey.
It seems hardly necessary to say that the honey stored

in various places around hanging frames would have been
stored in the sections if there had been no other places.

Theoretically, there is no question, no doubt, that more sec-

tion-honey will be stored in sections when there are no other
places to put it.

To return to the comb frame, an empty frame is on my
desk and a common rule. I find its length outside just I2fg
inches, inside Il5^, ends 6J^xi;/2. The top-bar and bottom
are alike, and just i54 inches wide by 5-16 of an inch thick.

The top-bar is nailed inside the ends just 54 inch from the

ends, which secures the shallow chamber, as per Langstroth
patent.

Of course every bee-keeper would like to know why
brace-combs are not built in such frames. Well, like Dr.
Miller, "I don't know." One reason which caused me to use

114 inch spacing for combs, was that I did not regard the

ij^ used by Mr. Langstroth as space enough for combs, and
the thirty-four years that I have used this hive have con-
firmed my opinion that if^ inch space, net, for an average
of combs-space, is not enough.

It would be easy to say that such short, thin top-bars
never sag in the center, and that the spaces between them are
always the same; that the bees have no use for wider or
thicker top combs than the frames allow. The instincts of

bees, like the instincts of people, cannot readily be changed.
Instincts can only be directed. Clare Co., Mich.

Some Facts About Honey and Bees.—This is the

subject of an article written by Mr. J. E. Johnson, and pub-

lished on pages 581-82 of the American Bee Journal for

Aug. 25, 1904. We have republished it in 4-page leaflet

form for general distribution, and furnish it, postpaid, at

35 cents per 100 copies. Send all orders to the office of the

American Bee Journal.

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Cabinet-Maker's Scraper for Scraping Sections.

Last year Dr. Miller presented me with a steel scraijer

such as cabinet-makers use, with which to scrape sections.

It came too late for me to try it last year, but it has been

thorgughly tried this year and 1 hasten to let the sisters know
how beautifully it does the work—away ahead of anything I

ever tried before. It made ine feel almost vexed to thnik

I had scraped sections with iir.thing but a knife all these years

when I might have had som-iliing so much better.

The one I have is 6 by inches. The bottoms and tops

I of the sections are scraped and sandpapered a whole super

at a time, and it seems to me, that for that part of the work
nothing could be better. What I want now is a knife made
of the same material and in the same way to scrape the edges

of the sections, although this scraper might serve that pur-

pose. The truth is, I never tried it because I thought it would
be clumsy.

You can buy the scraper (ask for a cabinet or veneer

scraper) for 10 or JO cents, or you can make one from a

piece of the blade of an old saw. Any cabinet-maker can

instruct you as to the peculiar method of sharpening.
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Cleaning Up After the Men-Folk Bee-Keepers.

"Somnambulist," who has well beer, styled "that delight-

ful dreamer," has evidently been taking notes and doing some
thinking with a sleepy eye in the direction of the sisters'

comfort ; as witness the following from the Progressive Bee-

Keeper

:

"I wonder if the bee-keepers whose wives and daughters
clean up after them ever consider how very difficult the re-

moval of wax and propolis from a hundred and one things

which have come into too close contact with same? I have
been tempted to surmise that if they did there would not be

so many things daubed up. A little more thoughtfulness on
the part of the bee-keeper would save much labor on the

part of those who are often scarcely able to keep up with
what seems naturally their part. One lady of my acquaintance
has discovered the use of turpentine in removing propolis.

Would you believe it, I have known of one good man who
was so close with his wax that his wife and daughter had
to 'slip' a little when needed for household purposes. These
people laid it among linen that was to remain idle for a time,

to prevent its getting yellow."

RepoFt for the Season—Cleansing- Beeswax.

I wintered my bees on the summer stands. I lost Z-
colonies last season, as my husband was sick and I could not
give them the attention which they needed. A few of them
starved, and the balance winter-killed.

The honey-flow in this part of the State was good. The
white clover was fine, but the weather was dry through buck-
wheat and goldenrod bloom. I secured 700 pounds of honey
from 17 colonies, spring count, and my increase was more
than double.

I enjoy working with the bees. I gaiiu<i a great deal of in-

formation this season through the American Bee Journal and
the handling of bees. The "Old Reliable" and Gleanings are

next to my Bible in literature. 1 get more information for

$1.00 through the American Bee Journal than from any other

paper I know. I could not do without it. Long may it

prosper

!

Jefferson Co., Pa., Oct. 22. Mrs. Laura Tucker.

P. S.—How much sulphuric acid ought to be used to

one pound of beeswax to whiten it? I have a lot of old

combs which I wish to render. L. T.

The acid is in proportion to the water used, rather than
to the amount of wax. If the wax requires very little cleans-

ing, use one part of acid to 200 of water, making it stronger

as the wax has more impurities, and in a very bad case one
part of acid to 50 of water. Drop the acid into the hot wax,
and do it very carefully, or you will make the whole thing

boil over.

A vessel of stone, wood, or some other material not
affected by the acid must be used. Some, however, the Da-
dants among them, object to the use of acid, preferring the
wax uncleansed by acid.

A Paste for the Hands.

Have you noticed how much more frequently than for-

merly recipes containing honey appear in our leading maga-
zines and papers? The following is taken from "The Ladies'

Home Journal," and is from the pen of no less a person than
Emma E. Walker, M. P. :

"An excellent almond paste is made as follows : 32 parts

of blanched bitter almonds are pounded to a fine paste ; add
gradually a mixture of honey, 60 parts

;
yolk of egg, 30 parts

;

almond oil, 60 parts ; bergamot oil, I part ; and clove oil. i

part. This paste is excellent for rubbing on the hands at

night."

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

BEE HIVE H.MCHED CHICKS—QtlEENS STINGING.

Yes, Mrs. Amos, with bees for part of the heat, and hot
water bottles for part of it, no doubt it is possible to hatch
eggs. Quite ingenious of you to try it—and get three chicks
out of twelve eggs.

And that's a very interesting experience which you con-
tribute about the two recently emerged queens imprisoned in

the palm of your hand. Trying to sting each other is a
probability (perhaps not a certainty) under such circum-
stances. I hardly think bad marksmanship gave you the sting.

'Pears like that when once the half dormant stinging machin-
ery is fired up, and got nicely to running, there is more will-
ingness to scat,ter stings around "permiscus." I take it the
sting you got was only a prick, not a solid and deep one
that tore the sting away. By the way, I'm not aware that a
queen ever has her sting torn away. Who knows? Page 665.

ON THE BALLING OF QUEENS.

No, Sister Wilson, I don't say just yet that bees never
ball a queen to protect her; but I have long suspected that
same. Somehow the thing doesn't look like a friendly act.

Usually happens at a time when bees are overworked at breed-
ing, and feel edgewise at the queen on that account—least-

wise I play it so. Also the queen can, and sometimes does,
show very bad and provoking manner.s—in extreme cases
pipes, sulks, runs off the combs, kicks in the mouth her most
faithful friends when they offer her food. If she was where
she ought to be they couldn't chase and catch her exactly

;

she would be in touch all the while. Perchance they consider
this running off alone as a sort of threat to desert the hive

;

and they respond with a, "We'll see about that." Or say we
look at it in this way : Angry because there are no more
cells ready for her to lay in she sulks off alone in the corner
of the hive. Now in early spring when the colony is weak
(the situation we are considering mostly) the corner of the
hive is the home of bad smells, the result of last winter's
death, decay and mold—not yet made balmy and sweetened

up as the whole interior will be later on. She tnust herself

contract a portion of the bad smell by lurking there. I've a

notion this may help them on toward the inclination to ball

her on the opening of the hive—and perhaps oft when it is

not opened. She doesn't smell right.

SOME QUEENS AND WOMEN FOLKS.

Well, queens certainly are genuine women-folk. Why
should any one wish to deny them the right to change their

minds? One on page 668 first clinches another queen she

comes in contact with, then changes her mind and lets her

go. So little perturbed is she in mind that she falls to eating

some honey which is at hand. The other gueeu not coming
to eat she takes some of the honey to her. (Makes one think

of ancient heroes in literature in the few occasions when they

get chummy on the battle-field.) But, lo, another change of

minds bobs up when a third queen is put in. She kills her

off hand, and having killed her, kills lier newly-made friend,

too. Did she suspect her of wishing to mix in on the wrong
side? Or is the passion of killing, once aroused, blind and
ungovernable—among insects as sometimes among human
savages? It's a fascinating study to find out—find out rcaUy

—what thoughts and feelings are actually cherished by the

most highly developed creatures below us. I take it that

Wm. M. Whitney is a competent observer; and he should

have our thanks for the observation.

CLOSED ENDS VS. OTHER FRAMES.

There's a theory that ordinaty frames let air circulate

around the frame ends to such an extent that breeding is

hindered. Is it a fact? Closed-end fr.Mues are advised as a

remedy. Questioned to 26 experts as 10 how this is, 11 fail

to score. II think that the ordinary frame promotes early

breeding practically just about as well, and only 4 think the

closed-cn>l desirable for the purpose named to a mentionable
degree, i 'age 676.
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Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Wintering Bees in the Cellar.

I have a cellar under my dwelling-house, in which I in-

tended to winter my bees. Do you think the noise from the

Hoor above would disturb them? It is plainly heard when
in the cellar, but it is not such a noise as would jar the hives

the least bit. Could I winter them in this cellar with good
results? Minnesota.

Answer.—Yes, so long as there is no jarring, they will

stand the noise that will reasonably be made overhead.

Colorado as a Honey State-Roller Foundation-
Machine.

2. Foundation mills m,iy be obtained of the leading bee-

supply dealers.

Carniolan Bees-Crimson and Alslke Clover-
Buckwheat.

1. I came from Vermont to Colorado last spring because

I was troubled with the asthma there, and am free from it

here. So I expect to make my home in this part of the coun-

try, I had about lOO colonies of bees when I lived in Ver-
mont, and made a good thing out of them. Tliere they gath-

ered honey from basswood and clover, but out here there is

neither of these. In what part of Colorado would I better

locate in order to get the best results? I would like to buy
ICO colonies to start with, and devote my whole time to the

bees. In the East I also had my farm work to do, and some-
times had to jump off of a load of hay to hive a swarm.

2. Where can I get the roller foundation-machine? I

had two when I lived in the East, one for brood and the

other for surplus comb foundation. Colorado.

.'Answers.— i. There are plenty of good locations in

Colorado, a good alfalfa region being in general a good honey-
location ; but the trouble is to find a location not already occu-
pied, and I can't inform you on that score. Indeed it will no
doubt be difficult to find one. Your best plan might be to

advertise ; in that way j'OU may strike some one who wants
to sell out.

1. Is a genuine Carniolan bee dark in color or light?

2. Does crimson clover bloom the first season after

sowing? .
,

.

3. Is the spring the proper time to sow crimson clover .'

If so, what time in the spring?
.

4. Is crimson clover good for hay, and will it produce.

well? . ,.,,:>
5. Which is the better for bees, crimson or alsike clover?

6 Is the ground better fitted if plowed in the fall?

7. Can I sow buckwheat in the spring, and continue at

stated times through the summer, so as to have it bloom at

.certain periods, and make it profitable? Arkansas.

Answers.— I. Very much in color like the common black

bee, but the rings made by each segment of the abdomen are

a little more distinct in the Carniolan.

2. Yes, if sowed early enough it may bloom the same

year: usually not till the following year. That's in the re-

gion of 42 degrees north latitude; far enough south it might

more readily bloom the same year after early sowing.

3. If sown in the spring it should be as early as frost is

well out of the ground; but oftener it is sown about the last

plowing of corn, and not expected to bloom till the next year.

4. Yes, where conditions are favorable.

5. I don't know; all things considered, perhaps alsike.

6. That depends on local conditions. Ask farmers in

your neighborhood whether it is advisable to fall-plow if

clover is to be sown in spring.

7. Generally it is not advisable. Buckwheat seems to ht

better as a later growth. Even if it should succeed when

early grown, it would not be desirable where the earher har-

vest gives honey J)f lighter color.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
^ LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN. Grand Rapids, Mich.

"TELEPHONE ;S°s"
a book of meaty telephone information pivinp juBt

what the farmer wants to know about 'phones. A
'•Etrait'ht from the shoulder" talli. A book that
will post yiiu how to buy riprht. Sent free if you
ask for bo'ok K.81) Address nearest otlice.

Stromberg-CirlsonTel. Co., Rochester, N, Y., CMcieo. III.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

^xMiiiii

I The American Bee Jonroal^GleanlDgs in Bee-Cnltnre |
J.S (If you are not now a subscriber to Gleanings) 5^

I BOTH ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $1.60. |
1 ^-^ c
•^ We have made arrangements with the pubU-shers of Gleanings in Bee-Culture (issued twice a month), ^;
?§ so that we can furnish that magazine with the Weekly American Bee Journal—both one year for but $1.60 ; ^
.^ provided ycxi are not now a subscriber to Gleanings. £;
•^ This is a magnificent offer, and should be taken advantage of by all of our readers who are not now ^|
i"^ getting Gleanings regularly. These papers, although on the same subject, are conducted so differently, and S^
•^ contain such a variety of reading matter, that every bee-keeper should have them both. And they can be had

;^ for a whole year for r 1. 60. Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL. ^
^fMVMVMyfM MViymyMmfMymy^^^^^
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§ 5end for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List. S

ourHH-V^ES and sEOTionsrs 8

Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.
|By sending in your order now, you will^ SAVE MONEY, and

secure prompt shipment. &
We will allow you a cash discount of 5 percent on orders sent in during November. a

PAGE & LYON MFQ. CO., New Londoii,Wis. usa g

Bees Still at Wopk.
Bees are working hard yet, and the

honey they are bringing in now is of.a
very fine flavor, and water-white. We
work for both comb and extracted
honey. I have taken off a good deal
of comb honey this week, and still

have more on the hives. I expect to
extract next week.

Edw. M. Ragan.
Eafourche Co., Ea., Oct. 30.

Climate " Swarm Rhymer" and
the Weather.

Dear Mr. York :—I am real mad ;

you allowed me to fall up against that
confirmed dyspeptic, Mr. Hasty, the
man of "afterthoughts" but not of
forethoughts, or, shall I say it, a man
of no origitial thought. Now, I hope
he will go away back in a corner and
be a good boy.

Yes, I am provoked, as he saw fit to
" yump " all over me, as your friend,
Yon Yonson, would say. On page 712
he takes me to task for a trifling matter
that a poor compositorf of the "Jour-
nal " caused me to set forth in a pre-
vious number (p. 628). My recollec-
tion of the statement, " Close upon a
century ago", was written, "Close
upon a //a//-century ", etc., but some-
how the "half" fell by the wayside.
Further along in the same article the
half-century statement crops up all
right—possibly it might have been one
of }ny " afterthoughts ".

SAN FRANCISCO'S CLIMATB.

Why, my dear Afterthoughter, didn't
you know that San Francisco had more
than one climate in a day ? Eaws a
massa, you can have a different cli-

mate for each of the 3 meals you choose
to eat in the day. This is a generous
clime ! Yon see, we are almost situa-
ted on an island. The city is about 6
miles across from east to west. The
sun goes down in the Pacific Ocean, to
put it that way, and that's the cold side
of the city—the cold winds and fogs
breed and come in from there. On the
north is the Golden Gate, and that is

not a breeding place for much of any-
thing, unless it is crabs, fish and pieces
of old hulls of ships that went down to
Davy Jones' locker in some of those
dense fogs that roll in the Gate upon
the peaceful waters of the Bay of San
Francisco, which generously washes
away, twice a day, the large amount of
sewerage that is carried into the bay

from the city's admirable drainage
system. The east side is fairly calm.
Then, the city is divided into valleys

by hills of high and low degree. These,
along with other causes, produce cur-

rents and counter currents to bestir

i!L'ORMAS!rBr.r:
Low in price. FiiIIv K'liaranteeJ. I] Send

Spnd rorfref.-atal..i;ue. U '
f„

SANTA MFG. CO., LIGONIER, INDIANA, FretCatalog

B66-K66P6rS
DonH forget that
we are the largest
jobbers in the
United States of

Root's Bee-Supp2ies, *Jolinsoa In-
cubato-Ts and Hrooders, //umpii-
rev*s and Alann^s Bone Cutters,
Poultry Sui>i>lie'S of all kinds, Speeds
and J/np/emejifs. Remember, you get
these goods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Qaeens ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

10? r.5^-Z'S
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve you PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Z7A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

lO CENTS A YEAR.

THe

Dixie Home

MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

iLLnSTRATBD MaGA-
ziNB in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce It ONLY.
It is bright and np-

o-dale. Tells all about Southern Home Life,

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
'uildlngs and famous people. Send at once.

Ic a year, postpaid, anywhere in the U.S., Can-
ada and Mexico. Six years, 50c. Or, clubs of

6 names, 50c; 12 for $1. Send ns a club. Money
back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut this

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A4St No. 75. Birmingham. Alabama.

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No, 12, in
which is described the

best territory in this country
for the growing of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in su. n products
should address a postal card to the iersigned
at DUBUQUE. IOWA, requesting copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pas \gent.

32AlSt Please mention the Bei arnal.

REDUCEli PRICES

Good for the Balance of

This Season Only.

As I desire to unite niv nuclei as soon as pos-
sible, I will sell ITALIAN QUEENS at the
following low prices, until my present supply
is exhausted:
Untested Queens, 60 cents each; six or more,

50 cents each. Select Untested, 75 cents each;
six or more, 60 cents each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circular and
read reports Irom enthusiastic customers.

J. P. MOORE,
39Atf Horgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

Please mention Bee j oumai wnei: writine
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themselves for good or for worse.
Some of these valleys are notedly
warm ; others are, at many times, any-
thing- but agreeably comfortable, they
being at times damp and chilly. But
I am not going to say anything more
that may be construed as showing that
we have not a delightful climate in

this city all the time. It take.s a deni-
zen of the region about Los Angeles
to say good things about his neighbor-
hood. Well, at any rate, we have no
sand - storms ; no excessively hot
weather ; no terrific north winds ; no
frosts to kill the oranges and tender
plants growing in our gardens, and

—

well, you didn't know we had such a
mild climate ! We have, though.
When bees were first brought to this

city, they were located in one of the
worst portions of the city. In those
days the city was not the paradise that
art, taste and money have since made it

become—one of the finest cities in the
world.

" A SWARM RHYMER."*

Oh, how good of you, Mr. Hasty, to
run off some poetry for me through
that mill of yours. Pardon me for
stating above that you were "a man

LigMnln, Lice Killing Machine
^"^^'^^"''^Ikills all lice and mites. No injury to

I birds or feathers. Handleaany fowl,
|smallest chick to larpe?t pobbler.

e In thr«. sImb P*j8 for Itoelf first eeMoo.

, Lict MurcUr.ttc. We secuj« Bp«cUl low
etantes. C»Ulof; mtUod fre«. Writ«torit.

CHAS. SCHILD CO.,

lD26t 401 Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.

B66-K66DGrS,/\U6ntl0n
Are you going- to buy Bees or Queens?
Are you going to locate in Texas ?

We make a specialty of Queens,Nuclei and full
Colonies of bees for shipment, in any quantity,
any where, at all seasons of the year, car lots
a specialty.
we are selling^ agents for a large number of

colonies of bees, in quantity and locations to
suit purchasers. If yon wish to buy a farm or
ranch we may have it for you. Write us your
wants.

Southwestern Bee-Keepers

:

We are Southwestern managers for the W. T.
Falconer Mfg. Co., and will carry a full line of
BEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES at Factory Prices.
Beeswax bought and sold, and Honey Cans in

season. Let us figure with you before buying.
Order early and get the discounts.

The Hyde Bee-Supply Co.
H. H. Hyde, Pres. and Mirr.

129N.FloresSt., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
37Dtf Please mention the Bee Joarnal.

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Dan?bters of Select Im-
porter Italian, Select
tiong-Tonirae (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
Similes apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and bnt few within S
miles. No disease; Jl
years' experience. A 1

1

mismatedqneens replaced
free. Safe a-rival enar-
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After Joly Ist.

1 6 12 1 6 12
tJntested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .M $3.25 $ 6.00

Select 1.00 S.UO 9.00 .' 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 i 6.50 1100
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 1S.00 1 ^00 15.00

Select Breeders $3.00 each
Send for Clrcnlar.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring ;l, Teniu
Flease menuon Bee Jotimai \ i wntlng,

en K,B3I3 O.A.XC, IO"VVA..

BEE-
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in

the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWIiST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-Iceeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.o

AQENCIES.

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council BlufFs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

.'v|v In No-drip Shipping Case*.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
•^ .,

In Barrals or Cans.

Iduote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

t^^ THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
No. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Some 6OO0 GiuDDing Oilers.
A good many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal should be renewed

at once. We wish to call special attention to the following', which we are sure
will commend themselves to many of our readers :

No.l-

No.2-

Wfv "1 The Bee Journal a year and Dadant's " Langstroth
nu. O OQ the Honey-Bee," (book alone, SI.20)

W/-, >< The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing," (cloth bound) (book alone, Sl.OO)

W/^ C The Bee Journal a year and Doolittle's " Scientific
nU. J Queen-Rearing," (leatherette bound) (book alone, 7Sc)

No. 6-

The Bee Journal and Dr. Miller's " Forty Years
Among the Bees " (book alone, $1.00) Both for $1.75

The Bee Journal a year and Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keep-
er's Guide," (book alone, $1.20)

Bee Journal
Queen

year and Standard Untested Italian
(Queen alone 75c)

W/v ij The Bee Journal a year and a "Novelty Pocket-Knife"
"• with your name and address on it (knife alone, $1.25)

Wj> Q '" "

The Bee Journal a year and a " Wood Binder," for
nu. O holding a year's numbers (binder alone, 20c)

K(\ A The Bee Journal a year and an " Emerson Binder,"
nu. y (stijj board) (binder alone, 60c)

Wrv 1A The Bee Journal a year and a Monette " Queen-Clip-
liU. lU ping Device," (device alone, 2Sc)

Wjv
-Jl

The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
nu. 11 Honey," (cloth bound) (book alone, 75c)

Wrv -t/y The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
IIU. 1 A Honey," (paper bound)

Kf. j "l The Bee Journal a year and Root's
nu, IJ Culture," (book alone, $1.20)

A B C of Bee-

Wfv -tA The Bee Journal a year and a Foster Stylographic
l^V. 1^ Pen (Pen alone, $1.00)

.'

Send all orders to G-EORGE W. YORK & CO.
.^.U Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

1.40

Please ilention the Bee Jonrnal I^l^r^^f.
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BEE-SUPPLIES §
Root's Goodsi Root's rrlces Jj

Everything- used by Bee-Keepers.
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt Service.

I^ow Freight Rates Catalog Free

titled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first.

WALTER J. rOUDER,
513-515 Massachusetts Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

i

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest. Richest in Color and Odor, Most Transparent and lougli-

est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. It you have never seen it, don t

fail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-

ways wanted at highest price. A fSu line of SUPPLIES, retail and wholesale. Catalog

and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Tbree Bees on the other side.

[This Cot is the ifvyiA. Size of the Knife.]

Your Name on the Knife.—Wbeo ordering, be snre to say Just what name and
address you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty Ilea In the handle. It is

made beautifully of iadestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of

the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Qneen, Drone, and Worker, as

shown here.

The Material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;

the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-

rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or

corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;

the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the handle as described

above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the

owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address

of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-

dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fot

Innate as to have one of the -'Novelties," your PocketKnife will serve as an identifier; and in

case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mothej

five to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife having

the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represeutation of

thls^autiful knife, as th^ " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Pren: um toth«

one sending us a HKEE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal (with fa-OO.) We wiUclnb i Noveltj

Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $2.00.

of ; no original tht ^ lit,". Why, your
poetry shows you ae—rather starchy.

Gee, the bees will get all stuck to-

gether. No, I can't accept your effu-

sions. They do not put high enough
value on such early and vigorous
swarms as we have here in March and
April. Then, I want something for

those occasional February " bee-off-

shoots " we have. Let me see : A
swarm is " worth a chunk of cheese "

—say IS cents worth, and the maggots
thrown in. It's too cheap, and I won't
have it. And the starch ! Oh, ye bees,

stay in till May, and you will be worth
a ton of hay—$12 the ton just now.
That makes the April bees as small as
30 cents. Oh, Hasty, how cruel of you
to libel our pets in so unbecoming a
manner 1 Try again, but leave me
out ; I may not be worth 10 cents, and
can not cut much of a figure, any way.

FREAKY WEATHKR.
Talking of climate a little way back

now reminds me to get in a few words
of the wonderful climate we are hav-
ing here about the bay. And this has
nothing to do with what I may have
heretofore said about the weather in

recent issues of the " Journal ". I sup-

pose it has not often fallen to the lot

of Eastern people to see fruit and orna-

mental trees blossom twice during the

same year. Such things happen some-
times here in California. Lilacs are

in full bloom in March, cherries in the

latter part of the same month and early

in April. Well, these trees bloomed
last spring and .matured—that is, the

fruit-trees— a fair, or, in most places,

a full crop of fruit. To-day it is no
uncommon thing to find lilacs and
cherries in full bloom. The sight is

an odd one, to say nothing of its being
abnormal. And the bees are gather-

ing nectar from the blossoms, as I

took occasion to find out. The season
is a peculiar one. I would write more
on the subject, but as I have already

mentioned the unusually heavy early

rains (we have had 7 inches hereabouts)

I shall not say more of them, or how
rapidly vegetation is springing sky-

ward. Suffice it to state that calla

lilies are now bursting into bloom, just

as we find them in February and
around Laster.

Well, Mr. Hasty, you have caused me
to inflict a long letter upon the " Old
Reliable ", but I hope you and they now
know more of our wonderful climate

—

and eccentricities—than you did be-

fore. W. A. Pryal.
San Francisco Co., Calif., Oct. 25.

[f
" That poor compositor " wants us

to tell Mr. Pryal to be a little careful

about the way he refers to her craft.

This also includes the proofreader. Both

are ladies. Mr. Pryal had it " cea-

tury ", and not " //a//"-century ", in his

first article. .
If those two ladies ever

get after him, he'll hop further and

faster than a California jack-rabbit.

We believe he is still a lonesome man,

never having found his " better half ".

* A "swarm rhymer " is respectfully

referred to Dr. Miller to work up for

the next edition if some^^big^diction-

ary.—Editor.]

GEORGE W, YORK d CO.
49*Pleasa allor* '<.t>oat two weeks'for vour knife order to be fllleA.

Chii. ;a 111
Please meuti
when wrUit!

1 Bee Journal
advertisers.
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Hoiiiiian Seii-SDaclno Brood-Frames,
$2.00 per 100

The most popular brood-frame manufactured is self-spacing. We
carry in stock at all times, all sizes. Every one absolutely guaranteed.
One hundred lots, special price only $2.00 for a limited time. Write for
catalog and prices.

Clieapest House on Earth. All goods Guaranteed or
money back.

JOHN DOLL & SON,
Power Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Propolis in Varnish.

A Holland-Dutch bee-journal says a
very nice varnish for furniture can be
made by dissolving propolis in alcohol
and .then straining it. By the way,
who has ever made a quotation on
propolis by the pound ? Perhaps many
a nice penny is flung away on this
rather troublesome substance.—Glean-
ings in Bee-Culture.

Artistic Bee-Hives in Europe.

It may be noticed that a great deal
more artistic taste is exhibited in the
construction of bee-hives in England,
Germany, etc., than is customary in
America. In Carniola, a province of
Austria, it is an old-time custom to
•decorate hives very fancifully. Scenes
from Biblical history are very com-
monly represented in fancy colors upon
the fronts of hives, also historical faets
as relating to the history of the coun-
try. The common customs of the peo-

ple receive attention also, and the
humorous side is frequently brought
out in a striking manner. Some of the
older pieces are real pieces of art well
worth preserving. — American Bee-
Keeper.

Migratory Bee-Keeping In Russia.

A peculiar method of migratory bee-
keeping is practiced in Russia on the
larger rivers flowing south, according
totheRhein, Btzg. Large log-rafts are
constructed and covered with soil upon

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

structible, and giving entirely satisfactory re-

sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44A.tf KNOXVILLE, TENN.
Please mention Bee Journal wnen wntma

Best Extracted Honey For Sale
All In 60-lb.
Tin Cans....»

Basswood
Honey J^

Alfalfa

Honey ^
This is the famous

White Extracted Honey
gathered in the great Al-
falfa regions of the Cen-
tral West. It is a splen-
did honey, and nearly
everybody who cares t'

)

•eat honey at all can't get

•enough of the Alfalfa ex
tracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or Basswood Honey:
A sample of either, by mail, lu cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight—two

•eo-pound cans of Alfalfa, si_, cents per pound: -1 cans or more, s cents a pound. Basswood
Honey, hall'-cent more per pi>un(l than Alfalfa prices. Cas^h must accompany each order.
You can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. Th.- cans are two in a box, and
freight is not prepaid. ABSOIATEIiY PL'HE BEES' HONEY.

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.

We would suggest that thorie bee-keepers who did not pro'luce enough honey for their
home demand, just order some : the above, and sell it. And otoers, who want to earn some
money, can get this honey and • jrk up a demand for it almost anywhere.

This is the well-known
light-colored honey gath-
ered from the rich, nec-
tar-laden basswood blos-
soms. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and
is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor in

their honey.

LanQswiion...

TtieHoneu-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This'is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.

THE YORK HONEV CO. iNotino
loi E. Kinzie Street, CHICAQO, ILL.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail for $] .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Italian BeesForSale
90 colonies in ' frame Lanpstroth hives, with

£0 empty hives; 300 section-cases ready to put
on; 1(jO nndrip shipping-cases; 25 shipping-
crates; 25iK) sections pat up with starters; 1000
sections in the flat; one Hubbard press; one
cold-blast smoker; one Bini^ham Smoke-En-
eine; one solar extractor; and 125 shade-boards.
The hives have porticoes, and telescope covers
10 inches deei>, arranged for tiering-up. All are
well painted white. The foregoing will be sold
at a bargain. Write at once. Address,

Wn. JACKSON, Elburn, 111.

44Atf Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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A Solid Gold

Fountain Pen
Free

!

Finally, we have found a
good Fountain Pen that is

reasonable in price. The man-
ufaclurers of this pen say that
if you pay more than $1.25 for
other fountain pens, it's for
the name.
This pen is absolutely guar-

anteed to work perfectly, and
give satisfaction. The Gold
Nibs are 14 kt., pointed with
selected Iridium. The Hold-
ers are pure Para Rubber,
handsomely finished. The
simple Feeder gives a uniform
flow of ink. Each pen is

packed in a neat bos, with di-
rections and Filler.

How to Get this
Fountain Pen Free!

To a present paid-in-ad-
vance subscriber, we will mail
this Fountain Pen free as a
premium for sending us 3NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the
weekly American Bee Journal
for one year (with $3.00).
Surely, this is an easy way to
get a good Fountain Pen. Or,
if unable to get the two new
subscribers, and you want one
of these Pens, forward to us
$1.25 and we will send it to
you by return mail. Or for
$2.00 we will send to any one
the American Bee Journal for
one year and a Fountain Pen.
This Fountain Pen would

be a splendid gift to a friend
or relative. Why not order
both Pen and Journal for some
bee-keeper as a present ?

Address all orders to

George W. York & Co ,

Chicago. III. Full Size.

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote you prices ou Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Waynb Co., Mich

Sweet Clover Seed
FOR SALE

SO lbs. or over, at 5 cents per pound. Address,
37Atf JOSEPH SHAW, Strong City, Kans.

For Thanksgiving Day
the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets

within distances of ISO miles, Nov. 23

and 24, at rate of a fare and a third for
the round-trip. Return limit Nov. 28.

Three through trains daily to Ft.

Wayne, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New
York, Boston, and New England
points, with vestibuled sleeping-cars.

No excess fare charged on any train

on the Nickel Plate Road. Meals
served in Nickel Plate dining-cars, on
American Club Meal Plan, ranging in

price from 35 cents to $1.00; also a la

carte. Chicago city ticket offices. 111

Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
Depot, La Salle and Van Buren Sts.,

on the Elevated Loop. Telephone
Central 20S7. 29—4SA2t

which some gardening is done. An
apiary is located upon it and the at-

tendants put up a tent for their shelter.
I surmise the moving is done nights,
rests are taken during daytime. The
rafts are floated down the rivers during
the season. The final stop is made at
the end of the season in a section of
the country whose timber is scarce.
The rafts are taken apart and the tim-
bers sold. Bees and honey are dis-
posed of and the attendants make their
way homeward by rail or steamboat.

—

American Bee-Keeper.

The Use of Smoke in Handling Bees.

In passing from apiary to apiary,
looking for foul brood, I am surprised
to see how differently men use, or fnis-

use smoke, when handling bees. Some
men even ask me if I ever " smoke in

the entrances "7 As a rule, such men
will jar the hives in taking off the
cover, then pry or pull off the super
with a snap About this time the bees,
angry bees, begin pouring out at the
entrance, and from the top of the hive,
and //lefi the bee-keeper begins to use
}he smoker; but the bees are mad, now,
and no amount of smoke will pacify
them. The most important place to
use smoke, is at the entrance, and it

should be used there as the Jirs/ step in

opening a hive. Subdue the beesyfr^/,
then all of the jarring will only make
their subjection the more complete. So
many times has some man cautiqned
me about attempting to examine some
colony, saying the bees were perfect
tigers, and that I would be stung terri-

bly. I always say :
" Give me the

smoker "'. I give them a good, thor-
ough smoking before attempting to
open the hive. I then open the hive
carefully, using a little smoke if there
is any sign of obstreperousness. As a
rule I pass the ordeal without a sting,
while the owner looks on with amaze-
ment. Tne whole secret lies in subdu-
ing the bees before opening the hive.
Smoke the heesjirst, and then you can
usually handle them in peace and com-
fort.— Bee-Keepers' Review.

Henequin and Honey in Cuba

We have a great many thousand acres
of land in Cuba suitable for those two
products.
Henequin is the fibre plant from

which so many men in Yucatan have
become millionaires. Bee-raising and
henequin go well together. Write for
particulars.

DR. MORTIMER WILLSON,
Sec. and Trt-as. Cuban Colonial Land Company
44A4t PORT HURON. MICH.

MountUniojCoiiege
Open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-

pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person

with tact and energy can have an educa-

tion. We invite correspondenr.;. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COI .EGE,
Alliance, Oliio

CONVENTSON NOTICES.

Illinois.—The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold its Hth annual session in-
the G. A. R. Hall at tlie Court House, in Spring-
field, Tuesday and Welnesday, Nov. IS and 16,
l'3(i4. We will not lack for music, as the hall,
in its furnishings, ha^ .i piano, and Dr. Miller
has promised to bewiiii us. (You know what
that means.) N. E. I .ince will also be with
us. He, as all bee keepers know, is the General
Manager of the Natimial Association, and foul-
brood inspector of tiie State of Wisconsin.
Alfoour president, Mr. J. Q. Smith, who has
acted as foul brood iuspector for this State for
two summers—we surely with reason tnay ex-
pect that with a good attendance at our meet-
ing something will be done to advance the in-
terests of bee-keepers. Editor York, of the
American Bee Journal, will be present also. We
have a promise of papers from S. N. Black, on
** Managing for Comb Honey"; and one by
James Poindexter, on " Wintering Bees "'. H.
F. Moore, secretary of the Chicago-Northwest-
ern Association, will present a paper on '* Ex-
periences as an Inspector of Apiaries". Others
are expected on subjects not yet announced.

Through the I. O. O. F. of Illinois, we get the
following rates on all roads under the Western
Passenger Association :

"Rate of oue fare for the round-trip from
points in Illinois from which the local one-way
rate tn Springfield is more than J3-fl0, and an
open rate of a fare and one-lhird for the round-
trip, with a maximum selling rate of $3.00, from
all points in the State within that radius, also
frcm St. Louis, Mo-; e.xcursion tickets to be
sold on Nov. 13-15 inclusive, good to return
leaving Springfield until and including Nov.
1'), 1904.

"Tickets limited for going passage com-
mencing dale of sale and for continuous pas-
sage in each direction.
" The Western Passeneer Association lines

are: C. & A. Ry., C. & N. W. Rv., C, B. & Q.
Ry.. C. G. W. Ry., Iowa Central R. R., J. & St.

L. Ry , Wabash R. R., A. T. & S. F. Ry., C- M.
A: St. P. Ry , C, P. & St. L. Ry., C. R. I. & P.
Ry.. Illinois Central Ry., Wisconsin Central
Ry."
On all railroads under direction of the Cen-

tral Passencer Association rates can only
be had through certificate from your local sec-

retaries of Odd Fellows lodges, and we are as-

sured they will be very favorable to including
bee keepers in their families, to whom they can
issue all the certificates they desire. If noth-

ing else can be done, we advise making your
nearest way to the roads named in the Western
Association. Come, all bee-keepers, and have
a good time. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

R. R. 4, Springfield, 111.

Illinois. — The Chicago-Northwestern Bee-
Keepers' Association will bold its next annual
meeting on Wednesday and Thursday, Nov.
3'! and Dec. 1, 11J4, in the Revere House, south-

east corner of North Clark and Michigan Sts..

Chicago. The prospects are that this conven-
tion will be the largest and best ever held by
the Chicago-Northwestern. Prominent bee-

keepers from a distance have said they were
coming. It will be a great time. Everybody

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNBTTE Queen-Clipping

Device Is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-

keepers. Full printed directions

sent with each one. We mail it for

25 cents; or will send it FREE as

a premium for sending us One
New subscriber to the Bee Journal
Ifor a year at $1.00; or tor Jl.lO we
will mail the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping Device. Address,

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

'What Happened to Ted"
BY ISABEL

This is a true story

tuuate in city life. M
is a deaconess whose i

city poverty strict; i-n a

sad. This particuh^r

5x6% inches, boim !

somewhat of an ii

hard lot of the poor,

cents (stamps or sili.-

I8ABE!..
• 227 East Ohio

LE HORTON.
of the poor and unfor-
isf Horton, the author,
xperiences among the
re both interesting and
-liiTt story—60 pages,
1 II paper cover—gives
:li into a little of the
i'lice, postpaid, only 10

- i Address,

HORTON.
-.ebtChicaoo, III.
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at all interested in bees or bec-keei>ins is nr-
geotly ioTited to be present. Tbere will be
live discussions of live subjects relating to bee-
keepinjr. Come. It's Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. And
Chicago is the place!
Park Ridge, 111. Herman F. Mooke, Sec.

Pennsylvania.—The Pennsylvania State Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold its fall conven-
tion in Harrisburg, Tuesdav and Wednesday,
Dec. 6 and 7, 1904. An excellent program has
been arranged. Many subjects of vital interest
will be ably presented. General Manager N.E.
France, of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, will be present, as well as other promi-
nent beekeepers. Every beekeeper in Penn-
sylvania should interest himself in this meet-
in?. D. L. Woods, Sec.
Mnncy, Pa.

Honey For Sale.
2O0O pounds White Clover Honey for sale. Ad-

dress, JOHN CONSER. Sedalia, Mo.
4SA2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Secondlian(|60ib,(jansClheai)
We have a quantity of 60-pound tin cans (2 in

a box) which we have lately emptied ourselves.
and so know they are all right- In lots of 20 or
more boxes (40 cans! we will sell them at 40c a
box. Order at once as they will soon be gone.
These are a bargain. Address,

The York Houey Co.
101 E. KiNziE Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

WANTED.
Comb and Extracted Honev, at once; whole-

sale. State your lowest price for cash. Refer-
ence, Tracers' National Bank

I. A. BARTLETT, WEST MILFORD, W.VA.
43Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A BURNETT & CO.,
*"''

' ' " - c-JicAGO. III.
Please mention tee Journal -wl-en writingj

WANTED \

Fancij Gomb Honey from White Glover,
in nodrip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first
letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Pleatv of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCO 'T & CO.
1004 E. Wash St., INDIAN aPOLIS, IND
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WANTED li
Comb and Extracted \

HONEYf
On Commission. \

Boston pays good prices for a fancy t
"' "

F.H. FARMER, \.

183 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS. L

-ieas.5 cnentiot Bra iourna.- woen xmtlnfc

Thanksgiving Day Excursions

at rate of a fare and a third for all
trains on the Nickel Plate Koad on
Nov. 23 and 24, to all poii;t.s within
ISO miles, and good returning to and
including Nov. 58. La Salle St. Pas-
senger Station, Chicago, 'ner Van
Buren and La Salle Sts., • the Ele-
vated Loop. City ticket ices, 111
Adams St. and Auditor Annex.
'Phone Central 2057. -45A2t

ALLOWED ON EARLY ORDERS EOR

Let me SELL or BUY your

*«HONEY«*
If you have some to oflFer, mail sample with lowest price ex-

pected, delivered Cincinnati.

IF IIV NEED
State quantity and kind wanted, and I will quote you price.

I do business on the cash basis, in buying or selling.

FULI. STOCK OF

BEE-SXJFFniilES
THE BEST MADE.

Root's Goods at their factoty prices. SEEDS for honey-Tjlants.

C. H. W. WEBER, 2146-48 Central Ave.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

cHiCzi.CrO» Oct. 4-+.—Tueie is not aa aciive
matket considering' the season of jear, prices
are not strong- and may sag- in the absence of
demand. No. 1 white comb honey, 12H@13c;
fancy clover, 14c, with corresponding- grades
l®3c less. Extracted, white, <M^l%z\ amber,
6(^6>ic, according to kind, flavor, quality and
package. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at b%%lc.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clemons & Co.

Boston, Oct. 24.—We are pleased to note an
increased demand for honey, which with com-
paratively speakiag-, light receipts, makes pri-

ces firm. We quote fancy white, lti@i7c; No. 1,

loc; with but little No. 2 on hand or to be had.
Extracted, light amber, 7@8c.

Blakk, Scott <& Lbb.

Cincinnati, Oct. 28.—There is a marked im-
provement in the demand for comb hooey since
our last quotations. No material chauge in the
extracted-honey market. We continue to quote
white clover extracted honey id barrels and
cansatT'rtSJ^ cents; amber in barrels, 5^4®6c.
Fancy white clover romb honey, 14@15c. Bees-
wax, 28c. The Fred W.Muth Co.

Albany, N.Y., Oct. 11.—The honey market
is steady here at I5c for best white comb, and
12K@13!^c for buckwheat. The weather is cool
and favorable. Extracted, white, 6M®'i'c—slow;
buckwheat, b^^" u^c. Beeswax, 28@30c.

H. R. Wright.

<.—There are no new fea-
larket. White honey is ar-

riving quiie ireely and meets wiih fair demand
at 14('( I5c for fancy white, 13c for No. 1 while,
and ll'ijl2c for amber. Hardly any buckwheat
has arrived as yet, and prices on same are not
established. First grade of buckwheat honey
will sell at from 10@llc. Extracted honev in
good demand at unchanged prices. Beeswax
market dull and declintug.

HILDKETH& SeGELKEN,

Philadelphia, Oct. 25. — Shipments have
been quite heavy in the last two weeks. Prices
are a little weaker inconsequence, although
fancy houey maintains a good price. We find
the shortage is always in the fancy goods, and
the off goods are what overstocks the market.
We quote some sales: Fancy white comb*
loCO'lTc; No. 1, 14c: amber and No. 2, 12@13c*
Extracted, white, 8c; amber, 6@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Oct. 26.—White comb. l-lb.
sections, 12H@13c; amber, Q^i^llc. Extracted*
white, 6@6W cents; light amber, 4M@5Mc; am-
ber, 3S@4j^c; dark amber, 3@3Mc. Beeswax^
good to choice, light, 2'>@30c; dark, 27@2'sc.
Stocks of choice to select are not large and

are being steadily held. For some white ex-
tracted from Nevada of very superior quality^
as high as 7c is being realized in the tilliug of
small orders. Ordinary extracted from the
Hawaiian Islands has been placed recently in
round lots at 3c on this market.

Cincinnati, O., Oct, 20.—Comb honey is now-
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb. 13fail5c; No. 2, 12M<<?^14c. Extracted
i^ sold ai follows: White clover, in barrels,

cents; in cans, 75<@8c; amber, in barrels^
5K®SJ4c; I cans, 6(g/6HjC. Beeswax,

C. H. W. Weber

riarshfield Manufacturing: Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE'
SUPPLIES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURINQ CO., Marshfield, Wis.
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FE!R,FE3CT OOOI3S !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

Tli6 i flmerican * Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight,

"leasa mention Bee journal -when writing.

1

No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross ;

with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat.

of SUPPLIES free.

I. J. STRIINGHAIH,
I05 Park Place, NEW YORK.

Goods in taoo.
Honey-Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy "no-drip" Sblp-

plng-Cases with glass in front and paper trays
for holdingdrip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spnng-top fasteners and glass stop-

pers; regular riason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; S-gallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Staodard-Bred Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDlftNflPOLlS, IND.

EnSravin^sForSale
We are accumulating^ quite a stock of engrav-

ing's that have been used in the American Bee
journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if

we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of cor engravings that any one would like to
liave, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL

l,ouis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Lowest prices and quick service.

Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport. Iowa, 213-215 1,2(1 St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

?L'P Dadant's Foundation
27tll

Year

We Guarantee Satisfaction. SSJut^^^irity.'^^iwt'nbss.
NoSAQQINa, No LOSS. PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.

/-]nf>e if C^ll cr» xx/fll V Because it has always given better satU-UOCiJ 11 S>eH S.O wen r faction than any other. Because in
26 years there bare not been any complaints, but thousands of compUmeats.

Why

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee=Keepers' Supplies
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee—Rei/ised
^ The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

#
1
BEESWAX WANTED at all times.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Plea.se mention Bee Journal "wnen writinp

NEARLY 100

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
/I^ATERTOWn;WIS!

MAKES THE FINEST

O. B. Le\\ is Company,
Watertown, %Msconsin, U. S. A.

Send fcr^^Catalog.
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We were Awarded a

GOLD MEDAL
On Our Bee/Keepers' Supplies

At ST, LOUIS, 1905,

Also at Paris Exposition, 1899, and Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha,
1900. Highest awards at World's Pair, Chicago, and the

Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo.

Root's Goods are Prize Winners and are sold the world over.

Assiaiboia
Austria
Australia
Barbados
Belgium
Bohemia
Brazil
British Guiana
British Honduras
Cape Colony
Chili
China
Cuba
Dom. Republic
Eg-ypt
England
France
Germany
Granada
Hayti
Holland
Hungary

India
Ireland
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Manitoba
Mexico
Montserrat
Natal
Norway
Palestine
Russia
Rhodesia
Scotland
Siam
Spain
Sweden
Syria
Tasmania
Trinidad
Vaal River Col.
Venezuela

In all States and Possessions of United States and Provinces of Canada.

OUR CATALOG FOR 1905

is now on the press. If you wish a copy at once drop us a postal. It takes

some time to print and mail to our list of 250,000 bee-keepers.

THE A. I. ROOT COflPANY,
MEDINA, OHIO.

BPiA-lTCKEiS.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

^- Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

C n New York City, 44 Vesey Street.

^ Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.
" '— Mechanic Falls, Maine.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores Street.
Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W.

Havana, Cuba, Obrapia 14.

Kingston, Jamaica, IIS Water Lane.
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Cost of Selling Honey on Commission.

Oa page 739, reference was made to a statement in the

Bee-Keepers' Review that when honey was sold on commis-
sion at 14 cents, the consignor could count on receiving

only 10 cents a pound, the commission, etc., amounting to 4

cents a pound. With a view to some definite information,

commission honey-dealers were invited to help out. One of

the oldest and largest honey-selling commission houses in

the country, R. A. Burnett & Co., has placed at our disposal

account sales of a number of actual transactions, the honey
having been received from points at different distances.

In the charges there are three different items, freight

or express, cartage, and commission. The charge for cart-

age is the same whatever the distance from which the con-

signment has been sent, or the price at which the honey is

sold. As will be readily understood, however, cartage on a

very small lot will be more per pound than that on large

lots. On a 500-pound lot it will be about one-tenth of a cent

a pound ; and it may be less than half that on a car-lot.

Freight is the item on which, of course, there is the

greatest variation. It may be nearly 2'2 cents a pound on

a shipment from California to Chicago, or it may be only

a fraction of a cent when shipped a short distance.

As to commission, the commission house says :

" We charge 10 percent commission on all honey in less

than car-load lots ; when it comes in car-load lots, and of an
even grade, it pays us quite as well at S percent as the
stnaller lots at 10 percent, for it is very seldom that the
product of two apiaries runs alike when managed by dif-

ferent owners. It is quite as easy for us (aside from the
actual labor) to sell a car-load of honey as it is 100 cases,

and sometimes easier than it is to sell 10 cases, if they hap-
pen to be from different consignors."

A few representative examples may here be given. In

each case the honey was sold at 14 cents, and the distances

are given in a bee-line. Of course, the real shipping dis-

tances are considerably greater. The shipments are of

comb honey. The total charges on a car-lot from Los An-

geles, Calif., were 3.12 cents a pound. On a small ship-

ment of 549 pounds from a point 115 miles distant, the

charges were 2.06 cents. On 1276 pounds from a point in

Michigan 300 miles distant, 1.96 cents a pound. On a car-

load from a Wisconsin point 1'j5 miles distant, 1.026 cents.

It will thus be seen that the heaviest bill of charges,

which was for an exceptions y long distance, lacked Js of

a cent of being 4 cents a pi"tid, the lightest being prac-

tically only a cent a pound. It will also be seen that the

remark on page 739, that " if the distance be sufficiently

great, the slice taken off the 14 cents may be a good deal

more than 4 cents ", is hardly justified by the figures given..

Wiring Frames Growing in Favor.

Years ago there was decided opposition among Canadian

bee-keepers to wiring frames, but it seems to have forced

its way into favor. J. B. Hall, one of Canada's foremost

bee-keepers, is reported in the Canadian Bee Journal as

saying:
" I kicked against wiring for 15 years, and four years-

ago I put in 600 wired frames, and was so pleased with them
I put in 800, and last year 900."

Canadian Honey in England.

Our friends across the northern border are to be com-
mended for their enterprise. In the honey show of the

Confectioners' Exhibition, held in London, as mentioned
by W. Woodley in the British Bee Journal, there was a

grand exhibit of Canadian honey including " a large parcel

of fine section honey ". An English firm had bought all

this honey before the show opened. A point of special in-

terest was that the honey was staged as an exhibit of the

Canadian government.

"Columbus" or Tin=FoiI-Base Comb Foundation.

Years ago J. Y. Detwiler conceived the idea of using

tin-foil in the middle wall of comb foundation, sending out

samples of the same ; but it never went into general use,

and nothing has been said about it lately. Now the same
thing has been brought out as a new thing in Germany by
an extensive comb-foundation maker. Otto Schulz, and he
has applied for a patent in this country. It is claimed to be

indestructible, no wiring nor other support being needed

aside from the metal base. Even the wax-worm can not

pass through it.

Notwithstanding the previous failure in this country, it

is possible a success may be made by properly using the
hew foundation, although it seems hardly probable that a
patent on it could hold. The bees accept and use it without

question, but where any of the metal is exposed, as at the

edges, they are likely to gnaw away still more the wax. T^
avoid this, special pains is taken to have not the least part

of the tin-foil exposed. One way is to have the brood-
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frames split in two, the foundation placed between, and the

two parts of the frame then nailed tog^ether. Another way
is to use the ordinary frame, letting- the foundation com-

pletely fill it, then run melted wax entirely around the

edges.

There still remains the question whether accidental ex-

posure of spots of the metal, giving the bees a start at

gnawing away the wax, may not occur with such frequency

as to rule out this so-called Columbus foundation.

The Chapman Honey -Plant.

This plant—Echinops spherocephalus—a few years ago

enjoyed no little prominence as a candidate for the favor

of bee-keepers, but has now sunk into obscurity. However

good it might be as a honey-plant, it is not likely that it

will ever pay to occupy good land with a plant that has no

value in other respects. But it appears that in England
there is some show that the Chapman honey-plant may
secure a hearing for its values aside from nectar. Walter

T. Reid says in the British Bee Journal

:

" It furnishes an excellent vegetable in the early spring,
and one that can be easily grown on almost any soil. The
young shoots should be well blanched like sea-kale, and
cooked in a similar way. The flavor reminds one of sea-
kale with a slight resemblance to asparagus. A succession
of shoots may be obtained through the sumimer by cutting
down the main stems near the ground. The blanching
should be complete, the least trace of green color carrying
with it a bitter taste. The stems of the mature plant are
long and strong, and are very useful in the garden as sup-
ports for flowers, tomatoes," etc.

2Ttt5CcUancou5 Views \icms

Our Northwestern Trip is omitted this week owing
to much other matter for this department. Next week we
hope to find room to continue it. We are also getting to-

gether some illustrations to accompany the descriptions of

the firms and their factories.

" We Be Bpethpen " in Bee-Keeping.—As a sample

of good comradeship among rival bee-papers, here are two

paragraphs worth reproducing, written by the editor of the

American Bee-Keeper, Harry E. Hill, the man who has

done such good editorial work at a lOOOmile range :

" We have not a single name upon our list which is not
esteemed, and we should like very much to be able to have
each and every one remain with us while we continue to add
many others, so that a better and larger journal may the
sooner become possible ; but we delight in the thought that

we have several most worthy, bright, clean and valuable
competitors in the field with (not against) us, and all merit
patronage and success.

" We want thousands more to take the American Bee-
Keeper, and hope they may do so ; but we are disinclined to

insult our intelligent readers by telling them that this is

the only worthy bee-journal published. There are others,

and we are glad of it. We wish them all success."

This courteous utterance of Editor Hill was inspired by

a certain new bee-paper editor suggesting that his paper be

taken by bee-keepers and the older papers be dropped. That

meant that after the older papers have helped to build up

the industry of bee-keeping to a success, then the new
papers will enter into their (the older papers') labors and try

to usurp their places 1 Well ! well I who'd have thought it ?

National Nominations and Candidates.—On page 740

we mentioned the fact that W. Z. Hutchinson had made
public an explanation of his circular-letter request to the

members of the National Bee-Keepers' Association to vote

for him for secretary. Since then we have received the

following from Mr. Hutchinson, with the request that it be

published :

Editor York :—I notice that you refer to the explana-
tion that I made in Gleanings regarding my candidacy for
secretary. It is all right that you do this, as I wish all the
members to understand the matter thoroughly, but there is

one point where I fear a wrong conclusion might be drawn,
and that is where you say the circulars were sent out to a
" selected list ". It might be thought that they were sent
to those whom I thought were my friends, or who would

vote for me, and withheld from others, which was not the
case. I had a list of members that I went over some two or
three years ago, and checked off the names of those who
were not subscribers, sending sample copies to this list. In
sending out the circulars they were not sent to the whole
membership, as it was thought that the same results would
be secured were they sent to half of them, and much ex-
pense would be saved, so they were sent out to those who
were not subscribers to the Review. Of course, a name here
and there might hade been overlooked when comparing the
lists two or three years ago, and quite a number have sub-
scribed since then, but the attempt was made, as far as
possible, to send them to those who were not subscribers, as
they would be, in a certain sense, an advertisement. I can
see now, although it did not occur to me at the time, that
sending them to part of the members might cause trouble,
but, agreeing with you most thoroughly in regard to avoid-
ing as much as possible, all trouble and dissension in our
ranks, I at once withdrew my candidacy as soon as I saw
how it was being looked upon. I did it for the sake of har-
mony. I am willing that the members shall know all about
it, but I would not like to have them think I was working
any sort of " scheme ", as such was not the case.

Having said this much by way of explanation, please
allow me to say that I think there ought to be some way of
discussing candidates and nominations. If an officer does
not wish re-election, there ought to be some way in which
he can make it known. If a man desires an office, there
ought to be some way in which he can make that known.
If a man knows of some man who will, in his estimation,
be a suitable officer, he should be allowed in some way to
make this known, and so on. In politics, possible candi-
dates are discussed pro and con before there are any nomi-
nations. Last summer I received a circular from the Mas-
ter of our State Grange, asking me to work for his nomina-
tion. Perhaps we are not yet ready to adopt political meth-
ods, but I do think there should be some way of discussing
these matters in advance of the actual nominations. Seems
to me it might be done in the journals. Making nomina-
tions in advance of election is one step in advance, in that
two candidates are presented for election. This would en-
able us to vote out of office some undesirable officer. It does
not help us, however, in comparing candidates.

In our State Associations, where about the same men
meet year after year, and become well acquainted, it is pos-
sible to elect the best men to office, but in the National
Association there is a lack of this intimate acquaintance
with all of the membership, and a tendency to elect the most
popular or best known man—perhaps some man who writes
a great many articles, or the editor of a bee-journal. These
men m;i y make good officers, and they may not. Because a
man is well known and popular is no sign that he would
make a g-ood officer.

Pe haps this is not the time and place to discuss these
matter- but before another election I think they ought to
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be freely discussed. It seems that I made a mistake in this
matter, and some decision should be arrived at that others
may avoid similar mistakes. W. Z. Hutchinson.

We fear Mr. Hutchinson emphasized that word
" selected " a little too much when reading the item on
pag-e 740. We did not mean to intimate that he was work-
ing a scheme on the membership, and yet when we learned

that quite a number of the more prominent ones had not
received his circular letter, it did look as if it had been sent

to a " selected list ". In reality it amounted to that, even
though the list was made up for another purpose a year or

two before. But we do not see that there was any particu-

lar scheme about that.

In reply to Mr. Hutchinson's remark that there ought
to be some way to make it known when an officer does not
want to be re-elected, we would say there are at least two
ways that we think of now. One is for such officer to mail
a circular letter to the membership and say that he will no
longer serve as an officer. The other, and more economical
way, is simply to send such notice to all the bee-papers, and
they will doubtless publish it without charge. They will

be glad to do so especially if thatoflicer is unfit for the posi-

tion, and should be superseded by a better one.

Again, as to a man desiring an office, and also desiring

to make it known, the best way to do in that case, we think,

is for him to confide it to his wife. That's the safest way. I

For if the membership of an organization desires a certain

man for any ofllice they will see that he gets it. It's ever so

much better for it to come in that way. Let the office seek
the man, not the man the office, is a must excellent method
to follow.

So far as we can recall, the National Association has
never suffered in its officiary except when an attempt was
made to use political tactics. Then there was trouble, and
we predict that there always will be when such methods are

resorted to. There is no necessity for it in the National.

There is no office in its gift that any one need worry about,

whether he secures it or not.

The National Association belongs to the whole of the

2000 or more members, and we believe the great majority

will see to it that justice is done those who are worthy. No
one man or coterie of men are essential to the success of

any organization. Oflicers are always servants, and not

masters, of their constituents.

Personally, we feel grateful to the National Association

for the honors it has conferred on us, and also for the oppor-

tunity we have had to help make it what it is to-day. We
want only to see it go on to greater numbers and larger

usefulness, not alone to its membership but to the whole bee-

keeping fraternity. And we expect to continue to aid it in

fulfilling its high mission. We are willing to trust its

great rank and file. They are all right.

Life of the Worker-Bee—Some Stories.

BY C. P. DADANT.

AN apiarist writes me concerning the article by Mr.
Doolittle, on page 710. He wants to know whether I

think Mr. Doolittle right in placing the life of the
worker-bee, in the summer, at so short a period. I wish to
say that my personal experience on this matter is almost
identical with that of Mr. Doolittle. All who have had any
experience with the introduction of queens in colonies of a
different race have noticed over and over again that, within
three summer months, the bees will be entirely changed.
So it is evident that the average life of a bee does not ex-
ceed 40 days when she is at work. Accidents kill them, or
they wear themselves out.

I will also concur in his statement concerning super-
seding queens. We used to go to a great deal of trouble in
superseding old queens, but at present we change a queen
only if she is considered of no value, for lack of prolificness.
The bees attend to this matter themselves before the queen
gets too old.

There are, however, some things on which my experi-
ence does not tally with that of Mr. Doolittle. Perhaps it

is owing to location. For instance, I have never been able
to find any evidence that bees traveled more than two or
three miles usually in search of honey. We have a very
varied flora here. A portion of our bees are located on the
hills or in the prairie away from the river, while others are
close to the lowlands that abound along the Mississippi.
We have invariably found that apiaries located four miles
apart in different conditions harvest different kinds of
honey. For instance, we have had an apiary about three
miles from the Mississippi lowlands that never harvested
any quantity of honey frcim those lowlands. On the other
hand, bees located near the lowlands where white clover
was scarce, would almost invariably fail to harvest a white
clover crop.

It is quite possible that this difference in results is due
to the configuration of the country. There may be other
reasons, but I believe thi- to be the principal one. The
direction that the winds take usually has something to do

with the direction in which the bees travel. A bee will go
more readily in the direction in which it is easiest to fly,

where the shape of the hills and the location of the woods
least interferes with its flight. It will also go more readily
against a fair breeze than with it, this because it gets the
odor of the blossoms from the direction whence the breeze
comes. But in this location, with everything the most
favorable, as far as I could perceive, I never met any of our
bees to a number worth mentioning at a greater distance
than three miles. Though it is perhaps likely that the bees
may be attracted farther, I do not believe that in Illinois,

along our streams, it is worth while to depend upon the
bees harvesting any crop worth mentioning at a distance
exceeding three to four miles.

MANUFACTURED COMB-HONEY STORIES.

The stories concerning the manufacture of comb honey
have at last crossed the Atlantic and reached the shores of
Europe. The June number of the Bulletin of the Society
Apiculture of the Somme, contains a quotation from the
Journal desconfiseurs (the confectioner's journal), mention-
ing the existence of a honey manufactory making comb
honey with paraffin cells. It is said that only a practiced
eye can detect the fraud, and that the honey has the appear-
ance and the flavor of true honey. Such reports ought to

be branded with the denunciation of falsehood. Yet the
paper does not make any protest.

It is true that the supposed adulteration of comb honey,
which we fight here, has not the same importance in

Europe as it has here, for most of the honey is sold in the
liquid form. The production of honey with the extractor
ought to make rapid strides in those countries since ex-
tracted honey brings about as high a price there as comb
honey, but the Europeans are so slow in taking hold of
new things that people are still to be found who dispute
and discuss the advisability of extracting the honey by
centrifugal force, and saving the combs for future use.

I find in the same journal a little story that seems to

have been going the rounds of European bee-journals, and
is worth repeating. Here it is :

"Lord Cecil is a lover of bees, but his pet pursuit gave
quite a little trouble to the folks in his city. It appears
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that he had a queenless colony and telegraphed to a neigh-
boring city for an Italian queen from a breeder there. As
he was to be away, he asked to be informed in proper time
of the arrival of the little insect. To satisfy him, the ship-

per wired, 'The queen will reach your station at 3 : 40 p.m.'
On his arrival at the station, at the indicated hour, he was
much astonished to see a crowd of people in their best

clothes. The mayor was there in a frock-coat, and a band
was playing its finest tunes. Upon inquiry, he ascertained
that one of the telegraph operators had been indiscreet
enough to give out the announcement of the arrival of the
Queen at that hour. A few words of explanation dispersed
the disappointed crowd."

I find but one fault with this story ; no one will vouch
for its truth. Hancock Co., 111.

Cleaning Unfinished Sections of Honey, Etc.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

ON page 707, is an editorial advising beekeepers to get
their unfinished sections cleaned out by the bees in the
fall. This is good advice, and should have been given

a month earlier. I had all of mine (more than 2000) cleaned
by Oct. 20. The method of procedure advised in the edito-

rial referred to, is too wasteful in practice for me, and I am
sure it is for any bee-keeper who has some colonies in his

yard that need to be fed for winter. What yard of any
magnitude is there that has not some colonies with insuffi-

cient stores ? I have described my method in the American
Bee Journal once or twice, and will outline it again.

I first fill a super with unfinished sections after uncap-
ping all that have any sealed honey, then I spread a piece
of burlap over the brood-frames so as to cover all but about
2 inches at the front end of the hive ; then set the super on
tie hive and cover it up tight.

Do this work near the close of day. If the covers are
not tight, and if you try to do the work at midday, you may
be sorry. I have not had any robbing.

Miss Wilson, Mr. Hasty and Mr. Baldwin have written
in a way to indicate that they did not have success in trying
to get sections cleaned in the fall by the above method. I

confess that I do not see why, if they began early enough.
I have had success with the method for several years.

PERFORATBD-ZINC AND COMB HONEY.

In some late issues of the American Bee Journal I have
noticed that C. P. Dadant has been questioned a good deal
as to the reasons why he does not have to use bee-zinc when
producing comb honey. The reason is not far to seek. He
uses brood-combs so large, and so many of them in a hive,
that the queen has room to deposit in the brood-chamber all

the eggs she is capable of laying. I have used some of the
Dadant hives (which, as is well known, take 10 Quinby
frames) for 10 or 12 years in the production of extracted

honey, and I have never had to use queen-excluders on
them, while I have always had to use them on the 8 and 10

frame Langstroth hives.
For the minimum of labor and the maximum of results

in surplus honey (given the right kind of queens), I believe
the Dadant hive to be unsurpassed. If I were running out-

yards for extracted honey, I would want nothing better, as
I could feel all the time pretty sure that I would not lose

swarms enough to hurt if no one was present in swarming-
time, and that my presence in the yard would not be needed
many times in the course of a season.

COMB-HONEY SUPER CAPACITY.

I notice that Mr. Doolittledoes not regard kindly a hive
that for extracted honey does not take a super of the same
capacity as the brood-chamber. Of course, a super as large
as the brood-chamber would be out of the question when the
Dadant hive is used for a brood-chamber. If Mr. Doolittle

were producing extracted honey, and desired to reduce
swarming to almost nothing, and wanted to avoid the use
of excluders, and also wished to make his visits to the api-

ary infrequent, I will venture the opinion that he would
adopt a hive of the size of the Dadant, and that on these
hives he would use supers taking frames about 6 inches
deep.

I know something of the advantages and disadvantages
of full-depth supers on the 8 and 10. frame Langstroth hives,

but the labor required for the production of honey in these
hives is away beyond what is required in its production by
the Dadant method. I know that some beekeepers use the
Langstroth hives and full-depth supers, and allow the
queens to roam at will through all of the stories throughout
the season.

These are a class by themselves, to whom I have noth-
ing to say. My remarks are intended for those whose aim
it is to keep the queens out of the supers. My experience
goes to prove that this result can sufficiently well be accom-
plished by the use of the Dadant hive as a brood-chamber.

Those who are averse to the use of bee zinc, and yet
would not like to have brood in the extracting-combs, will,

I am sure, be pleased with the results of using these hives.

FALL REQUEENING—THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.

At this writing (Oct. 29) I have just finished requeening
the colonies that did not swarm and did not do good work
in the supers.

Th6 writer was a looker-on in St. Louis, Sept. 27, 28

and 29, but was too ill to attend all of the sessions of the
National convention. He noted with pleasure that the
meeting had an efficient presiding officer, and that this pre-

siding officer had an efficient right-hand man. He was also

amused at the desperate endeavors of one individual to

choke off some men in the audience who were consuming
time by irrelevant and random talk. His success was not
great, but I wished heartily that it had been greater.

Decatur Co., Iowa.

Report of the Southwest Texas Convention.

BY W. H. LAWS, SEC. PRO TEM.

The Southwest Texas Bee-Keepers' Association met in
San Antonio at 9 a.m., Oct. 28, 1904.

Pres. H. H. Hyde called the meeting to order, and W.
H. Laws was appointed secretary pro tern. After the open-
ing remarks and some informal discussions, the program
was taken up.

The following paper was read by W. H. Laws, of Bee
County, on

SUCCESSFUL MANAQEMENr OF OUT-APIARIES.
To be able intelligently to tell in this article how to

manage a series of out-apiaries successfully, one must first

of all have had success himself.
Since it has been my fortune to deal with out-apiaries,

and out-apiaries only, I might tell how I have managed to

get a fair crop of honey each season, as well as give my
plans for the season to come.

An important item in the successful management of
out-apiaries is the location of the apiaries themselves with
regard to convenience and time saved in going from yard
to yard. It is evident—and that for various reasons—we
can not always place our bees where the greatest conven-
ience for working them can be considered. The apiaries
themselves should be placed in line, or two lines, rather, in

the form of a circuit, where one trip to the farthermost
yard will take the operator by one line of yards on the out-

going trip, and by the other on the return trip.

As many colonies should be kept iti each yard as the
location will profitably admit.

It shijLild be the exclusive business of the keeper of
numerou.^ lut-apiaries to look after his bees, especially in

the sprinj and honey seasons. Certainly he should not mix
other bus. I, ess with his bees, for no man can keep a thou-
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sand colonies of bees in out-apiaries, mix in other busi-
ness, and be a successful bee-man. If he must increase his
business let him keep more bees. He should even leave the
gardening- for the "lady of the house " to superintend.

It is decidedly best that a camping^ outfit be prepared,
with a wag-on and team, atid during the busy season live
most of the time with the bees, being certain to spend all
Sundays at home with the family, and, if possible, attend
church and Sunday-school with them. While this may not
appear to be a part of the successful management of out-
apiaries, yet I believe the keeping of the Sabbath, and rest
from all labors of a secular nature, has a tendency to rest
one's mind, and gives greater zest for the following week's
work, for

' A Sabbath well spent.
Brings a week of content ", etc.

The spring management of out-apiaries is not unlike
that laid down by our best writers, sufi5ce it to say that a
part of this management should begin the previous fall ;

with young queens and plenty of stores all will surely go
well until we strike that awful snag of swarming in out-
apiaries. Here's where the out-apiary man's work begins
in earnest ; and I will say that this is by far the most
knotty problem that confronts the man that tries to manage
successfully out-apiaries. We must work our bees to have
the minimum of swarming.

In the production of bulk-comb and extracted honey,
by proper manipulations swarming can be practically con-
trolled—by the spreading and scattering of brood, making
artificial increase, and by the " shook swarm " methods.
These manipulations, to prevent swarming, might also be
applied to the producer of comb honey in the one-pound
sections.

One of the most important points is to have all colonies
strong in bees at the beginning of the honey-flow, and if

we can keep down swarming until the honey-flow begins
all will be safe, as a heavy flow of honey almost invariably
cuts oflF all desire to swarm, . .

The bee-keeper's attention is now turned to directing
the best efi^orts of the little workers, giving frames of foun-
dation and necessary room at the proper time. With 10
yards of 100 colonies each on his hands, even with efficient
help he may expect to work days, and drive several miles
after night. It is economy to have plenty of good help at
this time in order to keep up all parts of the work, for a de-
lay at this most critical time means irreparable loss, for the
honey-flow is passing, and it is absolutely necessary that
the proper room and attention be given when needed. All
hives, supers, frames, etc., must be on the ground, and in
good condition long before this date. Boxes of foundation
can be stored at the yards, or can be carried from yard to
yard as convenience or necessity demands.

A few weeks of this sort of work and the honey-flow is

over. The honey is then left on the hives until it is thor-
oughly ripened and sealed.

The great rush over, we can take our work a little
easier, but if the flow has been good there is much and
heavy work ahead of us in the taking off and preparing our
product for the market. At each yard there is honey to be
extracted, combs to be cut out and fitted into cans, cleanly
and neatly done.

We have an extracting tent built in the form of an inverted
box, 14 or 16 feet square, with S-foot ropes attached to each
of the four corners, also one rope attached to the center of
the cone-shaped roof, which is thrown over the limb of a
tree and drawn to the proper hight. The corners of the side
walls are then drawn out to the proper position, and the
ropes are tied to posts already prepared. A double fold of
the cloth for a door near one corner is left unsewed for this
purpose, and in two minutes our bee-roof tent is erected,
and in like time it can be taken down, folded and put into a
sack ready for transportation to the next yard. After the
tent is set a first-class reversible Cowan honey-extractor is

placed in position and thoroughly anchored. Then, with
keen uncapping knives and honey-vessels on hand, we as
systematically as possible remove the honey from the hives,
taking it into the tent, where, by the helpers, it is prepared
and packed as the nicest, purest, and best article of com-
merce that comes from the State of Texas.

This is a brief outline of the most important of the
work I have been following, and expect to follow the com-
ing season. Doubtless many of you have some shorter
cuts, and perhaps better methods, all of which we wish to
hear discussed. W. H. Laws.

Mr. Stachelhausen told how, by the use of the shallow
frame, he tried to overcome the swarming propensity of the
bees in out-apiaries, and, unlike the writer of the foregoing
paper, all the honey from his out-apiaries he hauled to his
home honey-house, where it was then extracted, combs cut
out, and placed in cans and prepared for market. The
combs from which the honey was extracted were afterward
hauled out and returned to the bees from which they were
taken. His crop this season—all bulk comb—was 20,000
pounds.

Mr. Hyde then told that they had an extracting-house
on wheels, and this was taken to the out-yards, the honey
extracted, combs at once returned to the bees, the honey
barreled, and the comb honey hauled home and packed for
market at their leisure.

Messrs. Victor, Knolle, Will Atchley, Powell, and
others, practically agreed with the writer of the paper, and
practiced the same plans of management with some little

variations.
W. O. Victor then described his bee-tent, which was

identical with that of Mr. Laws.
(Concluded aext week.)

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

BDILDING WALLS AROUND HOMES.

Garden walls in Ireland—what substantial things they
are sometimes ! They say not only, " Beasts keep out ",

but, "Men keep out"; and, "Fellow men, you must not
even see in. This is our garden ". Needless to say that I

like the tone and spirit of Ohio, as it used to be 50 years ago
much better than this. The Ohio of to-day is getting to be
an Ireland fast. And when we get fortress-like walls
around our gardens then the east and south aspects will be
nice places to string along bees. Page 679. D

OBJECTS cOF BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS."^

As to the objects of beekeepers' associations, perhaps
Ireland is morally ahead. They openly propose—some of

them do—to better the . iidition of cottagers by getting

them to keep bees. Such ^ policy would be voted down in

some of our associations : surmise. But they have over

there also the society which speaks only of the benefit of its

own members—and you have to hold $5.00 of stock to be a
member. Well enough to bear in mind that (like the sheep
and goats of the last day) associations are of two kinds.

Some are self-seeking and some are public-weal-seeking.
All right to be both in one if honestly so. Page 678.

THAT CONFECTIONERY " PASTE ".

The " Paste of Marshmallow Root with Honey ", on
page 682, is not a new device to keep labels from peeling

off bright tin, but a confectionery to eat—something on the

style of jujube paste. I suspect some readers got mixed
on it.

RENT PAID FOR AN OUT-APIARY.

It is of interest to hear that many people in Texas will

not take pay for letting an out-apiary stand on their prop-

erty. And the bee-folks have partly settled it that 10 cents
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per hive is the proper standing--room rate, where the land-
owner wishes to be paid. They are all right to remind each
other to give liberal presents of honey to land-owners who
refuse pay ; but I would go further, and say, give a nice
present of honey now and then to the man who takes his 10
cents a hive. He is not a hog by any means ; and his cor-

dial good-will is very desirable indeed. Prove to him that
ydu are not one of the sod-turning brotherhood.

We scratch our heads to hear that one large land-owner
is paid $30 for the bee-rights of his tract, with the stipula-

tion that nobody else be allowed to place bees. Who shall say
we are not coming on in the actual solution of an important
and vexed question ? Here's a chance to do some thinking,
and decide whether we will approve, or throw clubs. Page
681.

AMOUNT OF WAX TO HOI,D ONE POUND OF HONBY.

I incline to quarrel with Dr. Miller's answer 11 on page
683. My memory is bad, but I think the last time I took
weights of melted-up comb honey it was not over 40 pounds
of honey to one of wax (if, indeed, it was much more than
20). Sometimes bees draw their wax-films much thinner
than the usual thickness ; but I feel pretty sure that noth-
ing near 200 pounds of honey are ever stored with one
pound of wax.

EXAMPLES OF QUEENS NOT TRANSMISSIBLE.

I suppose ArthurC. Miller can not devise any way where-
by the example of his excellent queen can be made effectual
upon our queens. Even upon that queen's own daughters

the example, and the inheritance both, are likely to be some-
thing less than sweeping. A queen that won't lay in drone-
cells is not likely to lay in anything bigger ; and so we
would hope to have undesirable swarming cornered. Still

possible, however, for the workers to take the bits in their
teeth, and go to building queen-cells over the ordinary
brood. Page 692.

TOO MUCH RAIN IN NEVADA !

Sounds queer to hear Nevada complain of too much
rain, and queer also that California raisins and lima beans
should be destructively rained on. I should fear that the
effect of such untimely rains would not last till the next
honey crop is due. Pages 684 and 685.

THAT BASEBALL-LIKE HONKY-HAND.

That honey-hand looks as though bees contemplated
playing baseball. They are not heavy hitters ; but they
make their hits count—notwithstanding they are forever
"on the fly". And a score of 150 will be quite a change
from the 2 to games now in vogue. Page 689.

NOMINATION FOR THE NATIONAL.

There has been a good deal of scolding about the ways
and doings and goings of the National Association ; but it's

hardly worth while to scold much more about the nominat-
ing method as practiced on page 692. Hardly possible to
devise anything quite equal to the actual presence of the
voters. "This looks to me to approximate it about as well
as anything we can expect.

^vi . =!
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Protection for Bees in Winter.

I endeavored, about a year ago, to
describe my home-made winter-cases
to the readers of the American Bee
Journal, placing especial emphasis
upon their cheapness and the success I

have had in their use in wintering my
bees on the summer stands. I wish
now to speak of the protection from the
wind I give the bees in winter.

I keep about 32 colonies, the hives
placed in pairs, four pairs in a row, and
four rows 10 feet apart. They occupy
a space about 32x40 feet square. I

bought 30 pine boards 1x12x16, enough
to build a fence 4 feet high around
three sides ( I leave the south side open ).

This fence I put up temporarily in the
fall, using 8-penny nails, but not dri-
ving them clear into the boards to the
head. The posts are not set in the
ground, but placed on top of it, and

Please. 3i9iiticm Bee jocmai wnmi vmuati

WV irrrPPBQ I send me your orders for
DLL-liLLrLIlO ! bee-supplies for next
year's use, and ^et tbe discount: Oct., percent;
Nov., 5 percent; Dec, 4 percent. The above dis-

count does not apply to honey-packages. Send
for catalog. W.J.McCarty, Emmetsburg, Iowa

-l4Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

braced on the inside by driving a peg
in the ground and nailing a light

brace from it to the top of the posts.

The corners are so close that but little

bracing is needed, the corners bracing
themselves.
When the warm weather comes in

the spring I draw the nails with a claw-
hammer and stack the boards and posts
away in a protected place. I have used
the boards I now have for five winters,
and they are yet "just as good as
new ". I attribute a good deal of my
good success in wintering to this wind-
break. A. J. KiLGORE.
Wood Co., Ohio, Nov. 3.

Wintering Bees—Porter Bee-Escape

On page SOS, our genial critic, Mr.
Hasty, takes notice of the length of
time my bees were in the cellar (165

days), as reported on page 446. It may
be of interest to bee-keepers, in this
connection, to know that they were
wintered almost entirely on sugar
syrup. The preceding year there was
no honey-flow after Aug. 1. By the
first of September some of the most
populous colonies were entirely desti-

tute of stores. They were fed an aver-
age of 20 pounds of sugar per colony.
In the spring I had to feed 5 pounds
more per colony. This was barely
enough to bring them to the early flow
from dandelions, willows, and later on
white clover.
Nine of my 10 colonies wintered per-

fectly ; the other one was weak in

bees and continued to dwiudle, even
losing its queen. Later on I gave it
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one frame of brood, bees, and a queen
from a strong- colony, from which I

intended to make my increase. With
this help it built up strong in time for
basswood bloom. I devoted 8 colonies
to the production of extracted, 1 to

comb honey, and the other to increase.

I secured 1300 pounds of extracted
and 125 pounds of comb honey. For
increase I divided the one colony into
4 nuclei, retaining some bees for the
old hive. My old queens were all

clipped, and all swarms returned to

their own hives with but little trouble.

The first swarm came out June IS, and
by July S the swarming was over ex-

cept in the case of the one weak colony.
I found the Porter bee-escape quite a

help with some colonies, which would
nearly all be out of the supers 24 hours
after the bee-escape was put in place,

while in case of others there would be
several thousand bees in the supers 48
hours after placing escapes.
My bees were very cross, sometimes

literally driving me out of the yard.
But after getting a Jumbo Corneil
smoker I fared better. My queens live

only one year. They are all super-
seded at swarming-time, or about the
close of the honey-flow. This gives
me young queens which fill the hives
with bees for winter.

I would not be without the American
' Bee Journal. F. L,. Day.

Becker Co., Minn., Oct. 29.

Good Honey Crop—Hives.
I commenced the season with 39 colo-

nies, and increased to 70 by natural
swarming. I did not get much white
clover or basswood honey on account
of too much rain and cold nights. But
a good flow of fall honey commenced
Aug. 8, and lasted till Oct. 22, or till

the bloom was completely gone.
I had 3 colonies that did not swarm

that stored 180 pounds each. I had
3500 sections and 1200 pounds of box

illl^^ltJilili'
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W/x (\ The Bee Journal a year and Prof. Cook's " Bee-Keep-
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I
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Wq 11 The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
nU. 11 Honey," (cloth bound) (book alone, 7Sc) " 1.50

Wfy 1
"J

The Bee Journal a year and Newman's "Bees and
V\\j. Vi, Honey," (paper bound) " l.io

IM^ -I <\ The Bee Journal a year and Root's " A B C of Bee-
nU. IJ Culture," (book alone, $1.20) " 2.00

w^ \A_. The Bee Journal a year and a Foster Stylographic
V\\3. m- Pen (Pen alone, SI.00) " 1.75

Send all orders to GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearbo'U Strtet, ( HICAGO. ILL.

riease mention lbs Bee Jouruiil Idle^rSSJ^f.
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honey. I have a good home trade, and
have only 75 pounds of honey left. I

sold it for 10 cents a pound, wholesale
and retail. 1

I have my hives bought for 1905. I

use the " Muth special", 8-frame. I

have 10 Danzenbaker hives, but I do
not like them on account of the closed-
end frame. I like the " Muth special "

because it has Hoffman frames and
Colorado covers. r^

I wish you could see some of my fall
honey. It is as white as snow, and is

gathered from "frost flowers", the
last bloom of the season. It lasts about
12 days, and frost will not kill it.

I .winter my bees on the summer
stands. Frank Hinderkr.
Schuyler Co., 111., Oct. 2b.

Milk for Bee-Stings—Extpacting:
from Combs Containing Brood.

The honey season in this vicinity
has been a poor one. Half a crop is

what most bee-keepers report, and this
was gathered during white clover
bloom. It has been too wet, and nig^hts
too cool, for honey-gathering. Some
bee-keepers who work for extracted
honey will have to feed their bees. I

work for comb honey ; I have 20 colo-
nies that are very strong in bees and
heavy with honey, and I can see no
reason why they should not winter well
unless the bees are too old to live
through a long winter. They have to
remain in winter quarters four months
or more.
On page 660 appears an account of

the serious experience of W. W. Shafer
with bee-stings. Mr. Shafer asks for
some remedy to counteract the bad
effect. I will give an account as it

was given by one of my neighbors, a
bee-keeper of large and long experi-
ence. As I shall give it from memory
I may not get all the details as they
were told to me.
Mr. Jones has a large apiary, and is

afflicted with rheumatism. In the
spring of 1903 he was obliged to get a
man to help him. This man was stung
one day and it affected him the same
as it did Mr. Shafer. Mrs. Jones had
heard that milk was a sure relief for
persons thus affected, so she gave him
all the milk he could drink, and in a
short time he was relieved, and the
effect of the sting all disappeared.

This same man was stung again the
past season, and the effect was worse
than in the first instance, for it was
thought that he was dying. The milk
remedy was given as before with the
same result.

Milk is a very pleasant, agreeable
medicine to take, and is worth a trial

by others. But it must be borne in
mind that the same medicine may not
affect different persons in the same
way. I seldom get stung, but when I

do I apply aqua ammonia as .soon as
possible, and in a very few minutes
the effect of the sting is all gone ; but

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

stractible, and giving entirely satisfactory re-
salts. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Pres,-,, f1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44Atf KNOXVILLK. TENN.
Please mention Bee Journal wii.^^ ^mltUiA

BEE-SUPPLIES 8

Root's Goods ai Root's friGGS 8
®

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. m«
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt Service. X
L,ow Freight Rates Cataloc Free %y

You are entitled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first.

WALTER XpOUDER,
513-515 Massachusetts Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Catklog Free V

I

DITTMER'S FOUNDATION
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE,

Has an established reputation, because made by a process that produces the Cleanest and
Purest, Richest in Color and Odor, IVIost Transparent and 'I'ongh-
est—in fact, the best and most beautiful Foundation made. If you have never seen it, don't
tail to send for samples. Working wax into Foundation for Cash a specialty. Beeswax al-
ways wanted at highest price. A full line of SUPPI^IES, retail and wholesale. Catalog
and prices with samples free on application.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

QUS. DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one side—Three Bees on the other side.

[This Cot is the trm,!. Size op the Knipe.J

Your Name on the Knife.—Wben orderiug, be sure to say jnst what name aad
Iddress you wish put on the Knite.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It ismade beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Un-
oerneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Qoeen, Drone, and Worker, asshown here.

»/ 7 -. •

The IVtaterlal entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English rai!-ir-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never raster
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the lininirs are plate brass;theback springs of Sheffield.spring--steel, and the finish of the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a pood knife is lost, the chances are theowner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having- name and address
Dt owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling-, and you meet with a serious accident, and ar« so for-tunate as to have one of the -'Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and lacase of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mothergive to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladT to a gentleman, the knife havlnrthe name of the recipient on one side?

.i.i.-i,''^''";-^'^^'!™?," "•^'°1'^".l F,"'^^ ^ '^^''' '"^^^< *>"' cannot fully convey an exact represenUtlon ofthis.beautiful knife, as tb* " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to th«Due sending us 1 .ikke new subscribers to the Bee Journal iwith$.^W.) We will club the NoveltjKnife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $:.(».

'

GEORGE W, YORK d CO, Chicaga lU
49'Pleasa allov -•boat two weeks fo» vour kuife order to be aiiao.
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Good for the Balance of

This Season Only.

As I desire to unite mv nuclei as soon as pos-
sible, I will sell ITALIAN QUEENS at the
following* low prices, until my present supply
is exhausted:
Untested Queens, bO cents each; six or more,

50 cents each. Select Untested, 75 cents each;
six or more, tiO cents each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction g-uaranteed. Send for circular and
read reports irom enthusiastic customers.

J. P. MOORE,
3')Atf Horgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

Rease mention Bee joumaj ^vben xinitlne
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such rapid flows as we have here some-
times from basswood, but there is a
steady tlow that may last for months,
the conditions being idea! for the pro-
duction of comb honey, as there is

abundant time in which to build combs
for the storage of the houev, fill them
and seal them over.

In the white clover and basswood re-

gions swarming and the main honey
harvest come at the same time ; in

some parts of the Southwest swarm-
ing comes on with the flow from the
early minor honey-plants, and is al-

most entirely abandoned with the ad-
vent of the heavy honey-flow that
comes on later.

The question of large versus small
hives, over which there have been so
many spirited discussions, is largely
one of locality. In the cooler regions,
where the harvest is early and short,

small hives find favor, especially in

comb-boney production, while the large
hive is a favorite in the warmer re-

gions that are blessed with a long
honey-flow.
Which the bee-keeper shall produce,

comb or extracted honey, is also largely

a question of locality. Where the main
honey-flow is short, as it often is from
basswood, sometimes lasting only a
few days, there is not time for the bees
to build combs in the sections, fill them
and cap them over before the harvest
is over and past. With full sets of

drawn combs in the extracting-supers
a good crop of extracted honey may be
secured within a week. Such condi-
tions as this exist in many parts of
Wisconsin. Where honey must be
shipped long distances to market, as
is the case in Cuba and California, one
very important reason for producing
extracted honey is that there is so
much less danger of damage in ship-

ment. Dark honey is, as a rule, much
more salable in the extracted form.
When the flow is light, but constant
and of long duration as in Colorado,
and the honey is white, comb-honey
production has its advantages, as
honey is worth more when stored in

sections than when taken in the ex-

tracted form.
California furnishes the most im-

mense crops of honey that are any-
where produced, but they are entirely

dependent upon the rainfall that comes
in the winter. If the rains fail to come
the bee-keeper knows to a certainty
that not only will there be no surplus,

but unless the proper management is

given his colonies will perish from
starvation.
In the buckwheat regions of New

York not much dependence is placed
upon the early honey-flows for secur-

ing a surplus. They enable the bees
to breed up, and, as a rule, finish their

swarming before the buckwheat opens,
when the main crop of the season is

gathered. A colony so weak in the
spring that it would be nearly useless

in a flow from clover or basswood, has
abundant time in which to build up for

the buckwheat honey harvest.

Then, again, there are localities

near swamps where the main flow

comes very late from fall flowers, as-

ters, and the like. The yield is often

very abundant, but the quality is un-
desirable when used for winter stores.

If the cold confines the bees for several

months upon such stores, they are

almost certain to peri^i. The only
remedy is to extract 1-^ honey and

ALL OUR GOODS ARE GUARANTEED

Fence Separators, ^^-^op^^oQ

Any style SECTIONS. The following sizes

in Plain Separators: 4'+xl'2, 4x5, 3>sxS.

Our price, per hundred, for a limited time
only, $1.50 ; ordinary price, SI. 75. Write for

catalog and our prices. We are the Cheap-
est House on Earth. All goods guaran-
teed OP money back.

jOtlN DOLL & .snN,''""'-""!'--- Minneapolis, Minn.

^^.J

V

V
&m£^^

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freiifht. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

For Sale or will Trade.

A good 74-acre FARM in the famous McLean
Co. Corn Belt, for a ^ood suburban location for

bee-keeping. B. C. HALL, Elmwood, IN.

(Please meotio i Bee ooamai "wnen ^ti1At\>

Thanksgiving Day Excursions
at rate of a fare and a third for all

trains on the Nickel Plate Road on
Nov. 23 and 24, to all points within
ISO miles, and good returning to and
including Nov. 58. La Salle St. Pas-
senger Station, Chicago, corner Van
Buren and La Salle Sts., on the Ele-
vated Loop. City ticket offices. 111
Adams St. and Auditorium Annex.
'Phone Central 2057. 28—4SA2t

riarshfield Manufacturing Co. |
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPI.IES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield. Wis.

&ren Of Bee-Keepers' Supplies
Lowest Prices and Highest Quality. Our New Cata-

log just out. Write for it. Compare prices with others.

15 years" experience. Not in the Combination. Modern
Machinery. Sections and Shipping-Cases by the car-load.

Prompt shipments. Hives, Extractors, Feeders, and all

Supplies used by bee-keepers. All goods guaranteed as

per Catalog.

MONDENG MFG. CO.
147 and 149 Cedar Lake Road, - MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

40E7t Please mentiou Bee Joarnal when writlini
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Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-
structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.; :_:i;; izii Ci:

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Italian BeesForSale
90 colonies in '• frame Lang-stroth hives, with

50 empty hives; 300 section-cases ready to put
on; 110 no-drip shipping-cases; 25 shipping-
crates; 3i0 sections put up with starters; 1000
sections in the flat; one Hubbard press; one
cold-blast smoker; one Bing-ham Smoke-En-
plne; one solar extractor; and 125 shade-boards.
The hives have porticoes, and telescope covers
10 inches deep, arranged for tiering-up. All are
well painted white. The foregoing will be sold
at a bargain. Write at once. Address,

Wn. JACKSON, Elburn, III.

44Atf Please mention the iiee Journal,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
10Q ROUTM W/ITBO «;t. C"ir»'-'^ <n..

Please lueutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

feed sugar syrup; unless it might be
that of brimstoning the bees in the
fall, and buying more in the spring
from some other locality, a course
which has been followed successfully,
as the long season for preparation
allows of the building up of one colony
into several.

It would be an easy matter to use
pages in giving illustrations of the
differences in localities, but it is un-
necessary ; the thing for the bee-keeper
to remember is that if he changes his
locality he must leave behind him
many of his old notions and methods,
and seek the advice of his new neigh-
bors who have been successful. The
veteran bee-keeper from the verdant
hills of Vermont would make a flat

failure were he to bring his apiary to

Colorado, and manage it the same as
he has been accustomed to doing. A
bee-keeper can not know his locality
too thoroughly. Some men succeed in

localities where the majority fail, and
one reason is because their more thor-
ough knowledge of the locality enables
them to adopt methods more perfectly
adapted to the peculiarities of that
location. Above all things know your
locality.—W. Z. Hutchinson, in the
Bee-Keepers' Review.

Foul Brood and Black Brood.

The 10th annual report of the De-
partment of Agriculture contains a re-

port on bee-diseases, by Veranus A.
Moore, M. D., and G. Franklin White,
B. S., of the New York State Veteri-
nary College, Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y. I have already referred
to this report (page 121. Feb. 1), ex-
pressing surprise that all the samples
of black brocd that have come under
the inspection of these bacteriologists
are diagnosed as foul brood. Indeed,
the half-tone reproductions from the
microscopic slides show the identical
rodlike bacillus of the genuine Bacillus
alvei. But the specimens diagnosed
as black brood by the inspectors, these
scientists do not find to be the same as
the specimens which are pronounced
by the same inspectors "foul brood ".

Unlike foul brood with which we are
familiar, the diseased matter of the
black brood of New York is not I'iscid,

according to the New York bacteriolo-
gists. All the genuine cases of foul
brood I have seen were always viscid
or ropy. The disease that wrought
such destruction in New York, which
we have commonly called " black
brood ", is not ropy, but, on the other
hand, has a sort of fermented smell.
The foul brood of Europe, and with
which we are familiar, is gluey, and
smells like a cabinet-maker's glue-pot.
If the bacteriologists of New York are
correct, then Bacillus alvei manifests
itself in two forms ; and this leads to
the inquiry whether or not there is

some other microbe, which, in conjunc-
tion with Bacillus alvei, changes the
general character of the disease so that
it gives rise to " black brood ".

Dr. W. R. Howard, of Fort Worth,
Tex., says he found an entirely new
microbe, and not Bacillus alvei. The
one he discovered he called Bacillus
milii, from its general resemblance to
millet seed ; but the New York men do
not find anything of this kind, not-
withstanding they have pursued their
investigation the second seas.in, and
this last time with the special view of

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Danrhters of Select Im-
Eorted Italian, Select
rOiig-Ton^e (Moore's),

and Select Golden, bred
ZVi miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and bnt few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mistnatedqneeus replaced
free. Safe a--rival caar-
anteed.

Price before July 1st. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select 1,00 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 8.0O
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 IJ.OO
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 18.00 l.SO 8.00 1S.0»
Select Breeders $3.00 each,

Send for Circnlar.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

B66-K66D6rS
Don't forget that
we are the largest
jobbers in the
United States of

Root's -Bee-Supp7ies, iJobnson Xn-
cu/bators ami Hrooders, //umpli-
r©y*s and Jlfaim's .Bone Cutters,
I'oultry Sut>pJiGS of all kinds. Seeds
and Implements, Remember, you get
these ^oods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ^
listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

H'ORMASSj:;:
Low In price. Fully guarantee.!.

Rend for free catalo^jue.

BANTA MFG. CO., LIGONIER, INDIANA. FreeCatalog

IT F^^ITS
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve you PROMPTLY,
and get them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
27A261 Please mention the Bee Journal

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois
Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No. U, in
which is described the

best territory in tliis country
for the growinff of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A15t Please mention the Bee Journal.

For Thanksgiving Day
the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets

within distances of ISO miles, Nov. 23
and 24, at rate of a fare and a third for

the round-trip. Return limit Nov. 28.

Three through trains daily to Ft.

Wayne, Cleveland, ICrie, Buffalo, New
York, Boston, and New England
points, with vestibuled sleeping-cars.

No excess fare charged on any train

on the Nickel Plate Road. Meals
served in Nickel Plate dining-cars, on
American Club Mea: Plan, ranging in

price from 35 cent- to $1.00 ; also a la

carte. Chicago ciiv ticket offices. 111

Adams St. and .' ditorium Annex.
Depot, La Salle an.! \'au Buren Sts.,

on the Elevated .op. Telephone
Central 2057. 29—45A2t
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determining whether their lir.st find-

ings were correct.

The Europeans have spoken of the
fact that there are two forms of foul
brood—the mild and the virulent. As
it has been generally regarded that the
black brood, so called, was much worse,
it may be that we have here an out-
cropping of the more malignant kind.
But the foul brood we had here in

Medina 18 years ago was pronounced
by scientist Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan,
who examined the disease with his
microscope, to be the same as that in

Europe, and the symptoms of it in

every way tallied with the descriptions
of it in all the European works as far
as I know. The fact that this black
brood deports itself so differently in

external symptoms to those shown by
foul brood is somewhat of a puzzle. I

think that, for a matter of conven-
ience, we shall have to call one black
brood, as we have been doing, and the
other foul brood, and in the meantime
may discover whether or not there is

another microbe that works with Bacil-
lus alvei to produce the other disease.

—

Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Illinois. — The Chicago-Northwestern Bee-
Keepers* Association will hold its next annual
meeting on Wednesday and Thursday, Nov.
30 and Dec. 1, 11J4, in the Revere House, south-
east corner of North Clark and Michigan Sts..

Chicago. The prospects are that this conven-
tion will be the largest and best ever held bj
the Chicago-Northwestern. Prominent bee-
keepers from a distance have said they were
coming. It will be a great time. Everybody
at all interested in bees or bae-keeping is ur-
gently invited to be present. There will be
live discussions of live subjects relating to bee-
keeping. Come. It's Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. And
Chicago is the place!
Park Ridge, 111. Herman F. Moose, Sec.

Pennsylvania.—The Pennsylvania State Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold its fall conven-
tion in Harrisbnrg, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Dec. 6 and 7, 1904. An excellent program has
been arranged. Many subjects of vital interest
will be ably presented. General Manager N.E.
France, of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, will be present, as well as other promi-
nent bee-keepers. Every bee-keeper in Penn-
sylvania should interest himself in this meet-
ing. D. L. Woods, Sec.
Muncy, Pa.

Minnesota.—The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold its next session in the First
Unitarian Church, corner 8th St. and Mary
Place. Minneapolis, Minn., on Wednesday and
Thursday, Dec. 7 and 8, 1904. This promises to

be the best meeting this Association has ever
held. Mrs. W. S. Wingate, Sec.

Honey For Sale.
20M pounds White Clover Honey for sale. Ad-

dress, JOHN CONSER. Sedalia. MO.
4SA2t Please mention the Bee Journal.

\ WANTE pf
Comb and Extracted

HONEY
On Commission.

Boston pays good prices for a fancy
article.

F. H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

WANTED--HONEY

BEE -SUPPLIES
II

THE BEST MADE.

Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices

Take advantage of the DISCOUNTS allowed on
EARLY orders.

You will SAVE MONEY by buying from me.

Cincinnati is one of the BEST SHIPPINQ POINTS.

^Lowest Freiglit Rates, Prompt Service and^
Satistaction Guaranteed.

CATALOG MAILED FREE.

e.B.m.lUeb«r.
CINCINNATI.

OHIO.

please mention Bee Jouma' •wV'^n writ.ine

^Oncy atab ^ccsxpax

CHICAGO, Nov. 7.—There is not demand huffi-
cient to take the receipts; hence are accumu-
lating, off grades of the surrouadinp territory.
Fancy white clover bring-s 14c; other No. 1 to
fancy white, 12>^'l' I3c; off grades 1 and 2c less;
amber, lOfSlSc. Kxtracted, white, 6!^@7c; am-
ber 6(a7c; all of the foregoing is governed by
quality, flavor and kind of package. Beeswax,
28@30c per pound. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6^@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clbmons & Co.

Boston, Oct. 24.—We are pleased to note an
increased demand for honey, which with com-
paratively speaking, light receipts, makes pri-

ces firm. We quote fancy white, 16@l7c; No. 1,

16c; with but little No. 2 on hand or to be had.
Extracted, light amber, 7@8c.

Blake, Scott <& Lkb.

Cincinnati, Oct. 28.—There is a marked im-
provement in the demand for comb honey since
our last quotations. No mateiial change in the
extracted-honey market. We continue to quote
white clover extracted honey in barrels and
cans at 7(ai8>^ cents; amber in barrels, SJ^fjiioc.

Fancy white clover romb honey, 14@15c. Bees*
wax, 28c. The Fred W.MnxH Co.

Albany, N.Y., Nov. 9.—The crop of honey is

turning out to be larger than estimated, and
prices are softening, favoring the buyer. We
quote fancy while, I5c; A No. 1. 14c: No. 1, 13c:
mixed, U(<iUc: buckwheat, best, 13c; average
run, IK" Uc Extracted, buckwheat, 6c; white
clover, 6Hc; mixed, Oc- Beeswax, 29@30c.

H. R. Wright.

New York, Nov. 7.—Receipts are now plen-
tiful of nearly all grades. The demand is not
quite as brisk as last year, and only fair. We
quote fancy white at 14fS,l5c; No. 1 white, I3c;
lower grades at from 10fa>i2c; buckwheat,9@llc
according to quality. There is fairly good de-
mand for extracted honey at unchanged prices.
Beeswax dull at from 23@2^c.

Hildreth & Segelken,
Philadelphia, Nov. 10. — Shipments have

been quite heavy in the last two weeks. Prices
are a little weaker in consequence, although
fancy honey maintains a good price. We find
the shortage is always in the fancy goods, and
the off goods are what overstock the market.
We quote: Fancy, 16@17c; No. 1, 14c; amber
and No. 2, 12@13c. Extracted, white, 8c; am-
ber, 6@7c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Nov. 2.—White comb. 1-lb.
sections, 12!^@13c; amber, 9^1lc. Extracted,
white, 6@654 cents; light amber, 4}i@5Mc; am-
ber, 3?i@4Hc; dark amber, 3@3)4c. Beeswax,
good to choice, light, 29(ai30c; dark, 27@2Sc.
Market is lolerauly firm for high grade

honey, with little of this sort in stock. Of the
medium and lower grades there is more than
enough for the immediate demand. Six car-
loads of Hawaiian Island honey recently ar-
rived here, and is reported to have been shipped
East; more is expected from same quarter.

Cincinnati, O., Nov. 7.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb, 13(aJlSc; No. 2, 12<ii>l4c. Extracted
is sold a^ follows: White clover, in barrels,
6!^ cents; in cans, 7Ji@Sc; amber, in barrels,
5K@SJ4c; in cans, 6(a/6i^c. Beeswax, 27c.

C. H. vV. Weber

WANTED

!

Fancy Comb Honeij from White Glover,
nod lowest

lett(

p cases, at once. Stat
SPOT CASH, the average weight of

7 per comb, all definite and final in first

. We answer mail and paj for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND
34Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Secou(l-hand60jb,(;aus Cheap
We have a quantity of 60-pound tin cans (2 in

a box) which we have lately emptied ourselves.
and so know lliey are all right. In lots of 20 or
more boxes :40 cans, we will sell them at 40c a
box. Order at once as they will soon be gone.
These are a bargain. Address,

The York Honey Co.
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LiOW FK,ICBS I

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
• New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

T116 i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mist experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N, H., carries a full

line of our g-oods at Catalog* prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

^63^9 mention Bee journal when writing

\

No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross ;

with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

Square Jar.s, $5.00 a gross. Cat.
of SUPPLIES free.

I. J. STRlNGHAin,
los Park Place, NEW YORK.

Goods in taon.
Honey Packages of all kinds for marketing

and shipping Honey. Fancy **no-drip" Sblp*

pIng.Cases with ^lass in front and paper trays
for holding-drip; square flint-glass Honey-Jars
with patent spring-top fasteners and glass stop-
pers; regular flason Fruit-Jars nicely packed
for shipping; Tin Buckets, all sizes; 5-gallon
Tin Cans boxed 2 Cans in each box. EVERY-
THING THE BEST.

Standard-Bred Queens
and everything necessary in the way of Sup-
plies of all kinds for bee-keepers. DISCOUNT
ON GOODS FOR NEXT YEAR'S USE.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. St., INDIflNflPOLIS, IND.

EngravingsForSale
We are accumulating quite a stock of engrav.

ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspaper?,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if

we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like tc

have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORE & CO.
334 Dearborn street, - CHICAGO, 11,1,

Uoyls Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WARE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport. Iowa, 213-215 W.2[l St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 3(>.-v26t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

ioaccosccacccccccoccccccco^
S BceHcepers Knew ii|

I Dadant's^ Foundation |

§

Was the Best.

They still know that it KXCELS.
sold during the past

Its 27th Year. We guarantee satisfaction.

Over 100,000 Pounds sold during the past season. X

3 percent discount

this montli.

i
BEESWAX' wanted at all times.

BEE-SUPPLIES of all kinds. K

I
DADANT & SONS, = Hamilton, III. K

We work Wax into Foundation. Catalog- Free.

Please mention Bee Journal -wnen writinp

NEARLY 100

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
/fti'ATERTOWN;WIS!

MAKES THE FtNEST

Q. B. Lewi- Company,
Watertown, Wi . >)nsin, L). S. A.

Send foi Cr.talog.
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OUE CATALOG
FOR. 1Q05

will soon be ready. We will then start to mail to our list of 250,000 bee-keepers. It will take some time to

complete this. If you wish a catalog immediately write us a postal. If you did not receive our 1904 catalog
write us anyway. Buy Supplies of our nearest branch or agent.

Assiniboia
Austria
Australia
Barbados
Belgium
Bohemia
Brazil
British Guiana
British Honduras
Cape Colony
Chili
China
Cuba
Dom. Republic
Egypt
England
France
Germany
Granada
Hayti
Holland
Hungary

India
Ireland
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Manitoba
Mexico
Montserrat
Natal
Norway
Palestine
Russia
Rhodesia
Scotland
Siam
Spain
Sweden
Syria
Tasmania
Trinidad
Vaal River Col.

Venezuela

BR-A-NCHES.
Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.
San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores Street.

Washington, D.C., 1100 Maryland Ave.,S.W.
Havana, Cuba, Obrapia 14.

Kingston, Jamaica, 115 Water Lane.

E3X;OLiXJSI-VB3Li-5r.

A. E. vB. Fatjo, Santiago, Cuba.
J. B. Hamel, Cardenas, Cuba.
Nelson Bros. Fruit Co., Delta, Colo.

Howkins & Rush, 124 Liberty St.,W. Savannah, Ga.
Walter S. Pouder, 512 Mass. Av., Indianapolis,Ind.

Joseph Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

Carl F. Buck, Augusta, Butler Co., Kans.
Rawlins Implement Co., Baltimore, Md.
F. H. Farmer, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Mich.

M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.
Geo. A. Hummer, Brazelia, Miss.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.
Blanke & Hauk Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Springfield Seed Co., Springfield, Mo.
Griggs Bros., 523 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.
C. H. W. Weber, 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Hois, Clearfield Co., Pa.
D. M. Edwards, Uvalde, Uvalde Co., Texas.
Texas Seed & Floral Co., Dallas, Texas.

The following sell our Supplies in connection with their own or other goods.

BE SURE TO SPECIFY ROOT'S GOODS WHEN YOU ORDER.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

California National Honey Producers' Association,

rzn Los Angeles, Calif.

Madary's Planing Mill, Fresno, Calif.

Smith's Cash Store, San Francisco, Calif.

The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colo.
Vickery Bros., Evansville, Ind.

Portland Seed Co., Portland, Oreg.
Lilly, Bogardus & Co., Seattle, Wash.

dresses
There are hundreds of others handling our Supplies but lack of space forbids our giving their ad-

THE A. I. ROOT COflPANY,
MEDINA, OHIO.
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(fbttortal Hotes anb (Comments

The Chicago-Northwestern Convention.

Don't forget to attend this convention at the Revere

House, southeast corner of North Clark and Michigan

Streets, Chicago, next Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 30

and Dec. 1. It promises to be one of the most largely at-

tended conventions held in the United States in along time.

Many prominent bee-keepers have indicated their expecta-

tion of being present. As this Association covers such a

large territory surrounding Chicago, it should have even a

larger attendance than some of the National meetings.

Low railroad rates will also be in force at the time of the

meeting, on account of the International Live Stock Expo-

sition, which is held here the same week.

One of the greatest attractions at the coming meeting

of the Chicago-Northwestern will be a stereopticon lecture

by Mr. E. R. Root. In connection with this, swarming and

methods of hiving will be shown by the kinetoscope. As
most of our readers know, this will be a moving picture

show. The panorama presents in turn the hive of bees,

the bees pouring out of the hive in perfect swarms, circling

in the air, clustering on a limb, which is then sawed off and

carried to a new hive, dumped on the ground, and the bees

scooped up by the handful. It takes 10 or IS minutes to

run this picture through, for there are over 450 feet of it all

told, making in all about 4000 pictures. Mr. Root expects

to exhibit this also at the Minnesota convention in Min-

neapolis, Dec. 7 and 8, and at the next meeting of the Cin-

cinnati association. Surely, it ought to help to draw a large

attendance of bee-keepers to all these meetings.

There is a good prospect of having in attendance at the

Chicago-Northwestern convention the following, some of

whom are sure to come : Dr. C. C. Miller, N. E. France, C.

P. Dadant, Gus Dittmer, J. O. Smith, Chas. Becker, and

many others whose names are well known to the bee-keepers

of this part of the country.

Let all the bee-keepers come who can possibly do so.

And don't forget to bring along, or send to this office, any

apiarian questions that you'd like to have presented.

Nominations for Officers of the National.

A recent Stray Straw by Dr. C. C. Miller, in Gleanings

in Bee-Culture, runs thus :

"General Manager France, in giving that lot of names
as candidates, has followed his own notion, not the rule of

the directors. The rule is that " the two men receiving the

greatest number of votes for each respective office are to be
candidates for such office ". The spirit and intent of that
rule is that those two shall be candidates, and no others. If

the intent had been that all were to be considered on equal
footing, what sense was there in saying anything about
the two highest ? When that rule was submitted, I sent an
earnest protest to the chairman, but there was no chance
for discussion. A little wire-pulling might succeed in giv-

ing the highest preliminary vote to two men not the choice
of the whole, and the best man for the place entirely shut
out of the race. If there had been any chance for discus-

sion, I don't believe the directors would have passed any
such rule."

The saying, "Any fool can find fault, but the remedy,

that's the thing ", may possibly apply here. It seemed

high time that something should be done to prevent the

continuance in the directors' office year after year of the

same men, without any chance for change. Not that there

is any wrong in continuing a man in office, if he be the best

man for the place, but as the thing has been heretofore for

many years, there was little chance for any change, what-

ever the qualifications. The rule adopted by the Board of

Directors was at least an effort in the direction of some-

thing done by way of nomination before taking the vote.

That there are objections to the rule can not be denied. But

while finding fault with the present rule, why doesn't Dr.

Miller say what is better ? Very likely he may say, " I don't

know ".

At any rate, it can do no harm to discuss the matter, so

as to be ready for something else another year, and the

columns of this paper are open to such discussion. No
doubt the directors will be glad of any suggestions that

may be made.

Uniform Size of Sections for Honey.

There are advantages in having as much uniformity as

possible in the different implements and supplies used by

bee-keepers. It would be less matter if each bee-keeper was
his own manufacturer, but the manufacturers from whom
supplies are bought can of course do better to make in large

quantities, and the less supplies cost manufacturers the

better ought to be the market for bee-keepers.

Differences in localities may account for necessary dif-

ference in such things as hives, but it hardly seems that

^reat difiference in sections is needed. Speaking of this,

the editor of the American Bee-Keeper says :

" The two-pound, and the half-pound sizes of section,

which used to strive for a place in the honey market, have
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been crowded out by the medium-size—one-pound. The
late ' tall section ' fad is the only menace to loom up before
the very desirable condition of uniformity in American
comb-honey packages."

The chief, if not the only cla,im for superiority on the

part of the tall section, is that it looks larger than the

square section. In general it is right to concede some-

thing for looks. Indeed, a considerable part of the value of

a section of honey lies in its looks. Not many would be

likely to pay so much more for a pound of section honey

than for a pound of extracted honey, if it were not that a

section of honey upon the table is a " thing of beauty ". Is

there, however, more beauty in a tall section than a square

one ? Probably few would say that an oblong section looks

more beautiful on a plate than a square one. The customer

prefers the tall section, not because it looks better, but be-

cause it looks larger. In plain words, he is deceived into

the belief that it is larger.

If there are other advantages in the tall section, it

should have its fair chance in securing favor ; but is it well

to urge a claim that is based on deception ?

Comb Honey for Candy.

Honey has been known to be used to some extent in

the manufacture of candy, and some years ago the lamented
" Rambler"—J. H. Martin—went so far as to put up very

small packages of granulated honey as a confection. All

this, however, was extracted honey, and it comes as a sur-

prise to be told that comb honey is now used in the manu-
facture of candy. Although details are exasperatingly

meager, here is what J. A. Green says about it in Gleanings

in Bee-Culture :

" A bee-keeping friend tells me that he sells a great
deal of dark honey to a confectioner who uses it in the
manufacture of high-grade candies. This is comb honey,
mind you, not extracted honey. When I first heard this I

thought the buyer had the idea that he had to buy it in the
comb to be sure of a pure article, but it seems he has an
altogether different reason. The whole thing, comb and
all, is put into the candy. He claims it makes it ' stand
up' better. That is, I presume, it endures better the
changes of temperature and moisture. I had heard already
of using paraffin for this purpose, but he claims that the
honey-comb is superior. It is possible that here is a mar-
ket that might profitably be cultivated and enlarged."

ITItsccUancous Hcxps Items

The Chleago-NoFthwestepn Convention will be held

next week—Wednesday and Thursday—Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.

The first session will be at 10 a.m., Nov. 30, in the Revere

House, southeast corner of North Clark and Michigan

Streets. A big attendance and a big time are expected.

Better come.

Gus Dittmer's and Comb-Foundation Maliing.—We
left St. Paul at 8 :30 Wednesday morning, Oct. 19, on the

Chicago & Northwestern railroad, and arrived at Augusta,

Wis., at about 12 :20 p.m. It was just beginning to rain—

a

soft of drizzle-drozzle. We inquired of the station agent

where Mr. Dittmer's factory was. "Gus Dittmer?"he
asked. "Why, right across there ", he pointed; "where
you see those red buildings ".

We thanked him, and started for the " red buildings ".

By the way, Mr. Dittmer has done his share toward " paint-

ing the town red ", for he has four buildings of that color

devoted to the bee-supply and comb-foundation business.

It was a little late, so we stopped at the hotel for din-

ner, after which we went on to Mr. Dittmer's. Arriving,

we opened his office door, and there he was as busy as a

honey-bee in a basswood blossom. Of course he was sur-

prised to see us, as he was not expecting us at all. We had

met him at the Wisconsin convention last February, so we
were not entire strangers to each other. He is the excellent

secretary of the State Bee-Keepers' Association.

After a little visiting he took us over to his pleasant

home to meet his good wife, daughters, and son. The sec-

ond son, Clarence, had left about a month before to attend

school in a Kansas university, having graduated from the

Augusta schools last June. "Fred " (24 years) and "Bes-

sie " (22) are the oldest son and daughter, respectively, and
are the main helpers in the business.

Fred is really his father's right-hand man, having en-

tire charge of the manufacturing and shipping, while Mr.

Dittmer attends to all the office-work, melting wax, and has

a general supervision of the business.

Bessie runs a comb-foundation machine as easily as

many another young lady would run a sewing machine.

The fact is, that the whole Dittmer family are " in the busi-

ness ". And they are a happy family. They seem to en-

joy each other so much. We shall not soon forget our stay

there. And we stayed longer than we intended, but it was
not wholly our fault. We expected to leave on the 10 : 20

p.m. train, and Mr. Dittmer started with us for the station.

We arrived just about a half minute too late, for the train

pulled out before our eyes—" so near and yet so far ". Mr.

Dittmer declared that it was a minute ahead of time

!

Before leaving for the train both Mr. and Mrs. Dittmer

had urged us to remain all night, but we thought we would
better go on to the next place. So when we came back to

the house again with Mr. Dittmer the rest of the family

rather had the laugh on us. But it was all right. The
" Dittmer House " is a good place to stop. There was not

another train going east until the next noon. But the time

was all too short. Mrs. Dittmer, and, in fact the whole
family, are royal entertainers. Even little Margaret (9

years old) recited several beautiful selections, and she and
her little girl friend sang a duet for us before starting for

school in the morning. Mr. and Mrs. Dittmer may well take

pride in their children. They are all bright, and full of

push and energy. And the children may also rejoice that

they have such a father and mother.

We had never before seen comb foundation manu-
factured, so here was our chance. Everything was open to

us except the sheeting process, which is one of the Dittmer

secrets. We should judge, however, from what Mr. D. said,

that this process of sheeting beeswax is superior to that of

the Weed process.

It was very interesting to see the machine turn out the

clear, bright surplus foundation and pile it up with sheets

of tissue paper between the sheets of foundation, all done
automatically. Mr. D. probably has the only automatic

papering arrangement there is in existence. It is a very

simple arrangement, indeed. And the proper length of both

paper and foundation is cut off together with one move-
ment of the sharp knife.
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Mr. Dittmer himself studied out all of his comb-foun-

dation methods, except, of course, the roller mills through

which the long, plain sheets of beeswax pass and receive

the impressions of the comb-cells. It took him several

years to perfect his beeswax melting, purifying, and sheet-

ing processes. It all involves much labor and care, but

when his beeswax is ready for the foundation-mill it is

almost as transparent and free from impurities as glass,

comparatively speaking.

Mr. Dittmer's output of comb foundation this year

(1904) will be about 25,000 pounds. His daily capacity is

about 1500 pounds. We were surprised to learn this. The
fact is, his product has been received with such general

favor among bee-keepers that the demand has steadily in-

creased until he is now, we believe, third in the list of comb-

GUS. DITTMKR.

foundation makers in this country. Next year, if the sea-

son proves good, we shouldn't be surprised to see him

occupy second place. He is so energetic and enthusiastic,

and there is such a " get there " way about him and his

whole family, that he is bound to succeed. Well, he deserves

all the success that may come to him. All men like to see

an honest, industrious man win. Gus Dittmer is a winner.

You can put that down somewhere. He is grateful for the

patronage that has come to him, and is ready to welcome

more.

It is truly wonderful to see what Mr. Dittmer has

accomplished since the disastrous factory fire which almost

wiped him out last February. An ordinary mortal would

have given up the battle. But not so with Mr. Dittmer.

He and his faithful family gathered themselves together

as quickly as possible. Loyal friends and neighbors vol-

unteered all kinds of assistance. Some ofiFered him all the

cash he might need. Mrs. Dittmer said it was almost worth

the fire loss to see how true were proven some of their

friendships. It strengthened their faith in humanity.

But, after all, the fiie was a hard blow in another way, as it

put off several years the long-hoped-for new dwelling-house.

Still, that will be on hand shortly, and will be appreciated

all the more when it does come.

Augusta is a town of about 1500 inhabitants, in a rich

agricultural district. Mr. Dittmer has resided there prac-

tically all his life, althou)j;h he was born in Prussia, (Ger-

many. He is a prominem citizen in his town and county,

and active in all good causes. His habits have been such

as would invariably produce the best in character as well as

in substantial results, as the world measures success.

These characteristics are shared in by Mrs. Dittmer, and
thus they are bequeathing to their children a legacy richer

and more enduring than that of financial wealth or earthly

position. Character and education—the best of life's

equipments—can not be purchased, or even transferred by

order. They are the result of a steady growth and develop-

ment throughout the years. Hence, their higher and more
lasting value.

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association held

its convention last week Tuesday and Wednesday, in

Springfield. There was the largest attendance in years.

Mr. N. E. France, the General Manager of the National

Bee-Keepers' Association, was present, and gave an in-

teresting talk on foul brood and the inspector's work in

general. A number of very important actions were taken,

looking toward the promotion of the bee-keepers' interests

in Illinois. The election of officers for the ensuing year re-

sulted as follows: President, J. Q. Smith ; 1st vice-presi-

dent, A. Coppin ; 2d vice-president, S. N. Black ; 3d vice-

president, J. W. Primm ; 4th vice-president, J. W. Bowen ;

5th vice-president, James Poindexter ; secretary, James A.

Stone, R. 4, Springfield, 111.; and treasurer, Charles Becker.

The three principal officers were all re-elections, thus testi-

fying to their efficiency and interest in the work.

Probably the most important action taken was that

looking toward the affiliation of all local associations in

Illinois with the State Association, on the payment of a

membership fee of 25 cents each, whenever a local associa-

tion joins the State in a body.

We expect later to publish a full report of the proceed-

ings of this convention.

Geo. E. Hilton, of Newaygo Co., Mich., writing us Nov.

12, reported that he was just recovering from the most

severe illness of his life, not having seen his office for over

six weeks, and then able to sit up only a part of the time.

He hoped soon to be all right again, but it seemed a slow

process. Mr. Hilton is one of Michigan's best-known bee-

keepers. Over 20 years ago he attended his first bee-keep-

ers' convention in Chicago. It is hoped that he, with many
other old-time bee-keepers, will be able to be here again

next week Wednesday and Thursday, when the Chicago-

Northwestern holds its annual meeting.

Honey as a Health-Food.—This is a 16-page honey-

pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as

Food ", written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep

honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to

" Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey ".

It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The

more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey

the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a two-cent stamp ; 50

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for SI. 25 : 250 for $2.25 ; 500 for $4.00 ;

or 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of the front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal.

Some Facts About Honey and Bees.—This is the

subject of an article written by Mr. J. E. Johnson, and pub-

lished on pages 581 82 of the American Bee Journal for

Aug. 25, 1904. We have republished it in 4-page leaflet

form for general distribution, and furnish it, postpaid, at

35 cents per 100 copies. Send all orders to the office of the

American Bee Journal.
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Plain Sections vs. ttie Slotted Kind.

18.- (a) Hove yuu tried plain .vrti,ms.-

(b) If so y what is your estimate of them as compared with sections

having insets?

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—a. No.
C. Davenport (Minn.)—No.
E. S. IvOVESY (Utah)—a. No.
R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—a. No.
O. O. PoppLETON (Fla.)—a. No.
N. E. France (Wis.)—a. A few.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)—a. No.
Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)—a. I have not.

Mrs. J. M. Null (Mo.)—a. I have nat.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—a. A'o. In theory they are
good.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—a. No, but I am favorably in-
clined to them.

Dr. J. P. H. Brovi^n (Ga.)—I have tried both kinds, but
I prefer the slotted sections.

Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)—a. Yes. b. I can't get more
money out of one than the other.

C. H. DiBBERN (111.)—a. Yes. b. They are better, save
scraping- and expense in shipping-cases.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)— a. Yes, in connection with the
fences, b. Better than any other arrangement.

E. D. Townsend (Mich.)—a. Yes, we use the 4x5 plain
section, b. They appear to sell a little more readily.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)—I do not see enough advan-
tage in the plain sections to warrant changing to them.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—a. I work for extracted honey
only. b. I confess that the plain section seems to catch
the eye more favorably.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—a. Yes. b. I like them so well
that I am setting aside all my old tin separators and get-
ting no other than the fence separators and the plain sec-
tions.

Wm. Rohrig (Ariz.)—a. In a small way. b. If I were
producing comb honey for the market I think I would use

plain sections largely. They are more easily cleaned, and
look more attractive when filled, than sections having in-

sets.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—a. Just a little, b. If one has
the fences and everything necessary to use plain sections

they are all right so far as getting honey is concerned, but
I don't like them as well in a shipping-case—so hard to get

hold of a section.

L. Stachelhausen (Tex.)—a. I have. b. I like them,
but the customers at first did not, because they seem to be
smaller. Some talking was necessary before they accepted
them. More sections can be packed in the same shipping-
case ; that's the main advantage.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)—a. I tried them 20 years ago,

plain 4 piece sections made at home. b. In my experience
they require too much propolized " rigging up " to adapt
them to the essential " tiering-up system ". In ray estima-
tion there is no comparison between the open-top-and-bot-
tom sections and the plain sections, when it comes to sim-
ple, practical work.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)—a. Yes. b. I want mine with the
insets 's only, and entire width of section. The old 4-piece

nailed section was better than the modern Ipiece as scal-

lops and insets are made. Top and bottom bars should be
the same width their entire length. Plain sections are so,

that is main reason they are better finished. I have been
kicking to have all sections embody that feature, but fac-

tory people would not heed me. It is six one way and a
half-dozen the other, so far as finish goes, whether the bee-
way is in the section or in the separator; but I have it go
clear to the side-bar—that counts.

James A. Green (Colo.)—a. Yes. I have used them in

a limited way (up to 25 cases a season) for several years, b.

I prefer the sections with insets. I think it costs me more
to produce honey in plain sections than in the regular style,

principally because more combs are fastened to the separa-
tors. Plain sections are easier scraped, and more of them
can be put in a case of the same size, if this is desired.

These are their only advantages worth mentioning in my
estimation, while they have some serious disadvantages,
the principal one of which is their much greater liability to

damage, especially in the hands of the retailer. I believe
the use of plain sections has a tendency to lessen the de-
mand for honey, and consequently is a step backward.

Sainfoin or Esparcet as a Honey-Plant—
Other Plants.

BY C. P. DADANT.

ON page 740 is a quotation from the Canadian Bee Jour-
nal concerning sainfoin as a honey-producer, and the
statement that this plant does not produce honey in

marketable quantities. This is true of America, but would
be erroneous if applied to some other countries.

Sainfoin, otherwise called esparcet—the scientific name
of which is Onobrychis sativa— is widely cultivated in
Europe, especially in France. Its name, " sainfoin ", is

French, and literally means " healthy hay "—sain-foin

—

and I see by the Century Dictionary that in some parts of
the United States it has been introduced under the name of

" French grass ". It is a perennial, gives a splendid hay
crop, and in some sections of the European continent it is a
first-class honey-producer.

The small province of France, formerly called " Gati-
nais ", is the leading producer of sainfoin honey. Accord-
ing to the best authorities the honey of Gatinais has the
reputation of being of the whitest color and sweetest taste,

and is said to be in no way surpassed by white clover honey.
Gaston Bonnier, the eminent professor who was presi-

dent of the International congress of bee-keepers at Paris
in 1900, says in his book, the " Cours Complet d'Apiculture ",

that sainfoin honey is one of the best appreciated grades.
He ranks it next only to the honey of the Alpine hills of
eastern France and Switzerland.

From immemorial times the hotiey crops of Gatinais
have been considered as leading in the amount of produc-
tion, and this was all credited to the sainfoin, which is
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grown there in immense quautities, somewhat as alfalfa is

grown in the irrigated plains of the West. It was in Gati-
nais that the custom of inverting hives began, in order to

secure the largest possible iiuantity of honey from the bees,

regardless of future conseijiiences. For that reason the
bee-keepers of Gatinais were compelled to replenish their
apiaries every season with bees brought from away, as their
only aim was to secure the largest possible quantity of sain-
foin honey during the short period of its bloom, and many
of their bees perished during the following winter.

Although sainfoin has already been tried in the United
States with unfavorable results, I believe it is worth while
to try it again, especially in the countries where the alfalfa

succeeds well. It might prove a useful honey-plant.
We must, however, not close our eyes to the fact that

honey- plants do not yield honey in the same proportion in

all localities. White clover, which is the source of so large
a crop of white honey in this country, is absolutely useless
as a honey-producer in some other countries. Edouard Ber-
trand, the editor of the Revue Internationale, told me posi-

tively that there never had been any white clover honey
harvested in Switzerland by any of his friends, although it

is quite common in the Swiss meadows.
The Caucasian Prickley Comfrey, introduced years ago

in America by Arthur Todd, as a very profuse producer of
honey, has been tried and cast away in disgust. No bees
are even seen upon its blossoms in this section of the coun-
try. The Echinops spherocephalus, " Chapman honey-
plant ", has proven a fake, after having been in such demand
that its seed was selling at $5 per pound.

While I was in Swizerland I was shown a plant which
had been nicknamed the "Bee's Bar-Room"—"cabaret
des abeilles "—because bees were constantly upon its bloom
without securing any results.

The goldenrod, so highly prized for its honey in New
England is of no value on the shores of the Mississippi as

j

a honey-plant, in Illinois at least, for neither I nor any of

my friends interested in bees have ever noticed the bees
securing any surplus from it.

We must, therefore, be very cautious in recommending
a plant as a honey-producer, unless it has been thoroughly
tested. But in the case of the sainfoin, if it can be grown
at all, there is no risk to run of its causing any loss of time
or money, for its yields as a producer of " healthy hay "

would be sufficient to recommend it to the farmers of the

land.
Such plants, however, as the Prickley Comfrey and the

Echinops would better be left out entirely, for they are

noxious weeds not even fit for cattle to consume. A plant
which is useful to the farmer is acceptable at any time, but
a weed which cattle will refuse ought not to be grown for

honey-production. Hancock Co., 111.

Bees in Jamaica—Other Subjects.
BY ROBERT WEST.

I
HAVE been very busy preparing for the perishing sea-

son (hard times, as the natives call it), from September
to December; yet stole time enough to look over the

"Old Reliable", to see how the rest of the bee-world is

moving.
We may not profess to be vain, and may even repudiate

the idea, yet all seem to like to be noticed, and probably no
one but a luna wishes to talk while nobody gives attention.

Your " comi-critic " has cast a glance across to Jamaica;
and while we have much to thank him for, not only in the

little whipping up, but in calling our attention to many
good things from others, which, in our haste, we have over-

looked ; yet he is getting \.oo Hasty, or he would not call

those few rays from this island " brilliant ". I wish he
would come to live here awhile, where we have not only the

little "fire-flies" from the North, but huge "lightning
bugs " one to two inches long, with eight electric lamps
around each eye, which, when the current is turned on,

light up their course for several yards ahead, and they dart

through the air like meteors.
When I came here even the stars seemed four times as

numerous, and four times the magnitude, so that starlight

was as moonlight ; and when the moon cast in her reflec-

tions we could sit on the lawn and read without a lamp, and
the bees would come as if to see if we were eating comb
honey ; and ere daybreak the blooming thorn-bush sang,

'The hum of the bees

In the logwood trees ".

But when that great luminary " Sol" arose from his

slumbers, and. with face unveiled, peeped over the moun-

tains down the western slope at us, we looked up and said
" that is beautiful ", and stood watching the everchanging
scene of light and shade as he searched the green herbage
on each hillock and along each ridge and valley till, with
feeling of rapture, we exclaimed " this is grand !" and both
we and our little workers toiled away. We enjoyed his light
till about 10 o'clock, when the magnificence of his glory be-

came so great we could not look up at his brilliant face, and
the beams came through this clear atmosphere so forcibly
that both the bees and we sought shelter, some of them
under the hives, while others wore their wings out fanning
to keep their combs from melting, and their mother, with
her young babes, from suffocating ; and in a common box,
without glass top, we saw our fragments of comb turning
into cakes of wax. Even our "red" wax was bleached white.

COLOR OF WAX.
Pure wax, as made by the bees, I always thought was

white till I came here, and saw that while some colonies
were building white combs, others beside them built yellow.
The cause I know not. Perhaps some of the readers can in-

form us. In the North, where cattle were confined in stalls

and fed to grossness, the fat of some was yellow, when
others from the same stable dressed white. The former,
some epicures said, was the better meat—more juicy, sweet,
and enjoyable ; while some pathologists said this color was
caused by bile, and this meat was not fit for food. Now is

the color of bee-fat caused by the color of pollen each colony
is in the habit of dining upon, or are some colonies
" bilious "7

FEEDING OF ODEENS AND DRONES.

Queens, as well as drones, feed themselves. We have
done a little more " trifling ", watching numerous drones
feed not from flowers but combs, and one day I uncapped 3

queen-cells about hatching, and put the young queens at

open cells of nectar. Two drank a few moments, the other

a quarter of a minute. It looks like the suggestion of your
correspondent, " that they are only seeking drink", may be
true, for there is a surplus of royal jelly, but no juice, in the

cell after the queen emerges.
A worker seemed to ofi'er food to the one that drank so

much, which she refused. After the third refusal it handled
her roughly a few seconds when she reciprocated a moment
and was allowed to go in peace.

YOUNG QUEENS IN DRONE-CELLS.

In the midst of drone-comb was one cell built horizontal,

but a little longer than the surrounding ones. The cap got

rubbed off and a young queen was extracted whose abdo-
men was folded under the thorax ; otherwise she seemed
perfect, and the bees might have cut away the cell and let

her out. But how came this queen-larva here—by the

mother laying, porters carrying, nurses feeding and hous-

ing, or how 7

QUEENS WITH RUDIMENTARY WINGS.

We have seen 2 queens born with only rudimentary
wings, and could not fly. Full sisters in adjacent cells are

all right. What is the cause 7 Their mother was bought
from a breeder who has practiced clipping for years. Could
such malformation by art in time cause " sports " to be
produced by Nature 7 Will mating in confinement become
a necessity with the " scientific" queen-breeder 7

QUEENS' OUTINGS AFTER LAYING.

The actions of young queens were watched in a small
nuclei with about a handjul of bees each. Of six, 2 were
absent at midday after laying. A few days later one had
not returned ; the other had layed some more eggs and was
again absent. A few days later she, too, had not returned.

Now their final disappearance is easily accounted for in this

country where they have so many bird, reptile, and insect

enemies, but how about the one returning and laying
fresh eggs ? Again, from another set of large nuclei, where
queens were put to mate, some were missing. Later we
found some of these in hives that were queenless and in

colonies that had superseded their queens, preferring these.

They were imported stock, and no other bees on the island

like them. It looks like young queens, like drones, were
free commoners.

Again, to make room for an imported Cyprian, we took

a golden queen from her hive with two combs and a few
bees. A week later, in looking up our Cyprians, we found
the golden, although her bees were still in the nucleus
where the two combs were put with her. It 5^f>«i she had
gone out alone, and on her return went to the old hive.

Does Nature keep in working order muscles without exer-
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cise for a year or two ? Does the queen help the young- bees
fan the hive, or keep herself in trim to stand a journey of
some miles with a swarm, by going out for those health-
giving- conditions, fresh air, sunlig-ht and exercise?

If bees have no ears, how originated the idea of rattling-
tin pans to cause a swarm to cluster ? One day we had a
colony in the operating room (operating in open air not

being practiced where robbers are so abundant). The bees
were all quiet when I started scrapitiy^ a pan. Those in the
hive forthwith started to sing "Home, Sweet Home".
Those on the floor, and even on the window-sill, started to
march toward the hive, singing as they went. If bees did
this in Egypt a few thousand years ago, there has been
ample time for the idea to grow. Jamaica, W. I.

Report of the Southwest Texas Convention.
|

BY W. H. tA-WS, SEC. PRO TEM. I

(Continued from page 77S.)

Then followed a discussion on the sizes of honey-cans.
While there was a decided tendency to reduce the size of the
two 60-pounds in a box, both for comb and extracted honey,
it was thought best not to interfere at present unless the
whole State will agree and adopt something less in size as
a standard, for the dealers will have to carry a stock of the
size named until all bee-associations in the State will adopt
another size. On motion, it was decided to allow the use of
the same standard packages as adopted by the State Asso-
ciation some years since.

The matter of transportation was taken up, and W. H.
L,aws, chairman of the committee appointed by the State
Association, reported that in correspondence with represen-
tatives of the various freight and express companies, we
are assured that by proper presentation by our beekeepers'
associations to the railroad commission, the concessions
asked for will be granted.

The subject of the adulteration of honey was taken up,
and it was reported that very little, if any, adulterated
honey could be found on the market in Texas.

It was recommended by the Association that we adopt
a trade label guaranteeing the purity of our honey, and, if

practicable, join some honey-producers' association,
warehouse our honey, and wait the proper time for placing
our product on the market, as the rush on the early honey
market by all the producers at one time has a tendency to
demoralize the market, and prices would rule low the entire
season, as they have this season—with a very short crop
behind it the honey market is reported bare, and buyers
eager, with little honey to be found" It was suggested that
in the face of the cry of adulteration it is now a good time
for the adulterators of honey to trot out their stuff, and it is

conclusive that most of the honey that has been pronounced
as adulterated by the ignorant was all pure honey.

It was ascertained that all the bee-keepers present
were producers of bulk comb and extracted honey, and that
there was no section honey produced except for exhibition
purposes.

The president then called for those to stand who ex-
pected to produce section honey the coming season. None
stood. Mr. Hyde then stated that it was his intention to
produce section honey, and that the market on bulk comb
was in danger of being overstocked.

EVENING SESSION.

The following members were appointed to arrange for
the entertainment of the National Bee-Keepers' Association
if it meets in the city of San Antonio next fall; H. H.
Hyde, Udo Toepperwein, and A. I. Davis.

D. C. Milam, of Uvalde County, then read a paper on the

PRODUCTION AND GRADING OF EXTRACTED HONEY.
As I have been asked to talk on the production and

grading of extracted honey, I will give a little of my ex-
perience in the last 20 years.

The lirst thing necessary is a good queen and plenty of
bees at the right time. In order to have these it is neces-
sary, some years, to feed them honey and artificial pollen.
The bee-keeper must be the judge of that matter in the
locality in which his bees are located. In our locality we
need plenty of bees the first of April.

Another essential is to give the bees plenty of room at
the right time. The smaller the hive the oftener one has to

work them. Having tried several kinds of hives, I find the
10-frame dovetail suits me best. And as to the frame used,

I prefer the all-wood Simplicity. I, myself, never extract,

but always have assistants to do that, and they all prefer
that kind of frame. The last two years I have tried shallow
extracting frames, but they all prefer the Simplicity. I

have also tried the Hoffman, but none of them like it.

Ten frames to the hive is preferable for extracted honey.
In our locality the yframe hive frequently melts down, un-
less the frames are well built at the bottom. I also like a
queen-excluder over the brood-chamber.

In order to produce first-class honey it is best not to let

it remain on the hives too long. Our early honey is very
thick when gathered, and it is often necessary to extract
it by the time the frame is two-thirds sealed. If the honey
is allowed to remain in old combs long, it will change its

color and flavor. It never makes catclaw and " wahea "

honey any better to stay on the hives. It should be ex-

tracted as soon as it is ripe, and it is often ripe before it is

all sealed ; but of course a beekeeper should never extract
unripe honey.

When honey is extracted it should be strained, put into
a vessel to stand until it settles, and then drawn off in cans.
I find that a galvanizediron tank is best to pour the honey
in to settle. A wooden barrel is a nuisance in our part of
the country, as it is always leaking. Never draw off honey
so low that particles of comb run out of the tank into the

can.
Honey, to be first-class, should be free from foreign

substances, light in color, and of pleasant flavor.

D. C. Mli,AM.

Considerable discussion followed, in which the fact was
brought out that it took some skill in producing a first-class

article of extracted as well as of comb honey. Mr. Milam
then told how, on one occasion, he had extracted honey too

closely, and later his bees were at the point of starvation ;

that he had for two weeks gathered the large, ripe prickly-

pears that so plentifully abounded in his locality, pounded
them up in a large trough, and had not only kept his bees
alive, but they had used the juice of the pear in breeding
up for the honey-flow that followed, but he advised that it

was cheaper and better to buy a low grade of sugar instead ;

that the bees only took the pear-juice because they had to.

On motion a committee was appointed to confer with
the associations of the State, asking that a scale of prices

be made for first-grade bulk-comb and extracted honey, so
that we can in harmony and intelligently price honey to

the trade the coming season.
Willie Atchlev, Dr. C. S. Phillips, Harley Johnson, Dr.

J. B. Treon, D. M. Edwards, W. D. Bunting, W. O. Victor,

H. H. Hyde, W. E. Rector, and E. Stachelhausen were ap-
pointed as such committee.

On motion the following scale of prices was recom-
mended by this Association : Bulk comb, 9c ; extracted, 7c ;

taken on a two 60-pound basis.

The committee is to supply the prices for the lower
grades.

W. O. Victor told of the trapping and killing of eight
bears in his apiaries ; also of the experiment of shipping a
car-load of bees to Colorado to catch the flow from alfalfa.

Although cool weather and frequent hail-storms came that
way, the experiment was a success. A vote of thanks was
extended to Mr. Victor for his excellent talk.

Will Atchley told of the successful landing of a car-load
of bees in Kansas the present season.

Then followed a long and interesting discussion on
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queens and queen -rearing. It was recommended that the
queen-breeders organize a protective association. On mo-
tion of W. O. Victor, it was decided that at present (jueen-
breeders should exchange " black-lists ". It was brought
out that at certain times certain individuals will order
queens and bees from nearly all the leading queen-breeders
at the same time, with the intent of defrauding ; then no
more could be heard from them. This fact was brought out

more fully by the exchange of names of those who had
defrauded the queen-breeders present at this convention.
It was requested also that we ask some one of the leading
bee-papers to assist us in this matter.

The following were elected as officers for the ensuing
year : President, H. H. Hyde ; vice-president, Will Atch-
ley ; secretary, A. I. Davis.

W. H. Laws, Sec. pro tern.

®ur ^ccl{ceptn(5 Sisters

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

Women at Bee-Conventions.

Indications are that the attendance of the sisters at
bee-conventions is steadily, if slowly, on the increase. The
time was when they were as scarce as men at a prayer-
meeting, and the first comer was always in terror for fear
she would be the only one of her sex in attendance. Not that
the brethren have ever made any objection to the sisters

coming—in fact, they have always seemed glad to have the
sisters come—but somehow the sisters didn't come. Per-
haps they didn't know what an interesting place was a live

convention of beekeepers. Many a thing to be learned
there that you can't get from the books or bee-papers. Then
it's a pleasant thing to see in the flesh many a one whose
writings in the papers have given you a desire for a better
acquaintance.

If any of the sisters wants to attend the liveliest kind
of a live convention, let her come to Chicago Nov. 30. No
need to fear that they'll seat you between two of the breth-
ren—unless you prefer that sort of seating—for there are
always enough of the sisters to be bunched together in a
very sociable sort of way. Wouldn't it be a nice thing if

enough of the sisters could be there to have it reported that
the percent of sisters in attendance was greater than at the
National or any of the State conventions ? There are
easily enough of the sisters within convenient reach of
Chicago to make such a thing possible.

Another thing : Don't forget to bring along any ques-
tion that you'd like to hear discussed ; not necessary to put
your name to it, just put it in when the hat is passed. 'The
question-box is likely to be tne best part of the convention.

Honey and Sugar Chemically Considered—Some
Reflections on Mr. E. E. Hasty's " After-

thoug"hts ".

Relative to the subject of the crystallization of sugar in
honeys, it is my opinion that when a normal dilute honey
is allowed to stand for some time, either in a warm place or
when open to evaporation, the crystals which deposit are
crystals of dextrose, and the supernatant liquid contains
the hevulose. It has been shown in the laboratory of the
Illinois State Food Commission that these crystals so de-

posited have a dextrorotatory power, while the liquid por-

tion above the crystals is ht-vorotary to a greater extent
than normal honey. It requires a concentrated solution of
honey to deposit lajvulose in any form, as hvvulose does not
crystallize or granulate readily. To have granulated or
candied honey, we must have a concentrated honey which
has been allowed to stand for a time in a warm place, or in

open air, or both.
In my opinion the dextrose crystallizes first, and the

lajvulose intermixed granulates, and these sugars so de-

posited form the honey that is marketed in paper bags.
I do not believe that the dextrose of honey will event-

ually be found to be a varying mixture of several different

compounds, nor do I believe we should entertain such a
thought respecting the simple sugars. They have repeat-

edly been proven to be simple chemical substances of car-

bon, hydrogen and oxygen atoms. The term "glucose " is

liable to be confounded when, as we permit it now, it may
refer to either pure dextrose or to a mixture of dextrose and
dextrin. The former is a definite simplesubstance, and the
latter a compound of a sugar and a gum. Watt and Allen
look with favor upon the plan of calling the pure glucose,

dextrose ; and the commercial glucose, glucose. The sooner
we learn to designate each by these terms the sooner will a

good deal of inconvenience in naming these substances be
done away with. There are enough chemical terms already
in the nomenclature of the chemical realm, and anything
which has a tendency to lessen our woes in this line I am
sure will receive a glad welcome from both chemists and
laymen. May we all aid as far as we can to speed that

day. (Miss) Lucy F. Doggett,
Cook Co., 111. Assistant State Analyst of Illinois.

Beauty Lotion—Honey-Cake.

A lotion to whiten the skin is made by combining four
ounces strained honey, one ounce glycerin, one ounce rose

water, three drams citric acid, and six drops essence of am-
bergris. Apply a little to face and hands two or three times
a week, using a linen pad for the purpose.—Chicago Record-

Herald.
Honey-Cake—One cupful of extracted honey, one-half

cup beef drippings, two cupfuls flour, two scant teaspoon-
fuls soda, two eggs, one cupful candied seedless grapes
from which the juice has been strained, one-half cupful of

the juice, one teaspoonful each of ginger, cinnamon and
nutmeg. Bake and serve as gingerbread.

ItTr. :^asty's aftcrtf?ouc3r?ts

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

CALIFORNIA ALFALFA—NECTAR-SECRETION.

We didn't expect to hear that part of California itself

was as badly off as ourselves in failing to get honey from
alfalfa. California is the I'lymouth Rock on which alfalfa

landed ; and there has bci n considerable time for the ad-

justment of the plant to tin Umate, if that is what is wanted.

I hope our excellent Prof. Cook will not think I object

just for the purpose of being hateful to his conclusion about
the cause of honey-secretion. Seems to me that the conclu-
sion is inconclusive, both as a matter of theoretical logic

and also as a practical matter. I grant that a moist soil, a
dry atmosphere, and heat, are three very excellent condi-
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tions to start with ; but they hardly comprise all—perhaps
not even almost all. I would submit this :

The cause of abundant nectar-secretion is the joint
presence of several different things ; and apparently we do
not yet recognize all the items. The best conditions for
pollen ization, the best conditions for the right insects to be
out, and the best conditions for nectar-secretion, are likely

to be identical, seeing they three work together for a joint
purpose in Nature. It even looks as if moist atmosphere
and dry atmosphere did some alternating at the behest of
other items in making up the best set of conditions. Dur-
ing some phenomenal flows dry air— and during some phe-
nomenal flows moist air—is the way I think we'll find it

when a full supply of observations is in. Page 693.

INDOOR WINTERING OF BEBS.

H. R. Boardman is high authority on wintering bees,
and his ripened, life-long conclusions merit our careful
study. He is rather unique in having good success above
ground. We may well suspect that bare ab.ove-ground and
below-ground count for nothing—only the pertinent condi-
tions, conditions, conditions, which happen to be a little

easier to secure when below. Some of us would have built

the rooms without windows. Perhaps his windows and the
admission of light as long as the bees will bear it may have
counted quite heavily in his favor. Much has been nega-
tived and much has been changed during the long years. A
complicated system of ventilation was thrown away as worse
than useless. Quieting the bees when they roar by letting
in outside air at night has also been abandoned as worse
than useless. (Quiets the bees temporarily, but increases
the mischief that caused the disquiet in the first place

—

makes them start more brood.) Manifestly it takes time
and brains, and close observation, to reach the hardpan of
correct practice when it lies as far down as that. Setting
bees out for a flight, and putting them back again, has been

negatived—also waiting for a warm, pleasant day to set

them out for keeps. Fire he finds good when needed, only
it must be in an adjoining room, and the warm air used
with discretion. He " sour grapes " exact evenness of tem-
perature because he has not been able to secure it. That
probably is one of the penalties which he pays for being
above ground. Favors for the latter part of the winter a
temperature higher than most of the brethren prefer. Per-
haps that's "sweet grapes"—easier to secure than not ; and
he finds it can be tolerated. His last great change is a
singular one. Gives up the manifest advantage of bees in

two rooms in order to have a larger volume of perfectly
pure air to conjure with. Pages 694 and 696.

HONEY-TREKS ON THE MOUNTAINS.

Honey-trees on a rugged mountain, and such culls that
nobody wants them for lumber, constitute a very valuable
asset for the bee-man. Page 700.

ON THE WIRING SHALLOW FRAMES.

Seven of the experts want shallow frames wired, and
19 say no—some inclining to negative wiring both for
shallow frames and deep ones. Page 709.

SOME OF THE BEE-KEEPERS' GLUCOSE STORIES.

Prof. Eaton gets after us with a very sharp and pene-
trating stick, anent the fibs we tell about glucose, because
we hate the stufi^ so. We see ourselves picking ourselves
up and remarking that we didn't know that it was loaded.
But for all that we should manage to remember the impor-
tant facts, that hydrochloric acid, and not sulphuric acid,

is used in glucose factories in this country ; and soda, not
lime, for the neutralizing alkali. We've been attacking a
man of straw while the real man sat on the fence and
grinned. Page 710.

Send Questions either to the oftice of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Colony Queetiless Late In Pall.

If you had a colony of bees quite strong with a lot of
drones, that was discovered as late as Nov. 1 to be queen-
less, what would you do with it ? Illinois.

Answer.—I don't know ; it would depend upon circum-
stances. Before doing anything with it, I should want to
be quite sure it was queenless. "A lot of drones " in a
strong colony in the fall is not always sure proof of queen-
lessness, although something depends upon how large the
" lot " is. The absence of all brood Nov. 1 is no proof of
queenlessness, neither is the failure to find a queen, for the
queen is hard to find, because small. Unless you have some
stronger proof than the presence of drones, better leave it

till spring, and then break it up, dividing the combs and
bees among your weakest colonies. If sure it is queenless,
you can break it up now. In any case it will do no great
harm to leave it till spring.

Wintering.Bees—Probably Cliilled Brood.

1. My bees are in bad condition, and I should like to
know how large the cluster should be in diameter in order
to insure its safe wintering.

2. What should be the amount of its winter stores for
wintering indoors 7

3. L,ast spring I discovered a few colonies affected with
some disease which looked like pickled brood. There was
some dead brood, sealed and unsealed, which disappeared
when warm weather came, so I thought it was chilled brood.
What was it ? New York.

Answers.—l. It's hard to put in cubic inches just how
small a cluster might be to get .through the winter all right.
Under favorable circumstances, with just the right tem-
perature and ventilation, quite a small cluster may pull

through in a good cellar, even one with only enough bees to

fully cover two combs. The chances are much better if

there are enough bees to cover three combs, and if there are
bees enough to cover four or more combs there ought to be
no trouble.

2. That varies very greatly. It is not so much what
they consume while in the cellar, as the amount they need
when brood-rearing goes on after the bees are taken out of

the cellar. The safe thing is to have 30 pounds of honey
for stores, although not the half of that may be needed in

the cellar.

3. Hard to say. Likely it was only chilled brood, but
it will be well to keep a sharp lookout next year.

Foundation in tlie Sections—Unlinished Sections-

Swarms Returning to tlie Parent Hive.

1. Do you use thin or extra-thin foundation in the sec-

tions 7 I have been using thin, and find the bees cut lots of
it out of the sections..

2. Do you use, or know of, any extractor that can be
used for extracting honey from unfinished sections, regu-
lar size ?

3. I was troubled with prime swarms returning to the
parent hive last spring. After putting them in nice, clean,
new hives they would go back to the old hive. Some four
or five did that, three of them coming out again in a week,
the others not coming out again at all. This was the first

year they ever did this. Was it general all over the country
last year, or was it the fault of the queen ? Missouri.

Answers.—1. I use thin. The extra-thin is torn down
by the bees worse than the thin. If vqu use the thin you
will probably not have much trouble about tearing down,
unless you leave the sections on a go .' deal too long after
the harvest is over.

2. Yes, I have extracted unfinishci sections, but not of
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late years. By returning- un6nished sections as " go-backs "

up to the very last of the harvest, the number of unfinished
sections will be comparatively small, and those that have
too little honey in them to be used at home, or sold at re-

duced price, are emptied b)' the bees. Any extractor can be
used for extracting sections. Make a frame to hold the
sections similar to the wide frames used by some for sur-

plus honey ; put coarse wire-cloth on one side, or fasten
wires on it, and by a little care in handling you will need
nothing more. Or, you can have a wire side to fasten on
after the sections are put in the frame.

3. I think there was no general complaint of that kind,
and the year probably had nothing to do with it. Some-
thing in the condition of queens or colonies was account-
able for the trouble no doubt, and under exactly the same
conditions you may look for the same results next year, or
any year.

Tiny Insects and Comb Honey.

When I take off comb honey, removing the sections
from the section-holders, I always find hundreds of tiny
insects resembling chicken-lice. I would like to know what
they are. Louisiana.

Answer.— I haven't any idea what they are—never
heard anything of the kind before. You don't say whether
they are in the supers when taken first from the hives, or
whether they get in afterward, but I suppose they get in

afterward, as I don't believe the bees would suffer them
while the supers are yet on the hive. The only "small
fry " to be found in the hives are the bee-lice, which are
somewhat troublesome in Europe, but for some reason do
not flourish on this side.

Cellar-Wintering of Bees.

If I raise the hives one inch from the bottom-boards
will that be ventilation enough for cellar-wintering ?

Wisconsin.
Answer.—That will do very well ; if you mean the

hive is raised so that there is under it an inch space on all

four sides, probably a deeper space would do no better

;

but if you mean there is a space only at the front, a deeper
space would be a little better. My bottom-boards are two
inches deep, with the whole front open and the other sides
closed.

Extra Stories Under the Colony.

My bees are in Sframe dovetailed hives, and are win-
tered on the summer stands in a sheltered place. Last
month I put a second hive with frames (not full) of honey,
or a super with sections not all capped, under each one.
Most, or all, of the honey has been carried up. Shall I

remove the extra hive or super, or shall I leave them as
they are ? And why ? Colonies are all strong, and have
abundant stores. New York.

Answer.—Likely it will be better to leave the extra
stories underneath. It makes less dangerof dead bees clog-
ging the entrance, and the cluster can not so directly be
affected by the outside air. But it may be better to reduce
to one story when the bees get to flying daily in the spring ;

they like to have their brood-nest pretty close to the fresh

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this

copy of the American Bee Journal.

S Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-Llst. ^

I ourECI^V^ES AMD SEOTIOKTS
§

S Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.
|

By sending in your order now, you will. SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment. X

^ We will allow you a cash discount of 5 percent on orders sent in during November. l4

1 PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London, Wis. us.a §

Honey Crop Almost a Failure.

I have 67 colonies of bees, mostly
Italians, but this has been a hard year
on them in this locality. The spring
was wet and cold, and they almost
starved. We got no surplus from white
clover, then the fall flowers bloomed
in all their glory, and the bees began
to hum merrily, but the nights wer°
too cold. I secured only one-third as
much honey as last year. Two banner
colonies stored 3 supers each in about
30 days. These were golden Italians.

We hope for better things next year.

I can't give up the " Old Reliable ",

even if the honey crop is almost a fail-

ure. I love to read it.

W. R. M. CoYLK.
Vernon Co., Mo., Nov. 14.

Method of Rearing Good Queen- '

Cells.

In my letter, page 740, the sentence
that reads, " So far as good queen-cells

are concerned their equal uever was ",

should have read, '• So far as good

queen-cells are concerned their equal
may have been, but th eir better never
was". Well, that would sound better,

Lice Killing Machine
This

Lightning ^
ill lice and mites. No injury to

as or feathers. Handles any fowl,
allest chick to largest frubbler.
ie \q three sixes Pkja for Itself first feuoo.
i Lightniiig L\ee Killing Pbwder, Puultry
t.Lxe* Murder, etc. Wo secure special low
ress nt«R. Catalog maDed free. Write lor Ik

CHAS. SCHILD CO.,
lD26t 401 Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

structible, and giving- entirely satisfactory re-

sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44Atf KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Send '

. *»' L
IIGONIER, INDIANA. FraaCttiloK >

NON - INTERFERING TELEPHONE
'Y -iJc extra we supply uur Stiindartl
iial Telephones with a simple at-

.Imiejit that will do away with one-
ilf the annoyance caused bv freqdent
UL'iiu; of bells on rural lines. Just the
in'4 tor all party lines. Write (or fnr
i.k K 80 descrihinK best telephcmes
The world. Address nearest oHI.-e.

STROMBERG-CARISON TEL. MFG. CO.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. CHICAGO, III.

r*ieii.se ruenuou Bee Journal vrhen wiitine.

IT I'^Jk.-2-S
to order your

Bee-Supplies ^Winter-Cases
NOW, while we can serve you PROMPTLY,
and gel them at BOTTOM PRICES.

R. H. SCHMIDT CO.. Sheboygan, Wis.
27A26t Please mention the Bee Journal

En^ravin^sForSale
We are accumulating quite a stock of engrav-

ings that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if

we can sell some of them it would help us to

pay for others that we are constantly having
made and using in our columns. If there is any
of our engravings that any one would like tc

have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued

a publication known as Circular No. 12, in

which is described the

best territory in this country
for the growing of early strawberries and early

vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of

"Circular .Mo. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A20t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Good for the Balance of

This Season Only.

As I desire to unite mv nuclei as soon as pos-
sible, I will sell ITALIAN QUEENS at ihe
following' low prices, until my present supply
is exhausted:
Untested Queens, 60 cents each; six or more,

SO cents each. Select Untested, 75 cents each;
six or more, 60 cents each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circularand
read reports irom enthusiastic customers.

J. P. MOORE,
39Atf norgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

nease mention Bee joomal wben writing
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not be used ag'ain until the queen is

making the second round, about 4 or S

weeks later. The cells shown meas-
ure (taking them from left to right)
the first, one inch ; the second, 99-

100 ; the fifth, 87-100 below the base of
the shell, and extend ,'4 to 's of an inch
in the shell. About 's of an inch be-
low the base of the shell is as short as
I save, destroying those that are under
that. Chas. M. Darrow.
Vernon Co., Mo.

The "Bidsom" Bee-Feeder Again.

Referring to Dr..Miller's answer to
" Illinois ", on page 698, I would say
there is no advantage of the so-called
" Bidsom Feeder ", described on page
588,over the " Original Miller Feeder ",

as shown in " Forty Years Among the
Bees ", on page 125, for it is simply
that idea adapted to the Danzenbaker
super which I am using ; but as a
home-made article its advantages over
the improved "Miller Feeder", as
listed in supply catalogs at 35 cents
each, are these :

1. Its cost is practically nothing, to
any one in the least handy with tools
in cutting up old store-boxes.

2. Its use with the Danzenbaker
super, being made up separate so as to
hang inside of the super ; and which,
by slight alteration, may also be set
on the end (tin) supports inside of any
other ordinary section super.
That is all ; no competition what-

Don't forgret that
we are the largest
'obbers in the
United States of

B66°K66P6rS
Root's Uee-S»ij>p7ies, JoZinson In-
curators antj Brooders, llum-pli-
rGy*s and Afazm's Bone <DuttGrs,
Poultry Supjylie'S of all Icinds, Seeds
and Impletne'iit s. Remember, you get
these g-oods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolau Queens ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
nease meutloii Bee Jonmai ^nrhen Timtln£.

Very Low Excursion Rates for
Christmas Holidays

to all points on the Nickel Plate Road
between Chicago and Buffalo. Excur-
sion tickets on sale Dec. 24, 25, 26, and
31, 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 1905, good
returning Jan. 4, 1905. Three through
express trains dailj-. No excess fare
charged on any train. Also lowest
rates and shortest line to Cleveland,
Buffalo, New York, Boston, and all

eastern points. Modern sleeping and
dining cars. Individual Club Meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to $1.00,

served in Nickel Plate dining-cars ;

also service a la carte. All trains leave
from La Salle Street Station, Chicago.
City ticket office, Chicago, 111., Ill Ad-
ams Street, and Auditorium Annex.
For further particulars address, John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
Street, room 298. 33—47ASt

Wh Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote jou prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

BEE-SUPPLIES I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices

Ji

Everything used by Bee-Keepers.
POUDER'S HONEV-JARS. Prompt Service.

Low Freight Rates Catalog Free

You are entitled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first. ^

WALTER TrOUDER, §
513-515 Massachusetts Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. X

K,H3I3 0.^K:, I0"WA..

BEE-
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and great-
est variety of everything needed in
the Apiary, assuring BEST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have ourFREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.^

AOBNCIBS.

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shugart & Ouren,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

I
THE BEST THERE IS.

M Bee-keepers, like all other fair-dealing people, want the BEST of goods, the BEST of

?I> service in filling their orders, the BEST of prices and the BEST of everything connected

M with getting their Supplies; the VERY BEST that can possibly be given for the money is

^ necessary to give em ire satisfaction and what all should have.

•Tf. To absolutely please bee keepers in filling their wants has been our constant aim for

eight years, and while we do not boast about ourselves we are sure that we are excelled by
nobody. If you are not already a customer don't fail to write to us and tell us your wants.

Bees, Supplies, Honey and Beeswax.
Lewis' Qoods at Factory Prices.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS given on all orders before the rush season.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
I

1003 E. Wash. Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

ITarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, a"d they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURINQ CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal I^^?rt^^?.f.
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ever either in trade or in ideas ; only a

cheap, handy, home-made, serviceable
arrangement for top-feeding-, adapted
from ideas already advanced by others.

J. G. BOUGHTBR.
Carbon Co., Pa.

Bees in Box-Hives—Spraying Fruit-
Trees.

My bees averaged 50 pounds, spring

count, last year, and only about 25

pounds this year, owing to serious loss

by high water. I have had bees for

several years, but kept them the old

way—in boxes—and got very little

honey until the last two years. I

chanced to get a bee-paper which gave
me many pointers, and while not yet

an expert, I have a small library of bee

books and papers which help me out.

Bees in this vicinity are almost all

kept in boxes, and their owners say,

"Bee-keeping doesn't pay". I have 59

colonies, and find a home market that

I. can't nearly supply. I use small

frames, 4;4xl7'/i, instead of pound sec-

tions in the supers, and sell chunk
honey.

I make my hives during winter days,

and use four colors of paint so as to

have no two alike in color in the same

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Daughters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within 5
miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismated queens replaced
free. Safe s-rival guar-
anteed.

Price before Jnly 1st. After July 1st,

1 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00
Select l.OO S.UO 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00
Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 13.00 1.50 8 00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN m. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.

For Sale-Car of Alfalfa Honey
The California Bee-Keepers' Association has

now ready for sale at 5 cenis per pound, ONE
CARLOAD OF ALFALFA HONEY-to be delivered
J.o.b. at Selma, i'resnu Co., calif.

O. L. ABBOTT. COR. Sec.
47Alt Selma, Calif.
Please mention Bee J uuiua, wumi wmrans

WANTED
FANCY COMB HONEY

In No-drip Shipping Cases.

Also AMBER EXTRACTED
In Barrels or Cans.

Quote your lowest price delivered here. WE REMIT PROMPTLY.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
-

. 51 WALNUT ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Best Extracted Boney For Sale
All in 60-lb.
Tin Cans*.**

Basswood
Honey

This is the well-known
light-colored honey gath;
ered from the rich, nec-
tar-laden Ijasswood blos-

soms. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and
is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor in

their honey.

Alfalfa
^

Honey ^
This is the famous

White Extracted Honey
gathered in the great Al-

falfa regions of the Cen-

tral West. It is a splen-

did honey, and nearly

everybody who cares to

eat honey at all can't get

enough of the Alfalfa ex-

tracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or Basswood Honey:

A sample of either, Ijy mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight—two

60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 8V^ cents per pound; 4 cans or more, 8 cents a pound. Basswood
Honey, half-cent more per pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order.

You "can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are two in a box, and

freight is not prepaid. ABSOLUTELiY PUKE BEES' HONEY.
Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce enough honey for their

hotne demand, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some

money, can get this honey and work up a demand for it alinust anywhere.

THE VORK HONEV CO. Not mo
Hekry M. Aknd, Manager. loi E. Kinzie Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

group. I have but little trouble with
queenless colonies. I have 20 acres of
trees and small fruits which I spray
heavily every year with arsenic, and
have no bees poisoned, by spraying
after the bloom falls. I regard the
work of the bees in fertilizing the
bloom of more value in the fruit crop
than the honey they obtain from the
bloom. I think there should be 5 colo-
nies to every acre of bearing fruit-

trees of average size, to secure thor-
ough pollenization of the young fruit.

My box-hive neighbors are not ready
to subscribe for the Bee Journal, but
don't fail to send it to me.

J. W. Tucker.
Linn Co., Kans., Nov. 1.

Poof Honey Year—Japanese Buck-
wheat.

I commenced in the spring with IS

colonies, and increased to 25. I have
taken from 17 colonies 870 pounds of
No. 1 section honey, selling my entire
crop for 15 cents per pound, about 20
miles from my apiary.
My best colony this year produced

88 pounds of section honey. This was
a poor honey year here, notwithstand-
ing there was an abundance of white
clover, but there was not much nectar
in it; too cold and too much rain.

From I'/i acres of buckwheat I got
300 pounds of honey and 50 bushels of
seed, which is worth $1.25 a bushel. It's

the pure Japanese variety.

I have been taking the American Bee
Journal one year, and it is grand. I

couldn't possibly do without it.

A. E. Patton.
Lawrence Co., Mo., Oct. 24.

Honey Crop Below the Average—
Red-Clover Queens.

The honey crop in this locality was
below the average, and in some places
it was poor. I harvested about 2000
pounds from 29 colonies, spring count,
1600 pounds of which was extracted
and 400 comb honey. It was all gath-
ered from white clover. Basswood
bloomed, but the bees could gather
nothing from it. The demand for
honey is larger than the supply.

I haven't much faith in red-clover
queens. Each year, in this locality,

there are from 200 to 300 acres of red
clover within easy reach of the bees,

and I have tried a few red-clover
queens, but their bees gathered no
more honey than the others. Of course
they gather a little, but we can not
talk of a big red-clover crop.

Hugo Maedkr.
Washington Co., Wis., Nov. 16.

lO CENTS a YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illustrated Maga-
ziNB in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce It ONLY.
It is bright and up-

out Southern Home Life,

aving's of grand scenery,
s people. Send at ooce.
nvwhere in the U.S., Can-
years, 50c. Or, clubs of
Send us a club. Money
Stamps taken. Cut this

I ME DIXIE HOME,
l{lrinlag:hain, Alabama.

TI16

Dixie Home
'o-date. Tells all .i

t is full of fine eni

mildings and fanu
5c a year, postpalci.

ida and Mexico. ^

6 names, 50c; 12 for

back if not delighte

out. Send to-day.
24A4at No. 7

Please meut lou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

Illinois. — The Chicag-o-Norihwestern Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold its next annual
meeting on Wednesday and Thursday, Nov.
30 and Dec. 1, rij4, in the Revere House, south-
east corner of North Clark and Michigan Sts..

Chicago. The prospects are that this conven-
tion will be the largest and best ever held by
the Chicago-Northwestern. Prominent bee-
keepers from a distance have said they were
coming. It will be a great time. Everybody
at all interested in bees or bse-keeping is ur-

grently invited to be present. There will be
live discussions of live subjects relating to bee-
keeping. Come. It's Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. And
Chicago is the place I

Park Ridge, 111. Hekm.in F. Moore, Sec.

Peftnsylvanla.—Th^ Pennsylvania State Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold its fall conven-
tion in Harrisburg, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Dec. 6 and 7, 1904. An excellent program has
been arranged. Many subjects of vital interest
will be ablv presented. General Manager N.E.
France, of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, will be present, as well as other promi-
nent bee-keepers. Every bee-keeper in Penn-
sylvania should interest himself in this meet-
ing. D. L. Woods, Sec.
Muncy, Pa.

Minnesota.- The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' -As-

sociation will hold its next session in the First
Unitarian Church, corner Sth St. and Mary
Place, Minneapolis, Minn., on Wednesday and
Thursday, Dec. 7 and 8, 19i>4, beginning at 9:30

a.m. on Wednesday. Among the subjects to be
discussed and papers to be read are the follow-
ing: '*Sorae things I have learned about bee
keeping," by H.V. Poore; How to increaseyour
bee-pasturage," by Fred A. Kranse; "Diseases
of bees and legislation pertaining thereto," by
Wm. McDwen: "Poultrv as an adjunct to bee-
keeping," by Victor D. Caneday; "Beekeeping
as an occupation," by J. H- Kimball; "Insuring
bees," by C H. darlan; "Late feeding," by A.
D. Shepard; "Selling honev through grocers,"
by George W. York; "Size of hive relative to
the honey-fiow," by Dr. L. D. Leonard; "A
talk," by Ernest R. Root; "Honey exhibit at
State Fair," by D.C. Hazelton; 'Queen-rearing
and managing out-apiaries." by J. H. Siple.

On Wednesday evening there will be stereop-
ticon lectures by Prof. F. L. Washburn, State
Entomologist, iS minutes, and Ernest R. Root
the balance of the evening.
All are invited to attend this convention.

Mrs. W. S. Wingatb, Sec.
Minneapolis, Mian.

I
WANTED i t

^ Comb and Extracted ^

HONEYt
On Commission.

Boston pajs good prices for a fancy
article.

F. H. FARMER,
183 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

Christmas Holiday Excursion Rates

via the Nickel Plate Road, Dec. 24, 25,

26 and 31, 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 1905,

good returning Jan. 4, 1905, at a fare

and a third for the round trip, between
Chicago and Buffalo. Three through
express trains daily to Ft. Wayne,
Findlay, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New
York, Boston, and all eastern points.

Through puUman sleepers and excel-

lent dining-car service, individual

Club Meals, ranging in price from 35

cents to SI. 00, being served in Nickel

Plate dining-cars ; also service a la

carte. No excess fare charged on any
train. Chicago depot, Van Buren and
La Salle Sts. City ticket offices, 111

Adams Street, and Auditorium Annex.
All information given upon application

to John Y. Calahan, (reneral Agent,

113 Adams St., room 2^'-. 3-1—47A5t

ALLOWED ON EARLY ORDERS EOR

Let me SELL or BUY your

If you have some to offer, mail sample with lowest price ex-

pected, delivered Cincinnati.

IF IINI NEED
State quantity and kind wanted, and I will quote you price.

I do business on the cash basis, in buying or selling.

FULI, STOCK OF

BEE-SXJr^FnLiIES
THE BEST MADE.

Roof's Goods at their factory prices, SEEDS for honey^^lants.

C. H.W.WEBER, 2146-48 Central Ave.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Please mention t>ee Journal -wton wntin&

Chicago, Nov, 7.—There is not demand &nffi-

cient to take the receipts; hence are accumu-
lating-, off grades of the surroundinp territory.
Fancy white clover brings 14c; other No. 1 to

fancy white, 125iig 13c; off grades 1 and 2c less;

amber, lOianc. Extracted, white, 6H@"c; am-
ber 6frt7c: all of the foregoing- is governed by
quality, flavor and kind of package. Beeswax,
fe@30c per pound. R. A. BnRNBTT & Co.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is qnite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6ii@lc.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in

good demand at 30c per pound.
C. C. Clbmons & Co.

Boston, Oct. 24.—We are pleased to note an
increased demand for honey, which with com-
paratively speaking, light receipts, makes pri-

ces firm. We quote fancy white, 16@17c; No. 1,

16c; with but little No. 2 on hand or to be had.
Extracted, light amber, 7@8c.

Blake, Scott & Lbb.

Cincinnati, Oct. 28.—There is a marked im-
provement in the demand for comb honey since
our last quotations. No material change in the
extracted-honey market. We continue to quote
white clover e.xtracted honey in barrels and
cans at 7'fiS>4 cents; amber in barrels, 5/4 (fl:6c.

Fancy white clover comb honey, 14@15c. Bees-
wax, 28c. TheFRED W.JSdUTH Co.

Albany, N.Y., Nov. 9.—The crop of honey is

ttlrning out to be larger than estimated, and
prices are softening, favoring the buyer. We
quote fancy white, 15c; A Xo. 1, 14c: Xo. 1, 13c;

mixed, ll'(j.l2c: buckwheat, best, 13c; average
run, llw 12c. Extracted, buckwheat, 6c; white
clover, 6J^c; mixed, 6c. Beeswax, 29@30c.

H. R. Wright.

New York, Nov. 7.—Receipts are now plen-
tiful of nearly all grades. The demand is not
quite as brisk as last year, and only fair. We
quote fancy white at 14fcl5c; No. 1 white, 13c-
lower grades at from lOMiUc; buckwheat,9(aillcl
according to quality. There is fairly good de-
mand for extracted honey at unchanged prices
Beeswax dull at from 28(ai2<ic.

HiLDRETH A SeGELKEN.

Philadelphia, Nov. 10. — Shipments have
been quite heavy in the last two weeks. Prices
are a little weaker in consequence, although
fancy honey maintains a good price. We find
the shortage is always in the fancy goods and
the off goods are what overstock the marketWe quote: Fancy, 16(ai7c; No. 1, 14c; amber
and No. 2, 12@13c. Extracted, white, Sc- am-
ber, 6@7c.

'

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

San Francisco, Nov. 9.—White comb 1-lb
sections, 12@13 cents; amber, 9®Hc. Extracted
white, 6®6ii cents; light amber, 4><@SU(-. ,_
ber, 35i@4>4c; dark amber, 3mHc. Beeswax
good to choice, light, 29@30c; dark, 27@28c.
The German ship Altair, sailing the past

week for London, carried 4-tS cases extracted
honey. Movement on local account is not very
brisk and is mainly in best qualities. Only for
choice to select does the market show firmness.

Cincinnati, C, Nov. 7.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancv wati.r
white comb, 13@15c; No. 2, 12® 14c. Extracted
is sold aj follows: White clover, in barrels
6>i cents; in cans, 7!4(S)8c; amber, in barrels'
SK®S(<c; in cans, 6@;6!^c. Beeswax. 27c

C. H. W. Weber

Secon(l-hau(l60ib,()ans()hea|i
We have a quantity of 60-pound tin cans (2 in

a box) wbich we have lately emptied ourselves,

and so know they are all right. In lots of 20 or
more boxes (40 cans) we will sell them at 4(ic a

box. Order at once as they will soon be pone.
These are a bargain. Address,

The York Honey Co.
Henry M. Arnd, Mgr.

101 E. KiNZiE Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
199 South Watbr St. Chicago, ilu
Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTitrnft

Please meutlou Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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I=EK,FEJCT OOOI3S !

ILiO"W PR,ICES !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

Tlie i flmerican * Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight,

lease mention Bee journal when writing

No. 2S JARS, $5.25 a gross ;

with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat.

of SUPPLIES free.

1. J. STRINGHAM.
los Park Place, NEW YORK.

«' W W
^QZ^e mention Beo Journal wnen wnun'

\

Lan^stroth ^ntne

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Loul§ Han§§6n's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us your orders and find out.

Davenoort, Iowa, 213-215 W.2il St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

I
BeeKeepers Knew

B Dadanfs ^ Foundation 8
%9 \ikr^„ 4-1.^ 13^^-t- \9

§

Was the Best.

They still know that it EXCELS.

S~

iiicy SLiii ivuuvv UUU.L lu iv.'^v.^J-V-Mo. ijm

Over 100,000 Pounds sold during the past season. X
Its 27th Year. We guarantee satisfaction. X

X 3 percent discount i BEE-SUPPLIES of all kinds. K
8 this month. > BEESWAX wanted at all times, o

We work Wax into Foundation. Catalog Free. A

8§ DADANT & SONS,

Please mention Bee Journal wnen writing

Hamilton, 111. \

NEARLY 100

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
IWATERTOWN.WISI

MAKES THE FINEST

Q. B. Lev := Company,
Watertown, N\ ;;.consin, U. S. A.

Send.foi Catalog.
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" MORA APIARY "—AN OUT-APIARY OF H. G. ACKLIN,
IN KANABEC CO., MINN.

No. 48.

" COMO apiary"—AN OUT-APIARY OF H. G. ACKLIN,
NEAR LAKE COMO, MIKN.
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OUE CATALOG
FOPl 1905

will soon be ready. We will then start to mail to our list of 250,000 bee-keepers. It will take some time to

complete this. If you wish a catalog immediately write us a postal. If you did not receive our 1904 catalog
write us anyway. Buy Supplies of our nearest branch or agent.

India
Ireland
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Manitoba
Mexico
Montserrat
Natal
Norway
Palestine
Russia
Rhodesia
Scotland
Siam
Spain
Sweden
Syria
Tasmania
Trinidad
Vaal River Col.
Venezuela

Assiniboia
Austria
Australia
Barbados
Belgium
Bohemia
Brazil
British Guiana
British Honduras
Cape Colony
Chili
China
Cuba
Dom. Republic
Egypt
England
Prance
Germany
Granada
Hayti
Holland
Hungary

BIS,^N-C£IE3S.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Street.

San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Flores Street.
Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W

.

Havana, Cuba, Obrapia 14.

Kingston, Jamaica, 115 Water Lane.

BSCCXjXJSI-VEJIj'S'.

A. E. vB. Fatjo, Santiago, Cuba.
J. B. Hamel, Cardenas, Cuba.
Nelson Bros. Fruit Co., Delta, Colo.

Howkins it Rush, 124 Liberty St.,W. Savannah, Ga.
Walter S. Pouder, 512 Mass. Av., Indianapolis,lnd.
Joseph Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.
Carl F. Buck, Augusta, Butler Co., ICans.

Rawlins Implement Co., Baltimore, Md.
F. H. Farmer, 182 Friend St.. Boston, Mass.
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Mich.

M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.
Geo. A. Hummer, Brazelia, Miss.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill. Montg. Co., Mo.
Blanke & Hauk Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Springfield Seed Co., Springfield, Mo.
Griggs Bros., 523 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.
C. H. W. Weber, 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Prothero Jvr Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield Co., Pa.
D. M. Edwards, Uvalde, Uvalde Co., Texas.
Texas Seed & Floral Co., Dallas, Texas.

The following sell our Supplies in connection with their own or other goods.

BE SURE TO SPECIFY ROOT'S GOODS WHEN YOU ORDER.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala. The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colo.
California National Honey Producers' Association, Vickery Bros., Evansville, Ind.
— Los Angeles, Calif. Portland Seed Co , Portland, Oreg.
Madary's Planing Mill, Fresno, Calif. Lilly, Bogardus & Co., Seattle, Wash.
Smith's Cash Store, San Francisco, Calif.

There are hundreds of others handling our Supplies but lack of space forbids our giving their ad-

dresses.

THE A. I. ROOT COflPANY,
MEDINA, OHIO.
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" Spread with Honey."

J-t. E. Anderson, of Tennessee, has sent us a clipping

of an advertisement put out by the National Biscuit Co.,

in which they advise people to eat their biscuits " spread

with honey ". This is certainly good advice, and if given

repeatedly in advertisements it should help to increase the

demand for honey. Surely, the National Biscuit Co. has
set a good example. As Mr. Anderson says, it sounds
somewhat better than "spread with maple syrup ". When-
ever the day comes that the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion feels that it can spend some money in advertising

honey, we believe that bee-keepers will find a greatly in-

creased demand for their product.

Sugar vs. Honey for Bees.

In the European bee-papers the question of feeding

sugar to bees is being discussed with some warmth. Testi-

mony from actual experience is given on both sides. All

are agreed it is better to feed bees sugar than to let them
starve ; and that it is better to replace unwholesome stores

with sugar. It seems to be understood, also, that with
nothing but sugar syrup in the hive no brood can be reared,

because the building of tissue requires the nitrogenous mat-

ter that is contained in honey and in pollen, but absent in

sugar.

Indeed, in this country reports have not been lacking

where bees refused to rear brood in spring when confined

to honey alone, the amount of floating pollen in honey

seeming insufficient for that purpose. The anti-sugar men
seem to have pretty good reason on their side when they

claim that a food which lacks material to build up young
bees must also lack material to keep up the vigor of old

bees ; and that although it may not be easy to demonstrate

the difi'erence, it is reasonable to suppose that a colony

supported for a time on the nitrogen-lacking sugar will not

have quite the same vigor as when supported on the fuller

food.

In any case it seems a pretty safe thing to consider a

good quality of honey the standard. If something else had

been better as a general rule, would not Dame Nature have

so provided ?

The Combat with Foul Brood.

It may be going a long ways from home to find in a

trans-Atlantic journal what is being done on this side the

water ; but nowhere probably can a finer resume of the

situation here be found than in a report made by Mr. Thos.

W. Cowan, and published in the British Bee Journal. That
gentleman evidently did no small amount of correspondence

to secure the facts so fully, which are thus given :

They had two different plans in the States ; in some
cases an inspector was appointed for the whole Slate, while
in others inspectors were appointed for the different coun-
ties. A single inspector for California (which was as large
as England and Scotland together) would be of no use at
all. There were large tracts of country in that State in
which no bee-keepers were located. Therefore, the county
plan was adopted. He had written altogether to ten differ-

ent States for information, namely, Michigan, Colorado,
Wisconsin, New York, Ohio, Texas, California, Idaho,
Nebraska and Utah, and had received from each the laws
and regulations under which they work, and comprehensive
reports. He had inquired how the inspectors were ap-
pointed, also about cost of administration, and statistics of
results.

Michigan stated that the State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion recommends, and the Dairy and Food Commissioner
appoints. The salary is SSOO a year for one inspector, but
is not enough, and will be increased. The inspector says :

" This law was passed three years ago, and at that time
the lower half of the lower peninsula of our State was prac-
tically seeded down with the disease. It is almost a Hercu-
lean task to free the State from the disease. A few locali-

ties have been cleared, in others it is kept in check, and is

being kept out of the northern part of the State. It is

largely a matter of education and getting bee-keepers to

recognize it, and try to get rid of it."

Colorado had 14 counties and 14 bee-inspectors. The
cost of each inspector varied from S25 to $350, the average
being SlOO, that was S1400 for the whole State, or $5 per day,
and $2 per half day in payment of work done. His inform-
ant called attention to defects in the State's law, an im-
portant one being there was no clause which would prevent
the importation of disease ; also, that there were no means
of exacting a faithful fulfilment of duty by the inspectors,

who were inclined to shirk their work when it was incon-
venient to attend to it.

Wisconsin's Act had been in operation for seven years
;

$700 per annum was allocated to the work, and the one in-

spector was appointed for two years. This inspector, ac-
cording to the last report, visited 230 apiaries containing
12,493 colonies. In 66 apiaries there were 1608 diseased
colonies.

In New York State the Commissioner of Agriculture
appointed four inspectors, the State being divided into four
partitions for the purposes of bee-inspection. Each in-

spector received a salary of $800 and expenses annually.
The Commissioner had supplied him (Mr. Cowan) with a
voluminous report, from which it appeared that in the year
1900, in the contaminated localities, about 30 percent of col-
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onies were diseased. Those figures had now been reduced
to 5 percent, owing to the exertions of the inspector.

Idaho failed to obtain any legislative enactment.
In Ohio there was an inspector appointed by the gov-

ernor of the State on the recommendation of the Bee-
Keepers' Association, but no statistics of cost or report had
been forwarded from there.

In California the inspectors were appointed on the peti-

tion of ten or more landed residents. The expenses allowed
were S3 per diem. The law there was confined to counties,
and as some of them had very few bees within their limits,

only a few counties had inspectors. While admitting that
much work had been done, it was remarked that in some
cases the inspectors did not do their duty properly.

In Nebraska the governor appointed an inspector on the
nomination of the Bee-Keepers' Association at a cost of $2
a day.

In Utah an inspector was selected by the Agricultural
Commissioner, the cost being paid out of the treasury.

This was the gist of the information obtained from the
United States, which he contended was on the whole favor-
able to legislation regarding foul brood, and showed that
the action taken by the various States had been beneficial.

While very much has been done by way of laws on foul

brood in the United States and Canada, it seems there is

not as much uniformity about those laws as there should

be. At least not onl3' do some States need more stringent

legal enactments, but many States have no laws at all on

the subject, and yet need them very badly. The good work
of practically all the bee-inspectors, where they have laws,

should help the other States without such laws to get them
very speedily, we think.

Supporting Foundation in Brood-Frames.

Full sheets of foundation in brood-frames are in quite

general favor, and no little diversity of opinion prevails as

to the means to be used to prevent sagging or buckling. To
make foundation heavy enough so that no sort of support

is needed is expensive. The better the support the less

wax is needed in the foundation. The manner of using the

wire, whether to be imbedded in the wax when the founda-

tion is made or not, whether to have the wire run horizon-

tally, vertically, or diagonally—these have been subjects of

no little controversy.

Latterly there has come into notice the plan of sup-

porting the foundation by means of wooden splints 1/16
of an inch square, boiled in wax and applied vertically at

distances of two or three inches. The special advantage

claimed is that by this means the comb may be built clear

down to the bottom-bar solid, without any chance for the

bees to crawl under. Certainly a frame entirely filled with

comb clear out to end-bar and bottom-bar is a thing greatly

to be desired. But bees seem to have a predilection for a

clear passage-way between the comb and bottom-bar, and if

such frames be given at a time when little or no honey is

coming in, they will gnaw away the foundation so as to

make a passage. It would be interesting if those who have

tried these foundation-splints would report how far they

have been successful in getting frames filled without pop-

holes or passage-ways.

Mp. Jas. A. Stone, secretary of the Illinois State Asso-
ciation, called on us for a few minutes last week when in

Chicago with a car-load or two of lambs and hogs. He was
able to sell at a good figure, so felt correspondingly jubilant.

The St. Louis National Convention Report is begun
this week in these columns. We believe our readers will

find it very profitable reading. We have tried to condense
j

it somewhat, and yet not impair its value. We regret the
delay in its publication, but we could not present it before,

as the Association decided to take the report this year and
issue it in pamphlet form. This change was more expensive
for the National, but less for us.

Mr. W. C. Nutt, late of Iowa, but now, and for some
time past, of Bee Co., Tex , was married Nov. 1 to Miss
L/izzie Jones, the daughter of a prominent bee-keeper where
he lives. A neighbor writes us that Mr. Nutt is one of their

best bee-men, and in his wife he has a worthy companion
and helper. The neighbor then adds :

" It is the sincere
wish of his friends that all their troubles may be only Utile

ones ". In this the American Bee Journal also desires to

join. Mr. Nutt has been a subscriber to this paper for

nearly 30 years.

Bees as a "Nature Study ".—Dr. Edward F. Bigelow,
of Stamford, Conn., lecturer at teachers' institutes, and
" Nature and Science " editor of the St. Nicholas Magazine,
wrote us as follows recently :

For some time I have been endeavoring to advance the
claims of honey-bees as an educational—" Nature Study "

—

topic. It seems to me that honey-bees are more available,

more interesting and more practical for the schoolroom, and
for teachers and pupils outside of the schoolroom, than cer-

tain other branches of entomology that have been more
talked about and studied by teachers and pupils.

I desire to obtain information of experiences with bees
by teachers who have kept bees especially from the " Nature
Study " standpoint. Also, will young people under 18 years
of age, who have personally cared for bees, please write me
of their experiences ?

Any suggestion from veteran bee-keepers for interest-

ing teachers and pupils in bees will be much appreciated.
Edward F. BigelOw.

The Apiarian Exhibits at the Illinois State Fair this

year were said to be " ten times as large as the whole honey
exhibit at St. Ivouis, and all made by members of the Illi-

nois State Bee-Keepers' Association ". The result of the

judges work is as follows :

Display of comb honey— 1st premium, A. Coppln; 3d, Chas.
Becker; 3d, G. M. Rumler.

Collection of labeled cases of white honey—1st, A. Coppin; 2d,

Chas. Becker; 3d, Jas. A. Stone A: Son.
Collection of dark honey— 1st, Chas. Beclter; 2d, A. Coppin; 3d,

Jas. A. Stone it Son.
Case of white clover honey—1st, A. Coppin; 2d, G. M. Bumler:

3d, Chas. Becker.
Case of sweet clover honey—1st, A. Coppin; 2d, Chas. Becker;

3d, Jas. A. Stone & Son.
Case of basswood honey—1st, G. M. Rumler; 3d, A. Coppin; 3d,

Chas. Becker.
Display of extracted honey—1st, Jas. A. Stone; 2d, Chas. Becker;

3d, A. Coppin.
Honey extracting on the grounds—1st, .las. A. Stone & Son ; 2d,

Chas. Becker.
Display of candied honey—1st, Chas. Becker; 2d, Jas. A. Stone &

Son ; 3d, G. M. Rumler.
Display of beeswax—1st, Chas. Becker ; -.M, Jas. A. Stone & Son ;

3d, A. Coppin.
Frame of comb honey for extracting— 1st A. Coppin ; 3d, Jas. A.

Stone .V- Son : 3d, Chas. Becker.
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Dark Italian bees—1st, Chas. Becker; 2d, A. Coppin.
(ioklen Italian bees—Ist, Chas. Becker; 2d, G. M. Rumler.
Carniolan bees— 1st, Chas. Becker.
Honev-vinegar—Ist, Jas. A. Stone A: Son; 2d, Chas. Becker; Hd,

G. M. Rumler.
Designs in honey—1st, A. Coppin ; 2d, Chas Becker; 3d, Jas. A.

Stone & Son.
Display of designs in beeswax— 1st, Jas. A. Stone i Son : 2d, A.

Coppin ; :id, Chas. Becker,

Illinois has for several years led all the State Fairs in

the total amount of cash premiums offered in the apiary

department But it seems that Minnesota is now ahead.

Illinois will have to do better hereafter if she wishes to

keep in the lead.

Concerning the display, the Springfield State Register

of Oct. 6 published these paragraphs, written for that paper

by a bee-keeper :

LARGE HONBY EXHIBIT.

Editor state Register

:

—A bee-keeper from Sangamon
County, who visited the World's Fair last week, made it his
special business to see the honey exhibit at that Fair, and
on seeing the display of honey and beeswax at our State
Fair, says the latter exhibit occupies not less than ten times
the space occupied by that of the former, and far excels in

the quality of display.

On inquiry we find that the owners of the exhibits at
our State Fair are all members of the Illinois State Bee-

Keepers' Association. And we further learn that one year
ago Will B. Otwell (State Superintendent of Agriculture at
the World's Fair) made application through the secretary
of the State Bee-Keepers' Association for an exhibit of
their product at St. Louis, and after a long-continued cor-

respondence between them and the State Commission, the
Commission could not spare the funds for Illinois to make
an exhibit of one of her most attractive products. But
when an automobile was wanted for them to tour the
grounds, we see no lack of funds ! So the State of Illinois,

with all this beautiful honey exhibit at its State Fair, has
not a pound of honey on exhibition at the St. Louis Fair.

A BeeKbeper.

The Acklln Out-Apiaries.—Two of H. G. Acklin's

out-apiaries are shown on the first page this week. " Como
Apiary " is near Lake Como and Como Park—said to be

the largest and finest park in the Northwest. Mr. Acklin

says it is nicer than any of the parks he saw when in Chi-

cago 1 Mrs. Acklin and Miss Ethel are shown in the pic-

ture. This apiary is under the supervision of the Acklins,

but is located at the summer residence of Wm. Rosbach, on

the shore of Lake Como.
" Mora Apiary "—the other picture—is at the home of

Wm. Klapmier. It is in his care, and is run exclusively for

comb honey. Mr. K. and family are shown in the picture.

Only a part of the apiary appears.

THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Report of the 35th Annual Couveut?oti, of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association Held at

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27-30, 1904.

The National Bee-Keepers' Association held its 3Sth
annual convention in the Auditorium of the Christian En-
deavor Hotel at St. Louis, Mo., Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-
and Friday, Sept. 27, 28, 29 and 30, 1904.

The opening session took place on Tuesday, Sept. 27,
at 10 a.m., with Pres. J. U. Harris in the chair.

Dr. C. C. Miller, of Illinois, offered prayer.
On motion of O. L. Hershiser, a Committee on Rules

and Order was appointed, consisting of Mr. Hershiser, of
New York, A. L. Boyden, of Ohio, and F. M. Hart, of Cali-
fornia,

Owing to the aBsence of Secretary Geo. W. Brodbeck,
of California, through illness, out of courtesy to California
F. E. Brown, of California, was elected secretary /iro tetn.

On motion of Mr. Pressler, of Pennsylvania, a Press
Committee of five members of the Association was ap-
pointed, consisting of Messrs. Pressler, York, Abbott,
Hutchinson and Root.

After a short intermission, the Committee on Rules and
Order presented the following report :

RUI,ES AND ORDER OK BUSINESS.

1. Reports of Standing Committees.
2. Reports of Special Committees.
3. Unfinished Business.
4. New Business.
5. Appointment of Committee on National Legislation.
6. Appointment of Committee to the President of the

United States, setting forth the needs of this industry.
7. Reading of papers.
8. Question-Box.
The sessions of the convention shall be from 10 o'clock

a.m. to 12 o'clock noon, and from 2 o'clock p.m. to 5 o'clock
p.m., with no night sessions unless desired by a two-thirds
majority.

No one shall be allowed to speak on any subject more

than five minutes unless with the unanimous consent of the

convention.

The invitations for the next convention shall be pre-

sented at the afternoon session of Sept. 28. The remarks
of members presenting invitations shall be limited to ten

minutes. Respectfully submitted,
Orel L. Hershiser, 1

A. L. Boyden, '• Com.
Fred M. Hart. )

On motion the report was approved.

C. P. Dadant—It has been one of the objects of the
Executive Committee of this Association, inasmuch as we
were meeting at the World's Fair—an International World's
Fair—to make this an international meeting, and the mem-
bers of the Executive Committee instructed me to send in-

vitations to the different bee-keepers' associations in the

the world. This has not been very successful. We have, I

think, one or two foreign representatives coming, and, with
your permission, I will mention the answers I have received

in response to our invitations.

Mr. Kramer, the president of the Swiss-German Asso-
ciation, writes me a long letter, in which he thanks us, and
wishes he could come, but says he can not aflford to, but
hopes to be able to return the favor and invite us to one of

their international meetings. The French representative
at St. Louis was to have been here, but did not know the
date of our convention until too late, and found it impos-
sible to be here, as he has to be in Washington and Boston
at this time.

Mr. Tipper, editor of the Australian Bee-Bulletin, of
New South Wales, writes a letter in which he expresses sor-

row at not being able to be present. He states that the
Bee-Bulletin has been established over 13 years, and is the
ofBcial organ of the New South Wales Bee-Farmers' Asso-
ciation, and also the Victorian Apiarists' Association. He
states that, unlike the United States with a population of
some 80,000,000, Australia has a population of about 3,000,-

000, and their danger lies in the excessive zeal of supply
dealers, who, in their pertinacity to make small bee-keepers,
will drive the large ones out of the industry to their own
ultimate loss. He concludes by wishing our meeting to be
productive of good to the industry.

I have also a reply from the bee-keepers of Tunis.
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Their president expresses pleasure at the invitation, but
states that they will be unable to send a representative.

The Irish bee-keepers promise a representative from St.

Louis, who will attend. Dr. Charles D. S. Dig-ges.
The Spanish bee-keepers, with headquarters at Bar-

celona, inform us that Mr. S. Castello has been appointed a
representative to our convention.

Pres. Harris—You have heard the reading of the letters.

I wish to say on this occasion that our vice-president has
done all in his power to get foreign representation, and we
should thank him for his efforts in that direction.

Mr. York moved that the letters of reply be placed on
file, and a vote of thanks tendered to Mr. Dadant for his
efforts to secure foreign representation.

Dr. Miller—From the reading of a number of foreign
bee-journals I know that if it has done no other good, Mr.
Dadant has succeeded in calling the attention of bee-keep-
ers all over the world to this meeting, and quite extensive
notices have been made in the foreign journals as the re-

sult of this work.
The motion was then put and carried unanimously, the

members rising.

Mr. Dadant—I thank you for your vote of thanks. I

am well repaid for the little trouble I have taken.
In the absence of a program, on account of the sickness

of the secretary, Mr. Dadant moved that the rules of order
be supended and a question-box be opened. Carried.

BEES THAT SEEM TO LOSE THEIR ENERGY.

Mr. Krebs (Texas)—My bees last year, and the bees of
a friend of mine this year, seemed to cease all energy of
every kind and would not keep a queen, rear one, or accept
one, and would not even take care of the brood. If there is

any remedy I would like to hear it.

Mr. Gill (Colo.)—Is it under artificial or natural swarm-
ing, or what ?

Mr. Krebs—I manage them by division. The bees seem
to have a dilatory disposition, starting with a full colony
and simply dwindling down to nothing, and refuse every
effort in every particular, whether divided or not divided,
to accept a queen or rear one, or keep the one they already
have, and kill off their old queen. Some have told me they
thought it was caused by laying workers, but there were no
eggs there, and consequently it could not be that. Others
in the same neighborhood have had the same experience.
As to handling, it does not matter. The other gentleman I
spoke of did not handle them at all. With reference to the
forage, almost anything that is raised in the United States
we have.

Mr. DeLong—Does the gentleman suggest an individual
colony, or a number of them ?

Mr. Krebs—A number of colonies in both cases men-
tioned.

Dr. Miller—Do I understand that those men in the same
neighborhood have their colonies go in the same way ?

Mr. Krebs—Yes.
Dr. Miller—Those bees are so thoroughly disappointed

because we did not go to San Antonio this year that they
have lost their vigor I [Laughter.]

Mr. Krebs—I think that is one very good answer to the
question ; I hope you will all come down to see us.

Prof. Benton (Wash.)—In regard to that question, let
me ask the time of year.

Mr. Krebs—It occurred mainly in the spring of the
year, although it seemed to be on certain occasions, any
time during the summer. But mainly in the spring of the
year, from the commencement of swarming or until the
middle of June.

Mr. Dadant—I would like to ask whether the bees are
numbed in any way ? Do they seem to have the disease of
bee-paralysis ?

Mr. Krebs—Sometimes they have paralysis, but in this
case there does not seem to be anything the matter, only
the dilatory disposition.

Mr. Hutchinson—I have had some trouble along this
line, but it was during the honey-dearth. I have never had
any trouble of that kind when the bees were gathering
honey.

Prof. Benton— I hardly think the condition mentioned
is due to disease, but rather more to certain other peculiar
conditions. If you examine the bees at this time of the
year in any part of the country from here eastward and
southward, you will find that in a very heavy aster harvest
they fail, and are a little weak for brood-rearing ; they neg-
lect the queen, and do not care whether they have a queen
or not. They go queenless oftentimes when the queen is in
the hive, yet they are getting honey rapidly, and they are

in a normal condition, but they dwindle very rapidly if

they have not been cared for in July and August, for the
simple reason in much of the territory southeastward about
here thej' get very little honey and rear very little brood,
and the bees are June-reared. In this heavy aster harvest
they drop off rapidly, and peculiar conditions arise. They
go into winter quarters with a few old bees and come out
poorly in the spring. That is merely the result of getting
honey so rapidly late in the season. That is the reason I

ask the question. I have had many a man tell me this aster
honey was poisonous to the bees. But, on the other hand,
examine a colony that has been well cared for in the sum-
mer, has had a young queen and bred up rapidly, and you
find it strong in bees reared during July and August; they
gather the aster honey in rapidly, and the combs at the
opening of the aster harvest being filled with brood, are
only gradually filled with honey in the interior of the hive,
a good surplus is obtained, and they go into winter quar-
ters in good shape. But, on the other hand, a colony with-
out the combs being filled with brood, when the aster har-
vest opens, if made queenless, will have very little brood,
and be very little inclined to accept a queen and gets in a
very abnormal condition.

Dr. Miller—He says this is in the spring.
Prof. Benton—Similar conditions might occur then.

This is particularly true of Kentucky, Tennessee, North
Carolina, West Virginia, Maryland, and even extending, I

believe, as far west as this.

Dr. Drunert (Mo.)—Since I have been working with
bees, for 45 years, both in Europe and here, I never had but
one inactive colony ; that is, they did not work. A neigh-
bor said it was the hive. We examined it, and there was a
fine black queen in there and a very few bees, but the bees
had not swarmed. I came to the conclusion that the queen
was too old to breed, and the bees did not get rid of her to
get another one.

Mr. Reinecke (Kan.)—I had a very strong colony; it

was during the time when there was not much flow that
they acted that way.

Dr. Bohrer (Kan.)—Do bees when refusing to accept a
queen or rear one, continue to store honey and fill up the
hives 7

Mr. Krebs—It is not from careless breeding, nor is it

from any late flow in the fall. It is after the flow com-
mences in our neighborhood that the bees commence from
some cause to refuse to do anything—do not work, do not
gather honey, do not accept queens, do not attend to the
brood, do not do anything but lie around and die.

Mr. Hyde (Tex.)—I believe the cause of the trouble is

that the bees have gotten some kind of poison from some
poisonous flower gathered from near the river ; I think that
is about the only answer to the question, unless we could
examine the bees and know more exactly what the condition
was.

Mr. Gill—I am satisfied the trouble is with the food, and
very likely in the pollen.

HONEY AT BOARDING-HOUSES.

" Should bee-keepers stay at a boarding-house where
ihey have no honey to eat ?"

Mr. Calhoun (Mo.)—I would suggest that where they
have not, we call their attention to it and thereby extend
the sale of our honey.

Mr. Hagood (Tex.)—I believe the best plan would be to
eat where they have no honey, and always make it a rule to
call for it.

Dr. Bohrer—There is a better plan than that. I would
recommend that we do as the young man did who went to
see his girl, and when invited to take his seat at the table
said he had brought a lunch with him. He didn't come
there to sponge.

Mr. York— I think if the young man went to see his
girl his " honey " was right there !

Mr. Tyler (111.)—I went to register at the hotel, and the
first thing the girl said to me was, " Have you brought any
honey along "?

Pres. Harris—Some of us have brought honey with us
in the form of our wives and babies.

Mr. Andrews (Calif.)—I have often asked why they did
not have honey on the table, and they have said the board-
ers will use j ust as much butter without the honey as with it.

Mr. Stewart (Mo.)—I spent two months and a half in
one city trying to sell extracted honey to boarding-houses
and hotels, and there was not one out of twenty-five that I

could interest in honey. Why ? It cost more than most of
the things they buy. It is better than most of the things
they buy. It costs them more to feed tlicir people on honey
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than any other thing they bought. I believe that is the
true reason. They will give you another reason, that the
boarders do not like honey !

Mr. Reinecke—We found it very difficult to sell honey
in our section : but we put it up in small quantities and got
the people to start, and afterwards got them to take large
quantities.

Mr. Niver (111.)—Right in line with this work in con-
nection with the boarding-house and hotel-keeper who think
it is too costly altogether, one gentleman suggests to me
it is a lack of tact. Perhaps it is, but I had tact enough
"to convince them on a few occasions that it is really as eco-
nomical as anything they can put on the table. They will

buy cheap syrups, but honey being so very rich they take
very little of it, and I really believe it is a very cheap and
•economical food. I am simply talking shop. I don't think
the boarding-house keeper can be brought to a realizing
sense of his iniquities at all ; he is incorrigible.

Mr. Gary (Mo.)—Years ago I asked a hotel-keeper why
he didn't have honey on the table, and he informed me that
it was not put up in the same shape as other relishes ; he
said if it was put up in that shape it would be put on the
table. We then had prepared at our expense a decanter of
•extracted honey, and that hotel to-day, at every meal, has
these decanters on the table. They said. If we have to buy
it in five-gallon cans or barrels it would be too expensive to

place on the table and to keep away the flies from it. I

think if we would adopt a suitable decanter, and place a
suitable quality of honey therein, so that the restaurant or
liotel-keeper can put it on the table, more of it would be
iound on our different hotel tables to-day.

Mr. Hyde—My wife has been stopping at a boarding-
house in San Antonio, and as soon as they found a bee-
keeper was stopping there the boarders began asking for

honey, and the landlady " got onto it " and ordered a case
of honey.

Dr. Miller—The question was whether bee-keepers
should patronize a boarding-house that did not use honey,
and we have gone to the germane question which is not
perhaps strictly out of order, whatever influence we can
have upon the public in general in getting them to use
honey as an article of daily food will bear upon the board-
ing-house. I doubt very much whether anything will be
gained by making an attack upon the boarding-houses
themselves. A boarding-house will have butter upon the
table, and if there were none there would be a row right
straight, because people are in the habit of having butter
upon the table at home and wherever they are. Our efforts
should be made not upon the boarding-house but upon the
public in general, and when you get everybody to want to
have honey on the table every day there will be no trouble.

R. Secor (111.)— I am not only a bee-keeper but I sell

groceries. I make the acquaintance of traveling men, and
make it a point to say, " Boys, if there is no honey on the
table ask for it ". And they have invariably done so, and I

would see the hotel people the next day and say, " Can't I

sell you a case of honey "7 And the hotel-keeper would
say, " I don't care if you do. What is it worth "? I would
say, "$3 a case, if you return the case in good order". In
that way I keep honey in the hotels all the time in my
locality.

Mr. York—I believe as Dr. Miller said, the way to get
hotel-keepers and restaurant-keepers to have honey on the
table is for us all to call for it.

Mr. Krebs— I find you can talk honey any place and
any time you please, and people become very much inter-
ested. I think a good plan would be to get the people in-
terested.

(Coatlnued next week.)

Some Things I Have Learned in Bee-

Keeping.

BY ADRIAN GKTAZ.

FREQUENTLY the editors of our bee-papers request
their readers to tell what they have learned by actual
experience during the previous season. I do not re-

member ever having complied with the request until now,
and to make amends for my carelessness I will go back
some time.

A FALL HONBY-FLOW

The fall of 1902 was the only one of all my 19 years of
faee-keeping in which there was a flow of nectar heavy
enough to furnish a surplus worth speaking of. The
weather was too cool to admit anything like working in

sections. So if any surplus was to be taken it was to be in

the form of extracted honey. But I had not the combs and
supers necessary for that work. I have tried hives and
frames of all shape and dimensions, and I have yet a half-

dozen different kinds. All, however, have large brood-
nests, the equivalent of from 10 to 13 Langstroth frames.
At that time of the year the weather being cool, the brood-
nest is more or less contracted. So I was able to extract
•one, two or three of the outside combs. In a few ca-^ses I

repeated the operation, and the bees had yet time to refill

their combs for the winter.

EXTRAORDINARY SWARMING.

All the readers of this paper know what extraordinary
swarming occurred in 1903. In the Northern States it took
place at the usual time of swarming. Here it was different.

The usual swarming was over, and, not expecting any
more, I had removed the queen-traps and ceased to take any
precaution. All at once I found that several colonies were
swarming unexpectedly. The causes of it are rather diffi-

cult to assign. The best I can see is that the weather hav-
ing been cool for a week or so, the secretion of wax and

comb-building in the sections had completely ceased. And
when the weather turned warm, and a heavy honey-flow
took place, swarming followed. And yet this explanation
hardly seems sufficient to meet the case.

CAGING OUBENS.

I have several times stated that when a colony swarms
destroy the queen and allow the colony to requeen out of its

own cells. I think I have always added that while it is the

best when only a small number of colonies swarm, it would
be objectionable in several respects with a large number. I

will not go over the ground again to explain why.

In that memorable June (1903), I found about one-third

of my colonies with queen-cells more or less advanced, a
few having swarmed already, out of which three swarms at

least had gone to the woods. A wholesale killing of val-

uable queens did not exactly suit my notions, so I caged all

that I caught. Where I failed to find the queen I destroyed
the queen-cells. The caged queens were released a few
days after all the brood was sealed. Of the colonies where
the queen-cells had been destroyed, a few did not rebuild

them, the majority requiring a second queen-cell destruc-

tion, and only in a few cases I finally had to replace the
queen.

This is not in accordance with the usual course of

events; but I think it can be explained. That swarming
was, we may say, abnormal, or caused by exceptional cir-

cumstances. When these circumstances ceased, the swarm-
ing ceased also.

FINDING QUEENS.

After having written as much as I have on finding
queens, given "quick and sure " methods to find them, it is

rather humiliating to acknowledge that on that occasion I

failed to find them in the majority of cases, at least with
the hybrids.

The fact is, that when a colony has the swarming fever,

queen, workers, and everybody else are in a state of excite-

ment. And when the apiarist opens the hive, the first
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thing the queen does (that is, a black or hybrid queen) is to
leave the combs and hide somewhere in the hive, or, I

think, very often under it, or keep running in and out with
the bees. In such a case, it is almost impossible to find
her, and I prefer to give up the job for a few days. What I

intended to do was to destroy the queen-cells and hunt up
the queens three or four days later, after the excitement
was abated. But on finding that some colonies had not re-

built their queen-cells, I decided to carry out the experi-
ment as described.

PLENTY OF DRONES.

Before going to Texas, Mr. Daniel Wurth, one of the
leading queen-breeders, stopped a few days in Knoxville.
Among other things, he told me that in order to have
queens surely and promptly mated, there must be a plenty
of drones in the apiary. But it must be " a plenty "

—

thousands ©f them. He has 75 drone-combs that he dis-
tributes in the best colonies of his different apiaries, keeps
the colonies having these combs fed, if necessary, and thus
secures plenty of drones sure enough. In this way the num-
ber of queens lost or mismated is insignificant, and, what is

also very important to a queen-breeder, they are mated
promptly.

It looks, at first, as if a few hundreds, or a couple of
thousand, drones in an apiary ought to be enough to take
proper care of all the queens that might be reared. But it

does not seem to be so, according to Mr. Wurth. And my
own experience more or less confirms his assertion. Like
all the apiarists, I keep down the production of drones to a
considerable extent, at least ; yet I am satisfied that during
the summer there are never less than 2000, or at least 1500,
drones in each of my apiaries.

Yet I lose a certain percent of my queens, not very
many, after all, but more than I like, if I could help it. It
is usually admitted that the queens occasionally go into the
wrong hive, and are killed, and that to avoid such events
the hives should be as unlike as possible, so the returning
queen can not make a mistake in identifying her home.

That theory does not apply in my case. I have hives of
different shapes and forms ; they are irregularly placed ;

there are plenty of trees, bushes, and clumps of weeds to
add to the identification of the respective hives, so that any
queen is able to return to the right place, unless she be as
stupid as a goose, or worse.

I hardly think that the queens go in as recklessly as
that. I know that they sometimes do go into other hives
than their own. During the swarming season I keep queen-
traps before all the hive-entrances, opening only those that
have a virgin queen ready to mate. On a few occasions I

have found a queen in a cluster of bees in front of a trap.
Not a ball, but a cluster of bees taking care of the queen.
In every case the colony in front of which was the queen
was found queenless, and further examination has always
shown that some colony which had a virgin queen ready to
mate was minus its queen.

Nevertheless, I think such a case is rather a voluntary
mistake. The two hives were usually far apart, and could
not have been mistaken one for the other.

But another instance that I met with, some three or
four years ago, leads me to think that the queens are not
liable to enter recklessly the wrong hive. I saw a queen
come and stop some 12 or 14 inches from the entrance of the
hive. She hovered there only a few seconds. At the first

hostile move of the guards, she was off.

So, like Mr. Wurth, I have come to the conclusion that
the missing queens are lost chiefly outside, while going day
after day in quest of a drone. But the puzzle still remains.
Why such a large number of drones ?

I think the only explanation that can be given is this :

When the queens and drones come out of the hives they do
not remain in the immediate vicinity, but fly at a distance
at once. So if we want to insure a certain and prompt mat-
ing, we must have enough drones to fill up, so to speak, not
only in the immediate vicinity of the apiary, but the whole
neighborhood. And the proof of it is easily conceived, if
we remember how few drones we notice around the hives,
even where we know that there must be thousands reared
in the apiary.

I might add also that during 1903 I lost an unusually
large number of queens.

ROBBING ARTIFICIAL SWARMS.

When dividing for increase, the new colonies contain,
usually, a eertain number of combs put in with the adhering
bees. During the following days a large portion of these

bees return to their old place, and leave the new colony en-
tirely too weak, especially when there is danger of robbing.
To obviate this, it is a good plan to close the hive for a few
days. By that time the bees get so attached to their new
place, that few of them, if any, go back to the old home.
A portion of the sealed brood has also hatched out during
that time, and the new colony is then in shape to repel
whatever robber-bees might come, that is, under ordinary
circumstances.

A BAD CASK OP ROBBING.

Notwithstanding that precaution, one of my new colo-
nies was robbed this summer. But this was exceptional.
The robbing colony was, and is, yet very strong, and is.

" desperately wicked ", and has given me trouble time and
again the past summer. When I found that the robbing
process was going on royally, I closed the new colony, rob-
bers and home bees, all together. I put some wet grass be-
fore the robbers' hive to prevent them from doing damage
elsewhere, and waited till the fourth day to re-open the new
colony. Two days later robbing was going on worse than
before. I followed the same method again, but this time I

left the new colony closed for seven days, and the night I
opened it I also shut the robbers in for three days, putting
also a pieceof camphor in one of the hives and some essence
of some kind in the other, so as to give them entirely differ-

ent scents. That settled it for good, as no further robbing
has occurred since.

REARING QDEENS.

I use a queenless colony so as to be sure that the cells

will be well cared for. I give them from time to time a.

comb of selected brood, cutting holes under the larvae or
eggs to make room for the cells. When the cells are ma-
tured I cage them, placing them in the center of the cluster
so the young queens will be fed if they emerge before being-

taken out. I do not make any nucleus. I put the caged
cells or virgin queens directly in the hives that they are to-

occupy.
This year I discovered that it was not necessary to cut

the comb throughout, the only thing needed being to rake
out a strip of cells down to the midrib, right under the
larvae or eggs of proper age. The base of the queen-cells
thus constructed is, however, much weaker than when the
comb is cut throughout.

PICKLED BROOD.

I had one case the past summer. When I discovered it

there was but little brood affected yet. As I did not want
to lose the sound brood entirely, I caged the queen, expect-
ing to let all the sound brood hatch, and then disinfect the
combs. Some way or other it was nearly four weeks when
I visited the colony again. Then I found that the bees had
cleaned the combs themselves so well that nothing more
was needed. So I gave them a young queen and some
brood. The disease has not reappeared.

SWARMS SETTLING ON A TREE FOR GOOD.

This year a few of my colonies swarmed sooner than I

expected ; in fact, much sooner than usual. One of the
swarms settled on a tree during my obsence. The school-

boys passing by dislodged it, and it went to the top of
another tree in an almost inaccessible position. There it

remained several days. Finally, somebody undertook to

steal it, or disturbed it in some way or other during my ab-

sence, so it left that place and clustered on the end of a
high, long, and thin limb of a cedar-tree. The space being-

clear under the limb, I hoisted a bucket with some honey
close to it.

The bees settled in and around the bucket. The honey
bucket is away ahead of any shaking or raking arrange-
ment, as it does not anger the bees, and always gets them,,

while shaking or raking a swarm very often results in
making it take wing and leave for good.

This is the third time I have had a swarm, wilh a queen,
remain hanging on some tree in the neighborhood. It

seems that when a swarm fails to go away during the first,

and perhaps the second day, the bees decide to remain in
the neighborhood. The only explanation I can see is that

when by some cause or other the cluster has moved some-
where else, the scouts sent out fail to find it when they re-

turn ; and that the swarm, after waiting a certain length of
time for the scouts to lead them away, concludes to make
the best of the situation as it is. Knox Co., Tenn.

See Langstroth Book Offer on another page of this

copy of the American Bee Journal.
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Propolis as a Deodorizer and Perfume.

A foreign journal advises that all scrapings of propolis
be saved. A piece as big as a hazelnut may be burned on a
hot shovel to deodprize a sickroom. One can easily believe
that the aromatic odor coming from the heated propolis vsrill

be more agreeable than the burning sugar so commonly
used. It is also recommended to be put in linen-drawers to

give a mildly pleasant perfume. Have any of the sisters

ever tried it for this latter purpose ?

Greater Use of Honey in Cooking.

It is probably time to urge again the importance of a
greater use of honey in cooking. The sisters are the ones
who have in hand the making of " sweeties." Not that the
amount of honey used in the families of bee-keepers would
be enough to make any great difference in the honey
market—although every little helps—but such things are
"catching", and if one woman makes honey-cakes, or
honey-cookies, the recipe will be called for by a dozen
others, especially if the product be good, which it may be.

Perhaps the one main reason why honey is not more
largely used in place of sugar is because the sugar is

cheaper. Some may be surprised to hear that in some cases
honey is cheaper than sugar, but a little reasoning will

make it seem not so surprising. It is a well established
fact, although not so well known as it should be, that when
honey is used the cake or cookies produced will keep much
longer than if sugar be used—3 times, perhaps 10 times as
long. Now when a batch of sweets is made, it is often de-

sirable that they be kept for some little time, but when
sugar is used the whole thing must be used up in a very
short time or it becomes too dry and stale for use. On the
contrary, if honey be used the freshness continues for

weeks, or even months. So it may be cheaper to use honey
at 3 prices, where it will last many times as long. The
honey is more wholesome, too ; especially where there is
the least kidney trouble.

In almost any case—possibly in every case—honey may
take the place of sugar in cookery, bearing in mind the
liquid condition of the honey, and remembering that |less
liquid of any other sort must be used with the honey.

" Squares of Delight "—Honey-Cookies.

The following recipe is taken from the Delineator :

" Squares of Delight.—Boil two pounds of sugar and
one pint of water together until a little dropped into cold
water can be rolled into a brittle ball. Moisten 10 ounces of
cornstarch with enough water from a pint to make a thin
paste. Heat the remainder of the water to the boiling
point, and add it, with a pound of powdered sugar, to the
dissolved cornstarch and cook over the fire for 10 minutes
after the paste is clear. Slowly pour it into the sugar
syrup, add a ;4 pound of extracted honey and ,'+ ounce of
powdered tartaric acid. Flavor with rose or any fruit fla-

voring, and add ^4 pound of chopped almonds. Return to
the fire and cook until it will not adhere to the fingers when
lightly touched. Cool in an oiled straight-.sided pan, and
when cold cut in squares with a sharp knife."

Here's still another recipe for honey-cookies that comes
from across the water :

" One tablespoon extracted honey ; one pint sour cream;
one teaspoon soda ; flavor, if desired; make a soft paste
with flour."

Doesn't seem as if that would be very sweet ; but some
don't like things very sweet.

The " Old Reliable " seen througb New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

A SWARM OF BEES AND RHYMES.

• What a trying-to-patience fellow W. A. Pryal is !

Assumes that my poetical box of starch and chunk of cheese
must be small ones—too small for the purpose—and then
scolds about his own assumption, and then—who would
think it ?— tries to sic me onto February ! I'm not afraid of
February ; no true old bachelor is.

A swarm of bees in February
Is worth a new silk dress for Sarey.

A swarm of bees in March
Is worth a [100-lb.J box of starch.

An April swarm of bees
Is worth a [40-lb.J chunk of cheese.

A swarm of bees in May
Is worth a [half-ton] load of hay.

A swarm of bees in .June
Is worth a [small-sized] silver spoon.

A swarm of bees in .July

Ain't worth a fly. [i.e. Not so valuable as the silver one
on Sarey 's hat.

j

But it's, very painful for Pegasus to have to explain
himself so. The Society for Preventing Cruelty to Ani-
mals will be after you, Mr. Pryal. Page 762.

EXCHANGING BEES WHEN INTRODUCING QUEENS.

So Mississippi has tried the new kink of substituting
the attendant bees in the cage by some of the queen's
future subjects—and they rudely grabbed hold of her.

That's just the kind of things we want to be finding out.

As Dr. Miller suggests, selected young bees would be much
less liable to behave in that way. Whoever catches young
bees doing so should make haste to inform us. Page 714.

CLIPPED QUEENS AND SWARMING.

That bees should carry a clipped queen at swarming-
time and take her ofi' for a quarter of a mile will strike
some readers as enormously unreasonable and absurd. I,

myself, hardlj- think they actually did it ; but there is no
absurdity about it. Nothing but lack of forethought and
lack of drill keeps them from abolishing the clipping of
queens altogether. No one would clip if they a/ways car-
ried off the clipped queens. To carry off a dead comrade
and drop it at a distance is in regular line of duty. Some-
times one that isn't dead yet but kicking and resisting will

also be carried off. A queen is somewhat heavier, to be
sure, but then several could take hold at once if they did it

just right. Kind o' runs in my mind that I have seen two
fly together with a dead bee. For Mr. Gustave Gross to
get his hat-brim within two feet of the entrance while
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watching- for the queen, and for her to make a spring into

the air, flapping best she could with stubs and legs, landing
on the hat and remaining there—there's nothing even sur-

prising about that. Page 716.

THE " BABY NDCI,EUS ".

Not probable, Mr. Pharr, that Hutchinson had any
thought of putting down one and setting up unother when
he declined the first article about the baby nucleus. I do
not exactly wish that all the articles on that subject had
been declined ; but if the editors all had chosen to " fight

it out on that line " our craft had been better off , I ween.
Presumably Hutchinson felt that way, too, but after awhile
relented and let the thing appear. Page 718.

THAT SWISS BEE-HOUSE.

A bee-house for 360 colonies—bee-room and shop for

keeper thrown in— is " going it " a little stronger than any

one in this country seems to keep pace with. It was a Swiss,
I believe, that said, "Make way for liberty ". We will tol-

erate it in them if they say, " Make way for house bee-
keeping ". But after the way is all nicely made, most of
us will let the other fellow walk in it. Page 725.

BEESWAX AS A PREVENTIVE Ol- DISCOLORING.

What about the claim on page 72'^, that beeswax in bits

is a preservative of white woolens and silks when stored
away ? Without it they gradually get yellow ; but with it

they keep white. Should almost conjecture that " beeswax "

there was a typographical error for something else. Chemi-
cal changes, or the ravages of microbes, or both, suggest
themselves as the causes of this yellowing. Beeswax does
not strike us as a chemical potent enough to diffuse effective

influence inches away, or poisonous enough to hinder
microscopic marauders. At any rate, if used for such a
purpose it must be more thoroughly cleansed from traces of
honey than some samples are, else it will daub things.

Send Questions either to the office o£ the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Late-Reared Queen Pails to Lay.

I have a colony of bees that was queenless two weeks-
I tried to introduce a queen, and they would not accept her.
I gave them some brood and they'reared a queen, and she
has been there three weeks and is not laying yet. I have
to give them brood from other colonies to keep them up.
How will it do to put it on top of another colony, and take
it off next spring 7 Or, would you try to introduce another
laying queen ? Florida.

Answer.—It is quite possible that their queen is all
right and will do good work next spring. If the colony is

strong enough to winter well, it may be worth while to
leave them as they are, uniting in the spring if the queen
does not turn out all right. It is often the case that a good
queen does not lay in the fall, especially if no honey is
yielding. If the colony is weak, consisting mostly of old
bees, it may be best to unite now. It will be hardly advis-
able to put it over another colony unless you expect to unite
it with that colony.

* . »

Wiring Frames—T Supers—Storing in Sections—Queen
Interrupted in Laying.

1. Is vertical wiring as good as horizontal ? If not,
•why not ?

2. Are T supers, used on shallow brood-chambers, as
good as those with slats ?

3. If bees don't like to store their honey above the 1 and
2 inches of honey, which is generally in the brood-combs
<see Danzenbaker, "Facts About Bees"), how about their
crossing a full super of sections to start an empty one above
{Hershiser) ?

4. Passing an old bottom-board at an out-yard I saw
about a handful of bees clustering on its side, and by closer
examination found a clipped queen amongst them. Now I

remembered that I made an artificial swarm near it, about
10 weeks before, when I set the old hive on that bottom for
a few seconds to move the new one on its place. Needless
to say that that swarm was a failure, being queenless for
some unaccountable reason. Now, I put that -queen and
bees into a queenless colony, and after one week she had
about 10 square inches of brood. This was after all others
quit breeding. Will this queen be as good as before the
shaking? Wisconsin.

Answers.—1. That depends. If top and bottom bars
are sufficiently rigid, vertical wiring is as good or better.
With vertical wiring, the wire must be drawn tightly, and
unless a bar of some kind is in the center to hold top and
bottom apart, the bottom-bar will be curved upward, and if
the top-bar be not pretty thick it will sag. CH

,
j czi

2. I think they are better ; but all do not agree with me.
3. Without attempting to answer your question in all its

Teachings, I may say that bees are more prompt to store

close to the brood than far away from it, other things be-

ing equaL I am not sure, however, that they will not be
just as prompt to start storing within two or four inches of

where they are already storing surplus as within two or

four inches of the brood. I do not generally find one to

two inches of honey in the upper part of the brood-combs of

Langstroth depth. Often the brood touches the top-bar. I

think observation will show that bees will begin work more
promptly in an additional super when placed under, than
when placed over, a super already occupied. The great
effort on Mr. Hershiser's part is to get sections filled very
full ; this he accomplishes by limiting the number of

supers, and by adding the empty super always on top, thus
crowding the bees. He accomplishes his purpose ; whether
or not at too great expense is another story.

4. The probability is that she will be just as good a

queen as if she had not been through such an unusual ex-

perience—possibly a shade better. Her work after other

queens were no longer laying is some proof that she is a

good queen. The life of a bee—whether worker or queen

—

depends a good deal upon the amount of work done. Having
had a vacation, she ought to have more eggs left for future

laying.

Feeding Burnt Honey-Getting the Honey Out of

tappings.

1. I have a few gallons of very dark honey drained from
cappings of white clover, probably burnt a little in render-

ing wax in the dripping-pan in the oven of the range.
There is no water in it. Can I feed it in the spring ?

2. I kept it in sealed fruit-cans last year. It smelt sour

in the spring when I mixed it one-fifth honey and four-

fifths sugar, and fed it last spring. In about 60 days I had
a few colonies having paralysis. Do you think the honey
helped to cause it ?

3. Can I get the honey out of cappings in a German
wax-press? Missouri.

Answers.—1. Yes, when bees are flying daily in the
spring you can feed anything the bees will take, unless it

actually contains poison. The danger is in feeding stuff

that will load the intestines at a time when there is no
chance to empty them.

2. Xo, it is not likely that the feed had anything to do
with the disease.

3. Cappings make the easiest kind 'f material to render
wax from, and the steam wax-press s-.'-.n get the wax out of
cappings or anything else from which

, ax can be got.
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Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

ourHI-VES and SEOTIOISTS
Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

By sending- in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment.

iVe will allow you a cash discount of 5 perceat on orders sent in during November.

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. iis.a 6

Methods of Wiping Frames.
I notice on page 771, under " Wiring

Frames Growing in Favor "', that J. B.
Hall, one of Canada's foremost bee-
keepers, is reported in the Canadian
Bee Journal as saying :

" I kicked against wiring for IS
years, and 4 years ago I put in 600
wired frames, and was so pleased with
them I put in 800 and last year 900."
Would you please ask Mr. Hall to

give his method of wiring frames, and
kindly publish it in the columns of the
valued American Bee Journal ? I wish
to use only wired frames next year, for
frames properly wired are more prefer-
able. Chas. Winki,er.
Adams Co., Nebr.

[Will Mr. Hall kindly comply with
Mr. Winkler's request ? We will be
pleased to publish Mr. Hall's method
of wiring frames, just as soon as we
receive it.

—

Editor.]

Prevention of Swarming—Colony of
Hustlers.

I started last spring with 30 colonies,
and now have 32 in good condition.
Not wanting any increase I tried to
keep them from swarming, and partly
succeeded. I put hives of empty combs
or frames of foundation under each

CHEAP EGGSH

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

6^ Discount 10 Jan. ist,
on the Best Dovetailed Hive made.
Cheaper than the cheapest. Circular
ready to mail. Don't miss it. 200 sec-
ond-hand hives for sale cheap.

The Wood Bee-Hive and Box Go.
4s.\t£ LANSING. MICH.

BEST OF All"
That's what users say about the ^eat

^

PRAIRIE STATE
Incubators and Brooders
Our illustrated catalog tells why
they lire best. It's free. Write.
Pmlrlc State Incubator Co.,
Box sr.4. Homer CItj, Pa.
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Louis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us your orders and find out.

Davenportjowa, 213-215 W, 2(1 St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A.26t

— ORIHAS
'"'""'"'"

BilNTA MFG. CO., LIGONIER. INDIAN)!. FreeCalalog 9

neasa mention Bee Journal wnen -wntinA

BEE-KEEPERS' (MB.
Modem Farmer one year $ .50
Silk Front Bee-Veil SO
(.leanings in Bee-Culture one year 1.00
Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 1.20
American Bee Journal (new only) 1.00

14.20
All of the above only $2.50; first two, $.50; first

three, $1.25; first four, $2.10.
New subscribers for the A. B. J. can substi-

tnte it for Gleanings if thev wish. Renewals
for A.B.J, add 40 cents raore'to any club. West-
ern Bee Journal can be substituted for either
bee-paper. No changes will be made in any of
these offers.
Write for other clubbing offers, and a

rKicE-LiST OF BEE-SUPPUIES vert cheap.

EMERSON T. ABBOTT,
ST. JOSEPH. MO.

Please mention Bee Journal Tvnon vmiiii^

The AmericanPoultry Journal
32S Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

A Irkl1l*n!ll "'^t is over a quarter of ar\ UUUIliai century old and IS still grow-
ing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one. Such is the

Amepican Poultry Journal.
60 cents a Year. Mention the Bee Journal
mease mention Bee Journal wli<3ii wrltliis

BABVES' FOOT POWER MACHIREBT
Read what J. I. Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: *' We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter-
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, SCO brood,
frames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a ereat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

you say it will." Catalog and price-list free.

Address, W. F, & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

^eaae xoentloxx Bee Journal 'wHen -vrittna

8-FramesVogv Hive for $1
This hive is rabbetted at corners; is the best

$1 hive made. No. 1 Sections, $4; No. 2, $3.50.

Shippiug-Cases, 1Mb., $8 per 100; 24-lb., $13;
201b. Danzy,$10; without glass, 50c less per 100.

Dovcta led Hives, Foundation, Smokers, etc.,

CHEAP. Send for List.

W. D. Soper, R » 3. Jackson, Nlch.
22Ctf Mention Bee Journal when writing-.

POULTRY SUCCESS CO.
The 20th Century Poultry Hagazlne.

15th year, 32 to 64 pages. Beautifully illus-

trated, up-to-date and helpful. Best known
writers. Shows readers how to succeed with
poultry. 50 CENTS PER YEAR. Special intro-

ductory offers: 10 months 25 cents, including
large practical poultry book free: 4 months*
trial 10 cents. Stamps accepted. Sample copy
free. POULTRY SUCCESS CO. Dept. 17,

Springfield, Ohio, or Des Moines, Iowa.
49Ctf Please mention the Bee Jourttal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and Nectar-
Producing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
hey are conducted. In fact the entire field is

ully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
his the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per year; 6
months, 50 cents. Sample copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street. - Los Angeles, Cal

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

structible, and giving entirely satisfactory re-

sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44A.t£ KNOXVILLE, TENN.
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f MODERN COUNTRY LIFE
H The rural mail delivery, the telephone and the suburban electric railw

'!'<= telephone and the suburban electric railway areworkins wonderful changes in the life of the farmer's family today. The formerisolation which drove many of the young men and women from the farm to the c»vhas been banished by the many telephone lines now in use all overThis country:

STROMBERG-CARLSON
TELEPHONES

have brought the cost of building farmers lines within the means ofevery larmer. Time is near at hand when every farm will haveown telephone and the farmer's family will be in close touch »ithe whole neighborhood, as well as the entire world. It is imnoss
ble to estimate the value, in dollars and cents, of the telephone t.the rural home. Its influence on the boys and girls in keepingthem contented and at homs, is incalculable. The farmer willreap benefits every yo.ir worth considerably more than the entirecostto him-in keeping tab on the markets, in getting help inbusy times and in many other ways. Write for free book F- 80
Telephone Pacts for Fiirmers-^giving information on how toorganueand build a telephone line. Our book 80 tells how other..'*^have built rural telephone lines. Write today to nearest ollice

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG. CO.,
Rochester, N. Y. Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Journal 'When writinft

1
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it before it came, and all the hive-
bodies were full, some colonies having
3 extra hives on top, and then they had
to loaf and hang on the outside of the
hives. I had one new colony that filled

72 4'^3e4'4 sections and s full-sized

frames, also partly filled 8 more besides
their brood-chamber, and I did not
have time to give them half the atten-
tion they should have had.

This is a part of my experience with
the bees the past season. The rest con-
sisted of some bee-stings and work
enough to make me glad when night
came.

I would like to have the experience
of others on their way of re-uniting
colonies after they have swarmed.
Gage Co., Nebr. J. M. Linscott.

Sainfoin—Yellow and White Sweet
Clover.

Sainfoin clover is mentioned as a
good honey-plant (page 740), and is

a good one if the number of bees that
gather on the very small patch of it in

my garden indicates anything. It stood
through last winter. Of course there
was plenty of snow, but the thermom-
eter was 25 degrees below zero and as
low as 30 degrees below zero many
times during the winter—and we are
considerably north of Chicago, too.

Sainfoin comes into bloom when the
fruit-blossoms drop.

My few colonies came through the
past severe winter all right. I have
not lost a single colony in the last two
j'ears through the cold or stormy
weather. I always see to it that the
bees have plenty of the very best of
honey to winter on, then pack them
away in my big Draper-barn hives in-

side of drj' goods packing-cases, with
4 or 5 inches of as dry sawdust as I can
get, all around the top, sides and bot-
toms of the hives. Then I don't worry

$2.50
A f^ood substantial Violin In a

heavy, well - made pasteboard case,
iiuludin? Bow. Hosin, Pitch Pipe,
Mutt* , Set, of strings, etc.
We in;Lke the bruad claim for this outfit

that no retail dealer in tlie land can'
duplicate it for less than double the
price we charsre. And when we say "a
{-nod substantial Violin" we mean just
what we say. It is not a toy or ptaythinK^
but an instrument well made, built to pro-
duce music, and just the thing fur the be-
cinner. Has good clear tone and will be
biff surprise to any one w

%

iolln.

te for one, also ask for our free cata-
InL'iiesof "Kverytbing Musical" from the
chfapest to the best, for the Band and
the Orchestra. If you want a violin costioK
anvwhere from $25 up. we will send you 5 to
select from. We carry an immense stock;
beinR Importers and wholesalers, we can
supply any demand at prices that mean
money saved to buyers. Sheet music
catalogues mailed on application. Uaneulns
In SKCOND-HAND and shcip-worn In-

struments: send for list. A.l.lr.-ss

H. E. McMILLIN. 108 Superior St. CIEVELINO. OHIO

Please mention Bae Journal p.nf)n -wrltlns

V '< If goods are wanted Quick, send to Pouder." ^_

k .^BEE-SUPPLIES

I

Root's Goods at Root's Prices b
__ ^^^^^^^^HF Everything used by Bee-Keepers. k«X ^^^Hr POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt Service. XU ^^^^^ Low Freight Rates Catalog Free V

§ #« s
^ You are entitled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first. »%

h WftLTERTrOUDER, h
513-515 Massachusetts Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Xii*^ 513-515 Massachusetts Ave., iNUlANAPULls, IND. i^

KK.ST'OZ^l.fCSK. SiAZno. OO.
K.H3D OA.K, IOWA..

BEE-
SUPPLIES I

We carry a large stock and ereat>
est variety of everythinsr needed In
the Apiary, assuring BGST goods
at the LOWEST prices, and prompt
shipment. We want every bee-keeper
to have our FREE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG, and read description of
Alternating Hives, Ferguson Supers,
Etc. Write at Once for Catalog.3

AOBNCIBS.

Trester Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Shngart & Onren,

Council Bluffs, lowau
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.
I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.

the BEST of
g connected

I
THE BEST THERE IS.

n Bee-keepers, like all other fair-dealing- people, want the BEST of g^oods,
a> service in filling their orders, the BEST of prices and the BEST of everything
tt with getting their Supplies; the VERY BEST that can possibly be given for the money is
^ necessary to give entire satisfaction and what all shopld have.
-U- To absolutely please bee keepers in filling their wants has been our constant aim for

eig^ht years, and while we do not boast about ourselves we are sure that we are excelled by
nobody. If you are not already a customer don't fail to write to us and tell us your wants.

Bees, Supplies, Honey and Beeswax.
Lewis' floods at Factory Prices.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS given on all orders before the rush season.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1003 E. Wash. Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Tlarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making- SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frbb Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Please Bention the Bee Jonrnal Idv^iSr^.?.
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-FOK- 'X'OXTK.

BEE SUPPLIES, BERRY-BOXES, 11 CRATES
SEND TO THB

Sheboygan Fruit-Box Co., Sheboygan, Wis.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS on all orders till Jan. 1, 190.-. z. aj«^
^ g

8 DITTMER'S FOUNDATION |
8 IS THE BEST g
?? Will ten you why if you will send for FREE CATALOG AND^^^^^

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT on FULL LINE OF iUHPLiKS.
Wholesale and Retail.

Working Wax into Foundation for Cash a Specialty.

E Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

GUS UIXXMER, Augusta, »Vis.

fleaae mention Bee Jounial when wiitma

•GOOD DISCOUNTS ON EARLY ORDERS

COIVIPLETE STOCK OF BEE SU PPLIES- LE«/1 S CO. S AT FACTORY PRICES

.•rii Anrniii iiiiir the best dovetail made

MUTH SPECIAL HIVE'
WE ARE ALWAYS IN THE MARKET TO B

SEND FOR CATALOG.

UY HONEY.-SUBMIT PRICE.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
5 1 WALNUT STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

B66-K66P6rS i

Don't forget that
we are the largest
jobbers in the
United States of

Root's Bee-Supp/ios, Johnson In-
cubators and Brooders, Humpb-
r©v'.s and Afann's Bon© Cuttera,
Poultry Supplies of all binds, Seeds
and Implements. Remember, you get

these goods at Factory Prices, and save half

the freight. Let us book your order for trolden

Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated

""" GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please tnentloii Bee Jotimaj wtten wntina

We Sell root's Goods in Michigan
Let us quote yon prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and

freight. Beeswax Wanted forCash.^
M. H. HUNT A SON.

Bbll Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Please mention Bee Jouma! woen writing.

Very Low Excursron Rates for

Christmas Holidays

to all points on the Nickel Plate Road

between Chicago and Buffalo. Excur-

sion tickets on sale Dec. 24, 25, 26, and

31 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 1905, good

returning Jan. 4, 1905. Three through

express trains daily. No excess fare

charged on any train. Also lowest

rates and shortest line to Cleveland,

Buffalo, New York, Boston, and all

eastern points. Modern sleeping and

dining cars. Individual Club Meals,

ranging in price from 35 cents to $1.00,

served in Nickel Plate dining-cars ;

also service a la carte. All trains leave

from La Salle Street Station, Chicago.

City ticket office, Chicago, 111., HI Ad-

ams Street, and Auditorium Annex.

For further particulars address, John

Y Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
Street, room 298. 33—47ASt

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Daoehters of Select Im-
portea Italian, Select
Long-Tongue (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, and mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S

miles. No disease; 31
years' experience. A 1

1

mismatedqueens replaced
free. Safe a.-rlval guar-
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After July 1st.

1 6 12 1 6 12

Untested $ .75 $4.00 $7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.00

Select 1.00 5.U0 9.00 .75 4.25 8.00

Tested 1.50 8 00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00

Select Tested.. 2.00 10.00 13.00 1.50 8.00 15.00

Select Breeders $iOOeach
Send for Circular.

JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
Plofsie menuou BeMjouitia. wnen wnUnf.

Secondhand 6ojLCans Cheap
We have a quantity of 60.pound tin cans (2 in

a box) which we have lately emptied ourselves,

and so know Ihev are all right. In lots ol 20 or

more boxes (40 cans) we will sell them at 40c a

box. Order at once as they will soon be gone.

These are a bargain. Address,

The York Honey Co.
Henry M. Arnd, Mgr.

101 E. KiNziE Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

It you nam iiic tkcc-Book
That covers the whole Apirultural Field mor.

completely than any other i)ubli!.hed.

Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,

FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide.'*
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

any more about them till the next

spring.
The honey-yield with me was not

half as ^ood this year as last, although

there was plenty of white clover but

not nearly the quantity of sweet clover

we had last year. I think the weather

here was decidedly too cold this

summer.
My experience has been that large

hives go with very strong colonies and

a splendid yield of honey in a good

season, and I get about 50 percent of

swarms, spring count. I find the bees

work very strongly on motherwort—
fully as strongly as on catnip where
motherwort can be found growing ;

it has quite a long season of bloom, too.

But best of all is the sweet clover,

white and yellow, good for cattle and
bees as well, at least our cows brouse

it down when there is plenty of white

clover 4 and 5 inches high about them.

Sweet clover is one of the finest things

in the world to keep steep embank-
ments along railways from being

washed out by rains, and will grow
just anywhere.

I have been watching the very pro-

longed bloom of yellow sweet clover

this year. I do not think it is at all

natural that it should bloom much
after the end of July, but I have seen

it blossom as late as the white kind. It

was caused by great, big, brown and
black caterpillars skinning the seeds

off the plants when they were filling

out nicely, and of course the plants

started into bloom again. This may
not be the cause of all cases of pro-

longed bloom of this plant, but I notice

the caterpillars seem to be the cause of

it here.

I like the American Bee Journal very

much indeed. I am always pleased to

see the pictures of apiaries, as I can

see what kind of hives others are using.

If the size of frame, number of frames

to hive, and size of hives were given

it would be a great benefit to all con-

cerned ; also the honey-yield and num-
ber of swarms obtained each season,

with description of the sources from

which they procure their honey—say
buckwheat, alsike clover, alfalfa, or

any other plant that might abound in

that vicinity which is of value as a
honey-producer. W. D. Harris.

Ontario, Canada, Nov. 8.

CHICKS THAT LIVE
(jet St roue a nil healtby— gniu
steadily in weight, are cbickc

"hatched in Kellable Incubator

The Reliable
provitit'.^ ;,iiti.iii.'i1ii-:>lly ;i cnnstuP^

''iir'^'ll'h'HiM>i'l''<-">>''''--''"'' of pnultry — —
Reliable Iricubalor and BrooOer Co.. Box ^ i... Quincy. »^U

Send me your orders for

BEE-SUPPlIES fornext

year's use, and get the dibcount: Oct , t. percent;

Nov., S percent; Dec, 4 percent. The above dis-

count does not apply to honey-packages. Send

for catalog. W.J. McC.^ktv, Emmetsburg, Iowa

44Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

WANTED

!

Fancu Gomb Homij from White Glover,

In no-drip cases, at ..nee. State your lowest

price for SPOT CASS1, the average weight of

honey per comb, aU 'efinite and final in first

letter. We answer nail and pay for goods

promptly. Plenty o: references if desired.

Beeswax Wanted f.r cash or trade.

C. M. SCO T & CO.^,^ ^^,^
1004 E. Wash. St., I NDIAN aPOLIS, IND

4SEtf Please n cation the Bee Journal.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

Ohio.—The Southwestern Ohio and Oamilton
County Bee-Keepers' Association will give its

first of a series of lectures to be delivered this

winter in this city, Friday, Dec. Z, 1<)04, at 7:.10

?.m., in Greenwood's Hall, Ohio Mechanics'
nstitnte. Messrs. Ernest R. Root and N. E.
France will be our worthy guests. Mr. Root
will Introduce some new features with his new
klnetoscope, the main pictures showing a
swarm of bees runnlnsf at breakneck speed
from their hire, flying in the air, settling on a
limb of a tree, sawed off by their owner,dumped
in front of the entrance of a new hive and seen
running in, and finally hived. This moving
picture will be a treat to the public school
teachers and children who are invited to attend
the lecture. We e.xpect to make this event the
banner affair In beedom in this city for this sea-
sou. The public in general as well as bee-keep-
ers at large are all invited to participate. This
Association Is growing rapidly considering the
time it has been organized. Mr. Root and Mr.
France will meet a surprise party.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Henry Reddkrt, Sec

Pennsylvania.—The Pennsylvania State Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold its fall conven-
tion in Harrisburg, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Dec. 6 and 7, 1904. An excellent program has
been arranged. Many subjects of vital interest
will be ably presented. General Manager N.E.
France, of the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, will be present, as well as other promi-
nent bee-keepers. Every bee-keeper in Penn-
sylvania should interest himself in this meet-
ing. D. L. Woods, Sec.
Money, Pa.

Minnesota.—The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation .. ill hold its next session In the First
Unitarian Church, corner 8th St. and Mary
Place, Minneapolis, Minn., on Wednesday and
Thursday, Dec. 7 and 8, 1904, beginning at 9:30
a.m. on Wednesday. Among the subjects to be
discussed and papers to be read are the follow
ing: "Some ihings I have learned about bee
keeping," by H.V. Poore; How to increaseyour
bee-pasturage," by Fred A. Krause; "Diseases
of bees and legislation pertaining thereto," by
Wm. McEwen: "Poultry as an adjunct to bee-
keeping," by Victor D. Caneday; "Bee-keeping
as an occupation," by J. H. Kimball; "Insuring
bees," by C H. Harlan; "Late feeding," by A.
D. Shepard: "Selling honey through grocers,"
by George W. York; "Size of hive relative to
the honey fl .w," by Dr. L. D, Leonard; "A
talk," by Ernest R. Root; "Honey exhibit at
State Fair," by D.C. Hazelton; 'Queen-rearing
and managing out-apiaries," by J. H. Siple.

On Wednesday evening there will be stereop-
ticon lectures by Prof. F. L. Washburn, State
Entomologist, 25 minutes, and Ernest R. Root
the balance of the e enlng.
All are invited to attend this convention.

Mrs. W. S. Wingate, Sec.
Minneapolis, Minn.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigniBg^, baying' or BclUng', consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
t99 80UTH Watbr St. Chicaqo. III.

Please menuou Bee Journal when wrritiDS

rjb^

1 WANTED !t

1 Comb and Extracted

mONEYf
1 On Commission. T

1 Bostoo pays good prices for a fancy L
^ article. r
4 F. H. FARMER, y
2 182 Friend St., BOSTOIN, MASS. L

l*l9ase mention Bee journal -when -writuifi:

Please tuention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED--HONEY

BEE-SUPPLIES
II

THE BEST MADE.

Root'sGoods at Root's Factory Prices

Take advantage of the DISCOUNTS allowed on
EARLY orders.

You will SAVE MONEY by buying- from me.

Cincinnati is one of the BEST SHIPPING POINTS.

«^Low6St FreiQlit Rates, FroiriDt Service and^
SallstactJon Guaranteed.

CATALOG MAILED FREE.

C.R.UI.meber,
CINCINN.^TI.

OHIO

^-HiCAtJO, Nov. 7.—Tneie is not demand cufl&-

cient to take the receipts; hence are accumu-
latinfiT, off grades of the surrounding territory.
Fancy white clover brings 14c; other No. Ito
fancy white, 125^w 13c; off grades 1 and 2c less;

amber, 10f3»12c. Extracted, white, 6^«®7c; am-
ber 6(a^7c; all of the foregoing is governed by
quality, flavor and kind of package. Beeswax,
28@30c per pound. R. A. Bdrnktt & Co.

Nkw York, Nov. 7.—Receipts are now plen
tiful of nearly all grades. The demand is not
quite as brisk as last year, and only fair. We
quote fancy white at 14®15c; No. 1 white, 13c;

lower grades at from 10@i2c; buckwheat ,9@llc,
according to quality, i'here is fairly good de-
mand for extracted honey at unchanged prices.
Beeswax dull at from 28@20c.

HlLDHETH A SEGBLKEM.

Philadelphia, Nov. 19.—Honey has been ar-
riving freely, but for fancy grades, the demand
has been equal to the supply. VVe would say
the market is a little weaker,and quote: Fancy,
lS(ai6c; No. 1,13c; amber, H@12c. E.xtracted,
white, 7).ic; amber, 0® 7c. Beeswax, 26c.

We are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission. Wm, A. Selser.

Cincinnati, Oct. 28.—There Is a marked im-
provement in the demand for comb honey since
our last quotations. No matei lal change in the
extracied-honey market. We continue to quote
white clover extracted honey in barreK and
cans at 7fai85^ cents; amber in barrels, 5?^^36c.

Fancy white clover romb honey, 14@15c. Bees-
wax, 28c. The Fred W.MuTH Co.

Boston, Nov. l'>. — Recent heavy arrivals to-

gether with very low quotations from some
other markets have had a tendency to weaken
our market. We quote fancy No. 1, lS(o'16c;

No. 2, 14c, with ample stocks; abaoiu.eiy no call

for buckwheat. Extracted honey, 6@8c. J

Blakb, Scott & Lbb.

Albany, N.Y., Nov. 9.—The crop of honey is

turning out to be larger than estimated, and
prices are softening, favoring the buyer. We
quote fancT white, 15c; A No. 1, 14c; No. 1, 13c;

mixed, llwl2c; buckwheat, best, 13c; average
run, IK". 12c. Extracted, buckwheat, 6c; white
clover, ii^c: mixed, 6c. Beeswax, 29@30c.

H. R. Wright.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 654@7c.

We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in

good demand at 30c per pound.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

San Francisco, Nov. 9.—White comb. 1-lb

sections, 12@13 cents; amber, 9.»llc. Extracted
white, 6@6i4 cents; light amber, 4>4 ®5Sic; am
ber, 3'i@4'/(c; dark amber, 3(2)35^0. Beeswax
good to choice, light, 2')@30c; dark, 27@28c.

The German ship Altair, sailing the past

week for London, carried 445 cases extracted

honey. Movement on local account is not very

brisk and is mainly In best qualities. Only for

choice to select does the market show firmness.

Cincinnati, O., Nov. 22.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-

while comb, 13(a-i5c; No. 2, 12(31 14c. Extracted
is sold a^ follows: White clover, in barrels,

6H cents; in cans. T4®Sc\ amber, in barrels,

55i@5Hc; in cans, 6<s>fiiic. Beeswax, 27c."^
' C. H. W. Weber

10 CBNTS A YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illustrated Maga-
ZINB in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce it ONLY.
It la bright and up-

to-date. Tells all about Southern Home Life,

t is full of fine engravings of grand scenery,
inildiogs and famous people. Send at once.

Oc a year, postpaid, anywhere In the U.S., Can

The
Dixie Home

Ida d Mexico. Six years, SOc Or, clubs of
$1. Send na a club. MoneySOc; 12 for .

back if not delighted. Stamps taken. Cut th

out. Send to-day. THE DIXIE HOME,
24A4St No. 75. Birmlngbam, AUbam

A Celluloid Queen-Butuju 1= <• .../

pretty thing for a bee-keeper or honey-seller 10

wear on his coat-lapel. It of-

ten serves to introduce the
subject of honey, and 're-

qaentlj leads to a sale.

The picture shown herbwitn
Is a reproduction of a motto
qneen-bntton that we are fnr-

nishinif to bee-keepers. It has
a pin on the underside to

fasten it. Price, by mail, 6 cents; two for 10c;

or 6 for 25 cents. Send all orders to the otRce
of the American Bee Jonrual.

Please tnentlon Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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FE3R.FBCT CJOODS !

XjO"W PR,ICBS I

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

II is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pubiished

The i flmerican * Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year,)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the mcst experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.
Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN , N.Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

1eas9 mention Bee journal when writing

.69

A No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross ;

J with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

J Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat.

4 of SUPPLIES free. I

4 I. J. STRINGHAIH,
J 105 Park Place, NEW YORK. k

Pleaae mention Bee Journal "wnen •writi'?/-

Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we wUl
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
gra.n& bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

s
END YOUR NAME

DANDY GREEN BONE CUTTER

Strsttou Ml'c. Co.. Bx SI, Erie. Pa.

8000 Pounds White Clover

EXTRACTED HONEY
A 60-lb. can, $5. Extracted after season. No

brood-combs handled. 200 cases of 14 oz. combs,
in nc-drip; fancy and No. 1,$3. Packed into
standard carriers. Cash and instructions sent
Farmers' Bank, or sent shipper's order.

JOHN C. STEWART.
48A2t HOPKINS, MO.

Please Mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

I
Bee Keepers Knew 1

s Dadant's * Foundation
V Was the Best.

Jj
They still know that it BXCKLS.

X Over 100,000 Pounds sold during the past season.

Jk Its 27th Year. We guarantee satisfaction.

K 5 percent discount i

8 this month. '
BEE-SUPPLIES Of all kinds.

BEESWAX wanted at all times.
We work Wax into Foundation. Catalog Free.

8 DADANT & SONS,

4oeooooooooo!
Hamiiton, HI.

Flease mention Bee Journal •wnen writing
aeS

NEARLY 100
PAGES.

Our New 1905 Catalog will be issued about December 15.

IT IS A DANDY. Send for one.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
IWATCRTOWN,WIS!

MAKES THE FINEST

G, B.LEWIS CO.. wateriownjis.
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OUE CATALOG
FOPl 1905

will soon be ready. We will then start to mail to our list of 250,000 bee-keepers. It will take some time to

complete this. If you wish a catalog immediately write us a postal. If you did not receive our 1904 catalog
write us anyway. Buy Supplies of our nearest branch or agent.

Assiniboia
Austria
Australia
Barbados
Belgium
Bohemia
Brazil
British Guiana
British Honduras
Cape Colony
Chili
China
Cuba
Dom. Republic
Egypt
England
France
Germany
Granada
Hayti
Holland
Hungary

India
Ireland
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Manitoba
Mexico
Montserrat
Natal
Norway
Palestine
Russia
Rhodesia
Scotland
Siam
Spain
Sweden
Syria
Tasmania
Trinidad
Vaal River Col.
Venezuela

BR..A.^O£XEiS.

Chicago, 111., 144 East Erie Street.

Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine Street.

New York City, 44 Vesey Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 1635 W. Genesee St.

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

St. Paul, Minn., 1024 Mississippi Sfreet.
San Antonio, Texas, 1322 So. Floras Street.

Washington, D. C, 1100 Maryland Ave., S.W

.

Havana, Cuba, Obrapia 14.

Kingston, Jamaica, 115 Water Lane.

E3CCLjXJSI-VE1Li"2'.

A. E. vB. Fatjo, Santiago, Cuba.
J. B. Hamel, Cardenas, Cuba.
Nelson Bros. Fruit Co., Delta, Colo.

Howkins& Rush, 124 Liberty St.,W. Savannah, Ga.
Walter S. Pouder, 512 Mass. Av., Indianapolis,Ind.
Joseph Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.
Carl F. Buck, Augusta, Butler Co., Kans.
Rawlins Implement Co., Baltimore, Md.
F. H. Farmer, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo Co., Mich.

M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.
Geo. A. Hummer, Brazelia, Miss.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.
Blanke & Hauk Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Springfield Seed Co., Springfield, Mo.
Griggs Bros., 523 Monroe St., Toledo, Ohio.
C. H. W. Weber, 2146 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield Co., Pa.
D. M. Edwards, Uvalde, Uvalde Co., Texas.
Texas Seed & Floral Co., Dallas, Texas.

The following sell our Supplies In connection with their own or other goods.

BE SURE TO SPECIFY ROOT'S GOODS WHEN YOU ORDER.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

California National Honey Producers' Association,

cn Los Angeles, Calif.

Madary's Planing Mill, Fresno, Calif.

Smith's Cash Store, San Francisco, Calif.

There are hundreds of others handling our Supplies but lack of space forbids our giving their ad-

The L- A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colo.
Vickery Bros., Evansville, Ind.
Portland Seed Co., Portland, Oreg.
Lilly, Bogardus & Co., Seattle, Wash.

THE A. I. ROOT COflPANY,
MEDINA, OHIO.
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Annual Report of the National Association.

The annual report of the General Manager of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association is to hand, and contains

the following : Brief accounts of the different cases that

have demanded attention during the past year ; revised

constitution of the Association ; a financial statement from
the General Manager; a list of members with numbers of

colonies and crops ; and the report of the St. Louis conven-
tion. There are perhaps more blanks than last year in the

columns giving number of colonies and pounds of honey of

members, and a hasty glance shows smaller crops this year

than last on the part of those that do report. Quite pos-

sibly the poorer year accounts for the smaller number re-

porting.

A Centrifugal Wax-Extractor.

With the idea of improving on the German steam wax-
press, the proprietors of Gleanings in Bee-Culture got up a

centrifugal affair to throw out the wax while in the heated

steam. It was to do much quicker work than the slow

method of pressing. Actual trial, however, showed that

the wax was not as fully gotten out as by the press, and all

that has come of it is the record of failure.

What good then to take up room to mention it at all ? It

might be worth a good deal to you to know of the failure, if

you should conceive the idea of trying it yourself. More-
over, there is no certainty that by some little change of

modus operandi the thing may not yet be made a success.

If more failures were recorded, fewer failures would be
made.

<' English as She is Spoke."

Our much-esteemed fellow-editor, E. R. Root, seems
possessed of the idea, at least at times, that taking a word
out of its usual form or meaning gives strength, if not

elegance, to his diction. "Shook" is stronger than
" shaken ", and, by the same rule, a reserved seat at a lec-

ture or concert would be more secure to the purchaser if

marked " took " than if marked "taken ".

One of his latest is " pawed ". The contents of a wax-
press, after being subjected to a certain amount of pressure,

are to be relieved from the pressure, and the scalding mass
"pawed over". Whether his "paws " have ever been in-

jured by such a procedure he does not say. Lest the repeti-

tion of the word should become too monotonous, he intro-

duces a change in the last number of Gleanings, and
" claws " the hot stuff. No, you don't need hands furnished

with claws—"a stick claws the contents over". Some
might think that the material under consideration would be

loosened up just as much if stirred with a stick as if clawed,

but our editorial friend is such a royal good fellow that full

permission is hereby granted him to say " paws " or

" claws ", or even " chaws ".

Italian Bees and Foul Brood.

There has been considerable evidence, coming from
Australia, Europe, and Great Britain, that Italian bees do
not succumb to foul brood so readily as blacks.

Age of Bees for Wintering.

Arthur C. Miller writes as follows on this subject in the

Bee-Keepers' Review :

" In the average northern locality all colonies with
good queens will rear young at a time suitable to furnish
bees of the right age for good wintering. Often, however,
through man's intervention, such breeding is prevented or
interfered with, and when fall arrives man steps in and
combines his colonies until they ' are strong enough for
winter', quite forgetting the age-factor, which factor, by
the way, can not be accurately determined unless it is posi-
tively known when brood emerged. Even if man knows the
age of the bees in the colonies he is to unite, it is quite
beyond his abilities to make such union in the same pro-
portion of ages as those existing in a normal colony."

In the last sentence a point is touched upon that may
deserve consideration. Much has been said as to having
bees of proper age for successful wintering, and there is a
pretty general agreement that young bees are desirable. A
colony of bees upon going into winter quarters generally
contains at least a few bees that will die of old age in early
spring. If a colony were composed entirely of such bees, it

would not live to see the following harvest. Neither would
its span of life be increased if a number of such colonies
were doubled up so as to make a bushel of bees.

Is it not just possible, however, that in the economy of
Nature such bees have their use in wintering ? May it not
be that the strength of the younger bees is in some way
conserved by the presence of old bees in the forepart of win
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ter ? Some years ago Mr. Hosmer conceived the idea of

wintering' young bees only, destroying all the older bees,

and quite an interest was awakened in the matter, but no

one thinks of doing such a thing now.

What, then, shall we do to have the bees of well-propor-

tioned ages ? According to Mr. Miller, nothing, only to let

them follow their own bent without interference ; and in

that he is probably right in general. A little issue, how-

ever, might be taken with him as to his position in the first

sentence quoted ; at least the question might be raised

whether some " colonies with good queens", when left to

themselves, do not in some seasons cease brood-rearing too

early for best results. If a season comes when all gather-

ing ceases much earlier than usual, can the bee-keeper not

interfere to advantage by feeding enough to prolong the

breeding ?

The Chieago-Northwestern Convention was held

last Wednesday and Thursday here in Chicago. The at-

tendance was excellent, and the interest was sustained

throughout the five sessions, the last one closing at 4 p.m
on Thursday.

Among the more widely known bee-keepers present

were Dr. C. C. Miller, N. E. France, Ernest R. Root, W. Z.

Hutchinson, C. P. Dadant, Emerson T. Abbott, Gus Ditt-

mer, F. Wilcox, and Miss Emma Wilson. These, with over
100 others, made a pretty big buzz.

Those who were unable to attend missed a good meet-
ing. The ofiicers were all re-elected, as follows : President,

George W. York ; vice-president, Mrs. L,. M. Stow ; and
secretary-treasurer, Herman F. Moore.

We expect to publish a full report of the proceedings as
soon as possible. It will be some very valuable reading
matter for our subscribers.

The Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.—The country between
Marshfield and New London, Wis., was evidently at one
time an unbroken woodland. Some years ago it must have
been visited with a raging fire, which burned everything ex-

cept thousands of blackened tree-trunks which look like so

many lone memorial columns left to mark the once grand
old forests. Various kinds of shrubs and plants have
sprung up all over the previously wooded land, so that now,
for miles on either side of the railroad, can be seen the

LUMBER SHED AND DRT-KILN.

charred remains of trees and the thick growth of brush and
plants.

We arrived at New London Junction (about a mile from
Lew London) at 3 a.m. Friday, Oct. 21. We were the only
passenger in the bus to the hotel, where we registered, and

then went to bed for about three hours. After breakfast

we looked up the Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Entering their

commodious ofiices, we first met Mr. A. C. Daugherty, the

genial and courteous secretary of the firm. He greeted us

most cordially, and at once started out to find Mr. G. A.

SASH HOUSE, BLAO MITH SHOP, ETC.

Schultz, who has charge of the bee-supply department^ We
soon discovered him, and he at once began to show us over

their great factory. They were closed down for rearrange-

ment and large increase in capacity for turning out sec-

tions, hives, etc. Their improvements will cost about

$4000, and when completed their section output can be 65,000

a day. The past season they turned out nearly 12,000,000

sections.

Mr. Schultz takes a deep interest in his part of the work.
Everything must be exact and all right. Their floor-space

is so ample, and so wisely and conveniently arranged, that

he could pick up the various parts of a hive in the dark, if

it were necessary. The demand for their bee-supply goods
the past season was such that they were compelled to

decline a number of large orders. In about a week they

expected to be running again, and then planned to stock up
during the next few months so as to be able to take care of

the trade, no matter what the size of the demand.

Mr. M. D. Keith, the president of the firm, has exten-

sive interests in timber lands north of New London, so that

they have quite an advantage when it comes to getting
lumber. They also manufacture sash, moulding, flooring,

siding, and, in fact, everything used in building the finest

modern houses. Interior house-finish, like the bee-supply

manufacturing, they make a specialty of. Such finish they
make from all variety of wood, and from any pattern or
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design desired by their customers. Mr. Daugherty was also

anxious to explain their facilities for turning out practically

all kinds of the finest woodwork.

By the way, Mr. Daugherty is a man perhaps 60 years

old. No, he's that many years young. He will never grow

old, no matter how long he lives. He reminds one of Dr.

C. C. Miller ; he's mostly sunshine, and no doubt much of

the success of the Page «& Lyon Mfg. Co. is due to its happy

secretary, Mr. Daugherty.

Unfortunately, Mr. Keith was not there when we called,

so we jnissed seeing him. We were informed that he calls

only occasionally, and then just to see that Mr. Daugherty
and Mr. Schultz are attending to business ! They are two

such lively boys that they need watching, you know 1 Of

course, Mr. Keith must be pleased with their efforts, for

they do a rattling business in their New London mill and

factory.

New London is beautifully situated on Wolf River. It

has a population nearing 5000. It is a thriving little city,

and seems destined to rival the largest and most enterpris-

ing cities in the State. It has numerous factories and busi-

ness interests of large proportions. It is one of the health-

iest places known, the death-rate being exceedingly low.

There is surrounding it a very rich farming country, which

always insures a prosperous and thrifty city. New London
is all right. So is the Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

The Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, as will be

remembered by many in this State, is an incorporated body.

At the recent meeting held at Springfield, Messrs. J. Q.

Smith, Aaron Coppin, and Jas. A. Stone were elected

directors for the ensuing year.

Also, on motion, it was decided that the $1.00 annual

membership fee should entitle to membership in the Na-

tional Bee-Keepers' Association for one year.

The executive committee, composed of Pres. Smith,

Sec. Stone, and Treas. Becker, was chosen as a legislative

committee, with power to add to the same as needed.

Fifteen of the members present reported 26,200 pounds

of comb honey, 10,400 pounds of extracted, and 1,007 colo-

nies of bees, spring count. Some of the members present

did not report. If the 15 members reporting are an average

for the membership of the Illinois State Association, then

the whole membership (120) would represent 80,056 colonies,

and 292,800 pounds of honey for 1904. With this large

amount what would be the total for all of the 35,000 bee-

keepers said to be in this State ?

Mf. E. KpetehmeF, of the Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Red

Oak, Iowa, has sent us a copy of a very nice booklet describ-

ing and illustrating the city of Red Oak. It shows enter-

prise on the part of the Red Oak Commercial Club, of which

Mr. Kretchmer is the secretary. The booklet contains a

picture of his fine residence, and also the following para-

graph referring to Mr. K.'s firm :

Bee-Hives, Water-Tanks, Etc.—The Kretchmer Man-
ufacturing Co. has an extensive plant for the manufacture
of bee-hives, bee-keepers' supplies, galvanized steel and
wooden tanks, and other articles. The business was founded
more than 30 years ago by Mr. E. Kretchmer, the manager,
who has constantly extended his business until now his

goods are shipped over a wide area of country, and from 20

to 60 men are employed the year around. Much of the spe-

cial machinery required in the economical handling of the

work has been made right in their own machine shops. The
company was incorporated in 1900, and the prospects are

that the output will be considerably increased in the future.

Mf. G. M. Doolittle, of New York State, so well known
to bee-keepers everywhere, has been in very poor health the

past three months, and now walks only in misery the most

of the time, from a rheumatic hip and knee. We trust our

good friend will soon recover from his affliction, and be as

well and strong as ever.

Problem of Wintering Bees—Their Stores.

BY L. M. GULDEN.

Now that another winter is before us, it behooves bee-

keepers to cast a retrospective glance toward previous win-
ters, and to devise means of avoiding the pitfalls which every
winter costs so dearly in bees. The heavy mortality during
the past winter will brand it as notorious for a time to come,
but it should teach a lesson in providing for wintering in the
future, and, though the losses were severe, and the setback to

beekeeping considerable, yet it should result in better wintered
bees in the future, through the extra care which will be be-
stowed upon them.

The chief causes of the heavy mortality in cellared bees
were : first, insufficient stores, and second, poor stores.

The first of these causes is encountered every winter, to

some extent, but not to such a degree as the last winter, from
the fact that the confinement was exceptionally long, thus
necessitating more stores, which, unfortunately, had not been
provided. With us, loss of bees through lack of stores has
been one of the chief barriers to the building up of extensive
bee-yards, and has resulted several times in setbacks from
which it took several seasons to recover. In the future we
will make assurance doubly ?ure by feeding up on good sugar
syrup early in the fall, and in sufficient quantities so there
can be no chance of a shortage before flowers bloom again.

A flow sufficient for daily needs cannot here be depended
upon before May 15, nor can a fall flow be depended upon in

prairie districts, so sufficient food must be given early in

September to suffice for about eight months.
The second cause of winter loss—stores poor in quality

—

bids fair to be of even greater moment than an insufficient

quantity of stores. This is especially true of our yards, which
are located in the timber. Here our flow from white clover
usually opens the last part of June, and continues until about
July 15, when it is supplemented by the basswood flow. This
flow lasts here about ten days. The basswood honey is

gathered only to a limited extent from the blossoms, by far
the greater quantity coming from the secretion of the leaves,

or, in other words, "basswood honey-dew."

It is this white honey-dew, together with the dark dew
gathered later in the season, which causes such disastrous
losses in our yards, located in the timbered region. The bees
crowd this into the brood-chamber toward the last of the
flow, and it is not practicable to extract it and feed good stores
in time for winter. It is clear white and apparently nice
honey, but when bees are wintered in the cellar it becomes
watery, bursts the cappings, and the bees become swollen,
daubed, and contract dysentery to such an extent that they
sometimes entirely desert the hives, and, at best, come through
the winter in a depleted condition, from which they hardly
recover before the new harvest is on.

If anyone can throw more light on this phase of the
wintering problem, and make some suggestions calculated to
overcome the trouble, they will be gratefully received, and the
object of writing this article will have been accomplished.

Douglas Co., Minn.
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Bee-Stings as a Cure for Rheumatism.
BY A. F. FOOTE.

Apropos of the article, "Rheumatism Cured by Bee-
Stings," on pages 660 and 661, I send a cHpping from the

Farm Journal on the subject, which explains itself, though the

writer does not give the size of the dose, or whether it is to

be taken inwardly or applied outwardly. He does say, how-
ever, that the bees must be well "shaken after taken." •

It seems to me that the plan of this writer is much more
simple than the one mentioned in the American Bee Journal
though it is instant death to the bees, which would be pref-

erable to a lingering death, which I think would be the result

if deprived of their only means of defending their stores. I

believe a bee loses its usefulness, as well as its life, when
deprived of its stinger, no matter how "carefully removed ;"

at least I have never been fortunate enough to "run up
against" a bee that did not have a stinger—except a drone, of
course

!

To the poor man who has suffered so much with bee
stings (page 660) I will give my plan:

I remove the stinger—when I get it—just as soon as pos-
sible, by rubbing or scraping, never by pulling it out. Then,
as soon as I am at liberty to do so, I go into my shop and
apply strong vinegar to the part stung, from a bottle kept
there for the purpose (I must own up that I got the above
out of the American Bee Journal several years ago).

Forrnerly, a bee-sting caused a good deal of swelling, and
much pain, sometimes for several days, but since pursuing the
above method the pain has been of short duration, and the

swelling not worth mentioning. I am inclined to think,

though, that the manner of removing the stinger has more to

do with it than the application of vinegar.
Mitchell Co., Iowa.

[The Farm Journal clipping referred to by Mr. Foote

reads as follows:

—

Editor.]

BEE-STINGS AS A REMEDY.

There is an increasing demand for bee-stings among
homeopaths. This is a new feature connected with bee cul-

ture, and it is hoped it will develop into a profitable business.

It was my privilege this season to supply a number of

the largest druggists in New York with this product. The
medicine is a combination of formic acid (or bee poison) and
alcohol, and is called by the profession "tincture of virus."

The pharmacist is generally a good mixer of medicines, but

in this case prefers the bee culturist to be the chemist.

The solution is made in the following way : The bees

are taken from the hive and put into a large bottle, which is

filled about two-thirds full. The mouth of the bottle is then

covered with a piece of cheese-cloth, to prevent the bees

crawling out. It must be understood that the bees must be

alive and exceedingly vigorous. The bottle is then severely

shaken and the bees agitated, in order to make them extend
their stings, on the ends of which are tiny drops of acid.

The alcohol is immediately poured over them, the bees

are killed almost instantly, and the poison collected.

The bottle is then shipped to the druggist, who does the

rest. After the solution is strained it is ready for use.

It is administered for inflammatory rheumatism, Bright's

disease and kindred maladies. F. G. Herman.

Proceebtncjs of Conxxmtions

THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Report of the 35th Annual Convention, of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association Held at

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27-30, 1904.

[Continued on page 807 J

COMB-HONEY LIE DENIAL ON SECTIONS.

"Would it not be possible to have all manufacturers print
on all sections a denial of the comb-honey lie?"

Dr Miller—I can answer that question. Yes. Another
question however would come in. Do we want to? And an-
other question would be. What will it cost? If you will tell
us how much that will cost we will tell you whether we want
to buy sections with that on or not.

Mr. Dadant—I believe it would be a good thing if we
could place on our sections some remark concerning the
purity of comb honey, but I doubt that all bee-keepers would
want it, and it would be difficult for the manufacturer to
make sections so that they could be sold right along with
that printed on it. It seems to me it would be a great deal
better for a label to be made to paste upon the sections. I
believe a statement made without a signature, or simply bear-
ing the approval of the National Association, to the effect
that no comb honey is made artiflcially and sealed with a hot
iron, as so many people believe, would do a great deal of
good. I have had, as a foundation manufacturer, people
come to see the manufacturing of honey and wondering why
we didn't show them how it was put in and sealed over!

Mr. Kretchmer (Iowa)—Some bee-keepers would have it,

and some would not on any consideration. I refer to some-
thing on the sections. It would be a hardship on the manu-
facturers and add to the expense of it. I think a label put
on by those who should decide to have it would be preferable
to having it printed on the sections themselves.

Mr. Rouse (Mo.)—The thought just occurs to me that I
would not like to advertise such a thing as a fraud if the
other fellow doesn't ask anything about it; but if he does, I
believe that that little slip you speak of would be the thing
to have. I don't believe it would be practicable to put it

on all the sections. Some would not desire it at all.

Mr. Hart (Calif.)—I would like to ask. What is adul-

terated comb honey? Is it a grape-juice put into the combs?
Is that considered as adulterated honey?

Mr. Dadant—I think the one who wrote the question

meant to speak of the so-called manufactured comb honey,

manufactured entirely from the comb to the honey, and sealed

over artificially.

Mr. Hyde—It was suggested to me, and the idea was to

have it thoroughly discussed, to see if we could not get at

some way of refuting that statement. Nearly everybody be-

lieves that comb honey is manufactured. Almost the second
question that people ask me is something about comb honey,

if they ask about it at all ; and they ask, How about the manu-
factured honey? And they then ask. Why is it you sell ex-

tracted instead of comb honey? I don't know whether it

would be feasible to have it printed on the sections or not.

It seems to me it would be possible to have that done in

making the sections. I want to find out a satisfactory way
to do it.

Pres. Harris here introduced Dr. Charles J. S. Digges,

the representative of the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association to the

convention.
Dr. Digges (St. Louis)^If I were to speak to you upon

a subject I am more capable of speaking about than bees, it

would be on cholera or smallpox, or something of that sort.

I was afraid to allow myself to make any remarks extem-
poraneously with reference to bees, so I have just jotted

down a few ideas on paper, and you will excuse me if I

read the remarks I have to make.
Having been requested by the Irish Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation to act as its representative, it affords me great pleasure

to meet you all in convention assembled. I had not the slight-

est idea such honor would have been given me, and I regret

that a better representative, one thoroughly versed in the sub-

ject of bees, their minutiae and detail, had not been selected.

A year or two since, through the medium of the Irish

Bee Journal, I found that my brother in Ireland was greatly

interested in the subject of the bee industry, and was editor

of the journal of the association. I happened to see one
morning in one of our daily papers something that to me
seemed extraordinary; it was an account of the process of
making comb foundation. The article was illustrated by an
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engraving, and thinking it might be a great help to the bees
and allow them to work overtime I sent the paper to my afore-

mentioned brother. I found however, that he knew all about
it, and he mentioned several gentlemen in the United States

who had either invented or improved on the thing.

To try to get even with him I told them of a patent way
we have of making hens lay continuously, but he elaborated
on that subject so well that I desisted from giving him any
more pointers. I have recently in an hour or two learned
more about bees than I ever knew before, by reading this

little book, "The Irish Bee Guide," written by my brother
previously mentioned as the editor of the Irish Bee Journal,
and I am not surprised that you, gentlemen, take such an
interest in the subject. This little book is the first and only
one on the subject printed in Ireland, and I have great pleas-
ure in presenting the President and the Secretary of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association with copies of the work on
behalf and with the best wishes of the author.

Receiving every month a copy of the Irish Bee Journal,
I find that the bee-keepers there have been sorely afflicted

with foul brood. At first, in my innocence, I thought foul
brood was some dirty habit or other the little urchins had
fallen into, but I find it is something like hog cholera, or
lumpy jaw in cattle, and requires extermination. Through this

affliction the bee-keepers in Ireland have suffered severely,
and therefore felt unable to bear the expense of sending a
representative such a distance at great cost, hence my ap-
pointment.

I will state that the bee-keepers in Ireland have not only
the dread enemy of foul brood to contend against, but also
a department of agriculture, which knowing nothing of bee-
keeping, has refused all offers of assistance from the Irish
Bee-Keepers' Association and appointing instructors in the
counties who are as inefficient as the Department itself, are
playing tricks with the interests of the industry. The Irish

Bee-Keepers' Association is now obliged to introduce a bill

in Parliament for the purpose of doing what it is the duty
of the Department to do, viz., to combat the disease, which,
through the apathy and ignorance of the Department has
been allowed to spread through every county in Ireland.

The Irish Bee-Keepers' Association for more than a quar-
ter of a century has been promoting bee-keeping in Ireland
by lectures, publications, qualifying of experts, and by every
other method available. They have co-operative societies of
bee-keepers through the counties, affiliated with the Irish Bee-
Keepers' Federation, which latter, with extensive premises in

Dublin, supplies the hives and appliances at co-operative prices
to the members and societies and also markets their honey and
wax. The Department has worked steadily against every de-
velopment of the kind, but the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association
will persevere in hope that with a change of government the
Department may get into better hands and the industry receive
more recognition from the powers that will then be.

In such an evergreen country as Ireland, in fact in all

Great Britain, where the fields are green and full of clover
and other honey-bearing flowers. I may say all the year
around, one would imagine the Government would leave no
stone unturned to foster such an industry, whose possibilities

are very great, and in this connection I will state that the
value of honey imported into the United Kingdom in the
month of July was $23,260, but alas, for the bee-keepers, that
country does not enjoy a protective tariff or prohibitive, if

you will.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I will state that the editor of
the Irish Bee Journal, and author the "Irish Bee Guide," the
Rev. J. G. Digges, my brother, sends to the biotherhood here
his cordial greetings, and that but for the pressure of work
connected with the interests of the craft in Ireland he had
hoped to attend in person, and in behalf of the Irish Bee-
Keepers' Association, I offer sincere thanks for your exceed-
ingly kind invitation to be represented at this most dis-

tinguished assemblage, and pledge the assistance of the Old
Country Association in any measure that may be advan-
tageous. I also assure you that if any of the members of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association find your way across
"the pond" the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association will give you
a Caed Mille Failthe, or in plain English a hundred thousand
welcomes. C. J. S. Digges.

Dr. Bohrer moved that the paper read by Dr. Digges be
placed on file, to be incorporated in the proceedings, and that

a vote of thanks be extended to the Irish Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation through their representative. [Carried.]

Dr. Digges—I am heartily pleased with the reception ac-

corded to the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association through me. I

merely reiterate what I previously said, that if any of you

take a little trip and go over there you will see some bees, if

the foul brood has not exterminated them.
On motion the convention adjourned until 2 o'clock p. m.

SECOND DAY—Afternoon Session.

At 2 p. m. Pres. Harris called the convention to order.

On motion of Mr. Pressler, H. H. Hyde was appointed
sergeant-at-arms, and E. E. Coveyou as his assistant.

reward for proof of manufactured comb honey.

Mr. Van Dyne (N.J.) moved that this convention offer

$1,000 for two sections of honey 4}4 by i'A, adulterated or

unadulterated, manufactured, filled and sealed over by human
hands or machinery within one year from this date; and that

we authorize and require every member of this convention to

have this offer published in their county newspaper in each
State represented here today.

Mr. Kretchmer (Iowa) moved an amendment that the

publication shall be without cost to this Association. [Amend-
ment accepted.]

Mr. Cary (Mo.)—I offer an amendment that in the pub-
lishing of the reward mention be made that the object of the

reward is to convince the public that there is no such thing

as manufactured comb honey.
Dr. Bohrer—I would suggest instead of saying "manu-

factured honey" we say "manufactured honey-combs."
Mr. Cary—I accept the correction.

Mr. Hershiser—What is the object of limiting it to 454
by 4^?

Mr. Cary—It occurs to me some of these manufacturers
might be making sections of other sizes.

E. T. Abbott (Mo.)—This seems to me a pretty serious

thing, and I do not like the shane the resolution is in be-

cause it is suggestive, and it is an inducement to somebody
to do it. I move that the entire matter be referred to a

committee who shall report at a later time.

Mr. Dadant—I second the motion.
Mr. Vandyne—I hope this resolution will not be buried.

Mr. Dadant—I wish to say this is a serious matter. A
number of prominent bee-keepers have asked us to bring
this matter forward for discussion, and for us to vote on this

question at present is too premature. The motion is all right,

only we want to be careful how we word it, and what we say.

That is why I second the motion to refer this to a committee
until we can have a good discussion.

Dr. Miller—I have been at a good many meetings of the

National Association and I never yet knew any matter to be

buried in a committee, and I don't believe there will be any
trickery of that kind. I. am very sure, after reading, that

some changes should be made in it. I certainly hope it may be
referred to a competent committee, and time taken upon it.

Mr. Diebold—In my opinion the whole thing is out of

order. I believe in letting the whole matter rest as it is.

Prof. Benton—Mr. Abbott brought forward one idea I

•should like to emphasize because it has occurred to me in

the same fashion, time and time again. Whenever this has

been brought forward it has been as a reward. We do not

want that thing accomplished, therefore it should not be a

reward, but a forfeit, distinctly, provided the thing can be

done.
The motion to refer the matter to a committee, was car-

ried, and the following appointed : Messrs. Pressler, Kretch-
mer, Gill and Abbott.

COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION.

Mr. Hershiser—This is a pretty large country, and the

bee-keeping interests are varied and occupy a good many
portions of it. I therefore suggest that the personnel of this

committee be distributed throughout the various sections of

the country most interested in bee-keeping, and who would
have the greatest interest in National legislation upon the

subject.

Mr. Hyde moved that a committee of seven be appointed.

Mr. Dadant—I rather object to the number of seven; I

have been on committees where the understanding had to

be by correspondence, and when there are seven it is slow
work. The less the better. Of course it takes at least three

for a committee. Ordinary politeness requires we should hear
from every member when there are seven, and seven are too

many. I move we amend this motion to three.

Mr. Hyde—I accept the amendment, with the consent of
my seconder.

A vote having been taken it was declared carried, and
Pres. Harris appointed Messrs. Ferry (N. Y.), Marks (N.
Y.), and Dadant (111.).
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Pres. Harris—The reason I appoint these gentlemen is

because they are near the seat of war, and I know Mr. Ferry,
especially, will take things upon his shoulders and I know
they will move.

Mr. Hershiser—There are a good many ideas that present
themselves to a person, but I would like to make a sugges-
tion for the consideration of the convention, and that is, that

the President, General Manager and Secretary of the Asso-
ciation be ex-officio members of this committee, because their

official position might push it along a good deal. I will make
a motion to that effect.

Mr. Abbott—I second that.

Mr. Hershiser put the motion which on a vote having
been taken was declared carried.

NATIONAL PURE FOOD BILL—NEEDS OF BEE-KEEPING.

Mr. Abbott—I saw Dr. Wiley yesterday, and asked hin»
about our National Pure Food Bill, and he said it would be
up before the Senate for consideration some time, I think,,

about Dec. 6, and he says if it passes the Senate we are all

right.

Mr. York moved that the Board of Directors be a com-
mittee to prepare an address, properly signed, and forward
it to the President of the United States. [Motion carried.]

®ur BecKecptng Sisters

s/
Conducted by Emma M. Wilsok, Marengo, 111.

Origin of the " Honeymoon ".

How many of the sisters have ever thought why a certain

period after marriage was caller the "honeymoon?" Certainly
it ought not to be because during only the short period from
one change of moon to another were the newly wedded pair to

be sweet as honey to each other.

The "honeymoon" is defined in the Standard dictionary
as "the first month after marriage," and this explanation of
the origin of the term is quoted from W. Pulleyn Etymological
Compend, page 142

:

"It was the custom of the higher order of the Teutones
* * * to drink mead, or metheglin, a beverage made with
honey, for thirty days after every wedding. From this * * *

comes the expression 'To spend the honeymoon.' "

The T Supers—Cleaning T Tins.

One reason why we like the T super so well is because
every thing pertaining to it is so easily cleaned ready for use
again after a year's service. First, the supers after they are
emptied are scraped free from propolis. For this part of the
work a short-handled hatchet is used, and a very good tool
for the purpose it is. After being scraped, the supers are
piled in the shop ready for filling.

Next in order is the T tins. They are always cleaned
with concentrated lye. A large iron kettle such as is used in
hog-killing (and in years past in soap-making) is just the
thing for cleaning the T tins, as then the work can be done
out-of-doors and all the muss of cleaning up in the house is

avoided. Of course if one is not fortunate enough to be able
to secure such a kettle, some other vessel will do. I have
used a wash-boiler, but it is not nearly so convenient. The
kettle is hung over the fire, filled a little over half full of
water, and let come to a boil. Then three cans of concen-
trated lye is slowly poured into the water a little at a time,
as it makes the water boil so that there is danger of it boil-

ing over if a great deal is added at one time. Perhaps less-

lye would do, but the stronger the solution the quicker it will

do the work, and if several thousand T tins are to be cleaned
it may be that more lye will be needed. Whenever the pro-
polis is not quickly removed from the tins more lye is added,-

also more water as needed.

The T tins are put into the boiling solution as many at
a time as will allow being moved up and down without being
too crowded. A four-tined pitchfork is used to do this work.
The object of moving them up and down is to allow the lye
to reach all parts of the tins so that no particles of propolis-

remain.
If after putting in the T tins there is room for more

water, the kettle is filled as full as convenient to work with.

If the lye is strong enough onlv a very few minutes will
be required to remove all propolis. The T tins are lifted

from the kettle with the fork and dropped into a tub of clear
water to rinse. They are lifted from the rinsing water in the
same way, and allowed to drain. They are as bright and clean
as when new.

Now everything is clean but the separators, and we pre-
fer to buy new ones, as they are not very expensive, rather
than clean the old ones. So you see it is not a very hard job,
or a very long one, either, to get every thing in spick-span
shape for your next year's crop.

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hastt, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

LARGE YIELD AND LARGE INCREASE.

Dr. Archer's 890 pounds from one colony, and his season's
increase from 1 colony to 36, are both of them remarkable
results, well up toward the top of the heap. Page 734.

SPEED IN FLIGHT OF BEES.

Allen Latham gives us a good article on an unsolved
problem, page 742. It naturally worries us a little that we
cannot positively and exactly get a bee's speed in flight.

What's the odds? Approximation in this case is somewhere
nearly as good—quite good enough to keep us from believing
in the wild and unreasonable speeds sometimes claimed.

I There are some other approximations besides those Mr. L.
gives. We can compare their speed with the speed of flies.

When you are out driving, and flies torment your horse, you
can put him on his speed, if he is a lively one, and run away
from them. But the deer-fly, brown, triangular looking fel-

low, cannot be run away from, not even by the deer. Got
up for the purpose of keeping company with the deer and
taking toll out of his blood. We may rudely guess the speed
of deer-flies at 60 miles per hour, and ither lively species at
30 miles. Then we can debate ad libiuim whether the bee
is a little swifter or a little slower tlian ordinary flies. I

should incline to say a little slower. Quite likely flies, never
having had any practice on long, straight lines, drop behind
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by whirling about and getting confused, when they might

keep up if they used their speed wisely. Then there's the

speed of the queen—pretty clearly illustrated when a swarm
runs away to the woods— faster than a man can pursue on
foot, but not beyond the speed of a man on horseback. How
much faster can a worker fly than a queen? The workers
fly up, over, and down, marking a course somewhat similar

to that moved by a spot on the rim of a wagon-wheel. If

the swarm progresses 15 miles per hour the individual workers
move say three times as long a oath, or 45 miles per hour.

In this case they may be capable of considerably more speed

than they are using—only the queen doing her best. Bee-
liunters often time the bees they are feeding to find their tree.

I have forgotten the exact figures, but they are moderate.
The time they get- is time on a double course, light one way
and loaded the other, and with an unknown period of wait-

ing in the middle. The waiting period can be eliminated by
comparing the time taken when a quarter mile from the tree

with that noted when a half mile distant. There still remains
the problem of the difference between work-a-day speed and
utmost speed.

JMr. Latham's observation that bee-work lags when wind
gets up to 20 miles an hour, and ceases at about 30 miles is

valuable. But for one thing we might almost say "enough
said." The man who wants to be on the other side can
claim that a gale of wind always stops the nectar-secretion.

Time taken in loading from thin honey, 40 seconds. Thanks.
I had forgotten, if indeed I ever timed it.

MELTED-WAX COMB-FOUNDATION PRESS.

And so Adrian Getaz thinks it worth while to make a
serious effort once more for the melted-wax foundation press.

I wonder myself at the utter lack of call for a utensil sa
popular in Europe. One of the considerations he gives, the

enormous cost of getting small packages over some southern

railroads, ought to make desirable any cheap, handy way to

make one's own foundation.

Valuable inventions. Have room and press both very

warm, and take out the sheet as soon as possible, and the

foundation will not be brittle. Brittleness caused by a

myriad little cracks from cooling while held fast. Set the

press at a sharp incline, so all surplus wax will run off

quickly, and you can get sheets thin enough for sections. I

should have predicted failure for the latter invention ; but as

he finds it to succeed I willingly submit.

HONEY IN COOKING AT FAIRS.

It's sad, Mr. Acklin. Takes a big lot of lioney-sweetened
pies to win first prize at a State Fair; and then the judges
and supernumeraries and too-handy friends eat 'em all up

—

so the cost mounts up to more than the premium. Pshaw

!

That's not the spirit that conduces to a first-rate Fair. Such
an honor should be held far more than the cost of a few pies.

But it's a bright and winning idea that the great community
of womankind feel rather languidly interested in honey pure
and simple, but sharpen up greatly when cooking and canning
and pickling are hitched on. Page 744.

Send Questions either to the oiiice of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

Transferrins Bees-Using Hives Where Moths
Have Been.

1. I have two colonies of bees in boxes, and would like

to put them into hives. When is the best time, and what is

the best way?
2. Can I use a hive that has had moths in it? Iowa.

Answers.—1. Leave them as they are at present, and
don't think of transferring till fruit-bloom next year. Indeed
it will be better to wait till 21 days after the bees swarm. You
will find in your bee-book instructions for transferring, and
if you haven't one, by all means get one right away and study
it pretty thoroughly during the winter months. It will pay
you to do so—big. This department is intended to supplement
the books of instruction, and after you have studied one or
more of them thoroughly you will find many a question aris-

ing that is not fully answered in the books, and such questions

will be cheerfully answered here.

2. Yes, the hive is all right, and the combs can also be
used unless torn so badly by the worms that scarcely anything
is left of them. You will be surprised how quickly a strong

colony will clean up combs infested by wax-worms, although
it will be wise to dig out with a wire-nail the large worms.

Rttnnlns for Increase of Bees and Surplus Honey—
Itallanizlns;.

I am a reader of The American Bee Journal, and enjoy it

very much. I have 80 colonies of bees in 8-frame dovetailed

hives, all in healthy condition. Next year I would like to

run an out-apiary of 25 of the 80 colonies, and keep the rest

at home, as I will have plenty of time to attend to them. I

would like to increase the out-apiary 25, giving me 50 colonies

there in the fall.

1. What would be the best way to manage the 25 colonies

to get the increase, and secure a good crop of comb honey?
I could not stay there and take care of them when I would
have to work in my home apiary.

2. If you would divide or shake them, how would you
do it?

3. Would it be sat:-i:ictory to use the queen-trap in the |

home apiary, and let the new swarm issue, carrying the old

hive to a new place ? Then set the new hive on the old stand

and let the swarm return to the new hive, releasing the queen

and leaving her with the swarm in the new hive, and placing

the super from the old colony on the new?
4. Would not this method prevent afterswarms and mixed

swarms ?

5. I have 6 colonies of full-blooded Italian bees, and the

rest are black bees. What would be the best way to get the

blacks Italianized? Wisconsin.

Answers—1 and 2. The supposition, of course, is that you

would be able to go to the out-apiary to make needed visits,,

although not to be there each day. Very likely the plan of

shaking swarms, one from each colony, would suit you as

well as any. When the time comes that you think the bees

will begin to consider the matter of sending out swarms, look

in perhaps three or four of the colonies that appear the strong-

est. If you find no queen-cells containing eggs or larvse, wait

a week or 10 days, and try again. When vou find queen-cells

occupied, you may shake each colony, leaving the shaken

colony on the old stand, and putting the brood on a new
stand with bees enough so the brood will not be chilled. Each
of the "stump" colonies thus left may be allowed to rear a

queen of its own, but it will be much better to give them
some aid in this direction. Queens may be bought and in-

troduced, or you' may rear queens in nuclei and h^ve them
ready. The most convenient way will probably be to give

each one a ripe queen-cell. You may manage it in this way

:

A few of the strongest colonies will make preparations for

swarming before the others ; and these you will shake, allow-

ing them to complete their cells. Before the oldest of the

young queens has a chance to destroy all the other cells, cut

out the cells and give to the other colonies that you will now
shake, putting the cells in cell-protectors or cages.

3. All right except that if you put the super on the swarm
at once, there is danger that the aueen may go up into it.

Either put a queen-excluder under the super for a few days,

or don't give the super for two or three days, till the bees get

the brood-nest started to hold the queen.

4. There will be less likelihood of afterswarms than if

you put the swarm in a new place, leaving the old hive on
the old stand, but you can do still better at preventing after-

swarms. Put the swarm on the old stand, and put the
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"stump" or mother colony close beside it. A week later, re-

move the mother colony to a new place. The plan will allow

some possibility of mixed swarms, for occasionally a swarm
instead of returning to its own hive will return to another

hive where there is commotion from a returning swarm.

5. Perhaps there is no better way than to rear Italian

queens from your full-bloods, but it may be less trouble for

j'ou to do another way. See that your Italian colonies are

strongest, so as to have them swarm first, giving them brood,

if necessary, from the black colonies, to strengthen them.

When an Italian colony swarms, put the swarm on the old

stand, and set the old hive in place of one of your strongest

black colonies, setting the black colony in a new place. The
field-bees from the black colony will join the Italian, which,
thus reinforced, will send out a good swarm 8 or 10 days
later. Proceed with this swarm just as you did before, and
put the old hive in place of another black colony. Repeat
the process as long as swarms are sent out. That will give

you a number of colonies with Italian queens, and when the [

swarming is over you can introduce Italian queens in place of

the black queens that are left.

Does Rotten Brood Develop Into Foul Brood?

1. After a very successful season in 1903 I closed in the

fall with 30 strong; colonies. About 10 colonies died last win-
ter, in all probability from the severe cold. It was a late

spring here, so very few swarms came out, and in our haste to

use the old combs we divided several of the strong colonies

and introduced new queens, using five or six old combs to

a hive. None of our divided new colonies did well. The bees
would not work on the old combs at all, and we are wonder-
ing if it is a case of foul brood. There is no odor to speak
of about the combs. If it is foul brood would it not have

spread through our entire apiary this summer? The strong
colonies that we did not interfere with did well the past

summer. I picked some of the cells open with a toothpick

and in one case it seemed to string out a little.

2. The question seems to be, does rotten brood develop
into foul brood, under any circumstances ? Illinois.

Answers.—1. The fact that the bees did not work on the

old combs does not prove that there was any foul brood pres-

ent. Give a foul-broody comb to a strong, healthy colony, and
it will use it, although it will become diseased thereby. Neither
would it necessarily spread through the entire apiary. It

might, and it might not, depending somewhat upon the season
and the strength of the different colonies. If the season was
good and the infected colonies fairly strong, there might be
no robbing; and it is through robbing chiefly that the disease

spreads.

The fact that the artificially-made colonies did not do as

well as the others is no proof of itself that foul brood was
present. It is easily possible that they did not have as fair

a show, and were too weak to do well.

The only bad symptom in the case is that stringing out of

the brood. That looks bad—very bad—although it is not a

certainty that your bees have foul brood. There is nothing
to do now ; the thing to do is to be sharply on the lookout next
year. In the meantime it will pay you well to inform your-
self thoroughly about the infectious diseases of bees. Get
Dr. Howard's pamphlet on foul brood, and study up all you
can find on the subject in back numbers of the bee-papers.

2. Foul brood is caused by the growth of a microscopical
plant, bacillus alvei, and your bees can no more have foul

brood without this plant or its seeds (spores), than you can
have a field of corn without having the seed of corn first put
in the ground. Chilled brood may to some extent favor the
growth of the microbe, but chilled brood alone can not start

the disease.
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Are Perfect In Workmanship and material.

|S By sending in your order now, you will, SAVE MONEY, and S
S secure prompt shipment. j!

^ (Ve will allow jou a cash discount of 5 percent on orders sent in during November. a

I
PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us.a
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Late Pollen-Gathering.

On Nov. 20 I saw my bees bringing
in poUeu from dandelion bloom. Who
can beat that for Iowa ? Bees did no
good in Iowa, or, rather, Cedar County
the past season. N. Stainingkr.
Cedar Co., Iowa, Nov. 22.

No Surplus Fall Honey.

There is no surplus fall honey of any
account this year. My bees are in
good shape for winter, all packed on
the summer stands. Young bees were
flying last week. I hope they will win-
ter well. I never lose any except by
smothering or queenlessness.

D. C. McLeod.
Christian Co., 111., Nov. 28.

Temperatupe fop Bottling Honey.
There was a great deal said at the

St. Louis convention about putting up
extracted honey, some seeming to

think 125 degrees about right. I ex-

perimented some last year, and my
honey put up at 125 degrees candied in

the winter, while honey put up at ISO

degrees kept perfectly. I have 1000
pounds now, put up last June, as clear

$ I A.80 For
I ^ 200 Egg

« INCUBATOR
Perfect in coDstmction ana
action. Hatches every fertile

egg. Write for catalog to-day,

GEO. H. STAHL, Qulncy

''SURE RING" TELEPHONE
; OUc more than our re-'inar brid^-
L'lepboue, bill witb it y. u can riiiK

nth telephone on the lim-- with the
r IS receivers otf the ho<if;> nnd get
V wanted. Send for «ii>criptive
lilar. also book F- SOilhisrui- ing all
riir;il telephones, etr. _\i1.iress

in'st office. STB0I¥I8i;r;^CARLS0N

MFG. CO., Rochester, H. Y., rAga, 111.

4^
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Fleas." vaeiMoa Bee j otimal wnen

Louis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a coniplete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WARE
Lowest prices ai ', quick service.

Send us your or ! rs and find out.

Davenport, IowciJl3-215W.2il St
Please mention the Be; J ournal. 36A26t
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as when put up. I am selling all the
time. I have not found one jar can-
died. I heat it in the jars with water
around it and under it, sealing it hot.
The water should come to the necks of
the jars, but don't let the water boil
around the jars ; as soon as it begins
to move around the jars, take them out.
If the water does not come to the necks
of the jars you will have a poor job

—

bottom too hot and top not hot enough.
Of course, 125 degrees for several days
or weeks is better. Irving Long.
Linn Co., Mo.

Election of National Directors.

I see in the American Bee Journal of
July 24 that its columns are open to
the discussion of the election of direct-
ors of the National Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation. What I would recommend
as the best plan would necessitate a
change in the Constitution, Art. IV,
Sec. 1. Instead of a board of 12, let
us have a man from every State, or
where the States are small, and but

No Dirt Left
BUSY BEE WASHER

ees ill 1 huur
hard work. Thuls
he record. Atj

Wriiu funtrins. Busy Bee Washer Co., Box E, Erie, P

Please mentiou Bee joiiriial when •wntinR;

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS
The Passeng-er Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued
a publication known as Circular No, 12, in
which is described the

best territory In this country
for the growing of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular iNo. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Geu'l Pass'r Agent.
32A20t Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

structible, and giving entirely satisfactory re-
sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address.

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44At KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Christmas Holiday Excursion Rates
via the Nickel Flate Road, Dec. 24, 25,

26 and 31, 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 1905,
good returning Jan. 4, 1905, at a fare
and a third for the round trip, between
Chicago and Buffalo. Three through
express trains daily to Ft. Wayne,
Findlay, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New
York, Boston, and all eastern points.
Through pullman sleepers and excel-
lent dining-car service, individual
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35
cents to $1.00, being served in Nickel
Plate dining-cars ; also service a la
carte. No excess fare charged on any
train. Chicago depot, Van Buren and
La Salle Sts. City ticket offices. 111
Adams Street, and Auditorium Annex.
All information given upon application
to John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298. 34—47A5t

Please mentlou Bee Jonmal
when writing adv'^rtlsers.

B66-SllDDli6S!
I

Discount tor Early Orders jt

We carry a large stock and ']]•

greatest variety of everything <f>

needed in the Apiary, assur- jx
ing BEST goods at the LOW- ^EST prices, and prompt ship- -li

meiits. We want every bee- <j>

keeper to have our Free II- 'JJ

LUSTRATED CATALOG, and <1>

read description of Alterna- 'II

ting Hives, Massie Hives, etc. <1>

WRITE AT ONCE FOR CATALOG Jx

AQENCIES.—Trester Supplv Co.^ Lincoln,Neb.; Shugart & Ouren, Council Bluffs,Iowa; k
Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.; I. H. Myers. Laraar. Colo.; Southwestern Bee Co., 438 A
w. Houston St., San Antonio, Tex. KRETCHMER MFG. CO., Red Oak, lowa.

.Jf

I Gariin's Foynflaiion Guuer, lOc. I
5 fe'^ Wheel made of the best tempered steel with hardwood handle, ^
^ standard size. They got slightly wet and rusted in spots in handling. ^
S Can be cleaned in 5 minutes. Regular price, 25c ; while they last, our ^
5 price, postpaid, 12c. ^

I JOHN DOLL & SON, |
S Power Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, g;

DiscountsGET OUR uiscounis ON i
M BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES M
P LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich. M

Best Extracted Honey For Sale
All in 60-lb.
Tin Cans..*..

Basswood
Honey

This is the well-known
light-colored honey gath-
ered from the rich, nec-
tar-laden basswood blos-
soms. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and
is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor in
their honey.

Alfalfa

Honey
This is the tamou';

White Extracted Honey
gathered in the great Al-

falfa regions of the Cen-
tral West. It is a splen-

did honey, and nearly

everybody who cares to

eat honey at all can't get
enough of the Alfalfa ex-

tracted.

Prices of Alfalfa or Bas&wood Honey:

A sample of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pav for package and postage. By freight—two
60-pound cans of Alfalfa, &\4 cents per pound: 4 cans or more, 8 cents a pound. Basswood
Honey, half-cent more per pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order.

You can order half of each kind of honey, it you so desire. The cans are two in a box, and

freight is not prepaid. ABSOLUTELY PUKK BKES' HONEY.
Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce enough honey for their

home demand, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to earn some
money, can gel this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

THE YORK -HOMEY CO. iNotmo

Henry M. Arxd, Manager. loi E. Kinzie.Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Please Mention the Bee Journal
when writing
Advertisers •«»
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-FOR, -X-OXJK,-

BEE SUPPLIES, BERRY-BOXES n CRATES
-SEND TO THE-

Sheboygaa Fruit-Box Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS on 411 orders till Jan. 1, 1905.

I DITTMER'S FOUNDATION §
2$ IS THE BEST
'? Will tell you why if you will send for FREE CATALOG and SAMPLES. 2

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT on FULL LINE OF SUPPLIES.
Wholesale and Retail.

Working Wax into Foundation for Cash a Specialty.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

GIJS DIXTMER, Aiigrnsta, Wis.

flease mention Bee Journal when writonsi

B66'K66D6rS
Don't forget that
we are the largest
jobbers in the
United States of

Root*s Ifee-Supp7ies, «JoIinson Jn-
cutyators and Brooders, //umpli-
rey's and iifann's Bone Cutters,
Poultry Supplies of all kinds. Seeds
and Jmp/ements, Remember, you get
these ^oods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens ;

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

QRIQQS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Please mentloii Bea Joomai Mrhen -wntins,

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michigan
Let US quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Flease mention Bee Jonrnal -when vrrltliifi:

Very Low Excursion Rates for
Christmas Holidays

to all points on the Nickel Plate Road
between Chicago and Buffalo. Excur-
sion tickets on sale Dec. 24, 25, 26, and
31, 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 190S, good
returning Jan. 4, 1905. Three through
express trains daily. No excess fare
charged on any train. Also lowest
rates and shortest line to Cleveland,
Buffalo, New York, Boston, and all

eastern points. Modern sleeping and
dining cars. Individual Club Meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to f1.00,
served in Nickel Plate dining-cars

;

also service a la carte. All trains leave
from La Salle Street Station, Chicago.
City ticket office, Chicago, 111., Ill Ad-
ams Street, and Auditorium Annex.
For further particulars address, John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
Street, room 298. 33—47ASt

TENNESSEE
QUEENS

Danffhters of Select Im-
ported Italian, Select
Lonjf-Tonffne (Moore's),
and Select Golden, bred
3% miles apart, aad mated
to Select Drones. No im-
pure bees within 3 miles,
and but few within S
miles. No disease; 31
years* experience. All
mismated queens replaced
free. Safe arrival jjuar-
anteed.

Price before July Ist. After July 1st.

I 6 12 1 6 12
Untested $ .75 $4.00 J7.50 $ .60 $3.25 $ 6.0O
Select 1.00 5.00 9.00 .75 4.2S 8.00
Tested 1.50 8.00 15.00 1.25 6.50 12.00
Select Tested . . 2.00 10.00 13.00 1.50 8.00 15.00
Select Breeders $3.00 each

Send for Circular.
JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn.
PleJ*«*e mention Bee Journal wlien writmg

That covers the whole Apicultural Field mort
completely than any other published,

Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook. Claremont. Cal.,
FOR BIS

" Bee-Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

6^ Discount to Jan. isi
ou the Best Dovetailed Hive made.
Cheaper than the cheapest. Circular
ready to mail. Don't miss it. 200 sec-
ond-hand hives for sale cheap.

The Wood Bee-Hive and Box'Go.

few members in them, group two or
three States together, and let the mem-
bers select a man for director, for they
are better able to judge as to fitness of
the man in their midst than are any
others.
What do I know of a man's qualifica-

tions in New York, who has never held
an office in the Association ? Com-
paratively nothing. But I do know the
bee-keepers of Texas, and could cast an
intelligent vote in my own State.
For instant, every State association

could select (in some way) at its annual
meetings the man its members thought
best fitted to fill the place. This would
bring about a more equal distribution
over the country of the board of direct-
ors, and that would enable them to
attend to any business that might be
necessary with less cost to the Asso-
ciation ; and that would " cut out " all

wirepulling across the State lines. We
could stand a little wire-pulling in the
State, as we would have some chance
of getting hold of the other end of the
wire ; but when they go to pulling up
in Canada (if they should) there is not
much chance for us Texans to " catch
on ".

Now, if the rest of the members don't
see this as I do, I hope they maybe
able to present something better.

John W. Phark.
Goliad Co., Tex.

Lice Killing Macliine

, Catalog m.ned tnt Write t.

CHAS. SCHILD CO.,
401 Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.

I mention Bee Journal -n-nsn WTitlii£^

Lightning Knife Sharpener!

Every kitchen needs a knife sharpener.
Every woman will appreciate the Lightning
Knife Sharpener — a new kink for the
kitchen. It's cheap, but it's nicely made and
finished, and will wear well Pots a keen edge
on the knife and saves the stovepipe. Sample
mailed for only three 'J-cent stamps
Order at once—they are foing like hotcakes.

Address, LIGHTNING KNIFE SHARPENERiCO.
(Not incorporated)

534M Ogden Ave., CHICAGO ILL.

•^-^.asp- menncn Beft Jonmai wnen WTMane.

li'ORMAS
Low in price. Fully

Send for free cata

BAHTA MFG. CO.. LIGONIER, INDIANA, FrtlCataloc D

Please mention Bee Journal wnan wntuub

lO CENTS A YEAR.

Be
Dixie Home
o-date. Tells all abon :

t is full of fineenera.
nildings and famous ,

^c a year, postpaid, an;

tda and Mexico. Six
1 names, 50c; 12 for $1.

back if not delighted,
out. Send to-day. T;
24A4Ht Nf>. 7.S. B

MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illustrated Maga-
ziiJK la the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce It ONLY.
It Is bright and up-

Southern Home Life,

ags of grand scenery,
sople. Send at once.
herein the U.S., Can-
jr8,S0c. Or,clubsof
•nd us a club. Money
mps taken. Cut this

; DIXIE HOME,
mlngham. Alabama.

Please lueutlov^ Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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mHi
^7lh Vear. ^7th Year.

DADAST'S FOUNDATION.
We Guarantee Satisfaction.

What more can anybody do ?

BEAUTY, PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAG-
GING, No LOSS.

= PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.
_... —

^

- . ^Y _. ^y —.J -a f»
Because it has always g-iven better satisfaction

IffllV llAP^ 1 1 \P>II \A IVAII
' ^^^" ^°y oilier. Because in 27 Years there

Tl IIJ mM\f\>0 at %J\jH <JV TTvII have not been any complaints, but thousands of
compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstfoth on the Honey/'Bee Revised,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.20, by mail.

BEESWAX WANTED Dadant & Sons,
AT ALL TIMES, HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPLIES. Write for frbe Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

1q the MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield. Wis.

Italian Bees and Foul Brood in Eng-
land.

Some few years ago one of my api-
aries (containing some 40 colonies) was
almost completely destroyed, owing to
the ravages of this pest. I tried in-

troducing new blood, and purchased a
new queen direct from Italy, which was
given to a colony and duly accepted.
The following spring two of my colo-
nies swarmed, and the yonng queens
mated with Italian drones from the
above-named colony. In course of
time my other colonies dwindled down
to 7, and these were ultimately burned,
thus leaving me with only one colony
of pure Italian and two offsprings of
the same. This, I think, points con-
clusively to the value of this particu-

lar breed of bees as possessing a cer-

tain immunity from the scourge of

foul brood. I have had no return of

the disease since the introduction of

Italian blood, and am constantly im-
proving my colonies by obtaining
queens and colonies from all parts of

the country.

—

John J. Ker, iu the
British Bee Journal.

Winter Stores for Bees.

Scores are asking how much honey
or sugar stores their bees will require
during winter. While this question
is answered in all the text-books, it

may be well to state here that we figure

on from 10 to IS pounds indoors, and
from IS to 20 outdoors. An ordinary

comb, when filled full of sealed stores
weighs anywhere from 4 to 5 pounds.
By glancing over the combs one can,
therefore, estimate according to their
filling about the amount of stores he
has

;
then feed if necessary.—Glean-

ings in Bee-Culture.

Differing Tempers of Bees.

Dr. Miller, in Gleanings, queries as
to whether there may not be a differ-
ence as to the crossness of bees in dif-
ferent years. Probably every experi-
enced bee-keeper has observed that
different days produce different influ-
ences upon the mood of the bee, not-
withstanding the existence of similar

MouniUiiioiiGoll606
Open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25
Instructors. Alumni and students occu-
pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any yonng person
with tact and energy can have an educa-
tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COIiLiEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

Please meutiou Bee Journal
when writiug Advertisers.
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A Special Offer for December.

Many subscriptions to the American Bee Journal expire with the

end of this month (December.) To all such we will say that if you
renew your subscription to the American Bee Journal for 190S before

Dec. 31, 1904, we will send you a year's subscription to

The American Farmer,

TwoPaD6rsiorili6PrlG6 0ion6 s

a SO-cent monthly farm paper published in Indianapolis, Ind.,

ing- a circulation of over a quarter of a million each month.
hav-
The

reading- matter of The American Farmer is high class, an inspira-

tion to higher ideals and aims in rural life. A free sample copy of it

8

is mailed to the readers of the American Bee Journal this week.

Remember, if you want both the American Bee Journal and the

American Farmer for 1905, send us $1.00 before Dec. 31, 1904.

Those who are in arrears on their Bee Journal subscription, and
desire to take advantage of our liberal American Farmer offer, will

need to pay all that would be due on their subscription to the end of

this month (December) and also $1.00 for 1905.

Those who are now paid in advance extending into 1905, can
send us SI. 00 for another year, and also have the American Farmer
for one year. ,

Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BEST THERE IS.
Beekeepers, like all other fair dealing people, want the BEST of goods, the BEST of

service in filling their orders, the BEST of prices and the BEST of everything connected
with getting their Supplies; the VERY BEST that can possibly be given for the money is

necessary to give entire satisfaction and what all shoald have.
To absolutely please bee keepers in filling their wants has been our constant aim for

eight years, and while we do not boast about ourselves we are sure that we are excelled by
nobody. If you are not already a customer don't fail to write to us and tell ns your wants.

Bees, Supplies, Honey and Beeswax.
Lewis' Ooodg at Factory Prices.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS given on all orders before the rush season.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1003 E. Wash. Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

conditions in so far as relates to nat-
ural food supply, etc. If such contrary
influences are exerted without appar-
ent cause during two successive days,
it is not improbable that certain years
may be, more largely than others,

made up of days in which this evil in-

fluence predominates. Environments
influence humanity very perceptibly.
Why not the bee ?—;American Bee-
Keeper.

Yellow Jacket 5tlng Compared with
Bee°5tlng.

I notice with interest Stenog's refer-

ence to what Mr. Wathelet, editor of
Le Rucher Beige, says about the sting-

of the honey-bee. His is identical

with a recent experience of my own,
although the sting I received was from
a yellow jacket, smaller than the bee,

and it lasted several days. While the
part did not become swollen, there was
a painful itching sensation for more
than a week ; but had it been the sting
of a bee, an entirely different sensa-
tion would have been produced, which
would have disappeared in five to teo
minutes. I found the wasp-nest, broke
it up, and secured the queen, the re-

mains of whose royal highness I have
kept. I feel confident that the poison
is quite different from that of the
honey-bee, and more virulent.

—

Wm.
M. Whitney, in Gleanings in Bee-
Culture.

Unitah Reservation and Bees,

The opening of the Unitah Indian
reservation is of special interest to the
beekeepers of the West, since it will

open up a large tract of irrigated terri-

tory that will make the finest kind of
bee-range. The last Indian appropria-
tion bill provided for the opening. The
original bill fixed Oct. 1, 1904, as the
date of the opening ; but because of
the amount of work to be done in mak-
ing surveys and allotting lands, the
opening was postponed by act of Con-
gress until March 30, 1905.

The Unitah reservation lies in the
northeastern part of Utah, in Unitah
and Wasatch Counties. In area it com-
prises 2,334,000 acres of mountain and
valley. In altitude the reservation
ranges from 4000 feet in the lower val-

leys to 13,000 feet on the summit of the

I The American Bee Journal %GleaniDgs in Bee-Culture |
^5 (If you ^fc not now a subscriber to Gleanings) ^

BOTH ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $1.60. fi

We have made arrangements with the publishers of Gleanings in Bee-Culture (issued twice a month), ^;
so that we can furnish that magazine with the Weekly American Bee Journal—both one year for but $i.6o ; 5^
provided you are not now a subscriber to Gleanings. ^

This is a magnificent offer, and should be taken advantage of by all of our readers who are not now ^[
getting Gleanings regularly. These papers, although on the same subject, are conducted so differently, and ^:
contain such a variety of reading matter, that every bee-keeper should have them both. And they can be had ^
for a whole year for $1.60. Address all orders to ^;

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL. ^

Please mention the American Bee Journal when writing Advertisers.
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loftiest peaks of the Unitali range, the
highest in the State. There are sev-
eral fine streams of water which rise
in this range, traversing the lower val-
leys and finally emptying into Green
River. All of these streams can be
easily diverted for the purpose of irri-

gation, making this one of the best-
watered sections of the State. After
making allotments to the Indians, the
remainder will be open to entry under
homestead provisions, each man being
allowed 160 acres. There will un-
doubtedly be a great rush for this land,
and it is probable that all applicants
will be registered, and the land appor-
tioned by lot, as was the case with the
Rosebud reservation recently opened
up.-^J. A. GREKN,in Gleanings in Bee-
Culture.

Neatness In the Apiary.

Neatness in the apiary is something
to which I have several times referred,
but as I go about inspecting apiaries
I become so sickened by the sovenli-
nessthatlsee that I must say a few
more words. Time and again do I

find men keeping bees who really have
no business to keep them. Their hives
sit askew, with the grass grown up
around them. No foundation is used,
and the combs are sure to be bulged
and built crosswise. If the owner is

asked about his bees, he is sure to an-
swer, " I don't know. I don't pay
much attention to them ". How I do
hate to find foul brood in such an api-
ary. It means that some one else than
the owner must treat it.

But this is not the only class of bee-
keepers who are neglectful of the ap-
pearance of their apiaries. I find even
readers of the Review keeping bees in
a way that makes my fingers itch to
take hold of things and straighten
them up. I don't expect that every
man, who is making his living out of
bee-keeping, is going to keep his api-
ary looking like a city park, although
there is occasionally one that does. I
notice, however, that the men who keep
their apiaries looking the neatest are
among the most prosperous. Neatness
in the apiary may not be responsible i

for the prosperity ; I suspect that the
jman who is thorough going enough to 1

keep his apiary neat and clean is also '

thorough going in other respects. One
of the most offending defects in the
appearance of many apiaries is the
disorderly manner in which the hives
are set down ; it could scarcely be said
arranged, as there is really no arrange-
ment about it. It is not necessary
that the hives be set in long rows ; in

j WANTED li

Comb and Extracted \

HONEYt
On Commission.

ALLOWED ON EARLY ORDERS EOR

Let me SELL or BUY your

If you have some to offer, mail sample with lowest price ex-
pected, delivered Cincinnati.

IF IN MEED
State quantity and kind wanted, and I will quote you price.

I do business on the cash basis, in buying or selling.

FULL STOCK OF

BEE-SXJFFrjIES
THE BHST MADB.

Root's Goods at their factory prices, SEEDS for tioney-^lants.

C. H. W. WEBER, 2146-48 Central Ave.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.

fact, there are other quite handy and
pleasing arrangements, but let there
be some sort of regularity about it.

After the hives are neatly arranged,
the next step is to keep down the
grass. So far as appearance is con-
cerned, nothing equals the work of a
lawn-mower, but it is considerable
work in the forepart of the season in a
large apiary. The next best thing to
a lawn-mower are a few sheep. I have
seen an apiary kept in fair condition
where cows had access to it, out the
sheep are preferable for several rea-
sons. If I were running several out-
apiaries, and felt that I could not
afford to keep them mowed, and it was
not practical to pasture them, I would
scatter salt freely around each hive, at

least one or two feet in front. This
will kill the grass and keep it from
growing. If there is anything in an
apiary that distresses me it is to see
bees struggling in and out of a hive
the front of which is covered with a
great mass of grass or weeds.
Get your hives into some regular

order, set them level, keep down the
grass, and, having gone thus far, I feel
that you will abandon the habit of
scattering about, and leaving lying in
the yard such things as extra covers,
frames, honey-boards, etc.
Where most of the time from day-

light till dark is passed in one place, it
is worth while to make that spot pleas-
ant and agreeable—yes, even beauti-
ful.—Bee-Keepers' Review.

^om^ anb ^ecstpax

Boston pajs good prices for a fancy L
article. w

F. H. FARMER. ^
i83 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS. L

Please mention Bee Journal when wpiting

Chicago, Xjv, 7.— Tuc.e lo uoi dciuaua cuiti-
cient to take the receipts; hence are accumu-
latinjr, off grades of the surrounding territory.
Fancy while clover brings 14c; other No. 1 to
fancy white, WAm 13c; off grades 1 and 2c less;
amber, 10(a'l2c. Extracted, white, 6 i@7c; am-
ber 6(ai7c; all of the foregoing is governed by
quality, flavor and kind of package. Beeswax,
28@30c per pound. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Nk York, Nov. 7.—Receipts are now plen
tiful of nearly all grades. The demand is not
quite as brisk as last year, and only fair. We
quote fancy white at 14@lSc; No. 1 white, Uc;
lower grades at from lOfsHZc; buckwheat,9@llc,
according to quality. There is fairly good de-
mand for extracted honey at nnchanged prices.
Beeswax dull at from 28@?)c.

HlLDRETH Sl SBGELKEN.
Philadelphia, Nov. 19.—Honey has been ar-

riving freely, but for fancy grades, the demand
has been equal to the supply. We would say
the market is a little weaker.and quote; Fancy,
15@16c; No. 1,13c; amber, IKo-Uc. Extracted,
white, 7'^c; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax, 26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.
Boston, Nov. 11. —Recent heavy arrivals to-

gether with very low quotations from some
other markets have had a tendency to weaken
our market. We quote fancy No. 1, IS'" 16c;
No. 2, 1-4C, with ample stocks; absolutely no call
for buckwheat. Extracted honey, 6(g)8c.

Blakb, Scott ti Lbe.

provement in the demand for comb honey since
our last quotations. No matetial change in the
extracted-honey market. We continue to quote
white clover extracted honey io barrels and
cans at 7wi8)i cents; amber in barrels, S'4(S6c.
Fancy white clover comb honey, 14@lSc. Bees-
wax, 28c. The Fked W.Moth Co.

Albany, N.Y., Nov. 9.—The crop of honey is
turning out to be larger than estimated, and
prices are softening, favoring the buyer. We
quote fancy white, ISc; A No. 1, 14c; No. 1, 13c;
mi.xed, lli'il2c; buckwheat, best, 13c; average
run, IK.' 12c. Extracted, buckwheat, 6c; white
clover, 6>ftc; mixed, 6c. Beeswax. 29rai3nc.

H. R. Wrioht.
Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb

honey Is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6M@VcWe look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clbmors & Co,

Cincinnati, O., Nov. 22 —Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb, 13@15c; No. 2, 12'* 14c. Extracted
is sold ao follows: White clover, in barrels
04 cents; in cans, 7)i@8c; amber, in barrels!
S>i@5>ic; in cans, 6(s>6Hc. Beeswax, 27c.

C. H. W. Weber
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I=E!R,FE3CT OOODS !

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pnbilshed

THe i flmerican * Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

The w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

I

No. 25 JARS, S5.25 a gross ;

with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

I

Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat.
of SUPPLIES free.

I. J. STRINGHAN,
IDS Park Place, NEW YORK.

Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This' is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

^^:: BEE & POULTRY SUPPLIES;

r'lease mentaon Bee Jci when writing.

8000 Pounds White Clover

EXTRACTED HONEY
A 60-lb. can, $5. Extracted after season. No

brood-combs handled. 200 cases of 14 oz. combs,
in nc-drip; fancy and No. 1, $3. Packed into
standard carriers. Cash and instructions sent
Farmers' Bank, or sent shipper's order,

JOHN C. STEWART.
4SA2t HOPKINS, MO.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO..
199 SOUTH Watbr St. Chicago. Ilu

^OO
< If goods are wanted Quick, send to Pouder."

BEE-SUPPLIES
Root's Goods at) Root's Prices

i&j^

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. h«
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt Service. X
Low Freight Rates Catalog Free V

#« K
You are entitled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first. *\

WALTER TrOUDER, h
513-515 Massachusetts Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. \

xcccoS
i'lease menuon iiee Journal wnen wxitlnp

NEARLY 100
PAGES.

Our New 1905 Catalog will be issued about December 15.

IT IS A DANDY. Send for one.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE FINEST

G.B, LEWIS GO., waiertown, Wis.
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Root's Catalog for 1905

94th Edition, 250,000.

1905
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Copyrighted 190S. All rights reserved.
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The Kinetoscope at Bee-Conventions.

Mr. Ernest R. Root is a versatile man. He can do so

many different tilings, and do them all so well. His latest

attempt is the management of a kinetoscope, by which
moving pictures are thrown on the screen—pictures in

which every motion is shown just as if the very pictured

thing itself were in actual operation before your eyes.

For instance, the hiving of bees, looking for the queen
in a colony, and, in fact, every motion made in the manipu-
lation of a hive and colony, or the hiving of a swarm, are

presented in perfect life-likeness. This was the very in-

teresting feature of the Wednesday evening session of the

recent Chicago-Northwestern convention. The hall was
crowded, and the whole performance was greatly enjoyed

by all.

This was the first appearance of moving bee-pictures in

the United States. They were of English manufacture,

and so were of English hives and English methods and
manipulations. The usual quick action of the apiarian

operator as the result of a bee-sting was fully appreciated

by the duly initiated observers. As an experiment, live

bees were caged between a double glass and also reflected

on the screen. The way the shadows of these bees scurried

around was certainly surprising as well as amusing.

In addition to the kinetoscopic exhibition, Mr. Root

also, gave a stereoscopic display, showing various pictures

of the factory and apiary of The A. I. Root Co., besides

portraits of many prominent bee-folks, apiaries, parts of the

bee—such as the tongue, eyes, sting, etc.—and many other

pictures "too numerous to mention ".

Mr. Root is a great entertainer with his stationary-and-

moving picture exhibition. He gave the same show both

at the Cincinnati and the Minneapolis convention since the

Chicago-Northwestern meeting. Don't fail to witness it if

you can possibly attend any convention or other place

where it may be given.

National Nominations and Elections.

Relative to an item published recently concerning the

nomination of candidates for the National Bee-Keepers'

Association, Mr. H. H. Hyde, of Bexar Co., Tex., writes us

as follows :

Some time ago in an editorial item in the American Bee
Journal, the position of the Texas Association was criti-

cised in regard to its action in selecting a candidate tO'

succeed a National director. I hesitated to say anything
sooner for fear of being accused of electioneering, but now
that the votes are all in I will explain.

Mr. France notified us that the term of our director ex-

pired with this year, and advised us to select at our meetingr
our candidate to succeed the man whose term expired.
Having his written advice in the matter, the convention'
proceeded and selected as its candidate F. L. Aten. It
was our purpose to present his name at the National Con-
vention, but the writer was ruled out of order. If we did
wrong in selecting a candidate we are sorry for it, as doubt-
less Mr. France is also, and wish to assure one and all that
it was not a piece of electioneering at all, as we thought we
were doing the right and proper thing.

I want to criticise our methods of electing National
officers, and at the proper time I will present to the mem-
bers a plan that I have in mind that will at once be fair to
to one and all, give every one the same show, and will pre-
vent undue influence being exerted for any certain candi-
date. H. H. Hyde.

We think Mr. France was in error. A director of the-

National located in Texas is just as much a director for

Illinois as for Texas. So an association in Texas would

have no more right to make a nomination for the successor

to any director residing in Texas than would an association

in Illinois or Wisconsin. Directors are not elected by or

for districts or localities, but by and for the whole mem.-

bership.

Again, to have publicly nominated any one at the St,

Eouis convention would not only have given such named
person an unfair advantage, but it would have been con-

trary to the ruling made by the Board of Directors, which
decided to have nominations made by mail before Nov. 1,

1904, the regular election then to be held in November.

The above is the way we understand these matters. If

we are wrong concerning them, we will be glad to be cor-

rected.

ProKrams for Bee-Conventions.

The success of a bee-convention does not depend en-

tirely upon the program, or the lack of program. An im-
portant part of the convention is the social part, the meet-
ing and shaking hands with old friends, as well as with

those who have previously been known only through the

pages of the bee-papers. In this regard nothing ever has.
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equaled—probably nothing ever will equal—a bee-conven-

tion.

To be an entire success, however, there must be a

chance for profit during- the actual sessions of the conven-

tion, aside from the pleasure and profit to be obtained from

the earnest discussions of little groups during the recesses.

Just how the time shall be occupied during these sessions is

a matter of moment, and like most things in bee-keeping it

is, so to speak, more or less a matter of " locality ". The
time may be taken up largely with business matters ; it

may be taken up entirely with the reading of papers ; it may
be taken up entirely with a question-box ; it may be divided.

One who was in attendance at the recent convention in

Chicago, thus writes :

"That Chicago convention was a success. There was lots of bee-

talk; that is the stuff to suit beginners, and it seems the older ones
like it, too. One of the veterans who had come more than a hundred
miles, said to me: ' Say what you will, the thing to make a live con-

vention is the (juestion-box '.

" But it seems a question-box will not run itself, for another said :

es, a question-box is all right if you have the right man to run it.

If you have a stick for a presiding officer you are likely to have some
of those awful pauses that occur in a prayer-meeting when the leader

sayS: 'The meeting is now in your hands'. Or, the discussion may
run oft into some trifling matter of no consequence, using up a whole
lot of time for nothing. The president must be wide-awake, keeping
things closely in hand, ready to draw the reins when some one strays

from the question, but wisely allowing leeway when such straying is

likely to lead to somethingof value, and having the knowledge and
skill to call out sometimes those members who have had experience
upon the subject in hand with little inclination to get on their feet.

" At any rate, that Chicago convention was all right, for I heard

more than one say that he had gotten more from it than from the St.
Louis convention."

One thing seems pretty clear, that the time will likely

never come when live discussions will cease to be for the

veteran as well as the novice the most interesting part of a

convention. Business matters can not be barred out in all

cases—they may be of first importance, but they should

occupy only the time that necessity requires. Essays can

be read in the bee-papers ; their claim to a place on a con-

vention program is doubtful, except in some cases when a

short and crisp presentation of a subject opens the discus-

sion ; with the right men convened there is no need for

such opening.

No other where can the same points be so well brought
out as in the sharp face-to-face convention discussion, and
just so far as possible such discussion should have the right

of way.

Foreign Bee-Keepers' Societies.

In Europe bee-keepers seem more given to organization

than bee-keepers in this country. There are more societies,

they have more conventions, and larger attendance. In

Praktischer Wegweiser mention is made of the Central

Association of German bee-keepers, with a membership of

about 40,000—37,242 in 1903 being reported.

Those of us who talk about our National being the

largest association of bee-keepers in the world evidently

know little about what is going on abroad.

IHtsccUancoiis Hcu^s Items

Among the Callers at this office immediately preced-

ing and after the meeting of the Chicago-Northwestern
were the following : W. Z. Hutchinson and E. S. Griggs,

of Michigan ; Gus Dittmer and Nicholas Jacob, of Wiscon-

sin ; J. J. Baumgardner, of Illinois ; and Mr. Ellis, of Ver-

mont. We are always glad to have our bee-keeping friends

call when they are in Chicago. We are at 334 Dearborn
Street, in case you ever want to call on us.

The MaPShfleld Mfg. Co.—On Thursday, Oct. 20, we
arrived at Marshfield, Wis., at 2 : IS p.m. We at once in-

quired for the oflSce of Hafer & Kalsched, and found it after

a fiive minutes' walk up town. Messrs. Adam Hafer and

Henry Kalsched, his nephew, are the Marshfield Mfg. Co.

Both are energetic business men. Mr. Hafer, however, is

much the older, and having accumulated enough desires

very much to retire. He was a brave soldier in the Civil

War, having passed through 20 engagements, being one of

about ISO that escaped death in his regiment of over 1000

men. He is president of the First National Bank of Marsh-
field, and has large interests not only in the mill at that

place, but in timber land elsewhere. During the winter

they, run a logging camp of about 80 men and 40 teams.

Had it not rained they had expected to start for the camp
the day we were there. For once we were glad it rained,

else we would likely have missed seeing Mr. Hafer. He
has been in the lumber and logging business all his life,

and seems never quite so happy as when engaged in that

work.

As we entered the office of Hafer & Kalsched we met
Mr. Wm. Eggebrecht, a genial gentleman who for 12 years

has been in their office and employ.

In about an hour Mr. Hafer drove us over to the mill in

his buggy. This mill is located about I'i miles away, just

at the edge of the town. There we met Mr. Kalsched, who
is manager of the establishment. He is a very pleasant

man to meet, and took much interest in showing us the bee-

supply part of their factory. They were making sections

at the rate of about 30,000 a day, also hives, supers, fences,

etc. Heretofore they have made only sections, but now
they will manufacture everything that is made of wood in

the bee-supply line. They had on hand several million

feet of the finest basswood lumber for making sections from
their own lumber camps. They use the best quality of
lumber in all their bee-supplies. They are also manu-
facturers of all kinds of stuff for building a complete house.

The material for many of the beautiful houses of Marsh-
field was turned out at their mill and factory.

After inspecting the mill Mr. Hafer drove us around
the town, which has about 7000 population. It has excel-

lent schools, churches, and everything else that goes toward
making a thriving little city. It is situated in a splendid
agricultural region, and gives promise of continued growth
and prosperity. Mr. Hafer is one of the oldest residents,

having come there from a lumbering district in Michigan
many years ago. He has seen Marshfield grow from prac-

tically nothing in the woods to what it is to-day.

The Marshfield Mfg. Co. is now in a position to com-
pete with any of the bee-supply factories anywhere. They
are near the sources of supply of the most and best lumber
used in making sections, hives, eti-. They have the latest

improved machinery for turning out the work rapidly and
well. They are a reliable firm to deal with, and mean to
push out for their share of the patronage of the keepers of
bees in this country.
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John Day Putnam, father of W. H. Putnam, of Pierce

Co., Wis., died in Los Angeles Co., Calif., Nov. 20, 1904.

Coming from Connecticut, he settled in Wisconsin in 1859,

but removed to California on account of ill health in 1891.

Mr. Putnam was a prominent citizen, having been a soldier

in the Civil War, and holding many important public offices

during his life. His wife and seven out of nine children

remain to mourn the departure of a husband and father

beloved.

Miss Jessie E. Marks, eldest daughter of Mr. W. F.

Marks, of New York, the chairman of the Board of Direct-

ors of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, has recently

been appointed to a clerkship in the Division of Apiculture,

Bureau of Entomology, United States Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C. Miss Marks has been her

father's helper and clerk for several years, and in the recent

Civil Service examination, to fill the newly created posi-

tion of " Apicultural Clerk ", she secured the highest gen-

eral average. Miss Marks is certainly gaining high marks
in her career, and all will rejoice to know that real merit

has won in her case.

The Minnesota State Convention, held in Minneapo-
lis last week, was well attended. It was also a profitable

meeting. There were present from a distance, Ernest R.

Root, Emerson T. Abbott, and the Editor of the American
Bee Journal. Officers wers elected as follows, nearly all

being re-elections :

President, Dr. E. Q. Jacques ; 1st vice-president, Scott

L,a Mont ; 2d vice-president, J. A. Holmberg ; 3d vice-presi-

dent, J. P. Doll ; secretary, Mrs. W. S. Wingate ; and treas-

urer. Dr. E. D. Leonard. Executive committee, H. G.
Acklin, Wm. Russell, and J. Kimball.

General Manager France has been traveling around
a good deal lately, as will be noticed by the following, un-

der date of Dec. 8 :

I have been in seven States of late, and from letters
from others I learn the drouth is prospecting a light clover
honey crop for 1905.

The Pennsylvania State convention was a good one,
several States being represented.

National members having choice honey should get a
fair price for it, or hold it if able. N. E. France.

Afie of Larvae Bees Selected for Queen-Rearing.

lO.— («) When a colony is made queenlem, and the bees have eggs

and larvce of all ages, please say what you believe will be the age of larva:

selected by them for queen-rearing.

(b) On what do yoxi base your belief?

S. T. Pettit (Ont.)—a. I don't know.

Jas. a. Stone (111.)—a. I am not prepared to say.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)—a. It varies, b. Direct ex-
periment.

G. M. DooLiTTLE (N. Y.)— a. From 36 to 60 hours old. b.
Practical experience.

C. Davenport (Minn.)—I do not know enough about
this matter to express an opinion.

Eugene Secor (Iowa)—a. I think they will choose the
larva that will soonest make a queen.

Dr. C. C. Mili<HR (111.)—a. About 2 days old. b. On
actual observation in hundreds of cases.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)—a. From 3 to 4 days old. b.

By observation and established authority.

C. P. DadanT (111.)—a. From 1 to 3 days, usually,
though sometimes older, b. On my eyes.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)—a. From 1 to 5 days. b. On my
own experience and Dr. Miller's experiment.

E. D. TowNSEND (Mich.)—a. About 2 days ; a little less
rather than more. b. They usually hatch about the 11th
day.

C. H. DiBBERN (111.)—a. Usually larvK of several days
from the e^g. b. More on hearsay than from actual obser-
vation.

O. O. PopPLETON (Fla.)—a. This varies so much that I

don't believe there is any rule. Sometimes they seem to
select eggs.

N. E. France (Wis.;— a. Much depends upon condi-
tions. Generally just-hatched egg is used, and will hatch
in 12 days.

R. C. AiKiN (Colo.)— a. In full colonies in a honey -flow
they use very few over 4 iays from the laying of the egg,

some S. b. My belief comes from experience in unqueening
hundreds—yes, thousands—of colonies, and finding that
rarely does the first queen emerge under 12 to 14 days. It

may be difi'erent with nuclei, and under less favorable con-
ditions.

L. Stachelhausen (Tex.)— a. I did not experiment in
this respect as yet. b. My belief is based on experiments
of others, especially of Dr. C. C. Miller.

Adrian Getaz (Tenn.)— a. I think 1 or 2 days. b. The
size of the larvs that I usually find in queen-cells that have
evidently been made during the preceding 2 or 3 days.

E. S. LovESY (Utah)—a and b. From personal experi-
ence, and from the experience of others, I would say from 1

to 3 days, usually using eggs not more than from 1 to 2 days
old.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)—a and b. Our queens, under the
above circumstances, hatch out in 10 days with ordinary
summer temperature. In other words, it is safe to wait 10
days to cut cells.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—a. They will usually select
larvae about a day old. They will, under certain conditions,
use younger larva; ; and will also use larvae 3 days old. b.

My belief is based on observations inside the hive, and these
observations embrace 30 years as a queen-breeder.

Wm. Rohrig (Ariz.)— a. During the first 2 or 3 days
after the colony has been made queenless. I believe the
larva chosen will not be over 24 hours of age. b. On a
number of experiments where the age of the larva had been
determined as near as possible before given to the colony
made queenless.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— a. The age selected is not uni-
form. Sometimes, not often, they will make a queen of
larva that has been out of the egg 3 days. But usually, I

think, they build queen-cells over just-hatched larva:, b. I

base my belief on observation of just-started queen-cells,
and on the time the young queens emerge after the colony
is made queenless.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)—a. There is absolutely no cer-
tainty as to the age of the larv;c that may be selected by a
queenless colony of bees to rear queens from. I have
known queenless bees to develop and " hatch out " in from
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9 to 13 days, lively, active, young queens. This would indi-

cate that the larvse selected may be from 1 to 4 days old. b.

On actual observation as a queen-breeder for 5 years, aud
bee-crankosity for nearly 30 years.

E. Whitcomb (Nebr.)—a. They would select the young-
est layed egg^s. b. The younger the egg or larva the better

the queen they are able to rear from it. The value of the
queen during her life, and the amount of work she is able
to do, is entirely conditional on the time the bees have had
to treat the larva. Where 30 queen cells are allowed to
mature in a hive one can not expect the result to be as good
as where the energies of the colony were given to 4 or S.

Eyes of Insects—Comb-Honey Falsehoods.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

I
AM asked by " Reader " to give the structure and what
is known of the physiology of the eyes of insects. I

doubt if the general reader of the American Bee Journal
would be interested in a very minute description of these
organs, but a general description will surely be read with
interest by every studious bee-keeper.

All imago or mature insects have compound eyes. These
•consist of many, often thousands, of simple eyes. Besides
these there are often one, two, or three simple eyes. The
honey-bee shows three of these ocelli or simple eyes. I do
not think that the difference of function of these two kinds
of eyes, whether of distance or acuteness, is known. I have
reason to think that the bee does not see very well anyway.
That is, were the bee a person we would not pronounce it a
very close observer. We would not say that it used its eyes
to a very good purpose. I certainly have detected bees
making some very curious mistakes, where we would think
that accurate observation would have brought different
results.

The structure of each simple eye, whether one of the
ocelli or the parts of the compound eye, is much the same,
and suggests the structure of our own eyes and the eyes of
the higher animals. We find the form, however, quite dif-
ferent from the eye of vertebrates. Instead of being sub-
spherical it is cylindrical. In front we have the window, so
to speak, the clear transparent cornea. Some distance
back, as we should expect, comes the crystalline lens, and
farther back we find, as we should also expect, the retina.
The humors also remind us of the same in the eyes of the
higher animals. As is general in the eyes of invertebrate
animals, we find the retina quite different from the same in
the vertebrate eye. True, we find something like the rods
and cones, but they point forward instead of back, and so
the image is front instead of back.

The most interesting thing is to find how these many
small eyes act. We know, positively, that our eyes act as
one, and the loss of one does not seriously impair vision,
except to make it more diflBcult perhaps to determine per-
spective. It seems now pretty well established that the
eyes of insects, that is, the separate eyes of the compound
eyes, act each separately, each seeing a part of the object,
and thus the object may be said to form a mosaic, or, to put
it differently, each little eye or facet sees its own part of
the object. Each is guarded by a sort of a diaphragm so
that it images only its own part of the thing mirrored in the
eye. We see, then, that if this view is the correct one, the
destruction of any of these simple eyes or facets would by
just so much impair the vision, or cut off so much of the ob-
ject looked at. Each of the simple eyes sees part of the ob-
ject, and that is imaged in none of the other facets.

That the compound eyes are used for long range, and
the ocelli for near vision, or vice versa, is, I think, more
than we surely know. I think that the compound eyes are
the more important, as they are always present, while the
ocelli are frequently wanting altogether. The greater
development of the compound eyes would lead to the same
conclusion.

SO-CALLED MANUFACTURED COMB HONEY.

I was pleased at the emphatic way in which the Na-
tional convention took up the matter of the oft-repeated
falsehoods that comb honey may be, and is often, a fraud
or artificial make-up. The fact that honey is a superb food
element, one of the very safest sugars, should make us all

jealous of its good name. The truth that it can not be fab-

ricated by any but the bees should be known by all.

I have a suggestion to make, and that is, that we all

write the truth of this matter for our local and State papers,

so that the right of it shall be more widely known. I

propose to do this at once. Of course, these articles will be
more or less widely copied, and so the truth will be pretty
well spread, and the editor that is so far behind as to rehash
the nonsense will become as he ought to, a laughing stock.

Let us scatter this important truth broadcast, in the in-

terest not only of the bee-keeper, but of the consumer of
honey. Every one ought to know that when he buys comb
honey he is surely getting a pure and most wholesome
article of food. Eos Angeles Co., Calif.

A Report for the Season of 1904.
BY WM. STOLLEY.

ANOTHER summer has passed, and on this day (Nov.
10) the earth is covered with a 6-inch layer of the
" iDeautiful white snow " for the first time in the ap-

proaching winter.
I finished the winter packing of my bees Nov. 7, and

everything in my little apiary of 42 colonies is in tip-top
shape now.

Each colony has from 30 to 40 pounds of winter stores
in double-walled hives, and they will now repose undis-
turbed until the soft zephyrs of spring will recall them to

renewed activity. Generally, we have many fine days dur-
ing the winter in Nebraska, so the bees can have cleansing
flights, but it has happened that my bees had no flights for
105 days ; therefore I use all possible precautions to prepare
them always for the worst that may happen.

I started in last spring with 40 colonies, spring count,
and obtained from 35 colonies 3130 pounds of extracted
honey, and from S colonies in New Heddon hives, 354 sec-
tions of nice comb honey ; and, besides, 350 pounds of honey
set aside in brood-combs for feeding next spring.

Thus I got 3834 pounds of honey, of which 3484 are for
the market except whatever may be used for home con-
sumption.

From cappings I got 54 pounds of nice wax. My aim
is to prevent increase as much as possible, and although I

had IS swarms issue from the 40 colonies, I have for winter,
only 42 colonies. All queens in the lower tier of my bee-
shed I keep clipped, but in the upper tier a few colonies
were allowed to have queens undipped.

HIVING BEES WITH A SHOT-GUN.

Now it happened that three swarms issued with queens
undipped, and these swarms proved to be high flyers, and
clustered in soft maple trees, about SO feet high. Being 73
years old, I did not relish the idea of climbing the trees
after them, but instead concluded to apply the " shot-gun
remedy ".

They were fine swarms, with the best of queens, and,
as it happened, had clustered on twigs about one inch in
diameter. My Winchester repeater, loaded with No. 8 shot,
worked admirably, and brought down the clusters of bees
in every instance, right in front of hives properly adjusted.
Of course, the twig on which the bees .luster has to be shot
off if possible a foot, or two feet, above the cluster of bees.
It worked well.

In thus hiving bees by means of a shot-gun, proper
caution should be taken to place the hive at the exact place,
so that the falling cluster of bees will laud in front of and
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near the entrance of the bee-hive. Should they fall right
on the hive, many bees will be smashed and crippled.

By taking the proper bearings at right angles, the exact
spot can easily be ascertained where the cluster must strike
"the ground.

I always shall use the shot-gun on bees when they clus-
ter high up in trees and the cluster swings free and is not
-settled on a big limb or the trunk of the tree.

METHOD OF TREATING ROBBING.

In treating cases of robbing, I found long ago the fol-

lowing procedure the most effective, and as I have tried it

frequently, and always found it satisfactory, and far ahead
of the advice generally given in the bee-papers, I will give
my way of doing here :

Unless general robbing is going on throughout the api-
ary, such as I had two years ago, when returning home
after being away some three weeks, copious feeding out-
doors, and right in front of the apiary is, as far as I have
tried it, and know, the only sure and quick way to stop it.

But when robbing has just begun, and but two colonies
are affected, the one doing the robbing, and the other being
assailed, robbing must be treated accordingly. Almost
always the robbing bees come from a strong and populous
colony, while the robbed colony almost always, unless it is

queenless, is weak in bees, and not able to withstand the
attack of its assailants.

In such a case I close the entrance of the hive of the
assailed colony, with a wire-screen covered frame, of which
I have always several ready for immediate use. Even if

thousands of robber-bees have taken full possession, it takes
but a little while until I have the last robber out.

When the surface cage thus applied is filled with home-
hurrying robbers, I dash a handful of flour through the
wire-cloth on to the bees, and at once release them ; but
fasten the screened frame again, thus keeping out all new
would-be intruders. At the same time the robber colony is

located by the returning flour-marked bees.
It takes but a little while when the last robber-bee has

filled up and is allowed to return home, and the assailed
colony is cleared from intruders.

Next, the screened frame is fastened for the day, and
shaded by a board large enough to cover the front of the
hive. At night, when all bees have returned to their hives,
I slice an onion and push three or four slices well into the
entrance of each hive (of the robbers as well as of the
robbed), thus making them all smell alike, and exchange
the locations of the two hives, opening at the same time the
hive-entrance of the colony assailed, full width.

On the following morning it is amusing to watch and
see the actions of the robbers. They will carry quite a lot

of honey, and more than the previous stolen booty, out of
their own home into the hive they have robbed. Thus
stores as well as bees of both colonies affected are equalized,
and very soon quiet and peace will be re-established.

But few bees are killed by this method, and those that
have to suffer the penalty of death are largely the most
greedy and guilty robbers.

I wish we could find a way as effective and applicable
for the treatment of all monopolists and legally privileged
robbers in the human bee-hives of the world. Wouldn't
that be a God-send ? Hall Co., Nebr.

THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Report of the 35th Annual Convention, of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association Held at

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27-30, 1904.

[Coatianed from pa^e 824.J

Pres. Harris called upon Mr. York to read a paper on
the subject of "Advertising and Selling Honey," and stated

that Mr. York was so well known he needed no introduction
to the bee-keeping industry of the United States.

Mr. York—When our secretary, Mr. Brodbeck, who un-
fortunately cannot be here, wrote me saying that he wished
me to write a paper, and to select my own subject, I rather
declined because I had been on the program so often, How-
•ever, he insisted on it, and I suggested the subject of "Ad-
vertising and Selling Honey." and so I have prepared the

•following paper on that subject:

ADVERTISINQ AND SELLINQ HONEY.

Advertising, in these latter days, has become almost a
-science as well as an art. To the business that hopes to be
successful advertising is a necessity. While in some in-

stances it is rather expensive, it must be indulged in, and
that liberally and constantly.

.-Advertising as applied to honey as a table article has
never been attempted in more than an occasional and very
limited way. There has been no systematic, businesslike ap-
plication of modern methods of acquainting the consuming
public with the value of honey as a daily food. Its medicinal,
"health-giving and health-keeping qualities are also less known
than they should be. But just how to initiate a propaganda
of advertising that shall interest consumers in honey in a
manner mutually helpful, is a great auestion. However much
I might desire to be the modern Moses to lead you through
this wilderness into the Promised Land, I fear I shall fall

far short of attaining such coveted honor. But there must
always be a beginning, .iiul some one who shall start. And
1 may as well be the vne who attempts to blaze the way,
even though I fail to ror. :h the desired goal of success.

In the first place, no plan of advertising honey that would
promise results can be inaugurated without the expenditure of

cold cash. Yes, and lots of it. It takes capital nowadays to

do things—to accomplish objects worthy our civilization and
people.

In my humble opinion, the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation can undertake and continue an advertising campaign
to increase the general demand for honey, better than any

other organization, firm or individual. The .Association stands

for all beedom. What it does should be in the interests of

every one who produces honey, and not alone for the benefit

of its members. We need to get rid of a whole lot of self-

ishness that seems to be on board in some quarters. Only
he lives truly, or in the highest sense, who helps to make the

pathway easier and brighter for others. No one liveth unto

himself, no matter how much he thinks he desires so to do.

We are all dependent upon our neighbors whether we realize

it or not. And so in advertising honey, it will benefit all pro-

ducers as well as consumers.
I have believed for many years that the reason -why the

price of honey is so low, is because of the unequal distribu-

tion, and under-consumption. I know some think that the

trouble is over-production and stagnation of the principal mar-
kets. But once let the dear public know—or be assured—that

they can get the pure honey every time they buy, and also

impress upon them its great value as a food, and there

wouldn't be enough honey produced in all the world to sup-

ply a quarter of the people, and at a good price.

I know there are a few among us who are advising bee-

keepers to "keep more bees." I suppose one idea is to keep
more bees, to produce more honey, so as to buy more bees

and bee-supplies, and then keep more bees to produce more
honey, etc. My theory is to advertise the uses of honey so

that what is nott.' produced will bring a higher price. Then
if a bee-keeper decides to keep more bees to produce more
honey he will also get a great deal more money for his crop,

and so be better paid for his labor, and receive better returns

for the capital invested. I doubt not more rapid progress will

be made if the advertising line be followed for awhile, than
to attempt to keep more bees so as to increase the flood of

honey to be sold at a bargain-counter price. Why, honey
should bring at least ."JO percent more per pound in the mar-
kets today than it does. But the demand must be increased
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in some way. My "some way" is by advertising—letting the

people know the truth about honey.

Again, the untrue statement that comb honey is manu-
factured—which was started in 1881—still goes "marching on,"

and is yet dealing its dreadful death-blows to the honey-busi-
ness. I believe the only way ever to "nail that lie," is for our
National Bee-Keepers' Association to advertise—give the pub-
lic the facts about honey for awhile. Very soon, I am sure,

the newspapers would "catch on," and the good work started

through such advertising would be kept going, so that in a

few years the evil effects of that misrepresentation about comb
honey would be counteracted ; and when that happy day is

here, there will not be enough honey produced to supply a
tenth part of the demand, and at good, paying prices to the

bee-keeper.

Further, I would have our National Association to urge
bee-keepers everywhere to endeavor to get their local news-
papers to publish information about honey. The Association
could prepare such matter, and begin by getting its members
to use their influence to have it published as widely as pos-
sible. Then the bee-papers would undoubtedly do all they
could to have their subscribers do likewise. With such united
effort, who doubts that a great demand would soon be created
for honey—a demand that would take every pound of honey
produced, and at a good price?

The satisfactory selling of honey that will naturally follow
the proper advertising of the same, presupposes a high-grade
article and suitable retail packages. Of course, comb honey
will ever be retailed by the single comb. E.xtracted honey,
whether in liquid or granulated form, must be in convenient-
sized packages. And all, whether comb or extracted, should
bear the brand or stamp of absolute purity, and that in such
a manner as to imply an undoubted guaranty of the same.
Once get it drilled into the heads of consumers that there

is no such thing as machine-made comb honey, and that the
purity of the extracted article can be relied upon implicitly

—then there need be no further worry as to profitable prices,

or as to finding an outlet for your crops of honey, no matter
how large in quantity they may be.

It is possible that a final and satisfactory solution of the
advertising of honey by the National Association may include
an Association brand. But I imagine a snag will be struck
here that, if not properly safeguarded, may cause more trouble

than benefit. I am not clear as to the Association brand busi-

ness. It might be a good thing. I don't know. Perhaps a
careful, competent committee to pass upon granting permits-

after examination of the credentials of an applicant would be
the best way to do it. But as there is no uniformity of grad-
ing on the part of producers, and no very universal agreement
as to taste or honey-flavors, this whole matter of an Associa-
tion brand becomes a very complex one. Of course the as-

sembled wisdom of this body may evolve something tangible

and adequate out of the chaotic condition that exists. If so,

we can swing our hats high with huzzas of victory. But let

us make haste slowly in this matter, lest our latter end be
worse than the first.

In conclusion, I want to urge a thorough discussion of
the advertising of honey. It is worthy the best brain in our
ranks. It is also entitled to a fair trial, I think, provided the
Association's funds will warrant it. But I have no doubt
many who deal in honey would be glad to co-operate, and
surely every commercial honey-dealer in the land will be only
too eager to lend a hand—and also pay a few dollars annually
—in order to get the honey-advertising campaign properly
launched. For its beneficial results will be to all who have,,

for marketing, either few or many pounds of the sweet
product of the bees. George W. York.

(Continued next week.)

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

The Chicag-o-Nopthwestern Convention.

lam just back from the convention at Chicago, and
what a good time we did have. I thoroughly enjoyed every
minute of it. And to me the most enjoyable part of the
convention was the kindly spirit that pervaded, and the
pleasure of looking into the faces of so many old friends,
and meeting face to face so many that I had previously
known only through reading or hearing of them.

Taking the convention as a whole, it was certainly a
very great success. The attendance was good, and the sis-
ters were not lacking, fully 10 percent, I should judge, being
women—wish I could give the exact number, but can not.

I think those that were there were very glad they came,
and I am afraid that those who were not there do not realize
what they missed. It is surely a very great inspiration to
meet with so many enthusiastic workers, all anxious to
learn something new about the business, and willing to do
their part towards helping others.

One in attendance said to me: "I think bee-keepers
area very unusual lot of people". So they are. In most
other pursuits, if there is discovered some new kink or
knowledge concerning the business, it is kept as secret as
possible. With bee-keepers it is so different. They seem
anxious to give each other the benefit of their experience. If
they discover a good thing they take pleasure in giving it

to the rest free gratis.
It was a real pleasure— as it always is—to come in con-

tact with our Editor at a closer range than the usual 66
miles. As a presiding officer he is a success, and seems
always to be on the alert for anything that may add to the
interest of the meeting. A bright thought of his at the
present meeting took the form of a little paper tablet that
the brothers could put in their vest-pockets, and the sisters

—

well, they are lacking in vest-pockets, and mostly in other
pockets, too—but these tablets were small enoujrh to be
easily carried in a hand-bag. They were to be used for vot-

ing blanks, also for writing questions. You see, many of"

the sisters were too timid to speak right out in meeting,
but they could write their questions and have them discussed
on equal footing with the brothers. Very convenient were
these tablets, and thoroughly appreciated by all. Our Edi-
tor deserves a vote of thanks for the same.

Now, I really wish something might be said to induce
more of the sisters to attend our next convention. Let's
have an attendance that will equal, if not exceed, that of
the brethren. I know you will all enjoy it, and, more than
that, it will do you good. Just try it and see.

Thanksg-iving- and Good Honey Crops.

Thanksgiving has come and gone. How many of the
sisters gave thanks on account of good crops of honey ?'

Tell us about it.

A Report—Covering- Over Sections.

Dear Miss Wilson :—As you have requested the sis-

ters to report the season's work and honey crop, I will give
my report.

From 5 colonies I obtained 120 pounds of comb honey,
86 of white clover, and 34 of dark honey, besides about 20'

boxes half filled.

Last fall I put away 12 colonies, all well packed and.
with plenty of stores. It was very discouraging last spring,
opening hives of dead bees, and one hive was stolen in the
night, fuse the Danzenbaker hive ; that is, about half of
my bees are in that hive, and half in the 10-frame Lang-
stroth chaff-hives.

I would like your opinion on the best way of covering
sections on the hive. I use the Danzenbaker super with tall

sections, and follow his directions in covering sections with'
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paraffin paper, then newspapers packed over, and then the
honey-board with the winter-case on top of all. It keeps
the boxes very clean wheu the bees do not eat away the
paper. I have heard that he now discards the paper. Per-
haps the bees work to better advantage without the paper
packing.

I have seen in the American Bee Journal that one per-
son recommends the honey-board only, and a bee-space over
the sections.

I enjoy the sisters' corner in the Bee Journal very much.
Dutchess Co., N. Y., Nov. 10. S. E. Wiley.

Try having nothing but the cover with ;+-inch space
over the sections. You will probably like this as well as
anything.

A Canyon Picture and Apiary.

I send herewith a picture of the beautiful canyon in
|

which we have had our apiary for the last three years. A
late forest fire has destroyed the surrounding bee-pasture,
and necessitated a removal of our bees. I am sure that you
will think the photograph very beautiful.

Los Angeles Co., Calif. Mary L. Smalk.

It is indeed a beautiful picture, and makes me wish I

could be there ; it also brings back forcibly to my mind our

APIARY OF E. J. SMALE i CO., LOS ANGELES CO., CALIF.

delightful Denver trip, when the National met there. How
I did enjoy it. The beautiful mountains, canyons, and
the magnificent scenery, is something I shall enjoy in
memory as long as I live.

The " Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses. By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

CTICUMBBR HONEY (?).

If Dr. Miller's bees have ranged 200 acres of cucumbers
several years and still he is unfamiliar with the quality,
color, yield, etc., it can not be that the yield is exactly over-
whelming. If 200 acres of basswood trees could be put down
where there were none before it would compel bee-folks to
know something about the new kind of honey. Page 746.

EXTRACTING SUPERS ON HIVES IN WINTER.

The question whether extracting supers might be left

on the hive over winter is up on page 746. One of the rea-
sons for having them taken oif is not often mentioned, but
is really quite an important reason. A colony will often
start into the winter with two different clusters, one above
and one below. A minor cluster upstairs that way is not
likely to break up and come down till it has suffered heav-
ily. As a rule, I think, the bees all perish up there ; and
the colony as a whole is just that much weakened and dam-
aged unnecessarily. I am speaking of the Gallup frame
used in supers ; shallower ones would be less conducive to
this kind of mischief.

SOWING SWEET CLOVER.

On page 750 we read :
" Sow sweet clover. Keep still

about it ; and let the kickers kick ". How, then, about the
doctrine of this American continent, that the majority
should rule ? How would it do for the man in Holland to
say :

" Make a hole in the dyke. Keep still about it ; and
let the kickers kick "? You see the re3t of the folks in Hol-
land might be cranks. He, the only wise man, might be
aware that there was more profit in raising carp than in
raising cabbages. May he rightfully compel them (to their
own profit) to engage in fish culture ?

I want also to put this thing in another shape. A good
many of us are trying to live honestly in the sight of our
non-beekeeping fellowmen, concealing nothing from them,
and making them no unnecessary trouble. Has this man,
and a few others like him, any right to cut the dykes and
let the waters of public indignation rush upon us? The
public are quite too willing to think evil as it is ; and if

their attention is once called to such sentences as those
which I have quoted, we'uns, the Poor Trays, are likely to

get more of the punishm nt than our " bad company " does.
It may happen any day ! iit some paper of the largest cir-

culation will quote such ' sentiment as the above, and make
a few indignant comme: -; on it.

SMOKING BEES—HOLDING THE BEESMOKER.

A novice might think from the answers to Ques. 17,

that it was wicked to smoke bees, or, at least, in very bad
form—a thing to be apologized for. I would say to the be-
ginner : Don't take exactly that view of it. If bees need
smoking, as they usually do, smoke 'em the first thing.
You have at least the same clear right to do it that the
farmer had to shear his swine. The legitimate cause which
stands behind all the seeming delicacy is the danger of get-
ting the bees to running about like a flock of sheep. That
is a troublesome matter in which a little ounce of preven-
tion is worth several pounds of attempted cure. Keep the
bees on their combs, and at work at their usual vocations if

possible ; but also make them recognize that you are the
boss—in fact, we musi have this last, come what may in

other respects. Hutchinson, on page 766, has just the right
of it.

As to how to grab the smoker, 14 say with fingers next
the fire, and 4 say thumbs next the fire—and 7 dodge the
question. 'Spects the facts are about like this : Some
smokers are so made that fingers next the fire is the most
convenient and natural way. Some smokers are so made
that thumbs next the fire is the most convenient and nat-
ural way. And some smokers are so made that either way
goes very well. It then depends upon habit and the mere
chance of how the operator unthinkingly got started.

Honey as a Health-Food.—This is a 16-page honey-

pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.

The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as

Food ", written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep

honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to

" Honey-Cooking Recipes " and " Remedies Using Honey ".

It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey
the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a two-cent stamp ; SO

copies for 70 cts.; 100 for S1.2S : 250 for $2.2S ; SOO for $4.00);

or 1000 for $7.50. Your business card printed free at the

bottom of the front page on all orders for 100 or more copies.

Send all orders to the ofiSce of the American Bee Journal.
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Bee-SiiPDiles!
Discount for Early Orders
We carry a lar^e slock and •![•

greatest variety of every thin fr

needed intheApiarv, assur-
ing li EST goods at the LOW-

,

EST prices, and prompt ship- ^
ments. We want every bee- <(>

keeper to have our Free II- it
LUSTRATED CATALOG, and <1>

read description of Alterna-
•it-

ling Hives, Massie Hives, etc.
<i>WRITE AT ONCE FOR CATALOG •tT-

AQENCIES.—Trester Supply Co., Ltncoln,Neb.; Shngart & Ouren, Council Bluffs, Iowa; ftFulton a: Ford, Garden City, Kan.; I. H. Myers, Lamar, Cnin.; Snuthwestem Bee Co., 438 MW. Houston St., San Antonio, Tex. KRETCHMER MFG. CO., Red Oak, lowa. S

Reports anb (Experiences

The "Baby Nucleus" Again.

Mr. Hasty, on pag-e 810, referring- to
my letter on pages 718 and 719, says
some things hard to be understood. He
says if the editors had refused to pub-
lish anything regarding the baby
nucleus the craft would have been bet-
ter oflF. Now, just here I am not able
to understand him, whether he means
the queen-breeders or the entire bee-
keeping- fraternity ; but he seems to
think in some way that the articles
have been of use to the bee-keepers.

I will admit that I am from Missouri,
and have to be shown a thing, and I

think Mr. Hutchinson demonstrated a
like character when he refused the first
article and published one later. He,
no doubt, like many of us, thought the
baby nucleus was an advancement in
queen-rearing.

I want to say, having used the baby
nucleus for three years, I now come to
the conclusion that in this country it

can be used to great advantage, but
not to as much advantage in the North
and West, where they have cool nights
so much of the year. One who uses
the baby nucleus must of necessity

carry the nuclei clear away from his

apiary, for two reasons : First, they
are liable to be robbed ; second, there
being so few bees they are so likely to

return to the parent hive, and so
weaken or entirely abandon the nu-
clei that it will cause heavy loss of
queens.

I hope Mr. Hasty will tell us plainly
what his hopes and fears are regarding
the baby nucleus.
Goliad Co., Tex. John W. Pharr.

Uslngr Comb Honey in Candy.

I notice on page 788, an editorial that
speaks of a confectioner who uses
comb honey instead of extracted
honey ; also, it does not explain ex-

PRAIRIE STATE
INCUBATORSAND BROODERS
^—^ acknowledged by experts to hf the

^a/^^^ most profitable macliiiieB made.
' —^ Winners of 385 First Prizes. Write

for fr'^c catalog with proof and val-
iiatlle information for beptnners.
Prairie State Incubator Co.
Box 354, Homer City, Pa.

X 5end for Our 1904 Catalog and Prlce-Llst. X

I
ourHI-VES AMD SEOTIOHSTS

I
I

Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.
g

By sending in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
% secure prompt shipment. v
^ We will allow you a cash discount of 4 percent on orders seat in during Decetnber. fA

1 PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London, Wis. u.s.a

|

Flease mention Bee .Journal wden -wntina.

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the
right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE*
SUPPLIES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and
Price-!, ist.

7> MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.

.:e mention Bae Journal when -wrltlnA

PHONE NEWS
FOR FARMERS

GREAT ACTIVITY

AMONG FARMERS
EveryuluT" fiirmers

are awukenlug to niotiern

Just now there la great
activity amonK larmera
in estahiishing imd build-
ings teleplionr lltieE

all over this country,

keeps the farmer in
touch with the mar-
kets at all times, and

erpency

For rarmers lines none
hilt the be»(t telephones
will do-ln»trunieiitHthat
are pructir-ally perfect.

pets
neiphbnrs or the city
without delay. The
building' of private
party lines has been so

(1 cheapened
by

Stromberg-Csrlson

Telephones

that every ncif^thhorhood.
no matter hnw small, can
well atford its own tele-
phone line.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
TELEPHONE MFG CO.

Rochester, N 1.,

Chicago, III.

Our catalogues list large
lines of music and
"EVERYTHING MUSI-
CAL"-Band Instruments,
Violins. Guitars — every-
thing froma JewB-harp to

Bass Drum, for the band or the beplnner—we
Import and Wholesale them, and make prices
that retailers can't reach. Send for catalopuea-
Write todav and the quicker you can "plav."
H. E. McMllllii. lOSSuperlorSt.. Clevtland.'O.

^^"^fvoRTtfor
^2iMWi£^

I want to
get in toucli with every

buyer of seeds. My plan of giv-
ing .to worth of tested seeds free,
is worth knowing. It includes
chance to nialte more dollars. Send
for catalog and get packet of choice
flower seeds FREE. A postal will do it.

HENRY FIELD
Box '*" ^==__

!>benan3osh, lu. l^^fEoTTHtN^^TI^''"

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

structible, and gividg- entirely satisfactory re-
sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of baying
from ths dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44At KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Christmas Holiday Excursion Rates
via the Nickel Plate Road, Dec. 24, 25,
26 and 31, 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 1905,
good returning Jan. 4, 1905, at a fare
and a third for the round trip, between
Chicago and Buffalo. Three through
express trains daily to Ft. Wayne,
Findlay, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New
York, Boston, and all eastern points.
Through pullman sleepers and excel-
lent dining-car service, individual
Club Meals, ranging in price from 35
cents to $1.00, being served in Nickel
Plate dining-cars ; also service a la
carte. No excess fare charged on any
train. Chicago depot. Van Buren and
La Salle Sts. City ticket offices, 111
Adams Street, and Auditorium Annex,
All information given upon application
to John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298. 34—47A5t
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§ DITTMER'S FOUNDATION |
IS THE BEST g

S Will tell you why if you will send for FREE CATALOG and SAMPLES, g
» EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT on FULL LINE OF SUPPLIES. g
S Wholesale and Retail.
S Working Wax into Foundation for Cash a Specialty.

E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

K GtJS OIXXMER, Aii^asta, Wis.

i»i•«?

4«i

The Oliver Typewriter
The Standard Visible Writer,

%? its Record has never been equaled, A^ Art Catalog Free,

¥ 168 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

#

4*&

THE BEST THERE IS.
Bee-keepers, like all other fair dealing people, want the BEST of goods, the BEST of

service in filling- their orders, the BEST of prices and the BEST of everything connected
with getting their Supplies; the VERY BEST that can possibly be given for the money is

necessary to give em ire satisfaction and what all should have.
To absolutely please bee keepers in filling their wants has been our constant aim for

eight years, and while we do not boast about ourselves we are sure that we are excelled by
nobody. If yon are not already a customer don't fail to write to us and tell us your wants.

Bees, Supplies, Honey and Beeswax.
Lewis' Qoods at Factory Prices.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS given on all orders before the rush season.

C. M. SCOTT & OO.
1003 E. Wash. Street, INDIANAPOLIS, L^D.

r'lease munuon Bee Journal when wntuife

actly why comb honey should be more
useful than extracted honey in the
manufacture of high-grade candies.
Perhaps I may be able to enlighten
some of the readers of the " Old Re-
liable " on this subject, as I have had
a little experience along this line.

The way I learned the value of comb
honey in making candy is as follows :

I was making candy for my bees,
and as it happened I found I didn't
have more than half the sugar I needed.
So I added as much comb honey by
weight as I had sugar. When the
candy was ready to remove from the
fire, I put the vessel containing the
candy into another vessel containing
cold water, and stirred it with a spoon
until sugared—or, shall I say, candied ?

'Now this batch of candy was nice,

and resembled the queen-candy that
we make by using pulverized sugar
and extracted honey. It could be rolled
up in balls or any other shape one
would wish it to be.

When this was used up I attempted
to make another lot of it, but this time
I used extracted honey, thinking, of
course, that the honey was the cause
of the first lot being so nice. But this

HAKE MONEyT
HATCHING CHICKEN3 WITH THE

GEM INCUBATOR
that high-grade, low priced, absolutely reliable,
up-to-date hatcher. Sure profits. Begin now

—

get an early start. Write for free catalog today.

Gem Incubator Co., Box 52, Dayton, Ohio

fiyase mention iiee joiimai w^nen vmtuxSr

IT IS A FACT
that poultry pays a larger profit
for the money invested than any
other business; that anybody may
make a success of It without long

previous experie
thattheRellsbleln
tbebest resultsin all) _ .
Book tells just why, and a hundred other ttiingsyoa
shnuld know. We mail the book for 10 cents. Write
to-day. We have 115 vards of thoroughbred poultry.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO.. BoiB-l 53 Quiacy. III.

Lightning Knife Sharpener!

Every kitchen needs a knife sharpener.
Every woman will appreciate the Lightning
Knife Sharpener — a new kink for the
kitchen. It's cheap, but it's nicely made and
finished, and will wear well Puts a keen edee
on the knife and saves the stovepipe. Sample
niaiied for only three -J-cent stamps
Order at once—Ihey are going like hotcakes.

Address, LIGHTNING KNIFE SHARPENER. CO.
(Not incorporated)

534M Ogden Ave., CHICAGO ILL.

*^.^i€.^- m^mUGZi ±Je« Journal wnen wman^

lO CENTS a YEAR.
MAGAZINE, largest,
brightest and finest

Illustrated Maga-
zine in the world for

10c a year, to intro-

duce It ONLY.
It is bright and np-

t Southern Home Life,

.inga of grand scenery,
people. Send at once.

' wherein the U.S.,Cao-
ears,SOc. Or, clubs of

Send us a club. Money
-stamps taken. Cut this

;e dixie home,
.mlngham, Alabama.

TUB

Dixie Home
'o-dale. Tells all abou
t is full of fineengra'
.uildings and famous
Ic a year, postpaid, an
tda and Mexico. Six

.

6 names, 50c; 12for$!.
back if not delighted.
out. Send to-day. i

24A48t No. 7.S.

Please menti Bee Journal
when' writing advertisers.
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^7lh Year. -2 7th Year.

DADANT'S FOUNMTM.
We Guarantee Satisfaction. ^1^11: Ifltr'''™''"^""'

•" ^-^^

Why Does It Sell So Well ?

PATENT WEED-PROCESS SHEETING.
Because it has always given better satisfaction
than any other. Because in 27 Years there
have not been any complaints, but thousands of
compliments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

Langstroth on the Honey^Bee Revised,
The classic in Bee-Culture—Price, SI. 20, by mail.

^^^\^,Y£'^^'' Dadant & Sons,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co , ILL.

AT ALL TIMES

4 PERCENT DISCOUNT DURING DECEMBER

second lot was hard and coarse-grained,
and nothing at all like the first lot. I

didn't understand the cause at first,

but after thinking the matter over I

decided that the wax that was in the
comb honey was what was needed. So
I melted it over and added a lump of
beeswax, and this time it was soft and
pliable like the first lot. With further
experiments I found that I could not
make this candy with wax and sugar
alone, and that I would have to use at
least half honey before I could get it

to granulate fine enough to suit me.
This, I think, is the reason why the

confectioner likes his honey in the
comb. He gets two ingredients in one.
This may be useful to bee-keepers

who at times use candy to feed impov-
erished colonies. I find that for winter
and early spring feeding it is much
better than feeding liquid or diluted

honey, as it does not excite the bees.

THE DANDY BONE
CUTTER
eld. Th.jiis-

ny other. Price $-.00 up. ^old on 1 .»

'ree Trial. li.»d fur book »od .i»cl.l ,.t.

STRATTON MF'G. CO.

t.Faetorj.JoUet.lU.

Rease mention Bee Jo .H -wiien writJiufi

6^DlsGounuoJan.lsi
on the Best Dovetailed Hive made.
Cheaper than the cheapest. Circular
ready to mail. Don't miss it. 200 sec-
ond-hand hives for sale cheap.

The Wood Bee-Hive and Box Go.
48Atf LANSING. MICH.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

completely than aoy other published
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

BEE-SUPPLIES 8

Root's Goods ai Root's rriG6s 8
Everything used by Bee-Keepers.
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS.
Low Freight Rates

You are entitled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first. ^

®
Prompt Service. ^

Catalo? Free \f

s

^booeooooocooooQooeooooooS

WALTER S. POUDER,8
*% 513-515 Massachusetts Ave.,
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B66=K66D6rS
Don't forget that
we are the largest
iobbers in the
"United States of

Koot's Bee-Stipp/ies, Johnson In-
cubators and Brooders, Ilximpb-
rey's and JVfann's Bone Cutters,
Poxiltry Supplies of all kinds. Seeds
and Implements. Remember, you get

these goods at Factory Prices, and save half

the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens;
listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated

Catalog. „ _
QRIQQS BROS.

521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
Oaara fnAQtioT^ R«A Jonnia' wrhe
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we are extending the market, and now
selling bulk comb honey where even
two years ago it had never been heard
of.

Bee-keeping is taking on great
strides and rapidly increasing, and my
caution was given because I did not
want bee-keepers at any time to glut
the market on our article bulk comb. I

showed them that section honey for the
early northern market was also a profit-

able article, and advised them to mix
in some section honey.
All prospects point to a big bee-year

in 190S. H. H. Hyde.
B?xar Co., Tex., Nov. 30.

New York.—A bee-keepers' institute will be
held Id Caaandaigna, N. Y.. aader the auspices
of the Bnreaa ol Farmers' Institutes. Mr.N.E.
France has been engaged by the Department of
Agriculture as speaker. There will be two ses-
sions each day. The business of the Ontario
County Bee-Keepers' Association will be trans*
acted during a part of these meetings.
Naples, N. Y. F. Gkeimhr, Sec.

I/>.80
F«rA 200 Ego

i • INCUBATOR
I

Perfect in constnictloii ana
I aoliun. liatohes every fertile
I egg. Write for catalog to-d»y.

IgEO^ H. STAHL, Qulncy, III

Wh Sell Root's Goods in Miohiqan
Let us qnote yon prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save yon time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT A SON.
Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Please mention Bee Journal -wtien wntliig.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When consigning', bnjing or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
<00 SOMTM \K/ii-r>o St. CulCAGO. iLt.

Boney-Jars ® Honey-Vinegar
We can ship at once on

receipt of order, 1-lb. and
^4 lb. Tip-Top Honey -Jars,
(octagon shape) at these
prices, f.o.b. Chicago:

1-lbs. per 12 doz. crate, $5.00;
3 crates, J14.25.

i-lbs.per 14 doz. crate, $5.25;
3 crates, 15.00.

I if.ltali YORK'S

Ml HONEY-VINEGAR
II^HH This is a new thing, made
|'"fil||!' ^y The York noney Co,

and should be used by all
who also buy and use honey
Furnish it to your home

trade. Sample, postpaid, 10 cents, to pay post-
age and package. A 10-gal. keg for $3.00, f.o.b.

:ases. Address,

The York Honey Co.
Henry M. Aknd, Mgr.

[iNziE Street, - CHICAGO, ILL

1 WANTED

!

[
Comb and Extracted \

HONEYS
On Commission.

F. H. FARMED.
182 Friend St., BOSTO .MASS.

WANTED--HONEY

BEE -SUPPLIES
THE BEST MADE.

Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices \
Take advantage of the DISCOUNTS allowed on

EARLY orders.

You will SAVE MONEY by buying from me.
Cincinnati is one of the BEST SHIPPING POINTS.

^Lowest FreiQlit Rates, Prompt Service and^
Satistaction Guaranteed,

CATALOG MAILED FREE.

s—2Mr,-l8 Centra 1 Av

C.R.m.mebcr.
CINCINNATI

OHIO

^oncy oa<ii Beestpax

Chicago, Dec. 7.—The market is well supplied
with all kinds of honey; the demand is of a
light nature. Fancy comb honey bring^s 14c,
but quality as well as appearance is necessary;
No. 1 sells at i::H@13c; off grades difficult to
move at l@3c less. Extracted, choice white,
~i&"\i<^\ amber, 0(u'7c, with off grades about SMc
per pound. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Bdrnett & Co.

New York, Dec. 7.—Receipts of late have
been quite heavy, and while there has been a
fair demand, it has not been up to former years
and stocks are somewhat accumulating, conse-
quently prices show a tendency to decline, and
in large lots quotation prices as a rule are
shaded. We quote fancy white at 14@15c; No.
1 white, at lj(s'13c; amber. He; buckwheat, 10c.
Extracted in fair demand at 6'a(,^c for white
clover; Si^c for buckwheat; 50(.ti00c per gallon
for Southern, according to quality. Beeswa.x
firm at from 28@2')c.

HlLDFETH Sl SEGELKEN.

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.—Honey has not been
quite so active in the last 10 days, but more de-
mand is expected soon, as more honey is sold at
the present time than at any other season of
the year. We quote: Fancy white, lS@16c; No.
1. 13@14c; amber, lite 12c. Extracted, white,
7(^8 cents; amber, 6(ai7c. Beeswax sells quick,
25@26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

Boston, Nov. 11.—Recent heavy arrivals to-
gether with very low quotations from some
other markets have had a tendency to weaken
our market. We quote fancy No. 1, lS(al6c;
No. 2, 14c, with ample stocks; absolutely nocall
for buckwheat. Extracted honey, 6@8c.

Blakb, Scott & Lee.

Cincinnati, Oct. 28.—There is a marked im-
provement in the demand for comb honey since
our last quotations. No material change in the

extracted-houey market. We continue to quote
white clover extracted honey In barrels and
cans at 7(ai8Ji cents; amber in barrels, S!<@6c.
Fancy white clover romb honey, 14@15c. Bees-
wax, 28c. The Fred W.Muth Co.

Albany, N.Y., Nov. 9.—The crop of honey is
turning out to be larger than estimated, and
prices are softening, favoring the buyer. We
quote fancy white, 15c; A No. 1, 14c: No. 1, 13c;
mixed, ll<!912c; buckwheat, best, 13c; average
run, H(ai2c. Extracted, buckwheat, 6c; white
clover, 6Hc; mixed, 6c. Beeswax, 29(a30c.

H. R. Wright.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
hooey is quite active at ^.7S per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6>^@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clbmons <& Co.

Cincinnati, O., Dec. 7.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb, 12@13Hc; single cases, 14c. Ex-
tracted is sold a^ follows: White clover, in
barrels, 6>ic; in cans, 7J<@8c; amber, in bar-
rels, 55i@5>ic; in cans, 6(Si6)4c. Beeswax, 27c.

C. H. W. Weber

San Francisco, Nov. 22.—White comb. 1-lb.
sections, 12@13 cents; amber, 9^11c. Extracted
white, 6@6Si cents; light amber, 4M@S5ic; am-
ber, 3',(a4','c; dark amber, 3@3)ic. Beeswax,
good to choice, light, 29@30c; dark, 27@28c.
There is said to be some inquiry for ship-

ment, but at llgures below the views of holders
L'enerally. Current values on strictly choice to
fancy water-white honey afe being well main-
tained, stocks of this description being of light
proportions.

WANTED

!

Fancij Comb tloiieij from White Glover,
in no-drip cases, at once. State your lowest
price for SPOT CASH, the average weight of
honey per comb, all definite and final in first
letter. We answer mail and pay for goods
promptly. Plenty of references if desired.
Beeswax Wanted for cash or trade.

C. M. SCOrr & CO.
10(14 E. Wash. St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND

4.'iEtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

RFF-KFFPFBS I ^«'"' me your orders forDLL JVLLrtna ! bee-supplies for next
year's use, and get the discount: Oct.,(j percent;
.Nov., 5 percent; Dec, 4 percent. The above dis-
count does not apply to honev-packages. Send
for catalog. W.J.McCahtv, Emmetsburg, Iowa
44Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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LiO"W FR,ICE3S !

BEE-SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to bu> of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

THe i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for begrinners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

Th W. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of
him and save the freight.

4 No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross ; W
J with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb. L
J Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat. T
4 of SUPPLIES free.

4 I. J. STRINGHAN, fJ I05 Park Place, NEW YORK. L

Langstrothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over SOO pages, being revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so well-
known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-
plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for S2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us
THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
oc work.

. GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

., :.:ift.^ BEE S, POULTRY SUPPLIES

r'lease mention Bee Jouwoal when writing:.

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued

a publication known as Circular No, 12, in

which is described the

best territory In this country
for the growing of early strawberries and early
vegetables. Every dealer in such products
should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of
" Circular No. 12."

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A20t Please mention the Bee Journal.

I Daisy Foundaiion-Fastener, 50c. I^ £
1^ Our fastener has been greatly improved, doing away with dripping ^
•"5 down the back. It is constructed in such a way that all drippings of ^
f^ melted wax run on sections instead of down the back. Without lamp. ^
:S Regular price, 70c; our price, 50c. &

I JOHN DOLL & SON, |
!^ Power Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. ^

Please mention Bee Journal wnen writlnp

-FOR, -yroxjFL-

BEE SUPPLIES, BERRY-BOXES % CRATES ^
I? SEND TO THE ?/

Sheboygan Fruit-Box Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS on all orders till Jan. 1, 190S.

NEAELY 100
PAGES.

Our New 1905 Catalog will be issued about December 15.

IT IS A DANDY. Send for one.

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
WIS!/D L
,/IVATERTOWN}

MAKES THE FINEST

6.B,LEWi$GO..wamown.wis.

Please Mention ilie Bee Journal l&t^^^L
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Root's Catalog for 1905

94th Edition, 250,000.

fi

1905-

pfEKEEPEUS

"7 MANUFACTURED BY

Tme A.I. Root Co.
IV1EDINA,0HIO.

•U'5-A-

THE A.I.
,n MEDINA.

;-

4=^,

Copyrighted 1905. All riphts reserved.

Ready! A Postal Brings It I
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Bee-Keepers' Convention Dates.

So far as it may be desirable for the same persons to

attend two different conventions it is desirable that dates

do not conflict. Editor Root's suggestion in Gleanings in

Bee Culture may be worth considering. He says :

It would be a good thing if those who have to do with
fixing dates for conventions would arrange them so they
will not conflict with some other convention date, so that
one or more speakers can attend them all. For example,
the Illinois State convention conflicted with the one at
Toronto, Canada. Editor York had intended to go to both,
but of course could go to only one. I am arranging to go
to Chicago to attend the Northwestern Nov. 30, and go to

Cincinnati Dec. 2, then am compelled to retrace my steps
and go back to Chicago to get to Minneapolis the 7th and
8th, making double mileage. If the matter were put in the
hands say of the General Manager of the National, he might
suggest a set of dates so that he himself and the editors of
all the bee-papers could attend all the conventions, and at
the same time get the mileage down to a minimum. Such
an arrangement would often make it possible for an asso-
ciation to get an outside speaker when it could not other-
wise.

We are glad Mr. Root took up this question of conven-

tion dates. Especially if several conventions are to be held

in fairly close proximity as to place, it is desirable that

their dates be a reasonable time apart. It is often desired,

and very desirable, that certain good convention bee-keepers

attend as many conventions as possible. Such men as N.

E. France, Dr. C. C. Miller, E. R. Root, E. T. Abbott, C. P.

Dadant, and many others who might be mentioned, are

always a big help to any bee-keepers' convention. And
often they would like to attend several such meetings but

can not do so on account of a conflict of dates.

Perhaps those who have charge of the arrangement of

convention dates can help a little. We believe the annual

State Fairs are planned so as to accommodate exhibitors

who wish to attend as many of them as possible.

What is honey ?—A Question of Definition.

Some may think that a very simple question, possibly a

foolish question to put in a bee-paper, while others who
have given the matter some thought will, no doubt, hesitate

before attempting to give a correct answer.

Just now, when the pure food question is a live one, the

government is tryintr to get a correct definition. If the

bees store sugar syrup, should it be called honey ? Is it

honey when they store honey-dew ? Editor Root favors the

view of Chemist Selser, that nothing should be included in

the definition except " the nectar of flowers only, gathered

and stored by the bees ". The definition seemingly most

in favor at Washington at the present time includes that

gathered " from flowers and from the exudations of plants ".

This would rule out honey-dew, which is not an exudation

of plants, but of plant-lice. It would, however, admit what

Editor Root would reject—nectar from parts of plants other

than flowers.

Cheshire tells us. Vol. I, page 264, " in vegetative or-

gans, quite apart from the inflorescence, nectaries are occa-

sionally present

—

e. g the stipules (or leaflets on the

leaf-stalk) of beans are nectariferous ", and that the visits

of the bees to these stipules is quite the common thing.

Must California bee-keepers be forbidden to visit the

bean-fields with their bees in order that their product shall

be allowed upon the market as honey ? May not honey in-

clude all that the bees manufacture from the nectar of

plants, from whatever part of the plant that nectar be
obtained ?

Advertising Honey Better than Lawing.

Regarding the use of money in the treasury of the Na-
tional Association, the following from an editorial in the

Bee-Keepers' Review is in line with views heretofore ex-

pressed in the American Bee Journal

:

It is rapidly becoming apparent that there are other
things of more importance than that of spending money
on what are often little more than neighborhood squabbles
in which the bees are made an excuse for a lawsuit. Too
many are not careful with their bees to avoid trouble : not
so careful as they would be were they not members of the
Association ; as they expect to be helped if they get into
trouble. The helping of a man out of trouble does not, as
as a rule, greatly benefit the membership. I would not say
that no member should be helped when suit is brought
against him in regard to his bees, as there will probably
arise cases in which it will be highly important that help
be given, but it is very important that, in some way, the
reins be drawn tighter upon the using of money for this
class of work. Not only does it use money, but these little

wrangles take the time and energies of the Manager, and
they can be used to better advantage in other ways. For
instance, the advertising and popularizing of honey would
be of value to the entire membership.
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Are Bee-Supply Dealers to Be Encouraged ?

There seems sometinies a disposition to look askance at

all bee-supply manufacturers and dealers, as if thej were

the natural-bom enemies of bee-keepers. For any one who
holds such a view the way out is easy : He is under no sort

of compulsion to pay a cent into the pocket of any manu-

facturer or dealer, and can let them entirely alone. Cer-

tainly they can not harm him if he has no dealing^s with

them.

A bee-keeper may buy all his hives nailed, painted,

ready for use. He may buy them in the flat, doing his own
nailing' and painting. He may have the lumber cut at his

local planing-mill : or, finally, he may do all the sawing-,

planing, etc., himself. Each one should select from these

four plans that one which is for hint most economical.

The amateur, perhaps a professional man who keeps

only one or two colonies of bees, may well select the first

plan, getting hives all ready to receive the bees. For the

great majority this would be too expensive. Equally ex-

pensive—perhaps more so—would be the last plan, to say

nothing about the character of the finished product.

In a few cases the third plan may be advisable, the bee-

keeper being able to get satisfactory work at his local mill

at a cost less than he would have to pay the supply dealers.

But the great majority will find true economy in the second

plan, purchasing the stuff from the supply dealer, all ready

to nail together. A strong proof that this is the most

economical plan for the majority lies in the fact that that

majority does thus purchase : and in this view of the case

it would be a distinct loss to the average bee-keeper if the

supply dealer were wiped out of existence.

Tarred Paper for Winter Hive-Protection.

Some unfavorable reports having been made with re-

gard to this, the originator of the plan. Arthur C. Miller, in

an article in the Bee-Keepers' Review, thinks the failures

have not been due to the tarred paper, but to overlooking

one or more factors important in any plan for outdoor win-

tering. He says :

Tarred paper layed over a hive and folded down about
it, just as one would wrap a bundle, and with the lower
edges fastened down with strips of wood tacked on, gives a
water and wind proof protection. With this should be
coupled, besides the "colony conditions" before men-
tioned, an abundance of ventilation at the entrance. I give
an entrance ';Xl4 inches.

The tarred paper accomplishes this, keeps out water,
keeps out wind, absorbs the sun's rays, which runs up the
temperature within the hive, thus driving out any con-
densed moisture, and enabling the bees to feed, clean
house, and move about. When the sun is gone it lets that
heat eacape so slowly that the bees have abundant time to
settle down as they should.

Bees do not fly unduly from hives thus protected and
so ventilated, and such bees as do fly and fail to return, are
those which otherwise would die within the hive.

We Wish "A MeFFy Christmas" to every reader of

the American Bee Journal.

Offering Seeded Baisins to bee-keepers through an

advertisement is something new, we think. But in another

column Mr. H. L. Weems, a California bee-keeper, who is

in Chicago for a time with honey and raisins, offers some
seeded raisins that are fine.

Mr. G. E. Baeon and the picture of the dam right at

the factory of the G. B. Lewis Co., of Watertown. Wis.,

are shown on the front page this week. Mr. Bacon, is an

energetic, capable, and faithful assistant in the office. He
also attends to the preparation of the advertising matter,

and has origfinated several attractive designs. The dam
shown is a new one, built last spring at a cost of about

$1000. So the G. B. Lewis Co. have both steam and water

power to run their big factory.

100,000 Copies of the "ABC".—This weU-known
and standard encyclopedia of bee-literature has just reached

its 100,000th mark. A new edition 'for 19051 is just off the

press. It contains nearly 500 large pages, and is thoroughly

up-to-date in every particular. Xo bee-keeper who hopes

to be successful can afford to be without it. It is now put

up in three styles of binding, viz.: cloth, at S1.20, postpaid :

half leather, 51.75; and full leather, $2.00. "We club the

first binding with the American Bee Journal one year, both

for 52.00 ; the second, $2.5<3 ; and the third for $2.75.

The B. H. Schmidt Co.—On Oct. 21, we visited Shaboy-

gan. Wis., where the R. H. Schmidt Co. have a bee-supply

factory. We found Mr. Schmidt's oldest son, Walter, in

I the factory. He is a bright, energetic young man. and
takes a deep interest in the business. They have the facili-

ties for turning out a large line of bee-supplies, and their

trade amounts to many car-loads each season. Mr. R. H.
Schmidt is a natural mechanic, and made practically all the

machines in their factory. Their section capacity is about

•tO.OOO a day. Basswood lumber of the very best quality

was on hand that would make several million sections,

which is cut by their own mill direct from the log ; it is

second-growth and young timber.

They were expecting in a few days to install a berry-

"dox machine, which will add to their business.

Mr. Schmidt has over 100 colonies of bees, from which
he secures a good crop annually. His honey is sold to

private families in Sheboygan.

For an hour or so Mr. Schmidt drove ns over the city

with his horse and buggy. We were surprised to see what
a place Sheboygan is. It has a poptilation of nearly 30,000,

is beautifully situated on the shore of Lake Mic'nigan, and
is crowded with large furniture and other factories, employ-
ing thousands of people.

Mr. Schmidt was bom in Sheboygan about 45 years
ago, so he is quite familiar with everything connected with

the city.

Later.—Since the foregoing was written the R. H.

Schmidt Co. have incorporated their business under the

name of the Sheboygan Fruit-Box Co.. and are about to

enlarge their present plant to double its capacity. R. H.
Schmidt is president, treasurer and general manager ;

Walter N. Schmidt is the secretary, and A. J. Mueller vice-

president. They will continue to manufacture bee-supplies

as in the past.
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Proccebinas of (Eonrcntions

THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Report of the 35tli Annual Convention, of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association Held at

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27-30, 1904.

[Contianed from pageSIO.J

Mr. Brown (Cal.)— I would like to mention a point Mr.

York brought out regarding the protection of our extracted

honey, and our brand. The adulteration of extracted honey

is something that is carried on largely. I have seen great

quantities of it. I have seen honey that has been fixed up for

the market and put in five-gallon cans, put back into the

original package and marked "Pure California Honey," where
there was from 40 to 60 percent of glucose in it. I know
those things are done in our large cities in the West, and
Middle West ; I know it is done in Kansas City, and I am
pretty sure it is done in this city. Our honey that goes on
the market in car-load lots to-day ends up with the con-

sumer largely adulterated. The man who consumes our article

does not know what he is using. It doubles the output and
destroys the flavor ; it ruins its demand. I think it is time

we should take steps to protect our honey.

With reference to the matter of a brand, the Central

California Bee-Keepers' Association, of which I am manager
at present, has adopted the brand, and in the manufacture of

our boxes we have the brand printed on the box. It says,

"Central California Honey-Producers' Association. Pure Ex-
tracted Honey." The question is, How we can guarantee

that the goods put up in our packages are pure when they

reach the consumer? A man might receive a quantity of our
packages and adulterate his honey just the same as they do
now, and sell under our guarantee. In order to overcome
that difficulty we have agreed upon this : We are going to

have our honey sealed. First, however, it will be graded by
an official grader appointed by our Association for that pur-

pose, and every can of honey that is in a case will be sampled,

a sample drawn from every can and placed in a small bottle.

In the manufacture of the cases we have ordered that a hole

be bored in the partition of the box about three inches deep
to insert the sample. We take out the sample and place it

in the little bottle and slide it down in the hole. Then when
the honey is thus graded by our official grader each can has

to be sealed with the Association's seal. Our goods will be
protected by a guarantee, and the guarantee will be printed

and wrapped around the bottle in the hole. Now, any man
buying a can or package of honey coming from Central Cali-

fornia with the seal broken will naturally have to take his

own chances of that product being pure, just the same as

he would any other goods protected by seal ; and any man
who wants to be sure his goods have not been tampered with
will find the seal intact, and buy nothing else. We will have
to protect our honey unitedly through our Associations, and
I believe through the National something will develop before
this convention closes that will bring about this line of work.

Mr. Calhoun—I think there is something practical in Mr.
Brown's talk in regard to giving a guarantee of the purity
of our honey. Now. with regard to another feature, the bring-

ing before the people the advantages that are to be found in

using honey from a medicinal and food standpoint. How shall

we educate the people up to a knowledge of the advantages
of honey in this regard ? I believe we should have a concise
article covering these points. I believe we can afford to have that

article printed for our use. and, as Mr. Brown has suggested,
with a sample going with each case of honey. I, for one,
could afford to go to my local printer and have slips printed
bringing forth these advantages and put one in each package
of honey I sold.

Mr. De Long—I would like to make a suggestion in re-

gard to getting up a iabel or advertisement of our honey as

a pure article. I havi- produced a great deal of extracted
honey in Nebraska, and I have sent a great deal to Lincoln
to personal friends, .nd I can sell thousands of pounds in

Lincoln, of my production. I tell my customers if they ever

have any trouble in selling it on account of being accused

of its being adulterated, to let me know and I would go to

the experiment station at Lincoln and have them furnish an

announcement on the purity of this honey. All I would have

to do would be to pay the officials for the certificate. I thmk
that would be an authority which a counterfeiter would not

get. That is the w^ay I am going to work it in Nebraska if

I have any trouble.

Dr. Miller—I am sure that we have struck one of the

most important questions that can come before this body, and

that is the advertising of honey. I dislike to attempt to say

very much about it because I feel that all my thoughts are in

a somewhat crude condition, but it is worth while for us to

talk it over at least a little, and perhaps we can have our

thoughts crystallized before we are through with it. Take the

case of the Kairo Korn Syrup. We can reasonably suppose

thousands of dollars are spent in advertising that syrup—I am
not paid anything for advertising it here—that is done prob-

ably by men of good business sense, and they are not doing

it for fun, they are spending their money because it pays ; if

it pays to have that advertised it will pay us to have such an

article as honey advertised. I believe it comes fairly within

the province of this Association to do something towards ad-

vertising honey. There are only a very few points that look

somewhat clear to me : one is the exoense of the matter. We
need a larger membership to do what we ought to do in that

regard. There comes that matter of the brand, and I suspect

we will strike a snag when we come to that. But there is one

thing that may be said in favor of anything of that kind; if

we want a brand and if that brand is good for anything—and
it ought to be good for something—every bee-keeper will be

likely to want to have the advantage of that brand, and that

should be in such shape that only the members of the Asso-

ciation would have the benefit of it : the advertising would be

for the benefit of all. If we could do it just as well, I should

say let everybody have the benefit of it. So far as any brand

is concerned, that would have to be limited, and that would
help us to bring in a larger number of members, and it would
also help to do a larger amount of advertising. I believe

the time has come for this Association to spend perhaps the

greater amount of money that it has to spend in trying to in-

form the public as to the matter of honey, its quality, and all

that sort of thing—the things you want people to know.

Mr. Reinecke—We find so many medicines and other

things that bear their own signature, where they want to

build up a reputation, and the signature counts. I would
suggest with us that that would go a great way.

Prof. Benton—The suggestion of Dr. IMiller, that the

time has come when the Association should spend most of

its money in advertising honey, making its qualities known
and what it is good for, brings to my mind some work I

have had in mind to do in connection with the position I

now occupy in connection with the Department of Agriculture.

I was asked by the secretary to prepare a paper, which I

have done, and I might have had some allusion in that paper

to this work in a general .way, but I will forestall that by
making the statement. It has been suggested to me to pre-

pare a farmers' bulletin on honey and its uses. That is

simply one of the smaller publications of the Department;
it may be but a leaflet, or may extend to 16 or 32 or 48 pages,

and it comes within the limits of a certain law enacted by
Congress which forbids the issuance of more than 1,000 bul-

letins if they exceed 100 pages. This comes within the limit

in number, and can be printed up to 50,000; a bee-keeper can
ask for a thousand copies for aught I know-, and he would
get them absolutely free of cost. If this Association will

suggest some person to prepare such a bulletin and submit it

to me, or would desire I should prepare it, I am perfectly

A'illing to do so, and have it printed at the Department and
under the Department's expense, and sent out to any list that

might be forwarded there, or in quantities to theindividuals

themselves.
Mr. Hagood—I don't think our advertising would strike

the vital points in this thing, from the fact that the other man
has just as good a right to advertise as we have. We need
legislati n more than we need advertising. In my neighbor-
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ing town there is syrup sold under the head of honey, put up
by a manufacturing company of this town with a little piece

of comb in it, and it looks as nice ?s can be. Those people

have a right, I suppose, to advertise, and when we begin ad-

vertising we put our goods on the market against theirs. It

Sf»r> tr Tie we should have legislation.

Dr. Miller moved that Prof. Benton be requested to pre-

pare such a bulletin as he suggested and have it put in the

list of Farmers' Bulletins.

Dr. Bohrer—I hope the motion will prevail ; I think that

is striking the keynote. All the advertising we can do is not
going to compel men to cease the adulteration of honey, either

extracted or in the comb, and if the language, as it is shaped
in the paper that was read, was to go to the public in that

way, I would withdraw the offer of $1,000 for a section iyi
by 4% of honeycomb manufactured and filled with adulterated
honey and sealed by human hands.

Prof. Benton—The idea of the bulletin would be to state

the various uses of both comb and extracted honey—anything
that would educate the people in general. [Motion carried.]

Mr. Abbott—I like this idea, but I want to get at it a

little quicker, and before I make a motion let me explain why.
I, myself, and many of those who publish papers, write letters

by the thousand. If we had a little leaflet of about two pages
we could stick one in every letter we write, and all the people
would get something about honey without the cost of a nickel.

I move that it is sense of this meeting that the Board of
Directors of this National Association be requested to pre-
pare such a circular and furnish it free to anybody who will
distribute it in any way he or she may see fit.

Mr. Cary moved to amend the motion by restricting the
free distribution to the members of the Association.

Prof. Benton—Since this is put forward in connection
with the subject of a farmers' bulletin on honey and its uses,
I would like to say in making this suggestion I did not wish
for a moment to have anyone suppose that was intended to
cover the whole ground, but such work as that which has
just been suggested is along the same lines, and would be
merely supplementary, or my work would be supplementary
to that.

Mr. Abbott—Yours would be the higher grade of work.
This would be elementary. [Motion carried.]

Mr. Hershiser—There is one method of advertising the
use of honey, and doing away with the superstitions of people
with reference to bees that I think I can speak of, inasmuch
as I was not the originator of it; that is, the methods that
are employed in the city of Buffalo in the common schools.
For a good many years the seventh grades have been as-
sembled in such numbers as would be convenient to speak
to in the lecture-rooms of the Buffalo Society of Natural
Science to hear talks upon bees and birds. Supplementary
to these the children are required to read a certain book on
birds and bees, and then they are given a talk of one hour
on these subjects. I have given these talks for a number
of years, and previous to last year the talks were very un-
satisfactory because the children were expected to go and
hear them at some hour outside of school hours. I sug-
gested it should be made a part of the school work, and since
then the teachers have accompanied the pupils to the rooms
and it has been very satisfactory. These talks give the very
best possible opportunity to a person well qualified to speak
upon the subject, of showing all about honey and bees. I
use just an ordinary hive of bees—an observatory hive—to
mterest the children. Then I show them a few of the most
useful miplements-a smoker, bee-veil, a honey-knife, and
show them how honey is extracted, and this honey they can
buy upon the market is nothing but Dure honey taken out of
the comb. You also have the opportunity of saying to the
people and warning them never to buy honey that has a little
slice of comb honey in it, because it is almost sure to be
somethmg that is adulterated, although not necessarily so.
You can also do a great deal towards showing that this story
about honey being manufactured by human ingenuity is also
untrue, because you can show them no two combs are alike,
and if they were manufactured by machinery they would all
be uniform. If you tell them to observe when buying honey,
that the combs are all different in some respects, it is an
education they will not very easily forget. In making these
talks to the seventh grade children, you will observe that it

will only take a few years till every family knows about bees.
The children go home and say they have had an interesting
time—not that / can interest them so very much—and the
teachers of the pupils are there with them, and they are very
much interested, and you will be surprised at the amount of
ignorance, or want of knowledge, that these people wlio are

well educated possess. Even the superintendent of schools at

Buffalo, who was present on one or two occasions, asked some
of the most ridiculous questions.

Mr. Diebold—I would like to suggest in regard to Dr.

Miller's proposition, that the General Manager of this Asso-

ciation be empowered to copyright the label, and that would
protect the Association in its work, and in order to get money
let the Association tax every member 5 cents a colony towards
paying the expense.

Mr. Woods (111.)—In regard to the expense of adver-

tising, I am satisfied that if the Association gets up a suitable

leaflet, nearly every member of the Association can have it

published in his own home papers, and the papers around him.

That would be one means of spreading it very largely, with

no cost. One point we will have to look at, when we give an
article to a reporter, is to see that he does not cut out the

good things, or make an alteration.

Mr. Dadant offered the following resolution

:

Resolved, That the National Bee-Keepers' Association in

congress assembled, send their congratulations to the Pure
Food Congress for their labors on behalf of pure food, and
hope they may be successful in procuring pure food legislation.

The motion was seconded, and carried. Pres. Harris then
appointed a committee composed of the following to present
the resolution to the Pure Food Congress : Messrs. York,
Pressler and Rouse.

(Continued next week.)

The Pennsylvania State Convention.

The first annual convention of the Pennsylvania State
Bee-Keepers' Association closed at Harrisburg at 11 p.m.,
Dec. 7, having been in session since noon of the 6th. The
meeting was most profitable and enjoyable.

The first session on Tuesday afternoon was devoted to

business. Immediately after this session the oSJcers of the
Association, together with Manager France of the National,
and Mr. Benton, called upon Gov. Pennypacker. The Gov-
ernor showed great interest in the industry represented,
and asked many questions. The audience lasted full 40
minutes.

On Tuesday evening Pres. Surface, State Economic
Zoologist, addressed the meeting, dwelling largely upon the
education necessary to put our industry upon a more sub-
stantial footing. 'This address was followed by a paper by
Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the University of Pennsylvania, on
" Habits of Bees, and Some Misapprehensions ".

The Wednesday morning session was taken up entirely
by the disease question, which was ably presented by Mana-
ger France.

Wednesday afternoon Mr. Pratt spoke upon " Queen-
Rearing "', Mr. O. C. Fuller on " Bee-Keeping as a Busi-
ness", and Mr. Gabriel Heister, of Harrisburg, a prominent
horticulturist, on " Bees and Horticulture".

Wednesday evening Richard D. Barclay, of the State
College, outlined the work which has been done, and which
was proposed to do, in apicultural lines at the Pennsylvania
State College. Mr. Frank Benton, of the United States
Department of Agriculture, presented a most able and in-

teresting paper on " Improvement of Honey-Bees ". Rev.
W. H. Bender, of Adams County, presented a paper on
" Honey-Bearing Flora of Adams County, Pa."

The convention passed resolutions on the death of W.
E. Yoder, of Lewisburg ; concerning desired legislation

;

and thanked those who had favored this association during
the convention, also the president and secretary for their
efforts the past year.

Honey as a Health-Food.—This is a 16-page honey-
pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey.
The first part of it contains a short article on " Honey as
Food ", written by Dr. C. C. Miller. It tells where to keep
honey, how to liquefy it, etc. The last part is devoted to
" Honey-Cooking Recipes " and " Remedies Using Honey ".

It should be widely circulated by those selling honey. The
more the people are educated on the value and uses of honey
the more honey they will buy.

Prices, prepaid—Sample copy for a two-cent stamp ; SO
copies for 70 cts.; 100 for $1.25 : 250 for $2 :5 ; 500 for $4.00 ;

or 1000 for $7.50. Your business card pi inted /r^e at the
bottom of the frontpage on all orders for liio or more copies.
Send all orders to the oSice of the American Bee Journal.
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The Problem of Wintering Bees.

BY ALLEN LATHAM.

THE first winter is a sure source of dread for the begin-
ner in bee-keeping', while the expert is always glad to
see spring give him warrant for his confidence ; and I

miss ' my guess this December if many an old hand at bee-
keeping is not on " the anxious seat " now, though he had
thought a year ago that he had solved this tough problem
of getting bees safely over the winter. The awful loss in
bees last winter doubtless caused every apiarist in the North
to study the subject anew, and to use unusual care In pre-
paring his bees for this present winter.

The purpose of this article is to throw out one or two
warnings which may save the colonies of some bee-keepers,
who, in their anxiety to guard against loss, have erred in
their preparation. I have been led to the conclusion that
the great loss of bees last winter was due to lack of air
more than to any other cause, and wish to ask the kind at-

tention of the American Bee Journal readers to a few facts
and observations.

That my words may have greater weight, allow me to

say that I am now in my 21st year in bee-keeping, and
ought to be allowed to vote ; that I have had remarkable
success in the wintering of bees ; that last winter, while all

about me whole apiaries were wiped out, I lost but 2 out of
38 (and it should be said that these 2 colonies died from
starvation).

There are a few well-formulated rules for wintering
which are observed by all who use ordinary care—namely,
keep hives dry, give plenty of food, and protect from cold.

Yet with all these rules well kept great loss will come from
a winter like that of 1903-4. We must add to these rules
this one : Allow plenty of fresh air.

I am talking about out-of-doors wintering. I know that
cellar-winterers advocate fresh air, but have seldom known
those who winter bees outdoors to have much to say about
the supply of air, and I am confident that the vast majority
seek to shut out the air rather than to let it in.

Bee-keepers in New England were among the heavy
losers last winter, and those with whom I have talked give
this description of the condition in spring of the dead colo-

nies : The spaces between the combs were clogged with
-dead bees, frames and combs were sticky and foul with ex-

crement, and the whole interior of the hive was dripping
with damp mold. The living colonies were, most of them,
in an equally deplorable condition except that above the
ramparts of dead bees were a handful of brave but weak
survivors.

I had a few colonies which were not unlike those last

described, and in every case they were colonies which I had
molly-coddled, or which had lain under snow too long.
Every one of my colonies which was allowed its regular
summer entrance, came through with clean, sweet combs,
strong bees, and a spirit for conquest.

Last winter my 38 colonies were disposed as follows :

Three in my seashore cottage in the full blast of all the
winds that blow, with entrances Ij^-inch holes three to the
colony ; 5 on farms about Provincetown, Mass.; 3 on a farm
in Lancaster, Mass., with entrances the width of the hive
and )s deep ; 10 on farms in Norwich, Conn., with entrances
the width of the hive and from '}'s to '/$ inch deep ; 2 glass
observatory hives in a north window ; 17 in my yard at

home with entrances of all sorts.

The bees at the seashore were all alive and flourishing
when my family and I arrived there for our summer stay.

They had had no care since the preceding August, yet were
all alive, while we are told that 90 percent of the bees along
the coast died.

My bees in Lancaster wintered poorly because they
were covered with snow too long. The bees on farms in

Norwich were set on high stone walls where they got the

good, fresh air, and they wintered well except two starved

from lack of stores due to my own carelessness. Of the

bees in my home yard, the colony which showed all along a

fine state of health had an entrance 12 inches long and J-s

of an inch deep. This entrance was open all the time ex-

cept occasionally, when the cold went way below zero ; I

either threw dry snow lightly over the entrance or else
pushed a porous cloth into the entrance. This was done
more to conserve heat than otherwise, for I feared that the
bees might consume all their stores in trying to keep warm,
At no time from fall to spring could more than a bare
sprinkling of dead bees be seen on the bottom of the hive.

All winter long the bees occupied at least seven of the
spaces between the combs.

My various observations of last winter have led me to

leave all my hives this winter with ample entrances, in sev-
eral cases an entrance the equivalent of 12 square inches. I

do not advocate so large an entrance, but shall sacrifice a
few colonies this winter, if necessary, to find out the effects

of such an entrance. I am watching closely, and thus far
all is well. One can look into the well-lighted hive and see
the bees clustered in perfect repose about the bottom-bars
of the frames. Such an entrance is all right for ordinary
winter weather, but may cause trouble when the tempera-
ture falls to 10 below zero or colder.

Though I do not advocate so extreme an entrance as
last described, I do most assuredly advocate one which has
the equivalent of at least S (five) square inches. If there is

any reader of these lines who has hive-entrances smaller
than that let him worry about his bees. That size of en-
trance is needed to furnish the circulation of air sufficient

to carry off the moisture given out by the bees, and will go
far towards preventing moldy combs and sick bees.

Right here let me say that bees which winter with dry,
clean combs do not spring dwindle to any serious extent.

It is desirable that I state that my hives are well pro-

tected ; that the combs run crosswise of the hive ; that the
hives face the south ; that every colony allowed a big en-

trance is a big colony.

There are conditions which will permit good wintering
with small hive-entrances, and they are these : A mild
winter in which bees can get frequent flights and can ven-
tilate their hive themselves, or an arrangement for a slow
upward circulation through a very porous cushion over the

frames, in which case the regular cover of the hive is left

off in the wintering-case. If the winter is cold, and there

is no opportunity for the escape of the dampness of the

hive, the bees become uneasy, their abdomens become dis-

tended with moisture, the weaker ones die and make smaller
the entrance already too small, the stronger bees become
weak, and unless spring comes to the rescue the colony
assuredly dies.

Let your bees have air. New London Co., Conn.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is

the name of the finest bee-keeper's song—words by Hon-
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at fl.OO.

Some Facts About Honey and Bees.—This is the
subject of an article written by Mr. J. E. Johnson, and pub-
lished on pages 581-82 of the American Bee Journal for

Aug. 25, 1904. We have republished it in 4-page leaflet

form for general distribution, and furnish it, postpaid, at

35 cents per 100 copies. Send all orders to the office of the
American Bee Journal.

Amerikanlsche Blenenzucht, by Hans Buschbauer, is

a bee-keeper's handbook of 138 pages, which is just what
our German friends will want. It is fully illustrated, and
neatly bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 ; or with the
American Bee Journal one year—both for $1.75. Address
all orders to this office.
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Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

The Women Members of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.

ARIZONA.

Mrs. Ralph Bulkley.

CALIFORNIA.

Mrs. Mary E. Avery.
Mrs. I. A. Chantry.
Mrs. D. A. Higgins.
Miss Maud Sanders—120 cols.
Mary L,. Small.
Mrs. Louis Wegener.
Nellie M. White.
Mrs. Rudd.

COLORADO.

Mrs. M. A. Booth.
Mrs. L. J. Brock.
Susie R. Cook.
Emma E. Evans.
Caroline Lindenmeier.
Mary C. Porter.
Elizabeth F. Read.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Mrs. Kate Barrett.

IDAHO.

Mrs. S. A. Mitchell.
Mrs. Bertha Morris.
Mrs. A. A. Paul—100 cols., and 4O0O

lbs. comb.
Miss Bertha Petersen.
Miss Ida Schenck—20 cols., and 175

lbs. comb.

ILLINOIS.

Mrs. H. W. Bartrum.
Mrs. Aaron Coppin—17Scols.; 2000 lbs.
comb, and SCO lbs. extracted.

Mrs. John J. Glessner.
Mrs. W. H. Horstmann.
Miss L,. C. Kennedy—72 cols., and 2500

lbs. comb.
Mrs. Herman F. Moore.
Mrs. G. A. Schmidt.
Mrs. N. L. Stow.
Mrs. Anna Weckerle—28 cols.; 400 lbs.

comb, and 600 lbs. extracted.

Emma M. Wilson.
Mrs. George W. York.
Miss Minnie Yueill—11 cols.,

lbs. comb.
Mrs. F. X. Arnold.

INDIANA.

Kate V. Austin.
Mrs. F. A. Proper.

Mrs. Clara West Evans—200 cols., and
3500 lbs. comb.

Mrs. M. J. Finson.

Mrs. S. M. Roby—SO cols.

Mrs. J. D. Smith.

MICHIGAN.

Lurinda Cox.

MINNESOTA.

Mrs. J. M. Downer.
Mrs. E. D. Hance.
Mrs. W. B. Hutchinson— 27 cols.; 500

lbs. comb, and 700 lbs. extracted.
Mrs. J. B. Thompson.
Mrs. W. S. Wingate.

Jane Coffelt.

MISSOURI.

NEW YORK.

Mrs. Emma Boyes.
Mrs. O. L. Hershiser.
Mrs. G. B. Back.
Jessie E. Marks.
Mrs. D. C. Southerland—12 cols., and

470 lbs. comb.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Miss Delia Hyatt—85 cols., and 3000
lbs. comb.

OHIO.

Mrs. M. A. Ray—37 cols., and 268 lbs.

comb.

OREGON.

Mrs. Nancy Scott—70 cols., and 30CO
lbs. comb.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Mrs. J. C. Hubler.
Miss Ellen N. Cooke.

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Mrs. J. M. Donner—5 cols., and 45 lbs.

comb.
TEXAS.

Miss Helen BuUer.
Miss Meta Hillje.

UTAH.

Mrs. L. S. Coleman.
Mrs. J. E. Dillman.
Mrs. K. J. Empey—40 cols., and 3600

lbs. extracted.
Mrs. H. Halgate.
Mary Eongston.
Mrs. Mary Vanduine.
Mary Voigt.
Mrs. R. T. Rhees.

WISCONSIN.

Mrs. Paul Barrett— 34 cols., and lOOO
lbs. comb.

Mrs. G. Berenschot—27 cols., and 250
lbs. comb.

Mrs. Lena Bol.
Miss Mathilde Candler.
Mrs. Kate Fleming—140 cols., and 2500

lbs. comb.
Mrs. W. J. Hillman—30cols.; 100 lbs.

comb, and 3000 lbs. extracted.
Mrs. S. L. Kepler.
Mrs. Minnie Mallory.
Miss Fannie Newman.
Mrs. W. J. Pickard—260 cols., and

37,000 lbs. extracted.
Mrs. Ada Boggs.
Mrs. Jennie Towle.
Martha Van Woert.
Emily White.
Mrs. J. D. Williams—28 cols., and 150

lbs. comb.

Comparing the foregoing with last year's report it will

be seen that there has been a gain of 26 in the number of

sisters, the present number being 83. But although the

number is greater this year, they haven't done so well at

reporting ; only 22 reported this year as against 26 last.

Miss Hyatt still stands by her lone self as the repre-

sentative of North Carolina, with never a brother rallying

to her aid.

Wisconsin carries the banner for members, with 15 ; and
Illinois is a close second, with 13 members.

Mrs. W. J. Pickard, of Wisconsin, stands conspicuous,

with the largest number of colonies (260)—the largest crop

(37,000 pounds), and the largest average per colony (142

pounds).

It would be interesting if Mrs. Pickard would tell us
something about getting that magnificent crop ; how many
colonies in one apiary, how much of the work she has done
herself, and how much help she has had, etc.

(
Nasty's Afterthoughts

' Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.

By E. E. Hasty, Sta. B Rural, Toledo, Ohio.

CARNIOLAN HISTORIC HIVK-PAINTING.

That's a queer conceit of the people of Carniola to paint
Bible history and domestic history on their hives. Such a
custom shows that bees are looked to with something quite
the opposite of indifference. Think I would much rather
contemplate Samson at the lion carcass on a hive than (as
with us) read "Chew Doorty Plug" all over a barn—effigy

of the plug thrown in. The hornets driving out the
Canaauites, and Jonathan chasing the Philistines—eating,
meantime, at the "gorb " of honey he had swiped up with
his rod, would make good hive scenes. Lest thou be
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filled therewith and vomit ", it mig-ht better be imagined
than painted, I suppose. (Pag-e 765.)

And we would hardly want any but a first-class artist
to try his hand at The Risen Christ Eating the Honey-
Comb. Dropping- to domestic scenes, the Honey-Moon
would furnish quite a variety of pictures not above the
youthful artist. The Honey Ache, and the Two Young
Queens, a-nd Early Rising (lark, bee and sun,) and Industry,
mottoed with " Keep a hoeing ob the corn, Honey ", would
all be available. Think my first trial would be just a good-
sized rose, with a little bee, and a little bird, and a little
youth hovering over, and the motto :

'• But de birds and de bees, and we all ob us knows
Dat we's jes hangin" round for to look at my rose ".

A HELD BEE AND ITS EATING.

Prof. Cook finds that a bee, when held a prisoner in the
fingers, will always take honey. Reminds me somewhat of
the mouse which, when made a prisoner, often dies of
fright and cold in a few hours ; yet it doesn't collapse alto-
gether

; it usually nibbles up everything nibbleable it can
get at. A bee, if held a prisoner in such a way that it can
worry, will die in about an hour; but, it seems, when held
so that violent hustling about is impossible it will eat. I

should hardly have expected it to turn out so. I still think,
if the experiment were tried often enough with all sorts of
bees in all sorts of circumstances, such exceptions would
occur. Page 758.

MIGRATORY BEE-KEEPING ON RIVERS.

Rafts and flatboats on rivers would be more used to set
apiaries on if the great rivers of the bee's world only ran
the other way. As it is, the season travels one way while
the hives would have to travel the other—unless a tug is
hired, and that is pretty expensive ; and the tug is not
always to be had when wanted. Page 765.

TEMPORARY APIARY FENCE.

For a small apiary the Kilgore arrangement for a tem-
porary fence around it during winter is so moderate in cost,
and so evidently excellent, that one wonders why it is not
in general use. Never mind, Mr. K., the bicycle didn't get
into general use until a great many years after it was in-

vented. Different showing 20 years hence, maybe. I'm

not sure but eight more boards, making a center division
from north to south, would pay as well as the outsides. But
many brethren would demur at outer cases for the hives,
and an outer case for the whole apiary, too. It would look
to them as a needless duplication. Page 777.

TIN-FOIL-BASE COMB I'OUNDATION.

I had a frame or two of that Detwiler foundation with
tin-foil in the middle. Hardly know what became of it.

Probably went to ruin with some colony that the worms
cleaned out. The bees did not peel the tin bare badly
enough to be prohibitory if one very much wanted to use it.

An attempt to sustain a patent on it now would be quite an
outrage. Page 771.

HILARITY RATHER THAN WRATH.

If a cross-roads local newspaper suggests that folks
leave off taking the Chicago Tribune or the New York
Journal in order to make room for itself, probably it would
promote hilarity rather than wrath in the otBces named.
Similarly I think our leading apicultural journals ought to
be able to smile without much bitterness at the inflated self-

appreciation of the small fry. Page 772.

GARDENING FOR " LADY OF THE HOUSE ".

Eeave gardening for the lady of the house to superin-
tend, eh 7 Very good. Very good indeed—until we hear
from the lady of the house. Page 775.

BACKSLIDING TO BULK COMB HONEY.

Where an old scientific apiculturist and progressive
man like Mr. Stachelhausen takes to bulk comb exclusively

—

and gets 20,000 pounds of it—the " antis " have a chance to
wonder who'll backslide next. Page 775.

isn't IT A BASSWOOD TREE ?

O yes—must fling a parting club—that pretty tree on
the outside of No. 46 is no more a basswood than the por-
trait in the other corner is a picture of me. Pictures
changed in the cradle, (somehow. Why, just see how small
and thick the foliage is—and the objects below are proof
that it is not distance that makes the leaves so small.

—

[We'll ask Mr. Blair for the proof. He called it a basswood
in full bloom when sending us the picture.

—

Editor.]

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Uncapping and Returning Drone-Brood.

Is it safe to uncap drone-brood and then put it back in

the hive for the bees to clean the cells ? Wisconsin.

Answer.—Entirely safe ; but you can save the bees the
labor of cleaning out the cells, and also save the consider-

able amount of food fed to the larvEe if you cut out each
patch of drone-comb and put in its place a patch of worker-
comb. •

Size of Frame for Extracted Honey—Shipping-Case
Sizes—Best Hive for Tennessee.

1. What size of frame is the most practical for extracted
honey production ? How many to the hive ?

2. What are the sizes of shipping-cases now in use ?

3. Give the dimensions of the best hive, in your judg-
ment) to use in middle Tennessee. Tennessee.

Answers.—1. That's a tough one. With the right man
to handle it in a good locality, almost any frame may be
expected to give good results ; but for extracted honey I

should hesitate between the Langstroth frame and some-
thing larger ; perhaps settling on the Langstroth because
more the fashion. Ten frames would be the least for the
lower story, and nine in the extracting supers if they are
the same size as the bro d-chamber. If a business is to be

made of it, there are some advantages in having shallower

frames for extracting supers.

2. There is no one size, as you will see by consulting

the manufacturers' or dealers' catalogs. Among the sizes

in most common use, I think, are those holding 12 sections

and those holding 24 sections. The publishers of this jour-

nal having been in the supply business not so very long

ago, they can answer this question with more certainty

than I. [We would refer the questioner to the catalogs of

our advertisers.

—

Editor.]
3. Your first question being practically the same ques-

tion with regard to hives for extracted honey, this probably
refers to hives for comb honey. If you intend to give full

time and attention to the business, the 8-frame dovetail

ought to suit you ; if the bees are to be left more to their

own devices, the 10-frame will be better.

Red Clover Queens-Sainfoln-Comft-Honey Hives-Late
aueen Introducing.

1. I have 17 colonies of black bees which are very easily

handled. As there is more red clover in my locality than
white, would it pay me to get red clover Italian queens, or

the so-called long-tongued red clover queens ?

2. Which are the better, Italian 3 or 5 banded bees ?

3. Do yon think sainfoin would grow in Tennessee ? If

so, where can I get the seed 7 What will it cost ? How
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much seed per acre ? When sown 7 Will it bloom the first
year?

4. I am using the 8 and 10 frame hive with Hoflfman
brood-frames and Danzenbaker super. I am after comb
honey, and thought I would try 10 Danzenbaker hives next
season. What do you think of them ? Are they, or any
other hive, better than the one I am now using ?

5. Is it now too late to introduce queens ?

Tennessee.
Answers.—l. The probability is that it would pay you.

At any rate, it will cost very little to try one queen. Then
rear a few queens from her, and see how their colonies
compare in results with your blacks.

2. The 3-banders are not all alike, and there is likely to
be still greater variation in the S-banders. One of the best
of either will give good results.

3. It is well worth the trial. See article by C. P.
Dadant, page 790. It is a perennial, blooming the second
and succeeding years. You can probably get the seed of
any seed-dealer. I don't know the cost, nor amount of seed
per acre, but you can hardly be far out of the way to follow
the time and amount of sowing other clovers in your
locality. Possibly some one who has had experience may
tell us more about it.

4. The little experience I had with Danzenbaker hives
did not impress me very favorably. I very much prefer the
dovetail with Miller frames to either the Danzenbaker or
Hofiman.

5. No, not in Tennessee ; but it is generally more con-
venient to wait till next season, and you would hardly gain
anything by introducing now.

Clipping aueens-Sugar-Syrup Winter Stores-SJiaking
Swarms—Requeenin? Colonies-Wiring Frames-

Slotted Sections.

1. What time next spring would you clip queens ?
2. How would you start, and how do you handle them ?
3. I find a dampness against the top of the hive. Should

the bees have top ventilation, or will the dampness not do
any harm ?

4. Do you think bees will winter all right on sugar
syrup when on the summer stands ? They have a flight
about once a week.

5. Will extra-thin section foundation do for brood-
frames if I put in splits about 3 inches apart ?

6. Will it make any difference if in wiring frames I use
tinned wire double the size usually used 7

7. I find in requeening a colony that to find the old
queen I break some of the honey-cells and start robbing.
How do you prevent it ?

8. I don't want any swarming next year. How will I
know when to shake a swarm 7 If I wait until the day be-
fore they swarm they may swarm the day before I expect
them.

9. Is honey that has candied in the comb good to feed
bees in winter 7

10. Will candied honey do for spring feeding 7 If so,
how do you prepare it for use 7

11. I have 12 colonies down in the country that I expect
to bring home. Should I want to requeen them, what is the
earliest that I can get queens next spring?

12. Do the open sides in sections help the bees any 7

Richmond, Va.
Answers.—1. Any time when it is warm enough for

bees to fly freely ; only not when they take their first

cleansing flight. On that day there's some danger the bees
might be unkind to the queen after you return her.

2. With the thumb and finger seize the queen by the
wings, then hold her by the thumb and fingers of the left
hand, head to the left, tail to the right, holding her by the
thorax—perhaps you would call it by the shoulders. Be
careful not to squeeze her by the abdomen or soft part.
With a pair of small scissors (I use common pocket scissors
that I carry in my trousers pocket all the time), cut ofif both
wings on one side. Cut off half or more of the wings.
Then put her back on ths comb or on the top-bar. Most
likely, instead of running down, she'll run up on your hand.
Take a leaf, chip, or somethinu of the sort, let her run on
that, and then lay it on the frames. She'll do the rest.

3. If there is enough dampness so it will fall in drops
on the bees it will do harm. Give upward ventilation, or
else cover something over the top to keep it warm. Then
the dampness will not settle on it.

4. Yes.
5. I don't know ; thin might do ; I'd be afraid to try

extra-thin only on a small scale.

6. It would probably answer, only it would be just a lit-

tle more in the way of the bees.
7. I'm afraid I don't fully understand ; what do you

break the honey for 7 The only thing I can think of is

that your combs are a little uneven, with brace-combs from
one to the other, and this can be avoided by keeping the
brace-combs cut away whenever you take out the frames.
But even then, robbing might be started when you open a
hive if honey is not coming in. Open the hive in the even-
ing, as soon as robber-bees have stopped flying.

8. Every week or 10 days look for queen-cells, and shake
as soon as you find them with eggs or larvre in them.

9. Yes, only there's waste in it, for the bees will reject
the solid part.

10. Melt it by heating, adding a little water. It's all

right for spring feeding.
12. Write to those that advertise early queens and ask

I

how early. Those down South are the earliest.

12. I doubt that openings at the sides of sections help.

Feeding Bees (3p for Winter Stores.

We have continued fine, warm weather. Bees are on
the wing all the time. Is this good or bad for them 7 How
would it do to feed them 7 There are no other bees (to

amount to anything) in the neighborhood. Would it pay
to feed some each day to keep the amount of stores already
in the hives 7 Tell me what efi^ect it would have on them
now, and in the spring. Would it pay 7 They are on the
summer stands, and fixed nice and dry for winter.

What I want to know is. Would it be a good scheme to
keep them fed up full this fall on sugar syrup 7 And how
would it do to let them have rye-meal also 7

Nebraska.
Answer.—The continuous good weather, allowing the

bees to fly daily, is all right, although they will use a little

more food. Don't think of feeding them syrup or meal, un-
less they have so little that you are afraid they will not pull
through the winter. If they are short of stores don't fill

them up with small daily feeds, but feed as rapidly as pos-
sible. If you do as you suggest, you are likely to start
them to brood-rearing, and then have Jack Frost catch them
with a lot of brood that will only be a damage to them. Let
them severely alone—that's the best care you can give them
now.

I BEE-ENTRANCE GUARD, 8 CTS. |
^ One of the most useful inventions to the bee-keeper. It prevents ^•
i5 the queen from coming out or drones going in. All bee-hives should be ^'

!^ supplied with one. Each, 8 cts. If sent by mail, 5 cts. extra. ^i

i JOHN DOLL & SON, |
.^ Power Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, ^

You would not think of buying

Why? 4» Raisins
INot because you could not use them,

E}|]f because on account of the price hereto-
•^***- fore paid you have learned to regard
raisins as a holiday luxury only.

We are shipping out several carloads of
CHOICE SEEDED RAISINS in 16-oz. cartons, SO
cartons to case, from which you can lay in a
winter's supply at $3 N5 per case, or two cases
for $7,50 f.o.b. either Ciiicaijo or Denver, Colo.

Address, H. L. WEEMS,
p. O. Ho.x 267. CHICAGO, ILL., or

H. E. TENNEY,
DENVER, COLO.

Jee Journal. SlA4t

325 E. Iliff Av
^B"Reference, Americac
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§ Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

§
ourHI^VES and SEOTIOISrS

S Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

By sending in your order now, you will, SAVE MONEY, and
v secure prompt shipment.

iVe will allow you a cash discount of 4 percent on orders sent in during December.

g PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London.Wis. usa

Baby Nuclei—An Explanation.

Once or twice I have seen references
in the American Bee Journal regard-
ing- the giving of Mr. Pharr his due,
or not giving him his due, for the in-
vention of the baby nuclei for mating
queens. As my name has been men-
tioned in the matter, please allow me a
little space for an explanation.

Two years ago Mr. C. B. Bankston,
who, I believe, was in partnership with
Mr. Pharr, wrote me an article describ-
ing this plan of getting queens mated.
Mr. Bankston's penmanship and com-
position were none of the best, and I

may have been a little thick-headed,
but be that as it may, I failed to catch
the spirit of the invention. I could
not see where the advantages came in.

I wrote to Mr. Bankston about this

—

that I could not "see the point". He
referred me to Mr. W. H. Laws, saying
that Mr. L,aws had been using the plan
for a year, and could tell me all about
it. I wrote Mr. Laws, and he replied
that he had used it, but he preferred to
use it another year before describing
it. In the meantime, Mr. Bankston
sent an article to the American Bee-

Keeper, in which he described the
plan. That paper published it, and
still I could not " catch on " to its ad-
vantages. A year ago Mr. Laws sent
me one of the nuclei, and a complete
description of the whole plan, and I

then understood it clearly, and imme-
diately saw its great value. It was
published in the Review with an illus-

tration. In this article Mr. Laws said
it was the first time that the plan had
been published, except in an article
that had appeared a year previous in
the American Bee-Keeper.
When the article appeared in the Re-

view, Mr. Bankston wrote me that he
thought he had not been fairly treated

;

that he had sent me an article a year
before and I had not published it, and
now I had published one from Mr.
Laws, in which he had been given the
whole credit. I wrote and reminded
him how he had referred rue to Mr.
Laws, and told him that if he thought
he had not been fairly treated, I should
be only too glad to make it right in the
Review. I have never heard from him
since.

In a few weeks Mr. Pharr wrote and
made almost the same complaint that

BEE-SUPPLIES 8

Rooi'8 Goods aiRooi's Prices 8

Everything used by Bee-Keepers. _«
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt Service. A
Low Freight Rates Catalog Free V

|[% You are entitled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first, m^

k WALTER l*rOUDER, h
\ 513-515 Massachusetts Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. N

fleane mennon Bee Journal wnen wriurm.

B66=K66D6rS
u • r's /ft

Don't forg^et that
we are the larg'est
jobbers in the

ited States of
/>p7/e8, .7o/»n.son In-

eu/j«(<>r,s itn<I Zfroo<Jers, Hiiinptli-
roj-'s utui A/ann's HmtG Cutters,
Hftultry Siip/j//es t,f nil Ulndu, ^ieecis
nnO Irnplomt-'nt s. Remember, you get
ihese ^oods ai Factory Prices, and save half
the freight. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan C^ucons t

listed in our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

r'loasfl mentloi) Boa jonmai •when "wntuifc

1
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Tlarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making- SECTIONS, and they are

the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the

right kind for them. We have a full line of BEE-
SUPPI.IES. Write for free Illustrated Catalog and
Price-List.

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis.
iii^ii^iis^i^iit^^ii^i^i^i^iit^^iiSii^^;^i^iit^ii^=t^iii^

Flease mention Bae Journal -when 'wrlUna

THE BEST THERE IS.
Bee-keepers, like all other fair dealing people, want the BEST of goods, the BEST of

service In filling their orders, the BEST of prices and the BEST of everything connected

with getting their Supplies; the VERY BEST that can possibly be given for the money is

necessary to give enure satisfaction and what all should have.

To absolutely please bee keepers in filling their wants has been our constant aim lor

eight years, and while we do not boast about ourselves we are sure that we are excelled by

nobody. If you are not already a customer don't fail to write to us and tell us your wants.

Bees, Supplies, Honey and Beeswax.
Lewis' Qoods at Factory Prices.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS given on all orders before the rush season.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

flease mention Bee JouiTa.1 -when wntine

BEE-KEEPERS^ SUPPLIES
LEWIS C. & A. G. WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

^A\

6^DlscoyniioJan.l§i
on the Best Dovetailed Hive made.
Cheaper than the cheapest. Circular

ready to mail. Don't miss it. 200 sec-

ond-hand hives for sale cheap.

The Wood Bee-Hive and Box Go.
LANSING. MICH.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apictiltural Field more

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide.'*
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

i DITTMER'S FOUNDATION |
a IS THE BEST g
S Will tell you why if you will send for FREE CATALOG and SAMPLES. §
8 EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT on FULL LINE OF SUPPLIES. g

, Wholesale and Retail.
_ X

§ Working Wax into Foundation for Cash a Specialty.

8 E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

g «IJS OIXXMER, Augiistii. Wis.

Mr. Bankston had made, viz., that he
was the inventor of the system, while
Mr. Laws had been given the credit for

it. I wrote and explained to him the
same as I had to Mr. Bankston, but
nothing- further was heard from him.
Soon after I saw his complaint in the

American Bee Journal.

Now, I have no disposition whatever
to rob any man of any glory or honor
that is his due. So far as I know Mr.
Bankston or Mr. Pharr, or, perhaps
both of them, originated the baby-
nuclei plan for fertilizing queens, but
they did not describe it in such a man-
ner that the public understood its

advantages. Mr. Laws described it so
that he was understood, although he
admitted that it had been described be-

fore. Perhaps he ought to have men-
tioned names, although I did not think
much about this point at the time, as I

had been referred to him by the men
who claim to have invented it.

I don't think that there has been any
disposition on the part of any one to

rob Mr. Pharr of his honors. I know
there has been no such intention upon
my part, and if there has been the ap-

pearance of that in the Review, I beg
his pardon for the part that I have
played, and take pleasure in making
this public acknowledgement.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Genesee Co., Mich., Dec. 12.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEWIS CO.'S

B-WAEE
Lowest prices and quick service.

Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport, Iowa, 213-215 W. 2(1 St

Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t

li'ORMAS
Fully Kuaiantced.

|]
| Stnd

Semi for free catalogue.
|j for

BANTA MFG. CO., LIGONIER, IHDIANA. FriiCataloKB

^ease mention Bee journal wnen writing,

Christmas tloliday Excursion Rates

via the Nickel Plate Road, Dec. 24, 25,

26 and 31, 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 1905,

good returning Jan. 4, 1905, at a fare

and a third for the round trip, between
Chicago and Buffalo. Three through
express trains daily to Ft. Wayne,
Findlay, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New
York, Boston, and all eastern points.

Through puUman sleepers and excel-

lent dining-car service, individual

Club Meals, ranging in price from 35

cents to $1.00, being served in Nickel

Plate dining-cars ; also service a la

carte. No excess fare charged on any
train. Chicago depot, Van Buren and
La Salle Sts. City ticket offices. 111

Adams Street, and Auditorium Annex.
All information given upon application

to John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
113 Adams St., room 298. 34—47ASt

Please metttiou Bee Journal
when' writing advertisers.
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4 BEE=KEEPERS KNEW ^
"9 THAT ©^

IDADAST'S FOUIDATIOII
4 WAS THE BEST. ¥
"*§ 'rtey still know that it excels. @<-

->^ Over 100,000 Pounds sold during the past season. Its 27th Year. ^
.>|^ We guarantee satisfaction. A,

i BEE-SUPPLlESotaiiRindsBEESWflXwaniedayii limes f-
^^^ We work wax into Foundation. Catalog Free. ^^
^ 5 Percent Discount this Wonth. W
2 DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, III.

J;

-FOR, -yOXJR,-

« BEE SUPPLIES, BERRY-BOXES % CRATES
y SEND TO THE 5/

^ Sheboygan Fruit-Box Co., Sheboygaa, Wis. n
U LIBERAL DISCOUNTS on all orders till Jan. 1,1905. 27A39t

Area of Honey^Plants for loo Colo,
nies.

How many acres of good honey-
plants are required to keep 100 colonies
of bees busy during its blooming
period ? Can some alfalfa man tell

about how much honey an acre of
alfalfa would produce ? also, how many
acres of the same clover are required
for 100 colonies of bees ?

F. W. Morgan.
[No definite answer can be made to

your question, as everything depends
upon the locality and the honey-plant.
As a rule, we may say that basswoods
will yield a larger amount of honey
per acre than any other plant, unless
it be the logwood of Jamaica. In a
general way we may say that honey-
yielding trees will yield more honey
per acre than any shrubbery or plant

In some localities 1000 acres might
take care of 100 colonies ; but, as a
rule, we may figure that it will require
much more than this. As a general
thing bees do not fly much further
than a mile and a half from the home
yard. This would make a circle of
three miles across, or 4521 acres. If

we allow liberally for wooded lauds,
cultivated lands and dwelling-houses,
probably we should have to cut down
this amount by at least a half, probably
a little more, so that, in the height of
the honey season, taking clover and
basswood as they may come in, 100
colonies would not have access to much
more than 2000 acres. This would
make an aggregate of 20 acres per
colony.

If we turn to the alfalfa regions we
shall probably find a much smaller

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

structible, and giving entirely satisfactory re-
sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buyine
from the dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
t^At KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Lightning Knife Sharpener!

Every kitchen needs a knife sharpener.
Every woman will appreciate the Lightning
Knife Sharpener — a new kink for the
kitchen. It's cheap, but it's nicely made and
finished, and will wear well Puts a keen edge
on the knife and saves the stovepipe. Sample
mailed for anly tlii-ee 'J-ccnt stamps
Order at once—they are going like hotcakes.
Address, LIGHTNING KNIFE SHARPENER.CO.

(Not incorporated)

SMU Ogden Ave., CHICAGO ILL.

This
LIghtnlng Lice Killing Machine

-'"- -M lice and mites. Noiojuryto
-feathers. Handles any fowl,
t chick to larifeet (fobbier.

lo lu viirw) sites P»yB for ItMir flrat muoo.
3 Lijfhtninff Lift Kitlina Awd^r, Poultry
», Lic» Mur<Ur, tu. W« ttiean ipeeUl low
rcMntci. C»Ulo(t in*n»<l fp**. Write i«r It.

CHAS. SCHILD CO.,
lD26t 401 Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.
*^ease mention Bee Journal -wnnn "writina

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H. HUNT & SON.
Bell Branch, Waynk Co., Mich

please mention Bee Jotimal -wtien xgriMng,
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Those who are in arrears on their Bee Journal subscription, and
desire to take advantage of our liberal American Farmer offer, will

need to pay all that would be due on their subscription to the end of

this month (December) and also $1.00 for 1905.

Those who are now paid in advance extending into 1905, can
send us $1.00 for another year, and also have the American Farmer
for one year. Address all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Deapborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

!b<>0<>0(>OOOQO(>QCCOOOQCOO<>OQd?
acreage required to take care of 100

colonies. Just what this acreage may
be I could not say, and therefore leave

it to some of our alfalfa-honey pro-

ducers to give us any available data

they may have.
This is an interesting problem, and

it has some practical bearing, because
this question of overstocking has come
to be a very serious one. In the alfalfa

localities it can be definitely known
how many thousand acres there are of

this plant for a range of I'/i miles.

One can, therefore, determine pretty

closely how many colonies can work
profitably on a given number of acres

of alfalfa.—Editor.] — Gleanings in

Bee Culture.

Bee-Sting Poison an Article of Com=
merce.

Can you tell me anything concerning
the formic acid which is said to be col-

lected by bottling bees, agitating them
and killing them with alcohol 7 This
product is said to be sold to eastern

druggists at a good price. I should

like to get the names of such pur-

chasers. This bee-sting business looks

to me like a hoax, as I have been per-

sonally acquainted with parties who
have been stung many times, and still

have the rheumatism ; but as all such
fads have a day it may answer to sell.

W. W. Rich.

[The active principle of the bee-sting

poison, whatever that may be, said to

be formic acid, is used largely by the

homeopathic school of medicines.

Some years ago we used to do quite a

little business pulling bee-stings by
the thousand. We have supplied a

New York firm with stings in lots of

10,000, the same being dipped in a

small vial of sugar of milk as fast as

I ^ 200 Ego
<»'JNCUBATOR
action. liatchea every feriilo
egg. Write for catalog to-day. «
GEO. H. STAHU Qulncy, III

BEE-KEEPERS ! l%^^^^°;'.]°ltMl\
year'suse, and get the discount: Oct.,() percent;
Nov., 5 percent; Dec, 4 percent. The above dis-
count does not apply to honev-packages. Send
for catalog. W.J.iVIcC.'iRTY, Emmetsburg, Iowa
44Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Very Low Excursion Rates for
Cliristmas holidays

to all points on the Nickel Plate Road
between Chicago and Buffalo. Excur-
sion tickets on sale Dec. 24, 25, 26, and
31, 1904, and Jan. 1 and 2, 1905, good
returning Jan. 4, 1905. Three through
express trains daily. No excess fare
charged on any train. Also lowest
rates and shortest line to Cleveland,
Buffalo, New York, Boston, and all

eastern points. Modern sleeping and
dining cars. Individual Club Meals,
ranging in price from 35 cents to $1.00,
served in Nickel Plate dining-cars

;

also service a la carte. All trains leave
from La Salle Street Station, Chicago.
City ticket office, Chicago, 111., Ill Ad-
ams Street, and Auditorium Annex.
For further particulars address, John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 113 Adams
Street, room 298. 33--47A5t

HONEY AND BEESWAX
When coasigr°!ng, baying' or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
ir>o noii-^u WftTpn St, CMir-no,^. ii i_.

Please metttlon Bee Journal
when wrltius. advertisers.

the stings were removed. At other
times we have taken bees in lots of five
or ten pounds, shaken them up until
they became thoroughly angry, and
then immediately dumped them into a
large vial of alcohol. But because the
pulling of the stings poisoned the
operator pulling them, causing a
swelling of the face, we refused to
accept further orders of the kind.

We have had some reports, appar-
ently showing quite remarkable cures,
where one was suffering from rheuma-
tism after he had been stung in the
affected parts. We have had a good
many other reports from those who
have tested the stings and could see
no benefit whatever.]—Gleanings in
Bee Culture.

Moving an Apiary Less than a Mile.

I see so many questions asked in re-
gard to moving bees that I should like
to give my experience in that line.

While the requirements are simple, yet
some of them are frequently overlooked,
and a failure is the result. In the last
seven years I have moved five whole
apiaries for myself and others, the
distance in every case being under a
mile. Two of the apiaries were my
own, consisting of 100 colonies, and
were moved a little over SO yards, in
warm weather. In all this number,
less than a gallon of bees went back to-

the old stands.
I thing March is the best month io

the year for moving an apiary. If you
have work of this kind to do, put it off"

until winter if you can. If you are
obliged to change your location in
warm weather, leave the hive-entrances
open while on the road. This may
seem like a dangerous matter to one
who has never tried it ; but if the road
isn't too rough it is perfectly safe.

Take a small load, not over a dozen
colonies. Let one man watch the
hives with a lighted smoker, and
another do the driving. You have no
idea how easy it is to smother bees by
shutting them up in warm weather
until you have killed a few colonies
that way. If the temperature is below
40 degrees it will be safer and easier ta
shut the bees in.

Don't leave anything but the bare
ground at the old location. If the dis-

tance is under a mile, a large number
of bees will usually go back to look
around ; but if they have marked the
new home properly they will always
return. If they are to be moved in
warm weather it should be done very
late in the afternoon, so they will have
no chance to fly until the next day. If

it is done in cool weather, leave them
shut up until sundown. Put them on
the new stands ; leave them alone until
some of them begin to fly, then ga
around and give every one a good
smoking so they will know there is

something doing. Then set up a board
in front of each one so that a bee can
not easily get out without bumping its

head. I believe this is the most impor-
tant part of tlie work, but it seems
such a little thing that it is often neg-
lected. It causes them to notice that
there has been a change, and to mark
the spot before leaving it. Many of
them will go back to the old stand ;

and if there is a hive there, or any-
thing that looks like one, they will en-
ter it and forget all about the new loca-

tion. If there is none they seem to
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remember that there is one more
chance, and that is,the place they have
just come from.—C. F. Bender, in
Gleanings in Bee Culture.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

New York.— .\ series of bee-keepers* meetlugfs
have been arranfied for in tliis State, as fol-
lows: Canandaiffua, Jan.'*, 10; Auburn, Jan.
12; Syracuse, Jan. 15; Watertowo, Jan. 17, IS;
Romulus, Jan. 11; Cortland, Jan. 13; Fulton,
Jan. 16; Amsterdam, Jan. I'l. Mr. N. E. France,
the general manager of the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, has been engaged to address
the meetings, by the State Department of Agri-
culture, through the Bureau of Farmers' Insti-
tutes, F. E. Dawley, I^irector. The convention
at Watertown, Jan. 18, will be the meeting of
the State Association, at which many of the
progressive bee-keepers of this and adjoining
States are expected to be present and take part
in the discussions.

C. A. How.iRD, Sec. W. F. M.\rks, Pres.

California.—The annual convention of the
California State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held in the assembly room of the Chamber
of Commerce, at Los Angeles, Jan. 2and3, l'>05.

The convention will be called to order at 1:3J
p.m., Jan. 2. Each member is requested to pre-
pare something for consideration, and all bee-
keepers are invited to attend.

T. O. Andrews, Pres.
J. F. MclNTYRE, Sec.

Kansas.—The annual meeting of the Kansas
State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at
Topeka, Jan. 10 and 11,1<30S. All persons in-
terested in bees are urged to be present.
Topeka, Kans. O. A. Keene, Sec.

Wisconsin.—The Wisconsin State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will meet in the Capitol Build-
ing, at Madison, Feb. 1 and 2, 1905. All bee-
keepers are invited to attend.
Augusta, Wis. Gus DiTTMER, Sec.

Honey-Jars ^ Honey-Vinegar
We can ship at once on

receipt of order, 1-lb. and
34-lb. Tip-Top Honey =Jars.
(octagon shape) at these
prices, f.o.b. Chicago:

1-lbs. per 12 doz. crate, $5.00;
3 crates, f 14.25.

K-lbs.per 14 doz. crate, $5.25;
3 crates, 15.00.

YORK'S
HONEY-VINEGAR
This is a new thing, made

by The York Honey Co.,
and should be used by all
who also buy and use honey
Furnish it to your home

trade. Sample, postpaid, 10 cents, to pay post-
age and package. A 10-gal. keg for $3.00, f.o.b.
Chicago.
Cash with order in all cases. Address,

The York Honey Co,

1 WANTED!
Comb and Extracted

mONEY
On Commission.

Boston pays good prices for a fancy
article.

F. H. FARMER,
182 Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

• •
Please nkeutton Bee Jonm&] when wntm^

ALLOWED ON EARLY ORDERS EOR

Let me SELL oi* BUY your

*«HONEY«f
If you have some to oifer, mail sample with lowest price ex-

pected, delivered Cincinnati.

IF IM IMBED
State quantity and kind wanted, and I will quote you price.

I do business on the cash basis, in buying- or selling-.

FUI,I< STOCK OF

BEE-SXJI=>FX_iIES
THB BEST MADE.

Root's Goods at their factory prices. SEEDS for tioney-plants.

C. H. W. WEBER, 2146-48 Central Aye.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

'r'lease mcnuou Bew .Journal wtiou wrnting.

Chicago, Dec. 7.—The market is well supplied
with all kinds of honey; the demand is of a
light nature. Fancy comb honey brings 14c,
but quality as well as appearance is necessary;
No. 1 sells at 13>i@13c; off grades difficult to
move at l@3c less. Extracted, choice white,
~®lHc; amber, 6(S'7c, with off grades about SHc
per pound. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. BUKNBTT & Co.

New York, Dec. ".—Receipts of late have
been quite heavy, and while there has been a
fair demand, it has not been up to former years
and stocks are somewhat accumulating, conse-
quently prices show a tendency to decline, and
in large lots quotation prices as a rule are
shaded. We quote fancy white at 14@15c; No.
1 white at 12@13c; amber, lie; buckwheat, 10c.
Extracted in fair demand at 6@6^c for white
clover; Siic for buckwheat; S0(ai60c per gallon
for Southern, according to quality. Beeswax
firm at from28@29c.

HlLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.—Honey has not been
quite so active in the last 10 days, but more de-
mand is expected soon, as more honey is sold at
the present time than at any other season of
the year. We quote: Fancy white, 15@16c; No.
1, 13@14c; amber, lliiiH2c. Extracted, white,
7®8 cents; amber, 6@7c. Beeswax sells quick,
25@26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser.

Boston, Nov. 19.—Recent heavy arrivals to-
gether with very low quotations from some
other markets have had a tendency to weaken
our market. We quote fancy No. 1, lS'2,i6c;
No. 2, 14c, with ample stocks; absolutely no call
for buckwheat. Extracted honey, 6(asc.

Blakb, Scott & Lbb.

Cincinnati, Dec. 10.—The demand for honey
at the present time is not good, owing to the ap-
proach of the holidays, when too many sweets
are found on the market. On the other hand.

the trade is well supplied with comb honey,
that will require a considerable length of time
to be consumed. We are offering white clover
extracted honey in barrels and cans at 65i@.8K
cents; amber, 5K@6!^c. Fancy comb houev,
12!^@14c. Beeswax, 2'»@30c.

The Fred W.MuTH Co.

ALBANY, N.Y., Nov. 9.—The crop of honey is
turning out to be larger than estimated, and
prices are softening, favoring the buyer. We
quote fancy white, ISc; A No. 1, 14c: No. 1, 13c;
mixed, lliail2c; buckwheat, best, 13c; average
run, ll(Sl2c. Extracted, buckwheat, 6c; white
clover, 6>ic; mixed, 6c. Beeswax, 29@30c.

H. R. Wright.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6}(i@7c.We look for the demand on extracted to pickup
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clbmons £ Co.

Cincinnati, C, Dec. 7.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb, 12@13>ic; single cases, 14c. Ex-
tracted is sold ai follows: White clover, in
barrels, 6>tc; in cans, 7}<@8c; amber, in bar-
rels, SK@554c; in cans, 6@6Mc. Beeswax, 27c.

C. H. W. Weber

San Francisco, Dec. 7.—White comb, 1-lb.
sections, nii®l2}ic; amber,9@llc. Extracted
white, b®bii cents; light amber, 4X@SJ<c; am
ber, 3ii@4Kc; dark amber, 3(a>3Mc. Beeswax
good to choice, light, 29(gj30c; dark, 27@2»c.
The German Steamer Memphis, sailing Sat-

urday, carried 225 cases extracted honey of
common quality, such as is used in the manu-
facture of honey cake. The local demand is
light. In some instances concessions are being
made to effect sales.

Please Mention the Bee Journal IdvevS^^S.
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FE3K,FE3CT GOODS I

LiO-W FK/ICES I

BEE -SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It Is always BEST to buy of the makers.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have pnbiished

T116 } flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, 50c a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

Th w. T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of our goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him and save the freight.

>^ ^ ^^
No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross

;

with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat.

of SUPPLIES free.

I. J. STRIINGHAN,
los Park Place, NEW YORK.

Lan^strothonthe

^^^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This'is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

over 500 pages, being revised by those

large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.

Bach subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the iri-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $1 .20, or club

It with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us

THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
oc work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

. BEE & POULTRY SUPPLIES

fiease mention Bee Jeyimial when writing.

STRAWBERRY AND
VEGETABLE DEALERS

The Passenger Department of the Illinois

Central Railroad Company have recently issued

a publication known as Circular No. U, in

which is described the

best territory in this country
for the growing of earlv strawberries and early

vegetables. Every dealer in such products

should address a postal card to the undersigned
at DUBUQUE, IOWA, requesting a copy of

"Circular No. 12." „ . .

J. F. MERRY, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

32A20t Please mention the Bee Journal.

B66=8llDDll6S!
Discount tor Early Orders

We carry a larg-e stock and
greatest variety of everything
needed in the Apiary, assur- IH
iug BEST goods at the LOW- #
EST prices, and prompt ship- Th
ments. We want every bee- w
keeper to have our Free I l- '|f

LUSTRATED CATALOG, and y>
read description of Alterna- ir
ting Hives, Massie Hives, etc. w
WRITE AT ONCE FOR CATALOG *

® AGENCIES.—Treeter Supplv Co., Lincoln,Neb. : Shugart & Ouren, Council Bltiffs,Iowa; W
M Fulton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.; I. H. Myers, Lamar, Colo.; Southwestern Bee Co., 438 M
W w. Houston St., San Antonio, Tex. KRETCHMER MFG. CO., Red Oak, Iowa. S

M?ftj»^e mention Bee Journal ivnen wntinfe

BEGIN Nefyear RIGHT
B'S' SBITIDIITO FOR-

OUR HEW 1 905 CATALOG

!

G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.

«WTr'>ri'rT!r>r'WT^wT^WT^*fTr'WT^irTr'>r>rT^WTr'>?T^*rK
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SOME ST. LOUIS NATIONAL CONVENTION SPEAKERS.
(WHOSE ADDRESSES ARE GIVEN THIS WEEK).

(Courtesy Gleaning-s in Bee-Culture.)

F. E. BBOWN. W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

Caurtesy Gleaniog-s in Bee-Calture.)

JAS. U. HARRIS.

DR. B. N. EATON. ABRAM TITOFF. ERNEST R. ROOT.
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8 Send for Our 1904 Catalog and Price-List.

I crHI^ES and SEOTIOlSrS
S Are Perfect In Workmanship and Material.

By sending- in your order now, you will SAVE MONEY, and
secure prompt shipment.

We will allow you a cash discount of 4 percent on orders sent in daring December.

PAGE & LYON MFG. CO., New London,Wis. us.a

riarshfield Manufacturing Co.
Our specialty is making SECTIONS, and they are %
the best in the market. Wisconsin Basswood is the .1

rig-ht kind for them. We have a full line of BEE- ^li

SU PPUI ES. Write for FREE Illustrated Catalog and il

Price-List. .". .'. .'. .'. .*• •'• •'• JJ

THE MARSHFIELD MANUFACTURING CO., Marshfield, Wis. |

Please mention Bee Journal -when -wrltlius

THE BEST THERE IS.
Bee-keepers, like all other fairdealiag- people, want the BEST of goods, the BEST of

service in filling their orders, the BEST of prices and the BEST of everything connected

with getting their Supplies; the VERY BEST that can possibly be given for the money is

necessary to give em ire satisfaction and what all should have
To absolutely please bee keepers in fillia? their wa

eight years, and while we do not boast about ourselves w
nobody. If you are not already a customer don't fail to '

ts has been our constant aim for

are sure that we are excelled by
rite to us and tell us your wants.

Bees, Supplies, Honey and Beeswax.
Lewis' Ooods at Factory Prices.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS given on all orders before the rush season.

C. M. SCOTT & CO.
1004 E. Wash. Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

fiease menTlou Bee Jourrai when wiitiut

6!?DlsGounuoJan.l§t
on the Best Dovetailed Hive made.
Cheaper than the cheapest. Circular
ready to mail. Don't miss it. 200 sec-

ond-hand hives for sale cheap.

The Wood Bee-Hive and Box Go.
4!<Atf LANSING. MICH.

If you want the Bee-Book
That covers the whole Apicultural Field

completely than any other published,
Send $1.20 to

Prof. A. J. Cook, Clarcmont, Cal.,
FOR HIS

" Bee=Keeper's Guide."
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

i DITTMER'S FOUNDATION |
2$ IS THE BEST g
2 Will tell you why if you will send for FREE CATAIyOG and SAMPLES, g
S EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT on FULL LINE OF SUPPLIES. S

Wholesale and Retail. K
K Working Wax into Foundation for Cash a Specialty.

» E. Grainger & Co., Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents in Canada for Dittmer's Foundation.

«! OUS UirrMER, Aug^ustu, IVis.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

Kansas.—The annual meeting of the Kansas
State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at

Topeka. Jan. 10 and 11, ITOS. All persons in-

terested in bees are urged to be present.
Topeka, Kans. O. A. Keene, Sec.

Wisconsin.—The Wisconsin State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will meet in the Super"isor's
Room in the Court House, at Madison, Feb. 1,

2, 1905. All bee-keepers are invited to attend.
Augusta, Wis. Gus Dittmer, Sec.

New York.—The Jefferson County Bee-Keep-
ers' Society and New Yurk State Association
will hold their meeting in the City Hall, Water-
town, N. Y, Jan. 17 and IS, DOS. The general
manager, N. E. Fratce, and other prominent
beekeepers, are expected to speak.
Black River, N.Y. George B. Howe, Sec.

New York.—A beekeepers' institute will be
held Jan. 9 and 10, 1905, m Canandaigua, N. Y.,
under the auspices of the Bureau oi Farmers'
Institutes. Mr. N. E. France has been engaged
by the Department of Agriculture as speaker.
There will be two sessions each day. The bus-
iness of the Ontario County Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will be transacted during a part of these
meetings. F. Greiner, Sec.
Naples, N.Y.

California.—The annual convention of the
California State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held in the assembly room of the Chamber
of Commerce, at Los Angeles, Jan. 2and3, 1905.

The convention will be called to order at 1:30

p.m., Jan. 2. Each member is requested to pre-
pare something for consideration, and all bee-
keepers are invited to attend.

J. F. McIntyre, Sec.
T. O. Andrews, Pres.

New York.—A bee-keepers' institute, under
the auspices of the Bureau of Farmers' Insti-

tutes of the State of New York, will be held at
Fulton, N.Y., Monday, Jan. It,, 1903. Mr. N. E.
France has been engaged by the Department of
Agriculture, as speaker. The annual business
meeting of the Oswego County Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at the same time and
place. Chas. B. Allen, Sec,

Central Square, N. Y.
Mortimer Stevens, Pres.

New York.-The Fulton and Montgomery
Counties Bee-Keepers' Society will hold the
next meeting at Amsterdam, N. Y., Thursday,
Jan. 19, 1905, in connection with a bee-keepers'
institute. Arrangements have been made with
F. E. Dawley, Chief of the Bureau of Institutes,
to furnish Mr. N. E. France, General Manager
of the National Association, as the principal
speaker, and all are cordially invited to come.
This will also be the annual business meeting
of the society. T. I. Dugdale, Sec.
West Galway, N. Y.

Nebraska.—The annual meeting of the Ne-
braska Bee- Keepers' Association will be held at

the Experiment Station at Lincoln, on Monday,
Jan. lb, 1905, at 2 p.m. Will you be there and
favor us with a paper along the lines of bee-
keeping in which you aie particularly inter-

ested ? It is hoped that Ernest R. Root will be
present for a good talk. Headquarters will be
at The Windsor Hotel, where cheap rates have
been secured. This will be one of the first

meetings in the weeks' series; let us have a good
one. L. D. Stilson, Sec, York, Nebr.

E. Whitcomb, Pres.

New York.—A series of bee-keepers' meetings
have been arranged for in this State, as fol-

lows: Canandaigua, Jan. 9, 10; Auburn, Jan.
12; Syracuse, Jan. IS; Watertown, Jan. 17,18;
Romulus, Jan. 11; Cortland, Jan. 13; Fulton,
Jan. 16; Amsterdam, Jan. 19. Mr. N. E. France,
the general manager of the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, has been engaged to address
the meetings, by the State Department of Agri-
culture, through the Bureau of Farmers' Insti-

tutes, F. E. Dawley, l>irector. The convention
at Watertown, Jan. IS, will be the meeting of

the State Association, at which many of the
progressive bee-keepers of this and adjoining
States are expected to be present and take part
in the d'scussions.

C. A. Howard, Sec. W. K. Marks, Pres.

^lean Clothes
es an hour—all

cleim with BUSY BEE
WASHER. No injury

to finest fabrics. It's

simple, quick, cheap.
Aijents Wanted. Address

Busy Bee Washer Co.. Box E* Erie^ Pa*

flsase mention Bee journal 'when 'wTitlns.
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BEE=KEEPERS KNEW f
-THAT-

I DADANT'S FOUNDATIOI

I

># WAS THE BEST.
####

They still know that it excels.

Over 100,000 Pounds sold during the past season. Its 27th Year.
We guarantee satisfaction.

i BEE-SUPPLIES ot all kinds BEESWAX ianiedaiaiiiiiiies f
_^ We work wax into Foundation. Catalog Free. ^,

^ 5 Percent Discount this Nontli. W
J DADANT & SONS, Hamilton, III. J

BEE-SUPPLIES 8

Root's Goods at Root's frlGes §
Everything- used by Bee-Keepers. _«
POUDER'S HONEY-JARS. Prompt Service. 2I|

Low Freight Rates Cataloo' Free %lCatalog Free V

^ You are entitled to Special Discounts for Early Orders till April first. »%

h WALTER TrOUDER, ^N 513-515 Massachusetts Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. \

FOK, "X^OXJR,-

BEE SUPPLIES, BERRY-BOXES % CRATES „
l5 SEND TO THE ^
^ Sheboygan Fruit-Box Co., Sheboygan, Wis. ^

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS on all orders till Jan. 1,1005. 27A39t ^

You wouid not tliinl< of buying

Why? ^Sl-Sf Raisins
INOt because you could not use them.

But ''^'^^"^s on account of the price hereto-^~ fore paid you have learned to regard
raisins as a holiday luxury only.

,-^^.^?^'%^^}j'^^''^ °"* several carloads of
CHOICE SEEDED RAISINS in 16-oz. cartons, SO
cartons to case, from which you can lay in a
winter's supply at $3 8S per case, or two cases
for $7,50 f.o.b. either Chicago or Denver, Colo

Address, H. L. WEEMS,
P. O. Box 267, CHICAGO, ILL., or

H. E. TENNEY,
32S E. Iliff Ave., DENVER, COLO.

«5!"Reference, American Bee Journal. 51 A4t

The Rietsche Press
Made of artificial stone. Practically inde-

structible, and giving entirely satisfactory re-
sults. Comb foundation made easily and
quickly at less than half the cost of buying
from ths dealers. Price of Press, $1.50—cash
with order. Address,

ADRIAN GETAZ,
44At KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Louis Hanssen's Sons
Carry a complete stock of

G. B. LEfVIS CO.'S

B-WARE
Lowest prices and quick service.
Send us your orders and find out.

Davenport. Iowa, 213-215 w.2il St
Please mention the Bee Journal. 36A26t
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Root's Catalog for 1905

94th Edition, 250,000.

1905-

^fE'KEEPE^^

MANUFACTURED BY

Tme A.I.Root Co.
IV1EDINA,0HIO.

•U-5-A-

ft^ Kb-

THE A.I,
MEDINA.

;-

\ ^

Copyrighted 190S. All rig-hts reserved.

Ready I A Postal Brings It I
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(Sbitortal Ticks anb Comments

Annual Index Number a Double One.

Again we have come to the last number of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal of another year. And this is the one that

contains the index to its contents for 1904. Those who
have carefully preserved each weekly copy as it came, will

find the index a great help. We have tried to make it as

complete and correct as possible.

In this number will also be found a generous slice of the

St. Louis National convention report. We expect very soon

to have another double number in which to complete it.

Then we will soon have the reports of the Chicago-North-
western, the Illinois State convention, the Ontario, and
doubtless others. So there is a lot of very practical and
helpful convention reading ahead for all who are to have
the weekly American Bee Journal during 1905. Besides,

we have arranged for the usual good department matter.

Experienced Convention Men for Conventions.

At the prompt opening of one of the sessions of the re-

cent Chicago-Northwestern it seemed just a little slow in

getting started. As it was very noticeable to the chairman,
he cast about for the cause, and soon saw that only one or

two of the best convention men were present. Shortly sev-

eral more entered, and then things began to hum. The
presence or absence of only two or three experienced con-

vention men makes a very great difference in any conven-

tion.

Good convention men need not do all the talking.

Sometimes they speak only when there is a lull. But they

should always be ready to take part in the discussions. In

order to do this they must, of course, be able to speak from
their own experience or from a wide reading ; if both, all

the better. Dr. C. C. Miller, C. P. Dadant, N. E. France,

Ernest R. Root, Emerson T. Abbott, W. Z. Hutchinson,

Wm. M. Whitney, and many others that might be named
were among the good convention men at the Chicago-North-

western meeting lately. They helped make things move.

The aggregate of their apiarian experience and opinions

were equal to almost any or all questions that might be

found in a question-box.

If we were asked to make only one suggestion to any

local convention anywhere, it would be this : Try to have

present several person; like the ones we have named. If

necessary, it will pay to "chip in " and pay their expenses,

in order to have them on hand. We think we could select

SO or more good convention men with whom we are per-

sonally acquainted. They are scattered from Maine to

California, and from Ontario to Cuba. Every successful

bee-keepers' convention owes much to the presence and par-

ticipation of the good convention man. And many of them

are being trained and developed from year to year. Hence,

the improvement in the bee-convention of the past decade

or more.

Bee-Culture in Arabia.

Something is told about it in Praktischer Wegweiser by

Mr. Bourgeois. The Arabians are more skillful and fear-

less as bee-keepers than many of the French people. When
working at the bees they have a vessel of glowing coals

upon which they throw smoke-producing seeds. Though
often trouserless, they are yet seldom stung. The hives,

generally on the ground, lie horizontally in two rows, one

on the other, the whole covered with boughs and weeds.

The hive is a cylinder 8 inches in diameter, and 3 or 4 feet

long, both round openings closed with a cover woven from

straw, or a piece of cork.

He takes the honey by removing the hinder cover, cut-

ting out the combs as far as he can reach, then doing the

same thing at the other end. In a good season he gets 3 or

4 quarts of honey from a colony, which he sells on the mar-

ket. After pressing out the honey the combs remaining are

pressed into balls and sold or traded for trash to Jewish

peddlers.

The Arabian is fond of honey, and when he entertains

foreigners he melts tegether butter and honey, and each

guest, sitting on his mat, dips his piece of bread in the dish.

Shallow vs. Deep Extracting-Combs.

Perhaps the great majority of bee-keepers who produce

extracted honey use the same frame in the extracting super

as in the brood apartment. A chief reason for this lies in

the fact .that it is easier to have only one size of frames,

and'brood-frames already on hand may be used in the ex-

tracting super. There is greater expense, too, in shallow

frames than in deep frames to hold the same amount of

honey. All this admitted, there are still arguments in favor

of the shallow extracting frame that induce some to keep on
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hand a stock of shallow combs to be used for no other pur-

pose than extracted honey.

It is claimed that honey of lighter color can be obtained

if the combs have never been bred in, and that the labor of

uncapping is less with shallow than with deep combs ; but

some do not admit these claims. Other advantages can

hardly be denied. Bees will begin work more readily in

shallow frames ; there is not so deep a space to be kept

warm when the first super is given, and less break when an

additional super is added beneath. One point upon which

stress may well be laid, is that in shallow frames the ripen-

ing will be more even, while in deep frames too often there

will be unripe honey in the lower part of the comb when
the upper portion is sealed. When the supers are to be re-

moved for extracting, smoke will drive the bees mostly out

of the shallow supers, while with deep frames the bees will

be merely driven to the lower part of the combs. It is also

claimed that the queen is less likely to go up into shallow

supers. Combs are less likely to break in shallow frames,
and there is less need of wiring.

Bicycles for Out°Apiarles.

Bee-keepers who do not own bicycles have lately taken
comfort in assurances that after all a bicycle was not such
a very desirable thing ; but J. A. Green, in Gleanings in
Bee Culture, strikes a vigorous blow in their defense, as
follows :

The statement quoted in the Review, that the man who
uses a bicycle to go to an out-apiary has done a day's work
before he gets there, makes an old century rider smile.
Although I keep one or more horses all the while, I prefer
to use a bicycle whenever possible. I am bee-inspector for
Mesa County, and have made all my inspecting trips on the
wheel. Sometimes for a couple of weeks together I have
ridden from 15 to 30 miles nearly every day, inspecting
from 75 to 100 colonies of bees at a trip, and the least tire-

some part of the day's work has been that spent on the
wheel. I enjoy it more, probably keep in better health for
it, and get more work done at less expense for the taxpayers
who foot the bills, than if I used a horse.

We Wish "A Happy New Year "to every reader of

the American Bee Journal, and may it be the best year you
have lived.

Genepal Manager N. E. France will speak on bees
and bee-diseases for ten days in New York State in January,
as per the convention notices on another page. He may
also attend the Michigan convention the latter part of Jan-
uary. Mr. France truly is " as busy as a bee ".

Why Not get a bee-keeping neighbor to let you send
his subscription to the American Bee Journal for 19P5 with
your renewal ? You know the value of this journal to its

regular readers, so you can best tell its merits to other bee-

keepers who should be reading it regularly.

By the waj', a year's subscription to the old American
Bee Journal would be a fine Chistmas or holiday gift to your
beekeeping relative or friend.

Texas Bee-Keepers are requested to read and heed the

following notice and suggestions :

We now have before the Legislature a Pure Honey Law
and a petition for a liberal appropriation to carry out the
Foul Brood Law that we already have.

We want you all to write two letters, one to your Repre-

sentative and one to your Senator, endorsing both meas
ures and asking their support for both.

Then write me a ringing letter in a few words endors-
ing the laws ; these letters will be presented to the Legis-
lature with our petition for what we want.

Remember that it requires only a few minutes in which
to write your Senator and Representative and a few words
to me, and if all will do this it will help wonderfully. F. L.
Aten, Round Rock, Tex., is chairman of a committee to

raise funds to defray the expenses of the Legislative Com-
mittee appointed by the State Association, and any contri-

butions sent him will be thankfully received. Let us be up
and doing, and every one do his duty. H. H. Hyde,

Assistant Secretary and Chairman of Statistics,

Texas Bee-Keepers' Association.
San Antonio, Tex.

The Ontario Convention was held in Toronto, Nov.

IS, 16 and 17. It was, as usual, a successful meeting. We
expect to publish a report of it later. The following were

elected officers and directors for the ensuing year :

President, H. G. Sibbald ; 1st vice-president, R. H.

Smith ; 2d vice-president, F. J. Miller ; treasurer, Martin

Emigh ; secretary, W. Couse, Streetsville. Directors : W.
J. Brown, J. K. Darling, M. B. Holmes, B. Lowey, J. W.
Sparling, H. G. Sibbald, J. Alpaugh, Jas. Armstrong, R.

H. Smith, G. A. Deadman, F. J. Miller, and Denis Nolan.

Representatives: Ontario Agricultural College, Prof. F. C.

Harrison; Canadian National Exhibition, E. Grainger;

Western Fair, F. J. Miller ; and Ottawa B air, J. K. Darling.

Contributcb Sv>^cia\ Clrticlcs

Smoking Bees—How and How Much.
BY C. P. DADANT.

This question, answered on page 757, was undoubtedly
asked by a beginner. But the answers must surely have be-
wildered him. "Do you use smoke before removing the
cover?" "Yes, no, very little, not often, sometinus, not al-

ways."

The trouble is that the men who answer are all practical

and are so accustomed to handling bees that they each have
a successful method although no two do exactly alike. Had
the question been, "Should a beginner use smoke before re-

moving the cover," the answer, I will vouch, would have been
"yes" in every case.

The practical bee-keeper who handles hives every day
can tell before he goes to work whether the bees will need
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smoke at the entrance. If he is a fearless operator, on-;

whom the bees do not molest, he will very probably open the

hive without any smoke whatever. This method will do very
well if there is no one near whom bees would readily attack.

I have a friend in a neighboring city, who has been in the
habit of handling his bees without smoke. Bees do not sting

him. probably because he is not afraid of them, and because
he is very quiet and deliberate in his movements. Hut he
has a neighbor next door who was often stung, and who
accused his bees of being a nuisance. While I visited him
once he was telling me that he must sell his bees because
they annoyed the neighbors. "Yes," said he, "they never
sting me."

We went to the apiary together and he opened a hive,

without using any smoke. The bees did not sting him, but
two or three angry ones flew into my face. They were
aroused and seeking.whom they could punish for the annoy-
ance caused them by their owner. I suggested to him then
that he was probably the cause of his neighbor's protests.

I advised him to use smoke at the entrance whenever he
handled his bees, so as to avoid their flying into the next
yard and stinging the neighbors. My advice was followed
and there was no further trouble.

Personally, I am not a sting-proof bee-keeper. When I

was a boy, my father used to laugh at me because I could
not come near the hives without getting stung. He was a

born bee-keeper; I was not, and I had to be trained. I have
always found it advisable to use smoke at the entrance when
opening a hive, early or late in the day, or during a dearth
of honey. I would advise all beginners to practice smoking
the entrance before opening a hive, until they become so
accustomed to handling bees that they may feel sure of know-
ing before hand how they are going to behave.

Our leading bee-keepers are not always careful, neither
are they alwavs successful in handling bees without stings,

but they usually care little about stings. Not long ago, I

was visiting at the home of one of our best honey-producers
in California. We visited together one of his apiaries, out
in the wilderness, and he told me that he had had a horse
killed by the bees accidentally. The apiary was located on
the east side of a hill covered with white sage. He was in

the habit of tying his horse on the opposite slope of the same
hill, only a short distance from the apiary, but out of sight of

the hives. One day, after handling bees for several hours,
and finding them unusually cross, he discovered that his horse
had been stung to death by them. He warned me that the
bees were not to be relied upon at that apiary. As I was
traveling and did not care to have my face swollen out of
shape by stings, I asked him to let me handle the smoker,
during our stay there. I carefully smoked each hive at the
entrance before opening it, and not a single bee molested
us, although we were there for several hours.

' The old bees are always cross when the hive is disturbed.
If the weather is fine, they leave the hive in search of honey
and at midday there is less need of smoke than at any other
time. If the blossoms yield honey, the bees are so intent
on honey-gathering that very little smoke is needed, and.
sometimes, in the busy part of the day, hives may be handled
without the use of smoke. But when the bees are all at

home, young and old, morning and evening, it is never a
good plan to open the hive without first smoking the bees
that guard the entrance. Experience dictates whether we
should give much or little smoke, but when in doubt it is

best to give enough. Too much will confuse the bees, and
will cause them to rush about and even to desert the hive
and this would be very inconvenient. However, it may be
asserted that there is more trouble caused by too little smoke
than by zn overdose. When the weather is cool and the bees
are all in the hive, more is needed. When it is warm and
some bees are flying, a few puffs just enough to frighten the
few guards, will prove sufficient.

In very good honey-producing seasons, there is need of
but little smoke. A hive may be opened with so little dis-

turbance, that many of the bees will not pay attention to the
intrusion. I have seen bees start out for the field through
the opening made by the operator in removing the cover. It

is very easy to notice, as the working bee darts out, in a bee-
line, for the field, while the disturbed workers hover around
after taking wing, probably wondering what is to become of
their home. The bee that has been harvesting honey, and
knows where more of it is to be found, seems to pay atten-
tion to nothing else, and she flies out straight for another
load as soon as her load is off.

It is therefore worth a beginner's while to become ac-
quainted with the conditions. But a Httle smoke at the en-
trance will never do any harm, and, whenever in doubt, it

is well to use it. Hancock Co., 111.

(Dur SecKccping Sisters

Conducted by Emma M. Wilson, Marengo, 111.

#

^ ?»r

# New Year's Greeting. #—*

—

t
"A Happy, Happy New Year " to all the 15?

^f sisters ! How I would like to be able to look into ^Jf

i&. all your faces and say that—not merely write it. d.*^

j^ I would like to take you by the hand and thank ^iv

^ you personally for all the kind, helpful words I
'Jjli

^' have received the past year, for the cordial co- '"

^ operation you have so heartily given in making ?»T

^? our corner the success it is. I know it is appre- ^jT

^^ ciated and enjoyed by many, for they have per- ill

j*t sonally told me so. iii

vfe Don't forget that it is your letter, your .^j^

^^ question, your bit of experience, your helpful 'jj^'

** suggestion—in short, your help, that makes this Tt?

Department a success. ^1P

Most cordially yours,

Emma M. Wilson.

Starting in the Bee-Business.

The following appears in the Chicago Daily News, in the

department conducted by Marion Harland

:

"I would like to know what capital and what experience
would be necessary, and your good advice, for keeping bees.

Would it be profitable as a livelihood?—P. J. K."
A woman who had kept bees successfully in the immediate

neighborhood of New York city, told me that the business

paid better than any other that she knew of. She invested

$25 in bees and hives and at the end of the first year har-

vested 1,500 pounds of honey. She is a truthful woman,
whose name would be recognized by many readers were I

to give it. I repeat the story as I got it. Two small books—"the A B C of Bee-Culture and "The Blessed Bees"—are

recommended to beginners. Marian Harland.

Marion Harland is well known as a very able writer, and
thousand are indebted to her for information received, but
she is evidently not in her element w-hen upon the subject of

bees. An investment of $25 in bees and hives might result

in harvesting 1500 pounds of honey at the end of the year,

but such a thing would be greatly exceptional. Let's figure

a little.

Suppose she paid $5 a colony for her bees, which is not

a very big estimate. That would give her 5 colonies. Now
if she harvested 1500 pounds of honey that would be an
average of 300 pounds to the colony. This amount has been
reached, and in some cases exceeded, but it can hardly be
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reckoned upon as an average to be expected. Taking one

year with another there are good bee-keepers who probably

do not average more than 30 pounds of comb or 50

pounds of extracted honey.
Of the "two small books" recommended to beginners,

the "A B C of Bee-Culture" contains some 500 pages—one

of the largest books on the subject. "The Blessed Bees" is

a work of fiction, and might well be replaced by one of the

standard works, as Langstroth, Cook, etc.

Suabian Honigbrod.

Good House-Keeping gives the following as a dish

from the fatherland.

"Cream half a pound of butter with a heaping tablespoon

of lard, then add gradually in the order mentioned half a

cup of honey, the juice and grated rind of one lemon, two
teaspoons of Kirschwasser, one teaspoon of ground cinna-

mon, a heaping tablespoon of sugar, and the yolks of four

eggs ; blend these ingredients thoroughly together, beating

Until very light, and then stir in sufficient sifted pastry flour

to form a stifY dough
;
place this in a bowl covered with a

damp napkin in a very cold place for at least six hours be-

fore using. When ready to bake, place on the bread-board
that has been lightly floured, and roil out to the thickness
of a knife-blade ; cut with a fancy cutter into small stars,.

brush over with yolk of egg, sprinkle with chopped candied
orange peel and bake in quick oven.

The great secret of success in these delicious little cakes-

is to have the dough verv cold and the oven hot.

French Honey-Muffins.

One and one-half pints ilour, one cup of honey, one-
half teaspoon salt, two teaspoons baking powder two table-

spoons butter, three eggs, and a little over one-half pint milk
or thin cream. Sift together flour, salt, and powder ; rub in

butter cold ; add beaten eggs, milk and honey. Mix smoothly
into batter as for pound cake ; about half fill sponge cake
tins, cold and fully greased, and bake bread in good, steady
oven for eight minutes.—Chicago Tribune.

Send Questions either to ttie office of the American Bee Journal, or to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Wintering Bees Outdoors.

1. How will bees winter in chaff hives, outdoors, with
sticks over the combs, two or three thicknesses of cloth for

covering, over this a tray of five or six inches of chaff, with
coyer over all, and inch holes in the gables, the entrance
being ^xS inches?

2. Would a high, tight board fenee on the north and west
bo a benefit if hives are in a bleak location ? New York.

Answers :—1. They ought to winter tiptop.

2. Most emphatically, yes.

Wintering Bees in a Box.

Last summer I purchased a swarm in a box something
like a cracker-box, and they are in it yet. It is chock-full
of comb, and I suppose honey, also, as I have not taken any
away from them. They are Italians.

1. Will they need feeding this winter?
2. Ought I to cover the box with anything? I have

them on a stand on the south side of an appletree.

Kansas.
Answers:—1. If it was an early swarm there is not

much chance they will need feeding ; although it may be well
to be on the lookout next spring.

2. Pile around the hive corn-stalks or sornething of the
kind so as to break the. force of the winds ; but leave the
entrance side well open so that the bees can fly out whenever
a warm day comes. If you want to take extra pains, before
placing the corn-stalks put old carpet or something of that

kind over the hive.
*-•-•

Honey Granulating In Bottles.

1. I began the past season with two colonies, and they
did so well that I was advised to extract the honey from two
frames in each hive this fall, as there seemed to be more
honey in the hives than was necessary to carry the bees over
the winter. I did this, and the honey seemed to be of ex-
cellent quality, and I bottled and sealed it immediately, but I

find now that what I have in bottles that has not been dis-

turbed is one solid cake. What further should I have done
to it to put it in proper condition to keep?

2. Is it well to hold on to this granulated honey until

another season, and then feed it to the bees? or is there any
way that it can be treated to put it in a condition to use?

Massachusetts.
Answers :—1. If you had heated the honey, before seal-

ing it, to something like 160 degrees, it might have remained
liquid

;
yet

2. It is perhaps about as well that j'ou did as you did,

for there is a possibility of spoiling the flavor by overheating,

and careful heating will now bring it back to the liquid state.

Put the bottles in a vessel of warm water, set on the back

of the stove, where it will not get very hot but will warm
slowly; all the better if it takes several days. You can alsO'

melt it without setting in water, but it takes more care. Of
course it will be all right for feeding next spring, thinning

it a little with water; but it will be all right for table use

any time it is melted. But are you sure you don't like it in

its present state? Try spreading it as it is on bread or biscuit.

Drone-Coml) vs. Worker-Comb.

1. If a hive of bees with one-tenth of the comb-drone,
produces 50 pounds of. comb honey, what would the same
colony produce if all the comb was worker-comb?

California.

Answer:—If the drone-comb is at the outside, and oc-

cupied all the time with honey, it would make little or no
difference. In the center of the brood-nest, occupied all the

time with brood, and the drones allowed to live till the close

of all gathering, instead of 50 pounds being stored there would
be—well, really, now, I don't know what there would be.

More than anything else for the sake of setting up a target

for sone one else to shoot at, I'll say there would be 70 pounds.

Now, some of you that know more about it, tell us what your

guess would be.

Difference in Races of Bees—Hetnerington's Apiaries—
Milkweed.

1. Is there any difference between the dift'erent races of

bees in their constitutional power to resist the ravages of

disease, such as foul brood, paralysis, etc. ?

2. In what counties in 'V^irginia and in Nevv York State

were Capt. Hetherington's apiaries located? and which were

the more profitable, those in Virginia or those in New York?
3. Do you consider an abundance of milkweed as being

of great value for honey, when growing near the bees?
New Jersey.

Answers :—1. Decide;d testimony comes from Australia,

from Germany, and from England, that Italians resist foul

brood much better than blacks.

2. I don't know
;

possibly some one else can tell us.

His home was in Otsego County, N. Y.

3. It is hard to say anything very positively about it.

Either milkweed does not yield alike in different places, or

the different kinds differ in value, for all of the asclepias are

milkweeds. One of them, pleurisy-root, is highly praised by
James Heddon.
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THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.

Report of the 35th Annual Convention, of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association Held at

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27-30, 1904.

[Coatinned from page S54.J

Mr. Hutchinson then read the following- paper, on

BEE-KEEPING AS A BUSINESS.

In reply to the query, "What will best mix with bee-
keeping?" I have always replied: "Some more bees." When
the conditions are favorable, I am decidedly in favor of bee-
keeping as a specialty^—of dropping all other hampering pur-
suits, and turning the whole capital, time and energies into

bee-keeping. If bee-keeping cannot be made profitable as a

specialty, then it is unprofitable as a subsidiary pursuit. If

bee-keeping must be propped up with some other pursuit, then
we better throw away bee-keeping and keep the prop.

General farming is very poorly adapted for combining
with bee-keeping, yet the attempt is probably made oftener
than with any other pursuit. There are critical times in bee-
keeping that will brook no delay, when three or four days
or a week's neglect may mean the loss of a crop ; and these
times come right in the height of the season, when the farmer
is the busiest. Leaving the team and reaper standing idle

in the back field while the farmer goes to the house to hive
bees, is neither pleasant nor profitable. Drawing in a field

of hay, while the bees lie idle because the honey has not been
extracted to give them storage-room, is another illustration

of the conditions with which the- farmer-bee-keeper has to

contend. The serious part of it is, that the honey thus lost

may be worth nearly or quite as much as the haj' that is

saved. Some special lines of rural pursuits, like winter dairy-

ing, or the raising of grapes, or winter apples, unite with
bee-keeping to much better advantage than general farming;
but when bee-keeping is capable of absorbing all of the capital,

time and energy that a man can put into it. why divide these
resources with some other pursuit? It has been said that bee-
keeping is a nrecarious pursuit, that it cannot be depended
upon, alone, to furnish a livelihood ; and, for this reason, it

should be joined with some business of a more stable charac-
ter. It is true that there are many localities where there

is often a season in which little or no honey is secured, and,

in the Northern States, winter-losses are sometimes very
heavj'. hence it would be risky to depend entirely for a living

upon keeping bees, in a limited way, in such localities ; but,

if the average profit from bee-keeping, one year with another,

is not the equal of other rural pursuits, why keep bees? The
truth of the matter is that it is greater; and if bee-keepers

would only drop everything else, and adopt methods that

would enable them to branch out and keep hundreds of
colonies where they now have dozens, they would secure

enough honey in the good years to more than carry them
over the poor years, and thus not only make a living, but
lay up money.

When a man decides to cut loose from everything else,

and go into bee-keeping extensively, maKing it his only and
his life-business, the question of all questions is that of

localit}'. There are few localities in which a small apiary

might not yield some surplus, but when a man is to make
of bee-keeping his sole business, the securing of the best

possible location is time and money well spent. What a

good, solid foundation is to a "sky scraper," a good loca-

tion is the building up of a successful, extensive bee busi-

ness. Having settled in a locality, the bee-keener cannot

study it too thoroughly. Especially must he understand its

honey resources ; the time when each flow begins, its probable

duration, its quantity and character. He must know whether

to expect a spring-flow, like that from dandelion, hard maple

or fruit bloom, that will build up the colonies for the main

harvest that is to come later. If there is likely to be a sea-

son of scarcity between the early flow and the main harvest,

it must be known, and preparations made to keep up brood

rearing by means of feeding or the uncapping of honey. The
management will depend largely upon the source of the main
honey-flow, whether it be raspberry, clover, basswood, buck-

wheat, alfalfa, sage, or fall flowers. Whatever the source,

the bee-keeper must know when to expect it, and plan to

have his colonies in exactly the right condition to gather it

when it comes. This is one of the fundamental principles of

successful bee-keeping.

Having secured the most desirable location, the next step

is to procure the best kind of bees that can be obtained.

There are several different varieties of bees, each with its

peculiarities, but, aside from this, every bee-keeper who- has

had experience with several strains of the same variety,

knows that some strains are superior to others—that there

is scrub-stock among bees, just as there are scrub horses,

cattle, sheep and poultry. With scrub-stock, the cost of hives,

combs and other appliances remains the same ; it is no less

work to care for such stock ; and it requires the same amount
of honey to raise and feed it as it does the best stock in the

world. In proportion to its cost, no investment brings the

bee-keeper greater profit than the securing of superior stock.

Having secured a good location and good stock, the bee-

keeper should adopt such hives, implements and methods as

will enable him to branch out, establish out-apiaries, and
keep a large number of colonies. At the present time the

greatest failing of professional bee-keepers is of too

few bees — of clinging to some other hampering pur-

suit. Many keep enough bees to furnish them a fair

living in a good season, v but when winter losses, and poor

honey seasons follow one another in quick succession,

there is suffering, or, at least, great inconvenience. If a man
is going to follow bee-keeping as a profession, his only hope

of success is in a good location, a good stock and the keep-

ing of bees in such numbers that when a good year comes

he can pile up the honey ton upon ton—enough to keep him
several years. The larger a business the more cheaply can

it be conducted in proportion to the results; not only this,

but the very fact that bees are scattered about in out-apiaries

several miles apart, adds to the certainty of the crop; as one

localitv often yields a fair crop while another a few miles

away yields nothing. ^
It has been urged against bee-kee^g as a sole pursuit

that, while it keeps a man very busy during the summer it

leaves him idle in the winter. Bee-keeping, rightly man-
aged, will keep a man busy every day in the year. Too many
bee-keepers fail to realize that the selling of a crop is fully

as important as its production. The business part of bee-

keeping has been sadly neglected. No set rule can be given

as to how a man shall dispose of his crop, but it does seem

like very poor business management to send away a crop of

honey to some commission merchant, and then sit around all

winter when good wages might be made selling honey direct

to customers," or to retail dealers. The selling of the crop,

and the preparations for the coming season may jvell occupy

a man during the winter.

It should be understood, however, that bee-keeping is not

an occupation in which one can easily become wealthy. In

this respect it is much like other rural pursuits. Rightly

managed, in a locality adapted to the business, it can be de-

pended upon to furnish a comfortable living, and perhaps

enable a man to lay up a few thousand dollars, but such for-

tunes as are amassed in merchandising or manufacturing can

never be booed for by the bee-keeper. Fortunately^, how-
ever, the perfection of a man's happiness bears but little

relation to the size of his fortune : and many a man with

the hum of the bees over his head, finds happiness deeper

and sweeter than ever comes to the merchant prince with

his cares and his thousands.
W. Z. Hutchinson.

Dr. Miller—I would like to ask Mr. Hutchinson what
number of bee-keepers would be left in the field if all are

to be driven out except those who made a whole business

of it?

Mr. Hutchinson—I don't know how many there would
be left. There probably would not be very many. There
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might possibly be 200 in the United St.ites. I would make
that gness.

Dr. Miller—About that time will he tell us what would

be the subscription price of the Review? [Laughter.]

Mr. Hutchinson—The subscription price of the Review,

if it were published, would be the same. There might not

be any Review. But there might be a time when there would

be enough sole bee-keepers who could afford to pay to have

such a paper printed.

ilr. Hardy (N. Y.)—I believe Mr. Hutchinson is very

severe in his paper. I, lor one, think I am the hardest hit

in that paper because I am engaged in three or four different

businesses. I am not only a farmer of 220 acres, but also

a commercial photographer—what I call an expert—I get the

very best furniture factories to photograph work for agents'

samples; I am also a bee-keeper. It all depends, in my
estimation, on conditions. Conditions have a great deal to

do with a man's business. We may be successful bee-keepers

and also run another business, in my estimation. Conditions

alter cases. I started in the business three years ago. My
father was one of the old school. I was in Syracuse, N. Y.,

in the photograph business. On the death of my father I

went' home. Mother had eighteen swarms of bees in Lang-

stroth hives in very bad condition; my sister had taken care

of them for two years. They were in a weakened condition,

full of worms. I said, "I believe I can run these bees."

My mother says, "You will never make a bee-keeper; your

father said you were afraid of them and did not dare to go

into the yard." I said that I would like to try it. In the

first season I had IS swarms and sold $154 worth of honey
from them and I had a little honey to give away and got

$100 for 34 colonies. The second year I did $750 worth of

commercial photographing and the farm turned about $2,750,

and that year I bought bees and sold $262 worth of honey.

This summer since June 10, my bees did not get ready to

swarm, and at the shaking time my photographing season

came on. Since June 10 up to the present date I have made
$592 from photographing, and turned out two tons of honey

from 70 colonies.

Dr. Bohrer—I don't know exactly the object of a paper

of that kind at this time before a convention of this character.

I am sure that my feelings have always been in the direction

of disseminating all knowledge and inforrnation possible

among the people concerning the habits and scientific manage-
ment of the honey-bee. I believe that with all we can do

there is not any danger of there ever being an over-produc-

tion of honey. We want the proper legislation, and the

character of some of the resolutions that have been adopted

here today were of that tendency. That is pointing in the

direction of wholesale legislation that will protect, not only

the bee-keeper, but Ms product, as well as the consumer. I

would make a terrible fight before a legislative committee

if it was intended I should abandon the pursuit of honey
making. If it is the aim and object of this paper to dis-

courage the dissemination of knowledge as to honey and
honey bees, I am opposed to it.

Dr. Miller—In sober earnest, I do believe that the general

welfare of the public demands to a certain extent that bee-

keeping shall be specialized. If it goes no further than to

have a farmer keep a few bees—and I am not saying any-

thing against that either—if we are to limit it to that there

will not be the advancement made that there is. I believe

the more it is specialized the more likely we are to have a

larger amount of honey produced ; the larger amount the

better it is for the nation. If we can get it and have it used

largely as a matter of every day diet we are doing the public

a benefit. So that I believe Mr. Hutchinson is doing a good
thing in urging that bee-keepers keep a larger number of

bees.

Mr. Abbott—This bee-keeping as a specialty is a dream
that we have been dreaming for a long time, and while these

brethren have been dreaming that, I have been trying to

educate the farmer to keep bees, and I have been publishing

a little paper that goes to that class of people and it talks to

about 20,000 of them every month, and that class of people

buys about $25,000 worth of supplies from the first of January
to the end of the season ; and if you think you can eradicate

that class of bee-keepers who can buy $25,000 worth of bee-

supplies, and with something like 4,000 of them supporting

a paper that believes in bee-keeping and general farming, you
will make a serious mistake. This is kind of talking behind

the scenes and giving a little private business, but I want to

tell you the farmer bee-keeper is here to stay, and there is

a whole lot of him, too,

Mr. Hutchinson—If bee-keeping would be advanced by

doing away with the bee-papers I would be willing to step

out and do something else.

Mr. Rhees (Utah)—As a specialist in bee-keeping I am
not at all opposed to the farmers keeping a few bees, but I

would discourage farmers keeping bees without knowing any-

thing about bees. Anyone who will encourage a man to buy
a few colonies of bees in order that he might have a little

honey, without encouraging him to know something about the

habits and diseases of the bees, is doing a great injustice.

We spend a lot of money in keeping our yards free from
disease that is spread by these people who do not know how
to keep bees. I believe that the farmer can produce his own
honey if he wants to. I would like to see him do it; at

the same time I would like to see him become familiar with
the habits and diseases of the bees so that by keepmg a few
bees he would not do a great injustice to his neighbors who
are trying to make a living by bee-keeping. In my locality I

am getting my living from bees. I have run a thousand
colonies and over, for some time, and always succeed in

getting eough to live on.

Mr. Calhoun (Mo.)—Mr. President, I really owe it to Dr.

Miller, that I am today able to put on the market 15,000

pounds of honey this fall, and 10,000 pounds last year, but I

am not a specialist. At our National Convention at Hamil-
ton, 111., some years ago, I asked the question—I was feeling

my way—if there was anyone in the Convention that had
made any money out of bee-keeping, if it landed any of them
at the bank—that was what I was looking at. At that time
I was a mechanic, a blacksmith, and I was making a living

at the farm, and I knew how to raise corn and hogs and
pumpkins. With regard to Mr. Hutchinson's paper, I am
glad he has brought the subject before us. It puts us to
thinking, but I believe that we are apt to get the wrong
impression from his paper. Because men make a specialty

of telling us how to farm, that does not say that the general
public shall not farm. I believe in having specialists in the

bee-business, to go on and tell us what to do, but that does
not cut us off from doing that thing. Conditions change,
and nothing takes place until the conditions get ripe for that.

Honey ought to be shipped out of our country by the car-

load, just like wood and corn. All over Missouri honey
ought to be shipped out by the car-load. When I was a boy .

I was ashamed to go to town with a basket of eggs, simply
because there wasn't a demand for them. Why? The idea
had not obtained in the minds of the people that eggs could
be shipped successfully, and the machinery had not been
gotten up to make packages so that the eggs could be shipped
to market. I remember when they used to take oats and
bran, put the eggs in it and haul them to Hannibal, and of
all mixtures you ever saw when they got there, they had it!

Now conditions have changed, and I thank God specialists

have gone forward and shown us we can put up our honey
in a marketable condition so that we can put up our produc-
tions together, send them to the market, and get a market
price for them. Some say, how are you going to sell this

honey? Last year I called their attention to this fact that

there is no one so far from market as he who has nothing
to sell. I am interested in the producing part of the honey
season, to produce the honey, and between times in the winter
I can sell what I have produced. I go right around among
the retail merchants in the large towns, and in the outskirts,

and I take their orders for so many cases of honey. I go
to some wholesale man and say, "Here is an order for so
many thousand pounds of honey, can't you handle a few
thousand pounds at that price throwing in this order with
it?" I sell to the wholesalers by the ton that way. The con-
ditions are ripe for every farmer to produce honey so that

there will be a market in our towns for shippers to the great
markets of the world. I am glad we have specialists, special-

ists in the line of bee-journals and specialists in supplies to
put it into marketable shape. I believe the time will come
when we will take our honey to the towns and there will

be a place there to sell it as we do our eggs and butter.

I believe we really lose sight of the real worth of the bees
over the world. I believe we have our eyes on the central

benefit of bees, and that is the production of honey. If I

understand from the writings of these men in their journals
they hold that the primary work of the bee is to fertilize the

flowers, and we are getting our minds upon this central fact,

the production of honey, and we are getting a better class

of farmers ; they are gaining, and you are going to find out
they do not have to be specialists in the way of producing
honey. Tlie time was when, if we had a boy that we couldn't
make .i doctor or a lawyer out of, we would say, "Give him
a mule and plow and let him go out and plow the ground."
The conditions are changing. The time is coming when we
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are going to sec that tlic brains will be kept on the farm, for

if we need medicine we have gone forward and put it up
in packages, if I need a cathartic I can go to the mediocre
and say, "Give me a package of it." The time is coming
when we can see that the farmer w-ill be an intelligent niaii

and he will go in partnership intelligently with God and that
is what they are going to do ; and he won't be a one-eyed
man. that is, simply raise hogs and corn ; he will be able
to raise everything that is produced on the farm. Producing
honey is intimately connected with farming. Let this brother
be a specialist that is a specialist indeed. If j'ou are manu-
facturing goods put them in marketable shape for the least

money you can furnish them at. There is no such thing as

laws of nature, it is Divine action. I want to say we get very
closely in harmony with Divine action when we touch Mother
Soil., Try; if you make a failure, all right. Look at the
olden days when they tried to convert the baser metals into

gold, what they brought to us? They brought Mother
Chemistry. Look at her children today. Look at Columbus
when he tried to open the back door to India. It was a
miserable failure, but he has thrown wide open the portals

of America. If yon meet with success go on; if you fall

down, get up again and get stronger.

Mr. DeLong—I am an enthusiastic bee-keeper. I am like

the brother who said, 'T don't believe nobody can get me
to quit keeping bees ; they might hang me but I am not a

coward." How Mr. Hutchinson's paper did scorch me. Per-
haps I didn't get at it right. I want to say to Mr. Abbott
—I have known him a long time—if the whole lot of the
farmer bee-keepers were specialists, will you please give us
the estimate of your sales of supplies? We are going to

make you some specialists if we can. When men come to

see me I can give them milk and honey because I have a

dairy. I have 100 head of cattle, 50 acres of orchard and
400 acres of land. I can give you milk and honey and peaches
and apples ; and people come and ask my advice on bees and
I give them that. I have made money in keeping bees. I

have had 525 colonies. I live in Central Nebraska. Yester-
day morning as soon as I approached the Denver Special for

St. Louis I got in company with a very fine man. This gen-
tleman was somewhat of a Jew, and he got all there was in

life and he found out that I was a bee-keeper, and said to

me, "In this bee-keeping, they kind of take care of them-
selves." I said, "Oh yes, they take care of themselves just

like your business does ; they don't need attention any more
than your business." He had $5,000 worth of orders in his

grip. He said the footpads could take his clothes as long
as they left his orders. People come to me and they want
honey sometimes butter and bread, or milk and honey, and
I would give it to them ; and then, by the wai'. some of them
want canteloupes, and I could give them those because I have
raised them ever since we had the-round-up on canteloupes in

Omaha. This gentleman said to me, "How did you get so

so many bees?" I said, "I got them sitting down at the

corners whittling those grocery boxes and telling yarns, and
the bigger the yarns the more bees I got." [Laughter.]

Pres. Harris—I ask your indulgence for a moment. In
appointing a committee to wait upon the Pure Food Congress
I omitted to put the mover of the motion on that committee.
If there is no objection I will put him on that committee at

this time.

Mr. Pressler—I ask that Mr. Dadant be substituted for

me. as after we adjourn I wish to meet another committee.

Pres. Harris—Then we will put Mr. Dadant in your
place.

Mr. Reinecke—I would like to know where you get your
specialists if we cannot keep these going; it would be like

taking a queen away from a colony—your specialists will

all die out in a short time. The few colonies I have make
more than one hundred percent on my investment. I don't

think there is anything else would do it. I can take care of

an apiary at home, and take care of my other work. If I

find I have success then I can go on further. It takes only

a few colonies to start with.

Mr. Krebs—It does seem to me that this question has
had sufficient argument, yet I would like to suggest that

it seems people do not seem to understand the idea Mr.
Hutchinson wished to bring out. While he speaks of spe-

cialists, as I understand it. he simply means those that intend

to make a living of it should make a specialty of that business

by understanding all the rudiments. I don't think Mr. Hutch-
inson would even hint at such a thing as nobody beginning

while he is yet in another business.

Mr. Abbott—Is there any man here that has not had
any source of income from any other direction except from
his bees this year?

( Six members stood up.)
Dr. Miller— I don't consider that a fair question, really.

If I should find a quarter on the street it would rule me out.
Mr. Abbott—But you didn't find any quarter.

Dr Drunert—I would like to ask Mr. Abbott a question;
I have a farm and an apiary, and I run the two together.
The farm lost me money but I made $500 out of the bees.

Mr. Abbott—That shows you are a good bee-keeper, but
a poor farmer.

Dr. Drunert—I have farmed successfully and paid ofif

the mortgage on my farm, and I have made a success of bee-
keeping.

Mr. Diebold (III.)—I understand from Mr. Hutchinson's
paper that if a man gives his money and his intelligence to
bee-keeping there is more profit from it on account of the
fact that you can buy manufactured goods in larger quan-
tities, and get down to the wholesale price.

Mr. Andrews fCal.)—I suggest we leave this question
like J. P. Israel left the question of hives. He claims the
world's record for making hives. After they had discussed
the hive question through all the bee-papers he said it seemed
to lie with the bee-keeper, and he could judge for his locality
the best hive to use in that place; and that is the only way
to leave the question of the number of colonies of bees to
keep.

SELLING GR.\XULATED HONEY.

"Is granulated honey in the Aikin paper package a benefit
to our markets?"

Mr. France—At the request of one of our members I

wrote that question. It possibly does not cover the ground
intended. The idea is whether the effect of granulated honey
upon the market is injurious, or should we educate the neople
on that point? This gentleman referred t© the Aikin package
from the fact that it was put up in that form.

Mr. Abbott—I want to call the convention's attention to
a condition of things that exists that might be of some ad-
vantage to them in that line. I have been receiving circulars
from people in St. Louis, I don't know who they are, ad-
vertising what they call a paper pail which they say will hold
od. If it will, !t will hold honey. I wonder if those people
who wanted a sack could not get that pail. You could make
them of paper with thin tops and bottoms if you want to.

Dr. Miller—I would say that any kind of package, in
the matter of honey, which did no harm to any other kind,
might be a benefit. If Mr. Aikin's package can make cus-
tomers that would otherwise not be made then it is a good
thing. That does not say that I or anybody else must adopt
that. Just answering that question, I do believe Mr. Aikin
has done good by introducing that thing amongst the bee-
keeping fraternity.

Mr. Brown (Cal.)—I would like to say we had a little
experience in California in trying a package similar to that.
We used the common oyster-pail made of one piece of heavy
manila paper. We put up several tons of honey, that way,
and in the winter and spring season up until the hot weather
in our climate, they stood firm, but I was told a few days
ago, when leaving there, in some cases when it got real hot
the package had absorbed a little bit of moisture and, there-
fore, to some extent, spoiled the looks of the package. But
they had no paraffin on them, simply manila paper as you see
it in your stores today.

Mr. Weber (Ohio)—I believe it would be a good thing
to educate the people to the fact that granulated honey is

pure. While you would bring it before the public and teach
them it was pure it would result in consuming more honey,
because when the people see granulated honey they think it

is adulterated. I believe that is a good thing for the smaller
associations particularly, to take up and teach the people it is

pure honey.
Jlr. Muth—I understand now that granulation of honey

is not a proof of its purity : it can be mixed with almost 50
or 60 percent and then granulate.

Mr. Lovesy (L'tah)—Mr. President, in our country we
have been trying for years to educate the people to eat
granulated honey. Last year a gentleman in one of our
towns brought over a wagon-load in these paper boxes to
Salt Lake City, and around the County, and he had to open
those boxes and let each person eat a piece of it before they
would believe it was honey. It was almost as white as snow.
If we try to put our honey on the market in that way they
insist that it is sugar, and, in fact, I cannot even sell it in

glass in Salt Lake City. I have to put a little portion of
what we call amber honey in it to give it a kind of golden
tint, and then they believe it is honey. It is well known
that .\lfalfa honey will granulate quicker than any other.
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We have to liquefy our honey in the winter time for from
three to four days and ship it in a liquefied condition, and in

that way it will go sometimes for months in the coldest kind
of weather without granulating again. Sometimes it will

granulate the second time and sometimes we can keep it for

two or three years and it will not granulate.

Mr. Gill (Colo.)—I think Mr. Lovesy is mistaken when
he says alfalfa is more prone to granulate, because there are
several kinds that will granulate before alfalfa. We reckon
alfalfa will stand up longer than basswood. We have one
kind of honey in Colorado where the bee has to hurry home
to get there before it granulates

!

Mr. Dadant—I think this question of the granulation of

honey is very important. I think we were among the first

to extract any in large quantities. We have been producing
extracted honey for years, and we have sold hundreds of

thousands of pounds of it. We have educated a great many
of our patrons to the use of extracted honey, and we sell

nearly all our honey granulated. You run the risk of burn-

ing your honey if you melt it. After all the riatural condition

of extracted honey is granulated in the winter. I believe

Mr. Weber's argument is good. 'It is said they can manufac-
ture honey that is granulated. When you find adulterated

honey on the markets it is liquid, and your honey always

granulates, therefore it is well to educate people to use honey
that is granulated. We should insist on the fact that good
honey in cold weather will granulate except in a very few

instances.

Mr. Rhees—This question interests me. I have not in

the past done very much in producing honey but I propose

doing more in the future. I have sometimes thought if we
could invade the candy market it would be a very fine thing.

Children are very fond of honey, but in this day of enlighten-

ment we are accustomed to having things prepared in a C9n-

venient form. On account of that we much dislike anything

that causes any particular effort after we buy it, to prepare it

for use. Some people do not like honey in a candied form,

and I believe the majority of people would rather eat it on

their hot rolls and batter-cakes in liquid form. But before

they can get it in that form they have to liquefy it. This

is something that most housewives would not do. I believe

if candied honey could be put up in a small enough package,

m little tubes say, or some smaller form, that it
.
could be

sold and used as candy by the children, and it would be

verv convenient.

"Mr. Davis (Tenn.)—I would like to ask Mr. Rhees a

question in regard to liquefying his honey. I understood

him to say he liquefied for several days. Does he mean he

keeps it warm for several days?
Mr. Lovesy—About 120 degrees. If you get it too hot

vou usually color it. I liquefy it from three to four days

and keep it maybe a little less than 100. I find even at that

if I put it on the stove and keep it there for two or three

weeks it will color it. If you put too much heat on it you

can spoil both the flavor and color in a few hours. I liquefied

the whole of the honey that I sent down here to the Fair

on a furnace, and I left it there for four days, and still you

will find some of it candied.

Mr. Hart (Cal.)—I would like to know if Mr. Lovesy

keeps a fire under his honey for four days?

Mr. Lovesy—In liquefying honey to send down here to

the Fair we put it on for a couple of days. In fact I had

found out many years ago that by liquefying and keeping

in a liquefied condition for three or four days it would keep

liquid; and as I said before, if it granulated the second

time we would go through the same process, and I have had

honey keep for two or three years after that, in a liquefied

condition If we had liquefied it for only 24 hours or so,

an then took it off the first cold snap that came, it would

granulate again.

Mr. Dadant—Do you melt it over water or on the stove.''

Mr. Lovesy—Generally on a coal-oil stove. If you use

that, it is a good idea to get an iron ring and set the can

on that I use a coal-oil stove with three burners.

Mr Dadant—I don't know whether this is exactly on the

question, but Mr. Lovesy gives us an impression that honey

heated to more than 120 degrees will color. I believe his

method of heating has something to do with that. From what

he tells us he does not put it over water but on a coal-oil

Lmp and heats it to 120 degrees. If he would examine it

he would see the honey that is right next to the fire be-

comes a great deal hotter than that, and the honey next to

the metal gets burned and turns dark, while the rest of the

mass is still cold. The only way in which you can melt honey

and keep it from being damaged by heat is over water, one ves-

sel in another. You must not let the water boil, as it will

evaporate the essential oils of the honey. I think the damag-
ing of the color conies from what I stated.

Mr. Abbott—I like to agree with Mr. Dadant whenever
I can, but I have to disagree with him this time. You don't
have to have water in order to heat honey properly. You can
heat honey with a dry heat just as well as you can with water;
in fact it is better. I have been dealing in extracted honey
for 20 years and I have bottles that have been heated up a
half dozen times; some of them are just as white as the
day they were first put in the bottle and the flavor is not
injured in the least. We used to use water; we don't do
that any more, because we don't want our labels destroyed.
As soon as it granulates in the store the wagon takes it up
and it must be liquefied and go back in that condition, and
if we used water we would have to put on new labels every
time. We do it with dry heat, but the vessel which contains
the honey must not come in direct contact with any fire.

Mr. Pressler—The question was whether it is profitable

to use the Aikin package to sell granulated or extracted
honey.

Mr. Lovesy—This question of granulated honey is a
question that interests most of us. My experience is, that
what Mr. Dadant says does not pan out with me. I put
sufficient heat on those cans of honey that they will take at

least 24 hours before the honey melts, and then I leave it

there the full length of time. In the winter time I leave
it three or four days, and when I pour the honey out it is as

white in the bottom of the can as at the top, and if Mr.
Dadant's theory was right it would be colored at the bottom.
The idea of liquefying it for that length of time is to keep
it in liquefied form afterward.

On motion of Mr. Hyde, the convention adjourned to

Wednesday, at 10 o'clock, a. m.

SECOND DAY—THIRD SESSION.

At 10 a. m. Pres. Harris called the convention to order
and at his request the Rev. Mr. Brant led the convention in

prayer, after which came the following:

PRESIDENT HARRIS' ADDRESS.

It affords me much pleasure at this time to address you
as your president. This is the fourth convention of bee-
keepers of the world, and the 35th annual convention of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association of America. I feel proud
to preside over the deliberations of such a body of ladies

and gentlemen as are here present. It makes every bee-

keeper at heart feel proud of the association that we have,
and by mingling together to know that by being in touch
with one another we can in our own way use our best

endeavors to push our interests to the front.

Talking on international matters, you have here, within

a few hundred feet, one of the greatest displays ever known
in modern times—the World's Fair—something that no mind
can fathom ; something that those who have helped to con-

struct it cannot tell you its great beauties. It is something
that is a great educator in modern times to the average mind.

You go there and look through the foreign industries and
the different buildings and you find the crude appliances of

long ago and the magnificent appliances we have at the

present time. Such is the case in beedom. You can look

back years ago when our appliances were crude. We have
got down today to modern bee-keeping, where you are mak-
ing it a science, where you are doing all you possibly can to

build up your industry. You should feel proud of it. You
should feel proud that you are meeting here today in the

World's Fair City. Nothing grander in the history of this

country has ever been presented to the human mind.

Some of you have visited, and other will visit, this Fair

before you leave the city. I want to say to you as your

presiding officer, that I know no north, no south, no east,

no west, and I hope that each and every one of you will

have this same feeling in your own hearts, to meet here as

a band of brothers to push forward with your shoulder to

the wheel of this organization, that not only now is a grand

organization but in the future will be one of the grandest

in the United States. We have this representation of foreign

countries. We are glad to know they are here ; we are also

glad to know that they take the deep interest they do in

coming here to mingle with us.

The matter of legislation is one of vast importance to

us all, and I hope before this convention adjourns sine^ die

that there will be a resolution passed here that a committee

be appointed of one or two good bee-people from each State

that may go to your representatives and your senators, and

try through the committees we have appointed, to get Na-
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tional legislation, to put us in closer touch llian vvc have
been with the several States and the government of the
United States. When you look over this vast country and
know that we have lots to learn, lots of land undeveloped,
you can see what we can do for the bee-keeping world.
Take California, Utah, Texas, Idaho and Colorado ; there
are thousands of acres of land there today under the irrigat-

ing system that will support tens of thousands of families.

We can be bee-keepers there and produce the finest honey
known on the face of the earth. Those of you who are in

the industry do not think you can ever produce too much
honey because the population is increasing, and they need
more of the sweetness through life. I want to say to you
with irrigation that there will be tens of thousands of acres
of land thrown open to the public within a few years, and,
as Horace Greelev said in his younger days, "Young man, go
west,'' I advise many of you who have not got suitable loca-

tions to go west to'the different sections.

To give )'ou an idea, and to get in your mind's eye that
which ail should know, take my own section, 20 years ago the
Indians were taken from the Reservation on the west of
Colorado, and today we are shipping from that county 1,400

car-loads of fruit. We have shipped from that county ten

car-loads of beautiful honey. Go on to California, look at

the resources there ; go into Texas, they have lots of un-
developed country, and if you are not satisfied with your lot,

migrate west, and I know there will be something good there

for you.
Now, we are here for on6 purpose, for the betterment

of the bee-keeping fraternity of the United States. We
want to mingle together; we want the best thought brought
forward here, not in a selfish way, but so that it will benefit

everyone w'ho is in the organization. We want you also

to interest j'our neighbors; get them to join this Associa-
tion ; and when you take into consideration that this indus-

try produces $25,000,000 worth of honey a year, and that

last year the honey product of the nation would have filled

a train of cars 25 miles long, you then can know what a great

industry it is. Some think it is an insignificant matter. The
press has not even taken notice of us as they have of some
minor matters that have come here in the way of con-

gresses. But when we put before them the great industry

we are' trying to follow they then will give us more credit

than at present.

If any of you in your hearts have any selfish feeling, if

there is any clique in this convention to try to control any-
thing, pass it to one side. You come here as a lot of
brothers and sisters. If I am not a proper officer turn me
down, and put someone else in ; or if the other officers here
are not the kind that you want to represent you, do your
duty. Do not allow an}' clique of men here who in any way
will try to run }'OU. Think for yourselves. It is an age
when all men should think. It is an age in which we are

getting more gray matter in the tops of men's heads than

in the past; it is an age that is the greatest in the history

of the world, and as bee-people I hope this will be one of the

greatest conventions that has ever been held in the history

of the United States or the world, and that it may go out

when we adjourn that we have had one of the best con-

ventions ever held. Jas. U. Harris.

MISLEADING NEWSPAPER REPORTS ABOUT COMB HONEY.

Mr. Abbott presented the report of the special cornmit-

tee' on so-called comb honey manufactured by machinery,

as follows

:

We, your committee, to whom was referred the resolu-

tion on adulterated comb honey, beg leave to report as fol-

lows :

In view of the oft-repeated statement in the public press

that comb honey is made and capped over by machinery, be "it

Resohcd, That the " National Bee-Keepers' .Association

will forfeit the sum of $1,000 to any party or parties who will

furnish beyond successful contradiction evidence that said

statement is true, and produce as part of such evidence two

pounds or more of such comb honey that has been manufac-

tured without the use of bees in any way, with sufficient

skill to deceive ordinary honey-e.xperts.

E. T. Abbott,
Ellis E. Pressler,

E. Kretchner,
M. A. Gill,

Committee.

Mr. Pressler on liehalf of the press committee read an

article from the St. Louis Republican which had appeared

in the morning issue showing an entirely wrong construc-

tion had been placed upon the report furnished by the Press
Committee. It would appear from the report as published
that half the members present at the convention believed that
coml) honey could be manufactured.

Mr. Abbott stated that the report had been written out
correctly by the committee, and had been given over the
telephone, but that the press people did not seem to be able
to understand plain English. He stated the Committee
would go in person to the newspaper offices, when he thought
they could be made to understand.

committee on the adulteration of honey.

Dr. Bohrer—I have a motion that on first sight might
seem to conflict with some of the resolutions that have been
adopted, but I hardly think so. I have a resolution that calls

not only for a National legislative committee in this body but
from all the States. It will be a massive committee but they

will each have their respective work. I will read the pre-

amble of the resolution which is as follows

:

Whereas, The Adulteration of honey, by combining it with

glucose, and selling the same under the label of honey has

become so common throughout the country, that a large per

cent of the people, who would purchase and use honey but

for the uncertainty of being able to purchase unadulterated

nectar; and.
Whereas, Such adulteration of honey renders it unwhole-

some as food, while pure and unadulterated nectar is un-

doubtedly the most wholesome liquid sweet known among the

most civilized people of the whole world ; and,

Whereas, The sale of adulterated honey under the label

of pure honey, bears upon its receptacle a falsehood, and is a

stain seriously detrimental to the pursuit of apiculture; and,

Whereas, The absence of full intelligence, in apicultural

science, in connection with gross and inexcusable neglect,

among bee-owners, is causing foul brood to be harbored by

bee-keepers in almost if not all of the States and in Canada, to

an extent that cannot be otherwise than the cause of serious

loss among bee-keepers who depend upon the pursuit of api-

culture for an income and support to themselves and those

depending upon them, be it therefore

Resolved, That we, the bee-keepers of North America,

in National Convention assembled, hereby instruct the Presi-

dent of the National Association of bee-keepers, with the as-

sistance of the members from the respective States, to appoint

two persons from each State and the Dominion of Canada,

who shall organize themselves into a legislative committee,

and as members of such committee, it shall be their duty to

confer with the bee-keepers of their respective States, and

urge them to see the members of the House and Senate m
each State, and ask them to enact a law in each State (where

such law does not already exist), imposing a penalty upon any

and all persons found adulterating honey with glucose or other ,

liquid sweets, and labeling and selling or exposmg the same

to sale; and also against keeping bees afifected with foul

brood, knowingly; and that will authorize and require such

diseased bees, to be either cured of the disease or require them

to be completely destroyed together, with everything about

the apiary where they are kept, that is not thoroughly and

effectively disinfected.

Dr Bohrer—I move the adoption of the resolution. I did

not formulate this resolution to provoke a lengthy discussion,

and rather than have that I would withdraw it.

Dr. Miller—In order to have this matter properly disposed

of there should be a committee to whom it be referred and I

move the appointment of a committee of five on the resolu-

tion. [Carried]

The president appointed the following as a committee on

resolutions: Messrs. Hutchinson, Poppleton, Smith, Hagood

and Cogshall. .... , , ., • x- ^u ,.

Mr France—It mav possibly be in order at this time that

the resolution as oflfere'd by Mr. Abbott should come before

this Committee for consideration. It is one of the best tea-

tures we have had so far in the convention, and if that,

as one of the shots fired out of the gun of the National Bee-

Keepers' Association, could be put in a little leaflet so that

the members of the Association could have it, it would eradi-

cate this cry about adulterated honey faster than anything

else and I would like that either I or some one connected

witli the Association, should have the privilege of mailing that

to the members.
. . . „ x, , ^ ^

Mr Abbott moved, seconded by Dr. Bohrer, that his reso-

lution be attached to the circular which the Board had been

requested to furnish for distribution. [Carried.]

I Mr. Stilson (Neb.)—Mr. President, in the address which
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you gave this morning to this body I noticed that you spoke
about the representatives from foreign nations. On the Ex-
position grounds we have nearly one hundred nations repre-
sented. Among them some of the commissioners from the dif
ferent countries are very anxious indeed to get liold of our
American ideas of doing business. Would it not be proper
to extend an invitation to some of those foreign commissioners
to come here and meet with us? If so, I move that a commit-
tee of three be appointed to see some of them to invite them
to come here and attend our Convention. [Carried.]

The president appointed as the committee Messrs. Stilson,

Dadant.and Titoff.

Presentations of invitations to hold the next annual meet-
ing in Cincinnati and San Antonio were made at this time.

The executive committee decides finally as to the time and
place of meeting.

Pres. Harris—I have now the distinguished honor of pre-
senting to you the representative from Russia, Mr. Titofif.

Mr. Root—I might say Mr. Titoff came to our place of
business about a year and a half ago, not knowing a word of
English ; he came with the full credentials of the Russian
Government to learn American methods in bee-keeping that

he might carry them back to his own country. We tried to

converse back and forth but did not succeed very well. I

showed him various devices and he seemed to be perfectly

familiar with them. I motioned to him and he intimated he
understood what I was trying to convey. He understands
English now, and understands it well, but is not able to speak
it fluently. At the same time he is a bee-keeper, and I am
glad to bring before you a foreign expert bee-keeper. He un-
derstands the methods of producing honey. He has been out
in one of the large bee-yards extracting honey, and I think

perhaps during the coming fall or next year he is going south
and possibly to San Antonio to learn something about their

methods. I told him one of the good places in the United
States to learn American bee-keeping was down around San
Antonio where there are a lot of bee-keepers.

Mr. Titoff—I am sorry I cannot speak English good
enough, I want to say I came here a year ago from Russia
.^ learn American methods of bee-keeping, and I would like

to tell the American bee-keepers that we use American ideas

in Russia and we find it very good for our business. I find

that many of the American bee-keepers and American citizens

know very little about Russia ; they think it is a very cold
country ; they think we could not keep bees at all. I have
written a paper on "Bee-keeping in Russia," and I am sorry
that I could not read it myself, so I will ask Mr. Abbott to

read it for me.
Mr. Abbott then read the paper, as follows

:

BEE-KEEPINQ IN RUSSIA.

A year and a half ago, when I came to the United States

of America with the object of acquainting myself with the

latest methods of American apiculture, I found during my
stay among the apiculturists of this country, that many of

them, in common with the rest of the Americans, had abso-
lutely no knowledge of the existence of the bee-keeping in-

dustry in Russia. Many expressed their surprise in conver-
sation on the subject that bee-keeping should be at all prac-
ticable in that country. I had to conclude that in the belief

of the general run of people Russia was a country where bears
are wont to stroll around the streets of cities in the broad day-
light, where the only means of transportation is furnished

by arctic dogs, and fur coats are worn in the middle of sum-
mer. Siberia, with the convicts—they thought—was a land
of the eternal snow and cold and darkness and was withal
a land replete with horrors. Such ideas could only be ex-
plained by the great distance between tlie two countries and
by the difference in language and literature.

It is my desire to throw a little light upon the question
whether apiculture really does exist in Russia or not and in

whate state it is. I take advantage of my presence at the

Convention of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association
in order to accord in my present paper a glimpse into the

state of apiculture in Russia, and appeal to the esteemed mem-
bers of the convention for a few minutes of their attention.

In the most ancient chronicles of Russian history there
are many mentions not only of the existence of apiculture
in Russia, but also of the fact that it was one of her chief

pursuits. Thanks to the primeval forest which covered with
hardly an interruption the entire country, thanks to the wealth
and variety of her natural resources—still virginal in most
places—commencing with the fiftieth degree of Northern
latitude and southward, the bee-keeping industry throve every-

where. It flourished particularly in the South, Southwest and
Southeast of Russia.

The consumption of honey, both in its natural state and
as a beverage (Mcth or Mead,—Remark of the translator J
in ancient times, was immense, according to historical rec-
ords. All classes of people were fond of honey, and thought
it healthful. Honey was considered an aid to the preserva-
tion and the strengthening of health, it was thought to lend
physical and spiritual vigor to the entire organism.

After conversion to Christianity apiculture rose even high-
er in esteem. Wax was used in tremendous quantities in the
sanctuaries of the Greek Church in the celebration of her holy
rites. According to the laws of the Church, milk and meat
are forbidden to be eaten during the fasts, and honey is used
in great quantities as a valuable ingredient together with
vegetable meals, and is therefore in great demand. It is thus
seen that both wax and honey are indispensable articles for
the jeligious requirements of the land. The progress of the
development of bee-culture in Russia further increased the
demand for the products of the bee-keeping industry.

The records of history show that for several centuries
previous to the 17th century, and including the latter, apicul-
ture was carried on in the most primitive manner ; it was,
as it were, "a product of the chase." An immense number of
swarms inhabited the trunks of the forest trees, and honey
abounded therein. The labor of man was limited to the locat-
ing and gathering of honey.

About 1613 there appeared in Russia the first printed pam-
phlet on bee-keeping, the author of which was the Wojewoda
(Duke—Translator's remark) Joannes Ostrogor. It was pub-
lished in the Polish tongue and described a hive invented
by the author and the manner of tending the bees therein.

We thus see that in the end of the 16th and in the be-
ginning of the 17th century the Russian people had ceased
to limit themselves to obtaining honey by bee-hunting, but
commenced to give some thought to the question of "tend-
ing the bees." As a result, and owing also to the opulence
of nature, apiculture became one of the great pursuits of the

Russian nation. The extent to which the development of

apiculture progressed can be seen from the fact that in many
regions of the country even the ordinary duties and taxes

were paid to the government in wax and honey. In spite

of the immense home consumption, wax and honey soon
became materials of manufacture, and for the two centu-

ries mentioned products of apiculture formed the chief arti-

cles of export from Russia. Wax was particularly exported

to England, and the amount of wax exported to that coun-

try reached 920 tons annually.

Towards the close of the 17th century we already notice

a considerable decay in the bee-keeping industry, the chief

reason of which was the deforestation and increasing tilling

of the land. In 1692 wax was already imported into Russia

from abroad.
Since apiculture had at that time an important place

in the national economy, the decay of this important indus-

try called for protective measures on the part of the Govern-

ment, in order to preserve and strengthen it. The government
commenced to parcel out free lands for apiaries. In 1775

the tax—hereto levied on bee-keeping—was removed. For the

pursuit and the improvement of bee-keeping were granted

prizes and rewards. A special medal with the representation

of a bee hive was instituted for that purpose. Several books

on the subject of apiculture had appeared and various news-

paper articles dealing with same are noticed. In 1S07 was
published as a translation from German the book "Experi-

ments in Apiculture." The Emperor Alexander I, rewarded

the translator with a diamond signet-ring and command to

express to him his imperial good wishes.

In the beginning of the 19th century it became a recog-

nized fact that in order to raise the productiveness of apicul-

ture it was necessary to improve the technical basis and leave

the old ways of caring for bees for the better systems, and

both the Government authorities and private persons labored

with that end in view. One of the foremost and most

active workers among private persons was Peter I.

Prokopovitch. Convinced the word of mouth, and

practical demonstrations were better than books in_ the

task of placing apiculture upon a regular and rational

foundation. MrT Prokopovitch established 1828 a special school

of apiculUne and during the 22 years of his direction of that

institution he graduated 566 students well intimate with

rational apiculture. This school was in existence untd 1879

and was of immense value to Russian apiculture. Mr.

Prokopovitch is the founder of rational apiculture in Russia.

The labors of Mr. Prokopovitch coincided with the discovery

of the Girnian pastor. Rev. Dizerzon (?"). who gave a new
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impetus to the develoimicnt of apiculture llirougliout the
world. Wr. Prokopovitcli greatly assisted the propagation
o{ new currents in Russian apiculture. The school of Mr.
Prokopovitch was materially assisted by the Government.
The disciples of Mr. Pokopovitch scattered throughout Rus-
sia

; establishing many model apiaries and teaching others.

Due to the activity of the Government and of private per-
sons, interest in apiculture materially increased; many
new inventions of hives and apiarists' supplies came up,
though in spite of everything changed natural conditions so
undermined this industry that the decay of apiculture m.-iv be
clearly shown from figures I shall quote below.

Yet in the beginning of the last century these were the
figures of the export of beeswax from Russia

:

Exported from 1801 to ISIO 1,250 tons,

Exported from 1811 to ISliO 5,30G tons,

Exported from 1821 'to 1830 8,129 tons.

Beeswax was exported from Russia to the value of $10,-

173,000 for the first half of the last century. The exports of
beeswax from Russia for the last fifty years of the same cen-
tury amounted to , the value being $.580,632. In
other words, the total exports for the first half of that cen-
tury amount to 94 per cent of the whole, while the figures

for the second half amount only to 6 per cent. In proportion
as the exports decreased the imports of beeswax, as well as
of mineral and vegetable wax, increased.

From the above it will be seen that not only the introduc-
tion of various technical improvements has failed not only to

keep up the export of bees' products at its former height,

but even to satisfy the growing demands at home for the
products of apiculture.

Due to this sad state of affairs among apiaries, which has
continued since the seventies of the last century, the Govern-
ment now seriously approaches the problem of investigating

the causes of the decay of this industry. The principal causes
of this are as follows : A—The destruction of forests which is

going on every where and the shrinkage of territory available

for the gathering of honey. B—The great spread of the dread
disease of foul brood. C—The increasing adulteration of wax
and honey. D—Lack of sufficient knowledge among the

apiculturists as to the rational care of the bees. On the basis

of the data gathered in the course of the inquiry a number
of measures have been suggested for the raising and the

propagation of apiculture, which measures are being effected.

At this period in the history of Russian apiculture there be-

comes prominent the active and energetic personality of the

Professor of Academy Alexander M. Butlerofif. He comes
forward first with a report on "]Measures for the explanation

of rational apiculture in Russia" 1871 and since that time

until his death he took the liveliest interest in everything

connected with bee-keeping. He was the head, the leader of

everything and of everybody. He wrote several hand-books
on apiculture, which were published in thousands of copies

and which formed the text-books for the majority of Russian
aoiarists. In 1886 under his management there came into

existence the first Journal on apiculture in Russia,—Russki
Ptcheloyopniy Listok—The Russian Journal of Apiculture,

tut also foreiirn news.
Mr. ButlerofT established a model apiary at the AU-Rus-

sian Exposition at Moscow in 1882, and for twenty days gave
lectures on apiculture accompanied by demonstrations of vari-

ous apicultural devices. At that time he gathered around
himself a large number of followers intent on applying the

newest methods to bee-keeping.

In 1887 a floating Apicultural Exhibition was arranged
on a barge which sailed on the River Moscowa for 30 days,

making ten stops, the object being to acquaint the people

with scientific apiculture. This Exposition was visited by

60,000 people in all, who were all anxious to be instructed in

correct bee-keeping. A second similar exposition was ar-

ranged in 1SS9 on the River Oka, making 27 stops and being
more successful even than the first. A special exhibition for

Apiculture was held in Moscow in 1890. Several model
apiaries were shown ; a course of apiculture was introduced in

several schools. In 18S4 tliere was opened a school at Twer
with the sole nurpose of giving instruction in apiculture, con-

taining shops for making bee-hives and bee-keepers' supplies.

All those enterprises owe their origin to the initiative of Mr.
Butleroff. In 1896 there was established at St. Petersburg

the first "Society of Russian Apiculturists," the aim of which
is the scientific and practical working of the problems of

apiculture, and cooperation tending towards 'the development

of the latter. The society started a monthly magazine. Sev-

eral branches of the society were opened in various parts of
Russia. The society arranged exhibitions, conventions of
apiarists, apiaries for instruction, courses in apiculture for
teachers of the people's schools, etc. This fruitful activity of
the society found imitators, new societies were established,
of which there are now 3S with 8 divisions, and several more
are to come into existence. Apiculture, including both theory
and practice, is now taught in SO apicultural schools in Rus-
sia, in many teachers' seminaries and other educational insti-

tutions. Apiaries were to be found in 532 people's schools in
1896, the teachers attending to the culture. Almost every so-
ciety has its a"iaries, warehouses and shops for apicultural
supplies. Every year during the summer, courses in apicul-
ture are arranged for the teachers and the people in general,
each having hundreds of hearers annually. The South-Rus-
sian society has an experimental station with 30 divisions, in
which there are made observations tending in one direction.
There are several apicultural museums in Russia. In many
Governments (provinces) also the Zemstvos [Zemstvos are
administrative bodies consisting of elected representatives of
the several classes of population in various provinces] have
been active and energetic in the matter of elevating apicul-
ture, inviting special experts for the purpose of giving instruc-
tion, visiting apiaries, giving advice and practical hints. At
the present time there are nine apicultural journals in Russia,—eight in the Russian tongue and one in Lettish. Four are
edited by societies and five by private individuals. Besides,
a large number of articles on the bee-keeping craft are pub-
lished in the various agricultural publications. Apicultural
literature grows from year to year. There are several doz-
ens of publications of local authors and many translations
from foreign languages, including such valuable works as
Langstroth-Dadant, Dzierzon, Berlepsch, Bertrand, Cowan,
Cook, Maeterlinck, DeLayens, Dubini, etc.

In its task of self-improvement and reorganization Rus-
sian apiculture borrowed largely from other countries of Eu-
rope, particularly from Germany, which land had workers of
its own and stood in the front rank with regard to apiculture.
There is besides greater similarity in climate between Rus-
sia and Germany, and the means of communication are more
convenient. As far as apiculture in the United States is

concerned Russian bee-keepers knew very little of that until

1892, and they took little interest in it. That country seemed
so distant. Their ideas concerning the difference in climate
conditions and concerning other peculiarities of America are
exaggerated. In 1892 there came out in Russia a new jour-
nal called "Messenger of Foreign Apiculture Literature."

It was edited by Ghenna'-di P. Kondratiefif, a most intelligent

gentleman and a competent bee-keeper. Mr. Kondratiefif,

traveled abroad every summer, going to Germany, France,
Austria, Italy, Switzerland and other countries, showing the

keenest interest in all things appertaining to apiculture : he
visited the best apiaries, made the acquaintance of foremost
apiarists and their apicultural establishments. He found
many things adaptable to Russian conditions and assumed the

task of acquainting Russian apiarists with foreign apicultural

methods. This was the idea of publishing that journal which
has now become a lively echo of all that which may be use-
fully adapted from foreign methods to Russian apiculture.

Mr. Kondratieff was well acquainted with the celebrated Swiss
apiarist M. Edward Bertrand, who frequently described
American apicultural methods in his journal, "Revue Inter-

nationale d'Apiculturc." It was the esteemed Mr. Charles
Dadant who awakened special interest among Europeans in

American apiculture. The bee-hive with the large frame
which he recommended gave excellent results in Europe, and
the foremost apiarists in their turn commenced to recommend
it with great insistence. Mr. Kondratieff, as the result of his

tests, also warmly championed this hive and began to explain

American bee-keeping methods in this journal. Many orig-

inal articles of American apiculturists have been published in

translated form in this journal during the 12 years of its ex-
istence. Apicultural news from .\merica was also frequently

published. The names of the famous leaders in ,'\merica

—

Langstroth, Dadant, Root, Miller, Benton, Good, Doolittlc,

Pratt, Alley, never left the pages of the journal. All that

could be applied to Russian conditions from Root's "A R C
of Bee Culture" was quoted in the columns of that paper.

The book of Benton was also reprinted, while Mr. Kon-
dratieff, together with his co-worker and the present editor

of the journal, Mr. V. M. Isergin, translated in full and pub-
lished in separate volumes the works of Langstroth, Dadant
and Cook.

The result of this warm championship of Americanism
has been the fact that today half of all the bee-hives with
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frames are of the American system of Dadant. How popular
this system is can be seen from the fact that the name "Da-
dant" is now synonymous with the frame hive. If you want
to find out in Russia whether it is a hive that can be taken
apart or not, you say: "Do you keep your bees in Dadant's
or in ordinary hives?" Many other apicultural suppHes have
been found as usual and convenient in Russia as they are
in America, and you will find now in a good many Russian
apiaries things in common with the well ordered apiaries

of America.
Having given you a brief history of apiculture in Rus-

sia, I will finally give some figures illustrating its present
state. About 328,417 persons are engaged in apiculture in

European Russia—which in proportion to the entire popula-
tion is 0.34 per cent. Statistics gathered in one province to

show the division of sexes in the bee-keeping industry demon-
strated that 35 per cent of the persons looking after bees
are female.

The following is a table showing the number of hives conr
taining bees in Russia

:

European Russia 3,628,177 71.5 p. c.

Poland 116,414 2 p. c.

Caucasus 832,683 16.5 p. c.

Siberia 494,506 9.5 p. c.

Central Asia 34,942 0.5 p. c.

Total , 5,106,722 100 p. c.

Assuming the value of a bee colony to be $1.50, the value
of an old style hive at 50c, and of a frame hive at $4, this

gives the capital invested in the apiaries as $12,484,500. Aver-
age gross revenue from each hive in honey may be fixed at

SSyi cents and in wax at 51J^ cents, altogether $1.55, which
is 55 per cent on the capita! invested.

As far as the number of hives is concerned, apiaries are
insignificant. On an average there are 10 hives to an apiary
in Russia. The owners are also the attendants. Hired
apiarists are merely 1 per cent of the whole number.

In the majority of apiaries old style hives are still used.
According to statistics gathered in 1894 there were only 13
per cent of frame hives in use. It may be safely assumed that
this percentage has doubled since then.

The spread of frame hives in Russia is noi at all the same
in the various provinces of Russia. In 11 provinces there are
20 to 70 frame hives to each hundred. Frame hives in most
common use in Russia are the Anglo-American, Dadant-
Blatt, Root, Levitchky, and Dzierzon. The most popular hives
are those of Dadant.

There is noted a general quantitative improvement in

various territories which are especially adapted to apiculture.
Thus for instance in the Kuban territory

:

1893 number of hives 170,545.
1895 number of hives 299,218.

1898 number of hives 528,218.

In other words, the number of the hives increased more
than threefold in five years. Good results are also attained
in Siberia, particularly in the region of the Altai mountains.
More risky is the pursuit of apiculture in localities which
have a more severe climate, where the loss in the course
of a year may amount to a half of the whole bee colony.
Thus, for instance, in the Ufa province there were 522,150
colonies at the beginning of winter, and only 258,730 re-

mained for swarming, about 263,714 perishing. This is about
50 per cent. Starvation, 54.9 per cent: foul brood, 1.4 per
cent. The causes of destruction were classified as followed:
Spoiled honey, 35.1 per cent ; cold, 7.7 per cent ; mice, 0.9 per
cent.

Bee-keepers in Russia suffer a great deal from the habit
of the bees of gathering honey from coniferous trees, what is

called "honey dew."
In several portions of Russia foul brood is a source of

considerable damage, and Russian apiaries are seeking means
to combat this dread disease. Salicylic acid seems to give the
best results among all the means adopted. Also formic acid,

formalin and the transferring of bees to new hives.

Most of Russia abounds with honey-furnishing vege-
tation, which yields a good harvest for bees, both of honey
and pollen. We may name the Linden tree, willows of every
kind, acacias, apple trees, plum trees, pear trees, etc., rasp-
berries, all sorts of clover, buckwheat, lucerne, mustard, etc.

In many localities there is possibly a harvest of 150 pounds
per colony in the season. The maximum harvest of honey per
day is said to be nyi pounds.

One of the weak points of apiculture in Russia is the

lack of orderliness in the sale of its products in the interior
of the land. Prices for honey and wax are subject to fluctua-
tions. In some localities good extracted honey is sold on an
average for 10 cents, while honey in the comb is sold at 15
cents per pound. In other places it is difficult to obtain even
half of the above mentioned prices. Bee-keepers in out of the
way places are altogether at the mercy of dealers who earn
great profits from the labor of other parties. Lately there is

more and more comb honey put in tin boxes of various sizes
and taken into commerce under the name of "Exquisite,"
and sold at very high prices—25 cents, 30 cents and over.
The sale of honey in this form is' considered more profitable
than in sections.

There are about 98,379 tons of honey produced through-
out the Empire, the value being $4,250,000. The consumption
of honey inland is distributed as follows : As a table delicacy
23,604 tons, or 89.3 per cent of the whole production. About
596 tons are used in manufacturing—2 per cent ; 725 tons or
2.7 per cent are used in the production of honey cake. In the
production of honey beverages, such as fruit waters, lemon-
ades, preserved fruit, condiments, syrups, about 1,851 tons or
5.5 per cent is used. There are finally consumed 18 tons or
0.3 per cent for medical purposes in pharmacies.

With regard to the export trade in honey products, it ap-
pears that during the five years 1890-1895 there were ex-
ported from Russia 826 tons of honey and from 1895-1899
only 344 tons. This export business is rapidly decreasing.
In 1901 only 29 tons of the value of $5,776 were exported.
The imports of honey into Russia during 1895-1899 amounted
to 1,291 tons, to the value of $184,500, or on an average per
year $36,900. In 1901, 91 tons to the value of $10,306 were
imported from abroad.

The annual production of wax in Russia amounts to 8,676
tons. The production of beeswax is a little more than one-
fifth of that of honey. Twenty-two tons of wax were ex-
ported from Russia in 1895-1899, but in 1901 only 3 tons to the
value of $2,185. The imports were as follows: 1897-1900,

9,001 tons to the value of $4,685,500, or in other words the
average annual imports for that period amounted to more
than 2,258 tons to the value of $1,221,000. In 1901, 2,872

tons of wax were imported, the value being $1,574,536. In
1902, 3,561 tons to the value of $1,997,500.

It is thus seen that Russia pays to foreigners for the

products of apiculture more than $2,000,000 annually. The
task of Russian apiarists is how to retain this sum paid to
foreigners, in their own hands, for which reason they have to

increase the production of wax 2,258 tons, or about 1.1 pound
per hive. Or they must increase the number of hives by
3,466,960, in other words bring up the entire number of
hives to 7,573,000. The intense interest shown by Russian
apiaries in the problem of improving apiculture, their energy
and activity directed to the elevation and the propagation of

this industry, give me the right to state that the sum of

money above mentioned which is now paid to foreigners will

remain in the country and will be employed in the improve-

ment of the industry. The natural resources of the land also

champion this view. All that we need is knowledge, and
with the spread and increase of popular education, knowledge
has begun to enter the most distant nooks of the land. Per-

sonally I have the most absolute faith in the future of apicul-

ture in our fatherland.

In conclusion, in behalf of bee-keepers of Russia, and
as their first representative to a convention of American bee-

keepers, I extend to you the cordial greetings of the Russian

apiarists. We feel deeply indebted also to you for the matiy

ideas borrowed from America to advance bee-keeping in

Russia. Abram TiToff.

FOURTH SESSION.

At 7 o'clock p. m. the President called the convention to

order.

Dr. Bohrer—I have been very much interested in Mr.
Titoff's paper and I regard it as one of the most exhaustive

reports I have ever heard from this or any other country,

and it will be no discredit to have it published side by side

with our best statistical reports, and if it were possible for

this Association to make an application and succeed in hav-

ing it published by the Department of Agriculture as well

as having it appear in our National report I should very

much desire to see it done. I desire now to have this As-

sociation tender to the representative from Russia a vote of

thanks for the excellent report which has has given us.

Mr. Abbott—I consider this one of the most exhaustive

papers I ever read in my life. I only regret that the paper

was not put into my hands so that I could have become a
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little more conversant with it and could have read it more
intelligently that it might have done more credit to this

foreigner wlio evidently has given this subject more thought

and more close and careful study than the majority of Amer-
icans; and I most heartily concur in the motion and if there

is any way to add emphasis to it or to make stronger I say

Amen.
Dr. Bohrer—We want to tender through Mr. Titoff to

the Russian Government a vote of thanks.

Mr. Whitcomb—The yield of wax reported here is ex-

traordinary, even the honey-flow is extraordinary. We fail

always to get wax and honey at the same time. I would like

to hear from the gentleman how they can do that. I am
finding no fault with the report. I do not want to make
any objections to it but it does seem to me to be a terribly

strong statement.
The President put the motion, which on a vote having

been taken was declared carried.

On motion, Mr. Titoff was invited to speak as an hon-
orary member.

At this stage the President introduced to the audience

Miss Ethel Acklin, who favored the audience with a solo,

entitled "The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom."

Mr. Stilson—-We were appointed this morning to visit

some of the representatives of the foreign nations on the

Fair grounds. We, this afternoon, called upon the repre-

sentatives of eighteen or twenty of the foreign nations. We
were very cordially received and some of them promised to

be here this evening. Our Russian friend, Mr. Titoff did

not talk a great deal with them but our French friend, Mr.
Dadant, found opportunity to do a great deal of French
talking. If any of those representatives are here this even-
ing we would like to have them come forward or if they
come in during the evening they will be presented to the

audience by Mr. Dadant. Some of the foreign commissioners
who were here a week or so ago have left the city so that

we did not find some of the men we were after.

The President called on Prof. E. N. Eaton, of Chicago,
to address the convention on

FOOD FRAUDS AND FOOD OFFICIALS.

Prof. Eaton—I regret very much I could not give this

subject the attention which the importance of it and my
interest in it would warrant, but if I had not been able to

do a thing except come here this evening I should have done
so to show my interest in this cause. It is a matter of pride

with me that I have attended conventions of bee-keepers
every year I believe for ten years, beginning in Minnesota
and the Chicago-Northwestern Association in Chicago and
two or three of the National conventions, and I want to

say although I never owned a bee in my life I have received

a great deal of benefit from every convention I have attended,

not alone as a chemist, but I believe that meeting with you
has brought me nearer to nature where I believe a man gets

his best enjoyment and happiness; I have also been bene-
fitted as a food chemist. Every food chemist should become
acquainted with every industry manufacturing or placing

food on the market. Unless he becomes familiar with the

technical aspects of the question he cannot correctly interpret

his own analysis. If the food commissioners and chemists

had attended any one of your National, State or local meet-
ings they would never have made the statements which they

have made, and the falsehoods which they have distributed

all over the country in regard to the adulteration of comb
honey and the manufacture of honey by • feeding bees glu-

cose.

And this brings me to the subject of my paper proper.

The subject is a rather odd subject for a chemist or one
engaged in just the opposite sort of work from this. We
are supposed to hunt out food frauds ; we are working in

the dark always. The chemist that manufactures is always

working in the light while we are looking for adulteration.

This time I want to speak to you about adulteration which

does not exist. I want to speak of some of the crimes com-
mitted by food commissioners and chemists in the name and

pay of the people.

It is certainly a pleasure to meet again with the bee-

keepers and talk over with them subjects about which you
are naturally interested. It is with no little pride that I

have scarcely missed attending a convention of bee-keepers.

And from these conventions I have always derived some
good, not alone in bringing me nearer nature in whose at-

mosphere I believe man obtains his highest enjoyment but

in widening my knowledge of my own field of work—food

chemistry—and the broader and higher aspirations it leads

to, the protection of the public from impure and adulterated

food.

The food chemist must understand the technical side of

every food industry or he will not be capable of correctly

interpreting his own analysis. If many food commissioners,
chemists and' even government chemists had received a train-

ing in bee-keepers' conventions, they would not have made
so many reckless, untrue and hurtfuL statements regarding

the adulteration of comb honey and the fraudulent honey
obtained by feeding glucose to bees, and this brings me to

the subject of my paper, a rather odd one for a food official,

that is, the crimes committed by food commissioners and
chemists in the name of public service and in the pay of the

people.

The nature of their crimes is the wide-spread publica-

tions of adulterations which do not exist, to the detriment

of parties handling legitimate goods. I may illustrate the

statement by referring to incidents and facts which have
come under my observation as a food chemist. First, in

England, it was so widely spread that calves' brains were
used to adulterate milk, and tests to detect them were given

in all the early text-books of chemistry.

Chalk in milk and sand in sugar are other food frauds
•—to use the term in a new sense—which are ultimately in-

dispensable to the editor of the comic magazine.
All the old food laws contain a long list of impossible

things to find in vinegar, candy and sugars, and it must be

the form of a galvanized stomach indeed who would glance

at this list and not thank God for the food commissioner.

Lately we hear a good deal about harmful materials

found in candy, and every little while a newspaper breaks

out with a case of poison produced by eating these toothsome

sweets.

The National Confectioners' Association, through their

secretary, makes it a point to investigate every such case,

and so far he has not found a bit of truth in any of them.

Then there is the wide-spread falsehood of the whole-

sale adulteration of honey produced by feeding bees glucose,

and the still worse fraud of cheating the bees entirely and

manufacturing honey, comb and all. All bee-keepers know
how absurd fhese statements are, and how utterly impossible

it would be to make them were the authors of the statement

familiar with the manufacture of genuine honey. But one

commission after another contributes an interesting article

upon this subject to his local press and it travels from ocean

to ocean. But while a food commissioner who is not ex-

pected to be a food scientist may make a blunder of this kind,

occasionally, especially as it has passed current for so many
years, it is less excusable in the chemist, and to a chemist

must be attributed the first wide-spread publicity of the he.

It was as long ago as ISSl that an article appeared in the

Pooular Science Monthly bv the now renowned chief chemist

of the United States Department of Agriculture, from whicn

I quote the last paragraph :

"In commercial honey which is entirely free from bee

mediation the comb is made from paraffin and filled with

pure glucose by appropriate machinery."

Later when the paragraph had attained the most wide-

spread publicity and the bee-keeper questioned his right to

make the statements—the author explamed that they were

meant for a "scientific pleasantry," and even accused the bee-

keeper of being dull in comprehension in not quickly seeing

the joke. .... ,

The bee-keeper could not question the spirit or mood
in which the article was written, but held that it was a sad

subject to joke upon, and it is probably a source of regret

to the chemist that his humor was not discovered by the

hundreds of papers which up to this very day reiterate it.

But the statement was made, and its trail of trade dam-

age is still in its wake.

What is the cause of these unwise statements? hirst,

perhaps desire for publicity. Second, to alarm the public to

a degree of food adulteration. Third, thorough ignoranct

Sometimes it seems that a little exaggeration .of the adul-

teration of food is not an unmixed evil, as the public will

awake to the importance of protection themselves, yet, trutn

is the better guide, and especially where falsehood injures

laro-e industries as it has in honey, candy, flour and other

food stuffs. .
E. N. Eaton.

Mr. York—Dr. Eaton is the chemist of the food com-

mission for Illinois, and he has attended a number of our

conventions in Chicago and has talked to us on these

subjects in which he is so deeply interested. I am glad, for

one we have such a chemist connected with the food com-
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mission who takes so much interest in honey and bees. I
move that a vote of thanks be tendered him for his in-
teresting paper tonight. [Carried.]

Pres. Harris—We feel proud to be honored with a man
of th^s stripe who fearlessly comes before any organization,
it matters not what, and tells the truth.

Mr. Reinecke—I think if you let a paper like this come
before the Associated Press it will do a great deal of good.

Pres. Harris then called upon Mr. E. R. Root, to address
the convention on

cone HONEY CANARDS AND THEIR EFFECTS
ON CONSUHERS.

Mr. Root—I intended to bring here certain papers that
have been publishing certain statements with reference to
comb honey. I don't think the members of this Association
really know what has been published in the papers. You
have had a sample of it, but that is mild compared with
some of the stuff that has gone out during the last six
months. I have a few papers that I will bring over to-

morrow so that you can see them if you desire.

I wish to say before I begin the reading of this paper
that you could not have anticipated my suggestions in re-
gard to some things that this convention should have done,
any better than you did this morning during the time I was
at your session; and perhaps I had better leave out that
portion of my paper as you have already carried out some
of the suggestions. They tell about great minds going in
the same channel, I am glad my mind has been along the
lines that you carried out this morning.

I have one letter here, which, with the permission of
Mr. Hutchinson, I will read a sentence from, as indicating
what the scientific men in this country think of comb honey.
You remember Prof. L. V. Allyn said somethino- about comb
honey being manufactured, containing paraffin and glucose,
and something else, as if that was an evidence of manufac-
ture. When that was called to his attention as a mistake
he wrote to Mr. Hutchinson, and I will read this sentence:
"The finding of a large percentage of paraffin and glucose
in comb honey, and in addition reading many references from
scientific papers, naturally leads one to suspect its adultera-
tion."

I doubt if there is a more important question to come be-
fore this body of representative bee-keepers of the United
States than the one before us now. The recent canards and
sensational stories published in reputable papers and mag-
azines about Yankee ingenuity, combs made of paraffin, etc.,
have deepened the distrust that was already existing in the
mind of the public as to the purity and genuineness of our
product. So persistently have these stories been circulated
from time to time in the daily papers, especially in their
Sunday editions, that consumers believe that it "is an un-
nuestionable fact that can not be successfully contradicted,
that the beautiful little combs on the market are not the
work of the bees, but the consummate skill of man. But
these lies are not confined to current literature. If we
turn to some of our standard works of reference, cyclopedias,
cook-books, medical works, and the like, we shall be surprised
to see how many of the writers of note, and scientific men
who ought to know better, tell, in all soberness, that much
of the comb honey on the market is manufactured by man
out of paraffin, filled with glucose, and capped over by
machinery. When these so-called authorities vouch for such
statements in the standard works on the shelves of our
homes, can we wonder that the comb-honey lies break out
every now and then in the magazines and papers? Nearly
every year has seen its quota of comb-honey canards; but
the year 1904 surpasses them all. Let us glance for a minute
at some of the leading publications that have given currency
to these comb honey stories.

First on the list is the Ladies' Home Journal, one of
the most widely circulated magazines in the world. The
editorial writer. Dr. Emma Walker, based her information
on statements made by the professors in colleges, and the
writers for encyclopedias, etc., instead of going to practical
men who should know, if any one, the truth about their
business.

Then there was the Pittsburg Gazette and the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, in their respective Sunday editions; The Sioux
City Tribune and a dozen others, each one of them leading
journals for their respective parts of tlie country, that have
helped to give these stories a boost. Tlien there was Pro-
fessor Allyn, of the State Normal School at Westfield, Mass.
He sent a statement to the Springfield Republican, to the
effect that he had a sample of manufactured comb honey

which he analyzed and found to contain glucose and paraffin;
and, vk'orst of all, that it was on display at the great St. Louis
exposition. A number of these papers, in response to a
deluge of letter from bee-keepers and bee-journal editors,
have published retractions. It should be stated, in this con-
nection, that Mr. Frank Benton, of the Bureau of Apicul-
ture, at Washington, D. C, has rendered no small service
in getting corrections.

The Sunday papers are the worst offenders of the whole
lot. They are nothing more nor less than cheap magazines
containing a great deal of good as well as bad. A large
amount of the stuff they publish is sensational, intended
to be such, to make the paper sell. One large Sunday met-
ropolitan journal, in defending its course in publishing such
a sensational lie about comb honey, did so by quoting Bar-
num's old saying, that the dear people like to be humbugged.
It admitted to our representative that it had no foundation
in fact for the story it published ; that it instructed its re-
porter to get up the biggest yarn he could, and he did. With
this plain admission we got retraction, after a good deal of
hammering, and a final threat to sue them for damages.

All that I have thus far said is familiar history to the
average reader of the bee-papers. So frequent have been the
appearance of these stories that the bee-keeping public has
become hardened. While the bee-keeper himself is angered
and disgusted beyond measure, he has been in the habit of
forgetting all about it ; then when there is a lull in the re-

currence of the lies, he rests easy, thinking that no harm
has been done. But the object of this paper is to show that

a fearful damage has been done to the comb honejf market,
and you now demand the proof. Here it is

:

It is well known, I think, that there was a large crop of
comb honey in 1903, and a very light crop this year. If you
will compare the markets you will see that there is no ad-
vance in prices. On the other hand you will see that the
market is described as slow, easy, or indifferent ; while last

year, in spite of the large crop taken, it was described as

,

firm. Had it not been for the articles published in some of
our representative journals about manufactured comb honey,
we might expect the market this fall to be unusually firm

;

but look at the quotations, and I think you will see that

that condition does not now exist. Suppose, for example,
that we had had a light crop last year, and a heavy one
this year. The comb-honey lies that have appeared would
have made the prices go all to pieces ; but because of the

scarcity of the general crop, we have been barely able to

hold our own.
Of course, I do not claim that prices are now unusually

depressed. The fact is, they have not advanced as they have
on other products and I think this is because, very largely,

the general public does not care to buy what it supposes to

be glucose put up in fancy paraffin combs that are as perfect

as the eye could vv'ish.

Again : Bee-keepers who have peddled their honey around
to customers direct are met on every side by the question,

"Is your honey made by the bees?" In some cases it is al-

most impossible for the honey producer to convince them that

there is no such thing as manufactured comb honey, even
when he offers to give them $1,000 if they will furnish the

evidence. In all the articles published in the bee-journals,

I do not remember one in which the peddler did not refer

to the distrust of the public as to the genuineness of his

product. So difficult has it been to sell comb honey that

some of our bee-keeping friends have been compelled to cut

the honey out of the sections, mix it with a good grade of
extracted, rig out as a farmer who has got a few bees, and,

presto ! that very same honey would go like hot cakes, with-
out a question as to its purity. In the South chunk honey
is getting to be quite a specialty; and it may be that in the

North, in some localities where these comb-honey lies have
got in their deadly work, our bee-keepets will have to cater

to the chunk-honey trade.

In the course of our business, within a year we have
hundreds of traveling men who call upon us to sell raw
material of various kinds. When they see our crates of
honey they slily ask the question if they may be permitted
to know how we make the stuff, supposing, of course, we are
headquarters for the product. Great is their consternation
when we tell them that there is no such thing as manu-
factured comb honey, and that we will pay them $1,000 if

they will produce a single sample of artificial comb, filled

with glucose and capped by machinery, so close an imitation
that it could not be readily told from the genuine. They tell

us everybody out their way believes comb honey is manu-
factured ; that they would buy honey, and would buy quan-
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tities of it for their own family use, but they did not care

to pay a dozen prices for ghicose and paraffin. Now, travel-

ing men are a class of people who go over the entire country,

and know pretty well what people think. It is their business

to feel the pulse of the public, and they know it. When
they say, as some of them have said, that there is not one
person in ten but believes that comb honey on the market is

manufactured, they are getting painfully near the truth ; and
the very people who should know this truth are the bee-
keepers themselves.

But this is not all. Two or three of the prominent com-
mission houses in our leading cities have wrttcn us that

they used to sell comb honey by the carload where now they
sell it by the ton. This was before the days of the honey-
comb lies. Other commission men will tell you that there
is a strong distrust on the part of the buying public as to

the geruiineness of the ordinary comb-honey market.

But you may woiidor, tlien, why people buy comb honey
at all if they believe it is manufactured. Fortunately not
every one believes these lies, but those who do, buy it just

as you and I do canned fruits and vegetables which we are
afraid are preserved with deleterious chemicals such as for-

malin and salicylic acid.

But there is a partial foundation for these comb honey
lies, and it rests somewhat on the fact that there is a large
amount of inferior comb honey in the city markets. It is

dark in color; or, if not dark, it is off in flavor. People
buy it. It does not taste like white ciover for which it was
sold : then they shake their heads doubtfully, and say, "There,
I told you—this comb honey is manufactured. It does not
taste like the honey I used to get on my father's farm.''

It is my opinion that dark and off-flavored honey, if we
except buckwheat.' which has a strong and positive demand
in the East, should not be put in sections, but extracted,
and sold to the manufacturing trade—the bakers and the
confectioners.

It is also my private opinion that, were it not for the
general belief that comb honey is manufactured, we should
get from a third to a hal/ more for our product. The local

bee-keeper who peddles his honey around home, who bears
an excellent reputation, as such people generally do, who has
taken pains to educate his trade as to the purity of his

product, can usually get from a half to a third more for his

honey, because his trade knows that his goods are directly

from the Iiive. In a way, then, the comb-honey lies help
the bee man who sells his product within a hundred miles
of his home. But how about the large class who c?)nnot

take the time to sell their honey, but must get rid of it

with the least expenditure of time possible by shipping
it to the city markets? These constitute a class who are
in the great majority, and should be protected.

Having now stated the actual conditions, the question
naturally arises. "What are you going to do about it?" We
have been hammering at the newspapers, and getting refrac-
tions, you say, and have been partially successful, and still

the lies go on. The trouble is, we bee-keepers are not half
aroused to the danger that confronts the comb honey busi-
ness. We have not hammered at the newspapers half enough.
Every time these canards appear in public, the purveyor of
them should be deluged with thousands of letters. Force of
numbers is what counts in a campaign of this kind, as recent
experience has shown in the case of the Ladies' Home Jour-
nal, Pittsburg Gazette, and some other periodicals of that
kind.' If the bee-keepers of the country depend on the editors
of bee-papers and manufacturers of supplies to get retrac-
tions, they must make up their minds to keep on with these
low prices. All the bee-papers will do their part if the sub-
scribers will do theirs. You see the point is right here.
When one of these offending editors or pJiblishers has letters
coming to him at the rate of a hundred a day for the matter
of two or three weeks or a month, he begins to think some-
thing will happen, and that if he cares to hold some of his
clientage, he had better make a retraction. If those letters

are courteous, appealing to his honor as a man, they will
have ten times more effect than if he is abused and called a
fool.

I recommend further that more bee-keepers seek to de-
velop their home markets. Distribute more leaflets direct to
their trade. The leaflets show the character of comb honey,
tell about the different flavors, and then go on to "show that
$1,000 has been offered for a single sample of manufactured
comb honey that is a close imitation of the genuine product
of the hive. Some leaflets published by Editor York, of the
American Bee Tournal, are excellent. Copies of them can be
obtained, probably, at this convention.

Kor can we stwp right here. This convention should

take hold of this matter, should pass suitable resolutions

urging the Board of Directors of this grand Association, of

which we are so proud, take hold of the matter in a way
that will mean something. The time of talking and crying

about the matter is past. What we need now is action. I

would suggest that the Board of Directors be urged to set

aside a certain fund, which can be used to pay some compe-
tent person not only to get retractions, but to write in-

teresting and original articles for magazines which directly

and indirectly tell how comb honey is produced, . and which
will show conclusively that there is no such thing as the

manufactured article so much hawked about in the papers.

In this Association we have a number of men who are

perfectly competent to do this work under the direction of

the Board of Directors. It is not enough that the articles

be written, but fliat a representative from the .Association it-

self be sent direct to the offending publisher or editor, and
explain to him the facts, taking along some samples of comb
foundation. In the case of the Ladies' Home Journal, Mr.

W. A. Selser, a member of the Board of Directors of this

Association, was authorized to go and see the publisher,

and explain tlie facts. He was nearly discouraged, but he

persisted until he got something that was a good deal better

than nothing. The officers of this Association are now scat-

tered all over the United States ; and the Board of Directors

could, at a very small expense, send one such officer to the

paper publishing such lie, and, if possible, secure a retraction

and correction. In tlie meantime, the bee-keepers should

act in concert, getting their subscribers to deluge the pub-

lisher in question with letters of protest.

I suggest, further, that the Board of Directors appomt

some one to visit the people who make "boiler-plate" mat-

ter for the press. Bv this I mean cast stereotyped matter

which is sold to the small publishers at so much a column.

An interesting story or sketch could be written up; and it

the boiler plate people will accept it, the facts about comb

honey could be circulated over the entire country.

I should like to suggest further that every member of

this Association, as occasion may present itself, invite his

local editor down to see him. .
Show him an extractor and

the comb-honey supers; let him examine pieces of founda-

tion show him how it is used, open up the hive, then get

him to make a little write-up if he will; but be very sure that

he sees the proof before it goes to press. With the best of

intentions he mav make a bad matter worse. For instance,

he mav talk about comb foundation as artificial honey comb,

how it saves the work of the bees, etc. His idea is correct

enough, but his use of terms is unfortunate. Within a year

a reporter of one of the large metropolitan dailies called at

the home of the honey bees. We took occasion to tell him

all about comb honey, but particularly requested that an ad-

vance proof or type written copy be submitted to "s before

it was published. This the reporter agreed to. do. but he

must have forgotten it. But imagine our surprise ^vhen. in

the Sunday edition of his paper comb foundation was con-

fused with artificial honey comb; and this was m xed up

with another statement that there was no such thing as

manufactured comb honey. A slight change '"the warding

here and there would have made an accurate statement, ac-

ceptable to bee-keepers and creditable to the reporter and

'^'"rwLh'io'suggest further that the President of this As-

sociation appoint a press committee whose busmess it shall

be o wait on any rep'orter who may come into these meetings

and furnish such reporter with these
^f

'^'S' ^"^^J ^' ''

,^^

set if possible, a proof before the matter goes before the

Public The reporters are bound to come here
;
and ,f they

are not intelligently and carefully waited on they will get

a mess ofrdfed-up stuff that will do us more harm than

^°°
There is just one more expedient that can be employed to

brin- these publishers to time who will not retract, and that

is a" suit for damages. The A. I. Root Co. was about to

be-^fn an acio against a daily during the past sunimer.

We had gone so far as to instruct our attorney to begui

nroceedin-s We wrote the publisher just once more, ask-

fnTtlem what they were going to do, if ^"ythmg; that our

bifsiness had been damaged, and that we P^^P^^^f
to take

the proper means to protect ourselves if we could not get re-

dress in anv other way. In about a week we secured a

veyCdsome retraction, and then the publishers wrote in

a very humble way. asking if that was satisfactory.

Our attorney tells me he believes the bee-keepers of the

country could successfully bring suit, in some cases at lersf
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and I am of the opinion that some such action should be
begun. The orobabilities are that in nine cases out of ten
the offending pubhsher would accede to our demands before
actual proceedings could be instituted.

But suppose he does not. A case in court would attract
attention, and would be heralded over the country, and this
of itself would show to the newspaper publishers, as well as
to the public at large, that there is no such thing as manu-
factured comb honey, and that, if they took a hand in pub-
lishing or rehashing these lies they might have to pay dearly
for their experiment.

It should be understood that an action cannot be sus-
tained in every case. A great deal depends on the nature of
the allegations in the first place.

There is something more that can be done; and that is,

for bee-keepers individually to offer a reward for a single
sample of manufactured comb honey. It does well enough to
say that the A. I. Root Co. will pay $1,000 for such sample

;

but who is the A. I. Root Co. to the ordinary consumer of
honey? But if the bee-keeper himself, especially if he is

known to be responsible to that consumer, can make an offer
of $25, $50, or even $100, such offer cannot help silencing
the purveyor of the lies. _^ Ernest R. Root.

Mr. Abbott—I move that a committee of five be appointed
by the chair as a press committee representing the various
localities of the United States whose duty it shall be to act
without pay, to look after all matters pertaining to the in-
terest of honey in the public press. Mr. Root has suggested
an excellent idea. There is a press committee here, but their
duties cease at the close of this convention. If we had five
people in five localities who would be co-operating and felt
it their duty to look after these things, and to co-operate with
the Board of Directors, and when in their immediate locality
to write an article and turn it over to John Jones, or who-
ever it is, and let him put it into the paper in his own name,
I think it would be a good idea.

Mr. Scott—I had in mind it would be well to have more
than five. The United States is a big territory, and it

occurred to me that five could not very well gather all of
these statements. I wish to say with reference to the sug-
gestion offered by Mr. Root that it is very good, but if the
Association gets an article out why not have that printed in
large quantities and supply all the honey-dealers with it.

Everyone, especially those who are members of the National,
could use them to the best advantage, even if we had to
pay half the price for printing. Personally, I feel to present
a printed article of that kind in the name of the National
Association would have much more weight than if I did it
on my own responsibility. I have so much faith in that that
I would take 5,000 of them right away.

Mr. Abbott—I will enlarge my committee by permission
of the seconder, and make it fifteen instead of five.

Mr. Dadant—I believe it would be advisable to have the
editors of all the bee-journals in the United States on that
committee. There is no one who can get hold of these slurs
published in the press as well as the men who are publishers
themselves. They are more likely to read all these items or
to have them sent to them by their subscribers than anybody
else. We bee-keepers who only read the bee-journals and
do not get hold of the general press would not notice these
thinsrs as well as the bee-journalists, and it seems to me those
men ought to be on that committee, and they can act for us.
Those things ought to be crushed out.

Mr. Whitcomb—In my experience I find that the stories
of adulterated honey do not come through the newspapers
but through the customers. I find the grocery men taking
a very inferior comb honey and pointing it out as good. The

'

customer takes the cheap honey at a good price. I find that
in Lincoln and Omaha. One of the tricks of the grocery
trade is to sell to the customer a poor, inferior section of
honey, half capped and half filled, at the price of a good
section.

Mr. Reinecke—If this was put in condensed form and
each of us could scatter them, and could get them in the
local papers, it would have more weight than it would in
the bee-journals.

Mr. Andrews—I would like to see this include the
whole .meeting of the National convention, and let it go
into Canada and Mexico if necessary.

Mr. Van Dyne—There was a motion acted on the other
day and referred to a committee, and that committee did
not have the written resolution with them in their session
and the latter part of it was passed over, and that referred
particularly to this same question, that this convention ask '

every member to go to their county paper and ask them
to publish this reward of $1,000 for two boxes of comb honey
filled by hand or by machinery in the United States. The
fact of merely publishing this offer would settle the whole
business.

Dr. Bohrer—Let your committee be fifteen if vou wish
It, but I want every bee-keeper to consider himself a com-
mittee of one to attack those charges through the local
press.

The President put the motion to appoint the committee,
which on a vote having been taken was declared carried.

Mr. Root—I would like to make a suggestion and that
is, that the editors of the bee-journals be left out of that
cornmittee. There is no doubt but what the editors will do
their part; they are very much interested in this question;
but include other men. What we want is to give these
things a good hammering from different sources.

The President called for the report of the committee
delegated to attend the Pure Food Congress.

Mr. York, on behalf of the committee reported that he
had attended the Pure Food Congress, but had arrived there
before they had begun their session ; that he had met the
Secretary, Mr. Allyn, and had given him the resolution and
acquainted him with the facts, and that Mr. Allyn had
promised that he would read the resolution the first thing
after the opening of the session. The report of the com-
mittee was then received and adopted, and the committee
discharged.

The President called upon Dr. Miller for a song, to
which Dr. Miller responded by singing "I'se One of Those
Happy Bee-Mans," which was received with applause.

Mr. Johnson—In St. Louis this morning I found a man
on the corner of 27th and Broadway who wanted to buy
some honey, having seen the badge on my coat, and he said,

"Do you have pure bee-honey?" and I said, "You bet I have."
To show you how superstitious he was he ordered six sec-

tions. He had seen that article in the Ladies' Home Journal.
Dr. Drunert—Wouldn't it be much better for us as an

organization to authorize our officers to say that we would
sue every man and editor for damage, that was not able to
prove his assertion as to artificial honey? That would be a

warning to all editors to go to the bottom of it and try to

find out and see it they could prove what they published.

Pres. Harris—Mr. J. T. Adams, of Alabama, has pre-

sented a honey souvenir to this convention and at this time
I wish to refer the same to our Committee on Resolutions.

Mr, York—I would like to refer again to Mr. Root's

paper which I think was a splendid one. With reference

to manufactured comb honey so-called, I have been thinking

a good deal about it, and have been wondering if it would
not be a good idea if every member of our Association,

some 2,000 strong now, would, whenever they see anything
published about manufactured comb honey, send a marked
copy of that paper to our general manager. If this press

committee is appointed he could then refer it to a member
of the press committee in the locality from which the paper

came, and that member could then take up the matter with

the publisher and editor. It seems to me every member of

the Association ought to be requested to do this, and they

ought to have some one place to send all these marked copies.

We, as editors, get a good many of them, but some do not

think to send them. The general manager, if it is sent to

him, can refer it back to the press committee and to the pub-

lishers of the papers. I have also thought when he heard

of anything of this kind he should take it up in the name of

the paper and write thi editor or publisher of the paper,

and tell them that he represents this Association, and ask

for a correction, and if that is not forthcoming, then
through the bee-papers notify the members to write that

editor and snow him under. I believe the editors of the

daily papers would pay a great deal of attention to that.

It seems to me if the matter were dealt with in this way
we would get retractions with very little trouble. If

finally they refused to retract, then threaten to sue them.
I think we ought to have some system about this thing

and work it up gradually. The General Manager should
at the same time, when he writes to the publisher of such
a canard, send him some of the printed matter we have
talked of getting up. Prcf, Benton is going to get up a

bulletin, and the board of directors is going to get up
some facts. Let the General Mana.ger mail them copies
of these. After getting all that information I am satis-

fied that the average editor would be glad to make a

retraction and will undertake not to do it again.

Mr. Clark—A great many of these comb-honey canards
get started from the fact that the average member of the
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press is not familiar with the matter. If we had some
way to reach the local as well as the general press and
get these fellows to retract, I believe we would have no
trouble. This committee that has been suggested, I be-

lieve would co-operate with the National. Another
thought that occurred to my mind was in regard to the

syrups being fed to the bees and their storing it away.
The production in that way of anything that resembles
natural honey never has in my experience been accom-
plished. You can't anj- more produce honey that looks
like natural in that way than }'ou could by taking a hen
and tieing her down onto her nest undertake to hatch
out a "set" of chickens.

Dr. Miller—With regard to one point, that of try-

ing to get a proper sort of retraction, we had two in-

stances latelj' in the Ladies' Home Journal, one with re-

gard to-honey and the other with regard to a proprietary
medicine. The two retractions were very unlike. In the
case of the honey there was this statement and that

statement, and part of it had no bearing on the subject
at all, but the whole thing had the look that perhaps
honey was not adulterated, that perhaps comb-honey
was genuine; that was the general impression. One of

the things, and the strongest one, perhaps there, had no
bearing whatever upon the subject, because it referred
entirely to extracted honey, and extracted honey was not
in qustion at all. With regard to the proprietary medi-
cine it was a clean, solid, uncompromising retraction of
the whole thing; an abject apology. I tell you what I

thin'K made the difference. I think the proprietor of that
medicine went to them and said, "You retract that in

the most unqualified manner or we will sue you and col-

lect from you all we can." I don't know enough about
this thing, but I suspect that damages might be ob-
tained from some one of these, and if in any single case
a suit were instituted and damages obtained, that would
be a thing that would tell more than all the letters that
would snow them under. I believe if our General Man-
ager could obtain damages in one case from any one of

these publishers, or even a retraction, it would help
us in the other cases.

Mr. Abbott—I fear some of our members have a
wrong idea about suing. I want to say that the g:eneral

manager of this association has not any standing in any
court of the United States; that the general manager
of this Association cannot sue anybody. This Association
as an association has no legal standing in any court in the
United States, because it is not a corporate body. If

we want to be able to sue as an association, this body
must be incorporated. The individual person damaged
must show the damages. We are not as a body an
entity and you cannot damage a thing that is not an
entity in law.

Dr. Miller—There was an incorporation. Isn't this

the thing that was incorporated?

Mr. Abbott—If this body is incorporated, and has a

standing in law, then this body can sue, but we must
not lose sight of the fact that it has no standing unless
it is an entity in law. All the suits made by the general
manager are not made in his name but in the name of
the individual injured, and the general manager must
stand behind him and you must stand as individual men.
In this case it was in the name of Dr. Pierce, and he said,

I will sue you for $200,000, and they knew he would
keep his word, but they do not pay any attention to this

Association because it is not incorporated.

Prof. Benton—I wrote to Ernest Root that the time
had come when a suit should be instituted when there
was a good case, and I was in favor of sensational things,

yellow journalism in general—the most successful thing
that you could have to go from the Atlantic to the Pacific

that would reach the journalists. That is what we want;
and when there is a good case somebody should go right
straight to the man and say, "We have $2,000, and there
are men that will bring forward more thousands, and we
will put the thing right through if you don't come out
squarely and retract."

Dr. Bohrer—In regard to this body not being in a

position to be sued or to sue, I agree with Mr. Abbott.
If it is deemed necessary to have it incorporated let us do
so. I move this body be incorporated.

Mr. Weber—I second that.

]\Ir. France—I don't like to occupy a great deal of

your time, but as an illustration, I was asked, as you all

recollect, to replv to that article in the Ladies' Home

Journal on behalf of your Association. I did so to the
editor, and it was suggested that unless retraction in

some form was made, satisfactorily, it might be possible
the Association would take the matter up in the court,
and I got a reply immediately, "Are you an incorporated
body?" I had to say "No."

Mr. Abbott—-I wish to say to you that you have to
go a little cautious about these things. There are two
sides to all questions. Sometimes it is an advantage to
be an entity and sometimes it is not. If you are no-
body you are not likely to get licked. If you are some-
body you r-iay drop up against a fellow that will give you
a fearful licking. You are responsible for what you say
and do when you get to be somebody. To get to be some-
body we must get to be somebody at some special place;
we must have an ofiice and be identified with some special
place under State laws. Are you going to be incorpor-
ated? Now most of them go to New Jersey when they
want to swell their stock. Will you go to New Jersey,
or will you work it under the laws of Pennsylvania
where you can inflate and blow and bust anything in the
shape of a trust, or in the State of Missouri where they
are pretty hard on corporations, or where do you intend
to incorporate? Mr. Hershiser is better prepared to talk
on this than anybody, but I spent two years studying
law, and I got all these fool notions in my head. I think
I am correct, but if not I will stand corrected.

Dr. Bohrer—Couldn't it be done under National
law?

Mr. Abbott—No, sir; there is no such thing as Na-
tional incorporation.

Dr. Miller—-I thought that was a pretty good speech
I made a while ago, and I don't want to lose it all. If we
can get the incorporation then the thing won't fall to the
ground. In my answer to Mr. Abbott. I was acting on
the idea that there had been incorporation and there was,
but that was something else and this thing is some-
thing different, and if we get as near doing what was
done before, perhaps that will be well, and if we could
be incorporated in the State of Illinois, being central, I

don't know as there would be anything better.

Mr. Pressler—I would like to move that this matter
be referred to the proper committee, because it is a deli-
cate matter, and should be carefully considered in the
committee room.

The President put the motion, which on a vote hav-
ing been taken was declared carried.

FEEDING BEES TO PRODUCE HONEY.

Mr. Rhees—The idea has gone out that it was nos-
sible that honey-comb could be filled with some sub-
stance besides honey by the the bees themselves. I

don't think this thing is possible for several reasons. I

tried to feed my bees some overheated honey and they
wouldn't take it. and I very much doubt if they would
take glucose under any circumstances; and from what I

have read I don't believe that honey-producers have made
a success in even getting honey stored in the honey-
comb. So far as sugar is concerned, in my locality the
wholesale price of sugar is a great deal higher than the
wholesale price of honey, and no sane man would think
of feeding sugar and having it stored for honey. No
bee-keeper will ever make a success of putting honey on
the market unless he is a man of sound judgment. I think
this idea that has been advanced, that it may be possible
for people to feed a mixture to the bees and have them
store it and then sell it as comb-honey should fade, it is

impossible. It is impossible for me to buy sugar at six
cents a pound and go to all the trouble of feeding it,

and then sell the honey at five cents a pound.
Mr. Abbott moved, seconded by Mr. York, that the

committee to consider the matter of incorporation con-
sist of five members appointed by the chair.

The President put the motion, which, on a vote hav-
ing been taken, was declared carried, and the President
appointed as a committee Messrs. Abbott, Hershiser,
France, Benton and Miller.

Dr. Miller— In reference to the remarks just made
in reference to making comb-honey from feeding sugar
we must be a little careful and not go too far, and it will
hardly do to say that we cannot feed sugar and get comb-
honey because the price is too much. I can feed sugar
and get comb-honey made and the price of comb-honey
will be nearly three times as much as the price I can get
sugar for. I don't know whether there is any profit in it
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or not. I am simply stating that the price of cornb-

honey may be two or three times as much as the price

sugar is now.
Mr. Kretchmer—I would like to ask the doctor if

he ever estimated the actual cost of feeding sugar in

building comb?
Mr. Rhees—Dr. Miller and I live in two different sec-

tions of the country. We have no beet-sugar factories

in our county in Utah; we have land that is capable of

growing beets in that locality, but the sugar people are

working for their own interests. The wholesale price

of honey is about six cents a pound, and I am offering

my honey crop of 6,000 pounds at five and a half cents;

the package cost me three-quarters of a cent. That is ex-

tracted honey. If I were going to feed bees anything, I

would not feed them sugar at six cents a pound, I would
prefer to feed them the honey. Take California, Colo-

rado, Idaho, Utah, Nevada and Arizona and the figures

will stand the same.

Mr. Abbott—I want to go on record again in this

statement. A few years ago a noted professor and some
others talked this subject and discussed it, and I asserted

then, and I assert now, that there is no similarity between
the product produced by feeding sugar to bees and mak-
ing honey, and the natural honey; that sugar put into

combs by bees is sugar syrup, and nothing else, and not

honey; I defy anybody to prove it is honey or anything
like honey.

Mr. Kretchmer—The syrup is entirely different from
the nectar, and can easily be distinguished. Two years

ago I gathered a small bunch of bees in the fall and I

tried to experiment. I put them in a hive and gave them
warm sugar, stirred it up well together with water, then

I set it right before the bees and they came out nicely

and ate it, and I may state they produced the whitest

comb that you ever saw in your life, and I think before

the other bees came robbing there was honey in there.

I would state the acid the bees mixed with it keeps the

honey, and that honey is just as good as if taken out of

the flower.

Mr. Stewart—With regard to the statement made this

morning, that glucose could be fed and made into the

form of comb honey and sold, I have had a little experience on

that line. I have taken glucose in the scarcity of the

honey-flow and tried to get a colony of bees to eat it. I

tried it in a half a dozen different ways. One trial was
I took clear white glucose that the grocery man gave to

me, and I spread part of it on top of the brood-frames

and marked that hive. I looked every day for five days

to see how much of that was eaten, and I couldn t see

that it was reduced in quantity at all. I took my knife

and tried to scrape it off and it was like so much India

rubber. Then I took some of it and weighed two quan-

tities, putting in part of the quantity with honey and part

with glucose. I kept increasing the quantity of honey
until I got it at least half or two-thirds honey, until I

got the bees to eat it. So I say that clear glucose can-

not be given to the bees and be made to appear in any
manner as comb honey.

Mr. Root—I have conducted almost the same experi-

ments with the same result. I took glucose and daubed
it all over the front of the hive, and daubed the bees up

so that they would clean each other off, and they wouldn't

do it; I put it out in the yard and put the honey with it

and I had to make it about fifty percent honey before the

bees would touch it. Very recently the Brooklyn Eagle

editor came out and said bees could be fed glucose. Two
of us got after him pretty hard and the result of it was
he came out in a subsequent statement and said it could

not be done, that he had a bee-keeper try it.

Mr. DeLong—I gave a statement at the convention

in Nebraska in 1896 in regard to an experiment I had
tried to feed bees on glucose, when it first came out; it

was five or six years ago; I got some of the glucose that

was very nice and white. I thought it was granulated,

but it just kind of floured down someway. I thought I

would dilute it and have two gallons of nice white syrup
instead of one, and the next morning the whole of the

stuff had decomposed, and the dog wouldn't eat it. I

want to say that the reason a bee can't eat it, and won't
eat it, is because it decomposes as soon as it mixes with
the larvae, and you can't fool bees; they know what it is.

You couldn't feed any of this audience on stuff that would
decompose in a few minutes and make them sick and al;

most kill them. This old nut that has been cracked, about

making comb honey, this Association ought to set that
down as a famous old lie, and those intelligent people of
the Home Journal ought to know better than to publish
such stuff. I eternally hate this glucose; it will kill the
young bees in the larvae state when it is fed. There is

one miserable packing company that puts up a nostrum,
I call it, with a little piece of comb in it, and call it pure
California white clover honey. Those California folks
know how much white clover grows out there. I said,

that is a nostrum, and there is no honey in it. There are
very few bee men if they are honest (and there are not
many of them that are not honest) that put up any such
stuff; and I think this Association ought to pass a reso-
lution that this old thing of manufactured comb honey
is a notorious old lie. I told those folks up in Lincoln
that if we wanted to, if we could make 200 per cent on
feeding glucose to the bees, we couldn't do it; we would
kill all our bees. It is as bad as foul brood.

Mr. Dadant—The remarks just made have suggested
to me the idea that our convention should pass a certain
resolution as to their opinion in regard to manufactured
honey or adulterated honey, and I wish to present this

resolution to be referred to a committee:
"Resolved, That this convention asserts that no ar-

tificial comb honey has ever been or can be produced.
That there is no profit in feeding anything to the bees
to fill the bees to be sold as honey. That the only suc-
cessful adulteration ever made has been by liquid honey
out of the comb."

This is a matter I think we can assert as a body, and,
I believe it will do a great deal of good.

The President put the motion which, on a vote having
been taken was declared carried, and the resolution re-

ferred to the commitee on resolutions to report back.

Dr. Miller—At what price can I produce what ap-
pears to be comb honey by feeding sugar to the bees?

Mr. Stewart—We don't want you to feed any sugar,
Doctor.

Mr. Reinecke—We found it necessary one fall to
feed our bees, and we found we didn't get enough honey
to pay for the sugar.

Mr. Hyde: I do not believe anyone in the house can
answer this question, I have asked Mr. Scholl, and if you
request it, he will conduct an experiment next summer to
arrive at a satisfactory conclusion.

Dr. Miller— I move that we thankfully request Prof.
Scholl to make thorough experiment upon this subject.
I know he is competent to do it. [Carried].

Prof. Scholl—I am one of the bashful kind of little

fellows, and a little afraid; if I was a little bigger I might
get up and do some talking, but the way I al-

ways do, I let my bees buzz and I do the looking
on and let them work for me; and when I get into a con-
vention I let the other people talk, and sometimes I take
notes of things, and when I get home I sometimes ex-
periment and that is what I am going to do here. In-
stead of talking I am just going to listen and hear what
you are going to talk about, and then later on maybe I

can tell you all something. I don't know whether I could
tell you anything now or not. Maybe after I get through
my excitedness I will buzz a little while.

Fifth Session—Thursday, September 29:

The President called the convention to order at 9
a. m., and Dr. Miller offered prayer.

Mr. Abbott—The committee on incorporation has
looked the matter over carefully, and they can simply
ask for more time, and they desire that the committee be
continued until the next annual meeting, when they will

be prepared to present a thorough report. This matter
is of vital importance, and should not be done hastily.

On motion of Mr. York, seconded by Mr. Hyde, the
special committee on incorporation was made a perma-
nent committee to report at the next annual meeting.

President Harris then called upon Mr. Brown, of Cal-
ifornia, to present his paper on

THE COLLECTIVE DISPOSAL OF OUR PRODUCT.
Mr. Brown—I have touched this matter very briefly.

It is a subject that deserves a great deal of attention. We
could not do justice to the subject here in a place like
this, so I have onlv jotted down a few points which I

hope will start the ball rolling in the right direction.
The individual disposal of our product is one which

is well known to us all. While it has some advantages, it

has many disadvantages and unsatisfactory results. Per-
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haps it would not be out of place to nienuon a few con-

ditions which call for this united action on the part of

producers of honey to market their product collectively.

The Good Rook tells us, in II Timothy 3:2, "For men
shall be lovers of their own selves," and we find that the

buyers of honey, and the manipulators of the honey
market, are quite apt to be included in the class mentioned
in this statement. Another one of these conditions is,

that the large consumers of honey, those that use quanti-

ties of from fifty carloads upward per annum, have united

their energies with the buyers and commisison brokers.

This has brought about an effect that the price of our
product, as individuals, is largelj- left to what they are

inclined to quote us. For instance, one who offers a car-

load of honey to the market at San Francisco, which
market is based upon the Eastern market, after being
quoted his price, the firm who makes its quotation, is not
satistied to allow the seller the privilege of trying to

secure a better price in the East, but will immediately
wire Iiis offer, with other information; to all the other
links in this great chain of compulsion, located through-
out the honey centers of the United States. And vice

versa. The offers and quotations of the East are wired
to the West, and all are agreed to stand firm on one
common price, until competition, which is the "life of

trade." is totally obliterated.
Really, the onljf competition that exists today in the

honey market, is created by producers who individually

market their honey. I think perhaps this phase of the

question is so well imderstood by us. it needs no further
comment here, and we will now turn our attention to-

ward the subject of this paper.
It is quite evident that the bee-keepers of this twen-

tieth century are looking forward to some escape from
this Juggernaut, which is crushing the life out of trade.

And it is quite apparent that a spirit of co-operation does
already exist, which is the only thing that can bring about
this change from individuality to collectively marketing
our product.

It is a fact, however, that among us there is a ten-

dency to wait to see the plan developed before we
venture into the project ourselves. This is the most dan-
gerous ground we can stand upon. One can readily see
that after he has produced a crop of honey that can be
sold upon the general market for, say $1,000, and can get
his money without delay, that he will hesitate to turn the
selling of this to new and perhaps untried channels; and
in order to succeed, we must develop a channel in which
every producer among us will have full and complete
confidence. It must be made up of those who have made
a success of this very kind of work, and who have experi-
ence and talent. They must be people who are renowned
in this line, and of whose standing everybodj' has a gen-
eral knowledge. Also they tiiust have a standing in busi-
ness which they cannot afford to jeopardize for the paltry
sum of a few dollars which they could make by being
placed in this position of trust.

Let there be a board of directors made up of this

class. Let the number be five. Allow them a salary to
pay them for the time which they will spend in oversee-
ing their employed managers. Give them power to open
a central office, in which their manager will receive from
local, organizations, crop reports, samples of honey,
amounts ready for shipment, and correspondence of every
nature that will be directed to a business of this sort.

Then let the smaller, or local organizations, with which
the country is already well covered, use this general or
National Honey Producers' Association for their market.
This will make a gigantic brokerage system within our
own ranks, one in which one and all can trust. Then it

will come to pass that we will be the market, we will be
the head and not the tail. We will be able to quote a liv-

ing price for our product and realize as much.
The points mentioned so far in this paper are readily

admitted by all, but the question as to how we shall arrive
at this point of success, is the one that now confronts
us. The only way is to launch out. There was never a
boat that floated until it had an opportunity. The time
is now ripe and the opportunity is ours. Let this con-
vention appoint a committee who will name the first five

directors who will dr.iw up the by-laws and report before
th^s meeting adjourns. Let the glad news be sounded
from this center, and the birth of the baby, which should
be received in every quarter with much joy. Then every
locality where honey is produced should be encouraged

t.> ..r.i;:iuize. with the view before them that they arc to

patronize the National Honey Producers' Association
for their market; and once in the stream we will move
out in the breeze and lift our sails one by one as the

occasion demands.
The organization should be a stock company, place

the capital stock at $50,000, and sell only to organized
companies and associations. Limit each such company
or association to one share for the company or associa-

tion, and an additional share for every 25 members there-

after. Place the par value at $100 per share, and the

voting will be done by these associations or companies
governed bj' a vote to each share. In this way we can
always keep the management within our own control.

No one person, or for that matter a few, can buy up the
controlling interest in the association; dividends to be
declared upon net profits, derived from the commissions
made in the business, funds for sale of stock to be used
as capital in which to establish the business.

In conclusion, allow me to add, that we should lose

no time in starting off this important work. We are
losing far too much money each year to remain silent

and appear to be satisfied when, as a mater of fact, we are

not. The buyers and wholesale merchants have organized
against us, and our only chance of escape now is through
the same channel—organization. Let us be wise, and use
our freedom while we find a disposition within our rank
to do so. F. E. Brown.

Mr. Diebold moved, seconded by Mr. Atidrews, that

the chair appoint a committee of five to devise methods
for co-operation in the marketing of honey.

Mr. Andrews—We have found in California from one
year's trial that we could save the price it cost us to

organize. We paid five cents per pound membership,
and w-e found we got back all we paid into it the first

year. We found we could buy our supplies through this

organization enough cheaper to pay all our expenses.
We found another thing in marketing our crop, the
great majority do not know when they are offered all

their honey is worth. When we were ready to place our
honey on the market the association had orders for some-
thing like eight carloads. The members would not turn
their honey over at the price the association had fixed,

and consequently they had to pass those orders by. Manj'
of them held their honey over a year and took consider-
ably less than we had been offered at that time. Many of
the men need money right at the time the crop is har-
vested, and we need to provide some means whereby
those men can draw on that honey and get money at a
low rate of interest.

Mr. Abbott—I am greatly interested in this matter.
The query comes to me why this association should stand
bv at the birth of a lion cub to eat up her own chil-

dren. It is strange to me we should take the time of
this organization to organize a financial institution that
could not possibly be a part or parcel of this Association.
A great deal of this seems to sound verj' nice. For in-

stance, we were told that oranges were the same price in

California as in Missouri. I stand here to say as a stu-

dent of political economy that transportation is a part of
production, and that declaration is incontrovertible. Every
man that brings an article to the place of consumption
enters into the production of the article, and if trans-
portation is a part of production it is all fallacy to talk

about oranges being worth the same price in California
that they are in the State of Missouri; and that is the
complaint that is made about machinery in the United
States and in foreign countries; even sewing machines
are sold for less money in foreign countries than they
are sold for here, and it is unjust and unfair. The paper
further tells us that these buyers have combined, and
these supply dealers have combined, and they have
all combined, and there is a great octopus with its mouth
wide open sweeping over the countrj' endeavoring to
consume everybody and everything it comes in contact
with. I ask you to point out the man that has made these
combines? Show me where the men are that represent
the honey combine in the United States. There is not
any such thing in existence. I believe we can drift on
towards socialism and make a social business institution,

but so far as I am concerned individually, I want to say
the National Bee-Keepers' Association stands for the in-

dividual bee-keeper and not for a financial combine. I

see no reason why we should organize another society to
destroy our society. Let this Association alone as it is,
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a great brotherhood of people working for the common
interest of all the bee-keepers of the United States—farm-

ers, specialists and all.

Mr. Brown—This convention in Denver, two years

ago, appointed a committee, and I was one member of

it, to draw up plans by which an association of this kind

m'ight be formed. It is a fact that that committee did

go out and did report at our last convention in Los Angeles,

and the committee was appointed again, of which I was

made chairman, and I say it is proper at this time and in

this place for this thing to be brought up. It is not

necessary for this Association to be converted into this;

it is not the intention that it should be so; but this is the

place for us to take up this matter and protect ourselves

against this gigantic honey concern, this combination that

is combining and is crushing the life out of the honey

market Now I know whereof I speak when I speak

about this formation, and I can put my finger on them,

I can tell you exactly who those people are. It is not

well for me to give it out to the public, and have it go

into the press as to who these people are, but they do

exist- they do control affairs; they do control our honey

market today, and the thing for us to do is to organize

and meet these things with organization, and I say it is

properly in place before this convention. This matter

comes up today right in perfect line with our work.

Let us lend a helping hand to this new organization, and

let it not interfere in any way with this Association.

Dr Bohrer—I hope the motion to appoint such a

committee will prevail, but like Mr. Abbott I do not want

to create a monster that will gobble us all up. That

some kind of organization is necessary is a fact, but be

careful how you organize.
. , ,, ,,, ,.

Mr. Dadant—I cannot agree with Mr. Abbott in the

matter of the propriety of bringing this before the con-

vention. There is no greater interest among bee-keepers

than the selling of their crop, and where are we to dis-

cuss our intrests if not in our convention? Since I have

been here I have met a half dozen of our bee-keepers

who have asked me, "What are we going to get for our

honey?" "What shall I ask?" What answer can I give

them? The market prices are set by an organization.

These people are organized, and they are going to last;

you can't kill the trusts; you can regulate and tax them

but you cannot kill them. The only thing for us to do

is to organize, and you may call it a trust if you please.

I hardly think we can start with a capital of $50,000,

but I think we can and should start with a committee

that would tell our members, when they want to know
it, at what price they should hold their honey. They
can do it. If we simply stay together, and we will some

day, we will get our prices just the same as the Tin Can
Trust, and can probably produce honey cheaper then than

we can today by being organized.

Mr. Coggshall—I want to take issue with Mr. Abbott.

There is a combination against honey producers. I went

into Syracuse and wanted to sell honey to the bakery

there, and they said, "You submit samples and send them

to Chicago, and then you will get your price." A com-

bination, as sure as you are born.

Mr. Stanley—If there is any general combine in the

honey business I have failed to become a member, and

I believe Mr. Weber would testify in the same way, and

perhaps there are other large buyers. Perhaps in some
local way the merchants may be able to combine to fix

the price. I believe I would have found it out if it was
extensive.

Mr. Hershiser—Evidently the gentleman who last

spoke is too small in the business to have been a mem-
ber of these combinations. I know these combinations

do exist, and exist in the shape of the National Bis-

cuit Company. I had occasion a year or two ago to sell a

carload of honey for a party in Arizona, and I submitted

samples of the honey to the branches of the National

Biscuit Company, and the samples were sent to Chicago

to be passed upon by the purchasing agent there, for all

the branches of the Buscuit Company, and the price was

fixed, and there was no deviation from it. There are a

lot of small individual buyers that I suppose do not be-

long to this organization.

Mr. Stanley—I should have said I handle almost

exclusively comb honey, and we handled something like

300,000 pounds of it last year.

Mr. York—I think perhaps some of us misunderstand

the paper. I think I did. Mr. Brown said there was a

sort of combination that controlled the prices of honey.
I gathered from that that there was a combination of

honey dealers that was buying and selling honey. The
National Biscuit Company does not buy and sell honey.
They buy for their own purposes. As to Mr. Coggshall,
if he does not care to sell his honey at their prices he
need not do so. I know the National Biscuit Company
bought nine car-loads at one time, but I wouldn't consider
them a combination to fix the price of honey at all. They
are simply buyers for their own use.

Mr. Hardy—There is one thing about this thing that

I don't understand, this matter of assigfiing stock. It

looks to me as though the small or ordinary purchaser of

honey is going to be left in the background. We in

New York State have joint organizations which take in

anybody, and make a State organization. He states a

capital of $50,000; the minimum amount of each share
is $100. Suppose, as we have in the United States, in a

great many sections ,peopIe that have no kind of organ-
ization, they belong to this National Association and
nothing else, now where is this $100 share coming from?
There is no man in an ordinary way keeping bees
but does his little local trade. In my case I get a little

more for my honey. Suppose they find out I am getting
more for my honey in my section, and suppose this

organization you propose to form finds that out, I have
either got to put in the $100 or else stay outside. They
are liable to rush in on my market, and flood me, so that I

will be obliged to take the lower price along with the
"common cattle." I would like to have a little enlighten-
ment on this matter. Is this $100 coming from our county
or State organization, or where? I am not willing to
trot after the band-wagon. If you can't be a bell-cow
don't be any.

Mr. Dadant—The suggestion I made was especially
in regard to giving prices as guides. I realize the fact
that California and the East are entirely different. In
California there are large purchasers. Sometimes one
man will furnish several car-loads, or two men get to-

gether and furnish the car-load, and this matter of organ-
ization is much more important to them. But if there is

a central organization branching out, you would be very
glad to write to them to find out what honey is selling

for, and that they are setting the price of honey. If

you who deal in a small way in honey can find out honey
is selling for more than you are getting you certainly
will raise the price. If you have a central organization
which says, We will set the price at so much—it should
not be too much—and they tell you ahead what the price
will be, it will be a good thing; but if you are blind-
folded you will be at a disadvantage.

Mr. Abbott— I understand the paper to mean just
what Mr. York thought. I thought Mr. Brown meant
that there was a combination of honey buyers and I

wanted to know about that. Another thing Mr. Brown
misunderstood, I do not object to discussing this ques-
tion here, or to giving out prices or anything, but the
thing I objected to was the formation of that commit-
tee here. I have no objection to Mr. Brown saying we
all want to organize, and then organize the whole Asso-
ciation if you want to into a company of that kind. I was
not opposing that. I simply wanted it understood I

didn't want this National Association to appoint the
committee to make another organization. The discussion
is on whether this committee shall be appointed or not ap-
pointed.

Mr. Pressler—Is this committee to be the permanent
committee?

Pres. Harris—No, simply to report back ways and
means.

Mr. Pressler—There is no reason why this committee
should not be appointed.

The President put the motion to appoint the com-
mittee, which on a vote having been taken was declared
carried.

(Continued next week.)

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sam-
ple copies. Then you can very likely afterward get them
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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Buswell. Turner, 493
Byer, J.L.383

Callbreath, John S. 439
Carpenter. A. B. 557
Carr, H. M. 37
Carson, Leonidas, 525
Carson, Wm. F. 100
Chadwlck, John White,
lOO

Chandler, M. K. 510
Cheney, Louis A, 382
Chinn, Harvey R. 699
Christensen, H. 36. 885

Chrysler, W. A. 245
Cillev, Chas. W. 366
Clapp. Chas. B. 171
Clasen, John H. 316
Clemons & Co., C. C. .578

Cleveland, Ralph D. 168,
«U

Clover-Blossom, 551
Coburn, John P. 174, 334
Colorado, 520
Common-Sense Bee-
Keeping, 44

Cook, A. T. 52
Cook. B. L. 330
Cook, Prof. A. J. 21, 165,
358,420, 533, .597, 612,
693, 758, 838

Cooler, C. W. 127
Cooley, E. D. 685
Corry, K. C. 110
Coverdale, Frank, 110,
295

Cox, John, 363
Cox, Koy, 108
Coyle, W. R. M. 795
Crane. J. E. .548

Cremers. L. H. 189
Crim, 8. T. 702
Culvey, J. W. 164

Dadant. C. P.,53,102, 165,
214,260, 310, 373, 453,
4H9, 565, 612, 631, 726,
773,790. 870

Dappel.Chas.J.6l8
Darrow, Chas. M.740,797
Davenport, B. T. 396
Davenport. C. 38, 231
Davenport Stephen, 154,
537

Dayton, C. W. 237
De Courcy, Wm. 678
Dee, Emm. 25
Deitz, A. M.741
Dexter h Son, F. Z. 351
Dicks, Allen C. 668
Digges, C. J. S. 823
Dittmer, Gus, 164
Doggett, Miss Lucy F.
793

Doolittle, G. M. 5, 86,
247, 308, 332, 342, 389,
421, 502, 55U, 613, 663,
710

Dotson, Newton, 334
Dougherty, B. N. 651
Dowdy, John S. 234
Drake, F. U. 501, 572
Drexel. Frank H. 167
Duax, Edward, 269
Duby, H. 8. 315

Darling, Robert, 489

652, 718,735
Edwards, Evan K. 237
606

Edwards, Loren, 348
Bdwards. O. D. 693
Ellitritz, J.S. 525
Elmore, Luna, 360
Ellsworth, W.E. 303
Elwood, P. U. 36
Ensley, J. R. 190
Ercan brack, (:. K. 45
Brickson, A. G. 363
Evans. Clara West, 280
Ewlng, M. B. 366

Fagan, Q. W. 351
Feeback. W. S. 108, 252
Fee. W. A. 414
Ferguson, J. W. 686
Ferree, J. W. 267
Ferry, U. 8. 345
Fisoh, Math, 237
Fisher,. W. 572
Fixter, John, 293
Flanagan, B. T. 188
Foote, A. F. 38(1, 694, 822
Forehand, W. J. 324
Fox, Franklin U, 591
France, N. B. 143, 404,
440, 467, 4H3, 547, 837

Francisco, Peter L. 316
Freas, Herbert, 558
Freeman, A. J. 236, 628,
635

Graffam, George 8. 251,
571

Graham. Fred B. 254
Graves, E. M. 492
Green, J. A. 212
Greiner, F. 54
Grelner, G. C. 246, 341,

438, 503
Greves, Harry, 350
Griffln,0. B. 3311

Grifflth, Mrs. Sarah J,

105, 473
Gross, Gustave, .573, 716
Grover. James, no
Guernsey, C. S. 79

Haag, J.S. 388
Hackworth, Miss B.
Louisa, 553

Hadsell, B. A. 12

Hager, Henry L. 412
Hall, D". W. 156, 349,381,

Hall. Mrs. Queen B. 567
Hambaugb, J. M. 646
Hammond, L. A. 203
Hanegan, Leo F. 388,

596, 644
,

Hansen, Henry, 331
Hanson, V. A. 3 0, 734
Harbech, P. H. 317
Harlan, C. H. 361, 651
Harland. Marion, 871
Harris, C. S. 77
Harris, Charles M. 298
Harris.Jas. D.7, 877
Harris, W. D. 108, 814
Harrison. Lovell, 437
'Harrison, Mrs. L. 25.

Hasty, E. E. 244, 459, 510
Hawk, G. D. 155, 588
Haynes. David, 508
Healy, Wm. J.348
Heath, Samuel, 175
Heinlen,H. P. 445
Henry. Thomas, 287
Herlong, D. H. 635
Herman, F. U. 822
Highet, Mrs. Bertha A.

61.0

Hillmau, Mrs. W. J. 105
Hinderer, Frank,468,778
Hitt. Samuel H. 668
Hoadley.C. P. 491
Hobert, W. H. 186, 489,

526
Hodgklns, C. 275
Hogarty, W. P. 29
Holekamp, Robt. A. 39,

631
Holmes, Mrs. H. C. 360
Holtermann, R. F. 472
Horner. Mrs. K. M. 40
Hoskins. Rev. R. 275
Hotze, O. C. 77
House, Howard H. 157,
236

Houser, Arthur A. 332
House, S. D. 408
Howard, Jas. L. 44
Howard, Wm. R. 5
Howe, Harry, 260
Huerkens. Herm,..., ,-
Hugentobler. R. C. 486
u.^"iphrey. Ezra, 283

iberger, A. C. 153,

427

287
Hunt, Mrs. H. H. 604
Hurt. W. D. 171
Hutchinson, W. Z. 148,

5112, 713, 860, 873
Hyde, Homer H.276,835,
847. 870

Hvde, Ira L. 590
Hyde, O. P. 646

Garner, U. M. 39
Oetaz. Adrian, I

43H, 661, 742. so
Gilder, R. V. J-J

Gordon, G. W.

Iselin, Sebastian,414,492

Jackman, A. C. 269
Jacobs, A. R. 265
Jacobs, W. W. 154, 284,
445

Johnson, Dr. W. A. Ill
Johnson, J. E. 3ii, 101,

118,277, 406, 485, 491,
510.581, 604. 7110

Johnson, J. W.381
Jones, Orvil le, 268

Kane Co., 111.29
Kane, Jas. p. 27, 47
Kannenberg. C,F.324
Keeler. Tbad H. 191
Keith, H. W. 76
Kelly, Ann F. 169, 214,

280, 537
Kennedy, John, 11,494
Kennicott. B. E.556
Kilgore, A. J. 183, 333,
379, 777

King, Mrs. Lou O. 392
Klein, LL.B., Henry, 470
Knoll. Edward. 301
Koehler, Louis C. 212
Koentz. C. H. 211
Kramer, Joe 284
Kuehne. M. B. 373

Lake. Wm. 237
Lamkin, Lewis. 78
Larrabee, W. G. 326
Latham, Allen, 19, 53,

173, 182, 237, 261, 343,
359, 362, 363, 742, 855

Lathrop, Harry, 541
Laws, W. H. 212, 614.
775.793

Lee. B. W. 493
Lemaster, P. T. 79. 362
Lewis, W.T. 511
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Lincoln, C. M. 108, 347,
459, 621

Linscott, J. M. 367, 813
Long, Irving, 30, 73, 414,
827

Lott, B. O. 245
Lovesy. B. 8.732
Lowe.F. D. 371
Lowe, Mrs. Nellie, 215,

Luebke, Chas. 73

Lvle, M. R. 76
Lyman, 1. L. 237
Lyman, R. H. 444
Lyman, W. C. 6

McBride, A. J. 78
McBride. F.382
McCain, R. B. 195, 234
McCarthy, D. 173
McColley, R. L. 300, 381,
458. 476

McCradie, Robert, 94
McDonald, W. F. 411,556
McDowell. P. 363
McBvoy, Wm. 3"9
McGuire, a. W. 540
McLeod. D. C. 237, 527,
657, 826

Macbrair, A.W. 46
Mack, Mrs. L. 72
Maeder, Hugo, 798
Majors, Samuel C. 668
Maneke, Fred W. 508
Mangus, C. A. 364, 782
Marks, W. F. 2'i

Marrs, D. F. 747
Matson, 8. A. 412
Mears, Mrs. CD. 183,328
Merkley, John, 663
Merriam & Son, 78
Mersing, E C. 330
Michael, J.F. 236,259,260
Michael, John N. 203
Middlecamp, Mrs. Wm.
168

Miles, E.S. 110
Miller, Dr. C. C. 4, 182,

212,308,310,344, 373,

439, 581
Miller, James L. A. 314
Miller, Wm. 78
Miner. Leon E. 531
Missouri. 718
Mohr, Mike D. 619
Monson. John, 300
Moore, Geo. B. 493,700
Moore, Herman F. 485
Moore, Wm. 527
Moore, W. A. 110.302
Moorehead, Art E. 511
Moorehouse, H. C. 7, 23,

324, 390
Morgareidge. C. W. 335
Morrow, W. H. 301
Math Co., The Fred W.
563

Muth, Fred W. 292
Muth-Rasmussen, Wm.
406

Nash, J. A. 187
Nebraska, 74
Neilson, D. 366
Nelson. Mrs. C. H. 711
Newton, John, 533
Nicholson, A. B. 287
Noble, A. H. 235
North, Lyman, 557
Norton, J. G.3O0
Nusbaum, L. 652
Nydegger, John, 725
Nye, Wm, 333

Oldenburg. C. J. 236
O'Neal. Earl P. 330
Opter. A. H. 196
Osborn, I. T. 116

Packard .Mrs.Adella,248
Pagan. E. V. 262 _
Pain, W. U. 164
Paintin.JohnT.79, 49S
Parker, Mrs. Anna, 441
Parson, A. S. 363
Pattison, R. R. 476
1-atton, A, E. 236, 798
Patton, J.S. 351
Paxson. Mrs. Nellie G.
488

Pawletta, D. J.444
Pearson, J. F. 510
Feck, B. W. 330
Peiro, Dr. 238, 445
Pendro»,E. C.635
Peitlt.Morley, 118,126,
279,412.439

Pettit, 8. T. 363, 366,453,

PharV,'john W. 719.828,
843

Phillips, M. S. 285
I Pickurd. W. J. 349,427

Placid, Charley, 606
Plank, D. H.636
Poiiidexter, G 14
Poppleton, O. O. 492
Porter. H- H. 847
Porter, W.L. 103
Prior Chas. Edward,424
Pritchett, E. B. 77, 347
I'rval, W. A. 84, 16*, 180,

•284, .373, 422,629, 685,

716, 764

Quirin, H. G. 622

Ragan, Bdw. M. 762
Raner, P. B. 121
Kauchfuss, Frank, 136
Raught, A. P. 45
Bay.'Mrs. Mary A.90,
121,360
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Rea. Geo, U. 77. 559
Redden. L. B. 29
Redden. Henry 535
Reed, Geo, A. 46a
Reno. J . T, J r. 1 3, 126, 252
RIcketts. L. T. 327, 632
Ridley, J, 364. 572
Rlsler. W. 8 :i:i5

Roby, Mrs. S. M. 188

Root. HuberU. ao
Root. L. C. 14
Roseman. Frank M. 153
Ross. Wm. 315
Rosson, Lon, 237
Rozell. Albert, 153, 234
Russell, C. R, 121
Rtlssell. Ur. B. D, 75, 191
Russell, L L. 741
Russell, Mrs. 745

Sagendorf , Florence W.
312

Sams, Chas. L. 108
Sanders. N. 79
San^ter, Margaret B.
440

Scardiaeld, Wm. M. 314
Schmertraan. Lewis, 43
Schmidt, B.F. 348,734
SchmidtCo.,R, H. 237
Scholl, Louis H. 566, 584
Scboon, John G. 100, 382
Secor, Eugene, 36,451,
452

Selbold, Jacob, 79
Selfert, Geo. M. 557
Shafer, W. W. 660
Shaw, Joseph, 539
Shedenhelm, J. N. 335
Shepherd. M. W. 51
Sibbald.H. G. 263, 517
Siebert, J, J, 260
Simmons, Chas. M, 428
Simon, M. N. 158
Simpson, J. L. 604
Singletary, S. B. 314
Smale, Mary L. 841
Smith, Elizabeth M. 280
Smith, Harry, 363
Smith, Harvey, 255
Smith, Jay, 164
Smlih, J, Q. 324
Smith,J, W. 318
Smitb.R. K. 558
Smith. S. B. 235, 276,575,

Snider, John F. 732
Snowden, A. J. 700
Snowberger. A. H. 188
Snyder, F. A. 333
Snyder, Mrs. C. W. 603
Spence. H. 8. 254
Spitler, George, 45
Stachelhausen, L. 567
Staininger, N. 414
Stanley & Son, Thos. C.
253

Stauton, S. B. 749
Steele, J. W, 300
Steger, Theodore, 36
Stewart, John C. 349
Stillwell, F. B. 701
Stolley, Wm, 22, -.9, 124,
236,317,458,838

Stone, B. F. 31
Stone, James A. 197
Stont, George, 685, 731
Strlttmatter,F.J. 276,622
Strong, J. L. 453, 590

Tackaberry, A. B. 79^
Tallndy, H D. 3»1,388
Term, H, B.«()5 3
Theilmaiin. Mary, 405
Thellman, Wm. 718
Thomas. J. A. 171
Thompson, Mrs. M. 72
Thompson, R. 234
Tlnimerraan, A. U. 524
Tltoff, Abram, 880
Townsend. B. D. 326
Travis, L A. 172
Trlttenbacb, Edwin, 196,
333

Tucker, B. 413
Tucker, J. W. 79a
Tucker, Mrs. J. W, 38.<)

Tucker, Mrs, Laura, 760
Tyrrell, B. B. 486

Vanderwerp, H. 459
Vangundy, G, W. 78
Virginia bee-keeper, 77
Virgin, C. W, 404
Voigt. C. H. 187. 733

Wade, Mrs. J, B. 648
Wagar, D. 1.75,556
Wahl, Louis F. 503
Wainwright, Catherine.
248, 280

Wair,0. H.aor,
Wale, C. H. 362
Walterhouse, J. H. 412
Wann. F. A. 195
Ward, Kdwin,604
Ward, Sarah S. 409

Weaver. J. M. H. 511
Webb, Wm. R. Jr. 331
Weber, C, H. W. 132

265
Weissenfels, J. A, 715
Welch, T. R. G. 628
Welden. T. A. 204
Wellman. J.L. 731
West, J. M. 509
West, N. D. 455
West, Robert, 407, 791
Westrum, Peter, 413
Wheeler, E. C. 509
Wheeler, Miss F. B. 14
633

Whitaker. J. B. 493
White. C. B. 382
White. Martha. 348

198,
White, N. R. 509
Whitney, Wm. M,
335. 668

Wilder, J. J. 287
Wilder.J. W. 74
Wilkes. A. H. 35
Wilkins, Geo. B. 699
Willis, G. T. 79
Wilson. G. W. .570

Wilson, Mrs. L. 567
Winkler, Chas. 301, 811
Winter, I. V. 621
Wintle, Gilbert, 14
Wolfe, James, 701
Wood.Delos, 110
Woodman, Lewis C,& A
G., 409

Wurth, Carl, 664

Yon Tonson, 159, 431
York. George W. 59, 436
Young, J. M. 45
Young, N. 100,395

I ^ 200 Egq
«lNCUBATOR
Perfect in conatmctioQ Bna
action. liatcbea every fertile

egg. Write for catalog to-d»y.

GEO. H. STAHL. Qulacy, III

*^*^as*» mez£tLGn Bee Joumaj, waeii wrntm?

Tbe Emerson Binder
This Emerson stiff-board Binder with cloth

back for the American Bee Journal we mall for
bnt 60 cents; or we will send it with the Bee
Jonrnal for one year—both for only $1.40. It 1«

a fine thing to preserve the copies of the Jonr-
nal as fast as they are received. If yon have
this " Emerson " no fnrther binding is neces-

*"' QEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
334 Dearborn Street, . CHICAGO, ILL.

IL'ORMAS
Incubators

I & Brooders 1^=°'

Low in price. Fully cimranteej. || 11 Sand
Send for free cataln^rue.

BtHTA MFG. CO., LI60NIER. INOIAM, FniCitilOC

The Novelty Pocket=Knife.
Your Name and Address on one «lde—Three Bees on the other side.

Your Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say just what name and
address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The noTetty lies In the handle. It is
made beautifully of indestructible celluloid, which Is as transparent as glass. Un-
derneath the celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed the name and residence of
the subscriber, and on the other side pictures of a Qneen, Drone, and Worker, as
shown here.

The Material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality;
the blades are hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we war-
rant every blade. The bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or
corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver wire; the linings are plate brass;
the back springs of Sheifield spring-steel, and the finish «)f the handle as described
above. It will last a last-time, with proper usage.

^

Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the
owner will never recover it; but if the " Novelty " is lost, having name and address
of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and ad-
dress, would destroy the knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so for-
tunate as to have one of the •'Novelties," your Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and la
case of death, your relatives will at once be notified of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present! What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a ladv to a gentleman, the knife bavin*
the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cu( gives a faint idea, but cannot fnlly convey an exact representation of
thls^beautiful knife, as tb^ " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid for $1.25, or five it as a Premium to th«
one sending us \HREE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3,00.) We will clnb the Novelts
Knife and the Bee Jonrnal for one year, both for J2.00.

GEORGE W. YORK d CO.
4^Please allor" 'boat two weeks for your kuife order to be ailed.

Chicaga III

Please NentioD the Bee Jonrnal Idver^r^f-

mmMmr BeG-Keepers'Supplies
Lowest Prices and Highest Quality. Our New Cata-

log just out. Write for it. Compare prices with others.

15 years' experience. Not in the Combination. Modern
Machinery. Sections and Shipping-Cases by the car-load.

Prompt shipments. Hives, Extractors, Feeders, and all

Supplies used by bee-keepers. All goods guaranteed as
per Catalog.

MONDENG MFG. CO.
147:and 149 Cedar Lake Road, - MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

40E7t Please mention Bee Jonrnal when writlnB,
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Best Extracted Honey For Sale
All in 60-!b.
Tin Cans. «.«

Alfalfa

Honey
This is the famous

White Extracted Honey
gathered in the great Al-

falfa regions of the Cen-
tral West. It is a splen-

did honey, and nearly
everybody who cares to

eat honey at all can't get

enough of the Alfalfa ex-

tracted.

Basswood
Honey

This is the well-known
light-colored honey gath-
ered from the rich, nec-
tar-laden basswood blos-

soms. It has a stronger
flavor than Alfalfa, and
is preferred by those who
like a distinct flavor in

their honey.

Prices of Alfalfa or Basswood Honey:

A sample of either, by mail, 10 cents, to pay for package and postage. By freight—two
60-pound cans of Alfalfa, 8 cents .per pound; i cans or more, 7!^ cents a pound. Basswood
Honey, half-cent more per pound than Alfalfa prices. Cash must accompany each order.

You can order half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. The cans are two in a box, and
freight is not prepaid. ABSOLUTEL.Y PURE BEES' HONEY.

Order the Above Honey and then Sell It.

We would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce enough honey for their

home demand, just order some of the above, and sell it. And otbers, who want to earn some
money, can get this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere.

THE YORK [HONEY CO. iNotino

Hbnry M. Arnd, Manager. loi E. Kinzie Street, CMICAQO, ILL.

I Men's Queen ani Drone TraD.35G I
•^ &^ It automatically catches and cages drones and queens. It insures ^|^ you against loss of bees through swarming by catching the queen and ^
•-» preventing its leaving the hive. It will also prevent drones from en- ^
•^ tering the hive.

•^ They sell regularly at 50 cents. Our price, 35 cents.

JOHN DOLL & SON,
vS Power Building,

^(f\(f>fjy(f>(fy(ti'ff\(f\ffyff\(fy'^fyff>'ffy^fy(0(f>'f^y'f*>'^f\(f><^>(f>?t>'^^><'^

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. ^

B66° Keepers I
Don't forg-et that
we are the largest
iobbers in the
United States of

/boot's Boe-Supp7ies, ^Jobnson Zii-
cubators and Broodersp Ilumpli-
r^y*s and Alattn^s Bone Cutters,
Rfixiltry Sujyplies of all Icinds, Seeds
and Impleznent s. Remember, you g-et

these ^oods at Factory Prices, and save half
the freig-ht. Let us book your order for Golden
Italian, Red Clover and Carniolan Queens t
listed id our Catalog. Send for Free Illustrated
Catalog.

GRIGGS BROS.
521 Monroe Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

||||g|||l§i||a o|2;^.:-|i

.-=1 st|ui^

_"Lj S061 » EC. 58.

'
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WANTED!
Comb and Extracted

HONEY
On Commission.

Boston pays good prices for a fancy
article.

F. H. FARMER,
i8a Friend St., BOSTON, MASS.

IPleas^ xn-entlon B6e Jonmal wt&en wntiii£

Honey-Jars ^ Honey-Vinegar
We can ship at once on

receipt of order, Mb. and
^i-lb. Tip-Top Honey=Jars,
(octagon shape > at these
prices, f.o.b. Chicago:

1-lbs. per 12-do2. crate, $5.00;
3 crates, fl3.S0.

^4-lbs.per 14 doz.crate»$5.25;
3 crates, 14.00.

YORK'S
HONEY-VINEGAR
This is a new thing, made

by The York Honey Co,,
and should be used by all
who also buy and use honej
Furnish it to your home

trade. Sample, postpaid, 10 cents, to pay post-
age and package. A 10-gal. keg for fS.OO, f.o.b.

Chicago.
Cash with order in all cases. Address,

The York Honey Co.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wheu consigning, buying or selling, consult

R. A. BURNETT & CO.,
iOO {Mouth Water St. Chicago, ILU

MountUnionGollege
Open to both sexes from the begin-

ning. Founded in 1846. Highest grade
scholarship. First-class reputation. 25

instructors. Alumni and students occu-

pying highest positions in Church and
State. Expenses lower than other col-

leges of equal grade. Any young person

with tact and energy can have an educa-

tion. We invite correspondence. Send
for catalog.

MOUNT UNION COLIiEGE,
Alliance, Ohio.

Queen-Clipping Device Free!
The MoNETTE Queen-Clippin-

Device Is a fine thing for use in

catching and clipping Queens'
wings. It is used by many bee-

keepers. Full printed directions
sent with each one. We mail it for

35 cents; or will send it FREE as

a premium for sending us One
1 New subscriber to the Bee Journal
) for a year at $1.00; or for ?1.10 we

ill mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

nEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

WANTED--HONEY

BEE -SUPPLIES
II

THE BEST MADE.

Root'sGoods at Root's Factory Prices

Take advantage of the DISCOUNTS allowed on
EARLY orders.

You will SAVE MONEY by buying- from me.
Cincinnati is one of the BEST SHIPPING POINTS.

^Lowest FrsiQlit Rates, Prompt Service and^
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CATALOG MAILED FREE.

Ki Salesrooms—2MM8 Central Av
ases-Freemau and Central Aves C.B.m.Uleber.

CINCINNATI.
OHIO.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writma

Chicago, Dec. 7.—The market is well supplied
with all kinds of honey; the demand is of a
light nature. Fancy comb honey bring-s 14c,
but quality as well as appearance is necessary;
No. I sells at 12!^@13c; ofE grades difficult to
move at l@3c less. Extracted, choice white,
7@7Hc; amber, 6(g^7c, with off grades about S^c
per pound. Beeswax, 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

New York, Dec. 7.—Receipts of late have
been quite heavy, and while there has been a
fair demand, it has not been up to former years
and stocks are somewhat accumulating, conse-
quently prices show a tendency to decline, and
in larg'e lots quotation prices as a rule are
shaded. We quote fancy white at 14@15c; No.
1 white at 12#13c; amber, lie; buckwheat, 10c.
Extracted in fair demand at 6(§i6J^c for white
clover; 51*0 for buckwheat; 50((w60c per g-allon
for Southern, according to quality. Beeswax
firm at from 28@29c.

HildrethA Sbgblken.

Philadelphia, Dec. 24.—As usual around the
holidays, there is not much call for either comb
or extracted honey. Prices remain about the
same as the last quotations. Some odd lots
having- arrived in the market in the last lOdays
has weakened the price of lower grades. Fancy
white comb, 15@16 cents; No. 1, 13@14c; amber,
ll("I2c. Extracted, white, 7(g8c; amber, 6@7c.
Beeswax, 26c.
We are producers of honey and do not handle

on commission. Wm. A. Selser,

Boston, Nov. 19.—Recent heavy arrivals to-

gether with very low quotations from some
other markets have had a tendency to weaken
our market. We quote fancy No. 1, 15fcl6c;
No. 2, 14c, with ample stocks; absolutely nocall
for buckwheat. Extracted honey, 6@Sc.

Blake, Scott & Lkb.

Cincinnati, Dec. 10.—The demand for honey
at the present time is not good, owing to the ap-
proach of the holidays, when too many sweets
are found on the market. On the other hand,
the trade is well supplied with comb honey,
that will require a considerable length of time
to be coufiuraed. We are offering white clover
extracted honey in barrels and cans at 6K'y854
cents; amber, S%@bhic. Fancy comb honev,
12>i@14c. Beeswax, 29@30c.

ThbFrkd W.Muth Co.

Albany, N.Y., Nov. 9.—The crop of honey is

tnrning out to be larger than estimated, and

prices are softening, favoring the buyer. We
quote fancy white, 15c; A No. 1, 14c; No. 1, 13c;

mixed, ll@12c; buckwheat, best, 13c; average
run, ll((il2c. Extracted, buckwheat, 6c; white
clover, 6Hc; mixed, 6c. Beeswax, 29@30c.

H. R. Wright.

Kansas City, Sept. 22.—Market on comb
honey is quite active at $2.75 per case for fancy
white stock. Extracted rather slow at 6M@7c.
We look for the demand on extracted to pick up
considerably with cooler weather. Beeswax in
good demand at 30c per pound.

C. C. Clkmons & Co.

Cincinnati, O., Dec. 19.—Comb honey is now
coming in more freely, and prices if anything
have moderated a little. The sales made and
prices obtained were for No. 1 fancy water-
white comb, 12@13Mc; single cases, I4c. Ex-
tracted is sold ai follows: White clover, in
barrels, 6>^c; in cans, 7M@8c; amber, in bar-
rels, 5J4@5^c; in cans, 6@6Hc. Beeswax, 27c.

C. H. W. Weber

San Francisco, Dec. 14.—White comb. 1-lb.

sections, ll>i@12Hc; amber, 9®llc. Extracted
white, 6@6K cents; light amber, 4Ji@5Kc; am-
ber, 3>':i@4Jic; dark amber, 3@3J6c. Beeswax,
good to choice, light, 29@30c; dark, 27@28c.
The market is quiet. Stocks are not of large

volume, either here or in the interior, but some
of the principal holders are urging honey to
sale, being desirous of effecting a clean-up al
an early date.

"What Happened to Ted"

BY ISABELLB HORTON.

This is a true story of the poor and unfor-
tunate in city life. Miss Horton, the author,

is a deaconess whose experiences among the

city poverty stricken are both interesting and
sad. This particular short story—60 pages,

5x6% inches, bound in paper cover—gives
somewhat of an insight into a little of the

hard lot of the poor. Price, postpaid, only 10

cent" (stamps or silver.) Address,

I8ABELLE HORTON.
227 East Ohio StkbbtCbic&go, III.
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BEE -SUPPLIES
OP ALL KINDS.

(Been at it over 20 years.)

It is always BEST to buy of tbe makera.
New Illustrated Catalog Free.

For nearly 14 years we have published

The i flmerican i Bee-Keeper
(Monthly, SOc a year.)

The best magazine for beginners, edited by one
of the most experienced bee-keepers in

America. Sample copy free.

Address,

Th W.T. FALCONER MFG. COMPANY
JAMESTOWN . N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, Epping, N. H., carries a full

line of out goods at Catalog prices. Order of

him! and save the freight.

No. 25 JARS, $5.25 a gross

;

with tin caps, $5.00 a gross. 1-lb.

Square Jars, $5.00 a gross. Cat.

of SUPPLIES free.

I. J. STRIINGHAIH,
los Park Place. NEW YORK.

Langstrothonthe

m0^ Honey-Bee
Revised by Dadant—Latest Edition.

This'is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

over 500 pages, being revised by those

large, practical bee-keepers, so well-

known to all the readers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal—Chas. Dadant & Son.

Each subject is clearly and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the in-

structions of this book one cannot fail

to be wonderfully helped on the way to

success with bees.

The book we mail for $1.20, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for

one year—both for $2.00 ; or, we will

mail it as a premium for sending us

THREE NEW subscribers to the Bee
Journal for one year, with $3.00.

This is a splendid chance to get a

grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
334 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

:. BEE & POULTRY SUPPUESi

ease mention Bee Jo'i^nal when writing.

Drr irrrDrPQ l
send me your orders for

OliL'JlLLrLIlO : BEE-SUPPLIES for next

year's use, and get the discount: Oct., 6 percent;

Nov., S percent; Dec, 4 percent. The above dis-

count does not apply to honey-packages. Send
for catalog. W.J.McCartv, Emmetsburg, Iowa

44Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Wb Sell Root's Goods in Michiqan
Let us quote you prices on Sections, Hives,

Foundation, etc., as we can save you time and
freight. Beeswax Wanted for Cash.

M. H.HUNT & SON,
Bbll Branch, Wayne Co., Mich

Please metitloii Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

We carry a large stock and
greatest variety of everything
needed in the Apiary, assur-
ing BEST goods at the LOW-
EST prices, and prompbship-
ments. We want every bee-
keeper to have our Free Il-
lustrated Catalog, and
read description of Alterna-
ting Hives, Massie Hives, etc.

write at once for catalog

AQENCIES.—Treste^ Supply Co., Lincoln,Neb.: S'-.ugart & Ouren, Council BlufEs,Iowa;
alton & Ford, Garden City, Kan.; I. H Myers, Lamar, Colo.; Southwestern Bee Co., 438

. Houston St., San Antonio, Tex. KRETCHMER MFG. CO., Red Oalc, lowa.

Ple?«e mention Bee Journal 'Vtien writing

BEGIN Newlear RIGHT
B-y SBITDIKTO FOR,

OUR HEW 1905 CATALOG

!

Q. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.
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